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In the early 1980s, we were motivated to prepare the First Edition 
of the T exthook of Biochemistry with Clinical Correlations 
because at that time no biochemistry text emphasized the astonishing 
advances in the second half of the twentieth century regarding our 
knowledge about normal and abnormal mammalian cell biochem
istry, specifically that of humans. Thus the decision was made that 
in this textbook the focus of the presentation would be on the basic 
cellular biochemistry of eukaryotes, with an emphasis on mammalian 
cells and tissues. The depth and scope of the presentation is srill that 
of a basic biochemistry text. In the preparation of the First Edition we 
also wanted studenrs to catch a glimpse of how biochemical research 
has lead to an undersranding of the causes of many human diseases. 
This was accomplished by presenting descriptions of the biochemis
try of selected diseases in separate Clinical Correlation boxes. These 
correlations provide significance to the biochemistry, thus facilitating 
the learning process. The popularity of the correlations with studenrs 
encouraged us to add new ones in all subsequent editions. 

Why a Seventh Edition? 

The ever-increasing depth of our knowledge of the biochemistry 
and control mechanisms of normal cells and tissues has been the 
primary incentive to update the content of the textbook. 

Results of recent research have lead to an undersranding of 
the molecular evenrs of many cellular and physiological processes, 
which until now were poorly understood , such as the extracellular 
matrix proteins , programmed cell death, molecular motors, and cell 
signaling. Thus, it is appropriate to include these and other such 
topics in this textbook. In addition , many of these topics are now 
presented in biochemistry courses. 

Finally it was also deemed necessary to reorganize some topics 
as research has uncovered the complex: relationships between many 
cellular and tissue processes. Along with these changes the scope 
and number of Clinical Correlations has increased, covering top
ics as diverse as H IV infections, hypercholesteremia, diabetes, and 
Parkinson disease. 

Objectives and Scope of Presentation 
for the Seventh Edition 

The following objectives were established for the First Edition and 
have been retained in all subsequent editions. They are 

To present a clear and precise discussion of the biochemistry 
of eukaryotic cells, with an emphasis on those of mammalian 
tissues 
To have the scope and depth of presentation meet the require
ments of upper-level undergraduate, graduate level, and profes
sional school courses in biochemistry 

To relate biochemical even rs at the cellular level to 
physiological processes in the whole animal; 
To cite examples of abnormal biochemical processes in 
human disease 

The textbook is organized and written such that any sequence of 
topics considered most appropriate by an instructor can be pre
sented. Throughout this text, results from research of nonmam
malian organisms are presented if the information is more advanced 
than that of similar stud ies with mammalian cells. Thus the book 
presents a current picture of our biochemical knowledge of eukary
otic cells. 

Significant Changes in the Seventh Edition 

Every chapter was updated with inclusion of new information and 
condensation of some material. Some of the changes are 

An expanded discussion of microRNAs 
An in-depth presentat ion of the basal lamina protein complex, 
molecular motors, programmed cell death , and cancer 
A presentation of membrane transport mechanisms that con
forms to current nomenclature and research directions 

• A discussion of unstructured proteins 
A reorganized discussion of amino acid metabolism that sepa
rates the synthesis, degradation, and roles of amino acids; 
A discussion of heme metabolism included with the amino 
acids, which is the more usual placement in a teaching program 
A comprehensive presentation of the absorption and 
transport of iron 
An inclusive discussion of the function of vitamins 
concentrated in one chapter 
An updating of chapter bibliographies , with selection of refer
ences from readily available sources, many accessible on the 
Web . References are generally to review articles and seminal 
publications; carefully selected websites are also listed 
Approximately one half of the questions and annotated answers 
are new to this edition; they are similar to those used in gradu
ate and professional school admission examinations, some are 
based on data presented in a clinical vignette , and each set of 
questions has several problem-solving questions. 

In addition , in response to reviewer recommendations, sec
tions in many chapters have been reorganized for a better flow 
of informat ion. Related content that in previous editions was 
presented in several different chapters has been consolidated 
into single presentations. Illustrations were updated and new 
figures added. The adage "A picture is worth a thousand words" 
is appropriate, and the reader is encouraged to study the illus
trations because they are meant to clarify confusing aspects of a 
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topic. As in previous editions, there is frequent cross-referencing 
between chapters . 

New Features in the Seventh Edition 

To facilitate the students' learning, we have added several new features 
to the text. 

Key Concepts: A list of Key Concepcs appears at the beginning 
of each chapter for srudencs to use as a guide while srudying 
the chapter and as a reference for self-evaluation at completion 
of study. 
A Closer Look: These boxes contain supplementary information 
on the topic under discussion. 
Key Terms: A list of Key T errns appears at the end of each 
chapter; 
Online Mendelian Inheritance in Man (OMIM): 
Accession numbers associated with a disease or enzyme in the 
Online Mendelian Inheritance in Man (OMIM) database are 
indicated at appropriate places in the text. The OMIM database 
(www.ncbi.nlm .nih.gov/Omim) catalogues known diseases with 
a genetic component . 

Content and Organization of the Seventh Edition 

The content of the seventh edition is divided into five major pares. 

Part I, Structure of Macromolecules, contains an introduc
tory chapter on eukaryotic cell structure (Chapter 1), followed 
by two chapters on the chemistry and structure of nucleic acids 
(Chapter 2) and protein (Chapter 3) . 
Part II, Transmission of Information, begins with separate chap
ters on the synthesis of the major cellular macromolecules, that is, 
DNA (Chapter 4), RNA (Chapter 5), and proteins (Chapter 6). 
A chapter on recombinant DNA and biotechnology is included 
because the knowledge and techniques in this area have had and 
continue to have a profound impact on research in nearly all facets 
of biochemistry (Chapter 7) . Part II concludes with a chapter on 
the Regulation of Gene Expression in which mechanisms of both 
prokaryotes and eukaryotes are presented (Chapter 8). 
Part III, Functions of Proteins, opens with a presentation of 
the structure-function relationship of four major families of 
proteins, that is, antibody molecules, serine proteases, hemo
globin, and basal lamina proteins (Chapter 9) . This is fol
lowed by a detailed discussion of enzyme function and kinetics 
(Chapter 10) and a separate chapter on the cytochromes P450, 
a unique and important family of enzymes (Chapter 11). A 
chapter on membrane structure and the essentials of transmem
brane transport mechanisms (Chapter 12), and a chapter on 
the basic mechanisms of cellular signal transduction conclude 
Part III (Chapter 14). These chapters present the fundamentals 
of these topics and subsequent chapters present their role in 
specific cellular processes. 
Part IV, Metabolic Pathways and Their Control, opens with 
a chapter on bioenergetics and oxidative metabolism (Chapter 
14). Separate chapters describe the major metabolic pathways of 

carbohydrates (Chapter 15), and special pathways of carbohy
drates and glycoconjugates (Chapter 16). This is followed by a 
chapter covering the synthesis, storage, and utilization of energy 
in lipid form (Chapter 17), then one describing the metabolism 
of phospholipids , sphingolipids, cholesterol, and prostaglandins 
(Chapter 18). Amino acid and heme metabolism are covered in 
Chapter 19, followed by the synthesis and degradation of the 
purine and pyrimidine nucleotides (Chapter 20). A chapter on 
the integration of these metabolic pathways in humans completes 
this part (Chapter 21). A major emphasis throughout Part N is 
on the controls of each pathway or process. 
Part V, Physiological Processes, covers those areas unique 
to mammalian cells and tissues beginning with a chapter on 
hormones that emphasizes their biochemical functions as mes
sengers (Chapter 22) and a chapter on molecular cell biology 
containing discussions of four major physiological signal-trans
ducing systems: the nervous system, the eye, muscle contraction 
and molecular motors, and blood coagulation (Chapter 23) . A 
discussion of the cell cycle, programmed cell death , and cancer, 
three closely related topics, is presented (Chapter 24). A chapter 
on the complex and integrated biochemistry of digestion and 
absorption of basic nutritional constituents (Chapter 25) is 
followed by one on the functions and nutritional requirements 
of vitamins and minerals in metabolism (Chapter 26) . The last 
chapter covers the general principles of human nutrition for 
proteins , carbohydrates, and fats (Chapter 27). 

A Glossary with precise definitions serves as a ready reference to 
the most common words in the ever-expanding language of the 
biochemical sciences. New terms have been added to enrich this 
section. 

A Review of Organic Chemistry, as an Appendix , is designed 
as a ready reference for the nomenclature and structures of important 
organic molecules encountered in biochemistry; it is not intended 
as a comprehensive review. The reader should become familiar with 
the content of the Appendix so that it can be used when necessary 
while reading the main text. 

Clinical Correlations boxes in every chapter describe examples 
of human diseases where the ramifications of deviant biochemical 
processes are well established. There are 260 Clinical Correlations 
presenting the aberrant biochemistry of very common to relatively 
rare medical conditions, and in some cases their treatment based on 
the biochemical knowledge of the condition. The presentations are 
discussions of the altered biochemistry rather than a medical case 
study. In some instances, the same clinical condition is presented 
in different chapters, but each time it is based on the biochemistry 
being presented . In the case of several major diseases, as example 
diabetes, a single Clinical Correlation is designated as the primary 
discussion and other Correlations on the same disease cite the pri
mary one for general background information. An understanding 
of the material in the main text does not require a reading of the 
Clinical Correlations . References are included in the Correlations 
to facilitate exploration of the topic in more detail. In a few cases, 
clinical conditions are discussed as part of the primary text because 
studies of the medical condition have lead to an understanding of a 
basic biochemical process. 



Supplements 

The Textbook of Biochemistry with Clinical Corre/4tions, 7e offers 
a variety of innovative resources to support both students and 
instruct0rs: 

For students 
Guided Explorations . 50 self-contained presentations, many with 
narration, employing extensive animated computer graphics t0 
enhance student understanding of key t0pics. 
Interactive Exercises. 22 molecular structures that have been ren
dered in J mol, a browser-independent interface for manipulating 
structures in three dimensions, and paired with questions to facili
tate comprehension of concepts. 
Animated Figures. 25 figures illustrat ing various concepts , tech
niques, and processes; presented as brief animations that serve as 
helpful learning tools. 

For instructors 
PowerPoint Slides: Includes all of the figures in the text. 
Image Gallery: All of the figures in the text in JPEG format. 
Test Bank: Over 2,700 multiple choice questions, many derived 
from question banks compiled by the Association of Medical and 
Graduate Departments of Biochemistry. 

In Conclusion 

As in previous editions, this work is a multiconrributor textbook. 
Each contributor holds a senior academic rank, and they are all 
members of the faculties of different universities. All of the contribu
tors have been involved actively in teaching biochemistry in a gradu
ate and/or medical program and each has an active research interest 
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in the subject presented in the chapter that he or she has written. 
They prepared their chapters from the perspective of the classroom 
instructor , with the experience to select the topics and determine the 
emphasis required for students in a general biochemisrry course. 

Every contributor brings to the book an individual approach , 
leading co some differences in presentation. Every chapter, however, 
was edited to have a consistent writing sryle and to eliminate unnec
essary repetitions and redundancies. A few t0pics are discussed in 
two different places in the book in order to make the individual 
discussions complete and self-contained. This repetition should 
facilitate the learning process. 

The textbook is not intended as a compendium of biochemical 
facts or a review of the current literature, but each chapter con
tains sufficient detail on the subject co make it useful as a resource. 
Conrribut0rs were requested not to reference individual researchers 
and not to dwell on the historical aspeccs of their topic; our apolo
gies to the many scientists who deserve recognition for their out
standing research contributions that have made chis book possible. 

One person must accept the responsibility for the final product 
in any project. The decisions concerning the selection of topics and 
format and reviewing the drafts and the responsibility for the final 
checking of the book were entirely mine. I accept full responsibility for 
these decisions. I welcome comments , criticisms, and suggestions from 
students, faculty, and professionals. It is our hope that chis work will 
be of value to those embarking on the exciting experience oflearning 
about the chemistry oflife for the first time, as well as to those return
ing to a topic in which the information is expanding so rapidly. 

THOMAS M. DEVLIN 

Berwyn, Pennsylvania 
September 2009 
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The seventh edition of the Textbook of Biochemistry with Clinical 
Correlations was made possible by the effons and encouragement of 
many people, and I extend to everyone my most sincere thank you. 
I am very indebted to each of the contributors for accepting the 
challenge of preparing the chapters, sharing their ideas to improve 
the book, readily accepting suggestions to modify their contri
butions , and cooperating throughout the preparation . To each I 
extend my deepest appreciation for a job well done. The contribu
tors and I extend a special acknowledgement to our former teachers, 
colleagues, and students for their support and inspiration that made 
this text possible. 

In the preparation of this edition , chapters from the 6th edition 
were critically reviewed by the following: Dr. David J. Edwards, 
University of Pinsburgh , Dr. Kevin Gaston, University of Bristol, 
UK, Professor James J. A. Heffron, University College Cork, Ireland, 
Dr. Thomas E. Smith , Howard University, Dr. Frank Vella, Univer
sity of Saskatchewan, and Dr. Edward J .Wood , University of Leeds, 
UK. We, the contributors and I, are deeply indebted to them; their 
excellent comments and suggestions were the basis for major changes 
in the seventh edition . With regrets I note the death of Dr. Edward 
J. Wood in December, 2008; we have lost a dedicated and inspiring 
colleague. Our gratitude is extended to Dr. Emmanuel Skordalakes, 
The Wistar Institute, Philadelphia, PA, for supplying a model of a 
partial telomerase elongation complex for the cover. 

I extend my sincerest appreciation and thanks to the members 
of the staff of the Higher Education Division of John Wiley & Sons 
for their participation in the production of this edition. It has been 
a pleasure to work with an extremely intelligent , professional, and 
encouraging group of individuals. My deepest gratitude is extended 
to Joan Kalkut, Biochemiscry Editor , who patiently and conscien
tiously guided me during the production of this edition, and coor
dinated my activities. Joan made many valuable suggescions and 
was always available to answer my queries. I extend my appreciation 
to Kaye Pace, Vice President, and Executive Publisher for Sciences, 
for her commitment to the project. I am in debt to Petra Reeter, 
Associate Publisher of Chemistry and Physics, Micheline Freder
ick, Production Manager and Kerry Weinstein, Senior Production 
Editor, for their effons; each demonstrated the highest standards 
of professionalism. A special acknowledgement to Hilary Newman , 
Manager , Photo Department and many thanks to Yelena Zolotor
evskaya, Editorial Program Assistant, who handled efficiently the 
administrative details. I extend my deepest appreciation to Marc 

Wezdecki, Media Editor , and Kevin Murphy , Senior Designer, and 
Hope Miller, designer, who created the cover. The attractive design 
of the pages was created by Laura Ireardi , to whom I offer special 
thanks. Marketing had an important role in the design of the book 
and I extend my deepest appreciation to Kristine Ruff for her very 
valuable input . 

The copyediting and compositing of this edition were the 
responsibility of MPS Content Services, Macmillan Publishing 
Solutions . I want to express my special thanks to John Sollami, 
Vice President, Onshore Content Services, for his support and 
counsel. John and I worked together on the fourth edition, and 
it was my good fortune to be able to interact with him again. We 
wish to acknowledge Pat O'Maley, Operations Director, who was 
responsible for overseeing this phase of the project. The person 
responsible for the day by day activities of production was Edward 
Dionne , Project Manager, who patiently and meticulously oversaw 
the transformation of our manuscripts to pages. Ed kept me well 
informed, managed the many details involved, acted promptly to 
my suggestions and concerns, and kept us on schedule. It has been 
a pleasure to work with an efficient, knowledgeable, and conscien
tious professional, as well as a very pleasant individual; I extend my 
heartfelt thanks to him . The excellent copy-editing of the manu
scripts was completed by Carol A. Loomis, and the Index was pre
pared by Diana Witt; to both my sincerest thank you. 

I would be amiss if I did not acknowledge the members of 
the STM Division of John Wiley who guided the preparation of 
the manuscripts and gave me invaluable assistance and support. 
My special thanks to Michael Forster, Vice President and Associ
ate Publishing Director , Physical Sciences, Wiley-Blackwell, for his 
continuing support , and Darla P. Henderson, Senior Acquisitions 
Editor , Anita Lekhwani Senior Acquisitions Editor, and Rebekah 
Amos, Senior Editorial Assistant, who were a constant support and 
had an important and valuable role in the completion of the seventh 
edition. 

Finally, a very special note of gratitude to my wife, Marjorie, 
who had the foresight many years ago to encourage me to under
take the preparation of a textbook, who supported me during the 
days of intensive work, and who created an environment in which 
I could devote the many hours required for the preparation of this 
textbook. To Marjorie, my deepest and sincerest thank you. 

THOMAS M. DEVLIN 
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1.1 • CELI.SARE THE BASIS OFLMNG 
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1.2 Importance of Blood HCO3 - in 
Metabolic Acidosis 11 
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1.6 • INTEGRATION AND CONTROL OF 
CELLULAR FUNCTIONS 21 

1.3 Accelerated Aging and the Cell 

1.4 • EUKARYOTES: MAMMALIAN CELIS 
AND TISSUES 11 

Key Concepts 

All living organisms consist of individual cells, delineated by an 
outer lipid membrane. Cells can have a variety of intracellular 
structures. 

• Living cells include archae, eubacteria , and eukaryotes. Multicel
lular organisms can have a variety of specialized cells. 
Living cells control their internal environment, extract mate
rial from the environment for energy and synthesis of required 
molecules, and can replicate themselves. 

Nucleus 16 
1.4 Mitochondrial Diseases 18 
1.5 Lysosomal Enzymes and Gout 19 
1.6 Lysosomal Acid Lipase Deficiency 20 
1.7 Peroxisome Biogenesis Disorders 

(PBD} 21 

Water is an essential component ofliving cells. Water molecules 
form hydrogen bonds with each other and other molecules. 
Weak acids and acidic groups on macromolecules permit cells to 
control their intracellular hydrogen ion concentration (pH). 
Mammalian cells are compartmentalized into a variety of intra
cellular structures each with specialized functions. 
Cellular functions are integrated and can be controlled by both 
intracellular mechanisms and extracellular influences. 

1 



2 • PART I STRUCTURE OF MACROMOLECULES 

1.1 • CELLS ARE THE BASIS OF LIVING ORGANISMS 

The basis of all living organisms, from the simplest to the most complex, is a unit of space 
enclosed by a membrane. Thi s unit of space is termed a cell. The space enclosed can have a 
diameter of from 10 to l 0,000 microns and varying degrees of internal structural complex
ity depending on the organism. Living cells exist as single independent cells, such as bacte
ria, and as multicellular organisms, such as humans with over 100 trillion cells. Regardless 
of the complexity of the organism , individual biological cells have the following character
istics in common: 

Many of the same inorganic ions and organic molecules, including carbohydrates 
and lipids, and the macromolecules, proteins, and nucleic acids. 
An external cellular membrane, the plasma membrane , composed of amphipathic 
phospholipids and protein . This delineates the space occupied and separates a vari
able and potentially hostile environment outside from a relatively constant intracel
lular milieu. 

• Systems that link the interior to the external milieux . 
The ability to transform external energy sources into utilizable energy to powe r 
endergonic reactions in the cell. These extracellular sources include light, organic 
molecules, and concentration gradients of molecules across membranes. 
The ability to conven ingested nutrients into required cellular constituentS and to 
eliminate degraded and toxic materials. The reactions of these processes are cata
lyzed by protein catalystS, that is, enzymes. 

• The ability to synthesize macromolecules such as nucleic acids and proteins. 
• A genome of deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA) containing the instructions for all cell 

functions. 
• The ability to replicate, transferring the cells hereditary genomic information to 

progeny. 

Approximately 3.7 billion years ago und er conditions not entirely clear and in a time 
span difficult to comprehend, the elementS hydrogen, oxygen, nitrogen, sulfur, and phos
phate formed simple chemical compounds . These combined, dispersed, and recombined 
to form a variety of larger molecu les until structures were achieved that were capable 
of replication. There is no conclusive record , however , of the environmental conditions 
that fostered these reactions. With cont inued formation of ever more complex molecules, 
these self-repl icating molecules became encapsulated by a membrane to form cells. With 
the passage of time these simple life forms evolved into a cell that would become the 
"last common ancestor" of all the millions of species and subspecies on Earth, including 
humans. The "last common ancest0r" of all humans appeared about 450 million years 
ago. The evolution of organisms continues. The vast diversity of life today, from the 
simplest bacteria to complex multicellular organisms such as plantS and animals, is the 
product of these evolutionary changes . 

Classification of Living Cells 

All organisms are grouped int0 one of three major domains: archaea, eubacte ria, and eukary
otes. The evidence is that all three were derived from an unkn own common precursor cell. 
Archaea, which may be the most primitive of the domains, and eubacteria, that is, common 
bacteria, are classified as prokaryotes because they have many common structural features, 
including the lack of a defined nucleus or internal membrane structures . They are usually 
unicellular (Figure 1.1 a) but in some cases form colonies or filaments. Prokaryotes have a 
variety of shapes and sizes and can live under a variety of cond itions, some very extreme . 
The plasma membrane is often invaginated. DNA of prokaryotes is a single circular strand 
and often segregated into a discrete mass in the cell, the nudeoid region, which is not sur
rounde d by a membrane or envelope. Even without defined membrane compartments, the 
intracellular milieu of prokaryotes is organized into functional compartmenrs. 

Eukaryotes include single-cell organisms such as yeasts, fungi, and multicellular plants 
and animals. Their cell volume is 1000 to 10,000 times larger than most prokaryotic cells. 
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(a) 

Eukaryotes have a defined nucleus with a well-defined membrane that contains the bulk 
of the cell's DNA. They also have extensive membrane systems and intracellular organell es 
surrounded by memb ranes (Figure l.lb) . These intracellular membrane systems eStablish 
distinct cellular compartments (p. 14), permi tting a unique degree of subcellular organiza
tion. By compartmentalization , different chemical reactions that require different environ
ments can occur simultaneously. 

The basic chemical components and fundamental chemical reactions of all living cells, 
whether prokaryotes or eukaryotes, are very similar. There are many noteworthy differ
ences, however, in chemical composition and biochemical activities between eukaryotes 
and prokaryotes. As an example, prokaryotes do not contain histones, a highly conserved 
class of proteins in all eukaryotes that complex with DNA (p. 54). There are also differ
ences in enzyme content and in the ribonucleic acid- prote in complexes, called ribosomes, 
involved in biosynthesis of proteins . T he universality of many biochemical phenomena 
permits many extrapolations from prokaryotes to eukaryotes, including humans . 

Figure 1.1 Cellular organization of prokaryotic 
and eukaryotic cells. (a) Electron micrograph 
of Escherichia coli, a representative prokaryote; 
approximate magnification X30,000. There is 
some apparent intracellular organization but no 
membrane enclosed organelles. Chromatin is 
condensed in a nucleoid but not surrounded by 
a membrane. Prokaryotic cells are much smaller 
than eukaryotic cells. ( b) Electron micrograph of a 
thin section of a liver cell (rat hepatocyte), a repre
sentative eukaryotic cell; approximate magnifica
tion X7500. Note the distinct nuclear membrane, 
different membrane-bound organelles or vesicles, 
and extensive membrane systems. 
Photograph (a) generously supp lied by Dr. M. E. 
Bayer, Fox Chase Cancer Institute, Philade lphia, 
PA Photograph (b) reprinted with permission of 
Dr. K. R. Porter, from Porter, K R., and Bon
neville, M. A In Fim Structure of Cells and Tissues. 
Philadelphia: Lea & Febiger, 1972. 
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H 

Emphasis througho ut this book is on the biochemistry of eukaryotes, particularly 
mammals, but much of our knowledge of the biochemistry of living cells has come from 
studies of prokaryotic and non-mammalian eukaryotic cells. 

1 .2 • THE ENVIRONME NT OF CELLS: 
WATER AND SOLUTES 

Life as we know it exists because of water, a common component of all biological cells and 
their extracellular environment . 

Hydrogen Bonds Form between Water Molecules 

T he dynamic interaction of individual water molecules leads to a dynamic "water struc-
H ture" in aqueous systems. A water molecule is formed when two hydrogen atoms share 

6
+ their elecuons with an unshared pair of electrons of an oxygen at0m (Figure 1.2). Water is 

a polar molecule because the oxygen nucleus has a stronger attraction for shared electrons 
than hydrogen, and positively charged hydrogen nuclei are left with an unequal share of 
elecuons. This creates a partial positive charge on both hydrogens and a partial negative 
charge on oxygen. The bond angle between hydrogens and oxygen is 104.5°, making the 

Figure 1.2 Structure of a water molecule. The 
H - 0 - H bond angle is 104.5°. Both hydrogen 
atoms carry a partial positive charge and the oxygen 
acorn a partial negative charge, creating a dipole. 

(a) 

(b) H 1 H 
"6"' 

H 
21 
) ?,, 

H , H : ', H 
' ,, H '-30 ' 0 

I 46 5 
I 

H H/ H 

Figure 1.3 Hydrogen bonding in water. (a) 
Hydrogen bonding, indicated by dashed lines, 
between two water molecules. (bl Tetrahedral 
hydrogen bonding of five water molecules. Water 
mo lecules l, 2, and 3 are in the plane of the page, 
4 is below, and 5 is above. 

molecule electrically asymmetric , and thus producing an electric dipole. 
Water molecules interact with each other because positively charged hydrogen atoms 

on one molecule are attracted to negatively charged oxygen atoms on other water mol
ecules. A weak bond between two water molecules is formed (Figure 1.3a). This bond, indi
cated by a dashed line, is a hydrogen bond. Recent studies suggest that the bond between 
two water molecules is partially covalent . Hydrogen bonds are relatively weak compared 
to covalent bonds but their large number is the reason for the stabil ity of liquid water. A 
detailed discussion of noncovalent interactions, including electrostatic, van der Waals, and 
hydrophobic, between molecules is presented on page 116. 

Five molecules of water form a tetrahedral structure by hydrogen bonding (Figure 
1.3b), with each oxygen sharing its electrons with four hydrogen atoms and each hydrogen 
with another oxygen. This tetrahedral lattice structure is responsible for the crystalline struc
ture of ice. In the transition from ice to liquid water, only some hydrogen bonds are broken . 
Liquid water has a rapidly changing structure as hydrogen bonds break and new bonds form; 
the half-life of hydrogen bonds in water is less than l X 10- 11 s. Thus the structure ofliquid 
water is constantly fluctuating with a variety of structures containing many water molecules 
being constantly formed and changed . Water at the molecular level is heterogeneous with 
dynamic structures containing clusters of water molecules of varying size involving hundreds 
of molecules. Even at 100°C, liquid water contains a significant number of hydrogen bonds, 
which accounts for its high heat of vaporization. In the transformation from liquid to vapor 
state, hydrogen bonds are disrupted . Many models for the structu re of liquid water have 
been proposed but none adequately explains all its properties. 

The structure of pure water is altered when its atoms hydrogen-bond to other ions and 
chemical structures. Interaction of water molecules with other molecules leads to substan
tial changes in the orientat ion of water. As an example, water molecules are more ordered 
near the surface of membranes because of the amphiphil ic nature of the membrane phos
pholipids (p. 465). Water present on and within molecules of proteins and nucleic acids sta
bilizes these macromolecules. Water structure may be different in the extracellular aqueous 
environment from that of the intracellular because of differences in ionic composition . 

Substances required for the existence of cells are dissolved or suspended in an aque
ous medium and their activities are influenced by the organization of the water molecules. 
Microenvironments with different water structures form in and on the surface of macro
molecules and on the surface of lipid membranes because of the interaction of water with 
groups on these molecules. The presence of these microenvi ronments can lead to variations 
in activity of ions and molecules within different sites in a cell. 

Hydrogen bonding also occurs between molecules other than water, wherever electro
negative oxygen or nitrogen atoms come in close proximity with hydrogen covalently bonded 
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to another electronegative atom . Representative hydrogen bonds are presented in Figure 1.4. 
Imramolecular hydrogen bonding occurs extensively in large macromolecules such as pro
teins and nucleic acids; it is partially responsible for their srrucrural stability . 

Water Has Unique Solvent Properties 

The polar nature of water and its ability t0 form hydrogen bonds are the basis for the ability 
of water co dissolve a variety of inorganic and organic molecules. Polar molecules such as 
salts are dispersed readily in water. The crystal lattice of salts is held wgether by attraction 
of positively and negatively charged atoms or groups . They dissolve in water because elec
trostatic forces in the crystal can be overcome by the attraction of the charged components 
to the dipole of water. The attraction of the charged Na + and Cl- atoms in NaCl is over
come by interaction of Na + with the negative charge on oxygen acorns of water , and Cl
with the positive charge on hydrogen atoms . In solution, the individual ions are surrounded 
by a shell of water. The number of weak charge-charge interaction s between water and Na + 
and Cl- ions is sufficient to maintain the physical separation of the charged ions. 

Nonionic organic molecules containing weakly polar groups are also soluble in water 
because of attraction of the polar groups co molecules of water. Sugars and alcohols are 
readily soluble for this reason. Compounds chat contain both polar and nonpolar groups, 
that is, amphipathic molecules, disperse in water if attraction of the polar group for water 
can overcome hydrophobic interactions of nonpolar portions of the molecules. Very hydro
phobic molecules , such as lipids containing long hydrocarbon chains do not readily dis
perse as single molecules in water. They interact with one another to exclude the polar 
water molecules (p. 463). 

Electrolytes: Dissociation of Molecules in Water 

Molecules that dissociate in water form cations (positively charged ions) and anio ns (nega
tively charged ions). These are classified as electrolytes because the ions facilitate conduct
ance of an electrical current . Sugars or alcohols are no nelectrolytes because they dissolve 
readily in water but do not carry a charge or dissociate into charged species. 

Salts of alkali metals (e.g., Li, Na, and K) and acids such as hydrochloric and sulfuric 
at low concentrations dissociate completely when dissolved in water but not necessarily at 
high concentrations . In biological systems, such compounds as well as salts of organic acids 
are considered to be dissociated totally because of their low concentrations. If a solution 
contains a number of different salts (e.g., NaCl and K2SO 4), these molecules do not exist 
as such in solution , only the dissociated ions (e.g., Na +, K+, and so/-) are present. Sales 

that dissociate completely are referred to as strong electrolytes. In water , the dissociated 
anions of organic sales react to some degree with free protons (H+) from dissociation of 
water co form the undissociated acid (Figure 1.5). 

In contrast tO salts, many acids when dissolved in water do not dissociate totally but 
establish equilibrium between undissociated and dissociated components . Thus lactic acid, 
an imponant metabolic intermediate, dissociates partially into a lactate anion and a prot0n 
as follows: 

CH3-CHOH-COOH ~ CH3-CHOH-coo - + W 

A dynamic equilibrium is established in which the products of the reaction reform the 
undissociated reactant while other molecules dissociate . The degree of dissociation of such 
an electrolyte depends on the affinity of the anion for an H+. There will be more dissocia
tion if the weak dipole forces of water that interact with the anion and cation are stronger 
than the electrostatic forces between the anion and H + . On a molar basis such compounds, 
termed weak electrolytes, have a lower capacity co carry an electrical charge in comparison 
to those that dissociate totally. 

In partial dissociation of a weak electrolyte , represented by HA, the concentration of 
various species can be determined from the equilibrium equation 

(1.1) 
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Figure 1.4 Representative hydrogen bonds of 
importance in biological systems. 

(1) CH:,-CHOH - CHOONa -
Na lactate 

Na+ + CH3- CHOH- COO
Lactate ion 

(2) CH3- CHOH - COO-+ H+ ~ 
Lactate ion 

CH3- CHOH- COOH 
Lactic acid 

Figure 1.5 Reactions that occur when sodium 
lactat e is dissolved in wat er. 
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TABLE 1.1 • Relationships Between 
[W] , pH, [OH-J, and pOH 

[If+ ] (M) pH ron -1rMJ pOH 

1.0 0 IX 10- 14 14 

0.1 (I X 10-1) I IX 10- 13 13 

1 X 10- 2 2 IX 10- 12 12 

1 X 10- 3 3 IX 10- 11 I I 

1 X 10-4 4 IX 10- io IO 

1 X 10-5 5 IX 10-9 9 
IX 10~ 6 IX 10-8 8 

1 X 10- 7 7 IX 10-7 7 

1 X 10-8 8 IX IO~ 6 

IX 10-9 9 IX 10-5 5 
1 X 10- 10 10 I X 10-4 4 

1 X 10- 11 11 IX 10-3 3 

1 X 10- 12 12 l X 10-2 2 

1 X 10- 13 13 0.1 (1 X 10-1) I 

1 X 10- 14 14 1.0 0 

where K;q is a physical constant, A- representS the dissociated anion, and square brack
etS indicate the concenuation of each component in units such as moles per liter (mol/L 
or M) or millimoles per liter (millimol/L or mM). The activity of each species rather 
than concentration should be employed in the equilibrium equation, but since most 
compounds of interest in biological systems are present in low concentration, the value 
for the aetivity approaches that of concentration. T he equilibrium constant, however, 
is notated as K~ to indicate that it is an apparent constant based on concentrations. 
Since the dissociation of an acid increases with increasing temperatures, the K;q will 
also increase. 

From the dissociation equation, it is apparent that K~ will be a small number if the 
degree of dissociation of a substance is small (large denominator in Eq. 1.1) but large if 
the degree of dissociation is large (small denominator). AK~ cannot be determined for 
strong electrolytes because at equilibrium there is no remaining undi ssociated solute . 

Water Is a Weak Electrolyte 

Water dissociates as follows: 

Prorons that dissociate interact with oxygens of other water molecules to form clusters of 
water molecules, that is, H+(H 20),,, where n has been determined to be from 6 to 27. This 
hydration of H+ is often presented as H3O+, the hydronium ion . It is a generally accepted 
practice, and one that will be employed in this book , to present the proton as H+ rather 
than H3o+, while recognizing that H +(H20),, is the actual chemical species. At 25°C the 
value of K;q for dissociation of water is about 1.8 X 10- 16. 

K~ = 1.8 X 10- 16 (1.2) 

With such a small K;q an extremely small number of water molecules actually dissociate 
relative to the number of undissociated molecules. The concentration of water, which is 
55.5 M, is essentially unchanged by the very small dissociation and is a constant. Therefore , 
Eq. 1.2 can be rewritten as follows: 

(1.3) 

K;q X (55.5] is a constant and is termed the ion product of water. Its value at 25°C is 
1 X 10- 14. In pure water the concentration ofH+ equals OH- , and by substituting [H +] 
for [O H- ] in Eq. 1.3, [H+] = 1 X 10- 7 M. Similarly, [OH-] = 1 X 10- 7 M. The equi
librium reaction of H 20, H +, and OH- always exists in aqueous solutions regardless of 
the presence of dissolved subsrances . If the [H+] is increased, as occurs on addition of an 
acid, a decrease of [OH-] must occur in order to satisfy the equilibrium relationship of 
water. Similarly, if the [OH-] is increased, [H+ ] will decrease. Using the equation for ion 
product, [H+ ] or [OH-] can be calculated if the concentration of one ion is known . The 
importance of hydrogen ions in biological systems will become apparent in discussions of 
enzyme aetivity (p . 387) and metabolism. 

1 .3 • pH , WEAK ACIDS, AND TH EIR 
CONJU GATE BASES 

For convenience [H+ ] is usually expressed in terms of pH, defined as 

PH = log- 1-
[H+] 

(1.4) 

In pure water [H+] and [OH-] are both 1 X 10- 7 M, and pH = 7 .0. [OH-] can also be 
expressed as pOH and has a value of 7. For the equation describing dissociation of water, 
1 X 10- 14 = [H+] [OH-]; taking negative logarithms of both sides, the equation becomes 
14 = pH + pOH. Table 1.1 presents the relationship between pH and [H+]. 
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Abnormal Medical Conditions as Reflected in the pH of Blood 

In mammals, the different pHs of the various intra- and extracellular 
aqueous environments are in a dynamic steady state, with changes 
in one leading to changes in ocher compartments. Blood pH reflects 
changes in pH in tissues, and values above or below the normal range 
of pH of 7.35 co 7.45 indicates a potential pathological condition. 
Blood pH values below 7.0 (H+ = 0.0000001 M) or above 7.8 (H + 
= 0.000000016 M) are life threatening, and medical intervention is 
necessary. Many medical conditions can cause significant changes of 
blood pH from normal. If the blood pH falls below 7.35, the condi
tion is referred to as an acidosis, and above 7.45, as an alkalosis . 
Conditions of acidosis or alkalosis are further defined on the basis of 
the source of the increase of acid or base in the body, that is, whether 
it is due to a metabolic or respiratory change. 

acids. Loss ofHCO 3-, which changes the balance of base and acid, 
happens in severe diarrhea, uremia, and chronic renal diseases. A 
respiratory acidosis occurs when there is retention of CO 2, the 
anhydride of H2CO 3, and is caused by conditions restricting the 
exhaling of CO 2 from the lungs such as when there is an accumu
lation of fluids in the lungs from conditions such as emphysema 
or asthma, restriction in breaching as in trauma, poliomyelitis, and 
severe obesiry. 

The major causes of metabolic alkalosis are retention of 
HCO 3 - and ingestion of bases. A respiratory alkalosis occurs by 
hyperventilation due to hysteria or tenseness, overdose of some drugs 
(e.g., salicylate), and fever. 

A metabolic acidosis can be due to excess production of or
ganic acids (e.g., lactic acid or ketone bodies [p. 697]) or loss of 
HCO 3 - from the body. Excess production of acids can occur in 
diabetes, hypoxemia (e.g., excess lactic acid production as occurs 
in long-distance runners), and metabolism of xenobiotics that form 

Measurement of blood pH to monitor the acid- base status is a 
routine in many diseases because an uncontrolled decrease or increase 
in blood pH can lead to rapid and severe consequences. 

Presron , R. A. Acid-Base, Fluith, and Ekctrolytes Made Ridicu/qusly Simple. Miami, 
FL: Medmascer, 2002. 

pH values of different biological fluids are presented in Tab le 1.2. In blood plasma, 
[H+] is 0.00000004 M or a pH of 7 .4. Other cations such as Na + and K+ are becween 
0.001 and 0.10 M, well over 10,000 times higher than [H+]. Clin. Corr . l.1 describes the 
significance of changes in the pH of blood . 

The definitions of an acid as a proton donor and of a base as a proton acceptor, pro
posed by Lowry and Br0nsted, are convenient in considering biological systems. HCl and 
H 2SO 4 are defined as strong acids because they dissociate totally, releasing protons. OH
is a strong base because it readily associates with available prot0ns to form H 2O . Addition 
of either an acid or base to water will lead tO the establishment of a new equilibr ium of 
OH- + H+ ~ H 2O . When a strong acid and OH- are combined , H+ from the acid and 
OH- interact essentially totally and neu tralize each other. Anions produced when strong 
acids dissociate, such as Cl- from HCI, are not bases because they do not reassociate with 
protons in dilute solution. 

Most organic acids found in biological systems dissociate part ially and are classified as 
weak acids . They establish equilibrium becween HA (proton donor), an anion (A-) of the 
dissociated acid, and an H + as follows: 

The anion formed in this dissociation is a base because it can accept a proton to reform the 
acid. A weak acid and ics base (anion) formed on dissociation are referred to as a conjugate 
pair. Some biologically imponant conjugate pairs are presented in Table 1.3. The ammo
nium ion (NH 4 +) is a weak acid because it dissociates to yield H+ and uncharged ammonia 
(NH 3), a conjugate base. Phosphor ic acid (H 3PO4) is an acid and PO/- is a base, but 
H 2PO 4 - and HPO/- are either a base or acid depending on whether the phosphate group 
is accepting or donating a proton. 

The tendency of a conjugate acid to release H+ can be assessed from the K~ (Eq. 1.1). 
The smaller the value of K~, the less the tendency to give up a proton and the weaker the 
acid. The larger the value of K;q the greater the tendency to dissociate and the stronger the 
acid. Water is a very weak acid with a K;q of 1.8 X 10- 16 at 25°C. 

A convenient method of stating the K~q is in the form of pK', defined as 

pK ' = log - 1-
K'eq 

(1.5) 

TABLE 1.2 • pH of Some 
Biological Fluids 

Fluid pH 

Blood plasma 7.4 

Incerscitial fluid 7.4 

Intracellular fluid 
Cyi:osol (liver) 6.9 
Lysosomal marrix Below 5.0 

Gasrricjuice 1.5- 3.0 

Pancreatic juice 7.8-8.0 

Human milk 7.4 

Saliva 6.4-7.0 

Urine 5.0-8.0 
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TABLE 1.3 • Some Conjugate Acid-B ase Pairs of Importan ce in Biolo gical Systems 

Proton Donor (Acid) Proton A cceptor (Base} 

CH3- CHOH---COOH 
_,. 

H+ + CH3- CHOH - coo-...-
(lactic acid) (lactate) 

CH3- CO- COOH 
.__.. 

H+ + CH3- CO---coo -...-
(pyruvic acid) (pyruvace) 

HOOC - CH2- CH2- COOH 
.__.. 

2H+ + -ooC - CH2- CH2- COO-...-
(succinic acid) (Succinace) 

+H3NCH 2- COOH 
.__.. 

H+ + +H3N- CH2- c oo-...-
(glycine) (glycinace) 

H3PO4 
_,. 

H+ + H2PO4-...-
H2PO4-

___._ 
H+ + HPO/ -...-

HPO/ -
___._ 

H+ + Po i -...-
Glucose 6-PO3H-

____._ 
H+ + glucose 6-PO/ -...-

H2CO3 
____._ 

H+ + HCO3-...-

NH4+ -----'- H+ + NH3 ...-

H2O 
___._ 

H+ + OH-...-

Note the similarity of this defin ition with that of pH; as with pH and [H+], the rela
tionship between pK' and K; 4 is an inverse one, and the smaller K; 4, the larger pK' . 
Representative values of K;4 and of pK' for conjugate acids of importance in biological 
systems are presented in Tab le 1.4. Detai ls of the carb oni c acid/bicarbonate system are 
presented in A Closer Look 1.1. 

TABLE 1.4 • Appar ent Dissociation Constant and pK' of Some Compound s of Importance in Biochemistry 

Compou nd 

Acetic acid 

Alanine 

Citric acid 

Glucamic acid 

Glycine 

Lactic acid 

Pyruvic acid 

Succinic acid 

HPO/ 

H2CO3 
NH4+ 

H20 

Structures 

CH3- COOH 

CH3- CH- COOH 
I 

NH/ 

HOOC - CH2- COH - CH2- COOH 
I 
COOH 

HOOC - CH2- CH2- CH- COOH 
I 

NH/ 

CH2- COOH 
I 

NH3+ 

CH3- CHOH - COOH 

CH3- CO- COOH 

HOOC - CH2- CH2- COOH 

C12H11O5 PO3H-
H3PO4 
H2PO4-

K',,,(M) pK' 

1.74 X 10- 5 4.76 

4.57 X 10- 3 2.34 (COOH) 
2.04 X 10-i o 9.69 (NH3 +) 

8.12 X 10- 4 3.09 
1.77 X 10- 5 3.74 
3.89 X 10- 6 5.41 

6.45 X 10- 3 2.19 (COOH) 
5.62 X 10- 5 4.25 (COOH) 
2.14 X 10-i o 9.67 (NH3 +) 

4.57 X 10- 3 2.34 (COOH) 
2.51 X 10-i o 9.60 (NH3+) 

1.38 X 10- 5 3.86 

3.16 X 10- 3 2.50 

6.46 X 10- 5 4.19 
3.31 X 10- 6 5.48 

7.76 X 10- 7 6.11 
I X 10- 2 2.0 

2.0 X 10- 7 6.7 
3.4 X 10- 13 12.5 

1.70 X 10- 4 3.77 

5.62 X 10- 10 9.25 

1.8 X 10- 16 15.74 
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Carbonic Ac id (H2CO3) Is a Weak Acid Important in the Homeostasis of Animals 

Carbonic acid (H2C0 3), a weak acid, is very importam in conuol of 
pH in mammals. CO 2 is constantly produced in catabolic reacrions 
in rissues and is removed by the lungs in expired air. Measurements 
of blood CO 2 are important in determining the acid /base status of 
a parienc. Medical condirions resuicting the release of CO 2 from the 
body lead to an accumularion of H2C0 3 and a condirion of respira
tory acidosis (see Clin. Corr. 1.1, p. 7). 

Carbon dioxide when dissolved in aqueous systems is involved in 
the following equilibrium reactions: 

K2 K1 
CO 2 + H 20 ~ H2C0 3 ~ H+ + HC0 3 -

Carbonic acid has a pK 1 of3.77, which is comparable to organic ac
ids such as lactic acid. The equilibrium equation for this reaction is 

(1) 

H 2C0 3 is, however, in equilibrium with dissolved CO 2 and the equi
librium equation for this reaction is 

(2) 

By solving Eq. 2 for H2C0 3 and subsriruring for the H2C0 3 in Eq. 1, 
the two equilibrium reactions can be combined into one equarion. 

(3) 

Rearranging ro combine constants, includirtg the concentrarion of 
H20 (55.5 M), simplifies the equarion and yields a new combined 
constant 3' as follows: 

K'K' [H 0) = K ' = [H+][HC03-] (4) 
1 2 2 3 [CO;] 

It is common practice in medicine to refer to dissolved CO 2 as the 
conjugate acid; it is the acid anhydride ofH 2C0 3. The term Ki has a 
value of7.95 X 10- 7 and P Ki = 6.1. If the aqueous system is in con
tact with an air phase, dissolved CO 2 will also be in equilibrium with 
CO 2 in the air phase. Decrease or increase of one component-CO 2 

(air), CO 2 (dissolved), H2C0 3, H+, or HC0 3 - -causes a change in 
every component. The C0 2/HC0 3 - system is extremely important 
for maintaining pH homeostasis in animals. CO 2 is constantly pro
duced in catabolic reactions in tissues and is removed by the lungs in 
expired air. Respiratory acidosis can be either an acute (holding one's 
breath) or a chronic condition (pneumonia). 

Henderson-Hasselbalch Equation Defines the Relationship 
between pH and Concentrations of Conjugate Acid and Base 

A change irt concentration of any component irt an equilibrium reaction necessitates a 
concomitant change in every component . For example, an increase in [H+] decreases the 
concentration of conjugate base (e.g., lactate ion) with an equivalent increase in the conju
gate acid (e.g., lactic acid). This relationship is conveniently expressed by rearranging the 
equilibrium equation and solving for H +, as shown for the following dissociation: 

Conjugate acid ~ conjugate base + H+ 

[H+] [conjugate base] 
K'eq = [conjugate acid] 

Dividing Eq. 1.6 by both [H +] and K'eq leads to 

1 1 [conjugate base] 
[H+ ] = IK'eq] • [conjugate acid] 

Taking the logarithm of both sides gives 

l 
1 1 [conjugate base] 

og- +- = log--+ log [ d [H ] 1 K'eq conjugate aci ] 

Since pH = log 1/[H +] and pK' = log 1/ ¾q, Eq. 1.8 becomes 

H = K ' l [conjugate base] 
p p + og [conjugate acid] 

(1.6) 

(1.7) 

(1.8) 

(1.9) 

Equation 1.9, referred to as the Henderson- Hasselbalch equation, is a convenient way 
of viewing the relationship between pH of a solution and relative amounts of individual 
conjugate base and acid pairs present . Analysis ofEq. 1.9 demonstrates that when the ratio 
of [base] to [acid] is 1:1, the pH equals the pK' of the acid because log l = 0. If pH is 
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Figure 1.6 Ratio of conjugate [base]/[a cid] 
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Figure 1.7 Acid-base titration curves for lactic 
acid (pK' 3.86) and NH. + (pK' 9.25). At pH equal 
to respective pK' values, there will be an equal 
amount of acid and base for each conjugate pair. 

pH and Buffering Problems 

one unit less than pK' , the [base]/[acid] ratio is 1: 10, and if pH is one unit above pK' , the 
[base]/[acid] ratio is 10: 1. Figure 1.6 is a plot of ratios of conjugate base co conjugate acid 
versus pH of several weak acids; note that ratios are presented on a logarithmic scale. 

Buffering Is Important to Control pH 

When NaOH is added t0 a solution of a weak acid, NaOH dissociates t0tally and the 
OH- formed is neutralized by H + from the partially dissociated acid t0 form H 2O. The 
decrease in [H +j causes further dissociation of the weak acid co comply with requirements 
of its equilibrium reaction . The amount of weak acid dissociated will be so nearly equal to 
the amount of OH- added that it is considered equal. Thus, the decrease in the conjugate 
acid concentration is equal t0 the amount of conjugate base that is formed and the ratio of 
[conjugate base]/[conjugare acid] of the weak acid changes. The evenrs are represented in 
tit ration curves of two weak acids presented in Figure 1.7. When 0.5 equivalent (equiv) of 
OH- is added , 50% of the weak acid is dissociated and the [acid]/ [base] ratio is 1.0; pH at 
this point is equal to pK' of the acid. Shapes of individual titration curves are similar bur 
displaced due to differences in pK' values. There is a steep rise in pH when only 0.1 equiv 
of OH- is added , but between 0.1 and 0.9 equiv of added OH-, the pH change is only -2. 
Thus, a large amount of OH- is added with a relatively small change in pH . This is called 
buffering and is defined as the ability of a solution to resist a change in pH when an acid or 
base is added. If weak acid is not present, a small amount of OH- would lead to a change 
to a high pH because there would be no significant source ofH+ to neutralize the OH-. 

The best buffering range for a conjugate pair is in the pH range near the pK' of the 
weak acid . Starting from a pH one unit below and going to a pH one unit above pK' , about 
82% of a weak acid in solution will dissociate, and therefore an amount of base equivalent 
co about 82% of original acid can be neutralized with a change in pH of 2. Maximum 
buffering ranges for conjugate pairs are considered to be between 1 pH unit below and 
1 pH unit above pK'. The conjugate pair lactate ion/lactic acid with a pK' = 3.86 is an 
effective buffer between pH 3 and pH 5, with no significant buffering capaciry at pH = 7.0. 
The HPO/-/H 2PO 4 - pair with pK' = 6.7 is an effective buffer at pH = 7.0. Thus at 
the pH of the cell's cytosol (- 7.0), the lactate-lactic acid pair is not an effective buffer but 
HPO/-/H 2PO4- is. 

Buffering capacity also depends on concentrations of conjugate acid and base. The 
higher the concentration of conjugate base, the more added H + with which it can react. 
The more conjugate acid the more added OH- can be neutralized by dissociation of the 
acid. A case in point is blood plasma at pH 7.4 . T he pK' for HPO/- /H 2PO4 - of 6.7 sug
gesrs that this conjugate pair would be a significant buffer in plasma. The concentration of 
the phosphate pair, however, is low compared to that of the HCO 3 - ;co2 system with a 

1. Calculate the ratio ofHPO/- to H 2PO4 - (pK' = 6.7) at pH 
5.7, 6.7, and 8.7. 

2. If the pH of blood is 7. l and the HCO 3- concentration is 8 mM, 
what is the concentration of CO 2 in blood (pK' for HCO 3 - /CO 2 

= 6.1)? [HPO 2- ] 
Solutiom pH = pK ' + log [H

2
P~

4 
_ 1 

5.7 = 6.7 + log of ratio 

Rearranging, 5.7 - 6.7 = - l = log of ratio 

The antilog of - 1 = 0.1, or 1/10. Thus, HPO/-/H 2PO4 - = 
1/10 at pH 5.7. Using the same procedure, the ratio ofHPOi - ro 
H 2PO4 - at pH 6.7 = 1:1 and at pH 8.7 = 100:1. 

Solutiom 
_ [HC0 3- ] 

pH - p.K' + log [CO2] 

7.1 = 6.1 + log tc~ 
Rearranging, 7.1 - 6.1 = 1 = log tc~ 
Theantilogofl = 10. Thus, 10 = 8 mM/[COz]. Rearranging, 

[CO2] = 8mM 
10 

= 0.8mM 
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Importance of Blood HCO3 - in Metabolic Acidosis 

Buffers in blood maintain the pH at about 7.40. Cellular produc
tion of acids leads to an acidification of blood where the H + is 
buffered by several different bases including HCO 3 - , hemoglobin , 
and HPO/-. The pH of blood will decrease as the bases are con
sumed in the buffering process. If all the bases are used, there will 
be no further buffering capacity and the pH will decrease precipi
tously. The concentrarions of HCO3 - and CO 2 and pH of blood 
are measured in clinical practice to determine the acid/base status 
of patients. ln a metabolic acidosis where the blood pH is less than 
7.35 (Clin. Corr . 1.1, p. 7), it is important to monitor the pH as 
well as to evaluate the amount of HCO 3 - remaining to buffer against 
a continuing production of acid. Using the Henderson- Hasselbalch 
equation, with knowledge of cwo variables, the third can be calculated. 

1. The Henderson- Hasselbalch equation is 

- I l [HCO 3-] 
pH - pK + og [COzl 

pK' for [HCO 31/[COi] is 6.10. 
2. Substitute given values in the equation. 

_ [HCO3-] 
7.03 - 6.10 + log l.l0 mM 

_ _ [HCO 3-J 
or 7.03 - 6.10 - 0.93 - log l.l0 mM 

The antilog of0 .93 = 8.5; thus, 

8 5 
= [HCO 3-] 

. l.l0mM 

Consider the blood values of a patient with a metabolic acidosis 
were pH = 7.03, and [COzl = 1.10 mM. Normal values are pH = 
7.40, [HCO 3 -] = 24.0 mM, and [CO 2] = 1.20 mM. What is the 
patient 's blood [HCO 3 -] , and how much of the normal [HCO 3 -] 
has been used in buffering the acid causing the condition? 

or [HCO 3 -] remaining in blood = 9.4 mM 
3. Thus, there has been a decrease of 14.6 mmol of HCO 3 - /L of 

blood. If much more HCO 3 - is lost, this important buffer would 
be unavailable to buffer any additional acid and the pH would 
drop rapidly, very likely leading to death of the patient . 

pK' of 6.1, which is present at a 20-fold higher concentration. The HCO 3 - /CO 2 system 
accounts for most of the buffer ing capacity even though its pK' is 1.3 pH units lower than 
plasma pH . Both pK' and the concentration of a conjugate pair must be taken into account 
when considering buffering capacity. Most organic acids are relatively unimportant as buff
ers in cellular fluids because their pK values are more than several pH units lower than the 
pH of the cell, and their concentrations are too low in comparison to buffer systems such 
as H PO/-/H 2PO4- and HCO 3-/CO2 . 

A typical problem using the Henderson - Hasselbalch equation is presented in A Closer 
Look 1.2 . Control of pH and buffering in humans cannot be over emphasized; Clin. Corr . 1.2 
is a representative problem in clinical practice . 

1 .4 • EUKARYOTES: MAMMALIAN 
CELLS AND TISSUES 

Eukaryotic cells contain subcellular structures, organelles, such as a nucleus, mitochondria, 
lysosomes, and peroxisomes, each enclosing a subcellular compartment that is delineated 
by a membrane (Figure 1.8). Membranes also form a tubular network throughout the cell, 
the endopl asmic reticulum and Golgi apparatus, enclosing an interconnecting space or 
cisternae respectively. The lipid- protein nature of all cellular membranes (p. 465) prevents 
rapid exchange of many molecules, including water, from one compartment to another. 
Specific translocation mechanisms in membranes control the concentrations of small and 
large, charged and uncharged molecules in the various subcellular compartments . Thus the 
composition of inorganic ions, organic molecules, proteins, and nucleic acids is different in 
the diverse organelles. Sequestering of specific substrates, cofaccors, and enzymes in mem
brane-enclosed spaces increases metabo lic efficiency and permits a greater degree of control 
of biological processes. 

The chemical composition , activities, and functions of the various cellular compart
ments have been studied by using a variety of techniques. With intaet cells, hiscochemical, 
immunological , and fluorescent staining methods have been employed. Methods for obser
vation s in real time of intracellular evencs in viable cells have been employed. Changes of 
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Figure 1.8 The Mammali an Cell. (a) Electron 
micrograph of a rat liver cell labeled to indicate the 
major structural components of eukaryotic cells. 
(b) A schematic drawing of an animal cell. 
Note the number and variety of subcellular 
organelles and the network of interconnecting 
membranes enclosing channels or cistemae . All 
eukaryotic cells are not as complex in their appear
ance, but most contain the major structures shown: 
ER, endoplasmic reticulum; G, Golgi apparatus; 
Ly, lysosome; P, peroxisome; and M, mitochon
drion. 
Photograph (a) reprinted with permission of Dr. 
K. R. Porter, from Porter, K. R., and Bonnev
ille, M.A. ln Fine Structure of Cells and Tissues. 
Philadelphia : Lea & Febiger, 1972. Schematic 
(b) reprinted with permission from Voer, D., and 
Voet, J. G. Biochemistry, 2d ed . New York: Wiley, 
1995. (b) lysosome 
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Cell membrane 

cytosolic pH and ionic calcium concentration are studied by use of ion-specific indicators. 
Cellular localization of specific proteins is determined by fluorescent antibodies. Individual 
organelles, membranes, and components of the cytosol can be isolated and analyzed after 
disruption of the plasma membrane . Techniques for disrupting the plasma membrane 
include use of osmotic shock, detergents , or homogenization of tissues. In the latter tech
nique, shearing forces disrupt the plasma membrane. Differential centrifugation permits 
separation of cell components because of differences in their size and density. In addition, 
components of organelles, such as mitochondria and peroxisomes, can be isolated after 
disruption of the organelle membrane . 

Most isolated structures and cellular fractions appear to retain the chemical and bio
chemical characteristics of the structure in situ. But biological membrane systems are subject 
to damage even under very mild conditions and changes in composition do occur during 
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isolation. Damage to a membrane alters ics permeability properties and allows transfer of 
substances that would normally be excluded by the membrane barrier. In addition, many 
proteins are associated loosely with membranes and dissociate easily (p. 470). 

Mammalian Cells 

Mammals are one of the most complex multicellular organisms; there are over 5400 species 
within this class of vertebrates. They are not only multicellular, but the cells in each of the 
organ systems (liver, kidney, brain, ecc.) are specialized co carry out specific functions . Many 
of the individual organs consist of a number of different cell types, each with a specialized 
role. There are over 200 different cell types in the human as determined by their physical 
and chemical attributes. These range from single cells such as leukocytes in blood to cells 
grouped together in organs such as neurons in the nervous system. With the exception of 
mature erychrocyces, which contain no DNA , all cells in an individual contain the identical 
genetic information in their DNA. Only the necessary information for the functions of an 
individual cell is expressed. In the postfertilization period of an egg, some cells, referred to 
as embryonic stem cells, have the potential to develop into every cell of every organ in the 
adult organism. These are pluripotent cells. Differentiated tissues contain multipotent 
cells, which can differentiate into a limited number of different cell types. Recent studies 
have demonstrated chat the genome of differentiated cells can be reprogrammed to form 
multipotent or pluripotent cells. Thus the genetic information for development in the dif
ferentiated cell is not lost irreversibly but only suppressed. 

All mammalian cells, regardless of the tissue of origin and degree of specialization, have 
many physical, chemical, and biochemical properties in common . Activities and compo
nents of cells of an organ of one species of mammals will be similar, if not identical, to chose 
of the same organ of some ocher species. Within one mammal, including humans, the same 
protein or enzyme is present in cells of many different cell types (e.g., muscle and liver) but 
there are frequently marked differences in the quantity (e.g., concentration). A particular 
metabolic pathway may be very important in one cell type but less so in another. These 
differences are due to variations in the needs of individual specialized cells; these differences 
are controlled by expression of the genome in the diverse cell types. 

All components of cells are in a dynamic equilibrium of being synthesized and 
degraded, creating a steady state of cellular concentration of these substances . This 
dynamic state varies between mammalian cell types. The se catabolic (degradative) and 
anabolic (synthetic) pathways are regulated to maintain the proper balance of chemical 
intermediates and products. In many cases control is exerted by chemical signals generated 
intracellularly. Mammals also have complex and integrated chemical signaling systems for 
information transmission between cell rypes (p. 504). These pathways include synthesis 
and release of signal molecules from one cell type, transport to cells in another organ 
system, and specific recognition of the signal by target cells. In most cases, the signal 
molecule does not affect all cell types. An example is the role of hormones (e.g., insulin) 
synthesized by cells in the endocrine system altering the metabolism of glucose in the 
muscular system. 

As indicated , a major difference between prokaryotes and eukaryotes is the presence 
of intracellular membrane systems and organelles in eukaryotes. This permits another level 
for facilitation and control of enzyme catalyzed chemical reactions. As an example, by hav
ing a metabolic pathway within the smaller space of an organelle (e.g., mitochondria), the 
concentration of chemical intermediates can be maximized to facilitate the output of the 
pathway or reaction. If chis were not the case, the total amount of reactants in a cell would 
have co be higher to achieve the same outcome. 

Chemical Composition of Mammalian Cells 

The basic chemical components of biological cells are presented in Table 1.5. In different 
rypes of mammalian cells, the concentrations of intracellular inorganic ions are essentially 
similar but very different from those of the extracellular milieu. An approximation of the 
ionic composition of intracellular fluid, considered to represent primarily the cytosol, compared 

TABLE 1.5 • Chemical Component s 
of Biological Cells 

Component 

H20 

Inorganic ions 
Na +, K+, Cl-, SO/- , 

HPO / -HC03-
Ca2+, Mg2+, etc. 

Small organic mo lecules 
Carbohyd rates, 
organic acids, lipids, 
nucleotides, peptides 

Macromo lecules 
Proteins, polysaccha
rides, nucleic acids 

Range of 
Mokcular Weights 

18 

23-100 

100-1 200 

6000-1 ,000,000 
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Figure 1.9 Major chemical constituents of 
blood plasma and cell fluid. Height ofleft half 
of each column indicates total concentration of 
cations; that of right half, concentration of anions. 
Both are expressed in milliequivalents per liter 
(meq/L) of fluid. Note that chloride and sodium 
values in cell fluid are questioned. It is probab le 
that, at least in muscle, the cytosol contains some 
sodium but no chloride . 
Adapted from Gregersen, M. I. In P. Bard (Ed.) , 
Medical Physiokigy, 11th ed. Sc. Louis, MO: 
Mosby, 1961, 307. 

Figure 1.10 Plasma membrane of a mamm a
lian cell. Electron micrograph of the erythrocyte 
plasma membrane. 
Courtesy ofJ. D. Robertson, Duke University, 
Durham, NC. 

to blood plasma is presented in Figure 1.9. The volume and degree of hydration of cells 
are dynamic, and thus, these concentrations are only estimates of the actual concentrations. 
Na+ is the major extracellular cation, with a concentration of -140 meq/L (mM); very 
linle Na+ is present in intracellular fluid. K+ is the major intracellular cation . Mg2+ is 
present in both extra- and intracellular compartments at concentrations much lower than 
Na+ and K+. The major extracellular anions are c1- and HCO 3- with smaller amounts of 
phosphate and sulfate. Most proteins have a negative charge at pH 7.4 (p. 85) , being ani
ons at the pH of tissue fluids. Major intracellular anions are inorganic phosphate, organic 
phosphates, and proteins. Other inorganic and organic anions and cations are present in 
concentrations well below the meq/L level. Except for very small differences created by 
membranes and leading t0 the development of membrane potentials, total cation equals 
total anion concentration in the different fluids. 

Intracellular concentrations of most small molecular weight organic molecules, such 
as sugars, organic acids, amino acids, and phosphorylated intermediates , are in the range of 
0.01- 1.0 meq/L , but some are significantly lower. Coenzymes, organic molecules required 
for activity of some enzymes, are in the same range of concentration. The overall cellular 
concentrations of substrates for enzymes are relatively low in comparison to inorganic ions; 
localization in specific organelles or cellular microenvironments , however, can increase 
their concentrations significantly. 

It is not very meaningful to determine the molar concentration of individual prote ins 
in cells. In many cases, they are localized in specific structures or in combination with 
other protein s to create functional units . It is in a restricted compartment that individual 
proteins carry out their role, whether structural , catalytic, or regularory. It is of interest 
that blood plasma contains thousands of distinct proteins, ranging in concentration from 
about 10- 3 M (albumin) to 10- 13 M (parathyroid hormone), with some proteins that 
have even lower concentrations . 

1 .5 • FUNCTIONS OF SUBCELLULAR ORGANELLES 
AND MEMBRANE SYSTEMS IN 
EUKARYOTE CELLS 

Organelles have very specific functions and their enzymatic activities serve as markers for 
the organelle during isolation . Some metabolic pathways are located in a single cellular 
companment. As examples, the tricarboxylic acid cycle (p. 552) is entirely in mitochondria , 
glycolysis in cytosol (p. 592), and DNA replication only in nuclei and mitochondria. Some 
pathways are divided between two locations, with the pathway intermediates diffusing or 
being translocated from one companment to another. The enzymes for heme synthesis 
(p. 791) are split berween mitochondria and cytosol. 

A summary of functions of the major structures of eukaryotic cells is presented in 
Table 1.6 and the structures are identified in Figure 1.8. With the ability to selectively 
inactivate or delete specific genes in animals (p. 292) , pathological conditions and diseases 
have been identified involving most of the cellular organelles and structures . In many cases, 
however, the biochemical details that lead to the consequences of a modified gene have not 
as yet been determined . 

Plasma Membrane Is Limiting Boundary of a Cell 

The outer surface of plasma membranes (Figure l .10) is in contact with a variable external 
environment and the inner surface with a relatively constant environment provided by the 
cell's cytoplasm . The protein composition of plasma membranes varies berween cell types 
but there is a commonality in the lipid composition . Proteins and lipids are not randomly 
distributed throughout the membrane . The rwo sides of mammalian plasma membranes 
have a different lipid composition (p. 467). 

The outer surface makes adhesive interactions with the extracellular matrix and other 
cells through integrins . These transmembrane proteins bind to the cytoskeleton inside the 
cell and participate in bidirectional signaling across the membrane . Through cytoskeletal 
elements the plasma membrane is involved in determining cell shape and movement. The 
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TABLE 1.6 • Summary of Eukaryotic Cell Comparbnents and Their Major Functions 

Compartm ent 

Plasma membrane 

Nucleus 

Nucleolus 
Endoplasmic reticulum 

Golgi appararus 

Mitochondria 

Lysosomes 

Peroxisomes 

Mic rotubules , intermediate filaments, 
and microfilaments 

Cyrosol 

Majo r Functions 

Trans port of ions and small mo lecules 
Exo- and Endo-Cyrosis 
Recognition 
Cell-Cell 
Receprors for small and large mo lecules 
Cell morphology and movement 
DNA synthesis and repair 
RNA synthesis 
RNA processing and ribosome synthesis 
Membrane synthesis 
Synthesis of proteins and lipids for some organelles 

and for export: 
Lipid and steroid synthesis 
Deroxification reactions 
ea2+ signaling 

Modification and sorting of proteins for incorpora-
tion inro memb ranes and organelles, and for export: 

Export of proteins 
Production of ATP 
Cellular respiration 
Oxidation of pyruvate, amino acids, and fan:y acids 
Urea and heme synthesis 
Apoprosis 
Cellular digestion: hydrolysis of proteins, carbohy-

drates, lipids, and nucleic acids 
Lipid oxidation 
Oxidative reactions involving 0 2 

Utilization ofH 202 
Cell cyroskeleton 
Cell morphology 
Cell motility 
Intracellular movements 
Metabolism of carbohydrates, amino acids, and 

nucleotides; synthesis of farry acids 
Protein synthesis 

lip id nature of membranes excludes many substances, but transport mechanisms or pores 
allow transmembrane movement of ions, organic molecules, and water. lntercellular com
munication occurs by the presence of specific protein receptors on the outer surface of the 
plasma membrane for binding extracellular signals, such as hormones and neurotransmit
ters. T he plasma membrane interacts with a variety of cytoplasmic substances to carry our 
endo- and exocyrosis. Besides its role in the uptake of extracellular fluid, endocyto sis has 
a significant role in programmed cell death, termed apoptosis (p. 1010). Details of mem
brane structure and biochemistry are presented in Chapter 12. 

Nucleus Is Site of DNA and RNA Synthesis 

T he nucleus (Figure 1.11) is surrounded by two membranes, termed the nuclear enve
lope , with the outer membrane being cont inuous with membranes of the endoplasmic 
reticulum . The space between the memb ranes, the perinuclear space , is continuous 
with the lumen of the rough endoplasmic ret iculum . The nuclear envelope contains 
numerous multi protein complexes, termed nuclear pore complexes, which cross the 
envelope and have a pore with an average diameter of about 90 A. The complex per
mits controlled movement of particles and large molecules between the nuclear matrix 
and the cytop lasm. Transport of macromolecules require s expenditure of energy, and 
it is facilitated by a diverse series of cargo proteins and soluble transport factors, which 
cycle between the two compartments. It is now considered that the nuclear envelope 
plays important roles other than just as a barrier between the nuclear matrix and the 

Figure 1.11 Nucleus of a mamm alian cell. 
Electron micrograph generously supplied by Dr. 
John A. McNulry, Department of Cell Biology, 
Neurobiology and Anatomy, Srritch School of 
Medicine, Loyola University, Chicago. 
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Accelerated Aging and the Cell Nucleus 

Hutchinson-Gilford progeria syndrome (HGPS) (OMIM 17660) is a 
very rare condition where patients experience a rapid race of aging begin
ning at birth . le is estimated chat the syndrome occurs in about 1 in 4 co 
8 million births. le is detected early in life with limited growth, loss of 
hair, distinctive facial characteristics, small fragile bodies, wrinkled skin, 
atherosclerosis, and cardiovascular problems, all of which are common 
in the elderly. Patients do not, however, have symptoms of neurodegen
erative diseases. They rarely live past the early teens. The aging process in 
these individuals is 6 to 8 times the normal rate of aging. 

patients have a deficit in chis conversion , leading to accumulation of 
an abnormal lamina A in normal cells with aging. The presence of 
this abnormal protein causes blebbing of the nucleus, an alteration in 
gene expression, and interference with mitosis. Ac this time there is no 
established therapy for the condition , bur by defining the causative 
changes, approaches co treatment may be possible. Results of studies 
of HGPS should also lead co unraveling details of the normal aging 
process. 

Marrour , A., Dechar, T ., Adam, A. A., Go ldman , R. D., and Gruenbaum, Y. Nu

clear lamins, disease and aging. Curr. Opinion in Cell Biol 18:335, 2006; Korf, B. 
Hutchinson -Gilford progeria syndrome, aging, and the nuclear lamina . N Engl J. 
Med. 358: 552, 2008; and Merideth, M. A., Gordon, L. B., Cla~ , $., Sachdev, 
V., et al, Phenorype md course of Hutchinson -Gilford progeria syndrome. N. 
Engl.]. Med. 358: 592, 2008. 

A genetic change from normal has been identified in patients 
with HGPS . The nuclear envelope of patients appears distorted. 
Lamina A, a structural protein in nuclei, is involved in nuclear syn
thesis of DNA and RNA. le is formed from a precursor , attached 
to the nuclear membrane, by an enzyme-catalyzed reaction . HGPS 

Figure 1.12 Smooth endoplasmic reticulum 
of a mammalian cell. SER , smooth endoplasmic 
reticulum. 
Electron micrograp h generous ly supplied by Dr. 
John A. McNul ty, Department of Cell Biology, 
Neurobio logy and Anatomy , Stritch School of 
Medicine, Loyola University , Chicago. 

cytoplasm (Clin. Corr. 1.3). The re are also intranuclear subcompartments, the major 
one being the nucl eolu s. A meshwork structu re underlying the inner nuclear mem
brane, the nuclear lamina , supports the structure of the nucleus. 

Deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA ), the repository of genetic information , is located in 
the nucleus as a DNA- protein complex, chromatin, which is organized into chromosomes . 
The nucleus contains the proteins and enzymes for replication of DNA and for repair of 
DNA that has been damaged (p. 164). Transcription of the genetic information in DNA 
into a form that can be translated into cell proteins (p. 187) involves synthesis and process
ing of a variety of forms of ribonucleic acid (RNA). The processing of RNA for assembly 
of ribosomes, required for protein synthesis in the cytosol, occurs in the nucleolus. 

Endoplasmic Reticulum Has a Role in Protein Synthesis 
and Many Synthetic Pathways 

The cycoplasm of eukaryotic cells contains an extensive network of interconnecting mem
branes that extend from the nuclear envelope to the plasma membrane, termed endoplas
mic reticulum (ER). It consiscs of membranes with a smooth (smooth ER or SER) appear
ance in some pares and rough (rough ER or RER) in other places (Figures 1.12 and 1.13). 
This dynamic organelle changes size and shape depending on the needs of the cell. The ER 
encloses the ER lumen , where newly synthesized proteins are modified . The rough appear
ance is due to the presence of ribonucleop rotein particles, called ribosomes, attached on 
its cycosolic side. During cell fractionation the endoplasmic reticulum network is disrupted 
and the membrane reseals to form small vesicles, termed microsomes. These vesicles ace 
not present in cells. 

A major function of ribosomes on rough endoplasmic reticulum is biosynthesis of 
protein s for incorporation into membranes and cellular organelles, and for export to the 
outside of the cell. The ER is involved in the folding of proteins; if the folding system is 
overwhelmed and unfolded proteins accumulate , a series of processes ace induced to reduce 
the scress on the ER There is some evidence that ER stress is involved in several diseases. 
Smooth endoplasmic reticulum is involved in lipid synthesis and contains enzymes termed 
cytochromes P450 (p. 426), which catalyze hydroxylation of a variety of endogenous and 
exogenous compounds. These enzymes are important in the biosynthesis of steroid hor
mones, removal of toxic substances, and drug metabolism . The endoplasmic reticulum and 
Golgi apparatu s ace also involved in formation of other cellular organelles such as lysosomes 
and peroxisomes and in Ca2+ signaling (p. 532). 
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Golgi Apparatus Is Involved in Secretion of Proteins 

The Golgi apparatus (also referred to as Golgi complex) (Figure 1.14) is a network of 
flattened smooth membrane stacks--cisternae-and vesicles. It works in conson with the 
endoplasmic reticulum where proteins for specific destinations are synthesized. Enzymes in 
Golgi membranes catalyze transfer of carbohydrate units co proteins to form glycoproteins, 
a process that is important in determining the proteins' eventual destination . The Golgi is 
the major site of new membrane synthesis and participates in formation of lysosomes and 
peroxisomes. Membrane vesicles shuttle proteins between the cisternae; they are pinched 
off one cisterna and fuse with another with the aid of a family of proteins, termed SNARE 
proteins . Vesicles originating from the Golgi apparatus transport proteins such as hor
mones, blood plasma proteins , and digestive enzymes co the plasma membrane for secre
tion. The Golgi apparatus also has a role in movement oflipids in the cell 

Mitochondria Supply Most of the Cellular Need for ATP 

Mito chondria (Figure 1.15) are well established as the powerhouse of the cell, respon
sible for synthesis of over 90% of the required adenosine triphosphate (ATP) of cells 
(p. 572). They also have important roles in diverse cellular functions, including apo
ptosis (p. 1010), formation of reactive oxygen species (p. 583), cell signaling, and various 
metabolic processes. In electron micrographs, mitochondria appear as rods, spheres, or 
filamentous bodies, usually about 0.5- 1 µ,min diameter and up to 7 µ,min length; some 
of these differences in shape may be due to the preparation of the tissue or cell for micro
scopic evaluation. The internal matrix of the organelle, the mitosol , is surrounded by rwo 
membranes, distinctly different in appearance, composition , and biochemical function. 
The inner membrane convolutes into the matrix to form cristae and contains numerous 
small spheres attached by stalks extending into the mitosol, which are responsible for ATP 
synthesis. The structure of cristae varies from tubular to lamellar depending on the tissue 
and functional state of the mitochondria . Mitochondria can divide by fission and fuse 
together; the proteins required for these processes have been identified, but many details 
of the actual mechanisms are not known. Exercise promotes an increase in the number 
of mitochondria in skeletal muscle. Components of the electron transport system and 
oxidative phosphorylation are part of the inner membrane (p. 559). Metabolic pathways 
for oxidation of pyruvate produced by glycolysis, fatty acids, and amino acids and some 
reactions in biosynthesis of urea and heme are located in the mitosol. The outer and inner 
membranes both contain mechanisms for translocation of specific proteins . There are a 
variety of uansmembrane systems in the inner membrane for translocation of various 
metabolites. Mitochondria have a key role in aging; cytochrome c, a component of the 
mirochondrial electron transport system, is an initiacor of apoptosis . 
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Figure 1.13 Rough endoplasm ic reticulum of 
a mammalian cell. Three parallel arrows indicate 
three ribosomes among the many attached to the 
membranes. Single arrow indicates a mirochon
drion for comparison. 
Courtesy of Dr. U. Jarlfors, University of Miami , 
Miami , FL. 

Figure 1.14 Golgi apparatus of a mammalian 
cell. 
Electron micrograph generously supplied by Dr. 
John A. McNulry, Department of Cell Biology, 
Neurobiology and Anatomy, Scritch School of 
Medicine, Loyola University , Chicago. 

Figure 1.15 Mitochondria of a mammalian cell. 
Electron micrograph of mitochondria in muscle 
fibers &om rabbit heart (x39,600). 
Courtesy of Dr. W. B. Winborn, Department of 
Anatomy, University ofTexas Health Science Cent
er at San Antonio, and the Electron Microscopy 
Laboratory, Department of Pathology, University 
ofTexas Health Science Center at San Antonio. 
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Mitochondrial Diseases 

The first disease specifically involving mitochondrial energy transduc
tion (Lufts disease) (OMIM 238800) was reported in 1962. A 30-year
old patient had general weakn=, excessive perspiration, a high caloric 
intake without increase in body weight, and an excessively elevaced basal 
metabolic rate (a measure of oxygen utilization). She had a defect in 
the mechanism chat controls mitochondrial oxygen utilization (p. 573). 
Since then several hundred generic abnormalities have been identified 
that lead co alcerarions in mitochondrial enzymes, ribonucleic acids, 
electron transport components, and membrane transport systems. Some 
conditions result from mutations of mitochondrial DNA and others to 
mutations of nuclear DNA coding for micochondrial proteins. 

cared in the pathophysiology of schizophrenia, bipolar disorder, and in 
age-related degenerative diseases, such as Parkinson disease, Alzheimer 
disease, and cardiomyopathies. Recently it has been suggested char a 
single mutation for a mitochondrial t-RNA leads to a constellation 
of symptoms including hypertension, high blood cholesterol, and de
creased levels of plasma Mg2+. The diseases caused by mutations of 
mtDNA are transmitted by a female co her offspring because mito
chondria in the fertilized egg are derived from the ovum. 

See Clio. Corrs. 6.6, page 229; 14.4, page 583; 14.5, page 583; 
14.6, page 584; and 14.7, page 585, for derails of specific mitochon
drial diseases. 

The first disease to be identified as due to a mutation of mtDNA 
was Leber Hereditary Optic Neuropathy (OMIM 535000), which 
leads to sudden blindness in early adulthood . Many mitochondrial 
diseases involve skeletal muscle and central nervous systems. Mitochon
drial DNA damage may occur due to free radicals (superoxides) formed 
in the mitochondria. Abnormalities in mitochondria have been impli-

Luft, R. The development of micochondrial medicine. Proc. Na tl Acad. Sci. USA 
91:8 731, 1994; Lin, M . T., and Beal, M . F. Mirochondrial dysfunccion and oxida
cive stress in neurodegeneracive diseases. Nature 443:78 7, 2006; Schapira, A H . 
Mitochondrial disease. Lancet 368:70, 2006 ; and Pieczenik, $. R., and Neusradc, 
J. Mitochondrial dysfunction and molecular pathwa ys of disease. Exp. MoL Path. 
83:84, 2007. 

Figure 1.16 Lysosomes of a mammali an cell. 
Electron micrograph generously supplied by Dr. 
John A. McNulty , Department of Cell Biology , 
Neurobiology and Anatomy, Scrich School of 
Medicine, Loyola Universiry, Chicago. 

Mitochondr ia have a role in their own replication. They contain a number of copies of 
a circular DNA (mitochondrial DNA [mtDNA]), with genetic information for 13 mito
chondrial proteins and some RNAs. The DNA is similar in size (16,569 base pairs) to that 
of bacterial chromosomes. The presence of an independent genome and the similarity to 
bacteria have lead to the widely accepted hypothesis that these organelles were bacteria that 
were taken up by a more advanced cell, and instead of being destroyed formed an endo
symbiotic relationship. It is estimated that this event might have occurred some 3 billion 
years ago. The inheritance of mitochondria is by maternal transmission, and it has been 
possible to study the global movement of humans by evaluating variations in mtDNA. 
Mitochondria also have the requisite machinery (p. 582) to catalyze protein synthesis. Most 
mitochondrial proteins (over 90%) are derived from genes present in nuclear DNA and 
synthesized in the cytosol, then imponed into the organelle. There are several hundred 
genetic diseases of mitochondrial function (Clin. Corr. 1.4). 

Lysosomes Are Required for Intracellular Digestion 

Lysosomes (Figure 1.16) are responsible for intracellular digestion of both extracellular 
and intracellular substances. With a single limiting membrane , they maintain an acidic 
intralysosomal pH of about 5. Encapsulated in these organelles is a class of glycoprotein 
enzymes, hydrolases, which catalyze hydrolytic cleavage of carbon-oxygen, carbon - nitro
gen, carbon - sulfur, and oxygen- phosphorus bonds in proteins, lipids, carbohydrates, and 
nucleic acids. A partial list of lysosomal enzymes is presented in Table 1.7. The enzyme 
content of lysosomes varies in different tissues and depends on specific tissue functions. 
Lysosomal hydrolases are most active at an acid pH and split complex molecules into simple 
low molecular weight compounds that can be reutilized . The relationship between pH and 
enzyme activity is discussed on page 387 . Disruption of the lysosomal membrane within 
cells leads to cellular digestion. Various pathological conditions have been amibuted to 
release oflysosomal enzymes, including arthritis , allergic responses, several muscle diseases, 
and drug-induced tissue deStruction (Clin. Corr. 1.5). 

Cells ingest foreign particles, such as microorganisms and viruses, by phagocytosis , 
fluids by pinocytosis, and specific proteins by endocytosis, a receptor mediated process. 
In each case material from the exterior of a cell is encapsulated in plasma membrane bound 
vesicles (Figure 1.17). The vesicles containing external material fuse with primary lysosomes 
to form secondary lysosomes, or digestive vacuoles, which contain material to be digested 
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Lysosomal Enzymes and Gout 

Cacabolism of purines (p. 820), nitrogen containing hecerocyclic 
compounds found in nucleic acids, leads to formation of uric acid, 
which is excreted in urine. Gout is an abnormality in which uric acid 
is produced in excess, leading co an increase of uric acid in blood and 
deposition of urace crystals in joinrs . Clinical manifestations include 
inflammation, pain, swelling, and increased warmth of some joinrs, 
particularly the big toe . Uric acid is rather insoluble, and some of 
the clinical symptoms of gout can be attributed to damage done by 
urate crystals. Crystals are phagocycized by cells in the joint, and they 

accumulate in intracellular digestive vacuoles chat contain lysosomaJ 
enzymes. Crystals cause physical damage co the vacuoles, releasing 
lysosornaJ hydrolases into the cycosol. Even though the pH optimum 
of lysosomal enzymes is lower than the pH of the cycosol, they have 
some hydrolytic activity at the higher pH, which causes digestion of 
cellular componenrs and c.ellular autolysis. 

Weissmann, G. Crysrals, lysosomes, and gouc. Adv. Intern. Med. 19:239, 1974; 
and Bure, H. M., Kalkman, P. H., and Mauldin, D. Membranolyric effects of 
crysralline monosodium urare monohydrate. J. Rhmm. 10:440, 1983. 

and lysosomal hydrolases to carry out the digestion. They are identified microscopically by 
their size and often by the presence of partially digested structures. Primary lysosomes are 
those which have not fused with vesicles containing material t0 be degraded . 

Cellular proteins, nucleic acids, lipid, and organelles, such as rnirochondria, are in 
a dynamic state of synthesis and degradation. Lysosomes are responsible for hydrolysis 
of these cellular components by a highly regulated process termed autophagy. Subscances 
destined to be degraded are identified and taken up by lysosomes or are first encapsulated 

Figure 1.17 Diagrammatic representation of the role of lysosomes in intracellular digestion of 
substances internalized by phagocytosis {heterophagy ) and of cellular components (autophagy). 
In both processes substances to be digested are enclosed in a membrane vesicle, followed by fusion with a 
primary lysosome to form a secondary lysosome where digestion occurs. 

TABLE 1.7 • Representative Lysosomal 
Enzymes and Their Substrates 

Type of Substrate 
and Enzyme 

POLYSACCHARJDE 

HYDROLVZING ENZVMES 

a-Glucosidase 
a-Flucosidase 
/3-Galactosidase 
a-Mannos idase 
/3-Glucuronidase 
Hyaluronidase 

A.rylsulfatase 
Lysozyme 

PROTETN·HYDROLVZING 

ENZYMES 

Cathepsins 
Collagenase 
Elastase 
Peptidases 

NUCLEIC AQD

HYDROLVZING ENZVMES 

Ribonuclease 
Deoxyribonuclease 

LIPID·HYDROLVZING 

ENZYMES 

Lipases 

Esterasc 
Phospholipase 

PHOSPHATASES 

Phosphatase 
Phosphodiesterase 

SULFATASES 

Chondroicin sulfarase 
A.rylsulfatase B 

Specific 
Substrate 

Glycogen 
Membrane fucose 
Galacrosides 
Mannosides 
Glucuronides 
Hyaluronic acid 

and chondroicin 
sulfates 

Organic sulfates 
Bacterial cell walls 

Proteins 
Collagen 
Elastin 
Peptides 

RNA 
DNA 

T riacylglycerol and 
cholcscerol esters 

Fatty acid esters 
Phospholipids 

Phosphomonoesters 
Phosphodiesters 

Heparan sulfate 
Dermatan sulfate 
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Lysosomal Acid Lipase Deficiency 

Human lysosomal acid lipase (hLAL) hydrolyzes rriacylglycerol co 
free faery acids and glycerol, and cholesteryl esters to cholesterol and 
fatty acids. It is a critical enzyme in cholesterol metabolism, serving 
to make cholesterol available for the needs of cells. Cholesteryl ester 
storage disease (CESD) and Wolman disease (OMIM 278000) are 
two distinct phe.nocypic forms of a genetic deficiency ofhLAL; both 
are rare aurosomal recessive diseases. CESD is usually diagnosed 
in adulchood and is evidenced by hypercholescerolemia, hepatome
galy, and early onset of severe atherosclerosis. Affected individuals 
have hLAL activity but at a very low level (< 5% of normal). Ap
parently, this level is sufficient to hydrolyze criacylglycerol but not 
cholesteryl esters. Patients are homozygous for a mutation at a splice 

junction on both alleles leading to a catalytically defective and un
stable enzyme. 

Wolman disease is manifested in infants and is usually fatal by 
age one. There is no detectable activity of hLAL. Both rriacylglycerol 
and cholesteryl esters accumulate in tissues. Patients are homozygous 
for a mutation that leads co an absence of active enzyme. 

Hegde, R A., Licde, J. A., Vezina, C., ec.al Hepatic lipase deficiency: Clinical, 
biochemical, and molecular generic characceriscics. Atherosclerosis and Thrombosis 
13:720, 1993; Anderson, R. A., Bryson, G. M. and Parks, J. $. Lysosomal acid lipase 
mucacions chac decermine phenotype in Wolman and cholesceryl esrer scorage dis
ease. MoL Genetics & Met. 68:333, 1999; and Zschenker, 0., Illies, T., and Ameis, 
D. Overexpression of lysosomal acid lipase and ocher proceins in acherosclerosis. 
j. Biochem. 140:23, 2006. 

{2) RH2 + H202 - R + 2H20 

Figure 1.18 Reactions catalyzed by catalase. 

within membrane vesicles that fuse with primary lysosomes (Figure 1.17). Autophagy is 
important not only in stressed but also in normal mammalian cells; starvation and specific 
hormones induce autophagy . 

Products of lysosomal digestion are released from lysosome.~ and re.utilized by the 
cell. Indigestible material accumulates in vesicles called residual bodies whose contents are 
normally removed from the cell by exocycosis. Some residual bodies contain high concen
trations of a pigmented substance that is chemically heterogeneous and contains polyunsat
urated fatty acids and proteins. This material accumulates in cells and is termed lipofusdn 
or "age pigment" or "wear and tear pigment .'' Lipofuscin has been observed particular ly in 
postmitotic neurons and muscle cells and has been implicated in the aging process. 

Some lysosomal enzymes are normally secreted from the cell for digestion of extracellu
lar material in connective tissue and prostate gland. In the genetic lysosomal storage diseases 
(p. 236), individual lysosomal enzymes are missing, leading to accumulation in lysosomes 
of the substrate of the missing enzyme. The lysosomes become enlarged with undigested 
material , interfer ing with normal cell processes (Clin. Corr. 1.6). One such is I cell disease 
in which the cellular mechanism for directing lysosomal enzymes into lysosomes during 
their synthesis is defective. Instead, the hydrolytic enzymes are exported our of the cell and 
damage the extracellular matrix (Clin. Corr . 6.8, p. 238) . 

Peroxisomes Have an Important Role in Lipid Metabolism 

Mose mammalian , protozoan , and plant cells have organelles , designated microbodies 
or peroxisomes, the latter because of their ability co produce or utilize hydrogen per
oxide (H 20 2). They have a single membrane and are small (0.3 - 1.5 µ,m in diameter), 
spherical or oval with a fine network of tubules in their matrix . The high protein con
centration in the matrix of some peroxisomes leads co crystalline inclusions. They vary 
between cells in their enzyme composition, function, and number. Over 50 enzymes , 
catalyzing oxidative and biosynthetic reactions, have been identified in peroxisomes 
from different tissues . 

Peroxisomes are essential for oxidation of very long-chain fatty acids (p. 701) and 
synthesis of glycerolipids, glycerol ether lipids (plasmalogens), and isoprenoids (p. 720). In 
mice, peroxisomes have been demonstrated ro have a significant physiological role in lipid 
synthesis and degradation. They also contain enzymes chat oxidize o-arnino acids, uric acid, 
and various 2-hydroxy acids using molecular 0 2 with formation ofH 20 2 . Catalase, a heme 
enzyme (p. 587) present in peroxisomes, catalyzes the conversion of H20 2 to water and 
oxygen and oxidation of various compounds by H20 2 (Figure 1. 18). Cells protect them
selves from the toxicity ofH 20 2 by having both peroxide-producing and peroxide-utilizing 
enzymes in one compartment. 
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Proteins responsible for the biogenesis of peroxisomes have been idenci.6ed. Several 
classes of xenobiotics, that is, foreign substances , including aspirin, lead to proliferation 
of peroxisomes in liver. Over 25 genetic diseases involve peroxisomes; they are grouped 
together as disorders of peroxisome biogenesis (Clin. Corr. 1.7). 

Cytoskeleton Organizes the Intracellular Contents 

Eukaryotic cells contain microrubules, intermediate filaments , and accin filaments (micro
filaments) as parts of a cytoskeletal network, or scaffolding in the cytoplasm (p. 980) . This 
dynamic structure bas a role in maintenance of cellular morphology , intracellular trans
pon of vesicles and organelles, cell motility, and cell division . The cytoskeleton includes 
microtubules consisting of multimers of tubulin , a protein that assembles rapidly into 
tubular structures and disassembles depending on the needs of cells. Actin and myosin 
form very important cellular filaments in striated muscle where they are responsible for 
muscular contraction (p. 969) . Three separate super families of mechanochemical pro
teins- myosin, dynein, and kinesin- convert chemical energy into mechanical energy for 
movement of cellular components (p. 979). These molecular motors are associated with 
the cytoskeleton . Dynein is involved in ciliary and flagellar movement, whereas kinesin is 
a driving force for the movement of vesicles and organelles along microtubules , especially 
in neuronal axons. These motor proteins have a significant role in the pathogenesis of a 
variety of diseases. 

Cytosol Contains Soluble Cellular Components 

The least complex in structure , but not in chemistry , is the organelle-free cell sap, or 
cytosol. It is here that many reactions and pathways of metabolism (e.g., glycolysis, glyco
genesis, glycogenolysis, and fatty acid synthesis) occur. Synthesis of proteins on both free 
ribosomes often in a polysome form and those bound to endoplasmic reticulum occurs in 
the cytosol, which contains all the required intermediates. Although there is no apparent 
structure to the cytosol, the high protein content precludes it from being a truly homo
geneous mixture of soluble components, and it is believed that there are functional com
partments throughout the cytosol. Many reactions are localized in selected areas where 
substrate availability is more favorable. The actual physicochemical state of the cytosol 
is poorly understood. Another complication of evaluating the composition of the cyto
plasm is that some enzymes and proteins occur as soluble proteins when the cytosol is 
isolated, but in the intact cell may actually be loosely attached to membrane structures or 
to cytoskeletal components. 

1 .6 • INTEGRATION AND CONTROL OF CELLULAR 
FUNCTIONS 

A eukaryotic cell is a complex structure that maintains an intracellular environment that 
permits many complex reactions and processes to occur simultaneously. This requires a 
high degree of control and integration. Cells of multicellular organisms also participate 
in maintaining the well-being of the whole organism by exening influences on each other 
to maintain the balance between tissue and cellular activities. Very few functions operate 
totally independently; changes in one function can exen an influence, positive or negative, 
on other functions. As will be described throughout this book, the control of function is 
mediated at many levels, from the expression of a gene, to altering the concentration of 
an enzyme or a protein effector, to changes in substrate or coenzyme levels ro adjust the 
rate of a specific enzyme reaction . The integration of many cellular processes is control
led by proteins that serve as activators or inhibitors that maintain cellular homeostasis. 
Many cellular processes are programmed to occur under specific conditions; for example, 
cell division in normal cells occurs only when the processes required for cell division are 
activated (p. 1004). Then and only then is there an orderly and integrated series of reac
tions culminating in the division of a cell into two daughter cells. Programmed cell death 

-R e,i:i[:tila·hhl3'MMat• 
Peroxisome Biogenesis 
Disorders (PBD) 

Peroxisomes are responsible for a number 
of important metabolic reactions, including 
synthesis of glycerol ethers, shortening very 
long-chain fatty acids so chat mitochondria 
can completely oxidize chem, and oxidation 
of the side chain of cholesterol needed for 
bile acid synthesis. Perox:isome Biogenesis 
Disorders (PBD) (OMIM 601539) com
prise more than 25 generically and phe
notypically related disorders that involve 
enzymatic activities of perox:isomes. They 
are rare aucosomal recessive diseases charac
terized by decreased levels of glycerol-ether 
lipids (plasmalogens), and increased levels 
of very long-chain fatty acids ( C24 and C26) 
and cholestanoic acid derivatives (precur
sors of bile acids). The disease can affect 
liver, kidney, brain, and skeletal systems. 
The most severe is Zellweger syndrome, 
which is due to the absence of functional 
peroxisomes; death frequently occurs by 
age 6 months. In this condition, the genet
ic defect is in the mechanism for importing 
enzymes into the matrix of peroxisomes. 
Some PBD conditions are caused by donor 
splice or rnissense mutations (p. 166); in 
some, there is the absence of a single meta
bolic enzyme or defect in a membrane 
transport component. In some instances 
the disease can be diagnosed prenatally by 
assay of peroxisomal enzymes or fatty acids 
in cells of amniotic fluid. 

FiczParrick, D. R. Zellweger syndrome and associ
ated phenotypes. J Med. GeMtics. 33:863, 1996; 
Warren, D.S., Wolfe, B. D. , and Gould , S. J. Phe
notype-genotype relationships in PEXI0 -deficient 
peroxisome biogenesis disorder pacienrs. Human 
Mutation 15:509, 2000; and Steinberg, S. J., Dode, 
G. , Raymond, G. V., Braverman, N.E. , er al. Per
oxisome biogenesis disorders. Biochim. Biophys. 
Acta. 1763: 1733 , 2006. 
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(p. 1010) is a higbJy regulated process occurring in all mammalian cells but individual 
steps in che process vary from tissue to tissue. Many diseases are due to a failure in specific 
control mechanisms . As we continue to comprehend che complexity ofbiologicaJ cells, we 
are amazed chat there are not many more errors occurring and many more individuals with 
abnormal conditions. 

Thus as we proceed to study the separate chernicaJ components and activities of cells 
in subsequent chapters, it is important to remember che concurrent and surrounding activi
ties, constraints, and influences of the environment. Only by bringing together all the 
separate pans and activities of a cell, chat is, reassembling che puzzle, will we appreciate the 
wonder ofliving cells. 
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Multiple-Choice Questions 

1. Boch prokaryotic and eukaryotic cells have all of the following except 
A. a plasma membrane. 
B. agenomeofDNA. 
C. subcellular organelles defined by membranes. 
D. the ability to replicate . 
E. the ability co transform external sources of energy inco ucilizable 

energy. 

2. Factors responsible for a water mo lecule being a dipole include the 
A. similarity in electron affinity of hydrogen and oxygen. 
B. tecrahedral structure of liquid water. 
C. magnirude of the H-0-H bond angle. 
D. ability of water co hydrogen bond co various chemical scrucrures. 
E. difference in bond screngch between hydrogen bonds and covalent 

bonds . 

3. Hydrogen bonds can be expected ro form only between eleccronegative 
acorns such as oxygen or nitrogen and a hydrogen acorn bonded co 
A. carbon . 
B. an eleccronegative acorn. 
C. hydrogen . 
D. iodine. 
E. sulfur . 

4. Which of the following is both a Br0nsced acid and a Br0nsced base 
in wacer? 
A. H2P04-
B. H2C03 
C. NH 3 
D. NH 4+ 
E. Cl-

5. Biological membranes are associated with all of the following except 
A. prevention of free diffusion of ionic solutes. 
B. release of proteins when damaged. 
C. specific systems for the cransport of uncharged molecules. 
D. sires for biochemical reactions. 
E. free movement of proteins and nucleic acids across the membrane. 
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buffering 
buffering capacity 
Hende rson-Hasselbalch equation 
ionic composition 
plasma membrane 
cycoskelecon 
nuclear envelope 
nucleus 
nucleolus 
endop lasmic reticulum 
Golgi apparatus 
ribosomes 
mitochondria 

rnitosol 
lysosomes 
digescive vacuoles 
endocycosis 
hydrolase 
micro bodies 
peroxisomes 
catalase 
mic rorubules 
cycosol 
xenobiotic 

6. Analysis of the composition of the major fluid comparcments of the 
body shows chat 
A. the major blood plasma cation is K+. 
B. the major cell fluid cation is Na+. 

C. one of the major intracellular anions is Cl-. 
D. one of the major intracellular anions is phosphate. 
E. plasma and cell fluid are all very similar in ionic composition. 

Questions 7 and 8: A patient with Luft disease presented with general 
weakness, excessive perspiration, a high caloric intake without increase 
in body weight, and an excessively elevaced basal mecabolic race. Luft 
disease was the first disease involving a defecc in micochondria to be 
described .. le is a defecc in the mechanism chat controls oxygen ucilizacion 
in rnirochondria . 

7. Componenrs of the electron transport syscem and oxidative 
phosphorylation are found associaced with the 
A. oucer mitochondrial membrane. 
B. inner mitochondrial membrane. 
C. micosol. 
D. peroxisomes. 
E. procein synthetic components. 

8. Which of the following is a characceristic of mitochondria? 
A. The inner membrane forms criscae and concains small spheres 

arrached by stalks on the inner surface. 
B. Only the oucer membrane has cransmembrane syscerns for cranslo-

cation of metabolites . 
C. The mitosol is relatively inert mecabolically. 
D. Mitochondrial DNA is similar co nuclear DNA in size and shape . 
E. Mitochondria have no role in apopcosis. 

Questions 9 and 10: Gour is a condition in which excessive production 
of uric acid leads co deposition of urace cryscals in joints. Clinical mani
fescations include inflamm ation, pain, and swelling of joints, especially 
the joint of the big toe. Crystals are phagocycosed by cells in the joint and 
accumulate in digestive vacuoles chat contain lysosomal enzymes. Crystals 
cause physical damage co the vacuo les, releasing lysosomal enzymes into 
the cycosol. 
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9. Lysosomal enzymes 
A. are hydrolases. 
B. usually operate at acidic pH. 
C. are normally isolated from their subscraces by the lysosomal 

membrane. 
D. can lead to cellular digestion if the lysosomal membrane is disrupted. 
E. all of the above. 

10. Individual lysosomal enzymes are missing in a number of genetic 
diseases referred to as Lysosomal Srorage diseases. In these diseases 
A. the defect is an inabiliry ro direct enzymes co the lysosome after 

synthesis . 
B. lysosomes of affected cells become enlarged with undigested 

materials . 
C. lipofuscin, or "wear and tear pigment," accumulates in cells. 
D. any material taken into the lysosome will accumulate . 
E. residual bodies contain the products of digestion. 

11 and 12 : Zellweger syndrome is one of a class called Peroxisome Bio
genesis Disorders (PBD). PBDs are charac terized by abno rmalities of the 
liver, kidne y, brain, and skeletal system. Zellweger syndrome is particu
larly severe and death usually occurs by age 6 months . There is an absence 
of functional peroxisomes. 

Answers 

1. C The intracellular milieu of prokaryoces is organized into functional 
compartments, but they are not defined by membranes. A, B, D, 
and E: These are features that prokaryotes and eukaryotes have in 
common. 

2. C Water is a polar molecule because the bonding electrons are attracted 
more strongly ro oxygen than to hydrogen . The bond angle gives rise 
to asymmetry of the charge distribution; if water were linear, it would 
nor be a dipole. A:. Hydrogen and oxygen have very different electron 
affiniry. Band Dare consequences of water's structure, not factors 
responsible for it. 

3. B Only hydrogen acorns bonded to one of the electronegative ele
ments (0, N, or F) can form hydrogen bonds . A hydrogen participat
ing in hydrogen bonding must have an electronegative element on 
both sides of it. 

4. A H 2PO 4 - can donate a proton to become HPO/-. It can also 

accept a proton to become H3PO 4. B and D are Br0nsted acids; C is 
a Br0nsred base. The c1- ion in water is neither . 

5. E These molecules are too large to cross the membrane freely unless 
the membrane is damaged (B). A:. Ionic solutes do not cross the lipid 
membrane readily. C: Mose substances require cransporr across the 
membrane. D: Different membranes have different reactions. 

6. D Phosphate and protein are the major intracellular anions . A, B, and 
E: plasma and cell fluid are strikingly different. The Na + ion is the 
major cation of plasma . C: Most chloride is excracellular. 

7. B The electron transport and oxidative phosphorylation proteins are 
part of the inner membrane. D: Peroxisomes are separate organelles, 
nor part of mitochondr ia. E: Mitochondria produce some of their own 
proteins but this is a separate process and not part of electron transport 
or oxidative phosphory lation . 

8. A The cristae are the site of ATP synthesis. B: The outer membrane 
is relatively freely permeable; it is d1e inner membrane that is not and 
has multip le transport systems. C: The micosol has numerous meta
bolic pathways-oxidation of pyruvace, farcy acids, and amino acids, for 

11. Peroxisomes have a role in all of the following except 
A. oxidation of very long chain farcy acids. 
B. synthesis of glycerolipids. 
C. hydrolysis of cholcsteryl esters. 
D. oxidation ofD-amino acids. 
E. oxidation of uric acid. 

12. One of the roles of peroxisomes is to render H 2O2 noncoxic by 
A. oxidizing amino acids with 0 2• 

B. the action of the enzyme catalase. 
C. cransporcing H 2O 2 from blood into peroxisomes . 
D. the action of cathepsins. 
E. shortening of a fa try acid chain. 

Problems 

13. If a weak acid is 91 % neutralized at pH S.7, what is the pK' of the 
acid? 

14. If normal plasma pH is 7.4 and normal [COiJ is 1.2 mM, what is 
the normal [HCO 3 - ]? The pK' for chis system is 6.1. 

example. D: Mirochondrial DNA (mtDNA) is small and circular. E: 
Cytochrome c is an initiator of apoptosis. 

9. E A: There are hydrolases for all classes of macromolecules. B and D: 
Lysosomal pH is usually about S but the enzymes retain some activiry 
at higher pH . C: Substrates and enzymes are brought together by 
phagocyrosis or pinocytosis . 

10. B Engorgement interfe res with normal cell processes. A:. This is I cell 
disease and affects all of the lysosomal enzymes exported our of the 
cell. C: This is a normal process. Lipofuscin is a chemically hetero
geneous pigmented substance and not caused by a missing lysosomal 
enzyme. D: Each Lysosomal Storage disease affects a single enzyme so 
only substrates of that enzyme would be affected. E: Residual bodies 
contain indigestible material . 

11. C This occurs in lysosomes. 
12. B H 2O 2 is converted ro 0 2 and H 2O. A and E: These produce 

H 2O2. C: H2O 2 is produced and ucilized within peroxisomes . 
D: These are enzymes oflysosomes . 

13. If a weak acid is 91 % neutralized, 91 parts are present as conjugate 
base and 9 parts remain as the undissociated acid. Thus the 
conjugate base/acid ratio is 10:1. Substituting this ratio into the 
Henderson-Hasselbalch equation gives S.7 = pK' + log(l0/1) . Solv
ing the equation for pK' gives an answer of 4.7. The acid could be 
J3-hydroxyburyric acid, an important physiological acid , which has 
chis pK'. 

14. In this system CO 2 is the conjugate acid and HCO 3 - the conjugate 
base. Substi tuting the values in the Henderson-Hasselbalch equation 
would give 

7.4 = 6.1 + log(.xil.2 ) 

The antilog of 1.3 = 20. Therefore, [HCO 3 -] = 20 X 1.2 = 24 

mM. The abiliry to solve for any value in this equation given three 
of the terms is very important in assessing the acid-base status in the 
blood . 
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Key Concepts 

The central dogma of molecular biology holds that biological in
formation speci£ed by nucleic acid sequences in DNA and RNA 
determine s protein sequences, and therefore, protein properties. 
The structures ofnudeic acids are determined by the chemical 
propertie s of their constituent pans : phosphate , sugar, 
and nudeobase . 
Cellular DNAs are typically double-srranded polymers 
of2 ' -deoxyribonudeoside 5' monopho sphates. 
Complementarity between the bases in the doubl e helix allows 
DNA to function as a cellular genetic material. 

The length of a DNA molecule is much greater than the dimen
sions of a cell; therefore , DNA adopts higher-o rder strucrures 
that greatly compact the molecule into chromatin. 
The nucleotide sequence of DNA determines its function . 
Cellular RNAs are single-stranded polymers of ribonucleoside 
5' monophosphates. 
RNA tertiary structure is determined by intramolecular 
hydrogen bonding . 
Cellular RNAs have roles in information transfer , and catalytic 
and regulatory roles. 
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2.1 • NUCLEIC ACIDS AND BIOLOGICAL 
INFORMATION 

Central Dogma of Molecular Biology 

One of the hallmarks of living organisms is their ability to reproduce. The information that 
makes each individual life form unique must be preserved and passed on ro progeny. All 
life on Eanh uses nucle ic acids for the srorage of genetic information. With the exception 
of some viruses, the biomolecule utilized for information storage is deoxyribonucl eic acid 
(DNA ). This molecule is remarkably well suited for its task because of its chemical stability 
and its ability to encode vast amounts of information using a simple four-letter code. How
ever, DNA is only a pan of the core architecture of life. Ribonucleic acid (RNA) and pro
tein play equally imponant roles. The interrelationship of these three classes of molecules 
constitutes the "central dogm a of molecular biology " (Figure 2.1), which holds that DNA 
stores information that determines the sequence of RNA which in turn determines the 
structure of protein . Much of the structure and biochemistry of cells is due to the propenies 
of their constituent proteins. These properties are determined by portions of the sequence 
of DNA. Information , however, cannot flow directly from DNA to protein, but depends on 
RNA to transport the information . Genetic information is transmitted from DNA to RNA 
by transcription . The sequence of RNA is then translated into a protein sequence at the 
ribosome. DNA also plays an essential role in heredity by serving as the template for its own 
replication. Several discoveries have blurred the distinct roles of each of these biomolecules 
in the central dogma. For example, RNA can act as a catalyst (ribozyme) in biochemical 
reactions and constitutes the active component of ribosomes, the protein synthesis machinery 
of the cell. RNA can serve as a template for DNA synthesis, reversing the normal flow of 
information (reverse transcription ). Some disease can be transmitted by proteins in the 
absence of nucleic acids. Nevenheless , nucleic acids play central roles in the storage and 
transmission of biological information . 

DNA Can Transform Cells 

Prior to the 1950s, the general view held that nucleic acids were substances of limited cell
ular importance. The first evidence that DNA is the genetic material was found during the 
1920s, but the definitive demonstration ofDNA's role was not accomplished until 1944. 
The key experiments involved two strains of pneumococcus , a bacterium that causes a form 
of pneumonia. When cultured, one strain formed smooth colonies and the other formed 
rough colonies; these were labeled the S- and R-forms, respectively. The S-form is viru
lent while the R-form is nonvirulent , and the two forms are genetically distinct and can
not interconvert spontaneously . Treatment of R-form bacteria with pure DNA extracted 
from the S-form resulted in their transformation into the S-form . The transformation was 
inherited permanently by subsequent generations . This demonstrated that DNA was the 
transforming agent and the material responsible for transmitting generic information from 
one generation to the next. Clin . Corr. 2.1 describes vaccines based on transformation of 
mammalian cells with DNA. 

,.,,~,,,, C transcription translation 

DNA RNA protein 

Figure 2.1 Central dogma of molecular biology. 
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Information Capacity of DNA Is Enormous 

A striking characteristic of DNA is its ability to encode an enormous quantity of bio
logical information. For example, a human cell contains information for the synthesis of 
about 20,000 to 25,000 prote ins. T his information is stored in the celJ nucleus, a package 
roughly 0.0000 1 m in diameter. Despite this compactness, information in DNA is readily 
accessed and duplicated on command. T he ability t0 store large amounts of information 
on molecules and to access it readily is stilJ far beyond modern information technology. 
The capacity of nucleic acids to maintain and transmit the archived information efficiently 
arises directly from their chemical structure. 

2.2 • STRUCTURAL COMPONENTS OF NUCLEIC 
ACIDS: NUCLEOBASES, NUCLEOSIDES , 
AND NUCLEOTIDES 

Nuclei c acids are linear polymers of nucleotide units. Each nucleotide consists of a phos
phate ester, a pentose sugar, and a heterocyclic nucleobase. In RNA, the sugar is o-ribose; in 
DNA, it is the closely related sugar, 2-deoxy-o -ribose. In either case, the base is attached to 
the I-posit ion of the sugar th rough a /3-N-glycosid ic bond . Two classes of majo r nucleo
bases are found in nucleic acids: purines and pyrimidines (Figure 2.2). The major purines 
are guanine and adenine, which occur in both DNA and RNA and are attached to the 
sugar at N -9. T he three major pyrimidine nucleobases are cytosine, uracil, and thymine . 
Cytosine is present in both DNA and RNA. However, uracil is generalJy found only in 
RNA, and thymine is generalJy found only in DNA. Each pyrimidine is linked to the sugar 
through the NI-posit ion. A nucleobase glycosylated with either pentose sugar is a nucleo
side. Nucleosides that contain ribose are ribonucleosid es (Figure 2.3) whereas those with 
deoxyribose are deoxyribonucleo sides (Figure 2.4). Four ribonucleosides are commonly 
found in RNA- adenosine (A), guanosine (G), cytidine (C), and uridine (U)- and four 
deoxyribonucleosides in DNA-deoxyadenosine (dA), deoxyguanosine (dG), deoxycyti
dine (dC), and deoxythymidin e (dT). In addition, more than 80 minor nucleosides have 
been found in naturaUy occurring nucleic acids. 

Nucleotides are phosphate esters of nucleosides (Figure 2.5). Any of the hydroxyl 
groups on their sugars can be phosphorylated, but the bases are not . Nucleotides that con
tain a phosphate monoester are nucleoside monophosphates . For example, the 5' -nucleotide 
of deoxycytidine is deoxycytidine 5 '-monophosphate (5' -dCM P). Mo re than one phosphate 

adenos ine 

A 

guanos ine 
G 

cytidine 

C 

uridine 
u 

deoxya denosine 

dA 

deoxyguanosine 

dG 

guanine 

Pyrimidines 

NH2 

:(; 
N 0 
I 1 

"' 
cytosine 

uracil (R=H) 
thymine (R = CH3) 

Figure 2.2 Major purine and pyrimidine bases 
found in DNA and RNA. 

deoxycyt idine 

dC 

deoxyt hymidine 

dT 

Figure 2.3 Structures of ribonucleo sides. 
Shown are one-letter abbreviations for each 
compound. These abbreviations are also used for 
the corresponding bases and nucleotides and, in 
some instances, for the deoxyribonucleosides . 

Figure 2.4 Structures of deoxyribonucleosides. Presence of2-deoxyribose is denoted by a "d" preceding 
the one-letter notation. Note chat tbymidine (T) is often used interchangeab ly with deoxychymidine (dT). 
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DNA Vaccines 

Traditional procedures of vaccination have used components of infec
cious organisms, dead organisms, or aaenuated intact cells co elicit 
production of specific antibodies chat can provide individuals with 
active immunity. Such vaccines have successfully provided protection 
against diseases such as polio, smallpox, whooping cough, typhoid 
fever, and diphtheria. However, the development of immunizations 
against infectious pathogens such as HN and malaria has proven co 
be difficult. The enormous worldwide impact of these pathogens, the 
potential bioterror uses of others, and the worsening problems of anti
biotic resistance have prompted the efforts to produce new vaccines. 

However, promising results have been observed against viruses, bacte
ria, and parasitic microorganisms. This approach holds great promise 
for the development of effective vaccines against intractable diseases 
including HN/AIDS , tuberculosis, and malaria. 

DNA vaccines may also be useful for vaccination against cancers. 
Although the antigens presented by rumor cells are only weakly im
munogenic, model studies using plasmid DNA have shown promis
ing resulrs. Mice vaccinated by oral delivery of plasmids grown within 
aaenuated Salmonella bacteria were able to slow or completely stop 
the growth of a lethal dose of carcinoma cells. Death of the bacteria 
presumably releases large numbers of the plasmids that are taken up 
by antigen-presenting cells of the immune system. Extension of chis 
work to humans is currently under investigation. 

A recent approach to immunization has used DNA containing a 
sequence of the pathogen's genome. This DNA is rypically a bac
terial plasmid engineered to include the sequence of an antigenic 
protein from the pathogen. This DNA can enter a number of cell 
types, and it can be expressed there using cellular transcription and 
translation machinery. In this respect, DNA vaccines act much like 
viruses. However, these DNAs contain only a very limited amount of 
genetic information and cannot become infectious. The mechanisms 
of uptake and induction of the immune response are not yet clear. 

Kuczler, M.A., and Weiner , D. B. DNA vaccines: Ready for prime time? Nature 
Rev. Genet. 9:776, 2008; Belakova,J., Horynova , M., Krupka, M., Weigl, E., and 
Raska, M. Arch. lmmoL Ther. E.xp. 55:387, 2007; Cui, Z. DNA vaccine. Adv. 
Genet. 54:257, 2005; and Chiarella, P., Massi, E., Roberris, M., Fazio, V. M., 
and Signori, E. Strategies for effective naked-DNA vaccination against infectious 
diseases. Recent Pat. Anti-Infect. Drug Discovery 3:93, 2008. 
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guanosine 5'-triphosphate 
GTP 

adenosine 3',5'-cyclic monophosphate 
cAMP 

Figure 2 .5 Structures of some representative 
nucleotides . 

can be linked by an anhydride linkage, resulting in the corresponding di- , tri- , and tetraphos
phate esters. The 5' -triphosphate of guanosine is guanosine 5' -triphosphate (GTP). Phos
phate diesters are also possible including the important second messengers- adenosine-3' , 
5'-cyclic monophosphate (cAMP) and guanosine-3' , 5' -cyclic monophosphate (cGMP). 

Physical Properties of Nucleosides and Nucleotides 

To varying degrees, nucleobases , nucleosides, and nucleotides are soluble in water over a 
wide range of pHs. At biologically relevant pHs (pH 6-8) , nucleobases and nucleosides are 
neutral species. The first pKas of phosphate mono- and diesters are -1; thus , nucleotides 
carry a negative charge at physiological pHs. The second pKa of a phosphate monoester is 
-6.5 , and an equilibrium exists between the monoanion and the dianion at neutral pHs. 
Nucleotides with di- and triphosphates carry multiple negative charges. The presence of 
charged phosphate groups on nucleotides provides sites for electrostatic interactions with 
positively charged sites on proteins and metal ions. 

Nucleosides and nucleotides are stable over a wide range of pHs. Under strongly basic 
conditions , hydrolysis of phosphate esters slowly occurs. NGlycosidic bonds of nucleosides 
and nucleotides are stable under these conditions , but under acidic conditions they are 
considerably more labile. At elevated temperatures , protonation of purine bases (G and A) 
resulrs in rapid scission of the bond between the sugar and the base. Pyrimidine (C, T, and U) 
nucleosides and nucleotides are much more resistant to acid treatment. Conditions that break 
the glycosidic bond (e.g., 60% perchloric acid at 100°C) also lead to destruction of the sugar. 

Molecules that contain purine or pyrimidine bases strongly absorb UV light. Purines 
and purine-containing nucleosides and nucleotides have higher molar extinction coeffi
cients (absorb light more strongly) than pyrimidine derivatives. The UV wavelength where 
maximum absorption occurs varies but is usually near 260 nm. Because of the high extinc
tion coefficients of nucleobases and their high concentration in nucleic acids, the absor
bance at 260 nm can be used to accurately quantitate the amount of nucleic acid (DNA 
or RNA) present in a sample. Further analysis and separation of nucleobases, nucleosides , 
nucleotides , and nucleic acids can be accomplished by use of a variety of techniques , includ
ing high-performance liquid chromatography (HPLC) , thin-layer chromatography (TLC ), 
paper chromatography , and electrophoresis. 
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Structural Properties of Nucleosides and Nucleotides 

A striking feature of nucleosides and nucleotides is the considerable number of possible 
conformations that they can adopt. Unlike six-membered rings, five-membered rings are 
highly flexible. T he frve-ring atoms in a pentose sugar are not coplanar; typically one or 
two of the atoms of the ring twist out of plane. In cyclopentane rings, there are several 
envelope and half-chair conformations that rapidly interconven. Because of the asymmetric 
substitution pattern of the pentose ring in nucleosides, cwo conformations are preferred 
(Figure 2.6). These modes of sugar puckering are defined by the displacement of the 
2' - and 3' -carbons above the plane of the Cl' - 04' - C4' atoms . By convention, above is 
the direction in which the base and C5' project from the ring and is termed the endo face 
of the pentose. IfC2' is displaced above the pentose ring, the conformation is C2' -endo. In 
the second common pucker, C3' is displaced coward the endo face and is called C3' -endo. 
Notably, the groups attached to the sugar have very different orientations in each of these 
conformations . For example, 5 ' - and 3 ' -phosphate groups are much farther apart in the 
C2' -endo pucker than in the C3 '-endo pucker. The orientation of the glycosidic bond also 
changes significantly in the two conformations . C2' -endo and C3' -endo conformations 
are in rapid equilibrium . An eleccronegacive substituent at the 2 '-position of the pentose 
favors the C3' -endo conformation . Thus, ribonucleosides in RNA prefer th is sugar pucker 
because they have a 2' -hydroxyl group. The 2'-deoxynucleosides of DNA contain a hydro
gen in place of the 2' -OH group , and the C2' -endo conformation is preferred. 

The bases in nucleosides are planar. Although free rotation around the glycosidic bond 
is possible, two orientations of the base with respect to the sugar predominate (Figure 2.7) . 
In purines, the anti conformation places HS over the sugar, whereas the syn conforma
tion positions this atom away from the sugar and the bulk of the bicyclic purine over 
the sugar. Purines rapidly interconven between the two conformations bur favor the anti 
orientation . However , guanine 5' -nucleotides are exceptions. In these cases, favorable 
interactions between the 2-NH 2 group and the 5' -phosphate group stabilize the syn con
formation. 2' -Deoxyguanosine 5' -monophosphate (dGMP), for example, prefers the syn 
glycosidic conformation. This preference has also been observed in double-srranded DNA 
with sequences of alternating Gs and Cs. The syn conformation of the G residues in such 
DNA results in formation of an unusual left-handed helix, termed Z-DNA (p. 38) . In pyri
midines , the H6 atom is above the pentose ring in the anti conformation, and the larger 02 
atom is above the ring in the syn glycosidic conformation. Pyrimidines , therefore , show a 
large preference for the less scerically hinde red anti conformation. 
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Figure 2.7 Glycosidic conformations of purines and pyrimidines. In pyrimidines, steric dashes 
between the sugar and the 02 of the base suong ly disfuvor the syn conformation. In purines , the ami and 
syn conformations readily interconven, with anti being more stable in most cases. The syn conformation is 
stabilized in guanosine 5' -phosphates because of favorable interactions between the 2-NH 2 group and the 
phosphate oxygens. 
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Figure 2.6 Preferr ed conformations of pentose 
sugars . The two conformations produce variations 
in relative orientation of the base (with respect to 
the sugar) and in the distance between 3 ' - and 
5'-phospha te groups (P). Ultimately, these differences 
effect overall conformation of the double -helical 
complex. 
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Figure 2.8 Structure of a DNA polynucleotide. 
Shown is a tecranudeotide. Generally, nucleic 
acids less than 50 nucleotides long are referred to 

as oligonudeotides. Longer nucleic acids are caJled 
polynucleotides. 
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Figure 2.9 Shorthand notation s for structures 
of oligonucleotide s. The convention used in 
writing the structure of an oligo- or polynucleotide 
is a perpendicular bar represents the sugar moiety, 
with the 5' -OH position of the sugar located 
at the bottom of the bar and the 3' -OH (and 
2' -OH, if present) at a midway position. Bars 
joining 3'- and 5'-pos itions represent the 3'~ 
5' -phosphodiester bond, and the Pon the left or 
right side of the perpendicular bar represents a 
5' -phosphate or 3' -phosphate ester, respectively. 
The base is represented by its initial placed at 
the top of the bar. An alternative shorthand 
form is to use the one-letter initials for the bases 
written in the 5' ~3' direction from left to right. 
Internal phosphodiester groups are assumed, 
and terminal phosphates are denoted with a "p". 
Oligonucleotide sequences containing deoxyribose 
sugars are preceded by a "d". 
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2.3 • STRUCT URE OF DNA 

Polynucleotide Structure and Propert ies 

Nucleic acids are Strands of nucleotides linked by phosphodie ster bonds (Figure 2.8). 
The length of these mands -varies considerably, ranging from two residues to hundreds of 
millions of residues. Typically, strands of nucleic acids containing 50 or fewer nucleotides 
are called oligonucleotides, whereas those that are longer are called polynucleotid es. T he 
phosphodiester bond links the 5'-hydroxy l group of one residue t0 the 3' -hydroxyl group 
of the next. Linkages between two 5 '-OHs or two 3 '-OHs are not seen in natu rally occur
ring DNA. The directionality of this bond means that linear oligo- and polynucleotides 
have one end that terminates in a 5'-OH and another that terminates in a 3' -OH. These 
ends are the 5 '-terminus and 3 ' -termin us, respectively. Circular polynucleotides have no 
free termini , and they are formed by joining the 5' -terminus of a linear polynucleotide with 
its own 3' -terminus through a phosphodiester bond. In both linear and circular polynucle
otides, the sugar- phosphodiester backbone is highly uniform , and chemical diversity arises 
primarily from the bases. The sequence of bases provides each molecule with a unique 
chemical identity (Figure 2.9). This arrangement is analogous to that in polypeptides and 
proteins (p. 80) where variations in chemical structure primarily arise from the identity of 
the amino acid side chains. 

Polynucleotide Conformat ions 
The bases are largely responsible for the conformations of polynucleotides. The edges of the 
bases contain nitrogen and oxygen aroms (- NH 2, = N-, and = O groups) that can interact 
with other polar groups or surrounding water molecules. The faces of the rings, however, 
cannot participate in such interactions and tend to avoid contact with water. Instead they 
interact with one anothe r, producing a stacked conformation . Base stacking reduces the 
hydrophobic surface area that must be solvated by polar water molecules. Release of these 
water molecules into the bulk solvent is entropically favorable. The stacked arrangement 
of bases is further stabilized by favorable electronic interactions (van der Waals forces). 
Like other aromatic systems, the bases possess highly delocalized 1r-orbitals above and 
below the planes of their rings. This electron density can be polarized by nearby dipoles. 
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The resulting induced dipole can then favorably interact with the polarizing group. These 
weak interactions are funher enhanced by attractive London dispersion forces (induced 
dipole-induced dipole). Because the strength of these elecuonic interactions is suongly 
dependent on distance, no empty space remains between the stacked bases. 

Polynucleotides adopt conformations that maximize favorable stacking interac
tions between neighboring bases. The consuaints imposed by the suucture of the sugar
phosphodiester backbone favor helical structures (Figure 2.10) . The overall stability of these 
helical strUctures is dependent on factors that include sequence-dependent base scacking, 
pH, salt concentration, and temperature. For example, some synthetic polynucleotides, 
including poly(C) and poly(A), form right-handed helices in which the bases are highly 
stacked. Many other polynucleotides remain in a largely disordered random-coil confor
mation. Large polynucleotides may have both helical and disordered regions depending on 
the local sequence. The characteristics of the solution also determine whether polynucle
otides adopt stacked conformations . For example, high concentrations of cations, especially 
polyvalent ions such as Mg2+, stabilize the helical conformation by shielding the charges of 
the phosphodiester groups in the backbone. Withou t this shielding, the negative charges on 
the phosphates would destabilize the helix by electrostatic repulsion. 

Stability of the Polynucleotide Backbone 
Polynucleotides are relatively stable in aqueous solutions near neutral pH . It has been estimated 
that the half-life for the spontaneous hydrolysis of phosphodiescer linkages in DNA is about 
200 million years. This high stability makes DNA suitable for the long-term storage of genetic 
information. In concrast, RNA is much more prone to hydrolysis. The presence of the 2' -OH 
group provides an internal nucleophile for transesterification of the 3', 5' -phosphodiester link
age (Figure 2.11). The result is scission of the polynucleotide backbone, leaving a 2', 3' -cyclic 
phosphate diester on one fragment and a free 5'-OH group on the other. The greater hydro
lytic !ability of RNA makes it less suitable as a genetic material than DNA 

While the DNA backbone is relatively stable to hydrolysis, numerous enzymes 
(nucleases) catalyze phosphodiester scission. These nucleases are character ized by the 
types of polynucleotides they hydrolyze and the specific bonds that are broken. Exonu
cleases cleave the last nucleotide residue at either the 5' - or 3' - terminus of a polynucle
otide. Stepwise removal of individual nucleotides from one end of a polynucleotide can 
result in its complete degradation. Endonucleases cleave phosphodiester bonds located 
in the interior of polynucleotides . They do not require a free terminus; therefore, they 
can also cleave circular polynucleotides . Endonucleases such as DNase I and DNase II 
hydrolyze DNA with little sequence selectivity. The restrictio n endonucl eases recognize 
and cleave very specific sequences. Nucleases also exhibit specificity with respect to the 

Base 

Base 

Figure 2.11 Hydrolysis of RNA is accelerated by participation of the 2'-0H group. Inrrarnolecular 
nucleophilic attack by the 2'-0H group of ribose greatly increases the rate ofhydrolytic cleavage of the 
phosphodiester backbone, especially under basic conditions. The resulting 2 ', 3 '-cyclic phosphodiester can 
subsequently react with water or hydroxide to a mixture of2' - and 3' -phosphate monoesters . 

Stacked Unstacked 

Figure 2.10 Stacked and random -coil 
conformations of a single-stranded 
polynucleotide. The helical band represents the 
sugar- phosphare backbone of the polynucleotide. 
Bases are shown in a side view as lines in contact 
with their neighbors . U nsracking of bases leads 
to a more flexible structure with bases oriented 
random ly. 
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Figure 2.12 Tautomeri c fonns of nucleobases . 
The pattern of hydrogen bonding donating (D) 
and accepting (A) groups changes depending on 
the tautomer of the base that is present. Shown are 
predominan t tautomeric forms (left) and one of the 
alternate forms (right) for each base. The hydrogen 
bonding pattern for each tautomer is also shown; 
ambiguity at the -OH and = NH positions of the 
minor tautomers arises from rotation or isomerism 
of these groups. The equilibrium ratio of the 
predominant form to all others is greater than 99: 1. 

overall structure of polynucleotides. For in.seance, some nucleases ace on both single- and 
double-Stranded polynucleocides, whereas others discriminate between these two struc
tures. Some exclusively act on either DNA or RNA, whereas others are active coward only 
one type of polynudeotide. 

Doub le-Helical DNA 

With the recognition in the early-and mid-twentieth century that DNA served as the carrier of 
genetic information, work co establish the srructural basis for information storage intensified. 

Synthetic and X-ray diffraction experiments led to the acceptance of a linear polynucleo
tide suucrure for DNA Three key pieces of information were necessary for deduction of the 
three-dimensional structure of DNA The first was the determination that DNA did not 
contain equal amounts of the four nucleosides, but variable amounts in different organisms. 
However, it was found that the abundance of deoxyadenosine always equaled that of deoxy
thymidine and the abundance of deoxyguanosine always equaled that of deoxycytidine . This 
led to the consideration of structures with the nudeosides specifically paired cogether (dA 
with dT and dG with dC). The second was that X-ray diffraction data suggesced that DNA 
contained double-helical scructures, and symmetry suggested that the two polynucleo
tide strands were oriented antiparallel co each other. The third was the suggescion that the 
nucleobases were in the keco and amino tautomeric forms rather than enol and imino forms. 
Tautomer s are isomers of a molecule that differ only in the position of a hydrogen atom. 
Each of the four nucleobases has two or more possible tautomeric forms that are in equi
librium (Figure 2.12). The incorrect assignment of the predominant tautomeric structures 
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Major 
groove 

meant that researchers were attempting to form base pairs using incorrect hydrogen-bonding 
patterns. With the correct taut0mers, a model for DNA rapidly fell into place. 

The structure that W atson and Crick proposed in 1953 for doub le helical DNA was 
attractive because of irs simplicity and symmetry (Figure 2.13). Moreover, it explained 
all of the available structural data for DNA and immediately led to hypotheses regard
ing a mechanism for st0rage and replication of genetic information. The Watson - Crick 
double helix can be visualized as the interwinding of two right-handed helical polynucleo
tide strands around a common axis. The strands achieve contact th rough hydrogen bonds 
formed at the hydrophilic edges of the bases. The N- H groups of the nucleobases are good 
hydrogen bond donors, and the electron pairs on the sp2-hybridized oxygens of the C = O 
groups and nitrogens of the = N- groups are good hydrogen bond acceptors. Pairing occurs 
when an acceptor and a donor are in a position to form a hydrogen bond. These bonds 
extend between purine residues in one strand and pyrimidine residues in the other, and the 
matching of hydrogen bond donors and acceptors results in two types of base pairs: ade
nine- thymine and guanine-cytosine (Figure 2.14). A direct consequence of these hydro
gen-bonding specificities is that do uble-stranded DNA (dsDNA) must contain ratios of 
nucleosides that agree with experimental observations (dA = dT and dG = dC) . Finally, 
the geometries of the dA/dT and dG/dC base pairs result in similar Cl '- Cl' distances 
(-10.6 A) and glycosidic bond orientations . This stru ctural isomo rphism means that any 
of the four possible base pairs (dA-dT, dT-dA, dG-dC, and dC-dG) can be placed into the 
double helix without significantly changing the structure of the backbone; note how this 
leads to the possible replacement of one base pair by any other, a key to understanding how 
DNA information can change, or mutate . 

The relationship between bases on opposing strands within the double helix is described 
as complementarity. Bases are complementary because every nucleobase of one strand is 
matched by shape and hydrogen bonding to a complementary base on the other mand 
(Figure 2.15) . For instance, for each adenine projecting toward the axis of the double helix, 
a thymine must be projected from the opposite strand to hydrogen-bond and exactly fill the 
space between the strands . Neither cytosine nor guanine firs precisely in the available space 
across from adenine in a manner that allows formation of hydrogen bonds across strands. 
These hydrogen-bonding specificities ensure that the entire base sequence of one strand is 
comp lementary to that of the other strand. 

The exterior of the double helix consists of the sugar- phosphate backbones of its com
ponent strands . The two strands are aligned in opposite directions; if two adjacent nucleo
bases in the one strand, for example, thymine and cytosine, are connected in the 5' ~ 3' 
direction, their complementary nucleobases on the other strand, adenine and guanine, will 

Figure 2.13 Watson-Cri ck model of DNA. On the 
left is a space-filling model of DNA; on the right 
is an idealized ribbon model Bases are Stacked in 
the interior of the helix, whereas hydrophilic 
sugar,>hosphodiester backbone is located on the 
exterior. 
Redrawn from Rich, A. J. Bi.omoL Struct. Dyn. I: I, 
1983. 
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Figure 2.14 Watson-Crick base pairs. Selective 
base pairs are formed between adenine and thymine 
and between guanine and cytosine, Note the 
formation of two hydrogen bonds in an A-T base 
pair and three in a G-C base pair. 
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Deoxyguanosine Deoxycytidine 

Deoxyadenosine Deoxythymidine 

Deoxythymidine Deoxyadenosine 

Deoxycytidine Deoxyguanos ine 

3' 5' 

Figure 2.15 Formation of hydrogen bonds between complementary bases in double-stranded 
DNA. Interaction between polynucleotide strands is highly selective. Complementarity depends not only 
on the geometric factors that allow the proper fitting between the complementary bases of the two 
strands but also on the formation of specific hydrogen bond s between complementary bases. Note the 
antiparallel orientation of the strands of a doub le-stranded DNA. The geometry of the helices does 
not prevent a parallel alignment, but such an arrangement is not found in DNA. 

be linked in the 3' ~ 5' direction. This anti parallel alignment produces a stable association 
between strands to the exclusion of the alternate parallel arrangement . 

Interwinding of the two antiparallel strands produces a structure that has two dis
tinct helical grooves between the sugar- phosphate backbones (Figures 2.13 and 2.14). The 
major groove is much wider than the minor groove. This disparity arises from the geom
etry of the base pairs: The glycosidic bonds between the bases and the backbone pentose 
are not arranged directly opposite to each other but are displaced toward the minor groove. 
Significantly, the nucleotide sequence of DNA can be discerned without dissociating the 
doub le helix by looking inside these grooves. Each base always displays the same atoms into 
each of the grooves on the double helix. These atoms then constitute an important means 
of sequence-specific recognition of DNA by p roteins and small molecules. For example, 
N7 of purines is always displayed in the major groove, and it can serve as a hydrogen bond 
acceptor in interactions with donor groups on proteins (Figure 2.14). Similarly, the exocy
clic 2-NH 2 group of guan ine always projects into the minor groove and can form a steric 
blockade to the binding of small molecules. 

Factors That Stabilize Doub le-Helical DNA 
Stacking interactions that stabilize the helical structures of single-stranded polynucleotides 
are also instrumental in stabilizing the doub le helix. The separation between the hydrophobic 
core of the stacked nucleobases and the hydrophilic exterior of the charged sugar- phosphate 
groups is even more pronounced in the double helix than in single-stranded helices. The 
stacking tendency of single-stranded polynucleotides can be viewed as resulting from a ten
dency of the bases to reduce their contact with water. The double-stranded helix is a more 
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TABLE 2.1 • Base-Pair Stacking Energies 

Dinuckotide 
Stacking Energies per Pair 0 

Base Pairs k]moJ- 1 kcalmoJ- 1 

(GC)•(GC) - 61.0 - 14.6 

(AC)•(GT) - 44.0 -10.5 

(TC) • (GA) - 41.1 -9.81 

(CG)• (CG) - 40.5 - 9.69 

(GG)• (CC) -34.6 - 8.26 

(AG)•(CT) 28.4 - 6.78 

(TG) • (CA) - 27.5 - 6.57 

(AT) • (AT) - 27.5 - 6.57 

(AA)• (TT) -22.5 - 5.37 

(TA) • (TA) - 16.0 - 3.82 

"Data from Ornstein , R. L., Reim, R., Breen, 0. L, and McElroy, R. 0. Biopolynurs 17: 2341 , 1978. 

favorable arrangement, essentially removing the nucleobases from the aqueous environment 
while permitting the hydrophilic phosphate backbone to be highly solvated by water. 

Stacking interaetions, a combination of hydrophobic forces and van der Waals inter
actions, are 16--61 kilojoules per mole (kJ/mol; 4-15 kilocalories per mole [kcal/mol]) of 
stabilization energy for each adjacent base pair (Table 2. l). Additional stabilization of the 
double helix results from extensive networks of cooperative hydrogen bonds . Generally, these 
bonds are weak 10-30 kJ/mol (3-7 kcal/mo!), and they are even weaker in DNA 8- 12 kJ/mol 
(2- 3 kcal/ mo!) because of geometric constraints within the double helix. It might appear that 
hydrogen bonds between nucleobases could cumulatively provide substantial stabilization for 
the double helix. However, the hydrogen bonds in a double helix merely replace energetically 
similar ones between the nucleobases and water in single-scranded polynucleotides. The refore, 
hydrogen bonding is not the glue that maintains double-helical structures. Yet, in contrast to 

stacking forces, hydrogen bonds are highly directional and help discriminate between correct 
and incorrect base pairs. Because of their directionality, hydrogen bonds tend to orient the 
nucleobases to favor stacking. Therefore, the contribution of hydrogen bonds is indirectly 
vital for the scability of the double helix. 

The relative importance of stacking interactions versus hydrogen bonding in stabiliz
ing the double helix was not always appreciated. Experiments with reagents that reduce the 
stability of the double helix (denaturants) illustrate the greater relative importance of stack
ing interactions (Table 2.2). These results show that the destabilizing effect of a reagent is 
not related to its ability to break hydrogen bonds but is determined by the solubility of the 

TABLE 2.2 • Effects of Various Reagents on the Stability of the Double Helix8 

Adenine Solubility Molarity 
x 10- 3 Producing 50% 

Reagent (in IM Reagent) Denaturation 

Ethylurea 22.5 0.60 

Propionamide 22.5 0.62 

Ethanol 17.7 1.2 

Urea 17.7 1.0 

Methanol 15.9 3.5 

formamide 15.4 1.9 

Source. Data &om Levine, L., Gordon, J. , and Jencks, W. P. Biochemistry 2:168 . 1963. 

"The destabilizing effect of che reagents listed on che double helix is independent of che ability of these reagents 
co break hydrogen bonds. Rather, che descabilizing ejfece is determined by the solubility of adenine. Simi lar 
results would be expected if che solubilities of the ocber bases were examined. 
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Figure 2.16 Migration of bubbles through 
double-helical DNA. DNA contains short 
open-suanded sections of DNA chat can "move" 
along the helnc. 

Renaturation 
(fast) 

Renaturation 
(slow) 

Random 
association 

Denaturation 

Denaturation 

Figure 2.17 Denaturation of DNA. At high 
temperatures the double-suanded structure of DNA 
is c.ompletely disrupted, with eventual separation of 
strands and formation of single-stranded open c.oils. 
Denaruration also occurs at extreme pH ranges or at 
extreme ionic strengths. 

free bases in the reagent. As the reagent becomes a better solvent for the bases, the driving 
force for stacking diminishes, and the double helix is destabilized. 

Elecuostatic forces also have an effect on the stability and conformation of the double 
helix. Phosphodiester groups are ionized at physiological pH; thus, the exterior of the dou
ble helix carries two negative charges per base pair. The interstrand electrostatic repulsion 
between negatively charged phosphates is destabilizing and tends to separate the comple
mentary strands. In distilled water, DNA strands separate at room temperature. However, 
cations such as Mg2+, spermine4+ (a tetramine), and basic amino acid side chains in pro
teins can shield the phosphate groups and decrease repulsive forces. 

Denaturation and Renaturation 
The double helix is disrupted during almost every important biological process in which 
DNA participates , including DNA replication , transcription, repair, and recombination. 
The forces that hold the two strands together are adequate for providing stability but 
weak enough to allow facile strand separation. The double helix is stabilized relative to 
the single Strands by about 4 kJ/mol (1 kcal/mol) per base pair so that a relatively minor 
perturbation can produce a local disruption in a short section of the double helix. These 
base pairs can close up again, releasing free energy that can then cause the adjacent base 
pairs to unwind. In this manner , minor disruptions of the double helix can migrate along 
itS length (Figure 2.16). Thus , at any particular moment , the large majority of bases 
remain hydrogen bonded, but all bases can transiently pass through the single-stranded 
state. The ability of the DNA double helix to breathe is an essential prerequisite for itS 
biological functions . 

Separation of DNA strands can be studied by increasing the temperature of a solu
tion. At relatively low temperatures a few base pairs are disrupted , creating one or more 
open-stranded bubbles (Figure 2.17). These bubbles form initially in sections that contain 
relatively higher proportions of adenine-thymine pairs because of the lower stacking ener
gies of such pairs. As the temperature is raised, the size of the bubbles increases, and the 
thermal motion of the polynucleotides eventually overcomes the forces that stabilize the 
double helix. At even higher temperatures, the strands separate and acquire a random-coil 
conformation. The process is most appropriately described as a helix-to-coil transition , but 
is commonly called denaturation or melting. 

Denaturation is accompanied by several physical changes in the DNA-containing 
solution including an increase in buoyant density, a reduction in viscosity, a change in 
ability to rotate polarized light, and changes in absorbance of UV light. The last are fre
quently used to follow the process of denaturation experimentally (Figure 2.18). Because 
of the strong absorbance by the purine and pyrimidine bases, DNA absorbs strongly 
in the UV region with a maximum near 260 nm . However, the absorbance by indi
vidual bases is reduced by electronic interactions between stacked bases. The total absor
bance may be reduced by as much as 40% compared to that in an unstacked state. This 
reduction in the extinction coefficient of the aggregate bases is termed hypochromicity . 
Stacking interactions decrease gradually as the ordered structure of the double helix is 
disrupted by increasing temperatures. T herefore , a completely disordered polynucleotide 
approaches an absorbance comparable to the sum of the absorbances of its purine and 
pyrimidine constituents . 

Measurement of the absorbance of a DNA complex at 260 nm while slowly increas
ing the temperature provides a means to observe denaturation . In a thermal denaturation 
experiment monitored using absorption spectroscopy; the polynucleotide absorbance typi
cally changes very slowly at first, and then rises rapidly to a maximum value. Before the rise, 
the DNA is double stranded. In the rising section of the curve an increasing number of base 
pairs are interrupted . Complete strand separation occurs at temperatures corresponding to 
the upper plateau of the curve. The midpoint temperature of this transition , the melting 
temperature (Tm), is characteristic of the base content of DNA under standard conditions 
of concentration and ionic strength. The higher the guanine-cytosine content , the higher 
the transition temperature between double-stranded helix and single scrands. This differ
ence in Tm values is attributed to the increased stability of guanine-cytosine pairs, which 
arises from more favorable stacking interactions . 
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DNA becomes denatured at pH > 11.3 as the N- H groups on the bases become depro
tonated, preventing them from participating in hydrogen bonding. Alkaline denaruration 
is often used to prevent damage to the DNA that can occur at a high temperature or low 
pH . Denaturation can also be induced at low ionic strengths, because of enhanced inter
srrand repulsion between negatively charged phosphates and by various denaturing agents 
(compounds that can effectively hydrogen bond to the bases while disrupting hydrophobic 
stacking interactions). A complete denaturation curve similar to that shown in Figure 2.18 
is observed at a relatively low constant temperature by variation of the concentration of an 
added denarurant such as urea. 

Complementary DNA suands, separated by denaturation, can reform a double helix 
if appropriately treated . This is called renaturation or annealin g. If denaturation is not 
complete and a few nucleobases remain hydrogen bonded between the two strands, the 
helix-to-coil transition is rapidly reversible. Annealing is possible even after complementary 
strands have been completely separated. Under these conditions the renaturation process 
depends on the DNA strands meeting in a manner that can lead to reformation of the origi
nal Structure. Not surprisingly, this is a slow, concentration-dependent process. As rena
turation begins, some of the hydrogen bonds formed are extended between short tracts of 
polynucleotides that may have been distant in the original native structure. These randomly 
base-paired structures are short lived because the bases that surround the short complemen
tary segments cannot pair and, thus, cannot form a stable, fully hydrogen bonded structure. 
Once the correct nucleobases begin to pair by chance, the double helix is rapidly reformed 
over the entire DNA molecule. 

Sudden onset of denaturation or renaturation reveals the all-or-none nature of helix
to-coil or coil-to-helix transitions. The renaturation process requires formation of a short 
double-helical region to initiate formation of the double helix (Figure 2.19) . This begins 
with the formation a single base pair that is rather unstable. However, the formation of a 
second neighboring base pair is enhanced because the process is now less en tropically unfa
vorable. As new base pairs begin to form a stacked structure, the formation of subsequent 
base pairs is further facilitated. Unpaired nucleotides of each strand begin to stack on the 
growing helix, positioned optimally for base pairing. After formation of a double helix with 
four to five base pairs, a stable double helix forms, and the remainder of the complex will 
rapidly and spontaneously "zip up." After formation of the initial base pair, Stacking and 
base pairing are not independent events but are influenced by the neighboring pairs. Such 
a process is called cooperative. The presence of a short double helix serves as a nucleation 
site for annealing by facilitating the formation of subsequent base pai rs. Denaruration is 
the same process in reverse: A bubble serves as an initiation site for unstacking of the nucle
obases and rapid unzipping of the helix. 
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F",gure 2.19 Cooperativity of renaturati on/denab.ration of DNA double helices. During renaturation, 
formation of the first correcr base pair is very slow. Annealing of neighboring pairs is facilitated, especially 
alter formation of a 3- to 5-bp nucleation site. Denaturation follows a similar course, but the order of steps is 
reversed. 
Redrawn from Saenger, W. Principks of Nucleic Acid Stmcture. New York: Springer-Verlag, l 984, 14 I. 
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Figure 2.18 Tem perature-optical density profile 
for DNA. When DNA is heated, the absorhance at 
260 nm increases with rising temperature. A graph 
in which absorbance versus temperature is plotted is 
called a mdting curve. Rdacive optical density is the 
ratio of the absorbance at any temperature to that 
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Figure 2.20 General representation of 
hybridization experiments. A mixture of denatured 
DNAs is treated with a DNA probe bearing a 
label. The probe can hybridize with those DNAs 
with romplementary sequences. Detection of the 
double-helical complexes allows for detection and 
quantitation of DNA that contains the sequencr of 
interest. Specific applications often fearure steps to 

separate and immobilize the different DNAs in the 
mixture to be probed. 

Hybridizat ion 
A technique based on the association of complementary polynucleotide strands, hybrid
ization has been developed for the detection and quantitation of specific sequences of 
target nucleic acid. These are important basic tools in contemporary molecular biology 
and are being used for determining (a) whether a certain sequence occurs in the DNA of a 
particular organism, (b) a genetic or evolutionary relatedness between different organisms, 
(c) the number of genes transcribed in a particular mRNA, and (d) the location of any given 
DNA sequence. They are based on annealing a complementary polynucleotide, called a 
probe, which is appropriately tagged for easy detection of the hybrid double helix. 

In a typical experiment , DNA or RNA to be tested for hybridization is denatured 
and immobilized by binding to a suitable insoluble matrix . Labeled DNA probes are then 
allowed to hybridize to complementary sequences bound to the matrix (Figure 2.20). 
Probes are short single-stranded RNA or DNA oligonucleotides that are complemen
tary to specific sequences of interest . Under the proper conditions probes interact only 
with the segment of interest, indicating whether it is present in a particular sample of 
DNA. Probe molecules are generally >20 nucleotides long. Appropriate labels include 
radioactive elements, fluorescent chromophores , and biotin . Because the double-helical 
complex containing the hybridized probe is usually bound to an insoluble matrix, unhy
bridized probes can be washed away. Detection of bound labels allows direct quantitation 
of the sequence of interest . Determination of the maximum amount of DNA that can be 
hybridized can establish the degree of homology between the DNAs of different species 
since the base sequences in each organism are unique. The observed homologies serve as 
indices of evolutionary relatedness and have been particularly useful for defining phy
logenesis in prokaryotes. Hybridization studies between DNA and RNA have provided 
very useful information about the biological role of DNA, particularly the mechanism 
of transcription . Arrays of probes are useful for definitive and rapid diagnosis of genetic 
disorders , infectious disease, and cancer, as described in Clin. Corr. 2.2. 

Conformations of Doub le- Helical DNA 
The early X-ray diffraction studies showed that there was more than one conformation of 
DNA (Figure 2.21). One of these, A-DNA, was found under conditions oflow humidity 
and high salt concentration. Adding organic solvenrs such as ethanol reduced the humidity 
of these aqueous solutions . A second distinct form, B-DNA, appeared under conditions of 
high humidity and low salt concentration and was the basis of the Watson - Crick structure . 
Eleven distinct conformations of double-helical DNA have since been described. They vary 
in orientation of the bases relative to the helix and to each other and in other geometric 
parameters of the double helix. One form, Z-DNA, incorporates a left-handed helix rather 
than the usual right-handed variety. 

The Structural polymorphism of double-helical DNA depends on the base composition 
and on physical conditions. The local Structure of DNA is sufficiently flexible to allow for 
changes in conformation that maximize stacking while minimizing unfavorable steric interac
tions. The stacking preferences of bases can favor one conformation over others. For example, 
consecutive guanines on one strand favor A-DNA- like conformations. The solution condi
tions also play a key role in determining the favored conformation. Water molecules interact 
differently with double helices in different conformations. For example, the phosphate groups 
in B-DNA are more accessible to water molecules than those in A-DNA Also, polar groups 
on the bases are better hydrated in a B-DNA conformation. In fact, in AT-rich sequences, an 
ordered array of water molecules occupies the narrow minor groove ofB-DNA (Figure 2.22a). 
With a decrease in humidity, the available water molecules solvate the highly polar phosphate 
groups in preference to the bases. The major groove narrows allowing water molecules to bridge 
the phosphates (Figure 2.22b), and thus stabilizing the A-DNA conformation. 

The different conformations of DNA can be grouped into three fu.milies: A-DNA , 
B-DNA, and Z-DNA. The parameters for these conformations , listed in Table 2.3, have 
been determined by X-ray diffraction methods . It must be emphasized that the average 
overall structure of DNA in living organisms is believed to be B-DNA- like. Notably , the 
B-conformation , unlike the A- and Z-forms, is highly flexible. In native B-DNA, consider
able local variation in conformation of individual nucleotides may occur. Such variations 
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Diagnostic Use of DNA Arrays in Medicine and Genetics 

With completion of the Human Genome Project, a wealth of ge
netic information is rapidly becoming available. Application of this 
knowledge co medicine requires the development of new techniques 
co monitor gene expression and to analyze rapiclJy genes for muta
tions . Oligonucleotide arrays consist of a number of gene-specific 
oligonucleotide probes immobilized at specific sires on a solid matrix 
{chip). They can contain thousands of unique probe molecules, each 
within a spatially fixed address. Gene chips can then be created with 
labeled target nucleic acids (DNA or RNA) derived from cells of an 
organism. Hybridization of the cargers with complementary probe se
quences allows for immobilization of the label at specific sites on the 
chip. The presence of specific sequences can be determined, and the 
amount of labeled target hybridized to a site can be quanritated. 

Reference 

Test 

T 
G 
C 
A 

Composite 

-- - I 

- , 
Such techniques may lead to diagnostics for rapid screening of 

genomic DNA for disease-associated mutations . For example, high
density DNA arrays with thousands of oligonucleoride probes has 
been used to detect mutations leading to ataxia telangiectasia, a reces
sive disease characterized by neurological disorder, recurrent respira
tory infection, and dilated blood vessels in the skin and eyes. Similar 
studies have examined mutations in the hereditary breast and ovarian 
cancer gene BRCA. Comparable assays can be used to identify ac
curately pathogens present in a clinical sample. The ability to quan
titate the amounrs of mRNAs in various cells allows for the profiling 
of gene expression. This may lead to techniques co evaluate illnesses 
such as cancer and select individualized treatments. 

Freeman, W. M., Robenson, D. J., and Vrana, K. E. Fundamentals of DNA 
hybridization arrays for gene expression analysis. Bi0Tech11iques 29: 1042, 2000; 
Stover, A. G., Jeffery, E., Xu, J., and Persing, D. H. Hybridizarion array tech
nology. In Persing, D. H. (Ed), Molecular Microbiology .. Herndon, VA: ASM, 
2004, 619; and Hacia , J. G., Brody, L. C., Chee, M. S., Fodor, S. P., and 
CoUins, F. S. Detecrion of heterozygous mucarions in BRCAl using high den 
sity oligonudeocide arrays and rwo-colour fluorescence analysis. Nat. Genet. 
14:441, 1996 . 

• 
A-DNA B-DNA Z-DNA 

Figure 2.21 The varied geometrie s of double-helical DNA. Depending on conditions and base 
sequence, che double bdix can acquire various discincc geometries. There are three main families of 
DNA conformations: A, B, and Z. The righc-handed forms, B-DNA and A-DNA, differ in sugar pucker; 
chis leads co differing helical struccures. The A-form is underwound compared co the B-form, and the 
resulting helix is shoner and fatter. The Z-DNA structure is a left-handed bdix wicb a zigzagging backbone. 
The sugar puckers and glycosidic conformations alcemace from one residue to the next, producing a local 
reversal in chain direction. 
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(a) (b) 

Figure 2.22 Hydration of the grooves of DNA. (a) An organii.ed spine of hydration fills the minor 
groove ofB-form DNA. (b) The phosphates lining the major groove are spanned by a network 
of waters in A-form DNA 
Reproduced from Saenger, W. Principl.es of Nucleic Acid Structure. New York: 
Springer-Verlag, 1984, 379. With kind permission of Springer Science and Business Media. 

TABLE2 .3 • Structural Features of A-, 8- , and Z-DNA 

Features A-DNA B-DNA Z-DNA 

Helix rocarion Right-handed Right-handed Left-handed 

Base pairs per rum ( crystal) 10.7 9.7 12 

Base pairs per turn (fiber) 11 10 

Base pairs per turn 10.5 
(solution) 

Piech per rurn of helix 24.6A 33.2A 45.6A 

Proportions Shorr and broad Longer and thinner Elongated and chin 

Helix packing diameter 25.5A 23.7 A 1s.4A 

Rise per base pair ( crystal) 2.3A 33A 3.7 

Rise per base pair (fiber) 2.6 3.4A 

Helix axis Major groove Through base pairs Minor groove 

Sugar ring conformation C3' endo Var iable Alternating 
(crystal) 

Sugar ring conformation (fiber) C3' endo C2' endo 

Glycosyl bond conformation anti anti anti ar C, syn at G 

may be important in regulation of gene expression, since they can influence the extent of 
DNA binding with various types of regulatory proteins. 

DNA conformations in the B-family feature base pairs that are nearly perpendicular 
to the helical axis, which passes through the base pairs. The major and minor grooves are 
roughly the same depth, and the minor groove is relatively narrow. The helix is long and thin, 
with approximately 10 base pairs per helical turn. The rise per residue is 3.4 A, the approxi
mate thickness of the bases. In contrast, the A-DNA strucrure is shorter and thicker. There 
are about 11 base pairs per helical turn with a vertical rise of2.56 A per residue. In order to 
accommodate the thickness of the bases, the base pair is tilted 20° from the plane perpen
dicular to the helical axis. The helical axis is displaced to the major groove side of the base 
pairs. This results in a very deep major groove and a shallow minor groove and forms a hole 
-3 A in diameter that runs through the center of the helix. Low humidity favors the A-DNA 
structu re that exposes more hydrophobic surface to the solvent than the B-DNA structure. 

Z-DNA is a radicall y different left-handed, double-helical conformation for dou
ble-stranded DNA. It is generally observed in sequences of alternating purines and 
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pyrimidines, particularly d(GC)n. The designation Z was chosen because the phos
phodiescer backbone assumes a zigzag arrangement compared to the smooth conforma
tion that characterizes A-DNA and B-DNA. The Z-DNA structure is longer and much 
thinner than that ofB- D NA and completes one turn in 12 base pairs. The minor groove 
is very deep and contains the helical axis. The base pairs are displaced so far into the 
major groove that a disrinet channel no longer exiscs. These changes place the stacked 
nucleobases on the outer part of Z- DNA rather than in their conventional positions in 
the interior of the double helix. 

Some evidence exists that suggests that Z-DNA influences gene expression and regula
tion. Apparently small Stretches of DNA that contain alternating purines and pyrimidines 
are more commonly found at the 5' -ends of genes, regions that regulate transcriptional 
activities. Also, methylation of either guanine residues in the C8 and N7 positions or cyto
sine residues in the C5 position (Figure 2.23) stabilizes the Z-form. Sequences that are not 
strictly alternating purines and pyrimidines may also acquire the Z conformation because of 
methylation . The suggestion that Z-DNA may have a role in gene regulation is supported 
by modifications in methylation patterns that accompany the process of gene expression. 
However, Z-DNA has not yet been detected in DNA in vivo. 

Noncanonical DNA Structures 

A-, B-, and Z-DNA are associated mainly with variation in the conformation of the 
nucleotide constituents of DNA. It is now recognized that even canonical B-DNA is not 
a straight, monotonous , and uniform structure . Instead, DNA bends and forms unusual 
structures such as cruciforms or triple-stranded arrangements as it interacts with certain 
proteins . Such variations in DNA conformation appear co be an important recurring theme 
in the process of molecular recognition of DNA by proteins and enzymes. Variations in 
DNA suucture or conformation are fu.vored by specific DNA sequence motifs such as 
inverted repeats, palindromes , mirror repeats, and direct repeats (Figure 2.24), as well as 
homopurine-homopyrimid ine sequences, phased A tracts, and G-rich regions. AT-rich 
sequences, which are prone to easy strand separation, exist near the origins of DNA replica
tion. The human genome is rich in homopurine - homopyrim idine sequences and alternat
ing purine - pyrimidine traces. 

Bent DNA 
DNA sequences with runs of 4 to 6 adenines separated by 10 base-pair (bp) spacers pro
duce bent conformations . Struetural studies have indicated that minor grooves of these 
sequences are compressed. However, it is nor clear whether bending arises from this feature 
or from the boundary between this unusual conformation and normal B-DNA. DNA bend
ing appears co be a fundamental element in the interaction between DNA sequences and 
proteins that catalyze central processes, such as replication, transcription , and site-specific 
recombination. Bending induced by interactions of DNA with enzymes and other proteins, 

Inverted 5' GGAATCGATCTTAAGATCGATTCC 3' 
Repea t 3' CCTTAGCTAGAATTCTAGCTAAGG 5' 

Mirror 5' GGAATCGATCTTTTCTAGCTAAGG 3' 
Repeat 3' CCTTAGCTAGAAAAGATCGATTCC 5' 

Direct 5' GGAATCGATCTTGGAATCGATCTT 3' 
Repeat 3' CCTTAGCTAGAACCTTAGCTAGAA 5' 

Figure 2.24 Symmetry elements in DNA sequences . Three types of symmeay elements fur double-stranded 
DNA sequences are shown. Arrows illustrate the special relationship of these elements in each one of these 
sequences. In inverted repeats, or palindromes, each DNA strand is self-complementary within the inverted 
region chat rontains the symmeay elements. A mirror repeat is charaaerized by the presence of identical base 
paw; equidistant from a center of symmetry within the DNA segment. Direct repeats are regions of DNA in 
which a particular sequence is repeated. The repeats need not be adjacent to one another. 

HO 

Figure 2.23 Structure of 5-methylcytid ine. 
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Antitumor Antibiotics That Change the Shape of DNA 
The local three-dimensional scrucrure of DNA is important in inter
actions with proteins involved in repair, cranscciption, recombination, 
and chromatin condensation. le has been proposed that antibiotics can 
induce formation of DNA scruccures chat can recruit these proteins with 
cytotoxic results. The best-srudiedexample is the antirumor drug cispla
tin, a ceuacoord.inate platinum complex (cis-Pc(NH2hCl0. Cisplatin 
is used alone or in combination with other anticurnor agents to treat a 
variety of rumors including testicular, ovarian, bone, and lung cancers. 
It forms inter- and incrascrand cross-links in double-stranded ONA with 
the latter adduct comprising 90% of ONA lesions. These bonds arise 
from displacement of chloride ligands on platinum by N 7 acorns of two 
neighboring guanines. Structural studies on intrastrand cross-linked 
ONA adduce show that the double helix is strongly bent coward the ma
jor groove. In figure below, (a) Normal ONA , and (b) ONA adduct. 

Bene structures of the cisplacin-DNA adduce are specifically rec
ognized by several ONA-binding proteins such as nucleotide excision 
repair (NER) proteins and nonhistone DNA-binding proteins such 
as HMG -1. The cycocoxicicy of cisplatin adduces is a complicated 
process mediated by specific interactions with these proteins. Cel
lular processes such as transcription and apoptosis are also affected 

(a) 

by the formation of cisplatin- DNA adduces. The lesions themselves 
and the adduce- protein complexes are likely to interfere with tran
scription . NER proteins are recruited to repair the lesion, but exci
sion repair is prone to produce DNA strand breaks. Accumulation of 
these breaks will ultima tely induce apopcosis as the ONA becomes 
too damaged co function. Interactions of the cisplatin- DNA adduce 
with HMG proteins may also contribute co its cycocoxicicy. Binding 
of HMG proteins may incorreccly signal chat the damaged region of 
ONA is cranscriptionally active and prevent condensation into folded 
chromatin structures. These complexes also perpetuate the lesion by 
shielding the cisplacin- DNA adducts from repair. 

Zamb le, D . B., and Lippard, S. J. The response of cellular proteins ro cisplacin
damaged DNA. In Lippert, B. (Ed), Cisplatin: Chemistry and Biochemistry of a 
Leading Anticancer Drug. New York: Wiley-VCH , 1999, 73; Bhana , S. , Hewer, 
A., Phillips, D. H., and Lloyd, D . R.. Dependent global nucleoride excision repair 
of cisplacin-induced incrasrrand cross links in human cdls. M11tngerusi1 23:13 1, 
2008; Darnsma, G. E., Alt, A., Brueckner, F., Carel!, T , and Cramer , P. Mecha
nism of cranscriprional stalling ar cisplacin-<lamaged DNA. Nat. Struc-t. Mol. Biol 
14:1127, 2007; and Mukhopadb yay, R., Dubey, P. , and Sarkar, S. Scrucrural 
changes of DNA induced by mono- and binuclear cancer drugs. J Strt,c-t. Biol 
150:277, 2005 . 

(b) 

such as histones, does not require the nucleotide sequence conditions that are needed for 
bending of protein-free DNA. Bending also occurs because of photochemical damage or 
mispairing of bases and serves as a recognition signal for initiation of DNA repair. Anti tu

mor antibiotics that produce bent structures are discussed in Clin . Corr. 2.3. 

Cruciform DNA 
Disruption of hydrogen bonds between the complementary strands and formation of intra
strand hydrogen bonds within the region of an invened repeat produce a cruciform structure 
(Figure 2.25). The loops generated by cruciform formation require the unpairing of 3 to 4 
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DNA sequence with inverted repeats 
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C 

Base pairing between complementary 
segments on the same strand of DNA 

bases at the end of the "hairpin ." Depending on the sequence, these structures may be only 
slightly destabilizing because residues in the loop can remain stacked at the end of the helix. 

It has been speculated that inverted repeats may function as molecular switches for rep
lication and transcription. Inverted repeats are quite widespread within the human genome 
and often occur near putative control regions of genes or at origins of DNA replication. 
Cruciform structures at origins of DNA replication in mammalian cells have been shown to 
recruit cruciform-binding proteins chat function during the initiation of DNA synthesis. 

Triple-Stranded DNA 
Some polynucleotides such as poly(dA) and poly(d1) combine to form triple-stranded 
complexes rather than the expected double helices. The stoichiometries of these complexes 
require that one strand contain a homopurine sequence while the other two have homopyr
irnidine sequences. Even when participating in Watson - Crick base pairing, purines possess 
two potential hydrogen-bonding sites in the major groove: N7 and 06 for guanine, and 
N7 and 6-NH 2 for adenine . Nucleobases appropriately positioned in the major groove can 
form specific Hoogs teen base triplets (Figure 2.26). For example, a thymine can selectively 
form two Hoogsteen hydrogen bonds to the adenine of an A-T pair. Likewise, a protonated 
cytosine can form two Hoogsteen H bonds with the guanine of a G-C pair, resulting in a 
base triplet isomorphous to the T-A-T. The pK; of cytidine is approximately 4.5, and triple 
helices containing C-G-C triplets show a strong dependence on pH. However, the templat
ing effect of the triplet raises the apparent p.K,; of the cytosine, making it possible to form 
triple helices even in solutions that are only mildly acidic (pH 6). The unique Hoogsteen 
hydrogen-bonding patterns of guanine and adenine provide for specificity similar to the 
Watson - Crick pairs. Changing the orientation of the third-strand nucleobases in the major 
groove allows for the formation of reverse-Ho ogsteen triplets (Figure 2.26) . Selective trip
lets can be formed between an adenine and the A-T pair as well as between a guanine and a 
G-C pair. A reversed-Hoogsteen triplet can also be formed between thymine andA-T , but 

Figure 2.25 Formation of cruciform strucb.res 
in DNA. The existence of inverted repeats in 
double -stranded DNA is a necessary but nor a 
sufficient condition for the formation of cruciform 
structures. In relaxed DNA, cruciforms are not 
likely co form because the linear DNA 
accommodates more hydrogen-bonded stacked 
base pairs than the cruciform s~rucrure, making 
the formation of the latter thermodynamically 
unfavored. Unwinding is followed by intrasttand 
hydrogen bond formation between the cwo 
symmetrical parts of the repeat co produce the 
cruciform structure. Formation of cruciform 
scrucrures is not favored at DNA regions cbat 
consist of mirror repeats because such cruciforms 
would be constructed from parallel rather than 
antiparallel DNA strands. Instead, cerwn mirror 
repeats tend co form trip le helices. 
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Figure 2.26 Triple helices. (a) Hoogsteen trip le helix. Hoogstee n hydrogen bonds between a homopurine 
strand of a doub le hdix and a parallel homopyrimidine strand in the major groove. The resulting 
isomorphous base triplets TAT and C+ GC provide for sequence selective binding . ( b) Reverse Hoogsteen 
triple helix. Triple helices can be formed by antiparalld binding of an oligonucleotide in the major groove 
to the homopurine strand of a Warson-Crick double helix. Reverse Hoogsteen hydrogen bonding produces 
three possible triplets : GGC , AA T , and TAT. The last triplet is not isomorphous with the others because 
the sugars (represented by R) are positioned dilferently with respect to the Warson-Crick base pair. 

the resulting triplet is not isomorphous to the pu •pu •py triplets. However, the backbone is 
able to accommodate the distortions that result from incorporation of these triplets. 

As in double-helical complexes, base stacking plays the key role in stabilizing the triplex 
Structure. However , bringing three negatively charged backbone strands together increases 
electroStatic repulsion . Thus, the triple-helical complex is less stable than the associated 
Watson - Crick double helix. The presence ofMg2 + or other multivalent cations stabilizes 
the triple helix by shielding the phosphate charges. 

Intramolecular triple helices can be formed by disruption of double-hel ical DNA with 
polypurine sequences in mirror repeats. A mirror repeat is a region such as AGGGGA that 
has the same base sequence when read in either direction from a central point . Refolding 
generates a triple-stranded region and a single-stranded loop in a structure called ff -DNA 
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(Figure 2.27). Even tho ugh the formation of H-DNA is thermodynamically unfuvorable 
because of a reduction of stacking interactions, intramolecular triple helices have been 
detected in cellular DNA when under superhelical stress. DNA supercoiling provides 
the energy to drive the unwinding of DNA that is necessary for the formation of the triple 
helix. Triple-strand formation produces a relaxation of negative supercoils. Also, the bind
ing of proteins to the single-stranded DNA may further srabilize the H-DNA srructure and 
prevent degradation of the loop by nucleases. 

Many sequences in eukaryotic genomes have the potential to form triple-stranded 
DNA srruccures. Such regions occur with much higher frequency than expected from 
probability considerations alone. Polypurine traces over 25 nucleotides long constitute 
as much as 0.5% of some eukaryotic genomes. These potential triple-helical regions are 
especially common near sequences involved in gene regulation . Because of this, it has 
been proposed that H-DNA may play a role in the control of RNA synthesis (Clin. Corr. 
2.4) . Other potential biological tasks have been proposed for triple-helical DNA , includ
ing possible roles in initiation and termination of replication and recombination. The 
abilities of triple-helical DNA to interfere with transcription have also led ro effortS ro use 
intermolecular triple helices to control artificially RNA synthesis and subsequent protein 
synthesis. 

Four-Stranded DNA 
Guanine nucleotide s and highly G-rich polynucleotides form novel tetrameric structures 
called G-quartets that contain a planar array of guanines connected by Hoogsteen hydro
gen bonds (Figure 2.28). Polynucleotides can interact to form tettaplexes where G-quar
tets stack on each other to form a multilayered structure (Figure 2.29). These structures 
are stabilized by Na+ and K+, which interact with guanine oxygens (06 ) in the center 
of the quartet plane or between two adjacent planes. These cations stabilize the complex 
both electrostatically by balancing out the negative charges on the four polynucleotide 
strands and entropically by releasing a large number of water molecules into the bulk 
solut ion. 

While G-tetraplexes have been observed by X-ray diffraction and NMR spectroscopy, 
their existence in vivo has not been proven. However, the ends of eukaryotic chromosomes 
(telomer es) contain repetitive G-rich sequences. Human telomeres contain 800- 2400 
copies of the hexameric repeat sequence d(TTAGGG)n and terminate in a single-stranded 
overhang that is roughly 150 nucleotides long. In vitro, oligonucleotides with this sequence 
can form tetraplex structures. The role tetraplexes play in telomere functions is unknown. 
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Figure 2.28 The structure of a G-quart et. The 
four coplanar guanines form a tetrameric structure by 
formation ofHoogsteen hydrogen bond~. The 
cavity in the center of the quanet can accomrnoclare 
a sodium or potassium ion witb coordination by the 
four 0-6 oxygens. 
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Figure 2.27 lntramolecular biple helices: H-DNA. 
Polypurine-polypyrimicline regions of DNA with a 

mirror repeat symmetry can form an inrramolecular 
triple hdix in which the third strand lies in the major 
groove, whereas its comp lementary strand acquires 
a single-stranded conformation. 
Redrawn based on figure in Sinden, R. R. DNA 
Struct11re and Function. New York: Academic, 
1994. 

Figure 2.29 G-Quadrup lex DNA. Four-stranded 
strucrures can arise from stacking of G-quanets. 
Quaclrup lex structures may be parallel or anti parallel 
(one possible arrangement shown). The laner may be 
formed by the G-rich sequences of telomeric DNA. 
Redrawn based on figure in Sinden, R. R. DNA 
Structure and Function. New York: Academic, 
1994. 
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Hereditary Persistence of Fetal Hemoglobin 

Hereditarypersiscenceoffecalhemoglobin (HPFH) (OMlM 141749) 
is a group of conditions in which fecal hemoglobin synthesis is not 
terminated at birch bur continues into adulthood . The homozygous 
form of the condition is extremely uncommon, being characterized 
by changes in red blood cells similar co chose found in the genetic 
blood disorder ~-chalassemia. HPFH, in either the homozygous or 
the heterozygous state, is associated with mild clinical or hematologic 
abnormalities. Mild musculoskelecal pains may occur infrequently, 
but HPFH patients are frequently asymptomatic. 

The condition results from failure co stop transcription of human 
G'Y_ and Ay-globin genes, leading to elevated levels of fetal hemoglo
bin. The formation of an intramolecular DNA triple-helical structure 
located about 200 bp upstream from the initiation site for transcrip
tion of the y-globin genes (between positions -194 and-215) aces as 
a brake for their expression. Hemoglobin genes of patients contain 
mutations in one or more positions in chis region, decreasing the sta
bility of the triple helix and reducing its ability co inhibit the protein 
synthesis. 
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Ulrich, M. J., Gray, W. J., and Ley, T. J. An incrarnolecular DNA triplex is dis
rupted by point mutations associated with hereditary persistence of fetal hemo
globin . J Biol Chem 267:18649, 1992; and Bacolla, A., Ulrich, M. J., Larson, 
J.E., Ley, T. J., and Wells, R. D. An incramolecular triplex in the human garnma
globin 5'-flanking region is altered by point mutations associated with hereditary 
persistence of fecal hemoglobin . J Biol. Chem. 270:24556, 1995. 

However, telomeres are attracting attent ion as targets for new anticancer chemothe r
apies (Clin. Corr. 2 .5). In addition, G-tetraplexes have been implicated in recombination 
of immunoglobulin genes and in dimerization of double-stranded genom ic RNA of the 
human immunodefi ciency virus (HIV). 

Slipped DNA 
DNA regions with direct repeat symmetry can form slipped, mispaired DNA (SMP-DNA ). 
Their formation involves unwinding of the double helix, realignment, and subsequent pair
ing of one copy of the direct repeat with an adjacent copy on the othe r strand. This generates 
two single-stranded loops. Two isomeric structures of an SMP-DNA are possible (Figure 
2.30) . Although SM P-DNA has not yet been identified in vivo, genetic evidence suggescs 
that it is involved in spontaneous frameshift mutations that result in base addition or dele
tion within runs of single bases (Figure 2.31 ). Deleti ons and dup lications of DNA segmencs 

Telomerase as a Target for Anticancer Agents 

Telomeres, the ends of linear eukaryotic chromosomes, are critical 
for maintaining the stability of the genome. They are progressively 
shortened during each cycle of cell division and, on reaching a critical 
length, trigger apoptosis. T elomerase acts to maintain or lengthen 
the celomeres but is not active in normal somatic cells. Telomerase 
activity present in mosc tumor cell lines may be responsible for their 
immortalization and, when increased, correlates co poorer clinical 
prognosis. 

Two approaches are being examined for selective inhibition of cel
omerase. The fuse involves targeting of the RNA-containing portion 
of the enzyme. This RNA serves as the template for extension of the 
telomeric repeat sequence. Nucleic acids with chemically modified 
sugar- phosphate backbones bind to telomerase RNA in immortal 

human cells, inhibit activity, and ultimately cause cell death . Modi
fied nucleic acids were used co resist nuclease degradation and pro
vide high affinity for forming double-helical complexes with RNA. 
A second approach involves drugs char bind to G-quadruplex DNA. 
Large aromatic molecules such as porphyrins and anchraquinones 
selectively bind and stabilize G-quadruplex DNA structures. 

Herben, B.-S., Pitts, A. E., Baker, S. I., Harnilcon, S. E., et al. Inhibition of 
human relomerase in immorcal human cells leads co progressive celomere shorcen
ing and cell death. Proc. Nail. Acad. Sci. USA 96: 14276, 1999; Parkinson , E. K., 
and Mincy, F. Anticancer therapy targeting relomeres and celomerase. Biodrugy 
21 :375, 2007; and Cuesta, J., Read, M.A., and Neiclle., $. The design of G-qua 
druplex ligands as celomerase inhibitors. Mini-Rev. Med. Chem. 3: 1 I, 2003. 
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Figure 2.30 Slipped , mi spa ired DNA. (a) The presence of two adjacent tandem repeats can give rise to 
two isomers of slipped, mispaired DNA. (b) The second copy of the direct repeat in the top strand pairs 
with the first copy of repeat on the bottom strand. (c) The pairing of the fuse copy of the direct repeat in 
the top strand with the second copy of the direa repeat in the bottom strand. Two single-stranded loops 
are generated in each isomer. 
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Figure 2.31 Frameshift mutagenesis by DNA slippage. DNA replication within a run of a single base can 
produce a single-base frameshift. In this example, a run of five As is replicated and, depending on whether 
a slippage occurs in progeny strand or template strand, a T may be added or deleted &om the DNA 
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Expansion of DNA Triple Repeats and Human Disease 

The presence of reiterated three-base-pair DNA sequences occurs in 
a number of human genetic diseases including fragile X syndrome 
(OMIM 300624), myotonic dystrophy (OMlM 160900), X-linked 
spinal and bulbar muscular auophy (Kennedy syndrome), Friedrich 
ataxia, and Huntington disease (OMIM 143100). These diseas
es are associated with the expansion of nucleotide uiplet repeats that 
appear within or near specific genes. Kennedy's disease was found 
to contain a CAG repeat in the first exon of the androgen receptor 
gene. Triplet repeats can also be found within untrans lated regions 
of the gene: in Friedrich ataxia, a repeated GAA is found within an 
incron and, in myotonic dystrophy, a CTG repeat is found in the 
3'-unt ranslated region of its gene. Fragile X syndrome, a leading 
cause of mental retardation , is characterized by expansion of a GCC 
uiplet on the 5'-side of the FMR-1 gene. This repeat expands from 
30 copies co thousands of copies. The disease develops when the 
normal expression of the FMR-1 gene is turned off by methylation 
of CpG sites. In all cases expansion of the triplet interferes with 

normal functioning of the related protein. Often, there is a loss of 
protein function, buc occasionally, a gain of a deleterious function 
occurs. These diseases are characterized by an increase in severity 
of the disease with each successive generation, which is known as 
anticipation . 

Triplet expansion may result from slippedrnispairingduring DNA 
synthesis. Because of massive amplification that characterizes these 
diseases, repeated or multiple slippages would have to be involved to 
explain the high degree of expansion. One possible mechanism in
volves slippage of nascent DNA during lagging strand synthesis. This 
process may be aided by formation of a stable hairpin structure by the 
slipped loop. Repetition of chis process leads co accumulation of large 
numbers of triplet repeats. 

Mirkin, S. Expandable DNA repeats and human disease. Nature447:932, 2007; 
and Patel, P . I., and lsaya, G. Friedrich Arax:ia: from GM criplec-repeac expansion 
co fracaxin deficiency. Am. J. Hum. Geneticr. 69:15, 2001. 

Replication 

Triplet repeats 

chat are longer than a single base can occur during DNA replication between direct repeats, 
causing slipped-looped structures . Duplication of certain simple trip let repeats that are the 
basis of several human genetic diseases (Clin . Corr. 2.6) can also occur by this mechanism . 

2.4 • HIGHER-ORDER STRUCTURE OF DNA 

With the exception of RNA-containing viruses, all life on Earth uses DNA to score genetic 
information . The length of DNA varies from species to species and ranges from a few thou
sand base pairs for small viruses, to millions of base pairs in bacteria, and co billions of base 
pairs in plants and animals . In all organisms, the conto ur length (length of the DNA assum
ing a B-form double helix) of genomic DNA is usually much larger than the size of the cell 
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that contains it. For example, a medium-sized virus, such as A-phage, contains 4.8 X 104 bp 5' 3 ' 3' 5' 

of DNA which is 16.5 µ,m long. However, the viral particle is only 0.19 µm long. The com
mon bacterium Escherichia (E.) coli is approximately 2 µm long and has a single chromosome 
with 4.6 X 106 bp with a contour length of 1.5 mm. A single diploid human cell contains 
6 X 109 bp of chromosomal DNA packaged in 46 chromosomes. The contour length of this 
DNA approaches 2 m, which is packed within a nucleus about 10 µ,m in diameter. It is clear 
that the DNA of all organisms must be exquisitely packaged. 

Genomic DNA May Be Linear or Circular 

With the exception of some small bacteriophages such as cpXl 74 that can acquire a single
stranded form, most DNAs exist as double-helical complexes. Depending on the source, 
the complexes can be linear or circular. For example, DNAs of several small viruses are 
linear doub le-Stranded helices. Some of these DNAs contain naturally occurring interior 
single-stranded breaks. The double-helical Structure is maintained because the breaks in 
one strand are generally in different locations from those in the complementary strand. 
DNAs in most higher organisms are also linear. Each of the 46 chromosomes in a diploid 
human cell is a linear double-helical DNA complexed with proteins . 

Circular DNA results from the formation of phosphodiester bonds between the 3 ' -
and 5' -termini of linear polynucleotides . The circular nature of the single-stranded phage 
cpXl 74 DNA was suspected from studies that showed that no ends were available for reac
tion with exonucleases. In addition, endonuclease cleavage at a single site yielded only 
one polynucleotide. These results were later confirmed by direct observation with electron 
microscopy. 

Some organisms have DNAs that are either linear or circular at different points in 
their life cycles. Before entering E. coli, the A-phage DNA is linear with single-stranded 
overhangs on the 5' -termini. These overhangs are approximately 20 nucleotides long and 
have complementary sequences. On infection , circularization occurs by hybridization of 
the ends to each other. Formation of phosphodiester bonds between the 3' - and 5' -ends of 
each mand by DNA ligase produces a covalently closed circle (Figure 2.32) . The strands 
of a circular DNA cannot be irreversibly separated by denaturation because they exist as 
intertwined closed circles. The absence of3'- or 5' -termini endows the circular DNA with 
comp lete resistance toward exonucleases, improving the longevity of DNA. 

Most DNA in bacteria exists solely as closed circles. This includes the bacterial chro
mosomes and the smaller extrachromosomal plasmid DNAs . The latter are a few thousand 
base pairs long and encode accessory genes such as those for antibiotic resistance. Plasmids 
are maintained and replicated separately from chromosomal DNA and may number in 
the hundreds within a bacterium . Circular DNA exists in higher organisms too. Yeasts 
can also carry circular plasmids. Mitochondria and chloroplasrs in higher eukaryotic cells 
contain circular DNAs 200- 1500 X 103 bp long which encode unique proteins used by 
the organelles (p. 582). The presence of an independent genome and a marked similarity to 
cyanobacteria has led to the hypothesis that these organelles arose billions of years ago from 
a symbiotic relationship between protoeukaryotic cells and bacteria. 

DNA Is Superhelical 

Circular double-stranded DNA formed by ligating the free termini of a linear DNA is 
relaxed; that is, it has the thermodynamically favored structure of B-DNA. This relaxed 
DNA has greatly reduced activity in replication, translation , and recombination . The bio
logically active form of DNA is superhelical , a topologically strained isomer created by 
underwinding or overwinding the double helix. Before circularization of a linear B-form 
DNA , the double helix contains about 10.5 base pairs per complete turn. If the DNA is 
untwisted before sealing the circle, the resulting structure will be strained (Figure 2.33) . 
Untwisting reduces the total number of helical turn s present in the circular structure . The 
underwinding of the helix can be accommodated by disrupting the base pairing over a 
small region to produce a pair of single-stranded loops in a relaxed circular structure . Loss 
of base stacking in this structure is energetically unfavorable. However, if all base stacking 

Linear double-stranded DNA 

Open-circle DNA 

DNA 
ligase -

Closed-circle DNA 

Figure 2.32 Circulari zation of ~ DNA. DNA of 
bacteriophage,\ exists in linear and circular forms, 
which are interconvertible. Circularization of,\ DNA 
is possible because the 5 '-overhangs of the linear form 
are comp lementaty sequences. 
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Figure 2.34 Relaxed and supercoiled DNA. 
Relaxed DNA can be converted tO either right
or left-handed superhelical DNA. Right-handed 
DNA (negatively supercoiled DNA) is the form 
normally present in cells. Left-handed DNA may 
be transiently generated as DNA i.s subjected to 
enzyme-catalyzed transformations (replication, 
recombination, etc.) and is present in certain 
bacteria species. The distinctly different patterns 
of folding for right- and left-handed DNA 
superhelices are apparent in this representation. 

One 
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tum is ends 
unwound link - -

Normal 
linear DNA 
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linear DNA 

Partially unwound 
circular DNA 

Base pairs reun ite and 
one right-handed 
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Figure 2.33 Negativ e DNA supercoiling . Right -banded supercoils (negatively supercoiled DNA) are 
formed if relaxed DNA is partially unwound . Unwinding may lead to a disruption of hydrogen bonds or 
may p roduce negative supe rcoils. Tbe negative supercoils are formed to compensate for the increase in 
tension that is generated when disrupted base pairs are reformed. 
Redrawn from Darnell, J., Lodish, H., and Baltimore, D. Molecul.ar Cell Bio/,ogy. New York: Freeman, I 986. 

is maintained , the underwinding generates a torsional strain in the backbone of the double 
helix. Twisting the entire circular DNA in the direction opposite to the original rotation 
relieves the strain . This results in the formation of a coiled coil, better known as a super
helix. Underwound DNA is said to be negatively supercoiled, and the resulting superhelix 
is right handed (Figure 2.34). Conversely, overwound DNA is positively supercoiled and 
forms a left-handed superhelix. 

Although the closed-circular form of DNA is ideal for acquiring a superhelical struc
ture, any segment of double-stranded DNA that is immobilized at both ends can be super
helical. The DNA of eukaryotic cells, for instance, can acquire a superhelical form because its 

Right-handed (negative) 
superhelix 

Relaxed circular 
helix 

Left-handed (positive) 
superhelix 
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anchoring by nuclear proteins creates numerous closed topological domains. A topological 

domain is defined as a DNA segment contained in a manner that restrains rotation of the 

double helix (Figure 2.35) . 
Overall, whether DNA is circular or linear, the exisrence of negative superhelicity 

appears to be an important feature. Supercoiling promotes packaging of DNA within the 

confines of the cell by facilitating formation of compact structures. Superhelices also possess 

a tendency to generate regions with disrupted hydrogen bonding (bubbles), which may be 

instrumental in facilitating the process of localized DNA mand separation during DNA 

repair, synthesis, and recombination. 

T opoisomerases 

T opoisomerases regulate the formation of super helices . These enzymes catalyze the con

certed breakage and rejoining of DNA strands, producing a DNA that is more or less 

superhelical than the original (Table 2.4). The precise regulation of the cellular level of 

DNA superhelicity is important to facilitate protein interactions with DNA. The cellular 

ATP-to-ADP ratio may play a role in this process, because it influences the activity of some 

topoisomerases . Compounds that inhibit topoisomerases and gyrases are effective antibac

terial and antirumor agenrs (Clin . Corr. 2.7). 
Topoisomerases I make transient single-strand breaks in a negatively supercoiled 

DNA double helix; passage of the unbroken strand through the gap eliminates one super

coil from DNA (Figure 2.36). During the reaction , the enzyme remains bound to DNA 

by a covalent bond between a tyrosyl residue and a phosphotyl group at the incision site. 

This conserves the energy of the interrupted phosphodiester bond for the subsequent repair 

of the nick. The two subclasses of topoisomerase I differ in the formation of 5' -phospho

tyrosine (class IA) or 3' -phosphotyrosine (class IB) bonds. 

TABLE 2.4 • Properti es of DNA Topoisomerase s 

Topoisomerase 

E. coli topoisomerase I (tcpAl 

E. coli topoisomerase m (topB) 

Eukaryocic ropoisomerase III 
(top3) 

Archaeal reverse DNA gyrase 

Eukaryocic DNA topoisomerase r 
(top I) 

Vaccinia (poxvirus) DNA 

topoisomerase 

E. coli DNA gyrase (grrA, gyrB) 

E. coli topoisomerase IV (parC, parE) 

Eukaryotic DNA topoisomerase II 
(top2) 

Typt!' 

IA 

IA 

IA 

IA 

IB 

IB 

II 

II 

II 

Functions 

Relaxes negatively supercoiled DNA 

Relaxes negatively supercoiled DNA, 
decarenation (wtlinking) activiry. 

Possible role in recombination and/or 
chromosome decarenation? 

Inrroduces positive supercoils in DNA. 

Relaxes either negatively or positively 
supercoiled DNA. 

Relaxes either negatively or positively 

supercoiled DNA; binds supercoiled DNA 
sequence specifically. 

Introduces negative supercoils in DNA, 
relaxes either negatively or positively 
supercoiled DNA. 

Decatenarion of chromosomes during 
replication; relaxes negacively 
supercoiled DNA. 

Decatenation oflinked chromosomes; 

relaxes either negacively or positively 
supercoiled DNA. 

'Type I topoisomerases use Mg2+ as a cofaccor, but do not require ATP. Type II topoisomerases require both 
Mg2+ and ATP. 

bThe name of the gene coding for the topoisomerase is shown in italics. 

(a) 

(b) 

(c) 

Figure 2.35 Superhelical model for ONA. 
A rubber band can demonstrate the topological 
properties of double-stranded circular DNA. (a) 
The relaxed form of the band. (b) The band can 
be twisted to generate two distinct topological 
domains, separated by the pair of"thumb-forefinger 
anchors". Left-handed (counterclockwise) turns are 
introduced into the upper section of the band, 
with compensating right-handed (clockwise) 
rums formed in the bottom section. (c) When the 
"anchors" are brought into close proximity with 
each other, the upper section that contained the 
left-banded rums forms a right-handed 
superhelix. The bottom section produces a 
left-banded superhelix. Superhelicity is not the 
property of a DNA molecule as a whole but rather 
a property of specific DNA domains. 
Redrawn from Sinden, R. R., and Wells, R. D. 
DNA structure, mutations, and human genetic 
disease. Curr. Opin. Biotech. 3:612, 1992. 
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Topoisomerase s in the Treatment of Disease 

Topoisomerases are important targets of antimicrobial and antineo
plastic agents. These drugs do not inhibit overall activity of the en
zyme, as is the case with most enzyme-targeting drugs. Instead , they 
trap the immediate complex between topoisomerase and DNA. This 
may result in degradation of DNA, introduction of mutations, or 
inhibition of translation and replication. 

In the treatment of cancers, both copoisomerases I and Il can be 
targeted. Campcochecin and its derivatives act on copoisomerase I. An 
excellent correlation has been noted between antirumor activity of 
various campcochecin derivatives on murine leukemia and their inter
ference with topoisomerase activity. They may cause potentially lethal 
lesions by forming drug-stabilized covalent DNA cleavage complexes. 
Subsequent DNA replication may be a prerequisite for cell toxicity. 
The efficacy of camptochecin derivatives may be improved by increased 
levels of topoisomerase 1 in tumor cells such as advanced colon cancers. 
Two other potent antineoplastic agents, amsacrine and etoposide, act 
selectively on copoisomerases II and indicate chat these clinically use
ful drugs stabilize covalent topoisomerase IIDNA cleavage complexes. 
Indirect evidence suggests chat these drugs may stimulate formation of 
these complexes. Topoisomerase II-mediated DNA breaks can exert 
their cytotoxic effect in the absence of ongoing DNA synthesis, prob
ably by inducing recombination and mutation at sites of formation 
of drug-induced topoisomerase II-DNA complexes. Many anticancer 
agents including anchracyclines (including adriamycin and doxoru
bicin), synthetic intercalators, ellipticines, and podophyllotoxins also 
target topoisomerases IL Hematologic neoplasms, such as lymphoid 
and nonlymphoid leukemias, high-grade non-Hodgkin lymphomas, 
and Hodgkin disease, are treated mostly with combinations of copoi
somerase II inhibitors with or without additional cytotoxic agents. 

Ciprofloxacin (Cipro®) gained considerable media attention for 
its use in the treatment of inhalation anthrax. It is a representative 
of the quinolones, a class of powerful broad-spectrum antibacterial 
activities. These antibiotics selectively inhibit bacterial DNA gyrase and 
topoisomerase N. Quinolones bind to the complexes formed by these 
enzymes with DNA-inhibiting replication. Ultimately, cell death occurs 
due co the accumulation oflechal double-stranded breaks in the bacterial 

DNA. Because these enzymes are not found in eukaryotic cells, quino
lone drugs are highly selective in their cytotoxic action. Fluoroquinolo
nes such as ciprofloxacin show good activity against both Gram-positive 
and Gram-negative bacteria whereas newer drugs show even broader 
activities. For example, gemifloxacin {Factive®) is especially usefuJ for 
the treatrnem of respiratocy infections including chose by mulcidrug
resistant Staphylococcus pneumoniae, Myroplasma, and Legionella. 

camptothecin 

ciprofloxacin 

<° 0 

H,C-<~ 
OH 

etoposide 

gemifloxacin 

0 

H 

Pocmesil, M., and Kohn, KW. (Eds.). DNA Topoisomerases in Cancer. New York: 
Oxford Universiiy Press, 1991; Pommier, Y. Topoisomerase I inhibitors: aunp
rochecins and beyond . Natt.re, Rev. Cancer 6:789, 2006; Hooper, D. C. Clinical 
applications of quinolones. Biochem Biophys. Acta 1400:45, 1998; Micscher, L.A. 
Bacterial topoisomerase inhibitors: Quinolone and pyridine antibacterial agents. 
Chem. Rev. 105:559 , 2005 ; and Oliphant , C. M., and Green, G. M. Quino lones: 
A comprehensive review. Am . Fam. Physician 65:455, 2002. 

Top oisomerases II are dimeric proteins that bind to a double-helical DNA and cleave 
both strands (Figure 2.37) . Passage of another double-helical D NA segment through the 
break removes or adds two supercoils. All eukaryotic and many prokaryoric topoisomerases 
II only relax supercoiled DNA. ATP hydrolysis is required for the turnover of the enzyme, 
bur not actually for the relaxation reaction. The gyrases, a subset of type II topoisomerases, 
are the only enzymes that add negative supercoils into DNA. They occur only in bacteria ; 
eukaryotes use the wrapping of DNA around chromosomal proteins for the introduction of 
negative supercoils . The gyrase reaction requires the hydrolysis of ATP as an energy source 
and can add negative supercoils at a rate of about 100 per minute. Gyrases bind to DNA in 
a conformation that introduces a positive and negative superhelical loop , leaving the topo
logical state of the D NA unchanged. D ouble-strand breakage and passage of DNA through 
the gap introduces two negative supercoils. 

Topo isome rases also catalyze ocher topo logical isomerizations. Bacterial type III topoi
somerases have type I ropoisomerase properties; that is, they relax supercoils without the 
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(a) 

Nick of one 
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(b) 
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Figure 2.36 Mechanism of action of topoisomerases I. Topoisomerases I relax DNA by (a) binding 
and localJy separating the comp lementary strands; then (b) nicking one strand and binding to the newly 
generated termini; and (c) passing the intact strand through the gap generated by the nick and closing the 
gap by restoring the phosphodiester bond. This gives rise to a relaxed structure (d). 
Redrawn from Dean, F., et al. Cold Spring Harbor Symp. Quant. Biol. 47:773, 1982. 

requirement of an energy source, such as ATP hydrolysis. These topo isomerases may spe
cialize in the resolution of interlocking circular DNA products (catenates) that are gener
ated just prio r to the completion of DNA replication. Reverse gyrases, members of an 
unusual class of topoisomerases, were first isolated from archaebacteria. These gyrases intro
duce positive supercoils into DNA that may protect from the denaturing condit ions of high 
temperature and acidity unde r which these bacteria exist. 

Packaging of Prokaryotic DNA 

In prokaryotic cells, the single chromosome is a supercoiled double-stranded circular DNA. 
Bacterial chromosomes are dynamic structures reflecting the need for rapid DNA synthe
sis, cell division, and transcription . However, in a common bacterium such as E. coli, the 
contour length of the DNA is some 750 times longer than the length of the cell. T hus, 
DNA must be packaged in a highly condensed form to fit inside the cell. Bacterial chro
mosomes are organized into compacted structures, called nucleoids, by interaction of HU 
and H-NS proteins and participation of various cations, polyamines (such as spermine, 
spermidine , putrescine, and cadaverine), RNA, and nonhistone proteins (Figure 2.38) . HU 
is an 18-k.Da heterodime r of rwo nearly identical subun its (HU-1 and HU-2) . On binding, 
HU changes the shape and supercoiling of the DNA. HU binding in vitro compacts DNA 

Reseal 
Stabilize break on 
positive front 
node side 

Step1 Step 3 

Figure 2.37 Mechanism of action of topoisomerase s II. Topoisomerases II can relax or, in case of 
gyrases, introduce negative superhelices into DNA. The mechanism of action of gyrase is illustrated using 
the conversion of a relaxed DNA molecule to a molecule that contains first two supercoils, one positive 
and one negative (step 1). Passage of a DNA segment through the positive supercoi l shown on the right
most part of the figure (step 3) produces a mo lecule that contains two negative supercoils. This reaction 
requires the hydrolysis of ATP as an energy source. 
Redrawn from Brown , P. 0., and Cozzarelli, N. R. Science206:1081, 1979. 
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Figure 2.38 Bacterial chromosomes are 
packaged in nucleoids . The circular 
chromosome of a bacterium is compacted into 
about 40- 50 loops of supercoiled DNA organized 
by a central RNA- protein scaffold. DNase relaxes 
the structure progressively by opening individual 
loops, one at a time. RNase completely unfo lds 
the chromosome in a single step by disrupting the 
nucleoid core. 
Redrawn from Worcel , A., and Burgi, E. J Mol 
Bwl 71:127 , 1972. 
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Figure 2.39 Organization of DNA into 
chromosomes . A drawing showing the stepwise 
condensation of DNA into chromatin. The DNA 
initially wraps around the histones of the 
nucleosome core. Condensation with histone 
Hl produces the 10-nm nucleofilament, which 
is subsequently packaged into a twisted, looped 
structure attached to a pro tein scaffold within the 
chromosome. 

and restrains supercoils in a concentration-dependent manner. At an equimolar ratio, the 
interaction of DNA with HU prevents topoisomerases I from relaxing negatively super
coiled DNA in the DNA-HU complex. Higher concentrations of HU do not result in 
additional supercoils. It appears that HU bends DNA sharply into a tight circle and is 
primarily responsible for the formation of a beaded nucleoid structure. In the nucleoid, a 
single supercoiled DNA molecule is organized into about 40 loops, each approximately 105 

bp in size, that merge into a scaffold rich in protein and RNA. A role for RNA in chromo
some packing is unique to prokaryotes. As a result of formation of a nucleoid, the bacterial 
genome can easily fit into a cell. 

Organization of Eukaryotic Chromatin 

T he enormous length of the genome of most eukaryotes necessitates the division of genetic 
information into several independent chromosomes. Human cells contain 23 pairs of chro
mosomes with an average length of 1.3 X 108 bp, or approximately 43 mm. Each human 
chromosome consists of a DNA molecule varying in size from 263 X 106 bp for chromo
some l to less than 50 X 106 bp for the Y chromosome. For this amount of DNA to fit 
within a cell nucleus with a diameter of approximately 10- 20 µ,m requires a condensation 
ratio over five orders of magnitude (Figure 2.39). 

DNA in eukaryotic cells is associated with numerous proteins co form chromatin. 
In nondividing (interphase) cells, chromatin is amorphous and dispersed throughout the 
nucleus. Just prior to cell division (metaphase), it becomes organized into highly compacted 
structures called chromosomes. Each chromosome is characterized by a centromere, which 
is the site for attachment to proteins that link the chromosome to the mitotic spindle. 
Tdom eres define the termini oflinear chromosomes. Chromosomes also contain sequences 
required for initiation of DNA replication (origin of replication). 

Histones are the most numerous proteins in chromatin . There are five classes of these 
proteins: histones HI , H2A, H2B, H3, and H4. Because of their unusually high content 
of the basic amino acids lysine and arginine, histones are highly cationic and interact with 
the polyanionic phosphate backbone of DNA to produce uncharged nucleoproteins. The 
amino acid sequences of the histones are very highly conserved between species. H istones 
H4 from peas and cows differ by only two amino acids, although these species diverged 
more than a billion years ago. Histones H3 are also very highly conserved, whereas the 
nonbasic regions of histones H2A and H2 B are less highly conserved. H 1 is larger, more 
basic, and by far the most tissue-specific and species-specific histone . In some cell types of 
vertebrates, a sixth histone, H5, functions as a replacement for H 1. A heterogeneous group 
of proteins with high species and organ specificity is also present in chromatin . These non
histone proteins consist of several hundred members, most of which are present in trace 
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amounts. Many of them are associated with funcrions of chromosomes such as replication, 
gene expression, and chromosome organization. 

Nucleosome s and Polynucleosomes 
Histones interaet with DNA to form a periodic beads-on-a-string structure , called a poly
nucleosome, in which theelemenrary unit is an ucleosome (Figure 2.40). Each nucleosome 
is disk shaped, about 11 run in diameter and 6 nm in height, and consists of a DNA seg
ment and a histone cluster composed of two molecules each of H2A, H2B , H3, and H4 
histones. Each ocrameric cluster consists of the terramer (H3h - (H4h with two H2A- H2B 
dimers. Each hiscone is characrerized by a central nonpolar domain , which forms a globular 
strucrure and is responsible for histone- hisrone interactions. The neighboring N-terminal 
regions contain most of the positively charged amino acid residues that provide favorable 
electrostatic interacrions with DNA. These tail sequences appear to extend radially out from 
the histone core and may be involved in interactions between nucleosomes. The DNA is 
wrapped around the ocrarner with the (H3h-(H4h core interacting with the central 70- 80 
bp of the surrounding DNA (Figure 2.41). Approximately 146 bp of DNA wraps around 
the histone octamer. The histones are in contact with the minor groove of DNA and leave 
the major groove available for interaction with proteins that regulate gene expression and 
other DNA functions. The scrucrure of the nucleosome core explains why eukaryotic cells 
lack gyrases that can underwind relaxed DNA. Negative superheliciry is introduced because 
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Figure 2.40 Models of the nucleosome 
complex. The nudeosome consists of 
approximacdy 146 bp of DNA corresponding to 
I¾ superhelical cums wound around a biscone 
ocramer. The chromacosome consists of about 
166 bp of DNA (two superhelical cums). The HI 
histone is associated with the linker DNA. 
Reprinted with perm ission from Voec, D., and 
Voec, J. G. Biochemistry. 3d ed. New York: Wiley, 
2004. © (2004) Donald and Judith Voet. 

Figure 2.41 X-ray structure of the nucleosome 
core. The disk of the nucleosome core bas been 
split in half co show one turn of DNA wrapped 
around four biscone molecules. The dashed lines 
represent unstructured pares of the hiscone tails . 
Reproduced with permission from Kornberg , R . 
D., and Lorch, Y. Cell 98: 285 , 1999 . 
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DNA 

One (net) negative 
supercoil 

Figure 2.42 Generation of negative 
supercoiling in eukaryotic DNA. The binding 
of a hisrone ocramer to a relaxed, do sed-domain 
DNA forces the DNA to wrap around the 
octamer, generating a negative supercoil. In the 
absence of any strand breaks, the domain remains 
intact and a compensating pos itive supercoil must 
be generated elsewhere within the domain. The 
action of a eukaryotic topoisomerase subsequently 
relaxes the positive supercoil , leaving the dosed 
domain with one net negative supercoil. 

Figure 2.43 Nucleofilament structure. Histone 
Hl attached to the linker regions between 
nudeosomes results in condensation into I 0-nm 
fibers. At higher ionic strength s the nucleofilament 
form~ a very compact helical structure or a helical 
solenoid. The HI histones interact strongly with 
one another in this structure . 
Adapted from Kornberg, R. D., and Klug, A. The 
Nucleosom£. San Diego, CA: Academic, 1989. 

of DNA forming a coil around the histone core (Figure 2.42) . Such wrapping removes 
approximately one helical turn from DNA , generating a negative supercoil within the 
region wrapped around the hiscone core and a compensating positive supercoil elsewhere in 
the molecule. Subsequent relaxation of the positive supercoil by eukaryotic topoisomerases 
leaves one net negative supercoil within the nucleosomal region. 

Becween nucleosomes is 20 to 90 bp oflinker DNA. It is associated with hist0ne Hl 
that locks the coiled DNA in place; the resulting complex is a chromatosom e (Figure 2.40) . 
The periodicity of nucleosome distribution along the polynucleosome Structure has been 
determined by controlled digestion by a nuclease that preferentially attacks linker DNA. 
The distribution of nucleosomes is not random with respect t0 the DNA base sequence. 
DNA does not bend uniformly but rather bends gently and then more sharply around 
the histone octarners. This suggests that DNA binding is sequence dependent and that the 
positioning of nucleosomes may be influenced by the DNA sequence. In fact, nucleosomes 
tend to form preferentially in cenain DNA regions. DNA that contains long A tractS or 
G-C repeats does not usually form nucleosomes. In contrast, certain bent DNA regions, for 
instance, periodically phased A tracts, associate Strongly with hist0nes. Hist0ne octarners can 
migrate along the DNA strand. This mobility allows access to the DNA by polymerases and 
other proteins necessary for transcription and replication. 

Polynucleosome Packing into Higher Structures 
Wrapping of DNA around histones to form nucleosomes results in a IO-fold reduction of 
the apparent length of DNA and the formation of a 10-nm nucleofilament . Condensa
tion of l 0-nm nucleofilamentS into a solenoid arrangement involving six to seven chro
mat0somes per turn forms 30 -nm fibers (Figure 2.43) . Histone Hl molecules bind to one 
anothe r cooperatively, bringing the neighboring nucleosomes closer together in 30-nm fi
bers. At physiological salt concentrations , the 30-nm fibers form spontaneous ly, but at low 
ionic strength they dissociate into 10-nm nucleofilaments . Formation of polynucleosomes 
and their condensation into 30-nm fibers provides for a DNA compaction ratio of up to 
two orders of magnitude. The 30-nm fibers form only over selected regions of DNA that 
are characterized by the absence of binding with other sequence-specific nonhistone pro
teins. The presence of these and their effects on formation of 30-nm fibers may depend on 
the transcriptional status of the regions of DNA involved. 

Models of the higher levels of packing of 30-nm fibers are based on indirect evidence 
obtained from the larnpbrush chromosomes of vertebrate oocytes and polytene chromo
somes of fruit fly giant secretory cells. These chromosomes are exceptional in that they 
maintain p recisely defined higher-order structures in interphase, that is, when cells are in 
a resting (nondividing) state. By extrapolation, the structural features of interphase lamp
brush chromosomes have led to the proposal that chromosomes in general are organized as 
a series of looped, condensed domains of 30-nm fibers of variable size for different organ
isms. These loops may contain 5,000 to 120,000 bp with an average of about 20,000 . 
Thus , the haploid human genome would contain about 60,000 loops. A loop may contain 
a few linked genes. The loops are bound to a protein scaffold consisting ofHl histone and 
several nonh ist0ne proteins , including cwo major scaffold proteins , Scl (a topo isomerase II) 
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and Sc2. They are fixed at their bases and can therefore accumulate supercoils. Specific 
AT-rich regions known as scaffold attachment regions (SARs) are preferentially associated 
with the scaffold. SARs also contain topoisomerase II binding sites. The presence of the 
topoisomerases suggests that changes in supercoiling within these domains are biologically 
imponant. Formation of looped domains may account for an additional 200-fold conden
sation in the length of DNA and an overall packing ratio of more than four orders of mag
nitude . Each loop can be coiled and then supercoiled into 0.4 µ,m of a 30-nm fiber. Since 
a chromosome is about 1 µ,m in diameter, packing of the 30-nm fiber into a chromatid 
would require just one more order of folding . Further packing may be achieved by arrang
ing the loops of 30-nm fiber into tightly stacked helical coils. Chromatids, the rwo linked 
arms of replicated DNA in the highly condensed metaphase chromosomes , may consist of 
helically packed loops of30-nm fibers. 

Packing changes at various scages of the cell cycle appear to be controlled in pan by coval
ent modification of the core histones (histone remodeling). Reversible acetylation on the 
e-arnino groups of lysine and phosphorylation of serine and threonine residues are involved 
in regulating the activity of nucleosomal DNA These modifications reduce the numbers 
of positive charges on the histones, causing them to bind less tightly to DNA The resul
tant unraveling of 30-nm fibers and decondensation of chromatin produces loosely packed 
euchromatin, the transcriptionally accive form of DNA Methylation of basic amino acid 
side chains (lysine and arginine) promotes the opposite effecc and , when accompanied by 
decreased acetylation, charaeterizes a highly condensed , inactive form of chromatin called 
heterochromatin. T hroughout the cell cycle, permanently repressed genes and other untran
scribed regions such as centromeres, telomeres, and" junk" DNA remain condensed . 

The pattern of covalent modifications (the histon e code) provides a highly tunable 
means of regulating gene expression (Clin. Corr. 2.8). While this code does not involve 
changes in the sequence of DNA (it is epigenetic) , it is heritable due to coordination 
between histone modification and methylation of DNA at the 5-position of deoxycytidine 
(Figure 2.23; p. 41). 

Epigenetic Treatments for Cancer 

Progression coward cancer can involve epigenetic alterations that af
fect processes including cell-cycle progression, repair of DNA damage, 
and programmed cell death {apoprosis). One such alteration, chro
matin remodeling, has drawn attention as a target for cancer treat
ment. Hisrone deacetylases, enzymes responsible for the reversal of 
lysine and arginine acetylation, are overexpressed in a number of can
cers including colon, prostate, breast, and cervical. Hydroxamic acids 
such as tticostatin A and suberoylanilide hydroxarnic acid (SAHA) 
bind to a zinc ion in the enzyme-active site and block deacetylation 
of histone lysines and arginines. These compounds inhibit rumor cell 
growth and block cell-cycle progression. Notably, SAHA is currently 
approved for the treatment of cutaneous T cell lymphoma under the 
name Zolinza®. Ocher modifications of the histone code such as ser
ine phosphorylation play roles in repair and chromosome stability 
and may also provide targets for antiproliferative drugs. 

tricostatin A 

There is also a potential dietary component to the epigenetic con
trol of cancer. Shore-chain fatty acids such as butyrate are generated 
by bacterial flora of the large intestine and show a weak ability to 
regulate epithelial cell mitosis, differentiation, and apoptosis. Experi
ments have shown chat butyrate increases the levels of hisrone acecyla
tion, presumably &om inhibition of histone deacetylase. These data 
suggest chat the nutritional state of an individual can affect the his
tone code and its role in cancer. 

Inche, A G., and L.aThangue, N. B. Chromatln control and cancer-drug discov
ery: Realizing the promise. Drug Di1cov. Today 11:97, 2006; Wang, G. G., Allis, 
C. D., and Chi, P. Chromatin remodeling and cancer, pare I: Covalenc hiscone 
modificarions. Trend! Mol Med. 13:363, 2006; Marks, P. A., Richon , V. M. , 
Breslow, R., and Rilkind , R. A Hiscone deacecylase inhibitors as new cancer drugs. 
Curr. Opin. Oncol 13:477, 2001 ; and Garfinkel, M. D., and Ruden, D. M. Chro
matln effect:S in nutrition, cancer, and obesity. Nutrition 20:56, 2004. 

suberoylan ilide hydroxamic acid 
(SAHA, Zolinza•) 
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Figure 2.44 Type s of products generated by 
type II restriction endonu cleases . Enzymes 
exemplified by EooRI and Pstl nick on both sides 
of the center of symmetry of the palindrome , 
generating single-stranded overhangs. Many 
oommonly used enzymes generate 5' -overhangs, 
although some produce ends with 3' -overhangs 
as shown for Pstl. Other restriction nuclease. cut 
across the center of symmetry of the recognition 
sequence , to produce flush or blunt ends, 
as exemplified by HaelII. 

2.5 • SEQUENCE AND FUNCTION OF DNA 

The size and average base compos ition of DNA vary widely between species. What makes 
the DNA of a species unique is the nucleotide sequence. Until recently, direct determina
tion of nucleotide sequences in genomic DNA was an intimidating undenaking . The tech
nology developed in connection with the Human Genome Project has accelerated the rate 
at which DNA sequences are determined . DNA sequences of over 1000 species have already 
become available for analysis. 

Restriction Endonucleases and Palindromes 

One key event that enabled the development of methods to sequence genomic DNA was the 
discovery of bacterial restriction endonucleas es. T hese cleave double-stranded DNA at a 
specific sequence by cutting each strand (Figure 2.44). Baeteria developed restriction enzymes 
as a defense againsr infection by phages. Cleavage exposes the viral DNA to eventual degrada
tion by nonspecific bacterial exonucleases. Bacterial DNA can be protected from cleavage by 
sequence-specific methylation . The recognition sites for restriction methylases correspond 
to those of the endonucleases. Methylation of specific bases within the recognition site pre
vents cleavage by the cognate nuclease. The mosr common sites for base methylation are the 
5-position of cytosine and the 6-NH 2 group of adenine. Notably, base methylation is also 
critical in gene regulation in higher organisms. 

Hund reds of restriction endonudeases have been purified. W ith few exceptions, they 
recognize sequences four to six nucleotides long. Rare cutters, endonucleases with unusually 
long recognition sites, are valuable because of the relative infrequency of cleavage of very 
large DNAs such as eukaryot ic chromosomes. Not I, for example, has an eight-nucleotide 
recognition sequence. The recognized sequences are often symmetrical invened repeats or 
palindromes; the order of the bases is the same when the two complementary strands of 
the palindrome are read 5' ~ 3'. For EcoR l from E.coli, the sequence is 5'-GMTTC-3' . 
Restriction endonucleases types I and III cut in the vicinity of the recognition site, whereas 
type II specifically cleaves DNA within the recognition sequence. 

Restriction endonucleases recognize specific sequences that can have relatively low fre
quencie; they fragment DNA very selectively. For example, a typical bacterial DNA with 
3 X 106 bp will be cleaved into a few hundred fragments . Plasmid DNAs may have few 
or no cutting sites at all for a part icular restriction endonuclease (Figure 2.45) . Thus, a 
part icular restriction enzyme generates a unique family of fragments , or restriction digest, 
for any given DNA molecule . The availability of restriction enzymes and development of 
gel electrophoresis techniques for separating DNA fragments have made determination of 
sequences a simple matter (p. 259) . 

Most Prokaryotic DNA Codes for Spec ific Proteins 

In prokaryotes a large percentage of the DNA codes for specific proteins . The enti re E. coli 
genome consists of about 4.6 X 106 bp of DNA and contains ~4200 genes. Not all of the 
genes code for proteins . For example, 80 genes code for tRNA molecules, and some may 

t 
EcoRI 5' . .. . GAATTC . .. . 3' 5' .. .. G3' S'AAT TC •... 3' 

3' . .. . CTT AAG . ... 5' - 3' . .. . CTTAAS ' + 3'G .. .. 5' S' - overhangs 

+ 
f 

Pstl 5' . ... CTGCAG .. .. 3' - 5' •... CTGCA3' 
+ 

S' G . .. . 3' 
3' . ... GACGTC .. .. S' 3' .•. . GS' 3 'ACGTC •... 5' 3' • overhangs 

+ 
f 

Haelll 5' . .. . GGCC ... • 3' 5' . . .. GG3' s·cc .... 3' 
3' . .. . CCGG . . . . S' - 3' . .. . CCS ' + 3'GG .• .. S' blunt-ended 

+ 
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not encode functional molecules at all. E. coli DNA is densdy packed with sequence infor
mation , and there is little repetition of information within it. As much as 1 o/o is composed 
of multiple copies of short repetitive sequences known as repeated extragenic palindrom ic 
(REP) elements. These are present at sites of DNA interaction with functional proteins, 
for example, in the region of initiation of DNA replication (referred to as OriC). At OriC, 
REP elements have a consensus sequence of34 nucleotides and bind topoisomerase IL REP 
elements with the sequence GCTGG T GG (Chi sites) bind the enzyme RecBCD, which 
initiates DNA recombination. Chi sites are regularly spaced at intervals separated by about 
4,000 bp. Genetic information is even more densely organized in smaller organisms, such 
as bacteriophages, where the primary sequence of DNA reveals that structural genes
nucleotide sequences coding for protein--do not always have exclusive physical locations. 
Rather, they frequently overlap with one another , as illustrated by the partial sequence of 
phage q,Xl74 (Figure 2.46) . The overlap makes the efficient and economic utilization of 
the limited DNA present and may control the order of gene expression. 

Only a Small Percentage of Eukaryotic DNA Consists 
of Functional Genes 

Eukaryotes have much larger genomes than prokaryotes, from about 1.5 X 107 bp for yeast 
to about 1.15 X 1011 bp for the haploid genome of the lily Fritillaria assyrica. Results from 
the Human Genome Projeet, however, indicate that the human genome codes for only 
20,000-25,000 genes. As a result, genetic information need not be as densdy packed as in 
bacteria. A typical mammalian DNA , with only 7 times as many genes as that of E. coli, con
tains 500 times more DNA than E.coli. In fact, only 2% to 4% of DNA in a mammalian 
cell may suffice for all its genes. Some of the remaining DNA , such as that in centrome res 
and telomeres, has a well-defined function. No specific function can be assigned to the 
majority of noncoding DNA , and it has been referred to as "junk DNA". However, there 
is increasing evidence that junk DNA may have a vital role in regulation of gene expression 
during development . Paradoxically, the amount of junk DNA correlates better to the com
plexity of the organism than the number of genes. 

Figure 2.45 Restriction map for plasmid DNA. 
Bacterial plasmid pBR322 is a 4363-bp circular 
DNA containing an origin of replication (ori) and 
genes for resistance co the antibiotics ampicillin 
(Ap' ) and tetracycline (Tc~. The locations of 
unique DNA sequences that are recognized by a 
number of restriction endonuclease are marked. 
Other endonucleases may cleave this plasmid many 
times or not at all. For example, the recognition 
sequence for Bgl I appears in three locations on 
this plasmid, whereas Bgl II does not cleave this 
plasmid at all. 
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Prote in A ............ ....... ....... Glu Ser Lys Asn Tyr Leu Asp Lys Ala Gly lie Thr Thr 

Origin of protein K Met Ser Arg Lys lie lie Leu lie Lys Gin Glu Leu Leu Leu 

Nucleotide sequence ........................................ A T G A G T C G A A A A A T T A T C T T G A T A A A G C A G G A A T T A C T A C T 

Ala 

Leu 

Cys 

Val 

Leu 

Tyr 

Arg 

Glu 

lie 

Leu 

Lys 

Asn 

51 61 71 81 91 

Ser 

Arg 

Lys 

Ser 

Trp Thr 

Gly Leu 

Ala 

Leu 

Gly Gly Lys Terminus of protein A 

Ala Glu Asn Glu Lys lie 

Origin of protein C Met Arg Lys Phe 

Arg 

Asp 

Pro 

Leu 

lie 

GCTTGTTTACGAATTAAATCGGAGTGGACTGCTGGCGGAAAATGAGAAAATTCGACCTAT 
101 111 121 131 141 151 

Leu Ala Gin Leu Glu Lys Leu Leu Leu Cys Asp Leu Ser Pro Se r Thr Asn Asp Ser Val 

~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ Thr Phe Arg His Gin Leu Thr lie Leu 

CCTTGCGCAGCTCGAGAAGCTCTTAC T TTGCGACCTTTCGCCATCAACTAACGATTCTGT 
161 171 181 191 201 211 

Lys Asn Terminus of protein K 
Ser Lys Thr ....... ................ Protein C continues 

CAAAAACT .................. . 
219 

Figure 2.47 Schematic presentation of 

a eukaryotic gene . Th e top line represents 
a part of the DNA genome : the bottom line 
represents the mRNA produced by it. In this 
example the DNA consists of two inrron s 
and three exons. The intr on sequences are 
transcribed but are removed durin g 
splicing; this produ ces a matur e mRNA 
Redrawn from Crick, F. Science 204:264, 1979. 

Figure 2.46 Partial nucleotide sequences of contiguous and overlapping genes of phage q,X174. 
The sequence for protein K, nucleotides Sl- 219, is shown in this figure. This sequence codes. A part of 
this sequence, nucleotides S l- 133, codes for part of protein A. Anoth er part of the sequence , nucleotides 
133-219, for part of protein C. Similar overlaps are noted between other genes of q,Xl74. 
Adapted from Smith, M. Am. Sci. 67:61, 1979. 

Eukaryotic genes do not overlap and are spaced, on average, about 40,000 bp apart. 
However, some may be closer together in regions that contain genes expressed in a tightly coor
dinated manner (gene clusters). Most eu.karyotic genes are interrupted by noncoding interven
ing nucleotide sequences, introns (Figure 2.47). The sequences in the gene that are expressed, 
either in the final RNA product (mature RNA) or as a protein , are termed ex:ons. lntrons are 
removed during the processing of the RNA transcript, and the exons are ligated together. Thi s 
tailoring of the original transcript is called splicing. The sequence and size of introns vary 
greatly among species. Added together they may be 5 to 10 times the length of the exons they 
separate. Mosr genes are interrupted by introns at least once, whereas others are interrupted 
more frequently. Some genes, such as that for human interferon-a, contain no introns. 

lntrons are common in genes of vertebrates and flowering plants but infrequent in tho se 
of other species. The biological role of introns is not clear. They may have arisen relatively 
recently in evolution because of the migration of mobile DNA elements (tran sposons ) from 
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other pans of the genome and their insertion into protein-coding genes (p. 316). Through 
mutation, these insens may have subsequently lost their mobility. 

Repeated Sequences 

While repetition of particular DNA sequences in prokaryotes is very limited, the DNA of 
eukaryotes contains sequences that are repeated a few times, for specified coding genes, to 
millions of times per genome , for cenain simple, relatively short, sequences. Depending 
on the species, repetitive DNA may constitute 3% to 80% of total DNA. In mammalian 
genomes, including the human genome, 25% ro 35% of the DNA is repetitive. Sequences 
can be classified as single copy, moderately reiterated, highly reiterated, and inverted 
repeat. The content of single-copy DNA varies among eukaryotes . The exact boundaries 
between the various types of reiterated DNAs are not strictly defined . 

About one-half of the human genome consistS of unique sequences, but only a small 
fraction of these encode proteins. Some DNA contains pseudogenes, sequences of DNA 
that have significant nucleotide homology to a functional gene but contain mutations that 
prevent gene expression. Pseudogenes significantly increase the size of eukaryotic genomes 
without contributing to their expressible genetic content . Additional single-copy DNA 
sequences serve as intrans and as control regions that flank genes. 

Moderately reiterated DNA consisrs of copies of identical or closely related sequences that 
are reiterated from a few to a thousand times. These sequences are relatively long, varying from a 
hundred to many thousands of nucleotides. About 20% of mouse DNA consistS of sequences 
a few hundred base pairs long that are repeated more than a thousand times. About 15% of 
the human genome consistS of moderately reiterated DNA Some sequences involve genes for 
highly abundant proteins and for ribosomal RNAs (rRNAs). For example, the sea urchins carry 
hundreds of copies ofhisrone genes. Eukaryotes generally possess hundreds of copies of the gene 
coding for rRNA The function of other moderately repeated sequences is not clearly known. 

Normally, single-copy and moderately reiterated sequences occur on a chromosome 
in an orderly pattern known as the interspersion pattern, which consists of alternating 
blocks of single-copy DNA and moderately reiterated DNA. Long interspersed elemen ts 
(LINEs) consist of sequences several thousand nucleotides long with up to l 000 copies per 
genome . They are flanked on either side by sequences that are direct repeats. An example of 
a short interspersed element (SINE) is the Alu family, a sequence of unknown function 
that constitutes a substantial portion (about 5%) of the human genome . Alu sequences 
are approximately 300 bp long and are repeated over 500,000 times . The structures of the 
short interspersed repeatS, including the Alu family, are reminiscent of transposons . 

Approximately l % to 15% of eukaryotic genomic DNA consists of sequences typically 
shorter than 20 nucleotides reiterated thousands or millions of times . Most highly reiterated 
sequences have a characteristic base composition and can be isolated by shearing the DNA 
into segmentS a few hundred nucleotides long and separating the fragments by density 
gradient centrifugation. These fragments are termed satellite DNA because they appear as 
satellites of the band of bulk DNA after centrifugation. Other highly reiterated sequences, 
which cannot be isolated by centrifugation , can be identified by their property of rapid 
reannealing. These highly reiterated DNAs are also called simple-sequence DNA. Simple 
sequences are typically present in the DNA of most, if not all, eukaryotes. In some species, 
one major sequence is present, while in others, several simple sequences are repeated up to 
l million times . Simple sequence DNA can often be isolated as satellite DNA. That found 
in the cemromeres of higher eukaryotes consists of thousands of tandem copies of one or 
a few short sequences . Satellite sequences are only 5- 10 bp long and are a constituent of 
telomeres where they have a well-defined role in DNA replication. Some longer simple
sequence DNA has been identified . For instance, in the genome of the African green mon
key a 172-bp segment that contains some sequence repetitions is highly reiterated . 

Inverted repeatS are a structural motif of DNA. Short inverted repeats, consisting of up 
to six nucleotides long, for example, the palindromic sequence GAA TIC , occur by chance 
about once for every 3000 nucleotides . Such short repeatS cannot form a stable cruciform 
structure as is formed by longer palindromic sequences . Inverted repeat sequences that are 
long enough to form stable cruciforms are not likely to occur by chance and should be 
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classified as a separate class of eukaryotic sequence. In human DNA about 2 million inverted 
repeats are present, with an average length of about 200 bp; however, inverted sequences 
longer than 1000 bp have been detected. Most inverted repeat sequences are repeated 1000 
or more times per cell.. 

2.6 • STRUCTURE OF RNA 

RNA Is a Polymer of Ribonucleoside 5' -Monophosphates 

~t,?~ A®ooolo, 

O=,k / 1 f H Uridine RNA is a linear polymer of ribonucleoside monophosphates. The purine bases in RNA are 
, (.~ adenine and guanine; the pyrimidines are cytosine and uracil (Figure 2.2; p. 27) . Except 

-o 
0'f{N ° for uracil, which replaces thymine, these are the same bases found in DNA. A, C, G, 

and U nucleotides (Figure 2.3; p. 27) are incorporated into RNA during transcription. 
O Hc' N"H Many RNAs also contain modified nucleotides that are produced by post-transcription al 

0=~....,_ I ~ N Cytidine processing. Modified nucleotides are especially characteristic of stable RNA species (e.g., 
-6 °)1Ao tRNA and rRNA); however, some methylated nucleotides are also present in eukaryotic 

o mRNA. For the most part, modified nucleotides in RNA have fine tuning rather than 
indispensable roles in the cell. 

3'-terminus 
Figure 2.48 Structure of the 3', 5' -phosphodi
ester bonds betwee n ribonucleotides forming 
a single strand of RNA. Phosphate joins the 3' 
-OH group of one ribose with the 5'-OH group of 
the next ribose. This linkage produces a 
polyribonucleotide having a sugar- phosphate 
backbone. Purine and pyrimidine bases extend away 
from the axis of the backbone and may pair with 
complementary bases to furm double-helical base
paired regions. 

(a) (b) 

Figure 2.49 Helical structure of RNA Models 
indicating a helical structure due to ( a) base 
stacking in the CCA terminus of tRNA and (b) lack 
of an ordered helix when no stacking ocrurs in this 
nonbase-paired region. 
Redrawn from Sprinzl, M., and Cramer, F. Prog. 
NucL Res. MoL Biol 22:9, 1979. 

The 3' ,5' -phosphodiester bonds of RNA form a backbone from which the bases 
extend (Figure 2.48). Eukaryotic RNAs vary from approximately 20 nucleotides long to 
more than 200,000 nucleotides long. Each RNA is complementary to the base sequences 
of specific portions of only one strand of DNA. Thus, unlike the base composition of 
DNA, molar ratios of (A + U) and (G + C) in RNA are not equal. Cellular RNA is linear 
and single stranded. Stable, double-stranded RNA is not present in the cell. Rather, the 
presence of double-stranded RNA signals its destruction. This appears to be a part of the 
cellular response to virus infection, since some virus genomes are composed of double
stranded RNA, and double-stranded RNA is an intermediate in the replication of single
stranded RNA viruses. 

Chemically, RNA is similar to DNA. Both contain negatively charged phosphodiester 
bonds, and the bases are very similar chemically. The differences between DNA and RNA 
are largely due to two factors. First, RNA contains ribose rather than 2' -deoxyribose as the 
nucleotide sugar component, and second, RNAs are generally single stranded rather than 
double stranded . 

The 2' -hydroxyl group makes the phosphodiester bonds of an RNA molecule more sus
ceptible to chemical hydrolysis, especially in alkaline solution, than those of DNA (Figure 2.11, 
p. 31). The chemical insrabiliry of RNA is reflected in its metabolic instability. Some RNAs, 
such as bacterial mRNA, are synthesized, used, and degraded within minutes. Others, such as 
human rRNA, are more Stable metabolically, with a lifetime measured in days. Nevertheless, 
even the most stable RNAs are much less stable than DNA. 

Secondary Structure of RNA Involves lntramolecular 
Base Pairing 

Since RNA molecules are single stranded , they do not usually form extensive double helices. 
Rather, the secondary strucrure of an RNA molecule resulrs from relatively short regions 
of intramolecular base pairing. Even nonpaired sequences of single-stranded RNAs may 
contain considerable helical structure (Figure 2.49). Helices within RNA are usually the 
A-type with 11 nucleotides per turn. 

Double-helical stem-loop regions in RNA often form "hairpins ." There are consider
able variations in the fine structural details of hairpin structures, including the length of 
base-paired regions and the size and number of unpaired loops (Figure 2.50). Transfer 
RNAs are excellent examples of base stacking and hydrogen bonding in a single-chain 
RNA molecule (Figure 2.51). About 60% of bases are paired in four double-helical stems, 
and two loops interacr with each other, resulting in an L-shaped molecule. The anticodon 
region in tRNA is an unpaired, base-stacked loop of seven nucleotides. The partial helix 
caused by base stacking in this loop binds, by base pairing, to a complementary codon in 
mRNA so that translation can occur. 
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RNA Molecules Have Tertiary Structures 

Structures of functional RNA molecules are more complex than is suggested by the base
stacked and hydrogen-bonded helices mentioned above. In particular, the bases in unpai red 
regions can form hydrogen bonds or otherwise interact with each other and with helical 
portions of the molecule. In vivo RNAs are dynamic molecules that can change their con
formations during synthesis, processing, and functioning . Proteins associated with RNA 
molecules often lend stability to the RNA structure. In faet, cellular RNA usually funcrions 
as RNA- protein complexes, rather than as free RNA molecules. 
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Figure 2.50 Cloverleaf structure of tRNA 
Cloverleaf diagram of the rwo--Oimen.sional structure 
and nucleotide sequence of yeast tRNAl'bc,_ 
Red lines connecting circled nucleotides indicate 
hydrogen-bonded bases. Solid squares indicate 
constant nucleotides; dashed squares indicate 
a constant purine or pyrimidine. Insertion of 
nucleotides in the D loop occurs at positions a and 
f3 for different tRNAs. 
Redrawn from Quigley, G. J., and Rich, A. Science 
194:797, 1976. 

Figure 2.51 Tertiary structur e on tRNA Tertiary 
folding of the cloverleaf structure of tRNAPhc_ 
Hydrogen bonds are indicated by cross rungs. 
Compare the presentation with Figure 2.50. 
Redrawn from Quigley, G. J., and Rich, A Science 
194:797, 1976. 
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Figure 2.52 Hydrogen bonding in tRNA (a) A 
base tr iplet from 23S ribosomal RNA. In chis case, 
the third base (G l 071) forms hydrogen bonds 
with the cop or Hoogsteen face of both G l 09 l 
and Cl 100. (b) Schematic diagram showing that 
two RNA tetraloops have similar structures . Boch 
struetures are stabilized by stacking of the loop 
bases, by non-Wacson - Crick hydrogen bonds 
between bases, and by hydrogen bonding between 
sugar, pbosphate, and ribose residues. 
Redrawn with permission from Westhof and 
Fritsch (2000) RNA Folding: Beyond 
Watson-Crick base pairs . Structure8:R55- R65. 
Redrawn from Wyatt, J., and Tinoco, I., Jr. RNA 
strueture, 471. In Gesteland, R.F., and Atkins, 
J. F., (Eds.), The RNA World. 1st ed. Cold Spring 
Harbor, NY: Cold Spring Harbor, 1993. 

The tertiary structure of RNA molecules results from base stacking and hydrogen 
bonding between different pans of the molecule. tRNA provides a number of examples. In 
solution, tRNA is folded into a compact "L-shaped" conformation (Figure 2.51 ), stabilized 
by Warson- Crick base pairing and base interactions involving more than two nucleotides. 
This is true for other RNAs. Figure 2.52a shows a well-defined base triplet from bacterial 
ribosomal RNA. Bases can donate hydrogen atoms to bond with the phosphodiester back
bone. The 2' -OH of the ribose is also an important donor and accept0r for hydrogen-bond 
formation. All these interactions contribute to the folded shape of an RNA molecule. 

Other tertiary features were deduced from the three-dimensional structure of RNAs 
in solution or in crystal form. The term tetraloop refers to specific sequences (for example, 
UUCG or GAGA) that are often found at the closed end of RNA hairpins (Figure 2.52b). 
These tetraloops impart extra stability to RNA hairpins by forming internal hydrogen bonds 
between bases and sugars. T etraloops can hydrogen-bond with regions of the double helix 
or with internal loops in other parrs of RNA, thereby forming a complex teniary structure . 
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2. 7 • TYPES OF RNA 

RNA molecules are traditionally classified as transfer, ribosomal, and messenger RNAs 
according to their usual function; however, RNA molecules perform a variety of other 
functions in a cell. 

Transfer RNA Has Two Roles: Activating Amino Acids 
and Recognizing Codons in mRNA 

About 15% of t0tal cellular RNA is tRNA, an essential intermediary between DNA and 
protein information in the Central Dogma. The enzyme-catalyzed formation of arninoacyl
tRNA activates amino acids for protein synthesis so that formation of peptide bonds is 
energetically favored. Aminoacyl-tRNAs bind to ribosomes where the amino acids are 
transferred to growing peptide chains (hence tRNA's name). tRNA recognizes nucleotide 
sequence information in mRNA to ensure that the correct amino acid is incorporated into 
the growing peptide chain. Amino acid activation occurs at the 3 '-OH terminal CCA 
sequence, to which specific amino acids are attached enzymatically. Codon recognition 
occurs by the binding of the anticodon triplet to a th ree-nucleotide codon in mRNA. 
Base pairing of the mRNA codon and tRNA anticodon triplets is the major mechanism to 
ensure accurate peptide bond formation . 

Each tRNA can transfer only one amino acid. Although only 20 amino acids are used 
in protein synthesis, free-living organisms synthesize a larger set of tRNAs. This is a conse
quence of the genetic code being redundant (having more than one codon per amino acid). 
For example, the genomic sequence of the bacterium Haemophilus influenzaecontains genes 
for 54 tRNA species. Mitochondria synthesize a much smaller number of tRNAs. tRNAs 
that accept the same amino acid are called isoacceptors. A tRNA that accepts phenylalanine 
would be written as tRNAPhe, whereas one accepting tyrosine would be written tRNATyr_ 

tRNAs are 65 to 110 nucleotides long, correspond ing to a molecular weight range of 
22,000 to 37,000. The sequences of all tRNA molecules (thousands are known) can be 
arranged into a common cloverleaf secondary structure by complementary Watson - Crick 
base pairing to form three srem-loop structures. The anticodon triplet sequence is at one 
"leaf' of the cloverleaf while the CCA acceptor stem is at the "stem" . This arrangement 
is preserved in the tertiary structure of tRNAPhe (Figure 2.51), where the anticodon and 
acceptor stems are at each end of the L-shaped molecule . Additional non-Watson - Crick 
hydrogen bonds form the tertiary structure of the L-shaped molecule. 

tRNAs contain modified nucleotides , for example, 7-methylguanine at position 46 in 
Figure 2.50 . Modified nucleotides affect tRNA strUcture and stability but are not required 
for their basic functioning . For example, a modified base next to the anticodon makes 
codon recognition more efficient, but a tRNA without this modification can still be read 
correctly by the ribosome. 

Many structural features are common to all tRNA cloverleafs. Seven base pairs form 
the amino acid acceptor stem, which terminates with the nucleotide triplet CCA. This 
CCA triplet is not base paired. The dihydrouracil- or D-stem has three or four base pairs, 
while the anticodon and T-stems have five base pairs each. Both the anticodon loop and 
T-loop contain seven nucleotides. Differences in the number of nucleotides in different 
tRNAs are accounted for by the variable loop. Most tRNAs have small variable loops of 
4- 5 nucleotides , wh ile others have larger loops of 13-21 nucleotides . The positions of some 
nucleotides are constant in all tRNAs (see the dark orange boxes in Figure 2.50). 

Ribosomal RNA Is Part of the Protein Synthesis Apparatus 

Protein synthesis takes place on ribosomes. In eukaryotes, these complex assemblies are 
composed of four RNA molecules, representing about two-thirds of the particle mass, and 
82 proteins. The smaller subunit, the 40S particle, contains one 18S RNA and 33 proteins. 
The larger subunit, the 60S particle, contains one copy each of three RNAs , 28S, 5.8S, and 
5S rRNAs along with 49 proteins. The total assembly forms the 80S ribosome. Prokatyotic 
ribosomes are smaller; the 30S subunit contains a single 16S rRNA and 21 proteins while 
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Figure 2.53 Secondary , base-paired , structure 
proposed for 5S rRNA. Arrows indicate regions 
protected by proteins in the large ribosomal 
subunit. 
Combined information from Fox, G. E., and 
Woese, C.R. Nature{London) 256:505, 1975, 
and Gray, P.N. , Bellemare, G. , Monier , R., 
Garrett, R. A, and Stoffier, G. J MoL 
Biol 77:133 , 1973. 
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the larger 50S subunit contains one copy each of 5S and 23S rRNAs and 34 proteins 
(seep . 217 for a discussion of the structure of ribosomes). 

rRNA accounts for 80% of cellular RNA and is metabol ically stable. This stability 
is required for repeated functioning of the ribosome and is enhanced by association with 
ribosomal proteins . Eukaryotic 28S (4718 nucleotides), 18S (1874 nucleotides), and 5.8S 
(160 nucleotides) rRNAs are synthesized in the nucleolus . The 5S rRNA (120 nucleotides) 
is not transcribed in the nucleolus but rather from separate genes within the nucleoplasm 
(Figure 2.53). The three larger rRNAs are synthesized as part of one long polynucleotide 
chain that is then processed to yield the individual molecules . 

Nucleotide modifications in rRNA are primarily methylations to form 2' -0-methylribose . 
Methylation of rRNA has been directly related to bacterial antibiotic resisrance in a pathogenic 
species (Clin. Corr. 2.9). A small number of N-dimethyladenines is present in 18S rRNA The 
28S rRNA has about 45 methyl groups and the 18S rRNA has 30 methyl groups. 

Staphylococcal Resistance to Erythromycin 

Bacteria exposed to antibiotics in clinical or agricultural settings often 
develop resistance to the drugs. T his resistance can arise from a muta
tion in the target cell's DNA, which gives rise to resistant descendants. 
An alternative and clinically more serious mode of resistance arises 
when plasmids coding for antibiotic resistance proliferate through the 
bacterial population. These plasmids may carry multiple resistance 
determinants and render several antibiotics useless at the same time. 

Erythromycin inhibits protein synthesis by binding to the large 
ribosomal subunit. Staphyhcoccus aureus can become resistant to 

erythromycin and similar antibiotics as a result of a plasmid-borne 
RNA methylase that converts a single adenosine in 23S rRNA to 
N6-dimethyladenosine . Since the same ribosomal site binds linco
mycin and clindamycin, the plasmid causes cross-resistance co these 
antibiotics as well. Synthesis of the methylase is induced by eryth
romycin. 

A microorganism that produces an antibiotic must also be immune 
to it, or else it would be killed by its own toxic product. The pro
ducer of erythromycin, Streptomyces erythraeus, itself possesses an rRNA 
methylase chat acts at the same ribosomal site as the one from S. aureus. 
Which came fuse? It is likely that many of the resistance genes in target 
organisms evolved from those of producer organisms. In several cases, 
DNA sequences from resistance genes of the same specificiry have been 
conserved in producer and target organisms. We may therefore look 
on plasmid-borne antibiotic resistance as a case of"nacural genetic en
gineering" whereby DNA from one organism (e.g., Streptomyces pro
ducer) is appropriated and expressed in another (e.g., the Staphyhcoccus 
target). 

Cundliffe, E. How antibiotic -producing microorganisms avoid suicide. Anntt. Rev. 

MicrobioL 43:207, 1989. 
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Ribosomal RNA is the catalytic component of the ribosome. The X-ray crystal struc
ture of the large subunit of a bacterial ribosome species shows that the active site for pep
tide bond synthesis is composed of 23S RNA onJy; any potential catalytic amino acid 
side chains are too far away to participate directly in the reaction. The chemical reactions 
necessary for peptide bond synthesis are catalyzed by the large subunit rRNA (see p. 68 for 
a discussion of catalytic RNAs). 

Messenger RNAs Carry the Information 
for the Primary Structure of Proteins 

mRNAs are the direct carriers of genetic information from genome to ribosomes. Each 
eukaryotic mRNA is monocistronic , that is, contains information for only one polypep
tide chain. In prokaryotes, mRNA species are often polycistronic, encoding more than one 
protein. A cell's phenotype and functional state are related directly to itS mRNA content . 

In the eytoplasm, mRNAs have relatively short life spans. Some are synthesized and 
stored in an inactive or dormant state in the cytoplasm, ready for a quick response when 
protein synthesis is required . In various animals, immediately on fertilization the egg 
undergoes rapid protein synthesis in the absence of transcription, indicating that preformed 
mRNA and ribosomes are present in its cytoplasm. 

Eukaryotic mRNAs have unique structural features (Figure 2.54). Because the infor
mation within mRNA lies in the linear sequence of the nucleotides, the integrity of this 
sequence is extremely important. Any loss or change of nucleotides could alter the structure 
of the protein being translated. Translation of mRNA on the ribosomes must also begin and 
end at specific sequences. In eukaryotes, a "cap" structure at the 5' -end of an mRNA spec
ifies where translation should begin. The caps of eukaryotic mRNAs contain an inverted 
phosphodiester bond , a methylated base attached to the mRNA via a 5 ',5' -triphosphate 
diester rather than the usual 3', 5 ' -phosphodiester linkage. The cap is attached to the 
first transcribed nucleotide, usually a 2' -0-methylated purine (Figure 2.55). The cap is 
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Figure 2.54 General structure for a eukaryotic mRNA. There is a blocked 5' -cerminus cap, followed by 
an untranslated leader containing a promoter sequence. The coding region usually begins with the initiator 
codon AUG and conciaues co the cranslacioa termination sequence UAG, UAA, or UGA This is followed 
by the untranslated trailer and a poly(A) tail on the 3 '-end. 
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Figure 2.55 Diagram of "cap" structur e 
or blocked 5'-terminu s in mRNA. The 
7-methylguano sine is inverted co form a 5'
phosphate to 5 '-phosphate linkage with the first 
nucleotide of the mRNA. This nucleotide is often 
a methylated purine. 
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Figure 2.56 Mechanism of self-splicing of the 
rRNA precursor of Tetrahymena. Two exons 
of rRNA are denoted by white and shaded boxes, 
respectively. Catalytic functions reside in the intron, 
which is black. This splicing function requires an 
added guanine nudeoside or nucleotide. 
Reproduced with permission from Cech, 
T. R. J Am. Med. Assoc. 260:308, 1988. 

followed by an untranslated, or "leader" sequence. Translation starts at the initiation codon, 
moSt often AUG, and continues through the coding sequence. At the end of the coding 
sequence, a termination sequence signals termination of polypeptide formation and release 
from the ribosome. A second untranslated, or "trailer" sequence follows, terminated by a 
string of20-200 adenine nucleotides, called a poly(A) tail, which makes up the 3' -terminus 
of the mRNA. 

The 5' -cap has a positive effect on the initiation of message translation. During the 
initiation of translation of mRNA, the cap strueture is recognized by a specific initiation 
faetor (p. 221). The poly(A) sequence affectS the stability of the mRNA; degtadation of an 
mRNA generally begins with shortening of its poly(A) tail. 

Mitochondria Contain Unique RNA Species 

Mitochondria (mt) have their own protein synthesizing apparatus, including ribosomes, 
tRNAs, and mRNAs. Mitochondrial rRNAs, 12S and 16S, are transcribed from the mito
chondrial DNA (mtDNA) as are (mtDNA) 22 specific tRNAs and 13 mRNAs, most of 
which encode proteins of the elecrron transport chain and ATP synthase. Note that there 
are fewer mitochondrial tRNAs than prokaryotic or cytosolic tRNA species; there is gener
ally only one mitochondrial tRNA species per amino acid. The mtRNAs account for 4% of 
the total cellular RNA. They are transcribed by a mitochondrial-specific RNA polymerase 
and are processed from a pair of RNA precursors that contain tRNA and mRNA sequences. 
Expression of the nuclear and mitochondrial genomes is tightly coordinated . Most of the 
amino acylacing enzymes for the mitochondrial tRNAs and all of the mitochondrial ribo
somal proteins are specified by nuclear genes, translated in the cytosol and transported 
into mitochondria. The modified bases in mitochondrial tRNA species are synthesized by 
enzymes encoded in nuclear DNA. 

RNA in Ribonucleoprotein Particles 

Other small, stable RNA species can be found in the nucleus, cytosol, and mitochondria. 
These small RNA species function as ribonucleoprotein particles (RNPs), with one or more 
protein subunits attached. Different RNP species have been implicated in RNA processing, 
RNA transport , control of translation , and recognition of proteins due to be exported. The 
acrua1 roles of these species, where known, are described more fully in the discussion of 
specific metabolic events. 

Catalytic RNA: Ribozymes 

RNA can be an enzyme. In several cases, the RNA component of a ribonucleoprotein particle 
is the catalytically active subunit of the enzyme. In other cases, catalytic reactions can be 
carried out in vitro by RNA in the absence of any protein. Enzymes whose RNA subunits 
carry out catalytic reactions are called ribozymes. There are five classes of ribozymes. Three 
of these RNA species carry out self-processing reacrions while the others, ribonuclease P 
(RNase P) and rRNA, are true catalysts that act on separate subsrrates. 

In the ciliated protozoan, Tetrahymena thermophila, an intron in the rRNA precursor 
is removed by a multistep reaction (Figure 2.56) . A guanine nucleoside or nucleotide reactS 
with the intron-exon phosphodiester linkage to displace the donor exon from the intron. 
This reaction, a transesterification , is promoted by the folded intron itself. The free donor 
exon then similarly attacks the exon- intron phosphodiester bond at the acceptor end of 
the intron . Introns of this type (Group I introns) have been found in a variety of genes in 
fungal mitochondria, in bacteria, and the bacteriophage T4. Although these introns are not 
true enzymes in vivo as they only work for one reaction cycle, they can be made to carry out 
catalytic reactions under specialized conditions . 

Group II self-splicing introns are present in the mit0chondrial RNA precursors 
of yeasts and other fungi . Even though these RNAs self-splice, there are many paral
lels between this reaction and the removal of introns from mRNA precursors during 
processing. 
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Group III self-cleaving RNAs are found in the genomic RNAs of several viruses. These 
RNAs self-cleave during the generation of single genomic RNA molecules from larger pre
cursors. The three-dimensional srrucrure of the hammerhead ribozyme, a member of this 
third class, has been determined (Figure 2.57). Although the catalytic cycle is not completely 
determined , the amino group of a cytosine base plays an essential role in the cleavage reac
tion. The phosphate of the cleaved bond is left at the 3' -hydroxyl position of the RNA prod
uce. A self-cleaving RNA found in a small satellite virus, hepatitis delta virus, is implicated in 
severe human infectious hepatitis. All of the above self-processing RNAs can be made to act 
as true catalysts (i.e., exhibit multiple turnover) in vitro and in vivo. 

The fourth type of ribozyme, Ribonuclease P, contains both a protein and an RNA 
component . It acts as a true enzyme in cells, cleaving tRNA precursors to generate the 
mature 5' -end of tRNA molecules. RNase P recognizes conscant structures associated with 
tRNA precursors (e.g., the acceptor stem and CCA sequence) rather than using extensive 
base pairing to bind the substrate RNA co che ribozyme. The product of cleavage contains a 
5 '-phosphate in contrast co the products of hammerhead and similar RNAs. In all of these 
events, the structure of the catalytic RNA is essential for catalysis. 

Finally, che X-ray cryscallographic structure of a bacterial ribosome reveals that it, too , 
is a ribozyme. The active sire of the ribosome is on the 50S subunit. There is no protein 
functional group close enough co catalyze peptide bond formation. Instead, residues within 
23S RNA helps transfer a hydrogen ion during peptide bond synthesis. 

Discovery of RNA catalysis has greatly altered our concepts of biochemical evolution 
and the range of allowable cellular chemistry. We now recognize that RNA can serve as 
both a catalyse and a carrier of genetic information. This has raised the possibility that the 
earliest living organisms were based entirely on RNA and that DNA and proteins evolved 
later. This model is sometimes called the "RNA world" . Secondly, we know that many 
viruses, including human pathogens, use RNA genetic information; some of these RNAs 
have been shown to be catalytic. Thus , catalytic RNA presents opportunities for the discov
ery of RNA-based pharmaceuticals. Thirdly , many of the information-processing even cs in 
mRNA splicing require RNA components. These RNAs may also be acting as catalysts. 

RNAs Can Bind Other Molecules 

Consideration of the RNA world has led co a new type of "combinatorial biochemistry" 
based on the large number of potential sequences (4N) that could be made if A, C, G, or U 
were inserted randomly in each of N positions in a nucleic acid. A set of chemically synthe
sized, randomized , nucleic acid molecules 25 nucleotides long would contain 425 = 1015 

potential members. Individual molecules within this large collection of RNAs would be 
expected to fold into a similarly large collection of shapes. The large number of molecular 
shapes implies chat some member of this collection should be capable of strong, specific 
binding co ligands , as Group I introns bind guanine nucleotides specifically. These binding 
RNAs are termed aptam ers. Though a single molecule would be coo rare to scudy within 
the original population , the apcamer RNA can be selected and preferentially replicated 
in vitro. For example, an RNA capable of distinguishing theophylline from caffeine was 
selected from a complex population (Figure 2.58) . TheophyUine is used in the treatment of 
chronic asthma, but the level must be carefully controlled co avoid side effects. Monitoring 
of theophylline concentrations by conventional antibody-based assay is difficult because 
caffeine and cheophylline differ only by a single methyl group . Therefore, anti-cheophylline 
antibodies show considerable cross-reaction with caffeine. RNA aptamers have been found 
chat bind cheophylline 10,000-fold more rightly than caffeine. Other extensions of the tech
nology have used selection procedures to identify new, 5yt1thetic ribozymes and potential 
therapeutic RNAs. 

RNAs Control Translation 

Translation of an mRNA requires char it be bound to and move relative co the ribosome. 
Controlling the efficiency of these processes allows for translational control. One way co do 
chis is through apcamer sites contained in mRNA. Some bacterial mRNAs contain naturally 

(a) 

Stem I 

(b) 

Figure 2.57 "Hammerhead'' structLl"e of viral 
RNA. (a) "Hammerhead" Structure of a self-cleaving 
viral RNA This artificial molecule is formed by the 
base pairing of two separate RNAs. Oeavage of the 
RNA sequence at the site indicated by the arrow in the 
top strand requires ics base pairing with the sequence 
at the bottom of the molecule. The boxed nucleotides 
are a consensus sequence found in self-cleaving RNA 
of viral RNAs. (b) Three-dimensional folding of the 
hammerhead catalytic RNA Star indicates the posi
tion of the cleaved bond while M indicates a binding 
site fur a metal ion. Helices II and III scack co form an 
apparently continuous helix while non-Wao;on-Crick 
interactions position the noncomplementary bases 
in the hammerhead into a "uridine cum" strucrure 
identical co chat fuund in tRNA 
(a) is redrawn from Sampson, J. R., Sullivan, F. X., 
Behlen, L. S., DiRenzo, A. B., and Uhlenbeck, 0. 
C. Cold Spring Harbor Sym. on Quan. Bio. 52:267, 
1987. (b) is redrawn from Pley, H. W., Flaherty, 
K. M., and McKay, D. B. Nature 372:68, 1994. 

Caffeine Theophylline 

Figure 2.58 Structures of theophylline and 
caffeine. Although these compounds differ only by 
a single methyl group, a specific synthetic RNA can 
bind co theophylline 10,000-fold more tightly than 
to caffeine. 
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occurring aptamer sites in the 5 '-unuanslated region of the mRNA molecule. These sites 
bind specific Ligands such as amino acids, purine bases, glucosamine 6-phosphate, or 
enzyme cofu.etors that are produas of the pathway whose enzymes are encoded by each 
mRNA Binding of the Ligand prevents translacion of the mRNA, thereby conuolling syn
thesis of the proteins that are responsible for the biosynthecic pathway for the ligand. This 
is a form of regulation in cis because control is exened on the same molecule that contains 
the apcarner site. 

Double-suanded RNA is a negative regulator of eukaryocic gene expression in trans , 

that is, on another molecule. For example, double-suanded RNA is a necessary interme
diate in the replicacion of some RNA viruses. As a means of defense, the host processes 
the double-suanded RNA co produce shon single-suanded RNAs about 23 nucleocides 
long. These RNAs, termed microRNAs (miRNAs) base-pair co specific mRNAs, and 
either stop their translation or trigger their degradation (p. 289). Further work on miR
NAs and the closely related small inhibitory RNAs (siRNAs) has shown that these species 
are imponant regulators of many gene produets, including those involved in malignancy 
(see Clio. Corr. 5.8, p. 203) . 
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Quest ions • CAROL N . ANGSTADT 

Multiple-Choice Questions 

I. The best definition of an endo nuclease is an enzyme thac hydro ly.i:es a 
A. nucleotide from only rhe 3' -end of an oligonucleotide . 
B. nucleotide from either terminal of an oligonucleotide. 
C. phosphodiester bond located in rhe interior of a polynucleotide . 
D. bond only in a specific sequence of nucleotides . 
E. bond rhat is distal co the base chat occupies rhe 5' position of the 

bond. 

2. In the structure of a narurally occurring DNA, 
A. circular DNA is formed by linking the 3' -OHs at each end of 

a linear DNA. 
B. base stacking reduces rhe hydrophobic surface area chat must 

be solvaced by wacer and stabilizes the double helix. 
C. rhe rwo strands may be either parallel or anciparallel. 
D. which cautomeric form the nitrogen and oxygen functions 

assume is noc relevant co rheir abiliry co form hydrogen bonds. 
E. interwinding of rhe two scrands produces two helical grooves 

of nearly identical size. 

3. The Z-DNA helix 
A. is rhe primary form in living organisms. 
B. is favored by an alternating G-C sequence. 
C. tends co be found at rhe 3' -end of genes. 
D. is inhibited by merhylation of rhe bases. 
E. is a permanent conformation of DNA. 

4. A nucleosome 
A. is a regularly repeating srrucrure of DNA and hisrone proteins. 
B. has a core of DNA with prote ins wrapped around rhe outside . 
C. uses only one type ofhiscone per nucleosome . 
D. is separated from a second nucleosome by nonhiscone proteins . 
E. has histones in contact with the major groove of rhe DNA. 

5. RNA 
A. incorporates borh modified and unmodified bases during 

transcription . 
B. does not exhibit any double-helical scrucrure. 
C. structures exhibit base stacking and hydrogen-bonded base pairing. 
D. usually contains about 65-100 nucleotides. 
E. does nor exhibit Wacson-Crick base pairing. 

supercoiling tRNA 
celomere rRNA 
chromosome monociscronic 
copoisomerase mRNA 
chromatin polycisrronic 
centromere mRNAcap 
hisrone ribon ucleoprocein particle 
nucleosome ribozyme 
exon apcarner 
intron micro RNA 
repetitive DNA small inhibitory RNA 
splicing 
postcranscriptional 

6. Ribozymes 
A. are any ribonucleoprocein particles . 
B. are enzymes whose catalytic function resides in RNA subunits . 
C. carry our self-processing reactions but cannot be considered crue 

catalyses. 
D. require a protein cofaccor co form a peptide bond. 
E. function only in rhe processing of mRNA. 

Questions 7 and 8: Nearly every process in which DNA participates 
requires rhac rhe DNA inceracc wirh proteins. Interaction with proteins 
depends on the local three-dimensional srrucrure of DNA. One ancirumor 
drug, cisplatin, is a cetracoordinace platinum complex. le forms intra
strand cross-links wirh DNA causing rhe double helix to strong ly bend 
coward rhe major groove. Cellular processes such as transcr iption and 
p rogrammed cell death are affected. 

7 . Bent DNA : 
A. occurs only in rhe presence of external agencs like che antirumor 

drugs. 
B. may be a fundamental element in the interaction between DNA 

sequences and proteins. 
C. occurs primarily in the presence of criple-srranded DNA. 
D. requires the presence of inverted repeats. 
E. occurs only in DNA rhat is in rhe Z form. 

8. Another unusual form of DNA is a triple-scranded complex. 
Trip le-stranded DNA 
A. generally occurs in DNA in regions chat play no role in 

cranscripcion. 
B. involves Hoogsteen hydrogen bonding. 

C. is characterized by the presence of a sering of alternating 

purine-pyrimidine bases. 
D. forms only intermolecularly. 
E. assumes a cruciform conformation . 

Questions 9 and IO: Since copoisomerases play important roles in 
many activities of nucleic acid metabolism, they are rargecs of some 
antimicrobial and ancineoplastic agents . They trap rhe immediate 
complex between topoisomerase and DNA, which may result in DNA 
degradation, introduction of mutations, or inhibition of translation and 
replication . 
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9. Topoisomerases 
A. regulare rhe level of supcrhelicity of DNA in cells. 
B. always break only one srrand of DNA. 
C. can create bur nor remove supercoils. 
D. muse hydrol}'"Le ATP for rheir accion. 
E. of rhe subclass gyrases, introduce negacivc superhelices in 

eukaryocic DNA. 

10. In addicion ro supcrhelicity, DNA musr be still furrhcr packaged co 
fir into the bacteria or cell. Which of rhe following is correct? 
A. Boch prokaryocic and eukaryocic DNA form chromacin. 
B. A bacterial chromosome contains a single DNA molecule, bur 

a human chromosome contains more than one DNA. 
C. Packaging of DNA inro nucleosomes does nor involve 

ropoisomerases. 
D. Polysomes are the highesr level of packaging DNA undergoes. 
E. Thirty-nm fibers (solenoids) can organire into a series oflooped, 

condensed domains . 

Quescions 11 and 12: Eukaryocic DNA contains many sequences chat can 

be repeated a few rimes, for certain coding genes, co millions of rimes, for 
some relacively short sequences. Abnormal expansion of reiterated three 
base-pair DNA sequences can lead co a number of diseases. Fragile X 
syndrome, which causes mental retardation, is characrerired by expansion 
of a GCC triplet near the FMR-1 gene, from a normal 30 copies co rhou
sands of copies. Diseases of chis type generally increase in severity with 
eacl1 successive generation. One possible mechanism of expansion involves 
slippage of DNA during synthesis of the lagging strand. 

Answers 

1. C Boch A and B describe exonucleases. D refers specifically to a 
resrriccion endonuclease and is not a definicion of rhe general type. 
E: Boch endo- and exonucleases show specificity coward the bond 
hydrol)'"LCd. 

2. B This is a major contributor to rhe srability of the double helix. A: 
Joining of nucleotides is always by rhe 5' -OH ofone co rhe 3'-OH of 
rhe ocher. C: The antiparallel arrangement permirs opposing nucle
otides to be in the proper position ro form hydrogen bonds. D: Each 
pair in hydrogen bonding muse be in rhe proper cauromeric form so 
rhac one is rhe donor and rhe ocher rhe acceptor. E: The grooves are 
different with the major groove wider than the minor groove. 

3. B The alternating purine-pyrimidine sequence is imporcanc. A; This 
is the more flexible B-form. C: le is more likely co be found ar the 
5' -end, consisrenc with one of irs proposed roles in rranscriptional 
regulation. D: Mechylacion favors the Z-form in which the methyl 
is protected from water . E: B-to-Z transition is influenced by such 
things as mechylation. 

4. A The "beads-on-a-sering" srruccure is called a polynucleosome. 
B: Histones form the core with DNA on the ourside . C: All frve types 
ofhiscones are present, four in the core and one ourside . 
D: The linker regions are DNA. E: Proteins char regulate gene ex
pression and other accivicies bind co the major groove. Hisrones bind 
to the minor groove. 

5. C Stacking scabili1..CS the single-strand helix. Folded portions of the 
structure have hydrogen-bonded base pairing. A: Only the four bases 
A, G, U, and Care incorporated during rranscription. B: Although 
single stranded, RNA exhibirs considerable secondary and tertiary 
structure . D: Only tRNA woul d be chis small. E: This occurs in the 
in rrachain helical regions. 

11. Slipped, mispaired DNA occurs when the DNA region has 
A. direct repeacs. 
B. homopurine-homopyrimidine sequences. 
C. inverted repeats. 
D. mirror repears. 
E. palindromes. 

12. Normally, cerrain kinds of reireraced sequences occur in a 
chromosome as an interspersion parcern rhar is 
A. highly repetitive DNA sequences. 
B. rhe portion of DNA composed of single-copy DNA. 
C. Alu sequences. 
D. alcernacing blocks of single-copy DNA and moderately 

repericive DNA. 
E. alrernacing blocks of short interspersed repeats and long 

interspersed repeacs. 

Problems 

13. Which conformation of DNA, totally double helix, minimally 
unwound or largely unwound, would have the highest relative opcical 
density at 260 nm? Would a molecule of DNA having a higher 
content of guanine and cytosine than of adenine and thymine have a 
higher or lower Tm than one with the reverse composition? 

14. An approach to reducing relomerase accivity in rumor cells involves 
drugs that bind to G-quadroplex DNA since celomeres have the poten
tial co form such structures . What is a G-quadroplex, and what about 
telomere structure might lead co it? 

6. B Ribozymes are a very specific type of particle. A: See previous 
comment. C: One of the four classes, RNase P, caral}'"Les a cleavage 
reaction. D: X-ray crystallography has shown there is no amino acid 
chain sufficiently close ro caral}'"LC pepcide bond formation. 
E: Ribozyn1es have been implicated in the processing of ribosomal 
and cRNAs. 

7. B The benc DNA may be a recognition site for specific proteins co 
bind. A and D: Bene DNA occurs naturally either in runs of 4 ro 6 
adenosines scparared by spacers or is induced by inceraccions of DNA 
with certain proreins. C: Be.or DNA is double stran ded. 
E: Z-DNA does not have a prominent major groove and the bending 
is coward the major groove. 

8. B Hoogsreen bonding in TAT and GGC rriplers is responsible for 
holding the rhird strand in the major groove. A: They are found 
frequently in regions involved in gene regulacion. C: The required 
sequence is a homopurine sering. D: They can also form inrramo
lecularly by unfolding and refolding of che DNA. E: A cruciform 
is an alternative conformation of DNA but does nor involve a 
third strand. 

9. A Topoisomerase I relaxes DNA, and topoisomerase II generates 
supercoils. B: Topoisome rase I breaks one strand, but ropoisomerase 
II nicks both strands. C: Topo isomerase I removes supercoils. 
D: Topoisomerase II uses ATP, but Topoisomerase I does not. 
E: Gyrases are found only in bacteria. 

10. E These loops are bound to a protein scaffold. k. Chromacin is 
found in eukaryotes, nucleoids in prokaryores. B: A human chromo
some contains a single DNA. C: There is adding and breaking of 
supercoils . D: Polysomes organire inco 10-nm fibers and chen 30-nm 
fibers, which in rurn, further pack. 
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11. A When DNA unwinds and realigns one copy of a direct repeat on 
one-srrand pairs with an adjacent copy on the other strand. B, C, D, 
and E: These are other cypes of structures important in DNA. 

12. D A and B: These are two of several kinds of DNA but do not con
stitute patterns. C and E: Alu is a type of short interspersed repeat. 
Shorr and long interspersed repears are the two classes of moderately 
repetitive DNA . 

13. Unstacked purine and pyrimidine bases have a higher relative 
optical density than stacked bases so the most unwound form of 
DNA would have the highest value. Tm is the midpoint of the 
transition between double-stranded and separated DNA. Higher 
G-C content means the DNA is more stable so its Tm would 
be higher . 

14. G-quarrers contain a planar array of guanines connected by 
Hoogsteen hydrogen bonds, which can stack on each other to 
form a mulcilayered structure. They are stabilized by Na + and K+. 
Telomeres contain 800-2400 copies of the required G-rich 
sequence d(TTAGGG),r 
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Key Concepts 

• Two types of amino acids compose polypeptides: common
and derived amino acids. Common amino acids have a
central carbon atom to which is attached an amino group,
a carboxylic acid group, a hydrogen atom, and a side
chain group.

• Amino acids in polypeptide chains are joined by a peptide
bond that connects the a-carboxylic acid group of one amino
acid with the a-amino group of a second amino acid.

• Amino acids and proteins have acid-base and related charge
properties that determine their biological activity and are used
for characterization and purification.

• A protein is defined by its secondary, tertiary, and quaternary 

structure. a-Helical and /3-structures are common stable
secondary structures found in folded proteins.

• Globular proteins domains are formed from structural motifs
and characteristic folds.

(TSEs) 114 
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of Disease 127 

• Proteins in cells are present in complexes that are organized
in nerworks and participate in interactomes.

• Some proteins are intrinsically unstructured, which is required
for their biological functions.

• Nonglobular proteins include fibrous proteins such as collagen
with characteristic repeating amino acid sequence and unusual
helix and rod-shaped geometry.

• A protein folds to its conformation of lowest Gibbs free energy,
within kinetic constraints, under the control of noncovalent forces.

• Folded protein structures are dynamic with atoms fluctuating
and rotating around an average position.

• Proteins are purified and characterized by techniques that utilize
charge and molecular weight. Protein structure is characterized
by spectral, optical, and X-ray diffraction techniques.

• Proteomic techniques determine the expression of thousands
of proteins within a cell or tissue in a single assay.
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3.1 • FUN CTIONAL ROLES OF PROTEINS 
IN HUMANS 

Proteins perform a surprising variety of essential dynamic and structural functions in mam
malian organisms. Dynamic functions include catalysis of chemical transformations, trans
port , metabolic control , and contraction. In their srrucrural roles, proteins provide the 
matrix for bone and connecrive tissue, giving srrucrure and form to the human organ
ism. The approximately 25,000 human genes through alternate splicing of RNA and post
translational modifications of translated proteins produce an estimated 1 million unique 
proteins. The number of proteins simultaneously expressed in a single human cell ranges 
between 20,000 and 50,000 . 

Enzymes are proteins that catalyze chemical reactions. Almost all of the thousands of 
chemical reactions in living organisms require a specific enzyme catalyst to ensure that these 
reactions occur at a rate compatible with life. The character of any cell is based on its particu
lar chemistry, which is determined by its specific enzyme composition that establishes the 
cellular phenotype . Many genetic diseases result from altered levels of enzyme production or 
from specific alterations to their amino acid sequence. Approximately one-third of human 
genes code for enzyme proteins. 

Transport is another major funcrion of proteins . Examples discussed in detail in this 
text are hemoglobin and myoglobin, which transport oxygen in blood and store it in mus
cle, respecrively. Proteins bind and carry lipids, metabolites, steroid hormones, vitamins, 
signaling molecules, and minerals in blood from their sites of synthesis or entry to their 
sites of action or elimination . Many drugs and toxic compounds are transported bound to 
proteins. Other proteins act intracellularly to transport compounds as well as other proteins 
to their sites of action . Proteins act to transmit compounds and signals across the plasma 
membrane of cells and organelle membranes . Proteins also participate in contracrile mecha
nisms. Myosin and acrin function in muscle contraction and are responsible for changes 
in cell shape. 

Proteins with a protective role include immunoglobulins , complement proteins , and 
interferon that protect against bacterial or viral infecrion. The proteins of coagulation stop 
the loss of blood on injury to the vascular system. 

Many hormones are proteins or peptides. Insulin, thyrotropin , somatotropin (growth 
hormone), prolactin, luteinizing hormone, and follicle-stimulating hormone are proteins . 
Many polypeptide hormones have a low molecular weight ( <5 kDa) and are referred to 
as peptides . In general, the term protein is used for molecules that contain over 50 amino 
acids and peptide is used for those which contain less than 50 amino acids. Important 
peptide hormones include adrenocorticotropic hormone , antidiuretic hormone, glucagon, 
and calcitonin . 

Proteins control and regulate gene transcription and translation . These include the 
hisrone proteins that are closely associated with DNA , repressor and enhancer transcription 
facrors that control gene transcription, proteins that regulate DNA structure to promote or 
inhibit gene expressions, proteins that transcribe the DNA into RNA, and components of 
the heteronuclear RNA particles and ribosomes. 

Structural proteins function in "brick-and-mortar " roles. They include collagen and 
elastin, which form the matrix of bone and ligaments and provide structural strength and 
elasticity to organs and the vascular system. Tubulin and actin are proteins that polymer
ize into fibers of microrubules and filaments that form the cytoskeleton of each cell. 

An understanding of normal functioning and pathology of the mammalian organism 
requires a clear understanding of the properties of proteins. 

3.2 • AMINO ACID COMPOSITION OF PROTEINS 

All the different types of proteins are polymers of only 21 amino acids. The com
mon amino acids are defined as the amino acids for which at least one codon exists 
in the genetic code. Transcription and translation of the DNA code result in the join-
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ing together of amino acids into a specific linear sequence characteristic of a protein 
(Figure 3.1). Many proteins also contain derived amino acids, which are usually 
formed by enzymatic modification of one of the common amino acids after it has 
been incorporated into a protein. Examples of derived amino acids are cystine (p. 79), 
desmosine, and isodesmosine found in elastin, hydroxyproline and hydroxylysine in 
collagen, y-carboxygluramate in procluombin, and phosphoserine , phosphoclueonine , 
and phosphotyrosine. 

Common Amino Acids 

Common amino acids have the general structure depicted in Figure 3.2. They contain 
in common a central alpha (a)-carbon atom to which a carboxylic acid group, an amino 
group, and a hydrogen atom are covalently bonded. In addition, the fourth valency of the 
a-carbon atom is linked to a specific chemical group, designated R and called the side chain 
that uniquely defines each of the common amino acids. Figure 3.2 depicts the ionized 
form of the common amino acids in solution at pH 7. Under physiological conditions, the 
a-amino group is protonated and in its ammonium ion form; the carboxylic acid group is 
in its unprotonated or carboxylate ion form. 

Side Chains Define the Chemical Nature and Structures 
of a-Amino Acids 
Structures of the common amino acids are shown in Figure 3.3. Amino acids that con
tain alkyl group side chains include glycine, alanine, valine, leucine, and isoleucine. 
Glycine has the simplest structure, with R = H. Alanine contains a methyl (CH 3-) 

group. Valine has an isopropyl R group (Figure 3.4, p. 79) . T he leucine and isoleucine 
R groups are isobutyl groups that are structural isomers of each other. In leucine the 
branching of the isobutyl side chain occurs on the gamma (y)-carbon and in isoleucine 
it is branched on the beta (/3)-carbon (Figure 3.4). 

Phenylalanine, tyrosine, and ttyptophan are aromatic amino acids. Phenylalanine 
contains a benzene ring, tyrosine a phenol group, and tryptophan the heterocyclic struc
ture, indole. In each case the aromatic moiety is attached to the a-carbon through a meth
ylene (-CH 2-) carbon (Figure 3.3). 

Sulfur-containing amino acids are cysteine and methionine. The cysteine side-chain 
group is a thiolmethyl (HSCH 2-) , and in methionine the side chain is a methyl ethyl 
thiol ether (CH 3SCH2CH 2-). 

The two hydroxy (alcohol)-containing amino acids are serine and threonine. In serine 
the side chain is a hydroxymethyl (HOCH 2-). In threonin e an ethanol structure is con
nected to the a-carbon to produce a secondary alcohol (CH 3-CHOH-CHa-) -

Proline is unique in that it incorporates the a-amino group in its side chain and is 
more accurately classified as an a-imino acid, since its a-amine is a secondary amine with 
its a-nitrogen having two covalent bonds to carbon. Incorporation of the a-amino nitro
gen into a five-member ring constrains the rotational freedom around the -Na-Ca
bond in proline and thereby limits proline participation to particular polypeptide chain 
conformations. 

The amino acids described so far contain side chains that are uncharged at physiologi
cal pH. The dicarboxylic-monoamino acids contain a carboxylic group in their side chain. 
In aspartate, this group is separated by a methylene carbon (-CH 2-) from the a-carbon 
(Figure 3.5, p. 79). In glutamate (Figure 3.5), the group is separated by two methy-lene 
(-CH 2-CH 2-) carbon atoms from the a-carbon (Figure 3.5). At physiological pH, 
these groups are unprotonated and negatively charged. The dibasic-monocarboxylic acids 
are lysine, arginine, and histidine (Figure 3.3). In these, the R group contains one or two nitro
gen atoms that act as a base by binding a proton. In lysine the side chain is an N-butyl amine. 
In arginine, the side chain contains a guanidino group (Figure 3.6, p. 79) separated from the 
a-carbon by three methylene carbon atoms. Both the guanidino group of arginine and the 
e-arnino group oflysine are protonated at physiological pH (pH -7) and positively charged. 
In histidine the side chain contains a five-member heterocyclic structure, the imidawle group 

Gene 
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amino acids 

j tra,.,,,0100 
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codon sequence 
for amino acids 
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Protein 
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amino acid sequence 

---N uclear 
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Figure 3.1 Genetic information is transcribed 
from a DNA sequence into mRNA and then 
trans lated to the amino acid sequence of a 
prote in. 

coo-
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NHa - C - H l a 

R 

Figure 3.2 General structure of the common 
amino acids. 
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Figura 3.3 Structures of the common amino acids. Charge forms are those present at pH 7.0. 

(Figure 3.6). The pK' a of the imidazole group is approximatdy 6.0 in water; thus physi
ological solutions contain relatively high concentrations of both basic (imidazole) and acidic 
(imidazolium) forms of the histidine side chain. 

Glutamin e and asparagine are structural analogs of gluramic acid and aspartic acid 
with their carboxylic acid side-chain groups amidated . Unique DNA codons exist for 
glutarnine and asparagine separate &om those for glucarnic acid and aspartic acid. The 
amide side chains of glutarnine and asparagine cannot be protonated and are uncharged at 
physiological pH. 

By the mid-1960s it was believed that the three-nucleotide DNA codons specifying the 
common amino acids found in proteins had been determined . The total nwnber of common 
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C-t:'3 
H-C 13-

/ 
CH3 

lsopropyl R group of vallne 

CH3 H 

" I H-Cy-C13 -

C}j3 ~ 
lsobutyl R group of leucine 

CH3 
I 

CH:,-CH2 - C13-

~ 
lsobutyl R group of lsoleuclne 

Figure 3.4 Alkyl side chains of valine , leucine , 
and isoleucine . 

Aspartate R group 

Glutamate R group 

Figure 3.5 Side chains of aspartate and 
glutamate. 

amino acids was 20 derived from 64 possible triplet codons with 3 codons assigned to termi
nate the translation of open reading frames (Table 6.1, p. 211). However, in 1988 a 21st 
common amino acid, selenocysteine (Figure 3.3), with a specific mRNA codon and tRNA 
that places the selenocysteine into polypeptide chains during mRNA translation was shown. 
The selenocysteine is structurally similar to cysteine, but with a selenium atom replacing 
the sulfur at0m . A difficulty with the codon for selenocysteine is that it was identical to 
one of the termination codons that translates to a stop translation signal. Thu s this codon, 
UGA, has two meanings. The codon codes a stop translation signal the great majority of the 
time, but within special RNA contexts it will code for selenocysteine incorporation into a 
polypeptide sequence. These instances are rare as only 25 genes have been identified within 
the human genome that code for proteins that incorporate selenocysteine. In addition, while 
selenocysteine proteins are found in all animals, the codon is not universal as it is not present 
in higher plants, yeast, or the majority of bacteria. In animal studies, knockout of the gene 
for the selenocysteine tRNA is lethal, inferring that selenocysteine is essential for life in 
animal species. Many of the selenop roteins have an antioxidant role in eliminating reactive 
oxygen species. 

To repre sent sequences of amino acids in proteins, three-letter or one-letter abbre
viations for the commo n amino acids are used (Table 3.1). These abbreviations are uni
versally accepted and will be used throughout this book. The three-letter abbreviations 
of aspartic acid (Asp) and glutamic acid (Glu) should not be confused with those for 
asparagine (Asn) and glutamine (Gin). In determination of the amino acid composi
tion of a protein by chemical procedures, one cannot easily differentiate between Asn 
and Asp, or between Gin and Glu, because the amide side-chain groups in Asn and 
Gin are often hydro lyzed in the procedure and generate Asp and Glu (Section 3.9). 
The symbols of Asx for Asp or Asn, and Glx for Glu or Gin indicate this ambiguity in 
the analysis . A similar scheme is used with the one-letter abbreviations for Asp or Asn, 
and Glu or Gin. 

Cystine Is a Derived Amino Acid Produced by 
Oxidation of Two Cysteine Residues 
A derived amino acid found in many proteins is cystine. It is formed by the oxidation of 
two cysteine thiol side chains to form a covalent disulfide bond (Figure 3.7) . Within p ro
teins, disulfide links of cystine formed from cysteine residues, separated from each other 
within a polypeptide chain (intrachain) or between two polypeptide chains (inte rchain), 
have an important role in stab ilizing the folded conformation of proteins (insul in structure; 
see Figure 3.23, p. 91). 

+ 
NH2 
II 

NH2-C-NH-

Guanldlnlum group (charged form) of arginine 

lmldazollum group of histidine 

Figure 3.6 Guanidinium and imidazolium groups 
of arginine and histidine. 

TABLE 3.1 • Abbreviations for the 
Amino Acids 

Abbreviation 

Three One 
Amino Acid Letter Letter 

Alanine Ala A 

Arginine Arg R 

Asparagine Asn N 

Asparrate Asp D 

Asparagine Asx B 
or aspartate 

Cysteine Cys C 

Glycine Gly G 

Glutamine Gin Q 
Glutamate Glu E 

Glutamine Glx z 
or glutamate 

Histidine His H 

Isoleucine Ile 

Leucine Leu L 

Lysine Lys K 

Methionine Mer M 

Phenylalanine Phe F 

Proline Pro p 

Selenocysreine Sec u 
Serine Ser s 
Threonine Thr T 

Tryptophan Trp w 
Tyrosine Tyr y 

Valine Val V 
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I 
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I 
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I 
s 
I 
s 
I 
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H- C- NH3 
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Cystlne 

Figure 3. 7 Cystine bond formation . 

coo-. . 
+ • 
NH3~ ~ ~ H . . 

R 

L-Conflguratlon 

coo-

R 

o-Conflguratlon 

Figure 3.8 Absolut e configuration of an 
amino acid . 

a-Amino Acids Have an Asymmetric Center 
The common amino acids (see Figure 3.2) have four subscicuents (R, H, coo- , and 
NH 3 +) covalently bonded co an a-carbon atom . A carbon atom with four different 
subscicuents in a tetrahedral configuration is asymmetric and exists in two enanciomeric 
forms. Thus , all amino acids exhibit optical isomerism except glycine, in which R = H 
and so two of the four subscituents on the a-carbon acorn are hydrogen. The absolute 
configuration for an amino acid is depicted in Figure 3 .8 using the Fischer projection 
to show the position in space of the tetrahedrally arranged a-carbon substituents. The 
a-Coo- group is direcced up and behind the plane of the page, and the R group is 
directed down and behind the plane of the page. The a-H and a-NH 3 + groups are 
directed coward the reader. An amino acid held in this way projects its a-NH 3 + group 
co either the left or right of the a-carbon atom. By convention , if the a-NH 3 + is pro
jected co the left, the amino acid has an L absolute configuration. Its enanciomer , with 
a-NH 3 + projected toward the right, has a o absolute configuration. Mammalian pro
teins contain amino acids of only L configu ration . The L and o designations refer to the 
ability to rotate polarized light to the left (L, levo) or right (o , dextro) from its plane of 
polarization . As the amino acids in proteins are asymmetric , the proteins also exhibit 
asymmetric properties. 

Amino Acids Are Joined into Peptides and Proteins 

Linking of a selection of the common amino acids into polypeptide chains in cells is 
enzymatically catalyzed (p. 22 1) . Chemically , this is a dehydration reaction (Figure 
3.9) . The a-carboxyl group of one amino acid forms a covalent peptide bond with 
the a-amino group of anothe r amino acid by eliminat ion of a molecule of water. The 
dipeptide (two amino acid residues joined by a single peptide bond) can then form a 
second peptide bond through its terminal carboxylic acid group and the a-amino of a 
third amino acid, to generate a tripeptide (Figure 3.9) . Repetition of this process gen
erates a polypept ide or protein of specific amino acid sequence . This is the primary 
structure of the protein , and it is predetermined by the nucleotide sequence of its gene . 
The unique primary structure enables a polypeptide chain to fold into a specific three
dimensional structure tha t gives the protein its chemica l and physiological properties . 

A peptide bond can be represented as two resonance isomers (Figure 3 .10). In 
structure I, a double bond is located between the carbonyl carbon and carbonyl oxygen 

Dlpeptlde 

H O R2 0 H 
+ I II I II I 
NH3- C- C- N- C- C- N- C- COO-

I I I I I 
R1 H H H R3 

Trlpeptlde 

Figure 3.9 Peptid e bond formation . 

? ?-
R - C' R' _____.._ R - C' R' , ~/ ~N/ 

H ~ 
II 

Figure 3.10 Electronic isomer structure s of 
a peptid e bond . 
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(C' = O), and the carbonyl carbon to niuogen (C'-N) linkage is a single bond . In 
suucture II, the carbon to oxygen bond (C'-O-) is a single bond and the bond located 
berween the carbon and nitrogen is a double bond (C' = N). In structure II there is a 
negative charge on the oxygen and a positive charge on the nitrogen. Actual peptide 
bonds are a resonance hybrid of these two electron isomer suuctures, the carbon to 
nitrogen bond having a 50% double-bond character. X-ray diffraction studies confirm 
this and show the carbonyl carbon to nitrogen bond length (1.33 A) is approximately 
half way between that of a C' -N single bond (-1.45 A) and a C' = N double bond 
(-1.25 A). 

A consequence of the partial double bond character is that rotation does not occur 
about the carbonyl carbon to nitrogen of a peptide bond at physiological temperatures. A 
second consequence of the double bond character is that all the atoms attached to C' and 
N lie in a common plane. 

Thus a polypeptide chain consistS of peptide-bond planes interconnected at the a-carbon 
atoms. The a-carbon interconneru the peptide bonds through single bonds that allow rotation 
of adjacent peptide planes with respect to each other. Each amino acid residue contributes one 
a-carbon , two single bonds, and a peptide bond to the polypeptide chain (Figure 3.11). The 
term residue refers to the atoms contributed by an amino acid to a polypeptide chain including 
those of the side chain. 

The peptide bond in Figure 3.12a shows a trans configuration of its oxygen (0) 
and hydrogen (H) atoms . This is the most stable configuration with the two side chains 
of the adjacent residues (R and R') also being in trans. The cis configuration (Figure 
3.12b) brings the two side-chain groups to the same side of the C' = N bond , which is 
unfavorable because of steric hindrance between the R groups. Accordingly, trans peptide 
bonds occur in proteins except where there are proline residues. In proline the side chain 
includes the a-amino group, and both the cis and trans peptide bond configurations 
with the proline a-imino group have unfavorable interactions with the a-carbon of the 
adjacent amino acid forming a peptide bond with the a-imino . Accordingly, the peptide 
bond of proline in an unstructured or denatured polypeptide chain will have significant 
amounts of itS peptide bond in both trans and cis configurations. The configuration of 
the proline peptide bond in a folded protein depends on the forces on the proline bond 
generated by the three-dimensional structure of the particular protein molecule in which 
the proline is imbedded. 

One of the largest polypeptides in humans is the muscle protein titin, which con
tains about 27,000 amino acid residues in a single polypeptide chain. Chain length alone, 
however, does not determine the function of a polypeptide . Many small peptides of 
less than 10 amino acids perform imponant biochemical and physiological functions in 
humans (Table 3.2). Primary structures are written in a standard convention and sequen
tially numbered from their NHz-terminal end to their COOH-terminal end, consistent 
with the order of addition of the amino acid to the chain during biosynthesis. Accord
ingly, for thyrotropin-releasing hormone (Table 3.2) the glutamic acid residue on the 
left is the NHz-terminal amino acid of the tripeptide and amino acid residue 1 in the 
sequence . The proline is the COOH-terminal amino acid and is residue 3. The defined 
direction of the polypeptide chain is from Glu to Pro (NH 2-terminal amino acid to 
COOH-terminal amino acid). 

( a) trans configuration 

(b) cis configuration 

Figure 3.12 (a) Trans peptide bond. (bl The 
rare cis peptide bond. C' - N bonds have a partial 
double-bond character. 

Figure 3.11 Amino acid residue within a 
polypeptide chain. Each residue of a polypeptide 
contributes two single bonds and one peptide 
bond to the chain . The single bonds are those 
between the Ca and carbonyl C' atoms, and the 
Ca and N atoms . (Seep. 92 for the definition of 
<p and 1/J.) 
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TABLE 3.2 • Biologically Active Peptides 

Amino Acid Sequence 

1 3 
pyr0Glu-His-Pro(NH2)" 

1 9 

Na

Thyrocropin-releasing hormone 

Function 

Secreted by hypothalamus; causes anterior 
piruirary gland to release thyrotropic hormone 

H-Cys-Tyr-Phe-Gln-Asn-Cys-Pro-Arg-Gly(NH2l ·" 
I I s------ s 

Vasopressin (antidiuretic 
hormone) 

Secreted by posterior pituitary gland; causes 
kidney to retain water from urine 

l 5 
H-Tyr-G ly-Gly-Phe-Met-OH 

l 10 
pyroGlu-Gly-Pro-Trp-Leu-G lu-Glu-Glu-Glu-

11 17 
Ala-Tyr-Gly-T rp-Met-Asp-Phe(NHz) c.d 

I 
S03 

1 10 
H-His-Ser-Gln-Gly-Thr -Phe-Thr-Ser-Asp-T yr-
11 20 
Ser-Lys-Tyr-Leu-Asp-Ser-Arg-Arg-Ala-G ln-
21 29 
Asp-Phe-Val-Gln-Trp-Leu-Met-Asn-Thr-OH 

1 8 
H-Asp-Arg-Val-Tyr-Ile-His-Pro-Phe-OH 

l 9 
H-Arg-Pro-Pro-Gly-Phe-Ser-Pro-Phe -Arg-OH 

l 10 

Methionine enkephalin 

Little gastrin (human) 

Glucagon (bovine) 

Angiotensin II (horse) 

Plasma bradykinin (bovine) 

Substance P 

Opiate-like peptide found in brain that inhibits 
sense of pain 

Hormone secreted by mucosa! cells in smmach; 
causes parietal cells of stomach co secrete acid 

Pancreatic hormone involved in regulating 
glucose metabolism 

Presser or hypertensive peptide; also stimulates 
release of aldosterone from adrenal corcex 

Vasodilacor peptide 

Neurotransmitter 
H-Arg-Pro-Lys-Pro-Gln-Phc -Phe-Gly-Leu -Met(NHi,) 11 

"The NHrterminal Glu is in the pyro form in which irs -y-COOH is covalently joined to ics a-NH 2 via amide linkage; the COOH -termi nal amino acid is amidaced and 
thus also not free. 

hc:ysceine-1 and cysceine-6 a.re joined co form a disulfide bond scrucrure within the nonapepcide. 

'The Tyr 12 is sulfonaced on ics phenolic side-chain OH . 

"The COOH -cerminal amino acid is amidaced. 

3.3 • CHARGE AND CHEMICAL PROPERTIES 
OF AMINO ACIDS AND PROTEINS 

lonizable Groups of Amino Acids and Proteins 
Are Critical for Biological Function 

Ionizable groups common to proteins and amino acids are shown in Table 3.3. The acid 
forms are on the left of the equilibrium sign and the base forms on the right . In forming its 
conjugate base, the acid form releases a proton . In reverse, the base form associates with a 
proton co form the respective acid. The dissociation of an acid is characterized by an acid 
dissociation constant (K'J and its pK,, value: pK,, = Iog(l/ K'J. Table 3.3 shows a range of 
pK'a values for each acid group, as the actual pK,, depends on the environment in which an 
acid group is placed. For example, when a positively charged ammonium group (-NH 3 +) 
is p laced near a negatively charged group in a protein , the negative charge stabilizes the 
positively charged acid form, making it more difficult to dissociate its procon. The pK'a of 
the -NH 3 + will have a higher value than normal for an ammonium group in the absence 
of a nearby negative-charge stabilization . Other factors that affect the pK'a include polarity 
of the environment , absence or presence of water, and the potential for hydrogen bond 
formation. In additio n, acid groups (a-COOH or a-NH 3 +) at the ends of polypeptides 
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TABLE 3.3 • pK~ Values for the Common Acid Groups in Proteins 

Where Acid Group Is Found 

NHrterminaJ or lysine side chain 

Acid Form 

R-NH 3+ 
Ammonium 

Base Form 
Approximat.e pK',, Range 

for Group 

7.6-10.6 

COOH-terminaJ or glutamate 
and asparrate side chains 

R-COOH 
Carboxylic acid 

R-Coo-+H+ 
Carboxylate 

3.0-5.5 

Arginine side chain + 
R- NH - C= NH2 

R- NH - C= NH+H+ 11.5-12.5 

1: I 
NH 2 NH 2 

Guanidinium 
Guanidino 

Cysteine side chain R-SH 8.0- 9.0 
Thiol 

Histidine side chain R- C= CH R- C= CH 6.0-7.0 

I I I I 
HN, )NH 

"c1/ 
HN, /2 N+H + 

"c1/ 
H H 

Lnidazolium lmidazole 

Tyrosine side chain R-0-0-+H' 9.5- 10.5 

Phenol Phenolate 

TABLE 3.4 • pl( ~ of Side Chain and Terminal Acid 
Groups in Ribonuclease 

Side chain 

Chain end 

-NH/ 
Lysines = I 0.2 

N-terminaJ = 7.8 

- COOR 

Glu and Asp = 4.6 

C-terminaJ = 3.8 

typically have a lower pK,, value than the same rypes of acid groups in the side chains 
(Table 3.4). The amino acids whose R groups contain nitrogen atoms (Lys and Arg) are 
the basic amino acids, since their side chains have relatively high p.K'0 values and function 
as bases at physiological pH. They are usually in their acid form and are positively charged 
at physiological pH. Amino acids whose side chains contain a carboxylic acid group have 
relatively low p.K,, values that easily lose their protons and are acidic amino acids. They 
are predominantly in their unprotonated forms and negatively charged at physiological 
pH. Proteins in which the ratio {LLys + LArg)/(LGlu + LAsp) is greater than 1 are basic 
proteins. Proteins in which the ratio is less than l are acidic proteins. 

Ionic Form of an Amino Acid or Protein Can Be Determined at a Given pH 
From the pK,, value for each acid group in an amino acid or protein and the Henderson 
Hasselbalch equation (Figure 3.13), the ionic form of the molecule can be calculated at 
a given pH . This is an important equation as it shows the change in ionization state and 
charge of a molecule with pH . Physiological activities of a molecule differ with changes 
in pH and ionization scare. For example, some enzymes require a histidine imidazole in its 
base form for catalytic activity. If the p.K'a of this histidine is 6.0, at pH 6.0 one-half of 
the enzyme molecules are in the active base (imidazole) form and one-half of the enzyme 
molecules are in the inactive acid (imidazolium) form. Accordingly, the enzyme exhibits 
50% of its potential activity. Ar pH 7.0, the ratio of [irnidazole]/[imidazolium] is 10:l 
(Table 3.5) and the enzyme exhibits 10/(l0 + l) X 100 = 91 % of its maximum potential 
activity. Thus a change in pH has a dramatic effect on the enzyme's activity. 

H = K 1 (conjugate base] 
p p a+ og (conjugate acid] 

or 

H _ K _ 
1 

(conjugate base] 
P P a - og (conjugate acid) 

Figure 3.13 Henderson-Hasselbalch equation. 
(For a more detailed discussion of this equation, 
seep. 9). 

TABLE 3.5 • Relationship between the 
Difference of pH and Acid 
pl( ~ and the Ratio of the 
Concentrations of Base 
to Its Conjugate Acid 

pH-pK~ 
(Difference Between 
pH and pK',,) 

0 

1 

2 

3 

- 1 

-2 

-3 

Ratio of 
Concentration of 

Base to 
Conjugate Acid 

10 

100 

1000 

0.1 

O.oI 
0.001 
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Figure 3.14 Ionic form s of leucine. 
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Figure 3.15 Titration curve of leucine. 

Titration of a Monoamino Monocarbo xylic Acid: 
Determination of the lsoelectri c pH 
An understanding of a protein's acid and base forms and thei r relation to charge is 
made clearer by following the titration of the ionizable groups for a simple amino 
acid. In Figure 3.14 , leucine has an a -COOH with pK'0 = 2.4 and an a-NH 3 + group 
with pX:, = 9.6. At pH 1.0 the predominant ionic form (form I) has a charge of + I 
and migrates toward the cathode in an electrical field. Addition of 0.5 equivalent of 
base titrates half the a-COOH groups; that is, the ratio of [Coo-]l[COOH ] will 
equal 1. The Henderson - Hasselbalch equation, with the second term on the right side 
of the equat ion log10[(base)/(acid)] = log(l) = 0 at a ratio of conjugate base to acid 
of 1: 1, shows that the pH (when the a-COOH is half citrated) is directly equal to the 
pK .. caCOOH ) (Figure 3.15) . 

Addition of 1 equiv of base at pH 6.0 completely titrates the a-COOH , but has 
no effect on the a-NH 3 + group. In the resulting form (II), the negative and positive 
charges cancel each other and the net charge is zero. Form II is the zwitterion form, the 
ionic form in which the total of positive charges equals the total of negative charges. As 
the net charge on a zwitterion molecule is zero, it will not migrate in an electric field. 
Further addition of 0.5 equiv of base to the zwitterion form (rotal base added is 1.5 
equiv) will half-titrate the a-NH 3 + group. At this point , the ratio of [NHi]/ [NH 3 +] 
= 1, and the pH is equal to the value of the pl<,, for the a-NH 3 + group (Figure 3.15). 
Addit ion of a furthe r 0.5 equiv of base (rot.al of two full equivalents of base added; 
Figure 3. 15) completely titrates the a-NH 3 + group to its base form (a-NH 2) . The pH 
becomes greater than 11, and the predominant molecular species has a negative charge 
(form III) . 

It is useful to calculate the pH at which an amino acid is in ics zwitterion form. This 
pH is the isoelectric pH for the molecule, represented as pl . The pl value is a constant for 
a compound at a particular ionic strength and temperature. For simple amino acid mol
ecules, such as leucine, pl is calculated as the average of the two pK'a values that regulate the 
boundaries of the zwitterion form. For leucine, 

2.4 + 9.6 
2 

6.0 

At pH > 6.0, leucine has a partial negative charge that increases at high pH to a full nega
tive charge of - 1 (form III) (Figure 3.14). At pH < 6, it has a partial positive charge, until 
at a very low pH, it has a charge of+ 1 (form I). The charge at any pH can be calculated 
from the Henderson-Hasselbalch equation or from extrapolation from the titration curve 
of Figure 3.15. 

Titration of a Monoamin o-Dicarboxy lic Acid 
A more complicated example is provided by gluramic acid. As shown in Figures 3.16 
and 3.17, in glutarnic acid the a-COOH pK'0 = 2.2, the y-COOH pl<,,= 4.3, and the 
a-NH 3 + pK'a = 9.7. The zwitterion form is generated after 1.0 equiv of base is added to 

COOH 
+ I 
NH3- C- H 

I 
CH2 
I 
CH2 
I 
COOH 

Charge +1 

pH < 2.2 

coo-
+ I 
NH3- C- H 

I 
CH2 
I 
CH2 
I 
COOH 

0 
2.2 < pH< 4.3 

Figure 3.16 Ionic form s of glutamic acid. 
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- 1 
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l 
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I 
f H2 

CH2 
I 
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- 2 
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Figure 3.17 Titration curve of glutamic acid. Observed line (red) hides cicracions of pK,, and pK.,, 
which are too dose to observe individually. Titracions of these groups are shown in overlapping blue line. 

the low pH form, and the isoelectric pH (pl) is calculated from the average of the two p.K'a 
values that control the boundaries of the zwitterion form. 

pl = 2.2; 4 .3 = 3.25 

Accordingly, at values above pH 3.25 the molecule assumes a net negative charge, until 
at high pH it has a net charge of - 2. At pH < 3.25 glutamic acid is positively charged, and 
at extremely low pH it has a net positive charge of+ 1. 

General Relationship between Charge Properties 
of Amino Acids and Proteins , and pH 

The relationship between pH and charge for leucine and glutamate is generally true for the 
other amino acids. At a pH less than pl, the molecule is positively charged. At a pH greater 
than pl, it is negatively charged. The degree of positive or negative charge is a function of 
the magnitude of the difference between pH and pl. As proteins are complex polyelec
trolytes that contain many ionizable groups that regulate the zwitterion form, calculation 
of a protein's isoelectric pH from its multiple acid p.K,, values utilizing the Henderson 
Hasselbalch relationship is difficult . Accordingly, pl values of proteins are experimentally 
measured by determining the pH value at which the protein does not move in an electric 
field. pl values for some proteins are given in Table 3.6 . 

As with amino acids, at a pH greater than its pl, a protein has a net negative charge. 
At a pH less than itS pl, it has a net positive charge (Figure 3.18) . The magnitude of the 
net charge increases as the difference between pH and pl increases. An example is human 
plasma albumin with 585 amino acid residues including 61 glutamates, 36 aspartates, 
57 lysines, 24 arginines, and 16 histidines . The titration curve is shown in Figure 3.19. 
Albumin 's pl = 5.9, at which pH its net charge is zero. At pH 7.5 the imidazolium groups 
of histidines are partially titrated and there is a negative charge of - 10. At pH 8.6 the 
net charge is approximately - 20, and at pH 11 it is approximately - 60. At pH 3, the 
approximate net charge is +60. 

Amino Acids and Proteins Can Be Separated 
on the Basis of Their Differences in pl 

The techniques of electrophoresis, isoelectric focusing, and ion-exchange chroma
tography sepa rate and characterize biological molecules based on their pl (p. 84). 
In clinical medicine, electrophoretic separation of plasma proteins has led to their 

TABLE 3.6 • pl Values for Some 
Proteins 

Protein pl 

Pepsin -1 

Human serum albumin 5.9 

a 1-Lipoprorein 5.5 
Fibrinogen 5.8 

Hemoglobin A 7.1 

Ribonuclease 7.8 

Cyrochrome c 10.0 

Thymohisrone 10.6 

pH > p/, then protein charge negative 
pH < p/, then protein charge positive 

Figure 3.18 Relationship betwee n solution pH, 
protein pl, and protein charge. 
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Figure 3.19 Titration curve of human serum albumin at 25°C and an ionic strength of 0.150. 
Redrawn from Tanford, C., J. Am. Chem Soc. 72:441, 1950. 

classification being based on their relative electrophoretic mobility. The separation 
of the plasma proteins is commonly carried out at pH 8.6, which is higher than the 
pl values of the major proteins. Accord ingly, the prote ins are negat ively charged and 
move toward the anode at a rate dependent on the ir net charge . Figure 3.20 shows an 
electrophoresis of plasma prote ins in an agarose gel at pH 8.6 that separates the pro
teins into the five classical bands used to classify the plasma proteins . In order of the ir 
migration the major fractions are albumin , al-, a2-, /3-, and -y-globulins (Figure 
3.20). Some of these bands actually represent tens to hundreds of different proteins 
that migrate similarly at pH 8.6. However , certain prote ins predominate in each band , 
and variation in the ir relative amounts is characteristic of certa in d iseases (Figures 3.20 
and 3.21, and Clin. Corr. 3.1) . 

Amino Acid Side Chains Have Polar and Apolar Properties 

The hydrophobicity of amino acid side chains is critical for the folding of a protein to its 
native structure and for stability of the folded protein. Figure 3.22 (p. 88) plots the relative 
hydrophob icity of the amino acids on the basis of their tendency to partition in a mixture of 
water and a nonpolar solvent. The scale is based on a value of zero for glycine. Side chains 
that preferentially dissolve in the nonpolar solvent relative to glycine show a positive ( +) 
hydrophob icity value, the more positive the greater the preference for the nonpolar solvent. 
In folded protein structures, the majority of hydrophobic amino acids are buried away from 
the water solvent that interaets with the surface of a soluble protein. However, the general 
correlation is not perfect due to the amphoteric nature of many of the hydrophobic amino 
acids that place the more polar portions of their side-chain structure near the surface to 
interact with water. In addition, some nonpolar side chains may be on the surface. However, 
when on the surface, the hydrophobic groups are generally dispersed among the polar side 
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Figure 3.20 Electrophoresis patte rn in agarose gel for plasma proteins at 
pH 8.6. Migration along horizontal axis from right to left (cathode toward anode) 
with proteins of highest mobility closest co anode. The intensity of the band 
along the vertical axis shows the protein concentration. Different major proteins 
are designated underneath their electrophoretic mobility peaks. </> Designates the 
fibrinogen peak, which is present in plasma but absent in serwn. In some gels the 
-y-globin band is separated in -y1 and -y2 bands (not shown here). 
Major protein peaks contained in the bands on the agarose gel are drawn 
in this figure. Area of drawn peaks show their relative concentration and 
position in the gel. Abbreviations: a 1Ac = a 1-antichymotrypsin; a 1Ag = 
a 1-acid glycoprotein; a 1At = a 1-ancitrypsin; arM = armacroglobulin; 

a-Lp = a -lipoprotein; Alb = albumin; AT3 = antithrombin III; 
J3-Lp = J3-lipoprotein; complement components Clq , Clr, Cls, 
C3, C4, and C5 = as designated; Cl Inh = Cl esterase inhibitor; 
Cer = ceruloplasmin; CRP = Creactive protein; Ge = Ge-globulin 
(vitamin D- binding protein); FB = factor B; Fibr = fibrinogen; 
Hpt = hapcoglobin; Hpx = hemopexin; immunoglobulins IgA, IgD, 
IgE, IgG, and IgM = as designated; IaTI = inter-a-trypsin inhibitor; 
Pl = plasminogen; PreA = prealbumin; and Tf = transferrin. 
Redrawn from McPherson, R.A. In McPherson, R.A., and Pincus , M.R. 
(&Is.), Henry's Clinical Diagnosis and Management by Laboratory Methods, 
21st ed., Chap. 19. Philadelphia: Saunders-Elsevier , 2007. 

chains. When clustering of nonpolar side chains occurs on the surface, it is usually associ
ated with a function , such as to provide a site for binding of substra te molecules through 
hydrophobic interaction s. 

Most charged side chains are on the surface of soluble globular proteins where they are 
stabilized by favorable energetic interactions with water. The rare positioning of a charged 
side chain in the interior usually implies an important functional role for that "buried" 

Plasma Proteins in Diagnosis of Disease 

Electrophoretic analysis of the plasma proteins is commonly used in 
diagnosis of disease. Electrophoresis of plasma buffered at pH 8.6 
separates the major proteins as they migrate to the anode in the elec
tric field into bands or peaks, on the basis of their charge differences 
(see text). Examples of abnormal electrophoresis patterns are shown 
in Figure 3.21. An immediate response that occurs with stress or in
flammation caused by infection, injury, or surgical trauma is shown in 
pattern (b) in which haptoglobins in the a 2 mobility band are selec
tively increased. A delayed response shown in pattern (c) is associated 
with infection and shows an increase in the y-globulin peaks due to an 
increase in immunoglobulins. An example of a hypo-y-globulinernia 
due to an immunosuppressive disease is shown in pattern (d). In he
patic cirrhosis there is a broad elevation of the T-globulins with reduc
tion of albumin, a5 in pattern (e). Monoclonal gammopathies are due 
co the clonal synthesis of a unique immunoglobulin and give rise to a 

sharp y-globulin band, as in pattern (f) . Nephrotic syndrome shows 
a selective loss of lower molecular weight proteins from plasma, as in 
pattern (g). The pattern shows a decrease in albumin (65 kDa), buc a 
retention of the bands composed of the large proteins armacroglobu
lin (725 kDa) and ,B-lipoproteins (2000 kDa) in the a2 band. Pattern 
(h) is from a patient with a protein-losing enteropathy, who is losing 
plasma by exudation in the intestinal tract. The slight increase in the 
a 2-band in pattern (h) is due to an immediate or late response from a 
stressful stimulus, as previously observed in patterns (b) and (c). 

Rirzmann, S. E., and Daniels, J.C . Serum prorein elecrrophoresis and coral serum 
proteins. In Rirzmann, $. E., and Daniels, J. C. (Eds.), Serum Protein Abnormali
ties, Diagnostic and Clinical Aspects. Boston: Little, Brown, 1975, 3; McPherson, 
R. A Specific proteins. In Henry, J. B. (Ed.), Clinical Diagnosis and Managemmt by 
Laboratory Methods, 17th ed. Philadelphia: Saunders, 1984, 204; and Keren, D. F. 
Protein Electrophoresis in Clinical Diagnosis. London: Arnold/Hodder, 2003. 
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Figure 3.21 Electrophor etic mobility 
patterns observed for a normal individua l 
and patients with abnormal concentrations 
of serum proteins, analyzed by agarose gel 
electrophoresis. 
Redrawn from McPherson , R. A. Specific 
p roteins. In Henry , J. B. (Ed.), Clinical Diag,wsis 
and Management, 17th ed . Philadelphia: 
Saunders, 1984. 

Figure 3.22 Relative hydrophobicity of amino 
acid side chains. Based on partition of arnino 
acid between organic solvent and water. Negative 
values indicate preference for water, and positive 
values preference for nonpolar solvent (ethanol or 
dioxane) rdative to glycine (see text). 
Based on data from Von Heijne, G., and Blomberg, 
C., Eur. J Biochem. 97: 175, 1979; and from 
Noraki, Y., and Tanford , C.,J Biol. Chem. 
246:2211, 197 1. 
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TABLE 3.7 • Chemical Reactions of Amino Acids 

Reactive Group 

Amine (-NH 2 ) 

groups 

Carboxylic acid 
groups 

-NH2 ofLys 

Guanidino group 
ofArg 

Phenol ofTyr 

S atom of Mee side 
chain 

-SHofCys 

Imidaro le of His 
and phenol ofTyr 

Reagent or Reaction 

Ninhydrin 

Fluorescamine 

Alcohols 

Amines 

Carbodiimide 

2,3 ,6-Trinicrobenzene 
sulfonate 

Anhydrides 

Aldehydes 

Sakaguchi reacrion 

Acetic anhyd ride 

CH 3I 

[OJ orH2O2 

Iodoacecace 

N-Ethylmaleimide 

Organic mercurials 

Performic acid 

Dithionitrobeozoic acid 

Pauly's reagent 
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Product 

Blue-colored produce that 
absorbs at 540 nm" 

Produce thac fluoresces 

Ester produces 

Amide produces 

Activaces for reaction with 
nucleophiles 

Product that absorbs at 
367nm 

Acetylate amines 

Form Shiff base adducts 

Pink-red producr that can be 
used co assay Arg 

Iodination of pos itions ortho 
to hydroxyl group on 
aromatic ring 

Acetylation of-OH 

Methyl sulfonium produce 
Methionine sulfoxide or 
methionine sulfone 

Carboxymethy l thiol ether 

Addition produce with S 

Mercurial adduces 

Cysceic acid (-SO 3H) 

Yellow product thac can be 
used co quancicate -SH 
groups 

Yellow co reddish product 

"Proline imino group reacts with ninl1ydrin ro form product char absorbs lighr ar 440 nm (yeUow color). 

charge within the nonpolar inter ior in stabilizing protein conformation or participation in 
catalysis. 

Transmembrane proteins reverse the positioning of their side-chain polarity from that 
of water-soluble globular proteins . Within the membrane, these prote ins often position 
hydrophob ic side chains on the outside and ionic groups on the inside to provide binding 
interactions and to form ion channels (p. 477) . 

Amino Acids Undergo a Variety of Chemical Reactions 

Amino acids in prote ins react with a variety of reagents that may be used to investigate the 
function of specific side chains. Some common chemical reactions are presented in Table 
3.7. Reagents that modify acid side chains have been synthesized to bind to specific sites in a 
protein 's structure, such as the substrate-binding site. The strategy is t0 model the structural 
features of the enzyme's natural substrate into the modifying reagent. The reagent binds to 
the active site like the natural subscrate and reacts with a specific side chain . Th is identifies 
the modi fied amino acid as being located in the substrate-bind ing site and helps identify its 
role in catalysis. 
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Proteo lytic Cleavage 
of Proinsulin 

Proinsulin is produced in pancreatic islet 
cells as a single polypeptide chain contain
ing 86 amino acids and 3 incrachain cys
rine disulfide bonds (Figure 3.23). It is 
transformed into biologically active insulin 
by proteolytic cleavage prior co ics secre
tion from islet cells. Proinsulin is cleaved, 
by proteases present in the islet cells, be
tween residues 30 and 31, and 65 and 66. 
This releases two molecules, a 35-residue 
fragment (C-peptld e) and insulin, which 
consists of two polypeptide chains (A and 
B) of 21 amino acids and 30 amino acids, 
respectively, covalently joined by the same 
disulfide bonds present in proinsulin. The 
C-peptide is further processed by proteases 
chat hydrolyze a basic dipeptide from the 
N- and the Cterminal ends. The modified 
C-peptide is secreted with insulin. 

3.4 • PRIMARY STRUCTURE OF PROTEINS 

The prim ary structure of a protein refers to the covalent structure, which includes 
amino acid sequence and location of disulfide (cystine) bonds. The primary scrueture of 
a protein is required to understand its structu re and mechanism of act ion, its biosynchesis 
including the posttranslational modifications ofics structure, and ics relationship to other 
proteins with similar physiological roles. The primary structure of several biologically 
active peptides was shown in Table 3.2 (p. 82). Insulin illustrates how knowledge of 
the primary structure leads to an understanding of the biosynthesis and the physiologi
cal forms of this bioactive hormone (Figure 3.23; A Closer Look 3 .1 and Clin . Corr. 
21.8) . Insulin is initially synthesized as proinsulin , which is a single polypeptide chain 
of 86 amino acids and three intrachain cystine bonds (Figure 3.23) . The hormone form 
consists of two polypeptide chains (A and B) covalently interconnected by two cystine 
bonds and chain A containing an intrachain cystine. This is the active insulin primary or 
covalent structure. 

Besides providing information on ics biosynchesis, the comparison of the primary 
structures of insulins from different animal species shows the residues essential and nones
sential to ics hormonal funcrion. The aligned primary structures have identical residues in 
most amino acid positions , except for residues 8, 9, and 10 of the A chain and residue 30 
of the B chain. Amino acids in these positions vary widely (Table 3.8) and apparently do 
not affect the biological properties (Clin. Corr. 3.2) . Other residues are rarely substituted , 
suggesting that they have an essential role in funcrion . 

Sequence comparisons are commonly used to predict the similarity in structure and 
function between proteins . These comparisons typically require aligning of sequences to 
maximize the number of identical residues and minimize the number of insenions or 
deletions required to achieve this alignment . Two sequences are homologous when their 
sequences are highly alignable. Note that in ics correct usage homology refers only to pro
teins that have evolved from the same gene. Analogy describes sequences from proteins that 
are structurally similar but for which no evolutionary relationship has been demonstrated. 
Substitution of an amino acid by one of similar polarity (i.e., Val for Ile in position 10 of 
insulin) is a conservative substitution and is commonly observed in sequences of the same 
protein from different animal species. If a panicular amino acid is regularly found at the 
same position, it is an invariant residue. It can be assumed that such residues have an 
essential role in the structure or function of the protein. A non conservative substitution 
involves replacement of an amino acid by one of different polarity. This may drastically 
change the propenies of the protein or occur in regions that are apparently unimponant 
functionally (Clin. Corr . 6.2; p. 214). Polarity is only one physical property of amino acids 
that determines whether a substitution will significantly alter the protein's function. Other 
important properties are the molecular volume and surface area of the residue. 

TABLE3 .8 • Variation in Positions AS, A9, A10, and 830 
of Insulin 

Species AB A9 AJO B30 

Hu.man Thr Ser Ile Thr 

Cow Ala Ser Val Ala 
Pig T hr Ser Ile Ala 
Sheep Ala Gly Val Ala 

Horse Thr Gly Ile Ala 
Dog Thr Ser Ile Ala 
Chicken• His Asn Thr Ala 
Duck• Glu A~n Pro Thr 

• rosicions I and 2 of B chain are boch Ala in chicken and duck; whereas in che 
ocher species in the table, posicion I is Phe and position 2 is Val in B chain. 
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Proinsulin 
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Figure 3.23 Primary structures of human proinsulin, insulin, and 
C-peptide . In the polypeptide sequence of proinsulin , the incipient B-chain 
peptide extends from Phe at posit ion 1 to Th r at position 30 , the C-peptide 
from Arg at position 31 to Arg at position 65 , and the A-peptide from Gly at 

coo-

+ 
C-Peptide 

position 66 co Asn at posit ion 86. Cystine bonds from positions 7 to 72 , 19 to 
85 , and 7 1 to 76 are found in proin sulin. 
Redrawn from Bell, G. I. , Swain, W. F., Pieter , R., Cordell , et al. Nature 
282:525 , 1979. 
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Differences in Insulins Used in Treatment of Diabetes Mellitus 

Prior co che development of recombinant human insulin, boch pig 
(porcine) and cow (bovine) insulins were used in rhe treatment of hu
man diabecics. Insulin &om animal sources is still used in treatment 
of diabeces in developing councries. Because of differences in sequence 
from human insulin, some diabecic individuals will have an inicial 
allergic response to rhe injecced insulin as rheir immunological sys
cem recognizes che insulin as foreign or develop an insulin resiscance 
due to a high anci-insulin ancibody citer at a lacer scage in treatment . 
However, rhe frequency of a deleterious immunological response co 
pig and cow insulins is small; the great majority of rhe population is 
able co utilize these insulins without complication. This is due to the 
small number and rhe conservative nature of rhe changes between 

the amino acid sequences and the fact chac chey do noc significantly 
change the three-dimensional scrucrure of the insulin relative co rhac 
of human insulin. Pig insulin is usually more acceptable rhan cow 
insulin in insulin-reaccive individuals because it is more similar in 
sequence co human insulin (see Table 3.8). Human insulin is now che 
primary insulin used in developed countries, being made from generi
cally engineered bacteria or by modifying pig insulin. 

Brogdon, R. N., and Heel, R. C. Human insulin: A review of its biological accivicy, 
pharmacokinetics, and therapeutic use. Drugs 34:350, 1987; and Richter, B., and 
Neises, G. Human insulin versus animal insulin in people with diabetes meUirus. 
Cochrane Database of Sptenuuic Reviews 3, CD003816, 2002. 

Peptide plane 

Figure 3.24 Polypeptide chain showing rp, ,;, 

and peptide bonds for residue R1 within 
a polypeptid e chain . Redrawn with permis sion 
from Dickerson , R. E., and Geis, I. The Structure 
and Action of Proteins. Menlo Park , CA: Benjamin, 
1969, 25. 

3.5 • HIGHER LEVELS OF PROTEIN 
ORGANIZATION 

Higher levels of protein organ ization refer to noncovalently generated conformations of the 
polypeptide chain. These higher levels of protein organization are called secondary , ten iary, 
and quaternary structure. Second ary structure refers to the local folding of the polypeptide 
backbone into helical, p leated sheet, or random conformations. The polypeptide backbone 
is the covalently interconnected atoms of the peptide bonds and a-carbons that link the 
amino acid residues of the protein. Side chains are not considered at the level of secondary 
structure. Tertiary structure refers to the three-dimensional structure of the polypeptide. 
It includes the conformational relationships in space of the side chains and the geometric 
relationship between distant regions of the polypeptide. Quaternary structure refers to the 
noncovalent association of discrete polypeptide subunics into a multisubunit protein. Not 
all proteins have a quaternary structure . 

Proteins generally assume unique secondary, tertiary, and quaternary conformations 
to produce the protein 's native conform ation. Folding of the primary structure into the 
native conformation occurs, in most cases, spontaneously th rough noncovalent interac
tions . This conformation is the one oflowest total Gibbs free energy kinetically accessible 
to the polypeptide (s) for the partic ular condit ions of ionic strength, pH , and temperature 
in which the folding occurs . In the cell, chaperone proteins (p. 231) can facilitate protein 
folding. 

Secondary Structure 

The conformation of a polypeptide backbone may be described by the rotational angles of 
covalent bonds that contribute to the chain. The se are contributed by each of the amino 
acids and are between the nitrogen and a-carbon , and the a-carbon and carbonyl carbon . 
T he first is designated the phi (rp) bond and the second the psi (,j,} bond (Figure 3.24). 
The third bond contributed by each amino acid to the polypeptide chain is the peptide 
bond. As previously discussed, due to the partial double-bond character of the C'-N 
bonds , there is a barrier to free rotation about this peptide bond . 

Regular secondary structure occurs in segments of a polypeptide chain in which all rp 
bond angles are equal , and all ,fl bond angles are equal. The rotational angles for rp and ,fl 
bonds for common regular secondary structures are given in T able 3.9. 

The a-helix and /3-strand conformations of polypeptides are the most thermodynami
cally stable of the regular secondary Structures. However, a particular sequence may have an 
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TABLE 3.9 • Helix Parameters of Regular Secondary 
Structures 

Approximate 
Bond Angles (') Residues Helix 

per Pitch," 
Structure </> t/1 turn, n p(AJ 

Right-handed a-helix - 57 - 47 3.6 5.4 
[3.613 -helix) 

310 -helix +49 - 26 3.0 6.0 

Parallel ,8-scrand -119 +113 2.0 6.4 

Antiparallel ,8-scrand -139 +135 2.0 6.8 

Polyproline cype nh - 78 + 149 3.0 9.4 

' Distance between repeating turns on a line drawn parallel co helix axis. 
6Helix cype found for polypeptide chains of collagen. 

unordered, or random, secondary structure, in which neither the cp bond angles nor the t/J bond 
angles are equal. Proline interruprs a-helical conformation since irs pyrrolidine side chain sceri
ca1Iy interaas with the residue preceding it and prevents formation of an a-helical structure. 

Helical structures are characterized by the numbe r n of residues per turn of helix and 
the distance dbetween a-carbon atoms of adjacent amino acids measured parallel to the axis 
of the helix. The helix pitch p, the product of n X d, then, measures the distance between 
repeating turns of the helix on a line drawn parallel to the helix axis (Figure 3.25). 

a-Helical Structure 
An amino acid sequence in a right-handed a-helical conformation is shown in Figure 3.26. 
Characteristic are 3.6 amino acid residues per 360° turn (n = 3.6) . The peptide bond 
planes are parallel to the axis of the helix. In this geometry each peptide forms two hydro
gen bonds, one to the peptide bond of the fourth residue above and the other to the peptide 
bond of the fourth amino acid below. Other parameters, such as the pitch p, are given in 
Table 3.9. In the hydrogen bonds between the peptide groups, the distance between the 
hydrogen-donor atom and the hydrogen-acceptor atom is 2.9 A. In addition , the donor, 
acceptor, and hydrogen atoms are approximately in a straight line. Thi s is an optimum 
geometry and discance for maximum hydrogen bond mength (Section 3.7, p . l 12). 

The side chains are on the outside of the spiral structure. Due to the characteristic 3.6 
residues per turn, the first and every third and fourth R group of the amino acid sequence 
in the helix come close to each other. Helices often present polar and nonpolar faces if 
their amino acid sequences place polar or nonpolar R groups three or four residues apart. 
Th is gives rise to unique functional characteristics of the helix. However, if every third or 
fourth side chain that comes close to another has the same charge sign or is branched at its 
/3-carbon (valine and isoleucine), its unfavorable ionic or steric interactions destabilize the 
helix structure. The a-helix may theoretically be left handed or right handed, giving it asym
metric properties and appropriate optical activity. A right-handed a-helix is more stable than 
a left-handed one. 

p-Structure 
A polypeptide chain in a /3-structure (Figure 3.27) is hydrogen bonded to another similar 
polypeptide region aligned in a parallel or an antiparallel direction (Figure 3.28). Hydro
gen-bonded /3 strands appear like a pleated sheet (Figure 3.29). The side chains project 
above and below the pleated sheet-like structure . 

Structural Motifs and Prote in Folds 
Simple arrangements of secondary structure that occur in more than one protein are called 
structural motifs. Th ey include the helix-turn-helix motif found in many DNA-binding 
proteins, the mand-turn-scrand motif found in proteins with antiparallel /3-structure, and 
the alternating strand-turn-helix-turn-strand motif found in many a//3-proteins. In these 

n=4 

Figure 3.25 Helix pitch (p) for a helix with 
n = 4. Each circle on a line represents an a-carbon 
from an amino acid residue. The rise per residue 
would be pin (see equation in text). 
Reprinted with perm ission from Dickerson, R. E., 
and Geis, I. The Structure and Action of Proteins. 
Menlo Park , CA: Benjamin, 1969, 26. 
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1 
:::: 

Side chain ~ 
HydrogenQ 

Oxygen ~ 

N~rogenQ 

Carbonyl carbon a 
a-Carbon Q 

H-bond ~ 

Figure 3.26 An a-h elix. Redrawn with permission 
from Pauling, L. The Nature of the Chemical Bond, 
3d ed., Ithaca, NY: Cornell University Press, 1960. 

Hydrogen Q Carbonyl carbon ~ H-bond 
-

Oxygen ~ a-Carbon Q 
Nitrogen Q Side chain ~ 

Figure 3.27 Two polypeptide chains in a .B-sheet conformation . Polypeptide chains may be added to 
eitber edge of tbe two strands shown to generate a more extended structure . 
Redrawn witb permission &om Fersht,A EnzymeStructurea,ulMechanism. San Francisco: Freeman, 1977, 10. 

motifs a tum is a small segment of the polypeptide (approximately three or four residues) 
of nonregular secondary structure that connects regions of regular secondary structure, 
whereas a loop is a larger segment of connecting nonregular conformation . Combinations 
of motifs or more complex organizations of secondary structure may form a fold. A fold 
is the arrangement of secondary Structure elements of a domain. A structural domain is a 
compact globular structural unit formed within the polypeptide with a hydrophobic core 
and hydrophilic surface and usually folds independently of other structural units within the 
polypeptide chain. 

The calmodulin domain can se.rve as an example for defining the terms structural motif, 
fold, and domain (Figure 3.30). Calmodulin binds to target proteins where it acts to sense 

Figure 3.28 Exampl e of antiparallel ,B-sheet (residues 93-98 [top] , 2S-33 [middl e] , and 16-21 
[bottom] of Cu , Zn superoxide dismut ase). Dashed line shows hydrogen bonds between carbonyl 
oxygen atoms (red) and peptide nitrogen atoms (grey); arrows show direction of polypeptide from 
N-terminal to Cterrninal. In the characteristic anti parallel /3-sheet, pairs of closely spaced interchain 
hydrogen bonds alternate with widely spaced hydrogen bond pairs. 
Redrawn witb permission &om Richardson, J. S. Adv. Protein Chem. 34: 168, 1981. 
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the levels of calcium in the cell. At increased cellular calcium levels, calcium activates the 
calmodulin to transmit a signal to its bound target protein. Target proteins of calmodulin 
participate in cell signaling, muscle contraction, feniliz.ation, metabolism, program.med cell 
death, long- and short- term memory, nerve growth, immune response, and cell division. 
The calcium atom binds in calmodulin within the loop of a helix-turn-helix motif called 
an EF-hand (Figure 3.30a and see Figure 12.57, p. 493) . The motif obtained its name 
from the E and F helices (helices 5 and 6 from the N-terminal end) in the muscle protein 
parvalbumin, in which this calcium-binding motif was first observed. The EF-hand motif 
is widely distributed in calcium-binding proteins and is found in over 70 different proteins 
with determined structures in the Protein Data Bank. The fold of the calmodulin domain 
contains two EF-hand motifs interconnected by an a-helical segment (Figure 3.30b). Addi
tion of the side chain groups to the secondary structure traced by the polypeptide chain 
generates the complete teni ary structure of the domain (Figure 3.30c). 

Figure 3.29 P,.Sheet structure between two 
polypeptid e chains showing planes of joined 
peptide bonds . Polypeptide chains may be added 
above and below to generate a more extended 
structure. Side chain groups along a polypeptide 
chain alternate their positions above and below 
the plane. 

Figure 3.30 Motif and Fold Structures within 
Calmodulin Domain. (a) EF-Hand helix-turn-helix 
motif with Ca +i bound. (b) Two EF-hand motifs 
combine in the fold of the calmodulin C-cerminal 
domain. (c) The side-chain groups are added to 
generate the tertiary structure of the domain. 
Each a-helix is differently colored, with the 
polypeptide chain traced with a black ribbon to 
more clearly show the secondary struct ure of the 
polypeptide chain. 
Based on structure PDB ID IJ7P, Chou, J. J. et al. 
Nat. Stntct. Biol 8:990, 2001. Pictures produced 
with Swiss PDB viewer, Guex, N., and Peitsch, 
M. C. Electrophoresis 18: 2714, 1997. 
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(c) 

Figure 3.31 Tertiary stru cture of tryp sin. (a) Ribbon structure outlines 
conformation of the polypeptide chain. (b) Structure shows side chains 
including active site residues (in yellow) with outline of polypeptide chain 
(ribbon) superimposed. (c) Space-filling structure in which each atom is 
depicted as the size of irs van der Waals radius. 

In (c) the hydrogen atoms are nor shown. Different domains are shown in 
dark blue and white. Active sire residues are in yellow, and intrachain 
disulfide bonds of cystine in red. Light-blue spheres represent water molecules 
associated with the protein. This structure shows the density of packing within 
interior of the protein. 

Tertiary Structure 

The tertiary structur e of a polypeptide depicts the location of each of its atoms in space. 
It includes the geometric relationship between distant segments of primary and second
ary structures and the positional relationship of the side chains with one another. The 
tertiary structure of trypsin is shown in Figure 3.31. The ribbon structure (a) shows 
the conformation of the single polypeptide chain and the overall pattern of chain fold
ing (fold structure) . Figure 3.31 b shows the position of side chains. Active site catalytic 
side chains are shown in yellow, which include the hydroxymethyl group of serine (residue 
177), the imidazole of hisridine (residue 40), and the side-chain carboxylate of aspartate 
(residue 85). Although these are widely separated in the primary structure, the tertiary 
structure brings them together to form the catalytic site. In Figure 3.31 c, a space-filling 
model shows C, N , and O atoms represented by balls of radius proportional to their van der 
Waals radius. The structure conforms to the general rules for soluble proteins (Section 3.3) . 
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Hydrophobic side chains are generally in the interior, away from the water interface. Ion
ized side chains are on the outside, where they are stabilized by the water of salvation . 
Within the protein structure (nor shown) are buried water molecules often exhibiting 
specific stabilizing interactions . A large number of water molecules form a salvation shell 
around the outside of the protein. 

A long polypeptide often folds into multiple compact semi-independent regions, or 
domains, each having a characteristic compact geometry with a hydrophobic core and polar 
surface. They typically contain l 00- 150 amino acids. Domain s in a multidomain protein 
may be connected by a segment that lacks a regular secondary structure. Alternatively, the 
dense spherical folded regions may be separated by a cleft or region less dense in tertiary 
suucrure (Figure 3.32) . Trypsin contains two domains with a cleft in between chat con
tains the substrate-bindi ng catalytic site. An active site within an interdomain interface is 
characteristic of many enzymes. Different domains within a protein can move with respect 
to each other . Hexokinase (Figure 3.33), which catalyzes phosphory lation of glucose by 
adenosine triphosphate (ATP) (p. 596), has a glucose-binding sire in a region between 
two domains . When glucose binds in the active site, the surrounding domains move 
(Section 3.8) to enclose the substrate to trap it for phosphorylation (Figure 3.33). In 
enzymes with more than one substrate or allosteric effector sires (p. 413), the different sires 
may be located within different domains. In multifunctional proteins, each domain may 
perform a different task. 

Quaternary Structure 

Quaternary structure refers ro the arrangement of polypeptide chains in a mu!tichain pro
tein . The subun its in a quaternary structu re are associated noncovalently. a-Chymotrypsin 
contains three polypeptides covalently joined together by interchain disulfide bonds into a 
single covalent unit and therefore does not have a quaternary structure. Myoglobin consists 
of one polypeptide and has no quaternary structure. However, hemoglobin A contains 
four polypeptide subunitS (a 2/32) held together noncovalently in a specific conformation 
as required for its function (p. 361). Thus , hemoglobin has a quaternary structure. 

• 

(a) 

(b ) 

(a) 

(b) 

Figure 3.32 Globular domains within proteins. 
(a) Pbosphoglycerate kinase bas two domains with 
a relatively narrow neck in between. (b) Elastase 
has two tightly associated domains separated by 
a narrow cleft. Each sphere in the space-filling 
drawing represents the a-carbon position for an 
amino acid within the protein structure . 
Reprinted with permission from Richardson, J. S . 
Adv. Protein Chem. 34: 168, 1981. 

Figure 3.33 Drawings of (a) unliganded form 
of hexokinase and free glucose and 
(b) conformation of hexokinase with glucose 
bound. In ch.is space-filling drawing, each circle 
represents the van der Waals radius of an acorn in 
the structure. Glucose is black, and each domain is 
differently shaded. 
Reprinted with permission from Bennett, \YI. S., 
and Huber, R. CRC Rev. Biochem. 15: 29 I, 1984. 
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Figure 3.34 Structure Induced in Unstructured 
Domains on Binding. The interaction domain 
of activator for thyroid hormone and retinoid 
receptors (ACTR) is an ensemble of unstruccwed 
conformations (reddish brown , upper left panel) 
and the nuclear-receptor coaccivacor domain 
(NCBD) has a molten globule conformation 
with elements of regular secondary struccwe and 
an unstab le tertiary Structure (green, upper right 
panel). Association induces a stable secondary and 
tertiary structure in both proteins (lower panel). 
Reprinted by permission from Macmillan 
Publishers Led: from Dyson, H.J., and Wright, 
P. E. Nature Rev. Mot. Celi Biol 6: 197, 2005. 

Bacterial aspanace carbamoyl cransferase (p. 822) has a quaternary structure comprised of 
12 polypeptide subunics. The poliovirus coat protein contains 60 polypeptide subun ics, 
and the cobacco mosaic virus protein contains 2120 noncovalencly associated subunics. 

Unstructured Proteins 

Proteins described previously have de6ned folds and tertiary structures in which the aver
age location in space of the atoms of the folded structu res are known . In contrast, there are 
proteins chat lack a stable folded structure. This may noc be surprising, as folded proteins 
are typically only 21-42 kJ/mol (5- 10 kcal/mo!) more stable than their denatured confor
mation (Section 3.7 , p . 112). le should not therefore be unexpected chat there are proteins 
chat do not have a stable folded conformation at physiological temperatures. Proteins with 
a nonfolded conformation are called intrinsicall y unstructured proteins (IUPs). Ocher 
proteins may contain unstructured regions or domains chat contain partially unfolded 
conformation s (PUFs) . T he IUPs and proteins with PUFs include scaffold proteins, 
hormones, activation domains of transcription factor, cyclin-dependent kinases and cheir 
inhibitors, proteins in cellular signal transduction , and the NHrterminal segments of 
hiscone proteins in nucleosomes. 

The unfolded conformations are highly dynamic with the atoms showing mobility in 
displacement and rotation (see Section 3.8 for a discussion of the mobility of folded pro
teins). However, the unstructured conformations may contain regions of ordered secondary 
structure not completdy randomized. These unstructured protein domains would resemble 
the molcen globule intermediates present on protein-folding pathways (Section 3.5). 

IUPs and PUFs often function by binding to other proteins or co DNA and RNA. 
T he binding interaction induces a scructure in the unfolded polypeptide (Figure 3.34). 
The induction of defined structure in che IUP or PUF is a negative entropic process chat 
requires an unfavorable free energy. Thus , the binding strength of unstructured proteins to 
their binding partners is generally weaker than for the binding of a molecule to a preformed 
structure, which does not need to utilize a part of ics favorable binding energy to drive 
an encropically unfavorable conformation change. This property of weak binding is often 

Unstructured 
(conformational ensemble) 

For example, ACTR (no NCBD) 

Binding 

Molten globule 
(conformational ensemble) 

For example, NCBD (no ACTR) 
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advantageous, as weak and transient interactions are required for many biological processes. 
In addition, the unstructured domains show promiscuity in their binding partners, as their 
lack of a preformed scrucrure gives them a plasticity to form complementary binding sur
faces to many different binding partners. Thus the cydin-dependent kinase inhibitor p2 l 
has the ability to bind to different cyclin-dependent kinases and regulate cyclin-dependent 
kinases present in the different phases of the cell cycle. Scaffold proteins group many pro
teins into a funcrional complex. Their plasticity allows the binding of multiple partners 
into the complex and permits changes in the protein members according co physiological 
requirements . 

Unstructured regions of proteins can be recognized from the amino acid sequence of 
their polypeptide . Disordered regions are enriched in polar and charged amino acids (glu
tamate, lysine, and glutam.ine) and in the amino acid proline and depleted in the aromatic 
and alkyl amino acids. Algorithms have been developed to search sequences and identify 
potential unstructured regions of polypeptide chains. The retention of the unstructured 
proteins and PUFs within specific proteins through evolution shows the importance of 
such regions to critical biological processes. 

Protein Complexes , Networks, and lnteractomes 

Protein molecules in the cellular milieu are primarily present in protein complexes con
taining multiple protein subunits . The complexes are funcrionally essential to most cellu
lar processes including cell signaling, gene transcription, RNA splicing and translation, 
apoptosis, and cellular metabolism. These complexes typically have 5-1 0 proteins, but may 
contain as many as 20- 30 different proteins . The complexes communicate with each other 
through proteins present in two or more different complexes, which can move between the 
comp lexes to connect the complexes inco networks. A complex that interconnects with 
more than three other complexes is a hub in the network, and an important target for drug 
therapies in disease. A functional network comprising interconnected protein complexes is 
an inte ractome . 

Cellular protein complexes are characterized utilizing tandem affinity purification 
(TAP), which involves insertion of a reporter gene in tandem with a gene for a protein of 
interest to produce a chimeric prote in in which the target protein product is joined to a 
tagged protein . The tagged protein is isolated by elution of the cell lysate over an antitag 
protein antibody affinity column (Figure 3.35). The affinity resin binds the tagged protein 
and its associated proteins, which are eluted from the column, separated by electrophoresis, 
and identified by mass spectrometry (p. 127 for a discussion of techniques). Other methods 
for identification of the complex partners of a target protein include co-immunoprecipita
tion with an antibody directed against the target protein, and the yeast two-hybrid assay 
in which mammalian protein - protein binary interactions are assessed in a yeast cell reporter 

~~ 
________ __._l--11 Reporter gene 

(a) 
Yeast two-hybrid Affinity purification 

C 

E 
::, 

8 
~ 
C = < 

Figure 3.35 Two methods to determine protein-protein interactions. 
(a) The yeast two-hybrid technique determines binary prote in- protein 
interactions in a yeast expression system. A transcription factor protein that 
binds to an upstream regulatory sequence of a yeast reporter gene such as Ga/4 
consists of a DNA binding domain (DBD) and an activation domain (AD) 
required to activate reporter gene expression. The coding regions of the DBD 
and AD domains are separated and joined to two mammalian genes of interest 
(X and Y) and expressed in yeast cells to produce chimeric p roteins DBD-X 
and Y-AD. If protein Y binds to protein X, the DBD and AD domains are 
brought together and upregulate reporter gene expression. The popular Cal4 

gene produces the enzyme J3-galacrosidase, which gives a blue color to cells on 
culture plates imbedded with the appropriate substrate. 
( b) The tandem affinity purification (TAP) technique joins a tag protein (purple 
square) to a protein of interest (bait protein, orange) and the chimeric protein 
is expressed in a cell of interest. The cell lysate is passed over an affinity resin 
containing antibody to tag protein with the bait protein complex (proteins 
W- Z). Bound proteins are eluted from affinity column and indentified by mass 
spectrometry. 
Redrawn based on figure from Aloy, P., and Russell, R B. Nature Reviews 
Mo!. Cell Biol. 7: 188, 2006. 
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Figure 3.36 Preliminary disease-related interactom e map for subset 
of 7200 human proteins. The yeast two-hybrid binary interactions were 
determined among a subset of 7200 gene produces. The interaccome 
shown is for the binding interactions of known disease-related proteins 
chat are designated in the OMIM database. Green nodes are gene products 
in the OMIM database, and yellow nodes represent gene produces 

without a current OMIM designation. Red edges show binary interactions 
identified by Rual et al., and solid blue edges interactions curated by the 
authors from the literature. Dashed edges show interactions through a 
third protein. 
Reprinted with permission from Rual, J.-F., Venkatesan, K., Hao, T., 
Hirozane-Kisbikawa, T., et al. Nature 437: I 173, 2005. 

system (Figure 3.35). Any one of these assay techniques alone is not sufficient to prove an 
in vivo protein - protein interaction , as artifacts are common . A positive result from more 
than one of these techniques demonstrates an interaction with high confidence. These 
techniques do not isolate transient complexes, membrane complexes, or complexes from 
physiological states or phenotypes not present in the cells analyzed. 

Theoretical estimates indicate that a human cell has approximately 3000 core protein 
complexes, each with multiple isoforrns (noncore exchangeable protein members generate 
different isoforms), and approximately 650,000 protein - protein binary interactions gener
ating these protein complexes. Determining the characteristics of complexes and networks 
for which disease-associated proteins are present show the interdependencies of the mul
tiple gene products affecting a disorder and their interrelationships in the disease-related 
pathways (Figure 3.36). 
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Bioinformatics Relates Structure and Function 
of Protein Gene Products 

Over the last decade the nucleotide sequences of the genomes of multiple animal species 
have been obtained and the sequences of the RNA transcriptS and polypeptide sequences 
produced from the genomic DNA. The amount of data is enormous and is stared in com
puter databases, which are freely accessible over the Internet. The number of polypep
tide sequences in the UniProt Knowledge Base as of 2008 is over 6.4 million of which 
75,000 are human . The Protein Data Bank contains 47 ,000 three-dimensional structures 
of folded proteins obtained by X-ray diffraction, nuclear magnetic resonance, and elecuon 
microscopy. Bioinformatics is a computationally based research area that focuses on the 
integration and analysis of the complex biological data with computer algorithms. A major 
emphasis of bioinformatics has been to identify patterns within nucleic acid or amino acid 
sequences that are signatures of structural features or motifs and of the protein family or 
class to which the gene product belongs. These homology-searching algorithms are used 
to identify and classify gene productS on the basis of sequence similarity when the struc
ture is known, homology searching may be based on structural similarity. The scoring for 
sequence similarity uses criteria from that of the absolute identity of residues at equivalent 
positions to similarity based on polarity, hydrophobicity, and size. The algorithms allow for 
insertion or deletion of segments of polypeptide chain or Structure to give the maximum 
possible overlap between two proteins . 

Protein domains are classified by class, fold, and family. The class is determined by the pre
dominant type of secondary strueture present in the protein . Some examples are mainly a-helix 
(all a) , mainly /3-strand (all /3), and approximately equal amounts of a-helix and /3-strand 
(alternating [a or /3) and nonaltemating [a + /3)). The fold is determined by the particular 
arrangement of secondary strueture elements within the domain . The family is determined by 
the degree of sequence identity between the proteins. Proteins that are members of the same 
family have a common evolutionary relationship and are derived from the same primordial 
gene. Proteins of the same family have the same fold and often have similar functions. 

Of interest in clinical medicine is the finding of mutations in the amino acid sequence, 
which can give rise to significant alterations in function . At the molecular level, changes in 
even one amino acid can be significant. An amino acid mutation may perturb the native con
formation, the conformational flexibility; the energetics, or motion, of the molecule; and the 
selectivity of enzymes toward substrates and inhibitors. Examples of this are the hemoglobins 
for which there are extensive catalogs of mutations. Some hemoglobin mutations produce 
significant clinical symptoms, such as sickle-cell anemia (Clin. Corr . 6.2; p. 214) . Certain 
positions in the amino acid sequence are variant among populations. These sequence posi-
tions, when they involve single changes in the base codon for that amino acid, are termed 
single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) and can lead to an understanding of the differ
ences in response to a disease or therapeutic treatment among human populations. 

Homologous Fold Structures Are Often Formed 
from Nonhomologous Amino Acid Sequences 

Although each native conformation is unique, comparison of tertiary structures of different 
proteins shows that similar arrangements of secondary structure motifs are often observed in 
the fold structures of domains . Folds of similar strucrure from proteins unrelated by func
tion, sequence, or evolution are designated superfolds. They form because of the thermody
namic stability of their secondary strueture arrangemenrs or their kinetic accessibility. 

A common all-a fold or domain is found in lysozyme and is designated the globin 
fold (Figure 3.37), as it was first reported in myoglobin and the subunirs of hemoglobin 
(p. 355). These all-a structures have seven or eight sections of a-helix joined by smaller 
segments that allow the helices to fold back on themselves to form a characteristic globu
lar shape. As this fold is generated by proteins from different sequence homology families, 
the globin fold is a superfold. Another common superfold is the a//3-domain structure 
of triose phosphate isomerase (Figure 3.38) in which the strands (designated by arrows) 
form a central /3-barrel with each /3-strand in the interior interconnected by a-helical 

Figure 3.37 An example of an all a -domain 

globin fold in lysozyme. In tlus drawing and 
Figures 3.38, 3.39, and 3.40, only the outline 
of the polypeptide chain is shown. /3-Strands 
are shown by arrows with direction of the arrow 
showing N- >C terminal direction; lightning 
bolts represent disulfide bonds, and circles 
represent metal ion cofactors (when present). 
All a domain is rhe globin fold. 
Redrawn wirh permission from Richardson, J. S. 
Adv. Protein Chem. 34:168, 1981. 
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Trlose Phosphate lsomerase 

Pyruvate Kinase domain 1 

Figure 3.38 Example of an a,P -domain fold in 
triose phosphate isomerase and in pyruvate 
kinase domain 1. See the caption to Figure 3.37. 
In this commonly formed superfo ld, the /3-strands 
form a J3-barrel in the center of the domain while 
the a -helix segments are on the outside of the 
domain. The /3-strands are in parallel directions . 
Regions of a-helix alterna te with /3-strands with in 
the po lypeptide chain. 
Redrawn with permission from Richardson, J. S. 
Adv. Protein Chem. 34:168, 1981. 

Lactate Dehydrogenase domain 1 Phosphoglycerate Kinase domain 2 

Figure 3.39 Example of an a /JJ-domain fold in which J3-strands form a classical twisted JJ-sheet 
of lactate dehydrogenase and phosphog lycerate kinase. See the legend to Figure 3.37. As in 
previous a//3-domain fold, regions of a-helix alternate with regions of /3-strand within polypeptide chain. 
J3-Sheet structure is on the inside while the a -helical segments are on the outside . /3-Strands are in parallel 
within the /3-structure. 
Redrawn with permission from Richardson, J. S. Adv. Protein Chem. 34: 168, 1981. 

regions located on the ourside of the fold. A similar fold forms a domain of pyruvate kinase 
(Figure 3.38), wh ich has no sequence or functional homology. A different type of a,/3-
superfold is present in the nonhomologous domain 1 of lactate dehydrogenase and domain 
2 of phosphoglycerate kinase (Figure 3.39) . In these, central sections participate in a twisted 
JJ-sheet. Again, the /3-strand segments are joined by a-helical regions positioned on the 
ourside to give the characterisric fold pattern. An all-P.domain superfold is present in Cu , 
Zn superoxide dismutase, in which the antiparallel /3-sheet forms a Greek key /3-barrel 
(Figure 3.40). A similar fold pattern occurs in each of the domains of the immunoglobulins. 
Concanavalin A (Figure 3.40) shows an all-/3-domain superfold in wh ich the anriparallel 
/3-strands form a /3-barrel fold called a "jelly roll". Proteins that are nor water soluble may 
contain nonglobular fold patterns (Section 3.6) . 

Cu, Zn Superoxlde Dismutase Concanavalin A 

Figure 3.40 Examples of a ll fl -domain superfolds : The Greek key barrel and jelly roll folds shown 
in superoxide dismutase and concanavalin A. See the legend to Figure 3.37. /3-Strands are mostly 
antiparallel in all /3-domain folds. 
Redrawn with permission from Richardson, J. S. Adv. Protein Chem. 34: l 68, l 98 l. 
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3.6 • NONGLOBULAR STRUCTURED PROTEINS 

The characteristics of protein scrucrure already discussed are based on observations on glob
ular and water-soluble proteins. Globular proteins have a spheroidal shape, vary in size, 
have relatively high water solubility, and function as catalysrs, transporters, and regulators 
of metabolic pathways and gene expression. Proteins that do not conform to the globular 
soluble protein model are the fibrous proteins and membrane proteins. These are nonglob
ular and have low water solubility . In addition, lipoproteins and glycoproteins contain lipid 
and carbohydrate nonprotein componenrs and may or may not have globular struetures . 

Fibrous proteins characteristically contain larger amounrs of regular secondary struc
ture, a long cylindrical (rodJike) shape, low solubility in water, and a structural rather than 
a dynamic role. Collagen, keratin, and tropomyosin are important fibrous proteins. Their 
multistrand structures have polypeptide chains with a high amount of regular secondary 
structure (polyproline type II helix or a-helix) , which associate to form rod-shaped mul
tichain supercoiled conformations. In each case, the amino acid sequences of the chains 
generate edges on the cylindrical surfaces that stabilize hydrophobic interactions between 
the chains in the supercoiled conformations . In turn, these molecular structu res are aligned 
into multimolecular fibrils that are stabilized, in some cases, by covalent cross-links. 

Collagen 

Collagen is a family of extracellular proteins present in all tissues and organs, which pro
vide the framework that gives the tissues their form and strength . It is the most prominent 
protein in humans (Table 3.10 and Clin. Corr. 6.13; p. 246). 

Amino Acid Composition of Collagen 
The amino acid composition of type I skin collagen and of the globular proteins ribo
nuclease and hemoglobin are given in Table 3.11. Skin collagen is rich in glycine (33% 
of its amino acids), proline (13%), and the derived amino acids 4-hydroxyproline (9%) 
and 5-hydroxylysine (0.6%) (Figure 3.41). Hydroxyproline is unique to collagens being 
formed enzymatically from proline . Mosr of the hydroxyproline has the hydroxyl group 
in the 4 position (y carbon) , although a small amount of3-hydroxyproline is also formed 
(Table 3.11) . Collagens are glycoproteins with carbohydrate joined to 5-hydroxylysine, by 
an 0-glycosidic bond through the S-carbon hydroxyl group. 

Amino Acid Sequence of Collagen 
The collagen fu.mily is made up of polypeptides derived from 40 known collagen chain 
genes which produce about 20 types of collagen. Each mature collagen or tropocollagen 
molecule contains three polypeptide chains. Some types of collagen contain three identical 
polypeptide chains. In type I (Table 3.12), there are two al(I) chains and one a2(I). Type 
V collagen contains three different chains designated a l (V), a2(V), and a3(V). Collagens 
differ in amino acid sequence, but there are large regions of homologous sequence among 
all the different collagen types. In all the collagen types there are regions with the tripeptides 
Gly-Pro-Y and Gly-X-Hyp (where X and Y are any amino acid) repeated in tandem several 
hundred times. In type I collagen polypeptides, the triplet sequences encompass over 600 of 
approximately 1000 amino acids per polypeptide. The collagens differ in their carbohydrate 
component . Some characterisrics of collagen types I- VI are summarized in Table 3.12. 

Structure of Collagen 
Synthetic polypeptide chains containing only proline (poly-Pro) can be prepared in the labo
ratory and assume in aqueous solutions a regular secondary helical structure different from 
an a-helix . The poly-Pro forms a tightly twisted extended helix with three residues per turn 
(n = 3). This helix with all trans peptide bonds is the polyproline type II helix (Figure 
3.12, p. 81, for differences between cis-and trans peptide bonds). The poly-Pro helix closely 
resembles that found in collagen chains in regions that contain a proline or hydroxyproline 
at approximately every third position in the repeated tripeptide sequences, indicating that 
the thermodynamic forces leading to formation of the collagen helix are due to the properties 
of proline. 

TABLE 3.10 • Percentage of Collagen 
in Representative Human 
Tissues and Organs 

Tissue or Organ 

Liver 

lung 

aorta 

cartilage 

cornea 

whole cortical bone 

skin 

Percent Collagen 
by weight 

4 

10 

10- 24 

50 

64 
23 

74 

4-Hydroxyproline 3-Hydroxyprollne 

5-Hydroxylyslne 

NH2 
I 

O= C- C~ - CH2- CH2- C- H 
I I 
H COOH 

Allyslne 

Figure 3,41 Derived amino acids in collagen. 
Carbohydrate is attached to 5-0H in 5-hydroxyly
sine by a type m glycosiclic linkage (see Figure 3.49). 
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TABLE 3.11 • Comp arison of Amino Acid Content of Human Skin Collagen (Type I) 
and Mature Elastin with That of Two Typical Globular Protein s8 

Collagen Elastin Ribonuckase Hemoglobin 
A,ninoAcid (Human Skin) (Mammalian) (Bovine) (Human) 

common amino acids percenr of coral 

Ala 11 [ill 8 9 

Arg 5 0.9 5 3 

Asn 8 3 

Asp 5 1 15 10 

Cys 0 0 0 1 

Glu 7 2 12 6 

Gln 6 1 

Gly ~ ~ 2 4 

His 0.5 0.1 4 9 

Ile 1 2 3 0 

Leu 2 6 2 14 

Lys 3 0.8 11 10 

Mer 0.6 0.2 4 

Phe 1 3 4 7 

Pro @] @] 4 5 

Ser 4 11 4 

Thr 2 9 5 

Trp 2 9 2 

Tyr 0.3 2 8 3 

Val 2 12 8 10 

derived amino acids 

Cystine 0 0 7 0 

3-Hyd.roxyproline @] 0 0 

4-Hyd.roxyproline [2] [] 0 0 

5-Hyd.roxylysine 10.6 1 0 0 0 

Dcsmosine and isodcsmosine 0 [] 0 0 

'Boxed numbers emphasize important differences in amino acid composirion berween rhe fibrous proreins 
(collagen and elasrin) and rypical globular proreins. 

In the polyproline type II helix, the plane of each peptide bond is perpendicular to 
the axis of the helix. Thus the peptide bond oxygen and nitrogen atoms in a polyproline 
type II helix point toward neighboring polypept ide chains and form strong imerchain 
hydrogen bonds. Thi s contrasts with the a-helix , in which the plane of the peptide bond 
is parallel to the axis where the NH and carbonyl oxygen of the peptides form on ly intra
chain hydrogen bonds. 

The three chains of a collagen molecule, with each of the chains in a polyproline type 

II helix conformation, wind around each other to form a superhelical structure known as a 
superhelix (Figure 3.42, p. 106). The three-chain superhelix has a characteristic rise (d) and 
pitch (p) different from that found in each of the polypeptide chain polyproline helices. The 
superhelix is stabilized by the interchain hydrogen bonds between the three chains, because 
glycine occurs at every third position. With the polyproline type II helical conformation of 
each polypeptide chain with three residues per turn (n = 3), the glycines form an apolar 
edge along the length of each of the helices. The glycine edges then form nonpolar interac
tions between the chains that are critical to stabilize the three-chain superhelix. Any side 



TABLE 3.12 • Classification of Collagen Types 

Chain 
Type Designatums Tissue Found 

[a l (T)h a2(1) Bone, skin, tendon, scar 
tissue, heart valve, 

incescinal and uterine 
wall 

n [al (II)h Cartilage, viueous 

ill [a1(Imh Blood vessels, newborn 
skin, scar tissue, 

intestinal and uterine 
wall 

IV [a l (IV)h Basement membrane, lens 
[a2(IV)h capsule 

V [a l (V)ha2(V) Cell surfaces or 
[a l (V)h exuacellular matrix 
al(V)a2(V)a3(V) associated with cell; 

widely disuibuted in low 
amouncs 

V1 a l (VI)a2(VI) Aortic intima, placenta, 
a3(VI) kidney, and skin in low 

amouncs 
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Characteristics 

Low carbohydrate; < I 0 
hydroxylysines per 
chain 

10% carbohydrate; 
>20 hydroxylysines 
per chain 

Low carbohydrate; high 
hydroxyproline and 
Gly; contains Cys 

High 3-hydroxyproline; 
>40 hydroxylysines 
per chain; low Ala 
and Arg; contains 
Cys; high 
carbohydrate (15%) 

High carbohydrate, 
relatively high 
glycine, and 
hydroxylysine 

Relatively large globular 
domains in 
relopeptide region; 
high Cys and Tyr; 
molecular weight 
relatively low 
(-160 kDa); 
equimolar amouncs 
of hydroxylysine and 
hydroxyproline 

chain other than that of glycine along the apolar edge would impede the adjacent chains 
from coming together into the supe rhelix structure (Figure 3.42, Osteogenesis lmperfecta, 
and Clin. Corr. 6.13; p. 246) . 

In type I collagen the triple helix extends for most of the sequence and only the carboxyl
terminus and amino-terminal segments (known as the telopeptides ) are not in a triple-helical 
conformation. The type I collagen molecule is 3000 A long and only 15 A wide, a very long 
cylindrical strueture. In other collagen types, superhelical regions may be periodically broken 
by globular regions. 

Formation of Covalent Cross-Links in Collagen 
An extracellular enzyme aces on procollagen molecules (p. 107) co convert the e-arnino 
group of some lysine side chains to a l>-aldehyde (Figure 3.43) . The derived amino acid 
is allys ine . T he newly formed aldehyde side chain spontaneously undergoes nucleophilic 
addition reaccions with nonmodified lysine e-amino groups and with the l>-carbon atoms 
of other allysine aldehydic groups . T hese covalent linkages can be between chains within 
the superhelical structure or between adjacent supe rhelical collagen molecules in a collagen 
fibril (p. 243 for a discussion of collagen biosynthesis). 
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Figure 3.42 Diagram of collagen 
demonst rating the necessity for glycine in 
every third residue to allow differe nt chains 
to be in close proximity in the structure. (a) 

Ribbon model for supercoiled structure of collagen 
with each individual chain in a polyproline type 
II helix. (b) More detailed model of supercoiled 
conformation. All a-carbon atoms are numbered, 
and proposed hydrogen bonds are shown by 
dashed lines. 
Redrawn with permission from Dickerson, R. E., 
and Geis, I. The Structure and Actions of Proteins. 
Menlo Park, CA: Benjamin, 1969, 41, 42. (a) (b) 

Elastin Is a Fibrous Protein with Allysine-Generated 
Cross-Links 

Elastin gives tissues and organs the capacity to stretch without tearing. It is classed as a 
fibrous protein because of irs suuetural function and relative insolubility in water; it is 
abundant in ligaments, lungs, walls of arteries, and skin. Elasrin lacks a regular secondary 
structure. As in collagen, allysines form cross-links in elastin . An extracellular lysine amino 
oxidase converts lysine side chains in the sequence -Lys-Ala-Ala-Lys-and-Lys-Ala-Ala-Ala
Lys- to allysines. Three allysines and an unmodified lysine from different regions in the 
polypeptide chains react to form the heterocyclic structure of desmosine or isodesmosine, 
which cross-link the polypeptide chains in elastin networks (Figure 3.44). 

Keratin and Tropomyosin 

Keratin and tropomyosin are fibrous proteins in which each polypeptide is a-helical . Kera
tin is found in the epidermal layer of skin, in nails, and in hair. Tropomyosin is a compo
nent of the thin filament in muscle tissue. The sequences in both proteins show tandem 
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Figure 3 .43 Covalent cross-links formed in collagen through allysine intermediate s. Formation of 
allysines is catalyzed by lysyl amino oxidase. 
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Figure 3 .44 Formation of desmosine covalent cross-link in elastin from lysine and allysines. 
Polypeptide chain drawn schematically with intersections of lines representing placement of a-carbons. 

repetiti on of seven residue segments (heptad), in which the first and founh amino acids 
have hydrophobic side chains and the fifth and seventh polar side chains. The reiteration 
of hydrophobic and polar side chains in heptad segments is symbolically represented by 
the formulation (a-b-c-d-e-f-g);, where a and dare hydrophobic amino acids, and e and g 
are polar or ionized side chain groups. Since a seven amino acid segment represents two 
comp lete turns of an a-helix (n = 3.6), the apolar residues at a and d align to form an 
apolar edge along one side of the a-helix (Figure 3.45). Thi s apolar edge interacts with 
polypeptide apolar edges of other a-keratin chains to form a coiled-coil superhel ical struc
ture containing two or four polypeptide chains. Each polypeptide also contains a polar 
edge, due to residues e and g, that interacts with water on the outside of the superhelix and 
stabilizes the superhelix. 

Plasma Lipoproteins Are Comp lexes of Lipids with Proteins 

Plasma lipoproteins are complexes of proteins and lipids that form distinct aggregates with 
an approximate Stoichiometry berween protein and lipid components. Covalent bonds do 
not exist between lipid and protein molecules, rather the molecules of the complex are held 
in the particle Structure through noncovalent interactions (p. 722) . The lipoprotein particles 
function to transport lipids from tissue t0 tissue and participate in lipid metabolism (p. 724). 

Desmosine cross-link 

Figure 3 .45 Interacti on of apolar edges of two 
chains in a- helical conformation as in keratin 
and tropomyosin. Interaction of apolar d-a and 
a' -d residues of two a-helices aligned parallel in an 
NHrterminal (top) to COOH-terminal direction 
is presented. 
Redrawn from Mclachlan, A. D. , and Stewart , M. 
J MoL Biol 98: 293, 1975. 

r 
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Figure 3 .46 Correspondence of plasma 
6poprotein density classes with electrophoretic 
mobility in a plasma electrophoresis . In the 
upper diagram, an ultracentrifugation Schlieren 
pattern is shown. At bottom, an electrophoresis 
on a paper support shows the mobilities of major 
plasma lipoprotein classes with respect to a - and 
/3-globulin bands. 
Reprinted with permission from Soutar, A. K., and 
Myant, N. B. In Offord, R. E. (Ed.), Chemistry of 
Macromolemles, JIB. Baltimore, MD: University 
Park Press, 1979. 

TABLE 3.13 • Hydrated Density Classes of Plasma Lipoproteins 

F'-otation M ol.ecular 
Lipoprotein Density Rau, Sr Weight Particl.e 
Fraction (gm C 1

) ( Svedberg units) (daltons) Diameter (A) 

HOL 1.063-1.210 HD~.4 X 105 70-130 

HOL:J, 2 X 105 50-100 

LDL(orLD ~ ) 1.019-1.063 0-12 2 X 106 200-280 

IDL (or LDL1) 1.006-1.019 12-20 4.5 X 106 250 

VLDL 0.95-1.006 20-4-00 5 X 106- 107 250-750 

Chylomicrons <0 .95 >400 109- 1010 103 -10 4 

Source: Dara from Sourar, A. K. and Myanr, N. B. In: R. E. Offord (Ed.), ChemistryofMacrorrw/m,les, 11B. 
Baltimore, MD: University Park Press, 1979. 

Four classes exist in plasma of normal fasting humans (Table 3.13) and in the postabsorprive 
period a fifth class, chylomicrons, is also present. These are distinguished by their density, 
as determined by ultracentrifugation and by electrophoresis (Figure 3.46) . Changes in their 
relative concent rations are predictive of atherosclerosis, a major human disease (Clin. Corr. 
3.3). Their protein componentS are termed apolipoproteins, and each class of lipoprotein 
having a characteristic apolipoprotein composition . The most prominent apoupoproteins 
(Table 3.14) are apoupoprotein ApoA-1 in high-density upop roteins (HDI.s); ApoB in low
density lipoproteins (LDI.s), intermediate-density lipoproteins (IDI.s ); and very-low-density 
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Hyper lipoproteinemias 

Hyperlipoproteinemias (OMIM 608083) are disorders of the rates of 
synthesis or clearance of lipoproteins from the bloodstream. Usually 
they are detected by measuring plasma rriacylg!ycerol and cholesterol 
and are classified on the basis of which class of lipoproteins is elevated. 

Type I hyperlipoproteinernia is due to accurnulacion of chylomi
crons. Two genecic forms are known: lipopro tein lipase deficiency 
and ApoCII deficiency. ApoCII is required by lipoprotein lipase for 
full activity . Patients with cype I hyperlipidemia have exceedingly 
high plasma triacylglycerol concentrations (over 1000 mg/dL) and 
suffer from eruptive xanthomas (yellowish triacylglycerol deposits in 
the skin) and pancreatitis. 

Type II hyperlipoproteinemia is characterized by elevated LDL lev
els. Most cases are due to genetic defects in the synthesis, processing, or 
function of the LDL receptor. Heterozygotes have elevated LDL levels; 
hence the trait is dominantly expressed. Homozygous patients have very 
high LDL levels and may suffer myocardial infarctions before age 20. 

Type III hyperlipoproteinemia is due to abnormalities of ApoE , 
which interfere with the uptake of chylomicron and VLDL remnants . 

Hypothyroidism can prod uce a very similar hyperlipoproteinemia . 
These patients have an increased risk of atherosclerosis . 

Type N hyperlipoproteinemia is the commonest abnormality . 
The VLDL levels are increased, often due to obesity, alcohol abuse, 
or diabetes. Familial forms are also known. 

Type V hyperlipoproteinemia is, like type I, associated with high chy
lomicron triacylglycerol levels, pancreatitis, and eruptive xanthomas. 

Hypercholesterolemia also occurs in certain types of liver disease 
in which biliary excretion of cholesterol is reduced. An abnormal li
poprotein called lipoprotein X accumulates. This disorder is not as
sociated with increased cardiovascular disease from atherosclerosis . 

Havel, R. J., and Kane, J. P. Introduction: Scruccure and metabolism of plasma 

lipoproteins. ln Scriver, C. R., Beaudet, A. L.. Sly, W. S., and VaUe, D . (Eds.) , 
The Metaboli~ and Mokcular Basis of Inherited Disease, 8th ed. New York: McGraw 

Hill, 2001 , Chap. 114; and Goldstein, J. L., Hobbs, H . H. , and Brown , M. S. 

Familial hypercholesterolemia. In Scriver , C. R.., Beaudet , A. L , Sly, W. S., and 

Valle, D. (Eds.), The Metabolic and Moucular Bases of Inherited Disease, 8th ed. 
New York: McGraw-Hill , 2001 , Chap. 120. 

lipoprotein s (VLDI..s), and ApoC in IDLs and VLDLs. Each apolipoprotein class is geneti
cally and structurally distincr (Clin. Corr . 3.4) . Apolipoproteins vary from 6 kDa (ApoC-1) 
to 550 kDa for ApoB-100 . The latter is a long polypeptide (4536 amino acids) and occurs in 
truncated form (the N-terminal 2512 residues only) asApoB -48 in chylomicrons. 

A model for the structure of a VLDL particle is shown in Figure 3.47 . On the inside are 
neutral lipids such as chole steryl esters and triacylglycerols . Surrounding this inner core of 
neutral lipids, is a shell - 20 A thick, in which reside the proteins and the charged amphoteric 
lipids such as uneste rified cholesterol and phosphatidylcholines (p. 460) . Arnphoteric lipids 
and protein s in the outer shell place their hydrophobic apolar region s toward the inside of 
the particle and their charged groups toward the ourside where they interact with each other 
and with water. 

TABLE 3.14 • Apolipoprot eins of Human Plasma Lipoprotein s 
(Values in Percentage of Total Protein Present)8 

Apolipoprotein HDL2 HDL3 WL IDL VLDL Chy/,omicrons 

ApoA-1 85 70-75 Trace 0 0-3 0- 3 
ApoA-II 5 20 T race 0 0-0.5 0-1.5 

ApoD 0 1- 2 0 

ApoB 0- 2 0 95- 100 50-60 40-50 20- 22b 

ApoC-I 1- 2 1- 2 0-5 < I 5 5- 10 
ApoC-II I 1 0.5 2.5 10 15 

ApoC-III 2- 3 2- 3 0-5 17 20-25 40 

ApoE T race 0- 5 0 15- 20 5- 10 5 
ApoF T race Trace 

ApoG T race T race 

Source: Dara from Soucar, A. K, and Myan t, N. B. In : R. E. Offord (Ed.), Chemistry of Macromoucuus, IIB. 

Balt imore, MD: U niversity Park Press, 197 9; Kosmer , G . M. Adv. Lipid Res. 20: 1, 1983. 

' Values show variabi lity from different laboracories. 

hPrimaril y ApoB-48. 
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Hypolipoproteinemias 

Aberalipoproteinemia is a genetic disease that is characterized by 
absence of chylomicrons , VLDLs , and LDLs due to an inability to 

synrhesize apolipoproteins apoB-100 and apoB-48. There is accumu
lation of lipid droplets in small intestinal cells, malabsorption of fat, 
acanrhocyrosis (spiny-shaped red cells), and neurological disease (ret
initis pigmenrosa, ataxia, and retardation) . 

Tangier disease, a a-lipoprotein deficiency, is a rare autosomal re
cessive disease in which rhe HDL level is 1-5% of its normal value. 
Clinical features are due to rhe accumulation of cholesterol in rhe lym
phoreticular system, which may lead to hepatomegaly and splenom
egaly. The plasma cholesterol and phospholipids are greatly reduced. 

Deficiency of rhe enzyme lecirhin:cholesterol acyltransferase is a 
rare disease rhat results in rhe production oflipoprotein X (see Clio . 

Corr . 3.5). Also characteristic is rhe decrease in rhe a-lipoprotein 
and pre•/3-lipoprotein bands and increase in /3-lipoprotein because 
of rhe presence of lipoprotein X on electrophoresis . 

Kane, J.P., and Havd, R. J. Disorders of the biogenesis and secretion oflipopro 
teins containing the f3 apolipoproteins. In Scriver, C. R., Beaudet, A. L., Sly, W. 
S., and Valle, D. (Eds.), The Metabolic and Molecular Basi1 of Inherited Disea,e, Sch 
ed. New York: McGraw Hill, 2001 , Chap. 115; Assmann, G., von Eckardstein, 
A., and Brewer, H. B., Jr. Pan1ilial high density lipoprotein deficiency: Tangier 
disease. In Scriver, C. R., Beaudet, A. L., Sly, W. S., and Valle, D. (Eds.), The 
Metabolic and Molemlar Ba1is of Inherited Disea,e, 8th ed. New York: McGraw 
Hill, 2001, Chap. 122. 

ofc 
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E 

Figure 3.47 Generalized structure of plasma 
lipoproteins. (a) Spher ical particle model 
consisting of a core of triacylglycerols (yellow 
Es) and cl10lesterol esters (orange drop s) with a 

shell -20 A thick of apolipoproteins (lettered), 
phosphol ipids, and unesterified cholescerol. 
Apolipoproteins are embedded with their 
hydrophobic edges oriented toward the core and 
the ir hydrophi lic edges coward the outside . 
(b) LDL particle sbowingApoB-100 irnbedded in 
the outer shdl of particle. 
Part (a) redrawn from Segrest, J. P., et al. Adv. 
Protein Chem 45: 303, 1994; and part (b) redrawn 
from Schumaker, V. N. , et al., Protein Chem 45: 
205 , 1994. 
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TABLE 3.15 • Chemical Composition of Plasma Upoprotein Classes 

Percent Composition ofLipid Fraction 
Total Total 
Lipoprotein Protein Lipid Esterified Unesterified 
Class (%) (%) Phospholipids Chol.esterol Cholesterol T riacylglycerols 

HDLi_" 40-45 55 35 12 4 5 

HDL/ 50-55 50 20-25 12 3-4 3 
LDL 20-25 75-80 15-20 35-40 7-10 7-10 
IDL 15-20 80-85 22 22 8 30 

VLDL 5-10 90-95 15-20 10-15 5-10 50-65 

Chylomicrons 1.5-2.5 97-99 7-9 3-5 1-3 84-89 

Source: Data from Sou=, A. K. and Myant, N. B. In: R. E. Offord (Ed.), Chemistry of Macromolecules, IIB. Baltimore, MD: University Park Press, 1979. 

•Subclasses of HDL. 

This lipoprote in particle model applies to all classes of plasma lipoproteins . As the 
diameter of a particle decreases, the outer shell makes up a greater percentage of the total 
particle. Thus, the smaller particles have a higher percentage of the surface protein and 
amphoteric lipid molecules than the larger particles. The H DL particles, which are much 
smaller than VLDL particles, thus consist of 45% protein and 55% lipid, while the VLDL 
particles consist of 10% protein with 90% lipid (T able 3. 15). 

The apolipoproteins have high a-helical content when in association with lipid. Their 
helical regions are amphipathic since every thi rd or fourth amino acid is charged. These 
residues form a polar edge that associates with the polar heads of phospholipids and the 
aqueous environment . T he opposite sides of the helices have hydrophobic side chains that 
are oriented toward the nonpolar core of the lipoprotein particle. The a-hel ical structure of 
part of ApoC-1 is shown in Figure 3.48. ApoB contains a-helical and /3-suand segments. 
A single long polypeptide of ApoB-100 circles the circumference of the LDL particle like a 
belt weaving in and out of the phospholipid outer shell (Figure 3.47). 

Polar face Nonpolar face 

Figure 3.48 Side chains of a helical 
amphipathic segment of apolipoprotein 
C-1 between residues 32 and 53. The polar 
face shows acid residues in the center and basic 
residues at the edge. On the other side of the helix, 
hydrophobic residues form a nonpolar longitudinal 
face. 
Reprinted with permission from Sparrow,]. T., 
and Gotto, A. M., Jr. CRC Grit. Rev. Biochem. 
13: 87, 1983. Copyright (1983) CRC Press, Boca 
Raton , FL. 
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Figure 3.49 Examples of glycosidic linkages 
to amino acids in proteins. Type I is an 
N-glycosidic linkage through an amide nitrogen 
of Am, type II is an 0-glycosidic linkage through 
OH of Ser or Thr , and type III is an 0-g lycosidic 
lmkage to 5-0 H of 5-bydroxylysine. 

Glycoproteins Contain Covalently Bound Carbohydrate 

Glycoproteins contain a single or multiple amino acids covalently bonded to carbohy
drate (sugar) molecules. Glycoproteins participate in many normal and disease-related 
functions of clinical relevance. The best-characterized glycoproteins are those of the 
outer surface of plasma membranes , the extracellular matrix, and blood plasma. Those 
on plasma membranes provide information for identification of cells by other cells and 
for regulation of cell growth by contact inhibition. They also provide the antigenic deter
minants of the various blood group systems (e.g., ABO and Rh) on erythrocytes , the 
histocompatibility of tissue transplants , and the cellular receptors for hormones , neu
rotransmitters , and viruses. Tumorigenesis and malignant transformation are associated 
with changes in the glycoprotein composition of plasma membranes. In the extracellular 
matrix , many proteins (e.g., collagen and laminin) contain attached carbohydrate as do 
proteins of mucous secretions that lubricate and protect surfaces. The major plasma pro
teins (but not albumin) are glycoproteins, including blood-clotting proteins, immuno
globulins, complement proteins, and follicle-stimulating hormone, luteinizing hormone 
and thyroid-stimulating hormone . 

The amount of carbohydrate in glycoproteins is variable. IgG contains 4% by weight, 
glycophorin of human erythrocyre membranes 60%, and human gastric glycoprotein 82%. 
The carbohydrate can be distributed evenly along the polypeptide chain or concentrated 
in defined regions. In proteins of plasma membrane, carbohydrate is attached only on 
the extracellular portion. The attached carbohydrate usually contains less than 15 sugar 
residues and in some cases only one. Glycoproteins with the same function from different 
animal species often have homologous amino acid sequences but vary in their carbohydrate. 
Heterogeneity in carbohydrate content is common in the same protein even within a single 
organism. For example, pancreatic ribonuclease A and B forms have an identical amino acid 
sequence but differ in their carbohydrate composition. 

The incorporation of carbohydrate occurs in a series of enzyme-catalyzed reactions as 
the polypeptide chain is transported through the endoplasmic reticulum and Golgi net
work (p. 17). 

Carbohydrate-Protein Covalent Linkages 
The two most common carbohydrate linkages are the .N-glycosidic linkage (type I linkage) 
between the amide group of asparagine and a sugar, and the 0-gl ycos idic linkage (type II 
linkage) between a hydroxyl group of serine or threonine and a sugar (Figure 3.49). In type 
I the bond is to asparagine within the sequence Asn-X-Thr(Ser). Mammalian glycoproteins 
also contain 0-glycosidic bonds to 5-hydroxylysine (type III linkage). This occurs in col
lagens and in the serum complement protein Clq. Less common are attachments to the 
hydroxyl group of 4-hydroxyproline (type IV linkage), to a cysteine thiol (type V linkage), 
and to an a-amino group of a polypeptide chain (type VI linkage). High concentrations 
of type VI linkages are formed nonenzymatically with hemoglobin and blood glucose in 
uncontrolled diabetes. Assay of glycosylated hemoglobin is used to follow changes in blood 
glucose concentration (Clin. Corr. 3.5). 

3.7 • FOLDING OF PROTEINS FROM RANDOMIZED 
TO UNIQ UE STRUCTURES: PROTEIN 
STABILITY 

The Protein Folding Problem 

The ability of a primary protein structure to fold spontaneously to irs native secondary or 
teniary conformation , without any information other than the amino acid sequence and 
the noncovalent forces that act on the sequence, has been demonstrated with many pro
teins. Thus pancreatic ribonudease spontaneously refolds to its native conformation after 
being denatured and its disulfide bonds being reduced without the hydrolysis of peptide 
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Glycosylated Hemoglobin, HbA1c 

A glycosylared hemoglobin, designated HbA1c, is formed nonenzymar
ically in red blood cells by combination of the NH 2 terminal amino 
groups of the hemoglobin /3 chains and glucose. The aldehyde form of 
glucose fuse forms a Schiff base with the NH 2 cerminal amino group, 

OH 
I 

- N= C- C-
1 I 
H H 

which then rearranges co a more stable amino ketone linkage, 

H 0 
I II 

- N- C- C-
1 I 
H H 

by a spontaneous reaction known as the Amadori rearrangement. 
The concentration of HbA1c depends on the concentration of 
glucose in the blood and the duration of hyperglycemia. In pro
longed hyperglycemia, the concenuarion may rise co 12% or more 
of the coral hemoglobin. Patients with diabetes mellirus have high 
concentrations of blood glucose and therefore high amounts of 
HbAic· The changes in the concenuacion of HbA1c in diabetic 
patients can be used co follow the effectiveness of treatment for 
the diabetes. 

Bunn, H. F. Evaluation of glycosylated hemoglobin in diabetic patients. Dia
betel 30:613, 1980; and Brown, S. B., and Bowes, M.A. Glycosylated hemo
globins and their role in management of diabetes mellirus. Biochem. Educ. 
13:2, 1985. 

bonds. Such observations led to the hypothesis that a polypeptide sequence contains rhe 
information for spontaneous folding to its unique active conformation under correct sol
vent conditions and in the presence of prosthetic groups that may be a pan of its structure. 
As described in the following, chaperone proteins may facilitate protein folding. Quater
nary structures also assemble spontaneously, after the tertiary structure of the subunits has 
formed. 

Ir may appear surprising that a polypeptide chain folds into a single unique confor
mation given all the possible rotational conformations available around single bonds in 
its primary structure . For example, the a-chain of hemoglobin contains 141 amino acids 
and there are ar least four single bonds per amino acid residue around which free rotation 
can occur. If each bond about which free rotation occurs has rwo or more stable roramer 
conformations accessible to it, then there are a minimum of 4141 or 5 X 1086 possible con
formations for the a-chain polypeptide. 

The conformation of a protein is the one oflowesr Gibbs free energy accessible to its 
sequence within a physiological time frame. Thus folding is under borh thermodynamic 
and kinetic control. While a derailed knowledge of de novo folding of a polypeptide has 
at present been proposed for only a few examples, the involvement of cenain processes 
appears reasonable in the majority of folding reactions. There is evidence that folding 
is initiated by shon-range noncovalenr interactions between a side chain and its nearest 
neighbors that form secondary structures in small regions of the polypeptide. Panicular 
side chains have a propensity to promote the formation of a-helices , /3-strands, and 
sharp rums or bends (/3-turns) in the polypeptide. Such regions of polypeptide, called 
initiati on sites, spontaneous ly assume a secondary structure . The partially folded struc
tures then interact with each other co form a molten-globule stare. Thi s is a condensed 
intermediate on the folding pathway that contain s much of the secondary structure 
elements of the native conformation , but many incorrect tertiary structure interactions. 
Regions of secondary structure in the molten-globule state are highly mobile relative 
to one another , and the molten globule is in rapid equilibrium with the fully unfolded 
scare. The correct medium- and long-range interactions between different initiation 
sites are found by rearrangement s within the molten globule , and the low free energy, 
native conformation of the polypeptide chain is formed. This is followed by formation 
of disulfide bonds (cysrines). The rare-determining seep for folding and unfolding of the 
native conformation lies between the molten globule and the native structure. For some 
proteins there may exist two or more thermodynamically stable folded conformations 
of low Gibbs free energy. Clin. Corr. 3.6 contain s a discussion of proteins folding and 
prion infectious agents. 
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Prion Diseases and Proteins as Infectious Agents : Human Transmissible Spongifonn 
Encephalopathies (TSEs) 

Prion proteins are able to act as infectious agents in the absence of 
DNA or RNA. Prion disease in humans can also appear spontaneously 
(sporadic disease) or due to the inheritance of a mutated ption protein 
gene. The disease is characterized by acaxia, dementia, and paralysis 
and is almost always fatal. Pathological examination of the brain shows 
arnyloid plaques and spongiform (vacuolar) degeneration. 

In prion disease, PcP" refers to the highly soluble cellular confor
mation of the prion protein, and PcF to the insoluble toxic confor
mation originally isolated from sheep with scrapie (Sc) disease. The 
soluble PrP" protein contains three a-helical and cwo small /3-strand 
segments (Clin. Corr . Figure 1). 

The conversion co the toxic PrP'~c form is characterized by the 

conversion of an a-helical segment into a /3-strand with the probable 
inducement of the addition of /3-strands in the previously undefined 

The prion protein is a glycoprocein containing covalently joined 
carbohydrate molecules and a phosphatidylinosicol lipid. The lipid 
anchors the prion protein on the extracellular side of the plasma 
membrane. The PrPc protein ac the plasma membrane functions in 

N-cerrninal end of the polypeptide chain {Clin. Corr. Figure 1). The 
PrPSc conformation initiates other prion PcPc molecules co convert co 

the pc.P5c conformation and , through /3-strand interactions between 
PrPSc molecules, polymerizes into amyloid fibers. Formation of the 
amyloid polymer is irreversible and in the brain causes neuronal cell 
death. In several ocher neurodegenerative diseases similar conforma
tional equilibriums occur between a soluble predominantly a-helical 
protein conformation and a less soluble /3-strand containing confor
mation of the protein, with the /3-strand conformation proteins po
lymerizing into insoluble amyloid fibrils (Clin . Corr . Figure 2). The 
protein unit differs with the disease type, but the plaque formed all 
have a similar amyloid fibril structure (Clin. Corr. Figure 2). Promi
nent amyloid induced neuronal diseases include Alzheimer, Parkinson, 
Huntington, and amyotrophic lateral sclerosis (AL$, Lou Gehrig) . 

Clin. C.orr. Figure I. Structure of 
Prion Forms (a) Prp (PrP") fold 
strucrure. Approximately 120 amino 
acid residues at N-terminal end not 
observed. (b) Model of the toxic 
PrP (PrpSc) fold Structure, in which 
an a-helical segment from the PrPc 
conformation forms a J3-Strand as 
well as J3-strands now formed from 
loop region of PrPSc structure and 
the N-terminal of the segment of the 
polypeptide chain . 
Figure from Web site of Dr. Fred 
Cohen, University of California, 
San Francisco. 

Clin. C.orr. Figure 2. Electron micrograph 
of amyloid fibril structure due /3-sttand 
polymerization of a SH3 domain from PI3 
kinase. Fibrils are similar to those observed in 
amyloid producing neuronal diseases. The scale 
bar is I 00 nm. 
Reprinted with permission from Guijarro,]. I., 
Sunde, M., Jones, J. A., Campbell, I. D., and 
Dobson , C. M. Proc. Natl Acad. Sci. USA 95: 
4224, 1998. 

conjugation with membrane receptor proteins in the transmission of 
extracellular signals to the cell. 

Prion disease in humans is pleiotropic with the phenotype depen
dent on the cause of the disease (sporadic, inheritable, or infectious) 
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Clio. Corr. Figure 3. Mechanisms for amyloid fiber formation initiated by Pr 

and the type of polymorphisms presented in an individual 's prion 
genes. There are multiple polymorphisms of the prion gene in the hu
man population wirh over 50 reported mutations . Initiation of amy
loid formation by a "seed" (initiator) PrPSc molecule can be through 

three different routes: (a) sporadic disease initiated by the spontane
ous chance conformational transformation ofa normal PrP: molecule 
to the PrP-~c conformation, (b) infective PrPSc proteins introduced 
through ingestion of PrpSc contaminated meat or the introduction of 

foreign PrP5< through other routes, and (c) inheritance of a mutated 
prion gene with ability of the gene product to more easily spontane
ously fold into a Prp Sc conformation. Inherited phenotypes include 

Gersrrnann-Srraussler - Scheinker syndrome and fatal familial insom
nia. Sporadic disease results in Creutzfeldt - Jakob Disease (CJD) and 
is typically fatal within 1 year of the onset of illness. The incidence 
of CJD is 1 case per 1 million per year worldwide , which translates 
into approximately 300 cases per year in the United States. Sporadic 
disease accounts for approximately 85% , inherited forms for 15%, 
and infectious disease less than 1 % of the prion diseases. 

Prion disease caused by extraneous infectious PrP5< protein is most 
interesting, as it shows the ability of a protein to act as an infectious 
agent in the absence of DNA or RNA. Humans can acquire prion 
disease through the ingestion of bovine PrP5< conformation prions in 
contaminated meat from cattle with bovine transmissible spongiform 
encephalitis (BSE; mad a,w disease). The disease, variant Creutzfeld t
Jakob Disease (vCJD), has a different phenotype than the classic spo
radic CJD . The median age of onset for vCJD is 28 years, and 68 
years for sporadic CJD. The duration of the illness is approximately 
14 months for vCJD and 5 months for sporadic CJD. The Centers for 
Disease Control (CDC) has identified a total number of 195 cases of 
vCJD as of August 2006, of which 162 were in the United Kingdom , 

20 in France, and 2 in the United Stares. The incubation period from 
time of infection to onset of the disease is approximately 10 years. 
Infection by BSE appears to be age selective. As the peak of the United 
Kingdom outbreak occurred between 1994 and 1996 in patients wirh 
a median age of 28, the infection occurred around 1984-1986 at a 
median age of the infected individuals of 18. 

A sea,nd significant infectious route is iatrogenic. Between 1985 and 
1996 there were 136 vCJD cases reported worldwide in patients treated 
with human pituitary-derived growth hormone and 136 cases of patients 
receiving cadaveric dura mater transplants. A small number of iatrogenic 
CJDs have been caused with other procedures such as corneal rransplants, 
blood transfusion, and treatment with human gonadotrophin. 

Two mechanisms are suggested for amyloid plaque formation ini
tiated by an infective prion (Clin. Corr Figure 3). In the Nucleation
Polymerization Mechanism (a), PrP: (green) is in rapid equilibrium 
wirh the PrP5< conformation (brown) (step 1), but rhe polymerization 
into an amyloid fiber is slow (step 2) in rhe absence of an initiator 
molecule. The introduction of a PrPSc infective prion {orange) nucle
ates rhe polymerization process (step 3) . The process is propagated by 
fragments from rhe newly generated polymer (step 5). 

In the Template-Directed Mechanism (b), rhe prion, PrPSc, serves 

as a template to promote rhe change in conformation of endogenous 
PrPc to PrPSc (steps 1 and 2). Once converted to the PrpSc, rhe PrPSc 

rapidly polymerize into insoluble fibrils. 

Aguzzi, A., and Polymenidou, M . Mammalian prion biology: One cenrury of 

evolving concepis. Cell I 16:313 , 2004; Collinge , J., and Clarke , A. R. A general 
model of prion strains and their pachogenici cy. Science 318:930, 200 7; and Soro , 

C., Estrada, L., and Cascilla, J. Arnyloids, prions and che inherent infeccious nature 

of misfolded protein aggregates. Trends Biochem. Sci. 31: 1 SO, 2006. 
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Chaperone Proteins Assist the Protein Folding Process 

Cells contain proteins that facilitate the folding process. These include cis- trans-prolyl iso
merases, protein disulfide isomerases, and chaperone proteins . cis-trans-prolyl isomerases 
incerconverr cis and trans peptide bonds of proline residues. This allows the correct prolyl 
peptide bond conformation co form for each proline as required by the native conforma
tion. Protein disulfide isomerases catalyze the breakage and formation of disulfide cystine 
linkages so incorrect linkages are not stabilized and the correet arrangement oflinkages for 
the native conformation is rapidly achieved. 

Chaperone proteins were discovered as heat shock proteins (hsps) , a family of pro
teins whose synthesis is increased at elevated temperatures. The chaperones do nor change 
the final outcome of the folding process but prevent protein aggregation prior to comple
tion of folding and prevent formation of metastable dead-end or nonproduetive interme
diates. Chaperones of the hsp 70-k.Da family bind to polypeptides as they are synthesized 
on the ribosomes, shielding the hydrophobic surfaces that would normally be exposed to 
solvent. This protects the protein from aggregation until the full chain is synthesized and 
folding can occur. Some proteins, however, cannot complete their folding process while 
in the presence of hsp70 chaperones and are delivered to the hsp60 family (GroEL in 
Escherichia colz) of chaperone proteins, also called chaperonins . The chaperonins are long 
cylindrical multisubunit structures that bind unfolded polypeptides in their molten-globule 
state within their central hydrophobic cavity. Chaperonins have an ATPase activity and 
hydrolyze ATP as they facilitate folding. The chaperonin hsp60-assisted folding in E. coli 
is presented in Figure 3.50. Chaperone proteins are also required for refolding of proteins 
after they cross cellular membranes . A system of chaperones facilitates protein transport 
into mitochondria and into and through the endoplasmic reticulum. Proteins cross the 
lipid bilayer of the mitochondrial and endoplasmic reticulum membranes in an unfolded 
conformation , and local chaperones are often required to facilitate their folding within the 
intracellular organelle. 

Noncovalent Forces Lead to Protein Folding and Contribute 
to a Protein 's Stab ility 

Noncovalent forces cause a polypeptide to fold into a unique native conformation and then 
stabilize the native strueture against denaturation. Noncovalent forces are weak bonding 
forces with strengths of 4-29 kJ/mol (1- 7 kcal/mol) . This may be compared to covalent 
bonds that have a bonding strength of at least 210 kJ/mol (50 kcal/mo!) (Table 3.16). Even 
though individually weak, the large number of noncovalent contacts within a protein pro
vides a large energy faetor that promotes protein folding. 

Hydrophobic Interaction Forces 
Important noncovalent forces that cause a polypeptide to fold into its native conforma
tion are the hydrophobic interaction forces. Their strength is not due to any intrinsic 
attraction between non polar groups but rather to the properties of water that surround the 

TABLE 3.16 • Strength of Bonds Found in Protein Structures 

Bond Strength 

Bond Type (k]mor 1
) (kcalmor 1) 

Covalent >210 >50 

Noncovalenc 2.5- 29 0.6-7 

Hydrophobic (i.e., two benzyl side 8-13 2-3 

chain groups of Phe) 

Hydrogen 4-290 1-7 

Ionic (low dielectric environment) 4-25 1-6 

van der Waals <4 <1 
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Figure 3.50 The GroEL-GroES Chaperon in system for protein folding. 
(a) Space-filling model of the entire chaperon in complex in a top view 
looking down from the GroES cap protein. The GroES is bound to the 
cis side ofGroEL. GroES has 7 polypeptide subunits of 10 kD molecular 
weight and the GroEL cis and trans cylinder structures are each composed 
of? polypeptide subunits (cotal l 4) each of 60 kD. (b) As (a) but in a side 
view, with the trans GroEL ring in red, the cis GroEL ring in green, and th e 
GroES cap in gold. (c) Ribbons drawing of a slice through the center of the 
chaperon in comp lex showing internal cavities of the cis and trans cylindrical 
sections where denatured proteins enter and their folding occurs . (d) 
Simplified scheme for GroEL facilitated protein folding: (i) The denatured 
protein (black curved line) enters the GroEL and binds in the cavity with 
high affinity (black curved line), (ii) the ATP binds to one ring producing 
an altered conformation, (iii) the ATP-bound ring binds GroES to sequester 
the denatured protein in the folding chamber and a massive conformational 
change in the GroES-bound ring pulls open the denatured protein to 

untangle its nonproductive conformation and then releases the protein 
within the expanded cavity to fold spontaneously, (iv) the protein folds 
inside the chamber and ATP is hydro lyzed, (v) the ATP binds to the trans 
ring which releases GroES and the folded protein, and (vi) a new protein 
gets encapsulated. (e) Free-energy diagrams for protein folding. Left: Folding 
of protein in the absence of chaperonin results in a kinetical ly trapped 
intermediate. Middle: In chaperonin folding the pulling and release on 
chaperonin chambe .r expansion (annealing) untangles trapped intermediate 
and gives protein add itional chances to fold without being trapped . Right: 
In addition the GroEL cavity smooches the energy landscape to prevent the 
formation of certain kinetical ly trapped intermediates. 
(a), (b), and (c) reproduced with permission from Xu, Z. H., Horwich, A. L., 
and Sigler, P. B. Nature 388: 74 l, l 997; (d) reproduced with permission from 
Saibil, H. R, and Ranson, N . A. Trends Biochem. Sci. 27: 627 , 2002 , and 
Ranson, N.A. ec al. Cell 107,869, 2001; (e) redrawn from Ulrich, F., Hartl, 
F., and Hayer-Hartl, M. Science 295: 1852, 2002 . Copyright (2002 ) AAAS. 

nonpolar groups. A nonpolar side chain or a region of a protein molecule dissolved in water 
induces a solvation shell of water in which water molecules are highly ordered . "When two 
nonpolar side chains come togethe r, the surface area exposed to solvent is reduced and some 
of the highly ordered water molecules in the solvation shell are released to bulk solvent. The 
entropy of the system (i.e., net disorder of the water molecules in the system) is increased. 
The increase in entropy is thermodynamically favorable and is the driving force causing 
nonpolar moieties to come togethe r in aqueous solvent. A favorable free energy change of 
8 kJ/mol (2 kcal/mo!) for association of two phenylalanine side chains in water is due to 
th is gain in entropy (Figure 3.51) . 

In transition from random to regular secondary-conformation such as an a-helix or 
/3-strueture, approximately one-third of the water of solvation about the unfolded poly
peptide is lost to bulk solvent. T h is app roximates 2-4 kJ/mol (0.5-0 .9 kcal/mo!) for each 
peptide residue. Another one-thi rd of the original solvation shell is lost when a polypeptide 
attains its native conformation. This brings different segments of folded polypeptide chain 
into close proximity with the release of water of solvation between these segments. 
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Figure 3.51 Formation of hydrophobic 

interaction between two phenylalanine 
side-chain groups . 
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Figure 3.52 Some common hydrogen bonds 
found in proteins . 
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Hydrogen Bonds 
Hydrogen bonds are formed when a hydrogen atom covalently bonded to an elecrronegative 
acorn is shared with a second elecrronegative atom . The atom to which the hydrogen atom is 
bonded is designated the hydrogen donor atom . The atom with which the hydrogen acorn is 
shared is the hydrogen acceptor atom. Typical hydrogen bonds found in proteins are shown 
in Figure 3.52. a-Helical and /3-strand conformations are extensively hydrogen bonded. 

The suength of a hydrogen bond depends on the distance between donor and accepcor 
atoms. High bonding energies occur when this distance is between 2.7 and 3.1 A. Oflesser 
importance , bur not negligible, is the dependence of hydrogen-bond strength on geometry. 
Bonds of higher energy are geometrically collinear, with donor, hydrogen, and acceptor atoms 
lying in a straight line. The dielectric constant of the medium around the hydrogen bond 
may also be reflected in the bonding suength . Typical hydrogen bond strengths in proteins 
are 4-29 kJ/mol (1-7 kcal/mo!). Although they contribute to thermodynamic stability of a 
protein's conformation, their formation may not be a major driving force for folding. This 
is because peptide bonds and other hydrogen-bonding groups form hydrogen bonds to the 
water solvent in the denatured state, and these bonds must be broken before the polypeptide 
can fold. In calculating the net contr ibution of hydrogen-bonding forces to the folding, 
the energy required to break the hydrogen bonds to water must be subtracted from that 
gained from the formation of new hydrogen bonds between acorns in the folded protein. 

Electrostatic Interactions 
Electrostatic interactions (ionic or salt linkages ) between charged groups are important 
in the stabilization of protein structure and in binding of charged ligands and substrates to 
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proteins. Eleccroscatic forces are repulsive or attractive depending on whether the interact
ing charges are of the same or opposite sign. The screngch of an electrostatic force (Ee1) is 
directly dependent on the charge (Z) of each ion and inversely dependent on the dielectric 
constant (D) of the solvent and the distance between the charges (rat,) (Figure 3.53). 

Water has a high dieleccricconscanc (D = 80), and charge interactions in water are relatively 
weak compared co chose in the interior of a protein where the dielearic constant is low. How
ever, most charged groups remain on the surface where they do not interact with ocher charged 
groups &om the protein because of the high dielectric constant of water, but are Stabilized by 
hydrogen bonding and polar interactions with water. These interactions generate the dominant 
forces char place most charged groups of a protein on the outside of the folded scruccures. 

van der Waals Forces 
van der Waals forces are the weakesc of the noncovalenc forces. They have an attractive term 
(A) inversely dependent on the sixth power of the discance between two interacting atoms (1a1,), 
and a repulsive term (B) inversely dependent on the 12th power of this discance (Figure 3.54). 
The A term contributes ac its optimum distance an attractive force ofless than 4 kJ/mol (1 kcal/ 
mol) per atomic interaction due to the induction of complementary partial charges or dipoles 
in the electron density of adjacent atoms when the electron orbitals of the two atoms approach 
to a close distance. As the atoms come even closer, however, the repulsive component (term B) 
of the van der Waals force predominates as the eleccron orbitals of the adjacent atoms begin to 
overlap. T he repulsive force is commonly called steric hindrance. 

The distance of maximum favorable interaction between two atoms is the van der Waals 
contact distance, which is the sum of van der Waals radii for the two atoms (Figure 3.55). 
The van der Waals radii for acorns found in proteins are given in T able 3.17. 

The van der Waals repulsive forces between atoms of a peptide bond are weakesc at the spe
cific cp and ,/Jangles compatible with the a-helix and /3-scrand conformations. Thus, the absence 
of a van der Waals repulsive force is critical for secondary scructure formation in proteins. In 
attaining the native conformation, the number of weak van der Waals interactions involved is in 
the thousands. T he total contribution to the stability of a folded structure is substantial. 

A special type of interaction ( 1r-electron-1r-eleccron) occurs when two aromatic rings 
approach each other with electrons of their aromatic rings interacting favorably (Figure 
3.56) . This interaction can result in attractive forces of up to 25 kJ/mol (6 kcal/mo!). 

TABLE 3.17 • Covalent Bond Radii and van der Waals Radii 
for Selected Atoms 

A tom 

Carbon (cecrahedral) 

Carbon (aromatic) 

Carbon (amide) 

Hydrogen 

Oxygen (-0-) 

Oxygen (=O) 

Nitrogen (amide) 

Sulfur, diagonal 

Cavakru Radius 
(A) 

0.77 

0.69 along double bond 

0.73 along single bond 

0.72 co amide N 

0.67 to oxygen 

0.75 to chain C 

0.33 

0.66 

0.57 

0.60 ro amide C 

0.70 to hydrogen bond H 

0.70 co chain C 

1.04 

van derWaab 
Radius(A )a 

2.0 

1.70 

1.50 

1.0 

1.35 

1.35 

1.45 

1.70 

Saurce: Fasman G.D. (Ed.). CRC Handbook of Biochemistry and Mokcular Biology, 
3rd ed., Sea:. D, Vol. II. Boca Raton , FL CRC, Press, 1976, p. 221. 

'T he van der Waals concacc distance is the sum of the rwo van der Waals radii for 
che cwo atoms in proximicy. 

Figure 3.53 Strength of electrostatic 
interactions. 
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Figure 3.54 Strength of van der Waals 
interactions . 
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Figure 3.55 van der Waals-t.ondon dispersion 
interaction energies between two hydrogen 
atoms and two carbon (tetrahedral) atoms . 
Negative energies are favorable and positive 
energies unfavorable. 
Redrawn from Fersht, A. Enzyme Stn,cture and 
Mechanism. San Francisco: Freeman, 1977, 228. 
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Figure 3.56 17'-Electron-'IJ'oelectron interactions 
between two aromatic rings. 
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Figure 3.57 Steady-s tate concentration 
of a protein is due to its rate s of synthesis 
and denaturation . 

Denaturation Leads to Loss of Native Structure 

Denacuration occurs when a protein loses its native secondary, tertiary, and/or quaternary 
suuccure. The peptide bonds are not broken by conformational denaruration . The dena
tured state is always correlated with loss of a protein 's funccion. Loss of function is not 
necessarily synonymous with denaturation since small conformational changes can lead to 
loss of function without loss of the folded native structure . For example, a change in posi
tion of a single side chain in the active site of an enzyme or in protonation of a side chain 
may result in loss of enzyme activity but not to a loss of the native conformation. 

Although conformational differences between denatured and native structures may be 
subscantial, the free energy difference between such suuccures is typically as low as 20-40 kJ/ 
mo! (5- 10 kcal/mo!) (the energy of three or four noncovalent bonds). Thus , loss of a single 
hydrogen bond or eleccrostatic or hydrophobic interaction can lead to destabilization of a 
folded structure. Such a change in stability of a noncovalent bond can, in turn , be caused by 
a change in pH , ionic strength, or temperature. Presence of prosthetic groups, cofactors, and 
substrates also affects stability of its native conformation. 

The statement that breaking of a single noncovalent bond can cause denaturation 
apparently confliccs with the observation that an amino acid sequence can often be exten
sively varied without loss of a protein 's structure . The key to the resolution of this apparent 
conflict is the word "essential." Many noncovalent interaccions are not essential for the 
structural stability of the native conformation of a protein . However, substitution or modi
fication of an essential amino acid that provides a critical noncovalent interaction without 
a compensating stabilizing interaction dramatically affects the stability of a native protein 
conformation. 

The cellular concentration of a protein is controlled by its rate of synthesis and of 
degradation (Figure 3.57) . Under many circumstances the denaruration of a protein is the 
rate-controlling step in its degradation. Cellular enzymes and organelles that digest proteins 
"recognize" denatured proteins and eliminate them rapidly. In experimental situations, 
protein denaturation occurs on addition of urea, guanidine hydrochloride , or detergents 
(e.g., sodium dodecyl sulfate) that weaken hydrophobic bonding in proteins and stabilize 
the denatured state. Addition of a strong base, acid, or organic solvent or heating to tem
peratures above 60°C are also common ways to denature a protein. 

3.8 • DYNAMIC ASPECTS OF PROTEIN STRUCTURE 

Although high-resolution X-ray diffraction yields atomic coordinates for each acorn in a 
protein , experimental evidence from NMR , fluorescence spectroscopy, and the cempera
cure dependence of che X-ray diffraction reveals that the atoms in a protein molecule have 
a fluid-like dynamic motion and do nor exist in one static position. Rather than an exacc 
location, the atomic coordinates obtained by X-ray diffraccion represent the time-averaged 
position for each atom. The time for position averaging is the duration of data collection, 
which may be up to several hours . T hus the active conformation may differ from the aver
age conformation . An X-ray struccure also shows small defeccs in packing of the folded 
structure, indicating the existence of holes in the structure that allow the protein space for 
flexibility. The concept that each atom in a protein is in constant motion , like molecules 
within a fluid, although constrained by its covalent bonds and the secondary and ceniaty 
structure, is an imponant aspect of protein structure . 

Calculations of theoretical molecular dynamics describe the changes in the coordinates 
of atoms in a protein structure and in the position of regions of the structure due to summation 
of the movements of acorns in that region. The computation is based on the solving of Newton 's 
equations of motion simultaneously for all the atoms of the protein and the solvent that inter
acts with it. The energy funccions used in the equation include representations of covalent 
and noncovalent bonding energies due to electrostatic forces, hydrogen bonding, and van der 
Waals forces. Individual atoms are randomly assigned a velocity from a theoretical distribution 
and Newton 's equations are used to relax the system at a given temperature. The calculation is a 
computationally intensive activity, even when limited ro less than several hundred picoseconds 
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(1 ps = 10- 12 s) of protein dynamic time. Such calculations indicate that the average atom in 
a protein oscillates over a distance of0 .7 A on the picosecond scale. Some atoms or groups of 
atoms move smaller or larger discances than this calculated average (Figure 3.58). 

Net movement of any segment of a polypeptide over time represents the sum of forces 
due to rapid atomic oscillations, and the local jiggling and elastic movements of covalently 
attached groups of atoms. T hese movementS within the closely packed interior of a protein 
frequently allow the buried planar aromatic rings of tyrosines to flip. The small ampli
tude fluctuations provide the "lubricant" for large motions in proteins such as domain 
motions and quaternary structure changes, like those observed in hemoglobin on 0 2 bind
ing (p. 358). The dynamic behavior of proteins is the basis for conformational changes 
induced by substrate, inhibitor, or drug on binding to an enzyme and receptor, generation 
of allosteric effects in hemoglobins, electron transfer in cytochromes and in the formation 
of supramolecular assemblies such as viruses. T he movements may also have a functional 
role in the catalytic action of enzymes. 

3.9 • CHARACTERIZATION , PURIFICATION , 
AND DETERMINATION OF PROTEIN 
STRUCTURE AND ORGANIZATION 

Separation of Proteins on Basis of Charge 

In electrophoresis, protein dissolved in a buffer solution at a particular pH is placed in an 
electric field. Depending on the relationship of the buffer pH to the pl of the protein, the 
protein moves toward the cathode (- ) or the anode ( + ) or remains stationary (pH = pl) . 
Supports such as polymer gels (e.g., polyactylamide, agarose, and cellulose acetate) are used. 
The inen supports are saturated with buffer solution , a protein sample is placed on the sup
port as a line or spot, an electric field is applied across the suppo rt, and the charged proteins 
migrate as zones in the support toward the oppositely charged pole. 

A technique of extremely high resolution is isodectric focusing, in which mixtures of 
polyamino-polycarboxylic acid ampholytes with a defined range of pl values are used to estab
lish a pH gradient across the applied electric field. A charged protein migrates through the pH 
gradient in the electric field until it reaches a pH region in the gradient equal to its pl value. At 
this point the protein becomes stationary and may be visualized (Figure 3.59). Proteins that 
differ by as little as 0.0025 in their pl values are separated on the appropriate pH gradient . 

Figure 3.58 Fluctuation of structure of 
cytochrome c. (a) Calcula ted Buccuation on 
a picosecond rime scale of a-carbons within 
each amino acid residue in folded structure 
of cytochrome c. (b) Experimentally observed 
fluctuation of each a -carbon of the amino 
acid residues determined from the temperature 
dependency of the X-ray diffraction pattern for 
the protein. Cycochrome-c has 103 amino acid 
residues. The x-axis plots amino acid residues in 
cytochrome-c from I to 103, and the y-axis the 
fluctuation distances in angstroms. 
Redrawn from Karplus, M., and McCammon, J. 
A. Annu. Rev. Biochem. 53: 263, 1983. 
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Figure 3.59 lsoelectric focusing of 
hemoglobins from a patient heterozygous for 
HbS and J3-thalassemia. The figure shows the 
separation by isoeleccric focusing ofHbA 1c (HbA 
glycosylated on NHrend, see Clio. Corr. 3.5), 
normal adult HbA , fetal HbF, sickle-cell HbS (see 
Clin. Corr. 6.2; p. 214), and minor adult HbA 2• 

(a) Isoelecrric focusing carried out by capillary 
electropho resis with ampholyte pH range between 
6.7 and 7.7 and detection of bands at 4 15 run. 
( b) Isoelectric focusing carried out on gel with 
Pharmacia Phast System; ampholyte pH range is 
between 6.7 and 7.7. 
Redrawn from Molteni, S., Frischknecht , H., and 
Tbormann, W. Ekctrophoresis 15: 22, 1994. 

Negatively-charged ligand: carboxymethyl 

Positively-charged ligand: dlethylamlno 

Figure 3.60 Two example s of charged ligands 
used in ion-ex change chromat ography. 
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Figure 3.61 Example of ion-exchange 
chroma tography. Elution diagram of an artificial 
mixture of hemoglobins F, A1, A2, S, and Con 
carboxymethyl -Sephadex C-50. 
Redrawn from Oozy, A. M., and Huisman, T. H. 
J.J. Chromatog.40:62, 1969. 
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Ion -exchange column chromatography is used for the preparative separation of p ro
teins by charge. Ion-exchange resins consist of insoluble materials (agarose, polyacrylarnide, 
cellulose, and glass) that contain charged groups (Figure 3.60). Negatively charged resins 
bind positively charged molecules and are cation -exchange resins. Positively charged resins 
bind anions strongly and are anion -exchange resins . The degree of retardation of a protein 
(or an amino acid) by a resin depends on the magnitude of the charge on the protein at the 
particular pH of the experiment. Molecules with the same charge as the resin are eluted first 
in a single band , followed by those with an opposite charge to that of the resin, in an order 
based on the protein 's charge density (Figure 3.61). When it is difficult to remove a mol
ecule from the resin because of the strength of the attractive interaction between the bound 
molecule and resin, systematic changes in pH or in ionic strength are used to weaken the 
interaction. For example, an increasing pH gradient through a cation-exchange resin reduces 
the difference between the solution pH and the pl of the bound protein . This decrease 
between pH and pl reduces the magnitude of the net charge on the protein and decreases the 
strength of the charge interaction between the protein and the resin. An increasing gradient 
of ionic strength also decreases the charge interactions , as the ions compete with the proteins 
for binding, and elutes tightly bound eleetrolytes from the resin. 

Capillary Electrophoresis 
Electrophoresis within a fused silica capillary tube has a high separation efficiency, utilizes 
very small samples, and requires only several minutes for an assay. A long capillary tube 
is filled with the electrophorecic medium, a sample is injected in a narrow band near the 
anode end of the tube , and the molecules of the sample are separated by their mobility 
toward the negatively charged pole . The fused silica wall of che capillary has a negative 
charge and an immobile cationic layer is fixed to it. An adjacent diffuse layer of cations 
moves toward the cathode in the applied electric field and causes a flow of solvent coward 
the cathode . This electro-osmotic flow creates a "current" that carries analyce molecules 
toward the cathode, irrespective of the charge of the analyce (Figure 3.62) . Molecules with 
a high positive charge-to-mass ratio move with che current and have the highest mobility, 
followed by neutral molecules. Anionic molecules are repelled by the cathode and will move 
against the electro-osmotic flow. However, the electro-osmotic current toward the cathode 
overcomes any negative migration, and anions also migrate toward the cathode but at a 
slower rate than the cationic or neutral molecules. 

In zone electrophoresis separations are made in the presence of a single buffer . Capil
lary electrophoresis may be performed in the presence of ampholyces to separate proteins 
by isoelectric focusing, in the presence of a porous gel co separate proteins by molecular 
weight or in the presence of a micellar component co separate by hydrophobicity . Detectors 
that utilize W light, fluorescence, Raman spectroscopy , electrochemical detection , or mass 
spectroscopy make the capillary method sensitive and versatile. 
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Separation of Proteins Based on Molecular Mass or Size 

Ultracentrifugation: Definition of Svedberg Coefficient 
A prote in subjected to cent rifugal force moves in the di rection of the force at a velocity 
dependent on its mass. T he rate of movement is measured with an appropriate opt ical 
detect ion system, and from the rate, the sedimentation coefficient is calculated in Svedberg 
units (unitS of 10- 13s). In the equation (Figure 3.63), vis the measured velocity of protein 
movement, w the angular velocity of the cent rifuge rotor, and rthe diStance from the center 
of the tube in which the protein is placed to the center of rotation . Sedimentation coef
ficientS between 1 and 200 Svedberg units (S) have been found for proteins (Tab le 3.18). 
Equations have been derived to relate the sedimentat ion coefficient to the molecular mass 
of a protein . One of the mo re simple equat ions is shown in Figure 3.64, in which R is the 
gas constant, T the tempe rature, s the sedimentatio n coefficient, D the diffusion coefficient 
of the protein, v the partial specific volume of the protein, and p the density of the sol
vent. T he quantities D and v must be measured in independent experiments . T he equation 
assumes a sphe roidal geometry for the protein. Because th is assumption may not be true 
and independent measurementS of D and v are difficult, usually only the sedimentation 
coefficient for a molecule is reported. A protein's sedimentation coefficient is a qualitative 
measurement of itS molecular mass. 

Molecular Exclusion Chromatography 
A porous gel in the form of small insoluble beads is common ly used to separate proteins by 
size in column chromat0graphy . Small pro teins penetrate the pores of the gel and have a larger 

TABLE 3.18 • Svedberg Coefficients for Some Plasma Proteins 

s X 10- 13 
20, Molecular 

Protein (c,ns - i dyn-l )a Weight 

Lysozyme 2.19 15,000-16,000 

Albumin 4 .61 69,000 

lmmunoglobulin G 6.6-7.2 153,000 

Fibrinogen 7 .63 341,000 

Clq (faccor of complement) 11.l 410,000 

a 2-Macrog lobulin 19.6 820,000 

lmmunoglobulin M 18-20 1,000,000 

Faccor VIII of blood coagulation 23.7 1,120,000 

Source: Fasman, G.D. (Eel). CRC Handbook of Biochemistry and Molecular Biohg:,, 
3rd ed., Seer. A, Vol. II. Boca Ruon, FL: CRC Press, 1976, p. 242. 

' 120, X 10- 13, is sedimentation coefficient in Svedberg unirs, referred co water ar 20°C, 
and enrapo lared co zero concentration of protein. 

Figure 3.62 Generation of electro -osmotic 
flow toward the cathode in capillary 
electrophoresis . 

V 
S = -

r#r 

Figure 3.63 Equation for calculation of the 
Svedberg coefficient . 

Molecular weight = RTs_ 
0( 1 - vp) 

Figure 3.64 Equation relating the Svedberg 
coefficient to molecular weight . 
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Porous bead Small protein Large protein 

Figure 3.65 Molecular exclusion 
chromatography. A small protein can enter the 
porous gel particles and will be retarded on the 
column with respect to a larger protein chat cannot 
encer the porous gel particles . 

solvent volume through which co travel in the colwnn than large proteins, which are scerically 
excluded from the pores. Accordingly, a protein mixture is separated by size. The larger pro
teins are eluted first, followed by the smaller proteins, which are retarded by their accessibility 
t0 a larger solvent volume (Figure 3.65). As with ultracentrifugation, an assumption is made 
as to the geometry of an unknown protein in the determination of molecular mass. Elongated 
nonspheroidal proteins as well as glycoproteins often give anomalous molecular masses when 
analyzed using a standard curve determined with proteins of spheroidal geometry. 

Polyacrylamide Gel Electrophoresis in the Presence 
of a Detergent 

If a charged detergent is added to a protein eleetrophoresis assay and electrophoresis occurs 
through a sieving suppon , separation of proteins is based on protein size and not charge. 
A common detergent is sodium dodecyl sulfate (SOS) and a common sieving suppon is 
cross-linked polyacrylamide. The dodecyl sulfates are amphiphilic C l 2 alkyl sulfates, which 
stabilize a denatured protein by forming a charged micellar SOS solvation shell around ics 
polypeptide chain . The inherent charge of the polypeptide chain is obliterated by the nega
tively charged SOS molecules, and each protein-SOS solubilized aggregate has an identical 
charge per unit volume. Negatively charged panicles move through the polyacrylarnide gel 
toward the anode. Polyacrylarnide acts as a molecular sieve and the protein - micelle complexes 
are separated by size; proteins of larger mass are retarded. A single band in an SOS polyacryl
amide electrophoresis is often taken to demonstrate a pure protein. The conformation of the 
native Structure is not a factor in the calculation of molecular mass, as molecular mass is deter
mined by comparison to known standards that are similarly denatured . The detergent dis.5o
ciates the quaternary structure of a multimeric protein and releases the constituent subunics. 
Only the molecular mass of the subunics of such a protein are determined by this method. 

HPLC Techniques Separate Amino Acids, Peptides, and Proteins 

In high-performance liquid chromat0graphy (HPLC), a liquid solvent containing a mix
ture of molecules to be identified is passed through a column densely packed with a small
diameter insoluble beadlike resin. In column chromatography , the smaller and more tightly 
packed the resin beads, the greater the resolution of the separation technique . In HPLC, the 
resin is so tightly packed that the liquid must be pumped through the column at high pres
sure. Therefore HPLC uses precise high-pressure pumps with metal plumbing and columns 
rather than the glass and plastics used in gravity chromatography. Resin beads are coated 
with charged groups to separate compounds by ion exchange or with hydrophobic groups to 
retard hydrophobic non polar molecules. In hydrophobic chromatography, tightly associated 
nonpolar compounds are eluted from the hydrophobic beads in aqueous solvencs contain
ing various percentages of an organic reagent. The higher the percentage of organic solvent 
in the effluent, the faster the nonpolar component is eluted from the hydrophobic resin. 
This latter type of chromarography over nonpolar resin beads is called reverse-phase HPL C 
(Figure 3.66) . HPLC separations have extremely high resolution and reproducibility . 

Affinity Chromatography 

Proteins have a high affinity for their substrates , prosthetic groups, membrane receptors, or 
specific noncovalent inhibitor s and for antibodies made against them. These high-affinity 
compounds can be covalently attached to an insoluble resin, and the modified resin used 
to purify its conjugate protein in column chromatography. In a mixture of proteins eluted 
through the resin, the one of interest is selectively retarded. 

General Approach to Protein Purification 

A protein must be purified prior to determination of ics chemical composition, structure , 
and function. As living cells contain thousands of genetically distinct proteins as well as 
lipids, polysaccharides, and polynucleotides, the purification of a specific protein from the 
other cellular constituents may be difficult. The first task is the development of a simple 
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assay for the protein. Whether it utilizes the rate of transformation of substrate to product, 
antibody - antigen reaction, or a physiological response in an animal assay system, a protein 
assay must give a quantit.ative measure of activity per unit of protein concentration. This 
quantity is known as the sample's specific activity. The aim of a purification procedure is 
to increase a sample's specific activity to the value expected for the pure protein . A typical 
protocol for pu rification of a soluble cellular protein involves disruption of the cell mem
branes, followed by differential centrifugation in a density gradient to isolate the protein 
from subcellular particles and high molecular weight aggregates. Further pu rification may 
utilize selective precipitation by inorganic salts such as ammonium sulfate (salting out) or 
by organic solvent. Final purification includes a combination of techniques that separate 
based on molecular charge, molecular size, and/or affinity. 

Proteomic Techniques Determine All the Proteins 
Expressed in a Cell or Tissue in a Single Assay 

The number of unique genes in the human genome is estimated to be about 25,000 . Given 
that multiple protein products may be produced from a single gene by alternate splicing 
and posnranslational modifications generate additional forms, the number of unique pro
teins present in the human probably approaches 1 million. Proteomi cs is the science of 
determining exactly which proteins are produced in a cell or tissue, under a specific set of 
conditions. 

Any cell or tissue may express thousands of different proteins simult.aneously. To under
stand the propert ies of a cell or tissue, the type of proteins expressed and how the pattern 
of expressed proteins changes with development, differentiation, and disease is determined. 
Techniques have been developed to assay expressed mRNAs in cells and tissues in a single 
assay by hybridizing to DNA microarrays. More recently, techniques have been developed 
to analyze the active gene products, the proteins expressed by cells and tissues by use of 2-D 
electrophore sis. In this, the proteins are first extracted from cells or tissues and then spot
ted onto a polyacrylamide gel in an electrophoresis apparatus. The proteins are separated in 
the first direction on the basis of their differences in pl. The gel is then turned by 90° and 
sodium dodecyl sulfate (SOS) added to buffer. The proteins are separated in the second 

Figure 3.66 Separation of amino acids utilizing 
reverse-phase HPLC . The x-axis is time of 
elution from column. Amino acids are derivatized 
by reaction with dansyl chloride (DNS) so that 
they emit a fluorescence that is used to a~say them 
as they are eluted from the column. 
Reprinted with permission from Hunkapiller, M. 
W., Strickler, J.E., and Wi lson, K J. Science 226: 
304, 1984 . Reprinted with permission from AAAS. 
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Figure 3.67 A tw o-dimensional (2-D) display 
of expressed proteins from cultured cells . 
(a) Solubl e proteins from cellular extract (500 µ,g) 
loaded on the gel and separat ed by isoelecui c 
focusing (between pH 4.9 and 5.5) in rhe 
horizontal direction and by mo lecular mass in the 
vertical direction ( electrophoresed in the presence 
of SOS detergent ) . More than I 500 protein s are 
observed in rhe gel by silver staining. (b) A region 
from the gel expanded to show detail. Numbered 
proteins were analyzed by protease hydrolysi s and 
mass spectrometry to determine their partial amino 
acid sequences, leading to their identification . 
Reproduced with permission from Gygi, S. P. , 
Corthals , G. L., Zhang, Y., Rochon, Y., and 
Aebersold , R. Proc. Natl Acad. Sci. USA 97: 
9390 , 2000. 
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direction on the basis off differences in their molecular mass (see Gel Electrophoresis in the 
Presence of Detergent). The resulting gel is stained for protein , and the intensity of each of 
the thousands of protein spors measured in order t0 determine whether a particular protein 
is expressed and irs concenuation (Figure 3.67) . 

Determining the identity of each of the protein spors in a 2-D gel is not a trivial task. 
The 2-D gel pattern , if carried out under standard conditions , may be compared to patterns 
obtained by reference laborarories that have determined the identity of the majority of spors 
in the 2-D pattern from a particular cell type. These reference 2-D patterns are available over 
the Internet . More definitively, a spot may be extraeted from the gel and the protein partially 
hydrolyzed into smaller peptide fragments by proteolytic enzyme digestion (e.g., trypsin or 
chymotrypsin), and the peptide fragments subjected to mass speetroscopy . The mass spec
troscopy rapidly determines the amino acid sequence of many of the small fragments. This 
technique is called peptide mass fingerprinting. Utilizing these sequences to search protein 
sequence or gene sequence databases leads to the identification of the protein extracted from 
the 2-D gel. Robotic instruments now perform each of the steps in protein spot extraction 
and identification. In this way, the thousands of expressed proteins may be identified . 

The technique currently fails to identify low abundance proteins in cells or tissues. In 
addition, certain types of proteins are difficult to analyze due to low solubility, low molecular 
charge, or very low mo lecular mass. For example , integral membrane proteins are highly 
hydrophobic and are not solub le in the standard isoelectric focusing solvents. 
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Use of Amino Acid Analysis in Diagnosis of Disease 

Elevated concentrations of amino acids ace found in plasma or urine in a number of clinical disorders. An abnormally high concentration in 
urine is called an aminoaciduria. 

Aminoacidurias in Humans 

Amino Acid(s) Elevated 

Phe 

Cys, Lys, Arg, ornithine 

Lys, Arg, omithine 

Neutral amino acids (mono-carboxylic mono-amino ) 
Deficiency in Trp 

Pro, hydroxyproline, Gly 

Asp, Glu 

Aminoaciduria 

Phenylkeronuria 

Cystinuria 

Lysinuric protein intolerance 

Harcnup disorder 

Iminoglycinuria 

Dicarboxylic aminoaciduria 

Clinical. Correlation 

19.7, p. 769 

19.11, p. 774 

19.15,p. 778 

25.5, p. 1046 

19.5, p. 766 

Broer, S. Amino acid transpor t across mammalian intestinal and renal epichelia. Physiology Rev. 88:249, 2008; and Camargo, S. M., Bockenhauer, D., and Kiera, R. 
Aminoacidurias: Clinical ruid molecular aspects. Kuiney Jneemationa/73:918, 2008. 

Determination of Amino Acid Composition of a Protein 

Determination of the amino acid composition is an essential component in the study of a pro
tein's structure and physiological properties. A protein is hydrolyzed to its constituent amino 
acids by heating it at 110°C in 6 N HCl for 18- 36 h, in a sealed tube under a vacuum to pre
vent degradation of oxidation-sensitive side chains by oxygen in air. Tryptophan is descroyed 
in this method , and alternative procedures are used for its analysis. Side chain amides of 
aspacagine and glutamine are hydrolyzed to aspartate and glutamate and free ammonia; they 
are included within the glutamic acid and aspartic acid content in the analysis. 

Common procedures for amino acid identification use cation-exchange chromatogra
phy or reverse-phase HPLC to separate them and then react with ninhydrin, fluorescamine, 
dansyl chloride, or similar chromophoric or fluorophoric reagents for quantitation . With 
some types of derivatization, amino acids are identified at concentrations of O .5 X 10- 12 mo! 
(pmol). Analysis of the amino acid composition of physiological fluids (i.e., blood and urine) 
is utilized in diagnosis of disease (Clin. Corr. 3.7). 

Determination of Amino Acid Sequence 
The ability to clone genes has led to the ability to determine the amino acid sequence 
of a protein from its DNA or mRNA sequence. This is often a much faster method for 
obtaining an amino acid sequence. Sequencing of a protein, however , is required for the 
determination of modifications to the protein structure that occur after its biosynthesis, 
to identify a part of the protein sequence in order that its gene can be cloned , and to 
identify a protein as the product of a particular gene. Determination of the primary 
structure of a protein requires a purified protein and determination of the number of 
chains in it. Individual chains are purified by the same techniques used in purification 
of the whole protein . If disulfide bonds join the chains , these bonds have to be broken 
(Figure 3.68). 

Polypeptides are most commonly sequenced by the Edm an reaction or by mass spec
troscopy. In the Edman reaction, the polypeptide chain is reacted with phenylisothiocyanate, 
which reacts with the NHrterminal amino group. Acidic conditions catalyze intramolecu
lar cyclization that cleaves the NHrterrninal amino acid as a phenylthiohydantoin deriva
tive (Figure 3.69). This amino acid derivative may be separated chromatographically and 
identified against standards. The remaining polypeptide is isolated, and the Edman reaction 
is repeated to identify the next NHrterminal amino acid. Theoretically, this can be repeated 

I 
CH2 
I 

s- s --
1 
CH2 
I 

Cystine bond Two cysteic acids 

Figure 3.68 Breaking of disulfide bonds 
by oxidation to cysteic acids. 
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ON=C=S+ R1 0 H O R3 0 H 
+ I II I II I II I 
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H H R2 H H H RN 

Phenyllsothlocyanate Polypeptide cha in 
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Phenylthlocarbamoyl (PTC) peptide (or protein) 

+ 

R2 0 H O RN 
+ I II I II I 

H3N -C - C- N- C- C··· N- C- C00-
1 I I I I 
H H R3 HH 

Phenylth lohydantoln Polypeptide chain (minus original NH2-terml nal amino acid) 

Figure 3.69 Edman reaction. 

until the sequence of the entire polypeptide is determined but under favorable conditions 
can only be carried out for 30 or 40 amino acids int0 the polypeptide chain, when impurities 
generated from incomplete reactions in the reaction series make futther Edman cycles infea
sible. Polypeptides longer than 30 or 40 amino acids are hydrolyzed into smaller fragments 
and sequenced in sections. For sequencing by mass spectroscopy, it is also necessary to break 
long polypeptide chains into smaller fragmentS. 

Enzymatic and chemical methods are used to break polypeptide chains into smaller 
fragmentS (Figure 3.70). Trypsin preferentially deaves the peptide bond on the COOH
terminal side of lysine and arginine within polypeptide chains. Chymotrypsin deaves the 
peptide bond on the COOH-terrninal side of large apolar side chains. Other enzymes 
cleave polypeptide chains on the COOH-terminal side of glutamic and aspartic acid. Cya
nogen bromide deaves peptide bonds on the COOH-terminal side of methionine residues 
(Figure 3.70) . After partial hydrolysis, the segments are separated, and the sequence of 
each is determined by the Edman reaction or mass spectroscopy. To place the sequenced 
peptides correctly into the complete sequence, another sample of the original polypeptide 
is subjected to partial hydrolysis by a different hydrolytic reagent from that used initially, 
and the fragments separated and sequenced. This generates overlapping sequences, which 
permit the determination of the complete sequence (Figure 3.71) . 

I 

RN O R3 0 R2 0 R1 0 : Ri O R2 0 RN 
+ I II I II I II I II I I II I II I 
NH3- C- C··· N- C- C- N- C- C- N- c - c ..LN- C- C- N- C- C ··· N- C- COO-

~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ i~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 

Phe, Tyr, or Trp 
Arg, Lys 
Met 
Trp 
Glu 

I 

Peptide 
bond 
hydrolyzed 

Reagent 

Chymotrypsin 
Trypsin 
Cyanogen bromide 
o-lodosobenzoic acid 
Staphylococcus aureus endoprotease Va 

Figure 3.70 Specificity of some polypeptide cleaving reagents. 
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X-Ray Diffraction Techniques Are Used to Determine 
the Three-Dimensional Structure of Proteins 

X-ray diffraction enables determination of the structure of proteins at near atomic resolu
tion . The approach requires formation of a protein crystal, which contains solvent and 
is thus a concentrated solution , for use as the target. Our understanding of the detailed 
components of protein structure derived from this crystalline state correlate well with 
other physical measurements of protein structure in solution (e.g., by NMR spectros
copy; p. 133). 

The generation of protein crystals can be the most time-consuming aspect of the pro
cess. Proteins have molecular dimensions at least an order of magnitude greater than a small 
molecule, and the packing oflarge protein molecules into the crystal lartice generates a crys
tal with large "holes" or solvent channels. A protein crystal typically contains 40% to 60% 
solvent, and it may be considered a concentrated solution rather than the hard crystalline 
solid obtained with most small molecules. The presence of solvent and unoccupied volume 
in the crystal permits the infusion of inhibitors and substrates into the protein molecules 
in the crystalline state. 

A dynamic flexibility within regions of the protein structure may be seen as disorder 
in the X-ray diffraction pattern . Disorder describes the situation in which the observed 
electron densiry can be fitted by more than a single local conformation. Two explanations 
musr be distinguished. The first involves the presence of two or more static molecular 
conformations, which are present in a stoichiometric relationship. The second involves the 
actual dynamic range of motion exhibited by atoms or groups of atoms in localized regions 
of the molecule. These explanations can be distinguished by lowering the temperature of 
the crystal to where dynamic disorder is "frozen out;" in contrast, the multiple static con
formations are not temperature dependent and persist. Analysis of dynamic disorder by 
its temperature dependency using X-ray diffraction is an important method for studying 
protein dynamics (Section 3.8). 

Crystallizatio n techniqu es have so advanced that crystals are obtainable even from 
less abundant proteins. Interesting structures have been reported for proteins in which 
specific residues have been substituted , of antibody- antigen complexes, and of viral prod
ucts such as the protease required for the infection of the human immunodeficiency virus 
(HIV) that causes acquired immunodeficiency syndrome (AIDS). Approximately 50,000 
structures have been solved by X-ray diffraction and the details are stored in the Protein 
Data Bank, which is accessible on the Internet. 

Diffraction of X-rays by a crystal occurs with incident radiation of a characteristic 
wavelength (e.g., copper, Ka = 1.54 A). The X-ray beam is diffracted by the electrons 
that surround the atomic nuclei in the crystal, with an intensity proportional to the 
number of electrons around the nucleus. Thus, the technique establishes the electron 
distributio n of the molecule and infers the nuclear distribution . Actual positions of 
atomic nuclei can be determined directly by diffraction with neutron beam radiation, 
an interesting but very expensive technique as it requires a nuclear reactor or particle 
accelerator. With the highest resolution now available for X-ray diffraction determina
tion of protein structure , the diffraction from C, N, 0 , and S atoms can be observed. 
That from hydrogen atoms is not observed due to the low densiry of electrons, that is, a 
single electron around a hydrogen nucleus. The diffracted beam is typically detected on 
photographic film or electronic area detectors . This permits recording of the amplitude 
(intensity) of radiation diffracted in a defined orientation . Determination of the phase 

Figure 3.71 Ordering of peptide fra gments 
from overlapping sequences produced by 
specific proteolysis of a peptid e. 
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Agurs 3.72 Electron-density map at 1.9-A resolution of active site region of proenzyme form of 
trypsin. Active site amino acid residues are fitted onto an electron density map. 
Reproduced with permission from Kossiakoff, A. A., Chambers, J. L., Kay, L. M., and Stroud, R. M. 
Biochemistry 16: 654, 1977. Copyright (I 977) by American Chemical Society. 

angles has histor ically required the placement of heavy atoms (such as iodine , mercury , 
or lead) in the protein molecule. Modern procedures can often solve the phase problem 
without use of heavy atoms. 

It is convenient to compare X-ray crystallography with light microscopy to understand 
the processes involved. In light microscopy, incident radiation is reflected by an object under 
study and the reflected beam is recondensed by the objective lens to produce an image of 
the object. T he analogy is appropriate to incident X-rays but no material exiSts that can serve 
as an objective lens for X-ray radiation. In place of the objective lens, amplitude and phase 
angle measurements of the diffracted radiation are mathematically reconStructed by Fourier 
synthesis to yield a three-dimensional dectron-density map of the diffracted object. A few 
hundred reflections are required for a low-resolution electron-density map. For example, 400 
reflections were used to obtain a 6-A map of myoglobin . At this resolution one can clearly 
locate the molecule within the unit cell of the crystal and study the overall packing of the 
subunits in a multimeric protein . However, a trace of the conformation of the polypeptide 
chain is made with difficulty. Many more reflections are required to obtain higher-resolution 
maps. For myoglobin, where 400 reflections were utilized to obtain the 6-A map, 10,000 
reflections were needed for a 2-A map, and 17,000 reflections for a 1.4-A map. Much of 
the work is now partially automated using computers . A slice through a three-dimensional 
electron-density map of trypsinogen is shown in Figure 3. 72. T he known primary Structure is 
fitted to the electron-density pattern by refinement , the computer-intensive process of align
ing a sequence to the electron-density map until the best fit is obtained. 

X-ray diffraction provides incomplete evidence of a prote in's mechanism of action. 
Rather, it provides an average structure of a molecule whose atoms are normally undergoing 
rapid fluctuation in solution (Section 3.8). Indeed, the average structure may not be the 
active structure for the protein in solution . On the time scale of diffraction data collection, 
the Structures of reactive enzyme- substrate complexes, intermediates, and reaction transi
tion states canno t be observed. These structures must be inferred from the static pictures 
of an inactive form of the protein or from complexes with inactive analogs of its substrates 
(Figure 3.73). 

Newe r methods for X-ray diffraction use synchrotron radiat ion to generate an X-ray 
beam, at least 10,000 times more intense than that of standard X-ray generators , which 
enables the collection of diffraction data on a millisecond time scale. Applicat ion of these 
techniques will enable determination of short-lived structures and solve mechanistic and 
dynamic structural questions not addressable by the standard technology. 
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Figure 3.73 Stereo tracing of superimposed a-carbon backbone structure of HIV protea se with 
inhibitor (thick lines) and that of the protease without inhibitor (thin lines). Redrawn with permission 
from Mil ler, M. , Schneider, J., Sathyanarayana, B. K., Toth, M. V., et al. Scinue246: I 149, 1989. 
Reprintecl with permission from AAAS. 

Spectroscopic Methods for Evaluating Protein Structure 
and Function 

Ultraviolet Light Spectroscopy 
Side chains of tyrosine, phenylalanine, and ttyptophan, and peptide bonds absorb ultravio
let (UV) light. The efficiency of absorption for each chromophore is related to its molar 
extinction coefficient (e) (A Closer Look 3.2). A typical spectrum is shown in Figure 
3.74. Absorbance between 260 and 300 nm is primarily due to aromatic side chains (Figure 
3.75). When the tyrosine side chain is ionized at high pH (this R group has a pK,, = 10), 
the absorbance is shifted to a higher wavelength (red shifted) and irs molar absorptivity is 
increased (Figure 3.75). Peptide bonds absorb in the far-UV (180- 230 nm). A pept ide 
bond in a-helix conformation interactS with the electrons of peptide bonds above and 
below it to create an exciton system in which electrons are delocalized . The result is a 
shift of the absorption maximum for an isolated peptide bond to either a lower or a higher 
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Ultraviolet and Visible Light 
Absorbance Show a Linear 
Dependency on Concentration 
and Path Length 

The Beer-Lambert law is an empirical equa
tion chat shows the linear relationship be
cween the concentration of a chromophore 
and absorbance at a particular wavelength 
of UV or visible light. The equation is 

A = BA* l * C 

where A is the light absorbance at wave
length A, e.,, is the molar absorptivity or 
extinction coefficient of the chromophore 
ac wavelength A, i is the path length of the 
light through the solution, and c is the con
centration of chromophore. The extinction 
coefficient is a constant of the chromophore 
molecule at a sec temperature and solution 
conditions. If e.,, is in units of M- 1cm- 1, 

then l is in cm, c is in M, and A is in absor
bance units. 
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Figure 3.74 Ultraviolet absorption spectrum 
of the globular protein a-chymotrypsin . 

Figure 3.75 Ultraviolet absorption for 
chromophores of Phe, Tyr, Trp , and tyrosinate. 
Note differences in extinction coefficients on left 
axis for the different chromophores. 
Redrawn from d'Albis, A. and Gracr.er, W. B. To 
Bull, A. T .. Lagnado, J. R .. Thomas, J. 0., and 
Tipton. K F. (Eds.), Companion to Biochemistry. 
London: Longmaos , 1974, 170. 
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Rgure 3. 76 Ultraviolet absorpt ion of the 
peptide bonds of a polypeptide chain in 
a- helix, random structure, and antiparallel 
JJ-sheet conformations .. 
Redrawn from d ' Albis, A. , and Graczer, W. B. In 
Bull, AT. , Lagnado,J. R., Thomas]. 0. , and 
Tipton , K. F. (Eds.), Companion tlJ Biochemistry. 
London: Longmans , 1974, 175. 
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Rgure 3.78 Characte ristic fluorescence of 
aromatic groups in proteins. Redrawn from 
d' Albis, A., and Gratz.er, W. B. In Bull, A. T., 
I.agnado, J. R. , Thomas, J. 0. , and Tipton, 
K. F. (Eds.), Companion to Biochemistry. London: 
Longmans, 1974, 478. 
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Figure 3.77 Absorption and fluorescence electronic tra nsitions. Excitation on light absorption 
is from zero vibrational level in ground state to various higher vibrational levels in the excited state. 
Fluorescence emission is from the zero vibrational level in excited electronic state to various vibrational 
levels in the ground state. The fluorescence emission is at a higher wavelength (less energy) than the 
absorption wavelength . 
Redrawn from d' Albis, A , and Gratzer , W. B. In Bull, A. T., I.agnado , J. R., Thomas , J. 0., and Tipton , 
K. F. (Eds.), Companion to Biochemistry. London: Longmans, 1974, 166. 

wavelength (Figure 3.76) . Ultraviolet spectroscopy can provide information on a protein's 
secondary and tertiary structure. As a protein is denatured , differences in the absorption 
characteristics of the peptide bonds appear because of disruption of the exciton system. In 
addition, the absorption maximum for an aromatic chromophore is at a lower wavelength 
in an aqueous environment than in a nonpolar environment. 

The molar absorbancy of a chromophoric substrate often changes on binding to a 
protein and can be used to measure its binding constant. Changes in chromophore extinc
tion coefficients during enzyme catalysis are used to provide the kinetic parameters for the 
reaction. 

Fluorescenc e Spectr oscopy 
The energy of an excited electron produced by light absorption is lost most commonly as 
thermal energy in a collision process. In some chromophores, the excitation energy is dis
sipated by fluorescence. The fluorescent emission is always at a longer wavelength of light 
(lower energy) than the absorption wavelength of the fluorophore as vibrational energy 
levels, formed during the light absorption (excitation), are lost prior to fluorescence (Figure 
3.77). If another molecule is present to absorb light energy emitted by the fluorophore, 
the emitted fluorescence is not observed but transferred to the absorbing molecule. The 
acceptor molecule, in turn, either emits its own characterisric fluorescence or loses its exci
tation energy by an alternative process. If the acceptor molecule loses its excitation energy 
by a nonfluorescem process, it is a quencher of the donor mol ecule's fluorescence. The 
efficiency of the excitation transfer is dependent on the distance between and orientation 
of donor and acceptor molecules . 

Fluorescence emission spectra for phenylalanine, tyrosine, and tryptophan side chains 
are shown in Figure 3.78. The emission wavelengths for phenylalanine overlap with the 
absorption wavelengths for tyrosine. In turn, the emission wavelengths for tyrosine over
lap with the absorption wavelengths for tryptophan. Because of these overlaps in emission 
and absorption wavelengths, primarily only tryptophan fluorescence is observed. Excitation 
transfers occur over distances up to 80 A, which are typical diameters of globular domains. 
On denaturation , the distances between donor and acceptor groups increase and the effi
ciency of energy transfer to tryptophan decreases. Accordingly, an increase in tyrosine and/or 
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phenylalanine and loss of rryptophan fluorescence is observed on denaturation of a protein. 
Since excitation transfer processes in proteins are diStance and orientation dependent , the 
fluorescence yield is dependent on the conformation of the protein . This type of analysis 
detects changes due to conformational changes and binding interactions. 

Circular Dichroism Spectroscopy 
Circular dichroism (CD) is caused by differences in light absorption between the clockwise 
and counterclockwise component vectors of a beam of polarized light traveling through a 
solution of an optically active molecule such as an L-amino acid. A spectrum is generated 
when the circular dichroism is determined through a range of wavelengths. Aromatic amino 
acids in a protein and the polypeptide chain generate an optical rotation and CD spectrum 
(Figure 3.79). Because of the differences between spectra for a-helical, /3-sheet, and random 
structures, circular dichroism has been a fairly sensitive assay for the amount and type of 
secondary structure and is commonly utilized to follow protein folding and denaturation. 

Nuclear Magnetic Resonance 

With two-dimensional (2-D) NMR and powerful NMR spectrometers the conforma
tion in solution of small proteins of about 150 amino acids or less can be determined. 
Multidimensional NMR and triple resonance can extend the sensitivity to more than 250 
residues. 

Conventional NMR techniques use radiofrequency (rf) radiation to study the environ
ment of at0mic nuclei that are magnetic. The requirement for magnetic nuclei is absolute 
and based on an unpaired spin state in the nucleus. Thus, the naturally abundant carbon 
( 12C), nitrogen (14N) , and oxygen (160) do not absorb, while 13C, 15N , and 170 do absorb. 
The information derived from absorption bands enables the determination of the identity 
and number of nearest-neighbor groups that can affect the response of absorbing species 
through bonded interactions , but it gives no information on through-space (nonbonded) 
interaction due to the native conformation of the protein . To determine through-space 
interactions and protein teniary structure requires the use of nuclear Overhauser effects 
{NO&) and the application of the two-dimensional technique . 

The major difference between two-dimensional and one-dimensional (1-D) NMR is the 
addition of a second time delay rf pulse. The technique requires identification in the spec
trum of proton absorbance from a particular position in the protein structure. Through- space 

Figure 3.79 Circular dichroism spectra for 
polypeptide chains in a -helix, fi-shee t and 
random conformat ions. Redrawn from d' Al bis, 
A, and Grarzer, W. B. In Bull, AT., Lagnado, 
J. R., Thomas , J. 0 ., and Tipton, K F. (Eds.) , 
Companion to Biochemistry. London: Longmans, 
1974,190. 
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Figure 3.80 NMR structure of plastocyanin 
from the French bean . Structure shows 
superposition of eight structures of the polypeptide 
backbone for the protein, calculated from 
constraints of NMR spectrum. 
From Moore, J. M., Lepre, C. A., Gippert, G. P., 
Chazin, W. J., et al. J Mol Biol 221: 533, 1991. 
Figure generously supplied by P. E. Wright. 

interacrions can be observed at a maximum distance of about 5 A. On the generation of dis
tance information for interresidue pairs through the protein strucrure, pro tein conforma tions 
consiStent with the specrra are generated. In this calculation, a distance matr ix is conStrucred 
containing ranges of distances (minimum and maximum) for as many interresidue inte rac
tions as may be measured. Possible Strucrures are generated from the data consistent with the 
constraints imposed by the NMR specrra. Computatio nal refinementS of the ini tially calcu
lated structures can optim ize covalent bond distances and bond angles. The method generates 
a fumily of strucrures, the variability showing either the imprecision of the technique or the 
dynamic "disorder" of the folded structure (Figure 3.80) . Such comp utations have yielded 
structures that do not significantly differ from the time-averaged Strucrure observed with 
X-ray diffraction methods . 

Othe r enhancements of NM R, for determinat ion of protein structure, include the 
ability to synthesize proteins that contain isotop ically enriched (e.g., containing 13C or 15N) 
amino acids and the development of paramagnetic shift reagentS to study localized environ
ments on paramagne tic resonances, such as the lanthanide ion-report ing groups. 
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1. All of the following are correct about a peptide bond except 
A. it exhibirs partial double bond character. 
B. it is more stable in the cis configuration than in the trans configuration. 
C. it has restricted rotation around the carbonyl carbon to 

nitrogen bond. 
D. it is planar. 
E. in proline, che nitrogen is attached to the side chain. 

2. In an a-helix, 
A. side-chain groups can align ro give a po lar face. 
B. each peptide bond forms two hydrogen bonds. 
C. there are 3.6 amino acids per turn. 
D. all of the above. 
E. none of the above. 
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/3-struccure 
tertiary scruccure 
intrinsically unstructured protein 
globular protein 
inceractome 
protein family 
superfold 
fibrous protein 
polyproline rype II helix 
glycoprocein 

3. Chaperone proteins 

a po-protein 
lipoprocein 
N-glycosidic linkage 
0-glycosidic linkage 
chaperone 
molcen globule 
chaperonin 
ionic interaction 
van der Waals inceraction 
denaruration 
protein dynamics 

A. all require ATP to exert their effect. 
B. cleave incorrect disulfide bonds, allowing correct ones ro 

subsequently form. 
C. guide the folding of polypeptide chains inco patterns that would be 

thermodynamically unstable without the presence of chaperones. 
D. of the Hsp70 class are involved in transport of proteins across 

mitochondrial and endoplasmic reticu lum membranes . 
E. ace only on fully synthesized polypeptide chains. 

4. Proteins may be separated according co size by 
A. isoelectric focusing. 
B. polyacrylamide gel elecrrophoresis. 
C. ion exchange chromatography. 
D. molecular exclusion chromatography. 
E. reverse-phase HPLC. 
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5. Similar arrangemenrs of secondary scrucrural mocifs are oli:en observed in 
the fold scrucrure of protein domains . Which of the following is correcr? 
A. Superfo lds are similar structures from proteins related by function 

or evolution from the same primordial gene. 
B. Folds muse be either all a or all {3. 
C. There is only one type of /3 domain. 
D. If a protein has more than one domain, all domains are identical. 
E. A common fold has a central {3-barrel with the srrands connected 

by a-helices around the ourside. 

6. Unstructured proteins 
A. are chose proteins that have been denatured by hear .. 
B. do nor have any biological functions . 
C. can be induced co have a defined structure by binding co ocher 

proteins or co DNA or RNA. 
D. have no secondary or tertiary scrucrure. 
E. have regions rhar are very rich in aromatic amino acids. 

Questions 7 and 8: Abnormalities in the synthesis or scrucrure of collagen 
cause dysfunctions in cardiac organs, bone, skin, joints, and eyes. Prob
lems may result from abnormal collagen genes, abnormal posrtranslational 
modifications of collagen, or deficiency of cofactors needed by enzymes 
responsible for posmanslational modifications. Scurvy, a lack of vi cam in 
C, is an example of the lase rype. 

7. In collagen: 
A. inrrachain hydrogen bonding stabilizes the native srructure . 
B. three chains with polyproline type helical conformation can win d 

about one another co form a superhelix because of the structure of 
glycine. 

C. the 'I' angles conrributed by pro line are free to rorarc. 
D. regions of superheliciry comprise che entire structure except for 

the N- and C-rerm ini. 
E. crosslinks between triple helices form after lysine is converted co 

allysine. 

8. The formation of covalent cross-links in collagen 
A. occurs during synthesis of the peptide chain . 
B. uses hydroxyproline. 
C. involves glycine residues. 
D. requires conversion of some e-amino groups of lysine co S-aldehydes. 
E. all of the above. 

Questions 9 and 10: Glycoproteins, with carbohydrate molecules cova
lently bound to one or more amino acids, participate in many normal and 
disease-related functions, for example, antigenic decerminanrs of blood 
groups, cell-cell recognition, and functioning of collagen. Usually the 
carbohydrate is added co the protein by errqmatic reactions. A glycosylaced 
hemoglobin, HbA 10 however, is formed nonenzymacically in red blood 
cells. In prolonged hyperglycemia as in patienrs with diabetes mellirus, the 
concentration ofHbA 1c rises and ic can be used co follow the effectiveness 
of treatment . 

9. Glycoproreins 
A. are found in cells bur nor in plasma. 
B. in a plasma membrane typically have the carbohydrate portion on 

the cytosolic side. 
C. may have the carbohydrate portio n covalently linked ro the pro

tein at an asparagine. 
D. chat are carbohydrate co hydroxyl linked always have the linkage 

co hydroxylysine. 
E. of a given type always have identical carbohydrate chains. 

10. With glycoproceins, 
A. the carbohydrate is added as the polypept ide chain is transported 

through the endop lasmic reticulum and Golgi network. 
B. the amount of carbohydrate present is always a small percentage 

( < 5%) of the weight of rhe protein. 
C. rhe carbohydrare portion consiscs only of a single sugar on each 

amino acid. 
D. the mosc common type of linkage is to an a-amino group of a 

polypeptide chain. 
E. changes in composition would have no effect on biological function. 

Questions 11 and 12: Many patho logical hyperlipop roteinemias result 
from abnormalities in the races of synthesis or clearance of lipoproceins in 
the blood . They are usually characterized by elevated levels of cholesterol 
and/or criacylglycerols in the blood. Type I has very high plasma cria
cylglycerol levels(> 1000 g/dL) because of an accumulation of chylomi
crons. Type II (familial hypercholesrerolemia) has elevated cho lesrerol, 
specifically in rhe form of LDL. Another abnormality of lipoproceins is 
hypolipoproreinemi a in which lipoproceins are nor formed because of the 
inability co make a particular apoprocein. 

11. All lipoprore in particles in the blood have the same general architec
ture which includes 
A. a neutral core of triacylglycerols and cholesceryl esters. 
B. amphipachic lipids oriented with their polar head groups ar the 

surface and their hydrophobic chains oriented coward the core. 
C. most surface apoproreins containing amphipachic helices. 
D. unesrerified cholestero l associated with the outer shell. 
E. all of the above. 

12 . In abecalipoproceinemia chylomicrons, VLD L and LDL arc absent 
from che blood . Which of rhe following is correct? 
A. In chis disease, no apolipoproceins are synthesized. 
B. If the blood from these individuals were centrifuged, the lipid 

bands would be found primarily in the uppe r half of the rube. 
C. Failure co synthesize apolipoproceinApoB- 100 and ApoB-48 

would account for the paccern shown in chis disease. 
D. Apolipoproteins are composed mostly of {3 structure. 
E. All of the above. 

Problems 

13. In a plor of equivalencs of OH- versus pH, pH is -2 when 0.5 equiv 
has been used, pH is -6 for 1.5 equiv and pH is -9.5 for 2.5 eq. 
What amino acid has been titrated? In each case, the point indicated 
is the midpoint of a steep part of the curve . 

14. Ali:er purification, the Edman reaction was used to sequence a 
dodecapeptide, yielding rhe following data : the C-cerminal amino 
acid is isoleucine; the N-cerminal amino acid is methionine; and the 
peptide fragmencs are Ala-Ala-Ile, Lcu-Arg-Lys-Lys-Glu-Lys-Glu-Ala, 
Met-Gly-Leu, and Mer- Phe-Pro-Met . What is the sequence of chis 
peptide? 
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Answers 

1. B This would pur both side chains on the same side of the bond, and 
chis is less favorable. C is a consequence of A. D: All aroms arrached 
ro the carbon and nirrogen of the bond are in a common plane. 
E: Proline has an irnino group. 

2. D A; They could also align co give a non polar face. B: One is ro rhe 
fourrh residue above rhe bond , and rhe ocher is ro the fourth residue 
below. C: This is one of rhe characteristics of a right-handed a-helix . 

3. D Proteins cross rhe membrane in an unfolded srace and refold 
once they cross the membrane. A; The hsp60 family of chaperones 
is ATP linked, bur the hsp70 family is nor. 8: Disulfide isomerases 
catalyze chis reaction. C: The final product is thermodynamically 
srable; chaperones prevent unfavorable intermediate interactions. E: 
Hsp70 chaperones react with nascent polypeptide chains as they are 
synthesized by the ribosome . The protein may then be delivered to 
an hsp60 chaperone for facilitation of final folding. 

4. D Anorher method chat separares on the basis of size is SOS PAGE. 
A-C separate molecules on the basis of charge. E: Reverse-phase 
HPLC effects separations based on polarity. 

5. E This al/3 srruccure is found in pyruvace kinase, for example. 
A: This is called a family; superfolds are found in proteins unrelated 
in function or origin . B: See E. C: There are several different rypes. 
D: A prorein may have multiple different domains, and the different 
domains may, in some cases, have different functions. 

6. C Their unscrucrured domains allow chem ro bind with a variety of 
partners. A: These proteins narurally lack a stable folded conforma 
tion. B: They play a variety of roles such as scaffold proreins, cyclin
dependenc kinases, and many ochers. D: They may have regions of 
secondary srrucrure. E: They tend co be rich in polar and charged 
amino acids and low in aromatic ones. 

7. B Close contacts in the interior of the triple helix are possible only 
when the R group at that position is very small, char is, hydrogen. 
A: Hydrogen bonding in collagen is incerchain. C: The <p angle is 
part of the proline ring and is nor free co rocare. D : Although the 
sratement is true of type I collagen, che superhelical regions in ocher 
collagen types may be broken by regions of globular domains. 
E: The conversion and crosslinking are extracellular. 

8. D These then reacr with each ocher or with unmodified e -amino 
groups ofl ysine. A; It is posccranslacional. B and C: This is nor the 
role of hydroxyproline or glycine. 

9. C In the N-linked type, asparagine is in the sequence Asn-X-Thr(Ser). 
A; Mosr plasma proreins, except albumin, are glycoproreins . 
B: Carbohydrate is on the outside of the cell for functions like cell
cell recognition. D: Thi .s link is in collagen only. Ocher O-linked 
carbohydrares have the linkage ro serine or threonine. E: Carbohy
drate srrucrure is not determined by genes and is variable. 

10. A The carbohydrate content is nor directed by genes bur is a co- or 
posrrranslational event. B: The content is highly variable, for example, 
glycophorin in erythrocyte membrane has 60% carbohydrare. C: The 
attached carbohydrate can be a single carbohydrate or as many as 15 
carbohydrate residues. D: This is a type VI linkage found in HbA 1c 
bur is not the most common rype. E: There could be a profound 
change in function . 

11. E All lipoproceins share rhese characreristics. C: The polar face inter
aces with warer and the hydrophobic face is orienred coward the core. 
D: Cholesterol 's hydroxyl group is sufficiently polar char it orients 
toward rhe outer shell. 

12. C Apo B-100 is a primary apolipoprocein ofLDLs and VLDLs. Apo 
B-48, a rruncated form ofB-100, is found in chylomicrons. A: Since 
the various apo lipoproreins come from different genes, one would 
not expecr all genes co be affecred. B: The missing lipoproreins are 
the ones found in the upper part of che rube on cenrrifugarion. D: 
Apolipoproceins associated with lipid have a high content of amphi
pachic a-helices. 

13. This is a titration curve for an acid with three dissociable groups. The 
points indicated represent half-titration of each of these groups, and 
the pHs are the pKvalues for each group. With these pKval ues, the 
amino acid muse be histidine. 

14. You must have the correct N- and C-rerminal amino acids and the 
correct coral number (12) of amino acids in the peptide . Using these 
values and overlapping the fragments, you should get the sequence 
Mer-Phe-Pro-Mec-Gly-Leu-Arg-Lys-Glu -Ala-Ala-Ile. Notice char the 
Lys-Glu fragment does not give any additional information for the 
sequencing. 
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Key Concepts 

DNA replication , recombination , and repair involve transesteri
fication , the switching of partners across a phosphodiester bond. 
All three processes rely on complementary base pairing. 

• DNA replication requires a template , a set of enzymes, and the 
proper precursors. It is semiconservative, with parental strands 
separating so that each can be a template for the synthes is of a 
complementary strand . The double helix opens at a replication 
fork followed by a priming step, the sequential addition of com
plementary nucleotides , and the sealing of adjacent fragments . 
The process is extremely accurate. 

• Replication is very similar in bacteria and mammalian cells, but the 
differences allow antibiotics to selectively inhibit bacterial growth. 
Replication is highly regulated as pan of the cell cycle. T elomer
ase preserves the ends of chromosomes. 

Recombination is essential for proper chromosome segrega
tion into daughter cells. A key intermediate is a DNA structure 
called a Holliday Junction. Errors in recombin ation can lead to 
cancer. 
Changes in a single base pair of the 6 billion base pair s in the 
human genome can lead to disease. There are an estimated 
10,000- 50,000 damaging events, such as radiation and chemi
cal reactions , to DNA per cell per day. There are several differ
ent mechanisms to repair damaged DNA . Base-excision repair 
and nucleotide excision repair are very accurate processes that 
remove damaged base(s). Defects in DNA repair mechani sms 
can cause cancer. 

~ Some repair mechani sms introduce errors into the DNA as a 
cost of allowing cells to deal with damage that blocks replication. 

139 
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Figure 4.1 Semiconservative DNA synthesi s. 
The two parencal strand s separate, and each is a 
template for synthesis of a complementary 
daughter srrand. Therefor e, the two daughter 
duplexes each have one parencal strand and one 
newly synthesired strand. 

4.1 • COMMON FEATURES OF REPLICATION , 
RECOMBINATION , AND REPAIR 

In addressing the "three R's" of DNA- replication , recombination, and repair- it is use
ful co consider some unifying similarities among them. The fundamental mechanisms of 
replication , recombination , and repair are conserved throughout evolution. Because these 
processes ace on the same substrate, DNA chains, they share fundamental chemical mecha
nisms of making and breaking phosphodiescer bonds. The chemistry of DNA is largely that 
of ics phosphodiescer bonds. The theme of a nucleophilic attack on a phosphodiester bond , 
leading co a switch in the partners across the bond, is common to all three processes. The 
double-scranded nature of cellular DNA and che complementarity of the two strands also 
play a major role in all three processes. Because the genetic information is present in two 
copies, each strand can serve as a cemplace for synthesis or repair of the opposite strand. The 
antiparallel nature of the two strands is critical in all processes that ace on DNA. The three 
processes share many enzymes. Requiremencs of accuracy and regulation , however, lead to 
specialization of groups of enzymes for a particular task. Recognizing similarities and differ
ences will make understanding replication , recombination, and repair easier. 

As the carrier of genetic information , DNA in a cell must be duplicated , maintained , and 
passed down co daughter cells with extraordinary accuracy. The scale of the problem is large. 
The common bacterium Escherichia coli (E coli) has a genome containing 4.6 million base 
pairs (bp). The human genome consists of two copies of23 chromosomes, totaling approxi
mately 6 X 109 bp. Individual human chromo somes each contain a single DNA molecule, 
ranging from 34 million hp for the smallest chromosome to 263 million bp for the largest. 

Overall accuracy of replication is extremely high: During a single cycle of replication , 
an average of only one error is introduced per billion bp. However, even with this extraor
dinary accuracy, a handful of errors are introduced into an average human cell at each cell 
division. These errors are mutations , heritable changes in the DNA sequence. Mutations 
are often harmful; they can affect cell viability or trigger the uncontrolled growth charac
teristic of cancer. Some serious diseases can result from the change of a single base pair in 
the 6 X 109 bp human genome. Eukaryotes have the additional cask of ensuring chat all 
parts of the genome are replicated only once during each cell cycle, to avoid chromosomal 
abnormalities and imbalances in gene expression. 

Accurate replication , critical as it is, is not enough. DNA is subject to continuing attack 
by both chemical and physical agents including water, activated oxygen species that arise 
as by-produces of normal cellular metabolism, chemicals in foods and in the environment , 
and radiation . There are systems that recognize and repair DNA damage, and thereby help 
maintain the integrity of the genome. In spite of all of this care, accumulation of mutations 
can lead to cell death , aging, and cancer. 

4.2 • DNA REPLICATIO N : FUNDAM ENTAL 
MECHANICS 

The Basics 

Replication leads co doubling of the DNA, preserving the genetic information that is 
carried as the sequence of bases. Replication requires a template to provide sequence infor
mation. The basic mechanism of DNA replication was obvious as soon as the comple
mentary , double-stranded scruccure of DNA was recognized. Because each strand is the 
complement of the ocher, with an A in one scrand always paired with a T in the other and 
likewise for C and G, che two strands can be separated and each can be used as a template 
for synthesis of a new complement . This is called semiconservative replication , because 
half of the parental DNA molecule (one strand ) is conserved in each new double helix, 
paired with a newly synthesized complementary strand (Figure 4.1). 

A template alone is not sufficient for DNA synthesis. DNA polyme rases catalyze the 
addition of mononucleotides co a growing chain . DNA polymerases do not start a scrand by 
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primer 5' 3'0H 

template 

·------------------------· 5' Figure 4.2 Template and primer . The substrate for addition of a nucleotide is a primer (light tan) 
hydrogen bonded to a template (dark tan). The template provides information about which nucleotide ro 
add. The primer provides a free 3' -hydroxyl group to which nucleotides can be added. The two strands 
run antiparallel. 

joining the first rwo nucleotides together; rather, they add nucleotides to an existing primer 
that provides a 3' -hydroxyl group (Figure 4.2, Table 4.1). The requirement for a primer is 
not due to the chemistry of phosphodiester bond formation, as demonstrated by the abil
ity of RNA pol ymerases to start polynucleotide chains de novo (without primers). Rather, 
it probably evolved because it increases the overalJ accuracy of replication . Proofreading 
(seep. 143) during polymerization of the first few nucleotides is not likely to be effective 
because there are few base pairs to stabilize the double helix and alJow recognition of correct 
base pairing . In most organisms, the initial primer is made of ribonucleotides by an enzyme 
calJed primase. The first few nucleotides are marked for eventual removal because they 
are ribonucleotides; their subsequent removal leaves a gap that can be resynthesized more 
accurately because the resynthesis is done by elongation of a longer strand of DNA. During 
growth of the DNA chain, the growing chain itself, base paired to the template, serves as a 
primer for addition of the next nucleotide. 

Chemistry of Chain Elongation 

The chemistry of DNA replication, repair, and recombination is largely that of the phos
phodiester bonds that link neighboring nucleotides in a DNA chain. Figure 4.3 depicts the 
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TABLE 4.1 • Requiremen ts for DNA 
Replication 

I 
A 

Template Provides sequence information 

Primer Provides free 3' -OH to which 
nucleorides are added 

Precursors 5' -Deoxynucleoside 
criphososphates (5' -dNTPs) 

Enzymes DNA polymerases, sliding 
clamps, helicases, primases, 
single-stranded DNA-binding 
proteins, nucleases, ligases 
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Figure 4.3 Formation of a phosphodie.ster bond. An incoming nucleoside triphosphate that forms 
correct hydrogen bonds with the template in the active site of a DNA polymerase is depicted in purp le. 
The 3 '-OH of the primer attacks the innermost (a) phosphate of the incoming nucleotide, displacing the 
two terminal phosphates as pyrophosphate (insert) . This results in the elongation of the primer by one 
nucleotide. This cycle is repeated as long as template is available. 
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Chemotherapy Can Target Precursors of DNA Synthesis 

Because tumor cells replicate at higher rates than most normal tis
sues, much chemotherapy is directed at inhibiting DNA replication. 
Cells that are actively dividing are more sensitive to these drugs than 
are quiescent cells; this provides a therapeutic window. In addition 
to rapidly dividing cancer cells, the targets of chemotherapy, there are 
normal but rapidly dividing cells in the intestinal tract, bone marrow, 
and hair follicles; rhe sensitivity of these rapidly dividing normal cells 
explains many of the limiting side effects of chemotherapy. 

One way to inhibit replication is to interfere with the pools of 
deoxyribonucleotides needed for ONA synthesis. Hydroxyurea is an 
antimetabolite that inhibits ribonucleotide reducrase, the key enzyme 

needed co make deoxyribonucleotides from ribonucleotides. This 
decreases the concentrations of the dNTPs and thereby inhibits DNA 
synthesis, without dramatically altering the pool of rNTPs needed for 
transcription . Hydroxyurea is used primarily against melanoma and 
myeloproliferative diseases such as chronic myelogenous leukemia; 
it can be used in combination with radiation therapy that damages 
DNA, because by lowering pools of dNTPs it can also inhibit DNA 
repair. The main side effect is myelosuppression due co the inhibition 
of DNA synthesis in bone marrow, which leads to fewer red blood 
cells, white blood cells, and platelets. 

formation of a phosphodiester bond between a short chain of DNA (a primer) and an incom
ing nucleotide. This process is repeated for each nucleotide added to the growing chain. 

Addition of a nucleotide to a growing chain is not a spontaneous process, because 
the decrease in entropy is large. For this reason, nucleotide precursors of DNA are 5' -
deoxyribonucleoside triphosphates (5 '-dNTPs; Clin . Corr. 4. 1). The phosphodiester bond 
connecting the first (a) phosphate (arrached to the 5' carbon of the sugar) and the outer two 
(J3 and -y) phosphates undergoes nucleophilic attack by the 3'-0H of the growing D NA 
chain {Figure 4.3) . The bond is not hydrolyzed, but rathe r transesterified; the phosphodi
ester bond that had joined the ex-phosphate to the /3-phosphate now joins the a-phosphate 
to the 3' -end of the growing chain . The terminal two phosphates are released as inorganic 
pyrophosphate, which is hydrolyzed by phosphodiesterases present in cells. Cleavage of 
pyrophosphate renders the reaction essentially irreversible . Much of the chemistry of repli
cation , repair , and recombination involves transes terification reactions . 

DNA Polymerases 

DNA polym erases catalyze the addition of nucleotides during chain elongation . They require 
both templates and primers and use 5'-dNTP precursors (Figure 4.3). The very power
ful laboratory techniques of DNA sequencing and the polymerase chain reaction (p. 257) 
are based on the requirement for both template and primer to allow D NA polyme rization. 
Cells contain several DNA polymerases that carry out specialized functions , including various 
aspeets of replication and coping with damage to the template (Table 4 .2). DNA polymerases 

TABLE 4.2 • DNA Polymerases 

Function 

Priming 

Synthesis of continuous (leading) strand 

Synthesis of initial part of Okazaki fragment 
Synthesis of most of Okazaki fragment 
Gap filling after primer removal 

Damage bypass 
Damage bypass, DNA repair 
Base excision repair 

Mitochondria DNA replication 

E. coli Enzyme 

DnaG primase4 

Pol III 

Pol III 
Poll 

Pol lV,PolV 
Pol II 
Pol I 

4 0naG is nor considered a DNA polymerase; ic makes an RNA primer. 

Eukaryotic Enzyme 

Pol a/primaseb 

Pol8 

Pol a/primase 
Pol8 
Pol8 

Pol E, Pol g, Pol 71, Pol , 
Pole? 
Pol /3 
Poly 

hln eukaryotes, the primase component of the pol a/primase comp lex makes the initial RNA primer, which is 

extended 20-30 nr by the DNA polymerase a component using dNTPs . 
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(a) 
Proper nucleotide at 3' end. 

5' 3'0H 

5' 

(b) 
Mismatched nucleotide at 3' end. 

3' OH 

5' 

5' 

Figure 4.4 Proofreading. (a) When the proper nucleotide is added to the 3' -end of a primer, the result 
is a good substrate for addition of a nucleotide, but a poor substrate for the 3' to 5' exonuclease. (b) 
On the rare occasions when an incorrect nucleotide is added co the primer , the resulciog primer with a 
mismatch at the 3' -end is a poor substrate for addition of a nucleotide, but a good substrate for the 3' to 
5' proofreading exonuclease that removes the mismatched nucleotide. This leaves the primer shorter but 
ready for the correct nucleotide to be incorporated. 

that participate in replication help to ensure accuracy in two ways: by the initial selection of 
the proper nucleotide to add and by enzymatic proofreading. 

The initial selection is based on the fit of the incoming nucleotide into the active site 
of the polymerase. An incoming nucleotide that makes the proper hydrogen bonds with the 
nucleotide on the template srrand can be added to the growing chain. An incoming nucle
otide that does not make the correct hydrogen bonds is not aligned properly for catalysis. 
Conformational changes in the DNA polymerase itself are critical in assuring this accuracy, 
which leads to error rates in the range of 10-4 to 10- 6. Although good for most processes, 
this is not nearly as accurate as required for replication. 

The second way DNA polymerases increase accuracy is by proofreadin g. This is car
ried out by a 3' -to 5'-exonu cleolytic activity that removes mispaired nucleotides from the 3' 
end of the growing chain. Proofreading is integral to many replicative DNA polymerases, 
but may also be carried out by an associated protein in the replication complex. A primer 
with a properly base-paired terminal nucleotide is a good subsrrate for the addition of the 
next nucleotide, but a poor substrate for the 3' - to 5' -exonuclease (Figure 4.4) . A primer 
with a mismatched terminal nucleotide is a poor substrate for addition of a nucleotide but 
a good substrate for 3 ' - to 5 '-exonuclease. This combination results in removal of virtually 
all mismatched nucleotides before the next nucleotide is added. It also leads to removal 
of some properly incorporated nucleotides, but that is a price that must be paid for the 
increased accuracy provided by proofreading . The ability to discriminate between properly 
and incorrectly incorporated nucleotides is compromised when the growing chain is very 
short, because the strength of base pairing between a short chain and template is weak. This 
is the most likely explanation for the evolution of DNA polymerases unable to start chains 
de novo, and for the use of ribonucleotides to prime DNA synthesis. 

Some mutated DNA polymerases are actually more accurate than the normal poly
merase. This is paradoxical if one assumes that there is an evolutionary advantage to ever
increasing accuracy. However, there are reasons to expect that beyond a certain level, higher 
accuracy is not advantageous and may in fact be disadvantageous. First, extremely accurate 
proofreading is energetically costly. To ensure that virtually all misincorporated bases are 
removed, a polymerase would also have to remove a large number of correctly incorporated 
bases that have moved slightly with respect to the template due to normal thermal fluctua
tions. This would greatly slow replication and utilize much additional energy in the form 
of dNTPs. Second, the ability of DNA repair systems to deal with residual errors reduces 
the advantages of ever more accurate polymerases. It has also been argued that a low level 
of mutations provides the raw material for evolution, producing a population with some 
genetic variation that is better able to survive changing conditions . 

Despite their very high accuracy, polymerases can incorporate nucleotide analogs. 
N ucleoside analogs are often used in chemotherapy to kill rapidly growing cancer cells or 
viruses responsible for serious illnesses. Analogs that are phosphorylated to nucleotides can 
be incorporated into DNA , where they can inhibit further synthesis or lead to a high level 
of mutation. Differences between bacterial or viral polymerases and host polymerases in 
their ability to incorporate nucleotide analogs can provide a therapeutic window within 
which physicians can preferentially target infected cells (Clin. Corr . 4.2) . 
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Nucleoside Analogs and Drug Resistance in HIV Therapy 

Acquired Immune Deficiency Syndrome (AIDS) is caused by infec
tion with the retrovirus Human Immunodeficiency Virus (HIV). 
A key step in the HIV life cycle is synthesis of a DNA copy of the 
viral RNA genome, catalyzed by a reverse rranscriprase. Reverse tran

scriprase is a major target of chemotherapy because it is not essential 
for normal cells. 

Zidovudine (AZT; 3' -azido-2' ,3' -dideoxythymidine) was the first 
drug approved for treatment of HN infection. Ir is a nucleoside ana
log with an azido group on the sugar. It can be phosphorylated into 
the criphosphate form, which competes with dTTP for incorpora
tion into the reverse transcript. Once incorporated, it terminates the 
growing chain of the transcript because the azido group on the 3' 
carbon of the sugar is not a substrate for nucleotide addition. AZT 
is much less efficient at competing with the more accurate cellular 
DNA polymerases, providing a therapeutic window in which the ef
fect is primarily on viral replication. Nevertheless, side effeccs include 
toxicity to bone marrow, which contains rapidly dividing cells, and 
myopathy that might be related to toxicity to mitochondria, which 
contain their own DNA polymerase, pol 8. Other nucleoside analogs 

have been used co treat HIV infection. Didanosine (DOI; 2', 3' dide
oxyinosine) and zalcicabine (dideoxycytidine)also function as chain 
terminators after incorporation of their phosphocylaced derivatives by 
the HIV reverse cranscriptase. 

Reverse transcripcases do not carry our proofreading, thus their er
ror race is much higher than that of cellular DNA polymerases. This 
high error rate complicates the treatment of AIDS, because the popu
lation of viruses carried by any one patient contains many mucancs, 
and mutations continue to increase with time. Some of these mucancs 
are likely to be resistant to any given therapeutic agent. Thus, many 
drugs initially reduce the viral load, bur lacer become ineffective due 
to the selective growth of viruses in which the drug target is mutated 
to an insensitive form. Combination therapy, with multiple drugs 
that target different viral proteins, is an attempt to circumvent this 
problem. 

There are interesting animations of HIV life cycle at www.galaxygoo.org/biochem/ 
h.iv/hiv_lifecycle.hcml and at hccp://www.rocho-hiv.com/portal/eipf/pb/h.iv/Roche
HIV/hivlifecycle#. 

Separating Parental Strands: The Replication Fork 

Figure 4.5 Separation of parental strands at a 
replication fork DNA synthesis occurs at a 
structure called a replication fork, at which 
parental strands are separated. A helicase is 
needed co separate parental strands and allow the 
fork co progress. Single-suanded DNA-binding 
pcoceins (SSBs) are needed to keep the strands 
apart The parental strands twist around each 
ocher approximately every 10.5 base pairs and 
muse untwist co separate; this creates topological 
ptoblems. Note chat one of the growing suands is 
otiented with its 3 '-end toward the fork, while the 
ocher is oriented with its 5 '-end coward the fork. 

Both prokaryotes and eukaryotes solve problems of replication in fundamentally similar 
ways. Separation of the two parental strands of DNA allows each to serve as a template for 
a new complementary strand . The separation of parental strands creates a strueture called 
a replication fork (Figure 4.5). This separation requires considerable input of energy. 
Melting double-stranded DNA into two single strands normally occurs only at elevated 
temperatures (over 90°C) . To separate the parental strands at physiological temperatures, 
cells use enzymes called helicases. Helicases bind to single-stranded DNA and rachet along 
it in a fixed direction , with each step requiring hydrolysis of ATP. This "pushes apart" the 
parental DNA to form a replication fork (Figure 4 .5). 

In the absence of additional proteins , parental strands would quickly reanneal behind 
the helicase, because the complementary strands are close and aligned in proper register. 
Reannealing is prevented by single-stranded DNA-binding proteins (SSBs) (Figure 4.5). 
SSBs keep the strands apart, reduce potential secondary structure (hairpins that might 
impede polymerization), and align the temp late strands for rapid DNA synthesis. SSBs are 
important not only in replication, but also in recombination and repair. 
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Solving the Polarity Problem: Semi-discontinuous 
DNA Synthesis 
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Antiparallel strands at a replication fork present an immediate problem for the process of 
replication; one daughter strand is oriented with the 3'-end toward the fork and the other 
strand has its 5'-end oriented toward the fork (Figure 4.5). The strand with its 3' -OH 
oriented toward the fork can be elongated simply by sequential addition of new nucleotides 
to this end (see Figure 4.3, p. 141 ); this strand is called the continuous , leading, or antero
grade strand. The other strand presents the problem : No DNA polymerase catalyzes the 
addition of nucleotides to the 5'-end of a growing chain. Yet when viewed on a larger scale, 
replication appears to proceed along both strands in the direction of fork movement. This 
problem is solved by synthesizing one strand as a series of short pieces, each made in the 
normal 5' to 3' direction, and later joining them (Figure 4.6). The strand made in pieces is 
called the discontinuous , lagging , or retrograde (backward-going) strand; the small pieces 
from which the discontinuous strand is made are called Okazaki fragments in honor of 
Reiji Okazaki, who first demonstrated this process. Okazaki fragments in human cells aver
age about 130- 200 nucleotides in length. In E. coli, they are about 10 rimes larger. The 
overall process is called semi-discontinuous synthesis . because one scrand is synthesized 
continuously and the other discontinuously . 

Replication Fork Movement 

Priming 
DNA polymerases require primers. The continuo us (leading) strand needs only a single 
priming event, which occurs during replication initiation (p. 15 5). But each Okazaki fragment 
of the discontinuous (retrograde, lagging) strand requires a separate primer. These primers are 
short stretches of RNA, synthesized by a special enzyme called a primase. In eukaryotic cells, 
the RNA primers are about 8- 10 nucleotides long. They provide a free 3' -OH to which the 
first deoxyribonucleotide can be covalently added (Figure 4.7). Therefore , each Okazaki frag
ment carries a short srretch of RNA at its 5'-end, covalently attached to the DNA 

Strand Elongation 
DNA chains grow by repeated addition of nucleotides to the 3' -OH ends of the chains by the 
mechanism shown in Figure 4.3 , page 142. This reaction is catalyzed by a DNA polymerase. 

Primer Removal 
The RNA primers are removed from the 5 '-ends of Okazaki fragments by enzymes with RNA 
Hybridase (RNase H) activity. RNase H catalyzes hydrolysis of an RNA chain hydrogen bonded 
to a DNA chain (that is, an RNA- DNA hybrid) . In eukaryotes, a special flap endonuclease 
(FENl) also participates in this process; FENl cuts at a bend where the RNA portion has been 
peeled away from the template. All of the ribonucleotides are removed, leaving only DNA 

Gap Filling 
Removal of RNA primers leaves a gap (Figure 4.7) . Synthesis must fill the gap with 
deoxyribonucleotides , leaving only a nick. Note the terminology : A gap means that at least 
one nucleotide is missing. A nick is an interruption in the phosphodiester backbone with 
no missing nucleotides . The gap is filled with deoxyribonucleotides by a DNA polymerase , 

Figure 4.6 Solving the polarity problem: Semi 
discontinu ous DNA synthesis. Both growing 
strands are elongated at their 3 '-ends. The one with 
ics 3 '-end coward the fork can grow continuously; 
it is called the continuous or leading strand. 
Because no DNA polymerase can add nucleotides 
to the 5' -end of a growing chain, the strand with its 
5 ' -end toward the fork is made as a series of short 
pieces, called Okazaki fragmencs, each synthesized 
in 5' to 3' direction and lacer joined. This is called 
the discontinuous, retrograde, or lagging strand. 
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Figure 4.7 DNA synthesis at a replication 
fork. (a) The continuous strand is elongated at 
its 3 '-end by repeated nucleotide additions as 
shown in Figure 4.2. A previously made Okazaki 
fragment with a short RNA primer is shown on 
the other side. (b) Using the parental strand as 
template, primase synthesizes an RNA primer 
(purp le). (c) DNA polymerase covalently extends 
the 3' -end of the RNA primer, incorporating 
deoxyribonucleotides (tan) as shown in Figure 4.2. 
(d) As the growing Okazaki fragment approaches 
the previously synthesized fragment, the RNA 
primer on the older fragment is removed, and 
the gap is filled by a DNA polymerase elongating 
the newer Okazaki fragment. Meanwhile, the 
fork opens further and primase has synthesized a 
new primer. (e) When the gap has been filled and 
only a nick remains, a DNA ligase seals the rwo 
fragments rogether (within the circle). This process 
will be repeated, with the new primer elongated, 
the old primer removed, the gap filled, and the 
nick sealed. 
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using the more recently synthesized Okazaki fragment as primer. The Okazaki fragment 
provides a secure primer- template combination that allows accurate proofreading. 

Ligation 
The remaining nick is sealed by a DNA ligase. Sealing a nick requires formation of a new 
phosphodiester bond. It therefore requires energy, supplied by coupling the reaction t0 the 
splitting of ATP in eukaryotes or NAD + in prokaryotes. In both cases the fust step is the 
covalent attachment of an AMP residue t0 the enzyme (Figure 4.8) . Thi s AMP is then 
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Figure 4.8 DNA ligase mechanism. (a) DNA ligase first catalyzes addition of an AMP residue to a 
tyrosine on the enzyme. In eukaryotes, the AMP donor is ATP (split to AMP + pyrophosphate, as 
shown he.re); in prokaryores, it is NAD + (split ro AMP + NMN) . (b) The ligase-AMP complex binds 
to a nicked DNA duplex (broken backbone shown in red). (c) Ligase transfers the AMP onto the free S' 
phosphate of the nucleotide at the nick. (d) Inset: The 3 '-OH at the other side of the nick attacks the a 
phosp hate of the nucleotide at the nick to form a new phosp hodiester bond, sealing the DNA backbone 
and releasing AMP . Th is attack is similar to that which occurs dur ing DNA synthesis (compare Figure 
4.2), but with an AMP as the group that leaves, rather than a pyrophospha te. (e) The result is a sealed 
phosphodiester backbone, at a net "cost" of an ATP split into an AMP + PPi (or an NAD split into 
AMP +NMN). 
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transferred co the 5' -end of the nick. T he AMP serves as a good leaving group that is dis
placed by the 3' -0 H at the other side of the nick; chis last step is comparable co the reaccion 
that adds a nucleotide co a growing chain but with an AMP as the leaving group instead of 
a pyrophosphate. 

Untwisting Parental Strands 
The above discussion and diagrams were simplifted by depicting the DNA suands as straight 
lines (Figure 4.7, p. 146). Bue parental strands wrap around each ocher app roximately once 
every 10.5 bp (Figure 4.5, p. 144). Cells cannot ignore chis twisting . In the bacterium 
E.coli, for example, the genome can replicate in approximately 40 minutes. T o untwist the 
4.6 million bp DNA completely in 40 minutes requires rotation at approximately 11,000 
revolutions per minute (rpm)! Clearly, the entire chromosome, compactly folded and car
rying large replication and transcription complexes, cannot simply rotate at these speeds 
witho ut whipping the contents of the cell into a froth. 

Another problem caused by the double-helical nature of DNA is topological. In cir
cular DNA (such as che E. coli chromosome, mitochondrial DNA, and many viruses and 
plasmids) or long linear DNA whose ends are not free to rotate around each other (such as 
in our chromosomes, bound at intervals to the nuclear matrix) , the number of times one 
strand wraps around the other, called the linking number, is fixed. The linking number 
cannot be altered witho ut breaking at least one of the two strands . In DNA molecules, 
the wrapping is of two types, the Watson-Crick twisting of one strand around the ocher 
approximately every 10.5 bp and the coiling of the double helix on its axis (writhing or 
supercoiling). Topologically, twisting and writhing are equivalent and can be intercon
verced; it is only the coral number of times one strand wraps around the other , the linking 
number, chat must remain conscanc as long as both strands are intact . 

One way to allow uncwiscing and reduction in linking number would be co nick a paren
tal scrand ahead of the replication fork. This relieves the topological constraint and allows the 
parental strands to rotate around each ocher. A nick presents a serious danger, however, because 
if the replication fork reached the nick, the scrand separation would transform it into a double
strand break in DNA. A double-strand break presents a serious threat co genome scability; if 
unrepaired, it is lechal. Enzymes called topoisomerases solve the unlinking problem in a safer 
manner by catalyz.ing changes in the linking number chat allow the untwisting and eventual 
separation of parental scrands. Topoisome rases act by forming a transient interruption in the 
DNA backbone and then resealing it . T his interruption is not formed by hydrolysis of the 
sugar- phosphate bond, but by a cransesrerification reaction chat creates a phosphate-enzyme 
bond as a transient intermediate (Figure 4.9). Rejoining of the backbone phosphodiescer bond 
displaces the enzyme. Thus there is no net loss or creation of phosphodiescer bonds, just a 
switch in partners across the bond. This means chat "nicking" and "resealing" can occur with
out the need for coupling with a high-energy intermediate (e.g., hydrolysis of ATP or NAO +). 
It also avoids the presence of free nicks in DNA. 

T here are two main classes of topoisomerases : Type I topoisomerases make a tran
sient break in one strand (forming a protein - DNA bond) and allow the other strand to 
pass through . This changes the linking number in seeps of one. Type II copoisomerases 
make transient breaks in both strands (slightly staggered) and allow a double helix to pass 
through , changing the linking number in steps of two. Boch play important roles in DNA 
replication and are important targets of chemotherapy. 

Sliding Clamps and Processivity 
When an enzyme binds co a polymer, carries out a single seep of a reaction (for example a 
polymerase adding a single nucleotide or an exonuclease removing a single nucleotide), and 
then dissociates from the substrate , the process is called distributiv e. In contrast, when an 
enzyme binds and carries out many additions (or excisions) before dissociating, the process 
is processive. Because it takes a finite time for an enzyme co dissociate from a template and 
then reassociate, distributive enzymes tend to work more slowly than processive enzymes. 

For rapid synthesis of new DNA, processive polyme rases are advantageous . To increase 
processivity, replicative DNA polymerases are associated with accessory proteins called 
sliding clamps chat hold chem in contact with the growing DNA chain. In mammalian cells, 
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Figure 4.9 Topoisomerase mechanism. Topoisomerase I (mammalian 
nicking-closing enzyme is depicted here) catalyzes a transesterificacion reaction 
that results in a phosphodiester bond between the 3' carbon of one residue 
on the DNA chain and a tyrosine residue on the topoisomerase (right panel). 
(Other topoisomerases focm a phosphodiester bond with the 5' carbon.) This 
breaks the continuity of the sugar- phosphate backbone and releases the other 

(a) 

(b) 

(c) 

(d) 

portion of DNA chain to rotate around (or pass through) its partner; this 
allows changes in linking number. Then the 5 '-OH that was left at the other 
side of the interruption attacks the phosphodiester bond between nucleotide 
and protein, reforming the DNA backbone and freeing the protein {left 
panel). Note that because this is a series of rransesterificacion reactions, no 
high-energy cofactor is needed. 

Figure 4.10 Sliding clamps . (a) A damp-loading 
protein binds to DNA. (b) The damp -loader 
assembles the sliding damp from its subunits. 
(c) DNA polymera~e a~sociates with the assembled 
damp and becomes processive. (d) The structure 
of the sliding damp in mammalian cells, a trimer 
of PCNA subunits. DNA passes freely through the 
large hole in the center of the complex. 

the sliding clamps are made of a protein called proliferating cell nuclear antigen (PCNA), 
with three PCNA molecules encircling the DNA double helix (Figure 4.10). Assembling 
this ring around the DNA requires accessory enzymes called clamp-loading factors. Bind
ing to a sliding clamp makes a DNA polymerase more processive; this increases the speed 
of synthesis and its accuracy. 
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Figure 4.11 Replication of both strands in a 
replisome. By binding two replicative polymerases 
together and looping the discontinuous strand so 
that it can pass through the complex, both strands 
can be made in one place. DNA feeds through the 
complex, rotating as it passes through; the large 

5' 

3·-

3' 
5' 

protein complexes do not have to rotate around 5' 
the DNA. 3' 

Choreography in Three Dimensions: The Replisome 

The complex choreography described above occurs within the very confined volume of a bacte
rial cell or the nucleus of a eukaryotic cell, a volume that also contains many other molecules car
rying out their functions. The idea of two huge replication complexes circling rapidly around the 
DNA at each replication fork is untenable. It is much easier for the very thin, cylindrical DNA 
to rotate around irs own axis and move through a large replication complex. The polymerases 
working on the leading and lagging strands are assembled inro a large complex called a repli
some (Figure 4.11). As the DNA feeds through the replisome, both strands are synthesized. 
The continuous strand feeds straight through the replisome as it is being elongated at irs 3' -end. 
The discontinuous srrand binds to allow synthesis of an Okazaki fragment and is then released 
to allow the finishing steps (primer removal, gap filling, and ligation) while the template further 
along the molecule binds the replisome to allow synthesis of the next Okazaki fragment. 

Termination of Replication in Circular Genomes 

Terminati on ofreplication of a circular genome generally occurs 180° away from the origin. 
Tw o converging replication forks meet, and the last portion of the genome is synthesized. 
T opological unlinking of the two new chromosomes must occur. This is a key function 
of type II topoisomerases. In some small viruses like SV 40, termination occurs wherever 
replication forks meet; there is no special sequence involved. The E coli genome conta ins 
special termination sequences that consrrain termination to occur within a defined region, 
by preventing replication forks from proceeding past the region. 

Termination of Replication in Linear Genomes: Telomeres 

Human cells, and eukaryotic cells in general, have linear chromosomes. There are special 
difficulties in replicating the ends of linear chromosomes. What exactly is the problem in 
replicating the ends of linear chromosomes? Although the continuous strand can theoreti
cally be synthesized to the very end of its template, the discontinuous strand cannot. There 
is no place to synthesize a primer to which the nucleotides opposite the end of the template 
can be added (Figure 4.12a) . Even were there a primase that could start at the very end of 
the template, removal of the RNA would leave a short gap. Although the failure to com
plete the lagging strand at the end of the chromosome would not be a problem in a single 
generation, over many cycles of replication chromosome ends would be shortened until 
essential genes were lost and the cell died. Therefore , it is essential to prevent continued loss 
of DNA at the ends of chromosomes. 

A second problem that eukaryotes face is that the ends of DNA molecules tend to trigger 
recombination (discussed in the following) . To avoid both problems, the ends of eukaryotic 
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linear chromosomes are special structures called telomeres , which contain many repeats of a 
six-nucleocide, G-cich repeaced sequence. Human telomeres contain thousands of che repeat 
TI AGGG . The 3' -end of che chromosome extends about 18 nucleocides beyond che 5' -end 
(Figure 4.12b), leaving three repeacs as an overhang. The overhanging 3' -end folds back on 
icsdf, forming non-Warson - Crick G-G hydrogen bonds, and binds proteins that define its 
length and protect the chromosome ends from undergoing recombination . 

Epigenetics 

An important epigenecic marking in mammalian DNA is che mechylacion of C residues on 
both scrands of many CpG sequences. This can alter gene regulacion and silence some genes 
(Chapter 8). Patterns of methylacion can be inherited by daughter cells, but how? Dur
ing replicacion, the new strand is made in unmethylated form, with unmodified C residues 
incorporated. Methylation is restored by DNA methyltransferases chat recognize the hemi
methylated DNA resulting from semiconservative replication (the Con the old strand remains 
methylated; that on the new strand is not) and methylate the newly incorporated C. 

4.3 • DNA REPLICATION : EN2YMES AND 
REGULATION 

Prokaryotic Enzymes of Replication 

Enzymes that carry out the movement of a replication fork in E. coli are shown in Figure 4.13. 
The main replicacive DNA polymerase in E. coli is DNA polymerase ill (pol III). Pol III 
is a multi-subunit complex that synthesizes the continuous strand and mosc of the lagging 

ligase 

Figure 4.12 Human telomeres. (a) The tdomere 
replication problem. The 3' -end of one parental 
strand, the template for the discontinuous 
(retrograde) daughter strand, is shown in dark can, 
the daughter strand is shown in light tan, and an 
RNA primer is in purple. The problem is chat there 
is no place co synthesiu a primer char would allow 
the daughter strand to be completed (region shown 
with????), so the daughter strand will be shorter than 
the parental strand. Removal of the lase RNA primer 
makes it even shorter. ( b) A tdomere consiscs of 
many tandem repeacs of a 6 nc sequence, TI AGGG 
in human s, with the G-rich strand extending beyond 
the C-rich strand by about 12- 18 nc. 

Figure 4.13 Replication enzymes in E. coli. 
The continuous strand (cop) is elongated by pol III 
associated with a sliding clamp. The DNA helicase/ 
primase comp lex (DnaB/DnaG) moves along the 
template for the discontinuous strand (bocrom); it 
pauses to allow DnaG to synthesize an RNA primer 
every I 000 co 2000 nc. Pol III dongates the primer 
until it reaches the primer of the previously 
synthesized Okazaki fragment. At chat time, pol III 
releases the DNA, and pol I bind s to the end of the 
Okazaki fragment. Pol I removes the RNA primer 
one nucleotide at a time using ics 5' endonudease 
activity and simultaneously fills the gap in a process 
called nick translation. When there is a remaining 
nick with deoxyribonucleotides on both sides, DNA 
ligase can seal the nick. 
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Topoisomerases as Antibiotics 

Antibiotics chat target either subw1it of 
DNA gyrase rapiclly stop E coli DNA 
replication, because preventing che reduc
tion in linking number of che parental 
strands prevents che strands from untwist
ing. There are two modes of targeting 
topoisomerases. Topoisomerase inhibitors 
such as coumermycin Al and novobiocin 
prevent catalytic activity; chey target che 
ATPase subunirs encoded by gyrB. 

Topoisomerase poisons such as Nalid
i.xic acid freeze che covalent DNA-protein 
links; chese complexes are lechal if con
verted into double-strand breaks, as would 
happen during replication. Nalidi.xic acid 
is used against urinary tract infections; it 
targers che swivelase subunits encoded by 
gyrA. Ciprofloxacin, anocher topoisomer
ase poison, is one of the most effective oral 
antibiotics in clinical use today; it is used 
to prevent and treat anthrax and many 
ocher bacterial infections. 

Froelich-Ammon, $. J., ,md Osheroff, N. Topoi 
somerase poisons: Harnessing the dark side of 
enzyme mechanism. J. Biol. Chem. 270:21429, 
1995. 

strand. The core polymerase contains a 0 subunit that catalyzes phosphodiester bond forma
tion, an /3 subunit that is the 3' to 5' proofreading exonucleases, and a /3 subunit. The sliding 
clamp in E. coli consisrs of two /3 subunits that are assembled onto the DNA by the -y com
plex (the clamp loader) in a step that requires the hydrolysis of ATP. The /3 subunirs form a 
ring around the double helix that slides along it (Figure 4.10, p. 149), tethering the pol III 
complex to make the DNA synthesis a highly processive process. This complex can synthesize 
DNA until it runs out of template or hits certain types of damage in DNA 

On the lagging strand, the complex releases the DNA when it encounters the previous 
Okazaki fragment. Two molecules of pol III are held together by the r subunit, allowing 
synthesis of both leading and lagging strands in one large replisome. 

On the lagging strand the DNA primase (called DnaG) forms a complex with the 
DnaB helicase (DnaB) . DnaB causes the complex to travel along the template for the dis
continuous strand, pushing the parental strands apan in a movement that requires ATP 
hydrolysis. The single-stranded DNA that results from helicase action is coated with single
stranded DNA-binding protein (SSB) that prevenrs reannealing of parental strands and 
prevents hairpins and other secondary Structures from forming in the single stranded DNA. 
The helicase/primase complex stops approximately once per 1000- 2000 bp and the DnaG 
primase synthesizes a shon RNA primer. The RNA primer is elongated into an Okazaki 
fragment of about 1000-2000 bp by DNA polymerase III with its associated sliding clamp. 
Elongation stops when the polymerase complex encounters the RNA primer from the pre
viously synthesized Okazaki fragment, and the DNA dissociates from the pol III complex. 

In E. coli, RNA primer removal and gap filling are both catalyzed by a single enzyme, 
DNA polymerase I (pol I). Pol I contains a 5 ' - to 3' -exonuclease activity that removes 
the RNA primer from the 5' -end of the previously synthesized Okazaki fragment , thereby 
functioning as an RNase H . It also contains a DNA polymerase activity that catalyzes 
addition of deoxyribonucleotides to the 3' -end of the more recently made Okazaki fragment 
until the gap created by removal of the primer is filled (Figure 4.13). An intrinsic 3' -to 
5 '-proofreading exonuclease increases accuracy of gap filling. Pol I coordinates primer 
removal and gap filling by excising a ribonucleotide from the primer and elongating the 
newer Okazaki fragment with a deoxyribonucleotide. It repeats these steps until the primer 
is removed . Pol I is capable of continuing down the DNA, removing deoxyribonucleotides 
and replacing them, an activity called nick translation. This would be a wasreful procedure, 
but it is limited by the fact that pol I acrs in a distributive manner, coming off the substrate 
frequently. As long as there is still at least one ribonucleotide remaining, DNA ligase cannot 
act on the substrate but pol I can bind again and replace the ribonucleotide. When the gap 
has been filled and only a nick remains, dissociation of pol I allows DNA ligase to bind to 
the nick and catalyze formation of a phosphodiester bond, sealing the Okazaki fragment to 
the growing chain. 

As noted in the preceding, the circular E. coli chromosome is under topological con
straint. Yet the parental double helix must be completely unwound for replication and the 
completed chromosomes to separate into daughter cells. Replication requires the removal 
of positive supercoils, because the linking number of the parental strands must be reduced 
from a large positive numbe r (approximately 440,000, because they are twisted around 
each other once per 10.5 bp) to zero to allow the daughter chromosomes to separate. Topo
isomerases are, therefore , crucial for DNA replication. 

E. coli has both type I and type II topoisomerases. The E. coli type I topoisomerase is 
called the omega protein (w). Omega acts unidirectionally, removing only negative super
coils. Therefore , w is not sufficient to allow replication to occur. DNA gyrase, a type II 
topoisomerase, is essential for DNA replication. DNA gyrase acts as a "power swivel" to 
remove positive supercoils or introduce negative supercoils; the direction is identical. Gyrase 
is a heterotetrarner with two "swivelase" subunits encoded by gyrA and two ATPase subunits 
encoded by gyrB. The swivelase subunits catalyze transesterification reactions that break and 
reform the phosphodiester backbone, creating and resealing a transient nick on both strands 
(a rransient double-strand break). Hydrolysis of ATP is coupled with gyrase action not to 
form new phosphodieste r bonds but rather to trigger the conformational changes that allow 
a double helix to pass through the transient double-strand break, resulting in unidirectional 
reduction in linking number. Antibiotics that target one or the other subunit of DNA gyrase 
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rapidly stop E. coli replication (Clin. Corr. 4.3). E. coli has a second type II topoisomerase 
activity, topo N, which is important in chromosome segregation into daughter cells. 

Eukaryotic Enzymes of Replication 

Eukaryotes require the same types of enzymatic activities as do prokaryotes, because repli
cation follows essentially the same pathway. But differences between bacterial and human 
enzymes in the details of their specificity and mechanisms are used in antibacrerial therapy 
to target pathogen replication and spare the host cells. 

The continuous strand at a replication fork is synthesized by DNA polymerase 8 (pol 8), 
associated with the sliding clamp called proliferating cell nuclear antigen (PCNA). PCNA 
was first detecred as an antigen in nuclei of replicating cells, hence irs name. Three subunirs of 
PCNA are assembled to form a ring around DNA (Figure 4.10, p. 149), to which pol 8 attaches. 
Assembly of this ring requires a clam~loading factor called Replication Factor C (RFC). 

The situation on the lagging strand is slightly more complicated in eukaryotes than 
in E. coli (Figure 4 .14). A helicase activity in eukaryotes separates the parental strands, and 
a single-strand DNA-binding protein called replication protein A (RPA) binds to the 
exposed single strands. In eukatyotes , the primase forms a complex with DNA polymerase 
a (pol a) that initiates Okazaki fragment synthesis. This pol a/p rimase complex synthe
sizes a primer of approximately 10 ribonucleotides, and then switches from primase to 
DNA polymerase activity and elongates the primer with approximately 15- 30 deoxyribo
nucleotides . The product of this dual reaction is a shon stretch of DNA covalently attached 
to the RNA primer. Once the Okazaki fragment has reached this length, the pol a/primase 
complex dissociates from DNA. RFC binds to this elongated primer and serves as a clamp 
loader to assemble the PCNA sliding clamp. Then pol /3 binds to the PCNA and com
pletes the Okazaki fragments to a final lengrh of about 130- 200 bp . 

Primer removal is carried out in two steps by RNase Hand FENl. Rnase H degrades 
the RNA primer, leaving a single ribonudeotide attached to the end of the Okazaki fragment. 
Flap endonuclease 1 (FENl) removes the last ribonucleotide (and possibly some deoxyribo
nucleocides) by peeling back one or a few nucleotides to form a small "flap" and then cleaving 
the phosphodiester bond at the angle to release the flap. If there is a mismatch within the 
first few nucleotides of the Okazaki fragment, as a result of misincorporation by pol a, the 
mismatch would destabilize the 5 '-end and create a larger flap that could be excised by FEN 1. 
This increases accuracy of the replication process by removing errors introduced by pol a . 

The gap that remains is filled by pol 8 extending the 3 '-end of the more recently 
synthesized Okazaki fragment (Figure 4.14) . The pol 8/PCNA complex releases the DNA 
when it encounters dNTPs at the 5' -end of the previously synthesized Okazaki fragment. 
The remaining nick is sealed by DNA ligase. The pol 8/PCNA complex of the replisome 
muse then reattach to the next partly synthesized Okazaki fragment to repeat this process. 
As in E. coli, two molecules of the main replicative polymerase, pol 8 in this case, are held 
together in a replisome, or "replication factory" in which both strands are synthesized 
(Figure4 .11, p . 150). 

Eukaryotic DNA is packaged into nucleosomes that contain approximately 200 bp of 
DNA. Dissociation of nucleosomes is required for replication and probably limirs the rate of 
DNA synthesis. When a single nucleosome is dissociated, about 200 bp of parental DNA are 
available to be separated; primer synthesis can occur somewhere in the exposed single-stranded 
DNA. This would explain the limited size of the Okazaki fragments in human cells. 

Humans have both type I and type II topoisomerases . The human type I topoisomerase , 
called nicking-closing enzyme (Figure 4.9, p. 149), can remove both positive and negative 
supercoils; it funcrions during DNA replication and transcription . Type II topoisomerase is 
critical at the termination step and for segregation of chromosomes, which would otherwise 
be tangled together as the many replication bubbles are completed. T opo II is an abundant 
protein that also plays a role in attaching DNA to special sites in the nuclear matrix during 
interphase. Human type II topoisomerase is not a gyrase, in that it does not introduce nega
tive supercoiling . Cance r chemotherapy often targets topoisomerases , using poisons that 
lead to double-strand breaks during replication (see Clin. Corr. 2.7) . Rapidly replicating 
cells are more sensitive to these drugs than quiescent cells. 
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Initiation of Replication 
In the previous discussion, we addressed progression of a replication fork . But, how does 
a replication fork get started? And how is initiation controlled so that the entire genome is 
copied once and only once? Replication begins from specific sites called origins of replica
tion. Known origins contain multiple, short, repeated sequences that bind specific initiator 
proteins, and AT-rich regions at which the initial separation of parental strands occurs. The 
E. coli chromosome has a single origin of replication , origin of duomosomal replication 
(oriC), a region of approximately 245 bp. There are thousands of origins in eukaryoticcells 
(Figure 4.15) , which allow those cells to replicate the large amount of DNA in the limited 
time of one cell cycle. In yeast the origins are termed Autonomously Replicating Sequences 
(ARS). In humans, specific sequences that serve as origins have not been identified . 

In E. coli, oriC is bound by an initiator protein called DnaA DnaC then associates 
and acts like a "matchmaker" to allow DnaB, the helicase, to bind and begin separating the 
parental strands to create a replication fork. A replication bubble is formed at each origin 
and a pair of replication forks is established that move away from the origin, one in each 
direction (Figure 4.15) . Thus, replication is bidirectional. 

The Origin Recognition Complex (ORC) in eukaryotes assembles at multiple origins 
(Figure 4. 16). Assembly of an ORC at an origin is necessary but not sufficient for initiation 
to occur. A second complex called minichromosome maintenance proteins (MCM), which 
has a weak helicase activity, must also bind, forming a pre-replicative complex; Cdc6 (the 
protein encoded by Cdc6) is required for this binding. Once the ORC/MCM complex bound 
at an origin is activated, it catalyzes the initial separation of parental strands to form a small 
replication bubble (Figure 4. 16). SSBs (the human SSB is RPA) bind and hold the separated 
strands apart. The MCM complex may then function as a helicase to allow replication fork 
unwinding. Activation of the ORC/MCM complex is regulated by cyclins and cyclin
dependent protein kinases (seep. 1005). Phosphorylation ofCdc-6 by a cyclin-dependent 
kinase inactivates it and prevents reassembly of the complex; this is one of the ways in which 
reinitiation of replication, which would be disastrous for the cell, is prevented. 

The initiation of DNA synthesis uses most of the same mechanisms and enzymes as the 
movement of a replication fork (compare Figure 4.14, p. 154, and Figure 4.16) . In eukary
otes, the pola/primase complex initiates synthesis of an RNA primer and then switches to 
elongating it with dNTPs. This short polynucleot ide is elongated by a DNA polymerase 8 
in the same way as on the discontinuous (retrograde) strand at a replication fork. The repli
some elongating this fust strand can continue synthesis and forms the leading strand of the 
fork on one side of the replication bubble (Figure 4.16) . On that half of the bubble , synthe
sis of the first Okazaki fragment on the retrograde strand is initiated by the same mechanism 
as is used in moving the replication fork (compare Figure 4.13 , p. 151). However, as this 

Figure 4.15 Tandem replicons and 
bidirectional replication in eukaryotes. 
(a) There are multiple origins of replication 
(ori) tandemly arrayed along each eukaryotic 
chromosome. In humans they are spaced at 

approximately 50,000- to I 00,000-hp intervals. 
(b) Initiation occurs at each ori. Adjacent duscers 
oforis tend to function together. (q Two diverging 
rep lication forks are established at each ori, so 
replication is bidirectional The suucrures formed 
are called replication bubbles. (d) Replication 
bubbles enlarge a~ replication continues, until they 
are in dose proximity. At that stage, termination 
of replication joins adjacent bubbles and unlinks 
parental DNA Topoisomera~e II is essential for 
termination of replication and segregation of 
the chromosomes. (e) The resulting duplicated 
chromosomes can then segregate into two daughter 
cells. 
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Figure 4.16 Initiation of replication at a 
eukaryotic replication origin. (a) The origin 
recognition complex (ORC) binds co an origin. 
(b) An MCM comp lex binds co chis; cell division 
cycle 6 protein (cdc6) is important in chis 
assembly. (c) The initiator complex is activated 
and the helicase activity opens the parencal strands 
to form a very small bubble. SSB binds to the 
exposed single strands, helicases are loaded onto 
the DNA, and the bubble is enlarged. (a) Pola / 
primase synthesizes the first RNA primer and, 
after about IO nt, switches co elongating it with 
deoxyribonucleotides. (In chis and subsequent 
panels, the focus is on processes occurring on 
DNA, and proteins are not shown.) (e) After 
about 15- 30 deoxyribonucleotides are added , 
po la/primase leaves and the chain is elongated 
by DNA polymerase 8, which incorporates 
deoxyribonucleotides . To this stage, the process 
is like that occurring on the discontinuous 
(retrograde) strand (compare Figure 4.14). However, 
the elongating strand will not encounter a previous 
Okazaki fi-agment; it can continue elongating, 
becoming the continuous (leading) strand on the 
leftward-moving replication fork. (f) An RNA 
pcimer is synthesized on the discontinuous side of 
chis replication fork, as in normal fork progression. 
(g} Th is primer is elongated as previously 
described . However, this elongating strand will 
not encounter a previous Okazaki fragment 
and can continue elongating, becoming the 
continuous (leading) strand on the rightward
moving replication fork. An RNA primer can be 
synthesized on this fork by the normal mechanism 
(compare Figure4.14). The result isrwo 
replication forks diverging from the origin. The 
process is symmetrical around the axis indicated by 
the dotted line, with mirror-image forks diverging 
from origin. 
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first Okazaki fragment is dongated, it will not run inco a previous fragment so it continues 
to grow in the 5' to 3' direction; as it passes the origin, it becomes the leading strand of the 
replication fork moving in the opposite direction (Figure 4. 16). Boch leading strands con
tinue to be elongated in a highly processive manner , and Okazaki fragments are synthesized 
on the oppos ite sides. The result is a pair of replication forks diverging from the origin. 

Telomerase 
Telomeres , the specialized structures at the end of linear chromosomes in eukaryo
tes (Figure 4 .12, p. 151), are maintained by telom erases, enzymes that add new six
nucleotide repeats to the 3'-ends of the telomeres . Telomerases are ribonucleoprotein 
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complexes containing a small RNA that serves as a template for addition of a new six
nucleotide repeat (Figure 4.17). A telomerase binds to the end of the 3' -strand with pan 
of the telomerase RNA hydrogen bonded to the last few nucleotides of the chromosome . 
A six-nucleotide repeat is synthesized, using the RNA as a template . Then the telomerase 
can dissociate and reassociate to add another hexamer. 

T elomeres do not have to remain exactly the same length; some shonening is not a 
problem, because the repeats do not encode proteins . Telomeres undergo cycles of shorten
ing of the lagging strands due to the inability to complete synthesis (Figure 4.12a, p. 151) 
and lengthening by addition of new six-nucleotide repeats to the 3' -end by telomerase 
(Figure 4.17). Although the length of the telomere does not remain constant , progressive 
shonening is avoided by addition of repeats. T elomerases also reestablish the 3 '-overhang 
characteristic of telomeres. 

Cells that have differentiated and will divide only a limited number of times do not 
express telomerase. Thus, the telomeres shorten with each further division; this limits the 
number of times such cells can divide before the loss of telomeres triggers apoptosis, pro
grammed cell death (seep. 1010). Telomerase expression is generally reactivated in tumor 
cells; this allows them to continue division indefinitely without chromosome shortening, 
and makes telomerase an attractive target for cancer chemotherapy . It should be noted that 
inactivating telomerase in a tumor would not lead to a rapid halt in tumor growth; the effect 
would be delayed by many cell cycles, until the chromosome ends shorten significantly. 
Thus, telomerase inhibitors are likely to be useful only in conjunction with other therapies. 

Cell Cycle 

In eukaryotes, there is a distinct and regulated pattern of activities that constitutes a cell 
cycle (Figure 4.18 and p. 157). The most striking morphological feature of the cell cycle is 
mitosis, the condensation , alignment, and separation of chromosomes followed by division 
of a cell into two cells. The phase of the cell cycle in which mitosis occurs is called M-phase 
(for mitotic phase). DNA replication takes place during the S-phase (for synthesis phase). 
GI -phase (Gap 1 phase) occurs between mitosis and S-phase, and G2-phase (Gap 2 phase) 
between S-phase and mitosis. Gl-, S-, and G2-phases together are called interphase and 
constitute most of the total time of a cell cycle. A higher-than-normal fraction of cells in 
mitosis is a hisrological indicator of cancer (Clin. Corr. 4.4). 

In eukaryotes, replication is regulated by determining whether to start DNA replica
tion. Once staned, cells generally proceed through the entire replication process. Initiation 
of replication at origins must be coordinated to ensure that all regions of all chromosomes 
are replicated in each cell cycle and that no region is replicated more than once. This is, 
obviously, a difficult challenge in a cell with thousands of origins. Failure to replicate the 
entire genome would lead to chromosome instability and loss of genetic information. If a 
ponion of the chromosomal DNA is not replicated, the two progeny chromosomes cannot 
separate properly, or the chromosome could be broken during the attempt. Broken chro
mosomes are unstable and trigger recombination, which causes further problems. Either 
the lack of key genes in a cell missing a chromosome due to missegregation or the excessive 
expression of other genes in a cell with an extra copy of a chromosome can be disastrous. 
Trisomy 21, the presence of one extra copy of the smallest human chromosome, causes 
Down syndrome, and most othe r trisomies are lethal. 

Different regions of the genome are replicated at different times during the S-phase 
of the cell cycle. Typically, regions that are actively transcribed are replicated early during 

Figure 4.17 Telomera se. Telomerase is a 
ribonudeoprotein comp lex with a short RNA 
srrand as an integral part; it catalyz.es the addition of 
new 6-m telomere repeats to the 3 ' -end of a DNA 
chain. Telomerase RNA partially base-pairs with the 
telomeric repeat and serves as the template for the 
reaction, while the protein component functions 
as a reverse uanscriptase , synthesizing DNA using 
the RNA template. After a six-nucleotide repeat is 
added, the enzyme can dissociate and bind again, 
and add additional 6-m repeats. 

Figure 4.18 Cell cycle. In eukaryotic cells, DNA 
replication ($-phase) and mitosis (M-phase) are 
separated by two gaps, G 1 and G2. The size of the 
segment represents the typical fraction of the cell 
division cycle time . 
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Cancer and the Cell Cycle 

Cancer is defined as the unregulated, ex
cessive division of cells. Ir is recognized 
pathologically by a higher fraction of cells 
actively in the cell cyde than is expected 
for the normal tissue from which it arose. 
This indudes a h.igher fraction of cells in 
mitosis, recognizable by microscopy, and a 
higher fraction of cells in $-phase. 

Many kinds of drugs are used co disrupt 
replication. Ancirnerabolires interfere with 
synthesis of precursors of 5' -NTPs. Meth
orrexace inhibits dihydcofolace reducrase, 
needed co maintain reduced cecrahydro
folate required for nucleotide synthesis. 
5-Fluorouracil inhibits chymidylate syn
thase; when metabolized into its criphos
phace, it can be incorporated into DNA 
and lead co strand breaks. Vinca alkaloids 
inhibit microcubu1e assembly and thereby 
interfere with mitosis and chromosome 
segregation. Topoisomerase inhibitors 
slow or stop the process of replication by 
preventing untwisting of parental strands. 
Topoisomerase poisons inhibit reseal
ing of the phosphodiesrer bond, leaving 
covalent protein-DNA junctions that are 
converted into strand breaks; this class of 
antineoplascic agents includes etoposide 
and doxorubicin . 
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Figure 4.19 Homologous recom bination. 
{a) The paternal chromosome is shown in blue with 
alleles shown in capital letters. The homologous 
maternal chromosome is shown in red with alleles 
shown in lower case. (b) After homologous 
recombination between genes j and k, both 
chromosomes contain DNA from both parents. 
There has been an equal, reciprocal exchange 
between them. 

S-pbase . Conversely, heterochromatic regions (where the chromatin is condensed and not 
actively transcribed) are typically replicated lace in S-phase. 

AJthougb the details of the process are not yet clear, some general principles can be 
seated. The current model is referred co as licensing. A licensing faccor muse be bound to 
the origins co allow initiation of replication at that orjgin. This occurs before the start of 
S-phase and involves the MCM complex binding to the ORC at the many origins. This 
binding is facilitated by "matchmaker" proteins , including cell division cycle protein 6 
(Cdc6) and chromatin licensing and DNA replication factor l (Cdtl). Assembly of this 
pre-replication complex only occurs during G 1-phase, before DNA synthesis occurs. Once 
initiation of replication bas occurred , the licensing factor is inactivated by phosphorylation 
and dissociation of Cdc6 and of the MCM complex. Cyclin-dependent kinase (CDK) and 
Dbf4-dependent kinase (DDK) are involved in the initiation of replication, catalyzing the 
recruitment of the replisome to the origin, accivating the helicase accivity that unwinds the 
parental strands, and inactivating the licensing faccors. For that origin to be used again , a 
new licensing faccor must bind , but the assembly of the complex cannot occur until the 
next G 1-phase when new Cdc6 protein is available . Another block to re-replication is the 
protein geminin , which binds and inhibits Cdtl. This prevents premature reinitiation dur
ing a single cell cycle. 

For cell viability, it is imponant that DNA be completely replicated before mitosis. 
Cells have regulatory mechanisms that ensure coordination of the events of the cell cycle at 
several checkpoints. Cells are most sensitive to DNA damage during the process of replica
tion , because replication forks can encounter the damage before it has been repaired (Clio . 
Corr. 4.4) . Cells have evolved sensors that recognize DNA damage and arrest the cell cycle 
at either the G 1/S boundary or the G2/M boundary . If the cell is already in S-phase, the 
blockage of replication forks prevents further initiation events during S-phase. The damage 
sensors also induce synthesis of proteins that aid in DNA repair. PCNA , RFC, RPA, and 
pol e appear to play important roles in recognition of damage that blocks replication and 
coordination of replication and repair functions. The interaccion of PCNA with p2 l cipl , an 

inhibitor of cyclin-dependent kinase, appears to inhibit replication but not repair; it may 
thus allow repair to proceed before replication continues. Defecrs in several genes impor
tant in this checkpoint response, including ATM , TP53, and CHK2 , increase genomic 
instability and the risk for cancer. 

Replication of RNA Genomes 

Some viruses have an RNA genome. Such genomes are replicated with much lower accuracy , 
and they can accumulate variations relatively rapidly. A particularly important example of 
this is the Human Immunodeficien cy Virus (HIV), which causes Acquired Immune 
Deficiency Syndrome (AIDS). The HN viral RNA is reverse transcribed inco DNA and 
then the DNA integrates into the chromosome. The HN reverse transcriptase is a t.arget 
for antiviral chemotherapy (see Clin. Corr. 4.2, p. 144). 

Reverse transcription of the RNA genome of HIV is far less accurate than DNA syn
thesis, and the reduced accuracy leads to the rapid generation of a collection of variant 
viruses within an individual. A small fraction of these varianrs is likely to be resistant to 
any single drug being used to treat the infection. That fraction can continue to replicate in 
the presence of the therapeutic agent to become the dominant variants; this leads to loss of 
efficacy of the drug. Current combination therapies are designed to reduce the probability 
that a virus will be simultaneously resistant to all drugs in the combination. Current com
bination therapies target both the HN reverse cranscriptase and the HIV protease. 

4.4 • RECOMBINATION 

Recombination is the exchange of genetic information. There are two basic types: homolo 
gous recombination and nonhomologous recombination . Homologous recombination 
(also called general recombination) occurs between identical or nearly identical sequences , 
for example , between paternal and maternal chromosomes of a pair. Chromosomes are not 
passed down intact from generation to generation (Figure 4.19); rather, each chromosome 
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you inherit from your father contains portions from both of his parencs, and likewise for 
chromosomes inherited from your mother. Occasionally and often triggered by damage 
to a chromosome such as a double-strand break, recombination occurs between different 
chromosomes. This can lead to cancer (Clin . Corr . 4.5) . 

Homologous recombination is reciprocal, transferring pan of one chromosome to the 
other and vice versa. It shuffies the combination of genes before they are passed to the next 
generation , generating genetic diversity. This is a normal part of the process of chromosome 
alignment and segregation necessary co ensure that each germ cell gets a single haploid set 
of chromosomes during meiosis. The probability that a recombination event will occur 
between any two points on a chromosome is roughly proportional to the physical distance 
between them. This is the basis for genetic mapping. A 1 % frequency of recombination 
between two genes or markers is defined as a genetic distance of one centimorgan (cM}. In 
humans, 1 cM is approximately 1,000,000 base pairs along the chromosome . 

Homologous Recombination 

There are three major models for homologous recombination (Table 4.3). They are related 
in many ways, and have a common intermediate called a Hollida y junction. The simplest 
is the Holliday model; understanding its key points will make it easy to see the distinctions 
of the others . 

Holliday Model 
The key features of the Hollida y model are (a) homology, (b) symmetry of both breaks and 
strand invasion, and (c) presence of a four-stranded "Holl iday junction" as a key intermedi
ate (Table 4.3) . In chis model, recombination is initiated by a pair of single-strand breaks 
at homologous positions in the two aligned DNA duplexes (Figure 4.20) . The strands of 
each duplex partly unwind, and each "invades" the opposite duplex. That is, a portion of 
one strand from each duplex base pairs with the opposite duplex in a reciprocal, symmetri
cal fashion. These strands can be covalently joined co the opposite duplex, creating a joint 
molecule in which two strands cross between the DNA molecules. 

Branch migration then occurs (Figure 4.20c); branch migration is the simultaneous 
unwinding and rewinding of the two duplexes such that the total number of hydrogen bonds 
remains constant but the position of the crossover moves. Because the number of hydrogen 
bonds remains constant and the thin, cylindrical DNA molecule is easy to rotate around its 
axis, branch migration requires little energy. Branch migration creates a region of heterodu
plex, a region where one strand comes from one original duplex and the other comes from 
the ocher duplex. In humans, two individuals differ by approximately one base pair per thou
sand; therefore, a region of heteroduplex often contains at least one mismatched base pair. 

The crossed strands are covalently joined to the other duplex (Figure 4.20c) The two 
DNA duplexes, joined by a single crossover point , can rotate as shown in Figure 4.20e and 
h to create a four-stranded Holliday junction. Its resolution into two duplexes can occur 

TABLE 4.3 • Homologous Recombination 

Ho/Jiday Meselson-Radaing Double-strand Break 
Model Model Model 

Homology Yes Yes Yes 

Initiation 2 single strand nicks 1 single strand nick 1 double strand break, 
at homologous ends resected 
positions 

Strand invasion 1 strand of each Single elongated nick 1 or 2 strands invade 
duplex invades invades other duplex other duplex 
the other-reciprocal 

Branch migration Yes Yes Yes 

Key intermediate Holliday Junction Holliday Junction 2 Holliday Junctions 

Heteroduplex Yes-symmetrical Yes-asymmetrical Yes-asymmetrical and 
formed long 

1B ::,i:i[t,1a-i;1;1a1-s1M:e1• 
Recombination and Cancer 

Errors in recombination can lead co gene 

duplicarions or deletions, triplet expansion, 

gene fusions, and chromosomal rearrange

menrs. The frequency of recombinational 

evenrs is increased by damage co DNA, in 

part due co disruprions of replicarion forks 

and in part due to breaks in the DNA. Re

combinarion can occur between related 

but not identical sequences within a chro

mosome or between chromosomes . le can 

also occur by nonhomologous end joining 

following a double-strand break in DNA. 

Some forms of cancer are triggered by spe

cific chromosomal rearrangements chat re

sult in gene fusions that form oncogenes. 

Boch chronic myeloid leukemia (CML) 

and acute lymphocycic leukemia (ALL) can 

result from cranslocarions between chromo

somes 9 and 22 chat create fusion pro teins 

between the genes BCR and ABL. The 

BCR-AB L fusion protein is an acrive tyro

sine kinase chat functions as an oncogene . 
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Figure 4.20 Holliday model of homologous 
recombination. (a) Synapsis (pairing): rwo 
homologous DNA molecules come together 
properly aligned. (X,x and Y,y represent different 
alleles of genes X and Y, one on either side of 
the crossover.) Single-strand breaks are made 
at homologous positions in strands of the same 
polarity in each duplex. (b) Strands partly unwind 
and reciprocally "invade" (base-pair with) the 
opposite molecule, forming a structure in which 
two intact strands are joined by two crossed 
strands. This is a symmetrical and reciprocal 
event . Regions in which one strand was from one 
duplex and the ocher from the homologous duplex 
are called heteroduplexes. (t.:l Branch migration 
occurs . (t.-O DNA ligaseseals the nicks. Further 
branch migration can occur. All four strands are 
held together at one crossover point. (e) Rotation 
of this structure forms a Holliday intermediate 
shown in inset (h). ((and~ Resolution: Molecules 
are separated by a pair of symmetrical cuts in 
either of two directions (orange or green arrows). 
The ends are resealed by ligase. The direction of 
the cuts determines whether flanking regions are 
exchanged. (f) If crossed strands are cut (cut l, 
horiwntal), flanking genes remain as they were 
(XY/xy). You would not detect recombination 
between these loci. ~ If uncrossed parental strands 
are cut (cut 2, vertical), flanking genes or markers 
are exchanged (Xy/xY). This would be detected as 
a recombination event . Note that there is a region 
ofheterod upl ex in eithe r case (boxed); mismatch 
repair in this region can lead to gene conversion. 
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in either of two ways, depicted as vertical or horizontal cuts in Figure 4.20e. If the crossed 
strands are cut (cut 1), markers flanking the region of heteroduplex remain linked together 
in the same phase as originally (X with Y and x with y; panel/); on a gross level, the chro
mosomes remain unchanged. If the intact strands are cut (cut 2), the flanking regions are 
exchanged between the two chromosomes, creating a new chromo some containing part 
from one parent and part from the other (X with y and X with y; Figure 4.20g) . The het
eroduplex may undergo mismatch repair (p. 170), converting one allele into another, a 
process called gene conversion. 

Meselson-Radding Model 
Once you understand the Holliday model, it is easy to understand the variant proposed 
by Meselson and Radding (Table 4 .3). It is initiated by a single nick and a single invading 
strand, rather than a pair of nicks and reciprocal invasion (Figure 4.2 1a). The nicked strand 
serves as a template-primer combina tion that a DNA po lymerase elongates, and this elon
gation displaces part of the invaded duplex (Figure 4.21 b). The displaced strand invades 
the opposite, aligned duplex, forming a strueture called a D-loop (Figure 4.21c) . The 
single-stranded portion of the D-loop is degraded, and repair synthesis and resealing result 
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in the crossing over of one strand. Branch migration occurs. The remaining nick is sealed 
and the strands can swivel to form a Holliday junction identical to that described for the 
Holliday model in the preceding (Figure 4.21 e), which is resolved in exactly the same way, 
resulting in an exchange of flanking genes (cut 2: X with y and X with y; Figure 4.21g) or 
the original configuration of genes (cut 1: X with Y and x with y; Figure 4.21/). The key 
difference in the Meselson-Radding model is the asymmetrical heteroduplex that results 
from the invasion by one strand from one of the two duplexes. Mismatch repair can lead 
to gene conversion. 

Double-Strand Break Model 
The third model is the double-strand break model (Table 4 .3). In this, recombination is 
initiated by a double-strand break in one duplex (Figure 4.22a). The ends are resected 
(Figure 4.22b), resulting in the loss of genetic information from one of the two duplexes. 
There are alternative forms of this model. In one, the two single-stranded segments of 
the broken duplex both invade the intaet dup lex, forming a joint molecule that has two 
Holliday junetions . The broken ends can be repaired by a po lymerase, using the intaet 
strand as a template, and a DNA ligase. Branch migration occurs as in the previous models. 
In an alternative model, the 3' -end of one of the two sides of the break invades the other 

Figure 4.21 Meselson-fladding model of 
homologous recombination. This model is 
similar to the Holliday modd, but initiation is 
by a single nick and a single invading strand. 
(a) Synapsis (pairing): Two homo logous DNA 
molecules come together properly aligned. A 
single-mand break is made in one strand. (b) The 
3' -OH-end is elongated by a DNA polymerase, 
displacing the S' -end. (c) The free 5' -end invades 
the homologous duplex, forming a D-loop. 
(d) The D-loop is degraded , and repair synthesis 
and resealing by DNA ligase lead co a mo lecule in 
which one strand crosses between two duplexes. 
Branch migration occurs as one strand is elongated 
further (not shown). The elongating strand crosses 
over and is joined to the opposite duplex, leaving 
all four strands joined at a single crossover point, 
as in Figure 4.20. (e) Strands rotate to form a 
Holliday ju nction exactly as in Figure 4.20e and h. 
Resolution of the Holliday junction can occur in 
two ways, and the direction of the cut determines 
whether flanking regions are exchanged. Note that 
there is a region ofheterodup lex in either case 
(boxed), but it is not reciprocal; it is only on one 
duplex. Mismatch repair in this region can lead to 
gene conversion. 
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Figure 4.22 Double-stran d break model of 
homologous recombination. This model is 
similar in many ways to the two models discussed 
previously, but initiation is by a double-suand 
break in one of the two DNAs. (a) Initiation is by 
a double -suand break in one DNA molecule. Two 
aligned duplexes are shown; flanking genes have 
different alleles (X,x;Y,y). Also shown is a position 
at which one dup lex has an AT base pair and the 
other bas a GC base pair. (b) DNA is resecred 
from the break by an exonudease that leaves 
3' -OH-overhangs. This resection may remove one 
of the nucleotides at the site that differs between 
duplexes. {c} One or both of these overhangs can 
invade the intact homologous duplex. (d) Where 
there is a mismatch, the free end can be resecred 
further by enzymes of mismatch repair. {e) The 
free end can be extended by a DNA polymerase, 
using the undegraded suand as a template and 
resulting in gene conversion. Remaining nicks 
are repaired, forming two Holliday junctions. 
(fJ Both Holliday junctions are then resolved. 
Because there are two junctions and two ways to 
resolve each (as in Figure 4.20h), there are four 
possible resulcs. Two of the four possible ways to 

resolve the Holliday junctions {vertical/vertical or 
horizontal/horizontal cuts) leave flanking genes as 
they were ()CT/xy). The other two ways to resolve 
the Holliday junctions lead to exchange of flanking 
genes (Xy/xY). Resolution can also be carried out 
by topoisomerase. 
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strand and establishes a D-loop that allows copying of the intaet duplex. This can result in a 
small replication bubble with synthesis on both suands for a short distance, and resolution 
when the bubble encounters the other side of the break. This would account for extensive 
gene conversion. 

Resolution of the two Holliday juncrions is by a pair of cuts (Figure 4.22[). Because 
there are two possible directions in which to resolve each junction, there are four possible 
outcomes. Two leave flanking genes together in their original con£guration (X with Y and x 
with y), and two lead to the exchange of flanking genes (X with y and X with y). Resolution 
by a type II topoisomerase can also occur . Because one duplex has lost DNA in the region 
of the break, closure of the gap required the genetic information for both resulting chro
mosomes to come from the intact duplex; therefore if there were any sequence differences 
between the chromosomes in the gap, gene conversion will have occurred . 

Key Proteins of Recombination in E. Coli 

In E. coli, the key protein in the process of recombination is RecA, which binds in a cooper
ative manner to single-stranded DNA and forms a helical coil. This facilitates pairing of the 
single strand with a homologous duplex DNA to form a three-stranded D-loop structure . 
Strand switching can occur, leading to heteroduplex DNA. Eukaryotes have homologous 
proteins , the human version of which is called RAD5 l. 

RecBCD is an E. coli complex with multiple activities; it binds at a double-strand 
break and processes it into a substrate for recombination by chewing back the DNA and, 
on encounter ing a special sequence called ax site, leaving a protruding single strand with 
3' -OH . RecA can bind to this single strand to initiate pairing with the homologous duplex . 
RuvA and RuvB form a complex with DNA helicase acrivity that catalyzes extensive branch 
migration, a key step in recombination . RuvC is an endonuclease that binds to this com
plex and catalyzes the resolution of Holliday junctions. 
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Nonhomologous Recombination 

Site-Specific Recombination 
In site-specific recombination, specialized enzymes catalyze the integration of a sequence into 
particular sites in the DNA Integration of the bacteriophage X. into the E coli chromosome 
is the best studied example. The X.-integrase catalyzes specific nicking of,\ DNA and of a 
special sequence in the E coli chromosome, and also catalyzes the resealing involved. This is a 
reversible process; the inregrated,\-sequence can be excised from the chromosome. There are 
important examples of site-specific recombination that control processes such as mating type 
conversion in yeast, and phase change (alterations in major surface protein) in trypanosomes. 
Phase change in trypanosomes helps the parasite to evade the immune response. 

Transposition 
Transposition is the movement of specific pieces of DNA in the genome. There are two 
types of transposition evenrs, simple transposition, in which a sequence is excised from 
one place in the genome and inserted elsewhere, and replicative transposition, in which a 
copy of the sequence is inserted elsewhere in the genome without the original being lost. 
Transpos ases are the enzymes that catalyze transposition. They recognize and acr at inser
tion sequen ces. Some pieces of DNA , called transposons, encode rransposases flanked by 
insertion sequences and can move nearly anywhere into a target chromosome . Transposons 
sometimes carry other genes with them when they transpose . Other pieces of DNA contain 
insertion sequences but do not encode their own transposase; these can move when a rrans
posase encoded elsewhere is expressed. 

Transposons can move to new places within a chromosome or integrate into other 
chromosomes. A significant fraction of the human genome has resulted from accumulation 
of transposons and insertion sequences. Long int erspersed elem ents {LINEs, of which the 
Ll element is most common) are transposons present in about 50,000 copies in the human 
genome . Alu sequences are short inte rspersed elements (SINE s) present in about 500,000 
copies per haploid human genome; they do not encode a reverse transcriptase. Some muta
tions that cause disease are due to insertion of a transposon into a gene, altering its coding 
or regulation. 

Retrotransposons are sequences that were transcribed into RNA and then reverse
transcribed and integrated back into a random site in the genome. Retroviruses make DNA 
copies of their RNA genome (using reverse transcriptase, an enzyme that makes a DNA 
copy of an RNA) and insert them into the host chromosome by a transposition event cata
lyzed by a virus-encoded integrase. 

Nonhomologous End Joining 
In nonhomologous end joining (NHEJ; sometimes called illegitimate recombination) no 
homology is needed, nor are there special DNA sequences. Rather, broken ends of a DNA 
duplex can recombine with another duplex in the absence of homology. This can lead to the 
repair of a double-strand break in DNA, and therefore be of considerable survival value. It can 
also lead to chromosomal translocations or the insertion of a DNA fragment anywhere into 
the genome. In mammalian cells, a heterodimer called Ku binds avidly to DNA ends and can 
move along the DNA. Ku associates with a large catalytic subunit to form DNA-PK, a DNA
dependent serine/threonine protein kinase. This is thought to play a key role in nonhomolo
gous end joining (NHEJ) by binding to and bringing together the two free ends of a double
strand break and protecting them from excessive nuclease acrion. It may unwind the ends 
until very short regions of" microhomolo gy" (2-6 bp) can pair. The unpaired flaps could be 
removed by FENl, the gaps filled by DNA polymerase, and the nicks ligated by DNA ligase. 
Defects in Ku lead to X-ray sensitivity, due to reduced ability to repair the double-srrand 
breaks caused by X-rays. Defecrs in Ku can also lead to severe combined immunodeficiency 
disease (SCIO) because another role of Ku is in V(D) J recombination , the site-specific cleav
age and rejoining required to assemble functional immunoglobulin genes. 

When genes are introduced into mammalian cells, they usually integrate randomly 
into the chromosome by nonhomologou s end joining. This random integration of a 
fragment of DNA can disrupt genes and cause mutations or dysregulation. Therefore, it 
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Recombination and Gene 
Therapy 

Gene therapy is the inaoduction of new or 
altered genes into cells to correct a genetic 
defect or treat a disease. As we learn more 
about specific diseases, the possibilities for 
genetic intervention increase. The easiest 
rype of disease to cure by gene therapy is 
one in which the supply of a circulating 
protein can be provided from cells engi
neered to produce it, with no requirement 
that chose cells be in a specific location. 
Slightly more difficult would be the regu
lated production of a protein, for example 
insulin, that can be provided by cells locat
ed anywhere in the body. It will be much 
more difficult to replace a defective gene 
with a normal copy in particular cells in 
which it is expressed. 

Several major limitations impede 
progress. One is the difficulty of inaoduc
ing genes into the relevant cells; chis is be
ing addressed by more work on vectors for 
gene introduction and on stem cell biol
ogy. Another is the tendency of introduced 
genes co be incorporated randomly into 
the genome. DNA introduced into mam
malian cells is most frequently integrated 
into the genome by nonhomologous end 
joining (NHEJ). This random insertion 
can result in the creation of a new muta
tion if the cransgene inserts into either a 
coding or regulatory sequence of a gene. 
It can also create difficulties in sustairung 
gene expression over time, because the in
serted gene will not be in its normal place 
within a chromosome and therefore may 
be inappropriately regulated by epigenetic 
mechanisms. 

is possible that the attempt co correct one genetic problem by inserting a gene could cause 
another problem; this is a major limitation to gene therapy at present (Clin. Corr. 4.6) . 

Pseudogenes 
The human genome contains many pseudogenes, nonfunctional copies of genes. These can 
result from retrotransposition of m.RNAs, in which case they have no introns, or of partially 
processed transcripts, in which case they may contain some but not all of the introns . In 
other cases they appear to arise from recombination, such as unequal crossing over, and 
contain inrrons . Often these pseudogenes are nonfunctional because of missense or non
sense mutations (seep . 166) or because the sequences necessary for transcription initiation 
have been altered . In ocher cases, retrotransposition or unequal crossing over has provided 
the raw material for evolution , when accumulation of genetic changes leads to the gene 
copy taking on ocher functions . 

4.5 • DNA DAMAGE AND MUTATIONS 

DNA in cells is constantly being damaged by cellular constituents , including active oxygen 
species that are by-produces of metabolism. Many environmental agents and chemicals in 
food attack and modify DNA. Damage to DNA can block essential processes including 
DNA replication and transcription and can lead to mutations . 

In aqueous solution at 37°C, there is spontaneous deamination of C, A, and G bases 
in DNA. C dearninares to form U (Figure 4 .23a), A to hypoxanthine, and G to xanthine . 
Spontaneous depurination due to cleavage of the glycosyl bond connecting purines to the 
backbone , leaving the backbone of the DNA intaet (Figure 4.23b) , occurs at a substantial 
rate. It has been estimated chat between 2,000 and 10,000 purines are lost per mammalian 
cell in 24 hours. These depurinated sites are called abasic (lacking a base) or AP sites ( origi
nally meaning apurinic, lacking a purine, but since generalized to lacking any base). 

Bases are oxidized at a substantial rate by reactive oxygen species that are by-produces 
of oxidative metabolism; chis creates altered bases, for example 8-hydroxyguanine (8-oxo G; 
Figure 4.23c). Oxidative damage rends to increase with age. Produces oflipid peroxidarion 
can form adducts with bases, particularly G residues. 

Alkylating agents, including some used for chemotherapy, add methyl or ocher alkyl 
groups to the bases. S-adenosyl methionine , a carrier of methyl groups in normal metabolism, 
occasionally mechylares a base in DNA. 

Ultraviolet radiation (from sunlight or tanning lamps) covalently links adjacent 
pyrimidines along one strand of the DNA to form cis-syn cyclobutane pyrimidine dimers 
(Figure 4.23d and e) and ocher photoproducts, including pyrimidine 6--4 pyrimidones. 
Ionizing radiation , including X-rays and radioactive decay, creates strand breaks and pro
duces reacrive oxygen species that damage DNA. 

Carcinogens and mutagens attack DNA. Some are direct acting and ochers are 
pro-carcinogens. Pro-carcinogens in their native form do not damage DNA , but they can 
be activated by metabolic processes (e.g. oxidized by cyrochrome P450s) into carcinogens 
that damage DNA. This process is called metabolic activation. Benzo (a)pyrene, a con
stituent of coal tar, is an extremely potent pro-carcinogen chat requires oxidation co the 
epoxide to attack DNA. 

Many chemotherapeutic agencs attack DNA; some cause bases to become alkylated, 
others, including cisplatin, cross-link the two strands (Clin . Corr. 4.7). The higher sensitiv
ity of replicating cells to DNA damage means that rapidly dividing tumor cells are more 
sensitive co these damaging agenrs than are normal cells, but their damage to normal cells 
limits their dosing and use. 

Mutations 
Mutations are inheritable changes in the DNA sequence. T hey can result from repli
cation errors, from damage to the DNA, or from errors introduced during repair of 
damage. Mutations chat are changes of a single base pair are called point mutations . 
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Many widely used chemotherapeutic drugs are alkylacing agents, of

ten ones with two functional groups char can create both intrastrand 

and interstrand cross-links in DNA. Cyclophosphamide, busulfan , 

and nirrosoureas are alkylacing agents. Alkylating agents are not only 

cytotoxic bur also mucagenic, sometimes resulting in secondary can
cers such as leukemias. 

Cisplatin (cis-diamrninedichloroplatinum), 
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used to treat metastatic testicular , ovarian, and a wide variety of ocher 

cancers, cross-links DNA. Among the serious side effects of cisplacin 

Figure 4.23 DNA damage. (a) Oxidative 
deamination converts C to U. (b) AP 
site. Depurination (or, less fi-equencly, 
depyrimidination ) is the cleavage of a glycosyl 
bond between cbe l ' position of the sugar and 
the base. This leaves an abasic or AP site, but 
does not break cbe sugar- phosphate backbone. 
(c) O6methyl guanosine is a highly mucagenic 
lesion. (d ) Ultraviolet light leads to cross-linking 
of adjacent pyrimidine s along one strand of DNA. 
A cis-syn cydobutan e thymine dim er is shown in 
schematic. (e) A cyd obucane dimer is shown within 
doub le-strand ed DNA; the backbone is shown as a 
stick figure co reveal th e disto rtion of the 
cross-linked bases (yellow) and complementary 
bases on the other strand. 

are bone marrow depletion , severe kidney impairment , and loss of 

hearing and balance . Disseminated testicular cancer used to be nearly 

always fatal (5% cure race in 1973) , until a combination chemo

therapy, in which cisplatin was added to vinblascine and bleomycin, 

was developed by Ors. Larry Einhorn and John Donoh ue at the In
diana University School of Medicine; the new combination greatly 

increased survival. This regimen was later modified to a combination 

of cisplatin , etoposide , and bleomycin . Today, approximately 80% 
of patients survive. After treatment for advanced testicular cancer, 

world-leading cyclist Lance Armstrong went on co win the Tour de 

France a record seven consecutive rimes. 

Einhorn , L. H. Curing metastatic tescicular cancer. Proc. Nat. Acad. Sci., USA 99: 
4592 , 2002. 
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Thiopurine Base Analogs as Drugs 

6-Mercapto purine (6-MP) is an orally administered purine analog 
that is useful for chemotherapy of acute leukemias and for immuno
suppression after organ transplantation. le aces through several mech
anisms, including inhibiting purine biosynthesis and causing toxicity 
after incorporation into DNA. It is metabolized into the 6-MP ribo
side 5 '-phosphate, which has a shore half-life because i c is degraded 
by xanchine o:xidase. The race of degradation is greatly reduced in 
patients being created with allopurinol (an inhibitor of xanthine oxi
dase) for gout-related hyperuricemia, so the dose must be drastically 
reduced in such patients. 

Some patients (about l 0% of the population) are heterozygous for 
a polymorphism chat inactivates the enzyme, and therefore have ap
proximately 50% activity, and I/300th of the people have no TPMT 
activity and are at extremely high risk for severe immunosuppression 
and death if treated with 6-MP. Conversely, people who metabolize 
the drugs more rapidly may nor ger a sufficient therapeutic dose. This 
pharmacogenetic difference, therefore, has serious implications for 
treatment with rhiopurines. 

Sanderson, J., Ansari, A., Marinaki, T. , wd Duley, J. Thiopurine methylcrans
ferase: Should ic be measured before commencing chiopurine drug therapy? Annu. 
Clin. Bwchem. 41:294 , 2004 . 

Another enzyme that metabolizes 6-MP (and the related antime
cabolice 6-thioguanine) is chiopurine methyl transferase (TPMT). 

Rgure 4.24 Mutations. Point mutations. (a) A 
missense mutation changes a single amino acid 
in the encoded polypeptide. (b) A nonsense 
mutation changes a codon for an amino acid 
into a stop codon , terminating synthesis of the 
encoded polypeptide. Insertion/ deletion mutation s. 
(c) Insertion of a single nucleotide cbanges the 
reading frame of all codons beyond the point of 
insertion; this usually leads co formation of a new 
stop codon that terminates synthesis. (d) Deletion 
of a single nucleotide changes the reading frame 
of all codons beyond the point of insertion ; this 
usually leads to formation of a new stop codon 
tbat terminates synthesis. (e) Triplet expansio n is 
a great increase in the number of triplet repeats. 
Triplet expansion causes many disea~es, including 
Huntington disease and Fragile X disease, by 
adding long stretches of a single amino acid to the 
encoded polypeptide or by disrupting regulation 
of a gene. 

Point mutations can be categorized by the nature of the bases altered. Transitions are point 
mutations in which one purine is substituted for another (i.e., A for G or G for A) or one 
pyrimidine is substituted for another (i.e., T for C or C for T). Deamination of C to form 
U, if unrepaired, would lead to a transition . The frequency of transitions is increased by 
base analogs, including 2-amino purine and 6-mercapto pur ine (Clin . Corr. 4.8). Trans
versions are point mutations in which a purine is substituted for a pyrimidine or vice versa 
(e.g., A for C or C for A). 

Point mutations can also be characterized by their effect on a coding sequence . Mis
sense mutations are point mutations that change a single base pair in a codon such that the 
codon now encodes a different amino acid (Figure 4.24a). Nonsense mutations are point 
mutations that change a single base pair in a codon to a stop codon that terminates transla
tion (Figure 4.24b) . Nonsense mutations usually have more severe effeccs than missense 
mutations , because they lead to synthesis of truncated (and generally unstable) polypep
tides. Silent or synonymous mutations do not alter the amino acid encoded; these include 
many changes in the third nucleotide of a codon. Some silent mutations may, however, 
have serious consequences if they alter the splicing pattern of the gene. 

Point mutations 

·-CUGACGU AUUUUAAUGUCATG-· -+ ···CUGACGU CUUUUAAUGUCA TG··· 
·-LeuTh rTy r PheAsnVa I Met-· -+ ···LeuTh r Se r PheAsnVa !Met··· 

(a) Missense mutation (A to C) 

·-CUGACGUA UUUUAAUGUCATG··· -+ ···CUGACGUA A UUUAAUGUCA TG·
·-L e uT h r Ty r PheAs nVa I Met-· -+ ···Le uTh r • • * st op 

(b) Nonsense mutation (U to A) 

Insertions and deletions 

·-CUGACGUAUUUUAAUGUCATG··· -+ ···CUG AACGUCUUUUAAUGUCATG-· 
·-Le uTh rT y r PheAs nVa I Met··· -+ ···Le uAsnVa I Phe * ** st op 

(c) Insertion (of A), changes reading frame and causes a Framesh ift mutation 

·-CUGACGUAUUUUAAUGUCA TG··· -+ ···UGACGUCUUUUAAUGUCA TG-· 
·-Le uTh rTy r PheAs nVa I Met-· -+ ··· **• s t op 

(d} Deletion (of first C), changes reading frame and causes a Frameshift mutation 

·-CGGCGG I CGG )45CGG··· -+ ···CGGCGG [ CGG l102CGG-· 

(e) Triplet expansion , can cause disease 
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Insertions or deletions of one or more base pairs (if the number of base pairs is not a 
multiple of 3) lead to frameshifts that disrupt the coding of a protein (Figure 4.24 c and 
d). Translation of an mRNA does not have punctuation; rather, once the initiation codon is 
determined, successive triplets are read as codons. Therefore, whereas addition (or deletion) 
of a multiple of three base pairs in a coding region would add (or subtract) amino acids to 
(or from) a protein, the addition of other numbers of base pairs shifts the reading frame 
from that point onward. Frameshifts usually lead co premature termination (or more rarely 
elongation) of the encoded polypeptide chain, when stop codons are generated or removed 
by the frameshift. Some chemicals, including acridines and proflavin, intercalate into the 
DNA; that is, they insen between adjacent base pairs. This usually leads co insertions or 
deletions of a single base pair, and thus a frarneshift. Mutations may also result from large
scale changes including the insertion of rransposons. Although rare in any one generation, 
mutations have accumulated in populations over millions of years, such that two people 
differ by about 1 bp per 1000 along their genomes. Many of these genetic differences are 
without effect, but others affect our physiology, susceptibility to disease, and response co 
treatment (Clin. Corr . 4 .9). 

The genome contains many stretches of repeating 2, 3, 4, and 5 nucleotide sequences. 
These simple repeats have a higher-than-average mutation rate because they can occasion
ally misalign during replication and recombination, leading to the insertion or deletion 
of a number of repears. Thus over many generations, different lengths of these sequences 
have accumulated in the human population; these are called simple sequence-length poly
morphisms (also called microsatellites or simple sequence-repeat polymorphisms) . There 
is a special kind of mutation that results from a great increase in the number of repeating 
triplers (e.g., CGGCGG[CGG] 0 CGG) , called Triplet expansion (Figure 4.24e). When 
the length of a triplet repeat gets much longer than normal, it can cause disease by encod
ing a much longer than normal stretch of the same amino acid residue in the encoded 
polypeptide, as in Huntingt on disease (Clin . Corr. 2.6, p. 48) . Triplet expansion can also 
affect regulation of a gene, as in Fragile X syndrome (Clin. Corr. 2.6), in which the greatly 
lengthened triplet sequence in the promoter alters gene expression. For these triplet expan
sion diseases, there is an unusual phenomenon: The disease often gets more severe in suc
ceeding generations, as a result of even further increases in triplet length, because the longer 
the repeating sequence is, the more likely there can be misalignment during replication or 
unequal crossing over to lead to dramatically longer repeats. 

4.6 • DNA REPAIR 

Maintenance of the genetic information requires constant repair of DNA damage. All free
living organisms have several mechanisms to repair damage to DNA. Some lesions are 
directly repaired, but most are removed from DNA as part of the repair process. A key 
feature in most repair processes is the double-stranded nature of DNA , which allows res
toration of the correct sequence on a damaged strand using the complementary genetic 
information on the other strand. 

Excision Repair 

Excision repair is a general mechanism that can very accurately repair many different 
kinds of damage. The defining characteristic of excision repair is removal of the damaged 
nucleot ide(s), leaving a gap in the DNA, followed by resynthesis using the genetic informa
tion on the opposite strand, and then ligation to restore continuity of the DNA. There are 
two major modes of excision repair: base excision repair (BER) and nucleotide excision 
repair (NER) (Table 4.4) . 

Base Excision Repair 
Base excisio n repair is an essential process that repairs many different types of damaged 
bases, including methylated bases, deaminated bases (e.g., U resulting from deamina
tion of C), oxidized bases, and abasic (AP) sites. The initial step is removal of a single 

Personalized Medicine 

Individuals differ in the sequence of DNA 
in their genome in subtle ways, as a result 
of the very gradual accumulation of mu
tations in the population over many gen
eracions. The most common difference 
involves a single base pair; this is called a 
single nucleotide polymorphism, (SNP) 
(although single-base-pair polymorphism 
would be more accurate). There are nearly 
7 million validated SNPs in the human ge
nome, and many more reported; chis aver
ages 1 per 500 bp. Most polymorphisms 
do not affect cell functions, bur others con
tribute to the many differences chat we see. 
Some affect the susceptibility co specific 
diseases, some affect the metabolism of 
drugs and ocher compounds (pharmacoki
necics), and scill ochers affect the response 
co these drugs (pharmacodynamics) . 

As part of the human genome project, 
there is a major effort to find and catalog 
polymorphisms . As more is learned about 
the effecrs of these sequence differences 
on disease and treatment, medicine will 
become more tailored to the individual. 
Technology already exists to determine 
rapidly which polymorphisms are present 
at specific sites in the genome of an indi
vidual. When these technologies are made 
cheaper and more routine, determining the 
alleles present in key genes will become a 
routine part of diagnosis and planning of 
treatment. For example, there are signifi
cant differences between individuals in the 
race ac which they metabolize drugs (com
pare Clin . Corr. 4.7). A standard dose 
based on bodyweight may be too low to be 
effective in those who metabolize the drug 
rapidly, but toxic to chose who metabolize 
it very slowly. Determination of the rel
evant polymorphisms and roucine testing 
could lead to more effective therapies with 
fewer side effects. 
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Figure 4.25 Base excision repair. (a) The 
damaged site (blue dot) is recognized by a DNA 
giycosylase. ( b) The base is removed by cleavage 
of the glycosyl bond chat connects it to the 
deoxyribose sugar; the sugar- phosphate backbone 
is not broken. This leaves an AP site. (c) The 
sugar- phosphate backbone is cleaved 5' to the 
abasic site by an AP endon uclease. There is also 
a cleavage at the 3 ' -side of this site co remove 
the sugar residue; this can be done by some 
AP endonucleases or an AP lyase activity. 
(a) The single nucleotide gap is filled by a DNA 
polymerase. (e) The remaining nick is sealed by a 
DNAligase. 

TABLE 4.4 • Excision Repair 

Basic steps 
• Recognize damage 

• Remove damage by excising part of one stran d co leave a gap 

• Resynthesize co fill gap; uses generic informacion from ocher strand 

• Ligate co restore concinuicy of DNA backbone 

Base excision repair 
• Giycosylase removes base, leaves back

bone incacc 

• AP endonuclease cues backbone , AP 
lyase removes sugar 

• DNA polymerase fills gap 

• DNA ligase seals nick 

l 
Nucleotide excision repair 

• Double excision removes damage as 

pare of an oligonucleocide (12-13 nc 

in E. co/4 27-29 nc in humans) 

• DNA polymerase fills gap 

• DNA ligase seals nick 

damaged base from the DNA backbone by a DNA glycosylase, an enzyme that cuts the 
N-glycosyl bond between the sugar and the base (Figure 4.25) . Thi s step does not break 
the sugar- phosphate backbone of the DNA; rather it leaves an abasic deoxyribose in 
the backbone, an AP site chat must be removed. Two different activities are required to 
remove the remaining sugar: an AP endonuclease chat cleaves the phosphodiescer bond 
at the 5' -side but leaves the sugar st ill attached to the next nucleotide, and an AP lyase 
that cuts 3' to the AP site to remove the sugar. The resulting single nucleotide gap has 
a free 3' -hydroxyl. The gap is filled by a DNA polymerase and ligated by DNA ligase 
(Figure 4.25). 

There are at least eight different glycosylases in humans, each of which recognizes 
certain types of damaged bases. One of these, uracil DNA glycosylase (UN G), is special
ized to remove U from DNA. U is not a normal constituent of DNA but is formed when 
C is deaminated, and can occasionally be incorporated into DNA during replication. The 
frequent dearnination of C to U noted in the preceding (Figure 4.23a, p. 165) would lead 
to a high rate of mutation; therefore, it is not surprising that a special repair mechanism 
evolved t0 remove U. But many C residues in mammalian DNA, in the sequence CG, are 
methylated at the 5 position ; this is imponant in the regulation of gene expression. Deami
nation of a 5-methyl C leaves a T , rather than a U, in the DNA. These T residues are not 
recognized by uracil DNA glycosylase, but there are other glycosylases that recognize the 
T:G mismatch and preferentially remove the T , leaving an AP site (Figure 4.23b, p. 165). 
Sometimes, however, the mismatch repair system removes the G instead of the T , creating 
a mutation. Over millions of years, this has led to a much lower than expected frequency of 
CG dinucleotides in mammalian DNA. 

Another common lesion is 8-oxo-G (Figure 4.23c, p. 165), formed by oxidative dam
age, which leads to a transversion. There is a special repair pathway designed to repair 
8-oxo-G; OGG 1 removes the lesion from DNA. If replication has already occurred, 
MUTYH removes the A that might have inappropriately been incorporated opposite the 
8-oxo-G and allows the repair polymerase to put in the correct C. 

The most important AP endonuclease in humans is APE 1. After cleaving the back
bone at the 5' -side of an AP site to leave a free 3' -OH, APEl recruits DNA polymerase 
{3 (pol /3) to the site. Pol {3 has AP lyase activity that removes the abasic sugar phosphate 
remaining at the site of the strand break, leaving a single-nucleotide gap with a free 3' -OH . 
Pol {3 also has DNA polymerase activity that can fill the gap. For many types of damage, 
the gap is filled with only one or two nucleotides; this is called short patch repair. In cases 
where AP lyase cannot readily remove the sugar phosphate, strand displacement can create 
a flap of several nucleotides and the endonuclease FENl (which also serves to help remove 
the RNA from Okazaki fragments as noted in the preceding) can cleave it. The somewhat 
larger gap is filled by a polymerase such as pol {3, or possibly pol 8 (or pol e) stimulated 
by PCNA. In either case, the remaining nick is sealed by a DNA ligase. Prote in- protein 
interactions coordinate this process, keeping the nick and the intermediates protected until 
the next enzyme has been recruited to the site. 
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Nucleotide Excision Repair 
Nucleotide excision repair aas on a wide variety of damage, typically involving large 
adducts or dist0nion of the double helical structure of DNA The best studied are pyrimidine 
dimers, the major products of ultraviolet damage (Figure 4.23d and e, p . 165). Chemical 
adducts with carcinogens such as benzo (a)pyrene and aBato:xin, and with chemotherapeu
tic agents such as cisplatin , are removed by this pathway, as are some mismatched bases 
and small loops in DNA. The damage is removed by an enzyme complex that cuts several 
nucleotides away on both sides of the damaged base(s), so the damage is released as part of 
an oligonucleotide (Figure 4.26). 

In E. coli, a damage excision complex containing UvrA, UvrB, and UvrC recognizes 
the damage and makes two endonucleolytic cuts, one 3 to 5 nucleotides 3' to the lesion and 
the other 8 nucleotides 5' to the lesion. This excises the lesion as pan of an oligonucleotide 
12- 13 nucleotides long. Damage recognition by UvrA appears to start the process, and 
opening of the strands by UvrB (a helicase) requires energy in the form of ATP hydrolysis. 
UvrC binds and catalyzes the dual cleavage, with one cut on either side of the damage. A 
DNA polymerase fills in the gap, followed by ligation of the nick. 

In humans , several large enzyme complexes are involved in damage recognition, open
ing of DNA, and the two cleavages. The rare, autosomal recessive disease Xerode rma pig
mentosu.m (XP), which renders patients photosensitive and susceptible to skin cancers, 
results from mutation in any of seven genes involved in excision repair or in one gene 
involved in translesion DNA synthesis (Clin. Corr. 4 .10). XPC is pan of a complex that 
binds tightly to lesions that dist0n DNA structure . XPA is a key factor involved in damage 
recognition and assembly of the excision complex; mutations in the XPA gene render indi
viduals essentially unable to remove UV-induced pyrimidine dimers. XPA recruits a large 
complex called TFII-H , a general transcription factor involved in initiation of transcription. 
TFII-H contains XPB and XPD subunits, both of which are A TPases with limited helicase 
activity. The DNA is partially unwound by the helicase activity ofTFII-H, creating a bub
ble of about 25 base pairs. Then an excision repair cross-complementing 1 (XPF/ERCCl) 
hecerodimer makes an endonucleolyric cut on the damaged strand approximately 22- 24 
nucleotides 5' to the lesion, and XPG makes an endonucleolytic cleavage approximately 
5 nucleotides 3' to the lesion. These two curs liberate a lesion-containing oligonucleotide 
approximately 27 to 29 nucleotides long. The single-stranded DNA-binding protein RPA 
is required for excision repair. The gap in DNA is bound by RPA and filled by pol 8 (or 
pol E) stimulated by PCNA The remaining nick is sealed by a DNA ligase, probably LIG 1. 
These laner steps resemble completion of an Okazaki fragment. 

Figure 4.26 Nucleotide excision repair. 
(a) The damaged base (blue dot) is recognized 
by a DNA repair complex. (b) The segment 
around the damaged base is excised by an enzyme 
complex that makes two nicks in the damaged 
strand, one on either side of the damage. (c) An 
oligonucleotide (27- 29 nt in humans, 12- 13 nt 
in E. coli) is released. (d) Resynthesis: A DNA 
polymerase fills the gap, using the opposite strand 
as template. (e) DNA ligase seals the remaining 
nick. 
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Xerodenna Pigmentosum 

Xeroderma pigmencosum (XP) (OMIM 194400) was the first dis
ease demonstrated ro be caused by defective DNA repair. Patiencs are 
photosensitive and highly susceptible co skin cancers in sun-exposed 
areas of the body; races of skin cancer are 2000-5000-fold higher than 
average. Many patients also have neurological problems. 

damage and recruits TFII-H. XPB and XPD encode proteins that 
function as subunics ofTFTI-H. TFlI-H can function as a helicase, 
opening a region around the dimer. XPA is critical for the recogni
tion of pyrimidine dimers and interaccs with other repair proteins. 
ERCCl-XPF is a complex thac binds to TFII-H and incises at the 
5'-side of the dimer. XPG incises at the 3'-side. XP is a rare, autosomal recessive disease that can be caused by de

feces in any of eight different genes, reflecting the complexity of DNA 
repair of pyrimidine dimers, the most common damage introduced 
by exposure to ultraviolet light. Mutations in seven of the XP genes 
lead to defeccs in the initial incision step in nucleotide-excision repair 
of pyrimidine dimers. This explains the extreme phocosensicivicy that 
is characteristic of this disease. An additional class, called XP-V (for 
variant) is not detectably deficient in excision repair, but has a defect 
in translesion synthesis after UV damage. Cells from XP patiencs may 
also be hypersensitive to carcinogens in cigarecce smoke. 

It is notable that defects in XP-B, XP-D, or XP-G can also lead to 
Cockayne syndrome, with phocosensicivicy, growth defects, and mental 
deficiency among its symptoms. Defects in XP-B or XP-D can also lead 
co crichothiodystrophy, with symptoms including photosensitivicy, 
short stature, and intellectual impairment . Thus different alterations 
in the same genes can lead to different syndromes, perhaps by differen
tially affecting the repair and transcription functions of these proteins. 

van Brabant, A J., Scan, R, and Ellis, N. A. DNA helicases, genomic inscabilicy, 
and human generic disease. Annu. Rrv. of Gen. and Human Gnut. 1:409, 2000; 
and a good reference for genetic diseases is tbe Online Mendelian Inheritance in 
Man, OMIM, at http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/enuez/quecy.fcgi?db=OMlM. 

XP-C is involved in initial binding to the damage in regions not 
being transcribed and recru.ics TFII-H, a general transcription factor. 
In transcribed regions, the stalled RNA polymerase recognizes the 
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(d) Hemi-methylated DNA in human cells 

Figure 4.27 Methylated DNA (a) D NA 
methylation in E. coli is on the A within a GATC 
sequence . (b) Hemimethylated E.coli DNA. 
Parental strand methylated, daughter strand not 
yet methylated . (c) Methylation in human cells 
is on the C within a CG sequence. 
(d) Hemimethy lated human DNA, daughter 
strand not yet methylated. Note that in both cases 
the sequence is a palindrome that reads the same 
(5' to 3 ') along both strands, and the residues in 
both strands are eventually methylated. 

Transcription-Coupled Repair 
Many lesions block transcription in the same manne r that they block replication. Thus cells 
fuce an immediate problem even if they are not synthesizing DNA: They muse be able to 
make key proteins in order to survive. Transcription-coupled repair direcrs the immediate 
repair response to the template strand of trans cribed regions, so that lesions there are repaired 
faster than lesions elsewhere and transcription can resume; the survival value of this is obvi
ous. Transcription-coupled repair is a form of excision repair triggered by an RNA polymer
ase complex halted at a lesion. In eukaryotic cells, a comp lex containing CSA and CSB (muta
tions in which cause Cockayne syndrome, another DNA repair deficiency disease) recognizes 
the stalled RNA polymerase, causing it t0 back up away from the lesion, and recru.irs repair 
proteins including the TFII-H comp lex. Then , many kinds of damage that block transcrip
tion are repaired by the nucleotide excision repair pathway involving XP A, TFII-H, and other 
excision repair factors. Recent evidence suggesrs that transcription -coupled repair also acts on 
oxidative lesions, which are repaired by base excision repair after the transcription complex is 
backed away from the lesion. Once repair is comp lete, transcription can resume . 

Mismatch Repair 
Mismat ch repair is a specialized form of nucleotide excision repair that removes replica
tion errors. Mismatches are not like DNA damage: There is no damaged or modified base 
present, just the wrong one of the four bases. Thus, recognition of mismatches relies on 
the distonion of the double-helical structure. A major difference between repair of D NA 
damage and repair of mismatches is in the choice of which base to excise. Enzymes can 
recognize damaged bases specifically and remove them, either individually in base excision 
repair or as pan of an oligonucleotide in nucleotide excision repair. But when a mismatch is 
recognized, both bases are normal; which one should be excised? In newly replicated DNA, 
removing the newly synthesized base would preserve the genetic information, whereas 
excising the base on the parental strand would permanentl y alter the DNA, producing a 
mutation. Randomly choosing one would lead to mutations half of the time, a rate that is 
unacceptably high. Therefore , the challenge is co recognize the newly synthesized strand 
and remove the mismatched base on that strand. 

The mismatch repair system is best understood in E. coli. DNA in most organisms 
(but not all) is methylated at specific positions. In E. coli, the most frequent methylation 
is of A in a GATC sequence (Figure 4.27 a), a palindromic sequence (meaning that the 
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opposite strand has the same sequence when read from 5' to 3'); both strands are methyl
ated . This specific methylation does not affect base pairing. The A residues are incorporated 
into the DNA in unmodified form, and later methylated by a maintenance methylase 
which recognizes hemimethylated sequences in DNA (sequences methylated on only one 
strand , the parental scrand; Figure 4.27 b) and methylates the appropriate base. During the 
very brief period in which the daughter strand is not yet methylated, the E. coli mismatch 
repair system can recognize the newly synthesized strand in the region of a mismatch and 
remove the mismatched nucleotide from the new strand. Mismatches are recognized by a 
MutS homodimer, which creates a loop that contains the mismatch (Figure 4 .28) . A MutL 
homodime r binds and coordinates the subsequent cleavage and excision. MutH nicks the 
unmethylated, newly synthesized strand on either side of the mismatch . A helicase (UvrD) 
unwinds the strand from the site of the nick through the site of the mismatch, and the 
nicked single strand is degraded by either a 5' to 3' exonuclease or a 3' to 5' exonuclease, 
depending on the free end. T he long (hundreds -of-nucleotides) gap that is created is filled 
by the action of DNA polymerase, adding nucleotides to the 3' -end of the nicked strand. 
When the gap has been filled, the remaining nick is sealed by DNA ligase. 

Humans have a similar mismatch repair system with homologous proteins, although the 
sysrem is more complex and the mechanism by which it recognizes the new Strand is not clear. 
Human DNA is methylated on the 5 position of C in CG sequences (Figure 4.27 c), but it 
is not clear whether the hemimethylated CG sequences, transient single-strand breaks from 

Figure 4.28 Mismatch repair in E. coli. (a) A 
misma tch in newly replicated DNA. The parenral 
strand is methylated, bur for the first few minutes 
after ir is synthesized, the new strand is not yet 
methylated; such a site, with only one of the 
strands methylated, is called hemimethylared. 
(b) MurS and MutL bind to the mismatch . ATP is 
hydrolyzed as they extrude a short loop of DNA 
(c and .f) MutH binds at a hemimethylated site 
(which could be co either the left or right side 
of the mismatch) . (d and gJ The unmethylated 
strand is nicked and then excised, extending back 
past the site of the mismatch . This can be in 
either direction (d or~- (e and h) The resulting 
long gap is filled by a DNA polymerase, adding 
nucleotides to the 3' -end of the strand (red). 
(z) The remaining nick is sealed by a DNA ligase. 
(j) Hemimethylated sites are methylated. 
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Mismatch Repair and Cancer 

Defecrs in mismarch repair cause hereditary nonpolyposis colon 
cancer (HNPCC) and are imporrant in several other cancers. This 
was initially suggested by the finding that some colon tumors 
showed frequent mutations in microsatellites (simple sequence
length polymorphisms , short repeating sequences, particularly 
mono- and dinucleotides ), a phenotype called microsatellite in
stability. 

Why does the inheritance of a single defective allele in a mismatch 
repair gene lead to HNPCC? Cells lining the intestinal tract actively 
divide throughout a person's life. There is a high probability that at 
some rime in one's life, a somatic mutation will occur in one allele 
of a mismatch repair gene in at least one colon cell. Cells in which 
one of the alleles at any of these loci is inactive can still carry out 
mismatch repair, so this does not generally lead to a tumor. However, 
in an individual who inherirs one inactive allele, a somatic mutation 
that inactivates the single active copy leads to defective mismatch re
pair. Mutation rates can be elevated 100- to 1000-fold in cells with 
inactivated mismatch repair. The result is the accumulation of muta
tions that eventually lead to tumor formation through mutations in 
growth-regulating genes. 

HNPCC is an autosomal dominant disease. A gene contributing 
to the risk for HNPCC was mapped to a region that contains a mis
match repair gene. This led to studies that demonstrated the primary 
defect to be a mutation in one of the mismatch repair genes. Defecrs 
in other mismatch repair genes have been found to cause HNPCC; 
the most common are MLHl and MSH2. 

unligated Okazaki fragments, or binding to PCNA aid in the recognition of the newly syn
thesized strand . There are several MutS homologs (MSH proteins) and MutL homologs 
(MLH proteins and PMS proteins), which work as heterodimers. MutSa , a heterodimer of 
MSH2 and MSH6, recognizes base-base mismatches and short insertion/deletions; MutS/3, 
a heterodimer of MSH2 and MSH3 , recognizes short insertions/deletions. Mutl.a , dimers 
containing MLHl and PMS2, are the main complexes required for the incision step. The 
enzymes responsible for excision of the nicked strand to a point beyond the mismatch have 
not been identified. As in E coli, the excised region is hundreds of nucleotides long. PCNA, 
the sliding clamp, is required for mismatch repair. In addition to its role as a processivity fac
tor for the DNA polymerase, it appears to function during the excision step. The resynthesis 
of the large gap requires DNA pol S (or pol e) and PCNA The nick that remains is sealed 
by DNA ligase. 

Mismatch repair can lead to gene conversion during recombination by removing one 
srrand of a heteroduplex and resynthesizing it using the other strand as a template; it can 
also act to reduce the frequency of recombination. 

Defecrs in mismatch repair cause hereditary nonpolyposis colon cancer (HNPC C) 
(Clin. Corr . 4.11). Between 60% and 70% of the cases of HNPCC are due to mutations in 
MLHI or MSH2, with other cases due to mutation s in other mismatch repair genes. Some 
sporadic cancers, particularly some colorectal, gastric, and endometrial carcinomas, also 
appear to be related to suppression or functional inactivation of the mismatch repair system. 

Mismatch repair plays a paradoxical role in response of cells to cytotoxic agencs such as 
methylating agencs (N--nitrosourea) and cisplatin , which are used in cancer chemotherapy . 
The recognition of alkylation damage by mismatch repair prote ins can trigger cell death by 
apopto sis; cells that are deficient in mismatch repair may escape this process, and thereby 
be resistant to chemotherapeutic agents. Mismatch repair-deficient cells have higher rates 
of mutation, and can thus evolve to rumor s that are more aggressive. 

Direct Demethylation 

In addition to the normally methylated bases in DNA , some bases become alkylated inap
propriatel y, by carcinogens or by interact ion with the normal methyl carriers in cells (e.g., 
S-adenosyl methion ine) . Alkylation on position s that affect base pairing is highly muta
genic. For example, d'methyl-guanine pairs with T rather than with C (Figure 4 .29a), so 
itS replication would lead to a mutation. Cells have glycosylases that recognize inappropri
ately methylated bases and trigger base excision repair , but they also have special proteins 
that recognize d'-methyl guanine in DNA and directly remove the meth yl group , leaving 
the DNA intact. d'-methyl guanine methyl transferase (MGMT) recognizes d'-methyl 
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guanine and transfers the methyl group from the guanine to a cysteine on the protein itSelf 
(Figure 4.29b). A single molecule of MGMT can remove only one methyl group, because 
methylation of the cySteine inactivates the protein and targetS it for degradation through 
the ubiquitin proteolytic pathway. The cost to the cell of removing a single methyl group 
through this pathway is high, because cells must replicate and transcribe the gene for this 
enzyme, then process and translate the mRNA, and all of these steps require considerable 
energy and material. This reemphasizes how important it is to maintain the integrity of the 
genome, even at great metabolic cost. 

Photoreactivation 

Photoreactivation is a specific mechanism for repair of cyclobutane pyrimidine dimers 
(Figure 23d and e, p. 165), the major lesions produced by ultraviolet irradiation. It is a 
direct reversal of the damage. A specialized enzyme called photol yase binds to the damage 
(Figure 4.30). On absorbing light, photolyase catalyzes the reversal of the bonds between 
the adjacent pyrimidines, leaving the DNA exactly as it was before the dimer formed . This 

(a) 

(b) 

TT 

AA 

(c) 

Figure 4.29 Direct demethylation. (a) Normal 
C:G base pafr. (b) T:0 6-methyl G base pair. 
This base pairing would allow incorporation 
of a T oppo.site 0 6-methyl G during DNA 
replication and lead to a mutation in next 
generation. (c) Methyl guanine methyl transferase 
(MGMT) can bind to 0 6-methyl G. (d) MGMT 
transfers the methyl group from the 0 6 of 
guanine to a sulfhydryl group on the MGMT 
protein itself, leaving an intact G in DNA. The 
methylated MGMT protein is inactive, becomes 
ubiquicinated, and is then degraded. 

Figure 4.30 Photoreactivation. (a) Photolyase 
binds to a cyclobutane pyrimidine dimer; light 
is not needed for this step. (b) The complex 
absorbs light; this results in cleavage of the bonds 
linking adjacent pyrimidines. (c) The enzyme then 
dissociates from the DNA. 
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Figure 4.31 Bypass (translesion) synthesis. 
(a) Damage to the template generally halts 
replicative DNA polymerases, since they cannot 
add a nucleotide opposite a noncoding or scrand
discorting lesion. (b) Speciafu.ed DNA polymerases 
with rdaxed specificity (see Table 4.2) can insert 
nucleotides opposite lesions in the template, and 
thereby allow bypass of damage and synthesis of 
nongapped daughter strands. The relaxed specificity 
and lack of proofreading in these polymerases means 
that errors (potential mutations) are often 
introduced. These polymerases readily dissociate 
fi-om the DNA, so the length of DNA they 
synthesire is usually short. 

is a direct reversal of the damage . Photo-reactivation , while of great imponance in most 
organisms , is not significant in mammals. 

Lesions Can Block Replication 

The accuracy and proofreading abilities of DNA polymerases generally prevent them from 
inserting nucleotides opposite damaged bases; they require very accurate base pairing before 
they insert a nucleotide and move on . Thus when a replication complex reaches a lesion 
in the template srrand , it hairs. There are three general ways for replication tO proceed: the 
complex can either (a) disassemble or backup to allow repair of the lesion and then resume 
synthesis, (b) directly bypass the lesion, or (c) skip past the lesion and resume synthesis 
beyond it (leaving a gap in the daughter strand). All three mechanisms are used, and all 
present some advantages and some problems. 

Bypass (Translesion) Synthesis 
A very accurate , proofreading polymerase cannot insert nucleotides opposite damaged bases, 
and therefore would arrest synthesis (or leave a gap, as described in the following). A process 
called bypass synthesis or translesion synthesis can, however, allow replication to proceed 
past the lesion (Figure 4.31) . There is a family of "error-prone" or "relaxed stringency" 
DNA polymerases that lack proofreading ability (Table 4.2). Due to their relaxed scrin
gency, these polymerases can insert nucleotides opposite the damaged bases and thereby 
allow replication to continue . Their reduced accuracy increases the probability that the 
wrong nucleotide will be incorporated opposite the lesion, and in any other DNA made by 
these polymerases. The harmful consequences of this are evidently less than those of a long 
(or permanent) block to replication. 

In E coli, DNA polymerases N (DinB) and V (UmuD' 2C complex) are much less accu
rate than the normal replicative DNA polymerases III and I. They have low processivity, 
generally synthesizing fewer than 10 nucleotides before dissociating from the DNA; this serves 
to limit the extent of mutations introduced . They are induced as part of the SOS response 
described in the following. This ensures that the error-prone bypass (translesion) synthesis 
mechanism functions only when there is sufficient damage to the DNA to trigger the SOS 
response, limiting the risk of mutations to situations in which the cell's viability is seriously 
threatened . 

Eukaryotes also have error-prone polymerases that can carry out bypass (translesion) 
synthesis (Table 4.2). DNA polymerase r, predominantly incorporates A opposite the 
thymine dimers introduced by UV irradiation; because A is the appropriate nucleotide to 
incorpo rate opposite the T of the dimer , the probability of mutagenesis at those lesions 
is reduced (but not eliminated). Polymerase r, lacks intrinsic proofreading capability and 
incorpo rates one mismatch per 20 to 400 nucleotides synthesized, suggesting that its activ
ity must be rightly controlled . DNA polymerase i incorporates nucleotides opposite other 
highly distorting lesions or lesions such as abasic sites that cannot normally serve as tem
plates. These polymerases appear to function along with DNA polymerase( , which doesn 't 
itself add nucleotides opposite lesions but can extend the structures formed by the other 
bypass polymerases until the normal replicative polymerase can take over. These bypass 
polymerases are distributive enzymes, so the region in which mismatches are likely to be 
introduced is typically small, limiting the introduction of mutations. 

Daughter-Strand-Gap Repair 
If DNA synthesis is blocked by a lesion but restartS beyond the lesion, a gap is left in the 
DNA (Figure 4.32). This situation is easiest to picture on the discontinuous srrand where 
it can occur simply by dissociation of the polymerase from the blocked site and initiation 
of the next Okazaki fragment by the normal replication mechanism. Gaps in DNA are 
potentially lethal . A lesion opposite a gap is not a substrate for excision repair, because there 
is no intact strand opposite the lesion to provide coding information necessary for repair. 
Daughter-strand gap repair (previously called postreplication recombination) does not 
remove the lesion that caused the gap, but does repair the gap. This protects the cell from 
the potential damage that gaps can cause, and also provides a substrate for excision repair 
to act on the lesion itself. 
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Daughter-strand gap repair is by recombination . Single-stranded DNA, such as that 
opposite a gap, is recornbinogenic; that is, it scimulates recombination . Recombination 
between the cwo newly formed duplexes allows transfer of a piece of the normal parental 
srrand into the gap (Figure 4.32a; the parental strand on one side of the fork has the same 
polarity as the daughter strand on the other side). This leaves a gap in the parental strand 
that donated the patch (Figure 4.32b), bur because that strand has a normal srrand of DNA 
opposite, that gap can readily be filled by DNA polymerase and sealed by a DNA ligase 
(Figure 4 .32c). The result is that the gap is repaired, although the lesion remains. As noted 
previously, in this configuration the lesion is a substrate for excision repair. 

Rewinding and Repair of Replication Forks 
It is easy for a replication complex that has st0pped synthesis of the discontinuous strand at 
a lesion to resume synthesis tO form the next Okazaki fragment, using the normal mecha
nisms of DNA replication (see p. 145). Reinitiating the continuous strand beyond a block 
is more difficult, because initiations are normally tightly controlled at replication origins. 
It appears that in this case, replication forks can regress by the annealing of the daughter 
strands, which allows repair of the lesion and restarting of replication . In E. coli, RecA 
binds to the single-Stranded regions at blocked replication forks and maintains the integrity 
of the DNA. The replication fork can regress by branch migration while it is protected by 
the RecA, allowing NER or BER repair mechanisms to remove the lesion. Then, a reversal 
of the branch migration or degradation of the displaced strand could allow synthesis to 
resume. Details are still unclear, including whether the replication apparatus could remain 
with the displaced Strand or whether the replication complex would need to be reassembled 
in an origin-independent manner. 

Double-Strand Break Repair 

Doubl e-strand breaks (DSBs) in DNA are potentially lethal events . They stimulate 
genetic recombination that can lead to chromosomal translocations, and unrepaired 
DSBs lead to broken chromosomes and cell death . Double-strand breaks are caused by 
many agents, particularly ionizing radiation, reactive oxygens species, and chemothera
peutic agents that generate oxidative free radicals (e.g., bleomycin) or are topoisomerase 
poisons. When a replication fork encounters a single-strand break, that break is con
verted into a double-strand break. Cells have mechanisms, including checkpoint controls 
that slow or arrest replication in the presence of damage to allow time for repair and to 
minimize the likelihood that a single-strand break would be encountered. Nevertheless, 
it has been estimated that about 10 double-strand breaks are formed during a single cycle 
of replication in mammalian cells. 

The major pathway for cell survival involves double-strand-break repair by homolo
gous recombination (described previously; Figure 4.24, p. 166) or by nonhomologous end 
joining . In yeast, homologous recombination predominates; in mammalian cells, nonho
mologous end joining predominates . 

Regulation of DNA Repair: The SOS Regulon 

In E. coli, damage to DNA triggers the SOS response, a coordinated change in gene expres
sion that aids in recovery from damage. The SOS response is a coordinated induction of 
many genes whose transcription is at least partly regulated by a common repressor, LexA. 
A group of operons that are controlled by a common repressor is called a regulon . Among 
the genes in the SOS regulon are uvrA, uvrB, uvrC, recA and LexA itself. There is a low, 
constitutive level of many of the genes in the SOS regulon, because repression by LexA is 
not complete and some of these genes have alternative promoters not repressed by LexA. 

The SOS response is triggered by long stretches of single-stranded DNA such as those 
in gaps left by blocked replication (Figure 4.33). When such a stretch is formed, the low, 
constitutive level of RecA protein can cooperatively polymerize along single-stranded DNA 
to form a nucleoprotein filament. In this state, it is activated and it binds LexA, increas
ing the rate at which LexA is cleaved into inactive fragments. This relieves the repression 
and allows rapid synthesis of the genes normally repressed by LexA. RecA participates in 

(a) 

(b) 

(c) 

Figure 4.32 Daughter-strand gap repair. 
(a) Gaps are left in newly replicated DNA where 
replication forks are halted by lesions. Because the 
lesion does not have intact DNA opposite, it is not 
a substrate for excision repair. (b) Recombination 
allows the isopolar parental strand (dark tan) to 
fill the gap in the daughter strand (light tan). This 
leaves a gap in that parental strand . (c) The gap in 
the parental strand can be filled (purple) by a DNA 
polymerase, because there is an intact template 
opposite it. The result is repair of gap in daughter 
strand, but the lesion remains. Note that the lesion 
can now be repaired by excision repair, because it is 
now opposite an intact strand. 
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Figure 4.33 Regulation of DNA repair and 
recovery in E. coli: The SOS response. (a) 
In undamaged cells, a group of operons chat 
constitute the SOS regulon is regulated by a 
common repressor, LexA. This regulon includes 
the lexA gene itself (autoregulation) and the 
recA gene, along with many genes encoding 
enzymes that act to repair damage. There is a low, 
constitutive transcription of many of these genes, 
including lexA and recA, even when LexA protein 
is present. (b) Damage blocks replication forks, 
and thereby leaves single-suanded DNA. RecA 
binds to single-stranded DNA and is activated. In 
chat form, it aids in cleavage ofLexA. The cleaved 
fragments ofLexA cannot bind to operators, so 
the entire set of operons is induced. Much more 
RecA is made, along with other proteins including 
LexA. As long as the damage remains and RecA 
remains activated, LexA continues to be cleaved so 
the operons remain on. When damage is repaired, 
RecA is deactivated and no longer aids the cleavage 
of LexA, so active LexA builds up and shuts off the 
genes in this regulon . 
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daughter-strand gap repair and protection of the replication fork, as noted previously. The 
other damage-inducible genes (din genes) produce proteins that aid in DNA repair and 
cell recovery and inhibit initiation of new replication forks and cell division until repair is 
completed (Figure 4.33). 

Autoregulation of LexA is based on a simple feedback loop that effectively allows a 
rapid but transient response to DNA damage. When LexA protein is cleaved, among the 
many genes of the SOS regulon that are induced is LexA itself, so the amount of LexA 
produced increases significantly. However, while DNA damage is still present and RecA 
protein is still activated, this LexA prote in is cleaved and it cannot repress the many genes 
of the SOS regulon. As the damage is repaired , the amount of activated RecA drops and 
therefore cleavage of LexA decreases. The increasing levels of LexA bind to the operators of 
the din genes and gradually shut down the SOS response. 
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Multiple-Choice Questions 

1. Replication 
A. requires char a phosphodiescer bond of the incoming dNTP be 

hydrolyzed in order co be added to the growing chain. 
B. uses 5' co 3' polymerase activity co synthesize one strand and 3' 

to 5' polymerase activity ro synthesize the complementary strand. 
C. owes irs accuracy, in pare, to 3' to 5' exonucleolytic activity of 

DNA polymerases or associated proteins. 
D . begins with rwo dNTPs joining together. 
E. requires only proteins wich DNA polymerase activity. 
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homologous recombination 
non-homo logous recombination 
Holliday junction 
branch migration 
hereroduplex 
gene conversion 
insertion sequence 
rransposition 
missense mutation 
nonsense mutation 
point mutation 
&ameshifr muracion 
DNA repair 

2. In eukaryotic DNA replication, 

excision repair 
nucleotide excision repair 
base excision repair 
shorr parch repair 
transcription-coupled repair 
mismatch repair 
photoreactivation 
bypass synthesis 
daughter-strand gap repair 
SOS response 
reverse transcriptase 

A. only one replisome forms because there is a single origin of 
replication. 

B. separating the parental DNA strands ro form the replication fork 
is an energy neucral process. 

C. Okazaki fragmenrs form on the leading strand within a replica
tion fork (bubble). 

D. topoisomerases catalyze changes in the linking number, facilitat
ing unrwiscing of che parental DNA strands. 

E. the role ofligase is to replace the nucleotides in the gap lefc by the 
removal of the RNA primer. 
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3. All of the following sraremenrs about relomerase are correct except 
A the RNA componcnr acrs as a template for the synthesis of a seg

ment of DNA. 
B. it adds telomeric repeats ro the 5'-ends of the DNA srrands. 
C. it provides a mechanism for replicaring the ends of linear chro

mosomes. 
D. it recognizes a G-rich single strand of DNA 
E. it is a reverse rranscripcase. 

4. A transition mutation 
A occurs when a purine is substituted for a pyrimidine or vice 

versa. 
B. resulrs from the insertion of one or two bases into the DNA 

chain. 
C. is most frequently caused by chemicals (like acridine) char interca

late into DNA. 
D. resulrs from substitution of one purine for another or of one 

pyrimidine for another. 
E. always is a missense mutation. 

5. Homologous recombination 
A. occurs only between two segments from the same DNA 

molecule. 
B. requires that a specific DNA sequence be present. 
C. requires one of the duplexes undergoing recombination be nicked 

in both srrands. 
D. involves a four-stranded intermediate (Holliday junction) which 

can be cur in either of two ways. 
E. is catalyzed by rransposases. 

6. All of the following are true about rransposons except 
A transposons move from one location to a different one within a 

chromosome. 
B. they contain but do nor code for cransposases. 
C. transposons have insertion sequences that are recognized by crans

posases. 
D. the rransposon may either be excised and then moved or be 

replicated with the replicated piece moving. 
E. they may either activate or inactivate a gene. 

Questions 7 and 8: Retroviruses, like HN which causes AIDS, have their 
genetic information in the form of RNA. Reverse cranscriptase synthesizes 
a DNA copy of the viral genome. One drug used in treating AIDS is 
AZT, an analog of deoxythymidine, which has an azido group at the 3' 
position of the sugar. It can be phosphorylared and competes with dTTP 
for incorporation into the reverse transcript. Once incorporace.d, its pres
ence terminates chain elongation. 

7. The growing chain is rerminated because 
A the analog can not hydrogen bood co RNA. 
B. the presence of the AZT analog inhibits the proofreading ability 

of reverse rranscripcase. 
C. AZT does not have a free 3' -OH. 
D. the analog causes distortion of the growing chain, inhibiting 

reverse transcri p case. 
E. dTTP can no longer be added ro the growing chain. 

8. There is a window in which the effect is primarily on viral replication 
since AZT is much less effective at competing with dTTP for incor
poration by cellular DNA polymerases because of the proofreading 
ability of DNA polymerases. Proofreading activiry co maintain the 
fidelity of DNA synthesis 
A. occurs afrer the synthesis has been completed. 
B. is a function of3' co 5' exonuclease activity intrinsic ro or associ

ated with DNA polymerases. 
C. requires the presence of an enzyme separate from the DNA 

polymerases. 
D . removes mismatched bases in the interior of the chain. 
E. does nor occur in prokaryores. 

Questions 9 and I 0: Patients with the rare genetic disease xeroderma 
pigmenrosum (XP) are very sensitive co light and are highly susceptible 
co skin cancers. The study of such parienrs has enhanced our knowl
edge of DNA repair because XP is caused by defective DNA repair
nucleotide excision repair. (A variant, XP-V, is deficient in posrreplica 
tion repair.) 

9. In nucleotide excision repair 
A. removal of the damaged bases occurs on only one strand of the 

DNA. 
B. only thymine dimers generated by UV light can be removed . 
C. the excision nuclease is an exonuclease. 
D. a single multifunctional enzyme carries out the repair process . 
E. only the damaged nucleotides are removed. 

10. Another type of DNA repair is base excision repair. Base excision 
repair 
A. is used only for bases char have been deaminarcd. 
B. uses enzymes called DNA glycosylases to generate an abasic 

sugar sire. 
C. removes about IO to 15 nucleotides. 
D. does not require an endonuclease. 
E. recognizes a bulky lesion. 

Questions 11 and 12: Interfering with ropoisomerases is one way of 
inhibiting DNA replication. Certain antibiotics target DNA gyrase 
(type II copoisomerase) of E. coli inhibiting catalytic activity. 
Topoisomerase poisons prevent resealing of the phosphodiescer bond, 
leaving covalent protein-DNA junctions. These compounds are used in 
creating infections and as chemotherapeutic agenrs. 

11. DNA gyrase 
A. ATP subunirs hydrolyze ATP co form new phosphodiesrer bonds. 
B. removes negative supercoils. 
C. swivelase subunirs create and reseal transient nicks on both 

strands. 
D. increases the linking number. 
E. occurs in eukaryotes as well as prokaryores. 

12. All of the following are correct about double-srrand breaks in DNA 
except they 
A. can lead ro loss of genetic information. 
B. are always involved in homologous recombination. 
C. are involved in nonhomologous recombination. 
D. are associated with a hererodimer (Ku) in mammals. 
E. can lead ro mutations or improper regulation of gene expression. 
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Problems 

13. Mismatch repair removes replication errors by excising incorrect 
bases. T here is no DNA damage or modified bases present. How 
does the cell distinguish the newly synthesized stran d and preserve 
the correcc parental DNA scrand? 

Answers 

1. C This can remove a mismatched terminal nucleotide, that is, proof
reading . A: The reaction is a nucleophilic attack of the 3' -OH of the 
DNA chain on the a - /3 phosphate bond of the incoming dNTP-a 
transesterification . B: Replication involves Okazaki fragments be
cause synthesis occurs only in the 5' ro 3' direction. D: Replication 
begins with the formation of an RNA primer . E: Replication requires 
p roteins like primase, ligase, helicase, and others. 

2 . D Since changing the linking number is a transescerification, ic 
procecrs the integrity of the DNA and occurs without che need of 
add itional energy. A There are multip le initiation sires. B: H elicases 
opening the replication fork require che hydro lysis of ATP. C: The 
continuous stran d has the correct orientation; it is the lagging strand 
that requires formation of Okazaki fragments because it has the 5' 
end oriented coward the fork. E: Ligase simply forms the phosphodi
escer bond between adjacent nucleotides after the gap has been filled. 

3. B Telomeres are at the 3' -end of each scrand so that the 5' -ends can 
be replicated. A and C: Telomerase positions itself at the 3' -end of 
che DNA and provides the template for extending that end. D: This 
is a characteristic of the 3 '-end . E: It is using an RNA rem plate to 
synthesize DNA. 

4. D This is the definition. A This is a cransversion. B: This is frame 
shift; transitions are point mutations. C: This would cause a frame
shift mutation . E: le could be a missense muration if the change 
coded for a different amino acid or a nonsense mutation if the code 
was changed to a stop signal . 

5. D One of these curs accounts for form ation of a new chromosome 
in which part comes from one parent and parr from the other. A 
and B: It may occur between two distinct DNA mo lecules if the two 
sequences are homologous. C: Nicks can be on a single scrand . E: 
T hese are the enzymes of transpositional sire-specific recombination . 

6. B Transposons are DNA , not protein: They can code for a transpos
ase. A: This is the definition. C: This is one of the key features. D: 
Both types of event are catalyzed by transposases . E: Insertion into 
the middle of a gene would inactivate it; insertion of a promoter nexr 
co a gene may activate it. 

7 . C The chemistry of nucleotide formation requires a free 3' -OH at 
the end of the chain for attachment of the next nucleotide . A: The 
presence of the azido group does not affect hydrogen bonding. B: 
Reverse rranscriptase does nor have proofreading properties . D: This 
does nor happen. E: The AZT analog competes with dTTP; it does 
nor eliminate it. 

14. In the coding strand of DNA for the alpha gene of normal hemo
globin (HbA) , the three bases that correspond ro codon 142 of 
the mRNA are TM and the alpha chain has 141 amino acids. In 
the coding scrand of the gene for the alpha chain of Hemoglobin 
Constant Spring, the three bases are CM and the chain contains 172 
amino acids. Explain the muration that has occurred. 

8. B This activity removes a newly added base if there is a mismatch 
with the template . A: This is called repair. C: Mose polymerases are 
multifunctional and have proofreading ability. D: Only the te rminal 
mismatched base is removed . E: pol I of£. coli has the intrinsic 3' co 
5' exonuclease activity . 

9. A The uncut strand serves as the template for repair . B: This repairs 
a variety of damage typically involving large adducts or disturbances 
co the DNA structure. C and E: Cuts are made several nucleotides on 
either side of the damaged bases so this is an endonuclease. D: Several 
enzyme complexes are involved including a polymerase, ligase, and 
helicase. 

10. B These catalyze the first seep of the process. A: Methylated and 
other chemically modified bases can also be removed. C and E: These 
are characteristics of a different repair syscem. D: The abasic sugar 
phosphate must be removed. 

11. C This enables unwinding of the DNA . A: ATP hydro lysis triggers 
conformational changes . B: It removes positive supercoils and in
troduces negative ones. D: The linking number is reduced. E: DNA 
gyrase is specifically prokaryotic; eukaryotes have different copoi
somerases chat carry out che same activity . 

12. B This can also occur with sing le-strand nicks. A This can be 
repaired but covalent protein-DNA junctions caused by ropoi
somerase poisons can be lethal . C: Broken ends of a DNA duplex can 
recombine with another duplex. D: This plays a role in nonhomolo
gous end joining . E: Random integration of a fragment of DNA by 
nonhomologous end joining can disrupt genes or disrupt promoters. 

13. In£. coli. D NA is methylated on the A ofa GATC sequence. Both 
strands are methylated. Methyl ation occurs after the unmethylared 
bases are incorporated into DNA . During synthesis, the DNA will 
be hernimethyl aced for a short period . The mismatch repair system 
recognizes the hemimethy lated scare and can remove the mismatch 
on the unmethylated (new) strand . Eukaryotes have a similar repair 
system although the derails of recogni-Ling the new scrand are nor yet 
known . 

14. The coding strand of the gene has the same sequence as the mRNA 
(except U replaces Tin the RNA). In HbA, the codon ar position 
142 of mRNA is a stop codon so the lase amino acid added is 141. 
In Hb Constant Spring, a point mutation has mutated the DNA so 
that the mRNA codon at 142 now codes for an amino acid instead 
of stop . Translation continues until a stop codon appears ac position 
173 (so 172 amino acids). 
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• Transcription is the synthesis of RNA whose sequence is com
plementary to that of a DNA template. Transcription begins at 
a promoter sequence and proceeds in the 5' to 3' direction. 
RNA polymerases, which initiate transcription, of all types are 
related by common ancestry. 
Bacterial RNA polymerase contains a special subunit 
(sigma); different sigma subunits recognize different pro
moter classes. 

RNA transcripts are modified by cleavage, additions, and base 
modification. Most eukaryotic mRNA transcripts are processed 
to synthesize a 5' cap and 3' poly(A) sequence, and to remove 
introns. Ribonucleoprotein particles participate in processing. 
Short RNAs can inhibit gene expression, allowing post
transcriptional gene regulation. 

Eukaryotic initiation operates by recruitment of RNA poly
merase and accessory protein factors to promote rs located in 
accessible regions of chromatin. 

There are no repair mechanisms for RNA so all classes of RNA 
molecules turnover. Exo- and endonucleases hydrolyse RNA to 
nucleotides for reutilization. 
The different RNAs turnover at different rates and by different 
mechanisms. 
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5.1 • INTR ODUCTIO N 

Synthesis of an RNA molecule involves copying one strand of a template sequence using 
Warson-Crick base pairing between nucleotides of the template (usually DNA) and the 
nucleotides that are being incorporated into the transcript. The initiation of transcription by 
RNA polymerase is perhaps the mosr important event in the control of gene expression.Tran
scription initiation requires specialized DNA sequences, called promo ters, which signal where 
RNA synthesis should begin. The recognition of promoter sequences involves molecular con
tactS between DNA and protein factors. Factors bind both t0 RNA polymerase enzyme and 
t0 DNA nucleotides through hydrogen bonds and other contacrs. During or after transcript 
elongation, RNA processing reactions remove, add, or modify nucleotides in the primary 
transcript. These processing reactions can occur co-transcriptionally. In other words, they 
occur on parts of the transcript while downstream sequences are still being transcribed. 

5.2 • MECHANISMS OF TRAN SCRIPTION 

Initial Process of RNA Synthesis Is Transcription 

Transcrip tion is the process by which RNA chains are made from DNA templates. Tran
scription reactions take the following form: 

DNA template+ n (NTP) ~ pppN(pN)n - 1 + (n - 1)PP; + DNA template 

Enzymes that catalyze this reaction are the RNA polymerases; it is important to recog
nize that , like DNA polymerases, they are absolutely template dependent . Unlike DNA 
polymerases, however, RNA polymerases do not require a primer molecule . The RNA 
polymerase reaction is driven forward by two factors: First, the 5' a-nucleotide phosphate 
of the ribonucleoside triphosphate is converted from a phosphate anhydride to a phosphodi
ester bond with a change in free energy (~G') of approximately 12.5 kJ/mol (3 kcal/mo!) 
under standard conditions . Second, the released pyrophosphate, PP;, is cleaved to two 
phosphate s by pyrophosphatase so that its concentration is low and phosphodiester bond 
formation is more favored relative to standard conditions (see p. 632). 

Since a DNA template is required for RNA synthesis, eukaryotic transcription takes 
place in the nucleus or in the matrix of mirochondria and chloroplasts. Structural changes 
occur in DNA during its transcription . In polytene chromosomes of Drosophila, transcrip
tionally active genes are visualized in the light microscope as puffs distinct from the con
densed , inactive chromatin. In fact, active genes exist in modified chromatin structures that 
are less compacted, as revealed by the accessibility of these genes to chemical reagents or 
enzymes. In both prokaryotes and eukaryotes, the DNA double helix is transiently opened 
(unwound) as the transcription complex proceeds along the DNA. 

These openings and unwindings are necessary because DNA is a double helix and the 
two strands of DNA must be separated from one another to permit Watson - Crick base 
pairing between the template strand of DNA and nucleotides in the newly synthesized 
RNA. Local opening and unwinding of the DNA allows transcription to proceed without 
wrapping the RNA product around the DNA template. Type I and type II topoisomerases 
(p. 152) are involved in these changes in DNA helicity. 

The process of transcription is generalJy divided into three parts : Initi ation refers to 
the recognition of a specific DNA sequence by RNA polymerase and the beginning of the 
bond formation process. Elongation is the actual synthesis of the RNA chain, which is fol
lowed by chain termination and release. 

DNA Sequence Information Signals RNA Synthesis 

Much of the human genome is not transcribed into RNA. Even in bacteria, where almost 
all the DNA specifies gene products , not all genes are expressed at any one time. RNA poly
merase molecules must , therefore , distinguish between genes and nongenes in the DNA, as 
well as between genes that need to be expressed and those that do not . 
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Initiation of transcription starrs with recognition of a promoter sequence in the DNA 
template. Typ ically, promote rs are located a shore distance upstream of the nucleotide 
where transcription scans. Different promoters often contain similar sequences, permitting 
identification of a "consensus" promote r sequence (Figure 5 .1), from which acrual promo
ters vary to differing extents. Although prokaryotic and eukaryocic promote rs differ from 
one another, conserved sequences are found within both categories of promoters . Some 
DNA sequences stimulate transcription buc are located further away from the initiation 
site, and some of these can stimulate rranscription independently of distance, location, or 
orientation relative co the transcriptional stare site. Such regulatory sequences are called 
enhan cers. Enhancers stimulate the synthesis of some prokaryotic RNAs and of most, 
if not all, eukaryotic mRNAs. Enhancers work by binding specific protein factors, called 
activators. When an accivacor binds co an enhancer, a scruccural change (often a looping or 
bending) in the DNA template allows interaction of the activator with other faccors or with 
RNA polymerase. This interaction facilitates transcription by recruiting RNA polymerase 
and other faccors to form an initiation complex. 

RNA Polymerase Cata lyzes the Transcription Process 

RNA polymeras es synthesize RNA in the 5' ~ 3' direction using a DNA template. In this 
regard, they are similar to the template-dependent DNA polymerases discussed in Chapter 4. 
Unl ike DNA polymerases, however, RNA polymerases initiate polymerization at promoter 
sequences without the need for a DNA or RNA primer. 

Prokaryotic and eukaryotic RNA polymerases are large multisubunit enzymes. RNA 
polymerase from Escherichia coli consists of five subunits with an aggregate molecular weight 
of over 500,000 (Table 5.1). Two a-subunits, one /3-subunit and one /3' -subunit constitute 
the core enzyme, which is capable of faithful transcription but not of specific (i.e., promocer
initiaced) RNA synthesis. Addition of a fifth protein subunit, designated u , forms the 
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Figure 5.1 A consensus sequence for prokaryotic promoters. The sequences of a large number of 
promoters from E. coli were compiled and the number of times each base occurs at individual positions 
in the promoter was tabulated. The histogram displays the number of occurrences of the most frequent 
base at each position. This analysis permits the definition of a consensus sequence for E. coli promoters 
recognized by the form of RNA polymerase holoenzyme containing u 70

• This consensus sequence is 
shown at the top, with the most highly conserved bases in capita! letters and the more weakly conserved 
bases in lowercase letters. 
Redrawn from Hawley, D., and McClure, W. R Nucleic Acids Res. l l: 2237, 1983. 
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TABLE 5.1 • Subunit Compo sition of Some RNA Polymerases8 

Yeast Poll Yeast Pol II Yeast Pol III E. coli RNA Polymerase Core 

A190 8220 (Rpbl ) Cl60 /3' 

Al35 8150 (Rpb2) Cl28 /3 
AC40 845 (Rpb3) AC40 a 

AC19 812.5 (Rpbll) AC19 w 

ABC23 ABC23 (Rpb6) ABC23 

ABC27 ABC27 (Rpb5) ABC27 

ABC14.5 ABCI4.5 (Rpb8) ABC14.5 

ABClOa ABCI0a ((Rpbl0 ) ABCI0a 

ABCI0/3 ABCI0/3 (Rpb l2) ABC I0/3 

Al2.2 812.6 (Rpb9) Cll 

Al4 832 (Rpb4) C17 

A43 816 (Rpb7) C25 

A49 C37 

A34.5 C53 

C82 

C34 

C31 

"Homologous subunirs are shown in the same row. Note char five subunirs are shared between RNA polymer
ases I, 11, and III from yeast, and char two additi onal subunirs are shared between RNA polymerases I and 
Ill. In addition , RNA polymerase III con rains three subunits char have no obvious homologs in the ocher 
polymerases. Ir is likely that A49/C37 and A34.5 /C53 are homologous to the subunirs ofTFIIF, an initiation 
and elongation facror char associares with RNA polymerase II during transcription bur which is nor considered 
a part of the polymerase irself. Four subunirs of each of the eukaryotic polymerases are homologous ro the four 
dilferenc subunirs of E. coli core RNA polymerase. The letters A, B, and C in the subunit names refer ro the 
occurrence of char subunit in RNA polymerase I, II, or III, respectively, and the numbe r in the subunit name 
refers ro the subunit 's molecular weigbr in kilodaJrons. For RNA polymerase II, the gene encoding each of the 
subunirs is given in parentheses. 

holoenzyme that is capable of specific RNA synthesis in vitro and in vivo. Although one 
major CT factor is involved in moSt transcription , specific CT factors are made in response to 
large-scale environmental or developmental events. These CT factors recognize different classes 
of genes. Thus , a specific CT factor recognizes promoters for genes that are induced as a result 
of hear shock. In sporulating bacteria, specific CT factors recognize genes induced during 
sporulation . Some bacteriophages (viruses that infect bacteria) synthesize CT factors that allow 
the appropriation of the cell's RNA polymerase for transcription of the viral DNA . 

The common prokaryotic RNA polymerases are inhibited by the antibiotic rifampicin 
(used in treating tuberculosis) , which binds to the {3 subunit (Clin . Corr . 5.1). Eukaryotic 
nuclear RNA polymerases can be distinguished because they are inhibited differentially 
by a- amanitin, which is synthesized by the poisonous mushroom Amanita phalloides. 
Three nuclear RNA polymerase classes can be distinguished since very low concentrations 
of a-amanitin inhibit the synthesis of mRNA and some small nuclear RNAs (snRNAs); 
higher concentrations inhibit the synthesis of tRNA, 5S rRNA, and other snRNAs. rRNA 
synthesis (other than 5S rRNA synthesis) is not inhibited much even by very high concen
trations of the toxin . The purified enzymes are differentially inhibited by a-amanitin , so 
it is possible to conclude that mRNA synthesis is the function of RNA polymerase II, the 
most sensitive of the purified RNA polymerase forms. Synthesis of tRNA, 5S rRNA , U6 
snRNA, and other small cellular and viral RNAs is carried out by RNA polymerase III. 
rRNA genes are transcribed by RNA po lymerase I, which is concentrated in the nucleolus. 
(The numbers refer to the order of elution of the enzymes from a chromatography column.) 
Each enzyme has a highly complex structure (Table 5. 1). 

An RNA polymerase in mitochondria is responsible for synthesis of mitochond rial 
mRNA, tRNA, and rRNA species. This enzyme, like bacterial RNA polymerase, is inhib
ited by rifampicin (Clin. Corr. 5.1) . 
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Antibiotics and Toxins That Target RNA Polymerase 

RNA polymerase is an essential enzyme for life since transcription 
is the fuse seep of gene expression. Lack of RNA polymerase activity 
means no other proteins are made. Two natural produces illustrate 
this principle; in both cases inhibition of RNA polymerase leads to 
death of the organism. 

The death cap or destroying angel mushroom, Amanita phalloides, is 
higbly poisonous and srill causes several deaths each year despite wide
spread warnings co amateur mushroom hunters (it is reputed co taste 
delicious, incidenrally). The most lethal toxin, a-amanirin, inhibits eu
karyotic RNA polymerase Il , thereby inhibiting mRNA synthesis. The 
poisoning starts with relatively mild gascroinresrinal symptoms, followed 
about 48 h lacer by massive liver failure as essential mRNAs and their 
proteins are degraded bur nor replaced by newly synthesized molecules. 
The only therapy is supportive, including liver cransplanrarion. 

More benign (at lease from the point of view of our own species) is 
the action of the antibiotic rifampicin co inhibit the RNA polymerases 
of a variety of bacteria, most notably in the treatment of tuberculosis. 

Steps of Transcription in Prokaryotes 

Mycobacterium tuberculosis, the causative agent, is insensitive to many 
commonly used antibiotics, buc it is sensitive to rifampicin, the prod
uct of a soil streptomycece. Since mammalian RNA polymerase dif
fers from the prokaryotic variety, inhibition of the latter enzyme is 
possible without great toxicity to the hose. This implies a good thera
peutic index for the drug, that is, the ability co treat a disease without 
causing undue harm to the patient . Together with improved public 
health measures, antibiotic therapy with rifampicin and isoniazid (an 
antimetabolice) has gready reduced the morbidity due to tuberculosis 
in induscrialized countries. Unfortunately the disease is srill endemic 
in impoverished populations in the United Scates and in other coun
tries. In increasing numbers, immunocompromised individuals, espe
cially AIDS patients, have active tuberculosis. 

Mitchel, D. H. Amanita mushroom poisoning. Anm,. &v. Med. 31:51, 1980; and 
Petri, W. A, Jr. Chemotherapy of ruberculosis, mycobacrerium avium complex dis
ease, and leprosy. In Brunton, L., Law,]., and Parker, K. Goodman and Gilman~ The 
Pharmacvlogical Basis of Therapeutics, 10th ed. New York: McGraw Hill, 2005, 1203. 

Chromosomal DNA is usually rranscribed in only one direction. The DNA strand that serves as 
the template for RNA synthesis is complementary to the RNA transcript. Conventionally, the 
template srrand is usually the "bottom" strand of a double-srranded DNA as written. The other 
strand, the nontemplate, or top, strand, has the same direction as the rranscript when read in the 
5' to 3' direction; this srrand is sometimes called the coding strand. When only a single DNA 
sequence is given in this book, the coding strand is represented . I rs sequence can be converted to 
the RNA transcript of a gene by simply substituting U (uracil) for T (thymine) bases. 

Promoter Recognition 
Prokaryotic transcription begins with binding of RNA polymerase to a gene 's promo ter 
(Figure 5.2) . RNA polymerase holoenzyme binds to one face of the DNA extending 45 or 
so bp upstream and 10 bp downstream from the RNA initiation site . Two short sequences 
in this region are highly conserved (see Figure 5.1, p. 183) . One sequence that is located 
about 10 bp upstream from the transcription start is the consensus sequence (sometimes 
called a -10 or Pribnow box): 

T*A'TAAT" 

The positions marked with an asterisk are the most conserved. 
A second consensus sequence is located upstream from the - 10 or Pribnow box. This 

- 35 sequence 

T*T"G*ACA 

is centered about 35 bp upstream from the transcription start; the nucleotides with asterisks 
are most conserved . The spacing between the - 35 and - 10 sequences is crucial with 17 bp 
being highly conserved. The TTGACA and TATAAT sequences are asymmetrical; that 
is, they do not have the same sequence if the complementary sequence is read. Thus , the 
promoter sequence itself determines that transcription will proceed in only one direcrion. 

What difference do these consensus sequences make to a gene? Measuremenrs of RNA 
polymerase binding affinity and initiation efficiency on various promoter sequences show that 
the most active promoters fit the consensus sequences most closely. The degree of similarity of 
a particular promoter sequence to the consensus correlates well with the measured "strength" 
of a promoter , that is, its ability to initiate transcription with purified RNA polymerase . 
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Figure 5.2 Early events in prokaryotic 

transcripti on. Promoter-containing DNA is shown 
in double-helical form, and E.coli RNA polymerase 
holoenzyme is shown as rwo ovals, the smaller of 
which represenrs the sigma factor and the larger 
of which represenrs the core. The nascent RNA is 
shown within the transcription bubble annealed ro 
the DNA template strand, and abortive initiation 
products are shown as products released &om the 
initiation complex. Although this figure depicrs 
release of the sigma subunit as RNA polymerase 
enters productive elongation mode, the fare of 
the sigma factor at this stage of the transcription 
process remains somewhat controversial. 

1. Forming the closed 
promoter complex 

2. Forming the open 
promoter complex 

3. Incorporating the 
first few nucleotides 

4. Promoter clearance 

Bases flanking the - 3 5 and - 10 sequences, bases near the transcription stan , and bases 
located near the - 16 position are weakly conserved. In some of these weakly conserved 
regions, RNA polymerase may require that a panicular nucleotide not be present or that 
local variations in DNA helical structure be present. Promoters for E. coli heat shock genes 
have different consensus sequences at the - 35 and - 10 regions. This is consistent with their 
being recognized by a different <T factor. 

An RNA transcript usually startS with a purine riboside triphosphate; that is, pppG . . . 
or pppA ... , but pyrimidine starts are also known (see Figure 5.1, p . 183). The position of 
transcription initiation differs slightly among various promoters, but usually is five to eight 
base pairs downstream from the final T of the Pribnow box. 

Start of Synthesis 
Two kinetically distinct steps are required for RNA polymerase to initiate synthesis of 
an RNA transcript (see Figure 5.2). In the first step, described above, RNA polymerase 
holoenzyme binds relatively weakly to the promoter DNA to form a dosed complex. In the 
second step, the holoenzyme forms a more tightly bound open complex, characterized by a 
local opening of about 10 bp of the DNA double helix. Since the consensus Pribnow box 
is A-T rich, it can facilitate this local unwinding; its base pairs are more easily disrupted 
during opening . Opening 10 bp of DNA is topologically equivalent to the relaxation of 
a single negative supercoil. As might be predicted from this observation, the activity of 
some promoters depends on the superhelical state of the DNA template. Some promot
ers are more active on highly supercoiled DNA whereas others are more active when the 
superhelical density of the template is lower. The template strand of the unwound DNA 
base pairs with the initiating nucleoside triphosphate as well as with the second nucleotide 
of the RNA chain; RNA polymerase then catalyzes formation of the first phosphodiester 
bond. The enzyme translocates to the next position (this is the rifampicin-inhibited step) 
and continues synthesis. After several nucleotides have been added to the growing RNA 
chain, the enzyme enters an elongation mode characterized by a very stable association with 
the DNA template and does not disengage until specific sequence signals for transcription 
termination are encountered. Alteration of the association of the sigma subunit with the 
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core polymerase may be associated with entry inco this highly processive elongation state. 
Once the RNA polymerase has cleared the promoter region, other RNA polymerase mol
ecules can bind and initiate at the promoter so chat the gene can be transcribed by many 
polymerases at the same time (Figure 5.3). 

Elongation 
RNA polymerase continues the nucleotide binding-bond formation-translocation cycle at 
an average rate of about 40 nucleotides per second. However, many examples are known 
where RNA polymerase pauses or slows down at particular sequences. As discussed in the 
following, these pauses can be linked to transcription termination. 

As RNA polymerase moves along the double helix, it continues to separate the two 
strands of the DNA template . This process allows the template strand of the DNA to 
base-pair with the growing RNA chain. Thu s a single mechanism of information transfer 
(Watson- Crick base pairing) serves several processes: DNA replication, DNA repair, and 
transcription of genetic information into RNA. Base pairing is also essential for translation 
(p. 21). The process of unwinding and restoring the DNA double helix leads co changes in 
superhelical density in the DNA, and the superhelical state of the DNA is controlled by the 
activity of DNA topoisomerases I and II. 

Changes in the transcription complex during the elongation phase can affect subsequent 
termination events. These changes depend on the binding of ocher cellular proteins (N usA pro
tein, for example) to core RNA polymerase. Failure to bind these protein factors can result in 
an increased frequency of termination and, consequently, a reduced level of gene expression. 

Termination 
The RNA polymerase complex also recognizes the ends of genes (Figure 5.4). Tran scription 
termination can occur in either of two modes, depending on whether or not it is depend
ent on the protein factor p (rho). Terminators are thus classified as µ-independent or 
µ-dependent; p-independent terminators ace well characterized (Figure 5.4). A consen
sus-type sequence is involved: a G-C-rich palindrome (inverted repeat) which precedes a 
sequence of ~7 U residues in the RNA chain. As a result the RNA chain forms a stem
and-loop structure just upmeam of the oligoU residues. This secondary structure of the 
stem and loop is crucial for termination , as demonstrated by experiments showing chat base 
change mutations that disrupt pairing in the RNA also reduce termination. The stem and 
loop left after termination stabilizes prokaryotic mRNA against nucleolytic degradation. 

The p-dependent terminators ace less well defined . The p factor is a hexameric protein 
that has an essential RNA-dependent ATPase activity. The sequences of p-dependent ter
mination sites feature C-rich sequences located some distance upstream of the termination 
site, which is often a rather broad region within which termination occurs, rather than a 
specific site. The p factor is thought to translocate along the nascent RNA chain in an ATP
dependent fashion until it catches up with the elongating RNA polymerase. When that 
occurs, p in some way destabilizes the elongation complex, leading to release of both the 
template DNA and the completed RNA chain from each other and from the polymerase. 

Prokaryotic ribosomes usually attach to nascent mRNA while it is being transcribed. 
This coupling between transcription and translation is important in gene control by attenu
ation (p. 313). 

5.3 • TRANSCRIPTION IN EUKARYOTES 

Initiation of eukaryotic transcription differs substantially from its prokaryotic counterpart. 
Whereas the definition of a promoter is the same- DNA sequence information that speci
fies the start of transcription - the molecular events required for transcription initiation ace 
more complex. First, chromatin containing the promoter sequence must be made accessible 
to the transcription machinery . Second, transcription factors distinct from RNA polymer
ase must bind to DNA sequences in the promoter region for a gene to be active. Third, 
enhancers and othe r cis-acting transcriptional control elements bind other protein factors 
(activators) to stimulate transcription. 

Eukaryotic transcription factors bind to DNA and recruit RNA polymerase co the pro
moter. This contrasts with the action of bacterial a factors, which do not bind DNA without 
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Figure 5.3 Simultaneous transcription of a 
gene by many RNA polymerases , depicting 
increasing length of nascent RNA molecules. 
Courtesy ofDr. 0. L Miller, UnivecsityofVirginia. 
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Figure 5.5 DNase- hypersensitive sites 
(HSS) upstream of the promoter for the 
chick lysozyme gene, a typical eukaryotic 
tran scriptional unit. Hypersensitive sites, that 
is, sequences around the lysozyme gene where 
nucleosomes are nor bound co DNA, are indicated 
by arrows. Nore that some hypersensitive sites are 
found in the lysozyme promoter whether the oviduct 
is synthesizing or nor synthesizing lysozyrne; the 
synthesis of lysozyme is accompanied by the opening 
up of a new hypersensitive sire in maCUJ'e oviduct. 
In contrast, no hypersensitive sires are present 
in nucleated erythrocytes that never synthesize 
lysozyrne. 
Adapted &om Elgin, S. C. R J Biol. Chem. 
263:1925 , 1988. 
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first binding to the RNA polymerase core enzyme. Eukaryotic RNA polymerase consists of 
three distinct enzyme forms, each specific form capable of transcribing different classes of 
cellular RNA. By contrast , all prokaryotic genes are transcribed by a single form of core RNA 
polymerase, although different u factors may be involved in initiation on different genes. 

Nature of Active Chromatin 

The Structural organization of eukaryotic chromosomes is discussed in Chapters 4 and 8. 
Although chromatin is organized into nucleosomes whether or not it is capable of being 
transcribed, an active gene has a generally "looser" conformation than transcriptionally inac
tive chromatin. This difference is mosr striking in the promoter sequences, partS of which are 
not organized into nucleosomes at all (Figure 5.5). The lack of nucleosomes is manifested 
experimentally by the enhanced sensitivity of promoter sequences to external reagents that 
cleave DNA, such as the enzyme DNase I. This enhanced accessibility of promoter sequences 
(termed DNase I hypersensitivity) ensures that transcription factors can bind to appropriate 
regulatory sequences. Although the transcribed sequences of a gene may be organized into 
nucleosomes, the nucleosomes are less tightly bound than those in an inactive gene. Various 
covalent modifications of the histones are associated with changes in the transcriptional state 
of genes organized into nucleosomes. One such modification that is usually associated with 
transcriptional activation is the acetylation ofhistones by histone acetyltransferases, a reaction 
that transfers acetyl groups from Acetyl CoA to histones, especially to the N-terminal regions 
of histones H4 and H3 . Other histone modifications that influence gene activity include 
methylation, phosphorylation, and ubiquit ination . Histone methylation is often associated 
with inactive chromatin , whereas the hisrones of actively transcribed genes are subject to 
the other modifications. Combinations of these modifications occurring at different specific 
positions in histones may constitute a "histone code" that couples hisrone modification , 
chromatin compaction , DNA modification , and gene activity (Clin . Corr. 5.2). An overall 
theme is that partially unfolded chroma tin is necessary but not sufficient for transcription. 

Transcription Activation Operates by Recruitment 
of RNA Polymerase 

Eukaryotic protein factors, regardless of the sequence to which they bind, operate in a fun
damentally different way than E. coli u factor. Rather than fust forming part of a protein 
complex and then seeking out the relevant DNA sequence, the factors bind to a specific site 
(sequence) on DNA and then bind to RNA polymerase (with or without involvement of 
intermediary factors). This mechanism is termed "recruitment", which is a minor means of 
gene activation in prokaryotes and the major mechanism in eukaryotes . 

Enhancers 
Enhancers increase expression of a gene manyfold. Enhancer-binding transcription factors 
are called activators. Activator proteins have at least two domains , one of which binds to the 
enhancer sequence, whereas the other binds to other protein factors or to RNA polymerase. 
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Fragile X Syndrome: A Chromatin Disease? 

Fragile X syndrome {OMIM 300624) is the single most common form 
of inherited mental retardation, affecting l our of 1250 males and l out 
of2000 females. A variety of anatomical and neurological symptoms re
sult &om inactivation of the FMRl gene, located on the X chromosome, 
which encodes the protein FMRP. The generics of the syndrome are 
complex due to the molecular mechanism of the Fragile X mutation . 

The Fragile X condition results from the expansion of a rrinu
cleoride repeat sequence, CGG, found in the 5' untranslated region 
of the FRM l gene. Normally, this repeat is present in 30 copies, al
though normal individuals can have up to 200 copies of the repeat . 
In individuals with Fragile X syndrome, the FMRl gene contains 
many more copies, from 200 to thousands, of the CGG repeat. The 
complex generics of the disease result from the potential of the CGG 
repeat sequence to expand from generation to generation. 

The presence of an abnormally high number of CGG repeats in
duces extensive ONA methylation of the entire promoter region of 

FMRl. The production of methylated ONA may be mechanistically 
linked to histone modifications that are associated with rranscrip
rionally inactive chromatin. Certainly, heavily methylated ONA is 
rranscriprionally inactive, and FMRP mRNA is not synthesized when 
large numbers ofCGG repeats lead co FMRI promoter methylation. 
The absence of FMRP leads to the pathology of the disease. 

FMRP protein is an RNA-binding protein that can bind to cellular 
polyribosomal mRNAs. Association with FMRP negatively regulates 
translation of the target mRNAs, thus controlling gene expression in 
the dendrite . The action of FMRP is one of many recent examples 
that show how posttranslational mechanisms control gene expression 
and molecular phenotype. 

Penagarikano, 0., Mulle, J. G., and Warren , S. T. The pachophysiology of Fragile 
X syndrome. Annu. Rev. Gen. Hum. Genet. 8:109, 2007. 

T he mo st accepted model for these effects is that chromatin forms a loop that allows the 
enhancer and the promoter to be close together in space, even th ough they are separated by 
a relatively long sequence of DNA. 

Transcription by RNA Polymerase II 

RNA polym erase II is responsible for synthesis of mRNA in the nucleus. Several common 
them es have emerged from research on a large number of genes (Figure 5.6). (1) The DNA 
sequences that control transcription are complex; a single gene may be cont rolled by dozens 
of D NA sequence elements in addition to the promoter, which includes the site at which a 
multiprotein complex containing RNA polymerase assembles. T his preinitiation complex 
is made up of a numbe r of basal-level, or general, transcription fuctors (p. 320) whose func
tion is to place RNA polymerase II at the correct sire for initiating transcription, to assist 
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Figure 5.6 Interaction of tran scription factors 

and chromatin-modifyin g factors with 
eukaryotic promoters. Cis-acting transcriptional 
control elemencs located near the cranscription 
start site may include a TAT A box, initiator 
element (INR), or a downstream promoter element 
(OPE) and are shown here interacting with the 
core factors required fur specific transcription by 
RNA polymerase II. Promoters typically contain 
only a subset of these elements, not all three. The 
core factors include TFilA, TFIIB, TFIID, TFIIE, 
TFIIF, and TFIIH, in addition to RNA polymerase 
II. T ranscriprional activator protein s can bind 
to promoter-proximal (PA) or promoter-distal 
(DA) sequences and activate cranscription through 
interactions with the core factors, coregulators, or 
chromat in-modifying complexes, as shown. Binding 
of either the core factors o r transcriptional activators 
may require or be accompanied by modifications of 
chromatin structure, including loss of nudeosomes. 
Reproduced with permission from Hochheimer, 
A and Tjian, R. Genes and Dev. 17: 1309, 2003. 
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in separation of DNA strands at the start site, and to control the transition of polymer
ase from initiation to elongation mode. Without additional transcription control proteins 
interacting with enhancers and other cis-acting sequence elements , this process is generally 
quite inefficient, however. Controlling sequence elements function in combination to give 
a finely tuned pattern of control. (2) The effect of controlling sequences on transcription is 
mediated by binding of proteins to each sequence element. These transcription faccors rec
ognize the nucleotide sequence of the appropriate controlling sequence element. (3) Bound 
transcription factors interact with each other and ultimately act to recruit RNA polymerase, 
often acting through factors in the preinitiation complex or other intermediates. The DNA
binding and activation activities of the facrors reside in separate domains of the proteins. 
(4) RNA polymerase II is modified during the transcription reaction. The modified 
polymerase recruits other nuclear components, including RNA processing enzymes, during 
the elongation phase of transcription . 

Promoters for mRNA Synthesis 
In contrast to prokaryotic RNA polymerase which recognizes only a single promoter 
sequence, transcription faccors acting in conjunction with RNA polymerase II can recog
nize several classes of consensus sequences upstream from the mRNA start site. The first 
and most prominent of these, sometimes called the TATA box, has the sequence 

TATA(A/T)(A/T) A 

where the nucleotides in parentheses can be either an A or a T. 
The TAT A box is centered about 25 bp upstream from the transcription unit. Experi

ments in which it was deleted suggest that it is required for efficient transcription of many 
genes, but may only specify the correct transcriptional start site in others. Some promoters 
lack it entirely. 

Other promoter-proximal control elements are often found in genes transcribed by 
RNA polymerase II, but are not universal. One such sequence is the CAAT box, with the 
sequence 

GG(T/C) CAATCT 

Other sequences, illustrated in Figure 5.6 , may also promote transcription. 
CAAT and TATA boxes, as well as other sequences shown in Figure 5.6, do not contact 

RNA polymerase II directly. Rather, they require the binding of specific transcription fac
tors to function . Note how protein factors bind not only to their recognition sequences but 
also to each other and to RNA polymerase, itself a very large and complex enzyme. Mutated 
forms of some of these transcription factors are products of oncogenes (Clin . Corr. 5.3). 

Transcription by RNA Polymerase I 

Ribosomal RNAs are synthesized in a specific nuclear body, the nucleolus, and the rRNA 
genes are located in a specific chromosomal region termed the nucleolar organizer. Each 
transcriptional unit contains sequences for 28S, 5.8S, and 18S rRNAs, in that order . Several 
hundred copies of each transcriptional unit occur tandemly (one after another) in the chro
mosome. Transcriptional units are separated by spacer sequences. Spacer sequences include 
sequences that specify binding of RNA polymerase I and of Class I transcription faccors, 
which promote RNA polymerase I activity. Figure 5.7 is a diagram of this arrangement. 
Each repeat unit is transcribed as a unit, yielding a primary transcript that contains one 
copy each of the 28S, 5.8S, and 18S sequences, ensuring synthesis of equimolar amounts of 
these three RNAs. The primary transcript is then processed by ribonucleases and modify
ing enzymes to the three mature rRNA species. Termination of transcription occurs within 
the nontranscribed spacer region before RNA polymerase I reaches the promoter of the 
next repeat unit. The mechanism of termination differs from those discussed previously for 
E. coli RNA polymerase. 

The promoter recognized by RNA polymerase I is located within the nontranscribed 
spacer, from about positions - 40 to + 10 and from - 150 to - 110. A transcription factor 
binds to the promoter and thereby directs recognition of the promoter sequence by RNA 
polymerase I. In addition, an enhancer element is located about 250 bp upstream from the 
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Involvement of Transcriptional Factors in Carcinogenesis 

Conversion of a normally well-regulated cell inco a cancerous one 
requires a number of independent seeps whose end result is a crans
formed cell capable of unconcrolled growth and metastasis. Insights 
into chis process have come from recombinant DNA studies of the 
genes, cermed oncogenes, whose mutaced or overexpressed produces 
concribuce to carcinogenesis. Oncogenes were first identified as con
stiruencs of the genomes of DNA or RNA rumor viruses, but chose 
found in RNA tumor viruses have been derived from genes present in 
normal cells. The normal, nonmucaced cellular analogs of oncogenes 
are termed procooncogenes. Their produces are components of the 
many pathways chat regulate growth and differentiation of a normal 
cell; mutation into an oncogenic form involves a change chat makes 
the regulatory produce less responsive co normal concrol. 

Some protooncogene produces are involved in transduction of 
hormonal signals or recognition of cellular growth factors and act 
cycoplasmically. Ocher procooncogenes have a nuclear sire of action; 
their gene produces are often associated with the transcriptional ap
paratus, and they are synthesized in response co growth stimuli. le is 
easy co visualize how overproduction or permanent activation of such 
a positive transcription faceor could aid the cransformation of a cell co 
malignancy: Genes normally transcribed at a low or concrolled level 
would be overexpressed by such a deranged concrol mechanism. 

A more subtle genetic effect predisposing to cancer is exempli
fied by the human rumor suppressor pro tein p53. This protein is the 
product of a member of another class of genes implicated in rumori
genesis, the rumor suppressor genes. In contrast to oncogenes, whose 
products positively regulate cell growth and division, rhe product of 
a rumor suppressor gene like p53 negatively regulates cell division. A 

single copy of the mutant p53 gene causes Li-Fraumeni syndcome, 
an inherited condition predisposing co carcinomas of the breast and 
adcenal cortex, sarcomas, leukemia and brain rumors. 

Somatic mutations in p53 can be identified in about half of all hu
man cancers. Mutations represent a loss of function, affecting either 
the stability or the DNA-binding ability of p53. Thewild-cype protein 
helps ro control the checkpoint between the GI- and $-phases of the 
cell cycle, accivares DNA repair, and in ocher circumstances, leads ro 
programmed cell death (apoptosis). Thus the biochemical actions of 
p53 serve co keep cell growth regulated, maintain the information con
tent of the genome, and finally, eliminate damaged cells. All of these 
functions would counteract the neoplastic transformation of a cell. 

These varied roles are a function of the action of p53 as a transcrip
tion factor, inhibiting some genes and activating others. For example, 
p53 is a sire-specific DNA-binding protein and promotes transcrip
tion of some genes, including chose involved in DNA repair. 

The three-dimensional scructure of p53 has been determined . 
Mutations found in p53 from rumors affect the DNA-binding do
main of the protein. For example, nearly 20% of all mutated residues 
involve mutations ac two positions in p53. The crystal structure of 
the protein- DNA complex shows that these two amino acids, both 
arginines, form hydcogen bonds with DNA. Arginine 248 forms hy
dcogen bonds in the minor groove of the DNA helix with a thymine 
oxygen and with a ring nitrogen of adenine. Mutation disrupts chis 
H-bonded network and therefore the ability of p53 to regulate tran
scription . 

Weinberg, R. A. The Bio/Qgy of Cancer. New York: Garland Science, 2007. 

promoter in human ribosomal DNA. The size of nontranscribed spacer varies considerably 
among organisms, as does the position of the enhancer element. 

Transcription of rRNA can be very rapid; this reflects the fact that synthesis of ribo
somes is rate limiting for cell growth and the demand for rRNA can therefore be very 
high . In other situations, when growth is not so rapid, only some of the rDNA repeacs are 
transcriptionally active . 

Transcription by RNA Polymerase Ill 

Many of the themes elaborated above for transcription of Class I and Class II promoters 
hold for the synthesis of 5S RNA , tRNA, and other small cellular and viral RNAs by RNA 
polymerase III. Transcription factors bind to DNA and direct the action of RNA poly
merase. One unusual feature of RNA polymerase III action is the location of cranscription 
factor-binding sequences; these can be located within the DNA sequence encoding the RNA 

DNA-,- -+------------+ --+----+ -- -+---------+- -;--

I 

I 
I 

Pre-rRNA :;--t ~~~~~~~~~~~ -t...::-=-=..=..=j---t ...::..=..=..=..=..=..=..=..=..=..=..=..=..=...:::J----;, 5• 

t 28S rRNA t t 5.8S t t 18S rRNA t 

Figure 5.7 Structur e of an rRNA transcription 
unit. Ribosomal RNA genes are arranged with 
many copies one after another. Each copy is 
transcribed separately, and each transcript is 
processed into three separate RNA species. 
Promoter and enhancer sequences are located 
in the nontranscribed regions of the tandem ly 
repeated sequences. 
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Figure 5.8 The sequences of the nontem plate 
strands of yeast genes encoding 5S rRNA 
and a tRNA are shown, along with schematic 
represe ntations of the various subunits of 
TFIIIA, TFIIIB , and TFIII C. The approximate 
locations of these subunits relative to the DNA 
sequences of the rwo genes are indicated by 
arrows. Note that TFIIIA is required to form a 
transcription complex on 5S rRNA genes but not 
on tRNA genes. TFIIIA is responsible for much 
of the sequence-specific recognition of the internal 
control region of the 5S rRNA gene, whereas 
TFIIIC performs this function for the tRNA gene. 
Nonetheless , both TFIIIC and TFIIIB are required 
for transcription of both 5S rRNA and tRNA genes. 
Redrawn from Braun, B. R., Bartholomew, B., 
Kassevecis, G. A., and Geiduscbek, E. P. J Mo/. 
BwL 228:1063 , 1992. 
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and are often referred to as the internal control region. In some cases, the DNA in the region 
immediately 5' to the transcribed region of the gene can be substituted by other sequences 
with relatively minor effeets on transcription. In other cases, however , sequences upstream 
of the transcription start site can play a major role in establishing efficient transcription. The 
differences appear to result from the relative importance of various DNA - protein contacrs 
in stabilizing the entire transcription complex made up of multiple proteins in addition to 
RNA polymerase III . The relationships of these various proteins to the underlying DNA 
sequence are shown for a 5S rRNA gene and for a tRNA gene in Figure 5.8. 

The Common Enzymatic Basis for RNA Polymerase Action 

Our understanding of the molecular basis of RNA polymerase action has grown recently, as the 
three-dimensional srruetures of au factor, a baeterial core RNA polymerase, the RNA polymer
ase holoenzyme, a eukaryotic RNA polymerase II, and even an RNA polymerase II engaged in 
rranscription elongation have been determined by X-ray crystallography. Despite all the differ
ences in subunit composition, size, and mechanism, RNA polymerases seem to interaet with 
their DNA templates, nucleotide substrates, and nascent RNA chains in a similar fashion. 

Remarkably, the shapes of the prokaryotic and eukaryotic enzymes are strikingly similar , 
particularly within the enzymes' catalytic core. Both baeterial core RNA polymerase and 
RNA polymerase II from yeast are shaped rather like the claw of a crab (Figure 5.9). DNA 
comes in at one end of the molecule , and moves through a deep cleft in the polymerase before 
making a 90-degree bend and exiting from the polymerase. The catalytic site, that is, the site 
at which a new nucleotide is added to the 3' -end of the growing RNA chain , is located at 
the end of the channel. The two strands of the double-helical DNA molecule are separated 
by the enzyme to form a "transcription bubble," and a transient nine-base pair RNA- DNA 
hybrid forms within the bubble. Nucleotides come in and RNA exits through two other, sep
arate channels in the molecule . Despite the differences in sequence and subunit composition , 
the prokaryotic and eukaryotic RNA polymerases have retained similar muetures to accom
plish the same goals leading to synthesis of a new RNA chain . These include (1) threading 
the DNA template through a channel in the enzyme , (2) separating the DNA strands to 
form a bubble within which an RNA-DNA hybrid exists with the 3' -end of the RNA chain 
positioned in the active site, (3) bringing nucleotides into the aetive site through a pore in 
the enzyme, (4) using a metal ion to assist in catalyzing the formation of a new phosphate 
ester bond between the alpha phosphate of the incoming nucleoside triphosphate and the 
3' -end of the nascent RNA chain, (5) extruding the RNA produet through another pore , and 
(6) directing reanneal ing of the two DNA strands as they exit from the enzyme . 

Recall that the u-subunit of the prokaryotic holoenzyme is responsible for binding 
to the -10 and - 35 boxes of promoters . Structural studies have shown that sigma is an 
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(a) 

(b) 

oblong molecule, composed of a bundle of a-helical residues, packed into an open V shape. 
One arm of the "V' contains critical residues for promoter recognition and core polymerase 
binding. One side of this arm contains an a- helix that binds t0 the - 10 sequence and the 
other face binds to core polymerase through hydrophobic interactions. 

5.4 • RNA PROCESSIN G 

RNA copies of DNA sequences must be modined t0 mature, functional, molecules in prokary
otes and eukaryotes. The reactions of RNA processing can include: removal of extra nucleotides, 
base modincation, addition of nucleotides, and separation of different RNA sequences by the 
action of specific nucleases. Processing reactions can occur either cotranscriptionally (while the 
RNA is still being synthesized by RNA polymerase) or posrnanscriptionally (after the rranscript 
is released by RNA polymerase). Finally, in eukaryotes, RNAs are exported from the nucleus. 

Transfer RNA Is Modified by Cleavage , Addition, 
and Base Modification 

Cleavage 
The primary rranscript of a tRNA gene contains extra nucleotide sequences both 5' and 3' to the 
tRNA sequence. These primary rranscriprs may also contain introns in the anticodon region. 
Posttranscriptional processing reactions occur in a closely defined but not necessarily rigid 
temporal order. First, the primary transcript is trimmed in a relatively nonspecific manner to 

Figure 5.9 Comparison of the structures of 
eukaryotic and prokaryotic RNA polymerases. 
The same colors are used to represent homo logous 
subunitS in the rwo enzymes . Note the similarity 
in the overall shapes. (a) Tbe three-dimensional 
structure of yeast RNA polymerase II engaged in 
transcription elongation. T he various subunirs are 
shown in different colors, with the largest subunit 
shown in blue and the second largest subunit in 
green. The DNA template strand is yellow and 
the nascent RNA is dark blue. This structure is 
missing rwo subun its of the RNA polymerase 
(produces of the Rpb4 and Rpb7 genes), and the 
nontemplate strand of DNA was not resolved in 
the structural determination. ( b) The structure of 
the RNA polymerase core from Thermus IU{uaticus 
is shown at the bottom. The {3' subunit is shown 
in green, the f3 subunit in blue, the two a sub units 
in red, and thew subunit in violet. 
Figures drawn using the coordinates provided in 
the protein structure database (pdb), based on 
the following citacions: (a) Gnatt, A. L., Cramer, 
P. , Fu, J., Bushnell, D. A., and Kornberg, R. 
D . Structural basis of transcr iption: An RNA 
polymerase II elongacion complex at 3.3 A 
resolution. Science192:l876, 200 1; and (b) 
Minakhin, L., Bhagat, S., Brunning, A., Campbell, 
E. A., et al. Bacter ial RNA polymerase subunit 
omega and eukaryotic RNA polymerase subunit 
RPB6 are sequence, structural, and functional 
homo logs and promote RNA polymerase assembly. 
Proc. Natl. Acad. Sci. USA 98:892, 200 l. 
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Figure 5.10 Scheme for processing a 
eukaryotic tRNA. Primary cranscripc is cleaved 
by RNase P and a 3' exonuclease and the terminal 
CCA is synthesized by tRNA nucleocidylcransferase 
before the incron is removed, if necessary. 

yidd a precursor molecule with shorter 5'- and 3'-extensions. Then ribonudease P, a ribozyme 
(p. 68), removes the 5'-extension by endonucleolytic cleavage. The 3' -end is trimmed exonu
deolytically, followed by synthesis of the CCA terminus. Synthesis of the modified nucleotides 
occurs in any order relative to the nucleolytic trimming. lnrron removal is dictated by the sec
ondary structure of the precursor (Figure 5.10) and is carried out by a soluble, rwo-componenc 
enzyme system; one enzyme removes the incron and the other reseals the nucleotide chain. 

3' -End Addition 
Each functional tRNA bas the sequence CCA at ics 3' -terminus. This sequence is essential 
for tRNA co accept amino acids. In most instances it is added sequentially by the enzyme 
tRNA nucleotidyluansferase. Nucleotidy!transferase uses ATP and CTP as substrates and 
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always incorporates them into tRNA at a ratio of2C/1A. The CCA ends are found on both 
cyrosolic and micochondrial tRNAs. 

Modified Nucleosides 
Transfer RNA nucleotides are the most highly modified of all nucleic acids. More than 60 
different modifications to the bases and ribose, requiring wdl over 100 different enzymatic 
reactions, have been found in tRNA. Many are simple, one-srep methylations, but others 
involve multistep synthesis. Formation of some modified bases actually requires severing of 
the /3-glycosidic bond between ribose and the base. Modifying enzymes produce the same 
specific modification in more than one species of tRNA; however, the modifying enzymes 
are location speci£c. Most modi£cations are completed before the tRNA precursors have 
been cleaved to the size of mature tRNA. 

Ribosomal RNA Processing Releases Several RNAs 
from a Longer Precursor 

The primary product of rRNA gene transcription is a long RNA, termed 45S RNA, which 
contains the sequences of 28S, 5.8S, and 18S rRNAs. Processing of 45S RNA occurs 
in the nucleolus and is carried out by large multisubunit ribonucleoprotein assemblies. 
Processing of the rRNAs follows a sequential order (Figure 5.11). Processing of pre-rRNA 
in prokaryotes also involves cleavage of high-molecular-we ight precursors to smaller mol
ecules. At an early stage of processing in eukaryotes, some bases in 35S rRNA are modified 
by methylation on the ring nitrogens of the bases and by the formation of pseudouridine. 
These reactions are specified by small nucleolar ribonuclear protein particles (snoRNPs) 
in the nucleolus. Each snoRNP contains a guide RNA which base-pairs to the rRNA 
transcript at the site of modification, specifying where a methylation or formation of pseu
douridine should occur. A similar mechanism operates for modification of some other 
small RNAs. 

Eukaryotes Ribosomal DNA gene 

Transcription and methylation 

t Pre-RNA35S 

3' ' C: 5' 

28S 5.8S 18S 

Pre-rRNA 41S 

Cleavage 
t Pre-rRNA 20S 

Pre-rRNA 32S C - ~ 
---G7" 
I "'-

Cleavage 18S rRNA 

28S rRNA 

5.8S rRNA 

Prokaryotes Ribosomal DNA gene 

Cleavage with transcription 

\ I 
Pre-rRNA 23S 3' ~f ----- \.._ 

\ I --- Pre-rRNA 16S 

Cleavage 

23S rRNA 16S rRNA 

Figure 5 .11 Schemes for tran scription and 
processing of rRNA s. 
Redrawn from Perry, R. Am1u. Rev. Biochem. 
45:611, 1976. 
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Figure 5.12 RNA processing occurs during 
transcriptional elongation. Phosphorylation of 
the C-terminal domain of RNA polymerase II 
(RNAPll ) moves transcription into the elongation 
phase and resulcs in the recruitment of 
processing factors. As the partially completed 
(nascent) mRNA precursor emerges from the 
transcription complex, the spliceosome removes 
incrons. When the polyadenylation s ignal is 
reached, the polyadenylation comp lex cleaves the 
nascent mRNA and adds the poly(A) tail, (A) ,r The 
remaining nascent RNA is degraded by 5' 
exonucleases, while the processed mRNA is 
exported for translation . 
Adapted with permission from Pandit, S., Wang, 
D., and Fu , X.-D. Curr. Opinion Cell Biol 20:260, 
2008. 
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Messenger RNA Processing Ensures the Correct 
Coding Sequence 

Most eu.karyotic mRNAs have distinctive structural features added in the nucleus by enzyme 
systems other than RNA polymerase. T hese include the 3' -terminal poly(A) tail, methylated 
internal nucleotides , and the cap 5' -terminus. Mature mRNAs are shorter than their primary 
transcripts. Noncoding sequences present within pre-mRNA, but not present in mature 
mRNAs , are called intervening sequences or introns. The retained sequences are called 
exons. The general pattern for mRNA processing is depicted in Figure 5.12. Incompletely 
processed mRNAs make up a large part of the heterogeneous nuclear RNA (HnRNAs). 

Processing of eukaryotic pre-mRNA involves a number of molecular reactions all of 
which must be carried out with exact fidelity . Thi s is most clear in the removal of introns 
from an mRNA transcript. An extra nucleotide in the coding sequence of mature mRNA 
would cause the reading frame of that message to be shifted , and the resulting protein will 
almost certainly be nonfunctional. Indeed, mutations that interfere with intron removal are 
a major cause of human genetic diseases, for example, in some cases of /3-thalassemia (Clin. 
Co rr. 5.4) . The task for cells becomes even more daunting since some important human 
genes consist of over 90% intron sequences . The complex reactions to remove introns are 
accomplished by multicomponent ribonucleoprotein enzyme systems in the nucleus; after 
these reactions are completed, the mRNA is exported to the cytoplasm where it interaccs 
with ribosomes to initiate translation. Most processing is cotranscriptional . 

RNA Polymerase II Recruits Processing Enzymes 
during Transcription in Eukaryotes 

The largest subunit of RNA polymerase II contains a C-terminal domain (CTD) that func
tions to couple transcription and processing . When RNA polymerase II is in an initiation 
mode , the CTD is not modified. When the transcript is about 25 nucleotides long, the 
CTD is extensively phosphorylated. Phosphorylated CTD successively recruits the capping 
enzyme, splicing and polyadenylation complexes . 

Capping 
As the transcription complex moves along the DNA, the capping enzyme complex modi.fies 
the 5' -end of the nascent mRNA. Capping involves the synthesis of a 5 ' - 5' triphosphate 
bond with the addition of a G residue. This structure is further modified by methylation. 

Removal of lnt rons from mRNA Precursors 
As pre-mRNA is extruded from the RNA polymerase complex, it is rapidly bound by small 
nuclear ribonucl eoproteins, snRNP s ("snurps") which carry out the dual Steps of RNA 
splicing : breaking the intron at the 5' donor site and joining the upstream and downstream 
exon sequences together. Almost all introns begin with a GU sequence and end with AG; 
these are termed the donor and acceptor intron-exon junctions , respectively. Not all GU 
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Thalassemia due to Defects in Messenger RNA Synthesis 

Thalassemias are genetic defects in the coordinated synthesis of a- and 
{3-globin peptide chains; a deficiency of /3 globin chains is termed 
/3-thalassemia whereas a deficiency of a globin chains is termed a
thalassemia. Patients suffering from /3-thalassernia present with anemia 
at about 6 months of age, at rhe time when HbF synthesis ceases and 
HbA synthesis becomes predominanc. The severity of symptoms leads to 
the classification of the disease inro either thalassemia major, where a se
vere deficiency of globin synthesis occurs, or thalassemia minor, where a 
less severe imbalance occurs. Occasionally an intermediate form is seen. 
Therapy for thalassemia major involves frequent blood transfusions, 
leading to a risk of complications from iron overload. Unless chelation 
therapy is successful, the deposition ofiron in peripheral tissues, termed 
bemosiderosis, can lead to death before adulthood. Carriers of the 
disease are typically asymptomatic or nearly so. Ethnographically, the 
disease is common in persons of Mediterranean, Arabian, and Ease 
Asian descent. As in sickle-cell anemia (HbS) and glucose 6-phosphare 
dehydrogenase deficiency, the abnormality of the carriers' erythrocytes 
affords some protection from malaria. Maps of the regions where one or 
another of these diseases is frequent in the native population superim
pose over the areas of the world where malaria is endemic. 

The most common form of a-thalassemia is due ro a generic dele
tion which presumably results from unequal crossing over between 
adjacent, duplicated a-globin alleles. In contrast, {3-thalassemia can 
result from a wide variety of mutations. Known events include muta
tions leading to frame shifts in the /3-globin coding sequence, as well 
as mutations leading co premature termination of peptide synthesis. 
Many /3-rhalassemias result from mutations affecting the biosynthesis 
of /3-globin mRNA. Genetic defects are known that affect the pro
moter of the gene, leading to inefficient transcription. Other muta
tions result in aberrant processing of the nascent transcript , either 
during splicing out of its two incrons from the pre-mRNA or during 
polyadenylation of the mRNA precursor. Examples where the mo
lecular defect illustrates a general principle of mRNA synthesis are 
discussed in the text . 

Orkin , S. H. Disorders of hemoglobin synthesis: The thalassemias. In Sramaroyan
nopoulis, G., Nienhuis, A. W. , Leder, P., and Majerus, P. W. (Eds.), The Mo
lecular Basis of Blood Diseases. Philadelphia; Saunders, 1987; and Weatherall , D. J ., 
Clegg, J. B., Higgs, D.R. , and Wood, W. G., The hemoglobinoparhies. In Scriver, 
C. R., Beaudet, A. L., Sly, W. S., and Valle, D. (Eds.), The Metabolic Bases of In
herited Disease, 7th ed. New York: McGraw HiU, 1995. 

or AG sequences are spliced our of RNA, however. How does the cell know which GU 
sequences are in introns (and therefore must be removed) and which are destined to remain 
in mature mRNA? This discrimination is accomplished by formation of base pairs between 
U l RNA and the sequence of the mRNA precursor surrounding the donor GU sequence 
(Figure 5.13; Clin . Corr. 5.5) . Another snRNP , containing U2 RNA, recognizes impor
tant sequences at the 3 '-acceptor end of the intron. Scill other snRNP species, among them 
U5 and U6 , then bind to the RNA precursor, forming a large complex termed a spliceo
some (by analogy with the large ribonucleoprotein assembly involved in protein synthesis, 
the ribosome) . The spliceosome uses ATP to carry out accurate removal of the inrron. First, 
the phosphodiesrer bond between the exon and the donor GU sequence is broken , leaving 
a free 3 '-0 H group at the end of the first exon and a 5' -phosphate on the donor G of the 
inrron . This pG is then used to form an unusual linkage with the 2' -OH group of an adeno
sine within the intron to form a branched, or lariat, RNA structure , as shown in Figure 5.14. 
After the lariat is formed , the second step of splicing occurs . The phosphodiesrer bond imme
diately following the AG is cleaved, and the two exon sequences are ligated together. 
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Figure 5 .13 Mechanism of splice junction recognition. Recognition of the 5' splice junction involves 
base pairing between the intron-exon junction and the Ul RNA snRNP. Thi s base pairing targets the 
inrron for removal . 
Adapted from Sharp, P.A. J Am. Med Assoc. 260:3035, 1988. 
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Autoimmunity in Connective 
Tissue Disease 

Humoral antibodies in sera of patients with 
various connective tissue diseases recognize 
a variety of ribonucleoprotein complexes. 
Patients with systemic lupus erythematosus 
exhibit a serum antibody activity designated 
Sm, and those with mixed connective tis
sue disease exhibit an antibody designated 
RNP. Each antibody recognizes a distinct 
site on the same RNA- protein (Ul - RNP) 
complex that is involved in mRNA process
ing in mammalian cells. The Ul - RNP 
complex contains Ul RNA, a 165 nucle
otide sequence highly conserved among 
eukaryotes, that at its 5 '-terminus includes 
a sequence complementary to intron-exon 
splice junctions. Addition of chis antibody 
to in vitro splicing assays inhibits splicing, 
presumably by removal of the Ul RNP 
from the reaction. Sera from patients with 
other connective tissue diseases recognize 
different nuclear antigens, nucleolar pro
teins, and/or chromosomal cencromere. 
Sera of patients with myosicis have been 
shown to recognize cytoplasmic antigens 
such as arninoacyl-tRNA synthetases. Al
though humoral antibodies have been re
ported to enter cells that have Fe receptors, 
there is no evidence that this is part of the 
mechanism of autoimmune disease. 

Figure 5.14 Proposed scheme for mRNA 

splicing to include the lariat structure. A 
messenger RNA is depicted with two exons (in 
blue) and an intervening intron (in orange). A 
2' -OH group of the intron sequence reacts with 
S' -pbosphate of the intron's S' -terminal nucleotide 
producing a 2' - S' linkage and the lariat structure. 
Simultaneously , the exon 1- intron phospbodiester 
bond is broken leaving a 3 ' -OH terminus on this 
exon &ee to react with S '-phosphate of the exon 
2, displacing the imron and creating the spliced 
mRNA. The released intron lariat is subsequently 
digested by cellular nucleases. 

Polyadenylation 
RNA polymerase continues transcribing the gene until a polyadenylation signal sequence is 
reached (Figure 5.15). This sequence, which has the consensus AAUAAA, appears in the 
mature mRNA but does not form part of ics coding region. Rather , it signals cleavage of the 
nascent mRNA precursor about 20 or so nucleotides downstream. The poly(A) sequence is 
then added by a specialized polymerase to the free 3' -end produced by this cleavage. The 
C-terminal domain of RNA polymerase II recruics the cleavage and polyadenylation complex 
co the transcript . Termination of transcription by the elongating RNA polymerase occurs 
further downstream and is coupled to the cleavage and polyadenylation reaction, although 
the detailed mechanism is not clear. The end result of processing is a fully functional coding 
mRNA , all incrons removed, and ready to direcc protein synthesis. 

Mutations in Splicing Signals Cause Human Diseases 

Messenger RNA splicing is an intricate process dependent on many molecular evencs. If 
these events are not performed with precision , funccional mRNA is not produced. This 
is illustrated in the human thalassemias, which affect the balanced synthesis of a- and 
/3-globin chains (see Clin. Corr. 5.4, p. 197). Some mutations that lead to /3-thalassemia 
interfere with splicing of /3-globin mRNA precursor s. For example, we know that all imron 
sequences begin with the dinucleotide GU . Mutation of the G in this sequence to an A 
means that the splicing machinery will no longer recognize this dinucleotide as a donor site . 
Splicing will skip over the correcc exon- intron junction . This could lead to extra sequences 
appearing in the /3-globin mRNA that would normally be spliced out, or alternatively , 
sequences could be deleted from the mRNA product (Figure 5.16). In either event, func
tional /3-globin will be synthesized in reduced amouncs and the anemia characteristic of the 
disease will result. 
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Figure 5.15 Cleavage and polyadenylation of eukaryotic mRNA precursors . The 3 ' -termini of 
eukaryotic mRNA species are derived by processing. The sequence AAUAAA in mRNA specifies cleavage 
of mRNA precursor. Th e free 3' -OH end of the mRNA is a primer for poly(A) synthesis. 
Adapted from Proudfoot , N. J. Trends Biochem. Science 14: 105, 1989. 

Alternate Pre-mRNA Splicing Can Lead to the Synthesis 
of Multiple Protein lsoforms from a Single DNA Coding 
Sequence 

The existence of imron sequences is paradoxical . lntrons must be removed precisely so that 
them.RNA can accurately encode a protein . As described in Clin . Corr. 5.4, a single base 
mutation can drastically interfere with splicing and cause a serious disease. Further, the 
presence of intron sequences in a gene means that its overall sequence is much larger than 
is required to encode itS protein product. A large gene is a target for more mutagenic events 
than is a small one. Indeed , common human genetic diseases like Duchenne muscular dys
trophy occur in genes that encompass millions of base pairs of DNA information. Why has 
nature not removed introns completely over the long time scale of eukaryotic evolution? 
The answer seems to lie in the ability of differential processing to generate multiple proteins 
from a single transcript . 

T ropomyosin proteins are essential components of the contractile apparatus in the three 
types of muscle (p. 970) and each contains a specific tropomyosin . This diversity arises from 
a single gene that is transcribed into a primary transcript . The transcript is then processed as 
diagrarned in Figure 5.17. Each cell type processes the primary tropomyosin transcript in a 
characteristic fashion. The resulting m.RNA species are translated to yield the tropomyosins 
characteristic of each cell type. This is a general theme in eukaryotic gene expression. There 
are only 20,000- 25,000 protein-coding genes in the human genome; however, approxi
mately two-thirds of these give rise to differentially spliced transcripts. Differentially spliced 
transcripts are translated into protein productS that have different locations, molecular inter
actions, or enzymatic properties. Thus the existence of introns supplies the organism with a 
powerful method of generating protein diversity. The choice of a specific splicing pattern is 
often regulated by protein factors that bind to sequences within an exon. These proteins can 
either enhance or repress splicing at adjacent imron-exon junctions. 

5.5 • RNA EXPORT AND QUALITY CONTROL 

Messenger, transfer , and ribosomal RNAs function in the cytoplasm. Movement out of the 
nucleus is through the nuclear pore. The nuclear pore assembly is a cylinder that spans the 
memb rane. With in the cylinder lie two stacked rings and a central "plug ." Small ions can 
move through the pore between the plug and the rings, but RNAs are too big to pass through 
that space. RNA export occurs through a channel in the plug; this is a process that requires 

Splicing Pattern 

Normal 

Mutant 

Figure 5.16 Nucleotide change at an intron
exon junction of a human p.globin gene, which 
leads to aberrant splicing and P-thalassemia . 
Thi s figure shows the splicing pattern of a mutated 
uanscript containing a change of G-U to A-U at 
the first two nucleotides of the first intron. Loss 
of thi s invariant sequence means that the correct 
splice junction cannot be used; therefore transcript 
sequences that base-pair with the Ul snRNA less 
well than the correct sequence junction are used 
as splice donors. The diagonal lines indicate the 
portion s spliced together in mutant transcripts. 
Note that some of the mutant mRNA precur sor 
molecules are spliced so that portions of the first 
intron (denoted as white boxes) appear in the 
processed product. In othe r instances the donor 
junction lies within the first exon and portions of 
the first exon are deleted. In no case is wild-type 
globin mRNA produced. 
Adapted from Orkin, S. H. In 
Stamatoyannopoulis , G. , et al. (&is.) , The 
Mol.ecular Basis of Blood Diseases. Philadelphia: 
Saunders , 1987 . 
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Figure 5.17 Alternat e splicing of tropomy osin 
gene transcripts results in a family of 
tissue-sp ecific tropomyosin proteins. 
Redrawn from Breitbart, R. E., Andreadis, A., and 
Nadal-Ginard, B. Anni,. Rev. Biochem. 56:467 , 1986. 
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that the RNAs be bound to proteins to form ribonucleoprotein panicles. The movement of 
ribosomal RNAs occurs after they are assembled into ribosomes in the nucleolus. Transfer 
RNAs may be bound to aminoacyl-tRNA synthetases, since they can be aminoacylated in 
the nucleus prior to export. Messenger RNAs are exported in complexes that contain a cap
binding protein at the 5'-end and RNA-binding proteins along the reSt of the sequence. 
The process requires metabolic energy in the form of GTP , specific signal sequences in the 
protein , and a G-protein GTPase. 

RNA splicing and export ensure quality control of mRNA integrity. The chain ter
mination codon (one of the three nonsense codons, UAA, UAG, or UGA) of an mRNA 
is usually located in the last exon. If mRNA were to contain an upstream nonsense codon, 
the protein coded would be shorter than the normal protein (Clin. Corr. 5.6). This shorter 
protein would likely be nonfunctional and could interfere with cellular function. The non
sense-mediated decay pathway preventS the export and translation of mRNAs whose chain 
termination codon is upstream of the last exon. A few spliceosomal proteins remain on 
the spliced mRNA at the junction of two exons. A nonsense codon in an upstream exon 
is followed by these junction proteins; these mRNAs are targeted for nonsense-mediated 
decay. Recognition of the upstream nonsense codon must involve translation . Apparently, 
the first translating ribosome removes the exon junction proteins . If the ribosome stops at 
a chain termination codon before all the exon junction proteins are removed, a specific set 
of nucleases degrades the mRNA, preventing itS translation. Similarly, mRNA that lacks a 
normal chain-terminating nonsense codon is targeted for degradation because the mRNA 
most likely has been synthesized inaccurately or has been cleaved by mistake. Translation of 
this mRNA would likewise result in synthesis of a shortened protein. 
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Nucleic Acid Editing Enzymes: An Antiviral Defense as well as a Way of Altering Gene Expression 

Apolipoprocein B, a key player in cholesterol metabolism, exists in 
two forms: one of M, = 48,000 which is produced in the intestine 
and a second one with M, = 100,000 which is made in the liver. 
The two RNAs are transcribed from a single gene, and the intestine
specific isoform results from an editing event. An intestinal cyridine 
dearninase enzyme, termed Apolipoprotein I}_ mRNA editing enzyme, 
_gualytic polypeptide l (APOBECl) converts a specific C in ApoB 
mRNA co U, rransforming a CAA (Gin) codon to a UAA (stop) co
don. APOBEC enzymes form a family and different isoforms are ex
pressed in different cell types. 

is carried along in the viral particle as it buds off from an infected 
cell. APOBEC3G converts multiple C residues in the initial cDNA 
product to deoxy-U. The dUs then specify dAs during synthesis 
of the second-srrand cDNA, which has the same sense as the viral 
RNA. The hypermutated viruses are defective in lacer phases of the 
life cycle. 

Why such an unusual mechanism, when a similar result could 
be obtained by differential splicing of a single transcript or a du
plicated gene? An answer may lie in the properties of the APOBEC 
family of enzymes. Primary T cells and macrophages are rela
tively resistant to HIV infection . Recall that HIV has an RNA 
genome , which must be reverse transcribed into cDNA (p. 257). 
One host-encoded isoform of the APOBEC family, APOBEC3G , 

APOBEC3G does nor confer absolute resistance, however. In 
another example of how disease organisms evolve to evade host de
fenses, HIV encodes a protein termed Vif, which specifically tar
gets APOBEC3G for degradation by the proceasome. Vif is related 
to ubiquitin-E3 ligase enzymes, although the exact mechanism by 
which it targets APOBEC3G is not yet clear. 

Goila-Gaur, R., and Strebel, K. HIV-I, Vif, APOBEC, and intrinsic immuni ty. 
Retrovirol 5:51, 2008; Harris, R., and Liddamenc, M. T. Recroviral restriction by 
APOBECproteins. Nature Rev. Immunol. 4:868 , 2004; and Wahl, S. M., Greenwill
Wild, T., and Vazquez, N. HIV accomplices and adversaries in macrophage infec
cion. J. Leukocyu Biol 80:973, 2006 . 

5.6 • RNA INT ERFERENCE 

Double-stranded regions in cellular mRNA are usually fairly short, less than 10 base pairs. 
Longer double-stranded sequences can result from replication of RNA viruses, from tran

scription of repetitive sequences, or from longer regions of some natural mRNAs . These 
double-stranded RNAs are processed into single-stranded , inhibitory RNAs (RNAi) which 
then act to silence expression from their target m.RNAs. 

The processing pathway for these RNAs is shown in Figure 5.18 . A double-stranded 
RNA-specific RNase (a member of the RNase III family) first processes the double-stranded 
RNA to a smaller doub le-stranded species that is exported from the nucleus. Once it is in 
the cytoplasm , the double-stranded RNA is further processed by another RNase III termed 
Dicer to form a small double-stranded RNA about 21 base pairs long. Then the double
stranded RNA is unwound by a protein complex called RNA-induced silencing complex 
(RISC) or micro-RNA - protein {rniRNP). In either case, one strand of the RNA duplex is 
selected, almost always the one that is complementary to the mRNA target . Then the protein
bound small RNA base pairs bind to the mRNA , causing one of two events. If there is 
perfect complementarity (the RNA is termed small inhibitory RNA [siRNA]), the enzymes 
of the RISC comp lex cleave the mRNA strand . If there is imperfect complementarity (the 
RNA is termed micro-RNA [mi.RNA]), the mi-RNP represses mRNA translation by base 
pairing of the miRNA with the mRNA. RNA interference is efficient because one RISC
siRNA complex can cleave many mRNA molecules, and translational repression may lead 
to mRNA degradation . Recent research suggests that miRNAs may regulate the expression 
of as many as one-third of all mammalian genes, and the involvement of noncoding RNAs 
in heterochromatin formation implies that they may regulate transcription as well as trans
lation . Clin. Corr . 5.7 discusses the involvement of microRNAs in oncogenesis. 

5.7 • TRANSCRIPTION -COUPLED DNA REPAIR 

A chemical lesion in DNA affects gene expression only if the altered sequence is transcribed. 
Sequences that aren't expressed will not lead to an observed mutation. It makes sense, 
therefore, that the repair of DNA would be targeted to sequences that are actively being 
transcribed . This coupling of transcription and repair occurs because DNA lesions (such as 
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Figure 5.18 Effects of small inhibitory RNAs on 
eukaryotic mRNA metabolism. Double-stranded 
RNA, for example , from replication of RNA 
viruses (top left) , or from hairpins in long RNA 
transcripts (top right) is processeo by the Dicer 
enzyme into short double-strande<l RNAs. On e 
strand is complementary to mRNA and base-pairs 
with it, aided either by ruse (left pathway ) or the 
miRNP complex (right pathway). RISC cleaves 
mRNA at the double- stranded region, whereas 
miRNP base pai ring stops tran slation of the 
mRNA. 
Redrawn from Meister, G. , and T uschl, T., Natu re 
431 :343, 2004. 
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Involvement of MicroRNAs in Oncogenesis 

MicroRNAs (rniRNAs) reduce expression of their rarget genes by 
binding mRNAs and thus either inhibiting their translation or trig
gering their destruction (Figure 5.18). Approximately 30% of all hu 
man mRNAs are potentially regulated by miRNAs. Since cancer is 
caused by deranged gene expression, it seems logical chat the rniRNA 
pathway would be involved in oncogenesis. This hypothesis has been 
supported by a number of observations. (1). Genes of rniRNA fami
lies are often deleted in human cancer cell lines. (2) Conversely, some 
B-cell lymphomas are characterized by amplified ONA sequences 
chat specify miRNAs. (3) The let-7 miRNA interacts with several 
oncogenes. Reduction of let-7 miRNA is correlated with poor prog
nosis of nonsmall cell lung cancer (NSCLC) . Conversely, in a mouse 
model of NSCLC, functional let-7 transgenes reduce the oncogenic 

phenotype. (4) Several miRNAs inactivate the p53 pathway, which 
triggers apoprosis in response co genetic damage. 

These and similar data have led co a working model of the roles 
of rniRNAs in the development of cancers (see figure). Although 
the model is incomplete, it points co the possibility of therapies th.at 
would target this new regulatory mechanism. 

Garzon, R., and Croce, C. M. MicroRNAs in normal and malignanc hemaco
poeisis. Curr. Opin. HematoL 15:352, 2008; Kumar, M. S., Erkdand, S. ]., Pesrer, 
R. E., Chen, D. Y., ec al. Suppression of non-small ceU lung rumor development 
by the let-7 microRNA family. Proc. Natl. Acttd. Sci. USA 105:3903, 2008; and 
Papagiannakopoulis, T., and Kosik, K. S. MicroRNAs: regularors of oncogenesis 
and sremness. Biomedical Centra!Medicine6: 15, 2008 . (htrp://www.biomedcencral. 
com/1741 -7015/6/15.) 
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T he progress ion of a normal cell to a metastatic cancer phenotype is regulated in part by specific 
microRNA species. An arrow means that a microRNA positivdy regulates the transition to a different 
srage, whereas a line ending in a bar means that the miRNA negatively regulates the transition. 
Figure generously supplied by D r. Phillip Sharp, Koch Institute for Integrative Cancer Research, M.l .T. 

cycloburane dimers; p. 165) that occur on the template strand cause RNA polymerase II to 
stall. Stalled RNA polymerase provides a signal t0 the excision-repair systems to remove the 
altered sequences and resynthesize the correct one. Obviously, chis cannot occur with the 
bulky RNA polymerase bound to the DNA , so the stalled transcript is sacrificed. A deficiency 
in transcription -coupled repair is a hallmark of Cockayne syndrome (Clin. Corr . 5.8) . 

5.8 • NUCLEASES AND RNA TURNOVER 

The different roles of RNA and DNA in genet ic expression are reflected in their metabol ic 
fates. A cell's informat ion store (DNA) must be presecved, thus the mult iple DNA repair 
and editing systems in the nucleus . Although individual stretches of nucleotides in DNA 
may rum over, the molecule as a whole is metabolically inen when not replicating. RNA 
molecules, on the other hand, are indiv idually dispensable and can be replaced by newly 
synthesized species of the same specificity. It is no surprise that RNA repair systems are not 
known . Insread, defective RNAs are removed from cells by degradation into nucleotides, 
which chen are reused for new RNA species. 
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Cockayne Syndrome 

Cockayne syndrome (CS) (OMIM 216400) is a complex autosomal 
recessive disorder most commonly caused by a mutation in one of two 
genes. CS patiencs have developmental and neurological disorders, 
skeletal and retinal abnormalities, and a birdlike facial dysmorphia. 
Death usually results by the age of 20 years and is caused by neural 
degeneration . Most Cockayne syndrome patients also are photosensi
tive and predisposed to skin cancer. This photosensitivity points to 
a defect in DNA repair. For example, xeroderma pigmentosu.m (XP) 
results from mutations in a number of components of the DNA re
pair pathway. CS also is a DNA repair deficiency. 

There are two genes whose mutation causes most cases of Cockayne 
syndrome; both are known to be involved in the repair of DNA dam
age. CSB encodes a DNA-dependent ATP helicase related to proteins 
involved in chromatin remodeling. CSA is an E3 ubiquitin ligase ap
parently involved in turnover of proteins. The CSA and CSB proteins 
cooperate with other DNA repair proteins to clear away the stalled 
RNA polymerase and transcripts and repair the damaged template. 
Afrer repair, new transcription initiation can occur at the promoter, 
or other RNA polymerase II molecules that are stalled behind the le
sion can proceed with accurate transcription. 

Transcription-coupled repair occurs when RNA polymerase is stalled 
by encountering an altered base (for example, a thymine photodimer). 

Transcription is halted, the partial transcript is degraded, and the tem
plate DNA strand is repaired. Apparently, enhancement of cranscription 
by the CSB protein also stimulates cranscription-coupled DNA repair. 

If this were all to the story, Cockayne syndrome would be a 
variant of xeroderma pigmentosum; however, XP patients are de
velopmentally and neurologically normal while still being photo
sensitive. What causes the ocher features of CS? It is likely that 
these other symptoms are due to a primary deficiency in transcrip
tion elongation caused by the mutationally altered elongation fac
tor CSB. This idea expands our understanding of the relationship 
between mutation and disease. Usually, genetic diseases are caused 
by a mutation in biochemical processes that are outside the central 
information pathways of cells. This makes sense because overall 
inhi bition of DNA , RNA, or protein synthesis would be lethal at 
an early stage of development. The widespread defects of CS must 
be due to the mutation affecting the transcription of some genes 
more than of others. 

Cinerio, E., Vermeulen, W., and Hoeijmakers, J. H. J. Transcriptional healing. 
Ce/1101:447, 2000; D 'Errico, M., et al. The role of CSA in the response ro oxida
tive DNA damage in human cells. Oncogene26:4336, 2007; and Laine, J. P., and 
Egly, J.M. When transcription and repair meer: a complex syscem. TrendJ Ge~t. 
22:430, 2006. 

This is clearest for mRNA species, which are relatively unstab le. However, even the 
so-called st.able RNAs turn over; for example , the half-life of tRNA species in liver is about 
5 days. A fairly long half-life for a mammalian mRNA is 30 h. 

RNA degradation occurs both in the nucleus and in the cytop lasm. In the nucleus, 
degradation accomplishes two overlapping functions. First , it serves as quality control so 
that RNAs that result from incorrect transcription or processing are prevented from getting 
out of the nucleus. Secondly, RNAs in ribonucleoprotein particles turn over, especially 
during the cell cycle. RNAs are decapped by a nuclear enzyme and degraded in the 3' to 5' 
direction by the exosome, a multienzyme complex. 

Cytoplasmic Messenger RNA Turnover Is Coupled 
to Translation 

Removal ofRNAs from the cytoplasm is accomplished by cellular ribonucleases . Messenger 
RNAs are initially degraded in the cytoplasm . The rates vary for different mRNA species, 
raising the possibility of control by differential degradation . 

Two examples of the role of RNA stability in gene contro l illustrate how the stability of 
mRNA influences gene expression. T ubulin is the major component of the microtubules of the 
cyroskeleton of many cell types. When there is an excess of tubulin in the cell, the monomeric 
protein binds to and promotes degradation of tubulin mRNA, thereby reducing cubulin syn
thesis. A second example is provided by Herpes simplex viruses (HSVs), the agent causing cold 
sores and some genital infections. An early event in the establishment ofHSV infection is the 
ability of the virus ro destabilize all cellular mRNA molecules, thereby reducing the competi
tion for free ribosomes. As a result, viral proteins are more efficiently translated. 

Nucl eases are of several types and specificities . The most useful distinction is between 
exonucleases, which degrade RNA from the 5' - or 3' -end, and endonucleases , which cleave 
phosphodiester bonds within a molecule . Products of RNase action contain either 3' - or 
5 ' -terminal phosphates , and both endo- and exonucleases can be further characterized by 
the position (5 ' or 3') at which the monophosphate created by the cleavage is located. 
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Figure 5.19 Two pathways for mRNA decay. 
Both pathways begin with the shortening of the 
poly(A) caiJ of the rnRNA. The deadenylated 
rnRNA is then degraded by either decapping 
followed by 5 ' - 3' decay (left) or the 3 '- 5' pathway 
by the exosome and the SKI complex (right). 
Adapted from Eulalio , A., Behm-Ansmant, I., 
and lzaurralde, E. Nature Rev. MoL Cell Biol 8:9, 
2007. 
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Another 3' - 5' exonuclease activity involved in RNA degradation is polynucleotide phos
photylase. Its mechanism for RNA degradation uses inorganic phosphate to displace the phos
phodiester bond at the 3' -end of RNA, yielding a shorter RNA and a nucleotide diphosphate. 

The structure of RNA can affect nuclease action . MoSt ribonucleases are less efficient 
on regions of highly ordered RNA strueture. Thus, tRNAs are preferentially cleaved in 
unpaired regions of the sequence, and the exosome prefers unstructured or misfolded RNA 
substrates. On the other hand, many RNases involved in RNA processing require the sub
strate to have a defined three-dimensional structu re for recognition. 

Cyt0p lasmic mRNAs can be degraded by several overlapping pathways (Figure 5. 19). 
The mRNA degradation machinery is commonly found in P-bodies, which are subcellular 
granules that contain a host of mRNA-metabolizing enzymes, including those for degrada
tion. Most commonly , the 3' poly(A) tail of mRNA is shortened primarily by exonuclease 
digestion . This deadenylation is inhibited by poly(A)-binding protein(s) . Then the cap is 
removed by a specialized decapping enzyme, which is also inhibited by poly(A)-binding 
protein . Decapped RNA is the substrate for a 5'- 3' exonuclease that degrades the RNA to 
nucleotides. An alternative pathway involves deadenylation and 3' - 5' exonucleolytic deg
radation by cytoplasmic exosomes of mRNAs that still retain their cap (Figure 5.19). 

Nonsense-mediated decay eliminates mRNAs that are incapable of making a comp lete 
protein . Nothing is perfect. Whereas transcription and processing use cellular energy to 
keep the frequency of mistakes low, they still occur. Since each mRNA is translated into 
multiple proteins, an incorrectly processed mRNA would both waste the energy required 
for translation and lead to misfolded proteins, which could trigger inflammation or more 
severe pathologies , as in the formation of amyloid plaques in Alzheimer disease. 

A misprocessed or rnistranscribed RNA would have a high probability of carrying chain
terminating (nonsense) codons. Premature nonsense codons trigger mRNA destruction, a pro
cess termed nonsense-mediated decay (NMD) . During the firsr (pioneer) round of translation, 
any premature termination codon is recognized by termination factors. This complex recruits 
other factors which signal mRNA destruction and send the defecrive mRNA to the P body. 
The surveillance mechanism is able to diStinguish berween premature and correct nonsense 
codons because the former occur upsrream of (5' to) intron-exon junctions of the mRNA 
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Multip le-Choice Questions 

1. In eukaryotic transcription, 
A. RNA polymerase does not require a template. 
B. all RNA is synthesiud in the nucleolus. 
C. consensus sequences are the only known promoter elemencs. 
D. phosphodiester bond formation is favored because there is pyro

phosphate hydrolysis . 
E. RNA polymerase requires a primer. 
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2. The sigma (a) subunit of prokaryotic RNA po lymerase 
A. is part of che core enzyme. 
B. binds che antibiotic rifampicin. 
C. is inhibited by a-amanitin. 
D. must be present for transcr ipt ion co occur. 
E. specifically recognizes promoter sires. 
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3. Termination of a prokaryotic transcript 
A. is a random process. 
B. requires the presence of the rho subunit of the holoenzyme. 
C. does nor require rho factor if che end of the gene concains a G-C

rich palindrome. 
D. is most cfficienc if there is an A-T-rich segment ac the end of the 

gene. 
E. requires an ATPase in addition co rho faccor. 

4. Eukaryocic transcription 
A. is independent of the presence of upstream consensus 

sequences. 
B. may involve a promoter located within che region transcribed 

rather than upstream. 
C. requires a separate promoter region for each of che three ribosom

al RNAs transcribed. 
D. requires char che encire gene be in che nuclcosome form of chro

matin. 
E. is affected by enhancer sequences only if they are adjacent co the 

promoter . 

5. Processing of transfer RNA (tRNA) 
A. involves cleaving our several different cRNAs from one primary 

transcript. 
B. involves only exonucleases. 
C. cleaves excess bases from che 3' -end afrer che sequence CCA. 
D. cleaves excess bases from either end of the primary cranscripc bur 

noc in the interior of the molecule. 
E. necessitates modificacion of some of che bases by mechylation. 

6. In the cellular rurnover of RNA, 
A. repair is more active than degradation. 
B. regions of extensive base pairing are more suscepcible co 

cleavage. 
C. a small double-stranded region of mRNA could lead co cleavage 

of che mRNA if one strand has perfect complementarity with a 
region of che mRNA. 

D. che producrs are always nucleotides with a phosphate ac the 
5' -OH group. 

E. all species except rRNA are cleaved. 

Quesrions 7 and 8: Fragile X syndrome is a common form of inherited 
mental retardation. The mutation in che disease allows the increase of a 
CGG repeat in a particular gene from a normal of abouc 30 repeats co 
200-1000 repeats. This repeat is normally found in che 5' untranslated 
region of a gene for the protein FMRI. FMRI might be involved in 
che translation of brain-specific mRNAs during brain developmenr. 
The consequence of the very large number of CGG repeacs in the 
DNA is extensive methylation of the entire promoter region of che 
FMRI gene. 

7. Mechylarion of bases in DNA usually 
A. facilitates the binding of transcription faccors to che DNA. 
B. makes a difference in activity only if it occurs in an enhancer 

region. 
C. prevenrs chromatin from unwinding. 
D. inactivates DNA for cranscripcion. 
E. resulrs in increased production of che produce of whatever gene is 

mechylaced. 

8. Transcription of eukaryotic genes requires the presence of a promorer 
and usually the presence of enhancers . An enhancer 
A. is a consensus sequence in DNA located where RNA polymerase 

first binds. 
B. may be located in various places in different genes. 
C. may be on either scrand of DNA in the region of the gene. 
D. functions by binding RNA polymerase. 
E. stimulates transcription in both prokacyotes and eukaryotes. 

Questions 9 and 10: The synthesis of normal adult hemoglobin (HbA) 
requires the coordinated synthesis a-globin and /:J-globin. /:J-Thalassemia 
is a generic disease leading co a deficiency of /:J-globin chains and an in
ability of che blood co deliver oxygen properly. f:J-Thalassemia can result 
from a wide variety of mutations . 

9. All of che following could lead to lack of or nonfunctional /:J-globin 
except 
A. a frameshift mutation leading to premature termination of pro

rein syn thesis. 
B. mutation in che promoter region of che /:J-globin gene. 
C. mutations coward che 3 ' -end of the /:J-globin gene char codes for 

che polyadenylation site. 
D. mutations in che middle of an incron chat is nor ac an A base. 
E. all of che above could lead co chis result. 

IO. One mutation leading co /:J-thalassemia occurs ac a splice junction. 
Which of d1e following statements about removing incrons is correct? 
A. Small nuclear ribonucleoproceins (snRNP) are necessary for 

removing introns. 
B. The consensus sequences at che 5' - and 3' -ends ofintrons are 

identical . 
C. Removal of an incron does noc require metabolic energy . 
D. The exon ac one end of an intron muse always be joined co che 

exon ac irs ocher end. 
E. The nucleoside at che end of che intron first released forms a bond 

wich a 3' -OH group on one of che nucleotides within che intron. 

Questions 11 and 12. Procooncogenes produce produces chat have 
specific roles in regulating growth and differentiation of normal cells. 
Mutations can turn these genes inro oncogenes whose produces are less 
responsive co normal concrol. Unmuraced protein p53, a tumor suppres
sor, is a transcription factor, inhibiting some genes and activating ochers. 
P53 inhibits genes with TATA sequences and activates genes for DNA 
repair. 

11. The TATA sequence 
A. occurs about 25 bp downstream from che scare of cranscription. 
B. binds directly co RNA polymerase. 
C. binds transcription facrors which bind RNA polymerase. 
D. binds p53. 
E. is an enhancer sequence . 

12. Transcription-coupled DNA repair 
A. occurs because a DNA lesion causes che RNA polymerase co seal! 

during cranscripcion. 
B. occurs when a DNA lesion forms in a region of DNA which is 

highly compacted. 
C. leads co a normal transcrip t because transcription continues afrer 

the repair is made. 
D. occurs because both the rem place and coding strands of che DNA 

have lesions. 
E. all of the above. 
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Problems 

13. How does nonsense-mediated decay help prevent the export and 
translation of mRNA that would lead co a shorter, nonfunctional 
protein? 

Answers 

1. D This is an important mechanism for driving reactions. A and B: 
Transcription is directed by DNA, generating rRNA precursors 
in the nucleolus and mRNA and tRNA precursors in nucleoplasm. 
C: Eukaryotic transcription may have internal promoter regions as 
well as enhancers. E: This is a difference from DNA polymerase. 

2. E A, D, and E: The sigma factor is required for correct initiation 
and dissociates from the core enzyme after the first bonds have 
been formed. The core enzyme can transcribe but cannot correctly 
initiate transcription . B and C: Rifarnpicin binds to the /3 ~ubunic, 
and cr-amanitin is an inhibicor of eukaryocic polymerases. 

3. C Rho-independent termination involves secondary scrucrure, which is 
stabiliz.ed by high G-C content. A, B, and E: There is a rho-dependent as 
well as a rho-independent process. Rho is a separate protein from RNA 
polymerase and appears co possess ATPase activity. D: A G-C-rich region 
is required. 

4. B RNA polymerase III uses an internal promoter . A:. RNA polymerase 
II activity involves the TATA and CMT boxes. C: RNA polymerase I 
produces one transcript, which is lacer processed co yield three rRNAs. 
D: Parrs of the promoter are not in a nucleosome. E: Enhancers may 
be as much as 1000 or more bp away. 

5. E Transfer RNAs are the most highly modified nucleic acids. A: 
This occurs with the precursor of rRNAs. B: Boch endo- and exo
nucleases are required . C: CCA are added sequentially by nucleoti
dylrransferase and are not part of the primary transcript. D: There 
may be introns, for example, in the anticodon region, of the primary 
transcript. 

6. C This strand is called siRNA. If the complementarity is imperfect 
(miRNA), trans lation is repressed. A:. There are no RNA repair pro
cesses. B: Most degradative enzymes are less efficient on an ordered 
structure. D: It could be either 3' - or 5' depending on which side the 
phosphodiescer bond is cleaved. E: All RNAs turn over. 

7 . D Methylation-demethylarion of DNA is one form of control, with 
the methylated DNA being inactive for transcription. A and E: These 
would indicate char methylation activates DNA. B: AJrering the en
hancer region could make a difference but alteration of the promoter 
region certainly would. C: Unfo lding of chromatin in this region is 
necessary for transcription but methylation of DNA is not directly 
involved in the process. 

14. a. How could you experimentally determine whether a purified 
preparation of an RNA polymerase is from a prokaryotic or eukary
otic source? 
b. A purified preparation of RNA polymerase is sensitive to inhibi
tion by o:-amanitin at a concentration of 10·8 M. The synthesis of 
what type or types of RNA is inhibited? 

8. B B and C: Enhancer sequences seem to work whether they are 
at the beginning or end of the gene, but they must be on the same 
DNA strand as the transcribed gene. A:. RNA polymerase first binds 
ar the promoter. D: They seem to function by binding proteins 
which themselves bind RNA polymerase. 

9. D Mutation ar either terminus of the intron would lead to a splicing 
error, but a mutation in the middle of the intron shou ld nor. The 
exception would be if the specific mutation site were at the adenosine 
that forms the branch point. A, B, and C: These are all correct. 

10. A snRNPs are responsible both for cleaving the intron at the 5' -end 
and joining the exons together. B: The sequences ar the rwo ends 
of an intron are different: GU ar the 5' -end and AG at the 3' end. 
C: The spliceosome requires ATP to remove the intron. D: Noncon
secutive exons can be joined together, leading co multip le proteins 
from one gene. E: The lariat forms ar a 2' -OH. 

11. C Band C: RNA polymerase does not bind directly to TATA but 
to transcription faccors that bind TATA. A and E: TATA is part of 
the promoter and so upscream from the transcription start. D: p53 
probably binds co the complex formed berween transcription factors 
and TAT A, interfer ing with transcription. 

12. A This signals the excision repair system to repair the lesion. B: 
Repair is targeted to actively transcribed genes where chromatin is 
more loosely organized. C: For repair to occur, RNA polymerase 
must dissociate and the transcript is sacrificed. D: A typical lesion is 
thymine dimers in the template strand. The coding strand is normal 
and aces as the temp late for repair. 

13. A chain termination codon upstream of the lase exon is abnormal . 
When translation scops at such a codon, some exon junction proteins 
still remain. This triggers a specific sec of nucleases to degrade the 
mRNA, preventing its translation. 

14. a. Test the preparation for inhibition by cr-arnanitin at a high concen
tration where eukaryotic RNA polymerases, except for I, are inhibited 
but prokaryotic enzyme is not. If the preparation is nor inhibited by 
the arnanitin, confirm that iris inhibited by rifampicin . It will not 
be possible co distinguish eukaryotic mitochondrial RNA polymerase 
from prokaryotic enzyme because they have the same sensitivity. 
b. RNA polymerase II is sensitive to cr-amanitin at a very low concen
tration so mRNA synthesis would be inhibited. 
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• Protein biosynthes is involves translation of the polynucleotide 
language of genes into the language of proteins . 

codon. The genetic code is termed degenera te and is almos t 
universal. 

Three nucleotide sequences (codons) in mRNA specify a 
single amino acid , the starting point of translation, and 
the termination of the peptide chain . There are 64 possible 
codons and most amino acids are specified by more than one 

Translation is centered on RNA: mRNA transmits the genetic in
formation, tRNA carries amino acids, and ribosomal RNA helps 
shape the ribosome and catalyzes peptide bond formation. Many 
proteins, enzymes, and factors are involved in protein synthesis. 

209 
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Synthesis is from the amino co the carboxyl terminus. At each 
seep, (1) the appropriate amino acid is activated by attachment 
co a tRNA, (2) the aa-tRNA is positioned at the acceptor site 
of the ribosome, (3) the nascent peptide chain is coupled co the 
new amino acid by peptidyl cransferase, and (4) the elongated 
peptidyl-tRNA is moved co the donor site of the ribosome. 

• Translation is highly regulated, at both individual protein and 
global levels. Posttranslational and cotra nslational modifica-

cion of proteins is common and can affect protein shape, 
function, localization in the cell, export from the cell, and 
lifetime . 
Folding of a protein into ics final conformation is spontaneous 
or assisted by protein chaperones. 

• Mechanisms exist for degradation of proteins no longer needed, 
misfolded, damaged, or incomplete . The proceasome is an im
portant but not exclusive degradation center. 

6.1 • INTRODUCTION 

Protein biosynchesis is called translation because it involves the biochemical translation of 
genetic information, sto red and transmitted in the 4-letter alphabet and structural language 
of DNA , into the 20-letter alphabet and stru ctural language of proteins . Tran slation is cen
tered on multiple functions of RNA: messenger RNA transmits the genetic information, 
transfer RNA carries amino acids and decodes the message, ribosomal RNA catalyzes pep
tide bond formation and makes up the core of the assembly bench, and very small RNAs 
are important regulators of the process. 

Cells vary in their need and ability co synthesize proteins . Term inally differentiated 
red blood cells lack the apparatus for translation and have a life span of only 120 days. 
Other cells synthesize proteins they need to maintain concentrations of enzymes and other 
proteins. Growing and dividing cells must synthesize much larger amouncs of protein, and 
some cells also produce proteins for export. For example, liver cells are protein factories that 
synthesize enzymes used in multiple metabolic pathways plus proteins for export including 
serum albumin , the major protein of blood plasma. 

6.2 • COMPONENTS OF THE 
TRANSLATIONAL APPARATUS 

Messenger RNA Transmits Information Encoded in DNA 

Genetic information is inherited and stored as nucleotide sequences of DNA Selective 
expression of this information requires its transcription into mRNA that carries a specific and 
precise message from the nuclear "data bank" co the cytoplasmic site of protein synthesis. 

In eukaryotes mRNAs are usually synthesized as larger precursor molecules that are 
processed prior co their export from the nucleus (p. 196). Eukaryotic mRNA is almost 
always monocistronic; that is, it encodes a single polypeptide. The 5' -end is capped with 
7-methylguanosine linked through a 5' -triphosphate bridge co the 5 '-end of the mRNA 
(p. 196). A 5'-nomranslated region precedes the translation initiation signal . Usually, but 
not always, this is the first AUG sequence encountered as the message is read 5' ~ 3'. Unin
terrupted 3-nucleocide-long codon sequences that specify a unique polypeptide sequence 
follow the initiation codon until a translation termination codon is reached. This is fol
lowed by a 3' -untranslated sequence (or UTR), usually about 100 nucleotides long, before 
the mRNA terminates in a 100-200 nucleotide long polyadenylate tail. 

Prokaryotic mRNA differs significantly. The 5' -end of the mRNA is not capped but 
it retains a terminal triphosphace from its synthesis by RNA polymerase. Most mRNAs are 
polycistronic; they encode several polypeptides and include more than one initiation AUG 
codon. A ribosome-positioning sequence is located about 10 nucleotides upstream of the AUG 
initiation codon. A UTR follows the termination signal but there is no polyadenylate tail. 

Transfer RNA Is a Bilingual Translator Molecule 

All tRNA molecules have several common structural characteristics including the 3' -terminal 
- CCA sequence to which an amino acid is bound, a conserved "cloverleaf" secondary struc
ture, and an L-shaped tertiary structure (p. 63). However, each of the many tRNA species 
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has a unique nucleotide sequence that allows great specificity in interactions with mRNA 
and with the arninoacyl tRNA symhetase that couples one specific amino acid to it . 

The Genetic Code Uses a Four-Letter Alphabet of Nucleotides 

Genetic information exiscs as linear sequences of nucleotides in DNA , analogous to the linear 
sequence ofletters in these words. The DNA language uses a four-letter alphabet composed 
of two purines, A and G (adenine and guanine), and two pyrimidines, C and T (cytosine and 
thymine) . Information in DNA is selectively transcribed into mRNA in a similar four-letter 
alphabet, but U (uracil) replaces T . T he language of RNA is thus a dialect of the genetic lan
guage of DNA Genetic information is expressed mostly in the form of proteins that derive 
thei r properties from their sequence of arnino acids. In protein biosymhesis the 4-lette r 
language of nucleic acids is translated into the 20-letter language of proteins. Impl icit in the 
language analogy is the directionality of these sequences. By convention, nucleic acid sequences 
are written in a 5' ~ 3' direction and protein sequences from the amino terminus to the car
boxy terminus . These directions correspond in their reading and biosyntheric senses. 

Codons in mRNA Are Three-Letter Words 
A l : l correspondence of bases to amino acids would permit mRNA to encode only four 
different amino acids, while a 2: l correspondence would encode 42 = 16 amino acids. 
Neithe r is sufficient since 20 different amino acids occur in mosc proteins. T he three-letter 
genetic code has 43 = 64 permutations or words; this is also sufficient to encode start and 
stop signals, equivalent to punctuation . The tr iplets are called codons and are customarily 
shown in the form of T able 6.1. Two amino acids are designated by single codons : methio
nine by AUG and tryptophan by UGG . T he rest are designated by two, th ree, four, or six 
codons. Mult iple codons for a single amino acid represent degeneracy in the code. The 
genetic code is nearly universal, since the same code words are used in all organisms. An 
exception to universality occurs in mitochondria , in which a few codons have a different 
meaning than in the cycosol of the same organism (Table 6.2). 

Punctuation 
Four codons act partially or fully as punctua tion. T he start signal, AUG, also specifies 
methion ine. An AUG at an appropriate site in mRNA signifies methionine as the ini
tial, amino-terminal residue. AUG codons later in the mRNA specify meth ionine residues 

TABLE 6.1 • The Genetic Code8 

u C A G 
uuu 

Phe ucu UAU Tyr UGU] u 
uuc ucc UAC UGC Cys C u 
UUA UCA Ser UAA UGA Srop A 
UUG 

Leu 
UCG UAG 

Stop 
UGG Trp G 

cuu CCU CAU His CGU u 
CUC CCC CAC CGC Ar C C CUA Leu CCA Pro CAA CGA g A 
CUG CCG CAG 

Gin 
CGG G 

5' Base 3' Base 

AUU] ACU AAU Asn AGU Ser u 
AUC Ile ACC Th AAC AGC C A 
AUA ACA r AAA AGA A 
AUG Mer ACG AAG 

Lys 
AGG 

Arg 
G 

GUU GCU GAU] GGU u 
G GUC Val GCC Al GAC Asp GGC C 

GUA GCA a GAA GGA Gly A 
GUG GCG GAG Glu GGG G 

' The genetic code comprises 64 codons, which are permucations of four bases taken in threes. Note the 
imporrance of sequence: three bases, each used once per trip let codon , give six permurations: ACG, AGC, 
GAC, GCA , CAG, and CGA, for threonine , serine, asparrate, alanine, glucamine, and arginine, respectively. 

TABLE 6.2 • Nonuniversal Codon 
Usage in Mammalian 
Mitochondria 

Mitochondria l 
Ccdon Usual Code Code 

UGA Termination Tryptophan 

AUA Isoleucine Methionine 

AGA Arginine T erminarion 

AGG Arginine T erminarion 
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Aminoacyl-tRNA Synthetases 

Eukaryotes and some bacteria have the expected 20 aminoacyl-tRNA 
synthecases, but many prokaryoces and acchae lack synthetases for 
glutacninyl-, aspacaginyl-, and sometimes cysteinyl-tRNA forma
tion. Instead, these cRNAs ace formed indirectly. The tRNAs ace 
first aminoacylaced with gluramace, aspaccace, or O-phosphoserine 
by aminoacyl-tRNA synthecases with relaxed specificity for recogni
tion of their cognate tRNA species. The bound amino acids ace then 
converted by aminoacyl-tRNA-dependent modifying enzymes that 
recognize only the appropriate acninoacyl-tRNA. 

Selenocysteine is formed from seryl-tRNASec in a two-step 
process; the serine is phospborylated by a kinase and then con
verted co selenocysteine by a synthase that uses selenophosphate . 
Many proteins that include selenocysteine have an antioxidant 
role in eliminating reactive oxygen species, and elimination of 
the seryl-tRNASec gene is lethal. 

Sheppard, K., Yuan, J., Hohn, M. J., Jester, B., et al. From one amino acid roan
other: tRNA-dependent amino acid biosynchesis. NucL Acids Rel. 36: 18 I 3, 2008. 
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Figure 6.1 Codon-an ticodon interactions. 
Interactions between (a) the AUG (methionine ) 
codon and its CAU ancicodon and (b) the 
CAG (glutamine) codon and a CUG anticodon 
show that base pairing of mRNA with tRNA is 
anti parallel. 

within the protein. Three codons , VAG, UAA, and VGA, are stop signals that specify no 
amino acid and are termination codons or, less appropriately, nonsense codon s. 

The VGA codon has an additional function, coding for selenocysteine (sec) in at least 
25 human proteins. Selenocysteinyl-tRNA is synthesized from a specific seryl-tRNA(sec) ser 

(A Closer Look 6.1) and selenocysteine is incorporated on ly if the VGA codon occurs in 
a sec-insertion sequence, a defined stem-loop strueture in mRNA. A specific elongation 
factor (eEFSec) and a selenocysteine insertion binding protein (SBP2) are also required. 

Codon-Anticodon Interactions Permit Reading of mRNA 

Trans lation of the codons of mRNA involves their interaction with complementary anti
codon sequences in tRNA. Each tRNA species carries a unique amino acid, and each has 
a specific anticodon triplet . Like base pairing in DNA , codon-anticodon base pairing is 
antiparallel, as shown in Figure 6.1. Codons are read in a sequential, non-overlapping 
reading frame. Anticodon and amino acid-acceptor sites are at opposite ends of the 
L-shaped tRNA molecule (p. 63) . The tRNA , conceptually and physically, bridges the gap 
between the nucleotide sequence of the ribosome-bound mRNA and the site of protein 
assembly on the ribosome. 

Since 61 codons designate 20 amino acids, it might seem necessary to have exactly 61 
different tRNA species. This is not the case. Many amino acids are carried by more than 
one tRNA species, but variation from standard base pairing is also common in codon 
anticodon interactions . Many degenerate codons can be read by more than one tRNA 
(but always one carrying the correct amino acid). A frequent anticodon nucleotide is ino
sinic acid (I), the nucleotide ofhypoxanthine, which base-pairs with V, C, or A. Modified 
nucleotides at or beside the first nucleotide of the anticodon in many tRNA species also 
modulate codon - anticodon interactions. The wobble hypoth esis permits less stringent 
base pairing between the first position of the anticodon and the degenerate (third) position 
of the codon. Wobble base pairing rules are shown in Table 6.3. If the wobble rules are fol
lowed, the 61 nonpunctuation codons could be read by 3 1 tRNA molecules, but most cells 
have 50 or more tRNA species. Some codons are read more efficiently by one anticodon 
than another. Not all codons or codon pairs are used equally; some are used very rarely. 
Examination of many mRNA sequences shows that different organisms preferentially use 
different codons to generate similar polypeptide sequences. 

"Breaking" the Genetic Code 
The genetic code (see Table 6. 1, p.6 11) was determined before DNA or RNA sequencing 
was possible. Code-breaking experimenrs used simple synthetic mRNAs to provide insight 
into how proteins are encoded . 

Polynucleotide phosphorylase catalyzes the template-independent reaction . 

xNDP H polynucleotide (pN)x + xP; 
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where NDP is any nucleoside 5'-diphosphate. With UDP a polymer of U, poly(U), is 
formed. In vitro protein synthesis with poly(U) as mRNA generates polyphenylalanine. 
Similarly, poly(A) encodes polylysine and poly(C) polyproline. An mRNA with a random 
sequence of only U and C produces polypeptides that contain not only proline and phe
nylalanine as predieted, but also serine (from UCU and UCC) and Leucine (from CUU 
and CUC). Degeneracy in the code and the complexity of produas made experiments 
with random sequence mRNAs difficult to interpret, but mRNAs of defined sequence can 
be transcribed from simple repeating synthetic DNAs. Thu s poly(AU), transcribed from 
a repeating poly(dAT), produces only a repeating copolymer oflle-Tyr-Ile-Tyr, read from 
successive triplets AUA UAU AUA UAU, and so on. Poly(CUG) contains possible codons 
CUG for Leu, UGC for Cys, and GCU for Ala, each repeating itself once the reading 
frame has been set. Initiation is random in these experiments , so three homopolypeptides 
are produced: polyleucine, polycysteine, and polyalanine. A perfect poly(CUCG) produces 
a polypeptide with the sequence (-Leu-Ala-Arg-Ser-) whatever the initiation point. The se 
relationships, summarized in Table 6.4, show codons to be triplets read in exact sequence, 
without overlap or omission. 

Other experiments used synthetic trinucleotide codons as minimal messages. No pro
teins were made, but ribosome binding of only one amino acid (as a tRNA conjugate) was 
stimulated by a given codon. The meaning of each possible codon was later verified by 
determination of mRNA sequences. 

Mutations 
Understanding the genetic code and how it is read provides a basis for understanding the nature 
of mutations. A mutation is simply a heritable change in a gene. Point mutations involve a 
change in a single base pair in the DNA, and thus a single base in the corresponding mRNA 
If this change occurs in the third position of a degenerate codon, there may be no change in 
the amino acid specified (e.g., UCC to UCA Still codes for serine). Such silent mutations are 
commonly seen in comparison of genes for similar proteins, for example hemoglobins from 
different species, so they are usually without elfeet. (For an exception, see Clin. Corr. 6.1.) 

Missense mutations arise from a base change that causes incorporation of a differ
ent amino acid in a protein (Clin. Corr. 6.2). Point mutations can also form or destroy a 
termination codon and thus change the length of a protein. Formation of a termination 
codon from one that encodes an amino acid is a non sense mutation ; it results in premature 
termination and a truncated protein (Clin. Corr. 6.3). Mutation of a termination codon 
to one for an amino acid allows the message to be read through until another stop codon is 
encountered. The result is a Larger than normal protein. This phenomenon is the basis of 
several disorders (Table 6.5 and Corr. Clin. 6.4). 

Insertion or deletion of a single nucleotide within the coding region of a gene results in 
a frameshift mutation. The reading frame is altered at that point and subsequent codons 
are read in the new context until a termination codon is reached. Table 6.6 illustrates chis 
phenomenon . The significance of reading frame selection is underscored by a phenomenon 
in some very small viruses in which the size of the virus Limits the amount of DNA it con
tains. As compensation, a single segment of DNA encodes different polypeptides that are 
translated using different reading frames. An example is the tumor-causing simian virus 
SV40 (Figure 6.2) . HN and some other viruses rely on frameshifting during translation to 
generate different proteins from a single message (Clin. Corr. 6.5). 

TABLE 6.4 • Polypeptide Products of Synthetic mRNAs" 

mRNA 

-(AU)n-

-(CUG).-

-AVA 
-CUG 

-'uGC 

-GCU 

CUC 

Co@n Sequence 

UAU AVA 
~ CUG 

~ UGC 

~ GCV 

~ CGC 

"The horizontal brackets accenr the reading frame. 

UAU-.______, 

9:!:Q-

~-
GCU-.___.. 

~ 

Products 

-(Jle-Tyr),J~ 

-(Leu).-

-(Cys)n-

-(Ala)n-

-{Leu-Ala-Arg-Ser) n/~ 

TABLE 6.3 • Wobble Base-Pairing 
Rules 

3' Cod;m Base 

A 

C 

G 

u 

5' Anticod1m 
Bases Possible 

U or I 

G or J 

CorU 

Aor G or I 
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Silent Mutations May Not Be Silent: (1) Hutchinson-Gilford Progeria Syndrome and 
(2) Multidrug Resistance 1 Gene 

Single nucleotide polymorphisms, in which one nucleotide is changed 
from that in the normal gene, can be detected by DNA analysis. 
When a polymorphism in a coding region of the gene does not alter 
the amino acid encoded by the affected codon, it is considered a silent 
mutation . Nevertheless, there may be significant consequences. 

Hutchinson-Gilford progeria syndrome is a very rare disorder charac
terized by extreme premature aging; children remain small and suffer hair 
and hearing loss, osteoporosis, cardiovascular disease, and other maladies 
of old age. Mose die of myocardial infarctions in their early teens. In 90% 
of cases a change from GGC to GGT in codon 608 of the Jamin A gene 
would be expected co be silent, since glycine is specified in each case. 
However, a cryptic splice site is activated, resulting in a La.min A protein 
with an internal deletion of 50 amino acids and which is not properly 
processed. l.amin A is a component of the nuclear membrane; the mu
tant protein disrupcs the membrane and somehow resulcs in the disease. 
Since the affected children do not reach reproductive age, each case rep
resen cs a new mutation at chis precise spot in one allele of the gene. 

Missense Mutations: Hemoglobinopathies 

The most important missense mutation that affects hemoglobin 
structure occurs in sickle-cell anemia (see Clin. Corrs . 2.4, p. 46, and 
9.6, p. 354). A change from A co U in either the GAA or GAG codon 
for glutamate gives a GUA or GUG codon for valine in the sixth 
position of the /3-chain. Deoxygenated hemoglobin S (HbS) forms 
linear polymers chat cause erythrocytes to adopt a sickle shape when 
oxygen tension is low. Hydroxyurea treatment stimulates synthesis of 
y-chains and thus increases fecal hemoglobin levels; the HbF inter-

Mutations to Form a Terminator Codon 

In Hemoglobin McKees Rocks (OMIM 141900) the UAU or UAC 
codon, normally designating tyrosine in position 145 of /3-globin, is 
mutated to the terminator codon UM or UAG. This shortens the 
/3-globin from ics normal 146 residues co 144 residues. Binding of 2, 
3-bisphosphoglycerate is disrupted and the mutant hemoglobin has 
an unusually high oxygen affinity and decreased oxygen delivery. In 
response, erythropoietin is secreted by the kidney and increased red 
blood cell production produces a polycythemic phenotype. 

Another terminator mutation causes a type of /3 thalassemia. 
Thalassemias are characterized by an imbalance in the stoichiom
etry of a- and /3-globin synthesis . /3-Globin is not synthesized in 
13° thalassemia. As a result, a-globin, unable co associate with /3-
globin to form hemoglobin, accumulates and precipitates in ecy
throid cells. This damages cell membranes, causing hemolytic 

Combinations of two and three silent mutations in the multi
drug resistance 1 (MORI) gene result in proteins with the normal 
sequence but a different conformation and altered drug and inhibitor 
interactions. The change from frequently used codons co rarely used 
codons slows or pauses translation in the affected region and resulcs 
in changed corranslacional folding of the protein. Codon use prefer
ence extends co the frequency of use of adjacent codons chat specify 
the same sequence. Synthetic genes chat used disfavored codon pairs 
to encode poliovirus capsid protein were translated at decreased races, 
even when the individual codons were favored in general. 

Korf, B. Hutchinson-Gilford progeria syndrome, aging, and che nuclear lamina. 
N. Engl J Med. 358: 552, 2008; Kimchi-Sarfacy, C., Oh, J. M., Kim, I., Sauna, 
Z.E., er al. A "silenr» polymorphism in che MDRl gene changes substrate spec
ificicy. Science 315:525, 2007; and Coleman, J. R., Papamichail, D., Skiena, $., 
Fuccher, et al. Virus arcenuacion by genome-scale changes in codon pair bias. 
Science320:1784, 2008. 

feres in HbS polymerization. A second common hemoglobinopathy 
is hemoglobin C disease, in which a change from G to A in a GAA or 
GAG codon for glutamate results in an AAA or AAG codon for lysine 
in the sixth position of the /3-globin. Hundreds of other hemoglobin 
missense mutations are known. 

Plarr, 0.$. Hydroxyurea for che treatment of sickle cell anemia. N. Engl. J. Med. 
358:1362, 2008. 

anemia and stimulation of erythropoiesis. One variety of 13° tha
lassemia, common in Southeast Asia, results from a termination 
mutation at codon 17 of /3-globin; the normal AAG codon that 
designates a lysyl residue becomes a UAG stop codon; no useful 
/3-globin sequence is synthesized, and /3-globin is absent . /3-Glob
in mRNA levels are also depressed, probably through the process 
called nonsense-mediated decay. 

Winslow, R. M., Swenberg, M. L., Gross, E., Chervenick, P. A., er al. Hemo
globin McKees Rocks (ai/32

145 ryr-> «rm). A human nonsense murarion leading co 
a shortened /3-cbain. J. Clin. Invest. 57:n2, 1976; Chang, J.C., and Kan, Y. W. 
/3-Thalassemia: A nonsense murarion in man. Proc. NarL ActUi. Sci. USA 76:2886, 
1979; and Rehwinkel, J., Raes, J., and lzaurralde, E. Nonsense-mediated mRNA 
decay: T arger genes and functional diversification of effectors. Trends Biochem. 
Sci. 131:639, 2006. 
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TABLE 6.5 • "Read Through " Mutations in Termination Codons Produce 
Abnormally Long a -Globin Chains 

a-Codon Amino a-Globin Length 
Hemoglobin 142 Acid 142 (R.esidues) 

A UAA 141 

Constant Spring CAA Gluramine 172 

lcaria AAA Lysine 172 

Seal Rock GAA Glutamate 172 

KoyaDora UCA Serine 172 

a-Thalassemia (OMIM 604131) 

There are two expressed a-globin genes on each chromosome 16. 
Many instances of a-thalassemia arise from deletion of two, three, or all 

four a-globin genes; clinical severity increases with the number of genes 

deleted. In contrast, the disorders summarized in Table 6.5 are forms 

of a-thalassemia that arise from abnormally long a-globin molecules. 

These replace normal a-globin and are present only in small amouncs 

because of a decreased rate of synthesis or, more likely, from an in

creased rate of breakdown of the abnormal a-glob in. The normal stop 

codon, UM, mutates co any of four sense codons with resultant place

ment of four different amino acids at position 142. Normal a-globin 

is 141 residues long, but the four abnormal a-globins are 172 residues 

long because a triplet of nucleotides in the normally untranslated region 

of the mRNA becomes a termination codon at position 173. Elongated 

globin chains can also result from frameshifc mutations or insertions. 

Weatherall, D. J., and Oegg, J. B. The a-chain termination murams and their rela
tionship co the a-chalassernias. Philo1. Tram. R Soc. B [London] 271:411, 1975. 

TABLE 6.6 • A Frameshift Mutation Produces Hemoglobin Wayne8 

Position 137 138 139 140 141 142 143 144 145 146 147 

• Thr • Ser • Lys • Tyr - Arg Normal a-globin sequence 

Normal a-globin codon sequence -~-~- AAA-~-~-~-~-~-~-~-~ 
/I/II/II/II/II/II/II/II/II/ 

Wayne a-globin codon sequence • ACP • UCA • AAU • ACC - GUU • AAG • CUG • GAG • CCU • CGG -II!:EJ 
Wayne a-globin amino acid sequence • Thr • Ser - Asn -T hr 

"The base deletion causing the frameshifr is encircled. The stop codons are boxed. 
P = A, G, U, or C. 

- Val • Lys 

Figure 6.2 Genome of simian virus 40 (SV40). SV40 DNA , shown in red, is a double-srranded circle 
of slighdy more than 5000 base pairs that encodes all information needed for viral survival and replication 
within a host cell. It shows extremely efficient use of the protein-coding potential of a genome. VPl , 
VP2, and VP3 are Structural proteins of the virus; VP2 and VP3 are translated from different initiation 
points to the same carboxyl terminus. VP I is translated in a different reading &ame: Its N-terminal section 
overlaps the VP2/VP3 genes but its amino acid sequence in the overlapping segment is different from 
that ofVP2 and VP3. Two proteins, the large T and small t rumor antigens, promote transformation of 
infected cells. They are encoded in a common mRNA precursor and have identical N-terrninal sequences, 
but the C-terminal part of small t protein is encoded by a segment of mRNA that is spliced out of the 
large T message, and the carboxyl-terminal sequence oflarge T is encoded in RNA that follows termination 
of small t. The DNA replication origin (ori) is outside of coding regions. 

-Leu -G lu • Pro -Arg 
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Programmed Frameshifting in 
Biosynthesis of HIV Proteins 

Maintaining the reading frame during 
translation is central to fidelity of trans
lation. Yet many retroviruses, including 
the AIDS virus HIV, use mRNA slippage 
and a change in reading frame to generate 
different proteins from the same messen
ger. A single mRNA, designated gag-pol, 
encodes two polyproteins that overlap by 
about 200 nucleotides and are in differ
ent reading frames. The gag polyprotein 
is translated from the initiation codon to 
an in-frame termination codon near the 
gag-pol junction ; gag polyprotein is cleaved 
to generate several structural proteins of 
the virus. However, about 5% of the time 
a one-nucleotide frameshift occurs within 
the overlapping segment of mRNA and the 
termination codon is bypassed because it is 
no longer in the reading frame. A gag-pol 
fusion polyprotein is produced; proteolytic 
cleavage of the pol polyprotein produces 
the viral reverse transcriptase and other 
proteins needed in virus reproduction . 
(See Clin . Corrs. 4.2, p. 144, and 13.3, 
p. 523.) 

Jacks, T., Power, M. D., Masiarz, F. R , Luciw, P.A., 
et al Characceriucion of ribosomal frameshifcing in 
HIV-1 gag-pol expression. Nature331:280, 1988. 

Aminoacylation of Transfer RNA Activates Amino Acids for 
Protein Synthesis 

Amino acids must be activatedby linkage to their appropriate tRNA carriers before they can 
be inco rporated into proteins . This two-step process is catalyz.ed by a family of amino acyl
tRNA synthetases , each of which is specific for a single amino acid and its appropriate 
tRNA species. The reactions are normally written as follows: 

HR O r HR O ] 

H- ~ - 6 H- ! - oH +ATP + E F LH- ~- 6H - !- AMP. E + PP; (1) 

I HR O J HR 0 

LH- ~- 6H - ~ - AMP. E + tRNA F H-~ -J H-!- tANA +AMP+ E (2) 

Sum: 
H R O H R 0 
I I II I I II 

H- N- CH- C- OH +ATP+ tRNA ~ H- N- CH- C- tRNA + AMP + PP; 

Brackets surrounding the aminoacyl-AMP - enzyme complex indicate that it is a tran
sient , enzyme-bound intermediate . The aminoacyladenylate, a mixed acid anhyd ride with 
carboxyl and phosphoryl components, is a high-energy intermediate. The aminoacyl ester 
linkage in tRNA is lower in energy than in arninoacyl-adenylate, but still higher than in 
the carboxyl group of the free amino acid. Pyrophosphatases cleave the pyrophosphate 
that is produced and the equilibrium is strongly shifted toward formation of aminoacyl
tRNA. From the viewpoint of precision in translation , the amino acid, which had only 
its side chain (R group) to distinguish it, becomes linked to a large, complex, and easily 
recognized carrier. 

Specificity and Fidelity of Aminoacylation Reactions 
Almost all cells contain 20 different aminoacyl-tRNA synthetases, each specific for one 
amino acid, and at most a small family of carrier tRNAs for that amino acid (see A Closer 
Look 6.1 for exceptions). Since codon - anticodon interactions define the amino acid to 
be incorporated, a misacylated tRNA will cause an error in the protein . Correct selection 
of both tRNA and amino acid by the synthetase is therefore central to fidelity in transla
tion. Aminoacyl-tRNA synthetases share a common mechanism and many occur within 
the cell in multiprotein complexes. Nevertheless , they are a diverse group of proteins that 
may contain one, two, or four identical subunics or pairs of dissimilar subunits. Separate 
structural domains can be involved in aminoacyl-adenylate formation , tRNA recognition, 
and, if it occurs, subunit interactions. Each enzyme is capable of almost error-free forma
tion of correcc aminoacyl-tRNA combinations. Some amino acids are easily recognized by 
their bulk (e.g., tryptophan) or lack of bulk (glycine) or by positive or negative charges on 
the side chains (e.g., lysine and glutamate). Others are much more difficult to discriminate. 
For example, recognition of valine rather than th reonine or isoleucine by the valyl-tRNA 
synthetase is difficult since the side chains differ by either an added hydroxyl or single 
methylene group . 

The amino acid recognition and activation sites of each enzyme have great specificity, 
but sometimes misrecognition does occur. An additional proofreading step increases dis
crimination by many (but not all) aminoacyl-tRNA synthetases. This most often occurs 
through hydrolysis of the arninoacyladenylate intermediate , with the release of amino 
acid and AMP. Valyl-tRNA synthetase efficiently hydrolyses threonyl-adenylate , and it 
hydrolyses isoleucyl-adeny!ate in the presence of bound (but not aminoacylated) tRNA va1_ 

Alternatively , misacylated tRNA is recognized and deacylated. Valyl-, phenylalanyl-, and 
isoleucyl-tRNA synthetases deacylate tRNAs that have been mischarged with th reonine, 
tyrosine , and valine, respeetively. The net result is an average level of misacylation of one 
in 104 to 105. 
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Each syntherase must also correctly recognize one to several tRNA species that can 
carry the same amino acid, while rejecting incorrect tRNA species. Thi s may be simp ler 
than selection of a single amino acid. However, recall the conformational similarity and 
common sequence elements of all tRNAs (p. 216). Different synthetases recognize differ
ent elements of tRNA structure. Usually multiple structural elements contribute to recog
nition, but many of these elements are not absolute determinants. One expected element 
of tRNA recognition is the anticodon. In the case of tRNA me,, changing the anticodon 
alters recognition by the syntherase. In other insrances, this is only partly rrue, and some
times the anticodon is nor a recognition determinant. This is shown by suppressor muta
tions that suppress the expression of classes of nonsense mutations. A point mutation in 
a glutamine (CAG) codon produces a termination (UAG) codon that causes premature 
termination of the encoded protein. A second suppressor mutation in the anticodon of a 
tRNAryr, in which the normal GUA ancicodon is changed to CUA, allows "read through" 
of rhe termination codon . The initial mutation is suppressed and a nearly normal protein 
is made, with the affected gluramine replaced by tyrosine. Arninoacylation of the mutant 
tRNAryr with tyrosine shows that in this case the anticodon does nor determine syntherase 
specificity. 

Other tRNA-identification features may include elements of the acceptor stem and 
parts of the variable loop or the D-stem- loop. In E coli tRNA al•, the primary recogni
tion characteristic is a G3-U70 base pair in the acceptor stem; even if no other changes in 
the tRNA ala occur, any variation at this position destroys its acceptor ability with alanine
tRNAala synthetase. The X-ray structure of glutaminyl syntherase-tRNA complex shown 
in Figure 6.3 shows binding at the concave tRNA surface, which is typical and compatible 
with the biochemical observations. 

Ribosomes Are Machines for Protein Biosynthesis 

Ribosomes are complex ribonucleoprotein particles that provide a workbench and cata
lytic basis for prote in synthesis. They are made up of two dissimilar subunits, each of which 
contains RNA and many proteins . With one exception, each protein is present in a single 

Figure 6.3 Interaction of a tRNA with its 
aminoacyl-tRNA synthetase. The sugar
phosphate backbone of E. coli glutaminyl-tRNA 
is shown in green and the peptide backbone of 
the glutaminyl-tRNA synthecase in multiple 
colors. The symhetase interacts with the partially 
unwound acceptor seem and the anticodon loop 
of tRNA ATP, shown in red, is within a few 
angstroms of the 3 '-end of tRNA Space-filling 
models of the complex show both molecules as 
solid objects with several sites of direct contact 
Adapted from Perona, J., Rould, M., and Stein, T. 
Biochem. 32:8758, 1993. 
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Ribosome Structure and Function 

TABLE 6.7 • Ribosome Classification and Composition 

Ribosome Source 

Eukaryotes 

Cyrosol 

Mirochondria 
Animals 

Higher plants 

Chloroplasrs 

Prokaryotes 
Escherichia coli 

Monomer Size 

BOS 

5SS-60S 

77S-80S 

70S 

70S 

Small. 

40S: 

34 proteins 

18S RNA 

30S-3SS: 
12S RNA 

40S: 
19S RNA 

30S: 

Subunits 

IArge 

60S: 

SO proteins 

28S, S.8S, SS RNAs 

40-4SS: 
16S RNA 

70-100 proteins 
60S: 

2SS, SS RNAs 
70-75 proteins 

SOS: 
20-24 proteins 
16S RNA 

34-38 proteins 
23S, SS, 4.SS RNAs 

30S: 
21 proteins 
16S RNA 

SOS: 
34 proteins 
23S, SS RNAs 

copy per ribosome, as is each RNA species. The composition of major ribosome types is 
shown in Table 6. 7. 

Ribosome architecture and function have been conserved in evolution, and similari
ties between ribosomes and subunits from different sources are more important than the 
differences. Structures of ribosomes and their subunits have been determined by X-ray 
crystallography of particles from microorganisms. Ribosomes and subunits from many 
sources have also been visualized by electron microscopy; their structure is highly con
served. Prokaryotic ribosomes can self-assemble; native structures can be reconstituted 
from mixtures of purified individual proteins and RNAs . Reconstitution of subunits 
from mixtures in which a single component is omitted or modified can show if it is 
important for assembly of the subunit or for some specific function. Although reconsti
tution of eukaryotic subunits has not yet succeeded, many studies show prokaryotic and 
eukaryotic ribosomes not only have similar morphology but also function in the same 
ways (A Closer Look 6.2). 

The complexity of ribosomes requires application of many techniques 
to decipher their architecture and functional elements, particularly if 
X-ray structures are not available. Major techniques include 

3. Chemical cross linking: Determination of cross-linked compo
nents allows identification of neighboring proteins, proteins with 
RNA segments, and RNA elements that may be distant in the 
sequence but close in the folded structure. 

1. Neutron scattering of reconstituted subunits in which two pro
teins are deuterated: This allows determination of the separation 
of those two proteins in the subunit. 

2. Electron microscopy of complexes of particles with antibodies to 
a single component protein, RNA element, or functional probe: 
The Y-shaped antibody serves as a pointer to the location of the 
component. 

4. Chemical and enzymatic probes: Exposed components can be 
identified, while internal or hidden components are resistant. 

5. Sequence comparison: Sequences can be identified that are con
served in evolution and so are likely to be important in structure 
and function. This approach was especially important in estab
lishing 2° structures in rRNA. 
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Peptidyl
transferase 

(a) 

mRNA 
5' 

(e) 

l Translocation 

~ -·" 

(b) 

(d) 

mRNA 
5' 

~ tRAA 

3' 

Structural and functional studies have led to ribosome models, features of which are 
described in Figure 6.4, and Figure 6.5 shows X-ray structu res of ribosomes and their 
complexes with mRNA and tRNA. Ribosomes are organized in two more ways. Several 
ribosomes often translate a single mRNA molecule simultaneously . Eleetron micrographs 
of mRNA-linked polysomes are shown in Figure 6.6. In eukaryotic cells ribosomes occur 
free in the cytosol and bound to membranes of the rough endoplasm ic reticulum. In gen
eral, free ribosomes synthesize proteins that remain within the cytosol or become targeted 
to the nucleus, mitochondria, or some other organelle. Membrane-bound ribosomes syn
thesize proteins that will be secreted from the cell or sequestered and function in the plasma 
membrane, endoplasmic reticulum, Golgi complex, or lysosomes. In cell homogenates, 
membrane fragments with bound ribosomes constitute the microsome fraction; detergents 
that disrupt membranes release these ribosomes. 

Figure 6.4 Model of ribosome structure and 
funct ional sites. Top row: The face of each 
subunit chat interacrs in the functional ribosome. 
In (a) the large subunit sites of pepcide bond 
formacion (pepcidyl transferase) and of elongacion 
factor binding (translocacion domain) are seen on 
opposite sides of the central protuberance. The 
stalk projeccs co the right. In (b) the small subunit 
platform protrudes toward the reader. mRNA 
and tRNAs interact in the decoding site, in a deft 
between the platform and the subunit body. In (c) 
the large subunit is rotated 90°, the stalk projects 
into the page, and the nascent pepcide exit site 
is seen near the subunit base. This site contacts 
membrane in the bound ribosomes of rough 
endoplasmic reticulum. The site of peptide bond 
formacion is distant from the exit site; the growing 
peptide passes through a groove or tunnel in the 
ribosome to reach the exit site. In (d) the small 
subunit has been rotated 90°; the platform projects 
into the page. In (e) subunits have been brought 
together to show their orientacion in the ribosome. 
Aminoacyl- tRNA bound by the small subunit 
is oriented with the acceptor end near peptidyl 
cransferase while the translocation domain is near 
the decoding site. 
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Figure 6.5 Crysta llographic structure of a 
70S ribosome . The structure of the Therm-us 
thermophilus ribosome is shown at 5.5-A resolurion. 
Successive views are rota ted 90° around the verrical 
axis. (a) The small subunit lies a cop the l.arge 
subunit, as in the model of Figure 6.4e. Small 
subunit features include the platform (P), head 
(H), body (B), and a connecting neck (N) . The 
16S RNA is colored cyan, and small subunit 
proteins are dark blue . (b) The large subunit is on 
the right; 23S RNA is grey, 5S RNA is light blue, 
and large subunit proteins are magenta. A tRNA 
molecule (gold) spans the sub units. ( c) The large 
subunit lies on top with its stalk protruding to the 
left. (d) The large subunit is on the left and tRNA 
elements are visible in the subunit interface. 
Reprinted with permission from Yusupov, 
M. M., Yusupova, G. Z., Baucom, A., Lieberman, 
K., Earnest, T. N., Cate, J. H. D., and Noller, 
H.F . Science292:883, 200 1. Reprinted with 
permission from AAAS. Figure generously supplied 
by Drs. A. Baucom and H . Noller. 

Figure 6.6 Electron micrographs of polysomes . 
(a) Reticulocyte polyribosomes shadowed with 
platinum are seen in clusters of three to six 
ribosomes, a number consistent with the size of 
mRNA for a globin chain. (b) Uranyl acetate 
staining and visualization at a higher magnification 
shows polysomes; parts of the mRNA are visible. 
Courtesy of D r. Alex Rich, M.I. T. 
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6.3 • PROT EIN BIOSYNTH ESIS 

Translation Is Directional and Colinear with mRNA 

Messenger RNA sequences are transcribed and written 5' ~ 3', and during translation 
they are read in the same way. Amino acid sequences are both written and synthesized 
from the amino-terminal residue to the carboxy terminus . A ribosome remains bound to an 
mRNA molecule: The messenger is moved along its length until a scop codon is reached. 
Comparison of mRNA sequences with sequences of the proteins chey encode shows a per
feet, colinear, nonoverlapping and gap-free correspondence of the mRNA coding sequence 
and that of the polypeptide synthesized. In face, it is common to deduce the sequence of a 
protein solely from the nucleotide sequence ofirs mRNA or the DNA of its gene, although 
the final sequence of the protein may differ because of posttranslational modifications. 

Initiation of Protein Synthesis Is a Complex Process 

Initiation requires bringing together a small (40S) ribosomal subunit, an mRNA, and 
a tRNA complex of the amino-terminal amino acid, all in a proper orientation. This is 
followed by association of the large (60S) subunit to form a completed initiation complex 
on an 80S ribosome. This process requires several protein initiation factors, listed in 
Table 6.8, that act transiently and only in initiation. Figure 6.7 shows the initiation pro
cess. First, eukaryotic initiation factor 2 (eIF2) binds to GTP and the initiator tRNA, 
Met-tRNAt" to form a ternary complex. No other aminoacyl-tRNA can replace the 
initiation-specific Met-tRNA;m" in this seep. (Prokaryotes utilize a specific initiator tRNA 
whose methionine is modified by formylation of its amino group. Only fMet-tRNAter is 
recognized by prokaryotic IF2.) 

The second step requires 40S ribosomal subunits associated with a very complex pro
tein, elF3. Mammalian eIF3 contains 13 different polypeptides; it binds to the 40S subunit 
surface that will contact the 60S subunit and physically blocks subunit association. Hence 
eIF3 is a ribosome anti-association factor, as is eIF6 which binds to 60S subunits. A 
complex that includes eIF2- GTP, Met-tRNA;mer, eIF3- 40S, and additional protein factors 
now forms. In the third step the pre-initiation complex is formed; mRNA, eIF4F, also 

TABLE 6.8 • Major Mamm alian Initiation Factors 

FactQr Subunits 

eIF 1 1 

elFlA 1 

clF2 3 (a, 13, -y) 

elF2B 

eIF3 13 (a-m) 

elF4A 1 

eIF4B 1 

elF4E 1 

clF4F 3 

eIF4G 1 

elFS 

elFSB 

elF6 

PAB 

Functions 

Aids pre-initiation complex formation 

Aids pre-initiation complex formation, binds A-sire 

Delivers ternary complex 

Recycles eIF2-GDP 

Organizer for ocher factors on 40S subunit, regulator 
binding, anti-association factor, ocher unknown 
roles 

RNA helicase 

Aids efF4A 

mRNA cap binding 

Complex of eIF4A, eIF4E, elF4G 

mRNA recruirmenc, scanning, eIF3 binding 

GTPase for eIF2, aids 60S association 

80S Ribosome formation 

Binds 60S (anti-association faccor) 

Binds polyA of mRNA 

Source: Thornron, $. , Anand, N., Purcell, D. and Lee, J. Nor jusr for housekeeping: 
pro rein iniriacion and elongation facrors in cell growrh and rumorigenesis. J. MoL Med. 81: 536, 2003. Noble, 
C . G. and Song, H . Scrucrural studies of elongation and release facrors. Cell. Mol Lift Sci. 65: 1335, 2008. 
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+ 

elF2B+ ~ 

(Step 4) 

Initiation complex 60S 

elF2B + (GTP,] 

Ternary complex 

(Step 1) 

e lF1 
e lF1A 
e lFS 

• 

elF1 
elF1A 

mRNA 
(Step 3) 

Pre-initiation complex 

Figure 6.7 Initiation of translation in eukaryot es. Details in text. A ternary complex that includes the 
iniciator tRNA (step I) combines with a small ribosomal subunit (step 2). Interaction with mRNA forms 
a pre-iniciation complex (step 3). Large subunit binding completes formacion of the iniciacion complex 
(step 4). The different shape of eIF2 in complexes with GTP and GDP indicates that conforrnacional 
changes occur on hydro lysis of triphospbate. After elongacion has begun , additional small subunits will 
comp lex with the same mRNA to form polysomes . 
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called the cap-binding complex, eIF4A, an RNA helicase that unwinds secondary struc-
ture in the untranslated leader sequence of the mRNA, PAB, a polyA-binding protein that 
loops the 3' -end of the mRNA near co the 5 '-cap, and several other proteins are needed. 
The mRNA is then scanned 5' ~ 3'uncil the first AUG triplet is found. GTP from the 
ternary complex is hydrolyzed with the help of elF5 , and eIF2- GDP and ocher faccors are 
released. The eIF2-GDP inceraccs with the guanine nucleotide exchange faccor eIF2B and 
GTP to regenerate eIF2- GTP for another round of initiation. The final step requires bind-
ing of the pre-initiation complex by a 60S subunit and an additional faccor, eIF5B-GTP . 
GTP is hydrolyzed, and eIF5B- GDP and other factors are released. The complete initia-
tion complex is an 80S ribosome with the mRNA and initiator tRNA correctly positioned 
co begin translation. 

Sometimes the first AUG is not used and a later AUG, characterized by its secondary 
structure within the mRNA, is selected for initiation. Such internal ribosome entry sites 
(IRES) were first found in viral mRNAs, buc they also are common in messengers chat encode 
proteins chat protect cells from stress, when the translation of most mRNAs is repressed. 

Prokaryotes use fewer initiation faccors to form an initiation complex. Their 30S sub
units, complexed with a simpler IF3, can first bind either mRNA or a ternary complex of 
IF2, fMet-tRN~mer, and GTP . Orientation of the rnRNA relies in part on base pairing 
between a pyrimidine-rich sequence of eight nucleotides in 16S rRNA and a purine-rich 
sequence about 10 nucleotides upstream of the initiator AUG codon. Complementarity 
between rRNA and mRNA may include several mismatches, but greater complementarity 
usually leads to iniciacion chat is more efficient. Initiation factor IFlal so aces in formation of 
the preiniciarion complex. Finally, a 50S subunit is bound, GTP is hydrolyzed, and the ini
tiation factors are released. It is interesting chat prokaryoces rely more on RNA- RNA inter
actions to position mRNA, whereas eukaryotes use many proteins co attain the same result. 

Elongation Is the Stepwise Formation of Peptide Bonds 

Protein elongation, as shown in Figure 6.8, occurs by stepwise lengthening of the polypep
tide chain. At each seep ribosomal peptidyl transferase transfers the growing peptide ( or in 
the first step the initiating methionine residue) from its carrier tRNA to the a-amino group 
of the amino acid residue of the aminoacyl-tRNA specified by the following codon: 

H R 0 
I In II 

Rn+I 0 
I II 

... N - CH - C + HN - CH- C --
2 I I 

cRNAn 

pepcidyl-tRNA 
(n residue length) 

cRNAn+I 

aminoacyl-cRNA 

H R11 0 H Rn+I 0 
I I II I I II 

... N - CH-C-N- CH- C 
I 

tRNAn+ I 

pepcidyl-cRNA 
(n + 1 residue length) 

Efficiency and fidelity are enhanced by nonribosomal elongation factors chat use energy 
released by GTP hydro lysis to ensure placement of the proper arninoacyl-tRNA species and 
to move the mRNA and associated tRNAs through the ribosome. 

During elongation up to three tRNA molecules are bound at specific sites chat span both 
ribosomal subunits. The initiating met-tRNA is positioned so chat its mechionyl residue can 
be transferred (or donated) to the free a-amino group of the incoming arninoacyl-cRNA; 
it thus occupies the donor site, also called the peptidyl site or P site of the ribosome. The 
aminoacyl-cRNA specified by the next codon of the mRNA is bound at the acceptor site, 
also called the aminoacyl site or A site of the ribosome. Selection of the correct aminoacyl
tRNA is enhanced by elongation factor EFI. A component of EFl, EFla, first forms 
a ternary complex with arninoacyl-tRNA and GTP. The EFla - arninoacyl-tRNA- GTP 
complex binds co the ribosome, and if codon- anticodon interaccions are correcc, the 
aminoacyl-tRNA is placed at the A site, GTP is hydrolyzed, and the EFla-GDP com
plex dissociates. The initiating methionyl-tRNA and the incoming aminoacyl-tRNA are 
now juxtaposed on the ribosome. Their ancicodons are paired with successive codons of 
che mRNA in the P and A sites of the small subunit, and their amino acids are beside one 
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Figure 6.8 Elongation steps in protein synthesis . 
(a) The fuse round of elongation is shown. Step I: An initiation complex 
with methionyl tRNA;mer in SOS P sire. Step 2: EF!a bas placed an aminoacyl
tRNA in the A site. GTP hydrolysis results in a conformational change in 
EF!a . Step 3: A peptide bond has been formed; new peptidyl tRNA occupies 
a hybrid (A/P) sire on the ribosome and the acceptor stem of deacylared 
tRNA;m" is in the large subunit E site. Step 4: The mRNA - peptidy l tRNA 
complex has been ttanslocared co the P site while deacylated initiator tRNA 

it 
3' 

3 ' 

3 ' 

+ ~ 

3' 

(a) 

is moved to the E site. (b) Further rounds of elongation. Step 5: Binding of 
aminoacyl-tRNA in the A site causes release of deacylated tRNA from the 
E site. Step 6: Formation of peptide bond results in the new peptidyl tRNA 
occupying a hybrid A/P site. Step 7: Translocation moves mRNA and new 
peptidyl tRNA in register into P site. Additional amino acids are added by 
successive repetitions of the cyde. Recycling of EF-la (upper lefr) is detailed 
in Figure 6.9. For further derails see text. 
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another at the peptidyl cransferase site of the large subunit. Peptidyl cransferase catalyzes 
attack of the a-amino group of aminoacyl-tRNA on the carbonyl carbon of methionyl
tRNA The result is transfer of methionine co the amino group of the aminoacyl-tRNA , 
which then occupies a "hybrid" position on the ribosome with the anticodon in the 40S A 
site, while the accepcor end and the attached peptide are in the 60S P site. The ancicodon 
of the deacylated tRNA remains in the 40S P site; ics accepcor end is located in the 60S 
exit, or E, site. 

The mRNA and the dipeptidyl-tRNA ac the 40S A site muse be repositioned co permit 
another round of elongation to begin. Tnis is done by dongation factor 2 (EF2), also 
called ttanslo case. EF2 moves the mRNA and dipeptidyl-tRNA, in codon- anticodon reg
ister, from the 40S A site co the P site. In the process GTP is hydrolyzed, providing energy 
for the movement, and the A site is vacated. As the dipepcidyl-cRNA moves co the P site, 
the deacylated donor (methionine) tRNA also moves co the E site on the 60S subunit. T he 
ribosome can now enter a new round. The next aminoacyl-cRNA specified by che mRNA 
is delivered by EFI a-GTP co the A site, and the deacylated tRNA in the E site is released. 
Peptide transfer again occurs. Successive rounds of binding of arninoacyl-cRNA, peptide 
bond formation, and cranslocation result in the stepwise elongation of the polypeptide 
toward ics eventual carboxyl terminus . Whatever the length of che growing chain, pep
tide bond formation always occurs through attack of the a-amino group of the incoming 
arninoacyl-cRNA on the peptide carboxyl-tRNA linkage, hence the geometric arrangement 
of the reacting molecules at the peptidyl transferase site remains constant. 

Peptide bond formation does not require an energy source such as ATP or GTP . The 
energy of the methionyl (or peptidyl) ester linkage co tRNA drives the reaction coward 
peptide bond formation. Stepwise elongation continues until a termination codon (UGA, 
UUA, or UAG) occurs in the mRNA. Note that the UGA codon has an additional func
tion, coding for selenocysteine (sec) in a small number of proteins (p. 79) . Ribosomal 
RNA is a major part of the tRNA binding sites of the ribosome, and isolated 60S subunirs 
can catalyze peptidyl transferase activity without the involvement of any nonribosomal fac
tors. Evidence from many sources indicates that the large subunit is a complex ribozyme 
in which peptide bond formation is an RNA-catalyzed reaction . X-ray crystallography 
of large subunits shows the transferase region is composed only of RNA, with the nearest 
amino acid side chain at least 20A away. Elemenrs of both ribosomal and transfer RNAs are 
involved in transferase action . The important nucleotides in the transferase site have been 
universally conserved in evolution, so the same mechanism is believed to occur in mam
malian ribosomes, although crystallographic evidence is not yet available. It is speculated 
chat che primordial ribosome was a naked RNA molecule and that cransferase activity has 
been conserved in RNA. 

As determined from prokaryotic models, the role of GTP in the action of EF la and 
EF2 relates to conformational changes in these proteins. Crystallographic studies show a 
large rearrangement of domains , with movements of several angscroms on GTP hydroly
sis in EF-Tu, the prokaryotic equivalent of EFla . Both EFla and EF2 bind ribosomes 
tightly as GTP complexes, while GDP complexes dissociate from the ribosome more easily. 
Viewed anothe r way, GTP stabilizes a protein conformation that confers on EFla high 
affinity coward aminoacyl-tRNA and the ribosome, while GDP stabilizes a conformation 
with lower affinity toward either , thus allowing tRNA delivery and EF dissociation. Resco
ration of the higher affinity GT P-associated conformation of EFla requires participation 
EFl/3-y, which causes release of GDP from EFla and forms an EFla - EF l/3-y complex 
(Figure 6.9). GTP then causes release ofEFl/3-y , forming an EFl a- GTP complex that can 
bind an arninoacyl-tRNA and then a ribosome . Prokatyotes use a similar mechanism in 
which EF-Tu binds GTP and arninoacyl-tRNA and EF-Ts replaces GDP . Prokaryotes also 
utilize a GTP-dependent translocase, like EF2 but called EF-G or G factor. 

Termination of Polypeptide Synthesis Requires a Stop Codon 

A chain-terminating UAG, UAA, or UGA codon in the A site promotes binding of release 
factor (eRFl) (Figure 6.10) . The peptide -tRNA ester linkage is cleaved by peptidyl trans
ferase, acting here as a hydrolase, and the completed polypeptide is released from irs tRNA 
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-Figure 6.9 EF1 in the elongation cycle. Step 1: EF la-GTP-amin oacyl-tRNA complex binds the 
ribosome. Step 2: Aminoacyl-tRNA is placed on the ribosome (step 2a) with hydrolysis of GTP, a 
change in conformation ofEFla , and its release from tRNA and the ribosome (step 3). Step 4: GDP is 
displaced from EFla by EFl/3-y. Binding ofGTP then displaces EFI/3-y (step 5) and allows binding of an 
aminoacyl-tRNA by EFla in its higher affinity conformation (step I). 

and the ribosome. Release of eRF 1 from the ribosome follows hydrolysis of the bound GTP 
and frees the ribosome to dissociate into subunits and then reenter the protein synthesis 
process. A second protein, eRF3, participates in this process. Although human eRFl is a 
protein, it is similar in size and shape to tRNA , and amino acids at one end of a protein 
domain recognize and interact with a termination codon. Thi s "molecular mimicry" is also 
apparent in the strucrure of bacterial EF-G, in which a protein domain mimics the antico
don stem of tRNA and functions in elongation by displacing the tRNA from the A to the 
P subsite on the small subunit . 

3' 

(Step 2a) 

(Step 3) 
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Figure 6 .10 Termination of translation. When a 
termination codon in mRNA occupies the A site, 
binding of an RFl-GTP complex occurs (step I) 
and deacylated tRNA is rdeasecl. Step 2: Peptidyl 
transferase acts as a hydrolase; hydro lysis of the 
ester bond linking protein to tRNA releases the 
protein. The acceptor end of deacylated tRNA is 
probab ly displaced, GTP is hydrolyzed, and rdease 
factor-GDP dissociates. eRF3 promotes these 
events. Dissociated components can now enter 
additional rounds of protein synthesis. 

(Step 1) 

(Step 2) 
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Translation Has Significant Energy Cost 

There is considerable use of energy in making a polypeptide. Amino acid activation convens 
an ATP to AMP and pyrophosphate, which is hydrolyzed to Pi; the net cost is two high
energy phosphates. Two more high-energy bonds are hydrolyzed in the action ofEFla and 
EF2, for a total of four per peptide bond formed. Initiation , termination, and posrrrans
lational modifications add to the energy cost. Further energy is needed for biosynthesis of 
the multi use mRNA , tRNAs, ribosomes, and protein faetors, bur these costs are disrributed 
generally among the proteins formed during their lifetimes. 

Protein Synthesis in Mitochondria Differs Slightly 

Many charaeteristics of the mitochondrion suggest that it is a descendant of an aerobic 
prokaryote that formed a symbiotic relationship within a eukaryotic cell. Some independence 
and prokaryotic character are retained. Although mosc mitochondrial proteins are encoded 
in nuclear DNA, synthesized in the cytosol, and imponed into the organelle, mitochondrial 
protein synthesis is irnponant (Clin. Corr. 6.6). Human mitochondria have a circular DNA 
genome of 16,569 base pairs that encodes 13 proteins, 22 tRNA species, and mitochondri
on-specific 125 and 16S rRNA species. Their apparatus for protein synthesis includes RNA 
polymerase, aminoacyl-tRNA synthetases, tRNAs, and ribosomes that are unique to the mito
chondrion . Some details of translation differ: Mitochondrial ribosomes are smaller and the 
rRNAs are shorter than those of either the eukaryotic cytosol or of prokaryotes (see Table 6.7, 
p. 618). The genetic code is slightly different (see Table 6.2, p. 211), and like prokaryotes, 
the initiator Met-tRNA;m« is modified by a transformylase that uses N°-formyl H4-folate to 
produce fMet-tRNA;mct. Cells muse coordinate protein synthesis within mitochondria with 
the cytosolic synthesis of proteins destined for import into mitochondria. 

Many Antibiotics and Toxins Target Protein Biosynthesis 

Protein biosynthesis is central to the life and reproduction of cells. Because an organism can 
gain a biological advantage by interfering with the ability of its competitors to synthesize 
proteins, many antibiotics and toxins function in this way. Some are selective for prokary
otic protein synthesis and so are extremely useful in clinical practice . Examples showing 
several mechanisms of antibiotic action are lisced in Table 6.9. 

Many antibiotics bind the ribosome to inhibit an aspeet of translation. Streptom y
cin binds the small subunit of prokaryotic ribosomes and causes misreading of mRNA 
(Clin. Corr . 6.6). Mutations in a ribosomal protein or the rRNA of the small subunit can 
confer strep tomycin resistance or dependence. Other aminoglycoside antibiotics, such as 

Mutations in Mitochondrial rRNA and tRNA Result in Antibiotic-Induced Deafness 

Instances of permanent deafness have been linked to use of normally 
safe and effective amounts of aminoglycoside antibiotics such as strep
tomycin, paromomycin, and gentamycin. The unusual sensitivity to 
aminoglycosides is maternally transmitted, suggesting a mitochon
drial locus (sperm do not contribute mitochondria to the zygote). 
Aminoglycosides target bacterial ribosomes, so the prokaryotic-like 
mitochondrial ribosome is a logical place to look for a mutation site. 
A single A 4 G point mutation in mitochondrial DNA at nucleotide 
1555 of the 12S rRNA gene has been identified in families with this 
aminoglycoside susceptibility. The mutation occurs in a highly con
se!Yed region of the rRNA sequence that is involved in aminoglyco
side binding; some mutations in the same region confer resistance to 
the antibiotics, and the RNA region is part of the ribosomal decoding 

site. It is likely that the mu ration increases affmity for aminoglycosides 
and their ability to inhibit protein synthesis. Reduced mitochondrial 
protein synthesis decreases levels of enzymes of the oxidative phos
phorylation sysrem and affected cells become starved of ATP. Many 
more mutations in mitochondrial rRNA and tRNA are associated 
with hearing loss and other problems. 

Fischel-Ghodsian N., Pre-zanc, T., Bu, X., and Ozcas, S. Micochondrial ribosomal 
RNA gene mucacion in a pacienc wich sporadic aminoglyroside ococoxicicy. Amu. 
J. Otolaryngology 14:399, 1993; Xing, G., Chen, Z., and Cao, X. Micochondrial 
rRNA and cRNA and hearing function. Cell Res. 17:227, 2007; and Wilson, F. 
H., Hariri, A., Farhi, A., Zhao, H., er al. A clusrer of mecabolic defeccs caused by 
mucacion in a mitochondr ial cRNA. Science 306: 1190, 2004. 
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Figure 6.11 Puromycin (bottom) terminates 
translation by binding at the large subunit A 
site and acting as an analog of aminoacyl-tRNA 
(here tyrosyl-tRNA [top]). The a -amino group 
(arrow) is a pepcidylcransferase acceptor, and 
peptidyl-puromycin dissociates from the ribosome. 

TABLE 6.9 • Some Antibiotic Inhibitor s of Translation 

Inh ibitor Type 

A.minoglycosides 

Macrolides 

Oxazolidinones 

T ecracyclins 

Thiopepcides 

A.minonucleosides 

Examples 

Streptomycin 
Neomycin 
Gencamycins 
Paromomycin 

Erychromycin 
T eiithromycin 
Tylocin 

Linewlid 

T ecracycline 
Glycylcyclins 

Thioscrepton 

Puromycin 

Process Affected 

Codon -ancicodon 
lnceraccion fidelity 

T ranslocacion 

Pepcide bond formacion 

A.minoacyl-tRNA binding 

Elongation 

Elongation 

Site of Action 

Small subunit 
Decoding cencer 

Large subunit 
pepcidyl ccansferase 

Large subunit A-site 

Small subunit A-site 

Large subunit GTPase 
center 

Large subunit A-site 

Source: Hermann, T . Drugs targeting the ribosome. Curt. Opinion Struct. Biol 15: 355 2005. Tenson, T. and 
Mankin, A. Antibiocics and the Ribosome. Mo/ee; Microbial 59: 1664, 2006. 

the neomycins and gentamycin s, interact with the small ribosomal subunit at a slightly 
different site but also cause mistranslation. Erythromycin , a macrolide antibiotic, inter
feres with translocation on prokaryotic ribosomes. The macrolides block passage of the 
elongating peptide through the ribosome. Kasugamycin inhibits the initiation of transla
tion; sensitivity to kasugamycin depends on base methylation that normally occurs on two 
adjacent adenines of small subunit rRNA. Tetracyclin es bind to ribosomes and interfere 
in aminoacyl-tRNA binding . Purom ycin (Figure 6.11) resembles an aminoacyl-tRNA; it 
binds at the large subunit A site and acrs as an acceptor of the nascent peptide in the pep
tidyl transferase reaction. Peptidyl-puromycin is not translocated, and it cannot serve as a 
peptide donor . Translation is p rematurely terminated , and peptidyl-puromycin is released. 
Chloramphenicol inhibits peptidyl transferase by binding at the transferase center; no 
transfer occurs, and peptidyl-tRNA remains associated with the ribosome. 

Some agents act directly on ribosomal RNA Ricin (from castor beans) and related tox
ins are N-glycosidases that <leave a single adenine from the large subunit rRNA backbone. A 
fungal toxin, a-sarcin, cleaves large subunit rRNA at a single site; in both cases the ribosome 
is inactivated. Some E coli strains make extracellular toxins that affect othe r bacteria. One of 
these, colicin E3, is a ribonudease that cleaves l 6S RNA near the mRNA-binding sequence 
and decoding site; it inactivates the small subunit and halts protein synthesis in competito rs 
of the colicin-producing cell. Other agents affect translation factors: For example, eukary
otic translocation is inhibited by diphtheria toxin, a protein produced by Corynebacterium 
diphtheriae. The toxin binds at the cell membrane and a subunit enters the cytoplasm and 
catalyz,es the ADP-ribosylation and inactivation ofEF2, as represented in the reaction 

EF-2 + NAD ~ ADP-ribosyl EF-2 + nicotinamide + H+ 
(active) {inactive) 

ADP-ribose is attached to EF2 at a diphthamide residue that is itself a posttranslationally 
modified form of histidine (see Figure 6.20, p. 243). Pseudomonas aeruginosa produces a 
similar exotoxin. 

6.4 • PROTEIN MATURATION: FOLDING , 
MODIFICATION , SECRETION , AND 
TARGETING 

Some proteins emerge from the ribosome ready to function, whereas others undergo a vari
ety of posttranslational modifications . The result may be conversion to a functional form, 
direction to a specific subcellular compartment, secretion from the cell, or an alteration 
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Deletion of a Codon, Incorrect Folding, and Premature Degradation: Cystic Fibrosis (OMIM 219700) 

Cystic fibrosis (CF) is the most common autosomal recessive disease 
in Caucasians, with a frequency of abouc 1 per 2000. The CF gene 
is 230 kb long and includes 27 exons that encode a protein of 1480 
amino acids. The protein known as the cystic fibrosis trausmembraue 
conductance regulator or CFTR (p. 494) is a cyclic AMP-regulated 
chloride channel. It contains two membrane-spanning domains, each 
having six transmembrane regions, two ATP-binding domains, and 
one regulatory domain, which includes several phosphorylation sites. 
Its complex folding pathway is affected by several chaperones. 

binding domain I on the cytoplasmic side of the plasma membrane. 
As with several other CF mutations, the Phe SOS-deletion protein does 
not fold correctly in the ER and is not properly glycosylated or trans
ported to the cell surface. Instead, it is degraded in the cytoplasm. Yet, 
in cultured cells at lower temperatures or with added chemical chap
erones such as glycerol, the mutant protein folds, is transported, and 
functions properly. Drugs that foster chaperone interactions with mu
tant CFTR and/or aid in its folding and transport to the membrane 
are a potential therapeutic approach to this form of cystic fibrosis. 

CF epithelia are characterized by defective electrolyte transport. 
The organs most strongly affected include the lungs, pancreas, and 
liver, and the most life-threatening effects involve thick mucous secre
tions chat lead to chronic obstructive lung disease and persistent lung 
infections. In about 70% of patients there is a deletion of the three 
nucleotides chat encode phenylalanine 508, norma1ly located in ATP-

Cheung, J. C., and Deber, C . M. Misfolding of the cystic fibrosis rransmembrane 
conductance regulacor and disease. Biochem. 47 :1465, 2008; Plemper, R. K., and 
Wolf, D. H . Rerrograde protein cranslocation: ERADication of secretory proteins 
in health and disease. Trends Biochem. Sci. 24:266 , 1999; and Egan, M. E., Pear
son, M., Weiner, S. A., Rajendran, V., et '11. Curcumin , a major constituent of 
turmer ic, correcrs cystic fibrosis defecrs. Science 304:600, 2004. 

in activity or stab ility. Information that determines the posmans lational fate of a protein 
ultimately resides in its structure; the sequence and conformation of the protein determine 
whether it will be a substrate for a modifying enzyme and/or identify it for direction to a 
subcellular or extracellular location . 

Chaperones Aid in Protein Folding 

Many proteins can spontaneously generate their native conformation . For example, fully 
denatured pancreatic ribonuclease can, under appropriate laboratory conditions, refold and 
generate correct disulfide bridges and full activity. Many newly synthesized proteins fold 
correctly as they emerge from the ribosome. However, other proteins require the assistance 
of chaperones (p. 116) which reversibly bind hydrophobic regions of nascent proteins and 
proteins in an intermediate stage of folding . Their actions can help a protein attain its func
tional conformation . Chaperones can stabilize intermediates and promote correct folding , 
maintain proteins in an unfolded state to allow passage through membrane s, help unfold 
misfolded segments, prevent formation of incorrectly folded intermediate s, and prevent 
aggregation or other inappropriate interactions with othe r proteins . They can also assist 
in unfolding proteins destined for degradation. Some use energy from ATP hydrolysis to 
carry out their functions . Failure to fold correctly usually leads to rapid protein degradation 
(Clin. Corr. 6.7). Accumulation of misfolded protein s can result in protein aggregation and 
serious disease (see Clin. Corr. 6.14, p. 250). 

Proteins for Export Follow the Secretory Pathway 

Protein s destined for export and those destined for the plasma membrane , lysosomes , 
endosomes or the Go lgi apparatus are synthesized on membrane -bound ribosomes of 
the rough endopl asmic reticulum (ER) (Figure 6.12 ). These proteins have a hydro
phobic signal peptide, usually at or near the amino terminu s. Signal peptides have a 
positively charged N-terminal region and a core of 8- 12 hydrophobic amino acids in an 
a-helix , followed by a more polar C-terminal segment that eventuall y serves as a cleav
age site for excision of the signal peptide. Translation begin s on free cyrosolic ribosomes. 
As the signal pept ide of 15- 30 amino acids emerges from the ribosome , it bind s a signal 
recognitio n particle (SRP) (Figure 6 .13) . SRP is composed of six different protein s 
and a small (7S) RNA molecule. The signal peptide binds in a hydrophobic pocket of 

Figure 6.12 Rough endoplasmic reticulum. 
Thr ee parallel arrows indicat e thr ee ribosomes 
among the many attached to the membranes. 
Single arrow indicates a mitocbondrion for 
comparison. 
Court esy of Dr . U . Jarlfor s, University of Miami. 
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Figure 6.13 Secretory pathway: Signal peptide 
recognition. Step A: A hydrophobic signal peptide 
emerges from a free ribosome in the cytosol. Step 
B: Signal recognition particle (SRP) binds signal 
peptide and elongation is temporarily halted. Step 
C: The ribosome moves to ER membrane where 
docking protein binds SRP . Step D: Ribosome 
is transferred to a receptor (or uanslocon), 
elongation is resumed, and newly synthesized 
protein is extruded through the membrane into 
the ER lumen. 
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the SRP with the positively charged N-terminal segment in contact with SRP RNA. 
Translation halts; the comp lex binds GTP and moves to the ER where the SRP binds to 
a GTP complex of an SRP receptor or do cking protein , on the cyrosolic surface of the 
ER membrane . The ribosome is transferred to a translo con , a ribosome receptor that 
crosses the membrane and serves as a passageway through the membrane . GTP is hydro
lyzed and the SRP is released, relieving the translational block. The translocon passage
way opens to allow transit of the nascent protein, the hydrophobic signal sequence is 
inserted, and translation and extrusion into or through the translocon are now coupled . 
Even very hydrophilic or charged segmenrs are directed through the membrane into the 
ER lumen. Chaperones help the protein fold either co- or posttranslationally (A Closer 
Look 6.3). Disulfide bonds can form with the participation of thio l oxidoreductases, 
and components of multi-subunit proteins may assemble. The signal peptide is excised 
by signal peptid ase, an integral membrane protein at the luminal surface of the ER. 
Other steps may include proteolytic processing and glycosylation that occur within the 
ER lumen and during transit of the protein through the Golgi apparatus and into secre
tory vesicles. 

Glycosylation of Proteins Occurs in the Endoplasmic 
Reticulum and Golgi Apparatus 

Glycosylation of proteins to form glycoproteins (p. 112) is important for many reasons. 
Glycosylation alters the properties of proteins, changing their stability, solubility, and 
physical bulk. The carbohydrate moieties can be recognition signals that direct protein 
interactions and targeting. Glycosylation sites are specified by the amino acid and its neigh
boring sequence in the protein. Glycosyltransferases, classes of which are summarized in 
Table 6.10, all carry out a similar basic reaction: A sugar is transferred from an activated 
donor substrate to an appropriate acceptor, usually another sugar residue that is part of an 
oligosaccharide under construction . The enzymes show specificity for the monosac charide 
that is transferred, the structure and sequence of the acceptor, and the site and configura
tion of the anomeric linkage formed. 
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TABLE 6.10 • Glycosyltransferases in Eukaryotic Cells 

Sugar Transferred Abbreviatitm D,mor 

Mannose Man GDP-Man 

Dolichol-Man 

Galacrose Gal UDP-Gal 

Glucose Glc UDP-Glc 

Dolichol-Glc 

Fucose Fuc GDP-Fuc 

N-Acerylgalacrosamine GalNAc UDP-GalNac 

N-Acerylglucosamine GlcNAc UDP-GlcNAc 

N-Acerylneuraminic acid NANA or NeuNAc CMP-NANA 

( or sialic acid) SA CMP-SA 

In N-linked glycosylation an oligosaccharide is linked th rough rhe amide nitrogen of 
asparagine. Formation ofN -linked oligosaccharides begins in the ER lumen and continues 
in the Golgi apparatus. A specific sequence, Asn-X-Thr (or Ser), in which X can be any 
amino acid except proline, is required. Not all Asn-X-Thr/Ser sequences are glycosylated 
because some may be unavailable for modification. The antibiotic tunicamycin prevents 
N-glycosylation. 

N-linked glycosylation is initiated with a lipid-linked intermediate (Figure 6.14). 
Dolichol phosphate at the cytoplasmic surface of the ER membrane serves as glycosyl 
acceptor for N-acetylglucosarnine. Stepwise glycosylation and formation of a branched 
(Man)s(GlcNAch-pyrophosphotyl-do lichol on the cytosolic side of the membrane follows. 
This intermediate is then reoriented to the luminal surface of the ER membrane, and four 
additional mannose and three glucose residues are added. A complex membrane bound 
oligosaccharyltransferase then t ransfers the complete oligosaccharide from itS dolichol 
carrier to an asparagine residue of the polypeptide as it emerges into the ER lumen. Note 
that N-glycosylation is cotranslational; it occurs as the protein is being synthesized and it 
can affect protein folding. 

Glycosidases and glycosyltransferases now modify the newly transferred oligosac
charide. Glucose residues, which were requi red for transfer of the oligosaccharide from 
the dolichol carrier , are removed. T he folded glycoprote in is t ransported to an ER
Golgi intermediate compartment where sorting occurs, and then to the Golgi apparatus. 
Further trimming may now occur, or additional sugars can be added . The resulting 
N-linked oligosaccharides are diverse, but two classes are disting uishable. Each has a 
common core region (GlcNAc2Man3) linked to asparagine and originating from the 
dolichol-linked intermediate. T he high -mannose type includes mannose residues in a 
variety oflinkages and shows less processing from the dolichol -linked intermediate . The 
complex type is more highly processed and diverse, with a larger variety of sugars and 
linkages (Figure 6.15). 

In O-linked glycosylation , oligosaccharides are bound through hydroxyl groups 
of serine or threonine in proteins (p. 112). 0-linked glycosylation occurs only after the 
protein has reached the Golgi apparatus; hence 0-glycosylation is posttranslational and 
occurs only on folded proteins. There is no specific amino acid sequence in which the 
serine or threonine must occur, but only residues on the protein surface serve as acceptors 
for the GalNAc-transferase that attaches N-acetyl galactosarnine. Stepwise addition of 
sugars to the GalNAc acceptor follows. The oligosaccharides formed depend on the types 
and amounts of glycosyltransferases in a given cell. If an acceptor is a substrate for more 
than one transferase, the amountS of each transferase influence the compet ition between 
them . Oligosaccharide growth stops when structures are formed that are not acceptors for 
any of the glycosyltransferases present . This can result in different oligosaccharide struc
tures on otherwise identical polypeptides, so heterogeneity in glycoproteins is common 
(Figure 6.16). 
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Figure 6.14 Biosynthesis of N- linked 
oligosaccharide s at the endoplasmic 
reticulum . Step A:. Synthesis begins on the 
cytoplasmic face of the ER membrane with 
uansfer of N-acetylglucosamine phosphate to a 
dolichol acceptor. Step B: Formation of the first 
sugar-co-sugar glycosidic bond occurs on rransfer 
of a residue of N-acetylglucosamine. Seep C: 
Five residues of mannose (from GDP mannose) 
are added sequentially and the lipid -linked 
oligosaccharide is reoriented co the lumenal side 
of the membrane . Step D : Additional mannose 
and (step E) glucose residues are transferred from 
dolichol-linked intermediates . Dolichol-sugars are 
generated from cytosolic nucleoside diphosphate 
sugars. Seep F: The comp leted oligosaccharide 
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6.5 • MEMBRANE AND ORGANELLE TARGETING 

Protein transport from the ER to and th rough the Golgi apparatus and beyond uses multi
prote in carrier vesicles. Only correctly folded proteins are recognized as cargo for transport , 
and both general and protein-specific chaperones in the ER assist folding and foster correct 
disulfide formation . Chaperone networks also act at "checkpoints" in ER-Golgi uansport 
to recognize misfolded or damaged proteins, which are returned to the cytosol for degrada
tion in rhe process of ER-associated degradation (ERAD). Sorting of proteins for their 
ultimate destinations occurs in conjunction with their glycosylation and proteolytic uim
ming as they pass through the cis, medial, and trans elements of rhe Golgi appararus. Fami
lies of vesicle and receptor proteins provide specificity for membrane targeting and fusion. 

Sorting of Proteins in the Secretory Pathway 

Targeti ng of specific glycoproteins to lysosomes is well undersrood. In the cis Golgi an 
aspect of tert iary structure allows lysosomal proteins to be recognized by a glycosyltrans
ferase that attaches N-acetylglucosamine phosphate (GlcNAc-P) to high-mannose-type 
oligosaccharides. A glycosidase then removes the GlcNAc, forming an oligosaccharide 
that contains mannose 6-phosphate (Figure 6. 17) that determ ines the compartmema
tion and vesicular transport of these proteins to lysosomes. Other oligosaccharide chains 
on the proteins may be furthe r processed to form complex-type structures, but the man
nose 6-phosphate defines their lysosomal destination . Patients with I-cell disease lack the 
GlcNAc-P glycosyltransferase, cannot mark lysosomal enzymes for the ir destination , and 
instead secrete them from the cell (Clin. Cor r. 6.8). Genetic deficiencies of many lysosomal 
enzymes lead to diseases, some of which can be modulated by taking advantage of the 
targeting mechanism (Clin. Corrs. 6.9 and 18.5). 

The secretory pathway directs proteins to lysosomes, to the plasma membrane , or for 
secretion from the cell. Proteins of the ER and Golgi appararus are targeted th rough part ial 

Figure 6.15 Structure of N-linked 
oligosaccharides . 
Basic types ofN-linked oligosaccharides are 
shown. Each structure is derived from the initial 
dolicho l-linked oligosaccharide through action 
of glycosidases and glycosyltransferases. Note the 
variety of glycosidic linkages involved. 
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Figure 6.16 Examples of oligosaccharide 
structure. Structures 1- 3 are typical 
N-linked o ligosaccharides of high man nose 
(I) and complex rypes (2, 3); note the 
common core structure from the protein 
asparagine residue through the first branch 
point. Structures 4- 8 are common 0- linked 
oligosaccharides chat may be simple or 
highly complex. Note chat although the core 
structure (GalNAc-Ser/Th r) is unlike chat of 
N-linked o ligosaccharides, the termini can 
be quite similar (e.g., structures 2 and 6 , 3, 
and 7) . Abb reviations: Man = mannose, 
Gal = galactose, Fuc = fucose, 
GlcNAc = N-acecylglucosarnine, 
GalNAc = N-acetylgalactosamine, and 
NANA = N -acetylneuraminic acid 
(sialic acid). 
Adapted from Paulson, J Trends Biochem. 
Sci. 14:272, 1989. 
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use of the pathway. For example, localization of proteins on either side of or spann ing the 
ER membrane can utilize the signal recognition particle in different ways (Figure 6.18). 
Sometimes a signal sequence is not near the amino terminus of the protein but some
where downstream where it is bound by SRP. An amino terminal domain remains on 
the cytoplasmic surface, and the signal sequence and C-terminal segment are passed into 
and through the translocon. Hydrophobic anchoring sequences in a protein can embed 
in the membrane yet allow much of the sequence to remain at the cytosolic surface or to 
be retained on the luminal surface of the ER membrane. Multiple anchoring sequences in 
a single polypeptide can cause it to span the membrane several times and thus retain it, 
largely buried in the membrane. Such hydrophobic sequences are separated by polar loops 
whose orientat ion is determined by positively charged flanking residues that predominate 
on the cytoplasmic side of the membrane. 

Other sorting signals determine how proteins are directed (as cargo) to Golgi sub 
compartments, various storage and secretory granules, and specific elements of the plasma 
membrane. For example, soluble proteins are retained in the ER lumen in response to 
a C-terminal KDEL (Lys-Asp-Glu-Leu) sequence. A different sequence in an exposed 
C-terminus signals retention in the ER membrane. Some transmembrane domains result 
in retention in the Golgi. Polypeptide-specific glycosylation and sulfation of some glyco
protein hormones in the anterior pituitary mediates their sorting into storage granules. 
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Polysialic acid modification of a neural cell adhesion protein is specific to the protein and 
regulated in development. 

Import of Proteins by Mitochondria Is Complex 

Mitochondria provide a special targeting problem, and defectS in the system can lead to dis
ease (Clin. Corr. 6.10). Most mitochondrial proteins are synthesized in the cytosol on free 
ribosomes as larger preproteins. N-terminal presequences mark the protein for the rnito
chondrion; the targeting signal is not a specific sequence, but rather a positively charged 
amphiphilic a -helix that is recognized by a mitochondrial receptor. The preproteins are 
transponed with the aid of chaperones to the mitochondrion and translocated (unfolded) 
first across the outer membrane by the translocase of the outer membrane (TOM ) com
plex and then into the mitochondrial matrix (or the inner membrane) by a translocase of 

Figure 6.17 Targeting of proteins to 
lysosomes. Comp lete folded N -linked 
glycoprocein is released from the ER membrane 
and, prior co transport co the Go lgi apparatus , 
glycosidases remove glucose residues (seep l) . A 
mannose residue may also be removed. Step 2: In 
the Golgi apparatus a glycosyl cransferase links one 
or sometimes two N -acecylglucosamine phosphate 
residues to the oligosaccharide. Step 3: A 
glycosidase removes N-acetylglucosarnine, leaving 
one or two mannose 6-phosphace residues on the 
oligosaccharide. The protein is then recognized by 
a mannose 6-phosphate receptor and directed to 
vesicles that are targeted to lysosomes. 
Adapted from Kornfeld , R., and Kornfeld, S. 
Annu. Rev. Biochem. 54:63 1, 1985. 
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Diseases of Lysosome Targeting: I-Cell Disease 

I-cell disease {mucolipidosis II) arises from defects in lysosomal enzyme 
targeting because of a deficiency of GlcNac-1-phosphotransferase , 
che enzyme chat transfers N-acetylglucosamine phosphate co che 
high-mannose-type oligosaccharides of proteins desrined for the lyso
some. The hexameric enzyme includes three types of subunit encoded 
in rwo genes, GNPT AB and GNPTG. Fibroblasts from affected indi
viduals show dense inclusion bodies (hence I cells) and lack phospho
cransferase activity; multiple lysosomal enzymes are secreted inco che 
medium , and high levels of lysosomal enzymes are present in plasma 
and ocher body fluids of patients. The disease is characterized by se
vere psychomocor recardacion, many skeletal abnormalities, coarse 
facial features, and restricted joint movement. Symptoms are usually 
present at birth and progress until death, usually by age 8. Almost 

all patients show frameshift or chain termination mutations in che 
GNPTAB gene. 

Pseudo Hurler polydyscrophy (mucolipidosis III) is a related buc 
less severe disease in which phosphocransferase activity is reduced 
buc noc completely absent . Onset is usually delayed until the age of 
2-4 years, the disease progresses more slowly, and pacients can sur
vive into adulthood . Prenatal diagnosis of both diseases is possible, 
but there is as yec no definitive treatment . 

Kornfeld, S. Trafficking oflysosomal enzymes in normal and disease scares. J Clin. 
Invest. 77: 1, I 986; and Braulke, T., Pohl , S. and Storch, $. Molecular analysis of 

che GJcNac-1 -phosphorransferase.J Inherit. Metab. Dis. 31:253, 2008. 

Enzyme Replacement Therapy for Lysosomal Storage Diseases 

Several diseases arise from a genetic deficiency of a single hydrolycic 
enzyme in lysosomes (see Clin. Corr. 18.5, p. 737), leading to accu
mulation of undegraded material. Several of these diseases are targets 
for enzym e replacement therapy (ERT) in which intravenous admin
istration of purified human enzyme that is competent for lysosomal 
uptake can ameliorate symptoms (but not cure the underlying defect). 

Mucopolysaccharidosis type I is caused by defects in a-L
iduronidase, a lysosomal enzyme that aces in the degradation of 
glycosaminoglycans. More than 70 mutations have been identified, 
and symptoms vary from severe mental retardation and early child
hood death (Hurler syndrome) co milder effects including hearing 
loss and corneal clouding, buc normal intelligence and lifespan. Enzyme 
replacement therapy using recombinant normal human enzyme 
was approved in 2003 and results in significant reduction in symp
toms. Mucopolysaccharidosis type II (iduronace-2-sulfacase deficiency) 
and Mucopo lysaccharidosis type VI (Maroteaux-Lamy syndrome, 
N-acetylgalactosamine deficiency) also are approved for ERT. 

Gaucher disease results from deficiency of a glucocerebrosidase 
and the accumulation of glucocerebroside. Symptoms in type 1 Gau
cher disease include hepatosplenomegaly and many bone problems; 
ERT, especially of young children, has been successful in reducing 
che severity of the disease. Infantile Pompe disease results from acid 
a -1, 4-glucosidase deficiency; it leads co glycogen accumulation in 
lysosomes and cardioskeletal myopathy. Fabry disease, caused by de
fective a-galaccosidase-A, results in sphingolipid accumulation and 
organ damage chat first appears at age 6-8 and death in middle age. 
ERT of these diseases has shown some success, but cost of purified 
enzymes for all of these therapies is very high. 

Yogalingam, G., Guo, X.- H., Mul ler, V. J., Brooks , D. A., er al. Idencificacion and 

molecular characceri:z.ation of a -L-iduronidase mutations present in mucopolysac 

charidosis cype I patienrs undergoing enzyme replacement therapy. Hum . Mutat . 
24:199 , 2004; and Burrow , T. A., Hopkin, R, J., Leslie, N. D., Tinkle, B. T. and 

Grabowski, G. A. Enzyme reconscirucion/replacemenc cherapy for lysosomal sror

age diseases. Curr. Opin. Pediatr. 19:628, 2007. 

the inner membrane (TIM) complex in energy-dependent reactions. Passage occurs at 
adhesion sites where inner and outer membranes are close together, and several intermem
brane proteins are involved . Proteases remove the matrix targeting signal, but may leave 
other sequences that further sort the protein within the mitochondrion, back to the inner 
membrane, via a different TIM complex , or to the intermembrane space. 

For example, in response to a hydrophobic sequence, a clipped precursor of cyto
chrome b2 is moved from the matrix back across the inner membrane; further proteolysis 
frees it in the intermembrane space. In contrast, cytochrome c apoprotein (without heme ) 
binds at the outer membrane and is passed into the intermembrane space. There it acquires 
its heme and undergoes a conformational change that assures retention . Outer membrane 
proteins are also targeted to the TOM complex, but anchoring sequences orient and retain 
them, either embedded in the membrane or with globular domains on the outer mitochon
drial membrane surface. 
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Cytoplasm --ER lumen 

(a) (b) (c) (d) 

Figure 6.18 Topology of proteins at membranes of endoplasmic reticulum . Proteins are shown 
in several orientations with respect to membrane. In (a) the protein is anchored to lumenal surface of 
membrane by an uncleaved signal peptide . In (b) the signal sequence is not at the N-terminus; a domain 
of the protein was synthesized before emergence of signal peptide. Insertion of internal signal sequence, 
followed by completion of translation, resulted in a protein with a cytoplasmic N-terminal domain, a 
membrane-spanning central segment, and a Cterminal domain in the ER lumen. (c) A protein with 
the opposite orientation: an N-terminal signal sequence, which might also have been cleaved by signal 
peptidase, resulted in extrusion of a segment of protein into the ER lumen. A hydrophobic anchoring 
sequence remained membrane associated and prevented further passage of protein through the membrane, 
thus formatting a Cterminal cytoplasmic domain . In (d) several internal signal and anchoring sequences 
allow various segments of the protein to be oriented on each side of membrane. 

Defective Mitochondrial Protein Import and Disease 

Inefficient targeting to mitochondria can have major consequences. 
Lactic acidemia resulting from deficiencies in the pyruvate dehy
drogenase (PDH) complex has been linked to mutations in several 
genes, most commonly the X-linked Ela subunit. A point muta
tion resulting in an Arg ~ Pro substitution in the mitochondrial 
targeting signal results in decreased importation of Ela, lowered 
PDH activity, and multiple neurological and other symptoms . 
Mistargeting to the mitochondrion occurs in some cases of primary 
hyperoxaluria type 1. Alanine/glyoxylate aminotransferase normal
ly catalyzes the conversion of glyoxalate to glycine in peroxisomes. 
Separate point mutations that create a mitochondrial targeting sig
nal and alter enzyme folding and dimerization result in localization 
of the enzyme in the mitochondria; reduced peroxisome function; 
oxalate deposition in the kidney, urinary tract, and elsewhere; and 
eventual kidney failure. Improper sorting and localization in the 
mitochondrion is a factor in some cases of severe alcoholic liver 
disease. Manganese superoxide dismutase (MnSOD) is normally 

located in the mitochondrial matrix . Valine (rather than alanine) 
at position 16 in the targeting sequence results in partial reten
tion of the enzyme in the inner mitochondrial membrane, reduced 
MnSOD activity, and reduced ability to detoxify reactive oxygen 
species that are generated by alcohol consump tion. 

Defects in proteins of the import and sorting mechanism also can 
result in disease. Deafness dystonia syndrome has been linked to de
fects in a TIM component Tim 8 (see Clin. Corr. 6.6 for a different 
cause of deafness linked to mitochondria). Defects in Tim 14 have 
been linked to a rare cardiomyopathy with araxia. Decreased levels 
of the mitochondrial matrix chaperone Hsp60 are linked to reduced 
numbers and atypical morphology of mitochondria and cases of spas
tic paraplegia and multisystem failure. 

Robinson, B. H. Lactic acidemia and micochondrial disease. MoL Genet. Metab. 
89:3, 2006; and MacKenzie, J. A., and Payne, R. M. Mirochondrial protein im
port and human health and disease. Biochim. BiQphys. Acta 1772:509, 2007. 

Targeting Signals Direct Proteins to Specific Organelles 

The nucleus must import proteins that are synthesized in the cyrosol. Nuclear proteins 
are targeted by localization signals that include two closely separated clusters of basic 
amino acids or sometimes a single basic sequence. They interact with carrier proteins (e.g., 
importins) that transport them through cylindrical nuclear pore complexes that span the 
nuclear membrane . Transport requires the GTPase Ran. A different class of regulatory pro
teins shuttles between cytoplasm and nucleus to transmit signals to activate transcription. 
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Phosphory lation of an SPS (Ser-Pro-Ser) or T PT (Thr-Pro-Thr) sequence induces nuclear 
uptake . 

Peroxisomes impon their matrix proteins from the cytosol, and may need to adjust 
their enzyme content to meet cellular needs. One targeting signal is a carboxy-terminal 
tr ipeptide, Ser-Lys-Leu (SKL), which interacts with a cargo-binding transponer for move
ment to the peroxisome membrane for docking, translocation, and release into the matrix. 
An N-terminal nonapeptide targeting signal also functions, using a different transpone r 
complex. Some proteins of the peroxisome membrane are synthesized in the cytoplasm, 
and are localized to the membrane by internal targeting signals. A second class of proteins 
are synthesized in the ER and exponed to the peroxisome membrane . 

Some proteins reside in more than one subceUular compartment . A suboptimal locali
zation signal can lead to inefficient targeting and a dual location, as in the partial secretion 
of an inhibitor of the plasminogen activator. A protein can contain two targeting signals, 
resulting in dual localization. Gene duplication and divergence can result in different tar
geting signals in closely related mature polypeptides. Alternative transcription initiation 
sites or alternative splicing of pre-mRNA can generate different messages from a single 
gene. Alternatively spliced mRNAs for calcium/calmodulin-dependent protein kinase dif
fer with respect to the presence of an internal segment that encodes a nuclear localization 
signal. Without this segment, the protein remains in the cytosol. 

Finally, the first initiation codon in an mRNA is sometimes bypassed. Alternative 
translation initiation leads to two forms of rat liver fumarase; one includes a mitochon
drial targeting sequence, while the other does not and remains in the cytosol. 

6.6 • FURTHER POSTTRANSLATIONAL 
MODIFICATIONS 

Additional maturation events can modify proteins to generate their final, functional forms. 
Some are very common , while others are highly restricted. Many reversible modifications 
regulate protein activiry. 

Partial Proteolysis Releases Insulin and Activates Zymogens 

Partial proteolysis is a common maturation step . Sequences can be removed from either 
end or from within the protein . Proteolysis in the ER and Golgi apparatus helps to 
mature the protein hormone insulin (Figure 6.19) . Preproinsulin encoded by mRNA 
is inserted into the ER lumen . Signal peptidase cleaves the signal peptide to generate 
proinsulin , which folds to form the correct disulfide linkages. Proinsulin is transported 
to the Golgi apparatus where it is packaged into secrerory granules. An internal connect 
ing peptide (C-peptide ) is removed by proteolysis, and mature insulin is secreted. In 
familial hyperproinsulinemia processing is incomplete (Clin. Corr. 6.11). The pathway 
for insulin biosynthes is ensures production of equal amounrs of A and B chains. More
over, proinsulin folds into a conformation in which the cysteine residues are positioned 
for correct disulfide bond formation. Reduced and denatured proinsulin can refold cor
rectly, whereas renaturation of reduced and denatured insulin is inefficient and leads to 
incorrect disulfide linkages. 

Cleavage of precursor proteins is a common means of enzyme activation. Digestive 
proteases are classic examples (p. 1033). Inactive zymogen precursors are packaged in stor
age granules and activated by proteolysis after secretion. Thus, trypsinogen is cleaved 
to give trypsin plus an amino terminal hexapeptide, and chymotrypsinogen is cleaved to 
form chymotrypsin and two peptides (p. 1044). 

Amino Acids Can Be Modified after Incorporation into Proteins 

Although 20 amino acids are encoded genetically, posttranslational modification allows for
mation of many amino acid derivatives in proteins. Modification may be permanent or easily 
reversible. While the number of modified amino acids in a protein may be small, they often 
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C-Peptlde 

Familial Hyperproinsulinemia (OMIM 176730) 

Familial hyperproinsulinemia, an autosomal dominant condition , 
results in approximately equal amounts of insulin and an abnormal
ly processed proinsulin being released inco the circulation . Although 
affected individuals have high concentrations of proinsulin in their 
blood, they are apparently normal in terms of glucose metabolism, 
being neither diabetic nor hypoglycemic. The defect was originally 
thought to result from a deficiency of one of three proteases that 
process proinsulin : endopeptidases that cleave the Arg31-Arg32 
and Lys64-Arg65 peptide bonds, and a carboxypeptidase. In several 

Figure 6.19 Maturation of human proinsulin. 
After cleavage at the two sites indicated by arrows, 
arginine residues 31 , 32 , and 65 and lysine residue 
64 are removed to produce insulin and C-pepcide. 
Redrawn from Bell, G. I., Swain, W. F., Pictet, 
R., Cordell, B., Goodman, H. M., and Rutter, 
W J. Nature 282:525, 1979. 

families the defect is the substitution of Arg65 by His or Leu which 
prevents cleavage between the C-peptide and the A chain of insulin 
resulting in secretion of a partially processed proinsulin. In one 
family a point mutation (HislO ~ AsplO) causes the hyperproin
sulinemia, but how this mutation interferes with processing is not 
known . 

Zhou, A., Webb, G., Zhu , X., and Steiner, D. F. Proceolycic processing in the 
secrerory parhway. J Biol Chem. 274:20745 , 1999. 

have a major role in its function. Modified amino acids in proteins are listed in Table 6.11. 
Important examples include 

Amino-terminal modification: Protein synthesis is initiated using methionine, but 
proteolysis often removes one to several amino-terminal residues. The new amino 
terminus is then often altered, for example, by acetylation. The a subunits of signal 
transducing G-proteins (p. 520) are derivatized with myristic or palmitic acid. 
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Amino-terminal glutamine often spontaneously cyclizes to form a pyroglutamyl 
residue. The amino terminus can also be lengthened by addition of an amino acid 
(see Section 6.8 on protein degradation). 
Interchain and inrrachain disulfide bond formation: As catalyz.ed by disulfide 
isomerase, disulfide formation can prevent unfolding of proteins and their passage 
across membranes, so it also is a means of localization. As in the case of insulin, 
disulfide bonds can covalently link separate polypeptides and be necessary for 
function. 
Cysteine modification: S-palmitoylation aids membrane interactions and traffick
ing of some proteins. The -y-subunits of the heterorricyclic G proteins (p. 525) are 
modified by thioester linkage of an isoprenoid co a cysteine ac or near the carboxy 
terminu s. Multiple sulfatase deficiency arises from reduced ability to carry out a 
posnranslational modification ofcysteine (Clin . Corr. 6.12). 
Lysine mod ification: Acetylation and mechylation of lysine E-amino groups in 
histones modulates their interactions with DNA. A fraction of the H2A histone 
is also modified through isopeptide linkage of a lysine €-amino group to the 
C-terminal glycine of ubiquitin , a smal l protein with many regulatory func
tions. Biotin is also linked to a few carboxylases through amide linkages to lysine 
(p. 777) . 

TABLE 6.11 • Modified Amino Acids in Proteins8 

Amino Acid Modifications Found 

Amino terminus 

Carboxy terminus 

Arginine 

Asparagine 

Aspartic acid 

Cystine 

Glucamine acid 

Glucamine 

His tidine 

Lysine 

Methionine 

Phenylalanine 

Proline 

Serine 

Threonine 

Trypcophan 

Tyrosine 

Formylation, acecylacion, aminoacylation, myriscoylacion, 
glycosylarion 

Methylacion, ADP-ribosylation, glycosyl-phosphotidylinosicol 
anchor formation 

N-Merhylatioo, ADP-ribosylation 

N-glycosylation, N-merhylation, deamidation 

Methylarion, phosphorylation, hydroxylation, isomerizatioo 
(iso Asp) 

Cystine formation, palmicoylarion, heme linkage, S-glycosylacion, 
prenylation, ADP-ribosylacion, $-hydroxylation 

Methylarion, y-carboxylation, ADP-ribosylation, 
polyglycinarion, polygluramylation 

Pyroglutamate formation, deamidarion , crosslinking 

Methylarion, phosphorylation, diphrhamide formation, 
ADP-ribosylation 

N-Acerylation, N-merhylation, hydroxylation, oxidation, 
ubiqutinylation, biotinylation, allysine formation, cross-linking 

Sulfoxide formation 

/3-Hydroxylation, glycosylation 

H ydroxylation, glycosylation 

Phosphorylation , glycosylarion, acecylation, 
a-formylglycine formation, phosphopanterheinylation 

Phosphorylation, glycosylarion,merhylarion 

/3-Hydroxylacion, dione formation, C-mannosylacion 

Phosphorylation, iodination, adenylarion, sulfonation, 
hydroxylation, nitration 

Source: Krishna, R. G. and Wo ld, F. Pose-translational modification of 
proteins. In: A. Meisrer (Ed.), Advances in Enzymowgy, Vol. 67, New York: Wiley IncerScience, 1993, 
pp265-298. Walsh, C. T., Gameau-Tsodikova, S. and Gacco, G. J. Protein posttranslational modifica
tions: the chemistry of proteome diversifications. Angew. Chem. Int. Ed EngL 44: 7342 , 2005 . 
"The listing is nor comprehensive, and some modiflcacions are rare. Nore char no modifications of 
glycine alanine, leucine, isoleucine and valine have been reported in proteins . 
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Serine and threonine hydroxyl groups: In addition to glycosylation, reversible 
phosphorylation by protein kinases and protein phosphatases is very common and 
functionally important. A classic example is phosphorylation of a serine residue of 
glycogen phosphorylase by phosphorylase kinase (p. 635). Ty rosine residues are 
phosphorylated by highly specific tyrosine kinases. Kinase activity is a property 
of many growth factor receptors in which growth factor binding stimulates cell 
division. Oncogenes, responsible in part for cell transformation and proliferation 
of tumor cells, often have tyrosine kinase activity and show strong homology with 
normal growth factor receptors . Dozens of other examples exist; together the pro
tein kinases and protein phosphatases control the activity of many proteins that are 
central to normal and abnormal cellular development. 
ADP-ribosylation: Di phtheria toxin further modifies diphthamid e, a modified 
histidine residue (Figure 6.20) ofEF2, by ADP-ribosylation. EF2 act ivity and 
thus prote in synthesis is inhibited. Physiological AD P-ribosylation , not medi
ated by bacterial toxins , usually involves reversible modification of arginine and 
cysteine residues and is important in cell signaling, and regulatory and surface 
proteins . 

• ,y-carboxyglutamate formation: Glutamic acid residues in several blood-clotting 
proteins including prothrombin and factors VII, IX, and X are modified. The 
y-carboxyglutamate chelates calcium ion, which is required for blood clotting 
(p. 987). This modification requires vitamin K. It can be blocked by coumarin 
derivatives (p. 995) , which antagonize vitamin K. Coumarin der ivatives are the ra
peutic anticoagulants. 

Collagen Biosynthesis Requires Many 
Posttranslationa l Modifications 

Collagens are the most abundant proteins in humans. The collagen family includes at 
least 28 different species of mostly fibrous proteins that provide the structural framework 
for tissues and organs, and additional collagen-like proteins share structural characteris
tics. Collagens undergo many posttranslational modifications that illustrate the complex
ity of these processes, their effect on structure and function, and modification defects 
that result in serious diseases. Different collagens, designated Type I, II , III , N , and so 
on (see p. 105 for details of structure) are encoded on several chromosomes and expressed 
in different tissues. Their amino acid sequences differ, but a repeating Gly-X-Y sequence 
of about 1000 residues predominates. Every third residue is glycine, about one-third of 
the X positions are occupied by proline , and a similar number ofY positions are 4-hy-
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Figure 6.20 Diphthamide (top left) is a 

posttran slati onal modification of a 
specifi c residue of histidin e (top right) in EF2. 
ADP -ribosyl-diphthamid e is shown at the 

bottom . 

Absence of Posttranslational Modification: Multiple Sulfatase Deficiency (OMIM 272200) 

Multiple sulfatase deficiency is a rare lysosomal storage disorder. Af
fected individuals develop slowly and from their second year of life lose 
the ability to stand, sit, or speak; physical deformities and neurological 
deficiencies develop and death before age 10 is usual. There is a severe 
lack of all sulfatase types. Degradation of sulfated molecules depends 
on the activity of several related sulfatases, most of which are lyso
somal. Deficiencies in individual sulfatases are also known, and several 
distinct diseases are linked to single enzyme defects. 

Multiple sulfatase deficiency arises from a defect in a posttransla
tional modification that is common to all sulfatase enzymes. In each 
case a cysteine residue of the enzyme is normally converted to Ca· 
formylglycine. Fibroblasts from individuals with multiple sulfatase 

deficiency catalyze this modification with significantly lowered effi
ciency, and the unmodified sulfatases are catalytically inactive. 

Many biological molecules are sulfated, for example, glycosaminogly
cans, steroids, and glycolipids. Poor sulfation is also responsible for 
diseases. For example, ineffective sulfation of the glycosaminoglycans 
chondroitin sulfate and keratan sulfate (p. 665) of cartilage results in 
major skeletal deformities. 

Schmidt, B., Selmer, T ., lngendoh , A., and von Figura, K. A novel amino acid 
modificat ion in sulf.uases chat is deficient in multiple sulfarase deficiency. Cell 
82:27 1, 1995; and Dierks, T., Schmidt , B., Borissenko, L. V., Peng,J., et al. Mul 
tiple sulfar:ase deficiency is caused by mutations in che gene encoding the human 
C-formylglycine generating enzyme. Cell 113:435, 200 3. 
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Figure 6.21 Collagen structure, illustrating 
(bottom to top) the reg ularity of primary 
sequence in a left-handed polyproline type II 
helix; the right-handed triple helix; the 300 -nm 
molecule; and the organization of molecules in 
a typical fibril , within which collagen molecules 
are cross-linked. 

Fibril 

Overlap zone Hole zone 

Microfibril, 
packing of 
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--------
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(a-1 and a-2) 

j 
Hydroxyproline 

j 

droxyproline , a posmanslationally modified form of proline . Proline and hydroxyproline 
residues impart rigidity to their polyproline type II helix structure (Figure 6.21). Each 
collagen polypeptide is designated an a-chain; a collagen molecule has three a-chains 
intertwined in a collagen triple helix in which glycine residues occupy the center of the 
structure (p. 105). 

Procollagen Formation in the Endoplasmi c Reticulum and Golgi Apparatu s 
Collagen a-chain synthesis sr.ans in the cytosol. Amino terminal signal sequences bind sig
nal recognition particles and precursor forms, designated for example prepro a l(I), are 
extruded into the ER lumen. Tissue-specific hydroxylation of proline and lysine residues 
occurs cotranslationally, before assembly of a triple helix. Prolyl 4-hydroxylase requires an 
-X-Pro-Gly- sequence (hence, 4-hydroxyproline is found only at Y positions in the -Gly
X-Y- sequence). Prolyl 3-hydroxylase modifies a smaller number of proline residues, and 
lysyl hydroxylase modifies some of the Y-position lysine residues. These hydroxylases require 
Fe2+ and ascorbic acid (vitamin C). Proline hydroxylation stabilizes collagen while lysine 
hydroxylation provides sites for interchain crosslinking and for glycosylation by specific gly
cosylrransferases of the ER. The extent of modification depends on the specific a-chain type 
and cell in which it occurs. 

Chaperone-mediated triple-helix assembly occurs after the polypeptide chains have 
been completed and the signal peptides are cleaved. Carboxy-terminal globular proprotein 
domains fold and disulfide bonds are formed between them. This initiates winding of the 
triple helix from the carboxyl- toward the amino-termini. The completed triple helix, with 
globular proprotein domains at each end, moves to the Golgi appararus where oligosaccharides 
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TABLE 6.12 • Selected Disorders in Collagen Biosynthesis and Structure 

Dirorder Collagen Defect Clinical Manifestations 

Osceogenesis Decreased synthesis of cype I Long bone fractures prior 
imperfecca I co pubercy 

Osceogenesis Point mutations and exon Perinatal lechalicy; malformed 
im perfecta 2 rearrangemencs in trip le and soft, fragile bones 

helical regions 

Ehlers-Danlos TV Poor secretion, premature Translucent skin, easy bruising, 
degradation of cype m arterial and colon rupture 

Ehlers-Dardos VI Decreased bydroxylysine in Hyperexrensive skin, joint 
cypesl and III hypermobilicy 

Ehlers-Danlos VII Type I procollagen Joint hypermobilicy and 
accumulation: N-cerminal dislocation 
propepride not cleaved 

Cucis laxa (occipital Decreased hydroxylysine due Lax, soft skin; occipital horn 
horn syndrome) to poor Cu distribution formation in adolescents 

Scurvy Hydroxyproline decreased due Poor bone growth, poor 
to ascorbic acid deficiency wound healing, severe bruising 

are processed and matured. Sometimes tyrosine residues are modified by sulfation and 
some serines are phosphorylated. The completed procollagen is then released from the cell 
via secretory vesicles. 

Collagen Maturation 
Conversion of procollagen to collagen occurs extracellularly. In fibril-forming collagens 
(e.g., type I) the amino- and carboxyl-terminal propeptides are cleaved by separate pro
teases, while the carboxyl-terminal propeptides are retained in network-forming collagens 
(e.g., type IV). Concurrently, the triple helices assemble into fibrils by end -to-end and side
to-side aggregation, and the collagen is stabilized by extensive cross-linking . Lysyl oxidase 
convens some lysine or hydroxylysine to the reactive aldehydes, allysine, or hydroxyally
sine. These residues condense with each other or with lysine or hydroxylysine residues in 
adjacent chains to form Schiff's base and aldol cross-links. Less well-characterized reactions 
can involve other residues including histidine and can link three a-chains. Defects at many 
of these steps are known and some of the best characterized are listed in Table 6.12 and 
described in Clin . Corr. 6.13. 

6. 7 • REGULATION OF TRANSLATION 

The amount of protein in cells is regulated at the levels of transcription, translation, and 
degradation . Regulation of translation can be global, affecting protein synthesis in general, 
or it can be much more specific for individual proteins or groups of proteins. The most 
effective and common mechanisms for regulation of translation are at the initiation scage, 
and phosphorylation of initiation factors can serve, depending on circumstances, to either 
suppress or stimulate translation . 

The best-understood mechanism of global regulation of translation involves revers
ible phosphorylation of serine 51 of the a-subunit of elF2. Under conditions such as 
nutrient starvation , heat shock, and viral infection, elF2 is phosphorylated. It remains 
functional, but phosphorylated elF2 - GDP binds very tightly to elF2 B, the guanine nucle
otide exchange factor . eIF2B is present in limiting amo unts and becomes unavailable for 
nucleotide exchange; hence no elF2 - GTP is available for initiation. Paradoxically, phos
phorylated eIF2 stimulates translation of a transcription factor that that upregulates stress 
response genes. 
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Defects in Collagen Synthesis 

Osteogenesis lmperfecta (OMIM 166210) 
Osteogenesis imperfecta is a group of at least seven clinically, geneti
cally, or biochemically distinguishable disorders characterized by bone 
&agility, deformities, and low bone mass. Several variants result from 
mutations that produce modified a(O chains, and the effect on sever
ity of the symptoms varies widely. In the clearest example a deletion 
mutation causes absence of 84 amino acids in the a 1 (Q chain. The 
shortened al(I) chains associate with normal al(I) and a2(I) chains 
and prevent normal collagen triple helix formation, with resultant deg
radation of all of the chains . Three-fourths of all of the collagen mol
ecules formed have at least one defective al(O . Other forms of osteo
genesis imperfecta result from point mutations that substitute another 
amino acid for a glycine. Since glycine has to fit into the interior of the 
collagen triple helix, these substitutions destabilize that helix. 

Cheung, M. S., and Glorieux, F. H. Osteogenesis imperfecra: update on presenta
rion and management. Rev. Eruwcr. Metab. Disord. 9:153, 2008; and Barsh, G. 
S., Roush, C. L., Bonadio, J., Byers, P. H., and Gelinas, R. E. Intron mediared 
recombinarion causes an a I (I) collagen delerion in a lethal form of osteogenesis 
imperfecta. Proc. Natl. Acad. Sci. USA 82:2870, 1985. 

Ehlers-Danlos Syndrome, Type IV (OMIM 130050) 
Ehlers-Danlos syndrome is a group of at least 10 disorders that are 
clinically, genetically, and biochemically distinguishable but that share 
manifestations of structural weaknesses in connective tissue. The usual 
problems are with fragility, hyperextensibility of skin, and hypermo
bility of joints. Type IV Ehlers-Danlos syndrome is caused by defects 
in type III collagen (p. 105), which is particularly important in skin, 
arteries, and hollow organs. Characteristics include thin, translucent 
skin through which veins are easily seen, marked bruising, and some
times an appearance of aging in the hands and skin. Clinical problems 
arise from arterial rupture, intestinal perforation, and rupture of the 
uterus during pregnancy or labor. Surgical repair is difficult because of 
tissue fragility. Defects in type IV Ehlers-Danlos arise from changes 
in the structure of type III chains, due to point mutations that replace 
glycine residues and disrupt the collagen triple helix, and from exon 
skipping which shortens the polypeptide and can result in inefficient 
secretion, decreased stability of the collagen, and abnormal formation 
of type III collagen fibrils. In some cases, type III collagen accumulates 
in the rough ER and is degraded very slowly. 

Germain, D. P. Ehlers-Dantos syndrome type IV. Orphanet J Rare Dis. 2:32, 2007; 
and Superri-Furga, A., Gugler, E., Girzelmann, R., and Steinmann, B. Ehlers-Oanlos 
Syndrome cype IV: A mulri-exon delerion in one of the two COL 3Al alleles affecring 
scrucrure, stability, and processing of type m procollagen. J Biol Chem. 263:6226, 
1988. 

Deficiency of Lysylhydroxylase (OMIM 225400) 
In type VI Ehlers-Danlos syndrome lysylhydroxylase is deficient. At 
least 20 different mutations are known that result in type land III col
lagens (p. 105) with lowered hydroxylysine content and subsequently 
less stable cross linking of collagen fibrils. Some cross-links between 
lysine and allysine form but these are not as stable and do not mature 

as readily as hydroxylysine-concaining cross links. Hydroxylysine is 
also a sire of glycosylation , but the function of this modification is 
unclear. Clinical features include marked hyperextensibility of skin 
and joints , poor wound healing, and musculoskeletal deformities. 
Some patients have a mutant form of lysylhydroxylase with a higher 
Michaelis constant for ascorbic acid than the normal enzyme. Ac
cordingly, they respond to high doses of ascorbic acid. 

Pinnell,$. R., Krane,$. M., Kenzora, J.E., and Glimcher, M. J. A heritable disor
der of connective rissue: hydroxylysine deficient collagen disease. N. Engl J Med. 
286:1013, 1972; and Yeowell, H. N., and Walker, L. C. Mutations in cbe lysyl 
hydroxylase I gene that result in enzyme deficiency and the clinical phenotype of 
Ehlers-Danlos syndrome type VI. Mo!. Gm. Metab. 71:212, 2000. 

Ehlers-Danlos Syndrome , Type VII (OMIM 225410) 
In this condition skin bruises easily and is hyperextensible, but the ma
jor manifestations are dislocations of major joints, such as hips and 
knees. Laxity of ligaments can be caused by incomplete removal of the 
amino-terminal propeptide of procollagen chains. One variant results 
from deficiency of procollagen N-protease known as ADAMTS2 . A 
similar deficiency occurs in the autosomal recessive disease called der
matosparaxis of cattle, sheep, and cats, in which skin frailty is so ex
treme as to be lethal. In other variants the proa 1 (D and proa2(I) chains 
lack amino acids at the cleavage site because of skipping of one exon in 
the genes. This prevents normal cleavage by procoUagen N-protease. 

Cole, W. G., Chan, 0., Chambers, G. W., Walker, I. D., and Bateman, ]. F. Dele
rion of 24 amino acids from the proa I (I) chain of type I procollagen in a patient 
with the Ehlers-Danlos syndrome type VII. J. Biol Chem. 261:5496, 1986; 
and Tang, B. L. ADAMTS: A novel f.unily of exuacellular matrix proteases. Int 
J. Biochem. Cell Biol. 33:33, 2001. 

Occipital Hom Syndrome (OMIM 304150) 
Occipital horn syndrome is also known as type IX Ehlers-Danlos syn
drome or cutis laxa and is related to Menkes' kinky hair syndrome. De
fects in a gene encoding a trans-Golgi copper-transporting ATPase un
derlie these disorders, which appear as a deficiency in copper-dependent 
lysyl oxidase activity and thus cross-linking defects in collagen. In occipi
tal horn syndrome characteristics include lax, soft skin and the appear
ance during adolescence of bony occipital horns. In Menkes' kinky hair 
syndrome, a variable but usually more severe disorder, patients show 
neurological problems such as seizures and developmental delay, failure 
to thrive, peculiar hair, and sometimes death in infancy or early child
hood. A woman taking high doses of the copper-chelating drug, peni
cillamine, gave birth to an infant with an acquired Ehlers-Danlos-like 
syndrome, which subsequently improved. Side effects of d penicillamine 
therapy include poor wound healing and hyperextensible skin. Copper
deficient animals also show poor cross-linking of elastin and collagen, 
again because of the requirement for cuprous ion by lysyl oxidase. 

Kaler,$ . G. Metabolic and molecular bases ofMenkes disease and occipital horn syn
drome. Pediatr. Dev. Pathol 1:85, 1998; and Peltonen, L, Kuivarnieme, H., Palorie, 
H., Horn, N., et al. Alterations of copper and collagen metabolism in the Menkes 
syndrome and a new subtype ofEhlers-Danlos syndrome. Biochem. 22:6156, 1983. 

Continued on Page 247 
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Clinical Correlation 6.13 (continued) 

Scurvy and Hydroxyproline Synthesis 
Most animals, but not humans, can synthesize ascorbic acid (vitamin 
C). Scurvy is historically associated with long sea voyages and vita
min C deficiencies due to a lack of fresh fruit and vegetables. Clinical 
manifestations include poor wound healing, increased capillary fra
gili cy and severe bruising, gingival bleeding, and suppression of the 
orderly process of bone growth in children . Among ocher problems, 
ascorbic acid deficiency causes decreased bydroxyproline synthesis 
because prolyl hydroxylase requires ascorbic acid. Hydroxyproline 

provides additional hydrogen-bonding atoms chat stabilize the col
lagen triple helix. Collagen containing insufficient hydroxyproline is 
significantly less stable than normal collagen ar body temperature . 
Severe ascorbic acid deficiency leads secondarily to a decreased race 
of procoUagen synthesis. 

Pererofsky, B. Ascorbare requirement fur hydroxylarion and secrecion of procol
lagen: relacionship ro inhibition of collagen synthesis in scurvy. Am. J. Clin. Med. 
54:1135S, 1991; and Olmedo,]. M., Yiannias,J. A., Wmdgassen, E. B., and Cor 
ner, M. K. Scurvy: A disease almost forgorren. Int. J. Dermatol 45:909, 2006. 

Phosphorylation of eIF2 can be catalyzed by a hem~ regulated kinase chat is active 
in the absence of heme. This kinase is present in many cells, but has been best studied in 
reticulocyces that synthesize hemoglobin. A deficiency in energy supply or any heme pre
cursor activates the kinase. A related double-stranded RNA-dependent kinase is activated 
by binding of ds-RNA that results from viral infection . Production of this kinase is also 
induced by interferon. 

In contrast, initiation factor eIF4E is activated by phosphorylation of a serine residue in 
response co, for example, growth factors. Phosphorylation interferes with the binding of inhibi
tory eIF4E-binding proteins . Reversal by a protein phosphatase follows, for example, viral 
infection. These effeccs are mediated by eIF4G that is also activated by phosphorylation. 

Regulation of trans lation of specific mRNAs is important in regulating the amoun ts 
and balance of proteins in a cell. Localization and packaging of mRNAs allows specific 
messages co be translated where they are needed or for mRNAs co be scored for future use. 
Localization within the cell relies on RNA sequences called targeting clements (or zip 
codes or localization elements), which interact with RNA binding proteins that concen
trate the mRNAs at a subcellular site. Messages are sometimes packaged into scorage gran
ules during development or into P bodies: aggregates of translacionally repressed mRNAs, 
regulatory proteins, and mRNA decay enzymes. These mRNAs may be degraded, but they 
can also be scored and returned co the cytoplasm for translation . P bodies help reprogram 
translation at times of stress. 

A clear example of messenger-specific regulation is synthesis of the iron-binding 
protein ferritin. In the absence of iron a repressor protein binds to the iron response ele
ment (IRE), a seem- loop structure in the 5 ' -leader sequence of ferritin mRNA (p. 1089). 
This mRNA is sequestered for future use. S-Aminolevulinic acid synthase, an enzyme of 
heme biosynthesis, is also regulated by a 5' -IRE in its mRNA. In contrast, more ferritin 
receptor is needed if iron is limited; its mRNA has IREs in its 3' -untranslated region. 
Binding of the repressor protein stabilizes the mRNA and prolongs its lifetime . Many 
growth-regulated mRNAs, including those for ribosomal proteins, have a polypyr imidine 
tract in their leader sequence . A polypyrimidine binding protein helps regulate their 
tran slation . 

In addition co its roles in information transfer (mRNA) and translation (tRNA, 
rRNA), RNA is very important in regulation of gene expression in multiple biological 
functions, often in a tissue specific manner. Several classes of small RNAs bind specific 
groups of proteins and interact with mRNA to regulate transcription and tran slation in 
processes called RNA silencing and RNA interference. In humans almost 500 differ
ent micro-RNA (miRNA) genes exist. Larger hairpin RNAs are processed in the nucleus 
by a Drosha nuclease and then by a cytoplasmic endonuclease called Di cer to generate 
21- 23 nucleotide-long double-stranded RNAs . An RNA helicase separates the strands, 
one of which is bound by an RNA-induced silencing complex (RISC), the central com
ponent of which is an Argonaute protein. The RISC guides the miRNA to complemen
tary sequences of mRNA, often in the 3' -untranslated region. Formation of an imperfect 
mRNA - rniRNA duplex represses translation but does not immediately affect mRNA 
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Figure 6.22 Model of the proteasome. 
A 20S central segment that includes 12- 15 
different po lypeptides is made up of four stacked 
heptameric rings, with a hollow core that includes 
several proteases with different specificities. V-shaped 
segments at each end cap the cylinder and act in 
ATP-dependent substrate recognition, unfolding , 
and translocation into the core. The upper cap 
structure is shown displaced from the central segment 
in order to illustrate the hollow core of the cylinder. 
Adapted from Rubin, D., and Finley, D. Cur. Biol. 
5:854, 1995; and Peters, J.-M. Trends Biochem. 
Sci. 19:377, 1994. 

scability. Cooperative interaction of multiple miRNAs with an mRNA increases efficiency 
of inhibition . The miRNAmRNA complexes may be directed co cytoplasmic P bodies 
for storage or degradation . Dicer and the RISC also generate perfectly complementary 
duplexes of small RNA molecules with mRNA. These complexes result in cleavage and 
inactivation of che cargec mRNA by an RISC endonuclease called slicer and ocher nucle
ases chat degrade che mRNA. 

Several more classes of small RNA have been identified. Small interfering RNAs (siR
NAs) are generated from double-stranded RNA; they can be endogenous or virally derived 
and function Like miRNA. Ocher classes are transcribed from repetitive DNA sequences, 
derived from single-stranded cranscriprs, and may be larger than miRNAs. Chemically syn
thesized interfering RNA; mimics miRNA and is a valuable laboratory cool and potential 
therapeutic agent. 

6.8 • PROTEIN DEGRADATION AND TURNOVER 

Protein lifetimes vary widely. Lens cells are not replaced and their proteins are not recy
cled. Hemoglobin lasts the 120-day life of the red blood cell. Some blood-clotting pro
teins survive only a few days, so hemophiliacs are only protected for a shore period by 
transfusion or injection of required factors. Diabetics require frequent insulin injections 
since hormone needs vary (see Clin . Corr. 21 .8, p. 868). Metabolic enzymes vary quan
titatively depending on need or changing situation; for example, che concentration of 
urea cycle enzymes changes in response to diet . Proteins are also damaged by oxidation , 
proteolysis, denaturation, or ocher irreversible modifications. Errors in translation and 
folding lead to nonfunctional proteins, and proteolytic processing generates nonfunc
tional peptides such as the C-peptide of proinsulin . Disposal mechanisms are needed; 
proteolysis reduces unwanted proteins to peptides and eventually amino acids. Most of 
these amino acids are recycled to synthesize new proteins, but some are metabolized and 
their degradation produces excreted. Digestive proteases such as pepsin, trypsin , chymo
ttypsin, and elastase hydrolyze dietary protein and have no part in intracellular protein 
turnover, but che amino acids they generate contribu te to the metabolic pool used in 
translation . This is particularly necessary for che essential amino acids (see Tab le 19 .1, 
p. 753) . 

ATP-Dependent Proteolysis Occurs in Proteasomes 

The best-described proteolytic pathway uses proteasomes, dumbbell-shaped structures 
that contain about 28 polypeptides (Figure 6.22). A cylindrical core is capped at each 
end by V-shaped comp lexes chat help recognize and unfold polypeptides and transport 
them to the proteolytic core in an ATP-dependent mechanism. Targeting to proteas
omes normally requires ubiquitin, a highly conserved 76 amino acid protein . Proteins 
are marked for degradation by polyubiquitinylation, as shown in Figure 6.23 . Ubiquitin 
is activated by enzyme El co form a chioester; ATP is required and a transient AMP
ubiquitin complex forms. The ubiquitin is then passed to enzyme E2, and finally via 
one of a group of E3 multiprocein complexes co a cargeced protein . Linkage of ubiquitin 
is through isopeptide bonds between E-amino groups of lysine residues of the protein 
and che carboxyl-cerminal glycine residues of ubiquitin. Several ubiquitin molecules are 
attached to the protein and to each ocher, and che polyubiquitinylaced protein is brought 
to the proteasome and degraded; an isopeptidase releases intact ubiquitin for reuse. Dam
aged, defective, misfolded, and mutant proteins are rapidly degraded via che ubiquitin 
pathway, and accumulation of undegraded protein can lead to disease (Clin . Corr. 6.14). 
For example, deletion of one amino acid alters che stability of CFTR protein (see Clin. 
Corr. 6.7, p. 231) in cystic fibrosis . Selection of native proteins for degradation depends 
on E3 enzyme specificity; both conformation and amino acid sequence are important. 
Destabilizing PEST sequences (rich in Pro, Glu, Ser, and Thr) occur in several shore
lived proteins, and an ubiquitin-inte racting motif that binds ubiquitin and sometimes 
also promotes ubiquitinylation has been identified. Another determinant is the identity 
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of the amino-terminal amino acid. In accord with the N-end rule, proteins with differ
ent amino-terminal residues are degraded at widely differing races, and the lifetime of a 
protein can be modified by incorporation of an N-cerminal destabilizing residue from an 
aminoacyl-tRNA donor. Misfolded proteins in the ER are usually degraded through the 
ubiquicin pathway. Chaperones and leccins in the ER keep misfolded N-linked glycopro
ceins from aggregating and target chem for retrotranslocacion back co the cycosol in the 
process called ERAD (ER-associated degradation). 

Ubiquitin-dependenc proteolysis plays a major role in the regulation of cellular events. 
Cyclins (p. 1016) and receptor protein tyrosine kinases (p. 509) are involved in control of 
cell division. Ubiquitin-dependent destruction of a cyclin allows cells co pass from the M 
phase into Gl, while degradation of receptors prevents signal transduction and halts cell 
proliferation. Other proteins degraded by ubiquitin-dependent proteolysis include tran
scription factors, the p53 tumor suppressor and other oncoproteins, protein kinases, and 
immune system and other cell surface receptors. 

Polyubiquitinylation is necessary to signal proteolysis; for example, polyubiquitinyl
p53 is degraded, while monoubiquitinyl-p53 is targeted for export from the nucleus. 
Defects in ubiquitin-dependent proteolysis lead to disease (Clin. Corr. 6.15). Other roles 
of ubiquitin are described in A Closer Look 6.4 . 

Like proteasomes, the complex prokaryotic proteases Lon and Clp and FtsH require ATP 
hydrolysis for their action, but ubiquitin is absent in prokaryotes. These proteases also are 
assembled into barrel-like structures and the A TPase powers unfolding of the substrate protein. 
An N-end rule applies through a smaller number ofN-terminal destabilizing amino acids. 

Intracellular Digestion of Some Proteins Occurs in Lysosomes 

Intracellular digestion of proteins from the extracellular environment occurs within pro
tease-rich lysosomes. Material chat does not permeate the plasma membrane is imponed 
by endocycosis. In pinocytos is large particles, molecular aggregates, or other material in 
the extracellular fluid are engulfed. Macrophages ingest bacteria and dead cells by this 
mechanism. Receptor-mediated endocytos is uses cell surface receptors to bind specific 
molecules at pits in the cell surface chat are coated with the mulcisubunit protein clathrin. 
Invagination of the plasma membrane and the ligand-bound receptors forms intracellu
lar clathrin-coated vesicles, one fate of which is fusion with a lysosome and degradation 
of the contents. Some intracellular protein turnover may also occur within lysosomes, 
and under some conditions significant amounts of cellular material can be degraded by 
lysosomes. For example, serum starvation of fibroblasts or starvation of rats leads to the 
lysosomal degradation of a subpopulation of cellular proteins . Recognition of a specific 
peptide sequence is involved, again indicating that the lifetime of a protein is ultimately 
encoded in its sequence. 

Other Proteolytic Systems 

Apoptosis (p. 1010), also called programmed cell death, follows on proteolytic activation 
of proteases known as caspases (cysceine aspartyl proteases). Stresses such as inflammation, 
cell damage, or a deficiency of growth factors can either directly activate caspases or cause 
mitochondria to release cytochrome c and other factors that activate a caspase cascade and 
result in the rapid degradation of cellular proteins. A caspase in the ER aces in ER stress
induced apoptosis, while other Golgi and ER proteases degrade misfolded proteins and 
peptide fragments that arise during maturation of proteins in the secretory pathway. Pro
teins are also exported from the ER for degradation by proteasomes. 

Calcium-dependent thiol proteases , also called calpains , are present in most cells 
and function in, for example, cellular proliferation , differentiation, and progression 
through the cell cycle through selective and limited proteolysis. Calpains also func
tion with proteasomes in protein turnover , and other roles are indicated but less well 
established. Ir appears that protein degradation is as complex and important a process 
as protein biosynthesis . 
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Figure 6.23 ATP and ubiquitin-dependent 
protein degradation . Ubiquitin is activated in a 
two-step reaction involving formation of a transient 
mixed anhydride of AMP and the carboxy-terminus 
of ubiquicin (step I a), followed by generation of 
a thioester with enzyme El (seep lb ) . Enzyme E2 
forms a thioester with ubiquitin {step 2) and serves 
as a donor in E3-catalyzed transfer of ubiquitin to 
a targeted protein (step 3). Several more ubiquitin 
molecules are attached to lysine residues of the 
ubiquitin and /or other lysines of the targeted 
protein at this stage. Polyubiquitinylated protein 
is degraded by ATP-dependent proteolysis (step 
4); ubiquitin is not degraded, and can reenter the 
process at Seep I. 
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Protein Misfolding and Aggregation: Huntington Disease and Alzheimer Disease 

Misfolded proteins are usually degraded, as occurs with mutan t CFTR 
protein in cystic fibrosis (see Clin . Corr. 6.7, p. 231) . Several neuro
logical diseases illustrate the result of cellular aggregation of misfolded 
proteins or their partial-degradation producrs . 

Hunrington disease (OMIM 143100) is an autosomal domi
nant neurodegeoerative disorder in which patienrs show spasmodic 
movements in voluntary muscles, personality changes, and cogni
tive dysfunction; all grow more severe over time. Huntington dis
ease is associated with accumulation of protein aggregates derived 
from hunringtin, a primarily cytoplasmic protein. Huntington is 
essential for embryonic development and is involved in transcrip
tion regulation, vesicle trafficking, and syn apsis; mechanisms are not 
well understood. Variants ofhuntingtin are involved in Huntington 
disease; a CAG codon within the gene is expanded, resulting in poly
glurarnine repeats of 35 to I 80 residues within huntingtin. Longer 
polyglurarnine repears are associated with more severe disease. Pro
tein and peptides derived from huntingtin accumulate in inclusions 
in the nucleus, and transcription is affected. Mitochondrial function 
is also disturbed and reactive oxygen species increase, and the ubiq
uitin-proteasome pathway is impaired. Several other neurodegenera
tive disorders are also linked to polyglutarnine tract expansion and 
protein deposition 

Alzheimer disease (OMIM 104300) is characterized by progressive 
loss of memory and cognition, and it is most common in elderly people. 
Mitochondrial dysfunction in neural cells is prevalent. Alzheimer dis
ease is characterized by accumulation of intraneuronal and extracellu
lar bundles and filaments that form plaques. The major component of 
the plaque is /3-arnyloid, a 39-43 residue peptide derived from a larger 

Defects in the Ubiquitin-Proteasome System 

The following are diseases linked to malfunctions of the ubiquirin
proteosome pathway. 

Liddle syndrome (OMIM 177200): A mutation in a subunit of 
the renal epithelial sodium channel interferes in binding ofNedd4, 
an E3 ligase that mediates irs degradation. Channel accumulation 
results in excessive Na+ resorption and severe hypertension. 

Autosomal recessive juvenile Parkinsonism (OMIM 605909): A 
small percentage of patienrs have an early onset familial form of 
Parkinson disease. Many have mutations in the parkin protein 
causing loss of E3 enzyme activity and accumulation of parkin 
subsrrates. A second cause of familial Parkinson disease is linked 
to a mutation in an ubiquitin-recycling enzyme, possibly result
ing in a shortage of free ubiquitin . 

amyloid precursor protein. Other componenrs include the GMl gan
glioside, a microrubule-associated protein Tau, and other highly ubiq
uirinylated but protease-resistant components in compacred and tangled 
fibers that appear co overwhelm the proteasome degradative pathway. 
Disrurbed calcium ion regulation may underlie neuronal death. 

Amyotrophic lateral sclerosis (AL$ or Lou Gehrig's disease) is a 
neurodegenerative disease characrerized by progressive degeneration 
of motor neurons and accumulation of ubiquinated proteins in cel
lular inclusions. Superoxide dismutase I and TAR DNA-binding 
protein have both been identified in inclusions in both familial and 
sporadic forms of the disease. 

Parkinson disease (see Clin . Corr. 19.19, p. 785) is also linked 
to accumulations of undegraded protein aggregates. Misfolding of 
the presynaptic protein alpha-synuclein (a-Syn) in the endoplasmic 
reticulum (ER) of neurons leads to the formation of cytoplasmic 
Lewy Bodies in which a-Syn is a major component. ER-associated 
degradation of proteins is impaired . In early onset Parkinson disease 
Lewy bodies are usually absent and mutations in parkin protein are 
common (Clin. Corr . 6.15). Prion diseases are also associated with 
protein aggregation (see Clin . Corr. 3.6, p. 114). 

Walker, F. O. Huntington's disease. Lancet 369:218, 2007; Goederc, M. and 
Spillancini, M. G. A cenrury of Alzheimer's disease. Science 314:777, 2006; Marx, 
J. A new cake on Tau. Scimce316:l4l6, 2007; Kabashi, E., and Durham , H. D. 
Failure of protein quality control in amyocrophic lateral sclerosis. Biochim. Bio
phys. Acta 1762:1038, 2006; Lozano, A. M., and Kalia, $. K New movement in 
Parkinson's. Sci. Am. 293:68 , 2005; and Cooper, A. A., Gicler, A. D., Cashikar, 
A., Haynes, C. M., er al. a -Synuclein blocks ER-Golgi traffic and Rabl rescues 
neuron loss in Parkinson models. Science 313:324, 2006. 

Breast and ovarian cancer: Heterozygous mutations in BRCAl 
( the breast cancer susceptibility locus) are seen in some cases of 
breast and ovarian cancer. BRCAI protein is an E3 enzyme whose 
activity is abolished by mutations found in familial breast cancer. 

HPV-induced cervical cancer: Infection with some strains of 
human papilloma virus can lead to invasive cervical cancer. A 
virus-encod ed oncoprotein E6 interacts with the cellular p53 
tumor suppressor protein; an E3 enzyme recognizes the com
plex, leading to p53 degradation via the ubiquitin-proteasome 
pathway. 

Reinstein, E., and Ciechanover, A. Narrative review: Protein degradation and 
human diseases: The ubiquicin connection. Ann. Intern. Med. 145:676, 2006. 
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Ubiquitin and SUMO 

Ub iquirin has importan t roles beyond protein degradation . Reversible 

linkage of ubiq uitin co hiscones H2A and H2B is unr elated ro tu rnover 

since the pro teins are stable, bur modificatio n affecrs chromatin struc

ture an d cranscription . Ubiquirin participa tes in chromosome alignmen t 

and segregation, in DNA repair, and in regulating transcrip tion in the 

ioflammarory response . Ub iquitin ation is a signal for endocytosis an d 

a sorting signal directing con tents to lysosomes . Ofte n these functions 

employ ubiquirin linkages chat are different from chose in the pro te

asome pathway . Small ubiquitin-relaced modifier (SUMO) pro teins, 
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silent mutations 
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posrtranslational modification 
chaperone 
endoplasmic reticulum 
signal peptidase 
signal peptide 
signal recognition particle 

rranslocon 
N-linked glycosylation 
0- linked glycosylation 
complex-type oligosaccharide 
glycosyl cransferase 
high-mannose oligosaccharide 

Questions • CAROL N. ANGSTADT 

Multip le-Choice Questions 

1. Degeneracy of the generic code denotes the existence of 
A. multiple codons for a single amino acid. 
B. codons consisting of only two bases. 
C. base tr iplers chat do not code for any amino acid. 
D. different systems in which a given trip let codes for different 

amino acids. 
E. codons char include one or more of the unusual bases. 

2. fn the formation of an aminoacy l-cRNA, 
A. ADP and Pi are produces of the reaction. 
B. aminoacy l adenylare appears in solution as a free interme diate. 
C. aminoacy l-cRNA synchecase is believed co recognize and 

hydrolyze incorrect aminoacyl-cRNAs it may have produced. 
D. separate aminoacyl-cRNA synchecases exist for every amino acid 

in the functional protein . 
E. there is a separate aminoacyl-cRNA syncherase for every tRNA 

species. 

3. D uring iniciacion of protein synthesis, 
A. methionyl-cRNA appears at the A site of the 80S initiation complex. 
B. eIF3 and the 40S ribosomal subunit participate in forming a 

preiniciation complex . 
C. eIF2 is phosphorylaced by GTP . 
D. the same mechionyl-cRNA is used as is used during elongation . 
E. a complex of mRNA, 60S ribosomal subunit, and certain 

initiation factors is formed. 

4. During the elongation stage of eukaryocic protein synthes is, 
A. the incoming aminoacyl-cRNA binds co the P sire. 
B. a new peptide bond synthesized by peptidy l rransferase requires 

GTP hydrolys is. 
C. the peptidyl- tRNA is rranslocated co a different site on the ribosome. 
D. streptomycin can cause premature release of the incomplete peptide. 
E. peptide bon d formation occurs by the attack of the carboxyl 

group of the incoming amino acyl tRNA on the amino group of 
the growing peptide chain . 

5. Formation of mature insulin includes all of the following except 
A. removal of a signal pepti de. 
B. folding into a three-dimensional structure . 
C. disulfide bond formation. 
D. removal of a peptide from an internal region. 
E. -y-carboxylacion of glutamate residues . 

6. Screpromycin binds the small subunit of prokaryocic ribosomes and 
A. causes premature release of the incomp lete pept ide. 
B. prevenrs binding of the 40S and 60S subunirs . 
C. interferes with initiation of protein synthes is. 
D. inhibits peptidyl cransferase activity . 
E. acts as an N-glycosidase . 

anchoring sequence 
endop lasmic reciculum associated 

degradation 
protein targeting 
collagen triple helix 
trans lational regularion 

RNA interference 
RNA silencing 
RNA-induced silencing comp lex 
proreasome 
ubiquicin 
N-end rule 

Questions 7 and 8: Cystic fibrosis is a frequent generic disease of Cauca
sians. The CF gene codes for a protein called the cystic fibrosis cransmem
brane conductance regulator (CFTR) which functions as a cAMP-regulaced 
chlor ide channel. The protein has two membrane-spanning domains, 
two domains chat interact with ATP, and one regulatory domain. The 
most common defect is in the gene for one of the ATP binding domains. 
The result is a protein chat does not fold correctly in the endop lasmic 
reticu lum, is not properly glycosylaced, and is nor rransporced co the cell 
surface. Rather, ic is degraded in che cycosol within proceasomes. Drugs 
chat foster chaperone interaction with the mutant protein are a potential 
therapeutic approach . 

7 . Chaperones 
A. arc always required co direct the folding of proteins . 
B. when bound ro protein increase the race of protein degradation. 
C. usually bind co strongly hydrophilic regions of unfolded proteins . 
D. sometimes maintain proteins in an unfolded scare co allow 

passage through membranes . 
E. foster aggregation of proteins into plaques. 

8. Targeting a protein co be degraded within proceasomes usually 
requires ubiquicin. In the function of ubiquitin all of the following 
are true except 
A. ATP is required for activation of ubiquicin. 
B. a peptide bond forms between the carboxyl terminal of ubiquicin 

and an e-amino group of a lysine . 
C. linkage of a protein co ubiquicin does nor always mark it for 

degradation. 
D. the N-terminal amino acid is one determinant of selection for 

degradation. 
E. ATP is required by the enzyme chat transfers the ubiquitin co the 

protein co be degraded . 

Questions 9 and 10: Collagen is unusual in irs amino acid composition 
and requires a wide variety of posttrans lacional modifications co convert it 
co a functional molecule. Because of the complexity of collagen synthesis, 
there are many diseases, resulting in srrucrural weaknesses in connective 
tissue, caused by defects in the process. Scurvy leads co a less stable col
lagen lacking sufficient hydroxypro line. 

9. 4-Hydroxylacion of specific pro lyl residues during collagen synthesis 
requires all of the following except 
A. Fe2•. 
B. a specific amino acid sequence at the sire of hydroxylation. 
C. ascorbic acid. 
D. co-hydroxylation oflysine . 
E. individual ex chains, not yet assembled into a trip le helix. 
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10. Much of procollagen formation occurs in the endoplasmic recicu
lum and Go lgi apparatus wb.ich requires signal pepcide. All of the 
following statements about cargecing a protein for the ER are crue 
except 
A. signal pepcide usually has a posicively charged N-terminus and a 

screech of hydrophobic amino acids. 
B. signal pepcide emerging from a free ribosome binds signal 

recognicion particle (SRP). 
C. signal peptide is usually cleaved from the protein before the 

protein is inserted into the ER membrane. 
D. docking protein is actually an SRP receptor and serves co bind 

the SRP co the ER. 
E. SRP and docking protein do not encer the ER lumen bur are 

recycled. 

Questions 11 and 12: A number of diseases occur because of defects in 
targeting signals that direcr proteins to particular organe lles. I-Cell disease 
(mucolipidosis II), characterized by severe psychomocor retardation 
and skelccaJ abnormalities, arises from a defect in targeting proteins co 
lysosomes . Miscargecing can also cause problems . In primary hyperoxalu
ria cypc I, an enzyme char normally functions in pcroxisomes, because of 
mucations thac create a mitochondrial targeting signal, is localized in the 
mitochondria instead. 

Answers 

1. A This is che definition of degeneracy. B and E are not known co 
occur, although sometimes tRNA reads only the first rwo bases of a 
triplet (wobble), and somecimcs unusual bases occur in anticodons. C 
denotes the scop (nonsense) codons . D is a deviation from universal
ity of the code, as found in micochondria. 

2. C Bonds between a tRNA and an incorrect smaller amino acid may 
form buc are rapidly hydrolyzed. A and B: ATP and the amino acid 
react co form an enzyme-bound aminoacyl adenylare; PPi is released 
inco che medium. 0: Some amino acids, such as hydroxyproline and 
hydroxylysinc, arise by co- or posrcranslational modification. E: An 
aminoacyl-cRNA synchecase may recognize any of several cRNAs 
specific for a given amino acid . 

3. B This then binds the mRNA. A: Mechionyl-cRNA;met appears 

at the P sire. C: Phosphorylation of eIF-2 inhibics initiation. 0: 
Mechionyl-cRN.A,, mer is used internally . E: mRNA associates fuse with 

the 40S subunit. 
4. C This is necessary co free the A sire for the next incoming tRNA. A; In

coming amino acyl tRNA binds co the A site. B: Pepcide bond formation 
requires no energy source ocher than the arninoacyl-tRNA. 0 : Strepto
mycin inhibirs formation of the prokaryocic 70S initiacion complex and 
causes misreading of the genecic code. E: The eleccron pair of the amino 
group carries our a nucleophilic attack on the carbonyl carbon . 

5. E -y-Carboxylacion is of special importance in several blood-cloning 
proteins bur not in insulin formation. A; Preproinsulin is inserted 
into the ER. B: All proteins, except fibrous ones, have co fold into a 
three-dimensional structure. C: A proinsulin folds and forms disulfide 
bonds before the chain is cleaved. 0: This is called the C-pepcide. 

6. C By altering interactions of tRNA, mRNA, and ribosomal subunit, 
ic interferes with initiation and also causes misreading. A; Puromy
cin,, resembling aminoacyl-cRNA, does chis. B: These are eukaryotic 
subunits. 0: Chloramphcnicol does chis. E: This is the action of ricin 
and related coxins. 

11. I-Cell patients lack the enzyme chac cransfers N-acccylglucosamine 
phosphate co b.igh mannose cypc oligosaccharides on the protein. 
This N-linked glycosylacion 
A. occurs only after the protein has been complecely cranslaced and 

folded. 
B. does noc require any specific amino acid sequence. 
C. occurs by cransfer of an oligosaccharide chain from a dolicho l 

phosphate carrier co the protein. 
D. has the oligosaccharide chain attached co serine or threonine . 
E. contains only mannoses in the chain. 

12. The targeting signal for mitochondria is 
A. a hydrophobic anchoring sequence. 
B. a positively charged amphipachic a-helix . 
C. mannose 6-phosphare. 
D. one or rwo clusters of basic amino acids. 
E. a carboxy-terminal Ser-Lys-Leu (SKL) sequence. 

Problems 

13. The mosc common mutation in cystic fibrosis is a deletion of three 
consecutive bases in the gene for one of d1e ATP binding domains . 
How would the protein from chis gene most likely be related co the 
normal protein? 

14. Some proteins may be degraded in lysosomes. How does chis differ 
from protein degradation within proceasomes? 

7. D This is only one of many functions chaperones serve. A; Many 
proteins spontaneously fold correctly. B: Misfolded proteins arc rec
ognized and rapidly degraded. C: Chaperones bind co hydrophobic 
regions of unfolded proteins . E: Misfolded proteins are more likely 
co do chis. 

8. E ATP is required in che ubiquitin activation and the protease seeps 
but noc here. B and 0: These are both correct. C: Linkage co histones 
does not result in d1eir degradation. 

9. D Lysine is hydroxylaced but by a different enzyme . A and C: Prolyl 
hydroxylase requires both Fe +i and ascorbic acid. B: The sequence is 
-X-Pro-Gly- . E: Hydroxylacion is a cotranslational event. 

10. C Signal peptidase is located on the luminal surface of the ER. A: 
These are common fearures along with a polar segment that signal 
peptidase recognizes. B, D, and E: These arc all essential features of 
the process. 

11. C The chain is linked co che amide of asparagine in an Asn-X-Thr/ 
Ser sequence . A, B, and 0: These arc characteristics of the O-linked 
cype. E: N-Acecylglucosamine is also present. 

12. B This is recognized by a mitochon drial receptor . A: This would 
embed the protein in the ER memb rane. C: This is the signal for 
the lysosome. 0: This targecs che nucleus. E: This is the signal for 
pcroxisomes. 

13. Deletion of an entire codon means that particular amino acid is not 
present in the protein. It is not usual for the delccion of three nucleotides 
co span two codons so you would not expect a frameshifc mucacion. 

14. Degradation in prorcasomes usually requires ubiquitin adding to 
the protein . Proteins are taken into lysosomes by endocycosis, and 
enzymes present in the lysosomes degrade chem. Specific extracellu lar 
proteins bind to cell surface recepcors in clachrin-coated pirs. Invagi
narion of the membrane and ligand-bound receptors forms vesicles 
which may fuse with lysosomes. Again the proteins arc degraded by 
the lysosomal enzymes. 
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Key Concepts 

• The polymerase chain reaction (PCR) is used to determine nucleic 
acid sequences of genes, their regulatory sites, and their products . 
Resuiction endonucleases (RE) generate DNA molecules for 
synthesis of recombinant DNA molecules. DNA molecules 

• Reverse transcription generates cDNA from cellular rnRNA. 
A cDNA library consists of all the cDNAs produced from total 
cellular mRNA. 
Different vectors can be recombined with foreign DNA with 

from two different species can be cleaved with the same RE
yielding molecules with complementary single-stranded ends, 
which can be annealed and ligated. Many copies of the recombi
nant DNA can be generated if one DNA species is a vector that 
will replicate in a bacterium or cell. 
Cloning a cell with a specific recombinant molecule requires 
techniques to select a single baeterium or cell with the DNA of 
interest, then replicating the cell so that all daughter cells have 
the same recombinant DNA. 
Genomic libraries are generated with the multitude of recom
binant DNA molecules that have pieces of DNA from a whole 
genome linked to a veetor and transformed into bacteria or cells. 
Specific clones can be selected. 

• Nucleic acid hybridization techniques with labeled DNA or 
RNA probes can detect polymorphic DNA patterns of restric
tion endonuclease digested genomic DNA from different indi
viduals, specific RNA species, and cell clones carrying a specific 
recombinant DNA. 

the number of base pairs ranging from a few thousand to hun
dreds of thousands. Small DNA inserts can represent cDNA of 
an expressed gene while much larger insercs are required to carry 
a genomic gene with introns and exons along with upstream and 
downstream regulatory sites. 

• Expression vecrors are DNA species that combine with func
tional foreign "genes" such that when introduced into a bacteri
um or cell the recombinant "gene" is transcr ibed and translated. 

• Site-directed mutagenesis with cloned recombinant DNA can 
result in the selective loss of a DNA region, the addition or loss 
of one or a few nucleotides, or the selective change of a single 
nucleotide. Altered "genes" are utilized to study the strueture 
and function of the encoded protein. 

• Regulation of gene expression in diseased or altered metabolic 
states can be studied by recombinant DNA technologies, 
including antisense nucleic acid technologies, introduction of 
normal genes for altered genes, and gene destruction in whole 
animals (knockout animals). 

7 .1 • INTRODUCTION 

By 1970, the stage was set for modem molecular biology based on the studies of numerous 
scientists in the previous 30 years during which ignorance of what biochemical entiry orches
trated the replication oflife forms with such fidelity gave way to a state where sequencing 
and manipulation of the expression of genes would become commonplace . The relent
less march toward a full understanding of gene regulation under normal and pathological 
conditions has moved with increasing rapidity since then. Identification, purification, and 
characterization of restriction endonucleases permitted the development of recombinant 
DNA methodologies . Development of DNA sequencing revealed the secretS within the 
organization of diverse biological genomes with the complete sequencing of numerous 
prokaryotes and eukaryotes including the human genome . The delineation of all of the 
human genes and their regulatory sequences should greatly enhance our understanding of 
many genetic diseases. This knowledge along with our technological advances to manipu
lated genes and gene expression should also open new avenues to regulate or cure these 
diseases. Hundreds of clinical trials in gene therapy involving many patientS have been initi
ated. Genetic diseases now identified and to be identified should eventually be curable by 
gene replacement therapy when the technical roadblocks are surmounted. If one looks at the 
enormous advances made in molecular biology in just the past three decades, it is reasonable 
to believe the when will not be that far off. The old challenge confronting scientisrs was how 
to sequence the human genome; the new challenge is how to effectively manipulate that 
knowledge to benefit mankind. 

7 .2 • POLYMERASE CHAIN REACTION 

Prior to 1987 the analysis of the sequence and function of a selected region of DNA 
required relatively large amounts of the purified DNA segment . The rapid production 
of large quantities of a specific DNA sequence took a leap forward with the development 
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of the polymerase chain reaction (PCR). This requires rwo nucleotide oligomers that 
hybridize to the complementary DNA strands in a region of interest. The oligomers serve 
as primers for a DNA polymerase that extends each Strand. Repeated cycling of the PCR 
yields large amounts of each DNA molecule of interest in a matter of hours as opposed to 
days and weeks required for cloning techniques . 

The amplification of a specific D NA sequence by PCR is accomplished with puri
fied DNA or with a complex mixture of DNA . The principles of the reaction are shown 
in Figure 7. 1. The nucleotide sequence of the D NA to be amplified must be known, or 
it must be cloned in a vector (p. 277) for which the sequence of the flanking DNA has 
been established . The produet of PCR is a double-stranded DNA (dsDNA) molecule 
and the reaction is completed in each cycle when all of the template molecules are copied. 
In order to initiate a new round of replicatio n, the sample is heated to melt the dsDNA 
and, in the presence of excess oligonucleotide primers, cooled to permit hybridization 
of the single-stranded template with free oligomers . DNA replication will start in the 
presence of D NA polymerase and all four dNTPs. Heating to about 95°C as required for 
melting DNA inactivates most DNA polymerases, but a heat-stable polymerase, termed 
Taq DNA polymerase isolated from Thermus aquaticus, is now employed and obviates 
the need for fresh polymerase being added after each cycle. This has permitted the auto
mation of PCR with each DNA molecule capable of being amplified one million-fold . 

A unique temperature stable DNA polymerase- Phusion TM High-Fidelity DNA 
polymerase- was commercially developed for PCR under routine and more demanding 
PCR applications. This enzyme was constructed by the fusion of a unique dsDNA-binding 
domain to a Pyrococcus-like proofreading polymerase. The processivity of this fused enzyme 
is about twice the Taq DNA polymerase and an error rate 50-fold lower. Also, unlike Taq 
DNA polymerase the enzyme is not inhibited by any quantity of blood. T herefore, genomic 
DNA can be amplified direcrly from blood drops without the costly and time-consuming 
purification steps required with the Taq enzyme. 

Nested PCR 

When the DNA to be amplified is present in very low concentrations relative to the total 
DNA in the sample, the DNA region of interest along with other spurious sequences can be 
amplified. In this situation, the specificity of the amplification can be enhanced by nested 
PCR. After conducring the first PCR with one set of primers for 10- 20 cycles, a small ali
quot is removed for a second PCR. However, this is conducted with primers that are comple
mentary to the template DNA just downstream of the first primers or "nested" between the 
original set of primers. This process amplifies the DNA region of interest twice with a greatly 
enhanced specificity. PCR has many applications in gene diagnosis; forensic investigations, 
for which only a drop of dried blood or a single hair is available; and evolutionary studies 
on preserved biological material (Clin. Corr. 7 .1). In 2008 a new technology, touch DNN 
PCR, was applied to dear the parents of the murder of their young daughter, Jon Benet 
Ramsey. This methodology could take one or a few cells adhering to any surface touched by 
a person (in this case Jon Benet's pants touched by the murderer) as a sufficient source of 
DNA to amplify by PCR and analyze by DNA fingerprinting . After more than a decade of 
doubt, the resulrs finally cleared the parents in this horrific and highly publicized case. 

Quantitative Real-Time PCR 

Quantitative real-time PCR (qRT-PCR) couples the traditional PCR amplification 
reaction with the simultaneous quantification of the D NA synthesized after each cycle. 
This technique allows one to calculate the number of copies of a DNA sequence within 
a genome. One can also use the method to determine the relative level of expression of a 
gene in a cell by initiating the reaction with RT -PCR (reverse transcriptase- PCR) produc
ing cDNA as the template for PCR . In each case the quantification of DNA product must 
be compared to an internal housekeeping gene whose level of expression is nearly equal in 
all cells being studied. There are currently a few variations to the techniques employed, 
some being more rigorous in the calculated quantification than others, but only the most 
straightforward process will be described here. 

DNA fragment of unknown 
sequence, inserted into vector mI ~d , 

Strand A 

Strand B 

Recombinant 

Plasmid vector 

DNA without 
purification, is heated 
at 95°C and cooled. 
Two oligonucleotides 
complementary to 
each strand, flanking 
the cDNA insert, 
are added. 

plasmid vector Strand 8 

s·O Oligomer ~ 
3' 

Step3 

3' 

dNT~ + DNA polymerase 

Strand B ---c:::J-- ---c:::J-- Strand A 
~ + ---c:::a 

Repeat steps 1 & 2 n 
~ ~ 
~ ---.£=-

Repeat step 3 n 
--c::::J-- ---c::::J-
CCJ-- ~ 
i:::c::::J-- ----c:::::a -c:::av c::J-

unit length strands 

~ Repeat cycle 25-30 times. 
~ This will yield approximately 106 copies 

of unit length DNA 

Agure 7.1 Polymerase chain reaction (PCR). 
A DNA fragment of unknown sequence is inserted 
into a vector of known sequence by normal 
recombinant methodology. The recombinant DNA 
of interest does not need to be purified. The DNA 
is heated to 95°C to dissociate the double strands 
and cooled in the presence of excess amounts of two 
different complementary oligomets that hybridize 
to the known vector DNA sequences Hanking the 
fureign DNA insert. Only recombinant single
stranded DNA species can serve as templates fur 
DNA replication yidding double-stranded DNA 
fragments of fureign DNA bounded by the oligomer 
DNA sequences. The beating-replication cycle 
is repeated many times to rapidly produce large 
amounts of the original foreign DNA The DNA 
fragment of interest can be purified from the PCR 
mixture by cleaving it with the original restriction 
endonuclease (RE), dectrophoresing the DNA 
mixture through an agarose gel, and eluting the band 
of interest from the gel. 
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The Polymerase Chain Reaction 

A. PCR in Screening for Human Immunodefi ciency Virus 
The use of PCR to amplify minute quantities of DNA has revolution
ized the detection and analysis of DNA species. With PCR it is possible 
to synthesize sufficient DNA for analysis. Conventional detection and 
identification of the human immunodeficiency virus (HIV) , for exam
ple by Southern bloc- DNA hybridization and antigen analysis, is labor 
intensive and expensive and has low sensitivity. An infected individual, 
with no sign of AIDS (acquired immunodeficiency syndrome) , may 
test false negative for HIV by these procedures. Early detection of HIV 
infections is crucial to initiate treatment or monitor the progression of 
the disease. In addition , a sensitive method is required to ensure that 
blood contrib uted by donors does not contain HIV. PCR amplification 
of potential HIV DNA sequences within DNA isolated from an indi
vidual's white blood cells permitted the detection of infection prior to 
appearance of antibodies, the so-called seronegacive state. With the ad
vent of new combination antiviral (protease inhibitors) treatments for 
HIV the potential for viral mutations leading to drug resistance has been 
reduced . However, some patients do present with multidrug resistance. 
A common viral genome mutation , L9OM, leads to protease inhibitor 
resistance. The viral gag-pro region was amplified and sequenced using 
L9OM allele specific PCR with samples from 15 patients early in their 
diseased state. Results were then compared to samples analyzed after 
the patients failed drug treatment. The L9OM viruses were a minority 
of the total viruses in the early samples. However, these mutant species 
became the dominant species in the plasma of drug resistant patients. It 
appears that the emergence of the dominant L9OM containing viruses 
occurred on multiple occasions in many of the patients as determined 

by Bayesian evolutionary analysis. Early detect ion of the conversion 
of drug sensitive to drug resistant viruses by PCR analysis could help 
determine clinical treatment of these patients . 

B. Nested PCR to Detect Microchimerism 
Donor leukocytes transferred to patients during blood transfusion 
have been shown ro survive in the recipient's peripheral blood . The 
significance, if any, of this microchimeric population of leukocytes 
remains to be resolved. One of the best ways to detect donor-derived 
cells in the recipient 's blood is co use PCR detection of polymor
phisms in the HLA- DR region of the major hiscocompatibility com
plex (MHC) . A nested PCR assay was at lease 100-fold more sensitive 
than a standard PCR assay. However, because of the increased sen
sitivity, nonspecific products may appear due to mispriming events 
that are generally associated with pseudogenes. As such it is essential 
to establish a baseline pattern with pre-transfusion blood samples. 
Once potential false positives are excluded with these baseline pat
terns , the detection of donor leukocytes is greatly enhanced . 

Kwok, S., =d Sninsky, J. J. Application of PCR co the detection of human infec

tious diseases, in PCR technology, 235. In Erlich, H. A. (Ed .), PCR: Technology 
Principles and Applications far DNA Amplificatwn, 2d ed. New York: Scockcon, 

1989; and Kapoor, A., Shapiro, B., Shafer, R. W., Shulman , N., et al. Multiple 

independent origins of a protease inhibitor resistance mutation in salvage therapy 

paciencs. Rerrovirology 5:7, 2008. 
Career , A. S., Cerundolo, L., Bunce, M., Koo, D. D. H. , et al. Nested polymerase 

chain reacrion with sequence-specific primers typing for HLA -A, -B, and -C alleles: 

Detection of microchimerism in DR -marched individuals. Blood94:1471, 1999. 

Although RT-PCR/PCR usually uses forward and reverse primers that generate DNA 
productS in the 300-600 -bp range, qRT-PCR more often employs primers that are only about 
100 bases apart. The method described here takes advantage of the face that the chromofluor , 
SYBR green, only binds to double-stranded DNA and not to single-stranded DNA. When it 
is bound to double-srranded DNA , it fluoresces many times more brightly than when it is free 
in solution. DNA is amplified from either DNA or cDNA templates in the presence of SYBR 
green in a PCR insrrument that measures the fluorescence of the SYBR green- DNA comp lex 
after each cycle. Therefore, the increase in fluorescence with each cycle is proportional to the 
real time synthesis of the amp lified DNA. A plot of the log of the fluorescence unirs versus 
cycle number will yield a linear relationship during the logarithmic amp lification phase of 
PC R. The linear part of the curve is compared to a known internal housekeeping standard for 
quantification of the DNA/cDNA produce. This technique is employed to identify the dif
ferential expression of specific genes in normal versus diseased tissues where the gene produce 
may have a role in the development of abnormal cells (Clin. Corr . 7.2) . 

7 .3 • RESTRICTION ENDONU CLEASE, 
RESTRICTION MAPS, AND DNA SEQUENCING 

Restriction Endonucleases Selectively Hydrolyze DNA 

Restriction endonucl eases are capable of selectively dissecting DNA molecu les of many sizes 
and or igins into smaller fragmen ts. They confer some proteceion on bacte ria against invad
ing viruses (bacteriophage). Baceerial DNA sequences normally recognized by a restriction 
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endonuclease are proteeted from cleavage in host cells by methylation of bases within the 
palindrome. The unmethylated viral DNA is recognized as foreign and is hydrolyzed. 
Numerous Type II resuiction endonucleases are now commercially available (seep . 58 for 
discussion of resuiction endonuclease activities). 

Restriction endonucleases permit conStruction of a restriction map, in which the site 
of cleavage within the DNA is identified. Purified DNA species that contain suscepti
ble sequences are subjeeted to resrriction endonuclease cleavage. By regulating the time of 
exposure of the purified DNA for cleavage, a population of DNA fragmentS of different 
sizes is generated . Separation of these fragmentS by agarose gel elecuophoresis allows for 
the consrruction of a resuiction map; an example is presented in Figure 7.2 . The sequen
tial use of different resrriction endonucleases has permitted a detailed restriction map of 
numerous circular DNA species including baeterial plasmids, viruses, and mitochondrial 
DNA . The method is equally amenable to linear DNA fragments that have been purified 
to homogeneity. 

Restriction Maps Permit Routine Preparation 
of Defined Segments of DNA 

Restriction maps may yield little informat ion as to the genes or regulatory elements 
within the various DNA fragmentS . They are used to demonstrate sequence diversity of 
organelle DNA , such as mitochondr ial DNA, within species (Clin. Corr. 7.3). They are 
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7.9 A+C+D l:::::::::J 2.6 C 

4.8 B+C 4.1 D 

3.8 A+C 
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Figure 7.2 Restrict ion endonuclease mapping of DNA. Purified DNA is subjected co restriction 
endonuclease digestion for varying times which generates partially co fully cleaved DNA fragments. The 
fragments are separated by agarose gel electrophoresis and stained with ethidium bromide. The bands are 
visualized with a UV light SOUJ'ce and photographed. The sire of the fragments is determined by the relative 
migration through the gel as compared to co-electrophoresed DNA standards. The relative arrangement 
of each fragment within the DNA molecule can be deduced from the size of the incompletely hydrol}'7,ed 
fragments. 

• t:•1:1[:tild•1il;l31+iiM:t&• 
Quantitative Real-Time PCR 
(qRT -PCR in the Analysis 
of a Gene Associated with 
Prostate Cancer 

Prostate cancer is the predominant malig
nancy found in North American males. 
There is no known cure for prostate cancer 
once it has metastasized. Therefore, it is very 
important to identify biomarkers which are 
associated with the metastatic disease and 
which may serve as new therapeutic targets. 
Two cell lines were developed from a pros
tate cancer patient that when transplanted 
into immunodeficient mice, either had 
metastatic potential or were nonmetastatic. 
The differential analysis of genes expressed 
in the two cell lines detected one gene, 
ASAP 1, in the metastatic cell line that had 
not previously been associated with the 
metastatic process in prostate cancer. qRT
PCR confirmed that ASAPl (encodes an 
ADP-ribosylation factor GTPase-activat
ing protein) was up-regulated in the meta
static cell line. Furthermore, the inhibition 
of expression of ASAPl in prostate cancer 
cells by small interfering RNA (siRNA; 
see p. 201) greatly reduced the metastatic 
potential of these cells by in-vitro analysis. 
This gene may be an important target for 
the clinical treatment of metastatic prostate 
cancer. 

Lin, D., Warahiki, A., Bayani, J., Zhang, F., ec al. 
ASAP!, a gene ac 8q24, is associared with proscace 
cancer merascasis. Cancer Res. 68:4352, 2008. 
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Restriction Mapping and Evolution 

In the past, evolutionary studies of species have depended solely on ana
tomical changes observed in fossil records and on carbon dating. These 
studies are being supported by the molecular analysis of the sequence 
and size of selected genes or whole DNA molecules. Alterations in a 
selected DNA molecule from different species can be rapidly assessed 
by restriction mapping which requires a pure preparation of DNA 
Mammalian mitochondria contain a closed circular DNA molecule of 
16,569 bps chat can rapidly be purified from cells. The mirochondrial 
DNA (mrDNA) can be employed directly for the study of evolution
ary changes in DNA without the need of cloning a specific gene. 

Analysis of mtDNA can be used to study the migration patterns 
of people who settled in diverse geographic regions but possess the 
same restriction enzyme-generated patterns (restriction fragment 
length polymorphism [RFLP]). Native Americans have been grouped 
into four major haplogroups based upon their mtDNA restriction 
patterns. These groups are thought co be descended from the Clovis 
people (Paleoindian) who migrated from Asia and Siberia and entered 
North America, just before the major ice age period. The timing of 
this migratory event is quite variable from study to study. However, 
analysis of mcDNA, amplified from fossil feces (human coprolites) in 
Oregon, appears to prove that humans populated the Americas be
fore theso~called Clovis people. The mtDNAsequences represent the 
Native American founding haplogroups A2 and 82 and the samples 
predate the Clovis remains by at least 1000 years. 

mrDNA has been purified from the Guinea baboon, rhesus 
macaque, guenon, and human and cleaved with I 1 different restric
tion endonucleases. Restriction maps were aligned relative to the di
rection and the nucleotide site where DNA replication is initiated. A 
comparison of restriction endonuclease sires permitted the calculation 
of the degree of divergence in nucleotide sequence berween species. 
The rate of base substitution (calculated from the degree of diver
gence versus the time of divergence) has been about 10-fold greater 
than in the nuclear genome. This high rate of mutation of the readily 
purified mtDNA molecule makes this an excellent model to study 
evolutionary relationships berween species. 

Brown, W. M., George, M., Jr., and Wilson, A. C. Rapid evolution of animal 
mitochondrial DNA. Proc. Natl. Acad. Sci. USA 76:1967, 1979; Schurr, J. G. 
Mitochondrial DNA and the people of the new world. Amer. Sci. 88:246, 2000; 
Gilbert, M. T., Jenkins, D. L., Gocherscrom, A., Naveran, N., et al. DNA from 
pre-Clovis human coprolites in Oregon, North America. Science 320:786, 2008; 
and Balcer, M. DNA from fossil feces breaks Clovis barrier. Science 320:37, 
2008. 
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Figure 7.3 Structure of deoxynu cleos ide 
triph osphate and dideoxynucleosid e 
triph osphate. The 3' -OH group is lacking on 
the ribose component of the dideoxynucleoside 
criphosphate (ddNTP). This molecule can be 
incorporated into a growing DNA molecule 
through a phosphodiester bond with its 
S'-phosphates. Once incorporated the ddNTP 
blocks further synthesis of the DNA molecule 
since it lacks the 3'-OH acceptor group for an 
incoming nucleotide. 

also used to detect deletion mutations in which a DNA fragment from the parental strain 
migrates as a smaller fragment in the mutated strain. Most importantly , the restriction 
endonucleases cue DNA into defined homogeneous fragments chat can be readily puri
fied. These maps are crucial for cloning and for sequencing genes and their flanking 
DNA regions. 

Interrupted Enzymatic Cleavage Method: Sanger Procedure 

In the lace 1970s two different sequenc ing techniques were developed, one by A. Maxam 
and W. Gilbert, the chemical-cleavage approach, and the other by F. Sanger, the enzymatic 
approach. Both procedures employed labeling of a terminal nucleotide, followed by the 
separation and detection of generated oligonucleotides. The Sanger method has become the 
method of choice due to the relative ease of the procedure and its ability co sequence longer 
stretches of DNA (400 bases) relative to the Maxam and Gilbert method (250 bases). 

The Sanger procedure is based on the random termination of a DNA chain during 
enzymatic synthesis. The technique depends on the dideoxynucleotide analog of each of 
the four normal nucleotides (Figure 7.3) being incorporated into a growing DNA chain 
by DNA polymerase and blocking further elongation. The ribose of the dideoxynucleo
side tripho sphate (ddNTP ) lacks the OH group at both the 2' and 3' positions whereas 
dNTP lacks only the OH group at the 2' position. Thus, the ddNTP incorporated into 
the growing chain cannot form a phosphodiester bond with another dNTP because the 
3' position of the ribose does not contain a OH group . The growing DNA molecule is 
terminated at random points by including in the reaction system the normal dNTP and 
the ddNTP (e.g., dA TP and ddA TP) at concentrations such that the two nucleotides com
pete for incorporation. Identification of DNA fragments requires labeling of the 5' -end 
of the DNA molecules or the incorporation of labeled nucleotides during synthesis. The 
technique, outlined in Figure 7.4, is best conducted with pure single-stranded DNA; how
ever, denatured double-stranded DNA can also be used. The DNA to be sequenced is 
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frequently isolated from a recombinant single-stranded bacteriophage (p. 276) in which 
a region that flanks the DNA of interest contains a sequence that is complementary to 
a universal primer. The primer can be labeled with eithe r 32P or 35S nucleotide . Primer 
extension is accomplished with one of several DNA polymerases; one with great versatility 
is a genetically engineered form of the bacteriophage T 7 DNA polymerase. The reaction 
mixture, composed of the target DNA, labeled primer, and all four dNTPs, is divided 
into four tubes, each containing a different ddNTP. ddNTPs are randomly incorporated 
during the enzymatic synthesis of DNA and cause chain termination . Since the ddNTP 
is present in the reaction tube at a low level relative to the corresponding dNTP, termina-
tion of DNA synthesis occurs randomly at all possible complementary sites of the DNA 
template. This yields DNA molecules of varying sizes, labeled at the 5' -end that can be 
separated by polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis . The labeled species are detected by X-ray 
autoradiography, and the sequence is read. 

Initially, this method required a single-stranded DNA templa te, production of a spe
cific complementary oligonucleotide primer, and a relatively pure preparation of the Kienow 
fragment of E coli DNA polymerase I. These difficulties have been overcome and modifica
tions have simplified the procedure. 

The PCR and the Sanger methods are combined for direct sequencing of small DNA 
regions of interest. The double-stranded PCR product is employed directly as template. 
Conditions are set so that one strand of melted DNA (template) anneals with the primer 
in preference to reannealing with the complementary srrand . Sequencing then follows 
the standard dideoxy chain termination reaction (typically with Sequenase replacing the 
Kienow polymerase) with synthesis of random length chains occurring as extensions of 
the PCR primer. This method has been successfully employed for diagnosis of genetic 
disorders (Clin. Corr. 7.4). 
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Figure 7.4 The Sanger dideoxynucleoside triph osphate method to sequence DNA. The DNA 
region of interest is inserted into bacteriophage DNA molecule . Replicating bacter iophage produces 
a single-stranded recombinant DNA molecule that is readily purified . The known sequence of the 
bacteriophage DNA downstream of the DNA insert serves as a hybridization site for an end-labeled 
oligomer with a complementary sequence, a universal primer. Extension of this primer is catalyzed with 
a DNA polymerase and all four dNTPs plus one ddNTP, for example ddGTP. Synthesis stops whenever 
a ddNTP is incorporated into the growing molecule. Note that the ddNTP competes for incorporation 
with the dNTP. This generates end-labeled DNA fragments of all possible lengths that are separated by 
electrophoresis. The DNA sequence can then be determined from the electrophoretic patterns. 
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Direct Sequencing of DNA 
for the Diagnosis of Bloom 
Syndrome: A Genetic Disorder 

Early methodologies co determine the se
quence of DNA regions or genes that may 
be associated with generic disorders have 
been costly, cime consuming, and all coo 
often inaccurate. Direct sequencing of 
PCR-amplified genomic DNA circum
vents these shortcomings. Bloom syndrome 
(BS) (OMIM 210900) is a rarely encoun
tered aucosomal recessive disease. Patients 
with BS present with all types of cancer 
far more often than the general popula
tion. Cells from BS patients are character
ized by a high level of genetic instability. 
The current diagnosis of BS is based on 
the detection of a high level (-10-fold) of 
sister chromatid exchanges in cells of the 
patient. Direct genomic DNA sequencing 
was employed to screen for mutations in 
the BLM (Bloom syndrome) gene of sus
pected BS patients. This method detected 
four mutations in the BLM gene. All of the 
mutations (three were &ameshift and one 
was nonsense mutation) resulted in the in
troduction of a stop codon. It is postulated 
chat chis methodological approach will al
low for a direct correlation of mutations to 
the clinical status of the patient. 

Amor-Guerec, M., Dubois -d'Enghien, C., Lauge, 
A., Onciercq -Delic, R., er al. Three new BLM 
gene mutations associated with Bloom syndrome. 
Genet. Testing 12:257, 2008 . 

Dye-Terminator Sequencing 

The development of the dye-terminator sequencing method has greatly simpli6ed, sped 
up, and reduced the cosc of DNA sequencing . The basic principles of the Sanger enzy
matic method are employed; however, each ddNTP is fluorescently labeled with a different 
colored fluor. Since each colored ddNTP terminates the reaction yielding different -sized 
oligonucleotides with a different fluoresent color , it is not necessary to run four different 
reaction tubes. A single reaction is run with the products separated by capillary electro
phoresis and sequenced by an automated, high-throughput DNA sequencer. A sample scan 
of a chromatogram and derived sequence is shown in Figure 7.5 . 

The dye-terminator sequencing method is, like the Sanger method, able to sequence 
only about 400 bases at a time. New methods are being developed and explored that would 
greatly lower the cost and concorninantly greatly increase the size of DNA chains being 
sequenced. The ultimate goal of these improved methods is the ability to rapidly sequence 
the entire genome of individuals at coses below$ 1000. Achieving this goal would allow clini
cians and scientists to correlate altered or mutated genes with genetic diseases, predict clinical 
progression of diseased states, and develop drug or genetic therapies for each individual. 

The ability to routinely sequence the individual's genome is likely to be achieved sev
eral years from now. However , other technologies are currently available to detect human 
genetic variations that give clues to an individual 's potential to develop specific diseased 
states. It is postulated that as many as 15 million sites within the human genome may vary 
from one individual to another as single-nucleotide polymorphisms (SNP) . Using array 
technologies (p. 295), one can search for as many as 500,000 SNPs at a time in hundreds 
to thousands of individuals . By October 2007 a human haplotype map (HapMap) of over 
3.1 million SNPs had been generated . The appearance of specific SNPs or combinations of 
SNPs is being correlated to diseases such as type 1 diabetes and autism. 

7 .4 • RECOMBINANT DNA , CLONING , 
AND SELECTION OF CLONES 

DNA from Different Sources Can Be Ligated to Form 
a New DNA Species: Recombinant DNA 

The ability to cleave a population of DNA molecules selectively with restriction endonu
cleases led to the technique for joining two different DNA molecules termed recombinan t 
DNA This procedure combined with techniques for replication , separation , and identifica
tion permit s the production oflarge quantities of purified DNA fragments. The combined 
techniques , referred to as recombinant DNA technology, allow removal of a piece of DNA 
out of a larger complex molecule, such as the genome of a virus or human, and amplifica
tion of the DNA fragment. Recombinant DNAs have been prepared that combine DNA 
fragments from bacteria with fragments from humans, viruses with viruses, and so on. The 
joining of two different pieces of DNA is achieved by a restriction endonuclease and a 
DNA ligase. Many restriction endonucleases, varying in their nucleotide sequence specifi
city, are used (Section 7.3, p. 258). Some hydrolyze the two strands of DNA in a staggered 
fashion to produce sticky, or cohesive, ends (Figure 7.6) whereas others cut both strands 
symmetrically to produce a blunt end. A specific restriction enzyme cuts DNA at exactly 
the same sequence site regardless of source of DNA (bacteria, plant , mammal , etc.). A DNA 
molecule may have none or numerous recognition sites for a particular restriction endo
nuclease. The staggered cut results in DNA fragments with single-stranded ends. When 
different DNA fragments generated by the same restriction endonuclease are mixed, their 
single-stranded ends can hybrid ize or anneal together. DNA ligase joins the two fragments 
to produce a recombinant DNA molecule. 

The DNA fragments that contain blunt ends can also be ligated but with much less 
efficiency. The efficiency is increased by enzymatically adding poly(dA) tails to one species 
of DNA and poly(dT) tails to the second species. The fragments with complementary tails 
can then be annealed and ligated. 
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i 

Figure 7.5 Chromatogram of DNA sequence 
generated by the dye-terminator sequencing 
method. The panial sequence of PCR amplified 
DNA of the human granulocyte matrix 
metalloproteinase 2 (MMP2) cDNA is depicted. 
Each ddNTP is ragged with a different colored 
fluor. The color of each peak corresponds to 
the colored nucleotide listed across the top of 
the figure. 
Dara from the laboratery of G. Soslau, Drexel 
Universry College of Medicine, Philadelphia, PA. 
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Figure 7.6 The formation of recombinant DNA 
from restriction endonuclease-generated 
fragments that contain cohesive ends. Many 
resuiction endonucleases hydrolyze DNA in a 
staggered fashion yielding fragments with single
stranded regions at their 5' - and 3' -ends. DNA 
fragments generated from different molecules 
with the same restriction endonuclease have 
complementary single-suanded ends that can 
be annealed and covalently linked together with 
a DNA ligase. All different combinations are 
possible in a mixture. When two DNA fragments 
of different origin combine, a recombinant DNA 
molecule results. 

I-

Recombinant DNA Vectors Are Produced by Cloning 

By incorporating a recombinant DNA into a cell that allows replication of recombinant 
DNA, amplification of DNA of interest can be achieved. A carrier DNA, or cloning vecror, 
is employed. Bacterial plasmids are ideally suited as recombinant DNA vectors. 

Many bacceria contain a single circular chromosome of approximately 4 X 106 

base pairs (bp) and minicircular DNA molecules called plasmids. Plasmids usually 
contain only a few thousand base pairs and are rarely associated with the larger chro
mosome. Genes within a plasmid include those which confer antibiotic resistance to 
the bacterium , an attribute useful in selecting specific colonies of the bacterium . Plas
mids replicate independently of the replication of the main bacterial chromosome. One 
type of plasmid , the relaxed-control plasmids, may be present in tens to hundreds of 
copies per bacterium , and its replication depends solely on host enzymes that have 
long half-lives. Therefore, replication of "relaxed" plasmids occurs in the presence of 
a protein synthesis inhibitor. Bacteria accumulate several thousand plasmid copies per 
cell under these conditions. Because of this , the relaxed plasmid type is routinely used 
for production of recombinant DNA. In plasmids subject to stringent control, rep
lication depends on continued synthesis of plasmid-encoded proteins. They replicate 
at about the same rate as the large bacterial chromosome, and only few copies occur 
per cell. 

The first practical recombinant DNA contained foreign DNA ligated with the vector 
E. coli plasmid pSClOl , which contains one EcoRI restriction endonuclease site and a 
gene that confers antibiotic resistance to the bacterium. The plasmid contains an origin of 
replication and associated DNA regularoty sequences that are together called a replicon. 
However, the single restriccion endonuclease site limits the DNA fragments that can be 
cloned to those generated by EcoRI; the one antibiotic-resisrance selectable marker reduces 
the convenience in seleccion, and the plasmid replicates poorly. 

Plasmid veccors with broad versatility are consrrucced by recombinant DNA technol
ogy. The desirable features of a plasmid vector include a relatively low molecular weight 
(3- 5 kilobases [kb]) to accommodate larger fragments, several different restriction sites use
ful in cloning a variety of fragments, multiple selectable markers to aid in selecting bacceria 
with recombinant DNA molecules, and a high rate of replication. The first plasmid con
structed (Figure 7.7) to satisfy these requirements was pBR322, which is used to generate 
many vectors in use today. These contain an inserted DNA sequence termed a polylin.ker, 
restriction site bank, or polydo ning site, which contains numerous restriction endonu
clease sites unique to the plasmid. 

Gene conferring 
ampicillin resistance 

Seal 

EcoRI 
4361 

Gene conferr ing 
tetracycline resistance 

Figure 7.7 The pBR322 plasmid constructed in the laboratory to contain features that facilitate 
cloning of foreign DNA fragments. By convention the numbering of the nucleotides begins with the 
first Tin the unique EcoRI recognition sequence (GM TIC) and the positions on the map refer to the 
5'-hase of the various resuiction endonuclease-recognition sites. Only a few of these within the antibioti c 
resistance genes and none of the sites where an enzyme cuts more than once are shown. 
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Directional Cloning: DNA Inserted into Vector DNA 
in a Specific Direction 

Directional cloning reduces the number of variable recombinanrs and increases the prob
ability of selection of the desired recombinan t. Insertion of foreign DNA, with a defined 
polarity, into a plasmid vector without the plasmid resealing irself can be accomplished by 
use of cwo restriction endonucleases (Figure 7 .8); vectors with polylinkers are ideally suited 
for this purpose . The use of two enzymes yields DNA fragmenrs and linearized plasmids 
with different sticky ends. Under these conditions the plasmid is unable to reanneal with 
irself. In addition , the foreign DNA is insened into the vector in only one orientation. This 
is extremely imponam when one clones a potentially functional gene downstream from the 
promoter-regularory elements in expression vectors. 

Bacteria Transformed with Recombinant DNA and the Need 
for a Selection Process 

The anificial intr oduction of DNA into bacteria is referred to as transformation. It is 
accomplished by briefly exposing the cells to divalent cations that make them transiently 
permeable to small DNA molecules. Recombinant plasmid molecules, containing foreign 
DNA , are then introduc ed into bacteria and replicate normally. 

Once a plasmid has been introduced into a bacterium , both can replicate. During the 
transformation process, some bacteria may not take up a plasmid or may be transformed 
with a vector not carrying foreign DNA; in preparation some vectors may reanneal with
out inclusion of the foreign DNA. In some experimental conditions DNA fragmenrs are 
generated that are readily purified from small, highly purified DNA species, for example, 
some DNA viruses. More typically, however, restriction endonuclease generates numerous 
DNA fragments whose number depends on the size and complexity of DNA being used, 
and individual fragments cannot be isolated from these samples. Restriction endonucleases 
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Figure 7.8 Directional cloning of foreign DNA into vectors with a specified orientation . Insertion 
of a foreign DNA fragment into a vector with a specified orientation requires two different annealing 
sequences at each end of the fragment and the corresponding complementary sequence at the two 
ends generated in the vector. Two different annealing sequences are generated by specific restriction 
endonucleases that hydrolyze both the foreign DNA fragment and vector. A polylinker with numerous 
unique restriction endonuclease sires within the vector facilitates directional cloning . Knowledge of the 
restriction map for the DNA of interest allows for the selection of appropriate restriction endonucleases. 
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do not necessarily produce fragments that contain intact genes. A fragment may contain 
an entire gene but lack the required flanking regularory sequences, such as the promoter 
region. If the foreign gene is of mammalian origin, its regulatory sequences are not recog
nized by the bacterial synthetic machinery. The primary gene transcript (premRNA) may 
contain introns that cannot be processed by the bacteria. Methods have been developed to 
select bacteria that contain the desired DNA. 

Recombinant DNA Molecules in a Gene Library 

When a complex mixture of thousands of different genes, located on different chromo
somes as in the human genome, is subjected to cleavage by a single resuiction endonuclease, 
thousands of DNA fragments are generated. These DNA fragments can be annealed with 
a plasmid vector that has been cleaved to produce a linear molecule by the same restriction 
endonuclease. By adjusting the ratio of plasmid to foreign DNA, the probability of joining 
at least one copy of each DNA fragment within a circularized recombinant-plasmid DNA 
approaches 1. Usually, only one DNA fragment is inserted into each plasmid vector. Bacte
ria are transformed with the recombinant molecules so that one plasmid is taken up by one 
bacterium. Each recombinant molecule is then replicated within the bacterium; this pro
duces progeny, each carrying mult iple copies of the recombinant DNA. The resulting total 
bacterial population will contain fragments of DNA that may represent the entire human 
genome. This is termed a gene library. As in any library containing thousands of volumes, 
a selection system must be available to retrieve the book or gene of interest. 

Plasmids are commonly employed to clone DNA fragments generated from DNA of 
limited size and complexity, such as viruses, and to subclone large DNA fragments previ
ously cloned in other vectors. Genomic DNA fragments are usually cloned from vectors 
that can carry larger foreign DNA fragments than plasmids (p. 277). 

Selection of Transformed Bacteria by Loss 
of Antibiotic Resistance 

When a single transformed bacterium carrying a recombinant DNA multiplies, all of its prog
eny will carry copies of the same recombinant plasmid. The problem is how to identify the 
colony that contains the desired plasmid in a field of thousands to millions of different bacte
rial colonies. The plasmid construct pBR322 and its modifications carry two genes that confer 
antibiotic resistance and are sensitive to several restriction endonucleases. When a fragment 
of foreign DNA is inserted into a restriction site within one of them, the gene becomes non
functional and the bacteria carrying this recombinant plasmid are sensitive to the antibiotic 
(Figure 7.10). The second antibiotic resisrance gene within the plasmid, however, remains 
intact, and the bacteria will be resistant to this antibiotic . This insertional inactivation of 
plasmid gene products permits selection of bacteria that carry recombinant plasmids. 

pBR322 contains genes that confer resistance ro ampicillin (amp') and tetracycline 
(tee'). A gene library of cellular DNA fragments inserted within the tet' gene can be selected 
and screened in two stages (Figure 7.9). First, the bacteria are grown in an arnpicillin con
taining growth medium. Bacteria that are not transformed because they lack a normal or 
recombinant plasmid will not grow in the presence of the antibiotic, and this population 
of bacteria is eliminated . This , however, does not indicate which of the remaining viable 
bacteria carry a recombinant plasmid vector rather than a plasmid with no DNA insert. The 
second step is to identify bacteria that carry recombinant vectors with nonfunctional tet' 
genes, which are, therefore, sensitive to tetracycline. 

The bacteria resistant to ampicillin are plated and grown on agar plates containing 
arnpicillin (Figure 7.9) . Replica plates are made by touching the colonies on the original 
agar plate with a filter and then touching additional sterile plates with the filter. All the 
plates will contain portions of each original colony at identifiable positions on the plates. 
The replica plate can contain tetracycline, which will kill bacteria harboring a disrupted tet' 
gene. Comparison of replica plates with and without tetracycline indicates which colonies 
on the original ampicillin plate contain recombinant plasmids. 

Either DNA or RNA probes (pp. 268 and 270) are used to identify the DNA of inter
est. Ampicillin resistant bacterial colonies on agar can be plated onto a nitrocellulose filter 
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Figure 7.9 lnsertional inactivation of 
recombinant plasmids and detection of 
transformed bacteria carrying a cloned DNA 
of interest . When the insertion of a foreign DNA 
fragment inco a vector disrupts a functional gene 
sequence, the resulting recombinant DNA does 
not express the gene. The gene that codes for 
resistance to tetracycline (Tet') is destroyed by 
DNA insertion while the amp icillin resistance 
gene (Amp') remains functional. Destruction of 
one resistance gene and the retention of a second 
antibiotic resistance gene permits the detection 
of bacterial colonies carrying the foreign DNA of 
interest within the replicating recombinant vector. 
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:R t:!l~IBMIB•i;l;l315iM~A-
Multiplex PCR Analysis of the 
HGPRTase Gene Defects in 
the Lesch-Nyhan Syndrome 

Lesch-Nyhan syndrome (OMIM 300322) 
results from a deficiency in hypoxanchine
guanine phosphoribosylrransferase {HG
PRTase) activity (see Clin. Corr. 20.2, 
p. 811). Several variant forms ofHGPRTase 
defects have been detected. Multiplex PCR 
amplification of che HGPRT gene locus has 
been employed co analyze chis gene in cells 
derived from Lesch- Nyhan patients and re
sults account for che variability of the HG
PRT ase. The gene, composed of nine exons, 
can be multiplex amplified using 16 different 
primers in a single PCR reaction. The prod
ucts can be separated by agarose gel electro
phoresis. Analysis of che HGPRT gene locus 
by multiplex amplification of DNA derived 
from cells of several patients detected great 
variations ranging from deletions of regions 
of exons co cotal absence of che exons. 

Rossiter, B. J.P ., et al. PCR, A Practical Approach, 
Vol. I. In McPherson, M.J., et al. (Eds)., Oxford : 
Oxford University Press, 1994, 67. 

and adhering cells lysed with NaOH (Figure 7.9) . DNA within the lysed bacteria is also 
denatured by the NaOH and becomes firmly bound to the filter. A labeled DNA or RNA 
probe that is complementary to the DNA of interest will hybridize with the nitrocellulose 
bound DNA. The filter is then tested by X-ray autoradiography , which will detect any 
colony that carries the cloned DNA of interest. These spocs indicate the colonies on the 
original agar plate that can be grown in a large-scale culture for further manipulation. 

Cloned and amplified DNA fragments usually do not contain a complete gene and are 
not expressed. The DNA inserts, however, can readily be purified for sequencing or used 
as probes to detect genes within a mixture of genomic DNA , to assay transcription levels of 
mRNA, and to detect disease producing mutation s. 

a-Complementation for Selecting Bacteria Carrying 
Recombinant Plasmids 

Vectors have been constructed (the pUC series) such that selected bacteria transformed with 
these vectors carrying foreign DNA inserts can be identified visually (Figure 7.11). The pUC 
plasmids contain the regulatory sequences and part of the 5' -coding sequence (N-terminal 
146 amino acids) for the /3-galactosidase gene (lac Z gene) of the lac operon (p. 305) . The 
translated N-terminal fragment of /3-galactosidase is an inactive polypeptide . Mutant E.coli, 
that code for the missing inactive carboxy-terminal portion of /3-galaccosidase, are trans
formed using the pUC plasmids. The translation of the host cell and plasmid portions of the 
/3-galactosidase in response to an inducer, isopropyl thio -/j -D-galactoside, complements 
each other to yield an active enzyme. The process is referred to as a-co mplementation. 
When these transformed bacteria are grown in the presence of a chromogenic substrate 
(5-bromo -4-chloro-3-indolyl-/3-D-galactoside [X-gal]) for /3-galaccosidase, they form blue 
colonies . If, however , a foreign DNA fragment has been insened into the sequence for 
the N-terminal portion of /3-galactosidase, the active enzyme cannot be formed. Bacteria, 
transformed with these recombinant plasmids and grown on X-gal yield white colonies, can 
be selected visually from nontransformed blue colonies. 

PCR Circumvents the Need to Clone DNA 

Cloning and amplification of a DNA fragment are employed in subcloning, mutagenesis, 
and sequencing studies. The PCR has largely replaced the need to amplify recombinant 
DNA in a replicating biological system, greatly reducing the time and preparative steps 
required . It is not necessary to know the sequence of the DNA insen (up to 6 kb) to amplify 
it by the PCR since the sequence of the vector DNA flanking the insert is known. 

PCR may completely circumvent the need to clone the DNA of interest . For instance, 
a gene of known sequence can readily be analyzed in a patient 's DNA for detection of 
mutations by a multipl ex PCR strategy. DNA is isolated from the patient's blood cells, 
and multiple pairs of oligonucleotide primers are synthesized to amplify the entire gene or 
selected regions within the gene (Figure 7.10). Analysis of the amplified DNA fragments 
by agarose gel electrophoresis reveals any deletion mutation as compared to the normal 
gene products. Direct sequencing of multiple PCR produces detects point mutations in the 
patient's gene. Multiplex PCR has been used to detect defects in the HGPRTase gene in 
Lesch- Nyhan patients (Clin . Corr. 7.5) . 

7 .5 • DETECTION AND ID ENTIFI CATION OF 
NU CLEIC ACIDS AND DNA -BINDIN G 
PROTEINS 

Nucleic Acids as Probes for Specific DNA or RNA Sequences 

DNA and RNA probes are used for selection of bacteria that harbor recombinant DNA of 
interest, for analysis of mRNA expressed in a cell or for identification of DNA sequences 
within a genome. They contain sequences complementary to the target nucleic acid and 
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Figure 7.10 Multiplex PCR to analyze a DNA 
region of interest for mutations. A region 
of DNA with in a complex DNA molecule is 
amplified by the PCR with primers that are 
complementary to sequences flanking the DNA 
region of interest (step I). The PCR product 
is then used as a template simultaneou sly for 
multiple pairs of primers (step 2a) that are 
complementary throughout the DNA (here they 
cover three segments, a, b, and c). This procedure 
requires prior knowledge of the sequence of the 
normal DNA or gene. Step 2a is repeated for DNA 
derived from a patient with potential mutation (s) 
in the DNA region of interest (step 2b). The 
amplified DNA products from the multiplex PCR 
step (step 2a and b) are then analyzed by agarose 
gel electrophoresis to ascertain if the patient 
sample contains a mutation (step 3). 
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Figure 7.11 a- Complementation for detection 
of transformed bacteria. A constructed vector 
(pUC 18) expresses the N-terminal coding 
sequence for ,8-galactosidase of the lac operon. 
Bacterial mutants coding for the C-terminal 
portion of ,8-galactosidase are transformed with 
pUC 18. These transformed bacteria grown in 
the presence of a special substrate for the intact 
enzyme (X-gal) result in blue colonies because 
they contain the enzyme to react with substrate. 
The functional N-terminal and C-terminal coding 
sequences complement each other to yield a 
functional enzyme. If, however, a foreign DNA 
fragment insert disrupts th e pUC 18 N-terrninal 
coding sequence for ,8-galactosidase, bacteria 
transformed with this recomb inant molecule 
will not produce a functional enzyme. Bacterial 
colonies carrying these recombinant vectors can 
then be visually detected as white colonies. 
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hybridize with the nucleic acid of interest. The degree of complementarity determines the 
tightness of binding of the probe. The probe does not need to contain the entire comple
mentary sequence of the DNA. The probe can be labeled, usually with 32P or with non
radioactive labels that depend on enzyme substrates coupled to nucleotides, which when 
incorporated into the nucleic acid is detected by an enzyme-catalyzed reaction. 

Labeled probes are produced by nick translation of double-stranded DNA. Nick 
translation (Figure 7 .12) involves the random cleavage of a phosphodiester bond in the 
backbone of a DNA strand by DNase I; the breaks are called nicks. E. coli DNA polymer
ase I, with its 5' ~ 3' exonucleolytic activity and its DNA polymerase activity, creates 
single-strand gaps by hydrolyzing nucleotides from the 5' -side of the nick and then filling 
in the gaps with its polymerase activity. The reaction is usually carried out in the presence 
of an a- 32P-labeled dNTP and the other three unlabeled dNTPs . The DNA employed in 
this method is usually purified and is derived from cloned DNA, viral DNA, or cDNA. 

Random primer labeling of DNA has distinct advantages over the nick translation 
method . The random primer method typically requires only 25 ng of DNA as opposed to 
1- 2 µ,g of DNA for nick translation and results in labeled probes with a specific activity 
(> 109 cmp/ug) approximately 10 times higher. This method generally produces longer 
labeled DNA probes. The double-stranded probe is melted and hybridized with a mix
ture of random hexanucleotides containing all possible sequences (ACTCGG, ACTCGA , 
ACTCGC , etc.). Hybridized hexanucleotides serve as primers for DNA synthesis with a 
DNA polymerase, such as the Kienow enzyme, in the presence of one or more radioactively 
labeled dNTPs. 

Labeled RNA probes have advantages over DNA probes. For one, relatively large 
amounts of RNA can be transcribed from a template that may be available in very limited 
quantities. A double-stranded DNA (dsDNA) probe must be denatured prior to hybridiza
tion with the target DNA and rehybridization with itself competes for hybridization with the 
DNA of interest. No similar competition occurs with single-stranded RNA probes that 
hybridize with complementary DNA or RNA molecules. Synthesis of an RNA probe 
requires DNA as a template. To be transcribed the template musr be covalently linked to 
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an upstream promoter that can be recognized by a DNA dependent RNA polymerase. Vec
tors have been constructed that are well suited for this technique. 

A labeled DNA or RNA probe is hybridized to nitrocellulose-bound nucleic acids 
and identified by the detection oflabeled probe. N udeic acids of interest are transferred to 
nitrocellulose from bacterial colonies grown on agar or from agarose gels on which they are 
electrophoretically separated by size. 

Southern Blot Technique for Identifying DNA Fragments 

The transfer of DNA species separated by agarose gel electrophoresis to a filter for analysis 
was developed in the 1970s by E. M . Southern and is an indispensable tool. The method is 
called the Southern blot technique (Figure 7.13) . A mixture of restriction endonudease
generated fragments can be separated according to size by electrophoresis through an aga
rose gel. The DNA is denatured by soaking the gel in alkali. The gel is then placed on 
absorbent paper, and a nitrocellulose filter is placed directly on top of the gel. Several layers 
of absorbent paper are placed on top of the nitrocellulose filter. The absorbent paper under 
the gel is kept wet with a concentrated salt solution that is pulled up through the gel, the 
nitrocellulose, and into the absorbent paper layers above by capillary aetion. The DNA is 
eluted from the gel by the upward movement of the high-salt solution onto the nitrocel
lulose filter directly above, where it becomes bound . The position of the DNA bound 
to the nitrocellulose filter is the same as that present in the agarose gel. Single-stranded 
membrane-bound DNA can be analyzed with labeled probes. 

The Southern blot technique is invaluable for detection and determination of the 
number of copies of panicular sequences in complex genomic DNA , for confirmation of 
DNA cloning results, and demonstration of polymorphic DNA in the human genome 
that correspond to pathological states. An example of the use of Southern blocs is shown in 
Figure 7.13. Whole human genomic DNA, isolated from three individuals, was digested 
separately with a restriction endonuclease generating thousands of fragments. These were 
distributed throughout the agarose gel according to size in an eleetric field. The DNA was 
transferred (blotted) to a nitrocellulose filter and hybridized with a 32P-labeled DNA or 
RNA probe for a gene of interest. The probe detected two bands in all three individuals 
indicating that the gene of interest was cleaved at one site within its sequence. Individuals 
A and B presented a normal pattern while patient C had one normal band and one lower
molecular-weight band. This is an example of detecting altered restriction endonuclease
generated DNA fragments from different individuals within a single species, restriction 
fragment length polymorphism (RFLP). The detection of a reduced molecular weight 
fragment in patient C implies that deletion of a segment of the gene occurred and may be 
associated with a pathological state. The gene from this patient is cloned, sequenced, and 
fully analyzed to characterize the altered natu re of the DNA (Clin. Corr. 7.6). 

Other techniques that employ the principles of Southern blot are the transfer of RNA 
(Nonhem blots), as described below and of proteins (Western blocs) to nitrocellulose filters 
or nylon membranes. 

Single-Strand Conformation Polymorphism 

Southern blot analysis and detection of base changes in DNA from different individuals 
by RFLP analysis is dependent on alteration of a restriction endonuclease site. A base sub
stitution, deletion or insertion (a single-nucleotide polymorphism [SNP]) rarely occurs 
within a restriction endonudease site. However, these modifications are detected at a spe
cific site by single-strand confo rmation polymorphism (SSCP). This technique takes 
advantage of the fact that single-stranded DNA, smaller than 400 bases long, subjeeted to 
electrophoresis through a polyacrylarnide gel migrates with a mobility partially depend
ent on its conformation. A single base alteration usually modifies the DNA conformation 
sufficiently to be detected as a mobility shift on electrophoresis th rough a non-denaturing 
polyacrylamide gel. 

The analysis of a small region of genomic DNA or cDNA for SSCP is accomplished 
by PCR-ampl ification of the region of interest. Sense and antisense oligonucleotide prim
ers are synthesized that flank the region of interest, and this DNA is amplified by PCR 
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Figure 7.12 Nick translation to label DNA 
probes. Purified DNA molecules can be 
radioactively labeled and used to detect, by 
hybridization, the presence of complementary RNA 
or DNA in experimental samples. (I) Nicking step: 
Introduces random single-stranded breaks in DNA; 
(2) Translation step: E. coli DNA polymerase 
(pol I) has botb 5'-3' exonudease activity that 
removes nucleotides from tbe 5' -end of the nick 
and polymerase activity that simultaneously fills in 
the single-stranded gap witb radioactivdy labeled 
nucleotides using the 3'-end as a primer. 
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in the presence of radiolabeled nucleotide(s). The purified radiolabeled double-stranded 
PCR product is then heat denatured in 80% formamide and immediately loaded onto a 
nondenacuring polyacrylamide gel. The mobilities of control products are compared co 
samples from experimental studies or patients . Detection of mutations in samples from 
patients identify genetic lesions. These procedures were successfully applied co the analysis 
of genes associated with the long-QT syndrome chat has been implicated in the sudden 
infant death syndrome (SIDS) (Clin. Corr. 7.7) . The method depends on prior knowledge 
of the sequence of the gene or gene fragment of interest whereas analysis by RFLP requires 
only restriction map analysis of DNA. 

Detection of mRNA 

Analysis of the amount of mRNA species in tissue or coral RNA preparations is often criti
cal for our understanding gene regulation of cell growth and tissue differentiation. We 
can assess timing, level, and site within a tissue of gene expression through the analysis of 
specific mRNA species. Several techniques are available to assay the amount of a specific 
mRNA species in an RNA preparation. (a) Northern blot analysis requires the electro-

,J .) ,... -© ®"--
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phoretic separation of RNA species, by size, on an agarose gel followed by the transfer and 
cross-linking to a membrane as in the Southern blot technique. The fixed RNA species 
are then hybridized with a labeled probe specific for the mRNA species of interest. If the 
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Figure 7.13 Southern blot to transfer DNA 
from agaro se gels to nitroce llulose. Transfer 
of DNA ro nitrocellulose, as single-stranded 
molecules, allows for the detection of specific 
DNA sequences within a complex mixture of 
DNA. Hybridization with nick trans lated labeled 
probes can demonstrate if a DNA sequence of 
interest is present in the same or different regions 
of the genome. 

probe is radiolabeled, hybrids are detected by auto radiography. Nonradioactive probes are 
also available. Northern blot analysis allows ready determination of the size of the mRNA 
and identification of potential alternatively spliced transcripts and/or the presence of mul-

Gel tigene family transcripts . (b) RT-PCR (Section 7.8, p . 281), unlike the Northern blot , 
allows us to measure the amount of an mRNA species present in an RNA sample. Mea
surement is based on comparison of the relative amount of the PCR product of an internal 
control transcript to the amount of a specific mRNA in the same sample . Typical inter
nal control transcripts include GAPDH (glyceraldehyde 3-phosphace dehydrogenase) and 
/3-accin. (c) The nucl ease protection assay (NPA) does not give any information about 
the size of che mRNA of interest , but is ideally suited for the simultaneous analysis of 
multiple mRNA species. Radiolabeled or nonisocopic probe(s) are hybridized with the 
RNA sample in solution. Hyb ridization in solution is more efficient than hybridizat ion 
to membrane-fixed RNA, as used in Northern blots . Any remaining unhybridized probe 
and RNA are then hydrolyzed with nucleases. The mixture of hybridized species is then 
separated through a low percentage (6%) acrylamide gel. The size of each hybridized spe
cies is determ ined by the size of the probe employed. NPA is commonly used to detect 
mRNA transcripts in different tissues (Figure 7.14). (d) In situ hybridization is the only 
method described in this section to define which cells in a sample of formalin-fixed tissue 
express a specific gene. In chis method , RNA is not isolated or subjected to electrophorecic 
separations . Rather tissues of interest are fixed, chin sectioned, and mounted onto micro-
scope slides. Proteins are digested with protease K to increase accessibility of the labeled 
probe to hybridize with che cellular mRNA of interest. This method supports findings 
of the nuclease protect ion assays and also defines which cell types within the tissues are 
expressing the mRNA of interest. 

Detection of Sequence-Specific DNA-Binding Proteins 

Regulatory proteins bind to specific DNA sequences that flank genes that up- or down- regu
late gene expression. The electropho retic mobility shift assay (EMSA), or gel retardation , 
method has been employed extensively to analyze sequence-specific DNA-binding proteins 
along with the DNA sequence required for binding. Proteins with potential DNA-bind
ing characteristics are prepared from whole cell extraets, nuclear extractS, purified protein 
preparations, or recombinant proteins from generically engineered expression systems. The 
DNA probe is radio-labeled. The DNA employed may be DNA fragments, double-stranded 
synthetic oligonucleotides, or cloned DNA containing a known protein-binding site(s) or 
potential protein-bindi ng site{s). The DNA must be double stranded since single-stranded 
DNA would bind nonspecifc single-strand binding proteins (with cell or nuclear extracts) 
that would interfere with the interpretation of the results. The purified labeled DNA probe 
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Restriction Fragment Length Polymorphisms Determine the Clonal Origin of Tumors 

Ir is generally assumed that most rumors are monoclonal in origin; char 

is, a rare event airers a single somatic cell genome such char che cells grow 

abnormally into a rumor mass wich all-daughter cells carrying che iden

tically altered genome. Proof that a cumor is monoclonal versus poly

clonal can help co distinguish hyperplasia {increased prod uction and 

growch of normal cells) from neoplasia (growch of new or rumor cells), 

The detection of restriction fragment lengch polymorphisms (RFLPs) 

in Southern blotted DNA samples allows one co define che clonal origin 

of human tumors . If tumor cells were collectively derived from different 

parental cells, chey should contain a mixture of DNA markers charac

teristic of each cell of origin. However, an identical DNA marker in all 

rumor cells would indicate a monoclonal origin. The analysis is limited 

to females to cake advantage of che fact char each cell carries only one 

active X chromosome of eicher paternal or maternal origin wich che 

second X chromosome being inactivated. Activation occurs randomly 

during embryogenesis and is faichfully maintained in all daughter cells 

wich one-half che cells carrying an activated maternal X chromosome 

and che ocher one-half an activated paternal X chromosome. 

Analysis of che clonal nature of a human tumor depends on che fact 

chat activation of an X chromosome involves changes in the mechyla

tion of selected cytosine (C) residues within the DNA molecule. Several 

restriction endonucleases, such as Hha I which cleaves DNA at GCGC 

sites, do not cleave DNA at their recognition sequences if a C is methyl

ated within chis sire. Therefore, the methylated stare (activated versus 

inactivated) of the X chromosome can be probed with restriction endo

nudeases. Also, the paternal X chromosome can be distinguished from 

che maternal X chromosome in a significant number of individuals by 

differences in the eleccrophoretic migration of restriction endonuclease 

generated fragments derived from selected regions of the chromosome. 

These fragments are identified on a Southern bloc by hybridization with a 

DNA probe that is complementary to chis region of the X chromosome. 

An X-linked gene char is amenable to these studies is the hypoxanchine 

guanine phosphoribosylcransferase (HGPRT ase) gene. The HGPRTase 

gene consistently has two Barn HI restriction endonuclease sites (B 1 and 

B3 in figure), bur in some individuals a third sire (B2) is also present. 

The presence of site B2 in only one parental X chromosome HG

PRT permits detection of RFLPs. Therefore, a female cell may carry 

one X chromosome with the HGPRT gene possessing 2Bam HI sires 
(results in one DNA fragment of24 kb) or 3Bam HI sites (resulcs in 

a single detectable DNA fragment of 12 kb). This figure depicts che 
expected results for the analysis of tumor cell DNA to determine its 

monoclonal or polyclonal origin . As expected, three human rumors 

examined by this method were shown to be of monoclonal origin. 
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Analysis of genomic DNA to determine the clonal origin of 
tumors. (a) The X chromosome -linked bypoxamhine guanine 
phosphoribosyltransferase (HGPRTase) gene contains two invariant Barn 
HI restriction endonuclease sites (B 1 and B3) whereas in some individuals 
a third site, B2, is also present The gene also contains several Hha I 
sires; however, all of these sites, except Hl, are usually methylated in the 
active X chromosome. Therefore, only the H 1 sire would be available for 
cleavage by Hba I in the active X chromosome. A cloned, labeled probe, 
pPBl.7, is used to determine which form of the HGPRTase gene is 
present in a tumor and ifit is present on an acciveX chromosome. 
( b) Restriction endonuclease patterns predicted for monoclonal versus 
po lyclonal tumors are as follows: (1) Cleaved with Barn HI alone. 
24-kb fragment derived from a gene containing only Bl and B3 sites and 
12-kb fragment derived from a gene containing extra B2 site. Pattern 
is characteristic for heterozygous individual. (2) C leaved with Barn HI 
plus Hha I, monoclonal tumor with the 12 kb derived from an active 
X chromosome (methylated). (3) Oeaved with Barn HI plus Hha I; 
monoclonal tumor with the 24-kb fragment derived from an aaive X 
chromosome (methylated). (4) Cleaved with Barn HI plus Hha I, polyclonal 
tumor. All tumors studied disp layed patterns as in Lane 2 or Lane 3. 

Vogelscein, B., Fearon, E. R., Hamilcon, S. R., and Feinberg, A. B. Use of 
restriction fragment length polymorphism ro determine che clonal origin of rumors. 
Science 227:642, 1985. 

and protein sample are preincubated to form a stab le protein-DNA complex prior to the 

electrophoretic analysis of the sample. 

Figure 7 . 15 schematically depicts the expected results where the radio-labeled DNA 

complexes with a protein resulting in its retarded movement through the gel relative to the 

unreacted DNA If an antibody to the DNA-binding protein of interest is added to the pre

incubation rube, one of two possible reactions occurs. If the antibody binds to an epitope 

that does not impede prote in binding to the DNA, the complex size is increased resulting 

in a supershift (greater retardation) in the gel migration. Conversely, if the antibody blocks 
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Single-Strand Conformational Polymorphism for Detection of Spontaneous Mutations that May Lead 
to SIDS 

The sudden infant deach syndrome (SIDS) is a major cause of deach 
during che first year of life in che United States. Prospective study of 
more chen 34,000 newborns that were monitored by electrocardiog
raphy indicated a Strong correlation berween increased risk of SIDS 
and prolonged QT interval in cheir heart EKG. On the basis of this 
study, it was decided to look for a mutation in one or more of the 
genes known to be related to the Long QT syndrome in a 44-day
old infant chat presented cyanotic, apneic, and pulseless to a hospital 
emergency room. The child's arrhythmia with a prolonged QT in
terval was stabilized with multiple electrical DC shocks followed by 
drug treatment. Genomic DNA was prepared from peripheral blood 
lymphocytes from the infant and his parents. One gene associated with 
the Long QT syndrome contained the substitution of AAC for TCC 
at position 2971 to 2972 (protein associated with the sodium channel) 

(a) Solution Hybrid ization 

child's but not che parents' DNA sample. The mutation replaced a 
serine residue with an asparagine in a highly conserved region of che 
protein that is presumed to participate in che function of che sodium 
channel. The mutation was not detected in 200 control subjects. The 
conclusion was char the child had a spontaneous mutation in a gene 
that was associated wich a prolonged QT interval and chat this con
tributed to a SIDS-like event. After treatment , che child was symptom 
free at nearly 5 years of age. This study points to the potential value 
of neonatal electrocardiographic screening to reduce infant mortality 
due to SIDS. 

Schwanz, P. J., Priori , S. G., Dumaine, R., Napolirano , C., ec al. A molecular link 
berween the sudden infant death syndrome and the Long-QT syndrome. N. Engl. 
j. Med. 343: 262, 2000. 
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Figure 7.14 Nuclease protection assay. Total cellular mRNA can be isolated from different tissues. 
Single-stranded DNA probes that are complementary co known sequences of different gene transcripts 
(mRNAx , mRNAy, mRNAz) are hybridized with the RNA mixture. Nuclease digestion with a 
ribonuclease will hydrolyze sing le-stranded RNA regions of mRNA not hybridized with the DNA probe 
and all nonhybridized RNA species. Only the DNA-RNA hybrid s protec ted against nuclease will remain 
for analysis by acrylarnide gel electrophoresis. Differential expression of genes in specific tissues is then 
readily observed. 
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Figure 7.15 Electrophoretic mobility shift 

assay. Purified DNA migrates through a gel when 
subjected co an electric field ba~ed on its charge 
and molecular mass. If a protein(s ) is(are) added 
co th is, purified DNA that complexes with the 
DNA the total apparent molecular mass of the 
DNA is increased. This would slow ics migration 
through the gel- a mobility shift. The addition of 
an antibody that reaccs with the protein complexed 
with the DNA, but does not interfere with the 
DNA-protein interaction, will further increase 
the size of the DNA - protein complex and slow its 
migration. If the antibody reacts with the DNA
binding region of the protein a DNA - protein 
comp lex will not form. In both cases the antibody 
helps to identify the DNA-binding protein. 
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the protein's DNA-binding site, a protein - antibody complex will form and the labeled 
DNA probe will be unmodified in its migration through the gel. In either case the result 
with the antibody would confirm the identity of the DNA-binding protein. 

7 .6 • COMPLEMEN TARY DNA AN D 
COMPLEMENTARY DNA LIBRARIES 

Insertion of specific functional eukaryotic genes into vectors that can be expressed in a 
prokaryocic cell could produce large amounts of genetically engineered proteins with signif
icant medical, agricultural, and experimental potential . Hormones and enzymes, including 
insulin, erythropoiecin, thrombopoiecin, interleukins, interferons, and tissue plasminogen 
activator, are currently produced by these methods. le is not possible co done functional 
genes from genomic DNA, except in rare instances. One reason is that most genes within 
the mammalian genome yield transcripts that contain introns that must be spliced out of 
the primary mRNA transcript . Prokaryotic systems cannot splice out the introns to yield 
functional mRNA transcripts . This problem is circumvented by synthesizing complemen
tary DNA (cDNA) from functional eukaryotic mRNA. 

mRNA as Template for DNA Synthesis Using 
Reverse Transcriptase 

Messenger RNA can be reverse-transcribed co cDNA, and the cDNA inserted into a vec
tor for amplification, identification, and expression. Mammalian cells normally contain 
10,000-30,000 different species of mRNA molecules at any time during the cell cycle. 
In some cases, however, a specific mRNA species may approach 90% of the total mRNA, 
such as mRNA for globin in reciculocyces. Many mRNAs are normally present at only a few 
(1- 14) copies per cell. A cDNA library can be constructed from the total cellular mRNA, 
but if only a few copies per cell of mRNA of interest are present, the cDNA may be vety 
difficult co identify . Methods that enrich the population of mRNAs or their corresponding 
cDNAs permit reduction in number of different cDNA species within a cDNA library and 
greatly enhance the probability of identifying the clone of interest . 

Desired mRNA Is Enriched by Separation Technique s 
Messenger RNA can be separated by size by gel electrophoresis or centrifugation . Isola
tion of mRNA in a specific molecular size range enriches severalfold an mRNA of interest. 
Knowledge of the molecular weight of the protein encoded by the gene of interest gives a 
clue co the approximate size of the mRNA transcript or its cDNA; variability in the pre
dicted size, however, arises from differences in the length of the untranslated regions of che 
mRNAs. 

Enrichment of a specific mRNA molecule is also accomplished by immunological pro
cedures, but it requires the availability of antibodies against the encoded protein by the gene 
of interest. Antibodies added co an in vitro protein synthesis mixture react with the growing 
polypeptide chain associated with polysomes and precipitate it. The mRNA is then purified 
from the immunoprecipitated poly.soma! fraction . 

Complementary DNA Synthesis 
An mRNA mixture is used as a template to synthesize complementary strands of DNA 
using RNA-dependent DNA polymerase, reverse transcriptase (Figure 7 .16). A primer is 
required; advantage is taken of the poly(A) tail at the 3' -terminus of eukaryotic mRNA. 
An oligo(dT) with 12- 18 bases is employed as the primer that hybridizes with the poly(A) 
sequence. After cDNA synthesis, the hybrid is denatured or the mRNA hydrolyzed in 
alkali co obtain the single-stranded cDNA. The 3 '-te rmini of single-stranded cDNAs form 
a hairpin loop that serves as a primer for the synthesis of the second strand of the cDNA 
by the Kienow fragment or a reverse transcripcase. The resulting double-stranded cDNA 
contains a single-stranded loop that is recognized and digested by S 1 nuclease. The ends of 
the cDNA muse be modified prior co cloning in a vector. One method involves incubating 
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Figure 7.16 Synthesis of cDNA from mRNA . 

The 3' poly(A) tail of mRNA is hybridized 
with an oligomer of dT (oligo[dT] 12_18) that 
serves as a primer for reverse transcriptase which 
catalyzes the synthesis of the complementary 
DNA (cDNA) strand in the presence of all four 
deoxynucleotide triphosphates (dNTPs). The 
resulting cDNA:mRNA hybrid is separated into 
single-stranded cDNA by melting with hear or 
hydrolyzing the mRNA with alkali. The 3' -end 
of the cDNA molecule forms a hairpin loop that 
serves as a primer for the synthesis of the second 
DNA strand caralyz.ed by the Kienow fragment 
of E. coli DNA polymerase. The single-stranded 
unpaired DNA loop is hydrolyzed by S1 nuclease 
to yield a double-stranded DNA molecule. 
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Figure 7.17 Modification of cDNA for cloning. 
The procedure begins with double-stranded DNA 
that contains a hairpin loop. A linker DNA that 
contain s a restriction endonuclea.~e site (RE1) is 
added to the free end of the cDNA by blunt end 
ligation. The sing le-stranded hairpin loop is next 
hydrolyzed with S 1 nuclease. A second linker with 
a different restriction endon uclease site within 
(REJ is blunt end l igated to the newly created 
free cDNA. The second linker will probab ly 
bind to both ends but will not interfere with the 
first restriction endonuclease site. T he modified 
DNA is hydrolyzed with the two restriction 
endonucleases and can be inserted into a plasmid 
or bacteriophage DNA by directional cloning. 

blunt-ended cDNA molecules with linker molecules and a bacteriophage T4 DNA ligase 
that catalyzes the ligation of blunt-ended molecules (Figure 7.17) . The synthetic linker 
molecules contain restriction endonuclease sites that are now cleaved with the appropriate 
enzyme for insertion of the cDNA into a vector cleaved with the same endonuclease . 

Bacteriophage DNA (p. 281) is the most convenient and efficient vector to create cD NA 
libraries because they can readily be amplified and scored indefinitely. Two bacteriophage vec
tors, AgtlO andAgtll , and their newer construcrs are employed to produce cDNA libraries. 
The cDNA libraries in AgrlO are screened only with labeled nucleic acid probes when the 
sequence of the DNA is unknown , whereas, those in Agrl 1, an expression vector, can also 
be screened with antibody for the production of the protein or antigen of interest. If the sequence 
of the desired cDNA is known, then PCR is used to screen the recombinant bacteriophage. 

Total Cellular RNA as Template for DNA Synthesis Using RT-PCR 
Alternative methods to construct cDNA libraries employ a reverse transcriptase-PCR 
(RT- PCR) technique and obviate the need to purify mRNA. One such strategy is depicted 
in Figure 7. 18 and begins with the reverse transcriptase production of a DNA-mRNA 
hybrid. The method uses terminal transferase to add a dG homopolyme r tail to the 3' -end 
followed by hydrolysis of the mRNA . PCR p rimers are synthesized to hybridize with the 
dG and dA tails and terminate with two different restriction endonuclease sequences. The 
resulting PCR-amplified cDNA is then hydrolyzed with two different restriction endonu
cleases for directional cloning (p. 265) into an appropriate vector. 
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Figure 7.18 Generation of cDNA by reverse transcriptase-PCR (RT-PCR ). Total cellular RNA 
or mRNA can be used to generate cDNA by RT- PCR. The mRNA with an oligo rA tail is reverse 
transcribed with an oligo dT primer. An oligo dG tail is added to the 3' -ends of the RNA and DNA 
strands, and the RNA strand is subsequently hydro lyzed with NaOH . Sense and antisense primers , 
modilied with restriction site sequences, are then employed to amplify the cDNA by the PCR. The 
produ cts can be hydrolyzed with the specific restriction endonucleases (RE and REi) for cloning and 
subsequent studies. 
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7. 7 • BACTERIOPHAGE , COSMID, AND YEAST 
CLONING VECTORS AND ANALYSIS 
OF LONG STRETCHES OF DNA 

Detection of noncoding sequences (i.e., inrrons) in most eukaryotic genes and distant regula
rory regions that flank the genes necessitated cloning srrategies to package larger DNA frag
ments than can be cloned in plasmids. Plasmids accommodate foreign D NA inserts 5- 10 kb 
long. Recombinant DNA fragments larger than this are randomly deleted during replication 
of the plasmid within the bacterium. Thus, alternate vectors have been developed. 

Bacteriophage as Cloning Vectors 

Bacteriophage ,\ (,\ phage) , a virus that infects and replicates in bacteria, is an ideal vector 
for DNA inserts about 15 kb long. The A phage selectively infecrs bacteria and replicates 
by a lyric or nonlytic (lysogen ic) pathway . The A phage contains a self-complementary 
12-base single-stranded tail (cohesive termini) at both ends of its 50-kb double-s tranded 
DNA. On infection of the bacteria, the cohesive termini (cos sites) of a single A phage 
DNA self-anneal and the ends are covalently linked by the host cell DNA ligase. T he cir
cular DNA serves as a template for transcription and replication. A phage, with restriction 
endonuclease-generated fragments representing a cell's whole genomic DNA inserted into 
it, are used to infect bacteria. Recombinant bacteriophage, released from the lysed cells, are 
collected and constitute a genomic library in A phage. The phage library can be screened 
more rapidly than a plasmid library because of the increased size of the DNA inserts. 

Numerous A phage vectors have been constructed for different cloning strategies. 
On ly a generic A phage vector will be described. A 15- to 25-kb segment of the phage 
DNA can be replaced without impairing its replication in E.coli (Figure 7.19). The length 
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Figure 7.19 Cloning genomic DNA in 
bacteriophage .\. Whole genomic DNA 
is incompletely digested with a restriction 
endonudease (e.g., EcoRl). This resulrs in DNA 
of random size &agmenrs with single-stranded 
sticky ends. DNA fragmentS calied Cos arms, are 
generated with the same restriction endonuclease 
from bacteriophage DNA. The purified Cos arms 
carry sequence signals required for packaging 
DNA into a bacteriophage virion. The genomic 
fragmentS are mixed with the Cos arms, annealed 
and ligated, forming linear concatenated DNA 
arrays. The in vitro packaging with bacteriophage 
A proteins occu rs only with genomic DNA 
fragmentS of allowed lengths (I 5-25 kb) bounded 
by Cos arms. 
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Figure 7.20 Screening genomic libraries in 
bacteriophage A. Competent E. coli are grown to 
confluence on an agar plate and then overlaid with 
the recombinant bacteriophage. Plaques devdop 
where bacteria are infected and subsequently 
lysed by the phage A. Replicas of the plate can be 
made by touching the plate with a nitrocellulose 
filter. The DNA is denatured and fixed to the 
nitrocdlulose with NaOH. The f1Xed DNA is 
hybridized with a 32P-labeled probe and exposed 
to X-ray film. The autoradiograph identifies the 
plaque(s) with recombinant DNA of interest. 

of phage DNA to be packaged into the virus panicle must be about 50 kb long. The 
linear A phage DNA is digested with a specific restriction endonuclease that generates 
small terminal fragments with their cos sites (arms). These are then separated from larger 
intervening fragments. Cellular genomic DNA is partially digested by appropriate restric
tion enzymes to permit annealing and ligation with the phage arms. DNA fragmencs 
smaller or larger than 15-25 kb hybridize with the cos arms but are excluded from being 
packaged into infectious bacteriophage panicles . All the information required for phage 
infection and replication in bacteria is carried within the cos arms. The recombinant 
phage DNA is mixed with A phage proteins in vitro, which assemble into infectious 
virions. These are then propagated in an appropriate E. coli strain to yield a A phage 
library. Many E. coli strains have been genetically altered to sustain replication of specific 
recombinant virions. 

Screening Bacteriophage Libraries 
A bacteriophage library can be screened by plating the virus on a continuous layer of 
bacteria (a bacterial lawn) grown on agar plates (Figure 7.20). Individual phage will 
infect, replicate, and lyse one cell. The progeny virions will then infect and subsequently 
lyse bacteria immediately adjacent t0 the site of the first infected cell creating a clear 
region or plaque in the opaque bacterial lawn. Phage, within each plaque , is picked up 
on a nitrocellulose filter (as for replica placing) and the DNA fixed co the filter with 
Na OH. The location of cloned DNA fragmencs of interest are located by hybridizing the 
filter-bound DNA with a labeled DNA or RNA probe followed by autoradiography . The 
bacteriophage in the plaque corresponding t0 the labeled filter-bound hybrid are picked 
up and amplified in bacteria for further analysis. PCR is also employed if the full or par
tial sequence is known of the desired cDNA. Here one takes portions of several plaques, 
and if the DNA of interest is present in one or more, a region can be amplified with an 
appropriate primer pair by PCR. The PCR product is then detected by gel electrophore
sis. Complementary DNA libraries in bacteriophage are also constructed that contain the 
phage cos arms. If the cDNA is recombined with phage DNA that permits expression of 
the gene, such as Agt 11, plaques can be screened immunologically with antibodies spe
cific for the antigen of interest. 

Cloning DNA Fragments into Cosmid and 
Artificial Chromosome Vectors 

Even though A phage is the mosc commonly used vector to construct genomic DNA librar
ies, the length of many genes exceeds the maximum size of DNA that can be insened 
between the phage arms. A cosmid vector can accommodate foreign DNA insertS of about 
45 kb. Bacterial artificial chromosomes (BACs) and yeast artificial chromosomes 
(YACs) have been developed to clone DNA fragmentS 100- 200 and 200-500 kb long, 
respectively. Although cosmid and YAC vectors are difficult to work with, their libraries 
permit the cloning oflarge genes with their flanking regulatory sequences, as well as families 
of genes or contiguous genes. 

Cosmid vectors are a cross between plasmid and bacteriophage vectors. Cosrnids con
tain an antibiotic resistance gene for selection of recombinant DNA molecules, an origin 
of replication for propagation in bacteria, and a cos site for packaging of recombinant mol
ecules in bacteriophage particles. The bacteriophage with recombinant cosmid DNA can 
infect E. coli and inject its DNA into the cell. Cosmid vectors contain only approximately 
5 kb of the 50-kb bacteriophage DNA and, therefore, cannot direct ics replication and 
assembly of new infectious phage panicles. Instead, the recombinant cosmid DNA circular
izes and replicates as a large plasmid . Bacterial colonies with recombinancs of interest are 
selected and amplified by methods similar to those described for plasmids. 

Standard cloning procedures and some novel methods are employed to construct YACs. 
Very large foreign DNA fragmencs are joined to yeast DNA sequences, one that functions 
as telomeres (distal extremities of chromosome arms) and another that functions as a cen
tromere and as an origin of replication. The recombinant YAC DNA is introduced into the 
yeast by transformation . The YAC constructS are designed so that yeast transformed with 
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The Use of Yeast Artificial Chromosome (YAC) Transgenic Mice to Study Huntington Disease 

It is often difficult or impossible to study the role of a mutant pro
tein's role in the genesis of the diseased state in human disorders. The 
development of animal models is an invaluable rool to study human 
diseases such as the adult onset neurodegenerative disorder, Hunting
ton disease (HD) (OMIM 143100). HD is caused by the expansion 
of the CAG trinucleotide in exon 1 of the HD gene resulring in poly
glutamine stretchs in the coded Hunrington (htt) protein. The result
ing polyglutarnine tracts appear to be toxic to selected regions of the 
brain. A transgenic mouse model was generated with a YAC transgene 
that contained the full-length human HD gene plus 25-kb upstream 
and 120-kb downstream sequences to ensure the inclusion of endog
enous regulatory regions. YAC mice containing 46, 72, and 128 CAG 
repeats were created. The YAC 128 transgenic model most mirrored 
the human disease. These mice presented with motor and cognitive 
deficits that were similar to what was observed in humans. The wild
type htt protein is mainly found in the cytoplasm while the mutant 
protein localizes to the nucleus. Ami-htt antibody evaluation of brain 
tissues from wild-type (Wf) mice and YI 28 mice at l mon and 2 mon 

of age demonstrated that the normal and mutant htt proteins were 
not present in the nuclei ofWT mice or I-month-old Yl28 mice; the 
mutant htt protein was detected in the nucleus only in the striarum of 
the 2-month-old Yl28 mice; and as the Yl28 mice aged further, al
though some mutant htt was detected in nuclei in other brain regions, 
it increased and remained greatest in thescriarum. The scriaturn is the 
predominant region affected in both human HD and 2-month-old 
Yl28 mice, and the accumulation of htt also corresponded with the 
age when motor and cognitive defects were first observed in these 
mice. It appears that the onset of the nuclear localization of the mu
tant htt protein in the striaturn is the major contributor to the selective 
degeneration observed in HD . Th e mechanism of how the mutant 
htt protein exerts its toxic effects when localized to the nucleus is 
unknown but is thought to involve modification of gene expression 
and possibly activation of apoptosis. 

Van Raamsdonk,J. M., Warby, $. C. , and Hayden, M. R. Selective degeneration 
in YAC mouse models ofHunringcon Disease. Brain Res. Bull 72: 124, 2007. 

recombinant chromosomes grow as visually distinguishab le colonies. This facilitates the 
seleetion and analysis of cloned DNA fragments . Transgenic animals can also be generated 
by the introduction of recombinant YAC DNA into their genome. If these animals express 
a defective human gene, they can be used as a model to study the corresponding human 
disease (Clin . Corr. 7.8) . 

Subcloning Permits Definition of Large Segments of DNA 

Complete analysis of functional elements in a cloned DNA fragment requires sequencing 
of the entire molecule . Current techniques can sequence 200-400 bases, yet cloned DNA 
insens are frequently much larger. Restriction maps of the initial DNA clone are essential 
for cleaving the DNA into smaller pieces to be subcloned for further analysis. The sequence 
of each subcloned DNA fragment can be determined . Overlapping regions of the subcloned 
DNA proper ly align and confirm the entire sequence of the original DNA clone. 

Sequencing is often accomplished without subclorung . Ant isense prime rs are used that 
are complementary to the initially sequenced 3' -ends of the cloned DNA . This process is 
repeated until all of the cloned DNA has been sequenced. This method obviates the need 
to prepare subclones but requires synthesis or pu rchase of numerous primers. On the other 
hand, the subcloned DNA is always insened back into the same region of the plasmid. 
Therefore, one set of primers complementary to the plasmid DNA sequences flanking the 
inserted DNA is used for all of the sequencing reaetions with subcloned DNA. 

Chromosome Walking Defines Gene Arrangement in Long 
Stretches of DNA 

Knowledge of how genes and their regulatory elementS are arranged in a chromosome 
should lead to an understanding of how sets of genes may be coordinately regulated. It is 
difficult to clone DNA fragmentS large enough to identify contiguous genes. The combi
nation of several techniques allows for analysis of stretches of DNA 50- 100 kb long . The 
method, chromosome walking, is possible because A phage or cosmid libraries contain 
partially cleaved genomic DNA cut at specific restrietion endonuclease sites. The cloned 
fragmentS will contain overlapping sequences with other cloned fragmentS. Overlapping 
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Figure 7 .21 Chromosome walking to analyz e 
contiguous DNA segments in a genome. 
Initial ly, a DNA fragment is labeled by nick 
translation to screen a library for recombinant,\ 
phage carrying a gene of interest. The amplified 
DNA is mapped with several restriction 
endonucleases to select a new region (la) within 
the original cloned DNA that can be recloned 
(subcloned). The subcloned DNA (la) is used to 

identify other DNA fragments within the original 
library that would overlap the initially amplified 
DNA region. The process can be repeated many 
times to identify contiguous DNA regions 
upstream and downstream of the initial DNA 
(gene I) of interest. 
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regions are identified by restriction mapping, subcloning, screening A phage or cosrnid 
libraries, and sequencing procedures. 

The procedure of chromosome walking is shown in Figure 7.21. A A phage library is 
screened with a DNA or RNA probe for a sequence of interest . The selected DNA is cloned 
and restriction mapped, and a small segment is subcloned in a plasmid, amplified, purified, 
and labeled by nick translation . This labeled probe is used to rescreen the A phage library 
for complementary sequences and these are then cloned. The newly identified overlapping 
cloned DNA is then treated in the same fashion as the initial DNA clone to search for 
other overlapping sequences. In higher eukaryotic genomes caution must be taken so that 
subcloned DNA does not contain one of the large numbers of repeating DNA sequences. 
If a subcloned DNA probe contains a repeat sequence, it hybridizes to numerous bacterio
phage plaques and prevents identification of a specific overlapping clone. These procedures 
in conjunction with chromosome jumping were employed to identify the human Cystic 
Fibrosis gene (Clin. Corr . 7.9). 
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The Use of Chromosome Walking and Jumping to Identify the Cystic Fibrosis Gene 

Cystic fibrosis (CF) (OMIM 602421) is a commonly encountered 
severe aucosomal recessive disorder (1 in 2000 births) resulting from 
mutations in the CF cransmembrane conductance regulator (CFTR) . 
These mutations result in defective rransport in the conducting pul
monary and exocrine glands. The primary clinical symptom associated 
with CF is chronic pulmonary disease. The determination of the CF 
locus was determined by linkage analysis of numerous polymorphic 
DNA markers to the long arm of chromosome 7, band q3 l. Approxi
mately a 500-kb region of chromosome 7 was further analyzed by 
chromosome walking and jumping to identify the CF gene. Chromo
some jumping allowed the researchers to initiate a new bidirectional 
walk from the end point of each jump. A restriction map was con
structed from the phage and cosmid clones derived from chromosome 
walking and jumping and ultimately led to the identification of the 
CF gene (CFTR gene), which spans about 250 kb. The identification 

7 .8 • EXPRESSION VECTORS 
AND FUSION PROTEINS 

of the CFTR gene and its major mutation has allowed for the accurate 
prenatal and clinical diagnosis of the disease. In the ensuing years since 
the identification of the CFTR gene many studies have been directed 
toward the correction of the disease and the technological aspects re
quired for the delivery of genes to target cells. However, success has 
been elusive. It has been recently reported that a new BAC vector has 
been constructed with a 250.3-kb insert that contains both the whole 
genomic CFTR gene and its upsrream and downstream regulatory 
sires. The human CFTR gene was correctly expressed in a cultured 
mouse cell line from integrated copies of the BAC vector. These re
sults point to the potential application for gene therapy of CF. 

Rommens, J. M., Iannuzzi, M. C., Kerem, B., Drumm , M. L., er al. Identifica
tion of the Cystic Fibrosis gene: Chromosome walking and jumping. Science 245 : 
1059, 1989. 

The recombinant DNA methodology described to this point has dealt primarily with 
screening, amplification , and purification of cloned DNA species. An important goal of 
recombinant DNA studies is to have a foreign gene expressed in bacteria with the product 
in a biologically active form. Sequencing of many bacter ial genes and their flanking regions 
has identified the spatial arrangement of regulatory sequences required for expression of 
genes. A promoter and ocher regulatory elements upstream of the gene are required to tran
scribe a gene (p. 305). The mRNA transcript of a recombinant eukaryotic gene, however , is 
not translated in a bacterial system because it lacks the bacter ial recognition sequence, the 
Shine - Dalgamo sequence , required to orient it properly with a functional bacterial ribo
some . Expression vectors facilitate the functional transcription of D NA insens . A foreign 
gene can be inserted into such a vector downstream of a regulated promo ter but within a 
bacterial gene, commonly the lacZ gene. The mRNA transcript of the recombinant DNA 
contains the lacZ Shine-D algarno sequence, codons for a portion of the 5' -end of the lacZ 
protein , followed by the codons of the complete foreign gene of interest. The protein prod
uct is a fusion protein chat contains a few N-terminal amino acids of the lacZ protein and 
the complete sequence of the foreign protein product. 

Foreign Genes Expressed in Bacteria Allow Synthesis 
of Their Encoded Proteins 

Many plasmid and bacter iophage vectors permit che expression of eukaryotic genes in 
bacte rial cells. Rapidly replicating bacteria become a bio logical fact0ry to produce large 
amountS of specific proteins , which have research, clinical, and commercial value. As an 
example , recombinant technologies have produced human protein hormones for treatment 
of patientS with aberrant or missing hormone production . Figure 7.22 depictS a generalized 
plasmid vector for the expression of a mammalian gene. Recall chat the inserted gene must 
be in the form of cDNA &om its corresponding mRNA since the bacterial syscem cannot 
remove the inrrons in the pre- mRNA transcript . The DNA must be inserted in register 
with the codons of the 3' -terminal region of the bacterial protein when creating a fusion 
protein. That is, insertion muse occur after a triplet codon of the bacterial protein and at the 
beginning of one for the eukaryotic protein co ensure proper trans lation. Finally , to yield a 
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Figure 7 .22 Construction of a bacterial 
expression vector. A cDNA for a protein 
of interest is inserted downstream of bacterial 
regulatory sequences (promoter [Pl) for the 
lacZ gene, the coding sequence for the mRNA 
Shine-Dalgarno sequence, the AUG codon , and 
a few codon s for the N-terminal amino acids of 
the LacZ protein. The mRNA produced from this 
expression vector directs synthesis in the bacterium 
of a fusion protein with a few of its N-terminal 
residues identical to those of the LacZ protein. 
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functional transcript, the foreign gene must be insened in the proper orientation relative to 
the promoter. This is achieved by directional cloning . 

Eukaryotic proteins synthesized within bacteria are often unstab le and are degraded by 
intracellular proteases. Fusion protein producrs, however, are usually stable. The amino acids 
encoded by the prokaryotic genome may be cleaved from the purified fusion protein by enzy
matic or chemical procedures . A strategy to circumvent the intracellular instability of some 
proteins is to produce a foreign protein that is secreted. This requires cloning the foreign gene 
in a vector so that the fusion protein synthesized contains a signal peptide that is recognized 
by the bacterial signal peptidase that properly processes the protein for secretion . 

Expression Vectors in Eukaryotic Cells 

Genetic diseases in mammals result from missing or defective intracellular proteins . To use 
recombinant techniques to treat these diseases, vectors have to be incorporated into mam
malian cells. They also require some targeting mechanism such that the vectors are selective 
for the affected tissue or cells containing the aberrant protein . Numerous vectors permit 
the expression of foreign DNA genes in mammalian cells grown in tissue culture. They are 
used extensively for elucidation of the posmanslational processing and synthesis of proteins 
in cultured eukaryotic cells. The targeting of foreign genes to specific tissues or at specific 
developmental stages has met with very limited success. 

Expression vectors have been developed that allow replication, rranscription, and transla
tion of foreign genes in cultured eukaryotic cells. They include both RNA and DNA viral vec
tors. Shuttle vectors contain both bacterial and eukaryotic replication signals thus permitting 
replication of the vector in both bacteria and mamma1ian cells. Shuttle vectors allow a gene to be 
cloned and purified in large quantities from a bacterial system and then rransferred for expression 
in mammalian cells. Some expression vectors become integrated into the host cell genome and 
are srably expressed in the daughter cells. Other expression vectors remain as exrrachromosonal 
or episomal DNA and permit only transient expression of their foreign gene prior to cell death . 

Introduction of foreign DNA , such as viral expression vectors, into cultu red eukaryo
tic cells is called transfection , a process that is analogous to transformation of DNA into 
bacterial cells. Two common methods involve the formation of a complex of DNA with 
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calcium phosphate or diethylaminoethyl (DEAE)-dextran, which is then endocyt0sed and 
transferred to the nucleus, where it is replicated and expressed. Both methods are employed 
to establish transiently expressed vectors while the calcium phosphate procedure is also 
used for permanent expression of foreign genes. Typically, 10%- 20% of the cells in culture 
are transfected by these procedures. 

DNA Elements Required for Expression of Vectors in Mammalian Cells 
Expression of recombinant genes in mammalian cells requires the presence of appropriate 
controlling elementS within the vector.To be expressed, the cloned gene is inserted in the vec
ror in the proper orientation relative to control elements which include a promoter, polyade
nylation signals, and an enhancer. Expression may be improved by the inclusion of an intron. 
Some or all of these DNA elements may be present in the recombinant gene if whole genomic 
DNA is used for cloning. A particular cloned fragment generated by restriction endonu
clease cleavage, however, may not contain these elements. A cDNA would not contain these 
required DNA elementS. It is, therefore, necessary that the expression vector to be used in 
mammalian cells be constructed so that it contains all of the required controlling elementS. 

The controlling elements can be inserted into the vector by recombinant technolo-
gies. Enhancer and promoter elementS should be recognized by a broad spectrum of cells cv1 
in culture for the greatest applicability of the vector. Controlling elements derived from 
viruses with a broad host range, for example, papovavirus, simian virus 40 (SV40) , Rous 
sarcoma virus, and human cytomegalovirus are used. The vector must contain a viral 

Cell 

© origin of replication (ori) sequence. Specific protein factors, encoded by genes inserted in 
the vector or previously introduced into the host genome, recognize and interact with the 
ori sequence to initiate DNA replication. 

Selection of Transfected Eukaryotic Cells by Utilizing Mutant Cells 
with Specific Nutrient Requirements 
It is important to grow the transfected cells selectively since they often represent only 
10%-20% of the cell population . A gene can be incorporated into a cell that confers resist
ance to a drug or confers selective growth capability. This is achieved by ootransfection in 
which two different vectors are efficiently taken up by cells, one that carries the selectable 
marker and the other that carries the gene of interest . In most cases, more than 90% of 
transfected cells carry both vectors. Tw o commonly used selectable markers are the thymi
dine kinase (tk) and the dihydrofolate reductase (dhfr) genes. Th ymidine kinase is expressed 
in most mammalian cells where it participates in the salvage pathway of thymidine. Several 
mutant cell lines are available that lack a functional thyrnidine kinase gene (tk- ) and do not 
survive in growth medium that contains hypoxanthine, arninopterin , and thymidine. Only 
those tk- mutant cells cotransfected with a vector carrying a tk gene, usually from herpes 
simplex virus, will grow in the medium. In most instances, these cells have been cotrans
fected with the gene of interest. 

Dihydrofolate reductase maintains cellular concentrations of tetrahydrofolate for 
nucleotide biosynthesis (p. 813). Cells lacking this enzyme survive only in media that con
tains thymidine, glycine, and purines. Mutant cells (dhfr- ), transfected with the dhfr gene, 
are, therefore, selectively grown in a medium that lacks these supplements . Expression of 
foreign genes in mutant cells, cotransfected with selectable markers, is limited to cell types 
with the required gene defect that can be isolated. 

Normal cells, transfected with a vector that carries the dhfr gene, are resistant to metho
trexate, an inhibitor of dihydrofolate reductase and are selected for by growth in metho
trexate. Similarly, normal cells transfected with a bacterial gene coding for arninoglycoside 
3' -phosphotransferase (APH) are resisrant to arninoglycoside antibiotics such as neomycin and 
kanamycin; this inhibits protein synthesis in both prokaryotes and eukaryotes. Vectors that 
carry an APH gene are used as a selectable marker in both bacterial and mammalian cells. 

Foreign Genes Expressed in Virus-Transformed Eukaryotic Cells 
Figure 7.23 depiCtS the transient expression of a transfected gene in COS cells, a commonly 
used syStem to express foreign eukaryotic genes. COS cells are cultured simian cells, which 
were transformed with a SV40 genome with a defective origin. The defective viral genome has 
become integrated into the host cell genome and constantly expresses viral proteins. Infectious 
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Figure 7.23 Expression of foreign genes in 
eukaryotic COS cells. CVl, an established 
tissue culture cell line of simian origin, can be 
infected and supports the lyric replication of 
the simian DNA virus, SV40. Cells are infected 
with an origin(ori )-defective mutant of SV 40 
whose DNA permanently integrates into the 
host CV-l cell genome. The defective viral 
DNA continuously codes for proteins that can 
associate with a normal SV 40 ori to regulate 
replication. Due to its defective ori , the integrated 
viral DNA will not produce viruses. The SV40 
proteins synthesized in the permanently altered 
CV- I cell line, COS-I , can, however, induce the 
replication of recombinant plasmids carrying a 
wild-type SV40 ori to a high copy number (as high 
as l 05 molecules per cell). The foreign protein 
synthesized in the rransfected cells may be detected 
immun ologically or enzymatically. 
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Figure 7 .24 Use of expression vectors to study 
DNA regulatory sequenc es. The gene of interest 
with upstream and/or downstream DNA flanking 
regions is inserted and cloned in an expression 
vector , and the base-line gene expression is 
determined in an appropriate cell. Defined 
regions of potential regulatory sequences can be 
removed by restriction endonuclease cleavage, 
and the truncated recombinant DNA vector can 
be recircularized, ligated, and transfected into an 
appropriate host cell. The level of gene expression 
in the absence of the potential regulator is 
determined and compared to controls to ascertain 
the regulacory role of the deleted flanking DNA 
sequence. 

viruses that are normally lyric to infected cells are not produced because the viral origin of rep
lication is defective. The SV40 proteins expressed by the transformed COS cell interaa with a 
normal SV 40 oci carried in a uansfected veaor and therefore, promote the repeated replication 
of the veaor that may reach a copy number in excess of 105 molecules per cell. Transfeaed 
COS cells die after 3--4 days probably from t0xic overload of the episomal veaor DNA. 

7 .9 • SITE-DIRECTED MUTAGENESIS 

By mutating seleaed regions or single nucleotides within cloned DNA, it is possible to 
define the role of DNA sequences in gene regulation and amino acid sequences in protein 
function. Site-directed mutagenesis is the controlled alteration of seleaed regions of a 
DNA molecule. It may involve insertion or deletion of selected DNA sequences or replace
ment of a specific nucleotide with a different base. A variety of chemical methods mutate 
DNA usually at random sites with in the molecule . 

Role of DNA Flanking Regions Evaluated by Deletion 
and Insertion Mutations 

Site-directed mutagenesis is carried out in various regions of a DNA sequence includ
ing the gene itSelf or the flanking regions. Figure 7.24 depicts a simple deletion mutation 
strategy where the sequence of interest is selectively cleaved with restriction endonuclease , 
the specific sequences removed , and the altered recombinant vector recircularized with 
DNA ligase. The role of the deleted sequence can be determined by comparing the level of 
expression (translation) of the gene produa, measured immunologically or enzymatically, 
to the unaltered recombinant expression vector. A similar technique is used to insert new 
sequences at the site of cleavage. Deletion of a DNA sequence within the flanking region of 
a cloned gene can indicate its regulatoty role in gene expression. The spatial arrangement 
of regulatoty elementS relative to one another , to the gene, and to its promoter may also be 
important in the regulation of gene expression (p. 307) . 

Analysis of a potential regulatory sequence involves inserting the sequence upstream 
of a reporter gene in an expression vector. A reporter gene, usually of prokaryotic origin, 
encodes a protein that can be distinguished from proteins which are normally present in the 
nontransfected cell and which can be conveniently and rapidly assayed. A commonly used 
reporte r gene is the chloramphenicol acetyltransferase (CAT) gene of bacteria. This enzyme 
acety!ates and inactivates chloramphenicol , an inhibitor of protein synthesis in prokaryotic 
cells. The effect of a regulatory element on expression of the CAT gene then can be dete r
mined . The regulatory element can be mutated prior to insertion into the vector carrying 
the reporter gene to determine the element's spatial and sequence requi rements. 

Regulatory elements may lack restriaion endonuclease sites. In such a case dele
tion mutations are made by linearizing cloned DNA by restriction endonuclease cleavage 
downstream of the regulatory sequence. The DNA is then systematically truncated with 
an exonuclease that removes nucleotides from the free end of both strands of the linearized 
DNA. Longer digestion generates smaller DNA fragments. Figure 7.25 demonstrates how 
larger deletion mutations (yielding smaller fragments) can be tested for funaional activity. 
Hydrolysis of the DNA occurs at both ends of the linearized vector and destroys the origi
nal restriction endonuclease site (RE2). A unique restriction endonuclease site is reestab
lished to recircularize the truncated DNA molecule for further manipulations to evaluate 
the funaion of the deleted sequence. This is accomplished by ligating the blunt ends with 
a linker DNA, a synthetic oligonucleotide containing one or more restriction endonuclease 
sites. The ligated linkers are cut with the appropriate enzyme permitting recircularization 
and ligation of the DNA. 

Site-Directed Mutagenesis of a Single Nucleotide 

The procedu res discussed previously can elucidate the functional roles of DNA sequences. 
Frequently, however, one wantS to evaluate the role of one nucleot ide at a seleaed site within 
the DNA so as to evaluate the role of specific amino acids in a protein (Clin. Corr. 7.10) . 
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This method also permits the creation or destruction of a restriction endonuclease site at 
specific locations. Site-directed mutagenesis of a specific nucleotide is a multistep process 
that begins with cloning the normal gene in a bacteriophage (Figure 7.26) . The Ml3 series 
of recombinant bacteriophage vectors are commonly employed. This filamentous bacterio
phage specifically infects male E. coli that express sex pili (F factor) coded on a plasmid. The 
Ml3 bacteriophage contains DNA in a single-stranded or replicative form, which is repli
cated to double-stranded DNA within an infected cell. The double-stranded form is isolated 
from infected cells and used for cloning the gene to be mutated . The plaques of interest are 
visually identified by O'.-complementation (p. 268). 

The recombinant M 13 is used to infect susceptible E. coli. The progeny bacteriophage 
released into the growth medium contains single-stranded DNA. In oligonucleotide 
directed mutagenes is an oligonucleotide (18- 30 nucleotides long) is synthesized that is 
complementary to a region of interest except for the nucleotide to be mutated. This olig
omer, with one mismatched base, hybridizes to the single-stranded gene and serves as a 
primer. Primer extension by bacteriophage T 4 DNA polymerase results in double-stranded 
DNA that is transferred into susceptible E. coli where the mutated DNA strand serves as a 
template for new ( +) strands that carry the mutated nucleotide . 

The bacteriophage plaques, that contain mutated DNA, are screened by hybridiza
tion with a labeled probe of the original oligonucleotide carrying the altered nucleotide. 
By adjusting the wash temperature of the hybridized probe, only the perfectly matched 
hybrid remains complexed with the mutated DNA whereas the oligomer with mismatched 

Figure 7.25 Enzymatic modification of 
potential DNA regulatory sequences . A 
purified recombinan t DNA molecule with 
a suspeaed gene regulacory element within 
flanking DNA regions is cleaved with a restriction 
endonuclease (REi). The linearized recombinant 
DNA is digested for varying periods with the 
exonuclease, Bal3 l , reducing the size of the 
DNA flanking the potential regulacory element. 
The resulting recombinant DNA molecules of 
varying reduced sizes have small DNA oligomers 
(linkers) containing a resuiction eodonudease 
sequence for RE2 ligated co their ends. The 
linker modified DNA is hydrolyzed with REi 
co create complementary single-suanded sticky 
ends char permit recircularizacion. The potential 
regulatory element, bounded by various reduced
sized flanking DNA sequences, can be amplified, 
purified , sequenced, and inserted upstream 
of a competent gene in an expression vector. 
Modification of the expression of the gene in an 
appropriate transfected cell can then be mon itored 
to evaluate the role of the potential regulatory 
element placed at varying distances from the gene. 
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Site-Directed Mutagenesis 
of Type VII Collagen (C7) 

Dysrrophic epidermolysis bullosa (DEB) 
(OMIM 226600) is a genetic disease re
sulting from a mutation in the COL7Al 
gene that encodes for cype VII collagen 
(C7). The C7 homotrimer molecule is an 
important component of the anchoring fi
brils that link the basement membrane of 
the skin to the underlying papillary dermis. 
Mutated COL? Al proteins result in di
minutive or reduced numbers of anchoring 
fibrils. More than 300 distinct mutations 
have been identified within the COL7Al 
gene with litde correlation of genotype 
with the diseased phenocype. Patients with 
DEB present with mild to severe intensities 
of the diseased state depending on which 
mutation they have. All patients present 
with some degree of blistering, scarring, 
and skin involvement. Site-directed muta
genesis was used to generate four different 
single amino acid mutations. The purified 
recombinant C7 mutant proteins were 
then employed to analyze functional prop
erties of the proteins in vitro that appeared 
to correspond to clinical phenotypes of the 
DEB patients. 

Woodley, D. T., Hou, Y., Marcin, S., Li, W., and 
Chen, M. Characrerizacion of molecular mecha
nisms in underlying mutations in dyscrophic epi
dermolysis bullosa using sice-direcced mucagenesis. 
J. Biol. Chem. 283: 17838, 2008. 

nucleotide will dissociate from the wild-type DNA. The Ml3 that carries the mutated 
gene is then replicated in bacteria, the DNA purified, and the mutated region of the gene 
sequenced to confirm the identity of the mutation. A modified method to selectively rep
licate the mutated strand has been developed to improve the efficiency of site-directed 
mutagenesis . The Ml3 bacteriophage, replicated in a mutant E coli, incorporates some 
uracil residues in place of thymine because of a metabolic defect in synthesis of dTTP 
from dUTP and lack of an enzyme that normally removes uracil from DNA. The purified 
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Figure 7 .26 Site-directed mutagenesis of a single nucleotide and detection of the mutated DNA. 
The figure is a simplified overview of the method. This process involves the insertion of an amplified 
pure DNA fragment into a modified bacreriophage vector, Ml3. Susceptib le E.coli, transformed with 
the recombinant M 13 DNA, synthesize the (+)strand DNA packaged within the virion bacteriophage 
proteins. The bacteriophage are isolated from the growth medium and the single-strand ed recombinant 
Ml3 DNA is purified. The recombinant Ml3 DNA serves as a template for DNA replication by DNA 
polymerase, deoxynucleos ide tripbosphaces (dNTPs) , DNA ligase, and a special primer. The DNA primer 
(mismatched oligomer) is synthesized to be exactly complementary co a region of che DNA (gene) of 
interest except for the one base intended co be altered (mutated ). The newly synthesized Ml3 DNA, 
therefore, contains a specifically muraced base which when reintroduced into susceptib le E. coli will 
be faithfully replicated. The rransfonned E. coli are grown on agar places with replicas of the resulting 
colonies picked up on a nitrocellulose filter. DNA associated with each colony is denatured and fixed 
co the filter with NaOH and the filter-bound DNA is hybridized with a 32P-labeled mismatched DNA 
oligomer probe. The putative mutants are then identified by exposing the filter co X-ray film. 
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single-stranded Ml3 uracil-containing DNA is hybridized with a complementary oligomer 
containing a mismatched base at the nucleotide to be mutated. The oligomer serves as the 
primer for DNA replication in vitro with the template ( + ) suand containing uracils and 
the new( - ) strand containing thymines. When the double-stranded Ml3 DNA is trans-
formed into a wild-type E coli the uracil-containing strand is destroyed and the mutated 
( - ) strand serves as the template for the progeny bacteriophage, most of which will carry 
the mutation of interest. 

The PCR is also employed for site-direeted mutagenesis. Strategies have been developed 
to incorporate a mismatched base into one of the oligonucleotides that primes the PCR. 
Some of these procedures employ Ml3 baeteriophage and follow the principles described in 
Figure 7.27 . A variation of these PCR methods, inverse PCR mutagenesis, has been applied 
to small recombinant plasmids (4-5 kb). The method is very rapid with 50%- 100% of the 
generated colonies containing the mutant sequence. The two primers are synthesized so that 
they anneal back-to-back with one primer carrying the mismatched base. 

A method for site-direeted mutagenesis that obviates the need for ss DNA and labori
ous selection steps has been commercially developed by Stratagene. The process employs 
oligonucleotide-directed mutagensis and PCR with any plasmid DNA vector isolated from 
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Figure 7.27 Inverse PCR mutagenes is. A 
single base can be mutated in recombinant 
DNA plasmids by inverse PCR. Two primers 
are synthesized with their anciparallel 5 '-ends 
complementary to adjacent bases on the cwo 
strands of DNA. One of the cwo primers carries a 
specific mismatched base chat is faithfully copied 
during the PCR amplification steps yielding 
ultimately a recombinant plasmid with a sing le 
mutated base. 
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Figure 7 .28 Site- directed mutagenesis of 
double-stranded DNA. A recombinant DNA 
molecule can be mutated at a selecred sice by 
synthesizing complementary primers that each 
contain s a nucleotide that is not complementary to 
the parental DNA Strand but are complementary 
to each other. The primers are extended by PCR 
leaving nicks (X) in each strand which is ligated 
upon uansformation into competent E. coli. The 
methylated (Me} parental DNA is removed by 
hydrolysis with the endonuclease, Dpn I, prior to 
uansformation. 
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DNA methylating competent E. coli strains. As depicted in Figure 7.28 one anneals two 
complementary oligonucleotides , carrying the desired altered nucleotide , to a region of a 
cloned DNA inserted within the vector. The oglionucleotides are then PCR extended with a 
Phusion-type DNA polymerase without primer displacement , generating a mutated recom
binant plasmid molecule with nicks in both strands. The reaction mixture is then treated 
with an endonuclease, Dpn-1, which selectively digests the methylated parental (nonmutated) 
DNA The remaining nicked mutated DNA plasmids (nonmethyiated) are transformed into 
competent cells that ligate the nick and replicate the mutated recombinant plasmids. 

7 .10 • APPLICATIONS OF RECOMBINANT 
DNA TECHNOLOGI ES 

Recombinant DNA methods are applicable to numerous biological disciplines including 
agriculture, studies of evolution, forensic biology, and clinical medicine. Genetic engineering 
can introduce new or altered proteins into crops (e.g., com) , so that they contain amino acids 
essential to humans but often lacking in plant proteins. Toxins lethal to specific insects but 
harmless to humans can be introduced into crops to protect plants thus avoiding the use of 
environmentally destructive pesticides. The DNA from cells in the amniotic fluid of a preg
nant woman can be analyzed for genetic defects in the fetus. Minuscule quantities of DNA 
from biological samples preserved in ancient tar pits or frozen tundra have been amplified and 
sequenced for evolutionary studies. DNA from a single hair, a drop of blood, or sperm from 
a rape victim can be isolated, amplified, and mapped for forensic purposes. Improvement in 
current technologies should permit selective introduction of genes into defective cells and of 
nucleic acids into specific cells to inhibit selectively the expression of detrimental genes. 
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Antisense Nucleic Acids in Research and Therapy 

Antisense nucleic acids (RNA or DNA) are used to study the intracellular expression 
and function of specific proteins . Natural and synthetic antisense nucle ic acids that are 
complementary to mRNA inactivate it and block translation . T here are hundreds, perhaps 
thousands, of different micro RNAs (antisense RNA) encoded by the human genome . Each 
cell type expresses different combinations of these microRNAs that selectively regulate gene 
expression at the RNA level. Both natural and synthetic antisense RNAs are processed to or 
associated with a protein complex, RISC (RNA-induced silencing complex), that presents 
the approximately 21 oligomer (2 1 mer) antisense RNA to the sense RNA (usually mRNA) 
and the complementary strands hybridize. T he sense/antisense RNA is then recognized for 
destruction/inhibit ion (RNA interference [RNAi]). Natural or synthetic antisense RNAs 
that are larger than the 21 mer must be hydrolyzed to the appropriate size by an enzyme 
called Dicer resulting in the small-interfering RNA (siRNA). T he stable introd uction of 
siRNA into cells can permanently reduce or knockdown the expression of selected genes. 
RNAi technolog ies are currently being used in numerous laborat0ries as a research tool to 
elucidate specific gene function and by many pharmaceutical and biotechnology companies 
to develop RNAi-based the rapeutics. The introduetion of antisense nucle ic acids into cells 
has opened new avenues to explore how selectively repressed proteins function within that 
cell. T his method also holds great promise in control of viral infections. Antisense technol
ogy and site-di rected mutagenesis are part of reverse genetics (from gene to phenotype), 
which selectively modifies a gene t0 evaluate its function, while classical genetics depends 
on the isolation and analysis of cells carrying random mutations that can be identified. A 
second use of the term reverse genetics refers to the mapping and ultimate cloning of a 
human gene associated with a disease for which the molecular agents are still unknown. 

Antisense RNA is introd uced into cells by common cloning techn iques. Figure 7.29 
demonstrates a gene cloned in an expression vector downstream of a promoter but in the 
oppos ite direction to normal . This places the complementary or antisense strand of the 
DNA unde r the control of the promote r with expression- or transcript ion-yielding anti
sense RNA. Transfection of cells with the antisense expression vector introd uces antisense 
RNA that hybridizes with normal mRNA. The mRNA- antisense RNA complex is not 
translated due to a number of reasons such as its inability to bind to ribosomes, blockage of 
normal processing, and rapid enzymatic degradation. 
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Figure 7 .29 Production of antisense RNA. A gene, or a portion of ic, is 
inserted into a vector downstream of a promoter by directional cloning and 
in the reverse orientation co that normally found. T ransfection of this 
recombinant DNA into the parental cell that carries the normal gene results in 

the transcription of RNA (antisense RNA) from the cloned reversed-polarity 
DNA along with a normal cellular mRNA (sense RNA) transcript. The 
two antiparallel complementary RNAs hybridize within the cell resulting in 
blocked expression (translation) of the normal mRNA transcript. 
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Synthetic antisenseDNA oligonucleotides have been produced that inhibit viral infection 
including that by the human immunodeficiency virus (HIV) . It is conceivable that antisense 
HIV nucleic acids will be introduced into bone marrow cells removed from AIDS patients. 
These protected cells will then be reintroduced into the patient and replace those cells nor
mally destroyed by the virus. Progress is being made with antisense nucleic acids that regulate 
the expression of oncogenes, genes involved in cancer formation. Harnessing antisense tech
nologies holds great promise for the treatment of human diseases (Clin. Corr. 7.11). Although 
many studies have been conducced with siRNA that are 21 bases long to trigger RNAi, it bas 
been recently demonstrated that the use of slightly longer double-stranded antisense RNAs, 
which ate then substrates for Dicer, are more effective inhibitors of gene expression. This is 
thought co result from the participation of Dicer with the formation of the RISC complex 
(Clin. Corr. 7.1 lB). 

Molecular Techniques Applied to the Whole Animal 

As described, many in vitro and intracellular systems facilitate the purification, sequenc
ing, and modification of genes or their cDNAs and DNA flanking regions of genes with 
potential regulatory funccions. Introduction of foreign genes into a whole animal, deletion 
of a gene from the whole animal genome, and cloning of a whole animal has been achieved. 
While clear bioethical issues and hurdles must be addressed when using some of these 
methodologies, the methods themselves hold great promise for future gene therapy. 

Gene Therapy : Normal Genes Can Be Introduced into 
Cells with a Defective Gene 
Individuals who possess a defective gene resulting in a debilitating or fatal condition can theo
retically be treated by supplying their cells with a normal gene. Gene therapy, the transfer of 
a normal gene to humans, has been accomplished using retroviral veccors (Clin. Corr. 7.12). 
The success of gene transfer depends, in part, on the integration of the gene into the host 

siRNA-Mediated Regulation of Gene Expression 

A. Aptamer-siRNA for HIV-1 Therapy 
The use of short-interfering RNA, siRNA, (anrisense RNA) ro regulate 
gene expression ofHIV-1 proteins in diseased cells requires tbe efficient 
delivery of siRNA co target cells. An apcamer has been engineered co 
recognize and selectively bind to gp 120 (glycoprocein 120). The gp 120 
is a HIV-1 protein chat is expressed on the membrane of infected cells. 
An apcamer is a nuleic acid molecule capable of selective binding of tar
get molecules such as specific proteins. Chimeric molecules of tbe anti
gp 120 apcarner and anti-tac/rev siRNA were produced by covalently 
linking tbe cwo species. The siRNA was a 27-mer char serves as a Dicer 
substrate. The aptamer-siRNA was selectively taken up by HIV-1 in
fected cells expressing gpl20. The 27-mer siRNA was then processed 
incracellularly by Dicer yielding an inhibitory 21-mer anti-tac/rev 
siRNA. The knockdown of expression of the HIV-1 tac/rev genes along 
with the antiviral effect of the anti-gpl20 aptamer had a combined 
inhibitory effect on HIV-I replication. The use of aptamer-siRNA chi
meras holds great promise for the systemic treatment of HIV infections 
and other diseases that present potential sucfuce target markers. 

B. Use of Dicer-Substrate siRNA for Pain Research 
The majority of drugs sold today that act on tbe Central Nervous Sys
tem (CNS) are directed at the treatment of pain. The cwo main classes 

of analgesic drugs are opioids and nonsteroidal anti-inflammatory 
drugs. All coo often, these drugs are ineffective, or lose tbeir potency 
in tbe treatment of chronic pain. It has been shown in a model that 
G-protein-coupled receptor, NTS2, in tbe CNS is involved in tbe 
transmission of pain. RNAi (RNA interference) was employed co 
knock down the expression of tbe NTS2 gene in mice. It was found 
chat use of a 27-mer (anrisense RNA co the NTS2 mRNA) chat would 
serve as a Dicer-substrate siRNA (OsiRNA) efficiently suppressed the 
expression ofNTS2 . The DsiRNA was suspended in a cationic lipid, 
i-Fecc, and administered into tbe rat spinal cord by incrathecal injec
tion. The administration of a low dose of DsiRNA ameliorated pain 
for up to 3-4 days which corresponded to a knockdown of the NTS2 
receptor protein over the same time period. This rype of treatment 
with DsiRNA may ultimately help reduce intractable chronic pain in 
humans. 

Zhou, J. I., Li, H., Li, S., Zaia, J., and Ro~i, J. J. Novel dual inhibirory function 
aptamer-siRNAdeliverysystem for HTV-1 therap y. Mol. Therapy16:1358, 2008. 
Dore-Savard, L., Roussy, G., Dansereau , M.A., Collingwood , M.A., er al. Cen
cral delivery of Dicer-substrate siRNA: A direct application for pain research. Mo/. 
Therapyl6:1331, 2008. 
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Gene Therapy: Normal Genes Can Be Introduced into Cells with Defective Genes 

A. Gene therapy to treat severe combined immune 
deficiency disease (SCIO) (OMIM 102700) 
More than 4000 generic diseases are known, many of which are debili
tating or fatal. Mose are currently incurable. With the advent of new 
technologies in molecular biology, the clinical application of gene trans · 

fer and gene therapy is becoming a reality. Diseases that result from a 
deficiency in adenosine dearninase (ADA) or a mutation in the gene 
that encodes a subunit of several cycokine receptors, -ye, are but two of 
many genetic diseases that may be readily cured by gene therapy. 

ADA is important in purine salvage, catalyzing the conversion of 
adenosine to inosine or deoxyadenosine to deoxyinosine. It contains 
363 amino acids and has highest activity in thymus and other lym
phoid tissues. Over 30 mutations in the ADA gene are associated with 
severe combined immune deficiency disease ($CID), an autosomal 
recessive disorder. These immune-compromised children usually die 
in the first few years of life from overwhelming infections. The fuse 
authorized gene therapy in humans began on September 14, 1990, 
with the treatment of a 4-year-old girl with ADA deficiency. The pa
tient 's peripheral blood T cells were cultured with appropriate growth 
factors. The ADA gene was introduced within these cells by retroviral
mediated gene transfer. A modified retrovirus was constructed to con
tain the human ADA gene such that it would be expressed in human 
cells without virus replication. The modified T cells carrying a nor
mal ADA gene were then reintroduced to the patient by autologous 
transfusion. Levels of ADA as low as 10% of normal are sufficient to 
normalize the patient. The patient , 10 years lacer at age 13, was alive 
and well and maintained circulating gene-corrected T cells at a level 
of20% - 25% of total T cells. 

The X-linked inherited disorder, SCID-Xl, results in the blocked 
differentiation ofT and natural killer (NK) lymphocytes. SCID-Xl re
sults from a mutation in the cytokine receptor subunit, -ye, common to 
incerleukin-2, -4, -7, -9, and-IS receptors. The methodology of treat
ment for an 8- and an 11-month-old patient was similar to that em
ployed for theADA-deficient $CID patients; this tends to be a less severe 
disease than the SCID -Xl. The SCID-Xl studies cransduced CD34 + 
stem cells with a retroviral vector carrying the normal -ye cDNA This 
resulted in a much higher level of gene transduction than observed in 
earlier studies. Both infants had their immune systems normalized suf
ficiently after 3 months to leave the protective isolation of the hospital. 

A moratorium on gene therapy for SCID -Xl was triggered in 2003 
by the induction of a leukemia-like syndrome in 2 of 14 European 

children treated for this disease. The T-cell leukemia was caused by 
retroviral insertion and up regulation of the LMO2 gene that encodes 
a transcription factor required for hematopoiesis. le is anticipated that 
future modifications in the vector used for gene therapy should pre
vent the apparent inserrional preference of the retrovirus near active 
genes. 

B. Gene Therapy to Treat Leber Congenital Amaurosis 
An exciting use of genetic therapy has recently been reported to cor
rect visual function in Leber congenital amaurosis which represents 
multiple forms of severe, recessively inherited infanrile-onse t rod
cone dystrophies. A 65-kD protein is a key component of the visual 
cycle and is encoded for by the RPE6S gene in the retinal pigment 
epithelium. A nonfunctional RPE65 gene causes a loss of 11-cis reti
nal, which is required for red photoreceptor cells to respond to light. 
It appears that children possess an alternate pathway for the avail
ability of 11-cis retinal which disappears as they age. Children with 
this disease have visual function that diminishes with age with the 
progressive degeneration of cone photoreceptor cells. Three patients 
(ages 17- 23) had a recombinant adeno-associaced virus vector con
taining the human RPE65 coding sequence surgically administered 
co the subretinal space of one eye. At the time of surgery each patient 
retained some visual function in good lighting but limited, or no vi
sion in low lighting. The results of this study indicate that patients 
with advanced degeneration of the cone photoreceptor cells achieved 
modest improvement in visual function with RPE65 gene therapy. le 
is postulated that such gene therapy given to younger patients would 
be more beneficial than with adults. 

Blaese, R. M. , Progress coward gene therapy. Clin. Immun. Immunopath 61 :574 , 
1991; Mitani, K., Wakamiya , M., and Caskey, C . T. Long-cerm expression of 
recroviral-cransduced adenosine deaminase in human primirive hemacopoiecic 
progenitors . Human Gene Therapy 4:9 , 1993; Anderson , W. F. The best of times , 
the worse of rimes. Science 288 :62 7, 2000 ; Cavazzana-Calvo, M. , Hacein -Bey, S., 
de Saine Basile, G., G ross, F., ec al. Gene therap y of human severe combined 
imll1lodeftciency(SCID )-Xl disease. Science 288:6 69 , 2000; Hacein -Bey, S., 
VonKalle C ., Schmidt, M. , McCormack, N . P., ec al. LMO2 - assocfaced clonal 
T-ce !J proliferation in two paciencs after gene therap y for SC ID -Xl. Science 
302:415, 2003 ; Bainbridge J. W., Smith, A. J., Barker , S.S., Robbie , S., ec al. 
Effect of gene therap y on visual function in Leber congenical amaurosis . N. Eng. J 
Med. 358 :2231, 2008; and Maguire , A. M., Simonelli , F., Pie.rec, E. A., Pugh , E. 
N. , Jr., ec al. Safecy and efficacy of gene transfer for Leber' s congenical amaurosis . 
N. Engl J Med. 358 :2240 , 2008 . 

genome , which is directed by the retroviral integration system. Integration, however, is nor
mally a random event that could have deleterious consequences . Studies indicate that the viral 
integration machinery is selectively tethered to specific target sequences within the host DNA 
by protein - protein interactions to obviate these potential problems. 

Transgenic Animals 
In order to investigate the role of a selected gene product in growth and development of 
a whole animal, the gene must be introduced into the fertilized egg. Foreign genes can be 
inserted into the genome of a fertilized egg. Animals that develop from such a fertilized egg 
carry the inserted gene in every cell and are referred to as transgenic animal s. 
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Figure 7.30 Production of transgenic animals. 
Cloned , amplified, and purified functional genes 
are microinjecred into several fertiliz.ed mouse egg 
pronuclei in vitro. The eggs are implant ed into a 
foster mother . DNA is isolated from a small piece 
of each offspring pup 's tail and hybridized with 
a labeled probe to identify animal s carrying the 
foreign gene ( transgenic mouse ) . The transgenic 
mice can be mated to establish a new strain of 
mice. Cell lines can also be established from tissues 
of transgenic mice to study gene regulation and the 
structure or function of the foreign gene product. 

Transgenic Animal Models 

Figure 7.30 outlines a popular method to create tran sgenic animals. The gene of inter
est is usually a cloned recombinant DNA molecule with its own promoter or is cloned 
with a different promoter that can be selectively regulated. Multiple copies of the gene are 
microinjeeted into the pronucleus of the fertilized egg. The foreign DNA inserts randomly 
within the chromosomal DNA. If an insert disrupcs a critical cellular gene, the embryo will 
die. Usually , nonlethal mutagenic events result from the insertion of foreign DNA into the 
chromosome. 

Transgenic animals are currently being used to study DNA regulatory elemencs, 
expression of proteins during differentiation, tissue specificiry, and the role of oncogene 
produces on growth , differentiation , and induction of rumorigenesis. Such technologies 
should permit replacing defective genes in the developing embryo (Clin. Corr. 7.13). 

Knockout Mice 
The creation of an animal with a seleeted gene destroyed in every cell allows researchers to 
define the biological role of the gene if ics loss is nonlethal. The basic principles behind cre
ating a null, or knockout, mouse involves inactivating a recombinant purified gene, intro
ducing this altered gene into an embryonic stem (ES) cell such that it replaces the normal 
gene, injecting the modified ES cell into a developing blastocysr , implanting the blastocyst 
into a foster mother, and seleeting offspring lacking a normal gene. A common approach 
to inactivate a selected gene is to insert an antibiotic resistance gene, known as neo, into the 
cloned gene of interest. This both inactivates the gene of interest and allows identification 
of ES cells that have been successfully transfected. The normal gene in a very low percentage 
of ES cells may be replaced by the neo-disrupted recombinant gene by homologo us recom
bination . The nucleotide sequences of the altered or disrupted gene align with the homolo
gous sequence of the normal gene and swap places, or may insert within the normal gene. 
In either case the net result is to descroy or knockout the normal ES cellular gene . Selection 
of altered ES cells, microinjection into a mouse blastocysr, birth of chimeric offspring, and 
breeding of offspring homozygous for the altered gene (Figure 7.31) is an extremely labor
intensive process. The process has been applied in numerous experiments to evaluate the 
role of selecced genes (Clin. Corr. 7.14) . 

Dolly, a Lamb Cloned from an Adult Cell 
The cloning of animals raises numerous ethical questions such as: Is it man 's purview to 
seleet the genetic composition of animal s and to propagate these animals? Clearly, there are 
many experimental advantages to developing animals with identical genetic information. 
However, the app lication of whole animal cloning techniques to humans raises ethical 
issues that most consider unacceptable. 

Cloning viable offspring from adult mammalian cells is: very labor intensive. The 
method that produced Dolly, the cloned lamb , began with the culturing of mammary gland 
cells from a 6-year-o ld Finn Dorset ewe. Cells were arrested in G0 by being maintained in 

Transgenic animal models hold promise to correct genetic diseases 
early in fetal development. They are used to srudy the regulation of 
expression and the function of specific gene products in an animal 
and may lead to creation of new breeds of commercially valuable 
animals. Transgenic mice have been produced &om fertilized mouse 
eggs with rat growth hormone (GH) genes microinjected into the ir 
male pronuclei (p. 292). Approximately 600 copies of the gene, fused 
to the mouse metallothionein-I (MT-I) promoter region were intro
duced into each egg, which was then inserted into the reproductive 
tract of a foster mother mouse. The resulting transgenic mouse car
ried the rat GH gene within its genome. The diet of the animals was 

supplemented with Zn$0 4 at 33 days postparturicion to activate the 
mouse MT-I promoter and initiate transcription of the rat GH gene. 
Continuous overexpression of rat GH in some transgenic animals 
produced mice nearly twice the size of littermates that did not carry 
the rat GH gene. A transgenic mouse transmitted the rat GH gene co 
one-half of its offspring, indicating chat it had stably integrated into 
the germ cell genome and chat new breeds of animals can be created. 

Palmiter, R. D., Brinscer, R. L., Hammer, R. E., Trumbauer, M. E., et al. Dramatic 

growth of mice that develop from eggs microinjecred with merallothionein -growch 
hormone fusion genes. Nature300:6ll, 1982. 
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Figure 7.31 Generation of a knockout mouse. 
Cultured embryonic cells can be manipulated 
through recombinant technology co carry a 
defective or "deleted " gene. The altered cells 

can be inrroduced into a blasrocysc that is then 
imp lanted into a foster mother. Offspring can then 
be selected chat have the nonfunctional "deleted" 

gene in all of their cells-the knockout animal . 

Knockout Mice to Define a Role for the P2Y1 Purinoceptor 

Placelecs play a centcal role in hemostasis and thrombosis. An im
portant physiologic agonise chat induces placelet aggregation is ADP. 
Srudies in the 1970s established the dogma char ADP, bound to a 
G protein-coupled receptor, induced aggregation while exrracellular 
ATP, acting at the same receptor sire, competitively inh ibics aggre
gation. Sometimes rules, based on limited evidence, become firmly 
entrenched and cake years co be reworked. In the 1990s it became 
clear char platelets possess at least three different purinoceptors with 
different binding specificities for ATP versus ADP. An understand
ing of how these potentially interactive receptors function is very im
portant clinically. ATP and ADP are released into the cardiovascular 
system/blood under a variery of normal and pathological conditions. 
The balance between the agonise action of ADP and the antagon ise 
action of ATP may play a significant role in the regulation of platelet 
responses. Defining the mechanisms of action may lead co the pro-

duction of new drugs to combat thrombosis. The recent development 
of a knockout (null) mouse model allowed for the assessment of the 
role of the purine receptor, P2Y1. 

Although the P2Y1 receptor is found in many tissues other than 
platelets, the knockout mouse had no apparent abnormal ities. How
ever, normal levels of ADP failed co induce their platelets to aggre
gate, whereas high concentrations of ADP did. Aggregated platelets 
did not show the usual change in shape. The P2Y1-null mice were 
resistant co chromboembolism, and thus chis receptor may be a good 
target for ancichrombocic drugs. 

Soslau, G., and Youngprapakorn, D. A possible dual physiological role of extra
cellular ATP in tbe modulation of placelec ~egacion. Biochim. Biophys. Acta 
1355:131, 1997; and Leon, C., Hechler , G., Freund , M., Ecl<ly, A., et al. Defec
tive placde.c aggregation and increased resistance co thrombosis in purinergic P2Y1 

recepcor-nuU mice.J. Clin. Invest. 104:1731 , 1999. 
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culture medium with a low serum content. The nuclei from quiescent diploid donor cells 
were then transferred co anucleated oocytes der ived from a Scottish Blackface ewe. T he arti
ficially fertilized eggs developed co the morula or blascocysc stage in culture and then trans
ferred co a recipient ewe that carried the fems to term. Only a small percentage of implanted 
embryos survive co term. However, the methodology co clone offspring from adult somatic 
cells has been successfully extended to cattle, mice, and monkeys. 

Dolly was euthanized in 2004 due to a progressive lung disease associated with what 
appeared to be a premature aging process. It is not clear if these defeccs were a result of 
the cloning process and/or environmental faetors. However, cloning techniques continue 
co be explored with the intent that cloning will have great therapeutic value. Recently a 
female mouse was created from two female eggs by bypassing a process called imprinting. 
Imprinting dictates that some active genes must be contributed by the mother and others 
from the father. Normally mammalian embryos engineered with two sets of female or male 
chromosomes will not develop. The female mouse created from two mothers lived to adult
hood and bore her own litter of pups . 

With the success of creating Dolly and the isolation of human embryonic stem cells 
(hESC), scientists began their quest to combine the two techniques to create embryonic 
stem cells genetically tailored for a particular patient , therapeutic cloning . A major step 
in this direction has been accomplished by the Herculean effort that created a single hESC 
line derived from a cloned blastula. The cloned blastula was created by inserting the nucleus 
of a human cumulus cell (cells surrounding an egg in an ovary) into an anucleated human 
egg and subjecting it to the appropriate chemical environment to induce replication . The 
hESC line grows normally in culture and should be able to differentiate into all cell types 
of the body. These cells could be induced to form normal cells of any tissues to replace 
defective tissues in patients . 

Embryonic seem cells are pluripotential cells that can develop into any cell type within 
an organism given the correet environment and signaling molecules. Much hope and ethi
cal concerns have swirled around the development and use of embryonic stem cells for the 
treatment of many human diseases. Recent studies demonstrate that human somatic cells 
can be reprogrammed to pluripotential, embryonic-like seem cells. The stable introduction 
of four transc ription factors, Oct 4, Sox2, Klf4, and Myc, into mouse or human somatic 
cells by viral vectors resulted in the formation of induced-pluripotent stem (iPS) cells. 
Although much work remains to demonstrate the safety of using these iPS cells for clinical 
treatment of diseases, their potential is enormous . Furthermore , iPS cells can be patient 
specific to obviate any immune response. 

Recombinant DNA in Agriculture 
Has Commercial Impact 

Perhaps the greatest gain to humanity would be the practical use of recombinant technol
ogy to improve agricultural crops. Genes must be identified and isolated that code for 
properties such as higher crop yield, rapid plant growth , resistance to adverse conditions 
such as arid or cold periods , and plant size. New genes, not common to plants , may be 
engineered into plants so as to confer resistance to insects, fungi , or baeteria. Finally, 
genes for structural proteins can be modified to contain essential amino acids not nor
mally present , without modifying the function of the protein. Production of plants with 
new genetic properties requires introduetion of genes into plant cells that can differentiate 
into whole plants. 

New genetic information carried in crown gall plasmids can be introduced into plants 
infected with soil baeteria known as agrobacteria. Agrobacteria naturally contain a crown 
gall or Ti (tumor-inducing) plasmid whose genes integrate into an infected cell's chromo
some. The plasmid genes direet the host plant cell to produce new amino acid species 
called opines (such as the amino acid derivatives of arginine and pyruvate, octopine , or 
arginine and a-ketoglurarate, nopaline) that are required for bacterial growth. A crown gall, 
or tumor mass, of undifferentiated plant cells develops at the site ofbaeterial infection . New 
genes engineered into the Ti plasmid can be introduced into plant cells on infection with 
the Agrobacteria. The cells can then be grown in culture and induced to redifferentiate into 
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whole plants. Every cell would contain the new genetic information and would represent 
a transgenic plant. 

Some limitations in producing plants with improved genetic properties must be over
come before significant advances in our world food supply can be realized. Clearly, genes 
for desired characteristics must be identified and isolated. Also, important crops such as 
corn and wheat cannot be transformed by Ti plasmids; therefore, other vectors must be 
identified. Significant success has been achieved in designing crop plants resistant to insecrs 
and viruses. Recently genetic engineering inserted a foreign gene into pea plants to produce 
a protein that inhibits the feeding of weevil larvae on the pea seeds. This will permit storage 
of peas and other legume seeds without the need of protective chemical fumigants (cur
rently Brazilian farmers lose 20%-40% of their stored beans t0 pests). 

7 .11 • GENOMI CS, PROT EOMI CS, AND 
MICROARRAY ANALYSIS 

Genomi cs is the study of the molecular characteristics of the whole genome. This includes 
the sequence of the genome, the identification of genes and their regulatory sequences, and 
the pattern of gene expression. Dozens of prokaryotic and eukaryotic genomes, as well as 
over one thousand viruses, have been sequenced (Table 7.1). The sequencing of numerous 
genomes of marine microbes has recently added approximately one million new genes to 
the 180,000 documented genes. It is estimated that there are more than 10 billion genes in 
the Earth's repertoire . A singe gene may give rise to multiple protein species due to splice 
choice of RNA transcript and variable posttranslational processing of the protein product . 
The complement of proteins within a cell is referred to as its proteome. Proteomics is the 
study of proteins expressed in tissues under various conditions, protein interactions, and 
protein modifications . Clin. Corr. 7.15 describes how proteomics has been used to diag
nose early stages of cancer by identifying tumor-associated biomarkers. 

TABLE 7.1 • A Partial Listing of Prokaryotic and Eukaryotic Species Whose 
Genome s Have Been Sequ enced 

Prokaryotes 
(over 100 microbes) 

Simple Eukaryotes 

Planes 

Vertebrates 

Species 

Hemophilus influenzae 

Chlamydia pneumonia,e 

Neisseria meningitides 

Vibrio cholerae 

Saccharomyces cerevisia,e (yeast) 

Plasmodium folciparum (malarial 
protozoan) 

Anopheles gambiae (mosquito) 

Drosophila melanogaster (fruit Ay) 

Avena sativa (oat) 

Hordeum vulgare (barley) 

Oryza sativa (rice) 

Zea mays (corn) 

Danio rerio (zebra fish) 

Gallus gallus (chicken) 

Mus musulus (mouse) 

Rattus norvegicus (rat) 

Homo sapiem (human) 

Genome Size 

1.83 Mb 

1.23 Mb 

2.27 Mb 

4.0Mb 

Number of Chromosomes 

16 

14 

3 

5 

7 

7 

12 

10 

25 

39 
21 

22 

24 
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Microarray Techniques to Detect and Treat Diseases 

A. Nucleic Acid Microarray Analysis of Breast Cancer 
The treaanenc modality of human breast cancer parients depends, 
in large part, on the estrogen receptor (ER) srarus of the rumor cells. 
Estrogen receptor-positive rumors generally respond well co adjuvant 
hormone or drug therapy whereas ER-negarive rumors usually do not 
Parients with ER-negative rumors have variable responses co chemo
therapy, and there are no known indicators co predict postoperative 
prognoses. The amplified cellular RNA derived from 10 ER-negative 
parients who died within 5 years of breast cancer and 10 ER-negative 
patients who were alive, disease free, was analyzed on a cDNA micro
array consisting of25 ,344 genes. The analysis detected 7 1 genes with 
higher expression in the group char died than chose who lived and 
15 genes expressed at higher levels in the survivors versus chose who 
died. A scoring system was developed based on gene markers co clas
sify ER-negative breast cancer patients into a poor prognosis versus a 
good prognosis group. The scoring system appears co have a high de
gree of accuracy and may help direct treatment protocols and define 
new gene targets for drug treatment . 

B. Antibody Microarray Technology 
for Treabnent of Brain Tumors 
Glioblascoma mulriforme (GBM) is the most common central nerv
ous system tumor found in human adults and, unfortunately, one of 
the most lethal cancers. Abnormal activation of phosphacidylinosicol-
3-kinase (PI3K) pathway components is a hallmark for GBM, as well 
as ocher cancers. Receptor tyrosine kinases (RTKs) activate PI3K. 

Some examples of RTKs include the growth factor receptors EGFR, 
PDGFR, and VEGFR. Ir was found char multiple RTKs activated 
PI3K in GBM by analyzing tumor cell extracts incubated with RTK 
antibody arrays. Here antibodies, specific co numerous RTKs, are 
fixed to a solid support and will bind the cellular RTKs. The acti
vated RTK present in the cell extract is phosphorylated at tyrosine 
residues which are readily detected in the RTK-antibody complex by 
a second horseradish peroxidase (HRP) conjugated antibody against 
phospho-tyrosines. A substrate (fluorescent or colored) for HRP is 
then used to identify which active RTKs were present in a tumor 
cell extract. On the identification of which RTKs were involved in 
the activation of Pl3K in a particular rumor cell line, specific RTK 
inhibitors were tested for their ability to reduce colony formation and 
cell viability. A single RTK inhibitor had little effect, and dual RTK 
inhibitors were more effective. However, use of three RTK inhibitors 
was most effective. Assays of uncreated primary human GBM rumors 
all contained multiple phosphorylated RTKs while tissue from nor
mal brain specimens had no detectable RTK activation. These studies 
demonstrate the ability co rapidly profile the complement of activated 
RTKs present in GBM samples from patients such chat clinicians can 
personalize their drug treaanent. 

Nagahara, T., Onda, M., Emi , M., Nagai, H. K., e.r al. Expression profiling co 
predict postoperacive prognosis for estrogen receptor-negacive breast cancer by 
analysis of25,344 genes on a cDNA microarray. Cancer Sci. 95: 218, 2004. 
Stommel, J. M., Kimmelman, A. C., Ying, H., Nabioullin , R., Ponugoci, A H. , 
et al Coact ivacion of recepror ryrosine kinase a.ffeccs the response of rumor cells ro 
targeted therapies . Scunce318: 287, 2007. 

Microarray Analysis 

Analysis of genomes and proteomes has been greatly facilitated by the development of 
microarray technologies developed first for analyzing nucleic acids. Nucleic acid hybrid
ization and antigen - antibody complex formation are employed extensively in techniques 
described in preceding sections for the analysis of one or a few macromo lecular species. 
However, techniques with a very high throughput are required to analyze simultaneously 
the hundreds to thousands of genes expressed in a cell. Microarray techniques depend on 
these same mac romolecular interactions described previously such as in Southern, North
ern, and Western blocs. The fixation of DNA probes to solid impermeable surfaces reduces 
the solution volumes and times required for hybridization . DNA microarrays are produced 
by computer-controlled additions of microdrops of cloned or PCR synthesized DNA 
sequences to a glass slide with a poly-L-lysine substrate to which these DNA probes are 
covalently cross-linked . DNA or RNA to be analyzed is isotopically or fluorescently labeled 
and then hybridized with the fixed probes on a glass slide (Figure 7.32) . Positive reac
tions are detecced and quantified by high-resolution imaging and computer analysis. Many 
DNA microarrays are available that focus on selected genes involved in discreet processes 
or pathways such as signal transduction and apoptosis. A specific example of altered gene 
expression in malaria-infected cells is depicced in Figure 7.33. 

DNA oligonucleocides (usually 20 or more bases) are also synthesized on micromatri
ces fixed to a glass slide. The size of the micro matrix varies from 1 X 10 X 5 µ,m to 100 X 
100 X 20 µ,m . Thousands of different oligonucleotides, each complementary co a specific 
gene, are immobilized on what is termed a DNA chip. A single-chip microarray for the 
human genome , which will be commercially available, contains 1 million oligonucleotide 
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probes. This DNA chip will detect about 50,000 RNA transcripts from approximately 
30,000 human genes. These biological microchips are compared co electronic microchips 
since both are capable of performing mult iple reactions in parallel in a high-throughput 
fashion. 

Microarrays allow for the analysis of expression of the whole genome or genes in a 
selected pathway. Genes expressed in a specific tissue or under a selected metabolic or 
diseased state could give clues as to which genes are active in the specific condition. Unfor
tunately , a single microarray plate gives a static snapshot of genomic genes expressed under 
a particular condition. Regulatory genes involved in the final altered expression cannot 
be readily deduced from this single picture since many genes may be turned on or off by 
downstream pathways during the transition to the final cellular state. Coregulatory genes 
involved in the switch between different metabolic or disease states could be determined 
by microarray analysis at multiple time poincs between the initial and final stage of altered 
gene expression. Computer analysis of microarrays generated over the time course can clus
ter genes that appear to be coordina tely expressed. Clust er analysis allows identification of 
potential genes that coregulate the alteration of the cell from one state to another. 

Protein microarrays are produced with antibodies or nonantibody proteins fixed to 
slides or filters that can capture target proteins in a sample in a fashion similar to those 
used for DNA microarrays. Other protein probes are being developed for protein microar
rays such as shon stretches of synthesized DNA or RNA (aptamers) that selectively bind 
specific proteins. Protein arrays are generally produced with recombinant proteins that may 
be generated from tissue-specific cDNA expression libraries. These microarrays are readily 
analyzed with specific antibodies that are fluorescendy labeled. This approach has been 

Figure 7.32 DNA microarray analysis. The 
surface of an impermeable support, typically glass 
or po lypropylene, is prepared to apply multiple 
samples of DNA or oligonudeotides. Slide with 
oligonudeotides or nucleic acids representing 1 00s 
to 1,000s of genes is incubated in a chamber under 
appropriate conditions for hybridization followed 
by appropriate washes to remove nonhybridized 
cDNA. Green fluorescent spots would indicate 
genes expressed in liver cells, red fluorescent 
spots for genes expressed in lung cells, and yellow 
fluorescent spots for genes expressed in both 
tissues. 
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Figure 7.33 Microarray analysis of gene expression in mice infected with a rodent malaria 
parasite. DNA, RNA, or oligonucleotides, representing part or all of the cellular genome, or proteins or 
antibodies , representing part of the cellular proceome, are fixed on an impermeable support. The fixed 
probes are reacted with app ropriately labeled cellular components that will form a stable complex through 
hybridization or protein - protein interactions . Identification of nucleic acids or proteins that associate 
with the fixed samples in the microarrays allows for the analysis of cellular gene expression in cells 
maintained under a variety of conditions. 
Mouse DNA microarrays were produced for the mouse genom e which contains 13,443 synthetic 
oligonucleotides representing well- characterized mouse genes. Each oligonucleotide is 70 bases in length 
derived from the 3 '-end of each gene, optimized to minimize cross-hybridization co all known mouse 
genes. The array includes a comprehensive sec of immune system related genes encoding a lymphocyte 
subset and activation markers , cytokines , chemokines , their receptors, adhesion molecules, costimulatory 
molecules, immunoregulatory factors, transcription factors and signal transduction proteins , and others. 
Samples: Splenocyte RNA from uninfected mice was used to synthesize cDNA fluorescently labeled with 
Cy3 (green) . Splenocyce RNA from mice on day 8 of infection with a rodent malaria parasite was used 
to synthesize cDNA fluorescently labeled with CyS (red). The mixed fluorescently labeled cDNA probes 
are hybridized with the target oligonudeotide array. Genes that are up-regulated in mice infected with 
malaria are red and those that are down-regulated in these animals are green. Genes that are unaffected by 
the malarial parasite are yellow. 
Data are unpublished work from the laboratory of Dr . James Bums, Department of Microbiology, 
Drexel University College of Medicine. 

successfully employed to detect the antibody repertoire in human plasmas associated with 
some aut0immune diseases. 

Microarray techniques are critical for the analysis of genomic expression and the pro
teomic state of cells in normal cells as compared to the patterns in cells that are altered due 
to changes such as a modified metabo lic environment, differentiation, response to drugs, 
response t0 growth faetors, or a diseased state . 

Human Genome 

By 1996 the genome of yeast, a eukaryote, consisting of approximately 14 X 106 bps dis
tributed among 16 chromosomes, was sequenced . The genome of the nemat0de , C elegans, 
sequenced by 1998, contains approximately 18,000 genes as compared to the 6,000 genes 
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of yeast. In 2000, a shotgun sequencing approach was employed to sequence essentially 
the whole 180-X 106-bps genome of the fruit fly Drosophila melanogaster. This method 
involves the breakage of the whole genome into small pieces, sequencing the pieces by a 
rapid automated procedure, and assembling the sequenced fragmenrs into the proper order 
assisted by overlapping sequences and a super computer. The availability of previously 
cloned sequences facilitated the sequencing. 

The shotgun sequencing approach was employed to speed up the sequencing of the 
human genome. Several human chromosomes had already been mapped and thousands of 
cDNA clones had been sequenced or were ready to be sequenced, which would ultimately 
provide landmarks of the huge human genetic map. In 2000, J.C. Venter and F. S. Collins 
jointly announced that their groups had sequenced 97% of the human genome . 

The determination of a genom ic sequence is only a part of the genome puzzle . The 
start and stop site of each gene must be dete rm ined along with what the gene codes for a 
process referred to as annotation. Eukaryotic genomes usually contain permanently con
densed or heterochromat ic regions around the centromeres. T hese regions contain repeti
tive DNA that is not cloned and sequenced by any of the current sequencing methods. It 
may be decades or more before the complete determination of all the genes and regulatory 
elements are resolved . 

The completion of the human genome project generated eno rmous amounts of data . 
The achievement of the project is only the beginning of our understanding of the molecula r 
underpinnings of how a single cell functions, let alone an organism. It is now conside red 
that the human genome encodes about 30,000 genes, far fewer genes than antic ipated, and 
only about 20% more than a plant genome and about 40% more than C elegans (round
worm). However , the RNA transcripts of the "static" genome are relatively "dynamic" as 
are their translated protein products. Splice choice of the primary RNA transcr ipt results in 
different protein products from the same gene (p. 295). Protein products may also undergo 
nume rous chemical modifications and association with other peptide subunits or proteins . 
It is estimated that the 30,000 genes ultimately give rise to 200,000 to 2 million protein 
products whose expression is dependent, in part, on tissue specificity, stage of development, 
and metabol ic conditions. T he task before us now is to be able to analyze transcripts and 
their final translation products at the structu re or function level. 

The delineation of all of the human genes and their regulatoty sequences should 
greatly enhance our understanding of many genetic diseases. Technolog ical advances to 
manipulate genes and gene expression should open new avenues to regulate or cure many 
diseases. Genetic diseases should eventually be curable by gene replacement therapy; lim
ited clinical trials in gene the rapy have been initiated . Considering the eno rmous advances 
made in molecular biology in just the pasr three decades, it is reasonable to believe the 
when will not be that far off. T he old challenge confronting scientisrs was how to sequence 
the human genome; the new challenge is how to manipulate effectively that knowledge to 
benefit humankind. 
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nuclease protection assay 
eleccrophoretic mobility shift 

assay (EMSA) 

Questions • CAROL N . ANGSTADT 

Multiple-Cho ice Questions 

1. Construction of a restrict ion map of DNA requires all of che 
following except 
A. partial hydro lysis of DNA 
B. complete hydro lysis of DNA. 
C. eleccrophoretic separation of fragments on a gel. 
D. staining of an electrophoretic gel to locate DNA. 
E. cyclic hearing and cooling of che reaction mixture. 
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bacteriophage libraries 
cosrnid vector 
bacterial artificial chromosomes 

(BACS) 
yeast artificial chromosomes 

(YACS) 
chromosome walking 
transgenic animals 
expression vectors 
fusion protein 
transfection 
site-directed mutagenesis 
inverse PCR mucagenesis 

antisense nucleic acids 
microRNAs 
RNA interference, RNAi 
small-interfering RNA 

(siRNA) 
gene therapy 
knockout mice 
pluripotencial cells 
genomics 
microarray analysis 
proceomics 
shotgun sequencing 

2. Preparation of recombinant DNA requires 
A. restriction endonucleases chat cut in a staggered fashion . 
B. restriction endonucleases that cleave ro yield blunt-ended 

fragments . 
C. poly(dT). 
D. DNA ligase. 
E. cONA. 
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3. In the seleccion of bacterial colonies thac carry cloned DNA in 
plasmids, such as pBR322, chac concain cwo ancibiocic resiscance 
genes, 
A. one ancibiotic resiscance gene is nonfunctional in the desired 

bacterial colonies. 
B. untransformed bacceria are antibiotic resiscanc. 
C. both ancibiocic resistance genes are functional in che desired 

bacterial colonies . 
D. radio labeled DNA or RNA probes play a role. 
E. none of che above. 

4. Comp lemencary DNA (cDNA) 
A. cannoc be expressed by prokaryocic systems . 
B. is reverse cranscribed from funccional eukaryotic mRNA. 
C. has all of che elemenrs of che original gene for che mRNA 

of interest. 
D. synchesis requires che prior formation ofan RNA primer. 
E. remains as a single-stranded molecule . 

5. The best vector to use to carry a segment of DNA chat is 350 kb in 
size would be 
A. bacteriophage. 
B. bacterial artificial chromosome (BAC). 
C. cosmid. 
D. plasmid . 
E. yeast artificial chromosome (YAC). 

6. Antisense nucleic acids 
A. complementary to mRNA would enhance trans lation . 
B. could result if a gene is inserted downstream of a promoter but in 

opposite direction co normal. 
C. can have no clinical uses. 
D. react only wich DNA. 
E. are necessary for recombinant DNA techno logy. 

Questions 7 and 8: In che United States, a major cause of death of babies 
during the first year is sudden infant death syndrome (SIDS). One 
study showed a strong correlation for an increased risk of SIDS wich a 
prolonged QT interval in their electrocardiograms . In one child, a gene 
associated with che Long QT syndrome had a substitution of MC for 
TCC. This gene codes for a protein associated wich the sodium channe l. 
The mutation was detected by single-scrand confo rmation polymorph ism 
(SSCP). 

7 . Which of che following statemenc(s) abouc SSCP is/are correct? 
A. The electrophoretic mobility on po lyacrylamide gel of small, 

single-stranded DNA during che SSCP technique depends partly 
on che secondary conformation. 

B. T here must be a restriction endon uclease sire in che region 
studied for SSCP to work. 

C. Radiolabeling is not used in chis techniq ue. 
D. It is nor necessary to know che sequence of che DNA to be scudied. 
E. All of che above. 

8 . In order to get enough DNA to analyze, DNA is amp lified by a 
po lymerase chain reaction (PCR). In a PCR, 
A. the nucleotide sequence of che DNA co be amplified must 

be known . 
B. che sample is protected from hear which would denature che DNA. 
C. che role of oligonucleocides in the reaction mixture is to ace as 

primers for che synchesis of new DNA. 
D. che final product is single-stranded DNA. 
E. the original DNA can be amplified only about 10-fold. 

Questions 9 and 10: Recombinant DNA cechnology has uses ofinceresc 
in the medical field . One is gene cherapy co introduce a normal gene into 
cells containing a defective gene. The fuse auchorized human gene therapy 
was given to a 4-year-old gir l wich severe combined immune deficiency 
(SCIO) who had a defeccive gene for adenosine deaminase (ADA). A 
modified retrovirus was constructed co contain che human ADA gene 
which could be expressed in human cells without replication of che virus. 
Another clinical use for recombinant DNA cechnology is to have rapidly 
replicating bacceria produce large amouncs of specific proteins, for exam
ple, human proteins such as hormones. 

9. Expression of recombinant genes in mammalian cells 
A. will nor occur if che gene contains an intron . 
B. occurs most efficiently if cDNA is used in the vector. 
C. does nor require direccional insertion of the gene inco che vector. 
D. requires chat the vector have enhancer and promoter elemenrs 

engineered inco the vector. 
E. does nor require chat che vector have an origin of replication (ori). 

10. Expression of a eukaryotic gene in prokaryotes involves 
A. a Shine-Delgarno (SD) sequence in mRNA. 
B. absence of incrons. 
C. regulacory elemencs upstream of che gene. 
D. a fusion protein. 
E. all of che above. 

Questions 11 and 12: Whole genomic DNA was isolaced from three 
individuals, digesced separately with a restriction endonuclease co fragments 
and the fragmenrs separated on agarose gel in an electric field. The gene of 
inceresc was isolated and analyzed using Southern bloc technique. Each in
dividual sample showed cwo bands . The bands were identical for cwo of che 
individuals . For che third, one band was identical to one band of che ocher 
cwo bur che second band was of lower molecular weight than che ochers. 
This is an example of restriccion fragment length polymorphism (RFLP). 

11. A reasonable explanation for this RFLP is char the gene in che third 
individual 
A. lacked che recognition sequence for the restriction endonuclease. 
B. had a mutation ar the cleavage site. 
C. had an additional recognition sire for the endonuclease. 
D. had a deletion of a segment of che gene. 
E. undecwent a random cleavage. 

12. The Southern blot technique 
A. transfers DNA fragments from agarose gel co a nitrocellulose filter. 
B. requires char che DNA fragments remain double scranded .. 
C. requires char the DNA is radiol abeled prior to addition to che 

agarose gel. 
D. alters che posicion of che DNA fragments during the process. 
E. amp lifies the amount of DNA material. 

Problems 

13. The X-ray auroradiograrn of one strand of a fragment of DNA 
sequenced by the Sanger method was obtained. The 5' -end of che 
nucleotide was labeled with 32P. Numbering from bottom to top of the 
auroradiogram, the lane from the ddG tube showed bands at positions 4 
and 11; ddC tube had bands at 1, 2, 7, 8, 9, and 13; ddA at 5, 10, and 
15; and ddT ac 3, 6, 12, and 14. What is che sequence of the fragment? 
Construct che auroradiogram pattern of the complementary sequence. 

14. What makes the Taq DNA polymerase frequently used foe a 
po lymerase chain reaccion (PC R) different from ocher DNA 
polymerases, and why is it preferable? 
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Answers 

I. E Cyclic hearing and cooling is pact of the PCR process, not of re
scriction mapping. A and B: Restriccion mapping involves all degrees 
of hydrolysis. Partial hydrolysis gives fragmencs of varying sizes, and 
comp lete hydrolysis gives the smallest possible fragmencs. C and D: 
Fragmencs ace electrophoretically separated by size on agacose gel, 
which is stained to reveal the DNA. 

2. D DNA ligase covalently conncccs fragmencs held together by 
interaction of cohesive ends. A: This is the most desirable type of 
restriction endonuclease co use, but ic is not essential. B: Restriction 
nucleases that make blunt cues can also be used if necessary. C: This 
is used in conjunction with poly(d.A) if restriction endonucleases 
chat make blunt cues ace employed, but it is not essential to all of 
recombinant DNA preparation. E: cDNA is only one type that can 
be used. 

3. A The foreign DNA is inserted into one antibiotic resistance gene, 
thus destroying it. B: Resistance is due to the plasmids. C: See the 
comment for A above. D: Radiolabeling dececcs the DNA of interest, 
not the colonies that contain cloned DNA. 

4. B This uses an RNA-dependent DNA polymerase (reverse cran
scripcase). A and C: Prokaryocic systems cannot splice out incrons 
co yield functional mRNA cranscripcs-thus cDNA which does not 
contain the sequences for these elemencs. D. The poly(A) tail at the 
3' -end of mRNA is used as the primer to make the scrand complemen
tary co the mRNA template. E. Once the first strand is synthesized, 
it becomes the template for the complementary strand. cDNA is 
double stranded. 

5. E It can accept DNA from 200-500 kb. A: Bacteriophage is very 
good for DNA inserts about 15 kb long. B: BAC can accept DNA 
from about 100-200 kb. C: Cosmids accept inserts of about 
45 kb. D: Plasmid vectors can be very useful but can accept only 
small pieces of DNA . 

6. B This would put the ancisense strand of DNA under control of 
the promoter with subsequent transcription of antisense mRNA. A: 
Antisense nucleic acid binds mRNA blocking cranslation. C: If noc 
now, in the future. Antisense DNA nucleotides have been produced 
chat inh ibit viral infection. D : React with both DNA and RNA. 

7. A A single base substitution usually modifies the conformation 
enough to shift the mobiliry as detected by SSCP. B: SSCP is the 
method of choice if there is no restriction endonuclease site. C: DNA 
is amplified by PCR in the presence of radiolabeled nucleotides . 
There has to be a detection method for the bands. D: SSCP requires 
prior knowledge of the sequence. 

8. C The oligonucleotides hybridize with the single-stranded templates 
in the region of interest so chat replication can begin. A DNA of 
unknown sequence can be used but muse be inserted into a vector 
with known flanking regions. B: The sample must be heated to 90° 
to separate the DNA scrands. D: PCR produces a double-stranded 
DNA (dsDNA ) . E: With automation, amplification can be a mil
lionfold. 

9. D Eukaryotic systems require controlling elemencs, which ace not 
necessary in bacterial sysrems. A: Expression may be improved if an 
intron is present. B: cDNA does not possess the required controlling 
elemencs. C: The gene muse be inserted in the proper orientation 
relative co the control elemencs. E: The vector must replicate so it 
needs the sequence co promote replication. 

10. E A The SD sequence is necessary for the bacterial ribosome co 
recognize the mRNA. B: Bacteria do not have the incracellulac 
machinery co remove incrons from mRNA. C: Appropriate regula
tory elemencs ace necessary co allow the DNA co be cranscribed. D: A 
fusion protein may be a produce of the reaction . 

11. D This would account for one band being oflower molecular 
weight. A, B, and F: The cleavage site has a specific recognition 
sequence. C: This would yield more than cwo bands . 

12. A This occurs by elution from the gel by a high-sale solution. B: 
DNA is hydrolyzed by alkali and single-strand DNA binds co the 
filter. C: The probe co identify the bands on the filter is radiolabeled . 
D: The positions on the filter ace identical to the gel. E: Doesn't 
happen. 

13. The sequence is CC T GA TC C CA GT CT A reading 5' to 3'. 
The aucoradiograph of the complementary scrand should have bands 
for ddG at 1, 2, 7, 8, 9, and 13; ddC at 4 and 11; dd.A ac 3, 6, 12, 
and 14; and ddT ac 5, 10, and 15. 

14. PCR requires cycling between low temperatures, where hybridiza
tion of template DNA and oligomeric primers occurs, and high 
temperatures, where DNA melrs. The Taq DNA polymerase, isolated 
from a thermophilic organism discovered in a hoc spring, is stable at 
high temperatures and makes the cycling possible with no addition 
of fresh polymerase after each cycle. Phusion ™ High-Fideliry DNA 
polymerase, which has been commercially developed, has even more 
desirable properties. 
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Modifications of DNA and chromatin play a significant role 
in eukaryotic gene regulation . DNA methylation and hist0ne 
methylation, acetylation, and phosphorylation influence the 
ability to transcribe a gene. 
Transcription factors are often modular, with DNA-binding 
domains , protein interaction domains , activation domains, and 
regulat0ry domains. 

Transcription factors may affect the assembly of the RNA poly
merase complex, the recruitment of other transcription factors, 
or the recruitment of modification factors. 

8.1 • INTROD UCTION 

To survive, a living cell must respond to changes in its environment . One way cells adjust to 
these changes is to alter expression of specific genes; this affecrs the number of the correspond
ing protein molecules in the cell. This chapter focuses on some of the molecular mechanisms 
that determine when a given gene is expressed and to what extent. Understanding how expres
sion of genes is regulated is one of the most active areas of biochemical research today. 

E. coli cells contain genes for about 4300 different proteins, but E. coli does not need 
to synthesize all of them at the same time. The classic illustration of bacterial gene regula
tion is that of the gene for t3,galactosidase, which convens the disaccharide lact0se to 
glucose and galactose. When E. coli grows in a medium containing glucose as the carbon 
source, only about five molecules of the enzyme are present in a cell. When lactose is the 
sole carbon source, however, there are 5000 or more molecules. Thus, when bacteria need 
to metabolize lactose, they increase synthesis of /3-galactosidase. If lactose is removed from 
the medium, synthesis of this enzyme stops as rapidly as it began. 

Eukaryotic cells have more extensive mechanisms of gene regulation than prokary
otic cells. Differentiated cells of higher organisms have a highly complicated structure and 
often a specialized biological function that is determined by expression of their genes. For 
example, preproinsulin is synthesized in /3-cells of the pancreas but not in kidney cells even 
though the nuclei of all cells of the body contain the gene for preproinsulin . During devel
opment of the organism, the presence of proteins in specific cell types is tightly controlled 
with respect to timing and order of developmental events. 

Much more is understood about gene regulation in prokaryotes than in eukaryotes. Fur
thermore, studies on prokaryotes often provide exciting new ideas that can be tested in eukary
otic cells and are important for developing rational therapies for diseases caused by bacteria. 

Several well-Studied examples of gene regulation in bacteria will be discussed, followed 
by examples of the many protein transcription factors regulating expression of genes in the 
human genome . 

8.2 • UNIT OF TRANSCRIPTION IN BACTERIA: 
THEOPERO N 

The E. coli chromosome is a circular double-stranded DNA molecule of 4.6 million base 
pairs whose entire sequence has been determined. Most of its approximately 4300 genes are 
nor distributed randomly; instead, genes encoding enzymes of a specific metabolic path
way are clustered in one region of rhe DNA. Similarly, genes for associated structural pro
teins, such as the 70 or so proteins that compose the ribosome, are frequently adjacent ro 
one anothe r. A set of clustered genes is usually coordinately regulated; that is, the genes are 
transcribed together into a poiycistronic mRNA species that contains the coding sequences 
for the various proteins . The term operon describes the complete regulatory unit of a set 
of clustered genes. It includes the adjacent structural genes for the related enzymes or 
associated proteins, a regulatory gene or genes encoding regulator protein(s) , and control 
elements or sires on the DNA near the structural genes at which regulator proteins act. 
Figure 8.1 shows a partial genetic map of the E. coli genome that gives locations of struc
tural genes of some E. coli operons . 
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When transcription of the structural genes of an operon increases in response to a spe
cific substrate in the medium, the effect is known as induction. An example is the increase 
in transcription of the /3-galactosidase gene when lact0se is the sole carbon source. Bacteria 
also respond to nutritional changes by quickly turning off synthesis of enzymes no longer 
needed. For example, E coli synthesizes tryptophan as the end product of a specific bio
synthetic pathway. However, if tryptophan is present in the medium, synthesis of enzymes 
for this pathway stops. The process is called repression , and it prevents bacteria from using 
their energy to make unnecessary proteins. 

Induction and repression are manifestations of the same phenomenon . The signal for 
each is the small molecule that is a substrate for the metabolic pathway or a product of 
the pathway, respectively. These small molecules are called ind ucers when they stimulate 
induction and corepressors when they cause repression. 

8.3 • LACTOSE OPERON OF E. COLI 

The lact0se operon contains three adjacent structural genes (Figure 8.2). Lacz codes for 
/3-galactosidase, which is composed of four identical subunitS of 1021 amino acids each. 
LacY codes for a permease, a 275-amino acid protein of the cell membrane that partici
pates in the transport of sugars including lactose, across the membrane. LacA codes for 
thiogalactoside transacerylase, a 275-amino acid enzyme that transfers an aceryl group from 

Figure 8.1 Partial genetic map of E. coli. 

Locations of a few of the 4300 genes in the circular 
E. coli genome are shown. Three operons discussed 
in this chapter are indicated. 
Reproduced with permission from Stent, G. S., and 
Calendar , R. Molecular Genetics: An Introductory 
Narrative. San Francisco: Freeman, 1978, 289; 
modified from Bachmann , B. J., Low, K. B., and 
Taylor, A. L. Bacterial Rev.40:116, 1976. 
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Figure 8.2 Lactose operon of E. coli. Lactose operon is composed of Laci gene, which codes for a 
repressor; contro l elements of CAP, lacP, and la£) ; and three structural genes, lacZ, lacY, and lacA, 
which code for ,B-galacrosidase, a permea~e, and a transacerylase, respectively. The /acl gene is transcribed 
from its own promoter. The three structural genes are transcribed from the promoter , lad' , to form a 
polycistronic rnRNA from which the three proteins are translated. 

acetyl CoA to /3-galactosides. Of the three proteins, only /3-galactosidase participates in a 
known metabolic pathway. The permease helps lactose move across the cell membrane . 
The transacetylase may be associated with detoxification and excretion reactions of nonme
tabolized analogs of /3-galactosides. 

Mutations in lacZ or lacY that inactivate /3-galactosidase or permease prevent cells 
from cleaving lactose or acquiring it from the medium, respectively. Mutations in lacA that 
inactivate transacetylase do not seem to affect cell growth and division. 

A single mRNA species containing the coding sequences of all three structural genes 
is transcribed from a promoter, called lad', located just upstream from lacZ. Induction of 
these genes occurs during initiation of their transcription. Without the inducer, transcription 
occurs at a very low level. In p resence of inducer , transcription begins at lad' and proceeds 
through all th ree genes to a transcription terminator located slightly beyond lacA. Thu s, the 
genes are coordinately expressed; all are transcribed in unison or none is transcribed. 

The presence of three coding sequences on the same mRNA molecule suggestS that the 
relative amount of the three proteins is always the same under varying conditions of induc
tion. The inducer is a molecular switch that influences synthesis of one mRNA species for 
all three genes. However, the amount of each of the three proteins is often different because 
of differences in rates of translation or of degradation of the proteins themselves. 

The mRNA induced by lact0se has a half-life of about 3 min. Therefore, expression of 
the operon can be altered very quickly. Transcription ceases as soon as inducer is no longer 
present , existing mRNA molecules disappear within minutes, and cells stop making the 
proteins. 

Repressor of Lactose Operon Is a Diff usible Protein 

The regulatory gene of the lactose operon, lad, codes for the lactose repressor whose only 
function is to control initiation of transcription of the lac structural genes. Lad is located 
just upstream of the controlling elements for the faczyA duster. However , a regulatory 
gene need not be close to the gene duster it regulates. Transcription of lad is not regulated; 
this gene is transcribed from its own promoter at a low rate that is relatively independent 
of the cell's statUS. 

Lactose repressor is synthesized as a monomer of 360 amino acids, which forms an 
active homotetramer . Usually there are about 10 tetramers per cell. It has strong affinity for 
its main DNA-binding site, called the operator or lacO, which lies between lacP and lacZ. 
lacO partly overlaps lacP so bound repressor prevents RNA polymerase from binding to 
lacP and initiating transcription . 

Besides recognizing and binding to lacO, the repressor has strong affinity for inducer 
molecules of the lactose operon . Each monomer binds to an inducer molecule, which causes 
a conformational change that greatly lowers the repressor's affinity for lacO (Figure 8.3). 
Thus, when inducer is present, the repressor no longer binds to lacO and RNA po lymerase 
begins transcription from the promoter . 
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Study of the lactose operon was greatly facilitated by the discovery that some small 
molecules, such as isopropylthiogalact0side (IPTG), fonuit0usly serve as inducers but are 
not metabolized by /3-galactosidase. These gratuitous inducers bind like inducers to the 
repressor molecule . 

The repressor protein acrs in trans; that is, it can diffuse to its site of action. Some bid 
mutations change or delete amino acids of the repressor that are part of the binding site for the 
inducer. These changes do not affect the affinity of repressor for the operator, so that the repres
sor is always bound to the operator, even in the presence of inducer, and the !dc'LYA genes are 
never transcribed above a very low basal level. Other /,ad mutations change the amino acids in 
the operat0r-binding site and lessen the affinity of repressor for operator . Thus , the repressor 
does not bind the operator and the laiLYA genes are continuously transcribed. Such mutations 
are repres.sor-constitutive mutations because the /,ac genes are permanently expressed. A few 
rare bid mutants increase the affinity of repressor for operator . In these cases inducer molecules 
can bind to repressor, but they are less effective in releasing repressor from the operator. 

Repressor-constitutive mutants illustrate the features of a negative control system. An 
active repressor, in the absence of an inducer, shuts off expression of the /,ac structural 
genes. An inactive repressor results in the constitutive, unregulated , expression of these 
genes. Using recombinant DNA techniques described in Chapter 7, a plasmid-containing 
wild-type lacl (but not the rest of the lact0se operon) can be introduced into constitutive 
/,ad mutant cells. Such cells synthesize both active and inactive repressor molecules. Under 
these conditions, norma l wild-type regulation of the lact0se operon occurs. Thus , in genetic 
terms, wild-type induction is dominant over mutant constitutivity . 

Operator Sequence of Lactose Operon Is Contiguous 
with a Promoter and Three Structural Genes 

The control elements upstream of the structural genes of the lact0se operon are the operator 
and the promoter. The operator was identified, like lad, by mutations that affect transcrip
tion of the lac'ZYA region. Some of these mutations result in the constitutive synthesis of 

Figure 8.3 Control of lactose operon. 
(a) Repressor tetramer binds to operator and 
prevents transcription of structural genes. (b) 
Inducer binds to repressor tetramer, which prevents 
repressor from binding to operator. Transcription 
of the three structural genes can occur from the 
promoter . 
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(coding for the lactose repre.ssor) and beginning of lacZ gene (coding for /3-galactosidase) are also shown. 
Lines above and below the sequence indicate symmetrical sequences within the CAP site and operator. 

!de mRNA; that is, they are operator-constitutive mutations. In these cases the operator 
DNA sequence has one or more base pair changes so the repressor no longer binds as tightly 
to the sequence. Thus, the repressor is less effective in preventing RNA polymerase from 
initiating transcription . 

In conrrast to mutations in kid which encode the diffusible repressor, mutations in the 
operator do not change a diffusible protein . They exert their influence on transcription of 
only the three !de genes immediately downstream of the operator on the same DNA mol
ecule. If a second lactose operon is introduced into a bacterium on a recombinant plasmid, 
the operat0r of one operon has no influence action on the other operon . Thus, an operon 
with a wild-type operator will be repressed under the usual conditions, whereas in the same 
engineered bacterium a second operon with an operator-constitutive mutation will be con
tinuously transcribed. 

Operator mutations are frequently referred to as cis-dominant to emphasize they 
affect only adjacent genes on the same DNA molecule. Cis-dominant mutations occur in 
DNA sequences that are recognized by proteins rather than in DNA sequences that code 
for the diffusible proteins. Trans-dominant mutations occur in genes that specify diffus
ible products . Therefore, cis-dominant mutations also occur in promoter and transcription 
termination sequences, whereas trans-dominant mutations also occur in genes for subunit 
proteins of RNA polymerase, ribosomal proteins, and so on. 

Figure 8.4 shows the sequence of the !de operator and promoter. The operator 
sequence has an axis of dyad symmetry . The sequence of the upper strand on the left 
side of the operator is nearly identical to that of the lower strand on the right side; only 
three differences occur. This symmetry in the DNA recognition sequence reflects sym
metry in the tetrameric repressor and facilitates tight binding of the repressor subunits 
to the operator . Dyad symmetry in the double-stranded DNA sequence is a common 
feature of many protein-binding or recognition sites, including most recognition sites for 
restriction enzymes. 

The lac operator of about 30 bp is an extremely small fraction of the total E coli 
genome and occupies an even smaller fraction of the volume of the cell. However, the 
approximately 10 tetrameric repressors are also confined to a small fraction of the cell 
volume. Since the repressor gene is very close to the lac operator , the repressor does not 
have far to diffuse if its translation begins before its mRNA is fully synthesized. More 
importantly, the repressor has a low general affinity for all DNA sequences. When the 
inducer binds to the repressor, its affinity for the operator is reduced about 1000-fold, 
but its low affinity for random DNA sequences is unaltered. Therefore , all of the lac
tose repressors in the cell are in loose association with DNA . When binding of inducer 
releases a repressor molecule from the operator, it quickly binds a nearby DNA region. 
Therefore , induction redistributes the repressor on the DNA rather than generates freely 
diffusing repressor molecules. 

How does lactose enter a cell in the first place if the lacY gene encoding the permease 
is repressed, yet permease is required for lactose transport across the cell membrane? Even 
in the repressed state, there is a very low basal level of transcript ion of the !Ac operon that 
provides five or six molecules of permease per cell. Perhaps this is just enough to get a few 
molecules oflactose inside the cell and begin the process. 
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Another curious observation is that lactose is not the natural inducer of the lactose 
operon. When the repressor is isolated from fully induced cells, the small molecule bound 
to each repressor monomer is allolactose, not lactose. Allolactose, like lactose, is composed 
of galactose and glucose, but the linkage between the two sugars is different. A side reaction 
of /3-galactosidase (which normally breaks down lactose to galactose and glucose) converts 
these two producrs to allolactose. 

Therefore , a few molecules oflactose are taken up and converted by /3-galactosidase to 

allolactose, which binds to the repressor and induces the operon. Further confirmation that 
lactose is not the real inducer comes from experiments indicating that binding of lactose 
to purified repressor actually increases the repressor's affinity for the operator. Therefore, 
in the induced state a small amount of allolactose must be present to overcome this anti
inducer effect of lactose. 

RNA Polymerase and a Regulator Protein Recognize Promoter 
Sequence of Lactose Operon 

Immediately upstream of the lac operator is the promoter. This sequence contains bind
ing sites for RNA polymerase and cataboli te activator protein (CAP; also called cAMP 
receptor protein or CRP) (Figure 8.4). The site to which RNA polymerase binds has 
been identified by genetic and biochemical approaches. Point mutations and deletions (or 
insertions) in this region dramatically affect RNA polymerase binding. The end points 
of the sequence to which RNA polymerase binds were identified by DNase protection 
experiments . Purified RNA polymerase was bound to the lac promoter region cloned in 
a bacteriophage DNA or a plasmid, and this protein - DNA complex was digested with 
DNase I. The DNA segment protected from degradation by DNase was recovered, and 
its sequence determined. The ends of this protected segment varied slightly with different 
DNA molecules but corresponded closely to the boundaries of the RNA polymerase
binding site shown in Figure 8.4. 

The RNA polymerase-binding site does not have symmetrical elements like the opera-
tor sequence. This is not surprising since RNA polymerase must associate with DNA in an 
asymmetrical fashion for transcription to be initiated in only one direction. However, the E 
part of the promoter sequence recognized by CAP does contain some symmetry. ~ 
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Catabolite repression occurs because glucose inhibit s adenylate cyclase, which syn

thesizes cyclic AMP (cAMP), leading to a lower intracellular concentration of cAMP. 
cAMP forms a complex with Catabolit e Activator Protein (CAP) , which then binds 
the CAP regulatory site at promoters of lactose {and other) operons (Figure 8.6) . The 
CAP- cAMP complex exerts a positive control on transcription by causing the DNA helix 
to bend, or kink, about 90° at the site of the binding. This DNA bend and the interac
tion between CAP-cAMP and RNA polymerase activate transcription initiation . If the 
CAP site is not occupied, RNA polymerase has difficulty binding to the promoter and 
transcription initiation is much less efficient. 

The lactose operon demonstrates how bacteria can coordinate a general response to a 
metabolic condition (the need to use a sugar as an energy or carbon source) and a specific 
response to that condition (the need to utilize lactose as the sugar). 
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Figure 8.5 Lack of synthesis of 
p..galact osidase in E. coli wh en glucose is 
present. Bacteria are growing in a medium 
containing initially 0.4 mg glucose/mL and 2 mg 
lactose/ml. Left-hand ordinate indicates optical 
density of growing culture , an indicator of the 
number of bacterial cells. Right-hand ordinate 
indicates units of /3-galactosidase per milliliter. 
Note that appearance of /3-galactosidase is delayed 
until the glucose is depleted. 
Redrawn from Epstein, W. , Naono, S., and Gros, 
F. Bioche-m. Bwphys. Res. Commun. 24: 588, 1966. 
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Figure 8.6 Contro l of /acP by cAMP. A CAP
cAMP complex binds to CAP site and enhances 
uanscription at lacP. Catabolite repress.ion occurs 
when glucose lowers inuacellular concenuation 
of cAMP. This reduces the amount of the CAP
cAMP complex and decreases transcription from 
lacP and from promoters of several other ope rons. 
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8.4 • TRYPTOPHAN OPERON OF E. COLI 

Baeteria must have the proper amount and relative balance of the 20 amino acids that make 
up proteins. Tryptophan , for example, is required for the synthesis of all proteins that 
contain it. Therefore, if tryptophan is not present in sufficient quantity in the medium , 
the bacrerial cell has to make it. In contrast , lactose is not absolutely required for the 
cell's growth; many other sugars can substitute for it. As a result, synthesis ofbiosynthetic 
enzymes for tryptophan is regulated differently than synthesis of proteins encoded by the 
lacrose operon . 

Tryptophan Operon Is Controlled by a Repressor Protein 

In E. coli tryptophan is synthesized from chorismic acid in a five-step pathway catalyzed 
by three enzymes (Figure 8.7). The tryptophan operon contains five structural genes that 
code for these three enzymes ( two of which contain two different subunirs) . Upsueam from 
this gene duster is a promoter where transcription begins and an operator to which a repres
sor protein encoded by a separate trpR gene binds. Transcription of the lact0se operon is 
generally turned off, or repressed, unless induced by a small molecule inducer. The tryp
tophan operon, on the other hand, is always active, or derepressed, unless it is repressed by 
a small molecule corepressor, which for the trypt0phan operon is tryptophan itself. 

Tryptophan biosynthesis is regulated by both the synthesis and the activity of enzymes 
that catalyze the pathway. For example, anthranilate synthetase, which catalyzes the first 
step, contains two subunitS encoded by trpE and trpD and its enzyme activity is regulated 
by feedback inhibition. This is a common short-term means of regulating the first com
mitted step in a metabolic pathway . Tryptophan can bind to an allosteric site on anthranil
ate synthetase and prevent its enzymatic activity. Thus , as the concentration of trypt0phan 
builds up, it inhibits anth ranilate synthetase. T ryptophan also is a corepressor that shuts 
down transcription of the trypt0phan operon . Feedback inhibition is a short-term control 
with an immediate effecr on the pathway, whereas repression takes longer but has the more 
permanent effect of repressing transcription. 

The tryptophan repressor is a homodimer whose subunitS have 108 amino acids 
each. Under normal conditions about 20 molecules of the repressor dimer are present. 
The repressor must be complexed with two molecules of trypt0phan to bind to the opera
tor. Recall that the lacrose repressor binds itS operator only in the absence of its inducer. 
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Figure 8.7 Genes of tryptophan operon of E. coli. Regulatory elements are 
the primary promoter (trpP), operato r (trpO), attenuator (trpa), secondary 
internal promoter (tryP2), and terminator (trpt). Direction of mRNA 
synthesis is indicated by wavy arrows representing mRNAs. Col2 and Coll 2 

signify components I and II, respectively, of the anthrani late synthetase 

(ASase) complex; PR-anthranilate is N-5 ' -phosphoribosyl -anthranilate; CdRP 
is l- (o-carboxy-phenylamino )- 1-deoxyribulose-5-phosphate; InGP is indole-3-
glycerol phosphate; PRPP is 5-phosphoribosyl-1-pyropho sphate; and TSase is 
tryptophan synthetase. 
Described in Yanofsky, C. Trends in Genet. 20: 367, 2004. 

The tryptophan repressor also regulates transcription of trpR, its own gene. As tryptophan 
accumulates in cells, the repressor- tryptophan complex binds to a region upstream of trpR, 
turning off itS transcription and maintaini ng the equilibrium of20 repressors per cell. The 
trp operator occurs entirely within the trp promoter rather than adjacent to it (Figure 8.8). 
The operator is a region of dyad symmetry, and the mechanism for preventing transcription 
is the same as in the lactose operon; that is, bindi ng of the repressor-co-repressor complex 
to the operator prevents binding of RNA polymerase. 

Repression decreases the rate of transcription initiation at the trp promoter by about 
80-fold. (The basal level of lactose opero n gene products is about 1000-fold lower than 
the induced level.) However, the tryptophan operon contains additional regulatory ele
ments . A secondary promote r designated trpP2 is located within the coding sequence of 
trpD (Figure 8.7) and is not regulated by the tryptophan repressor. Transc ription from it 
occurs constitutively at a relatively low rate to generate an mRNA that contains the coding 
sequences for trpCBA. Thus, two polycimonic mRNAs are derived from the tryptophan 

Promoter 

Operator 

I---- mRNA 

TGGCAAATATTCTGAAATGAGCTGTTGACAATTAATCATCGAACTAGTT ACTAGTACGCAAGTTCACGTAAAAA 
ACCGTTTATAAGACTTTACTCGACAACTGTTAATTAGTAGCTTGATCA TTGATCATGCGTTCAAGTGCATTTTT 

~-~D 5' 

Figure 8.8 Nucleotide sequence of control 
elem ents of tryptophan operon . Boxes above 
and below sequence indicate symmetrical 
sequences within operator. 
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Figure 8.9 Nucleotide sequence of leader RNA from tryptophan operon. The 14 amino acids of the 
putative leader peptide are indicated over their codons. 
Redrawn with permission from Oxender, D.L. , Zurawski, G., and Yanofsky, C. Proc. Natl. Acad. Sci. 
USA 76: 5524, 1979. 

operon , one containing all five suucrural genes and the other possessing only the last 
th ree. 

A second internal promoter may be needed because three of the five genes do not 
contain a tryptophan codon; only trpB and trpC contain a tryptophan codon . T hus, under 
extreme tryptophan starvation, these two proteins are not synthesized, preventing the 
pathway from being activated. However, since both of these genes lie downstream of the 
un regulated second promoter , their protein products will always be present at the basal level 
necessary to maintain the pathway. 

Attenuator Region of Tryptophan Operon 

Anothe r important control element of the tryptophan operon not present in the lactose operon 
is the attenuator region (Figure 8.9), which lies within the 162 nucleotides between the pro
moter and the initiator methionine codon of trpE. Its existence was first deduced from muta
tions that mapped in this region and increased transcription of all five structural genes. Within 
this region is the leader sequence of l 4 adjacent codons that begins with a methionine codon 
and ends with an in-phase termination codon. These codons are preceded by a canonical 
ribosome-binding site and could potentially specify a l 4-residue leader peptide. This peptide 
has not been detected in bacterial cells, perhaps because it is degraded very rapidly. 

The attenuator region provides RNA polymerase with a second chance to regulate 
transcription of the tryptophan operon . In the presence of tryptophan , transcription begins 
at the promo ter but it is prematurely terminate d at the end of the attenuator region. T his 
produces a shon 140-nucleotide transcript . In the absence of tryptophan, the attenuator 
region has no effect on transcription, and the entire polycisttoni c mRNA of the five struc
tural genes is synthesized. T herefore, at both the operator and attenuato r, tryptophan exens 
the same general influence. At the operator, it panicipates in repressing transcription, and 
at the attenuator it terminates transcription by those RNA polymerases that have escaped 
repression. Attenuation has about a 10-fold effect on transcription of the tryptophan struc
tural genes. Derepression at the operator has an 80-fold effect, so transcripti on of the tryp
tophan operon is regulated over an 800-fold range. 

Tran scription is terminated at the attenuato r site by cooperative interaction between 
transcription and translation . The tryptophan leader sequence has two adjacent tryptophan 
codons at positions 10 and ll(Figure 8.9) . T his is unusual since tryptophan is a relatively 
rare amino acid in E. coli. These codons provided an early clue that tRNA up is involved in 
attenuation . If tryptophan in the cell is low, the amount of charged tryptophanyl-tRNA crp 

will also be low. The ribosomes will be unable to translate through the two tryptophan 
codons and will stall in the leader RNA sequence. 

The RNA sequence of the attenu ator region can adopt several secondary structures 
(Figure 8.10). The position of the ribosome on the leader sequence determines which 
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ExcessTrp 

Termination 

(a) 

Trp-starved 

No termination 

(b) 

No trans lation 

Termina tion 

(c) 

Figure 8 .10 Schematic model for attenuation in the tryptophan operon 
of E. coli. (a) Under conditions of excess ttyptophan, the ribosome (green 
sphere) translating the newly transcribed leader RNA synthesizes the complete 
leader peptide. During this synthesis the ribosome binds to regions 1 and 2 of 
the RNA and prevents formation of stem and loop 1- 2 or 2- 3. Stem and loop 
3-4 will be free to form and signal the RNA po lymerase molecule (not shown) 
to terminate transcr!f,tion. (b) Under conditions of ttyptophan starvation, 
ttyptophanyl-tRNA rp will be limiring, and the ribosome will stall at the 
adjacent ttyptopban codons at the beginning of region 1 in the leader peptide-

coding region. Because region I is bound to the ribosomes, stem and loop 2- 3 
will form, excluding formation of Stem and loop 3-4, which is required as the 
signal for transcription termination. Therefore RNA polymerase continues 
transcription into the structural genes. (c) Under conditions in which 
the leader peptide is not translated, stem and loop 1-2 forms, preventing 
formation of stem and loop 2- 3, and permitting formation of stem and loop 
3-4. This signals transcription termination . 
Reproduced with permission from Oxender , D. L., Zurawski, G., and Yanofsky, 
C. Proc. Natl Acad. Sci.USA 76: 5524, 1979. 

one occurs. The secondary structure , in turn, is recognized by the RNA polymerase 
that has transcribed through this region. The structure that forms when a ribosome is 
not stalled at the tryptophan codons is a termination signal for the RNA polymerase, 
so that transcription stops after the synthesis of a 140-nucleotide transcript, which is 
quickly degraded. The secondary structure that forms when the ribosomes are stalled 
at the tryptophan codons is not recognized as a termination signal, and transcription 
continues into the trpE gene. 

Transcription Attenuation Controls Other Operons 
for Amino Acid Biosynthesis 

T ranscription attenuat ion does not occur in eukaryotic organisms because transcrip
tion (in the nucleus) and translation (in the cytoplasm) take place in different cellu
lar compartments . However, attenuation is common in bacterial gene expression and 
occurs in at least six other operons for enzymes catalyzing amino acid biosynthetic path
ways. Figure 8.11 shows the leader peptide sequences specified by these operons. In 
each, the leader peptide has several copies of the amino acid that is the end prod uct of 
the pathway. The 16-residue leader peptide encoded in the histidine operon contains 
seven cont iguous histidines. Starvation for histidine decreases the amount of histidinyl
tRNA his and increases transcription of the his operon. The nucleotide sequence of the 
attenuator region suggescs that ribosome stalling at these codons influences the forma
tion of alternate hairpin loops, one of which resembles a termination hairpin followed 

Operon Leader peptide seque nce 

his Met-Thr-Arg-Val-Gln-Phe-Lys-His -His-His- His-His- His-His-Pro-Asp 

pheA Met-Lys-His-lle-Pro-Phe-Phe-Phe-Ala-Phe-Phe-Phe-Thr-Phe-Pro 

1hr Met-Lys-Arg -lle-Ser-Thr-Thr-lle-Th r-Thr-Thr-1le-Thr-lle-Thr-Thr-Gly-Asn-Gly-A la-Gly 

/eu Met-Ser -His-lle-Val-Arg-Phe-Thr-Gly-Leu-Leu-Leu-Leu-Asn-Ala-Phe-lle-Val-Arg-Gly-Arg-Pro-Val-Gly-Gly-lle-Gln-His 

ilv Met-Thr-Ala-Leu-Leu-Arg-Val-lle-Ser -Leu-Val-Val-lle-Ser-Val-Val-Val-lle-Ue-lle-Pro-Pro-Cys-Gly- Ala-Ala-Leu-Gly- Arg-Gly-Lys-A la 

Figure 8.11 Leader peptide sequences specified by biosynth etic operons of E. coli. All of the leader 
peptide sequences contain mult iple copies of amino acid(s) synthesized by enzymes encoded by tbat operon. 

Regulatory 
amino acids 

His 

Phe 

Thr lie 

Leu 

Leu, Val , lie 
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by several U residues. Unlike the trp operon, transcription of the his operon is regulated 
primarily by attenuation since it does not possess an operator recognized by a repressor 
protein. Instead , the ribosome acts rather like a positive regulator protein , similar to the 
cAMP- CAP complex in the /,ac operon. If the ribosome is bound to (that is, stalled at) 
the attenuator site, transcription of the downstream structural genes is enhanced. If the 
ribosome is not bound, transcription of these genes is greatly reduced . 

Transcription of some operons , shown in Figure 8.11 , can be attenuated by more 
than one amino acid. For example, the thr operon is attenuated by threonine or iso
leucine; the i/v operon by leucine, valine, or isoleucine. This effect can be explained in 
each case by stalling of the ribosome at the corresponding codon , which interferes with 
formation of a termination hairpin . It is possible that in longer leader sequences, stal
ling at more than one codon is necessary co achieve maximal transcription through the 
attenuation region. 

8.5 • OTHER BACTERIAL OPERONS 

Synthesis of Ribosomal Proteins Is Regulated 
in a Coordinated Manner 

Many bacterial operons possess the same general regulacory mechanisms as the lac, trp, and 
his operons. However, each operon has its own distinctive characteristics. One example is 
the structural genes for the 70 or more proteins that compose a ribosome (Figure 8.12). 
Each ribosome contains one copy of each ribosomal protein (except for protein L7- Ll2, 
which is probably present in four copies). Therefore , all 70 proteins are required in equimo
lar amounts, and it makes sense that their synthesis is regulated in a coordinated fashion. Six 
different operons, containing about one-half of the ribosomal protein genes, occur in two 
major gene clusters. One cluster contains four adjacent operons (Spc, S10 , str, and a), and 
the other contains two operons (LI 1 and ri/) located elsewhere in the E. coli chromosome. 
There is no obvious pattern in the distribution of genes among these operons. Some oper
ons code for proteins of one ribosomal subunit; others code for proteins of both subunits. 
These operons also contain genes for other (related) proteins . For example, the str operon 
contains genes for soluble translation elongation factors, EF-Tu and EF-G, and genes for 
some proteins in the 30S ribosomal subunit . The a operon contains genes for proteins of 
both ribosomal subunits and a gene for the a subunit of RNA polymerase. The ri/operon 
has genes for the /3 and /3' subunits of RNA polymerase and for ribosomal proteins . 

A common feature of the six operons for ribosomal proteins is that their expression is 
regulated by one of their own structural gene products; that is, they are self-regulated. In 
some cases, regulation occurs at the level of translation , not transcription as discussed for 

Operon Regulator Proteins specified by the operon 
protein 

Spc SB l14-l24-l5-S14-S8-l6-l18-S5-l15-L30 

S10 l4 S 10-l3-l2-l4-l23-S19-l22-S3-S17-l 16-l29 

str S7 S12-S7-EF .G-EF.Tu 

IX S4 S13-S11-S4-cx-l17 

L11 l 1 l11-l 1 

rif l10 l 1 0-l7 ·JH3' 

Figure 8.12 Operon s containing genes for ribosomal prote ins E.co li. Genes for protein componenrs 
of the small (S) and l.arge (L) ribosomal subunits of E. coli are clustered on several operons. Some of these 
operons also contain genes for RNA polymera,;e suhunirs a, {3, and /3', and protein synthesis fuctois EF.G 
and EF.Tu. At least one protein product of each operon usually regulates expression of that operon (p. 306). 
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the lac and trp operons. After the polycistronic mRNA is made, the regulatory ribosomal 
protein binds to this mRNA and determines which regions, if any, are translated. In gen
eral, the ribosomal protein that regulates expression of its own operon associates with ribo
somal RNA (rRNA) in the ribosome. This protein has a high affinity for rRNA and a lower 
affinity for one or more regions of its own mRNA. Therefore , competition occurs between 
rRNA and the operon's mRNA for binding with the protein . As the protein accumulates to 
a higher level than free rRNA, it binds to its own mRNA and prevents protein synthesis at 
one or more of the coding sequences on this mRNA (Figure 8.13). As more ribosomes are 
formed, the excess of this protein is used up and translation of its mRNA can begin again. 

Stringent Response Controls Synthesis of rRNAs and tRNAs 

Bacteria respond in several ways to extreme general stress. One such situation is when 
there are insufficient amino acids to maintain protein synthesis. Under this condition the 
cell invokes the stringent response that reduces synthesis of rRNAs and tRNAs about 
20-fold. Synthesis of mRNAs also decreases about 3-fold. 

The stringent response is triggered by the presence of an uncharged tRNA in the A site 
of the ribosome, which occurs when the concentration of the corresponding charged tRNA 
is very low. The first result is that further peptide elongation by the ribosome stops. This 
stoppage causes a protein called the stringent factor, the product of the relA gene, to syn
thesize guanosine tetraphosphate (ppGpp) and guanosine pentaphosphate (pppGpp) 
from ATP and GTP or GDP as shown in Figure 8.14. Stringent factor is loosely associ
ated with some ribosomes of the cell. Perhaps a conformational change in the ribosome is 
induced by the presence of an uncharged tRNA in the A site, which, in turn , activates the 
associated stringent factor. The exact functions of ppGpp and pppGpp are not known. 
However , they inhibit transcription initiation of rRNA and tRNA genes and they affect 
transcription of some operons more than others . 

Figure 8.13 Self-regulation of ribosomal 
protein synthesis. If free rRNA is not available 
for assembly of new ribosomal subunits, individual 
ribosomal proteins bind to polycisuonic mRNA 
from tbeir own operon , blocking further 
translation. 

relA Protein 

~ 
GDP + ATP ppGpp +AMP 
GTP pppGpp 

t 
Blocks rRNA and tRNA 

synthesis 

Figure 8.14 Stringent control of protein 
synthesis in E. coli. During extreme amino acid 
starvation, an uncharged tRNA in the A site of 
the ribosome activates relA protein to synthesize 
ppGpp and pppGpp , which are involved in 
decreasing transcription of the genes coding for 
rRNAs and tRNAs. 
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Transposon 
, ____ with flanking inverted ---..-, 

-
repeat sequences 

Genes that code for 
transposition and antibiotic 

resistances 

-
Figure 8.15 General structure of transposons. 
Transposon s are relatively rare mobile segments 
of DNA that contain genes coding for their own 
rearrangement and ofi:en have genes that specify 
resistance to various antibiotics. 

Transmissible Multiple-Drug 
Resistance 

An alarming trend is that pathogenic bac
teria are becoming increasingly resistant to 
a large number of ancibiocics. Many cases 
have been documented in which a bacte
rial strain in a pacienr being created with 
one ancibiotic suddenly became resistant 
to that antibiocic and, simultaneously, to 
several other ancibiocics even though the 
bacterial strain had never been previously 
exposed to these other ancibiotics. This oc
curs when a bacterium suddenly acquires 
&om another bacterial strain a plasmid 
that contains several different transposons, 
each containing one or more antibiotic-re
sistance genes. Examples include the genes 
encoding /3-lacramase, which inactivates 
penicillins and cephalosporins; chlorarn
phenicol aceryltransferase, which inacti
vates chloramphenicol; and phosphotrans
ferases, which modify aminoglycosides 
such as neomycin and gentamycin. 

Neu, H. C. The crisis in antibiotic resistance. Science 
257:1064, 1992. 

8.6 • BACTERIAL TRANSPOSONS 

Transposons Are Mobile Segments of DNA 

The vast majority of bacterial genes have fixed locations in the chromosome. lo fact, the 
genetic maps of E. coli and Salmonella typhimurium are very similar, indicating the lack 

_ of much evolutionary movement of most genes within bacterial chromosomes. There is a 
small class of bacterial genes, however, in which newly duplicated gene copies "jump " from 
one genomic site to another with a frequency of about 10- 7 per generation , the same rate 
as spontaneous point mutations. These mobile segmencs of DNA are called transposable 
elements or transposons (Figure 8.15) . Some genes within bacterial rransposons control 
the presence and transposition of the transposon icself, whereas others, usually antibiotic
resistance genes, provide the bacterium with a selective advantage against other bacteria. 

Transposons were first detected as rare insertions of foreign DNA into Structural genes 
of bacterial operons. Usually, these insertions interfere with expression of the affected struc
tural gene and all downstream genes of the operon . Thi s is not surprising since insertions can 
destroy the translation-reading frame, introduce transcription termination signals, affect the 
mRNA stability, and so on. Many transposons and the sites into which they insert have been 
isolated using recombinant DNA techniques and have been extensively characterized. 

Some transposons consist of a few thousand base pairs and contain two or three genes; 
others are much longer and contain many genes. Sometimes, small transposons can occur 
within a large transposon. All active transposons contain at least one gene that codes for 
a transposase, which is required for the transposition , or "jumping" event. Often they 
contain genes that code for resistance to antibiotics or heavy metals. Most transpositions 
involve generation of an additional copy of the transposon and insertion of this copy into 
another location. The original copy is unaffected by insertion of ics duplicate into a new 
target site. T ransposons contain short inverted terminal repeat sequences that are essential 
for the insertion mechanism , and are often used to define the two boundaries of a trans
poson . Most target sites are fairly random in sequence, although some transposons have a 
propensity for insertion at specific "hot spots ." The duplicated transposon can be located in 
a different DNA molecule than its donor. Frequently , transposons are found on plasmids 
that pass from one bacterial strain to another and are the source of a suddenly acquired 
resistance to one or more antibiotics by a bacterium (Clin . Corr. 8.1). 

Transposon Tn3 Contains Three Structural Genes 

An example of a transposon is transposon Tn3, which contains 4957 bp including inverted 
repeatS of 38 bp at each end (Figure 8.16). Three genes are present in Tn3. One codes for 
/3-lacramase, which hydrolyzes ampicillin and renders the cell resistant to this antibiotic . 
The others , tnpA and tnpR, code for a transposase and a repressor protein , respectively. The 
transposase contains 1021 amino acids and binds to single-stranded DNA. It recognizes 
the repetitive ends of the transposon and participates in cleavage of the target site into 
which the new transposon copy insercs. The repressor protein of 185 amino acids controls 

11 

t 
Inverted-repeat 

terminus 

Transposase Repressor 
11 

1>-1actamase t 
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Figure 8.16 Functional components of the transposon Tn3. Genetic and DNA sequence analyses 
show there are four distinct regions : the 38-bp inverted repeat termini; a gene for the enzyme /3-lactarnase, 
which confers resistance to ampicillin and related antibiot ics; a gene encoding an enzyme required for 
transposition (transposase); and a gene for a repressor prote in that control s transcription of the genes for 
the transposa~e and the repressor itself. Horizontal arrows indicate directions of transcription. 
Redrawn from Cohen , S. N., and Shapiro , ] . A. Sci. Amer. 242:40 , 1980. W. H. Freeman and Company, 
Copyright© 1980. 
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uanscription of both the transposase gene and its own gene. tnpA and tnpR are transcribed 
divergently from a 163-bp control region located between them that binds the repressor. 
The repressor also parricipates in the insertion of the new transposon, but does not affecc 
uanscription of the ampicillin-resiscance gene. 

Mutations in tnpA that inactivate the transposase decrease the frequency of Tn3 trans
position. Those in tnpR that inactivate the repressor increase the frequency of transpo
sition. These mutations de-repress tnpA resulting in more molecules of the transposase, 
which enhances the formation of more duplicated transposon copies. They also derepress 
tnpR, but since the repressor is inactive, the depression has no effecc. 

Transposons located on bacterial plasmids are of increasing importance in clinical uses 
of antibiotics. Baccerial plasmids that have not been altered for experimental use usually 
contain genes that facilitate their transfer from one bacterium co another. As these plasmids 
transfer among different infecting bacterial strains, their transposons containing antibiotic
resistance genes are moved into new bacterial strains. Once inside a new bacterium, the 
transposon can be duplicated onto the chromosome and become permanently established 
in that cell's lineage. The result is that more and more pathogenic baccerial strains have 
become resistant to an increasing number of antibiotics (Clin. Corr. 8.2). 

8. 7 • GENE EXPRESSION IN EUKARYOTES 

Gene transcription in eukaryotic organisms is also regulated to provide the appropriate response 
to biological needs. In addition to modulating gene expression in response to nutritional or 
environmental conditions, multicellular organisms regulate the expression of specialized genes 
that drive cellular differentiation and typify specific cell types. Some genes, referred to as house
keeping genes, are expressed in most cells, other genes are activated on demand, and still other 
genes are rendered permanently inactive in all but a few cell types. In eukaryotic cells, the 
nuclear membrane serves as a barrier that selectively allows some proteins access to DNA while 
keeping others in the cycosol. In bacteria one RNA polymerase is responsible for cranscrip
tion of all RNAs (tRNA, rRNA, and mRNA). In eukaryotic organisms, three different RNA 
polymerases are used (p. 189). RNA polymerase I transcribes the rRNA genes, RNA polymer
ase II the protein-encoding genes whose transcripts become mRNAs , and RNA polymerase III 
the genes for tRNAs and for most other small RNAs. Although some principles for eukaryotic 
gene activation and control are applicable for all three RNA polymerases, in this section the 
focus will be on transcription by RNA polymerase II. RNA polymerase II is composed of at 
least 10 different subunits, ranging in size from 10 to 220 kDa. Some of the subunits are also 
part of the RNA polymerase I and III complexes; others are unique to RNA polymerase II. The 
largest subunit of RNA polymerase II has, depending on the species, as many as 52 repeats of 
the amino acid motif PTSPSYS in its C-terrninal domain (CTD). A distinguishing feature of 
these repeats is that threonine (T), serine (S) and tyrosine (Y) can be phosphorylated. 

To better understand the regulation of transcription in eukaryotes, it is useful co recall the 
organization of DNA into chromatin and the role of DNA modification, specifically meth
ylation of cytosine, on gene activation. In addition, we will consider how RNA polymerase 
II is positioned at the appropriate spot in the promoter of a gene to transcribe that gene by 
the formation of a preinitiation complex that involves assembly of general transcription 
factors (fF s) with RNA polymerase IL Next, we will look at how specific gene accivity can 
be regulated through the use of enhancers, transcription factor- binding sites and RNA 
polymerase assembly sites. Finally, we will discuss the activation of transcription by specific 
transcription factors, some of their general characteristics and how they are regulated. 

Eukaryotic DNA Is Bound by Histones to Form Chromatin 

Segments of eukaryotic DNA are wrapped around an octamer of histone proteins that con
tain two molecules each of histone H2A, H2B, H3, and H4 to form nucleosomes (p. 55). 
Histones associate with DNA through electrostatic interactions. Histones have a large number 
of positively charged lysine residues that interacc with the negatively charged phosphodiester 
backbone of DNA. In most cells histone H 1 or H5 binds when the oetarner- DNA association 
is established. About 200 bp of DNA make up a single nudeosomal unit, with about 130-160 bp 

The Bacterial Pathogen of the 
Stomach: Helicobacter pylori 

Helicobacter pylori (H. pylon) is a gram
negative bacterium that infeccs the stom
ach and duodenum of more than 50% 
of the world's human popularion. The 
organism's helical shape enhances its mo
tiliry in the mucus overlying the gastric 
mucosa. Although most infected people 
do not exhibit any symptoms, H. pylori is 
known to cause many cases of peptic ul
cers (lesions in the lining of the stomach 
or duodenum), gastritis, duodentis and 
stomach cancers. The bacterium survives 
in the highly acidic environment of the 
stomach by synthesizing a large amount of 
urease enzyme, which metabolizes stomach 
urea to carbon dioxide and ammonia that 
neutralizes gastric acid. Acid pH increases 
the expression of urease and a proton
gated urea channel protein of H pylori at 
the level of both transcription and mRNA 
scabiliry. H pylori is rypically created with 
a therapy of three or more antibiotics, but 
some isolates of H. pyluri have been found 
that exhibit drug resistance. Two Austra
lian physicians, Robin Warren and Barry 
Marshall, received the 2005 Nobel Prize in 
Medicine for their work on H. pylori. 

Score, D. R., Marcus, E. A, Wen, Y., Oh, J., and 
Sachs, G. Gene expression in vivo shows chat Heli
cobacter pylori colonizes an acidic niche on the gas
tric surface. Proc. Natl Acad. Sci. USAl 04:723S , 
2007 ; and Blaser, M. J. The endangered species in 
the sromach. Sci. Amer. 292:38 , 2005. 
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(a) (b) 

Figure 8.17 Access to specif ic sequen ces in 
major and minor groove of the DNA depends 
on nucleosome positioning. (a) DNA wound 
around the core histone ocramer (two molecules 
each ofhistone H2A , H2B, H3 and H4) is 
called the nucleosome core particle. Under 
most conditions histone Hl or H5 (not shown) 
associates with DNA where the winding around 
the h iscone occarner begins. DNA between 
nucleosome core particles is called linker DNA. 
When exposed co agents like micrococcal nuclease, 
linker regions are more accessible than DNA 
wound around the histone core particle. (b) Within 
the nucleosome, the side of the helix facing away 
from the histone core is accessible, bur the side 
facing in is not. If we rotate the helix with respect 
to the histone core of a nucleosome and follow the 
pos ition of the same five base pairs, the access to 
the major and minor groove to other interactions 
is changed depending on whether the base pair 
is on the inside or the outside of the wrapped 
nucleosome core particle. 
Redrawn from Wolffe , A. P. Chromatin: 
Structure and Function, 3d ed. : New York: 
Academic Press, 1998. 

in direct contaet with the oetamer core. Some of the remaining DNA binds histones Hl and 
H5, and the rest is the linker DNA between nucleosomes. Although the histone ocramer
DNA interaction is not sequence specific, some sequence-dependent patterns of association 
have been noted . When, for instance, the double-stranded DNA helix bends because of the 
presence of an AT-rich region, the minor groove generally faces the nucleosome core parti
cle. In GC-rich regions, the minor groove faces away from the histone 0etamer core. Despite 
these tendencies, there is not a clear way to prediet the sequences within a DNA duplex that 
will compose the major and minor grooves on the ourside of the nucleosome complex. This 
positioning is important because assembly of the transcription initiator complex and binding 
of other proteins that influence gene expression need access to the grooves in the DNA duplex. 
Sequence-specific interactions occur via hydrogen bonds formed with the edges of the base 
pairs in the major or minor groove. When DNA is wrapped around a hisrone octamer, the spe
cific DNA sequences that bind transcription factors may be occluded. The complete removal 
of DNA from the nucleosome is not required to allow access to specific sequences. By rolling 
the DNA helix relative to the hisrone octamer, different major and minor groove contacts can 
be made available on the outer surface of the nucleosome (Figure 8.17) . 

Genes that are not transcribed within a particular cell form highly condensed hetero
chromatin . In contrast, transcriptionally active regions of DNA have a less condensed, more 
open structure . Part of this difference is due to posrtranslational modificat ion ofhistones . The 
acetylation of the s-arnino group of the lysine residues near the N-termini ofhistones reduces 
net positive charge and thus weakens the eleetrostatic attraction between the hisrones and 
the DNA. In general, acetylation of histones leads tO activation of gene expression, whereas 
deacetylation reverses the effect. Acetylation of hisrones, and the subsequent repositioning of 
the nucleosome by the destabilization of histone DNA interactions, is important in provid
ing sequence-specific access t0 DNA (Figure 8.18). Modification of hisrones is tho ught to be 
critical in epigenetic control of gene expression as will be discussed later in this chapter. 

£-N-Acetyllyslne 

(a) 

(b) 

Figure 8.18 Strength of histone DNA association is modif ied by acetylation of lysine residues in 
the N-terminus of histone prot eins. Histones that make up the core occarner contain lysine residues 
that, by virtue of their positively charged side group can promote interaction with the negatively charged 
phosphodiester linkages of DNA. Modification of the lysines by acecylation replaces the positive charge 
with a neutral acecyl group and weakens the electrostatic interaction between the octamer core and the 
DNA. This process is reversible, and the acecylation and deacetylation of hiscones provides a way co 
loosen or t ighten chromatin structure. 
Redrawn from Wolffe, A. P. The cancer-chromatin connection. Sci. and Med 6:28, 1999. 
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The relative position of a nucleosome can also be in.£luenced by the SWI- SNF com
plex, first identified and best characterized in the yeast S. cerevisiae and named after macing 
type switching and sucrose non-fermenting strains . This complex contains about 10 pro
teins and interacts with the C-terminal domain of the large subunit of RNA polymerase II 
disrupting nucleosomal arrays in an ATP-dependent manner. The result is to open regions 
of DNA for interaction with transcription factors, and thus facilitate gene activation. There 
are fewer SWI/SNF complexes in the cell chan genes being transcribed, suggesting that the 
SWI /SNF complex acrs in a catalytic manner (Clin . Corr . 8.3) . 

Methylation of DNA Correlates with Gene Inactivation 

Mechylation of human DNA involves formation of 5-mechylcycosine (Figure 8.19). The reac
tion is sequence specific with 5'CpG3' as a substrate. The result is chat both srrands of the 
duplex are methylated. About 70% of CpG sequences in human DNA are methylated. Mech
ylation is implicated in the imprinting of genomic DNA In imp rinting, the mechylation patterns 
of DNA inherited from the sperm or egg correlate with choice of allelic expression. Methylation 
patterns are conserved after replication by a hemimechylase ( which recognizes mechylation in the 
parental strand and mechylates the newly replicated scrand). More recently it has been suggesced 
chat methylation of DNA that resulcs in gene silencing can be induced by the action of siRNA 
(short interfering RNA) that are complementary to the sequence that is methylated. 

A terminology often encountered in the DNA methylation literature is CpG islands or 
CpG-rich regiom. The sequence CpG is under represented in the genome. This is likely due co 
the accumulation , over many generations, of C to T transitions caused by the dearnination of 
5-methylcycosine. Maintenance of CpGs is presumably due to selective pressure to maintain 
a regulatory region. In fact CpG islands are most commonly found in gene promoter regions. 
Methylacion of DNA often correlates with lack of transcriptional activity. This is thought co 
be mediated by proteins that recognize and bind methylated DNA , which prevencs binding of 
transcription factors. Methylation of DNA correlates with deacetylation of histones, provid
ing two different means of repression of transcription at a specific location (Figure 8.20). 
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Rubinstein-Taybi Syndrome 

Regularion of histone acecylation influences 
activation and inactivation of gene expres
sion. Two major enzymes responsible for 
acecylarion of histones in mammalian cells 
are the aceryltransferases p300 and CBP. 
p300 was named for its molecular mass and 
CBP stands for CREB binding protein, with 
CREB (a cAMP regulatory-element bind
ing protein) being a transcription factor. 
These acecyltransferases allow activation of 
appropriate genes in association with CREB 
and ocher transcription factors, leading to 
the opening of chromatin structure through 
weakening ofhiscone-DNA interactions. 

Rubinstein-Taybi syndrome (OMIM 
180849), characterized by mental retarda
tion and other developmental abnormali
ties, is caused by point mutat ions, small 
deletions, and rearrangemencs in the CBP 
gene. More severe developmental defects 
correspond to substantially more muta
tions. The complete loss of the CBP gene 
product is probably lethal . 

Pecrij, F., Giles, R.H., Dauwerse, H. G., Saris, J.J., 
et al. Rubinscein - Taybi Syndrome caused by muta 
tions in the transcriptional co-acrivacor CBP. Na
ture 376:348, 1995; and \VoUfe, A P. The cancer 
chromatin connection. Sci. and Med 6:28, 1999. 
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Figure 8.19 The most common methylated 
base in humans is 5-methylcytosine. 

0 1) n n 1) n I) n Figure 8.20 Methylation of DNA leads to altered 
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gene activity. For maximal transcription of most genes 
transcription factors muse recognize and bind co specific 
sequences of DNA in the promoter region . Their interaction 
with the DNA and the general transcription factors in the 
RNA polymerase II initiation complex leads co the expression 
of a gene . Methylation of DNA, specifically the formation 
of 5-methyl cytosine, provides a new target for protein 
DNA interact ion. The association of 5-meC DNA binding 
proteins with methylatecl DNA may block the ability of 
other transcription factors co bind co DNA. This inhibition 
is usually not through the sequence specific competition for 
DNA bind ing, but rather by sceric hindrance. 
Redrawn after Alberts, B., Bray, D., Lewis, J., Raff, M., 
Roberts, K., and Watson, J. Molecular Biology of the Cell New 
York: Garland, 1994. 
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TABLE 8.1 • General Transcription 
Factors Found in 
Eukaryotes 

Nt,mberof 
FacuJr Subunits Ma.ss(kDa) 

TFIID 

TBP 38 

TAF s 12 15-250 

TFIIA 3 12, 19, 35 

TFIIB 1 15 

TFIIE 2 34, 57 

TFIIF 2 30,7 4 

TFIIH 9 35-89 

Source: Roeder, R. G. Trends Biochem. Sci. 21:329, 
1996. 

Hypermechylation of DNA is a common feature in cells of cancerous tissue. There is 
increasing evidence that methylation occurs in genes encoding proteins chat would direct 
abnormally dividing cells into programmed cell death (apopcosis). Conversely, in mam
malian cotipocenc and pluripocenc cells, such as a fertilized egg and cells of the very early 
embryo, DNA undergoes fairly global demethylacion. 

8.8 • PREIN ITIATION COMPLEX IN EUKARYOTES: 
TRANS CRIPTION FACTORS , RNA 
POLYMERASE II, AND DNA 

Unlike bacterial RNA polymerase, eukaryotic RNA polymerase II does not unde rgo 
sequence-specific binding to eukaryoric promoters. Rather, an initiation complex is formed 
through the initial contact of the promoter with the general transcription fu.ccor TFIID. 
TF IID is one of ac least six general transcription factors (TFIIA, TFIIB, TFIID , TFIIE , 
TFIIF, and TFIIH) required for basal transcription by RNA polymerase II. The nomencla
ture TFII reflects that they are 1ranscription factors involved in the assembly of the RNA 
polymerase ll preinitiacion complex (Table 8.1). 

TFIID is a multi-subunit complex char contains the TATA binding protein (TBP) 
and a number of different T AFs (TBP-associated factors). TFIID binds in the minor groove 
of DNA at a consensus sequence called the TATA box, located about 27 bp upstream of 
the transcription start site. The TATA box must be accessible co TFIID, so it cannot be 
on the inner face of a nucleosome core panicle if che preinitiation complex is co form. 
Interaction of TBP with the DNA causes a large distortion in the DNA duplex (Figure 
8.21). TBP was once thought ro be essential for transcription using any RNA polymer
ase, but the recent identification of additional TLFs (TBP-like factors) suggests that some 
genes use an alternate protein. After binding ro the TATA box, TBP directs assembly of 
the preiniriarion complex by ordered addition of several general transcription factors and 
RNA polymerase II (Figure 8.22). Recall that the large subunit of RNA polymerase II has a 
C-cerminal domain (CTD) containing many repeats of the amino acid sequence PTSPSYS. 

Figure 8.21 The TATA binding protein {TBP) has been cocrystallized with DNA The fuse step in 
forming the transcription complex chat allows RNA polymerase II mediated gene transcription is the 
association of the general transcription fuccor TFIID with DNA. In most cases chis is mediated through 
one of the proteins of the TFIID protein complex, TBP, which binds co DNA through contacts with the 
sequence TAT AA. The cocrystallizacion ofTBP with DNA allowed a closer look at the interaction and 
indicated that binding ofTBP introduced a significant bend in the DNA. Included in the figure are two 
ocher general transcription factors, TFIIA and TFIIB, neither of which are involved in the initial concacc 
with DNA. TFIIA binds to TBP and stabilizes che TBP- DNA interaction. TFIIB binds co TBP, leads co 
the recruitment of RNA polymerase II co the initiation complex, and is involved in identification of the 
transcription scare site. 
Figure reproduced with permission from Voet, D. , Voet , J., and Pratt, C. W. Fundamentals of Biochemis
try. New York Wiley, 1999. © ( 1999) John Wiley & Sons, Inc. 
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The entry of RNA polymerase II into the preinitiation complex occurs when its CTD is not 
phosphorylated. However, the movement of RNA polymerase II away from the assembly 
site is correlated with phosphorylation of the CTD. Thus , the assembly of the preinitiation 
complex does not ensure transcription; funher signaling, such as phosphorylation, must 
occur for transcription to begin. 

Formation of the preinitiation complex allows the ATP-dependent helicase activity 
associated with TFIIH to open the two strands of the DNA and provides a template for the 
subsequent elongation phase of RNA synthesis. TFIID remains behind, still bound to the 
TATA box, to promote the assembly of additional preinitiation complexes. TFIIF moves 
with RNA polymerase II during the elongation phase, but the other general transcription 
factors dissociate from the elongation complex. 

Eukaryotic Promoters and Other Sequences 
That Influence Transcription 

Promoters of eukaryotic genes transcribed by RNA polymerase II are operationally defined as 
those sequences that influence the initiation of gene transcription. The hallmark of eukaryotic 
promoters is their utilization of multiple transcription factor- binding sites t0 regulate gene 
activity. In general, these binding sites are relatively close to the TATA box that marks the 
site of assembly of the preinitiation complex. Other consensus sequences often found in 

Figure 8.22 Formation of the initiation complex 
for genes transcribed by RNA polymerase 
II is ordered . The current models of initiation 
complex assembly include the following steps: 
(a) The promoter region of a gene with a TATA 
box before TFIID binding. (b) TFIID, which 
includes TBP binds at the TAT A box and bends 
the DNA. (c) The DNA - TFIID comp lex serves 
as a coordination sire for binding other general 
transcription factors. The TFIID complex 
associates with TFIIA and TFIIB. TFIIA serves 
co stabilize the TFIID DNA interaction, and 
TFIIB provides an appropriate interaction sire 
for the binding of RNA polymerase II. (d) TFIIF 
and RNA polymerase II join the complex. Ar 
this stage the carboxy-rerminal domain (CTD) 
of RNA polymerase II is unphosphorylared . 
TFIIF is thought co destabilize nonspecific RNA 
polymerase II DNA interactions, thus targeting 
the RNA po lymerase II co the growing initiation 
complex. (e) Two additional general transcription 
factors join the complex. TFIIE recruits TFIIH 
co the complex. TFIIH has helicase, ATPase, 
and kinase activity. TFIIH is thought co mediate 
rransient opening of the DNA duplex and also the 
phosphorylation of the CTD of RNA polymerase 
II allowing the po lymerase to leave the initiation 
complex and start rranscription. 
Redrawn from Voer, D., Veer, J., and Pratt, C. W. 
Fundamentals of Bi.ochmustry. New York: Wi ley, 
1999. © (1999) Wiley. 
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Figure 8.23 DNA sequences in genes 
tra nscribed in eukaryot es typically cont ain 
a TATA box and may contain a CAAT box, 
GC-rich reg ions (GC boxes), and multipl e 
transcription fact or-bin ding sites. 

CAATbox 
Transcription start site 

I Fi 
~ = 10 nucleotides TATA box 

eukaryotic promoters include the CAAT box and GC boxes (Figure 8.23). The exact posi
tion of the CAA T box and the position, orientation, and number of GC boxes varies among 
promoters. The CAA T box is a binding site for several different transcription factors, including 
NFl. The presence of a CAA T box usually indicates a strong promoter. The GC box provides a 
binding site for the transcription factor SPI and is characteristic of many housekeeping genes. 

Binding of transcription factors to other sequences in promoters may be influenced by 
a signaling molecule, such as hormones associated with steroid response transcription fac
tors, or by modification, such as phosphorylation of amino acids. DNA sequences that bind 
regulated transcription factors are often referred to as response elements. Transcription 
factors may be unique to specific tissues or appear at developmentally specific times. The 
relative effectiveness of regulatory sequences in promoters depends upon thei r orientation 
or directionality, and may be diminished by altering their distance from the TAT A box. 

Many cellular and viral genomes also have enhancer elements that bind proteins that 
activate transcription. Enhancers differ from promoter sequences in two important respecrs. 
First, enhancers can be located many thousands of base pairs away from the preinitiation 
complex assembly site and can be either upstream or downstream of the transcription start 
site. Secondly, the enhancer element can act in either orientation. Transcription factors 
that bind to response elements close to the transcription initiation site may act directly with 
the initiation complex or through the use of proteins that make a bridge to the initiator 
complex (see Figure 8.30, p. 328). It is quite common for proteins influencing transcrip
tion to serve this bridging function. However , the linear distance between an enhancer 
and the preinitiation complex may be very large. Transc ription factors bound to enhancers 
are brought together with the preinitiation complex by looping of the DNA. This helps 
to explain how the enhancer can act at a distance and why the orientation of the enhancer 
sequence does not matter. Once the protein binds to the enhancer , the proper alignment of 
the protein with the preinitiation complex is adjusted as the DNA loops back. 

Modu lar Design of Eukaryotic Transcription Factors 

Eu.karyotic transcription factors have multiple domains that carry out specific interac
tions. The DNA recognition domains contribute site-specific binding, and the activation 
domains contact general transcription factors, RNA polymerase II, or other regulators of 
transcription. Many transcription factors also have dimerization domains that promote the 
formation of homodimers or heterodimers, protein interaction domain s that allow associa
tion with proteins like histone acetylase or domains that bind to coactivators. Coactivators 
include steroid hormones and cAMP that change the ability of the transcription factor to 
bind DNA or serve as an activator. The domains involved in such activities can be grouped 
into a few characteristic motifs. 

Common Motifs in Proteins That Bind DNA 
and Regulate Transcription. 

Several amino acid motifs are commonly found in transcript ion factors (transacting regula
tors). They include helix-turn-helix (HTH), zinc finger, helix- loop- helix (HLH), and 
basic region-leucine zipper (bZIP) proteins (p. 324) . These motifs are present in about 80% 
of known sequence-specific binding proteins . 

The lactose repressor of E. coli (see Section 8.3) and a group of developmentally impo r
tant transcription factors called homeodomain proteins are among the proteins with the 
helix- t urn-h elix (HTH) motif. The homeodomain is the DNA recognition portion of 
these transcription factors. Homeodomain proteins were first identified in the fruit fly 
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when mutations in genes' encoding them led to homeosis, or the replacement of one pan 
of the body for another. For instance, one mutation in a homeodomain protein can cause 
legs to form where antennae should be. Homeodomain proteins are key regulators in mam
malian development as well. The HTH motif is about 20 amino acids and forms a relatively 
small part of a much larger protein. Within the motif the first seven amino acids form one 
helix followed by a four-amino acid turn and then a nine-amino acid helix. The second 
helix is the recognition helix that binds in a sequence-specific manner in the major groove, 
while hydrophobic interactions between the first and second helix stabilize the structure . 
The rest of the protein may have allosteric sites that bind to regulatory molecules and 
regions that allow other protein- protein interactions (Figure 8.24) . 

TFIIIA , a general transcription factor that binds to promoters of RNA polymerase 
III-transcribed genes, SPl (which gives 10- to 20-fold stimulation of all genes with GC 
boxes), Gal4 in yeast, and the steroid hormone receptor superfamily are all examples of zinc 
finger proteins. Different subclasses of zinc finger proteins are defined by the specific amino 
acids that coordinate Zn binding. For instance, in TFIIIA two cysteines and two histidines 
coordinate Zn binding and are in the C2H2 class, whereas the steroid hormone receptor 
transcription factors use four Cys for each Zn and are of the C4 class. The zinc finger motif 
binds in the major groove of the DNA in a sequence-specific manner, mediated by an alpha 
helix formed on one side of the finger region. As was seen with HLH proteins, the a-helix 
fits in the major groove and amino acid side chains form hydrogen bonds with the bases for 
sequence-specific bind ing (p. 322) . 

The two classes of zinc finger proteins have binding sites characteristic of the way each 
class positions itself on DNA. For TFIIIA , sequential zinc fingers follow the major groove, 
each forming hydrogen bonds with specific bases. Zinc finger proteins of the C4 class, 
such as the steroid hormone receptor transcription factors, use one zinc finger to bind to 
DNA and a second zinc finger to stabilize DNA binding by the first. The steroid hormone 

Figure 8.24 Helix- tum-h elix proteins use 
one helix to bind in the major groove while 
the other supports that binding through 
hydrophobic interact ion. (a} The HTH 
domain of a protein typically contains about 20 
amino acids that form two a-helices, joined by a 
nonhelical turn. (b) The dimensions of the 
a helix of the protein allow it to fit into the major 
groove of the DNA helix. The helix that interacts 
directly with the DNA (the recognition helix) 
includes amino acids with side chains capable of 
forming hydrogen bonds with specific bases that 
are exposed in the major groove. The second helix 
does not directly interact with DNA , but stabilizes 
the binding of the recognition helix through 
hydrophobic interactions. Thus, both helices 
include amino acids like valine or leucine that 
allow these hydrophobic interactions to occur. 
Redrawn from Alberts , B., Bray, D., Lewis, J., 
Ralf, M., Roberts , K., and Warson , J. Molecular 
Biolngy of the Cell New York: Garland , 1994. 
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Figure 8.25 Two different Zn finger motifs are found in transcription 
factors. Although both Zn finger proteins use the coordinate binding of a Zn 
molecule to assume their final structure, there are recognizable differences in 
the two major motifs that have been identified. Both classes take advantage of 
the formation of a-helical Structure to form domains that bind in the major 
groove of DNA. (a) The C2H2 class includes proteins that may have many 
Zn finger domains. Each a-helix from a Zn finger has the potential to bind 
in a sequence-specific manner to sites along the major groove. The result may 
be a procession of protein DNA interactions each dependent on the particular 
array of amino acid side chains found in each a-helical domain of the Zn 

(c) 

finger protein. (b) The Cx class of Zn finger proteins commonly has two Zn 
finger domains. The a-helix from one Zn finger binds the DNA in the major 
groove, while the a -helix in the other Zn finger supports that interaction 
by hydrophobic interactions with the domain binding to the DNA The Cx 
class of Zn finger proteins normally binds DNA by forming dimers. Shown 
in (c) is the interaction of the estrogen receptor dimer, with each monomer 
contacting the DNA Zn molecules are indicated by spheres. 
(a) Reproduced with permission from Voet, D., and Voet,J. G. Biochemistry, 
2d ed. New York: Wiley, 1995. © (1995) John Wiley & Sons, Inc. Part (b) 
and (c) generously supplied by C. Pabo, M.I.T. 

recepcor transcription faetors associate with DNA as dimers. Their binding sites consist of 
two palindromic "half-sites" spaced to accommodate the two DNA-binding fingers of the 
dimer (Figure 8.25). 

Figure 8.26 Leucine zipper proteins bind 
to DNA as dimers . Leucine zipper proteins 
form dimers by virtue of a leucine every seventh 
residue along an a-helix . These leucines form a 
hydrophobic face that interact with the hydrophobic 
face of a similar a-helix. The protein-protein 
interaction domains are in blue. The a helical 
regions may continue beyond the protein-protein 
interaction domain, allowing each monome r to 
bind to the major groove of DNA (green). For 
homodimers, the DNA-binding site is characterized 
by two recognizable and symmetric half-sites. 
Modified from Alberts, B., Bray, D., Lewis, J., 
Raff, M., Roberts, K., and Watson , J . Molecular 
BilJ/ogy of the Cell New York: Garland, 1994 . 

Basic region- leucine zipper (bZIP) proteins include fos, jun, and CREB. bZIP pro
teins contain leucine residues at every seventh position in an a-helix. These leucines form 
hydrophobic interactions with a second protein that also has this pattern of leucine repeats 
to form either homo- or a heterodimers (Figure 8.26) . 
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bZip proteins have a DNA-binding domain composed of a basic region, defined by 
the presence of arginine and lysine, located seven amino acids before the first leucine and 
a-helix. The basic amino acids stabilize the DNA- protein association through electrostatic 
interactions with the negatively charged DNA backbone in addition to forming hydrogen 
bonds in the major groove. Homodimer-binding sites have dyad symmetry, whereas this 
symmetry is not found in heterodimer-binding sites. 

The helix- loop-helix class of transcription factors includes myoD, myc, and max. Two 
amphipathic a-helical segments separated by an intervening loop characterize helix- loop-helix 
proteins. The helices are not responsible for DNA-binding, as in the zinc finger proteins, but 
for dimerization with another protein. As was described for the bZip proteins, the dimers 
formed can be homo- or heterodimers. The DNA-binding domain is an extension of one of 
the a helices that form the four-helix bundle generated by dimerization (Figure 8.27). 

8.9 • REGULATIO N OF EUKARYOTIC 
GENE EXPRESSION 

As indicated above, a relatively small region of a regulat0ry protein may be dedicated to 
sequence-specific binding of DNA, whereas other domains are involved in protein- protein 
or ligand interactions. Several characteristic activation domains have been identified, includ
ing acidic domains (high concentration of amino acids with acidic side chains), glutamine
rich domains, and proline-rich domains. Experimentally, overproduction of any of these 
domains by recombinant techniques, even without their corresponding DNA-b inding 
domain, can lead to inappropriate activation of transcription from a variety of genes. They 
appear to activate transcription by increasing the rate of assembly of the preinitiation com
plex. Some interact directly with TFIID to enhance binding to the TAT A box, whereas 
others interact with TFIIB or TAFs that are part of the TF IID complex. When multiple 
transcription factors bind to a promoter, they can have a combinatorial effect on the bind
ing and assembly of the preinitiation complex. Activation domains of many transcription 
factors target the same proteins in the preinitiation complex. Thus, transcription regulation 
is linked to the placement of DNA-binding sites and not to protein- protein interactions 
unique to a specific gene. 

T ranscription factors can also regulate gene expression by recruitment of other proteins 
to the promote r area. These proteins may not bind DNA but form a bridge between the 
DNA-bound transcr iption factor and the initiation complex. Alternatively, the interacting 

Figure 8.27 Transcription factor dimer 
formation is mediat ed through helix- loop-h elix 
interactions. The helix- loop-helix mocifbrings 
together two monomers co form a dimer that binds 
to DNA. (a) Each monomer bas two helices joined 
by a loop. One helix is used for protein - protein 
interaction; the ocher is used to bind the major 
groove of DNA. Thus, the dimer consists of a 
four-helix bundle. If the dimer is formed by two 
identical monomers, then the DNA-binding 
sires are expected co be very similar or identical; 
however, if the monomers are different proteins 
(forming beteroclimers), then the DNA-binding 
sites may be unrelated. (b) When transcription 
factors bind as dimers, the presence of a truncated 
monomer can prevent DNA binding even in the 
presence of full-length monomers . For example, 
if the protein dimerization helix is made without 
the DNA-binding domain, the climerization with a 
full-length monomer produces a produce unab le to 
bind effectively co DNA. 
Modified from Alberts, B., Bray, D., Lewis, J., 
Ralf, M., Roberts, K., and Watson, J. Molecular 
Biolngyofthe Cell. New York: Garland, 1994. 
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Tamoxifen and Targeting 
of Estrogen Receptor 

T amoxifen, a drug used co rreat breast can
cer, is a competitive inhibitor of the esrrogen 
receptor (ER). Breast cancer cells respond 
to normal esrrogen by increasing their pro
liferation rate. Esrrogen activates the esrro
gen receptor, whereas ramoxifen prevents 
normal activation and reduces transcription 
from genes regulated by the estrogen recep
tor, and hence reduces growm of breast 
cancer cells. The National Cancer Institute 
in 2004 scared, "The benefics of tamoxifen 
as a treatment for breast cancer are firmly 
established and far outweigh the pocenrial 
risks." However, camoxifen rreaanenc can 
increase the risk of uterine cancer. The ap
parent cause lies in the presence of two es
rrogen receptor subtypes (a and /3). Both 
subtypes exist in breast tissue but esrrogen 
receptor-a predominates in uterine tissue. 
In uterine tissue camoxifen apparently ac
tivates receptor-a, rather than inhibiting ic. 
The result is stimulation of rranscription in 
conjunction with transcription factors fos 
and jun. 

Paech, K., Webb, P. , Kuiper, G., Nilsson, $., et al. 
Differential ligand activation of esrrogen receptors 
ERa andER,8 atAPI sites. Scimce277:1508, 1997. 

protein may bring chromatin modification enzymes, such as hist0ne acetylase (for example, 
the CBP- p300 complex) co specific genes. Acetylation ofhistones loosens chromatin suuc
ture. Some regulated transcription factors that recruit the CBP- p300 complex, and the 
molecules or events t0 which they respond, are CREB and cAMP, SREBP and cholesterol , 
NFkB and cyrokines, and p53 and growth arrest. 

Transcription factors that reduce gene expression may preemptively bind to the DNA , 
either to the same sequence as a positive factor or more globally, such as the negative effect 
of methylated DNA-binding proteins . Alternatively , negative factors may inhibit binding 
or assembly of the preinitiation complex or bind to a positive transcription factor to prevent 
its binding to DNA or speed its degradation. 

Regulating the Regulators 

Transcription factors are regulated in a variety of ways. Probably the simplest examples are 
those which are synthesized only in specialized cells or at specific times in development. 
Some are regulated by cofactor binding, which may either inhibit or stimulate their bind
ing to DNA . For transcription factors that form dimers, the formation of nonproductive 
homo- or heterodimer complexes can alter DNA binding or the protein - protein interac
tions that allow gene activation. Posmanslational modification , such as protein processing 
or phosphorylation , may affect transcription factor binding co DNA or other proteins , and 
their ability to move from the cytoplasm into the nucleus (Clin. Corrs . 8.4 and 8.5). 

Since enhancers can act over long distances and in either orientation , there needs to 
be a way to ensure they are acting on the correct gene. This is accomplished by the use of 
insulator sequences that set the boundaries of influence of an enhancer . Insulators are DNA 
sequences that when bound to the Zn finger protein CCTF (CCCTC-binding factor) and 
positioned between an enhancer and the TATA box, prevent enhancer-mediated gene acti
vation. An additional activity of insulators is to prevent the spread of heterochromatin that 
would lead to gene silencing. 

Activation of Transcription of the LDL Receptor Gene Illustrates 
Many Features Found in Eukaryotic Gene Regulation. 

The description of the regulation of expression of specific eukaryotic genes can rapidly turn 
into an alphabet soup of transcription factors and regulators of transcription factors that 
makes sense to researchers studying that gene, but is confusing to most others. However , 
many features of transcription faccors described above are illustrated by the transcriptional 
control of the gene for the low0 density lipoprotein (LDL) receptor. This gene is transcribed 
in response to the lack of cellular cholesterol. Increased transcription leads to an increased 
amount of the LDL receptor and enhanced uptake of LDLs and their cholesterol in the 
blood (p. 724). 

The promoter of the LDL receptor gene has a TATA box and binding sites for a variety 
of transcription factors (Figure 8.28). The TATA box provides the site for TFIID binding 

Transcription Factors and Cardiovascular Disease 

Among genes recently identified as causing human cardiovascular 
disease are two that encode transcription factors. One, Nkx2- 5, is a 
homeodomain-containing protein. Homeodomain proteins often are 
involved in regulating cell face in embryonic cells and Nkx2-5 regulates 
genes involved in hean formation. Mutations in one allele ofNkx2 - S 
are linked to atrial septal defects and conduction defeccs. The null mu
tation in the mouse is embryonic lethal. Mutations in the other gene, 
Tbx, are responsible for Holt- Oram syndrome. Holt-Oram syndrome 

often includes atrial septa! defects (ASD), ventricular septa! defeccs 
(VSD) conduction defects and defects in hand and arm development. 

Barinaga, M. Trackin g down mutations rhat can srop the heart. Science 128:32, 
1998; Schocc, J. J., Benson, D. W., Basson, C. T ., Pease, W., et al. Congen iral 
hearc disease caused by mutations in rhe transcription f.ictor NKX2- 5. Science 
281 :108, 1998; and Li, Q. Y., Newbucy-Ecob , RA. , Terret t, J. A., et 111. Holt
Oram syndrome is caused by mutati ons in TBX5, a member of rhe Brachyury (T) 
gene family. Natu re Genetics 15:21, 1997. 
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Figure 8.28 A schematic of the LDL receptor gene promote r. The 
LD L receptor gene promoter, like mosc eukaryotic genes, bas several different 
transcription factor- binding sites. Shown here are the principal sites involved in 
regulating the LD L receptor gene in response to cholesterol levels. They include 

the TATA box, just upstream from the transcription initiation site, several GC 
boxes (Spl-binding sites), and the response element (SRE) where SREBP binds. 
Modified from Goldstein, J. L., and Brown, M. S. Regulation of the me
valonace pathway. Na~ure 343:425, 1990. 

and the formation of the preinitiation complex with RNA polymerase IL There are three 
consensus binding sites for the zinc finger containing transcription factor Sp l (recall that 
Spl binds to GC boxes in promoters). Spl has a glutarnine-rich aetivation domain, which 
is thought to help recruit TFIID to the TAT A box. This recruitment needs an additional 
factor called the cofaetor required for Spl activation (CRSP). However, the binding ofSpl 
is not sufficient to activate transcription of the gene. Activation requires the participation 
of a second transcription factor, sterol responsive element- binding protein la (SREBP-1 a). 
SREBP-la is a helix- loop-helix - leucine zipper protein that binds to the sterol response 
element between the Spl-binding sites in the LDL receptor gene. 

The capacity to respond to the concentration of cholesterol is controlled by the release 
of SREBP from a membrane-bound state that prevenrs it from being transported into the 
nucleus. SREBP-la contains two domains that loop through the membrane of the endoplas
mic reticulum (ER), leaving the domains capable of serving as a transcription factor exposed 
to the cytoplasm but tethered to the ER. In order for SRCBP-la to move to the nucleus, it 
must be cleaved by two proteolytic steps, the first of which is carried out by a protease found 
in an active form in a posr-ER compartment called the cis-Golgi. Transport of SRCBP-la 
to the cis-Golgi requires SREBP cleavage activating protein (SCAP), which also is partially 
embedded in the ER membrane. SCAP has a cholesrerol-sensing region, and when membrane 
cholesterol levels are low, the SCAP-SRCBP-la complex is transported to the cis-Golgi, where 
proteolysis of SRCBP-1 a occurs, releasing the cytoplasmic domain, the transcription factor, for 
entry into the nucleus (Figure 8.29). Once there, it binds the steroid response element (SRE) 

(a) Enough cholesterol (b) Low cholesterol leads to SCAP mediated transport (c) Released N-terminal region of SREBP 
of SREBP to cis-Golgi and processing that can move into the nucleus. 
releases the N-terminal region of SREBP. 

ER lumen 

Figure 8.29 SREBP is released from membrane-b ound precursor 
by protease act ion. (a) The scerol responsive element -binding protein 
(SREBP) is synthesized as a precursor protein that must be proceolycically 
processed before it aces as a transcription factor. The precursor is tethered co 
the membrane of the ER by two membrane-spanning regions. le is in close 
association with SREBP cleavage-activating protein (SCAP), bur remains 
unprocessed when cholesterol levels in the ER membrane are normal. 

(b) SCAP senses low levels of cholesterol and moves with SREBP co the cis-Golgi 
where two different proteases cleave SREBP, (q allowing the cytoplasmic 
domain co move to the nucleus. In chis way the SREBP does not activate the 
LDL receptor gene unless cholesterol levels are low. 
Modified &om Brown , M. S., Ye, J ., Rawson, R. B., and Go ldstein, J. L. 
Regulated incermembrane proteolysis: A control mechanism conserved from 
bacteria co humans. Cell I 00:39 I, 2000 . 
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CRSP 

~ 

Figure 8.30 LDL receptor gene is activated through coordinat e effect 
of several transcription factors . Activation of the LDL receptor gene 
requires several factors. Once SREBP, Sp! , and the cofactor required for Spl 
activation (CRSP) bind, the histone CBP is recruited to the promoter region. 
This combination of factors provides the positive signal needed to enhance 
binding of the initiation complex to the TATA box, and through recruitment 

of CBP, with its histone acecyl uansferase activity, also affects nearby 
chromatin structure. 
Modified &om Naar, A. M. , Ryu, S., and Tijian, R. Cofactor requirements 
for transcriptional activation by Sp I. Cold Spring Harbor Sym. Quant. Biol 
63: 189, 1998. 

on the LD L promoter and recruits a histone aceryl tranSferase called CBP and other proteins 
to the promoter area. Then, acting with SP 1 and CRSP, the LDL receptor gene is transcribed 
(Figure 8.30) . This illustrates the composite nature of eukaryotic gene regulation, in which 
activation of transcription factors, coordination of multiple transcription factors, and recruit
ment of chromatin remodeling enzymes work in concert to regulate gene expression. 

Epigenetic Control of Gene Expression 

The transcription factors discussed above regulate gene expression via interaction with spe
cific DNA sequences . However, as noted earlier in this chapter , access to DNA can be an 
equally powerful regulator of gene expression. Modulating chromatin structure via histone 
modification, nucleosome remodeling, or modification of DNA via methylation can all be 
viewed as non-sequence-dependent regulation of gene expression . Non-sequence-dependent 
regulation of gene expression is often called epigenetic (Clio . Corr. 8.6). 

Many posttranslational modifications have been identified on hisrones. Lysines can be 
acerylated, methylated (mono- , di-, and trimethylated) , ubiquinated, and sumoylated Argi
nines can be methylated (mono- or dimethylated) or deiminated (forming citrulline) , serine 
and threonine can be phosphorylated , glutamate can be ADP-ribosylated , and proline can be 
isomerized. Over 60 enzymes that add or remove histone modifications have been identified , and 
some but not all of the modifications have been linked to gene activation or repression. Specific 
modifications can alter association ofhistones with DNA, other histones, other nucleosomes, 
and transcription facto~ . There is emerging evidence that specific small RNAs participate in 
the stable inheritance ofhistone modification patterns once a pattern is esrablished. 

Cancer Treatment Using Drugs That Target Histone and DNA Modification : Epigenetic Therapy 

Both ONA methylation and histone modification influence gene ex
pression. For example, DNA methylation is normally associated with 
a reduction in gene expression, and in some cancers hypermethylation 
of DNA is found in the promoter regions of rumor suppression genes. 
DNA methylarion mediated by DNA methyltransferase (DNMT) can 
be inhibited by 5-azacytidine and related nudeoside analogs. Several 
of these compounds have been approved by the FDA for treatment of 
myodysplastic syndrome and leukemia. Other nudeoside analogs and 
nonnudeoside analogs that inhibit DNMTs are being sought. 

Inhibitors of hiscone deacetylase (HDAC) are also being sought, 
with the aim of rescimulacing tumor suppressor gene expression by 

allowing acecylation of histones co be retained and chromatin struc
ture be more open. The HOAC inhibitor vorinoscat was recently 
approved by the FDA for treatment of cutaneous T-cell lymphoma. 

The use of these inhibitors, individually and as part of combination 
treatments with other cancer therapies, show great promise. 

Gore , S. D. Combination therapy wich DNA mechyltransferase inhibirors in he
matologic malignancies. Nature Clinical Practice Oncology 2:S30, 2005 ; Lyko, F. 
and Brown, R. DNA mechyltransferase and tbe development of epigenetic cancer 
therapies. J. Nat. Cancer /mt. 97: 1498 , 2005: and Schmidt, K. Lamarckism Revis
ited: Epigenerics and Ics implications for Modern Health Care. Sequenom White 
Paper, 2007. 
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Multip le-Choice Questions 

I. In an operon, 
A. each gene of the operon is regulated independently. 
B. control may be exerted via induction or via repression . 
C. operator and promoter may be trans to the genes they regulate. 
D. the structural genes are either nor expressed ar all or fully expressed. 
E . control of gene expression consisrs exclusively of induction and 

repression . 
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2. The E. coli lacZ¥A region will be upregulated if 
A. there is a defect in binding of the inducer ro the product of the 

lad gene. 
B. glucose and lactose are both present, bur the cell cannot bind the 

CAP protein. 
C. glucose and lactose are both readily available in the growth medium. 
D. the operator has mutated so ir can no longer bind the repressor. 
E. the lac corepressor is not present. 
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3. All of the following describe an operon excepr 
A iris a conrrol mechanism for eukaryoric genes. 
B. ir includes srrucrural genes. 
C. ir is expecred co code for polycisrronic mRNA. 
D. ir concains conrrol sequences such as an operaror. 
E. ir can have mulriple promorers. 

4. In bacreria, amino acid srarvarion is associared with the producrion 
of guanosine rerraphosphare and guanosine penraphosphare. This 
siruarion is referred ro as 
A arrenuarion. 
B. corepression. 
C. repression. 
D. self-regularion. 
E. srringent response. 

5. A number of specific sequences have been found in many promorer 
and operaror regions. The sequence that is very closely associated 
with methylarion of DNA is 
A CGisland . 
B. CAATbox. 
C. T ATAbox. 
D. CAP sire. 
E. CTD . 

6. In eukaryoric transcription by RNA polymerase II, formarion of a 
preiniriarion complex 
A begins with the binding of a protein (TBP) co the TATA box of 

the promorer. 
B. involves rhe ordered addirion of several rranscription facrors and 

the RNA polymerase . 
C. allows an ATP-<lependenr opening of the rwo srrands of DNA. 
D. requires char the C-rerminal domain of RNA polymerase II nor 

be phosphorylaced. 
E. all of the above. 

Quesrions 7 and 8: Since the iniriarion of eukaryoric rranscripcion 
involves the inreracrion of a mulrirude of rranscriprion factors, there must 
be regulation of these. Estrogen normally binds co irs nuclear receptor and 
the complex binds to the srerol response elemenr to regulate transcription. 
Tamoxifen, a drug used co rrear breast cancer, competes for the esrrogen 
receptor and reduces transcription of the genes it regulates. Another cype 
of alrerarion is seen in Hole-Oram syndrome in which there is a mutation 
in a gene for a rranscriprion faccor (Tbx), leading to defecrs in formarion 
of rhe heart. 

7. Response elemenrs 
A are proteins that bind co the promorer region. 
B. are more effective the closer they are to the T AT A box. 
C. may be rhousands of base pairs away from the preiniriarion 

complex assembly. 
D. can be either upsrream or downstream of the rranscriprion start. 
E. bind rranscriprion facrors that inreract with the initiation 

complex only upon looping of the DNA. 

8. Transcriprion facrors are frequently sequence-specific binding 
proreins and most likely have one of several specific srrucrural motifs. 
The helix-rurn-helix motif 
A coordinares zinc berween cysreines and histidines. 
B. joins rwo proreins via hydrophobic inreractions berween leucines. 
C. forrns dimers held rogerher by inreracrion of a helix on each 

monomer. 
D. has one helix char recognizes and binds in the major groove 

of DNA while hydrophobic inreracrions wirh a second helix 
srabilizes the srrucrure. 

E. is the only morif char binds in che major groove of DNA. 

Questions 9 and 10: The prob lem of pathogenic bacteria becoming 
resistant to a large number of antibiotics is a serious public health con
cern. A bacterial srrain in a parienc being created with one anribioric may 
suddenly become resistant nor only to char antibioric bur to others as well 
even though it has nor been exposed to cl1e other antibiorics. This occurs 
when the bacteria acquire a plasmid from another strain that contains 
several different cransposons. 

9. All of the following phrases describe rransposons except 
A a means for the permanenc incorporation of ancibiocic resistance 

into rhe bacterial chromosome. 
B. contain shorr inverted terminal repeat sequences . 
C. code for an enzyme char synthesizes guanosine terraphosphare and 

guanosine pencaphosphare, which inhibit further cransposition. 
D. include at lease one gene char codes for a rransposase. 
E. contain varying numbers of genes. 

10. In the operarion of rransposons, 
A rypica1ly the rransposon moves from irs original site and relocates 

to a different sire. 
B. a duplicated rransposon must be inserted inco the same ONA 

molecule as the original. 
C. all rransposons are approximately the same size. 
D. the insertion sites must be in a consensus sequence. 
E. the rransposase may recognize the repetitive ends of the 

rransposon and participate in the cleavage of the recipient sire. 

Questions 11 and 12: Genes presenc in a region of DNA which is in the 
highly condensed hererochromatin form cannor be transcribed. To be 
rranscribed, this region of DNA must change to a more open srrucrure; 
chis may occur by acerylacion ofhisrones by an acerylcransferase like CBP, 
CREB-binding protein. CREB is a transcription factor . Rubinsrein-Taybi 
syndrome is caused by mutations of the CBP gene. Rubinstein-T aybi 
pat ients are mentally retarded and have other developmental abnormali 
ties, the severity of which depends on cl1e extent of mutation. 

11. In chromatin, 
A a nucleosome consisrs of four molecules of hiscones surrounding 

a DNA core. 
B. DNA posirioned so char the major and minor grooves are on the 

outside of rhe nucleosome is more accessible for cranscriprion 
than if the grooves face the interior. 

C. DNA musr be comple tely removed from the nucleosome 
srructure for transcriprion . 

D. linker DNA is the only DNA capable of binding transcription 
factors. 

E. the hisrone ocramer consists of eighr different kinds ofhisrone 
proteins. 



12. Acecylation ofhistones can lead to a more open ONA suucrure by 
A. weakening the electrostatic attraction between histones and DNA 
B. causing histones to interact with the C-terminal domain (CTD) 

of RNA polymerase. 
C. causing electrostatic repulsion berween histones and DNA. 
D. facilitating mechylation of DNA. 
E. attracting transcription factors co DNA. 

Answers 

1. B lnduccion and repression are among the mechanisms used to con
trol operons. A; The structural genes are under coordinate control. 
C: The operator and promoter are elements of the same strand 
of DNA as the operon they control, not diffusible. 0 : Typically , 
regulation of operators is somewhat leaky. E: Another mechanism for 
regulacion of an operon is arcenuacion. 

2. D If the operator is unable to bind the repressor, the race of tran
scripcion is greater than the basal level. A The product of the lacl 
gene is the repressor protein. When chis protein binds an inducer, it 
no longer binds to che operator and transcription increases. Failure 
to bind an inducer prevents chis sequence. B and C: In the presence 
of glucose, catabolice repression occurs. Glucose lowers the intracel 
lular level of cAMP so there is no CAP-cAMP complex co activate 
transcripcion. E: The lacoperon does nor involve corepression. 

3. A Operons are prokaryotic mechanisms. B and 0: An operon is the 
complete regulatory unit of a sec of clustered genes, including the 
structural genes, regulatory genes, and control elemencs, such as the 
operator. E: An operon may have more than one promoter , as does 
the tryptophan operon of E. coli. 

4. E The mechanism is unclear buc transcription initiation of rRNA is 
inhibited. 

5. A Methylacion is on the cytosine. B: This is a binding sice for several 
cranscripcion factors. C: This is the site where RNA pol II binds . 0: 
This is the site in the lac operon, which binds the cacabolice activator 
protein. E: This srands for che C-cerminal domain of a protein and is 
not a DNA sequence. 

6. E A: TBP is pare of che general transcription fuctor TFIID. B: Many 
proteins are involved. C: The helicase activity is associated with one 
of the transcription facrors (TFIIH). 0: The CTD muse be in the 
unphosphorylated form for RNA polymerase co enter the preinicia
tion complex. 

7. B The y are part of the promoter region. A They are DNA sequenc
es, noc proteins. C, D, and E: These are characceriscics of enhancers , 
which are also DNA sequences bur not usually part of the promoter. 

8 . D The rum is only four amino acids so the two helices are very close. 
A This is the rinc finger . B: This is called the leucine zipper (bZIP). 
C: This is characteristic of the helix- loop-helix . E: All of the motifs 
have some part that binds in the major group. 

9. C These guanosine phosphates are synthesized by che product of the 
re!A gene; they inhibit initiation of transcript ion of the rRNA and 
tRNA genes, shutting off protein synthesis in general. This is che 
stringent response. 
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Problems 

13. What will be the scarus of transcription of the lac operon in (a) the 
presence of glucose and (b) the absence of glucose, in each case 
with laccose present, if there is a mutation char produces an inactive 
adenylace cyclase? 

14. In an operon for synthesis of an amino acid thac is controlled wholly 
or in part by arcenuacion, why does the presence of the amino acid 
prevent cranscripcion of the whole operon while the absence of the 
amino acid perrnics ic? 

10. E This has been demonstrated for transposon Tn3. A: Most trans
positions involve generation of an additional copy of the transposon 
which is then inserted somewhere else in DNA. B: The copy could be 
inserted into a different DNA molecule. C: Length varies consider
ably, depending on the number of genes incorporated into che trans
poson . 0 : Most cargec sites seem to be fairly random in sequence 
althoug h some cransposons rend co insert ac specific hot spots. 

11. B Assembly of che transcription initiation complex and ocher proteins 
involved in gene expression need access co che grooves of ONA. A 
and E: The core of the nucleosome is an octamer of rwo molecules 
each of four different hiscones. C: A five-base pair shift in the 
associacion of DNA with che hiscone core is sufficient to change che 
orientation of the grooves and allow access. 0 : It seems to be che 
DNA associated with the nucleosome that is involved in binding 
transcription factors and ocher proteins. 

12. A Acecylation of an e-amino group oflysines near the N-terminus of 
hiscones changes a posi rive charge to a neucral species so there is less 
attraction to the negative phosphates of DNA. B: Hiscones do not 
interact directly with CTD of RNA polymerase II. C: The change 
is from positive co neutral, nor negacive, so there is no electrostatic 
repulsion. 0: Methylation of DNA does affect transcription bur is a 
separate phenomenon from acecylarion ofhiscones. E: The nucleo
some undergoes repositioning. 

13. Normally, glucose lowers the incracellular level of cAMP. There is 
then little or no CAP-cAMP complex to activate transcription so 
transcription of the operon is low. The same situation would exist in 
chis muracion. Normally, in the absence of glucose, cAMP is high, 
positive control is exerted, and the lac operon is transcribed. In this 
mutation , cAMP cannot form since the enzyme for its formation is 
defective. There is no positive contro l and the lac operon will not be 
transcribed effectively. 

14. Such operons will code for a leader peptide that has one or more 
codons for che amino acid in question . Once the RNA for the 
leader peptide has been synthesized, ic can form different secondary 
structures depending on whether or nor the ribosome is stalled at 
this region. If the ribosome does nor stall because there is enough 
amino acid (and thus charged tRNA), the secondary structure is a 
termination signal and synthesis scops. If the ribosome stalls because 
of insufficient charged tRNA, che secondary strucrure tha t forms is 
noc recognized as a termination signal and transcription through che 
operon continues. 
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Key Concepts 

IMMUNOGLOBULINS 

Immunoglobulin molecules contain repeating homologous 
sequences that produce multiple immunoglobulin folds within 
the light (L) and heavy (H) chains of the basic four polypeptide 
(LHh structure . 
The immunog lobin folds from different chains associate to form 
domains that function to bind antigen, activate complement, 
and promote polymerization in particular antibody classes. 

• The N-terrnina1 domains from the L and H chains (the VH-VL 
domains) have a hypervariable loop region that binds to the 
targeted antigen specific for that antibody . 
The immunog lobulin fold is a superfold, formed in a wide vari
ety of molecules with non-homologous sequence and function . 

SERINE PROTEASES 

9.4 Fibrin Formation in a Myocardial 
Infarct and Use of Recombinant Tissue 
Plasminogen Activator (rt-PA) 344 

9.5 Involvement of Serine Proteases in 
Tumor Cell Metastasis 345 

9.6 Hemoglobinopathies 354 

• Serine proteases are defined by a common catalytic mechanism 
with identical catalytically essential amino acid residues. 

• Trypsin-like serine proteases have two /3-barrel folds comprising 
the catalytic unit with the active site residues in the interdomain 
crevice. Through convergent evolution , other families of serine 
proteases have evolved with a nonhomologous tertiary structure, 
but with an identical catalytic mechanism to the proteases in the 
trypsin-like family. 

• Substrate specificity for different physiological substrates among 
trypsin-family proteases is determined by the loop regions of the 
fold structures that provide secondary site interactions with the 
polypeptide substrates . 
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Proteases catalyze reactions by stabilizing the tetrahedral 
structure and oxyanion of the hydrolycic transition state. 
Serine proteases are often synthesized as zymogens, activated 
by an upsueam protease in an enzyme cascade, and inhibited 
by protein inhibitors known as serpins. 

• Hemoglobin sequesters NO to deliver to the capillary wall on 
conversion to the deoxy-conformation . 

BASAL LAMINA STRUCTURE 

The basal lamina is an extracellular molecularly organized 
structural complex composed of multiple protein subunitS with 
an interacting core consisting of type N collagen, laminin , 
nidogen/entactin , and perlecan heparan sulfate. 

HEMOGLOBIN AND MYOGLOBIN 

• Hemoglobin and myoglobin chains have identical fold structures . 
A heme prosthetic group is part of the Orbinding site in 
hemoglobin and myoglobin globin chains. 
Hemoglobin has a quaternary structu re with four heme unitS 
that bind oxygen with positive cooperativiry through conforma
tional changes in the subunit transferred from one heme site to 
other heme sites within the quaternary structure. 

• Prot0ns and 2, 3-bisphosphoglycerate molecules that dissociate 
from hemoglobin as it changes from the deoxy- t0 the oxy
conformation regulate the oxygen association-dissociation 
equilibrium through changes in their concentrations . 

Proteins of basal lamina are present in different isoforms and 
the isoforms expressed in a particular tissue are characteristic 
of the tissue that synthes izes its associated basement 
membrane. 

• Laminin and type IV collagen self-polymerize to form defined 
molecular networks with binding sires for coproreins and for cell 
receptor proteins . 

• The laminin of the basal lamina is interconnected to the 
intracellular cytoskelet0n of bordering cells at focal adhesion 
receptor sites in the cellular plasma membranes. 

9.1 • INTROD UCTION 

The fundamentals of protein architecture were presented in Chapter 3. This chapter discusses 
the relationships between structure and function in three protein families: immunoglobu
lins, serine proteases, and hemoglobins by examination of amino acid sequence, structural 
organization, and biological function. The organization of proteins forming the basement 
membrane of the extracellular matrix that surrounds cells and tissues is also described. 

Immuno globulins provide examples of multidomain architecture that suppons recogni
tion and binding to foreign molecules and leads to their sequestration. Diversity among family 
members is the source of specific recognition of molecular and individual binding capabilities. 

Serine proteases provide examples of enzymes that appear to have diverged through 
evolution to perform unique physiological functions, frequently within highly organized 
enzyme cascades. Similarities in their catalytic mechanisms and three-dimensional struc
tures form a common link. 

Hemoglobins offer examples of highly fine-tuned proteins that simultaneously perform 
multiple highly regulated physiological functions . They can accommodate small substitutions 
or mutations, many of which have clinical implications, and still retain their physiological 
functions. They reveal the diversiry of amino acid sequence substitutions that can be struc
turally tolerated and allow the protein to function. Hemoglobin demonstrates on the atomic 
level how a protein performs multiple physiological functions in a regulated manner. 

The basement membrane is an extracellular protein complex formed by cell secreted 
proteins that bind with each other to form a molecular network in the extracellular space 
that provides the boundaries and regulatory environment of the cells and tissues. It pro
vides an example of a complex network composed of multiple different protein subunitS 
that spontaneously associate into a specific molecular arrangement . Such protein networks 
provide essential intracellular as well as extracellular functions . 

9.2 • ANTIBODY MOLECULES: 
THE IMMUNO GLOBULIN 
SUPERFAMILY OF PROTEINS 

Antibody molecules are produced by lymphocytes in response to foreign compounds that can 
be proteins, complex carbohydrate polymers, or nucleic acid. They noncovalently associate 
with such foreign compounds present in the protein coat of invading viruses and bacterial cells, 
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initiating a process by which the invading organism is eliminated. Molecules that induce anti
body production are called antigens and may contain multiple antigenic determinants or 
epitopes, small regions of the antigen molecule that elicit the production of a specific antibody to 
which the antigen binds. In proteins for example, an antigenic determinant may comprise only 
six or seven amino acid residues and a single protein may have many antigenic determinants. 

A hapten is a small molecule that cannot alone elicit production of specific antibod
ies but when covalently attached to a larger molecule acts as an antigenic determinant and 
induces antibody synthesis. Although haptens need attachment to a larger molecule to elicit 
antibody synthesis, in their free state they bind suongly co antibody. 

Each human has the potential to produce about 1 X 108 different antibody struc
tures. All antibodies, however, have a similar overall scrucrure. Thi s has been determined 
from studies of their amino acid sequence and X-ray diffraction of the antibody molecule 
alone or in complex with antigen . Structural studies require pure homogeneous prepara
tions of proteins. Antibodies are extremely difficult to purify from plasma because of the 
many thousands of different antibody molecules present. Homogeneous antibodies can be 
obtained, however, by the monoclonal hybridoma technique in which mouse myeloma 
cells are fused with mouse antibody-producing B lymphocytes to construct immonalized 
hybridoma cells that express a single antibody . 

Antibody Molecules Contain Four Polypeptide Chains 

Antibody molecules are glycoprotein s composed of two light chains (L) of identical sequence 
combined with rwo identical heavy chains (H) to form the structure (LH)i. In the most 
common immunoglobulin class, IgG, the H chains contain approximately 440 amino acids 
(50 kDa) . The L chains contain about 220 amino acids (25 kDa). The four chains are cova
lently interconnected by disulfide bonds (Figures 9.1 and 9.2) . Each H chain is associated 
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Figure 9.1 Linear representation of lgG 
antibody molecule. Two heavy (H) chain s and 
two light (L) chains are co-oriented parallel to each 
other. lnterchain disulnde bonds link H chains 
to each other , and L chains to H chains. lg fold 
repeats in the constant (C) region of the H chain 
are CHl, CH2, and CH3- The constant region ofL 
chain is designated C1,, and variable (V) regions are 
V H and V L of H and L chains, respectively. 
Based on figure by Burton, D. R In Calabi , F., 
and Neuberger, M. S. (Eds.), Molecular Genetics of 
lmmunoglobulin. Amsterdam: Elsevier, 1987, I. 

Figure 9.2 Diagrammati c structure of lgG. 
Light chains (L) are divided into lg folds VL 
(variable amino acid sequence ) and CL (constant 
amino acid sequence ) . Heavy chain s (H) are 
divided into V H and CH I , CH2, and CH3• Antigen 
binding sites are VH- VL. "Hinge" polypeptides 
interconnect domains. Positions of inter- and 
intrachain cystine bonds are shown. 
From Cantor, C. R, and Schimmel , P. R 
Biophysical Chemistry, Part I. San Francisco: 
Freeman , 1980. Reproduced with permission of 
Mr. lNing Geis, New York. 
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The Complement Proteins 

TABLE 9.1 • lmmunoglobulin Classes 

Classes of Approximate 
Immuno- Molecular H-Chain 
gwbulin Mass Isotype 

IgG 150,000 'Y, 53,000 

IgA l 70,000-720,000" a, 64,000 

IgD 160,000 o, 58,000 

IgE 190,000 E, 75,000 

IgM 950,000" µ,, 70,000 

"Forms polymer scruccrnes of basic scrucrural unit. 

Carbohydrate 
hy Weight 

(%) 

2- 3 

7-12 

10-12 

10-12 

Concentration 
in Serum 
(mg 100 mL- 1) 

600-1800 

90-420 

0.3-40 

0.01- 0.10 

50-190 

with an L chain such that the NHrterminal ends of both chains are near each other. The 
L chain is half the size of the H chain and only the NHrte rminal half of the H chain is 
associated with the L chain. 

In the other classes of immunoglobulins (Table 9.1) the H chains are longer than 
in the IgG class. A variable amount of carbohydrate (2% - 12% , depending on class) is 
attached to the H chain. 

Constant and Variable Regions of Primary Structure 
Comparison of amino acid sequences of antibody molecules elicited by different antigens 
shows regions of sequence homology and others of sequence variability. In particular, 
sequences of the NHrterminal half ofL chains and the NHi-terminal quarter ofH chains 
are highly variable. These are the variable (V) region s designated V H and V L of H and 
L chains, respectively. Within these V regions certain subregions are hypervariable. Three 
hypervariable regions of between 5 and 7 residues in the V L and three or four hyper
variable regions of between 6 and 17 residues in the VH domain are common. They are 
the complementarity-determining regions (CDRs) as they form the three-dimensional 
antigen-binding site complementary to the topology of the antigen. 

In contrast, the COOH-terminal three-quarters ofH chains and the COOH-terminal 
half of L chains are homologous in sequence with other H or L chains of the same class. 
These constant (C) regions are designated CH and CL in the H and L chains, respectively. 

The CH regions determine the antibody class, provide for binding of complement pro
teins (Clin. Corr. 9 .1), and contain the site necessary for antibodies to cross the placental 
membrane. The V regions determine the antigen specificity of the antibody. 

The complement system consists of at least 30 distinct complement 
proteins in plasma (see p. 983 for their designations). These proteins 
participate in a biochemical cascade that acts to eliminate pathogens 
and foreign materials from an organism. Three distinct pathways (clas
sical, lectin, and alternative pathways, see figure) utilize different initial 
signals to activate the complement system. The three pathways con
verge on factor C3 to form protein fragments C3a and C3b, which 
cause further activation events. 

the serine protease enzymes that catalyze blood clot formation, fibri
nolysis of blood clots, and digestion of dietary proteins in the gut are 
mostly activated by specific upstream proteases {pp. 984 and 1033) . 
These pathways of successive protease activations constitute cascades 
in which amplification of the trigger event occurs. 

The classical pathway is initiated by lgG or IgM antibody binding 
to antigens on the outer surface of invading bacterial cells, proto
zoa, or tumor cells. On binding to a cellular antigen the complement 
binding site in the antibody's F c region becomes exposed as a result of 
a conformational change. This allows binding of the Cl complement 
proteins to the cell-surface-bound antibody. The Cl complex is com
posed of the proteins Clq , Cir, and Cls. Proteins Cir and Cls in the 
comp lex undergo a conformational change and become active serine 
protease enzymes on the cell surface. The activated Cl complex (Cla) 

Many of the complement proteins are inactive precursors or zy
mogens of serine protease enzymes. On activation, they activate a 
succeeding protein of the pathway by cleavage of a specific peptide 
bond in the substrate protein , causing it to become an active serine 
protease. Activation by hydrolysis of a specific peptide bond is an im
portant method for activation of extracellular proteases. For examp le, 
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hydrolyzes a peptide bond in C2 and C4, which then also associates 
on the cell surface. The now proceolycically active C2a--C4b com
plex: is the C3 convercase of the classical pathway (figure, complex: 5) 
and hydrolyzes a peptide bond in C3 co produce produces C3a and 
C3b. C3a is an anaphylacoxin-causing platelet and neutrophil acti
vation, masc cell degranulation, and increased vascular permeability 
co facilitate inflammacocy cell recruitment. C3b binds to the target 
cell surface and the activated C2--C4--C3b complex proceolycically 
hydrolyzes C5 co produces C5a and C5b. Activated C5b associates 
with C6, C7, C8, and multiple molecules of C9, which bind co the 
bacterial cell surface and initiate membrane lysis. 

IgG or IgM Oq, Cir, Os Cla ~ 

C4b-C2a~ 

C4b · C2a · C3b cs, C6, C?, CS, C9 lysis 

(Line above designates active protease.) In addition, target cell mem
brane bound C5b has opsonicand immune adherence activities, pro
moting destruction of the target cell by phagocycic cells. Produce C5a 
with C3a contribute to the inflammation. 

The alternative pathway can be activated by polysaccharides of 
invading microorganisms, in the absence of a specific antibody, or by 
aggregates of IgA The alternative pathway involves properdin and 
factor D. Factor D proteolycically cleaves B into produces Ba and Bb, 
which on the target cell surface binds C3, and C3 in chis complex 

autocatalycically hydrolyzes a peptide bond ro produce C3a and C3b. 
C3b combines with Bb to produce a C3 convercase, different from 
the convercase formed in the classical pathway, chat further acts on 
C3 molecules in blood to produce increased amounts of C3a and 
C3b (see figure, pathway 3). 

The lecrin pathway is activated by the opsonin, mannose-binding 
leccin (MBL), which binds mannose polysaccharides on the invading 
microorganism surface. The MBL on the cell surface then binds the 
MBL-associaced serine proteases MASP-1 and MASP-2. This com
plex is similar co the Cl complex in the classical pathway and cleaves 
C4 in the C2- C4 complex co produce C4b char convercs C3 co C3a 
and C3b (figure, pathway 2). 

Extrinsic proteases released from leukocytes or activated by other 

pathways can also activate the complement system independently of 
the convercase complexes (figure, pathway 4). 

Abnormalities in the complement system can result in inflammatory 
disorders, repeated pathogen infections, autoimmune diseases includ
ing rheumatoid arthritis, glomerular injury, and ocular diseases such as 
uveitis and macular degeneration. Complement has a role in ischemia 
and cardiovascular diseases, and in organ and tissue transplantation. 

Markiewski, M. M., and l.ambris, J. D. The role of complement in inflammacory 
diseases from behind chescenes inco che spotlight. Am.J Pathology 171 :715, 2007; 
Okroj, M., Heinegard, D., Holmdahl , R., and Blom, A.M. Rheumacoid arthritis 
and che complement system. Ann. Med. 39:517 , 2007; and Zipfe l, P.F., Mihlan, 
M., and Skerka, C. The alternative pathway of complement: a pattern recognition 
system. Adv. Exp. Med. Biol 598:80 , 2007. 

CLASSICAL (1) LECTIN (2) ALTERNATIVE (3) 

lni11ated by andgen antibody complex 
C1q binds to antibody 

Proteases associated wflh C1q: Ctr and C1s 

Initiated by pathogen associated 
carbohydrate structures: MBL/flcolins 

Proteases associate: MASP1, MASP2 

/ 
protease 

Initiated by non self cell sortace structures 
Bound to surtaoe: C3/C3H,,O ~ C3a + C3b 

e .... ea+Bb 

C6, c1. ca.) 
(C9)n 

Pathways of Complement Activation The three pathways are the classical (1), lecrin (2), and alternative 

(3). In addition, extrinsic proteases (4) can activate the complement system. The classical C3 convercase 
(5) is generated by both the classical and lectin pathways, while a different C3 convercase comp lex (6) is formed 
in the alternative pathway. The C3b produce participates in the C5 converta~e complex (7) . Outcomes of the 
convercase pathways are inflammation (8) and lysis of invading bacteria ((9). Color scheme: outcomes, red; 
activators , brown; proteolytic enzymes, orange; and inert protein substrates, blue. 
Redrawn from Markiewski, M. M., and Lambris , J D. Am. J PathoL 171:715 , 2007. 
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Functions of Different Antibody Classes 

The IgA class of immunoglobulins is found primarily in mucosa! 
secretions (bronchial , nasal, and intestinal mucous secretions; tears; 
milk; and colostrum). They are the initial defense against invading 
viral and bacterial pathogens prior to their entry into plasma or other 
internal space. 

The IgM class is found only in plasma. They are the first antibod
ies elicited in significant quantity on exposure to a new foreign anti
gen. They promote phagocytosis of microorganisms by macrophage 
and polymorphonuclear leukocytes and are also potent activators of 
complement (see Clin. Corr . 3.1 ). They occur in many external secre
tions but at levels lower than those oflgA. 

The IgG class occurs in high concentration in plasma. Their 
synthesis in response to foreign antigens takes a longer period 
of time than that of IgM . At maximum concentration they are 
present in significantly higher concentration than IgM. Like IgM, 

IgG antibodies promote phagocycosis in plasma and activate com
plement. 

The normal biological functions of the IgD and IgE classes are not 
known; however, the IgE play an important role in allergic responses 
such as anaphylactic shock, hay fever, and asthma. 

Immunoglobulin deficiency usually causes increased susceptibil
ity to infection. X-linked agammaglobulinemia and common variable 
immunodeficiency are examples. The commonest disorder is selective 
fgA deficiency, which results in recurrent infection of sinuses and 
the respiratory tract . 

Cerutti, A., Qiao, X., and He, B. Plasmocytoid dendriticcells and the regulation of 
immunoglobulin heavy chain class switching. Immunology and Cell Biol 83:554 , 
2005; Rosen, F. S., Cooper, M. D., and Wedgewood, R. J.P. The primary immu 
nodeficiencies. N Engl.]. Med. 333:431 , 1995; and Wines, B. D., and Hogarth , 
P. M. IgA rec.eptors in health and disease. Tissue Antigens 68: 103, 2006. 

lmmunoglobulins in a Class Contain Homologous CH Regions 

D ifferences in sequence of the CH regions between immunoglobulin classes determine the 
characteristics of each class. In some classes, the CH sequence promotes polymerization of mol
ecules of the basic structure (LH)i. Thus antibodies of the IgA class are often present as dimer 
structures [(LHhh- Similarly, IgM molecules are commonly pentarners [(LHh]s. The differ
ent H chains, which are identified by their homologous amino acid sequences, are designated 
y , a , 8, E, andµ, and occur in IgG, IgA, IgM , IgD, and IgE classes, respectively (Table 9.1; 
Clin. Corr. 9.2) . T wo types ofL chain sequences are synthesized, designated lambda (A) and 
kappa (K), either of which are found combined with each of the five classes ofH chains. 

IgG is the major immunoglobulin in plasma . Biosynthesis of a specific IgG in signifi
cant concentrations takes about 10 days after exposure to a new antigen (Clin. Corr. 9.3). 
Antibodies of the IgM class are synthesized at a faster rate and are the first line of defense 
until large quantities ofigG are produced (Figure 9.3). 

Immun ization 

An immunizing vaccine consists of killed bacterial cells, inactivated 
viruses, killed parasites, nonvirulent forms of live bacteria, denatured 
bacterial toxins, or recombinant protein. The introduction of a vaccine 
into a human leads to protection against a virulent form of the micro
organisms or toxic agenrs chat contain the same antigen. Antigens in 
nonvirulent material cause differentiation oflymphoid cells so that they 
produce antibody toward the foreign antigen and differentiation of some 
lymphoid cells into memory cells. Memory cells do not secrete antibody 
but place antibodies to the antigen onto their outer surface, where they 
act as future sensors for the antigen. These memory cells are like long
standing radar for the potentially virulent antigen. On reintroduction 
of the antigen later, binding of the antigen to the cell surface antibody 
in the memory cells stimulates the memory cell to divide into anti
body-producing cells and new memory cells. Once introduction of an 
antigen occurs, chis reduces the time required for antibody production 

and increases the initial concentrations of antigen-specific antibody pro
duced. This is the basis for the protection provided by immunization. 

Vaccines recently introduced for adults include pneumococ 
cal vaccine (to prevent pneumonia due to Diplococcus pneurrumiae), 
hepatitis B vaccine, and influenza vaccine. The composition of the 
latter is changed each year to account for antigenic variation in the 
influenza virus. 

Barouch, D.H . Challenges in the development of a HfV - 1 vaccine. Nature 
455:613, 2008; Benko, S. , Magyarics, M. Szabo, A., and Rajnavolgy~ E. Dendritic 
cell subtypes as primary cargers of vaccines: The emerging role and cross-talk of 
pattern recognition receptors . Biol. Chem. 389 :469, 2008; Moscicki, A HPV vac
cines: Today and in the furure. J. Ado/escem Health 43 :S26, 2008; Pejawar-Gaddy , 
S., and Finn, O.J . Cancer vaccines: accomplishments and challenges. Critical Re
views in Oncology-Hematology67:93, 2008; and Webb y, R.J. and Sandbulte, M .R. 
[nfluenza vaccines. Frontim in Bioscience 13:4912 , 2008. 
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Repeating Sequences and Homologous Three-Dimensional 
Domains within an Antibody 
Within each chain of an antibody molecule is a repeating pattern of amino acid sequences. 
For the IgG class, the repetitive pattern contains approximately 110 amino acids within 
both L and H chains. This homology is far from exact, but clearly a numbe r of amino 
acids match identically on alignment of these segments. Other residues are matched in 
the sequence by having similar nonpolar or polar side chains. T he repetition occurs four 
times in the H chains, in the VH region and three CH regions (designated CHI , CH2, and 
CH3) (Figures 9.1 and 9.2). The L chain contains one VL and one CL region. Each repeat 
contains an intrachain disulfide bond (Figure 9.2). 

Each 110 amino acid segment has a similar arrangement of anti parallel ,8-suands known 
as an immunoglobulin fold (Figure 9.4) . The fold consists of seven to nine polypeptide 
strands in two anti parallel /3-sheets aligned face-to-face. T he association of two immunoglob
ulin folds from different chains forms globular domains, VL- VH, and CL- CHI between 
the H and L chains, and in the C-te rminal half of the H chains the domains C8 2-CH2 
and CH3- CH3 (Figure 9 .2). A "hinge" region interconnects the two V H-CH 1 N-terminal 
domains with the C8 2-CH2 domain of the H chains. Thus the basic antibody structure 
exhibits six domains, each domain formed from the interaction of two imm unoglobulin 
folds (Figures 9.2 and 9.5). The NH 2-terminal VL- VH domains contain a shallow crevice 
in the center of a hydrophobic core that binds the antigen . The binding site of the crevice 
is composed primarily of the hypervariable sequences of the V domain that are within 
loops that come close togethe r and are the complementarity binding site (complementarity 
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Figure 9.4 lmmunoglobu lin fold . (a) Schematic diagram of folding of a CL domain, showing ,8-pleated 
sheet structure. Arrows show strands of /3-sheet, and bar (blue) shows position of cystine bond . Pink arrows 
are for /3-strands in plane above, and dark red arrows are /3-strands in p lane below. (b) Diagrammatic 
outline of arrangement (topology) of /3-strands in immunoglobulin fold motif. Examples are for IgG 
variable (upper diagram) and constant (lower diagram) regions. Thick arrows indicate ,8 strands, and 
thin lines loops that connect the /3 strands. Circles indicate cysteines that form intradomain disulfide 
bond. Squares show positions of tryptophan residues that are an invariant component of the core of the 
irnmunoglobulin fold. Boldface black letters indicate strands that form one plane of the sheet, whereas 
other letters form the parallel plane behind the first plane . 
(a) Reproduced with permission from Edmundson, A. B., Ely, K. R., Abola, E. E., Schiffer, M., and 
Pavagiotopoulos, N. Biochem. 14:3953, 1975. Copyright© 1975 by American Chemical Society. 
(b) Redrawn from Calabi, F. In Calabi, F., and Neuberger, M. S. (Eds.), Mokmlar Genetics of 
lmm,mogwbulin. Amsterdam: Elsevier, 1987, 203. 
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Figure 9.3 Time course of specific antibody 
lgM and lgG response to add ed antig en. 
Based on a figure in Stryer, L. Biochemistry. 
San Francisco: Freeman, 1988, 890. 
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Variabl e region Constant region 

Figure 9.5 a-Carbon (0) structure of, an N-tenninal fragm ent of lgG KOL showing VL-VH and CL
CH 1 domains , each domain formed from two immunoglobulin folds .. 
Redrawn with permission from Huber, R., Deisenhofer, J., Coleman , P. M. , Matsushima , M., and Palm, 
W. In The Immune System, 27th Mosbach CoUoquium. Berlin: Springer-Verlag, I 976, 26. 

determining regions , CDRs) for the antigen (Figures 9.6 and 9.7) . The hypervariable 
sequences of rhe domain loops provide a unique rhree-dimensional conformation for each 
antibody that makes it specific for its antigenic specificity . The binding of antigen into the 
VL- VH domains may induce small conformational changes in the CDRs inducing func
tionally important conformational changes between the VL- VH domains and the other 
domains of the antibody molecule leading to rhe activation of effector sites, such as rhe 
binding of comp lement co the CH2-CH2 domain; see Clq site in Figure 9 .6. The strength 
of binding between antibody and antigen is due to noncovalent forces (p. 116). Comp le
mentarity of the structures of the antigenic determinant and antigen-binding site results in 
extremely high equilibrium affmityconstants , between 105 and 1010/M (strength of30-60 
kJ/mol or 7- 14 kcal/mo!) for this noncovalent association. 

There Are Two Antigen-Binding Sites per Antibody Molecule 

There are two NHrterminal V L- V H domains in rhe (LHh basic antibody structure. The 
existence of an antigen -binding site in each LH pair is demonstrated by treating antibody 
molecules wirh rhe proteolytic enzyme papain, which hydrolyzes a peptide bond in rhe hinge 
region of each of rhe H chains (see Figures 9.2, p. 335, and 9.8) to release three fragments 
from rhe antibody molecule. Two are identical , each consisting of rhe NHrterminal half of 
an H chain (V .r-CH 1) associated wirh a full L chain. Each of these fragments binds antigen 

Figure 9.6 Model of an lgG antibody molecul e. Only the a -carbons of the 
structure appear. The two L chains are represented by light gray spheres, and H 
chains by lavender and blue spheres . Carbohydrates attached to the two CH2 
domains are colored light green and orange. The CDR regions of the V H- V L 

domain s are dark red in the H chains and pink in L chains. The interchain 
disulfide bond between the L and H chains is a magenta baUandstick representation 
(partially hidden). The heptapeptide hinge between CHI and CH2 domain s 
are dark red. The center of the Cl q binding site in the CH2 domains is yellow, 
the protein A docking sites at the junction of CH2 and CH3 are magenta, 
and the tufuin binding site in CH2 is gray. T ufuin is a natural tecrapeptide 
that induces phagocytosis by macrophages and may be transported bound co 
an immunoglobulin. Protein A is a bacterial protein with a high affinity for 
immunoglobulins. 
Photograph generously supplied by Dr. Allen B. Edmund son, from Guddat, L. W ., 
Shan, L., Fan, ZC., er al. FASEB J. 9: IO I, I 995. 
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Hypervariable 
regions 

(a) (b) L1(27-32) H2{52·58) 

Figure 9.7 Hypervariable loops in immunoglobin. (a) Schematic d.iagram showing hypervariable loops 
(CDRs) in VL-VH domain that form the antigen bind.ingsite. (b) A cut through an antigen binding site 
showing contributions of different CDRs using CPK space-filling models of the atoms. Numbers refer to 
amino acid residue numbers in the sequence of the hypervariable loop regions of the light (L) and heavy 
(H) chains. 
(a) Redrawn from Branden, C., and Tooze, J. Introduction to Protein Stn,cture. New York: Garland Pub
lishing, I 991, 187. (b) Redrawn from Branden, C., and Tooze, J. lntrodttctio11 to Protein Strttcture. New 
York Garland , 1991, 189, and attributoo to Chochia, C., and Lesk, A. J. Mol Biol. 196:914, 1987. 

with a similar affinity to the intact molecule and is designated a Fah (antigen binding 
fragment). The other fragment is the cystine-linked COOH-terminal halves of the two H 
chains (C8 2- C8 3)2. This is the F c (crystallizable fragment), which does not bind the anti
gen. The VL-CL chain can be dissociated from its VH- CHl chain partner within the Fab 

fragment by reduction of linking disulfide bonds; this eliminates antigen binding. Accord
ingly, each antigen-binding site must be formed from components of both the L chain and 
the H chain domains acting together. 

The major features of antibody structure and antibody- antigen interactions are: 
(1) Repeating homologous sequences in the light (L) chains generate two immunoglobulin 
folds and in the heavy (H) chains four immunoglobulin s folds. (2) Immunoglobulin folds 
on separate chains associate to form the six domains of the basic immun oglobulin structure. 
(3) The antigen-binding site is generated by hypervariable loops (CDRs) in each VL- VH 
domain, which form a continuous surface topology complementary to the antigenic deter
minant. (4) The strong interactions between antigen and antibody CDRs are non-covalent 
and include van der Waals, hydrogen bonding, hydrophobic interactions, and to a smaller 
extent ionic salt bridges. (5) Small conformational changes occur in the VL-V H domain 
on binding of antigen, indicating an induced fit which induces conformational changes 
in distant domains of the antibody that alter the binding affinity of effector sites in the 
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Figure 9.8 Hydrolysis of lgG into two Fab and one Fe fragments by papain, a proteolytic enzyme. 
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Figure 9.9 Amino acid sequence of heavy 
chain con stant regions of lgG heavy chain 
y1, 'Y2, and y4 genes. Sequences of CH I , hinge 
region H, CH2, and CH3 regions are presented. 
Sequence for 'YI is complete and differences in 
"(2 and ')'4 from 'Yi sequence are sbown using 
single-letter amino acid abbreviations. Dashed 
line( - ) indicates absence of an amino acid in 
position correlated with 'Yt, in order to better align 
sequences to sbow maximum homology. 
Sequence of y 1 chain from Ellison, J. W., Berson, 
B.J., and Hood, L. E. NuckicAcid Res. 10:4071 , 
1982; and sequences of the l /2 and J /4 genes from 
Ellison, J., and Hood, L. Proc. Natl. Acad. Sci. 
USA 79: 1984, 1982. 

conStant domains such as that for binding of complement protein Clq to the CH2- Cii2 
domain (Clin. Corr. 9.1, p. 336) . 

Genetics of the lmmunoglobulins 

The V region of the Land H chains are specified by genes distinct from the genes that code 
for the C region. There are four unique genes that code for the CH l-C H2-CH3 polypeptide 
segment of the H chain in the IgG antibody class. They are known as gamma ( -y) genes, that 
is, -y1, -y2, -y3, and -y4, that give rise to IgG isotypes IgG1, IgG2, IgG3, and lgG 4. Figure 9.9 
presentS the sequences of three -y-gene proteins. There is a 95% homology in amino acid 
sequence among the genes. 

It is likely that a primordial gene coded for a single immunoglobulin fold sequence 
of approximately 110 amino acids and that gene duplication events resulted in the three 
repeating units within the same IgG H -y gene. Mutations modified the individual sequences 
so that an exact sequence correspondence no longer exisrs. However, each immun oglobulin 
fold has a similar length and folding pattern stabilized by a cystine linkage. Later in evolu
tion further gene duplications led to the multiple genes (-y1, -y2, -y3, and -y4) that code for 
the constant regions of the IgG classes. 

Constant Region Ct : 
Cy,: AlaSerThrlysGlyProSerValPheProleuAlaProSerSerlysSe rThrSerGlyGtyThrAlaAlaleuGly 
Cy, C R E S 
Cy, 

Cy, CysleuVa llysA spTyrPheProGtuProValThrValSerTrpAsnSerGlyAlaLeuThrSerGlyValHisThr 
Cy, 
Cy, 

Cy , PheProAlaValleuGt nSerSerGlyLeuTyrSerleuSerSerValVa lThrValProSerSerSerleuGl y 
Cn NF 
Cy, 

Cy, ThrGlnThrTyrlleCysAsnValAsnHislysP roSerAsnThrlysValAsplysLysVal 
Cy, T O T 
Cy, K R 

Hinge Region H: 
Cy, GluProlysSerCysAsplys ThrHisThrCysProProCysPro 
Cy, RC VECPP 
Cy, S Y G P P S 

Constant Region C2: 
Cy, AlaPro GluleuleuGlyG lyProSerValPheleu PheProProlysProlysAspThrleuMetlleSerArg 
Cy, - PVA 
Cy, E F G 

Cy, ThrProGluValThrCysValValValAspValSerHisGluAspProGluVall ysPheAsnTrpTyrValAspGly 
Cy, 0 
Cy, Q 

Cy, ValGluValHisAsnAlalysT hrlysProA rgGluGluGlnTyrAsnSerThrThrArgValValSerValleuThr 
Cy, F F 
~ y 

Cy, ValleuHisGlnAspTrpleuAsnGlylysGluTyrLysCyslysValSe rAsnlysAlaleuProAlaPro l leGlu 
~ V G 
Cy, S S 

Cy, LysThrlleSerlysAlalys 
Cy, T 
Cy, 

Constant Region C:l: 
Cy, GlyGlnProArgGluProGlnVarryrihrleuProProSerArgAspGluLeuTorlysAsnGlnValSerleuThr 
Cy, E M 
~ 0 

Cy, CysLeuValLysGlyPheTyrProSerAsplleAlaValGluTtpGluSarAsnGlyGlnProGluAsnAsnTyrLys 
Cy, 
Cy, 

Cy, Th rThrProProValLeuAspSerAspGlySerPhePhel euTyrSerl ysleUThrValAsp l ysSerArgTrpGtn 
Cy, M 
~ A 

Cy, GtnGlyAsnValPheSerCy5SerValMetHlsGluAlaLeuHlsAsnHWT'yrThrGlnLy5SerleuSerleuSer 
Cy, 
Cy, E 

Cy, ProGlylysS top 
Cy, 
Cy, L 
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Heavy Light /3 a r 
(IC,).) 

lmmunoglobuLins T-cell receptors MHC Class I MHC Class II 

? 

Thy 1 a 1/13 poly lg NCP3 N-CAM OX-2 CD4 CDB 
Glycoprotein (L3T4) (Lyt2,3) 

lmmunoglobulin Fold Is Found in a Large Family of Proteins 
with Different Functional Roles 

The immunoglobulin fold is present in many nonimmunological proteins, which exhibit 
widely different functions. On the basis of their structural homology they are grouped 
into a protein superfamily (Figure 9.10). The Class I major histocompatibility complex 
proteins are in this superfamily; they have immunoglobulin folds like those in antibody 
molecules consisting of two stacked antiparallel /3-sheers enclosing an internal space filled 
mainly by hydrophobic amino acids. Two cysteines in the structure form a disulfide bond 
linking the facing /3-sheets. Transcription fact0rs Nf-KB and p53 also contain an immu
noglobulin fold motif. It has been speculated that gene duplication during evolution led to 
distribution of the immunoglobulin fold motif in funetionally diverse proteins . 

9.3 • PROTEINS WITH A COMMON CATALYTIC 
MECHANISM: SERINE PROTEASES 

Serine proteases are a family of enzymes that use a uniquely aetivated serine residue in 
their substrate-binding site to catalytically hydrolyze peptide bonds . This serine is charac
terized by the irreversible reaction of its side chain hydroxyl group with diisopropylfluoro
phosphate (DFP) (Figure 9.11). Of all the serines in the protein, DFP reacrs only with the 
catalytically active serine to form a phosphate ester. 

Proteolytic Enzymes Are Classified by 
Their Catalytic Mechanism 

Proteolytic enzymes are classified according to their catalytic mechanism. Besides serine pro
teases, other classes utilize cysteine (cysteine proteases), aspartate (aspartate proteases), or 
metal ions (metallo proteases) to perform their catalytic function. Those which hydrolyze 

Figure 9 .10 Diagrammati c representation of 
immunog lobulin fold structur e found in different 
proteins of immunoglobul in gene superfamily . 
Proteins presented include heavy and light chains 
ofirnmunog lobulins, T-ceU receptors, major 
histocompatibility complex (MHC) Class I and 
Class £I proteins, T-cell accessory proteins involved 
in Oass I (CDS) and Class II (CD4) MHC 
recognition and possible ion channd formation, a 
recepror responsible for transporting certain classes 
ofimmunog lobulin across mucosa! membranes 
(poly-lg), f:lrmicrog lobulin which associates 
with class I molecules, a human plasma protein 
with unknown function (a 1/{:l-glycoprotein), two 
molecules of unknown function with a tissue 
distribution that includes lympbocytes and neurons 
(Thy-1, OX-2), and cwo brain-specific molecules, 
neuronal cdl-adhesion molecule (N-CAM) and 
neurocytop lasmic protein 3 (NCP3). 
Redrawn from Hunkapil ler, T. , and Hood, L 
Nature 323 : 15, 1986. 
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Figure 9.11 Reaction of diisop ropylfluorophosphate (DFP) with the active -site serine in a serine 
proteas e. 

peptide bonds in the interior of a polypeptide are endopeptidases , and those which cleave 
the peptide bond of either the COOH- or NH 2-cermina1 amino acid in polypeptide sub
strates are exopeptidases. 

Serine proteases often activate other serine proteases from their inactive precursor 
form, termed a zymogen , by cleavage of a specific peptide bond. Thi s mechanism of 
zymogen activation allows serine proteases to participate in carefully controlled physi
ological processes such as blood coagulation (Clin . Corr. 9.4) , fibrinolysis, complement 
activation (see Clin. Corr. 9.1 , p. 336), fenilization, and hormone production (Table 9.2). 
The serine protease activations are examples of limited proteolysis because only one or 
two specific peptide bonds of the hundreds in the protein substrate are hydrolyzed . Under 
denaturing conditions, however, these same proteases hydrolyze multiple peptide bonds 
that lead co digestion of peptides , proteins, and even self-digestion (aucolysis). Several dis
eases, such as emphysema, arthritis, thrombosis, cancer metastasis (Clin. Corr. 9.5), and 
some forms of hemophilia, are thought co result from the lack of regulation of a specific 
serine protease. 

Fibrin Formation in a Myocardial Infarct and Use of Recombinant Tissue Plasminogen 
Activator (rt-PA) 

Blood coagulation results from an enzyme cascade process in which 
inactive precursor serine proteases (zymogens) are activated by ocher 
serine proteases in a stepwise manner (the coagulation pathway is 
described in Chapter 22). These activation events generate catalytic 
products producing a dramatic amplification of the initial signal 
of the pathway. The end product of the coagulation pathway is a 

cross-linked fibrin clot. The zymogen components include factor II 
(prochrombin), factor VII (proconvertin), factor IX (Christmas fac
tor), factor X (Stuart factor), factor XI (plasma chromboplastin an
tecedent), and factor XII (Hageman factor). The Roman numeral 
designation indicates the order of their discovery and not their order 
of action within the pathway. On activation, the enzymes are denoted 
with the suffix "a." Thus, prochrombin is denoted as factor II, and 
catalytically active thrombin factor as Ila. 

The main function of coagulation is co maintain the incegriry of 
the closed circulatory system afrer blood vessel injury. The process, 
however, can become dangerously activated in a myocardial infarction, 
resulting in a decrease blood flow to heart muscle. About 1.2 million 
individuals suffer heart attacks each year in the United States, which 
result in approximately 500,000 deaths. 

A fibrinolysis pathway in plasma degrades the fibrin dots 
once formed. The counteracting pathway also utilizes serine pro
teases activated from zymogens. The end reaction of the fibri
nolysis pathway is formation of plasmin, a serine protease, which 
acts direccly on fibrin to degrade the fibrin doc. Tissue plasmino
gen activator (t-PA) is a plasminogen (plasmin zymogen) activator. 
Recombinant r-PA (re-PA) is produced by gene cloning technology 
(p. 262). Clinical studies show char the administration of re-PA 
shortly after a myocardial infarct significancly enhances recovery. 
Plasminogen activators such as urokinase and streptokinase are also 
effective. 

The GUSTO invescigacors (authors). An inrernacional randomized crial compar
ing four chcombolytic scraregies for acute myocardial inf.trccion. N Engl. J. Med. 
329:673, 1993; Grona, J., and Marler , J. lnccavenous re-PA: A tench anniversary 

reflection . Surgical Neurology68:Sl2, 2007; Khaja, A. M., and Grona, J.C . Estab

lished cceatmenrs for acute ischaemic scroke. Lancet 369:319, 2007; and Simpson, 

D., Siddiqui, M.A., Scace, L. J., and Hilleman, D. E. Rerep lase: A review of ics 

use in the management of chcombocic occlus ion disorders . Am J. Cardiovascular 
Dmgr6:265, 2006 . 
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TABLE 9.2 • Som e Serine Prote ases and Their Biochemical and Physiological Roles 

Protease 

Plasma kallikrein 
Faccor Xlla 
Faccor Xia 
Factor IXa. 
factorVIIa 
Factor Xa 
Factor Ila (thrombin) 
Accivaced procein C 

Factor Cir 
Factor Cls 
Factor D 
Factor B 
C3 convercase 

Trypsin 
Chymocrypsin 
Elascase (pancreatic) 
Enceropeptidase 

Urokinase plasminogen 
activator 
Tissue plasminogen 
activator 
Plasmin 

Tissue kallikreins 

Acrosin 

a-Subunit of nerve 
growth faccor 
y-Subunic of nerve 
growth faccor 

Granulocyce elascase 
Cathepsin G 
Masc cell chymases 
Masc cell trypcases 

Action 

Coagulation (see Clin. 
Corr. 9.4) 

Complemenc (see Clin. 
Corr. 9.1) 

Digescion 

Fibrinolysis, cell 
migration, embryogenesis, 
menstruation 

Hormone activacion 

Fertilization 

Growth factor activation 

Extracellular protein and 
peptide degradation, 
mast cell function 

Possibk Disease Due 
to Deficiency or 

Malfunction 

Cerebral infarction 
(stroke), coronary 
infarction, thrombosis, 
bleeding disorders 

Pachogen infections, 
inflammation, rheumacoid 
arthritis, aucoimmune 
disease 

Pancreatitis, digestive 
disorders 

Clotcing disorders, 
rumor merascasis 
(see Clin. Corr. 9.5) 

Infertility 

Inflammation, allergic 
response 

Involvement of Serine Proteases in Tumor Cell Metasta sis 

The serine protease urokinase plasminogen activator is believed to 

be required for metastasis of cancer cells. Metastasis is the process by 

which a cancer cell leaves a primary tumor and migrates rhrough the 

blood or lymph systems to another tissue or organ, where a second

ary rumor grows. Increased synrhesis of urokinase-rype plasminogen 

activator (uPA) has been correlated with an increased ability to metas

tasize in many cancers . uP A activates plasminogen to form plasmin. 

Plasminogen is ubiquitously located in the extracellular space and its 

activation to plasmin can cause degradation of proteins in the extracel

lular matrix through which the metastasizing tumor cells migrate. Plas

min can also convert procollagenase to collagenase, which promotes 

degradation of collagen in the basement membrane surrounding the 

capillaries and lymph system. This promotion of proteolytic activity 

by uP A secreted by tumor cells or stromal cells in rhe environment of 

tumor cells allows rumor cells to degrade rhe extracellular matrix pro

teins and invade through the matrix to form secondary tumor sires. 

Annecke, K., Schmitt, M., Euler, U., Zerm M., et al. uPA and uPAJ-1 in breast 
cancer: Review of their din ical utility and current validation in the prospective 
NNBC-3 trial. Adv. Clinical Chemistry 45:31, 2008; Harbeck, N., Kates, R E., 
G.iuger, K., Willems, A., et al. Urokinase-rype plasminogen activaror (uPA) and irs 
inhibiror PAJ-1: novel rumor-derived factors with a high prognostic and predictive 
impact in breast cancer. Thrombosis and Hemostasis91:450, 2004 ; and Hildenbrand, 
R, and Schaaf, A. The urokinase-sysrem in rumor tissue srroma of breast and breast 
cancer cell invasion. Int. J. Onco/Qgy 34: 15, 2009. 
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Serine Proteases Exhibit Remarkab le Specificity 
in Peptide Bond Hydrolysis 
Many serine pro ceases prefer ro hydrolyze peptide bonds next ro a particular type of amino acid. 
Thus trypsin preferentially cleaves on the carboxyl side of the basic amino acids arginine and 
lysine, and chymorrypsin cleaves on the carboxyl side oflarge hydrophobic side-chain amino 
acid residues such as rryprophan, phenylalanine, tyrosine, and leucine. Elastase deaves on the 
carboxyl side of small hydrophobic residues such as alanine. A serine protease is trypsin-like, 
chymorrypsin-like, or elasrase-like if ir has specificity similar to the named enzymes. The spe
cificity for a certain type of amino acid only indicates an enzyme's relative preference. Trypsin 
also deaves peptide bonds following hydrophobic amino acids, but at a much slower rate than 
the basic amino acids. Thus specificity for hydrolysis of a peptide bond may not be absolute, 
bur may be more accurately described as a range of most likely targets. Each of the identi
cal amino acid hydrolysis sires within a protein substrate is nor equally susceptible. Trypsin 
hydrolyzes each of the arginine peptide bonds in a particular protein at a different catalytic 
rate, and some may require a conformational change to make them accessible. 

The specificity of serine proteases for particular peptide bonds has been determined with 
synthetic substrates with fewer than 10 amino acids (Table 9.3). Because these are signifi
cantly smaller than the natural ones, they interact only with the catalytic site (primary bind
ing site S1, p. 347) and are said to be active-site directed . Studies with small substrates and 
inhibitors indicate that the site of hydrolysis in polypeptide substrates is flanked by approxi-

TABLE 9.3 • Reactivity of a -Chymotrypsin and Elastase Toward Substrate s 
of Various Structures 

Structure 

Glycyl 
Leucyl 

Methionyl 
Phenylalanyl 

Hexahydrophenylalanyl 

Tyrosyl 

T ryptophanyl 

Variation of Side Chain 
Group in S1 Siu (Chymotrypsin) 

H-
H3C........._ 

CH- CH2-
H3C_....... 

CH3-S-CH 2-CH 2-o CH,-

0-CH, -

H0-0- CH,-
U)CH,-

H 

Variation in chain length (elasrase hydrolysis 
of Ala N-tcrminal amidel 

Ac-A1a-NH2 

Ac-Pro-A1a-NH2 

Ac-A1a-Pro-A1a-NH2 

Ac-Pro-A1a-Pro-A1a-NH 2 

Ac-A1a-Pro-Ala-Pro-A1a-NH2 

Relative 
Reactiv ity' 

1 
1.6 X 104 

2.4 X 104 

4.3 X 106 

8.2 X 106 

3.7 X 107 

4.3 X 107 

1 
1.4 X 101 

4.2 X 103 

4.4 X 105 

2.7 X 105 

"Calculated from values of kc,,/ K,. found for N-acecyl amino acid methyl esters in chymocrypsin substrates. 

hc:atculated from values of k=/ K,. in Thompson, R. C. and Blout, E. R. Biochemistry 12:57, 1973 . 
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N 

mately four residues in both directions that bind to the enzyme and impact on the reactivity 
of the bond hydrolyzed. The two residues in the substrate that contribute the hydrolyz
able bond are designated P1- P' 1. Thu s in trypsin substrates the P1 residue will be lysine 
or arginine, and in chymotrypsin substrates P1 will be a hydrophobic amino acid. The P1 

residue interacti on with the S1 site provides the primary interaction between substrate and 
enzyme. The other interacting amino acid residues of the protein substrate are labeled P4- P2 

and P' 2-P' 4 on either end of the scissile bond, respectively. The complementary regions in 
the enzyme that bind these residues in the subStrate are designated subsites S4- S' 4 (Figure 
9.12). It is the secondary interactions with the substrate outs ide S1-S' 1 that ultimately 
determines a protease's specificity toward a particular protein subStrate. Thus, the coagula
tion serine protease factor Xa cleaves only at a particular arginine in prothrombin to produce 
thrombin. It is the secondary interaction that allows factor Xa to recognize the particular 
arginine it deaves in prothrombin . The interactions of P4- P' 4 with the subsites S4-S' 4 are 
noncovalent . The extended binding site in the substrate interacts with the binding site in the 
enzyme to produce a /3-sheet structure between the enzyme and the substrate, which places 
the scissile peptide bond of the substrate in the S1-S' 1 position (Figure 9.13). 

Serine Proteases Are Synthesized as Zymogens and in 
Multiple Domain Proteins 

Serine proteases are synthesized as zymogens that require limited proteolysis to produce 
the active enzyme. The coagulation zymogens are synthesized in liver cells and are secreted 
into the blood for subsequent activation following vascular injury by other serine proteases. 
Zymogens are usually designated by adding the suffix -ogen to the enzyme name; as in 
trypsinogen and chymotrypsinogen. In some cases the zymogen is referred to as a proen
zyme; for example, the zymogen of thrombin is prothrombin. 

Several plasma serine proteases have zymogen forms that contain multiple non
similar domains . Protein C, involved in a fibrinolysis pathway in blood, has four dis
tinct domains (Figure 9.14). The NHrterminal domain contains the derived amino acid, 
'}'-carboxyglutamic acid (Figure 9. 15), which is formed by carboxylation of glucamic acid 

~ - Q__fl,t{ s~~~:90 S ¢ 
: 'o '7~ 1 s Tyr39 
l;i .0 Gly 193 S1 2 S 

s3 Ser21~ ~I /H ~ 3 
S5 Gin 175 ~( N N N§e r l SS"'f_be41 _P--..... 

S4 f GI 21r ,- o. i / ,~ • H Y-1. "{ • H '-' .O H 
O~~ Asn97 / H , \ •. · .. •• • · · / H 
~~ ~ Q H H'-._ 0 f t 

H,,.N, H ~ t;l • . •. '- : ~ 
·o \ ' N N~o 

. . . : Q : ~ r Lys318 Tyr~20 Asn,321 

. ~ r :{:; ~ Pl P2 p 
~N"v\ _ ~ N Cys316 

3 

Thr310 v\.,N P3 

Pg Giu 312 Ser 314 

P7 P5 

Figure 9.12 Schematic diagram of binding 
of a polypeptide substrate to binding site in 
a proteolytic enzyme. P 5-P' 5 are amino acid 
residues in che substrate that bind to subsites 
S5-S' 5 in che enzyme with peptide hydrolysis 
occurring between P1-P' 1 (arrow). NHrterminal 
direction of substrate polypeptide chain is indicated 
by N, and COOH -terminal direction by C. 
Redrawn from Polgar, L. In Neuberger, A. and 
Brocklehurst, K (Eds.), Hydrolytic Enzymes. 
Amsterdam.: Elsevier, 1987, 174. 

Figure 9.13 Schematic drawing of binding of 
pancreatic trypsin inhibitor to trypsin. Binding 
site region of trypsin (blue) shown in complex with 
region of pancreatic trypsin inhibitor (brown), 
which models the binding of a polypeptide substrate. 
Dotted lines are hydrogen bonds. The inhibitor has 
an extended conformation so that amino acids P9, 

P7, P5, P3, and P1-P'3 interacr wich binding subsites 
S,S' 3 in trypsin. Potentially hydrolymile bond in 
inhibit0r is between P1-P' 1 (amino acids 318 and 
319 of which only Lys318 is visible). 

The diagram is based on X-ray diffraction of 
the complex of pancreat ic trypsin inhibitor with 
trypsinogen. The binding region of trypsinogen 
in the complex assumes a conformation like that 
of active trypsin bound to a protein substrate . 
Redrawn from Bolognesi, M., Gatti, B., 
Menegatti, E., Guarneri, M., Papamokos, E., and 
Huber, R. J. Mol Biol 162:839, 1983. 
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Figure 9.14 Schematic of domain structure 
for activated protein C showing multidomain 
structure . GLA refers to the derived amino 
acid, ;r-carboxy-gluramic, residues present in the 
NHrterminal GLA domain (red) where they 
function to bind calcium ions (red balls). EGF-like 
domains (blue) contain fold present in epidermal 
growth factor, and the two catalytic domains 
(yellow) comprise the protease enzyme at the 
COOH-terminal end of the protein. 
Diagram prepared by combining the GLA domain 
of human activated protein C (PDB lLQV) with 
GLA-domainless structure of activated prote in C 
(PDB IAUT). Structure references: Oganesyan, 
V., et al.J Biol Chem. 277 :24851. 2002; and 
Mather, T. et al. EMBOJ 15:6822, 1996. 
Structure generated using SPDBV, Guex, N., and 
Peirsch, M.C. Electrophoresis 18:2714, 1997. 

-ooc coo-
" / CH 

I 
CH2 
I 

CH 
/ "-+ -ooc NH

3 

Figure 9.15 Structure of the derived amino 
acid ;r-carboxyglutamic acid (abbreviat ion 
Gia), found in NH2-terminal domain of many 
coagulation proteins . 

GLA dum;i in 

FGF-likc 
dom;iin 1 

Catalytic 
domain 1 

EGF-like 

C;it ;ily t ic: 
ciom;iin 1 

residues in a vitamin K-dependent reaction (pp. 987 and 994). The -y-ca.rboxyglutamates 
chelate Ca2+and form part of a site that binds cell membranes. The COOH-terminal region 
contains the catalytic domains . Activation from the zymogen form requires peptide bond cleav
age outside the catalytic domains and is controlled by the binding of the y-ca.rboxyglur.amate
containing NHrterrninal end through calcium ions to a membrane site. 

Tertiary Structures of the Cata lytic Domains of Serine 
Proteases Are Similar 

Trypsin- like serine proteases constitute a superfamily of proteins with two distinct closed 
/3-barrel domains of the same fold and equal size (Figure 9. I 6), which do not penetrate 
one another. Loop regions protrude from the barrel structures, being almost symmetrically 
presented by each of the two folded domains. These loops combine to form a surface region 
that extends outward, above the catalytic site, and are functionally similar to the CDRs of 
immunoglobulins. Structure determinations by X-ray crystallography have been carried out 

Domain 
2 

Figure 9.16 Two views of trypsin- like catalytic domains showing /3-barrel fold structure of the 
domains with active site residues at the domain interface . /3-srrands are yellow arrows, a-helices are 
magenta, turn s are pale blue , and all other residues are white. Active site serine-195 (orange), liistidioe-57 
(blue) , and aspartate-102 (reddish-brown ) are shown. 
B and C chains from human a-chymouypsin, PDB 6CHA, are visualized with RasMol. 
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TABLE 9.4 • Serine Protease Structures Determined by X-Ray 
Crystallography 

Species Inhibitors &solution 
Enzyme Source Present (AJ 

Chymocrypsin4 Bovine Yesb 1.67' 

Chymocrypsinogen Bovine No 2.5 

Elascase Porcine Yes 2.5 

Kallikrein Porcine Yes 2.05 

Proceinase A S. griseus No 1.5 

Proteinase B S. griseus Yes 1.8 

Pro tei nase II Rat No 1.9 

Trypsin4 Bovine Yei 1.4' 

Trypsinogen4 Bovine Yesb 1.65' 

'Scrucrure of chis enzyme molecule independentl y determined by cwo or more 
investigators. 

bSrrucrure obtained with no inhibito r presenc (native scrucrure) and with inhibitors. 
Inhibitors used include low molecular weight inhibitors (i.e., benzamidine , DFP, 
and rosy!) and protein inhibitors (i.e., bovine pancreatic trypsin inhibiror) . 

'Highest resolution for this molecule of che multiple determinations. 

on many members of the trypsin-like serine protease protein family (Table 9.4), including 
active enzyme forms, zymogens, the same enzyme in multiple species, enzyme-inhibitor 
complexes, and a particular enzyme at different temperatures and in different solvents. 

Alignment of three-dimensional structures can be performed on serine proteases. 
Table 9.5 shows for sets of two proteases the number of amino acids that are superim
posable in the 3-dimensional structures and the numbe r that are chemically identical in 
comparison of the sequences. Structurally superimposable amino acids, even if they differ 
chemically, cannot be distinguished from one another at the resolution of the X-ray diffrac
tion. The proteins are more homologous in their structures than in sequence. The regions 
of greatest difference are in the CDR-like loop regions. Altering these loops changes the 
macromolecular-binding specificity of the protease. The structure of the loop in factor 
Xa, for example, allows it to bind specifically to prothrombin. Protease inhibitors interact 
with different proteases through their affinity for the loop structures. Bacterial proteases 
related to the eukaryotic serine protease family contain the same two domains but lack most 
of the loops. This agrees with their lack of a requirement for complex interactions and the 
observation that bacterial proteases are not synthesized as zymogens. 

Ser- 195 in chymotrypsin reacts with the inhibitor diisopropylfluorophosphate (DFP), 
with a 1:1 enzyme:DFP stoichiometry (p. 344 and Figure 9.11). The th ree-dimensional 
structure of chymotrypsin reveals that the Ser-195 is situated within an internal pocket, 
with access to the solvent interface. His-57 and Asp-102 are oriented so that they participate 
with the Ser-195 in the catalytic mechanism. Thus the serine protease family constitutes 

TABLE 9.5 • Structura l Superposition of Selected Trypsin Family Serine Proteases and the Resultant Amino Acid Sequence 
Compari son 

Comparison 

T rypsin-elascase 

Trypsin-chymotrypsin 

Trypsin-masc cell protease 

T rypsin-prekallik.rein 

Trypsin-S. griseus protease 

Number of Amino Acids 
in Sequence 

Protease 1 Protease2 

223 240 

223 241 

223 224 

223 232 

223 180 

Number of Structurally Number of Chemically 
Equivalent Residues Identical Residues 

188 81 

185 93 

188 69 

194 84 

121 25 
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Figure 9.17 Organiza tion of axon s and 
intron s in genes for serine protease s. 

t-PA is tissue plasminogen activator 
and NGF is nerve growth factor which 
contain a structure homo logous to a serine 
protease. Exons are shown by boxes and 
intrans by connecting lines. Position of 
the codons for active-site serine, histidine , 
and aspartate are denoted by S, H , and 
D, respectively. Red boxes, on left, sbow 
regions that code for NHrterminal signal 
peptide that is cleaved before secretion. 
Light-colored boxes, on right , represent 
part of gene sequence transcribed into 
messenger RNA (mRNA) , but not 
trans lated into protein . Arrows show 
codons for residues at which proteolytic 
activation of zymogen occurs. 
Redrawn and modifted from Irwin , D. 
M ., Roberts , K. A., and MacGillivray, 
RT. J. Mot. Biol 200:31, 1988. 

a strueturally related series of proteins that use a catalytically active serine. During evolu
tion, the basic two-domain struccure and the catalytically essential residues have been main
tained , but the regions of the secondary interactions (loop regions) have changed to provide 
for different specificities coward substrates, activators, and inhibitors, related co their diverse 
physiological roles. 

Serine Proteases Have Similar Structure-Function 
Relationships 

The relationships between structure and physiological function of the serine proteases are 
summarized as follows: (l) Only one serine residue is catalytically active and participates in 
peptide bond cleavage. Bovine trypsin contains 34 serine residues with only one catalytically 
active or able to react with the inhibitor DFP (Figure 9.11, p. 344). (2) X-ray diffraetion and 
sequence homology studies demonstrate that a hiscidine and an aspartate are always associ
ated with the activated serine in the catalytic site. On the basis of their positions in chyrno
rrypsinogen , these three invarian tresidues are named Ser I 9 5, His 57, and Asp 102 and called 
the catalytic triad. This numbering, based on their sequence number in chyrnotrypsinogen , 
is used to identify these residues irrespective of their exact position in any serine protease. 
(3) Eukaryotic serine proteases exhibit high sequence and structural similarity. (4) Genes 
that code for serine proteases are organized similarly (Figure 9.17). Their exon-intron pat
terns show that each of the catalytically essential residues (Ser-I 95, His-57 , and Asp-102) 
is on a different exon. The essential hiStidine and serine are all almost adjacent to their exon 
boundary . The cross-species homology in gene structure supporrs the concept that the serine 
proteases evolved from a common primordial gene. (5) The catalytic portion of serine pro
teases comprises two domains , of approximately equal size. The catalytic site is within their 
interface or the crevice between the two domains. The three-dimensional srrueture of the 
catalytic site in serine proteases is complementary to strueture of the reaction transition state 
and contains an oxyanion sire co stabilize the transition State of the peptide hydrolysis reac
tion . (7) Serine proteases that interact with membranes typically have an additional domain 
to provide for this specific function . (8) Natural protein substrates and inhibitors of serine 
proteases bind through an extended specificity site. (9) Specificity for natural protein inhibi
tors is marked by extremely tight binding. The binding constant for trypsin to pancreatic 
trypsin inhibitor is about 1013/M , reflecting a binding free energy of approximately 75 kJ/ 
mo! (18 kcal/mo!). (10) Natural protein inhibitors are usually poor subscrates with strong 
inhibition requiring hydrolysis of a peptide bond in the inhibitor by the protease. (11) Serine 
proteases in eukaryotes are synthesized as zymogens to permit their transport in an inac
tive state to their sires of action. (12) Zyrnogen activation frequently involves hydrolysis by 
another serine protease. (l3) Several serine proteases unde rgo autolysis or self-hydrolysis. 
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Sometimes this leads to specific peptide bond cleavage and funher activation of the catalytic 
activity. At other times autolysis leads to inactivation of the protease. 

Sequence Homology in Serine Proteases 

Much early knowledge of the serine protease family came from trypsin and chymotrypsin 
purified from bovine materials. This has yielded a useful but nonintuitive nomenclature, 
which uses a sequence alignment against the amino acid sequence of chymotrypsin, to 
name and number residues of other serine proteases . As mentioned previously , the catalyti
cally essential residues are Ser-195, His-57, and Asp-102. Insertions and deletions of the 
amino acids in another serine protease are compared to the numbe ring of residues in chy
motrypsin. Alignment is made by algorithms that maximize sequence homology , with exacr 
alignment of the essential serine, histidine , and aspartate residues. These three residues are 
invariant in all serine proteases and the sequences surrounding them are invariant among 
the serine proteases of the trypsin family (Table 9.6) . 

Members of the trypsin family also occur in prokaryotes . Thus, bacrerial serine proteases 
from Streptomyces griseus and Myxobacteria 450 are homologous with trypsin. However, a 
separate class of serine proteases fust discovered in bacreria has no struetural homology to 
the mammalian trypsin family . The serine protease subtilisin , isolated from Bacillus subtilis, 
hydrolyzes peptide bonds and contains an activated serine with a histidine and aspartate in 
its active site and an active site structure complementary to the hydrolytic reaction transition 
state, but its acrive site arises from struetural regions of the protein that have no sequence or 
structural homology with the trypsin family. Serine proteases of the subtilisin family are also 
found in human cells. This is an example of convergent evolution of an enzyme catalytic 
mechanism. Apparently a completely different gene evolved the same catalytic mechanism 
for peptide hydrolysis. 

TABLE9 .6 • Invariant Sequence s Around Catalytically Essential Serine (S) and Histidine (H) 

Enzyme Sequence (Residues Itkntical to Chymotrypsin Are in Bola) 

Residues Around Catalytically Essential Histidine 

Chymotrypsin A F H F C G G s L I N E N w V V T A A H* 

Trypsin y H F C G G s L I N s Q w V V s A A H 

Pancreatic elastase A H T C G G T L R Q N w V M T A A H 

Thrombin E L L C G A s L I s D R w V L T A A H 

Factor X E G F C G G T r L N E F y V L T A A H 

Plasmin M H F C G G T L s p E w V L T A A H 

Plasma kallikrein s F Q C G G V L V N p K w V L T A A H 

Streptomyces trypsin C G G A L y A Q D I V L T A A H 

Subtilisin V G G A s F V A G E A y N T D G N G H 

Residues Around Catalytically Essential Serine 

Chymotrypsin A C A G A s G V s s C M G D $* 

Trypsin C A G y L E G G K D s C Q G D s 
Pancreatic elascase C A G G N G V R s G C Q G D s 
Thrombin C A G y K p G E G K R G D A C E G D s 
Factor X C A G y D T Q p E D A C Q G D s 
Plasmin C A G H L A G G T D s C Q G D s 
Plasma kallikrein C A G y L p G G K D T C M G D s 
Streptomyces trypsin C A G y p D T G G V D T C Q G D s 
Subtilisin A G V y s T y p T N T y A T L N G T s 

Source: Barrett, A. J. ln : A. J. Barrett and G. Salvesen (Eds.), Proteinase InhibitoN. Amsterdam: Elsevier, 1986, p. 7. 
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Figure 9.18 Stabilization of peptide hydrolysis 

reactio n transition-state Stru cture by tryp sin. 
Polypeptide substrate is shown in red with 
the atoms of the a-carbon, side chain (lysine), 
and labile peptide bond of the P1 residue in 
the substrate. The labile peptide bond is in an 
intermediate structure like that of the proposed 
reaction transition state, in which the carbonyl 
carbon to nitrogen peptide bond is being broken 
while the bond between the Ser-195 'YO and 
carbonyl carbon is being made. In this structure 
the carbony l carbon is transiently bonded to 
four different atoms and the carbonyl oxygen is 
negativdy charged. Th e enzyme active is in blue 
and contains the catalytically essential Ser-195, 
His-57, and Asp-102. The polypeptide chain of the 
enzyme active site contributes two hydrogen bonds 
that stabilize the transition-state structure. 
Modified from figure by Stroud, R. M. Sci. Am, 
231:74, 1974. 

Mechanism of Serine Protease Catalysis 

All trypsin-like serine proteases catalyze peptide bond hydrolysis by an identical cat
alytic mechanism with the coordinate actions of an active site Ser-195 , His-57, and 
Asp-102 . These residues are in different domains of the two domains that make up 
the catalytic unit . In the folded protein the three -dimensional structures bring these 
residues together at the domain interface that comprises the primary site for catalysis 
(Figure 9 .18). The imidazole nitrogens of His-57 s form hydrogen bonds to the Ser-195 
'YQH and to the Asp-102 side-chain carboxylate . In protease-catalyzed hydrolysis, the 
histidine acts as a general base catalyst and the 'YQ of the serine forms a transient cova
lent ester intermediate with a part of the substrate. These mechanisms involving the 
Ser-195 and His-57 facilitate the breaking of the scissile peptide bond of the substrate 
bound to the active site. 

In addition to the three catalytically essential amino acids of the active site, all active 
sites have features that stabilize the transition-state structure of the reaction. The transi
tion state is the highest energy structure on the reaction pathway to which the substrate is 
elevated. The rate of the reaction is dependent on the energy required to reach the struc
ture of the transition state, and enzymes accelerate reaction rates by decreasing the energy 
required to reach the transition-state structure. One way of decreasing this energy is to 
stabilize the hydrolytic transition-state structure . All serine protease active sites contain two 
hydrogen-bond donating groups oriented and poised to donate hydrogen bonds that sta
bilize the transition-state structure (Figure 9.18) . The exact placement of these hydrogen
bond donating groups within the active site is a catalytically critical structural feature of the 
protease enzymes. 

Specific Protein Inhibitors of Serine Proteases 

Evolution of the serine protease family for participation in physiological processes promoted 
a parallel evolution of inhibitors. Specific proteins inhibit the activity of serine proteases 
when their physiological role has ended (Table 9.7). Thus, coagulation is limited to the 
site of vascular injury and complementation activation leads to lysis only of cells exhibiting 
foreign antigens. Inabiliry to control these proteases, such as by a deficiency of a specific 
inhibitor , can lead to undesirable consequences, such as thrombus formation initiating 
myocardial infarction and stroke or uncontrolled reactions of complement in autoimmune 
disease. These natural inhibitors of serine proteases are termed serpins for serine protease 
inhibitors . They occur in animals that produce the proteases, but surprisingly they are also 
found in plants that lack proteases. 
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TABLE 9.7 • Some Human Proteins that Inhibit Serine Proteases 

Inhibitor 

a 1-Proceinase inhibitor 

Acrion 

Inhibics tissue proteases including neutrophil elasrase; 

deficiency leads co pulmonary emphysema 

a 1-An cichymocrypsin Inhibics proteases of chymocrypsin-like specificity from 

neucrophils, basophils, and mast cells including 

cachepsin G and chymase 

lncer-a-crypsin inhibicor 

ai-Anciplasmin 

Anrichrombin m 

lnhibi cs broad range of serine protease acriviries in plasma 

Inhibics plasmin 

C1 Inhibitor 

arMacroglobulin 

Protease nexin I 

Protease nexin II 

Plasminogen activator inhibitor I 

Plasminogen acrivacor inhibitor II 

Inhibics chrombin and ocher coagularion proteases 

lnhibics complement reaction 

General protease inhibitor 

lnhibics thrombin, urokinase plasminogen activator, 

and plasmin 

lnhibics growth fuccor-associated serine proteases, 

idenrical to NHrterminal domain of amyloid protein 

secreted in Alzheimer's disease 

lnhibics plasminogen acrivators 

lnhibics urokinase plasminogen acrivator 

9.4 • HEMOGLOBIN AND MYOGLOBIN 

Hem oglobins are globular proteins, present in high concentrations in red blood cells that 
bind oxygen in the lungs and transport it to cells of the tissues. They also transport CO 2 

and H+ from the tissues to the lungs, and carry and release nitric oxide (NO) in the blood 
vessels of the tissues. NO is a potent vasodilator and inhibitor of platelet aggregation. The 
molecular structure and chemistry of the hemoglobins beautifully fit these comp lex and 
interrelated physiological roles. 

Human Hemog lobin Occurs in Several Forms 

A hemoglobin molecule consists of four polypeptide chains, two each of two different 
sequences. Each chain contains a heme prosthetic group that binds oxygen. On the bind
ing of 0 2 to a hemoglobin molecule to form Hb (Oi)4, the four Orbinding sites act in a 
cooperative manner. The major form of human adult hemoglobin, HbA1, consists of two 
a and two /3 chains (ai/3 2) . The a-polypeptide contains 141, and the /3-polypeptide 146 
amino acids. The fetal form (HbF) (Figure 9.19) contains the same a chains as HbA 1, and 
-y chains that differ in sequence from the /3 chain (Table 9.8). Two othe r hemoglobin forms 
appear in the first months afrer conception (embryonic) in which the a chains are substi
tuted by zeta (() chains of different sequence and the e chains serve as the /3 chains. A minor 
adult hemoglobin , HbA2 , composes about 2% of normal adult hemoglobin and contains 

%of 
Total 
globin 
synthesis 

a. ., 

6 12 18 24 30 36 1 6 
Birth 

Postconception age (weeks) 

a. 

y 

12 18 24 30 36 42 48 

Postnatal age {weeks) 

Figure 9.19 Changes in globin chain 
production during development. 
Redrawn from Nie.nhuis, A. W. , and Maniatis, 
T. In Stamaroyannopoulos, G., Nienhuis, 
A.W., Leder, P., and Majerus, P. W. (Eds.), The 
Mokcular Basis of Blood Diseases. Philaddphia: 
Saunders, 1987, 68, in "1Vhich reference of 
Weatherall, D. J ., and Clegg, J. B., The 
Thal.assemia Syndromes, 3d ed. (Oxford: Blackwell 
Scientific, 1981), is acknowledged. 
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TABLE 9.8 • Chains of Human Hemoglob in 

Developmental Chain 
Stage 

Adulr 

Adulr 

Ferus 

Embryo 

Embryo 

Symbol 

HbA1 

HbA2 

HbF 

Hb Gower-I 

Hb Portland 

Composition 

a-i/32 

ail>2 
a 2'Y2 

{2€2 

{21'2 

two a chains and two chains designated delta (l>) (Table 9.8). A discussion of abnormal 
hemoglobins is presented in Clin . Corr. 9.6. 

Myoglobin: A Single Polypeptide with One OrBinding Site 

Myoglobin (Mb) is an 0 2 binding protein that captures and releases 0 2 with changes 
in the 0 2 concentration in the sarcoplasm of skeletal muscle cells. In contrast to hemo
globin, which has four chains and four Orbinding sites, myoglobin contains only a single 
polypeptide chain and one Orbinding site. Myoglobin is a model for what occurs when 
a single protomer molecule acts alone without the interactions exhibited among the four 
Orbinding sites in the more complex tetramer molecule of hemoglobin. 

Hemoglobinopathies 

There are well over 800 known mutant human hemoglobins. 
Mutations cause instability in hemoglobin structure, increased or 
decreased oxygen affinity, or an increase in the rate of oxidation 
of the heme ferrous iron (Fe +2) to the ferric state (Fe +3). A non
functional ferric hemoglobin is designated methemoglobin and is 
symbolized HbM. 

Unstable hemoglobin can arise by the substitution of proline for 
an amino acid within an a-helical region of the globin fold. Pro
lines do not participate in a-helical structure and the breaking of 
an a-helical segment causes an unstable hemoglobin (examples are 
Hbs.J3Leut4"'Pro and Hbcenova/:l2SLeu"'P'0

). Other unstable hemoglo
bins arise from substitution by an amino acid that is either too large or 
too small to make appropriate contacts or by placement of a charged 
or polar group on the inside of a domain. Unstable hemoglobins eas
ily denature and may precipitate to form Heinz bodies, which dam
age the erythrocyte membrane . Patients with unstable hemoglobins 
develop anemia, reticulocytosis, splenomegaly, and urobilinuria. 

Some mutant hemoglobins have an increased oxygen affinity (lower 
P50). An interesting example is Hb eowrow/His 146"'Leu, in which the 
histidine that dissociates 50% of the Bohr-effect protons is lost. This 
mutation impedes the regulation of oxygen dissociation by hydrogen 
ion concentration and destabilizes the T conformation relative to the 
R conformation , causing an increase in oxygen affinity and decreased 
release of 0 2 to the tissues. Hemoglobin mutations that impair BPG 
binding also increase oxygen affinity. Hemoglobinopathies of in
creased oxygen affinity are often characterized by hemolytic anemia 
and Heinz body formation . 

Mutant hemoglobins that form methemoglobin include 
HbM aS?His"'Tyr and HbM /:l9ZHis"'Tyr where the proximal Iwate Hyde Park 

histidines F8 in the a and /3 chains, respectively, are mutated. In 
HbMBos,ot58His"'Tyr and HbMsaskacoo/63His"'Tyr the distal E7 his

tidines are mutated. Mutations of amino acids that pack against the 
heme or form the oxygen-binding site often lead to methemoglo
binemia. Patients with high concentrations of methemoglobin show 
cyanosis (bluish color of the skin). 

Two of the most prevalent mutations occur at the same amino 
acid position, the /36Glu. When this glutamate is replaced by va
line, the result is Hbsf:l6Glu"'va1, whereas replacement by lysine yields 
Hbcf:l6Glu"' Lys_ Homozygotes with HbS have sickle-cell anemia in 
which the hemoglobin molecules precipitate as tactoids or long arrays, 
which produce the sickle shape of the erythrocyte. HbC forms a dif
ferent aggregate structure consisting of blunt-ended cryscalloids. This 
reduces the survival time of the red blood cells but produces less hemo
lysis than HbS. This form of hemoglobinopathy exhibits more lim
ited pathological effects. As both HbS and HbC are commonly found 
among certain black African populations, it is not unusual to find in
dividuals heterozygous for both mutant genes among this population . 
Individuals with HbSC will have an intermediate anemia becween that 
observed ofhomozygotes for HbS and HbC. 

Ar=oy, M. 0., and Gallagher, P. G. Molecular diagn0$is of hemoglobinopachies 
and ocher red blood cell disorders. Seminars Hematology36:328, 1999: Benz, E.J.,Jr. 
Genotypes and phenotypes: Another lesson from rhe hemoglobinopachies. N. Engl 
]. Med. 351:1490, 2004; and Dickerson, RE. , and Geis, I. Hemoglobin: Structure, 
Function, Evolution, and PaJhology. Menlo Park, CA: Benjamin/Cummings, 1983. 
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The Heme Prosthetic Group Is Site of 0 2 Binding 

The four globin subunirs in hemoglobin and the one of myoglobin each contain a heme 
prosthetic group . A prosthetic group is a nonpolypeptide moiety that forms a functional 
part of a protein. Without irs prosthetic group, a protein is designated an apoprotein . With 
irs prosrhetic group it is a holop rotein . 

In hemoglobins and myoglobin the heme is protoporphyrin IX (p. 791) with an iron 
atom in irs center (Figure 9.20) . The iron is in the ferrous (+2 charge) state in functional 
hemoglobin and myoglobin where it can form five or six covalent bonds, depending on 
whether or not 0 2 is bound . Four bonds are ro the pyrrole nitrogen atoms of the porphyrin . 
As the pyrrole rings and connecting carbons are part of the same aromatic system, these 
atoms lie in a common plane. The porphyrin bonded Fe+2 will tend to lie in this same 
porphyrin plane. The fifth and the potentially sixth bonds to Fe +2 are directed along an 
axis perpendicular to the plane of the porphyrin ring (Figure 9.21). The fifth bond is to 
a nitrogen of a histidine imidazole. This is designated the proximal histidin e in globin 
structu res (Figures 9.21 and 9.22). In oxy-globins, 0 2 forms the sixth bond, the 0 2 being 
between the ferrous atom and a second histidine imidazole, designated the distal histidine . 
In deoxy-globins, the sixth position is unoccupied . 

The heme is positioned within a hydrophobic pocket of each globin subunit . In the 
pocket about 18 amino acid residues, mostly between apolar side chains and the apolar 
regions of the porphyrin, provide approximately 80 interactions . The driving force for the 
interaction is the expulsion of water of solvation on association of the hydrophobic heme 
with the apolar side chains in the heme pocket (see hydrophobic forces, p. 116). Additional 
interaetions in myoglobin are made between the negatively charged propionate groups of 
the heme and positively charged arginine and histidine side chains. In hemoglobin chains a 
difference in the amino acid sequence in this region of the heme binding site leads ro stabi
lization of the porphyrin propionates by interaction with an uncharged histidine imidazole 
and with water molecules of solvent toward the outer surface of the molecule. 

X-Ray Crystallography Has Defined the Structures 
of Hemoglobin and Myoglobin 

The srrucrures of deoxy and oxy forms of hemoglobin and myoglobin have been resolved by 
X-ray crystallography. In faet, sperm whale myoglobin was the fusr prote in whose strueture 
was determined by this technique, followed by horse hemoglobin. These struetures show that 

Heme 

Figure 9 .20 Structur e of heme . Iron (Fe+2) 

has four bonds to rhe pyrrole nitrogens in 
planar porphyrin. The fifth and six bonds are 
perpendicular to porphyr in plane. Porphyr in 
structure is protoporphyrin type IX. 
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Figure 9.21 Ligand bonds to ferrous atom in 
oxyhemoglobin . 

Figure 9 .22 Secondary and tertiary structur e 
characteristi cs of globins of hemo globin . 
Proximal His FS, distal His E7, Tyr HC2, and 
Val El l side chains are shown. Orher amino acids 
of polypeptide chain are represented by a-carbon 
positions only; rhe letters M, V, and P refer to 

the methyl, vinyl, and propionate side chains of 
the heme. 
Reprinted with permission from Perutz, M. Br. 
Med. Bull. 32: 195, 1976. 
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(a) 

each globin consiscs of multiple a-helical regions connected by tumS chat allow folding into a 
spheroidal shape cbaraeteristic of the globin fold (Figure 9.22 and Figure 3.37, p. 101). 

Primary, Secondary , and Tertiary Structures of Myoglobin 
and Hemoglobin Chains 
Comparison of the amino acid sequences of myoglobin from many animal species shows 
all myoglobin chains contain 153 amino acids, of which 83 are invariant . Only 15 invari
ant residues are identical to the invariant residues of the globin chains in mammalian 
hemoglobins . While there is surprising variability in sequences, the secondary and ter
tiary structures are almost identical (Figure 9.23). In addition , all the globin chains func
tion to reversibly bind oxygen. However, when comparing the myoglobin sequences to the 
sequences of the globin chains in hemoglobin, the changes are mostly conservative and pre
serve the physical propenies of the residues (Table 9.9). Changes in the sequence between 
the myoglobin and hemoglobin sequences are panially explained by myoglobin acting as a 
monomer; hence many of ics surface positions interact with water and prevent another mol
ecule of myoglobin from associating. In contrast , surface residues of the individual subunits 
in hemoglobin provide hydrogen bonds and nonpolar contaccs with other subunics in the 
quaternary structure . The proximal and distal histidines to the heme iron are preserved in 
all the globin chains, as are the hydrophobic heme pockecs chat form essential nonpolar 
contacts with the heme. 

Any significant differences in the physiological propenies between a, /3, -y, and 8 
chains of hemoglobins and the chain of myoglobin are due to rather small specific changes 
in their structures . The similarity in teniary structure shows that the same fold structure of 
a polypeptide can be arrived at by different sequences. 

Approximately 70% of the residues panicipate in the a-helices of the globin fold, gener
ating seven a-helices in the a chain and eight in the /3 chain. These latter eight helical regions 
are commonly labeled A- H, scarring from the NHrterminal end. The interhelical regions are 
designated as AB, BC, CD, ... , GH, respectively. The nonhelical region at the NHi-terminal 
end is designated NA, and chat at the COO H-terminal end is HC (Figure 9.22). Amino 

(b) 

Figure 9.23 Comparison of conformation of (a) myoglobin and (b) /J chain of HbA1• Overall 
structures are very similar, except at NH 2-terminal and COOH-terminal ends. 
Reprinted with permission from Fersht, A. Enzyme Structure and Mechanism. San Francisco: Freeman, 
1977, 12 and 13. 
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TABLE 9.9 • Amino Acid Sequenc es of Hemoglobin Chains and Myoglob in8 

NA! 2 3 A 1 2 3 
MYOGLOBIN Val 
~ Horse a Val 
~ {3 Val 
9 Human a Val 
c., 
0 {3 Val 

-y Gly 
o Val 

Leu Ser Glu Gly 
Leu Ser Ala Ala 

Gin Leu Ser Gly Glu 
Leu 

His Leu 
His Phe 

Ser Pro 
Thr Pro 
Thr Glu 
Thr Pro 

Ala 
Glu 
Glu 
Glu 

4 

Glu 
Asp 
Glu 
Asp 
Glu 
Asp 
Glu 

5 6 7 8 9 10 II 

Trp Gin Leu Val Leu His Val 
ys Thr Asn Val Lys Ala Ala 
ys Ala Ala Val Leu Ala Leu 

Lys Thr Asn Val Lys Ala Ala 
Lys Ser Ala Val Thr Ala Leu 
Lys Ala Thr Ilu Thr Ser Leu 
Lys Thr Ala Val Asn Ala Leu 

12 13 14 15 A16 AB! Bl 2 

Glu Ala Asp Val 
Gly Gly His Ala 
Asn Glu 
Gly Ala His Ala 
Asn Val 

3 
Ala 
Gly 
Glu 
Gly 
Asp 
Glu 
Asp 

4 5 

Gly His 
Glu Tyr 
Glu Val 
Glu Tyr 
Glu Val 
Asp Ala 
Ala Val 

6 

~ 
;:c His Leu 

7 8 9 10 II 12 

MYOGLOBIN Gin Ilu u Ilu 
~ Horse a Ala 
~ f3 Gly 
9 Human a Ala 

Ala Glu 
Ala Gly 
Ala Glu 

8 /3 Gly 
~ -y Gly 
;:c o Gly 

Ala Gly 
Thr Gly 
Ala Gly 

2 4 6 7 

13 14 15 16 C I 2 3 4 

Leu Phe Lys Ser 
Met Phe Leu Gly 
Leu Leu Val Val 
Mee Phe Leu Ser 
Leu Leu Val Val 
Leu Leu Val Val 
Leu Leu Val Val 
EI 2 3 4 

His 
Phe 
Tyr 
Phe 
Tyr 
Tyr 
Tyr 

5 

Pro Glu 
Pro Thr 
Pro 
Pro 
Pro Trp 
Pro Trp 
Pro Trp Th 
6 7 8 

5 

Leu Glu Lys Asp 
Lys Thr Tyr Pro 
Gin Arg Phe Asp 
Lys Thr Tyr Pro 
Gin Arg Phe Glu 
Gin Arg Phe Asp 
Gin Arg Phe Glu 
9 10 11 13 

MYOGLOBIN Glu Ala Glu Met Lys Ser Glu Asp 
Ser Ala Gin 
Asn Pro Lys 
Ser Ala Gin 
Asn Pro Lys 
Asn Pro Lys 
Asn Pro Lys 

Lys His Gly 
Ala His Gly 
Ala His Gly 
Gly His Gly 
Ala His Gly 
Ala His Gly 

Val Thr Val Leu Tbr 
a ~ Horse 

~ 
0 
..J c., 

f3 Pro Asp Ala Val Mee 
Val Ala Asp 
Val Leu His 
Val Ala Asp 
Val Leu Gly 

Human a 

0 

~ 
f3 Pro Asp Ala Val Met 
'Y Ala Der Ala Ilu Met Leu Thr 

Leu Gly ;:c o Pro Asp Ala Val Met Ala GI 

EFJ 2 3 4 5 7 8 Fl 2 4 F5 6 FGl 2 

MYOGLOBIN 

~ Horse 
~ 

Lys 
a His 
{3 His 

g Human a His 
c., 
0 

~ ;:c 

MYOGLOBIN 

~ Horse 
~ 

{3 His 
'Y His 
o His 

5 

f3 
§ Human a 

0 

~ 
f3 
'Y 
0 

MYOGLOBIN Ala 
z Horse a Ser 
iii /3 Ser 
9 Human a Ser 
g f3 Ala 

~ ')' Ser 
;:c o Ala 

L GI H" His Glu Ala Glu Leu Lys Pro Leu Ala Gin Ser His Ala Thr Lys 

~~:i~:~:~~:~::~Le~~=~:~ WAs~~~~Ala~~Ala~~~ HisAlaHis~ 
Leu As Asn Leu Lys Gly Thr Phe Ala Thr Leu Ser Glu His Cys Asp Lys 
Leu As Asp Leu Lys Gly Thr Pbe Ala Gin Leu Ser Glu His Cys Asp Lys 
Leu As Asp Leu Lys Gly Thr Phe Ser Gin Leu Ser Glu His Cys Asp L 

6 7 8 G 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 GH 1 2 3 4 

Glu Phe Ilu Ser Glu Ala Ilu Ilu His Val Leu His Ser Arg His Pro Gly Asn 

~~~Le:~~His~ ~~Thr~AlaWHis~~~~ ~ ~¼~W Ala~WWAla~His~¼~~ 
Lys Leu Ser His Cys Leu Val Thr Leu Ala Ala His Leu Pro Ala Glu 
~ ~¼~W W~W~AlaHisHis~¼~~ 
Lys Leu Gly Asn Val Val Thr Val Leu Ala Ilu His Phe Gly Lys Glu 
~ ~¼~W W~W~Ala~~~¼~~ 

7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 H 21 22 23 2 

~~~Ala~~~~~~~fuAlaAla ~~ 

Leu Asp Lys Phe Leu Ser Ser Val Ser Thr Val ~ Thr Ser Arg 
Tyr Gin Lys Val Val Ala Gly Val Ala Asn Ala Ala His His 
~~~~~Ala~W~ThrW Thr~ ~ 
fy~~WWA!a¼WA!a~Ala AlaHis His 
Trp Gin Lys Met Val Thr Gly Val Ala Ser Ala Ser Ser His 
Tyr Gin Ls Val Val Ala Gly Val Ala Asn Ala Ala His His 

~ 
His 
Ser 
His 

Val 
Val 

4 5 

Lys 

Gly 

6 7 8 DI 

Ser Gly 

His Leu Lys Thr 
Asp Leu er His 
Asp Leu Ser Gly 
Asp Leu Ser His 
Asp Leu Ser Thr 
Asn Leu Ser Ser 
Asp Leu Ser Ser 

Ser Gly 
Ser Ph Gly 
14 E 15 16 17 18 19 20 

Ala Leu Gly 
Gly Leu Thr 
Ser Phe Gly 
Ala Leu Thr 
Ala Phe Ser 
Ser Leu Gly 
Ala Phe Ser 

Ala Ilu Leu Lys 
Leu Ala Val Gly 
Glu Gly Val His 
Asn Ala Val Ala 
Asp Gly Leu Ala 
Asp Ala llu Lys 
Asp Gly Leu Ala 

3 4 5 GI 2 3 4 

His 
Leu 
Leu 
Leu 
Leu 
Leu 

5 

Phe 
Phe 
Phe 
Phe 
Phe 
Phe 
Phe 

HCl 

Leu 

~; ~~ ~Pr::p ~:: r~ ~r 
Arg Val Pro Val As 
His Val Pro Glu As 
His Val Pro Glu As 
His Val Pro Glu As 

6 HI 2 H3 4 5 

Gly Ala Asp Ala Gin Gly 

~ 
:;: i: ~: ~~~ ~: 
Pro Ala Val His Ala 
Pro Pro Val Gin Ala 
Pro Glu Val Gin Ala 
Pro Gin Met Gin Ala 

2 3 4 5 

Gly Tyr Gin Gly 

Source: Based on diagram in Dickerson, R. E. and Geis, I. TheStmctureand Functwn of Proteins. New York: Harper & Row, 1969, p. 52. 
"Myoglobin from sperm whale. Residues chat are identical are enclosed in box. A, B, C, ... designate different helices of cerciary structure (see cext). 

acid residues are sequentially numbered from 1 in each of the lettered helices and interhelical 
regions. This numbering system allows discussion of particular regions and residues that have 
similar functional and structural roles in hemoglobin and myoglobin. 

A Simple Equilibrium Defines 0 2 Binding to Myoglobin 

The association of oxygen with myoglobin is characterized by a simple equilibrium con
stant (Eqs, 9.1 and 9.2). [MbOz] is the solution concentration of oxymyoglobin, [Mb] is 
deoxymyoglobin, and [Oz] is oxygen, all in unit s of moles/liter. The equilibrium constant, 
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p02 in capillaries of 
active muscle p0 2 in lungs 

Hemoglobin (pH 7.4) 
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Figure 9.24 Oxygen-binding curves for 
myoglobin and hemoglobin. The plots place the 
myoglobin cwve near the zero p0 2 value in this 
coordinate system. If the pOi-axis was expanded 
around the region of the myoglobin P50, the lower 
sensitivity of the change in Yin myoglobin to 
fold-change in oxygen concentration to that of 
hemoglobin (see Cooperativity Index, Table 9.10) 
would be demonstrated. The index, based 
on the observed Hill coefficients, shows that 
myoglobin changes from Y = 0.1 to Y = 0.9 over 
a 81-fold change in oxygen concentration while 
hemoglobin takes only a 4.8-fold change in oxygen 
concentration. 

logp02 

Hemoglobin 
flH = 2.8 

Figure 9.25 Hill plots for myoglobin and 
hemoglobin A1• 

K,,q, has units of moles/liter. The value of K,,q is dependent on pH , ionic suength, and 
temperature . 

(9. 1) 

(9.2) 

Since oxygen is a gas, it is convenient to express itS concentration as the pressure of oxygen 
in rorr (1 torr equals the pressure of 1 mm Hg at 0°C and standard gravity). In Eq. 9.3 this 
conversion of units bas been made as shown by the change in symbols : P50, the equilibrium 
consrant , and p0 2, the concent ration of oxygen, being expressed in torr. 

_ [Mb]· P92 
Pso - [MbOi] (9.3) 

In an oxygen binding or saturation curve the fraction of oxygen-binding sites that 
contain oxygen (Y, Eq. 9.4) is plotted on the ordinate versus p0 2 (oxygen concentra
tion) on the abscissa . The Y..value is defined for myoglobin by Eq . 9.5. Substitution 
into Eq. 9.5 of the value of [MbOiJ obtained from Eq. 9.3, and dividing through by 
[Mb] results in Eq , 9.6 , which shows the dependence of Yon the value of the equilib
rium constant, P50, and on p0 2• From Eqs . 9.3 and 9.6, the value of P50 is equal to 
p0 2 when Y = 0.5 (50% of the available sites occupied) , hence the designation of the 
equilibrium constant as P50. 

y = number of binding sites occupied 
total number of binding sites in solution 

[MbOi] 
Y = [Mb]+ [MbO 2] 

(9.4) 

(9.5) 

Y = p0 2 (9 6) ~+A . 
A plot ofEq. 9.6 for Yversus p0 2 generates an oxygen-saturation curve for myoglobin and 
has the form of a rectangular hyperbola (Figure 9.24). 

A simple algebraic manipulation of Eq. 9.6 leads to Eq. 9.7. Taking the logarithm 
of both sides ofEq. 9.7 results in Eq. 9.8, the Hill equation . A plot oflog [Y/(1 - Y)] 
versus log p0 2, according to Eq. 9.8, yields a straight line with a slope equal to 1 for 
myoglobin (Figure 9.25) . Thi s is the Hill plot, and the slope (nH) is the Hill coefficient 
(Eq. 9.9). 

_ Y __ PO2 
1 - y - P50 

y 
log 

1 
_ y = logp02 - log P50 

Binding of 0 2 to Hemoglobin Involves Cooperativity 
between Subunits 

(9.7) 

(9.8) 

Binding of four 0 2 to hemoglobin manifests as positive coop erativity, since binding 
of the first 0 2 facilitates binding of 0 2 to the other subunitS. Conversely , dissociation 
of the first 0 2 from Hb (O 2) 4 will make dissociation of 0 2 from the other subunits 
easier. 

Because of this cooperativity, the oxygen-saturation curve for hemoglobin differs from 
that for myoglobin . A plot of Yversus p0 2 for hemoglobin is sigmoidal , indicating coop
erativity in oxygen association (Figure 9.24) . A plot of the Hill equation (Eq. 9.9) gives a 
slope (1ZH.} equal to 2.8 (Figure 9.25). Values of nH = LO show no cooperativity in substra te 
binding to multiactive site proteins. Values of 71H > 1.0 show positive cooperativity with 
higher values correlating with greater positive cooperativity in binding. Values of nH greater 
than O and less than 1.0 show negative cooperativity , with values closer to O having higher 
negative cooperativity . 
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y 
log 

1 
_ y = 1iJi logp0 2 - constant (9.9) 

The meaning of the Hill coefficient co cooperative 0 2 association is evaluated quantita
tively as presented in Table 9.10. A cooperativity index, Rx, is calculated, which shows the 
fold change of p0 2 required to change Yfrom a value of Y = 0.1 (10% of sires filled) co 
a value of Y = 0.9 (90% of sires filled) for Hill coefficient values found experimentally. For 
myoglobin 12Ji = I and an 81-fold change in oxygen concentrati on is required co change 
from Y = 0.1 co Y = 0.9. For hemoglobin, ni-i = 2.8, and only a 4.8-fold change in oxygen 
concentration is required for the same change in Y. 

Molecular Mechanism of Cooperativity in 0 2 Binding 
X-ray diffraction data on deoxyhemoglobin show that the ferrous atoms actually sit out 
of the plane of their porphyrins by about 0.4-0.6 A. The electronic configuration of the 
five-coordinated ferrous acorn in deoxyhemoglobin has a slightly larger radius than the 
distance from the center of the porphyrin to each of the pyrrole nitrogen atoms. Accord
ingly, the iron can be placed in the center of the porphyrin only with some distonion of the 
porphyrin conformation . Probably more important is that if the iron atom sits in the plane 
of the porphyrin, the proximal His F8 imidazole will interact unfavorably with the porph
yrin. This unfavorable steric interaction is due, in part, co conformational constraints on the 
His F8 and the porphyrin in the deoxyhemoglobin conformation that forces the approach 
of the His F8 coward the porphyrin to a panicular path (Figure 9.26). These constraints 
become less significant in oxyhemoglobin . With the iron atom out of the plane of the por
phyrin, the conformation is unstrained and energetically favored for the five-coordinated 
ferrous atom . When 0 2 forms the sixth bond of the iron, however, chis conformation 
becomes strained. A more energetically favorable conformation for the Oz-bonded iron is 
that in which the iron atom is within the plane of the porphyrin. 

The binding energy of 0 2 overcomes the repulsive interaction between His F8 and 
porphyrin, and the ferrous atom moves into the p lane of the porphyrin. This is the most 
thermodynamically stable position for the oxy-heme, the six-bonded iron atom having one 
axial ligand on either side of the plane of the porphyrin, and the steric repulsion of one axial 
ligand is balanced by the repulsion of the second axial ligand on the opposite side when the 
ferrous atom is in the center. Also, the radius of the iron atom with six bonds is reduced 

0 
Heme 
Group 

CH3--\- +<"~ 

Distal 
Valine 

0 

NH 

Proximal 
Histidine 

N 
0 

CH 

CH2 Distal 
Histidine 

TABLE 9.10 • Relationship between 
Hill Coefficient (17H) and 
Cooperativity Index (R,J 

nH R, 

0.5 6560 
0.6 1520 
0.7 533 
0.8 243 
0.9 132 

1.0 81.0 

1.5 18.7 
2.0 9.0 
2.8 4.8 
3.5 3.5 
6.0 2.1 

10.0 1.6 
20.0 1.3 

Observation 

Negative substrate 
cooperacivicy 

N oncooperacivicy 

Positive substrate 
cooperativicy 

Source: Based on Table 7. 1 in Cornish -Bowden, 
A. Principles of Enzyme Kinetics. London: 
Bunerwonhs Scientific Publishers, J 976. 

Figure 9.26 Steric hindran ce between proximal 
histidine and porphyrin in deoxyhemoglobin. 
Redrawn from Perutz, M. Sci. Am. 239:92, 1978. 
Copyright (1978) by Scientific American, Inc. All 
rights reserved. 
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so that it just firs into the center of the porphyrin without distortion of the porphyrin 
conformation. 

Since sreric repulsion between porphyrin and His F8 in the deoxy-conformation must be 
overcome on 0 2 association, binding of the first 0 2 is characterized by a relatively low affinity 
constant. However, on binding of 0 2 to the first heme, the movement of the iron into the 
center of the porphyrin uiggers a conformational change in other subunits of the hemoglobin 
molecule. This change results in a greater affmity of 0 2 to other empty heme sites. 

The conformation change involves the following interconnected sequential evenrs: 
(1) The binding ofO 2 pulls the Fe2+ into the porphyrin plane. (2) The movement of the Fe+2 

moves the bonded proximal His F8 toward the porphyrin. (3) The position of the covalently 
connected F-helix of which the His F8 is a pan consequently changes. (4) The interconnected 
FG corner of the subunit changes position; this destabilizes the FG corner's noncovalent inter
action with the C-helix of the adjacent subunit at ai/32 or az/31 subunit interfaces (Figures 9.27 
and 9.28). (5) The adjacent globin structure changes to a conformation that allows 0 2 to bind 
to irs heme with high affinity. 

Thus , the FG t0 C inter -subunit comacrs act as a switch between two different arrange
ments between the FG corner of one subunit and the C-helix of the adjacent subunit. 
The new conformation allows the His F8 residues in the deoxy globin chains to approach 
their porphyrins on 0 2 association with less steric repulsion (Figure 9.28) . 0 2 binds to the 
empty hemes in the modified conformation with higher affinity. In addition, ionic interac
tions that stabilize the deoxy-conformation (Figure 9.29) are broken by the conformation 
change induced by the binding of 0 2 to one of the hemes, allowing the oxy-conformation 
in other subunits to more easily form. 

The deoxy-conformation of hemoglobin is the tense, or T conformational state . The 
oxy form with higher 0 2 affinity is the reked, or R conformational state. The allosteric 
mechanism describes how initial binding of the 0 2 to one of the heme subunits of the tetra
meric molecule pushes the molecular conformation from the T to R conformational state. 
The affinity constant for 0 2 is greater in the R state by a facror of 150- 300 , depending on 
the solution conditions. 

Hemoglobin Facilitates Transport of CO2 and NO 

T he survival of cells relies on the ability of hemoglobin in red blood cells t0 deliver 0 2 for 
cellular metabolism and to facilitate the uansport of CO 2 away from the cells to the lung. 
Hemoglobin also binds the vasodilator, NO , and delivers it to the blood vessel walls in the 
tissues. The T to R conformational equilibrium of the hemoglobin molecule conuols the 
delivery of 0 2, CO 2, and NO to their appropriate sites. D ue to changes in the pRa of side
chain acid groups between the T and R conformation s, the T ~ R equilibrium is regulated 
by the hydrogen ion concentration . The changes in pH link the delivery of 0 2 and NO to 
the tissues with the transport of CO 2 away from the tissues. 

Decrease in pKa of Acid Groups with Change from T to R 
Conformation Releases Protons 

Equation 9 .10 shows the release of protons as the T conformation is converted to the R confor
mation. This release of protons at blood pH is the alkaline Bohr effect and is of physiological 
importance. 

Hb + 40 2 ~ Hb (Oz)4 + nH+ 
T R 

(9.10) 

The value of n in Eq. 9.10 (equivalents of protons released when one molecule of deoxy-Hb 
is convened to oxy-Hb) varies between 1.2 and 2 .7 depending on solution conditions 
and the concentration of chloride ion and 2,3-bisphosphoglycerate. According to the law 
of mass action, increasing the hydrogen ion concentration on the right side of Eq. 9.10 
forces the equilibrium to the left, toward increasing concentrations of deoxy-Hb and free 
0 2. Increased cellular metabolic activity increases release of both carbonic acid from CO 2 
and lactic acid (p. 601) , and thereby increases the hydrogen ion concentration (acidity) of 
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(a) 

X 

N 

(b) 

Figure 9.27 Quaternary structure of hemoglobin showing FG corner C helix interactions across 
a 1- /12 interface . (a) a 1- {3i interface contacts between FG corners and C helix are shown. (b) Cylinder 
representation of a 1 and {32 subunit s in hemog lobin showing a 1- fh interface contacts between FG corner 
and C helix, viewed from opposite side of xy-plane from (a). 
(a) reproduced with permission from Dickerson, R. E., and Geis, I. The Structure and Action of Proteins. 
Menlo Park, CA: Benjamin, 1969, 56. (b) Reproduced with permission from Baldwin, J., and Cho thia, 
C. J. Mo/. Biol 129:175, I 979. Copyr ight (1979) by Academic Press. Inc. [London] Led. 
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C 

0 

(a) (b) 

Figure 9.28 Stick and space-filling diagrams drawn by computer graphics showing movements of 
residues in heme environment on transition from deoxyhemoglobin into oxyhemoglobin. 
(a) Black line outlines position of polypeptide chain and His FS in carbon monoxide hemoglobin, a 
model for oxybemoglobin. Red line outlines the positions of the same regions for deoxyhemoglobin. 
Position of iron atom shown by circle. Movements are for an a subunit. (b) Similar movements in amino 
acid residue position in a /3 subunit using space-filling diagram shown. Residue labels centered in density 
for the deoxy conformation. 
Redrawn with permission from Baldwin, J., and Chothia, C. J. MoL Biol. 129: l 75, l 979. Copyright 
© 1979 by Academic Press, Inc. [London] Ltd. 

FG1 

NH3+- H10 a1 Lys 

:-:-ooc - A4 a1 Asp 
+ .. ·· 

~H3N- NA1 a1 Val 
HC3a 2 Arg c~ 

"'- / Gua+·-- -OOC - H9 a1 Asp 

HC31l2 His 

+ 
COO--~H 3N - 05 a1 

/ 

"'-ll2 Asp- COO- ... •Jm+ 

Lys 

CO2 ll2 Glu- COQ- ... Gua+- FG4 a1 Arg 

Figure 9.29 Salt bridges betw een subunits in deoxyhemoglobin that are broken in oxyhemoglobin . 
Im+ is imidazolium, Gua + is guanidinium, and starred residues account for approximate ly 60% of alkaline 
Bohr effect. 
Redrawn from Perutz, M. Br. Med. Bull. 32:195, 1976. 

the blood in the cellular environment. The increase in acidity forces oxy-Hb to deoxy-Hb 
with the dissociation of 0 2, which is delivered to the metabolizing cells. This is a feedback 
loop in which the cellular metabolic acid waste signals an increase in the dissociation of 0 2 

required for the continuation of cellular metabolism . The increase in hydrogen ion con
centration induces 0 2 delivery through its effect on the equilibrium between the R and T 
conformations of the hemoglobin molecule. 

Why do protons dissociate from hemoglobin as the T conformation convens to the R 
conformation? Prorons dissociate when acid side chains of hemoglobin are more acidic in 
the R conformation than in the T conformation. This requires the p.K,, of these groups to 
be lower in the R conformation. 
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His-146(/3 ) is the major contributor to this proron dissociation on conversion of the 
T to R conformation . In the T conformation , the positive charge on the His-146(/3) side
chain imidazolium is in an ion pair with the negative charge of the carboxylate side chain 
of the Asp-94(/3) (Figure 9 .30). The negatively charged carboxylate stabilizes the positively 
charged imidazolium . The stabilized imidazolium tends to retain its positive charge and has 
a higher than normal p.K;, (approximately 7. 7). Conversion of hemoglobin to the R confor
mation breaks this ion pair, placing the Asp and His side chains at new positions in the R 
conformation where the oppositely charged groups no longer strongly interaet , and this loss 
of opposite charge interaction revens the His-146(/3) imidazolium to a more normal p.K;, 
of approximately7.3. The change in the His-146(/3) p.K;, to a more acidic value on conver
sion to the R conformation results in the dissociation of protons at the pH of blood (7.4) . 
Approximately 50% of the prorons that dissociate come from the /3-His-146 midazolium. 
The rest come from other acid groups that similarly change their p.Ka from higher to lower 
values as the conformation changes from T to R. 

Figure 9.31 shows the plot of the fractional saturation of O2,binding sites in hemoglobin 
versus 0 2 concentration for Hb at different values of pH. At more acidic pH (higher [H+]), 
hemoglobin dissociates irs 0 2 more easily (Eq. 9.10) and the curve is shifted co the right. Accord
ingly, the P50 value at more acidic pH is higher. The higher P50 represenrs a poorer 0 2 affinity 
as oxygen-binding sites are 50% saturated at a higher ;(_0 2) concentration. At higher pH , the 
curve is shifted co the left and the P50 value decreases reflecting a higher affinity of 0 2. 

CO2 and 0 2 Transport Are Linked by Bohr-Effect Protons 
Metabolizing cells utilize 0 2 and produce CO 2. The CO 2 produced by the cells diffuses 
into the surrounding blood and enters the red blood cell. There the CO 2 is rapidly con
verted by the acrion of the enzyme carbonic anhydrase to carbonic acid by a hydration 
reaction (Eq. 9.11). 

CO2 + H2O ~ H2CO 3 

H2CO 3 ~ HCO 3 - + H+ 

(9.11) 

(9.12) 

Subsequently, the carbonic acid spontaneously dissociates to HCO 3 - and a H+ (Eq. 9.12) . 
The HCO 3 - diffuses out of the red blood cell and is carried to the lung by the plasma 
(Figure 9.32). This transport of CO 2 from tissues to lung in plasma as bicarbonate (HCO 3-) 

is known as isohydric transpo rt . Approximately 70%- 80% of CO 2 produced by cells is trans
ported to the lung by this mechanism. 

The hydrogen ions that dissociate from the carbonic acid bind to hemog lobin, accord
ing to Eq. 9.10, and force Hb(O 2)4 to dissociate irs 0 2, which diffuses out of the red blood 
cell to the cells of the tissue. Hemoglobin thus acts as a buffer of blood pH by binding 
the hydrogen ions produced by the metabolizing cells and preventing the blood pH from 

Figure 9.30 Ion pair betwe en the JJHis-146 
imidazolium and the JJAsp-94 carboxylate side
chain groups in the deoxyfn -conforrnation of 
hemoglobin. A partial structure of the .8-chain 
showing the backbone polypeptide chain for 
amino acids 87 through 95 and 142 through 146 
of the .8-chain in the deoxy-conformation. Only 
the side chains of Asp-94, His-I 46, and the FS 
His -92 liganded to the .8-suburut heme are shown. 
Oxygen atoms are colored red, niuogen atoms 
are blue, and carbon and hydrogen atoms are 
black. The hydrogen bond (broken line) is shown 
between the positive ly charged imidazolium N-H 
of .BHis-146 and negacivdy charged carboxylate 
oxygen of _BAsp-94. 

Drawing made with the Swiss-PdbViewer using 
PDB structure IA3N. 

p02 pressure 
in capillaries of 
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p02 pressure 
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Figure 9.31 Change in oxygen-h emoglobin 
saturation curve to higher P61J value with 
decre ase in pH (increase in [H+D, 
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Figure 9.32 The isohydric tran sport of CO2 
as bicarbonate. (a) Reactions in the red blood 
cell at the tissues. CO 2 diffuses into red blood cell 
from tissues and is converted into carbonic acid by 
carbon anhydrase (Eq. 9.11) . The carbonic acid 
spontaneously dissociates into H+ and HCO 3-

(Eq. 9.12). The proton chat dissociates from 
carbonic acid (boldface H +) binds to deoxy-Hb 
forcing the Oi-Hb equilibrium from oxy
hemoglobin to deoxy-hemog lobin (Eq. 9.10) with 
the dissociation of 0 2, wbich diffuses out of the 
red blood cell to the tissues. The HCO 3- diffuses 
out of the red blood cell and is transported in 
plasma to the lung (outside of cell) . (b) Reactions 
in the red blood at the level of the lung. In the 
lung, the high 0 2 pressure forces the reactions in 
the opposite direction. Reactions are the reverse of 
those in the capillaries. 

Figure 9.33 Transport of CO2 as cart>amino
hemoglobin. (a) Reactions in the red blood cell 
at the tissues. CO 2 diffuses into red blood cell 
and reacts with the NHrtercninal amino group of 
hemoglobin chains to form carbamino-hemoglobin 
(Eq. 9.13). The reaction releases a proton (boldface 
H+), wbich promotes the dissociation of 0 2 from 
hemog lobin. The 0 2 diffuses out of the red blood 
cell to the tissues. ( b) Reactions in tbe red blood 
cell at the level of the lung. In the lung, the high 
0 2 pressure forces tbe reactions in the opposite 
direction leading to the expiration of CO 2 from 
the lung. Reactions are the reverse of those in the 
capillaries. 

(a) Red Blood Cell in Capillaries of Tissues 

CO2 ------- CO2 + H20 
from cells of tissues / carbonic anhydrase 

H2C03 + Hb(02)4 

t 
HC03 ------ HC03 + H+Hb + 402 ___ ..,. 02 
plasma to cells of tissues 

(b) Red Blood Cell in Capillaries of Lung 

CO2 __. ___ CO2 + H20 
expired into air / carbonic anhydrase 

H2C03 + Hb(02)4 

t 
HC03 ___ ..,. HC03 + W Hb + 402 ---- 02 

plasma from air 

becoming too acidic. The protons bind side chains such as the imidazole of the His-146(13) 
in the two /3 chains. The deoxy H+·Hb is transponed to the lungs in the red blood cell. 

In the lungs the same reactions that occurred at the tissues are now forced in the 
reverse direction by the high concentration of 0 2 in the lung. The high p0 2 concentration 
convertS H+Hb(T) to Hb(O 2MR) conformation , the protons dissociate (Eq. 9.10), and 
combine with HCO 3 - molecules that diffuse back into the red blood cells from the plasma 
to form carbonic acid (H2CO 3, reverse reaction ofEq. 9.12) . The carbonic anhydrase of the 
red blood cell convens H2CO 3 to CO 2 and H 2O (reverse of Eq. 9.11). The CO 2 diffuses 
into the lung alveoli and is expired into air (Figure 9.32). 

A second mechanism of CO 2 transpon, which accounts for 15%- 20% of the CO 2 

transported from tissues to lungs, is through carbamino -hemoglobin , formed by the 
nonenzymatic reaction of CO 2 with the NHrterminal amino groups of Hb polypeptide 
chains (Eq. 9.13). This reaction producing carbamino-Hb also produces a H+ . 

(9.13) 

The excess H+ produced by carbamino-Hb formation then binds to hemoglobin and stabil
izes the deoxy form, promoting the release and delivery of 0 2 to the actively metabolizing 
cells (Eq. 9.10 and Figure 9.33). 

In the lung, the high p0 2 concentration generates Hb(O 2)4 with dissociation of H + 
(Eq. 9.10). This increase in H+ forces dissociation of the carbamino group with release of 
CO 2 (reverse ofEq . 9.13), which is expired from the lung (Figure 9.33) . 

(a) Red Blood Cell in Capillaries of Tissues 

C02 ------a~ CO2 + HbNH2 
from cells of tissues t 

HbNH-C02- + H+ + Hb(02)4 

t 
H+Hb + 402 --- -02 

to cells of tissues 

(b) Red Blood Cell in Capillaries of Lung 

CO2 CO2 + HbNH2 
to air t 

HbNH-C~ - + H+ + Hb(02)4 

t 
H• Hb + 402 02 

from air 
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2,3-Bisphosphoglycerate (BPG) in Red Blood Cells Modulates Oxygen 
Release from Hemoglobin 
An imponant modulator of the hemoglobin equilibrium is 2,3-bisphosphoglycerate (BPG) 
or 2,3-diphosphoglycerate (DPG) (Figure 9.34). BPG is formed in a minor pathway for 
glucose metabolism and is present in small amounts in all cells. However, in the red blood 
cell this pathway is highly active, and BPG concentrations are approximately equimolar t0 

that of hemoglobin . BPG binds to the deoxy (T) but not the oxy (R) conformation . Binding 
ofBPG to Hb stabilizes the T conformation and increases its concentration relative to the R 
conformation. BPG dissociates as deoxy-Hb is convened to oxy-Hb (Eq . 9.14). 

H +BPG · Hb + 40 2 ~ Hb(C 2)4 + BPG + nH+ (9.14) 

Increased concentrations of BPG force the equilibrium (Eq. 9.14) t0 the left, and cor
respondingly shift the saturat ion plot to the right with an increase in P50 (Figure 9.35) . 
In contrast, lowered concentrations of BPG force this equilibrium to the right , and cor
respondingly shift the saturation plot to the left with a lower P50. 

A single BPG molecule binds within a pocket formed at the f3d3rsubunit interface in the 
T conformation . This site contains eight positively charged groups [the His-143(/3), Lys-82(/3), 
His-2(/3), and NHrterminal ammonium residues from both /3 chains] (Figure 9.36). The 
BPG has a charge of minus 5 (Figure 9.34) and is strongly attraeted to the positive charges of the 
/3-/3-interface binding site. In the R conformation, the size of the binding pocket is decreased 
making the BPG unable to fit easily inro the binding pocket. Hence the conversion ofT to R 
leads to the dissociation of bound BPG. 

o)-o - o
H- c- o, I 

I Ps,,,,. 
_ O-C-H I 0 
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Figure 9.34 Structure of 2,3-bisphosphoglyc
erate (BPG). Molecule has a charge of ~ at 
pH7 .4. 
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Figure 9.35 Change in oxygen-hemog lobin 
saturation curve to higher P60 value with 
increase in BPG concentration. 

Figure 9.36 2,3- Bisphosphoglycerate binding 
site at the /J-/J interface of deoxy-hemoglobin . 
Shown are the positively charged side chains 
of two {JVal-1 amino terminus ammonium, 
{3His-2 imidazolium, {JLys-82 s-ammonium, and 
{3143-His irnidazolium. The negatively charged 
2,3-bisphosphoglycerate binds in the middJe of the 
ring of positively charged groups. 
Reproduced with permission from Dickerson, R. E., 
and Geis, I. Hemoglobin: Structure, Function, 
Evolution, and Pathology. Menlo Park, CA: 
Benjamin/Cummings , 1983. Illustration by Irving 
Geis. Image from Irving Geis Collection, Howard 
Hughes Medical Institute. Rights owned by 
HHMI. Not to be reproduced without permission. 
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Figure 9.37 The X-S-NO Transporter . Glutathi 
one (,y-glucamyl-cysceinyl-glycine) transporcs NO 
bound to the sulfhydryl side chain of its cysceine. 

Figure 9.38 Binding and release of NO by 
hemoglobin during the respiratory cycle . The 
mode l shows the binding and di.~ociation of NO , 
0 2, and CO 2 as a hemoglobin molecule makes 
cwo comp lete cycles through the circulation. The 
first cycle involves intermediates l-4, and the 
second cycle intermediates 5- 8. The T and R 
conformations are shown, and the SH groups are 
from the side chain of {3Cys93• The NO is either 
directly bound co a heme iron or co the {3Cys93 SH. 

The key steps in the NO transport are its 
initial binding co a heme in intermediate 3 and 
transfer from a {3-subunic heme co {3Cys93 in 
intermediate 6 (R confo rmation), and its transfer 
co a small molecular chiol X-SH in intermediate 7 
(T conformation) when hemog lobin is converted 
from R co T . The hemoglobin molecule depicted 
may be only l in 1000 hemoglobin molecules 
that are cycling, due to the low relative molar 
concentration of NO in blood. 
Redrawn from Gross, S. S., and Lane, P. Proc. 
Natl Acttd. Sci. USA 96: 9967, 1999. 

Conditions that cause hypoxia (deficiency of oxygen) such as anemia, smoking, and 
high altitude increase BPG levels in the red blood cells. In turn , conditions leading to 
hyperoxia result in lower levels of BPG. Changes in red blood cell levels of BPG are slow 
and occur over hours and days to compensate for chronic changes in p0 2 levels. 

Hemoglobin Delivers Nitric Oxide (NO) to the Capillary Wall 
of Tissues Where It Promotes 0 2 Delivery 

Hemoglobin reversibly binds nitric oxide (NO) a potent vasodilator, with a very short 
lifetime in blood . By binding NO , hemoglobin sequesters it from rapid destruction. Hb 
releases NO by transferring it to small sulfhydryl (X-SH) molecules as hemoglobin changes 
from oxy(R)- to the deoxy(T)-conformation. A common X-SH molecule is glutathione 
(Figure 9.37) . The X-S-NO compound continues to stabilize NO against degradation and 
allows efficient delivery of a bioactive NO equivalent {X-S-NO) to the NO receptors in cells 
of the blood vessel wall, promoting relaxation of the vascular wall. T he relaxation facilitates 
the transfer of gases between the blood and the cells of the tissues. The molar concentration 
of NO in blood is 1170th the concentration of Hb. However, this low concentration is 
physiologically significant because of the potent biological activity ofX-S-NO . 

NO is first captured by the Fe+2 at the heme and then transferred to the sulfhydryl of 
the ,8-chain cysteine-93 (f3Cys93) residues. The heme iron preferentially binds NO when 
in the T conformation . The NO is transferred to ,8Cys93 when hemoglobin is in the R 
conformation. Then when the R changes again to the T conformation to deliver 0 2 to the 
tissues, the NO is transferred from the ,8Cys93 to small S-XH molecules such as glutathione 
(Figures 9.37 and 9.38) . The net effect is the conversion by hemoglobin of unstable free 
plasma NO to stable X-S-NO. 

Figure 9.39 shows the region of hemoglobin that contains ,8Cys93-S-NO . In the T confor
mation the S-NO is on the outside and accessible to glutathione molecules. This allows trans

nitrosylation to occur. In contrast, in the Rconformation the,8Cys93-SH is pointed toward the 
heme iron and inaccessible to the outside solvent. The distance in the R conformation between 
the heme iron and ,8Cys93 is optimal for rransfer of NO from the heme to the ,BCys93-SH. 
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Figure 9.39 Structure of fJCys93 and fJCys93-S-NO in the T and R con
formations .. In all structures the heme (H, red) edge is pointed toward reader 
and is shown robe bonded to proximal histidine imidazole (FS). The two 
carbons (grey) and sulfur (yellow-green) of the Cys-93 side chain are shown 
with space filling models. In panels C and D , NO is bonded to the sulfur of 
{3Cys93 with the N atom colored blue and the O atom colored red. 

A The deoxy(T) conformation with the /3Cys93 side chain (-CH 2-SH) 
is on the surface of the molecule away from the heme. The cysteine side chain 
is prevented from entering the heme binding site by the {3His146-imidazolium 
to {3Asp94-ca.rboxylate hydrogen bonded ion pair (H bond between groups 
shown in yellow) on the upper right and behind the ,8Cys93-SH side chain. 

B. The oxy(R) conformation with the {3Cys93 side chain pointed toward the 
heme and away from the solvent on the outside of the molecule. The {3His146 

to f3Asp94 salt bridge is broken in the R conformation, which allows the 
folding of the /3Cys-SH toward the heme pocket. 

C. Model of ,8Cys93-SNO in the deoxy(T) conformation. SNO is 
positioned on the outside accessible to react with X-SH small molecules in the 
solvent. As in A, the cysteine side chain is prevented from entering heme site 
by the {3His146- ,8Asp94 ion pair. 

D . Model of ,8Cys93-SNO in oxy(R) conformation. SNO is buried near 
the heme and away from the outside solvent. This conformation facilitates the 
transfer of NO from the heme iron to the cysteine SH and prevents the 
reaction of the {3Cys93-SNO with X-SH molecules in the solvent. 
From Seamier, J. S., Jia, L., Eu, J.P. , McMahon, T. J., et al. Science 276: 
2034, 1997. Reprinted with permission from AAAS. 

Thus the conformational changes in the hemoglobin molecule, induced by changes in oxygen 
pressure between the lungs and tissues, regulate NO uptake and release from the /3Cys93. The 
net effeet is delivery ofbioactive NO to the tissue capillaries under low oxygen tension. 

9.5 • THE BASAL lAMINA PROTEIN COMPLEX 

A basal lamina is a highly struetured complex of extracellular matrix proteins observed micro
scopically as an amorphous densely packed region of about 50- 100 nm thickness surround
ing tissues or cells (Figure 9.40). The term basement membrane is used to describe both the 
basal lamina and connecting fibrillar collagens attached to its outside. The basement mem
brane gives suppon to tissues and regulates access of cells to the interstitial Stroma. It also par
ticipates in determining the propenies of the cells that are attached to it, including the critical 
processes of cell division, death (apoptosis), differentiation, and migration. All cells produce 
constituents of basement membrane, and each basement membrane has charaeteristics of the 
cell rype from which it is synthesized. A basement membrane underlies sheets of epithelial 
and endothelial cells and surrounds other cell rypes (Figure 9.40). A basement membrane 
separates two sheets of cells in the kidney glomerulus, where it acts as a selective filter. 
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Epithelial sheet 

l°~ 
(a ) 

Figure9.40 Basement membranes. (a) . Diagram 
of the basement membranes surrounding various 
tissues and cell types. ( b) Electron micrograph 
showing ulcrastrucrure of extracellular matrix with 
basement membrane adjacent co epithelial ceU (E). 
The lamina lucida (LL) and lamina densa (LD), or 
basal lamina of the basement membrane is shown. 
Below lamina densa is scroma of extracellular 
matrix. Bar represents LOO nm. (a) Reproduced 
with permission from Kalluri, R. Nature Rev. 
Cancer3:422-433, 2003. (b) Reproduced with 
permission from Bosman, F. T., and Scamenkovic, 
I. J. Pathol 200:423, 2003. (b) 

The basal lamina is formed by the non-covalent associations between specific sites 
located in binding domains of the associated proteins . Many basement membrane pro
teins also bind to cells through cellular binding domains in the proteins and celJ receptor 
proteins in the outer celJ membrane. The structure of many of the proteins is composed 
of module unirs with sequence and fold homology to common superfolds , such as the 
immunoglobulin (lg) and the epidermal growth factor (EGF) folds. These folds are found 
repetitively and are the building blocks of extracelJular matrix proteins. While the EGF 
modules within these proteins do not appear to have a growth factor function, growth fac
tor and cytokine proteins are found within the basal lamina , particularly in association with 
the carbohydrate parts of the proteoglycan components. During turnove r of the basement 
membrane induced by proteases and heparanases , these growth factors and cytokines are 
freed to act on nearby celJs. In addition, many basal lamina proteins hide cryptic activities 
that are activated when cleaved out of the full sequence by action of proteases (see endo
statin , p. 1020). The pro-protease plasminogen is ubiquitously present within extracelJular 
matrix and is activated by cellular secretions of plasminogen activators (p. 994) . 

Protein Compos ition of the Basal Lamina 

The basal lamina is composed of type N collagen, laminin , nidogen (also referred to as entac
tin) , and perlecan, a heparin sulfate proteoglycan. In addition, minor amounts of perhaps 50 
other proteins may be present including osteopontin (also referred to as BM-40 or SP ARC), 
6bulin , type XV collagen, type XVIII collagen, and the proteoglycan agrin. The diversity and 
tissue specificity of a basement membrane is determined by the isoforms of type N collagen 
and laminin and the types of minor proteins present.Type IV collagen isoforms are produced 
by seven different type N collagen genes. These isoforrns share domain structure homology , 
but differ by 30%- 50% in their amino acid sequences. There are at least 12 different laminin 
isoforms. The isoforrns of type IV collagen and laminin expressed are characteristic of the cell 
type and tissue that synthesizes the associated basement membrane. 
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The Molecular Structure of Basal Lamina Is Formed 
from Networks of Laminin and Type IV Collagen 

The structure of the basal lamina protein complex is produced by the connecting of planar 
networks oflaminin and of type N collagen. Nidogen/entactin and perlecan proteoglycan 
molecules link these networks . The laminin polymer structure initiates formation of the 
basement membrane , facilitated by its attachment to cellular receprors (Figure 9.41). 

Laminin Network 
Laminin is composed of three-polypeptide chains (a, /3, and -y) cross-linked by disulfide 
bonds. Each chain contains about 1500 amino acids, and the molecular weight of the lam
inin-1 isoform is approximately 800 kD . The overall Structure appears as an asymmetric cross 
(Figure 9.42) . The cruciform structure contains three short arms, each formed by a different 
chain, and a long arm composed of all three chains. There are five disrinct genes that code for 
an a chain and three each for the f3 and -y chains, which combine to form at least 12 distinct 
a/3-y isoforms. Different domains in the structure bind to perlecan and nidogen, and at leasr 
two domains contain binding sites for cell surface receptors. Near the cell surface, the larninin 
molecules self-associate to form a sheetlike network structure through interactions between 
binding sites in the domains of the short arms of the cruciform structure (Figure 9.43). 

Type IV Collagen Network 
Collagen molecules contain three polypeptide chains that initially associate through non
covalent interactions (p. 103). Fibrillar forming collagens, such as type I collagen, contain long 

(a) 
Nucleus Cytoplasm 

I I 4-\ 
8' 

()000:=: 

(b) 

(c) 

---~er. Type IV collagen Nidogen _ Floulin 
(entactin) 

~ Perlecan + Laminins O Receptor/anchor 

Figure 9.41 Molecular structure of basal lamina. The laminin and Type 
JV collagen molecules self-associate to form sheet-like network structures, 
which are linked by the proteins nidogen/enracrin and by the heparan sulfute 
proteoglycan perlecan. (a) Synthesis of basement membrane proteins by 
cell (b) Assembly oflaminin network initiated by binding oflaminin to cell 
surface receptor. (c) Assembly ofType JV collagen network and association 
of proteins linking the laminin and Type JV collagen scaffolds. (d) Type JV 

(d) 

collagen network joined through 7S and NCl domain interactions and with 
enracrin/nidogen (En) bridging the collagen and laminin (Lm) networks. 
(a)-(c) reproduced with permission from Kalluri, R. Nature Rev. Czncer3:422, 
2003. Copyright (2003) Natt,re. (d) reproduced with permission from 
Yurcbenco, P. D. Assembly ofbasemenr membrane networks. In Yurcbenco, 
P. D. , Birk, D. E., and Mecham, R. P. (Eds.), Extracellular Matrix Assembly and 
Structure. New York: Academic Press, 1994, 351. Copyright (1994) Elsevier. 
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Figure 9.42 Structure of laminin (isoform 1). (a) 
Diagrammacic structure oflaminin-1. The a , {3, 
and -y laminin chains each form a short arm of the 
cruciform structure. The long arm is formed by a 
coiled-coil structure of a-helical regions of all three 
chains with the a laminin chain extending out to 
form the COOH-terminal globular G domain. 
The short arms are composed of globular domains , 
which are separated by epidermal growth factor
like (EGF-like) repeats. (b) Contrast-reversed 
glycerol rotary shadowed replica of laminin 
molecule. a-Chain NHrterminal and a-chain 
globular (G) domain indicated. 
(a) Redrawn based on figure from Yurchenco , P. 
D. Assembly of basement membrane networks. In 
Yurchenco , P. D., Birk, D. E., and Mecham, R. P. 
(Eds.), Extr,u;e/luuzr Matrix Assembly and Structure. 
New York: Academic Press, 1994, 351. (b) 
Reproduced with permission from Yurchenco, P. 
D. Assembly of basement membrane networks. In 
Yurchenco , P. D., Birk, D. E., and Mecham, R. P. 
(Eds.), Extracelluuzr Matrix Assembly and Structure. 
New York: Academic Press, 1994, 351.Copyright 
© (1994) Elsevier. 

Figure 9.43 Formation of laminin network 
structure. (a) and (b) Binding interaccions 
between short arms of different Jamin in 
molecules lead to sheet-like network structure. 
Entaccin is shown bound to a short arm of 
laminin, but is not required for laminin network 
po lymerization. Long arm is believed to be free 
to parcicipate in other interactions. (c) Larninin 
network visualized by high-angle placinum 
replicas. 
Figures from Yurchenco , P. D . Assembly of base
ment membrane networks. In Yurchenco, P. D., 
Birk, D. E., and Mecham , R P. (Eds.), Extr,u;el
/ular Matrix Assembly and Structure. New York: 
Academic Press, 1994, 351. (a) and (b) redrawn 
and (c) reproduced with permission. Copyr ight 
© (1994) Elsevier. 
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stretches of the repeating sequences (Gly-Pro-X)n/(Gly-Y-HyPro)n containing a proline or 
hydroxyproline(HyPro)andaglycineapproximatdyeverythirdresidue(p.106).Hydroxyproline 
is a derived amino acid formed by proline hydroxylase in the endoplasmic reticulum on proline 
residues within the nascent procollagen chain. The high content of proline and hydroxyproline 
generates a helical conformation for this sequence known as the polyproline type II helix (p. 106). 
This helix is characterized by three residues per helix tum (n = 3), with a Gly every third residue 
forming a longitudinal glycine edge along one side of the helix that promores self-association of 
three polypeptides, each in a polyproline helical conformation, into a triple helical or superhelical 
srructUre. This three-chain molecule composes the collagen prot0mer unit. 

Type IV collagen does not form fibrillar srructUres as type I, but a laminar sheetlike net
work. Type N collagen polypeptides contain regions of ( Gly-X-Pro) ,/ ( Gly-H yPro-Y),, sequence 
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(a) a a (c) 
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Figure 9.44 Diagram of the type IV collagen protomer composed of three polypeptide chains. Top 
line shows the location in the primary structure of the NCl region , the cenual triple-helical (TH) region 
with a superhdical structure, and the N-terminal 7S region. Black bars, lines, and boxes show locations of 
the multiple interruptions of the Gly-X-Y sequence in the chains of type JV collagen. 
Redrawn from Yurchenco, P. D. Assembly of basement membrane networks. In Yurcbenco, P. D., Birk, 
D. E., and Mecham, R. P. (Eds.), Extracellular Matrix Assembly and Structure. New York: Academic Press, 
1994, 351. Copyright (1994) Elsevier. 

that form rod-shaped triple-helical regions, but different from type I these regions are inter
spersed by linker and globular domains that break up the superhelical regions (Figure 9.44). The 
globular domain at the C-terminal end of the protomer is called the NCI (non-collagenous 1) 
domain. This C-terminal domain is preceded by a triple-helical (TH) c.entral region and a hinge 
connecting to a smaller triple-helical (7S) region at the N-terminal end 

In assembling the type N collagen network, each protomer binds to another through 
a NCl to NCI head-to-head interaction (Figure 9.45). Then the dimers interact through 
their 7S regions to form tetramers, which further self-aggregate to form the planar network. 
The 7S interactions are the nodes of the collagen network structure. 

Protomer - -- -- -- ----.& LO BQ? zy _ 

Dimer NC1 hexamer 

Type IV collagen tetramer 

Type IV collagen suprastructure 

Figure 9.45 Formation of type IV collagen network structure . A. Diagrammatic depiction of network 
formation. (a) Protomer type JV collagen molecule is formed from three polypeptide chains (red, purp le, 
and blue) in the endoplasmic reticulum and golgi of cell. Collagen chains are aligned with their NHi
tenninal 7S regions on one end and COOH -terminal NCl regions at other end. (b) Two protomers 
are joined by their NCl domains to form a dimer of protomers (each protomer bas three ch.ains so that 
interaction is between NCI domain s of six chains). (c) Two protomer dimers bind through 7S regions. 
(d) Polymerization of tetramers of protomers forms type JV collagen network. B. Type JV collagen 
networks viev,ed by a high-angle replicate of amniotic basement membrane observed in situ. 
A redrawn from Kalluri, R. Nature Rev. Cancer 3:422, 2003. B reprinted with permission from 
Yurcbenco, P. D., and Ruben, J. Celi Biol 105:2559, 1987. Modified from Yurchenco, P. D. Assembly of 
basement membrane networks. In Yurchenco, P. D. , Birk, D. E., and Mecham, R. P. (Eds.), Extraceilu.lar 
Matrix Assembly and Structure. New York: Academic Press, 1994, 351. Copyright (1994) Elsevier. 
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Figure 9.46 Structure of nidogen. Schematic 
structure of the entactin/nidogen -1 molecule. 
The potential calcium binding sires are marked by 
stars. Binding sites for cype IV collagen and proce
oglycan are in G2 domain, and the binding sire to 
laminin in the G3 domain. The RGD (Arg-Gly
Asp) sequence binds to incegrin type cell receptors. 
Redrawn from Erickson, A. C., and Couchman, J. 
R. J. Histachem Cytochem. 48: 1291, 2000. 

(a) 

Collagen IV 

Figure 9.48 Interactions of nidogen and the 
proteoglycan percleran . Arrows show domain 
domain binding interactions between the major 
proteins in basement membrane superstructure. 
Redrawn from Kallur i, R. Nature Rev. Cancer 3: 
422, 2003. 
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Figure 9.47 Molecular details of molecular interactions between nidogen and laminin. (a) Ribbon 
diagram of the nidogen {:l-propeller complex of domain G3 with laminin modules LE3-5. {:l-Scrands are 
numbered on the propeller {:l-sheet. (b) Vie,.v of the nidogen interaction with laminin domain LE4 and 
the adjacent portion of laminin domain LE3 . Portion s of the nidogen backbone as Ca·Uace and side 
chains forming the interaction are shown in gold. Green dashed lines show hydrogen bonds. 
Reprinted with permission from Takagi, I., Yang, y., Lu, J., Wang, H. and Springer, T. A. Nature 424, 
969, 2003. 

Nidogen/Entactin Interconnects Laminin and Type IV Collagen Networks . 
The two isoforms, nidogen-1 and nidogen-2, have a 46% homology . Both forms are com
posed of three globular domains (G 1, G2, and G3) separated by a link region between G 1 
and G2 and a longer rod region between G2 and G3 (Figure 9.46). Domain G3 is a /3 pro
peller fold composed of antiparallel /3 strands that appear as blades of an airplane propeller. 
It is similar to a fold of the LDL receptor protein. Nidogens bind to larninin by interaction 
of the /3-propeller inrerfuce with larninin domains III and N (Figure 9.47) . Other sires in 
nidogen form complexes with type N collagen and perlecan (Figure 9.48) . 

Heparan Sulfate Proteoglycan Perlecan Interconnects Laminin 
and Type IV Collagen Networks 
Perlecan (MW 600 kDa) is a major proteoglycan of the basal lamina. Proteoglycans 
have a polypeptide core attached by serine side chains through a tetrasaccharide to a gly
cosarninoglycan (GAG) chain , composed of a disaccharide of an amino sugar (N-acetylglu
cosarnine or N-acetylgalactosarnine) and a uronic acid (glucuronic or iduron ic). In perlecan 
the GAG is the heavily sulfured heparin sulfate (Figure 9.49) . Each perlecan contains 2- 15 
heparin sulfate (GAG) chains (Figure 9.50) . The sulfated GAG chains are highly negatively 
charged and bind cations and water to form gels. This provides a swelling pressure that 
enables the basement membrane to withstand compressive forces. Perlecan interacts with 
the other three major components of basement membrane through either its core protein 
to type IV collagen or through its heparan sulfute chains to bind larninin. Other sites in the 
heparin sulfate bind ro cellular receptors and still others to growth fuctors such as TGF-{3. 
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Figure 9.49 Structure of a heparan suHate chain. The GAG disaccbaride polymers contain alternating 
hexuronic acid (D-gl ucur onic acid (GlcA) or L-iduronic acid (IdoA)) and D-glucosarnine (GlcN) units. 
The GlcN is N-acetylated in regions of the chain (NA region) . ln further processed region s of the heparan 
polymer the N-acetyl groups have been partially replaced by N-sulfate (NNNS regions) or the N-acetyl 
groups have been completely replaced by N-sulfate (NS regions). Open circle is 3-0-sulfate. 

The polymers are further modified by C-5 epimerization of GlcA to IdoA residues, and, finally 
incorporati on of 0-sulfate groups at various positions . The heparan chain is joined to the protein core by 
forming a bond to a serine side chain. 
Redrawn &om Lindahl, U., Kusche-Gullberg, M. , and Kjellen L. J. BioL Chem 273:24979, 1998. 

HS Heparan sulfate I LDL-<eceptor class A e lmmunoglobulin superfamily 
attachment sites • SEA module ~ Laminin domain IV ~ Laminin EGF-like 

Figure 9.50 Module organization of domains in the protein core of perlecan . Domain organization 
of mouse perlecan. The attachment of the heparan sulfate (HS) chains is indicated. The domains 
present are SEA (homologo us to the domain found in sea urchin sperm protein, enterokinase, and 
agrin); LA (homologous to LDL receptor type A domain); L4 (homologous to larninin domain IV), 
IG (immunoglobulin-like domain); LE (homologous to the larninin type epidermal growt h factor-like 
domain); EG (epidermal growth factor-like), and LG (homo logous to larninin G-like domain). 
Redrawn from Hopf, M., Gohring, W., Kohfeldt, E., Yamada, Y., and Timpl, R. E"r. J. Biochem. 259, 
917-925 (1999); and Kvansakul, M., Hopf, M., Ries, A., Timp l, R., and Hohenester, E. EMBO J. 20: 
5342, 2001. 

Focal Contact in Cell Membrane Interconnects 
Extracellular Matrix with Cytoskeleton 

The basement membrane is an extracellular protein complex that is connected to the intra
cellular cytoskeletal protein complex, as both complexes are connected to the same receptor 
proteins present in the focal contact regions of cellular membranes. These protein - protein 
binding interaction s connect the extracellular matrix to the cellular cytoskeleron and are 
critical for the regulation of intra cellular processes, such as cell motility, cell division, and 
cell death. In most cancer cells, this binding of the membrane receptor protein complex to 

both the extracellular basal lamina and the cytoskeletal protein complexes is broken. 
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NO transport 

Questions • CAROL N. ANGSTADT 

Multiple-Choice Questions 

1. Haprens 
A. can function as antigens . 
B. strong ly bin d co antibodies specific for them. 
C. may be macromolecules . 
D. never act as antigenic dererminants . 
E. can directly elicit the production of specific antibodies . 

2. In the three-dimensional strucrure of immunoglobulins, 
A. /3-sheers align edge to edge. 
B. in each chain (H and L) the C and V regions fold onto one 

anothe r, forming CV associations. 
C . CL-Vl associations form the complementary sires for binding 

antigens. 
D. free-SH groups are preserved to function in forming tight 

covalenc bonds to antigens. 
E. hinge domains connect globular domains. 

3. In immunoglobulins all of the following are true except 
A. there are four polypeptide chains. 
B. there are cwo copies of each type of chain. 
C. all chains are linked by disulfide bonds. 
D. carbohydrate is covalently bound to the protein. 
E. immunog lobulin class is determined by the C1 regions. 

4. Hemoglobin and myoglobin both have, are, can, or do all of the 
following except 
A. subunits chat provide hydrogen bonds co and nonpolar interac -

tion with othe r subunits . 
B. highly a helical. 
C. bind one molecule of heme per glob in chain. 
D. bind heme in a hydrophobic pocket. 
E. bind one 0 2 per heme. 

5. Isohydric transport of carbon dioxide from tissues to lung refers to 
A. free CO 2 dissolved in plasma. 
B. HCO 3 - in plasma. 

C. carbarnino compounds. 
D. the Bohr effect. 
E. the presence of carbonic anhydrase in plasma. 

6. Myoglobin has a Hill coefficient of 1.0 and hemog lobin has a Hill 
coefficient of2.8. This indicates that 
A. an oxygen saturation curve for myoglobin would be sigmoidal . 
B. hemog lobin exhibits a simple equilibrium binding of oxygen. 
C. myoglobin shows negative cooperativiry in its binding of oxygen. 
D. hemog lobin shows positive cooperacivity in its binding of 

oxygen. 
E. only myoglob in would yield a straight line in a H ill plot. 

02 transport 

Pso 
pK,, perturbation 
positive cooperativiry 
proximal histidine 
R and T conformations 

BASAL LAMINA 

basement membrane 
collagen necwork 

focal contact 
laminin necwork 
nidogen 
perlecan 

Questions 7 and 8: A serine protease is believed co be required for 
merasrasis of cancer cells. Tumor cells secrete urokinase-type plasmino
gen activator (uPA) , a serine protease, which activates plasminogen to 
plasmin . Plasmin causes hydrolysis of proteins in the extracellular matrix. 
It also activates procollagenase co collagenase; this degrades collagen. The 
destruction of extracellular matrix prote ins allows rumor cells to invade 
through the marrix to form secondary rumor sites. 

7 . Basal lamina scrucrure is produced by connecting planar necworks of 
larninins and type N collagen. Which of the following statements 
about these is/ are correct? 
A. Both larninin and cype N collagen are composed of three 

polypeptide chains. 
B. Larninin has a cruciform structure . 
C. Larninin and type 1V collagen are incerconnected by a hepar in 

sulfate proteoglycan. 
D. Type N collagen contains repeating sequences of(Gly -HyPro-Y) 0 • 

E. All of the above. 

8. In addition co serine, the other cwo essential residues at the catalytic 
site of the serine proteases are 
A. praline and hydroxypro line. 
B. histidine and asparcate. 
C. proximal and distal histidines . 
D. the C-rerminal and N-te rminal amino acids. 
E. asparrace and gluramate. 

Questions 9 and I 0: When a blood vessel is injured , the coagulation 
process is initiated co prevent loss of blood and maintain the incegricy of 
the circulacory system. Coagulation is a process in which zymogens are 
converted to active serine proteases in a stepwise, cascade process with the 
final result the production of a cross-linked fibrin clor. In a myocardial 
infarction, the process can be activated co such an extent that blood flow 
to the heart muscle is decreased. The fibrinolysis pathway to dissolve fibrin 
clots also involves activating zymogens co active serine proteases, the final 
step being the activation of plasminogen to plasmin, which aces directly on 
the fibrin clot. One of the current treatments for myocardial infarctions 
is rapid administration of r-PA (tissue plasminogen activacor). Acrually 
recomb inant t-PA, produced by gene cloning technology, is used. 

9. Serine proteases 
A. hydro lyze pept ide bonds involving the carboxyl groups of serine 

residues. 
B. are characterized by having several active sites per molecule, each 

containing a serine residue. 
C. are inactivated by reacting with one molecule of di isop ropylfluo

rophosphace per molecule of protein. 
D. are exopeptidases. 
E. recognize only the amino acids char concribure ro the bond co be 

broken . 
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10. All of the following are characteristic of serine proteases as a class 
except 
A. only one serine residue is catalytically accive. 
B. narural protein substrates and inhibitors bind very cighcly co the 

protease. 
C. the genes that code for serine proteases are organized in a similar 

fashion. 
D. cacalycic unics exhibit two scrucrural domains of dramacically 

different size. 
E. conversion of zymogen co active enzyme usually involves one or 

more hydrolyric reaccions. 

Questions 11 and 12: There are over 800 mutant human hemoglobins. 
Mutations may cause insrabiliry leading co rapid degcadacion, alteracions 
in oxygen affinity, or more rapid oxidation of heme Fe2+ co Fe3+. All of 
these airer hemoglobin's ability to carry out ics physiological funccions. In 
the mutation Hbeowrown, histidine 146, which contributes co 50% of the 
Bohr effect, is lost. Regulation of oxygen dissociation by procons is im
peded, the T confirmation is destabilized relacive to the R conformation, 
and oxygen affinity is increased. 

Answers 

1. B Hapcens are small molecules and cannot alone elicit antibody 
production; thus they are not antigens. They can act as ancigenic de
terminants if covalently bound to a larger molecule, and free haptens 
may bind strongly to the antibodies thereby produced . 

2. E See Figure 9.2. A The /3-sheers align face-co-face. B: The V and C 
regions are adjacent co each other. C: The complementarity regions 
are the variable regions of both the heavy and light chains (V(H) 
-V(L). D: Antigen binding is noncovalent. 

3. E The CH regions determine class. A: There are two copies of each 
of two rypes of polypeptide chain. 

4. A Hemog lobin has four chains and four oxygen-binding sires, 
whereas myoglobin has one chain and one oxygen-binding sire. Each 
oxygen-binding sire is a heme. 

5. B Protons released as H 2CO 3 dissociates ro HCO 3 - and H+ bind co 
oxyhemoglobin, facilitating release of 0 2 co tissues. A Very little CO 2 is 
in this form. C: This is another way co carry CO2• D: Bohr effect releases 
H+ as deoxy Hb picks up 0 2• E: Carbonic anhydrase is in red cells. 

6. D A Hill coefficient greater than 1 indicates positive cooperativiry 
which hemoglobin has. A A coefficient of 1.0 indicates non-cooper
aciviry; this would give a hyperbolic oxygen saturation curve. B: This 
coefficient indicates a simple equilibrium, which is what myoglobin 
shows. C: The coefficient is between O and 1 for negative cooperaciviry. 
Myoglobin is a single polypeptide and does not show cooperaciviry. E: 
The Hill plor is the log of each value for a normal saturation curve and 
gives a straight line. The slopes, which are the Hill coefficiencs, differ. 

7. E All of these conrribure ro the basil lamina, which with connect
ing fibrillar collagen attached co the outside, is called the basement 
membrane. 

8. B They are designated Ser-I 95, His-57, and Asp- I 02, on the basis of 
the numbering of chymorrypsin, regardless of rhe actual numbers in 

11. All of the following are believed co contribute ro the srabiliry of the 
deoxy or T conformacion of hemoglobin except 
A. a larger ionic radius of six-coordinated ferrous ion as compared to 

five-coordinated ion. 
B. unscrained sreric interaction of His F8 with the porphyrin ring 

when iron is above the plane. 
C. interactions between the FG comer of one subunit and the C 

helix of the adjacent subunit. 
D. ionic inceraccions. 

12. When hemoglobin is converted &om the deoxy (T) form co oxyhe
moglobi n (R), 
A. ir becomes more acidic and releases procons. 
B. carbamino formation is promoted . 
C. binding of2,3 -bisphosphoglycerare (BPG) is favored. 
D. bound NO is transferred to glucathione. 
E. all of the above. 

Problems 

13. One of the adaprarions co high altitude is an increase in the concentra
cion ofBPG. What effecr does this have on a saturation versus J-02 

curve? Why does increasing [BPG] increase rhe delivery of 0 2 co tissues? 

14. What would be the likely order of appearance of various immu
noglobulins in response co a viral pathogen introduced via the nasal 
passages and subsequently into the blood? 

the individual proteases. A These are found in collagen. C: These are 
important residues in hemoglobin. D and E: These are not involved. 

9 . C This is the distinguishing characteristic of the serine proteases, and 
of the serine hydrolases in general. A They have various specificities. 
B: There is only one active sire per molecule. D: They are all endopep
cidases. E: An "extended active site" containing the hydrolyzable bond 
and about four amino acids on either side is responsible for specificity. 

10. D The domains are of about equal size. 
11. A Six-coordinated ferrous ion has a smaller ionic radius than the 

five-coordinated species and just fies into the center of the porphyrin 
ring without distortion . 

12. A Positively charged histidine is no longer srabili:Led by close prox
imity co an asparcate carboxylate group. This is the Bohr effect. B: 
Increased H+ favors dissociation of carbamino groups; this is what 
happens in the lung. C: DPG does nor bind effectively ro oxyhe
moglobin because che binding pocket is coo small. D: In oxyhemo
globin, NO is bound co cysceine and it gees transferred to glucathione 
when 02 is released (R form reverts to T form). 

13. Binding of BPG co hemoglobin stabilizes the T conformation, so for 
any given amount of 0 2, less 0 2 will be bound co hemoglobin. This 
shifts the saturation curve co the right and increases P50. The equilib
rium shown illustrates that increasing BPG causes the release of 0 2, 

which muse happen in order for 0 2 co enrer tissues. 

H+BPGHb + 402 ~ Hb(O2) 4 + BPG + nH + (Eq. 9.14 from text) 

14. The initial defense against pathogens in the nasal mucus is immuno
globulins of the IgA class. If the organism invades the plasma, IgM 
immunoglobulins are the fuse antibodies elicited. With time, the IgG 
class antibodies are synthesized and will reach higher concentrations 
than IgM antibodies. 
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Key Concepts 

• Enzymes are proteins that catalyze chemical reactions by 
increasing the rate of conversion of a specific-substrate 
co a specific product. 

Menten equation , in which one term, K,,,, is related to how 
well the substrate binds to the enzyme. Another kinetic term, 
kca,, indicates bow fast the enzyme converts the substrate to 
product . Enzymes lower-the energy of activation of reactions by stabiliz

ing the substrate in a form that allows formation of product . 
This is referred to as the transition state. 
Coenzymes, most derived from vitamins, are essential partici
pants in many enzyme-reactions; some are chemically altered 
and others unchanged during the reaction. Some are covalently 
bound to the enzyme. Metal ions are required for the activity of 
some enzymes; they are often bound to the protein or a cofactor. 

• The chemistry of enzymatic transformations is related to general 
chemical principles such as acid-base catalysis and nucleophilic 
attack. Enzyme catalysis is more efficient because groups that 
protonate (general acids) or deprotonate (general bases) and 
nucleophilic amino acids are part of the enzyme. 

• Rates of enzyme catalyzed reactions are related to concentration 
of enzyme and substrate and are described by the Michaelis-

Specific chemicals inhibit the binding of subsuate and the 
rate of catalysis. Many drugs are enzyme inhibitors by binding 
to the substrate-binding site or to a different domain of the 
protein. 
In addition to the substrate- and coenzyme-binding sites on 
the enzyme, some enzymes possess additional binding sites 
(allosteric sites) such that when a compound (ligand) binds, it 
regulates the catalytic activity. These ligands (allosteric modi
fiers or effectors) usually induce a change in the structure of the 
enzyme. The catalytic properties of some enzymes are modified 
by covalent modification. 

• Tissue-specific enzymes released into blood from damaged cells 
are measured to determine the clinical condition. Enzymes are 
also used in treatment of some medical conditions. 

10.1 • INTRODU CTION 

Enzymes are specialized proteins that catalyze biological reactions . Virtually every reac
tion that occurs within a cell requires the action of an enzyme because most reactions will 
not occur at a detectible rate under physiological conditions (pH, temperature, and ionic 
milieu) of the cell. Enzymes are efficient catalysts not only increasing the rate of conversion 
of substrate to product but also recognizing a specific chemical structure in the presence of 
similar structures to produce a specific product . 

Not all biological catalysts, however, are enzymes. Catalytic RNAs (p. 68) have been 
identified that participate in processing introns and tRNA , while others perform a self
processing step by hydrolyzing a phosphodiester bond within itS own nucleotide chain. 
Artificial enzymes, termed abzymes, have been synthesized by making antibodies against 
chemicals that are transition-state analogs. Abzymes have been designed to catalyze over 
100 different chemical reactions. 

10.2 • CLASSIFICATIONS OF ENZYMES 

With the advent of genomic sequences, many enzymes have been identified . In mid-2004 , 
information was available for over 83,000 different enzymes from 9800 different organ
isms; by 2008 the number of entries doubled. All enzymes are classified as belonging to 
one of six classes, defined by the chemical reaction they catalyze. A numbering system, con
sisting of four numbers for each enzyme, has been developed by the International Union 
ofBiochemistty and Molecular Biology (IUBMB) to characterize each enzyme. The first 
number defines the type of reaction that is catalyzed, followed by numbers to define details 
of the reaction. It is interesting that the entire chemistry of life can be reduced to six differ
ent types of chemical reactions. The classes of enzymes are listed in Table 10.1. 

The systematic names for enzymes include the substrate and the type of reaction; the 
enzyme name often ends in "ase." Alcohol dehydrogenase, an enzyme that oxidizes an alco
hol to an aldehyde, has the IUBMB number 1.1.1.1. This indicates ( 1) that the enzyme is 
involved in an oxidation - reduction reaction (first number), (2) it removes hydrogen as a 
hydride ion with NAD + as the electron acceptor (second number), and (3) substrates for 
the enzyme can be most primary alcohols (third number) . (4) The last number is reserved 
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TABLE 10.1 • Summary of the Enzyme Classes and 
Major Subcla sses 

1. Oxidoreducrases 
Dehydrogenases 
Oxidases 
Reduccases 
P eroxidases 
Caralase 
Oxygenases 
Hydroxylases 

3. Hydrolases 
Esrerases 
Glycosidases 
Peptidases 
Phospharases 
Thiolases 
Phospholipases 
Amidases 
Deaminases 
Ribon ucleases 

5. Isomerases 
Racemases 
Epimerases 
Isom erases 
Murases (not all) 

2. T ransferases 
T ransaldolase 
and cranskerolase 
Acy!, methyl, 
glucosyl, and 
phosphorylcransfcrases 
Kinases 
Phosphomurases 

4. Lyases 
Decarboxylases 
Aldolases 
Hydrarases 
Dehydrarases 
Synrhases 
Lyases 

6. Ligases 
Synthetases 
Carboxylases 

to differentiate each enzyme that catalyzes the same overall reaction but with different 
substrates. Lactate dehydrogenase (1.1.1.27) catalyzes an identical reaction as alcohol dehy
drogenase, but the substrate is lactate . Enzymes are often named for the direction of the 
reaction of importance in the cell. 

Arbitrary names are frequently given to enzymes; for example, aldolase was the name 
given and still used for the enzyme that catalyzes an aldol-condensation reaction between 
glyceraldehyde-3-phosphate and dihydroxyacetone phosphate (p. 597), and lysozyme for 
an enzyme that breaks down bacterial cell walls. There has been an effort to drop the trivial 
in favor of the systematic name of many enzymes but the literature continues co contain 
references to both names for many enzymes. 

lsozymes are different structural forms of a protein that catalyze the same reaction. 
They are products of different genes, possess different degrees of sequence identity , and 
can have different kinetic properties. There are two isozymes of lactate dehydrogenase, a 
heart form (H) and a muscle form (M), which have slightly different amino acid sequences. 
Lactate dehydrogenase is a tetrameric protein, consisting of the M and H monomers, and 
can have five different tetrameric structures (Table 10.2). 

Class 1 : Oxidoreductases 

Class 1 enzymes catalyze oxidation- reduction reactions and are referred to as oxidoreduc
tase. Oxidation means the loss of electrons, and reduction means the addition of electrons. 

TABLE 10.2 • Lactate Dehydrogenase lsozyme s 

Type Composition Location 

LDH 1 HHHH Myocardium and RBC 

LDH2 HHHM Myocardium and RBC 

LOH3 HHMM Brain and kidney 

LDH4 HMMM 

LDH5 MMMM Liver and skeletal muscle 
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Figure 10.1 Enzyme-catalyzed oxidation 
reactions. Hydroxylation of toluene, an industrial 
solvent, and oxygenation of catec.hol by an oxygenase. 
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Figure 10.2 Phosphorylation reaction. Phospho
rylation of glucose by ATP catalyzed by hexokinase. 
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Electrons are removed from one subsrrace (donor or reduccanc) that is oxidized and added 
co a second substrate (acceptor or oxidant) chat is reduced . Many different electron accep
tors are used in biological systems (p. 561). Dehydrogenases are typically named in the 
oxidizing direction. Examples are laccate dehydrogenase rather than pyruvate reduccase and 
glyceraldehyde-3-phoshpate dehydrogenase rather than 1,3-bisphosphoglyerace reduccase. 

Oxidations and reduccion reactions include the following pairs of donors- accepcors: 
saturated- unsaturated carbon-carbon bonds, alcohols-aldehydes , aldehydes- acids, and 
amines- imines. Molecular oxygen (0 2) as an electron acceptor is involved in a variety of irre
versible oxidation- reduction reactions. Monooxygenases catalyze the insertion of a hydroxy 
group into the substrate with the other atom of oxygen ending up in water (Figure 10.l) 
whereas dioxygenases incorporate both acorns of 0 2 into a substrate . Cytochromes P450 
(p. 426) are an irnponant group of enzymes chat use oxygen in the metabolism of xenobiot
ics such as drugs and toxins; these enzymes conven a saturated compound into an alcohol, a 
hydroxylation reaccion using one of the oxygen atoms in 0 2 for the hydroxyl group_ 

Class 2: Transferases 

Members of this large family transfer a chemical group from one molecule to another; 
thus they have two substrates and produce two produces. Hexokinase transfers a phosphate 
group from ATP co an acceptor such as glucose (Figure 10.2) . An enzyme chat transfers 
phosphate to another molecule using a nucleotide criphosphate as the donor is referred to 
as a kinase; the acceptor can be a small molecule or a protein. Another example of a trans
ferase is acyltransferase chat catalyzes the transfer of an aceryl group from acetylCoA to an 
acceptor such as lysine in a hiscone or a serine in other proteins (Figure 10.3). 

An important amine transfer reaccion occurs between an amino acid and a carbonyl
containing compound . These enzymes, aminotransferases, transfer the amino group and 
convert the amino acid to a keto acid; the accepting substrate, a keto acid, is transformed in 
to an amino acid (Figure 10.4). Aminotransferases require pyridoxal phosphate, derived from 
vitamin B6, as a coenzyme (p. 755). 

Class 3: Hydro lases 

Hydrolases catalyze hydrolysis reactions, which are the addition of water to a chemical bond 
(Figure 10.5). This is essentially a transfer of an -OH from water to the subsrrate, but the 
enzymes are not classified as transferases. Hydrolysis is essentially an irreversible reaction. 
The substrate is typically an ester or an amide, for example, an ester between an alcohol and 
a carboxylic acid. Such a reaction is the hydrolysis of a cholescerol ester to produce choles
terol and a fatty acid. The acid need not be a carboxylic acid; sulfuric acid, phosphoric acid, 
or any acid can form an ester bond. RNases and DNases are enzymes that hydrolyze the 
phospho-escer bond. The clinical use of a hydro lase is presented in Clin . Corr. 10.1. 

Class 4: Lyases 

Lyase implies a breaking apart. These enzymes usually catalyze a carbon-carbon bond 
cleavage. Ocher enzymes in this class can form or break a carbon- nitrogen bond or release 
a CO 2 from a /3-keto acid. Some of the reactions are reversible so a carbon-carbon bond 
can form, as illustrated by the reaction catalyzed by aldolase (Figure 10.6). Some lyases 
require pyridoxal phosphate as che cofactor. Imponant neurochemical reactions including 
che formation of dopamine (Figure 10.7) and serotonin are examples of this reaction. If 
a nucleotide triphosphace is not involved in forming the new bond, the enzyme is called 

CO<r 0 CO<r coo-
+ I II - ~ I + I 

H3N- C- H + CH3- C - CO<r C= O + H3N - C 
I I I 
R R CH3 

(amino acld1) {keto acldJ (keto acld1) (amino acid2) 

Figure 10.3 Acetylation of amino acid residues Figure 10.4 Example of a reaction cata lyzed by an aminotransferase. Aminotransferase reactions 
in a protein. require pyridoxal phospbate (PLP). 
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Figure 10.5 Hydrolysis of a phosphorylated protein by a protein phosphatase . 

a synthase, but if the energy released when ATP is hydrolyzed is required, the enzyme is 
referred to as a synthetase (see Class 6: Ligases) . 

Class 5: lsomerases 

The enzymes in this class are involved with moving a group or a double bond within the 
same molecule . These include exchanging the position of a hydroxyl and a carbon yl, such as 
found when glucose-6-phosphate is converted to fructose-6-phosphate (p. 596) , and moving 
of a double bond from one position to the adjacent one, as found in fatty acid metabolism 
(p. 695 ). The enzyme is called a mutase when a phosphate is moved from one carbon to 
another within the same molecule such as occurs with phosphoglycerate mutase that convert s 
2-phosphoglycerate to 3-phosphoglycerate (Figure 10.8). Isomerases and epim -erases may 
change the stereochemi stry at a carbon atom . The conversion of o-lactate to L-lactate is an 
example of an isomerase and o-xylulose 5-phosphate to o-ribulose 5-phosphate an epimerase 
(Figure 10.9). The UDP-glucose 4-epimerase-catalyzed reaction requires the involvement of 
NAD , so it is assumed that an oxidation -r eduction reaction occurs during the reaction but 
there is no net oxidation - reduction of the coenzyme. 

CH OPO 2-I 2 3 

C = O 
I 

HOCH 
I 

HCOH 
I 

HCOH 
I 
CH20Poi-

o-Fructose 1,6-bisphosphate 

CH OPO 2-I 2 3 

C= O 
I 
CH20H 

Dihydroxyacetone 
phosphate 

t 
i 
0 
II 
CH 
I 

HCOH 
I 
CH20P0 32-

o-G lyceraldehyde 
3-phosphate 

Figure 10.6 Lyase reaction catalyzed by aldolase . 

::l't a11:1[:tild•1;i;i31-SiM:1t•S• 
Hydrolysis of Asparaginase 
and Leukemia 

Some forms of juvenile leukemia require the 
nonessential amino acid asparagine. Early 
invescigacors immobilized bacterially de• 
rived asparaginase, a hydrolase enzyme char 
converts asparagine into aspartic acid, and 
passed the patient's blood over a column 
of immobilized enzyme. This placed the 
patient afflicted with acute lyrnphoblasric 
leukemia into remission. Later investigators 
found that they could inject the enzyme into 
the patient where it would hydrolyze the 
substrate circulating in blood. More recently 
the enzyme was encoded in polyethlenglycol 
as some patients had a reaction to the bacte• 
rial enzyme even though it was purified to 

complete homogeneity. The encoded en
zyme functioned well in children and helped 
clear their blood of asparagine. This form of 
the enzyme is commercially available and is 
approved for human treatment. 

Appel, I. M., Kazemier, K M., Boos, J., Lanvers, 
C., et al. Pharmacolcinetic, pharmacodynamic, and 
intracellular effects of PEG-asparaginase in newly 
diagnosed childhood acure lymphoblascic leuke
mia: Results from a single agenr window stud y. 
Leukemia 22: 1665, 2008. 
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Figure 10.7 Dopamine synthesis involves a 
lyase reaction . Synthesis of dopamin e requires 
pyridoxal phosphate (PLP). 
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Figure 10.8 Interconversion of 2- and 
3--phosphoglycer ates. 

Units of Energy 

Two different conventions exist for describ
ing the units of energy released or required 
for a chemical reaction. One is calories and 
the other is joules with the latter now be
ing used in the scientific literature. Calories 
are still used to describe how much energy 
is available in food. For example, a typical 
glass of beer contains approximately 125 
Cal (125 kilocal) of energy when metabo
lized. To convert calories co joules, one 
multiplies the caloric value by 4.184. Thus, 
the universal gas constant (R) in Eq. 10.l is 
1.987 cal/mol/0 K, or 8.31 J/mol/°K. This 
book will use kilojoules (kJ) co describe the 
energetics of biological transformations, 
but ic will also present the values in kilocal
ories (kcal or Cal). Nutritional discussions 
will use calories (Cal). 

o-Xylulose 
5-phosphate 

epimerase_ 
~ ---

o-Rlbul ose 
5-phosphate coo- coo-

l biotin I 
ATP+ HC03 + C= o - c = o +ADP+ P1 

COCH 
I 

HCOH 
I 
CH3 

D-Lactlc acid 

racemase --- ~ - ---

COCH 
I 

HOCH 
I 
CH3 

L-Lact lc acid 

I I 
CH3 CH2 

I 
COCH 

Pyruvate Oxaloacetate 

Figure 10.9 Examples of react ions cata lyzed 
by an epimerase and a racemase. 

Figure 10.10 Pyruvate carboxylase reac tion. See 
page 622 for details of biotins role. 

Class 6: Ligases 

Ligases join carbon atoms together but unlike lyases, Class 4, they require energy for the reac
tion. They are referred to as synthetases. Typically, the energy comes from the involvement 
of ATP . For example, to add CO 2 to pyruvate , CO 2 is incorporated into the coenzyme biotin , 
which requires hydrolysis of ATP (Figure 10.10). The CO 2 is transferred to pyruvate by the 
same enzyme. The addition of an amino acid to tRNA is another example of an enzyme in 
this class (p. 216) . There must be some interaction between the components of the reaetion 
to utilize the energy released from ATP hydrolysis for synthesis of the new bond. 

10.3 • GENERAL CONC EPTS OF ENZYME 
MECHANI SMS 

Thermodynamic Considerations 

Energy is required to form the starting material of a reaction and to form the product of a 
reaetion. This energy is referred to as the heats of formation. There is a thermodynamic 
relationship between the difference in energy needed to form the starting material (reac
tants) and to form the products. The energy difference is 4. G0 , and the units can be expressed 
as either kilojoules/mole {kJ/mol) or kilocalories/mole (kcal/mo!) (A Closer Look 10.1). 
When the equilibrium of the reaction is established, the concentration of each is related as 
indicated in Eq. 10.1. 

6.G0 = - 2.3RTX log[Products)/[Reactants ] (10.1) 

R is the universal gas constant (8.31 jou1e/mole/°K , or l.99cal/mole/°K) and Tis the tem
perature in °K 

When added to a reaction , a catalyst increases the rate of reaching equilibrium between 
the starting material and the produet . The ratio of [Products]/[Reactants ] at equilibrium 
is the equilibrium constant , ~ -This implies that the difference in the free energy {heats 
of formation) of the products and reactants will determine the amount of each that is 
present when equilibrium is reached . It does not dictate the rate at which equilibrium 
is reached . A catalyst increases the rate of the reaction to reach equilibrium but does not 
change the equilibrium . K,,q is governed by the heats of formation , which is a constant for 
any reaction. 

Many reactions are considered irreversible; it is not possible for products of irreversible 
reaetions to be reconverted to starting material even in the presence of an enzyme because 
essentially 100% of the starting material will become product. This statement is not com
pletely valid, for even with essentially irreversible reactions, the ratio of starting material to 
products might be 1:200 ,000 or even 1:1,000,000. The reaction reaches equilibrium but 
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the amount of starting mater ial present at equilib rium is lower than the level of detection, 
so the reaction is conside red essentially irreversible. 

Binding of Substrate by an Enzyme 

For an enzyme to function as a caralyst it must fust bind the substrate(s), and then lower 
the energy of activation so that the reaction will proceed at a faster rate than it would in the 
absence of the catalyst. Two prevalent theories exisr to explain how substrate binds t0 the 
enzyme. The classical one is the lock-and-key theory, which proposes that the binding 
site for subsrrate on the enzyme is a rigid entity and only a compound with a particular 
shape will fit, analogous to how a lock (enzyme) allows only one key (substrate) to make 
the prope r contaet. An alternative theory is the induced -fit theo ry. This assumes that the 
enzyme is flexible, and after substrates bind to the enzyme, the conformation of the pro tein 
changes so that a stable binary complex forms . Both of the theories were presented prior to 
knowledge of the actual struct ure of any protein. Now that three-dimensional structu res of 
many enzymes are known, it is found that substrate binding causes a small movement of 
the peptide bonds supponing the induced-fit hypothesis. A large conformational change is 
illustrated in Figure 3.33, p . 97. Figure 10. l l illustrates a change in conformation . 

The altered srrueture of an enzyme after a subsrrate binds allows for complementary interac
tions berween substrate and enzyme to take place. That is, a hydrophilic ponion of the substrate 
will lie near amino acid residues that allow a hydrogen bond to be shared, and a charged ponion 
of the substrate will interaet such that either irs charge is neutralized by an opposite charge or it 
is srabilized by forming a hydrogen bond . Hydrophob ic ponions of the subsrrate bind such that 
they are in a hydrophobic portion of the protein, referred to as a hydrophobic pocket. 

Transition State 

The theory to describe how a chemical reaction occurs is based on the transition-State model. 
The basic concept is that the Starting material (subsrrate) has cenain srrucrural and chemical 
propenies, and a produet has others. The transition State is a srrueture where the bond(s) under
going a transformation are such that they are not like either the starting material or the produet. 

Figure 10.11 Orotate phosphoribosyltransfer ase. Ororace phosphoribosy l
cransferase (OPRTase) cacalyz.es the Mg2 +-dependenc condensation of orotic 
acid (OA) with PRPP (5-a-o-phosphory lribose 1-cliphosphare) ro yield 
pyrop hosphate (PP;) and the nucleotide OMP (orotidine 5'-mo nophosphace). 
(a) Free enzyme in cyan and the ternary complex in blue. (b) Ternary complex 

in red and binary complex in blue. See page. 821 for reactions involved in 
pyrimidine biosynthesis . 
Reprinted with permission from Gonzlaes-Segurea, L, Whitte, J. F., McC lard, 
R W., and Hur ley, T. D. Biochemistry46:14075, 2007. Copyrig ht© (1977) 
by American Chemical Sociery. 
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Figure 10.12 Transition state. The rransition-state structure shows 
electrons in the doub le bond moving to accommodate the incoming proton , 

which makes the other carbon positive so the pair of electrons on the 
nitrogen can attack. 

This can be illustrated in the reaction of ammonia adding to tram-cinnarnic acid to produce 
phenylalanine (Figure 10.12), where the double bond in the srarcing material is planar. The 
product has the amine attached so the carbon that was part of the double bond (planar) is now 
tetrahedral in structure. The uansition state is where the bond is srarcing to form and the geom
etry is changing. It takes energy to change the shape of the subscrate so it will resemble the uansi
tion state, and the velocity of a reaction is inversely proportional to the energy needed to reach 
the transition state. A reaction energy plot is presented in Figure 10.13 and used to depiet the 
energy change necessary to convert a subscrate to the transition state. At the transition state, an 
entiry exiscs that has never been observed or isolated. The transition-state entity can proceed to 
produce produce, or it can return to the srarcing material. A catalyst simply lowers the energy of 
the transition state (t:J.Et thus speeding up the rate of its formation from the starting material. 

Enzymes stabilize the transition state by lowering the energy of activation, hence speed
ing up the reaction . This is accomplished by having residues in the enzyme interact with the 
substrate while in the transition state . 

The hydrolysis of a peptide bond to produce a carboxylic acid and a free amino 
group illustrates how it might be possible for the enzyme to stabilize the transition state 
(Figure 10.14) . As water adds to the peptide bond, the carbonyl group becomes tetra
hedral and hence has to change its bond angle and shape. The transition state is not the 
tetrahedral intermediate but is the conformation that would lead to it shou ld the covalent 

- - - - - - - - - - - Noncatalyzed 
reaction 

- - - - - - - - Catalyzed 
reaction 

Reaction coordinate 

Figure 10.13 Energy diagrams for catalyzed versus noncatalyzed reactions. Diagrammatic 
representation of the energy differences between the reactant and product. The ground state is indicated 
by 6. Go and the rransition state by 6.E*. The velocity of the reaction is inversely proportional to 6.£* 
while K.,q is related to the difference in 6. G0. 6.E* is the energy required to raise the ground state to the 
hypothetical rransition state. 
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Figure 10.14 Transition state for the hydrolysis of a pept ide bond. The carbonyl group in the planar 
peptide bond becomes tetrahedral as water (or OH- ) attacks and the nitrogen is protonated, followed by 
hydrolysis of the peptide bond . Amino acids in the active site furnish an H + to stabilize the developing 
negative charge on the carbonyl oxygen atom and protonate the nitrogen so it will leave as an amine. A 
different amino acid in the protein removes a proton from water, producing the more reactive OH - . 
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bond actually form . D uring the reaction not only does the carbon-oxygen bond of the 
carbonyl group on the substrate change from being planar to being tetrahedral, but a 
negative charge develops on the oxygen that needs to be stabilized. 

Tight Binding in the Transition State 
An enzyme binds tightly the transition-state srrucrure but not the substrate or final product . If 
it binds substrate tightly, then it takes more energy to reach the transition state. Similarly, the 
enzyme cannot bind the product too tightly, for ifit did, it would become too difficult for the 
product to dissociate from the enzyme. The enzyme needs to release product so it can again 
interact with another molecule of substrate. These concepts are illustrated in Figure 10.15. 

Ionic Reactions Need Not Involve Ions 
The majority of reactions found in nature can be explained using ionic models. That is, most 
cellular reactions require positive and negative charges within the molecules to allow the com
ponents to interact. The enzyme can add or remove protons from the substrate, changing its 
charge, or a neurral group of the enzyme becomes ionic. The removal of a proton makes a 
group more nucleophilic, which is a group (nucleophile) that will attack a positive center. For 
example, OH- is more nucleophilic than is water and ionized cysteine is more nucleophilic 
than is the unionized sulfur atom. Similarly, enzymes can protonate a group to make it positive 
so it will be more susceptible to nucleophilic attack. In the hydrolysis of a peptide bond the 
more nucleophilic-OH- group attacks the bond rather than water. In addition, the attack will 
be on a polarized carbonyl group, where the carbon atom would have a partial positive charge, 
rather than on an unpolarized carbonyl group (Figure 10.14). The addition and removal of 
protons is referred to as general acid and general base catalysis, respectively. The advantage 
of enzymes using general acid and general base catalysis is that at a physiological neutral pH, 
they can catalyse a reaction even though the concentration of OH- and H+ is very low. 

Partially Charged Bonds 
A common way for forming a carbon-carbon bond is to have a carbanion attack a carbonyl 
group, as illustrated with the formation of fructose-1,6-bisphosphate from two three-carbon 
compounds (Figure 10.16a) . The presence of the carbonyl group in dihydroxyacetone phos
phate allows the hydrogen atoms on the carbon adjacent to be more acidic. The enzyme 
removes a proton, leaving a negative charge on the carbon. Electrons of a carbonyl group 
reside closer to the oxygen; thus the carbon carries a partial positive charge. This stabilizes 
the carbanion since the electrons are delocalized and not just associated with one carbon. 
The carbanion then can attack the carbonyl group to form the new bond . The enzyme both 
holds the two substrates near to each other increasing the likelihood of favorable collision 
and is involved in polarizing the carbonyl bond and removing a proton. 

Dihydroxyacetone 
phosphate 

(a) 

H COPO 2-21 3 

+ 

&+e- oa- -
1 

H- C- OH 
H 

(b) 

-H'" 

Glyceraldehyde-3-
phosphate 

Fructose 1,6-bisphospha te 

Reaction coord inate 

Figure 10.15 Energy diagrams for transition 
state of tighUy bound substrat e. Red line 
indicates tight binding of substrate in comparison 
to a less tightly bound substrate. More energy is 
required if the substrate is tightly bound, hence 
a slower reaction to reach the transition state. A 
similar condition occurs if the product is bound 
too tightly; more energy would be required to 
reach the trans ition state for releasing product. 
There is a transition State for each step in the 
reaction. 

Figure 10.16 A carbonyl group stabiliz es a 
negative charge on the adjac ent carbon . (a) 
Reaction of dihydroxyacetone phosphate and 
glyceraldehydes-3-phosphate to form fructose 
1,6-bisphosphate. ( b) Dihydroxyacetone phosphate 
rransition states. The partial positive charge on 
the carbon can be attacked by a carbanion to form 
a ne-.v carbon-carbon bond. The presence of the 
carbonyl group will allow a proton to be removed 
from the adjacent carbon atom so the carbanion 
can be produced . 
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Figure 10.17 Decarboxylati on of 
f.l-ketoglutarate. The decarboxylation of 
f.l-kecoglutarate occurs because the partial positive 
charge on the carbon of the carbonyl group 
stabilizes the developing negative charge that forms 
as the bond to the carboxyl group starts to break. 
A carbonyl adjacent to the leaving CO 2 cannot 
stabilize the charge. 
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Figure 10.19 Phosphorylation is an attack of 
a nucleophile on a nucleoside triphosphat e 
(NTP). ATP or another NTP is attacked by the 
pair of electrons on the oxygen of an alcohol such 
a~ serine, threonine, or tyrosine. A Mg2+ ion when 
bound by the NTP serves to pull electrons away 
from the phosphorous group making it more 
susceptible to attack by the nudeophile. 
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Figure 10.18 Oxidation of lactate and a saturated carbon bond. (a) Lactate to pyruvate. (b) Saturated 
bond to an unsaturated bond . These reactions undergo an ionic-type reaction even though a hydride ion 
(H-) is involved. 

Importance of the Carbonyl Group 
Many metabolic transformations are based on the special nature of the carbonyl group and its 
ability to stabilize a negative charge on the carbon adjacent to it. For example, /3-keco acids 
such as /3-ketoglutarate (Figure 10.17) can be decarboxylated but it is energetically more dif
ficult for an a-keto acid such as pyruvate to be decarboxylated. As the -CH 2-Coo- bond 
breaks, the electrons in the bond are left behind on the /3-carbon . The developing negative 
charge on what was the /3-carbon can be stabilized by the partial positive charge on the car
bonyl carbon. The enzyme stabilizes the transition state by having a proton interact with the 
carbonyl oxygen that is partially negative due to the resonance of the carbonyl carbon and the 
developing negative charge on the /3-carbon. 

In contrast , pyruvate cannot undergo a simple decarboxylation reaction, as there would 
be no way to stabilize the negative charge that would result from the pair of electrons being left 
as the CO 2 group departs. For decarboxylation of a-keto acids, coenzymes are required. 

Oxidations 
Even oxidation reactions have an ionic component . During the oxidation of an alcohol 
to an aldehyde/ketone or a carbon-<:arbon saturated bond to an unsaturated bond, the 
electrons are moved not as free electrons but as a hydride ion, that is, a proton with two 
electrons carrying a negative charge (Figure 10.18) . The hydride ion does not go into the 
solvent as does a proton but to an acceptor such as NAD(P ) or FAD. 

Addition and Removal of Protons 
Most enzymes efficiently add and remove protons but often in a unique way. Proteases can 
polarize the carbonyl group of the peptide bond so that the bond is more easily hydrolyzed , 
catalyzing general base catalysis, or acid catalysis, or metal ion catalysis (p. 393) . 

Phosphorylation of proteins, especially on the hydroxyl group of a serine, threonine , or 
tyrosine residues by ATP or GTP , proceeds by having the -OH group attack phosphate 
(Figure 10.19). It is necessary to make the -OH more nucleophilic by having it lose a 
proton while the phosphate-oxygen bond is being polarized so the phosphorous atom is par
tially positive and is more susceptible to nucleophilic attack. Nearly every enzyme (kinases) 
catalyzing this type of reaction uses Mg2+. Divalent ions can bind to two or three of the 
phosphates. The presence of the positive ion causes the electrons in the P=O bond to reside 
closer to the oxygen atom thus leaving the phosphate ion with a slightly positive charge. 

Covalent Binding of Substrate to Enzyme 

Enzymes not only function in performing general acid and base catalysis, but in some cases 
the substrate forms a covalent bond with the enzyme. Both chymotrypsin and glyceraldehyde 
3-phosphate dehydrogenase are examples of such enzymes (Figure 10.20). In each case, a nucle
ophilic amino acid attacks a carbonyl group. Even some kinases function with covalent cataly
sis; ATP initially binds to the enzyme, and the phosphate is transferred to a nucleophilic residue 
forming a phosphorylated enzyme; in this case a hydroxyl group on a serine or threonine is 
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activated and does the initial attacking. Substrate then enters, and it is activated by the general 
base on the enzyme; the base attacks the phosphate group forming the final product. 

pH Alters a Reaction by Affecting General Acids and Bases 

Nearly all enzymes involve general acid/base catalysis, and it is not unexpected that reaction 
rates would be affected by pH. An enzyme requiring a hiscidine to donate a proton in a reac
tion will not proceed at pHs above 8, where moSt of the imidazole groups of hiscidine are 
unp rotonated. The pl(, of the imidazole is near 7 (Figure 10.2 1). All enzymes have a pH versus 
rate profile (p. 405), which in some cases gives an insight as to the groups involved in the active 
sire. Since the overall structure of a protein is important in the catalytic activity, if a change 
in pH alters the overall protein conformation , then the activity will also be changed. In some 
disease States, the intracellular pH is not normal ; this will affect cellular enzyme activity. 

10.4 • ACTIVE SITE OF AN ENZYME 

T he active site of an enzyme is small compared to the overall size of the protein molecule. 
Most of the amino acid residues are not in contact with the substrate (Figure 10.22) . T he 
distances and angles between the catalytic residues of the enzyme and the substrate must be 
exact to permit catalysis to occur. Most of the amino acids in the protein serve as a large scaf
fold to allow for the prope r alignment of the functional groups of the substrates. A mutation 
of a residue distant from the act ive site can cause the enzyme to have altered activity . This is 
illustrated in Figure 10.23 for a point mutation in human liver aldehyde dehydrogenase. 

Figure 10.20 Some substrates form a covalent 
bond with an enzyme . 
(a) Glyceraldehyde-3-phosphare dehydrogenase 
and (b) chymotrypsin function by fusr forming a 
covalent intermedia te with substra te. 

3 5 7 9 

pH 

Figure 10.21 Velocity of an enzyme-catalyzed 
reaction can be affected by pH if a group 
dissociates a W . If an imidazole of histidine 
needs co be proconated for catalytic activity of an 
enzyme, the velocity of the reaction will decrease as 
the pH increases above the pK,, (assume 7) of the 
residue. If the group needed co be unproconaced 
for the enzyme to function, then the curve would 
have the reverse shape , with maximum activity 
above pHS. Half maximal activity would be 
found at the pK,, of the group because 50% of the 
molecu les will be ionized and 50% unionized. 

Figure 10.22 Enzymes are much larger than 
their substrates. Alcohol dehydrogenase with 
ethanol bound to a Zn 2+ and an NAD + at the 
active site. Mose of the amino acids of the protein 
are not in contact with the substrate. One subunit 
of the dimer is shown as ribbons and the other as 
acorns. 
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Figure 10.23 Amino acids at a distance from 
the active site are critical. An amino acid 
residue on the surface of an enzyme might be 
necessary to keep the enzyme in its proper shap e. 
Residue 19, a cysteine, of a subunit of aldehyde 
dehydrogenase (500 amino acids) was changed 
to tyrosine. The resulting mutant was insoluble. 
Residue 19 normally bonds to residue 203, which 
is apparently necessary to maintain the proper 
three-dimensional structure. 
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Figure 10.24 Enzymes can differentiate 
between a and fJ linkages. An enzyme that 
hydrolyzes maltose does not hydr olyze cellobiose. 
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Figure 10.25 Enzymes can differentiate 
between optical isomers. 

Stereochemistry of Active Site 

The active site is specific for the substrate. As an example, subtle geometric consrraintS 
prevent an enzyme from hydrolyzing a /3-glycosidic linkage between two glucose mol
ecules while allowing the enzyme to hydrolyze the a-linkage (Figure 10.24). Enzymes also 
differentiate between optical isomers; though both the o and L forms of many compounds 
exist, mammalian cells utilize only one stereoisomer. o-Lactate is hardly recognized by 
mammalian lactate dehydrogenase, which is specific for the L-isomer (Figure 10.25). The 
binding can also react with pro-chiral centers to produce an opt ically active compound. A 
chiral carbon has four different groups attached and is optically active; a pro-chiral center 
is a carbon that is not optically active but becomes optically active on a stereo-specific 
addition of a group. The non-optically active compound binds to the enzyme in just one 
orientation , forcing the chemical reaction to produce an optically pure product. Glycerol, 
a non-optically active compound, is phosphorylated by glycerol kinase; only the L-product 
is produced. The enzyme binds the compound such that just one of the primary alcohols 
is near ATP. Thi s occurs because the surface of the enzyme is asymmetric since the amino 
acids are all L configuration and the helices are all right handed (p. 93). Though perhaps 
an over simplification, it is often stated that if there were a three-point attachment of the 
submate to the enzyme, then an optically pure product would be formed from a pro-chiral 
center (Figure 10.26). See A Closer Look 10.2 for a discussion on how stereochemistry 
explains some enzyme mechanisms. 

Influence of Groups on the Substrate Distal 
to the Bond Being Modified 

The chemistry at the active site in some cases involves a limited portion of the substrate, 
but adjoining portions of the substrate can be necessary for the reaction to occur. For 
example, the mit0chondrial-processing protein peptidase requires at least 12 residues 
before the site of hydrolysis in order to function . Lysozyme, an enzyme that hydrolyzes 
bacterial cell walls, involves sugar residues located on both sides of the bond to be split 
(Figure 10.27) . The binding of adjacent sugar moieties helps create a change in the 
conformation of the sugar at the bond being broken. Thu s, the active site is more than 
just the amino acid residues involved in the bond breakage or formation; it is a complex 
region on the enzyme that can adjust its structure to accommodate the proper substrate 
and stabilize the transition state . 
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Enzyme 

Figure 10.26 Three- point attachment of a symm etrical substrate to an asymmetric substra te
binding site. Glycero l kinase by virtue of dissimilar binding sites for the-Hand -OH group of 
glycerol binds only the a' -hydroxymethyl group co the active site. One stereoisomer results from the 
kinase reaction, L-glycerol 3-phosphate. Active site is box on the right. 
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Lysozyme 

Hexasaccharide 
substrate 

i 
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p 

GlcNAc MurN Ac 

Repeating Unit in 
Lysozyme Substrate 

Figure 10.27 Hexasac charide binding at active site of lysozyme. In the model substrate pictured, 
the ovals represent individual pyranose rings of the repeating units of the lysozyme substrate shown co the 
right. Ring D is strained by the enzyme to the half-chair conformation, and hydrolysis occurs between the 
D and E rings. Six subsices on the enzyme bind the substrate. Alternative sites are specific for aceramido 
groups (a} but are unable co accept the lactyl (P) side chains, which occur on the N-acetylmuramic acid 
residues. Thus the substrate can bind co the enzyme in only one orientation. 
Redrawn based on model proposed by Imoto, T., et al. In Boyer, P. (Ed.), The Enzymes, 3d ed., Vol. 7. 
New York: Academic Press, 1972, 713. 

Stereochemistry Helps Explain 
the Mechanism of Enzyme
Catalyzed Reactions 

Many narurally occurring substrates are 
optically active. The stereochemistry of the 
product can give a clue to the mechanism 
the enzyme employs. For example, if the 
reaction produces a carbonium ion, one 
would expect the product to be racemic. 
However, an enzyme-catalyzed carbonium 
ion reaction will produce a product with 
retention of stereochernical configuration. 
The carbonium ion would not be free in 
solution but would be associated with the 
enzyme, so the incoming nucleophilic at
tack could come only from the same di
rection as the leaving group. Retention of 
configuration can also be achieved by an 
enzyme that functions with covalent ca
talysis. Reactions catalyzed by a ping-pong 
mechanism (p. 405) involve two inversion 
steps that produce a product with reten
tion of configuration. As an example, the 
phosphorolysis of a disaccharide starts with 
the sugar in the /3 conformation and ends 
with a phosphorylated product that is also 
/3. The attachment of the substrate to the 
enzyme causes inversion to an a configu
ration, but phosphate attacks to give an
other inversion resulting in retention of 
configuration. If the reaction occurred by a 
direct attack of the phosphate on the sub
strate, then the product would have been 
inverted. Inversion of configuration at an 
optically active carbon usually occurs when 
there is a ternary complex and the nucle
ophile attacks the substrate. 
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Mutation of a Coenzyme 
Binding Site Results in Clinica l 
Disease 

Cyscathioninuria is a genetic disease in which 
y-cyscathionase is either deficient or inactive. 
Cyscathionase catalyzes the reaction 

Cystathionine ._ cysteine 
+ a-ketobutyrate 

Deficiency of the enzyme leads to accumu
lation of cystathionine in the plasma. Since 
cystathionase is a pyridoxal phosphate
dependent enzyme, vitamin B6 was ad
ministered to patienrs whose fibroblasts 
contained material that cross-reacted with 
antibodies against cystathionase. Many re
sponded to B6 therapy with a fall in plasma 
levels of cystathionine. These patienrs pro
duce the apoenzyme that reacted with the 
antibody. In one patient the enzyme activ
ity was undetectable in fibroblast homoge
nates but increased to 31 % of normal with 
the addition of 1 mM of pyridoxal phos
phate to the assay mixture. It is thought 
that the K,,, for pyridoxal phosphate bind
ing to the enzyme was increased because 
of a mutation in the binding site. Activ
ity is partially restored by increasing the 
concentration of coenzyme. Apparently 
these patients require a higher steady-state 
concentration of coenzyme to maintain 
y-cystathionase activity. 

Pascal, T. A., GaulJ, G. E., Beracis, N. G., Gillam, 
B. M., et al. Vitamin B0 responsive and unresponsive 
cysrarhionuria: rwo variant molecular forms. Science 
190:1209, 197S. 

TABLE 10.3 • Coenzymes 

Coenzyme 

Biotin 

Cobalamin (B12) 

CoenzymeA 

Flavin coenzymes 

Lipoic acid 

Niacin coenzymes 

Pyridoxal phosphate 

T ecrahydrofolace 

Thiamin pyrophosphate 

Vitamin 

Biorin 

Cobalamin (B12) 

Pancothenace 

Riboflavin (B:J 

Niacin 

Pyridoxine (BJ 

Folicacid 

Thiamin (B1) 

Reaction Mediated 

Carboxylation 

Alkylacion 

Acy! cransfer 

Oxidation-reduction 

Acy! cransfer 

Oxidation-reduction 

Amino group transfer 

One-carbon group transfer 

Carbonyl transfer 

10.5 • COENZYMES , CO-SUBSTRATES , 
AND COFACTORS 

Many enzymes require the participation of a nonprotein molecule during the enzymatic reac
tion. Coenzym es are small organic molecules; most are derivatives of vitamins (Chapter 26) 
Coenzymes are involved in many different reactions and may or may not be modified in the 
reaction . Those that are altered are also referred to as co-substrates . For some reactions the 
energy &om hydrolysis of ATP is required without incorporation of phosphate in the prod
uct; in this case ATP is a co-substrate. Metal ions are required for many enzyme reactions 
and are termed cofacto rs. 

Coenzymes 

Table 10.3 lists the coenzymes and the vitamins from which they are derived. Coenzymes 
panicipate in enzyme-catalyzed reactions, but they are not the primary compounds being 
modified. Some coenzymes participate in the action of many different enzymes whereas 
others only in a limited number of reactions. They have affinities for specific enzymes 
and may be tightly bound or covalently attached. Some are modified during the course of 
a reaction but are in their original srate at the end of the reaction whereas others remain 
modified at the end. If they are modified at the end , they must participate in another reac
tion to be returned to their original scare. Coenzymes are present in cells in a reasonably 
constant concentration and play a dynamic role in metabolism. The term apoenzyme is used 
to refer to an enzyme that does not have the coenzyme bound to it, and hofoenzyme refers to 
an enzyme with its cofactor bound. The imponance of the coenzyme-binding site and how 
alterations in this site cause metabolic dysfunction are discussed in Clin. Corr . 10.2. 

NAO and NADP Are Coenzyme Forms of Niacin 
Nicotinamide adenine dinucleotide (NAD) and nicotinarnide adenine dinucleotide phos
phate (NADP) (Figure 10.28) are derived from niacin (p. 1077) and are involved in oxidation 
reduction reactions catalyzed by dehydrogenases. The difference between NAD+ and 
NADP+ is the presence of a phosphate group on the 2' carbon of the adenine ribose. The 
nomenclature for the abbreviations for these coenzymes is described in A Closer Look 10.3. 
A generalized dehydrogenase reaction involving NAD+ is presented in Figure 10.29. Though 
most dehydrogenases are specific for one or the other coenzyme, some can use either form. 
Most dehydrogenases catalyze reversible reactions. 

The functional portion of the oxidized coenzyme is the nicotinamide ring that 
has a nitrogen atom at position l and carries a positive charge due to the attachment 
to a ribose ring . The positive charge makes it possible for the nicotinamide to accept 
a hydride ion, transferring two electrons (Figure 10.30). A ternary complex between 
enzyme, coenzyme, and substrate forms and a hydride ion is transferred from substrate 
to NAD(P) +. A proron from the substrate is released to the medium . For the reverse 
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Figure 10.28 Nicotinamide adenine dinucleotide (NAO) and nicotinamide adenine dinucleoti de 
phosphate {NADP). 

reaction, the reduced nicotinamide ring is involved and the ring does not have the posi
tive charge until the hydride is transferred to an oxidized substrate. The reactions in 
which NAD(P) participa te can be considered as ionic though the ion they transfe r is a 
hydride ion that carries a negative charge . Hydride ions do not exist in the free state; the 
ion is transferred directly between substrate and coenzyme . After accepting or donating 
the hydride ion , the coenzyme dissociates from the enzyme and ente rs the cellular pools 
ofNAD + or NADP + and is available for othe r reactions . T he ratios ofNAD+/NADH 
and NAD P+ / NADPH are independent of a specific dehydrogenase but are measures 
of the oxidation - reduction state of the cellular compartment (p. 561). NAD -dependent 
dehydrogenases are more often involved in catabolism whereas NAD P-dependent ones 
in anabolism . 

Nearly all NAD(P)-dependent dehydrogenases possess a similar structu ral motif (Ross
mann fold) involved in the coenzyme binding domain; the motif for alcohol dehydroge
nase is presented in Figure 10.31. 

0 0 
H // H H// 
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CHa- C - C00- CH3- c - coo -
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(b) Lactate 

- W 
(To NAO+) 

Pyruvate 

Figure 10.30 NAO is involved in oxidatio!H'eduction reactions. (a) Nicotioamide group in NAD + 
accepts a hydride ion (H - ) while oxidizing substrate. (b) Lactate donates th e hydride ion when oxidized 
to pyruvate. 

Abbreviations for NAO and 
NADP 
The notation NAD and NADP are used ge
nerically co indicate the coenzymes whether 
oxidized or reduced. NAD+ and NADP+ 
specify the oxidized forms, and NADH and 
NADPH the reduced forms. Some enzymes 
use either NAD or NADP, so they are ref
erred to as NAD(P)-dependenc enzymes. 
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Figure 10.29 Reaction catalyzed by malate 
dehydrogenase. The enzyme forms a ternary 
complex by binding both NAD+ and malate 
before the hydride ion is passed to NAD +. 

Figure 10.31 The Rossmann fold in liver 
alcohol dehydrogenase . NAD(H ) binds to the 
Rossmann fold in most dehydrogenases . 
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Figure 10.32 Riboflavin and flavin 
mononucleotide . 
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Figure 10.33 Aavin adenine dinucleotide (FAD). 

FMN and FAD Are Coenzyme Forms of Ribof lavin 
The two coenzyme forms of riboflavin are FMN (flavin mononucleotide) and FAD 
(flavin adenine dinucleotide ). The vitamin riboflavin consists of the heterocyclic ring, 
isoalloxazine (flavin) connected through N-10 to the alcohol ribitol (Figure 10.32) . FMN 
has a phosphate esterified to the 5' -OH group of ribitol. FAD is structurally analogous to 
NAD in having adenosine linked by a pyrophosphate linkage to sugar of a flavin mono
nucleoside (Figure 10.33). Both FAD and FMN function in oxidoreduction reactions by 
accepting and donating 2e - in the isoalloxazine ring in the form of a hydride . In some 
cases, these coenzymes are le- acceptors, which lead to flavin semiquinone formation (a 
free radical). Flavin coenzymes are not found free in solution but are bound either very 
tightly or covalently. They are considered a prosthetic group in the latter case. This 
requires that an enzyme involved in an oxidation reaction generating reduced bound 
flavin must also carry out the reduction of another substrate so that oxidized flavin will 
be regenerated. 

The oxidation of a saturated carbon-carbon bonds, such as in oxidation of succinic 
acid to fumaric acid (Figure 10.34) or a saturated to an unsaturated fatty acid, involves 
flavin-dependenr dehydrogenase reactions. In the case of monoamine oxidase, a flavin
containing enzyme, a hydride ion is removed from the amine but the terminal acceptor of 
electrons is molecular oxygen, leading to formation of hydrogen peroxide. 

Pyridoxal Phosphate Is the Coenzyme Form of Pyridoxal 
Pyridoxal phosphate (Figurel0.35) is involved primarily in reactions involving amino 
acids. A major reaction util izing pyridoxal phosphate is transarnination, a reaction (see 
Figure 10.4, p. 380) that introduces an amino group into a compound . The acceptor is a 

R H carbonyl group such as an a -keto acid and the donor is an amino acid such as glutamate 
I ~ or aspartate (see Figure 19.3, p. 753) . The amino acid bound to pyridoxal phosphate 

H- C- COOH H
3
C:ccNx;~o transfers the amino group to it making an enzyme-bound pyridoxamine. After the sub-

II + I I I Strate which donated the amino group leaves the enzyme, a different a-keto acid enters and 
HOOC- C - H H3c /4 NH there is a transfer of the amine from pyridoxamine. Pyridoxal is thus regenerated. This 

~ o is an example of the modification of a coenzyme during the reaction but returning to its 

Fumarlc 
acid 

Figure 10.34 FAD is the coenzyme in the 
succinic dehydrogenase reaction . 

original state at the end. 
Resonance in the pyridine ring of the coenzyme stabilizes a negative charge at what 

was the a-carbon. The basis of the reaction is that the aldehyde in the pyridoxal moiety 
binds with the amino acid making a Schiff base. It is on this covalent intermediate that the 
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enzyme catalyzes the removal of the group. A pair of electrons is left on the carbon, and 
their charge is stabilized by resonance with the pyridoxal ring. The formation of dopamine 
and serotonin, important neurotransmitters , involves a pyridoxal phosphate enzyme. 

Adenosine Triphosphate May Be a Second Substrate or a 
Modulator of Activity 

Adenosine triphosphate (ATP) (Figure 10.36) functions as co-substrate, but can also serve 
as a cofactor in modulation of the activity of some enzymes. This compound is central in 
biochemistry and is synthesized in all mammalian cells. The biochemically functional end 
is the reactive triphospbate . The terminal phosphate-oxygen bond bas a high free energy of 
hydrolysis, which means that the phosphate can be transferred from ATP to ocher accep
tor groups. For example, as a co-substrate ATP is utilized by the kinases for the transfer of 
the terminal phosphate to various acceptors. A typical example is the reaction catalyzed by 
hexokinase (see Figure 15 .4; p. 594). 

ATP also serves as a modulator of the activity of some enzymes. These enzymes have 
binding sites for ATP , occupancy of which changes the affinity or reactivity of the enzyme 
toward its submates. In these cases, ATP in these cases is an allosteric effector (p. 413) . 

Metal Ion Cofactors 

Many enzymes require the presence of a metal ion for activity. Metal ions serve a structural 
role or function as a Lewis acid (a positive ion that can bind to unpaired electrons) or as 
an electron acceptor/donor in oxidation- reduction reactions. They can bind directly to an 
enzyme or to the substrate. The metal-ion-bound substrate is the actual substrate for the 
reaction. A very common reaction involves a Mg2+ ion bound to a nucleotide triphosphate; 
the metal ion binds to the phosphates making the phosphate ion more positive and suscep
tible to nucleophilic attack (Figure 10.37). 

Metalloenzymes contain a tightly bound transition metal, such as Zn 2+ or Fe2+, 
which facilitates binding of substrate by forming a metal-bridged complex. Metals func
tion either by binding substrate and promoting electrophilic (nucleophilic) catalysis at the 
site of bond cleavage or by stabilizing intermediates in the reaction pathway. In alcohol 
dehydrogenase, an enzyme-bound zn2+ interacts with the oxygen in the substrate , chang
ing the properties of the carbon to which the oxygen is attached (Figure 10.38). Zn 2+ 
functions in carboxypeptidase and thermolysin, proteases with identical active sites, to 

Figure 10.37 Role of Mg2+ as a substrate-bridged complex in the active site of the kinases. In 
hexokinase the terminal phosphate of ATP is transferred to glucose, yielding glucose 6-phosphate . Mg2+ 
coordinates with the ATP to form the true substrate and may labiliz.e the terminal P-0 bond of ATP to 
facilitate transfer of the phosphate to glucose. There are specific binding sires (light blue) on the enzyme 
(darker blue) for glucose (upper left in red) as well as the adenine and ribose moieties of ATP (black). 
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Figure 10.35 Pyridoxal phospha te. Pyridoxal 
phosphate binds to the amino group of an amino 
acid and assists in the removal of the. R group, the 
H or the CO 2 of the amino acid. 
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Figure 10.36 Structure of Mg2+ -ATP Orotate 
phosphoribosyltransferase . 
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Figure 10.38 Binding of a carbonyl to Zn2+ . 

Zn2+ binding of the carbonyl of an aldehyde 
results in making the carbon atom partially posi
tive and more receptive to accepting a hydride ion 
from NADH. 
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Figure 10.39 Sta bilization of the transition 
state of the tetrahedral intermediate by 2n2+. 

Positive charge on the Zn 2+ stabilizes the negative 
charge that develops on the oxygens of the tetrahe
dral carbon in the transition state. The tetrahedral 
intermediate then collapses as indicated by the 
arrows, resulting in breakage of the peptide bond . 

ADP site 

ADP site 

Figure 10.41 Model of the role of K+ in the 
active site of pyruvate kinase. Pyruvate kinase 
catalyzes the reaction: phosphoenolpyruvate + 
ADP~ ATP + pyruvate. Initial binding ofK+ 
induces conformational changes in the kinase, which 
result in increased affinity for phosphoenolpyruvate . 
In addition, K+ orients the phosphoenolpyruvate 
in the correct position fur transfer of its phosphate 
to ADP (not shown}, the second subscrate. Mg2+ 
coordinates the substrate to the enzyme active site. 
More recent results show the precise role of K+ 
ions is not really known, but it appears that the ion 
allows for the proper orientation of the active site to 
permit catalysis to occur. 
Modified with permission from Mildvan, A. S. 
Annu. Rev. Biochem. 43:365, 1974. Copyright 
© (1974) Annual Reviews, Inc.; and Oria-J., 
Cabrera, N., Oerez-Montfort , R. and Ranirez
Silva, L. J. Biol. Chem. 280:37924, 2005. 

Figure 10.40 Zn2+ in the mechanism of reaction of ca rboxypeptidase A. Enzyme-bound Zn 2+ 

generates a hydroxyl nucleophile from bound water, which attacks the carbonyl of the peptide bond as 
indicated by the arrow. Glu 270 a.~ists by pulling the proton from the zinc-bound water. 
Redrawn from Lipscomb, W. N. , and Robert,A. Welch Found. Con/ Chem. Res. 15:140, 1971. 

generate a hydroxyl group from water and to stabilize the transition state resulting from 
attack of the hydroxyl on the peptide bond. Figure 10.39 depicrs the generation of the 
active-site hydroxyl by Zn2+. Glu 270 functions as a base necessary to remove the proton 
from water. Stabilization of the tetrahedral transition state by Zn2+ is shown in Figure 
10.40. The zn2+ provides a counterion to stabilize the negative oxygen on the tetrahedral 
carbon. 

In addition to the role of binding enzyme and substrate, metals also bind directly 
to the enzyme to stabilize it in the active conformation or perhaps to induce the forma
tion of an active site. Mn2+ has such a role as do weakly bound alkali metals (Na+ or 
K+). In pyruvate kinase, K+ induces an initial conformational change, which is necessary, 
but not sufficient, for ternary complex formation. On substrate binding, K+ induces a 
second conformational change to the catalytically active ternary complex as indicated in 
Figure 10.41. Mammalian alcohol dehydrogenase is unique in that it possesses rwo mol
ecules of Zn2+ per subunit; one is involved in catalysis whereas the other has a structural 
role. Each metal ion is bound to ligands; in this case they are amino acid side chains of the 
protein. For example, Zn 2+ binds four ligands. In alcohol dehydrogenase the structural 
zn2+ has four amino acids bound to it whereas the active site zn2+ has just three with 
water or substrate serving as the fourth. Some compounds such as azide ion (N3-) or 
carbon monoxide (CO) bind to the submate-binding site on metals, thus preventing the 
enzyme or protein from binding its proper substrate. 

Role of Metals in Oxidation and Reduction 
Metal ions such as copper and iron, with less than a full complement of electrons in their 
outer shell, can accept or donate electrons in oxidation- reduction reactions, but mono
valent ions (Na+ and K+) or divalent ions (Zn2+, Mg2~ or Ca2+) with their outer shell of 
electrons complete do not. 

Iron-sulfur proteins, often referred to as nonheme iron proteins, are a unique class 
of metalloenzymes in which the active center consists of one or more clusters of sulfur
bridged iron chelates. In some cases the sulfur atoms come only from cysteine, and in 
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Figure 10.42 Role of copper in act ivation of molecular oxygen by dopamine hydroxylase. The 
normal cupric form of the enzyme is not reactive with oxygen but on reduction by the cosubstrate, 
ascorbare, generates a reactive enzyme-copper-bound oxygen radical that then reacts with dopamine to 
form norepinephrine and an inactive cupric enzyme. 

others they come from both cysteine and free ionic sulfur. These nonheme iron enzymes 
have reasonably low reducing potentials (Eo') and function in electron-transfer reaction s 
(p. 562). Cytochromes are heme iron proteins where the iron undergoes reversible one 
electron transfers. In some cases heme is bound to the apoprotein by coordination of 
amino acid side chains to the iron of heme . Thus , the metal serves not only a struc
tural role but also participates in the chemical event. Copper and iron also have a role 
in activation of molecular oxygen. Copper is an active participant in several oxidases 
and hydroxylases. For example, dopamine /3-hydroxylase catalyzes the introduction of 
one oxygen atom from 0 2 into dopamine to form norepinephrine (Figure 10.42) . The 
active enzyme contains one atom of cuprous ion that reacts with oxygen to form an 
activated oxygen- copper complex . The copper - hydroperoxide complex is thought to be 
converted to a copper (II) - 0- species that serves as the active oxygen in the hydroxyla
tion of DOPA. Other species of active oxygen are generated in metalloenzymes and used 
for hydroxylation. 

10.6 • KINETI CS OF CHEMICAL REACTIO NS 

Rate of Product Formation 

The rates of all chemical reactions can be expressed in mathematical terms. In developing 
the rate equations, either the formation of product or the disappearance of initial reactants 
can be determined; in most cases product formation is measured. From the mathematical 
relationships between the rate(s) of product(s) formation (termed velocity) as a function 
of substrate (s) concentration(s) , some aspects of the mechanism of enzyme catalysis can be 
determined. An equation to describe the rate of product formation in any reaction contains 
a rate constant (k) and the concentration of all the subst rates that change during the course 
of the reaction. In the reaction A + B ~ P, the change in concentration of produet as a 
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ti me 

Figure 10.43 A plot of the ln[AJ versus time for 
a first- order reaction . 

function of time is d[P]/ dt where [P] is concentration of producr at any time t. The basic 
equation relating velocity to reactants is 

d[P]ldt = k[A][B] (10 .2) 

k is the rate constant and is a constant for a panicular reaction. [A] and [BJ are the concen
trations of the substrates at any time. The rate constant is related to the energy of activation 
to reach the transition state and is changed by the addition of a catalyst. Rate constanrs can 
be altered only by changing the reaction condition s, that is, addition of catalyst or change 
of pH or ion composition. 

First- and Second-Order Reactions 
A reaction with only one substrate (A ~ P) is a first-order reacrion with 

d[P]I dt = k[A] (l0.3) 

If there are rwo submates , the reaction is a second-order reaction (Eq . 10.2). The unitS 
of k are different in the equations for a first- and second-order reaction. Since d[P]/ dt has 
the units moles/minute (or any other unit of concentration or rime) , kin Eq . 10.2 would 
have the unit of 1/moles X min while in Eq. 10.3, the unit would be 1/min. Ifit takes two 
molecules of compound Aro form product P, then the equation would be second order 
because the velocity of making P is related ro a reaetion of [A] + [A]. The equation would 
be d[P]/ dt = k[A] [A] or k[A]2, which is identical to a second-order reaction even though 
only one compound is involved . For d [P]ldt = k[A][B], the reaction is first order with 
respect to both A and B, but the overall reaction is second order. 

The concentrat ion terms in the equation are only for those substrates whose con
centrations change during the course of the reaction. In reactions involving water , 
the concentration of water is not altered (or nor measurably) . Thus if B is water in 
the reaction A + B ~ C, the value of B is a constant and the reaction is first order 
(Eq. 10.3). 

Rate of Substrate Disappearance 

For the simple reacrion A~ P, the velocity of the reaction can also be given by disappear
ance of substrate as a function of time, - d (A]/ dt. The minus sign is necessary since the 
concentration of A is decreasing with time. The change in the concentration of product P 
with time is d[P]/ dt, which is equal to the loss of substrate or - d[A]/ dt. 

d[P]ldt= -d (A]ldt= k[A] 

T he equation for the loss of substrate as a funetion of time is 

d[A]I dt = - k[A] 

and the integral of dNA is In A leading to 

ln[A] = 2.3 log(A] = - kt+ constant 

(10.4) 

(10.5) 

(10.6) 

Eq. 10.6 is the mathematical relationship for the loss of substrate as a funcrion of time. At 
time of zero, [A] is the init ial concentration [Ao], so the equation can be rewritten as 

ln[A] = - kt+ [Alo 
Thus 

ln [AIAo] = - kt (l0.7) 
or 

2.3 log[AIAol = kt 

A plot of the ln(A] versus time is a straight line with a slope of - k (Figure 10.43) . 
For comparison purposes, the term half-life is often used. The half-life (t112 or tso%) is 

the time it would take for 50% of the substrate to be converted t0 product. Since the value 
[A/Ao] would be 0.5 and the ln(0.5) = - 0.69; this leads to 

- 0.69 = - kts0% (l0.8) 
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Figure 10.44 Plot of substrate disappearance and product formation . For a reversible reaction, no 
net change in substrate or product concentration occurs at equilibrium. 

or half-life is equal to 0.69/ k. T hus, the larger the rate constant , the faster the reaction will 
deplete half the substrate. Radioactive decay is an example of a first-order reaction as are 
enzyme-catalyzed reactions unde r certain conditions. 

Reversible Reactions 

Many reactions are reversible. T hat is, 

One can write a velocity equation for the formation of product P or of starting material A. 

d[P]! dt = k1 [A] - k2[P] 

d[A]I dt = k2 [P] - k1 [A] 

(10.9) 

(10.10) 

At equilibrium, where there is no net change in concentrations of components , the rate of 
formation of one component is equal to the rate of formation of the othe r. Figure 10.44 is 
a plot of subsuate disappearance and product formation . The velocity equation for product 
formation reflects that the material is being produced (k1 [A]) but is also being lost as it goes 
back to starting material (- k2[P]). The negative sign shows that the material is being removed. 
A similar equation is written for the change is starting material. Since at equilibrium 

d[P]I dt = d[A]! dt (10.11) 

then 

so (10.12) 

The ratio k1/ k2 is the equilibrium constant , K,,q, and is equal to [P]/ [A]. Even though the 
individual rate constants for a reversible reaction are independent of the equilibrium con
stant, the ratio of the constants is constrained by the equilibrium constant. T he latter is 
related to the difference in free energy needed to make A and P (called heats of formation) . 
Kinetics of complex reactions is presented in A Closer Look 10.4 . 

10. 7 • ENZYME KINETICS OF ONE-SUBSTRATE 
REACTIONS 

An enzyme-catalyzed reaction is like a second-order reaction . Hence, with constant 
enzyme concentration , as substrate concentration is increased, the rate of reaction 
increases as shown in Figure 10.45 . The velocity slows down during the course of the 

~ 
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tf 
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Equilibrium 

_f_ 

Time 

Figure 10.45 Progress curves for an enzyme
catalyzed reaction at different substrate 
concentrations and a constant concentration 
of enzyme. The initial velocity ( v0) of the reaction 
is determined from the slope of the progress 
curve at the beginning of the reaction. The 
initial velocity increases with increasing substrate 
concentration (Sl-S4) but reaches a limiting value 
characteristic of each enzyme. The velocity at any 
time tis denoted as v. 
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Complex Reactions 

Nucleophilic displacement is a common organic reaction occurring 

in biochemical reactions . A general form of the reaction is R- X + Y 

~ Y - R + X {where R represents pan of an organic compound and 

X or Y represents a component such as an alcohol or amine group ). 

The reaction can occur in two different ways, each leading co a dif

ferent rate equation. 

The first possibility is that che compound R- X dissociates , form
ing R+ + X-. Next Y can attack R+ co form the final produce, R- Y. 

The second possibility is Y will attack R- X directly, displacing X to 

form che same final product. The kinetic equations for che two reac

tions are different. 

The velocity for the first seep in the reaction of R- X going to 
R+ + x- is 

d[R- X]ldt = - k[RX] 

For the second half of che reaction , R + + Y, the velocity is given by 

k' (R +](Y]. If che first step is very slow compared co che second step, chen 

che overall velocity will be governed by only the first seep. In kinetics, 

only the slow seeps are measured . To illustrate , assume that R- X goes to 
R+ + x- at a race of 10 µ,M/min and the attack ofY on R+ proceeds 

at 1000 µ,Ml min . Thus, as a molecule of R + is formed , it very rapidly 

(a ) ionization 
0 0 

II II 
O- P- O- P- 0-

1 
1 1 slow 

becomes che final product. Increasing the fast step will not alter the rate 

of produce forrnarion for it cannot be formed faster chan the velocity of 

che slowest step. This means chat the rate of formarion of product will 
be described by the race equarion d(R - (- X) ]/ dt = - k1 [RX]. This re

acrion is independent of the concentration of component Y. That is, the 

reacrion is a firsc-ordec reaction. It can be said that the reaction is -zero 
order with respect co [Y], meaning that the reaction is independent of 

the concentration ofY. (Recall that [Y]0 = 1.) Increasing the concentra

tion ofY will have no affect on the velocity of the reaction. 

In the reaction ofY attacking R- X, the velocity term contains con 

centrations of both substrates. That is, d[R - X]/ dt = - kl [R- XJ [Y], 
a tradirional second-order reacrion. The major difference between the 

cwo reactions pathways is chat the slowest seep in one involves the 

transition state for R- X going to R+ + x-. In the other, the transi

tion step involves Yattacking R- X (Figure 10.45, p. 39 7). To reiter

ate, kinetics tells something about the slower steps that occur during 

a reaction. The slowest step chat occurs during an enzyme-catalyzed 

reaction is called the rate-limiting step . 

Complex reaction kinetics occurs when monitoring the flow of 

compounds through a metabolic pathway. T he velocity of the slowest 

seep is what will govern the race of produce formation . 

+ 
0 0 
II II ~ o- o-

CH3- CH2- CH- CHa -o - P- O- P- 0- fast 

(b) direct displacement 

I I 
o- o-

v = k [substrate] 

+ 
0 0 
II II 

-o - P- O- P - o -

1 I 
o- 0-

v = k' [substrate] [NH3] 

Nucleophilic displacement reactions . (a) Ionization mechani sm. 
(b) Direct displacement mechanism. N ote that in the ionization mechan ism, 
the velocity of the reaction is a function of th e concentrati on of only one 

substrate , whereas in the direct displacement the velocity depends on both 
substrate concentrations. 
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reaction because the concentration of substrate is becoming depleted or product is start
ing to accumulate . Assuming the reaction is reversible, it will reach equilibrium . By 
calculating the initial velocity (v0) (i.e., velocity before product starts to accumulate) of 
the reaction at different substrate concentrations, one can obtain the curve p resented 
in Figure 10.46. The velocity becomes zero order with respect co substrate at high con
centrations of substrate. That is, the velocity no longer increases with an increase in [SJ. 
The reason is that the enzyme and substrate form a complex, and the rate of product 
formation is proportional to the concentration of the complex. All of the enzyme will be 
in the complex at high substrate concentrations . The enzyme will be released from the 
complex by reversibly dissociating the substrate or proceed to form products. The overall 
reaction is written as 

(10.13) 

Rate constantS k will be numbered such that the ones leading to producrs will be odd 
numbers (k1, k3, and k5), while the reversible steps will be even ones (k2, k4, and k6); some 
are first-order and others second-order constants. The units of first- and second-order con
stants are different, meaning that they cannot be added to each other but can be multiplied or 
divided. 

The rate of formation of product is the term leading to product times the rate constant. 

d[P]ldt = k3[ES] (10.14) 

To determine the rate of product formation , it is necessary to find the value of ES as a function 
of the concentration of enzyme and subsrrate. Eq. 10.14 can be solved for the rate of the reac
tion (see A Closer Look 10.5 for derivation of the equation). The final form is 

_ .k{E][S] 
v ----

K+ [S] 
(10.15) 

where k is a rate constant and Kis a constant which includes the individual rate constants 
relating to the substrate's interaction with the enzyme. 

Derivation of the Michaelis-Menten Equation 

Maximum velocity 
(Vmax) C 

15g 
~i¥ 
~~ 
!l?u 
~-§ 
£ a. 

--------------

Substrate concentration 

Figure 10.46 Plot of velocity versus substrate 
concentration for an enzyme-ca talyzed 
reaction . Initial velocities are plotted against 
the substrate concentration at which they were 
determined. The curve is a rectangular hyperbola, 
which asymptotically approaches the maximum 
velocity possible with a given amount of enzyme. 

In order to derive the Michaelis-Menten equation, it is necessary to 
determine the concentration of ES. The rate of formation of ES is 
given by k1 [Ef](S], where [Erl is the concentration of free enzyme. 
The utilization of ES is governed by two reactions: ES returning ro 
starting material, given by kz[ES], and ES going to products, k3[ES). 
Combining these terms leads ro an equation describing the change in 
concentration of ES. 

Solving for [ES], one obtains 

d[ES]ldi-= k1[ErHS] - ki[ES) - kiESJ 

Assuming that the concentration of ES is constant except for the first 
few milliseconds after contact of subsrrare and enzyme, etJ:ES]/ dt = 0. 
This is referred to as the steady-state assumption, meaning the concen
tration of ES during the initial time period of the enzyme-catalyzed 
reaction {period for measuring the initial rare). The validity of the 
steady-state condition can be proven mathematically. Substituting IEf] 
with [EJ - [ES], where E. is the total enzyme concenrrarion and rear
ranging, leads to 

[ES] = k1 [EJ [S) 
(ki + k3) + k1 [S] 

Since the rate of product formation {v) of the reaction is kiES), mul
tiplying the above equation by k3 gives 

k3 k1!EcHSJ v =--"-------
(ki + k3) + k1[S] 

To convert this equation into the Michaelis-Menten equation, the 
numerator and denominator are divided by k1. 

v = _ k3_[E_J_[S_] __ or v = V,,,[S] 
(ki + k3) I k1 + [S] K,,1 + [SJ 

kJE,isthe maximwn velociryof the reaction (V,,,), with all the enzyme in 
the ES form, and therefore k3 is k.:.r-The constants in the denominator 
are defined as K,,,. Ir is apparent that I<'.;,, is not a simple dissociation con
Stant. If k3 were very small compared to k2, then the resulting ratio would 
be k2/ k1, which is Kd, the dissociation constant. 
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Time 

Rgure 10.47 Progress curves at variable 
concentration s of enzyme and saturating con
centrati ons of substrat e. The initial velocity (v0) 

doubles as the enzym e concentr ation doubl es. 
Since the substrat e con centrations are the 
same, the fin al equilibrium con centrations of 
product will be identical in each case; how 
ever, equilibrium will be reach ed at a slower 

rate in those assays containing small amounts 
of enzyme. 

~ [SJ 

Rgure 10.48 Graphic estimati on of Km from 
the v0 versus [S] plot . Km is the substrate con
centration at which the enzyme bas half-maximal 
activity. 

Michaelis-Menten Equation 

The simplesr enzyme reaction where one substrate goes to one product is 

k k 
E + S ~ ES ~ E + P 

k2 k4 
(10 .16) 

If the reaction in Eq. 10.16 is essentially irreversible (k4 = 0 or [P] is not present as would be 
found when enzyme and S are 6rsr mixed), the equation for the rate produet formation is 

(10 .17) 

Combining constants in the denominaror into a term called Km and if the reacrion 
ES ~ E + P in Eq. I 0.16 is the rate-limiting step , then k3 defines the catalytic activity of 
the enzyme (kcaJ, and the equation become s 

kca,[EJ [SJ v = -=CC--'---

(K,,, + [SJ) 
(10 .18) 

Note the similarity ofEqs. 10.15 and I 0.18. Since kca, (the rate constant) and [EJ (the total 
enzyme concentration) are conStants, kcarlEc] = V nux- The equation can be written as 

V,n[S] 
v = 

(K,,, + [SJ) 
(10.19) 

and is referred to as the Michaelis-M enten equation. For reactions that are more 
complicated , kcar is composed of a collection of rate constants. V,n in Eq. 10.19 is the 
maximum ve loci ty of the reaction at a defined enzyme concentration and has the unit 
of moles of product per unit time . Thus Vm (that is, k3[E,] or kcar[Er]) is a constant for 
a fixed concentration of enzyme . If the enzyme concentration is increased or decreased , 
Vmax will increase or decrease respectively (Figure 10.47). K,n is composed of individual 
rate constants; however, from Eq. 10.18, it can be stated that K,n is the concentration of 
substrate where the velocity of the reaction (v) is one-half of the maximum velocity (v,,), 
that is, v!V,,, = 0 .5 (Figure 10.48) when Km = [SJ. When vis equal to½ V,,,, one
half the concentration of total enzyme is in a complex with substrate and one-half is 
free. In contrast, when [SJ >> K,,, essentially 100 percent of the enzyme is in the ES 
complex. Under this condition the reaction reaches Vm since the velocity would be v = 
V,n. It is usually considered that Vm is approached when [SJ is close to 20[K,n], since 
under these conditions v = Vm X 20/21 , or 0.95 V,n. The biphasic nature of enzyme 
mechanisms , that is binding followed by modification of substrate, is reinforced in 
Clin . Corr. 10.3 . 

A Case of Gout Demonstrates Two Phases in the Mechanism of Enzyme Action 

The two phases of the Michaelis- Menten model of enzyme action, 
binding followed by modification of substrate, are illustrated by stud
ies on a family with gout. The patient excreted three times the normal 
amount of uric acid per day and had markedly increased levels of 
5' -phosphoribosyl-a-pyrophosphate (PRPP) in his red blood cells. 
PRPP is an intermediate in the biosynthesis of AMP and GMP, which 
are converted to ATP and GTP . Uric acid is a product of the degra
dation of AMP and GMP . Assays in vitro revealed that the patient's 
red cell PRPP synthetase activity was increased threefold. The pH 
optimum and the K,,, of the enzyme for ATP and ribose 5-phosphate 
were normal, but V max was increased threefold! This increase was not 

due to an increase in the amount of enzyme; immunologic testing 
with an antibody specific to the enzyme revealed similar quantities of 
the enzyme protein as in normal red cells. This finding demonstrates 
chat the binding of substrate as reflected by K,,, and the subsequent 
chemical event in catalysis, which is reflected in V max, are separate 
phases of the overall catalytic process. This situation holds only for 
those enzyme mechanisms in which k3 >> k2. 

Becker, M.A., Kostel, P. J., Meyer, L J., and Seegmiller, J. E. Human phosphori
bosyl pyrophosphate synrhetase: Increased enzyme specific acrivicy in a fumily with 
gout and excessive purine synthesis. Proc. Natl Acad. Sci. USA 70:2749, 1973. 
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If the reaction is more complex such chat 

(10.20) 

where ES' represems a modified but independent form of the complex, then the velocity 
equation becomes 

k3flsl(k3 + ks)[E,][S] v =-- -"--"'--'--"-- --=..c..._=-..c..._-
ks(ki. + ~)/k 1(k3 +ks)+ [SJ 

(10.21) 

Inspection of Eqs. 10.17 and 10.21 reveals that the generalized form of the equation is 

v = Constant[EJ[S] 
00

_
22

) 
Constant + [S] 

Th is is the same general equation as Eq. 10.18. The numerator rate constants are 
grouped to become the km term while the constants in the denominato r are defined as 
Km. Thus, both kca, and Km are typically composed of a complex set of individual rate 
constants . The specific constants that make up the terms are related to the actual kinetic 
mechanism and magnitude of the individual rate constants . As an example, if the value 
of k3 is much larger than ks in Eq. 10.21 , kca, would reduce to ks because the sum of 
k3 and ks would be essentially the value of k3• If, though, the two rate constants had 
similar values, then kca, would be composed of many terms, as would Km whose units 
are concent ration . 

Concentration of Free Enzyme 
The derivat ion of the Michaelis - Menten equation requires a careful account of all forms 
of the enzyme. It is assumed that the concentrat ion of substrate is greater than that of 
the enzyme, so du ring the initial course of the reaction being measured the value of 
[SJ does not change . Obviously, various values of [SJ can be used, but for each it will 
remain constant during the reaction. For the simple react ion E + S µ ES - E + P, the 
concentrat ion of enzyme is always the sum of the free enzyme and the substrate -bound 
enzyme; that is 

[E,] = [Erl + [ES] (10.23) 

(EJ is the t0tal concentration of enzyme and [Er] is the concentrat ion of free enzyme. It 
is Er that is necessary in a reaction to interact with substrate. The concentration of free 
enzyme is not directly measured but rathe r the total enzyme concentration . This means 

(10.24) 

If there were other forms of the enzyme such as a form with an inhibitor boun d (p. 407), 
then Eq. 10.24 would have to be expanded to include each form of enzyme . 

Mean ing of Km 
Km consists of a number of rate constants and is not a derived dissociation constant (K). Its 
value, however, is used often to indicate how well a substrate interacts with an enzyme. A 
Km of 10- 7 M indicates that the substrate has a greater affinity for the enzyme than if the 
K,n is 10- 5 M. The smaller the value of K,,,, the tighter is the interact ion between substrate 
and enzyme . Even though K,,. is not a dissociation constant, the smaller value means it takes 
less substrate to bind 50% of the enzyme (Clin. Corr. 10.4) . 

An example of the importance of K,,. is the physiological utilization of glucose. Glucose 
can be phosphorylated by two different kinases to form glucose 6-phosphate. Liver contains 
both hexokinase and glucokinase that catalyze the identical reaction of glucose + ATP -
glucose 6-phosphate +ADP.For hexokinase, the Km for glucose is 0.1 mM whereas for 
glucokinase it is 5 mM. When the concentration of blood sugar is low, as occurs in the 
fasted state, hexokinase is used to phosphorylate glucose, but when blood glucose increases 
after feeding, the high K,,. enzyme also functions . 
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Physiologica l Effect of Changes in Enzyme Km Values 

The unusual sensicivicy of some Asians co alcoholic beverages has a 
biochemical basis. In some Japanese and Chinese, much less ethanol 
is required co produce vasod.ilarion, resulring in facial Bushing 
and rapid heart race, than is required co achieve the same effect 
in Europeans. The physiological effects are due co acetaldehyde 
generated by liver alcohol dehydrogenase. Acecaldehyde is converted 
co acetate by aldehyde dehydrogenase (ALDH). One amino acid at 
position 487 in the 500-amino acid subunit of the retrameric enzyme 
is changed in some of the affected individuals. The active enzyme 
has a glutamate while the inactive variant has a lysine. The Asian 
variant was found co have a very low activity, and the K,,, for NAO+ 
increased from 30 µ,M to 7000 µ,M. Even though the enzyme was 
acrive, it would have very little activity in the liver as the K,,, was so 
high and kca, was low. 

In addition affected individuals were heterozygoric, having genes 
for both the active glutamate enzyme and the essentially inactive lysine 
enzyme. It was expected char their enzyme would be 50% active, yet it 
had very low activity. ALDH forms tetramers with the two monomers 
(E4, f.:3K, E2K2, EK3, and ~ ) where E4 and Ki are homotetrameric 
forms of the glutamate- and lysine-containing subunits, respectively 

and the ochers are the hecerotecramers. E3K had 50% of the coral 
acrivicy, not 75%, while E~ had essenrially no acrivicy, not the 25% 
one could expect from the one active subunit. The K subunit was 
dominant in char it could inactivate the subunit to which it was 
paired as the residue ac position 487 interacted with an arginine at 
position 475. When a glucamatewas at position 487 a stable salt bond 
formed, but when a lysine was at position 487, it caused the arginine 
to move. The movement disrupted the NAO binding pocket even 
though residue 487 was not in contact with the Rossmann fold. This 
example illustrates the fact that a point mutation on the enzyme can 

affect the active site even though the residue is nor in contact with 
the region. It further demonstrates that one subunit can be dominant 
over another. 

Crabb, D. W., Eden berg, H.J ., Bosron, WE, and Li, T.-K Genorypes for aldehyde 
dehydrogenase deficiency and alcohol sensitivity: TheALDH22 allele is dominan t. 
J. Clin. Invest. 83:314, 1989; and Zhou, J., and Weiner, H . Basis for half-of-che
sire reactivity and che dominance of the K487 oriental subunit over che E487 
subun it in heteroterrameric human liver mirochondrial aldehyde dehydrogenase. 
Biochemistry39:12019, 2000. 

Turno ver Number CkcaJ 
In Eq. 10.18 , kcar in the numerator has units of I/time. Thi s constant is also referred co as 
the turnover numb er of the enzyme, that is, the number of molecules of substrate con
verted co product per unit time per molecule of enzyme. The larger the value of kca, for an 
enzyme, che faster the reaction will be. In general, this term represents the slowest step(s) 
in the overall reaction . 

Significance of kcat in the Michaelis-Menten Equation 

Wh en Substrate Conce ntration Is Much Larger than Km 
Eq . 10. 18 is in the form of a general hyperbolic equation . When the value of [S) is much 
larger than the value of Km, the value of the denominator is essentially the value of [SJ, and 
the equation can be approximated by 

V = kcat[E][S) = k [El 
[SJ ca, (10 .25) 

That is, the velocity becomes independent of the concentration of S; the reaction becomes 
zero order with respect to S. This is found in the pon ion of curve where the velocity essen
tially levels off and is not increased as the concentration of [SJ increases (slope = O) (see 
Figure 10.46, p. 399). The reaction is proceeding at ics maximum velocity under these con
ditions because essentially 100 percent of the enzyme is in the ES comp lex. The instant a 
molecule of product is made it leaves the enzyme and another molecule of S binds enzyme, 
always keeping the enzyme saturated with S. Under these conditions the rate is governed 
strictly by the terms that govern the reaction of ES going to produce (ES - E + P) . 

When Substrate Concentration Is Much Sm aller than Km 
When [S] is very small compared to K,w Eq. 10.17 can be approximated as 

v = 
kc.,,[EJ [S] 

K,n 
Vm.,JS] 

or v = ---
Km 

(10 .26) 
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A plot of v versus [S] is linear only when [SJ << K,n value. Since for any chemical reac-
tion the velocity of product formation is a rate constant times the concentration of the 
reactants, the term kca.f Km can be considered as a second-order rate constant since there 
are two concentration terms in the rate equation ([EJ and [SJ). The fact that this ratio is 
equivalent to a second-order rate constant puts certain constraints on the ratio. For exam-
ple, a rate constant cannot be faster than the rate two molecules diffuse in solution. Even 
if no energy of activation is required, the two molecules have to collide with each other 
in order for a reaction to occur. The rate constant for a second-orde r diffusion reaction is 
around 109/mole/sec . Thus, if kca, is very large, Km cannot be very small or the ratio would 
exceed the diffusion rate. As an example, catalase, an enzyme that convens hydrogen per-
oxide to oxygen and water, has a km of 4 X 107/sec. The K,,, for hydrogen peroxide, how-
ever, is 1 M, a very high value. The kcal K,n ratio is less by a factor of 25 (109 versus 4 X 

107) of the theoretical maximum velocity that second-order reactions can attain . Catalase 
is one of the fastest known enzymes when the term for kcar/ K,n is measured . 

kca, can be a very low number only (such as 1 to 10/sec) if the Km for substrate 
is very low (as an example, l X 10- 9 M). This slow rate means that one molecule of 
enzyme would produce just 1 to 10 molecules of product per second . The reaction is 
so slow because the substrate binds very tightly to the enzyme. A great deal of energy is 
required to conven the bound substrate to the transition state . An extremely small Km 
(high affinity) for substrate requires the chemical reaction to be slow, whereas a large K111 

(low affinity) means that kca, can be high. The values of kca/ K,,, for enzymes range from 
10 to 107 /sec. 

Reversible Reactions 
Another limitation to the ratio of kca/ Km occurs when the reaction is reversible. 

k 
E+S~E+P 

k, 
(10.27) 

k1and k, are the forward and reverse rate constants (the terms ES and EP are ignored 
because they are the same for both directions). It can be derived that kris (kca/K,,,)r 
and k, is (kca/ K,J r For a reversible reaction, the equilibrium constant ~q = ([P]/ [SJ) 
is krf k,or 

(10.28) 

The values for kca, and K,,, cannot change randomly since their ratio has to be equal to 
~- This implies that if a mutant of an enzyme has a greater value of kca, than the origi
nal enzyme, some other constant must change to satisfy the equilibrium situation. These 
equilibrium-type relationsh ips are called Haldane relationships. 

Low Km versus High kcat 

Since the ratio of kca/ Kai has an upper limit, the question can be raised as to whethe r it 
would be prefe rable for an enzyme to have a very low K,n or a very high kca,· Frequently 
it is considered that a low K,n is most desirable, and compounds with the lowest Km 
are reported as the best substrates . Actually, the compound with the highest kca/ K,,, 
ratio is the best substrate. At a constant kc./ K,,,, it is better to have a high kca, rather 
than a low K111• An example is presented in Table 10.4 . At a fixed concentration of 
substrate, 1 mM in the example, the overall velocity is always faster when K,,, is high as 
that forces kca, to be larger to satisfy the kca/ K,,, ratio . Thus, when evaluating different 
substrates far an enzyme, the substrates with the highest kca/Km value should be comidered 
the better substrate far the enzyme not the one with the lowest K,,,. 

In a cell it is not just the kca, and K,,, terms that are important, but one must take into 
account the t0tal concentration of enzyme. The velocity term is first order with respect to 
enzyme, so a few picomoles of an enzyme with a kcar/ K,,, of 107 /sec/M in the cell would be 
less efficient at converting a substrate to product than would a nano mole of an enzyme with 
a kca/K,,,ofl0 5/sec/M. 

TABLE 10.4 • Km and k cat 
Relationships8 

Km kcaJ Rate 
(M) v 1> (s-1) 

10-6 I 
10-5 10 9 
10-4 102 90 
10-3 103 500 
10-2 104 909 
10- 1 105 990 

106 999 

"Reaction conditions: k,,,JK,. = I06M- 1r 1 and 
[SJ = 103M. 
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- 1/t<,,, 
~ 

1/[S] 

Figure 10.49 Determination of Km and Vmax 

from the Lineweaver-Burk double-reciprocal 
plot. Plots of the reciprocal of the initial velocity 
versus the reciprocal of the substrate concentration 
used to determine the initial velocity yield a line 
whose x-intercept is - l/K,,,. because at l/v 0= 0, 
1/(S] = 1/Km in Eq. 10.29. 
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Figure 10.50 Temperature dependence of a 
typical mammali an enzyme. To the left of the 
optimum, the rate is low because the environmental 
temperature is too low to provide enough kinetic 
energy to overcome the energy of activation. To 
the right of the optimum, the enzyme is inacti
vated by heat denaturat ion. 

Calculating the Constants 

The K,,, can be approximated from plotS of v versus [SJ. Graphical presentations allow for 
the calculation of the kinetic constantS. The most common graphical presentation is based 
on the Lineweaver- Burk equation, which is the reciprocal of the Michaelis - Memen equa
tion. The reciprocal of Eq. 10.19 is 

1 l Km I -=- + - x 
v V"' V,,, [SJ 

(10 .29) 

A plot of l/v 0 versus 1/ [S] is a straight line (Figure 10.49); the intercept on the y-axis is 
l/V 111, the intercept on the x-axis is - 1/[S], which is equivalent to - 1/K,,,, the slope of the 
line is K,jV,,,. Thus from the graph of 1/Vo at different concentrations of 1/[S], two key 
parameters of the enzyme-catalyzed reaction can be determined. Alternativel y, computer 
programs can calculate the kca, and K,n from the velocity and substrate data. 

Substrate and Product Bind to the Same Site 
The presence of product will act as an inhibitor of the reaction since its presence can pre
vent subst rate from binding. It will be a competitive inhibitor since both S and P bind to 
Er. The equation relating the initial velocity of the reaction in the presence of product is 

K,/ 1 + [PJ/ K,,,) + [SJ 
v = 

Vm[S] 
(10 .30) 

where K,,,, is the K,n for product, assuming the reaction could be reversible. Product is ini
tially not present when running an assay in vitro but stanS tO accumulate with time . A graph 
of product formation as a function of time will initially be linear, but the slope will decrease 
with time as product accumulates and acts as an inhibitor (see Figure 10.44, p. 397) . 

Effect of Assay Conditions 

When running a reaction under V111 conditions, essentially 100% of the enzyme is in the ES 
comp lex. In contrast, when a reaction is studied where [SJ << K,,,, the effect being meas
ured would reflect what is occurring with both free and submate-bound enzyme . Thu s 
to study the effect of an environmental change such as pH, the assay is usually conducted 
under V max conditions . The effect of experimental condit ions under Vmax conditions gives 
information about the kcac term for all the enzyme is bound to subst rate . To evaluate the 
effect of pH on the free enzyme, then kca/ K,n as a function of pH would be determined . 

External conditions, such as pH, temperature, and salt concentration , affect enzyme 
activity . The se effeCtS are very important when running enzyme assays in vitro. 

Temperature 
A plot of velocity versus temperature for most mammalian enzymes is a bell-shaped curve with 
an optimum between 40°C and 45°C (Figure I 0.50). Above this temperature, hear denatutation 
of the enzyme occurs; some enzymes will denature at lower temperatures. Typically between 0°C 
and 40°C, enzymes show a two-fold increase in activity for every 10°C increase. Mutation of an 
enzyme to a thermolabile form can have serious consequences (Clin. Corr . 10.5). 

Thermal Lability of Glucose-6-Phosphate Dehydrogenase Results in Hemolytic Anemia 

In red cells, glucose-6-phosphace dehydrogenase (G6PD) is an impor
tant enzyme for the maintenance of the membrane integrity. A defi
ciency or inactivity of this enzyme leads to a hemolytic anemia. In other 
cases, a variant enzyme is present that normally has sufficient activ
ity co maintain the membrane but fails under conditions of oxidative 
stress. A mutation of this enzyme leads to a protein with normal kinetic 
constants but a decreased thermal stability. This condition is especially 

critical to the red cell, since it is devoid of protein-synthesizing capacity 
and cannot renew enzymes as they denature. The end result is a greatly 
decreased lifetime for those red cells that have an unstable G6PD. 
Those red cells are also susceptible to drug induced hemolysis. 

Luzzaco, L., and Mehca, A., Glucose-6-phosphate dehydrogenase deficiency. 1n 
Scriver, C. R., Beaudec, A. L., Sly, W. $., and Valle, D . (Bis.), The Metabolic and 
Mokcular Bam of Inherited Disease, 7ch ed. New York: McGraw Hill, J 995, 3369. 
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pH 
Nearly all enzymes show a bell-shaped pH-velocity profile, but the maximum (pH optimum) 
varies greatly with different enzymes. Alkaline and acid phosphatases with very different pH 
optima are both found in humans (Figure 10.51). The bell-shaped curve and its position on 
the x-axis are dependent on the particular ionized state of the submate that will be optimally 
bound to the enzyme. This in tum is related to the ionization of specific amino acid resi
dues that constitute the substrate-binding site. In addition, amino acid residues involved in 
catalyzing the reaction must be in the correet charge state t0 be functional . Clin. Corr. 10.6 
describes the effeet of a mutation leading to a change in the pH optimum of a physiologically 
important enzyme. 

10.8 • KINETI CS OF TWO -SUBSTRATE REACTIONS 

Sequent ial Mechanism 

There are two mechanisms of interactions for a two-substrate reaction as illustrated in 
Figure 10.52. In the sequential mechanism, both substrates bind to the enzyme in a 
sequential manner to form a ternary complex. With substrates A and B, the ternary com
plex would be E-A-B (A, B, C, . .. are substrates and P, Q, R, . . . are producrs). If substrate 
A binds prior to B, this is called an ordered-sequential reaction whereas if either A or 
B bind first, the reaction is called a random-sequential reaction. The equation for the 
sequential reaction contains K,,, terms for both substrates A and B (Ka and 10,) and a term 
K;"' the dissociation constant for subscrace A. To find the various constants, a double recip
rocal plot of 1/ v versus 1/[A] is plotted for the reaction with different fixed concentrations 
of substrate B (Figure 10.53). The resulting plot shows a series oflines that incerseet with 
each other. The indiv idual constancs can be found by plotting the slopes and intercepts as 
a function of [B]. 

Ping-Pong Mechanism 

The second mechanism for a two-substrate reaetion is called a ping-pong mechanism. 
Substrate A binds to the enzyme, and it is converted co product P, leaving a modified 
enzyme . The modified enzyme binds substrate B, which is then converted to produet Q. 
Enzymes that exhibit ping-pong kinetics are modified by the submate . Kinases that fol
low a ping-pong mechanism do so by havingATP or another nucleotide triphosphace fust 
bind to and then phosphorylate the enzyme. ADP dissociates , and the second substrate 

Alcohol Dehydrogenase lsoenzymes with Different pH Optima 

2 4 6 8 10 12 

pH of assay mixture 

Figure 10.51 The pH dependence of (a) acid 
and (b) alkaline phosphatase reactions. In 
each case the optimum represents the ideal ionic 
state for binding of enzyme and substrate and the 
correct ionic State for the amino acids side chains 
involved in the catalytic event. 

In addition co the change in aldehyde dehydrogenase isoenzyme com
position in some Asians, different alcohol dehydrogenase (ADH) 
isoenzymes are also observed. ADH is encoded by three genes, which 
produce three different polypeptides, a, /3, and -y. Three alleles are 
found for the /3-gene chat differ in a single nucleotide base; this causes 
substitutions for arginine. The substitutions are shown here. 

Residue47 Residue369 

alcohol dehydrogenase is the release ofNADH . NADH is held on the 
enzyme by ionic bonds between the phosphates of the coenzyme and 
the arginines at positions 47 and 369. In the /31 isozyme this ionic in
teraction is not broken until the pH is quite alkaline and the guanidin
ium group of arginine stares to dissociate H+. Substitution of amino 
acids with lower pK values, as in /32 and /33, weakens the interaction 
and lowers the pH optimum. Since the release ofNADH is facilitated, 
the Vmax values for /32 and /33 are also higher than for /31• 

flt Arg Arg 

fl2 His Arg 

/J3 Arg Cys 

The liver /33 form has ADH activity with a pH optimum near 7, 
compared with 10 for /31, and 8. 5 for /32-The rate-determining step in 

Burndl , J. C., Carr, L G., Dwuler, F. E., Edenberg, H.J., Li, TK, and Bosron, 
W. F. The human {33 alcohol dehydrogenase subunit differs from /31 by a cys- for 
arg-369 substirucion which decreases NAD(H) bind ing. Biochem. Biophys. Res. 
Commtm. 146: 1227, 1987. 
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Figure 10.53 Double- reciproca l plot of initial velocity for a sequential 
reaction . Substrate B is fixed at specified concentrations, and substrate A 
varied. The rate equation is 

Figure 10.52 Mechanisms of interaction for two substrate reactions. - = - l+ -- - + - 1+ -1 K,, ( K;.K,,) 1 1 ( Kb) 
(a) Sequent ial mechan ism. (b) Ping-pong mechan ism. v Vnux K,,B A Vaux B 

Figure 10.54 Double- reciprocal plot of initial 
velocity for a ping-pong reaction . Substrate B is 
fixed at specified concentrations, and substrate A 
varied. The rate equation is 

- = - I + - + - 1+ -1 K,, ( Kb) I ( Kb) 
v Vn= B Vn= B 

binds to the phosphorylated enzyme followed by phosphate transfer to produce the phos
phorylated acceptor. Many enzymes that use coenzymes that do not dissociate employ 
ping-pong reactions. 

The equation relating the velocity to the concentrations of A and B in the ping-pong 
mechanism is similar to the equation for the sequent ial reaction, but most significantly it 
does not have the K;a term as found in the sequential reaction. Double reciprocal plots for 
this reaction result in a series of parallel lines (Figure 10.54). Again, the individual K,n and 
Vm values can be obtained from the slopes and intercepts after plotting the values obtained 
at each concentration of B. 

Intercept = ~ ( 1 + ~ ) 
max 

1 
iAi 

Increasing 
[BJ 
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Kmapp 

Often the K,,, for just one of the substrates is desired. Performing the reaction in the pres
ence of very high concentration s of substrate A and varying the concentration of B pennies 
determination of a ~PP for substrate B. This is possible because when [A] >> Ka, the 
velociry equation reduces to a simple Michaelis- Menten equation. 

10.9 • INHIBITORS 

Much of our basic knowledge of metabolic pathways was obtained by using inhibitors of 
specific enzymes. Pharmaceutical compounds are now designed as inhibitors of specific 
enzymes, and many naturally occurring compounds are inhibitors (Clin . Corr. 10.7) . 
Inhibito ry compounds can bind to the free enzyme or co the ES complex and affect 
the velocity of the reaction. With an inhibitor , EI and/or ESI (where I is an inhibi
tor) can exist. An equation relating the total concentration of enzyme to all its possible 
complexes results in a new Michaelis - Menten equation containing the term 1 + [I]/ K; 
where K; is the dissociation constant of EI or ESL kc:u in the presence of the inhibitor is 
an apparent kcat (kcatapp), and Km will be an apparent Km (K;.,app); that is, a value will be 
measu red, but it will be different from the value that would be found in the absence of 
inhibitor. T he inhibitor concentration does no t change during the course of the reac
tion , so [I] is a constant . Several classes of inhibitors are defined on the basis of these 
reaction kinetics. 

Competitive Inhibition 

Competitive inhibition occurs when an inhibitor competes with the substrate for bind
ing to the free enzyme. Some competitive inhibitors are structurally similar to the sub
strate or product, whereas other s are structurally quite different. For example , malonate 
is a competitive inhibitor of succinic dehyd rogenase (Figure 10.55 and p. 555), binding 
presumably to the substrate-binding site . Pyrazole is a competitive inhibitor of alcohol 
dehydrogenase , but its structure is quite different from the substrate. If an inhibitor binds 
to the active site or to a different site and prevents S from binding, the reaction would be 
as in Figure 10.56. The inhibitor competes with substrate for binding to the enzyme, so 
when there is a very large concentration of substrate, the action of the inhibitor will be 
overcome . The amount of enzyme in the ES complex will be a function of [SJ, [I], Km, 
and K; (k5!k6). Since E, = Er + ES + EI, Eq . 10.31 is obtained . 

v = k3k1 [EJ [SJ 

Ck2 + k3)(1 + rn1 K;> + k1 [SJ 
(10.31) 

Dividing all terms by k1 yields Eq. 10.32 since (k2 + k3)/k 1 is K,,, in the absence of I. 

k3[E][S] 
V 

~, (1 + [I]/[K;]) + [SJ 
(10.32) 

Nore the similarity ofEqs. 10.32 and 10.16. A number of constants are found in the denomi
nator, and those can be group to be called ~PP since the [I] is conscant, the term 1 + [n/ K; 
is a constant. The K,n measured in the presence of inhibitor will be a K;.,app, but it is the true 
Km times (1 + [I]/K;). The presence of the inhibitor will cause the reaction to become slower 
at lower subscrate concentrations because the conscancs in the denominator are larger than if 
no inhibitor is present. Only when [SJ is much greater than l<uapp would V max be obtained as 
the denominator would be approximately just [S]. Under this condition, virtually no inhibi
tor will bind to enzyme (Clin. Corr . 10.8). Both the substrate and the inhibitor compete for 
binding , thus increasing the concentration of the substrate will overcome the action of the 
inhibitor. Therapeutically, competiti ve inhibitors are useful only if the value of [I]/ K; is high 
so the inhibicor can function in the presence of even high concentrations of substrate . Low 
values for K; (tight binding) are desired so large amouncs of inhibitor need not be required to 
inhibit the enzyme. 

Inhibitors of Xanthine Oxidase 
Isolated from Plants 

Gour is an inflammatory disease caused 
by the overproduction or undersecretion 
of uric acid, the end product of purine 
catabolism (p. 820). The terminal step in 
purine metabolism is catalyzed byxanthine 
oxidase. A common treatment for gout is 
the use of allopurinol, a srrucrural analog 
of xanthine and an inhibitor of the enzyme. 
Many older societies used medicinal plants 
and have maintained records of which are 
effective. Records ofVietnamese traditional 
medicine indicate that 96 plants, including 
Chrysanthemum sinense, have been used 
co treat gout . A few extracts from these 
plants were found to inhibit mammalian 
xanthine oxidase, some nearly as effective 
as allopurinol. Their structures are quite 
different from that of allopurinol and 
xanthine. The results indicate that study of 
compounds from traditional medicine may 
lead co new pharmaceuticals. 

Nguyen, M . T . T ., Awale, S., Tezuka, Y., Tran , 

Q L, er al. Xanrhine oxidase inhibitory activity 
of Viemamese medkinal plan rs. Biol Phann. Bu/L 
27:1414, 2004. 
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Figure 10.55 Substrat e and inhibitor of suc
cinate dehydrogenas e. 
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Figure 10.56 Reaction of a competitiv e inhibi
tor reacting with fr ee enzyme . 
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Design of a Selective Inhibitor 

Prosr.aglandins are a very imporranc class of paracrine hormones derived 
from long-chain unsaturated faery acids (p. 737). One of the early seeps 
in their synthesis involves an enzyme, cyclooxygenase (COX). Among 
the many physiological effecrs of the prosraglandins are the pain and 
inHammarion associated with archriris. Tradirionally, archriris has been 
treated with aspirin and other nonsteroidal anri-inHammacory drugs 
char have been shown to work by inhibiring the cyclooxygenases, thus 
decreasing the levels of "bad" proscaglandins causing the symptoms. A 
serious problem with these drugs is the development of gascrointesrinal 
bleeding and perforarion caused by a concomitant decrease in the "good" 
prostaglandins which are protecrive of the gascrointesrinal mucosa. 

There are two different cyclooxygenases, COX - l and COX-2, 
which have different tissue distributions. The COX-2 enzyme is in
ducible by mediators from the arthritic condition, whereas COX-1 
consritutively synthesizes the mucosa-sparing prostaglandins. The 
only significant difference in the acrive sires of the two enzymes is that 
COX -2 has a valine rather than isoleucine at residue 523. The smaller 
valine allows for preferential binding of custom designed inhibitors 
resulring in selective inhibition of COX -2. Such a custom-designed 
drug , VIO:xx© is shown modeled into the COX- l active sire. 

Key amino acid side chains forming the substrate-binding pocket 
are shown in red, and the heme, which participates in prostaglandin 
synthesis, is shown in blue. It has been shown that aspirin acerylaces 
serine 530 in both COX-1 and-2 whereas VIO:xx© selectively binds 
to and inhibits COX-2, thus preserving the production of "good" 
proscaglandins by COX- I. The phenyl group of aspirin occupies the 
identical location in the active site as the phenyl group ofVIOXX ®. 
Inirially VIO:xx©-like drugs appeared to be competitive inhibitors. 
With COX-2 , but not with COX-I , however, a time-dependent 
irreversible inhibition occurs that does not involve a covalent linkage. 
VIO:xx© came on the market in 2000 and made a tremendous 
difference in the quality of life for arthritic patients. Unfortunately, 
significant side effects involving the heart have developed with some 
patients, and the drug was withdrawn from the market. 

Tyr385 ~ 

Ser530 v-4' 

G ierse, J. K., McDonald , J. J., Hauser, $. D., Rangwala, S. H., Koboldc, C. M ., 
and Seibert K. A single amino acid difference becween cydooxygenase-1 (COX-1) 
and -2 (COX-2 ) reverses the selectiviiy of COX-2 specific inhibirors. j. Biol Chem. 
27 1: 15810 , 1996. 

Uncompetitive Inhibition 

E + P 

ESI 

Figure 10.57 Reaction of an uncompetitive 
inhibitor reacting with the enzyme-s ubstrate 
complex. 

An inhibitor can bind to the ES complex rather than the free enzyme , as indicated in 
Figure 10.57 . It is not binding to thesubsuate-bindingsite but to an alternative binding site 
that does not prevent substrate from binding. The Michaelis-Menten equation will be 

v = 
Vmax [S)/(1 + [I)/ IQ 

(Km + [S))/(1 + [I)/ IQ 
(10 .33) 

kca, is now decreased, so the V max will be decreased compared to the value in the absence of 
inhibitor and the ~P term is also changed. This situation is called uncompetitive inhibition. 
In contrast to competitive inhibition, increasing the concentration of substrate will not over
come the effect of the inhibitor because [I] is binding to ES comp lex and not free enzyme . 

Noncompetitive Inhibition 

A more complicated situation occurs if a reversible inhibitor binds to both the free enzyme and 
the ES complex. A variety of situations can occur depending on how the presence ofI affects 
the binding of substrate and the ability of the enzyme to catalyze the reaction (Figure 10. 58). 
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The Michaelis- Menten equation is very complex as both ES and ES-I can yield producrs. lfI 
binds with the same affinity to both E and ES and k' 3 is zero, then the following equation can 
be derived: 

Vma,,(S]/(1 + [I]/K;) 
v = 

Km + [S] 
(10.34) 

Thi s mode of binding leads to an inhibition of acciviry in the presence of even high con
centrations of [SJ. If /13 is not zero, then a different situation arises since the ES-I complex 
will produce product. 

Lineweaver-Burk Plots in the Presence of Inhibitors 

Competitive and Noncompetitive Inhibitors 
The Michaelis- Menten equation for an enzyme reaction performed in the presence of 
the three different types of reversible inhibicors leads to different double-reciprocal plots 
(Figure 10.59). The reason being that the term 1 + (I]/~ is found associated with the K,,, 
or kca, term depending on what type of inhibitor is being used. In the case of a competitive 
inhibitor (Figure 10.59a), Vmax is not changed at high substrate concentrations , so the velocity 
lines in the absence and presences of different inhibitor concentrations intersect on the y-axis. 
With uncompetitive inhibition as the inhibitor concentration is changed, a series of parallel 
lines forms since the slope of the line is WK and both V and K terms contain the ( 1 + (I]/~) 
term (Figure 10.59b). With noncompetitive inhibition, the inhibicor binds to both E and ES 
and the Lineweaver-Bur k plot is a family of lines that intersect on the »axis. 

The double-reciprocal plots can be used to determine the mode of inhibitor binding . 
From the intercept s on the» and y-axis, V,,,.PP and K,,,.PP can be calculated. If the K,,, for a 
substrate is known, then the ~for the inhibitors can be calculated. 

Noncompetitive inhibitors effectively reduce the concentration of free enzyme, and 
thus velocity is decreased (Figure 10.59c). Even if subscrate were saturating ([SJ >>K,,'J, the 
observed maximum velocity would be lower than it would be in the absence of the inhi bi
tor. Compounds that are these types of inhibitors are more useful as drugs since they inhibit 
the enzyme independent of the concent ration of substrate. 

1 
[SJ 

E + S ~ E-S ~ E + P 

+1H +IH 
E-1 ::;= E-S-1 ~ E + P 

3 

Figure 10.58 Reaction of a noncompetitive 
inhibitor reacting with an enzyme. 

t Increasing (I) 

(a) Competitive inhibitor (b) Un-competit ive inhibitor 

(c) Noncompet it ive inhibitor 

Figure 10.59 Double-reciprocal plots for competitive, uncompetitive, 
and reversible noncompetitive inhibition. A competitive inhibitor binds 
at the substrate- binding site and effectively increases the K.,, for the substrate. 
An uncompetitive inhibitor causes an equivalent shift in both VllUX and K,,,, 

resulting in a line parallel to that given by the uninhibited enzyme. A reversible 
noncompetitive inhibitor binds with both E and ES, presumably at a site other 
than the substrate- binding site; therefore the effective Km does not change, but 
the apparent V max decreases. Red lines are in the absence of inhibitor. 
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Figure 10.60 Pyrrole-2-ca rboxylate mimics 
the planar transition state and is an excellent 
inhibitor of praline racemase. 

Figure 10.61 Enzyme inhibition by covalent 
modification of an active site cysteine. 
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(a) Praline racemase reaction 

O-proline 
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N 

(b) Pyrrole-2-carboxylate is planar as in transition state. 

Inhibitors of Two-Substrate Reactions 
A competitive inhibitor of a two-subsuate reaction usually inhibitS only one of the two sub
strates. If the compound binds to only free enzyme, it will be competitive against substrate 
A If the inhibitor binds to the E-A complex, then it will be competitive against substrate B. 
The K;value for inhibitor s of two-substrate reactions can be determined by varying the con
centration of one subst rate in the presences of an excess of the other substrate. The reactions 
for noncompetitive inhibitors would be the same as with a single substrate . 

Other Inhibitors 

Transition-Stat e Inhibitors 
Enzymes lower the energy of activation by stabilizing the transition State not the binding of 
substrate. Thus, if a compound resembled the transition state, it might bind more tightly 
to the enzyme than a compound resembling the substrate . These inhibitor s have a K; value 
much lower than the K,,, for substrate. No one has ever seen a transition state, so proposed 
structu res are based on chemical intuition. An example of a transition-state analog is an 
inhibitor of praline racemase (Figure 10.60). During the enzyme reaction, the tetrahedral 
substrate will become planar during the conversion of L- to o-pro line; pyrrole 2-carboxylate 
structurally resembles the proposed transition state. 

Mechanism Based or Suicide Inhibitors 
Enzymes perform complex reactions where many transient intermediates occur as substrate 
is transformed to product. Compounds have been synthesized where the enzyme performs 
an initial step in the reaction but then converts the subStrate into a form that remains cova
lently attached to the enzyme. The activity of the enzyme will be destroyed and hence the 
name sui cide inhibitor. 

Irreversible Inhibitors 
Compounds that chemically modify and inactivate an enzyme are classified as irreversible 
inhi bitors . These react with amino acids residues (Figures 10.61 and 10.62) . Aspirin and 
Antabuse, a drug given to deter people from abusive alcohol consumption, are examples of 
irreversible enzyme inhib itors used clinically (Clin. Corrs . 10.9 and 10.10). 
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Figure 10.62 Site-di rected inactivation of tetra hydrofolate reductase . 
The irreversible inhibitor, a substituted dihydrouia2ine, structurally resembles 
dihydrofolate and binds specifically to the dibydrofolate site on dihydrofolate 
reduccase. The uia2ine portion of the inhibitor resembles the pcerin moiety 
and therefore binds co the active site. The ethy lbenzene group (in red) binds 
to the hydrophobic site normally occupied by the p-aminobenzoyl group . 

Enzyme Inhibitors as Drugs 

Reductase 

The reactive end of the inhibitor contains a reactive sulfonyl fluoride chat 
forms a covalent linkage with a serine hydroxyl on the enzyme surface. Thus, 
this inhibitor irreversibly inhibits the enzyme by b locking access of dihydro
folace to the active sire. This is not a suicide inhibitor but an example of an 
inhibitor chat binds co the active site and bas a reactive group. 

New pharmacologically active compounds are screened for their affect on a variety of 
enzymes. Drugs designed to inhibit enzymes unique to a microorganism will produce 
fewer side effects in patients. A classic example is sulfa drugs because bacteria convert 
p-aminobenzoic acid to folic acid whereas humans do not have the enzyme for this 
reaction (Figure 10.63). Subtle differences that exist between isozymes of mammalian 
enzymes are being exploited in order to produce specific inhibitors. An example is 
sildenafi l (trade name Viagra), a drug for erectile dysfunction , which inhibits a specific 

A Case of Poisoning 

Emergency room personnel encounter many instances of pesticide 
poisoning and must be equipped to recognize and treat these cases. 
Many of the common insecticides are organophosphate compounds 
that irreversibly inhibit the action of acetylcholine esterase (AChE) in 
the posrsynaptic fibers of the cholinergic neurons (p. 948) by forming 
stable phosphate esters with a specific serine in the active site of the 
esterase. Inhibition of AChE prevents the hydrolysis of acetylcholine 
in the synapse resulting in constant stimulation of the end organs 

of these neurons . The most prominent effects of pesticide poisoning 
in humans are paralysis of the respiratory muscles and pulmonary 
edema . If given early enough , a drug like pralidoxime can displace the 
alkyl phosphate from the pesticide bound to the active site serine and 
regenerate an active AchE. 

Main, R. [n Hodgson, E., and Guthrie , F. E. (Eds.), Introduction to Biochemical 
Toxicowgy. New York: Elsevier, I 980, I 93. 
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Mushrooms and Alcohol Metabolism 

Coprine, a toxin produced by the Inky Cap mushroom, forms a 
covalent bond with aldehyde dehydrogenase, an enzyme involved in 

the metabolism of alcohol. Coprine is nor usually very toxic except 
in individuals who consume an alcoholic beverage while eating the 
mushrooms. Thac person gets a coxic reaction co the accumulaced 
acetaldehyde formed in the oxidation of ethanol. 

Disu.lfuram, a drug used co deter abusive consumption of alcohol 
is sold under the name Amabuse®, which is also a covalent inhibicor 
of aldehyde dehydrogenase. The drug makes the patient ill ifheor she 

consumes alcohol. Disulfuram was originally used as an antioxidant 
in che rubber induscry where it was observed thac workers became ill 
when having a drink after work. 

The inhibitor does not dissociace &om the enzyme and the only way 
to restore the activity is by biosynthesis of new enzyme in the tissue. 

Wiseman , J. S., and Abeles, It H. Mechanism of inbibi rion of aldehyde dehydro
genase by cyclopropanone hydrate and the mushroom toxin coprine . Biochemistry 
18: 427, 1979. 
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TABLE 10.5 • Representative Drugs That Inhibit Specific Enzymes 

H2N fi-NH2 

0 
Sulfanllamlde 

0 

H2N-o~ - o-

p-Amlnobenzoate 

Figure 10.63 Structure of p-aminobenzoate 
and sulfanilamide, a competitive inhibitor of a 
bacterial enzyme involved in the synthesis of 
folic acid. 

Drug 

Amrubicin® 

Ancabuse® 

Capropril® 

Celebrex® 

Digoxin® 

Hycamtin® 

Lipiror® 

Viagra® 

Enzyme Target Disease 

Topoisomerase 2 Cancer chemotherapy 

Aldehyde Dehydrogenase Alcoholism 

Angiorensin-converring Hypertension 
enzyme 

Cyclooxygenase-2 Arthritis 

Na + -K+ -Exchanging Heart problems 
ATPase 

T opoisomerase 1 Cancer chemotherapy 

3-hydroxy-3-methylgluraryl High cholesterol 
CoA 

Phosphodiesterase 5 Erectile dysfunction 

isozyme of phosphodiesterase (p. 447 ). A compound may be found to be a specific for 
an enzyme in vitro, but it may also inhibit enzyme s not tested in the screening pro
cess. Representative drug s that are inhibitor s of enzymes are pre sented in Tab le 10.5. 
Clin . Cores. 10.11 and 10.12 describe two very specific examples. A Closer Look 10.6 
describe s a method to rapidly ident ify new enzyme inhibitor s and activators . 

Testosterone and Prostate Cancer 

Prostate cancer is one of the most common forms of cancers and of the hormone. Abiraterone has been tested as an in vivo inhibitor of 
affects only men. During an early stage of the disease the tumor the noncescis testosterone pathway. 
requires testosterone. With time, the rumor cells mutate so they 
no longer need testosterone . The tumor cells are referred to as hor 
mone refractive cells. Some investigators feel char even in the early 
stages of disease, there are a few cells that are already hormone 
refractive. 

Investigators consider chat the cells they thought were hormone 
refractive accuaily respond co a very low level of testosterone which 
might be found even after castration (surgically or chemicaily). A new 
approach to combat hormone refractive disease is to use an inhibitor of HO 

a cytochrome P450 (Cypl ?Al), an enzyme involved in the biosynthesis Structure of Abiralerone. 
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Natural Products as Inhibitors of Enzymes 

Some fruits contain compounds chat affect the metabolism of specific 
drugs. Individuals consuming the food and the drug can have an adverse 
effect. Perhaps the best-studied interaction is with grapefruit. This fruit 
contains a class of organic compounds called furanocoumarins, and ir 
was found char some members inhibit a cytochrome P4 50 {CYP3A4) in 
the intestine but not in the liver. A number of scatin drugs used to treat 
high cholesterol and some blood pressure medications are partially me
tabolized in the intestines and require the involvement of the CYP3A4. 
Consuming grapefruit while taking the drug alters the pharmokinetics 
of a variety of drugs and may present dire consequences. Once the drug 
is in the circulating system, its metabolism is no longer inhibited. 

In spite of the effect of grapefruit juice on CYP3A4, studies have 
shown chat it has many known good effecrs on the body because of the 
antioxidants it possesses. The grapefruit effect was discovered during a 
srudy on the interaction of ethanol with a blood pressure medication 
called felodipine (brand name Plendil®). Grapefruit juice was used as 
the vehicle for the ethanol, and ulrimarely the investigators realized 
chat the inhibition of drug metabolism was due ro the juice and not 
ethanol. 

Kiani, J., and Imam,$ . Z. Medic inal importance of grapefruit juice and irs imerac
cion wirh various d~. Nutr. J. 6: 33, 200 7. 

High-Throughput Screen ing to Find Inhibitors and Activators of Enzymes 

Inhibitors of enzymes have been found from narural compounds oc
curring in plants, bacteria, and mold. A chemical-library screening 
procedure is used for the search of new enzyme inhibitors, especially 
by the pharmaceutical industry. Tens of thousands of compounds and 
extracts of narural product are rapidly tested for their ability to inhibit 
an enzyme or affect cell function. Different combinations of test ma
terials are robotically added to the test system. Those which affect the 
enzyme are then analyzed so that new biologically active chemicals can 

be identified. The advantage of this approach is chat compounds with 
a variety of different structures can be tested, without a preconceived 
idea of what should be the structure of the effector. Depending on the 
assay, it is possible to screen for any type of effector. 

Assay Guidance Manual 5. 0. Eli Lilly and Company and NIH Chemi
cal Genomics Center, 2008. Available online at http://www.ncgc.nih. 
gov/guidance/manual_toc.hanl. 

10.10 • REGULATIONOF ENZYMEA CTMTY 

Covalent Modification 

Cells have the ability to regulate the activity of key enzymes by covalent modification of the 
protein. There are many protein kinases that catalyze phosphorylation of serine, threonine, or 
tyrosine residues on specific enzymes and protein phosphorylases that remove the phosphate by 
hydrolysis. Depending on the enzyme, phosphorylation can activate an inactive enzyme or inac
tivate an active enzyme. Groups such as sulfate and acetate can also be added to alter enzymatic 
activity. Since both phosphorylation and dephosphorylation are performed by enzymes, this 
reversible covalent modification is a rapid and effective way of controlling enzyme activity. 

Allosteric Control of Enzyme Activity 

The activity of many enzymes can be modulated by ligands binding to the enzyme at sites 
other than the substrate-binding site. These sites are referred to as allosteric sites (Figure 
10.64) . Allosteric is derived from the Greek root a/lo, meaning "the other." An allosteric 
site is a unique region of the enzyme quite different from the substrate-binding site. The 
ligands that bind at the allosteric site are called allosteric effectors or modulator s and 
are not modified during the course of the enzyme reaction. Binding of an allosteric effec
tor causes a conformational change of the enzyme so that the affinity for the substrate or 
other ligands also changes. Positive ( + ) allosteric effectors increase the enzyme affinity for 
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6 11~itifild-1;i;i#1·SiM~IHEM 
A Case of Gout Demonstrates 
the Difference between 
an Allosteric- and Substrate
Binding Site 

The realization char allosceric inhibitory 
sires are separate from allosteric accivacor 
sites as well as from che substrate binding 
and catalytic sites is illuscraced by a study 
of a patient wich gout whose red blood cell 
PRPP level was increased. Ir was found 
chat che patient's PRPP synchecase had 
normal Km and Vmax values and sensicivicy 
to activation by phosphate. The increased 
PRPP levels and hyperuricemia arose be
cause che end products of che pachway 
(ATP, GTP) were not able co inhibit che 
synchecase chrough che allosteric inhibi
tory site. It was suggested chat a mutation 
in che inhibitory site or in che coupling 
mechanism between che inhibitory and 
catalytic sire led to failure of che feedback 
control mechanism. 

Pi 

ATP 

Ribose 

PAPP e 

AMP ATP 
GMP--- GTP 

Sperling, 0., Persky-Brosh, $., Boen, P., and 
DeVries, A. Human erythrocyte phosphoribosyl 
pyrophosphate synchetase murarionally altered in 
regulatory proprcies. Biochem. Med. 7: 389, 1973. 
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Figure 10.64 Model s of allosteric enzyme systems. (a) Model of a monomeric enzyme. Binding of a 
positive allosteric effector, A (green) , co the activator site, j, induces a new conformation to the enzyme, 
one chat has a greater affinity for the substrate. Binding of a negative allosteric effector (purple) co the 
inhibitor sire, i, results in an enzyme conformation having a decreased affinity for substrate (orange). 
(b) A model of a polymeric allosteric enzyme. Binding of the positive allosteric effector, A, at the j site 
causes an allosteric change in the conformation of the protomer to which the effeao r binds. This change 
in the conformation is transmitted to the second procomer through cooperative procomer - protomer 
interactions. The affinity for the substrate is increased in both protomers. A negative effeaor decreases the 
affinity for substrate of both protomers. 

substrate. The reverse is true for negative(- ) allosteric effectors. The allosteric site at which 
the positive effeccor binds is referred co as an activator site; the negative effector binds at an 
inhibitory site. The existence of allosteric sites is illustrated in Clin. Corr. 10.13. 

Allosceric enzymes are divided into two classes on the basis of the effect of the allosteric 
effector on the K,n or Vmax· In che K class the effector alters the K,n but not Vm= whereas in 
the V class the effector alters Vmax but not Km. In the K class, a negative effector binding at 
an allosteric site increases the K,n for the substrate. Similarly in V class enzymes, positive and 
negative allosceric modifiers increase or decrease che race of breakdown of the ES complex to 
products. There are a few enzymes in which both K111 and V max are affected by the modifier. 

In theory, a monomeric enzyme can undergo an allosceric cransition in response co a modu
lating ligand (Figure 10.64a). However, only a few monomeric allosceric enzymes are known 
including ribonucleoside di phosphate reductase and pyruvate-UDP-N-acecylglucosamine crans
ferase. Most allosteric enzymes are oligomeric consisting of several subunits (Figure 10.64b). 
Binding of ligand co one procomer can affect the binding of ligands on the other protomers 
in the oligomer. If the same ligand binds at che allosteric site and is also the subscrate for the 
enzyme, the effect is referred to as a homotro pic interaction . Homocropic interactions are 
almost always positive. A heterotropic interaction is the effect of one ligand binding at the 
allosteric site on the binding of a different ligand at the active site. Heterocropic interactions can 

be positive or negative. Examples are the effect of a negative effector on the binding of substrate 
or the positive effect of an allosceric activator on substrate binding. Heterocropic and homocro
pic effects in oligomeric enzymes are mediated by cooperativiry between subunits. 

Most of the enzymes subject to allosteric modulation are rate-determining enzymes in 
metabolic pathways or are located at a junction where the substrate can be used for more 
than one pathway. 

Multi-subunit Enzymes: Cooperativity 

Many enzymes are multimers consisting of either the same or different monomeric 
subuni ts. Subunits of some multimeric enzymes ace independently of each other, with 
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Ambiguity in the Assay of Mutated Enzymes 

Structural gene mur.ations leading co producrion of enzymes with 
increases or decreases in K,,, are frequently observed. A case in point is a 
patient with hyperuricemia and gout, whose red blood cell hypoxanchine
guanine-phosphoribosylcransferase (HGPRT) showed little activity in 
assays in vitro. This enzyme is involved in che salvage of purine bases and 
catalyzes che reacrion. 

Hypoxanthine + PRPP - inosine monophosphate + PPi 

where PRPP is phosphoribosyl pyrophosphate. 
The absence of HGPRT activity results in a severe neurological 

disorder known as Lesch- Nyhan syndrome (p. 816), yet this patient 
did not have the usual clinical signs of this disorder. Immunologi
cal testing with a specific antibody to the enzyme revealed as much 

cross-reacting material in the patient's red blood cells as in normal 
controls, indicating that the enzyme was being synthesized but was 
inactive in the assay in vitro. Increasing substrate concentration in che 
assay of the patient's red cell hemolysate restored full activity. This 
anomaly is apparently due co a mutation in the substrate-binding site 
of HGPRT, leading co an increased K,,,. The substrate concentration 
in che standard assay and in the red blood cells was not high enough 
co bind co the enzyme. This case reinforces the point that an accurate 
enzyme determination is dependent on zero-order kinetics, chat is, 
the enzyme being saturated with substrate. 

Sorenson, L, and Benke, P. J. Biochemical evidence for a distinct rype of primary 
gouc. Nature 213 : I 122, 1967. 

eventS taking place in one subunit not influenc ing the activity of the other subunitS . 
For these enzymes kca, or Vmax value s can be divided by the number of subunics to 
obtain the actual turnover number per subunit . In other multi-subunit enzymes , an 
event in one subunit affects the ability of the adjacent subunit s to function . In the se 
situations , the Km for substrate is usually changed but in some cases kca, is altered (Clin. 
Corr . 10.14). 

One subunit in a multimer can affect the properties of an adjacent subunit by chang-
ing the conformation of the subunics after substrate binds to it (Figure 10.64a). The 
altered monomer could bind submate more easily and hence is more saturated without 
the substrate concentration increasing. If the binding becomes easier (decrease in Kr,J, 
then the enzyme is said to exhibit positive cooperativ ity; this is analogous to hemoglobin 
binding oxygen (p. 358). When the structural change makes binding of substra te to the 
second subunit more difficult (increase in KJ, then the enzyme is said to exhibit negative 
coop erativity. 

The test for an enzyme exhibiting cooperati vity is a plot of velocity versus [SJ. The 
curve will be sigmoidal rather than hyperbolic (Figure 10.65a) and a double-reciprocal plot 
will not be linear (Figure 10.65b) . This occurs because the K,n will change as the concentra
tion of substrate changes. 

It is very difficult to calculate precise K,,, values for an enzyme exhibiting either positive 
or negative cooperativity . The value, however, is estimated from the concentration of sub- (a) 

Strate that allows v to be 50% of Vmax; it is referred to as Ko.s-The Hill equation , employed 
to explain the cooperative binding of oxygen to hemoglobin (p. 358) , is used to calculate 
the Hill coefficient that estimates the degree of cooperativity between interacting subuni ts 
of an enzyme. Values ofless than 1 demonstrate negative cooperativity, and values greate r 
than 1 positive cooperativity . Representative examples of positive and negative cooperat iv
ity are illustrated in Figure 10.66. 

Models to Explain Cooperativity 
There are two models to explain cooperativity. Both use the premise that there are interactions 
between the subunits, and the conformation of the subunit binding a ligand is different fiom 
that of the subunit in the absence of ligand. The major difference between the models relates 
to whether the two conformations are preexisting or they occur only after ligand binds. 

No cooperativity 

[SJ 

1 
[SJ 

No cooperativity 

The sequential modd proposes that when ligand binds co one subunit (A), there is a (b) 

change in the conformation of the subunit , which then induces a conformational change in 
Figure 10.65 Plots for enzymes that exhibit 
cooperativity are atypical . (a) Velocity versus 
substrate plot and (b) double-reciprocal plot. 
Coop erative curves are foe positive cooperacivity. 

a contiguous subunit (B). The effect of ligand binding is sequentially transmined through 
the interface between subunits producing increased or decreased affinity for the ligand by B 
(Figure 10.67 a). In this model numerous hybrid states occur, giving rise to cooperativity and 
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Figure 10.67 Models of cooperativity. (a) 
The concerted model. The enzyme exists in only 
two states, the T (tense or taut) and R (relaxed) 
conformation s. Substrates and activators have 
a greater affinity for the R state and inhibitors 
for the T state . Ligands shift the equilibrium 
between the T and R states. (b) The sequential 
induced-fit model. Binding of a ligand to any 
one subunit induces a conformational change 
in tha t subunit. Th is conformational change is 
transmitted partially tO adjoining subunits th rough 
subuni t- subuni t interaction. Thu s the effect of the 
first ligand bound is transmitted cooperatively and 
sequential ly to the other sub units (protome rs) in 
the oligomer, resulting in a sequential increase or 
decrease in ligand affin ity of the other protome rs. 
The cooperativity may be eithe r positive or 
negative, depending on the ligand . 
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Figure 10.66 Hill plot for an allosteric enzyme. 

sigmoid plotS of velocity versus [SJ. Both positive and negative cooperativity can be accommo
dated by the model. Positive allosteric modulators can induce a conformation in the subunit 
that has an increased affinity for the substrate, and a negative modulator induces a different 
conformation in the subunit resulting in decreased affinity for substrate. A similar argument 
can be made for enzymes where ka, is changed. 

T he concerted model proposes that the two conformations are in equilibrium in the 
absence of ligand and the equilibrium is driven toward the ligand-bound conformation as 
ligand binds. The two States in the concerted model are called the T (tense or taut) and the 
R (relaxed) (Figure 10.67b) . Though both states can bind ligand, one state binds it more 
tightly. Aetivators and submates bind to the R state and shift the preexisting equilibr ium 
toward the R state. With more of the protein in the R state, it is easier for the next molecule 
of substrate or activator to bind. Conversely, inhibito rs favor the T state. In the presence of 
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an inhibito r, it is more difficult for the subsrrate to bind to the T conformation. Although 
this model accounts for the kinetic behavior of many enzymes, it cannot easily account for 
negative cooperativity. 

Regulatory Subunits Modulate the Activity of Catalytic Subunits 

The allosteric-binding site, as discussed, is considered to reside on the same subunit as the 
catalytic site, and all subunits of the enzyme are identical. In several enzymes a distincr regu
latory protein subunit exists. These regulatory subunits (R) have no catalytic function, but 
their binding with the catalytic subunit (C) modulates the activity of the catalytic subunit 
through an induced conformational change. Protein kinase A is regulated by this mechanism 
(Figure 10.68). In the absence of cAMP, the R subunit binds to the C subunit causing inhi
bition of the acrivity. When cAMP binds to the R subunit, there is a conformational change 
of R leading to a dissociation of R from C. T he C subun it is now catalytically active. 

Calmodulin (p. 493), a Ca2+ -binding protein , is a regulatory subunit for some enzymes 
that use Ca2+ as a modulator of their activity. Binding ofCa2+ to calmodulin causes a con
formational change, allowing it to bind to the Ca2+ -dependent enzyme. 

10.11 • REGULATION OF METABOLI C PATHWAYS 

The physiological integration of many enzymes into a metabol ic pathway as well as the 
interrelationship of the products of one pathway with the activity of other pathways is 
controlled. It is not necessary to regulate the activity of every enzyme in a pathway. Rather 
modulation of the acrivity of one or more key enzymes of the pathway is sufficient . One 
enzyme-catalyzed reacrion is usually slower than the othe rs. This is the rate-limiting step 
for the pathway . Thus, the rate of flux of subsrrates in the sequence is dependent on one 
enzyme in the entire pathway. Altering the kinetic properties of this one enzyme has a large 
effect of the rate of formation of the final product. 

Another site to regulate a metabolic pathway is at the first irreversible reaction unique to 
the pathway; this step is referred to as the commitm ent step. The rate-limiting enzyme is not 
necessarily the one catalyzing the committed step. In addition, in some pathways one inter
mediate subsrrate serves as an intermediate for two or more metabolic transformations each 
leading to different products. Regulating the enzymes at these branch points would control 
the flux of metabolites through the two pathways. The activity of the enzyme associated with 
the committed Step or with the rate-limiting Step can be regulated in a number of ways. 

Cellular Enzyme Concentration 
Many induc ible enzymes have half-lives of less than 1 h, whereas many constitutive enzymes 
have half-lives of days. Cells regulate enzyme concentration by changing the rate of de novo 
synthesis at either the transcriptional or translational level. For example, glucose represses 
the de novo synthesis of pyruvate carboxykinase, the rate-limiting enzyme in the conversion 
of pyruvate to glucose. If sufficient glucose is available in the blood, there is a low level of 
pyruvate carboxykinase in the liver. Low blood levels of glucose lead to an increase in the 
enzyme and increase in glucose synthesis . 

Activators, Inhibitors, and Covalent Modif ication 
Short -term regulation of an enzyme occurs thro ugh modulation of the activity by activa
tors, inhibitors, and covalent modification . When the cellular concentration of deoxyri
bonucleotides increases such that the cell has sufficient amounts for synthesis of DNA, 
the key enzyme of the synthetic pathway is inhibited by the end products of the pathway, 
resulting in a slowdown of the synthetic pathway . This is referred to as feedback inhibi
tion (Figure 10.69a). In addition to feedback within a pathway, feedback inhibition of 
other pathways can also occur. This is referred to as cross-regulation . Here a product of 
one pathway serves as an inhibitor or activator of an enzyme occurring early in another 
pathway (Figure 10.69b) . A good example is the cross-regulation of the production of the 
four deoxyribonucleotides for DNA synthesis. 

+ 

Inactive protein 
kinase 

Active protein 
kinase 

Figure 10.68 Model of allosteric enzyme 
with separate catalytic (C) and regulatory (R) 
subunits. The regulatory subunit of protein kinase 
A contains a pseudo substrate region in its primary 
sequence that binds to the substrate site of the 
catalytic subunit. In the presence of cAMP the 
conformation of the R subunit changes so that 
the pseudo substrate region can no longer bind, 
resulting in release of active C subunits. 
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Figure 10.69 Control of metabolic pathways. 
(a) Feedback inhibition. Product E could inhibit 
the enzyme that catalyzes reaction of B to C. This 
may be an irreversible or rate-limiting reaction. 
(b) Regulation of a hypothetical complex pathway. 
Product E could inhibit enzyme b whi le activat
ing enzyme b' . Similarly, product I and K could 
inbibit their synthesis by inbibiting enzymes b' , g 
(and g') while activating enzyme b. 
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Compartm entation 
Finally, the activity of a pathway can be regulated by physically part itioning reactions in 
specific cellular compartments separated by impermeable membranes. The transport of 
substrates , productS, and cofact0rs across the membrane cont rols their concentration in 
the compartment . This regulates their availability and can limit enzyme activity . This is 
referred to as compartmen tation . For example, acetyl CoA is formed in the mit0chondria 
and must be transported out to the cytosol for use in fatty acid synthesis. Acetyl CoA 
carboxylase, the fost step in fatty acid synthesis, requires acetyl CoA. The substrate can
not diffuse into the cytosol so a specific transport mechanism is present in the membrane 
(p. 684) . Anabolic and catabolic pathways are often segregated in different organelles in 
order t0 better control each pathway . There would be no point for oxidation of fatty acids 
occurring at the same time and in the same companment as biosynthesis of fatty acids. By 
maintaining fatty acid biosynthesis in the cytoplasm and oxidat ion in the mitochondria , 
control can be exerted by regulating transport of common intermediates across the mito
chondrial membrane . 

10.12 • CLINICAL APPLICATIONS OF ENZYMES 

Because of their diverse properties enzymes find many uses in the rapeutics, clinical analysis, 
and disease diagnostics. For example, hydrolytic enzymes, such as the proteases pronase and 
RNases, are used in debridement of wounds. Streptokin ase, an enzyme mixture prepared 
from a streptococcus , is useful in clearing blood clots that occur in myocardial infarCtS and 
in the lower extremities. It activates the fibrinolyt ic preenzyme plasmino gen (p. 994) that is 
normally present in plasma . The activated enzyme is plasmin, a serine protease that cleaves 
the insoluble fibrin in blood cl0ts into several soluble componentS . Anothe r serine protease, 
human tissue plasrninogen activator t-PA, is commercially produce d by bioengineered E. 
coli and used in dissolving blood cl0ts in patients suffering myocardial infaretion. t-PA also 
functions by activating plasminogen. 

Measurement of Plasma Enzymes 

Enzymes found in plasma are of two types: those which are normally present and have a 
functional role in plasma and those which are released from tissues. The latter have no func
tional role in the plasma but are used for diagnostic purposes. Normally, the plasma content 
of intracellular enzymes is low or absent , but when cells are damaged, the contents can appear 
in blood . A disease p rocess may cause changes in cell membrane permeability or increased 
cell death, resulting in release of intracellular enzymes. Lower molecular weight components 
can also diffuse out of cells when there is an abnormal increase in their cellular concentra
tion. Analyzing blood for cellular components represents a convenient way for clinicians to 
assess damage occurring to specific tissues. In the diagnosis of specific organ involvement in 
a disease p rocess it would be ideal if there were an enzyme unique to each organ that could 
be measured in plasma. Unfortunately , identical enzymes are found in mosc tissues. In some 
instances, however, different isozymes (p. 379) occur in different organs; these are useful for 
diagnostic purposes if released from a diseased tissue. For example, an isozyme of alcohol 
dehydrogenase that is liver specific and an acid phosphacase form found primarily in proscate 
are useful for specific identification of diseases in these organs. For some enzymes the tissue 
specific isozymes possess different kinetic properties, so determination of K,n and kr:a, values 
can be used to determine from what tissue they arose. 

Evaluation of the timing of appearance and disappearance of particular enzymes in plasma 
permitS a diagnosis of specific organ involvement . Figure 10.70 illustrates the time-dependent 
changes in plasma activities of enzymes from the myocardium following a heart attack. Such 
profiles allow one to escablish when the attack occurred and whether treatment is effective. 
Clin. Cor r. l 0 .15 describes how diagnosis of a specific enzyme defect led t0 a rational clinical 
treatment that restored the patient to health. Another example of how isozymes are used to 
diagnose diseases is the isozyme pattern for lactate dehydrogenase as a function of time after a 
myocardial infarction (Figure 10.71, p . 420, and Table 10.2, p. 379) . Not only does the t0tal 
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Figure 10.70 Kinetics of release of cardiac 
enzymes into serum following a myocardial 
infa rction. CPK, creatine kinase; LDH, lactic 
dehydrogenas e; HBDH, a-hydroxyburyric 
dehydrogenase. Such kinetic profiles allow one to 

determine where the patient is with respect to th e 
infarct and recovery. Note: CPK rises sharply but 
briefly; HBDH rises slowly but persists. 
Reproduc ed with permission from Coodley, E. L. 
Diagnostic Enzymes. Philadelphia: Lea & Febiger, 
1970, 61. Chest 
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Identification and Treatment of an Enzyme Deficiency 

Enzyme deficiencies usually lead to increased accumulation of specific 
intermediary metabolites in plasma and hence in urine. Recognition 
of the intermediates that accumulate in biological fluids is useful in 
pinpointing possible enzyme defects. After the enzyme deficiency is 
established, metabolites that normally occur in the pathway but are 
distal to the block may be supplied exogenously in order to overcome 
the metabolic effects of the enzyme deficiency. In hereditary orotic 
aciduria, there is a double enzyme deficiency in the pyrimidine 
biosynthetic pathway leading to accumulation of orotic acid. Both 
orotate phosphoribosyltransferase and orotidine 51 -phosphate 
decarboxylase are deficient, causing decreased in vivo levels ofCTP and 
TIP. The cwo activities are deficient because they reside in separate 
domains of a bifunctional polypeptide of 480 amino acids. dCTP 
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and dTTP, which arise from CTP and TIP, are required for DNA 
synthesis. In these enzyme deficiency diseases, che patients are pale, 
weak, and fail co thrive. Administration of the missing pyrimidines 
as uridine or cytidine promotes growth and general well-being and 
also decreases orotic acid excretion. The latter occurs because the 
TIP and CTP formed from the supplied uridine and cytidine repress 
carbamoylphosphate synthetase, the committed step, by feedback 
inhibition , resulting in a decrease in orotate production. 

Webster , D. R., Becraft, D . M. 0 ., and Suttie, O. P. Hereditary orocic aciduria 
and ocher diseases of pyrimidine metabolism . In Scriver, C.R. , Beaudet, A. L., Sly, 
W. $., and Valle, D. (Eds.), The Metabolu and Molecular Bases of Inherited Disease, 
? ch ed. New York: McG raw Hill, 1995, 1799. 
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enzymatic activity increase, but o there is a change in the isozyme pattern. More LOH!> found 
primarily in myocardium and red blood cells, is found . In this example, LDH 5 is increased, 
indicative of liver damage to the patient. Thus secondary complications of heart failure can be 
monitored. After two weeks the isozyme pattern returns to that of a healthy patient. 

Kinetic analyses of both creatine kinase and lactate dehydrogenase are useful for diag
nostic purpo ses. CPK and LOH isozymes are plotted in Figure I 0.72 as a function of time 
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Figure 10.72 Characteristic changes in serum 
CPK and LOH isozymes following a 
myocardial infarction. CPK2 (MB) isozyme 
increases to a maximum within I day of the 
infarction. CPK3 lags behind CPK2 by about 
1 day. Total LDH level increases more slowly. 
The increase ofLDHl and LDH2 within 12- 24 h 
coupled with an increase in CPK2 is diagnostic of 
myocardial infarction. 
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Figure 10.71 Tracings of densitomete r scans of LOH isozymes at time inte rvals following a 
myocardial infarction . Total LDH increases and LDHl becomes greater than LDH2 between 12 and 
24 h. Increase in LDH5 is diagnostic of a secondary congest ive liver involvement. Note the y-axis scales 
are not identical. After decrrophoresis on agarose gels, the LDH activity is assayed by measuring the 
fluorescence of the NADH formed in LDH-catalyzed reaction. 
Courtesy of Dr. A. T. Gajda, Clinical Laboratories , University of Arkansas for Medical Science. 

after damage to the heart. The tissue damage releases CPK 2 into the blood within the first 
6-18 h after an infarct , but LD H release lags behind the appearance of CPK2 by 1 to 2 
days. Normally , the activity of the LDH 2 isozyme is higher than that ofLDH 1; however, 
in the case of infarction , the activity ofLDH 1 becomes greater than LDH 2, at about the 
time CPK 2 levels are back to baseline (48-60 h). The LDH isozyme "switch" coupled with 
increased CPK 2 is diagnostic of myocardial infarct (MI) in virtually 100% of the cases. 

The use of enzymes in the clinical laboratory is described in A Closer Look 10.7 and 10.8. 

Metabolomics and Proteomics 

With mass spectrophotometers becoming relatively common instruments , many inves
tigators are using them with the hope of finding specific metabolites , proteins, or 
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Clinical Laboratory Assays Employing Enzymes 

Typically enzymes found in organs are not present in serum unless 
there is damage to the tissue. Hence measurement of serum levels of 
enzymes can be diagnostic of a diseased state. Assays for measurement
of plasma enzymes-are based on control of the assay system, including 
temperature , pH, and concentration of substrates, co-substrates, and 
cofactors. The K,,, for the enzyme to be determined must be known. 
Typically, assays are performed under Vmax conditions though they 
need not be. Assay conditions are optimized for the properties of the 
normal enzyme, which may not correctly measure levels of a vari
ant enzyme because pH optima and/or the K,,, for substrate and co
factors may be different from that of the normal enzyme. Enzyme 
assays measure the concentration of a product formed or substrate 
remaining as a function of time. In some reactions, the products or 
substrates absorb light; change in light absorption as a function of 
time is measured. 

Many substrates have been synthesized where they or their prod
ucts are chromophoric compounds (absorb light or emit fluorescent 

light). The coenzymes NAD(P) and FAD are easily measured because 
their reduced forms absorb light in the visible range. Many enzymes 
that do not directly reduce NAD(P) or FAD generate products that 
are substrates for NAD(P) or FAD-linked dehydrogenases. By cou
pling two enzyme reactions, the activi cy of the enzyme of interest can 
be determined. 

Enzymes, as reagents, are used to measure metabolites in auto
mated clinical analyzers. Glucose oxidase, an enzyme that oxidizes 
glucose, is used clinically to measure the concentration of glucose in 
body fluids. Assays for cholesterol employ cholesterol oxidase, and 
for triacylglycerols lipase is employed. The tests can be completed in 
a few minutes using small amounts of plasma. The enzymes can be 
immobilized in a solid bilayer with cofactors and indicator reagents, 
which become chromophores when reduced. In the case of cho les
terol oxidase, hydrogen peroxide is a product of the oxidase reaction 
and the peroxide formed oxidizes a colorless dye to a colored product 
mediated by a peroxidase, another enzyme. 

Enzyme -Linked lmmunoa ssays Employ Enzymes as Indicato rs 

Modern clinical chemistry has benefited from the merging of enzyme 
chemistry and immunology. Antibodies specific to a protein antigen 
are coupled to an indicator enzyme such as horseradish peroxidase 
to generate a very specific and sensitive assay. After binding of the 
peroxidase-coupled antibody to the antigen, the peroxidase is used to 
generate a colored product that is measurable and whose concentra
tion is related to the amount of antigen in a sample. This assay has 
been given the acronym ELISA for enzyme-linked immunoadsorbent 
assay. Monoclonal antibodies generate antibodies that are very specific 

for an antigen, As an example, antibodies to a specific isozyme or to 
one member of a family of very similar enzymes have been produced 
allowing their determination by ELISA 

Horseradish peroxidase is used as an indicator in ELISA to test for 
the presence of human immunodeficiency virus (HIV) coat protein 
antigens. Peroxidase generates many molecules of product per antigen 
as time progresses. Such amplified enzyme assays allow the measure
ment of remarkably small amounts of antigens. 

enzymes released from tumors. These metabolites and proteins could be employed as 
markers of specific types of tumors. It is anticipated that unique enzymes and proteins 
associated with various disease states will be identified in plasma . These enzymes and 
proteins will have to be purified and characterized to determine their effects on normal 
cellular activity. 
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Questions • CAROL N . ANGSTADT 

Multip le-Choice Questions 

1. In all enzymes the active site 
A. contains the substrate binding site. 
B. is contiguous with the substrate binding site in the primary sequence. 
C. lies in a region of the primary sequence distant from the subsrrare 

binding sire. 
D. contains a mecal ion as a prostheric group . 
E. contains the amino acid side chains involved in cacalyzing 

the reaction. 

2. When added co a reaction, a cacalysr 
A. supplies the heacs of formation. 
B. airers the equilibrium constant 1't co favor the formation of producrs. 
C. increases the rate at which equilibrium is reached. 
D. changes the order of the reaction (e.g., first order co 

second order). 
E. alters the ti G0 of the reaction. 
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K,,,(app) 

K; 
two-substrate reactions 
ping-pong reaction 
sequenrial reaction 
positive cooperativicy 
negative cooperativicy 
Hill plot 
competitive inhibitors 
noncompetirive inhibicors 
uncompetitive inhibitors 

inhibitors as drugs 
redox reactions 
kinases 
phospharases 
reversible reacrions 
irreversible reactions 
regulation of a pathway 
therapeutic use of enzymes 
isozymes and disease 

3. Metal carions may do all of the following except 
A. donate electron pairs to functional groups found in the primary 

srructure of the enzyme protein. 
B. serve as Lewis acids in enzymes . 
C. participate in oxidation-reduction processes. 
D. stabilize the active conformation of an enzyme. 
E. form chelates with the substrate, with the chelate being the true 

substrate. 

4. An enzyme can facilitate the rare of a reacrion by 
A. stabilizing the transition scare. 
B. binding very tightly ro the substrate. 
C. binding very tightly to the product. 
D. preventing the substrate from changing its ionic state . 
E. preventing the reaction from proceeding in the reverse direction. 
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5. In the reaction sequence, below the best poinc for controlling produc
tion of Compound 6 is reaction 

Cpd3 

JB 
C 

Cpd2 F Cpd4 Cpd 1 
A - D - CpdS ~ Cpd6 

A. A B. B C. C D. D E. E 

6. Turnover number (kco,) 
A. is a ratio of chc rare conscancs for the formation of ES and of 

produce. 
B. has unics of I/time. 
C. is inversely related to how fast the reaction is. 
D. for a mutant enzyme can change wichouc any change in the K,,, of 

che reaction. 
E. has units of substrate concentration. 

Questions 7 and 8: A man of Japanese ancestry found himself co be 
experiencing severe flushing and a very rapid heart rare after consuming 
one alcoholic beverage. His companion , a Caucasian male, did nor have 
che same symptoms even though he had finished his second drink. These 
physiological effeccs are related to the presence of aceraldehyde (CH 3CHO) 
generated from the alcohol. Aceraldehyde is normally removed by the reac
tion of mitochondrial aldehyde dehydrogenase which caralyz.es che reaction 

CH3CHO + NAD+ ~ CH3Coo- + NADH + H+ 

7. Aceraldehyde dehydrogenase is a(n) 
A. oxidoreducrase. 
B. rransferase. 
C. hydrolase. 
D. lyase. 
E. ligase. 

8. The explanation for che difference in physiological effeccs is chat che 
Japanese man was missing the normal mitochondrial aldehyde dehy
drogenase and had only a cyrosolic isozyme. The cyrosolic isozyme 
A. does nor react with CH 3CHO. 
B. activates the enzyme chat produces CH 3CHO. 
C. differs from the mitochondrial enzyme in char it has a higher K,,, 

forCH 3CHO. 
D. would be expected to have a greater affinity for the substrate than 

che mitochondrial enzyme. 
E. produces a low steady-state level of acecaldehyde following alcohol 

consumption. 

Question 9 and 10: A research technician who is working with organo
phosphace compounds is required to have a weekly blood rest for ace
tylcho line escerase activity. Typically, esrerase acriviry remains relatively 
constant for some time and then abruptly drops to zero. If this happens, 
the technician muse immediately stop working with the organophosphate 
compounds. The organophosphace compounds form srable esters with a 
critical serine hydroxyl group in the esrerase. 

9. In the esrerase, serine transfers a proton to a histidine residue. Which 
of the following is correct? 
A. Serine is acting as a general acid. 
B. Histidine is acting as a general acid. 
C. Serine and histidine form a covalent incermediace. 
D. The enzyme would be relarively insensitive ro pH changes . 
E. Serine is acting as a transition stabilization catalyse. 

10. Organophosphare compounds inactivate the esrerase by 
A. competitive inhibition. 
B. uncompetitive inhibition. 
C. noncompetitive inhibition. 
D. suicide inhibition. 
E. irreversible inhibition. 

Questions 11 and 12: Gour is a disease in which uric acid is high in blood 
and urine. One patienrwho excreted three rimes normal uric acid had very 
high blood levels of PRPP, an incermediare in biosynthesis of AMP and 
GMP, which are precursors of ATP and GTP. Degradation of these produces 
produces uric acid. The patient 's PRPP synthecase had normal K,,, and V max 

values bur was insensicive co regulation by the end produces of the pathway 
(ATP, GTP). These are negative allosreric modifiers of PRPP synrhecase. 

11. All of the following sraremencs about allosreric effectors are correct 
except they 
A. may increase the enzyme's affinity for irs substrate. 
B. may decrease the enzyme's affinity for irs substrate. 
C. bind ar the substrate binding sire. 
D. cause a conformational change in rhe enzyme. 
E. can change either the K,,, or the Vmax of the reaction. 

12. Most allosreric enzymes 
A. are monomers . 
B. have more then one subunit . 
C. exhibit only homotropic inreracrions. 
D. exhibit only hererocropic inreracrions. 
E. bind the allosreric effector with no effect on binding ocher ligands. 

Problems 

13. An experiment measuring velocity versus substrate concentration was 
run, first in the absence of substance A and then in the presence of 
substance A. The following data was obtained: 

[SJ Vek>city in absence of A Vewcity in presence of A 
µM µmoUmin µmoVmin 

2.5 0.32 0.20 

3.3 0.40 0.26 

5.0 0.52 0.36 

10.0 0.69 0.56 

Is substance A an activator or an inhibitor? If it is an inhibitor, what 
kind of inhibitor is it? 

14. For rhe experiment in problem 13, calculate the Km and V"""' both 
in the absence and in the presence of substance A. Are these resulcs 
consistent with your answer for prob lem 13? 
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Answers 

I. E The active sire contains all of the machinery, including the amino 
acid side chains, involved in catalyzing the reaction. A- D are all pos
sible, bur none is necessarily true. 

2. C A catalyse lowers the energy of the rransition scare, thus speeding 
the rare of its formation. A: Hear of formation is the energy co form 
reactanrs or produces. B: ~ is governed by hears of formation which 
are constant in a reaction. D: This is decermined by the number of 
reaccanrs. E: t:i. G0 is related co the difference in hears of formation of 
reactants and produces-a constant. 

3. A Metal cations are electron deficienc and may accept electron 
pairs, serving as Lewis acids, bur c:hey do nor donate electrons co 
other functional groups. C: On the contrary, they sometimes accept 
electron pairs from groups in amino acid side chains. D: In doing 
so, they may become chelated char may stabilize the appropriate 
structure. E: Sometimes they are chelated by the substrate, with the 
chelate being the true substrate. 

4. A Residues in the enzyme interact with the substrate while ic is in 
the transition scare, lowering c:he energy of activation. B: This would 
require more energy co reach the transition scare. C: le would be dif
ficult for the produce co dissociate. D: A key to many reaccions is for 
the errqme co add or remove procons from the subsrrace co make the 
substrate more or less nucleophilic. E: Catalysis is reversible although 
thermodynamic considerations may make some reactions appear 
irreversible. 

5. D Reaction D is irreversible; if it were nor controlled , Cpd 5 might 
build up co coxic levels. A: Contro l of reaction A would control 
production of both Cpds 3 and 6. B: Reaccion Bis nor on the direct 
route. C and E: Reactions C and E are freely reversible, so do nor 
need co be controlled. 

6. B This is the number of molecules of substrate converted per unit 
time per molecule of emyme . A and E: These refer co the K,,,. C: 
The higher the kca., the faster the reaction. D: kc./ K,,, is equal to ~, 
so they muse both change co maintain c:he equilibrium. 

7. A Aldehyde-co-acid conversion is an oxidation. This is of the sub
class dehydrogcnases as indicated by che presence of c:he NAD +. 

8. C The lower affinity (higher KJ makes ic more difficult for the en
zyme co remove CH 3CHO . A: Isozymes, by definition , catalyze the 

same reaction. B: It is highly unlikely that one enzyme would activate 
another enzyme. D: With a greater affinity Oower KJ, the reaction 
would be occurring ar a rapid race, thus removing CH 3CHO. E: 
These effects are due to a high steady-scare concentration. 

9. A Acids donate protons. General acids are weakly ionized ac physi
ological pH. The environment of the serine in the protein facilitates 
its abiliry ro transfer a proton and thus ace as a nucleophile . B: Bases 
accept protons. C: No covalent bonds are formed. D: The ability 
of histidine co accept a proton is very pH dependent. E: This is nor 
likely. 

10 . E The phosphate ester does nor dissociate and the enzyme is 
nor restored. A, B, and C: These types of inhibitors bind co the 
enzyme and/or enzyme substrate complex reversibly. D: A suicide 
inhibitor is formed from the substrate and remains covalently 
attached co rhe errLyme. Organophosphares are nor substrates for 
che escerase. 

1 I. C "AIM' means ocher. A and B: Allosteric effectors may be either 
positive or negative. D: This airers the affinity for the substrate. E: K 
class alters K,n and V class alters Vmruc 

12. B Mose arc oligomers . A: Only two monomeric allosteric enzymes 
are known . C and D: Boch homorropic and hecerorropic interac
tions are common. E: The principle of alloscerism is c:hac binding one 
ligand affects binding of ocher ligands. 

13. Take the reciprocals of both [SJ and v and construct a Lineweaver
Burke plot. You should find char the two curves cross the y-axis ac the 
same point bur che curve in the presence of A crosses the x-axis closer 
co the origin. This pattern indicates char A is a competitive inhibitor . 

14. 

Absence of A 

Presence of A 

-1/ K,,, 

-0.14 

-0.08 

7.1 

12.5 

0.8 

0.8 

1.25 

1.25 

With a competitive inhibitor, the Vmax remains constant (be sure you under
stand why) but che apparent K,,, is larger. It takes more subscrare co reach a 
given velocity because che substrate has co compete with the inhibitor. 
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Cytochromes P450 catalyze incorporation of an oxygen atom 
into both narural substrates and foreign compounds . They 
contain heme (iron porphoryrin IX); the iron is reduced by 

electrons donated by a reductase containing FAD or FMN. 
Their spectrum derives from the fifth axial ligand of the heme 
iron to a cysteine residue in each of the proteins. 
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The oxygenation of steroids produces regiospecific and stereo
specific produces that are essential for sexual differentiation 
(androgens and estrogens) and for metabolic and electrolyte 
balance (conicosteroids and mineralocorticoids). 
Some cytochromes P450 have less substrate specificity and me
tabolize exogenous compounds , to produce more polar produces 
for elimination. Some produces are more cox:ic than the original 
substrate but subsequent metabolism negates these effeccs. Most 
drugs are metabolized by several specific cytochromes P450 in the 
endoplasmic reticulum. Drug - drug interactions occur frequently. 
Some eytochromes P450 can be induced while others are consti
tutive. The re are 57 human eytochromes P450; 50 occur in 
the endop lasmic reticulum and requi re NADPH-eytochrome 
P450 reduccase. 
Micochondrial hydroxylation of steroids requires electrons sup
plied from NADPH through a FAD-containing reductase to an 
iron-sulfur protein, adrenodox:in, and finally to cytochrome P450 . 
Genetic polymorphisms have been demonstrated in the hu
man population in both eytoch romes P450 and NADPH
eytochrome P450 red uccase. Mutations can result in reduced 
metabolism of drugs and abnormal sex steroid metabolism. 
Nitric oxide (NO) is a signaling molecule produced through 
monooxygenation catalyzed by nitric oxide synthases (NOSs) , 
which contain FAD, FMN , and heme bound in a single mo!-

ecule that functions as a homodirner. NO is derived from the 
guanidino group of L-arginine and N-hydroxy-1-arginine is an 
inte rmediate in the reaction. 
NOSs are composed of two distinct domains , one containing 
FAD and FMN , and the other heme, connected by a calmodu
lin binding sequence . Binding of Ca +2-calmodulin is required 
for electron transfer between the domains . T etrahydrobiopterin 
and Zn are also required. 
NOSs are encoded by three genes producing NOSI (neuronal 
NOS) , NOS II (inducible NOS) and NOSIII (endothelial NOS). 
NOSI is constitutively expressed primarily in skeletal muscle and 
neurons of the central and peripheral nervous system. It is acti
vated by binding of calmodul in and the NO produced acts as a 
neurotransmitter and modulator of muscular contractil ity. 
NOSH is p rimarily in neucrophils , macrophages, ascroeytes, and 
hepatocyces. It is induced by eytokines; calmodulin is bound 
under basal physiological conditions. NOSII functions in the 
early immune response, producing NO as a eytotoxic agent 
against pathogens . 
NOS III is primarily in vascular endothelial cells, attached to the 
caveolar membrane through myristoyl and palmitoyl residues. 
It is constitut ively expressed and activated by Ca2+. NOSIII 
produces NO as a vasodilator, which acts on guanylate cyclase in 
adjacent smooth muscle cells, ultimately leading to vasorelaxation. 

11.1 • INTRODU CTION 

Cytochromes P450 constitute a unique family of heme proteins, present in bacteria , fungi, 
insects, plants, fish, mammals , and pr imates that catalyze the monooxygenation (i.e., inser
tion of one atom of molecular oxygen) of a large variety of structurally diverse compounds. 
Substrates for this enzyme system include both endogenously synthesized compounds, such 
as cholesterol, steroid hormones , and fatty acids, and exogenous compounds , such as drugs , 
food additives , components of cigarette smoke , pesticides, and chemicals, that are ingested, 
inhaled , or absorbed through the skin. The eytochromes P450 are involved in (1) produc
tion of steroid hormones; (2) metabolism of fatty acids, prostaglandins, leukotrienes , and 
retinoids; (3) inact ivation or activation of therapeutic agents ; (4) conversion of chemicals 
to highly reactive molecules that may produce unwanted cellular damage; and (5) enzyme 
inhibition or induction resulting in drug-d rug interact ions and adverse effects. 

The nitric oxide synthases are bidomain enzymes, consisting of a heme-containing 
(or oxygenase) domain and a flavin-containing (or reductase) domain. These enzymes catalyze 
the formation of nitric oxide, a highly reactive gaseous free radical molecule that functions in 
neurotransrnission , hemodynarnic regulation, or in the immune response, depending on the 
tissue in which it is produced . Like the cytochromes P450, nitric oxide synthases are heme
containing enzymes that catalyze the monooxygenation of their substrates using similar cata
lytic mechanisms. The following will discuss both the cytochromes P450 and the nitric oxide 
synthases in detail, addressing both the similarities and differences between the two sysrems. 

11 .2 • CYTOCHROMES P450 : PROPERTIES 
AND FUNCTION 

Cycochromes P450 are integral membrane proteins containing a single iron prot0porphy
rin IX (heme) prosthetic group (p. 79 1) . The heme iron of eytochromes P450 is capable of 
forming six bonds , four to each of the four pyrrole nitrogen atoms of the porphyrin ring 
and two to axial ligands. One of the axial (so-called proximal) ligands is a sulfhydryl group 
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from a cySteine residue located toward the carboxyl end of the cytochrome P450 molecule 
(Figure 11.1) and the other (distal) ligand-binding site can be open (producing a penta
coordinated, high-spin heme) or occupied by oxygen, CO, NO, water, or other ligand 
(producing a hexa-coordinated, low-spin heme). The spin state of the heme is a description 
of the occupancy of the ti-electronic shells within the iron arom determined by the ligand 
state; these can be distinguished spectroscopically. 

All cytochromes P450 are triangle-shaped molecules, closely resembling that shown 
in Figure 11.1. Half of the enzyme consistS of a-helical suucrure and the other half is 
/3-sheet and other suuctures; a long I-helix runs throughout the enzyme behind the heme. 
This basic scaffolding is conserved among all known cyrochromes P450, although relative 
placement may differ and some of the minor elemenrs may be missing. The mammalian 
proteins contain an N-te rminal membrane anchor sequence and internal membrane asso
ciation sequences that result in these proteins being deeply buried in the membrane. 

Cytochromes P450 are so called because of the unique absorbance spectrum that is 
produced when CO is bound to the reduced, ferrous form of the heme. The spectrum 
exhibirs a peak at approximately 450 nm (Figure 11.2); thus the name P450 for a p igment 
with an absorbance at 450 nm. This spectrum is characteristic of a heme th iolate-liganded 
protein . Much as with the heme iron of hemoglobin, CO binds to the heme iron of cyro
chromes P450 with a much higher binding affinity than oxygen and thereby is a potent 
inhibitor of itS function . 

The general reaction catalyzed by a cytochrome P450 is 

NADPH + H+ + 0 2 + SH - NADP + + H20 + SOH 

where NADPH is a two-electron donor and the substrate (S) may be a steroid, fatty acid, 
drug, or other chemical that has an alkane, alkene, aromatic ring, or heterocyclic ring sub
stituent that can serve as a site for oxygenation. The reaction is a monooxygenation, and 
the enzyme is a monooxygenase as it incorporates only one of the two oxygen atoms inro 
the substrate. 

11 .3 • CYTOCHROMES P450 ELECTRON 
TRAN SPORT SYSTEMS 

The two electrons required for the overall monooxygenase reaction are provided by 
NADPH, but a basic mechanistic problem is created in that NADPH is a two-elec
tron dono r (p. 562). Cytoch rome P450, with its single heme iron, can accept only one 
electron at a time . Th is problem is solved by the presence of a NADPH-dependent flavo
protein reductase, which accepts two electrons from NADPH simultaneously but trans
fers the electrons indiv idually, either to an intermed iate iron- sulfur protein or directly 
to cytochrome P450. The act ive redox group of the flavoprotein is the isoalloxazine 
ring, which is uniquely suited to perform th is chemical task since it can exist in fully 

Figure 11.1 Model of the active site 
of mammalian CYP2C5 showing the 
protoporphyrin IX prosthetic group (red) with 
the cysteine thiolate ligand (yellow) attached 
to the heme iron. Tbe substrate diclofenac, a 
nonsternidal aoci-inllammatory drug (green), 
is in tbe active site of tbe P450. The 1-belix 
(purple) spans the molecule and is one of the 
most easily identifiable Structural characteristics of 
cytochromes P450. 
Generated fi-om Protein Data Bank file I NR6, 
deposited by M. R Wester, E. F. Johnson, and C. 
D. Stout, using Weblab Viewer Lite (Molecular 
Simulations, Inc.). 

I 
"mair = 450 nm 

400 450 500 

Wavelength (nm) 

Figure 11.2 The absorbance spectrum of the 
carbon monoxide-bound cytochrome P450. 
The reduced form of cytochrome P450 binds 
carbon monoxide to produce a maximum 
absorbaoce at approximately 450 nm. 
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FAD or FMN 
(ox idized) 

FAD. or FMN. 
(semiq uinone) 

FADH2 or FMN H2 
(reduced) 

Figure 11.3 lsoalloxazine ring of FMN or FAD 
in its oxidized , semiquinone (1 e- -reduced 
form), or fully reduced (2e- -r educed) state. 

Figure 11.4 Ribbon diagram of human 
cytochrome P450 reductas e based on its 
crystal structure . Three domains are present: 
the FMN -binding domain (blue), the FAD/ 
NADPH-binding domain (green), and the 
intervening connecting domain (purple). Cofacto rs 
are shown in stick-and -ball modds: blue, FMN ; 
yellow, FAD; and red, NADP +. The figure was 
rendered using the program Molscript (Kraulis, P. 
J. Molscript: A program to produce both detailed 
and schematic plots of protein structures. J. Appl 
Cryst. 24:946, 1991). Generously supplied by 
Dr. Jung-Ja P. Kim, Professor of Biochemistry , 
Medical College of Wi sconsin, before publication. 

oxidized or one- or two -electron reduced states (Figure 11.3). The transfe r of elec
trons from NADPH to cytochromes P450 is accompl ished by distinct electron trans
port systems present exclusively in either mitochondr ia or endop lasmic reticulum 
(microsomes). 

NADPH-Cytochrome P450 Reductase Is the 
Obligatory Flavoprotein Electron Donor in 
the Endoplasmic Reticulum 

Most mammalian eytochromes P450 are found deeply embedded in the eytoplasrnic side 
of the endoplasmic reticulum {microsomal fraction) of heparocytes, renal and adrenal 
cortical cells, ovarian and testicular cells, and cells of the respiratory tract, among oth 
ers. Fifty of the 57 human eytochrome P450 isoforms are of the microsomal type. These 
cyrochromes P450 use a single NADPH-cytochrome P450 reductase, a peripheral mem
brane protein of 76.6 kD containing both flavin adenine dinucleotide {FAD) and flavin 
mononucleotide (FMN) as prosthetic groups , for electron delivery. The crystal structure 
of the human isoform is shown in Figure 11.4 . Until the characterization of nitric oxide 
synthases, the P450 reductase was the only mammalian flavoprotein known to contain 
both FAD and FMN . NADPH donates electrons tO the FAD moiety of P450 reductase 
and the FMN serves as the exit flavin, transferring two electrons , one at a time, to Cyto
chrome P450 . Because a single flavin molecule may exist as a one- or two-electron-reduced 
form and two flavin molecules are bound per reductase molecule, the enzyme may receive 
electrons from NADPH and store them between the two flavin molecules before transfer
ring them to one of the numerous microsomal eytochromes P450 (Figure 11.5). 

The overall mechanism by which eytochromes P450 catalyze the monooxygenation 
of their substrates is shown in Figure 11.6. The reaction cycle is initiated by the binding 
of substrate to the native, low-spin, hexa-coordinate , ferric form of the heme, converting 
it to a high-spin , penta -coordinate ferric heme . The first electron can be transferred to 
the heme, reducing it to the high-spin, penta-coordinate ferrous form only after substrate 
has been bound. Electrons cannot be transferred to the heme in the absence of substrate 
because the reduction potential of the heme ( - 300 V) in that state is more electronega
tive than that of the FMN moiety ( - 270 m V), making such a transfer thermodynami
cally unfavorable. Upon substrate binding , there is a conformational change of the protein 
structure surrounding the heme iron , and the reduction potential of the heme becomes 
more positive (- 230 m V), thus allowing the P450 heme iron to be reduced (Figure 11.6). 
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Cytochrome P450 
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Figure 11.6 Reac tion cycle of cytoc hrome P450. Diagram shows the binding of substrate, uansfer 
of the fu:st and second electrons from NADPH-cytochrome P450 reductase, and binding of 0 2• The 
reduction potentials of the various componenrs are also shown. 

Oxygen can now bind to the ferrous heme and the second electron transfer is facilitated. 
Subsequently, molecular oxygen is activated and cleaved; one atom is inserted into the 
substrate (monooxygenation), and the other combines with two protons and two elecuons 
to form H20. 

The binding of the P450 and reduccase to one another is electrostatic rather than 
hydrophobic, and P450 levels exceed those of reductase in liver by a 10:1 to 20:1 ratio. 
If a particular P450 has a higher affinity for association with reduccase, electrons will 
flow preferentially to those P450s. Consequently, P450s with lower affinities must have 
mechanisms that allow them to receive electrons. In some cases, the binding of substrate 
increases both the affinity and the rate of association of the P450/reductase complex; this 
mechanism makes sense as an "empty" P450 monopolizing the reductase would be non
productive. 

In some reactions, transfer of the second electron may not be directly from the P450 
reductase, but may occur from cytochrome b5, a small heme protein (15.2 kDa) that 
can be reduced by either the P450 reductase or another microsome-bound flavoprotein, 
NADH-cytochrome b5 reductase. Some reactions catalyzed by specific cytochromes P450 
require cytochrome b5 for optimal enzymatic activity possibly because cytochrome b5: 

(1) alters the affinity of the P450/reductase interaction , (2) alters the affinity of the P450 
for a particular substrate, or (3) increases the rate of transfer of the second electron to the 
P450 heme. 

Figure 11.5 Components of the endoplasmic 
reticulum (microsomal) cytochrome P450 
system. NADPH-cytochrome P450 reducrase is 
bound by ics hydrophobic tail to the membrane 
(a peripheral protein) whereas cytochrome P450 
is deeply embedded in the membrane (an integral 
protein). Also shown is cytochrome b5, which may 
participate in selected cytochrome P450-mediated 
reactions. 

Redox Potentials (mV) 
P450 from endoplasmic reticulum 

NADPH -324 

FAD - 290 

FMN - 270 

P450 heme - 300 

P450 heme 
+ substrate -230 
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Figure 11.7 Componen ts of mitochondri al 
cytoc hrome P450 syste m. Cytochr ome P450 
is an integral protein of the inner mitochondrial 
membrane. NADPH-adrenodoxin reductase 
and adrenodoxin are peripheral proteins, not 
embedded in the membrane. 

Adrenodoxin 
Reductase ~ 

NADPH ~ 

NADPH-Adrenodoxin Reductase Is the Flavoprotein 
Electron Donor in Mitochondria 

The mitochondrial cytochromes P450 are found in the inner membrane of mirochondria and 
are involved in steroid hydroxylation reactions. Seven of the 57 human isoforms are of this 
type. This electron transfer system requires two additional proteins, the NADPH-adrenodoxin 
reducrase (51 kD), which contains a single FAD prosrhetic group, and adrenodoxin , a 12.5 kD 
iron- sulfur protein, for product formation (Figure 11.7). Adrenodoxin reducrase is only 
weakly associated with the inner mitochondrial membrane and cannot directly transfer either 
the first or second electron to the heme iron of cytochrome P450. A second protein, adreno
doxin, which is also weakly associated with the inner mit0chondrial membrane, contains an 
iron- sulfur clusrer that serves as a redox center for this molecule and function s as an electron 
shuttle between the FAD of adrenodoxin reductase and the heme iron of a mitochondrial 
cytochrome P450. One adrenodoxin molecule receives an electron from its mitochondrial 
flavoprotein reductase and interacts with a second adrenodoxin, which then transfers its 
electron to a specific cytochrome P450. Components of the mitochondrial cytochrome P450 
system are synthesized in the cycosol as larger molecular weight precursors, transported into 
mitochondria , and processed by proteases into smaller molecular weight, mature proteins. 

11 .4 • CYTOCHROMES P450: NOM EN CLATURE 
AND ISOFORM S 

Because of the large number of cytochromes P450 that have been identified (over 7000 , 
as of February 2008) , a system for classification of the enzymes into functional groups and 
nomenclature had to be developed. The system chosen is based on classification according 
to the relative identity of the amino acid sequences of the enzymes. The superfamily of 
cycochromes P450 is thus divided initially into families in which the amino acid sequence 
identity of the members is greater than 40% . The family is designated by the prefix "CYP", 
for cytochrome P450 , followed by an Arabic numeral (e.g., CYPl, CYP2, CYP3, etc.) The 
families are further divided into subfamilies in which the amino acid sequence identity of the 
members is greater than 55% . The subfamily is identified by an additional capital letter (e.g., 
CYPlA , CYPlB , CYPlC , etc.). The individual members of each subfamily are then num
bered in the order in which they were identified (e.g., CYPlAl , CYP1A2, CYP1A3, etc.). 
Although cytochromes P450 are enzymes, the term isoenzyme or isozymes is generally not 
used to describe these proteins; rather , the term form or isoform is used. 

Tables 11.1 and 11.2 list the known human P450 isoforms. The re are 57 isoforms split 
into 18 families and 41 subfamilies. The human genome also encodes for 58 CYP pseudogenes 
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TABLE 11.1 • Human Cytochromes P450 Involved in Exogenous Metabolism 

GYP Sekcted 
Family lsoforms Sekc ted Substrate(s) ln hibitor(s) 

1 lAl Benzo(a)pyrene, diclofenac Kccoconazolc 

1A2 Benzo(a)pyrene, warfarin Ciprofloxin 

!Bl Benzo(a)pyrene, a.flatoxin Bl Tamoxifen 

2 2A6 Acecaminophen, nicotine Cannabido l 

2A7 NC NC 

2A13 Hexamechylphosphoramide NC 

2B6 Diazepam, mephenycoin Keroconazole 

2C8 Taxol, ibuprofen, verapam il Quinine 

2C9 A.mitripcyline, oaproxen Sulfaphenazole 

2C18 lmipramine, methadone NC 

2C19 Diazepam, omeprazo le Isoniazid 

2D6 Fluvascacin, codeine, Quinidine 
rispcridone 

2El Acecaminophen, haloc:hane Watercress 

2F l Naphthalene, styrene NC 

2}2 Bufuralol NC 

2R l ,2S1 NC NC 

2Ul,2Wl NC NC 

3 3A4 Erythromycin, nifedipine, T roleandomycin, kecoconazole 
codeine, warfarin, 
cerfenadine 

3A5 Veraparni l, prevastacin NC 

3A7 Retinoic acid, codeine, corcisol DHEA 

3A43 T escoscerone NC 

"NC, nor well-characrerized. 

that do not form active protein . Table I 1.1 lisrs the isoforms that utilize primarily exogenous 
compounds, that is, drugs and xenobiotics; these isoforms each metabolize a wide variety of sub
strates. Table 11.2 lisrs the isoforms involved in metabolism of endogenous compounds; these 
isoforms generally recognize only one or two specific substrates and these are listed in the table. 

11.5 • CYTOCHROMES P450: SUBSTRATES 
AND PHYSIOLOGICAL FUNCTIONS 

Cytochromes P450 metabolize a variety oflipophilic compounds of endogenous or exogenous 
origin . As shown in Figure 11.8 (p. 433), cytochromes P450 may catalyze hydroxylation of 
the carbon atom of a methyl group, the methylene carbon of an alkane, hydroxylation of an 
aromatic ring to form a phenol, or addition of an oxygen atom across a double bond to form 
an epoxide. The y may also catalyze dealkylation reactions in which alkyl groups attached to 
oxygen, nitrogen, or sulfur atoms are removed. Oxidation of nitrogen, sulfur, and phospho
rus atoms and dehalogenation reactions are also catalyzed by cytochrome P450 forms. 

Both endogenous and exogenous substrates are metabolized by the cytochromes P450 . 
Endogenous substrates include cholesterol, steroids, prosraglandins, and fatty acids. In these 
cases, the reactions are more stereo- and regiospecific and the cytochromes P450 bind only 
specific substrates. Exogenous substrates (xenobiotics, meaning "foreign to life") include many 
drugs, chemicals, environmental contaminants, and food additives . Cytochromes P450 in 
this group are less discriminating among substrates and oxidize these primarily lipophili c 
(hydrophobic) compounds to make them more water soluble (hydroph ilic) for excretion . 

Sekcted 
Jnducer(s) 

Benzo(a)pyrene 

Sc. John's wore 

NC 0 

Dexamechazone 

NC 

NC 

Rifampicin 

Phenobarbical 

Rifampicin 

Rifampicin 

Rifampicin 

Dimechylsulfoxide 

Isoniazid, ethanol 

NC 

NC 

NC 

NC 

Cortisol, rifampin, phenobarbital 

Dexamethazone 

NC 

NC 
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TABLE 11.2 • Human Cytochromes P450 Involved in Endogenou s Metaboli sm 

GYP 
Family 

4 

5 

7 

8 

11 

17 

19 

20 

21 

24 

26 

27 

39 

46 

51 

Isofonns 

4All 

4B1 

4F2 

4F3 

4F8 

4Fl2 

4A22,4Fl l ,4F22,4V2,4Xl ,4Zl 

5Al 

7Al 

7Bl 

8Al 

8Bl 

llA I 

llBI 

11B2 

17A l 

19Al 

20Al 

21A2 

24AJ 

26A J 

26Bl 

26Cl 

27Al 

27BI 

27Cl 

39A l 

46A I 

51Al 

Suhstrate(s) 

Fatty acids 

Arachidonic acid 

Arachidonic acid, leukocriene 84 

Leukocriene 8 4 

Arachidonic acid, proscaglandins 

Arachidonic acid 

Unknown 

Proscaglandin H2 

Cholescerol 

Pregnenolone, dehydroepiandroscerone (DHEA) 

Proscaglandin H2 

Scerols 

Cholescerol 

l l-Deoxycorrisol, 11-deoxycorcicoscerone 

Corcicostero ne 

Pregnenolone, progesterone 

I ?-hydroxy pregnenolone, 17-hydroxy progescerone 

Androstenedione, testosterone 

Unknown 

Progescerone, 17-hydroxy progesterone 

25-Hydroxy vitamin D3 

Recinoic acid 

Retinoic acid 

Unknown 

Srerol 

Vitamin D3 

Vicarnin D3 

Unknown 

24-Hydroxy cholescerol 

Cholesterol 

Lanosterol 

Activity 

w-Hydroxylase 

12-Hydroxylase 

w-Hydroxylase 

w-Hydroxylase 

18-Hydroxylase 

w-Hydroxylase 

Unknown 

Thromboxin A2 synthase 

7-a-H ydroxylase 

7 -a-Hydroxylase 

Prostacyclin synchase 

12-a-Hydroxylase 

Side-chain cleavage 

11-/3-Hydroxylase 

I 8-Hydroxylase 

17-a-Hydroxylase 

17-20 Lyase 

Aromarase 

Unknown 

21-H ydroxylase 

24-H ydroxylase 

4-Hydroxylase 

Unknown 

Unknown 

2 7-H ydroxylase 

25-Hydroxylase 

1-a-Hydroxylase 

Unknown 

7 -H ydroxylase 

24-H ydroxylase 

I 4-a-Demethylase 

Cytochromes P450 Participate in the Synthesis 
of Steroid Hormones and Oxygenation 
of Endogenous Compounds 

The importance of cytochrome P450-catalyz.ed reactions with endogenous substrates is 
illustrated by the synthesis of steroid hormones from cholesterol in the adrenal cortex and 
sex organs. Both mitochondrial and microsomal (endoplasm ic reticulum) cytochrome 
P450 systems are required to convert cholesterol to aldosterone and cortisol in adrenal 
cortex, testosterone in testes, and estradiol in ovaries. 

Cytochromes P450 are responsible for several steps in the adrenal synthesis of aldoster
one, the rnineralocorticoid responsible for regulating salt and water balance, and cortisol, 
the glucocorticoid that governs protein, carbohydrate, and lipid metabolism. In addition, 
adrenal cytochromes P450 catalyze the synthesis of small quantities of the androgen andro
stenedione, a regulacor of secondary sex characteristics and a precursor of both estrogens 
and testosterone. Figure 11.9 presencs a summary of these pathways. 
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Aliphatic Hydroxylatlon 
R-CHr-CH3 - R-CHr-CHz-OH 
R-CHr-CH3 - R-CH20H-CH3 

Aromatic Hydroxylatlon 

R-0 - R-OOH 

Dealkylatlon Reactions 
N-dealkylation 

R-CHr-CHz-NH-CH3 --+ R-CHr-CHz-NH-CH20H --+ R-CHr-CHr-NH2 + HCHO 
0-dealkylation 

R-CHr-CHz-O-CH3 --+ R-CHr-CHz-O-CH20H - R-CHr-CHz-O H + HCHO 
S-dealkylation 

R-CHr-CHz-S-CH3 - R-CHr-CHr-$-CH20H --+ R-CHr-CHr-8 + HCHO 

N-Oxldatlon Reactions 
Primary Amines 

R-CH~Hz-NH2 - R-CH~Hz-NH-OH 

R-CHr-CHr-NOH-C H3 

0 

Secondary Amines 
R-CHr-CHz-NH-CH3 -

Sulfoxldatlon 
R-CHr-$-C H2R' -

II 
R-CHz-S-CH2R' 

Dehalogenatlon 
F3C-CHBrCI 

Cholesterol 

t CYP1 1A1 

Pregnenolone 

t 3-P·HSD 

Progesterone 

t CYP21A2 

CYP17A1 

CYP17A1 

11-Deoxycorticosterone 

t CYP118 1 

Corticosterone 

t CYP1 182 

18-0H-Corticosterone 

t CYP1 182 

Aldosterone 

- F3C-COOH + HCI + HBr 

17-0H-Pregnenolone 

t 3-P-HSD 

17-0H-Progesterone 

t CYP21A2 

11-Deoxycortisol 

t CYP11B1 

Cortisol 

CYP17A1 

CYP17A1 

Figure 11.9 Steroid hormone synthesis in the adrenal gland . The 
cytochromes P450 involved are CYPs llAl, l lB l, and l 1B2 in the 
mitochondria (red) and CYPs l?Al, l9Al, and 2IA2 in the endoplasmic 

Dehydroepiandrosterone 

t 3-P-HSD 

Androstenedione 

t 17-P-HSD 

Testosterone 

Figure 11.8 Common reactions catalyzed by 

cytochromes P450 . 

Estrone 
CYP 19A1 

t 17-P-HSD 

Estradiol 
CYP19A1 

reticulum (blue). The other enzymes shown, 3-/3-HSD and 17-/3-HSD, are 
bydroxysceroid dehydrogenases. 
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Figure 11.10 Side chain cleavage reaction 
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CH3 

CH3 

CH3 

CH3 

of cholesterol . Three sequential reactions are 
catalyzed by CYPl IA! to produce pregnenolone 
and isocaproic aldehyde. 

In adrenal mitochondria , a cy1:0chrome P450 (CYPl lAl) catalyzes the side chain 
cleavage reaction converting cholesterol to pregnenolone, a committed step in steroid 
biosynthesis . This reaction involves sequential hydroxylation at carbon atoms 22 and 
20 to produce 22-hydroxycholesterol and then 20 , 22-dihydroxycholesterol , respectively 
(Figure 11.10). CYPl lAl then cleaves the carbon-carbon bond between C20 and C22 
to produce pregnenolone , a 21-carbon steroid . This reaction sequence requires three 
NADPH and three 0 2 molecules, and it is catalyzed completely by CYPl lAl. 

Pregnenolone is produced in mitochondria, but is moved to the cytosol where it is oxi
dized by 3-,8-hydroxysteroid dehydrogenase 6. 4•5-isomerase co progesterone. Progesterone 
is hydroxylated at the C2 l position of the steroid nucleus to deoxycorcicosterone (DOC) 
by the microsomal P450 CYP21A2. DOC is subsequently hydroxylated at Cl 1 by the 
mitochondrial P450 CYPl 1 B 1 to form corcicoscerone, which can then be hydroxylated by 
another mitochondrial cytochrome P450 enzyme, CYPl 182 , at Cl8 co form the mineralo
corcicoid aldoscerone (Figure 11.9 and p. 433). 

Cortisol is synthesized from either pregnenolone or progesterone beginning with 
the hydroxylation of Cl7 by microsomal P450 CYP17Al. Hydroxylation at C21 of 
17a-hydroxyprogesterone by CYP21A2 produces 11-deoxycorcisol, which is transported 
into the mitochondrion where it is further hydroxylated by CYPl lBl at Cl 1 to form 
cortisol (Figure 11.9, p. 433). Congenital deficiencies resulting from mut.acions in the gene 
that codes for CYP21A2 are discussed in Clin . Corr . 11. 1. 

Synthesis of steroids containing 19 carbon acorns from 7 a-hydroxypregnenolone or 
17 a-hydroxyprogescerone proceeds with the loss of the acecyl group at Cl 7. This deacecy
lacion reaction is catalyzed by CYPl 7 Al (via a 17,20-lyase reaccion) , the same cyto
chrome P450 chat hydroxylates steroids at Cl 7. The factors chat determine whether chis 
cytochrome P450 performs only a single hydroxylation seep co produce the 17-hydroxy 
product or proceeds further to cleave the Cl 7- C20 bond have not been determined, 
although the presence of cytochrome b5 in gonadal tissues appears to allow CYP 17 Al to 
catalyze the cleavage reaction. The products formed after removal of the acecyl group are 
dehydroepiandrosterone (DHEA) from 170:-hydroxypregnenolone or androstenedione 
from l 7a-hydroxyprogesterone. DHEA may be dehydrogenated at the 3-OH group co 
androscenedione, a potent androgenic steroid chat serves as the immediate precursor of 
testosterone. 

The estrogens are synthesized from the androgens in a reaction called aromatization 
because an aromatic ring is produced in ring A of the steroid product. In chis complex reac
tion , multiple hydroxylation reactions are catalyzed by a single cytochrome P450 enzyme, 
CYPl 9Al or aromacase, to form the aromatic ring with removal of the methyl group at 
Cl9 . Figure 11.11, p. 436, details the aromatizacion reaccion. Two sequential hydroxyla
tion reactions at the methyl Cl9 result in the introduction of an aldehyde group . The 
final step may involve a peroxidative attack at C 19 with the loss of the methyl group and 
elimination of the hydrogen atom co prod uce the aromatic ring. All three hydroxylation 
reaccions are catalyzed by CYP19Al. The complexity of steroid hormone production dur
ing pregnancy and the role of P450 forms are illustrated in Clin . Corr . 11.2. 

Cytochromes P450 also metabolize other endogenous compounds chat are involved 
in physiological processes and thus regulate their accivicy. For example, arachidonic acid 
is metabolized by cytochromes P450 co form 19- and 20-hydroxyeicosatecraenoic acids 
(HETEs), epoxyeicosacecraenoic acids (EETs), and dihydroxyeicosacecraenoic acids 
(DiHETEs) . These metabolites function in the regulation of vascular, renal, pulmonary, 
and cardiac systems and in inflarnmacocy and growth responses. 20-HETE, formed by 
the metabolism of arachidonic acid by CYP4As and CYP4Fs in humans, is a potent vaso
conscrictor . The EETs, formed by CYPlA, 2B, 2C, and 2J in humans , are endothelium
derived vasodilacors. The CYP4As also catalyze the hydroxylation of proscaglandins and 
fatty acids, thus accivacing or inactivating these important regulatory factors. 

Cycochromes P450 produce vital metabolites for maintenance of homeostasis in 
other systems as well. CYP7 Al catalyzes the fust and rate-limiting step of bile acid syn
thesis in the liver (pp. 728 and 1053). In liver, CYP27B1 catalyzes the I-hydroxylation of 
25-hydroxy-vicamin D3, formed in kidney , co produce the 1,25-dihydroxy metabolite, 
which is the accive form of this hormone, important in developing and maintaining bone 
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Congenital Adrenal Hyperplasia : Deficiency of CYP21 A2 

The adrenal cortex, a major site of steroid hormone production during 
fecal and adult life, is metabolically more active in fecal life and may 
produce 100-200 mg of steroids per day in comparison to 20-30 mg 
in the nonstressed adult adrenal gland. Enzyme deficiencies have been 
reported at all steps of cortisol produccion. Diseases associated with 
insufficient corrisol produccion are referred co as congenital adrenal 
hyperplasias (CAH). The most common enzyme deficiency in CAH 
is in CYP21A2, a 21-hydroxylase, resulcing in the failure co metabo
lize 17 a-hydroxyprogesterone to 11-deoxycorcisol, which is converted 
by CYPI lBl to corcisol. Because there is not enough cortisol, secre
tion of ACTH , the pituitary hormone that regulates production of 
cortisol, increases. Prolonged periods of elevated ACTH levels cause 
adrenal hyperplasia and an increased production of the androgenic 
hormones , dehydroepiandrosterone (DHEA) and androstenedione. 

Clinical problems arise because the additional production of an
drogenic steroids causes virilization in females, precocious sex organ 

Steroid Hormone Production during Pregnancy 

Cycochromes P450 play a major role in estrogen synthesis. During 
pregnancy, a unique interaction among cycochromes P450 in differ
ent organs is needed to synthesize the large quantities that are re
quired. Steroid hormone production increases dramatically and, at 
term, reaches 15-20 mg of estradiol, 50- 100 mg of estriol, and ap
proximately 250 mg of progesterone per day, amounts that are 1000 
times greater than those produced by premenopausal, nonpregnant 
women. 

The corpus luceum of the ovary is the major site for estrogen pro
duction in the first few weeks of pregnancy, but at approximately 
4 weeks of gestation, the placenta begins synthesizing and secreting 
progesterone and estrogens. Afrer 8 weeks of gestation, the placenta be
comes the dominant source of progesterone. The human placenta lacks 
CYPl 7, which catalyzes both the 17a-hydroxylation reaction and the 
cleavage of the Cl7-C20 bond and thus cannot synthesize estrogens 
from cholesterol. The placenta, however, can catalyze the side-chain 

development in prepubercal males, or diseases related co sale imbalance 
because of decreased levels of aldosterone. Clinical consequences of 
severe 21-hydroxylase deficiency may be recognizable at birth, particu
larly in females, because the excessive buildup of androgenic steroids 
may cause obvious irregular development of their genitalia. In male 
newborns, a deficiency in 21-hydroxylase activity may be overlooked , 
because male genitalia appear normal , but there will be precocious 
masculinization and physical development lacer on. In late onser CAH, 
clinical symptoms may vary considerably from early developmenr of 
pubic hair, early fusion of epiphyseal growth plates causing premature 
cessation of growth, or male baldness patterns in females. 

Donohoue , P.A. , Parker, K. and Migeon , C. J. Congenical adrenal hyperplasia. 
In Scriver, C. $.,, Beaudet, A. L., Sly, W. S., and Valle, D. (Eds.), The Metabolic 
and Molecular Bases of Inheriud Disea.u. New York; McGraw Hill, 7th ed., Vol. 2, 
1995, Chap. 94, 2929; and White , P. C. and Speiser, P. W. Congenical adrenal 
hyperplasia due co 21-hydtoxylase deficiency. Ewlocrine Reviews 21: 245 , 2000. 

cleavage reaction to form pregnenolone from cholesterol and oxidizes 
pregnenolone co progesterone, which is secreted into the maternal cir
culation. How then does the placenta produce estrogens if it cannot 
synthesize DHEA or androstenedione from progesterone? The fetal 
adrenal gland, a highly active steroidogenic organ, catalyzes the synthe
sis of DHEA from cholesterol and releases it into the fecal circulation . 
A large proportion of fecal DHEA is metabolized by the fecal adrenal 
and liver to 16a-hydroxy-DHEA , which is converted by CYP19 in the 
placenta to the estrogen estriol. This is an elegant demonstration of the 
cooperativicy of the cytochrome P450-mediaced hydroxylating systems 
in the fecal and maternal organ systems leading to the progressive for
mation of estrogens during gestational development. 

Cunningham, F. G., MacDonald, P. C. Gane, N. F., Leveno, K. J., et al. The 
placental hormones. ln W'illiams Obstetrics, 20th ed. Ease Norwalk , CT: Appleton 
& Lange, 1997, Chapt.6, 125. 

(p . l 067), while CYP24Al is involved in degradation or inactivation of vitamin D metabo
lite s. In the immune system, leukotriene B4 is a polymorphonuclear leukocyte chemoat
craccant that is hydroxylaced by CYP4F3 co the less active 20-hydroxy-leukouiene B4, vital 
in the inactivation of the immune response . Retinoic acid is metabolized by CYP26Al 
co the 4-hydroxy derivative, which may have greater activity than retinoic acid in certain 
organs, where it plays a role in cell cycling and signaling. Table 11.2, p. 432 , liscs the 
human cytochromes P450 that metabolize endogenous subsuaces and details their subscrate 
specificities and functions. 
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Figure 11.11 The sequence of reactions leading 
to the aromatization of androgens to estrogens. 
Adapted from Graham-Lorence, S., Amameh, B., 
White R. E., Peterson, J. A., and Simpson E. R., A 
three dimensional mode l of aromatase cytochrome 
P450 . Protein Science 4: 1065, 1995. 

Cytochromes P450 Oxidize Exogenous 
Lipophilic Substrates 

Exogenous subsuates metabolized by cytochromes P450 include therapeutic drugs, chemi
cals used in the workplace, indusuial byprod uctS that become environmental contaminants, 
and food additives. The human cytochromes P450 involved in xenob iotic metabolism are 
lisred in Table 11.1, p. 431. These cytochromes P450 exhibit broad subsuate specificities, 
oxidizing a wide variety of xenobiotics, particularly Lipophilic compounds. Addition of a 
hydroxyl group makes the compound more polar and, therefore, more soluble in the aque
ous environment of the cell. Many exogenous compounds are highly lipopbilic and will 
accumulate within cells over time, potentially interfering with cellular function, unless they 
are metabolized to more hydrophilic producrs . 

It is estimated that CYP3A4 metabolizes approximately 50% of therapeutic drugs, 
CYP2O6 approximately 20%, CYP2C9 and 2CI9 approximately 15%, and CYP1A2, 
CYP2A6, CYP2B6, and others metabolize the remaining 15% of the drugs. CYP3A4 is the 
major drug-metabolizing P450 in the human. It is present in the gasuoinrestinal tract as 
well as the liver and is responsible for the poor oral bioavailability of many drugs. Because 
cytochromes P450 have such broad substrate specificities, a compound may be metabolized 
by more than one cytochrome P450 isoform and/or at different sires, as shown in Figure 
11.12 for the compound diazepam. 

Drugs and xenobiotics are metabolized primarily via two pathways, Phase I (oxidative 
functionalization reactions) and Phase II (biosynthetic reactions). They may be metabolized 
by either or both pathways. In Phase I metabolism, a functional group, such as a hydroxyl 
group, is introduced into or exposed on the drug by cytochromes P450 (among other 
enzymes; Table 11.3). The enzymes in Phase II metabolism, in many cases, then connect 
this functional group to an endogenous species such as glucuronic acid, sulfate, glurathione, 
amino acids, or acetate. The net effect of either or both of these modifications is to make 
the foreign compound more water soluble and thus easier to excrete, generally through 
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Figure 11.12 The metabolism ofdiaz epam by CYPs 3A4 and 2C19. Diazepam may be metabolized by 
more than one P450. The metabolites formed from a compound will be affected by the aIOount of P450 
forms that are expressed in tissues. 
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TABLE 11.3 • Xenobiotic-Metabolizing Reactions and Enzymes 

Type of Reactibn 

Oxidation 

Reduction 

Hydrolysis 

Conjugation 

General Enzyme Name 

Dehydrogenases 

Flavin-containing 
monooxygenases (FMO) 

Monoamine oxidases 

Cytochrome P450 

Aldehyde and ketone 
reduccases 

Azoreduccases 

Quinone reductases 

Epoxide hydrolases 

Carboxylesterases 
Amidases 

N-acetyltransferases 

UDP-g lucuronosyl 
cransferases 

Sulfotransferases 

Merhylrransferases 

Glutathione S-transferase 

General Enzymahe Reacti.011 

Oxidation of alcohol or aldehyde 
groups 

Oxidation of primary, secondary, 
and tertiary amines, nitrones, 
thioerhers, thiocarbamates and 
phosphines. 

Removal of an amine by oxidative 
deamination 

See Tables 11.l and 11.2 and 
Fig. 11. 7 for reactions catalyzed 
by P450 enzymes 

Reduction of carbonyl group ro 
a hydroxyl group 

Reduction of azo group to form 
primary amines 

Reduction of quinones to 
hydroquinones 

Addition of water ro arene oxide 
or epoxide groups ro form 
vicinal hydroxy groups 

Addition of water to an ester bond 
Addition of water to an amide 
bond 

Addition of CoA from acecyl CoA 
co aromatic amines or 
compounds containing 
hydrazines 

Addition of glucuronic acid from 
uridine-5 ' -<liphosphate 
(UDP)-glucuronic acid to 
carboxyl, phenolic, aliphatic 
hydroxyl, aromatic or aliphatic 
amines, or sulfhydryl groups 

Addition of sulfate group from 
phosphoadenosyl 
phosphosulface to phenolic 
groups, aliphatic alcohols or 
aromatic amines 

Addition of methyl group from 
S-adenosyl methionine to 
compounds containing 
phenolic, catechol, aliphatic or 
aromatic amines, or sulfhydryl 
groups 

Conjugation of compounds 
containing eleccrophilic 
heteroatoms, nitrenium ions, 
carbonium ions, free radicals, 
epoxide, or arene oxide groups 

the kidneys, but also through the intestines via excretion into bile. Cytochromes P450 
are involved in Phase I, but not Phase II, metabolism. General examples of xenobiotic
metabolizing enzymes and their reactions are shown in Tab le 11.3. 

Metabolism of xenobiotics by eytochromes P450 can have one of three effecrs on the 
compound: inactivation , activation , or formation of a toxic metabolite . In inactivation, 
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Cytochrome P450 Inhibition: Drug-Drug Interactions and Adverse Effects 

Th e roles char cytochromes P450 play in drug metabolism and the 
serious consequences of drug-drug interactions were clearly shown 
for rwo drugs, rerfenadine (Seldane) and cisapride (Propulsid), when 
their metabolism was inhibited by ocher drugs. A small percentage of 
users experienced severe adverse effects char forced their manufu.crur
ers and the Food and Drug Administration (FDA) to issue warn
ings chat the drugs should nor be ca.ken with ocher drugs chat inhibit 
CYP3A4. The seriousness of these adverse effects forced the FDA to 
have both drugs removed from the marker. 

died from cardiac problems chat developed after taking terfenadine 
with erychromycin or ketoconazole. Since the therapeutic properties 
of rerfenadine were associated with its nontoxic metabolite, fexofena
dine, the manufacturer rested fexofenadine as a new medication and 
sought FDA approval for chis metabolite, now marketed as Allegra. 

Cisapride was approved in 1993 for pacients who suffer from night
time heartburn as a result of gastroesophageal reflux disease or GERD. 
The elimination of chis drug from the body is dependent on CYP3A4 
metabolism, and when administered alone or with ocher drugs that 
do not inhibit CYP3A4, the parent drug does not accumulate in the 
plasma. However, when taken with drugs that are substrates or inhibi
tors of CYP3A4, cisapride metabolism is reduced, and it accumulates 
with subsequent intake. In some individuals, increased cisapride levels 
cause cardiac arrhythmias, and, by the end of 1999, heart rhythm ab
normalities were reported in 341 patients taking cisapride, resulting in 
80 deaths. Accordingly, the manufacturer of cisapride stopped mar
keting this drug in the United States after 2000. 

The FDA approved terfenadine, a second-generation HI anti
histamine, in 1985 to treat seasonal allergies. Terfenadine is rapidly 
metabolized in the liver by CYP3A4 to fexofenadine, as shown in 
Figure 11.12, resulting in low levels of the parent drug soon after 
ingestion, bur the therapeutic effeccs of terfenadine are actually af
fected by fexofenadine. Because many ocher drugs are substrates or 
inhibitors of CYP3A4, the metabolism of rerfenadine is potentially 
inhibitable. Individuals who took terfenadine with the macrolide an
tibiotic, erychromycin, or the antifu.ngal agent, ketocona.wle, both 
strong inhibitors of CYP3A4, had significantly elevated plasma levels 
of terfenadine. In a small percentage of these terfenadine users, seri
ous cardiac problems developed because the parent drug caused al
teration in cardiac potassium channels and increased the risk of a rare 
ventricular tachycardia called Torsades de Pointes. Some individuals 

Terfenadine: Proposal co withdraw approval of cwo new drug applications and one 

abbreviated new drug application. Fed. Reg. 62 : 1889, 1997 . This document may 
be accessed &om the internee site for the Federal Regiscer ac hccp:// www.access. 

gpo.gov /su_docs /aces/aces140.hcml ; and Oesca, Z., Soukhova, N., Mahal, S. K., 

and Flock.hare, D. A. lnreraccion of cisapride with the human cycochrome P450 

system : Metabolism and inhibition studies. Drug Metab. Disp. 28: 789 , 2000. 

Terfenadine Metabolism 
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Figure 11.13 The metabolism of terfenadine to 
fexofenadine , the bioactive compo und. 

the active form of a drug is convened to an inactive form , thus decreasing bioavailability 
or, in the case of harmful xenobiotics , decreasing potential harmful effeccs (e.g., phenobar
bital) . Diazepam (brand name Valium , prescribed as a sedative), for example , is metabo
lized by CYPs 2C19 (N-dealkylation) and 3A4 (hydroxylation) to the biologically inactive 
oxazepam (Figure 11.12), which then undergoes Phase II conjugation with glucuronic acid 
before elimination. 

Other drugs are biologically inactive until metabolized by a cytochrome P450 to a bio
logically active form. The drug terfenadine (brand name Seldane, a histamine Hl receptor 
antagonist prescribed for seasonal allergies) is an inactive form of a drug, or a prodrug , that 
is activated by sequential CYP3A4 hydroxylation to fexofenadine , the functional, desired 
form (Figure 11.13). Problems associated with interference of terfenadine activation are 
detailed in Clin. Cort . 11.3. 

In addition to xenobiotic activation or inactivation, cytochrome P450 metabolism 
can inadvertently cause the formation of toxic metabolites. Benzo [a]pyrene is a weak car
cinogen produced from the burning of coal, combustion of materials in tobacco prod
uces, food barbecued on charcoal briquettes , and industrial processing. It is converted by 
CYPs lAl , 1A2, and lBl to benzo[a]pyrene- 7,8-dihydrodiol-9 , 10-epoxide , a much more 
potent carcinogen (Figure 11.14) . Benzo[a ]pyrene is converted to the 7,8-epoxide form by 
CYPIAl. Subsequent hydrol ysis by epoxide hydrola se forms the vicinal hydroxy derivative, 
benzo[a ]pyrene-7 ,8-dihydrodiol, and a second epoxidation reaction by CYPlAl or 3A4 
forms benzo [a]pyrene-7 ,8-dihydrodiol-9 ,10-epoxide , which can form guanine adduces 
on DNA, causing disruption of gene function leading tO mutations. The interaction of 
benzo[a ]pyrene-7 ,8-dihydrodiol-9 , 10-epoxide with the p53 gene is a critical step in the 
mechani sm by which benzo[a ]pyrene is carcinogenic in humans. Benzo [a]pyrene also binds 
to the aryl hydrocarbon receptor (AhR) and induces these P450 forms, thus increasing ics 
own metaboli sm. 

Acetaminophen, commonly used as an analgesic and antipyretic , is convened by 
CYP2El to N-acetyl-p-benzoquinoneimine (NAPQI), a highly reactive compound leading 
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to protein adducrs, oxidative stress, and toxicity. Normally, acetaminophen is primarily 
metabolized by glucuronidation and sulfation pathways to polar, inactive conjugates that 
are readily excreted (Figure 11.15, upper and lower pathways, respectively). Acetamino
phen is also metabolized by CYP2El to a highly reactive NAPQI (Figure 11.15, middle 
pathway) . The amount of acetaminophen that is metabolized by CYP2El is normally 
low in comparison to that of glucuronidation and sulfation . Whatever small amounts of 
NAPQI formed are rapidly conjugated by glutathione (p. 789) to a nontoxic metabolite. 
However, if glutathione levels are depleted, NAPQI will escape glutathione conjugation 
and react with liver cell components to cause cell damage. Normally, the levels ofCYP2El 
are low in comparison to other P450 forms, and the production ofNAPQI , when normal 
doses of acetaminophen are taken, is small However, intake of large quantities of acet
aminophen will cause an increase in the production ofNAPQI that may cause severe liver 
damage. Another factor in acetaminophen-induced liver toxicity is that the consumption of 
alcoholic beverages induces CYP2El, which will increase the production ofNAPQI. How
ever, alcohol is also a substrate for this cytochrome P450 and will inhibit the metabolism 
of other CYP2El subscrates. The extent of liver damage thus depends on the timing and 
amount of acetaminophen taken. Acetaminophen overdose results in more calls to poison 
control centers in the United States than any other pharmacological substance. In addition, 
according t0 the American Liver Foundation , 3 5% of cases involving liver failure are caused 
by acetaminophen poisoning. A description of the effeets of alcohol on acetaminophen 
metabolism is presented in Clin. Corr . 11.4. 

As exemplified by benzo[a]pyrene and acetaminophen , the P450 syscem can produce 
toxic metabolites. Formation of toxic compounds by the cytochromes P450, however, does 
not mean that cell damage or a tumor will occur. Other cellular processes will determine the 
extent of cellular damage; for example, conjugation of the benzo[a]pyrene-7,8-dihydrodiol-
9,10-epoxide by glutathione transferases plays a key protective role in inhibiting DNA 
adduet formation and reducing its carcinogenic activity. The actions of various deroxification 
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Figure 11.15 Acetaminophen may be metaboliz ed by the phase II enzymes suHotransferase 
and glucuronsyl transferase and by CYP2E1 . Metabolism by CYP2El will lead to the formation of 
N-acety l-p-benzoquinoneimine (NAPQI). When NAPQI formation is low, NAPQI can be conjugated by 
glutathione to a nontoxic metabolite; however, ifNAPQI is formed in excessive amounts, ic may escape 
glucathione conjugation and react with liver cell components co cause cell damage. 
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Role of Cytochrome P450 2E1 in Acetaminophen-Induced Liver Toxicity 

Acetaminophen is one of rhe most commonly used analgesic (pain
relieving) and antipyretic (fever-reducing) over-me-counter medi
cations. It is available alone or as a component of more rhan 100 
orher nonprescription medications. The parhway of acetaminophen 
metabolism is shown in Figure 11.15. The consumption of alcohol, 
an inducer and substrate of CYP2El , has a profound effect on acet
aminophen metabolism. Alcohol consumption equivalent to drink
ing a 750-ml bottle of wine, six 12-oz cans of beer, or 9 oz of SO-proof 
liquor over a 6- to 7-hour period causes a 22% increase in CYP2El 
rnediated metabolism of acetaminophen that manifesrs several hours 
post alcohol intake. Thus, rhe timing between the last consumption 
of alcohol and acetaminophen intake may be very critical in the de
velopment of acetaminophen-induced liver injury. In a person drink
ing alcohol, metabolism of acetaminophen taken concomitantly or 
shortly after cessation of drinking is delayed because ethanol, like 
acetaminophen, is a substrate for CYP2El and therefore competes 
for binding. In chronic alcohol consumption, CYP2El is induced 
and greater amounrs of N-aceryl-p-benwquinoneimine (NAPQI) are 
produced; however, alcohol may actually protect the liver from acet
aminophen-induced injury if taken at the same time or shortly before. 
If acetaminophen is taken several hours post alcohol intake, the alco
hol has already been metabolized and increased levels of CYP2El are 

then available to metabolize acetaminophen to NAPQI, increasing 
the risk of liver damage. 

The lengrh of rime and amount of alcohol consumed daily affect 
rhe amount of CYP2El expressed in hepacocyres. The amount of acet
aminophen consumed is also a major determining factor for risk, as nor
mally recommended doses do not usually generate sufficient NAPQI ro 
produce liver ceU damage. Higher doses of acetaminophen increase the 
risk of liver ceU injwy as more drug will be metabolized through the 
CYP2El parhway. Both rhe sulfation and glucuronidation pathways 
are essential in determining the amount of acetaminophen that will 
be metabolized by CYP2El. In addition, the levels ofintraceUular glu
tathione are critical as glutathione forms conjugates with NAPQI co 
protect the liver from chis reactive metabolite. In the presence of high 
levels of NAPQI, glutathione is rapidly depleted and can no longer 
protect against damage. 

Brunner, L. J., McGuinness , M. E., Meyer, M. M., wd Munar , M .Y. Acute acet
aminophen roxicicyduringch ronicalcohol use. U.S. Pharmacist Seprember:HS! 1-
HSI9, 1999. Th is article may be 11ccessed at hcrp://www.uspharmacist .com/ ; 
Thummel, K. E., Slacrery, J. T., Ro, H., Chien, J. Y., er al. Ethanol and produc
rion of the heparoroxic merabolire of acetaminophen in healthy adults. Clin. Phar
macoL Ther. 67: 591, 2000; and Slarcery, J. T., Nelson , S. D., and Thummel , K. 
E. The complex inceracrion berween ethanol and acecaminophen. Clin. Pharmacol. 
Ther. 60 :24 I, 1996. 

enzyme systems, including conjugation reactions such as glucuronidation and sulfation , the 
status of the immune system, nutritional state, genetic predisposition, and exposure to vari
ous environmental chemicals all play key roles in determining the extent of P450-mediated 
cell damage and toxicity . Although it seems counterproductive for mammalian systems to 
possess enzymes that potentially create highly toxic compounds , the purpose of the cyto
chrome P450 system is to add or expose functional groups making the molecule more polar 
and/or more susceptible to metabolism by other detoxification enzyme systems; the creation 
of toxic metabolites is an unintended consequence of this process. 

Although the vast majority of the substrates for these cytochromes P450(Table11.1 , 
p. 431) are exogenous compounds , some endogenous function s have also been postulated. 
CYPlAl and 1A2 appear to be involved in heme cacabolism and escradiol metabolism, 
respectively. There is also evidence that members of the CYP2A, 2B, 2C, and 3A subfami
lies are involved in testosterone metabolism and those of the 2D and 2E subfamilies are 
involved in catecholamine metabolism and gluconeogene sis, respectively. 

11 .6 • CYTOCHROMES P450: INDU CTION 
AND INHIBITION 

Clearly, the levels and activiry of the cycochromes P450 in any given person will greatly 
influence the effect of a particular drug or xenobiotic on the system. Thus, compounds that 
inhibit or induce P450 activity, as well as polymorphisms occurring in a P450 gene, can 
produce unexpected results. 

Drug-Drug Interactions 

Many drugs induce the formation of the cytochrome P450 that metabolizes them. Other 
drugs cause inhibition of P450 activity. Altering the metabolism of a particular drug from 
its predicted rate may cause unexpected and adverse effects and is of particular concern for 
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individuals who take a combination of drugs. For drugs that are dependent on P450 metabo
lism for elimination from the body, inhibition will lead to accumulation of the parent drug 
to concenuations that may be toxic. Conversely, induction of the P450 isoform required to 
metabolize a particular drug may lead to over-metabolism and sub-effective concentrations. 

The unintended effecrs tha.t can occur when levels of cyrochromes P450 are induced 
or inhibited by other drugs are called drug-drug interactions . If these inducing or inhibit
ing drugs are given with other drugs that are normally metabolized by P450 enzymes, the 
lifetime of these other drugs will be altered . If these drugs affect critical systems, the result 
can be fatal. For example, CYP2El is induced by alcohol or isoniazid. It also metabolizes 
anesthetics, such as halothane and enflurane , to compounds that damage liver proteins. 
The immune system then attacks these abnormal proteins, producing a form of hepatitis. 
People with higher than normal CYP2El activity produced by alcohol intake are at higher 
risk for this sort of hepatitis reaction to an anesthetic . 

Drug-drug interactions also occur with CYP3A4, the most important drug metabo
lizing P450 and the P450 most abundantly present in liver and small intestine. CYP3A4 
levels are induced by rifumpicin, anticonvulsants such as carbamazepine and phenytoin, 
and glucocorticoids such as dexamethasone and are inhibited by antifungals such as keto
conazole, HIV protease inhibitors , calcium channel blockers, cyclosporine , antibiotics such 
as erythromycin, SSRI antidepressanrs, and even grapefruit juice. A very few of the many 
compounds metabolized by this enzyme are listed in Table 11. l, p. 431. 

It is readily apparent that mixing inducers and/or inhibitors of CYP3A4 with various 
drugs (which can themselves be inducers or inhibitors) may have unintended or even fatal 
effects. Taking rifampicin, a CYP3A4 inducer, with oral contraceptives , which are metabo
lized by CYP3A4, has resulted in lower efficacy of the contraceptives , leading to unin
tended pregnancies. Taking ketoconazole or even drinking grapefruit juice , both of which 
inhibit CYP3A4, along with the anticoagulant warfarin , could lead to excessive bleeding. 
Clinical consequences that relate to inhibition or induction of drug-metabolizing enzymes 
are presented in Clin. Corr. 11.3, p. 438, and Clin . Corr. 11.5. 

The mechanism s of induction of cytochromes P450 are at either the uanscriptional or 
posnranscriptional (e.g., stabilization of mRNA or a decrease in protein degradation) level. 
It is not possible to predict the mode of induction on the basis of the inducing compound. 
The complexity of the induction process is illusuated with CYP2El in the human versus 
rat liver. CYP2El protein is induced in both species by small organic molecules, such 
as ethanol , acetone, or pyrazole, or under fasting or diabetic conditions. In humans, the lev
els of mRNA for the protein are unaffected and the induction is likely due to stabilization of 
human CYP2El from proteolytic degradation. However, in diabetic rats the sixfold induc
tion ofCYP2El protein is accompanied by a 10-fold increase in mRNA without involving 
an increase in gene transcription, suggesting stabilization of the mRNA. 

Specific cytosolic receptor proteins have been indicated for some inducing agenrs. One 
of the most extensively studied is the aryl hydrocarbon (or Ah) receptor, which interact s with 
2,3,7,8-tetrachlorodibenzo-p -dioxin (TCDD) and causes induction ofCYPlAl , CYP1A2, 
and CYP lB 1. This is an example of a compound that persisrs in the lipid environments 
of the cell for extended periods of time and can induce carcinogenesis. Polycyclic aromatic 
hydrocarbons are ligands for the Ah receptor, and they produce a ligand-receptor complex 
that is translocated into the nucleus by the Ah receptor n uclear translocator (Arnt) where it 
binds to specific response elements in the upstream regulat0ry regions of cytochrome P450 
genes. Figure 11.16, p. 442 , illustrates this process. 

Another receptor system of P450 genes is the pregnane X receptor (PXR) which reg
ulates the CYP3A gene. Pregnane refers to 21-carbon steroids such as the progesterone 
metabolite 5a-pregnane-3, 20-dione , which is a ligand for PXR and a potent inducer of the 
human CYP3A4 gene. In addition to 21-carbon steroids , other structurally dissimilar com
pounds such as carbamazepine (a drug used for the treatment of convulsions) and rifampin 
(an antituberculosi s drug), as well as St. John 's wort (a nonprescription herbal agent used 
to treat mood disorders) are ligands for PXR PXR binds the retinoid X receptor (RXR) 
to form a heterodimeric complex (PXR-RXR) that binds specific response elements in the 
5 '-flanking region of CYP3A genes. Recall that approximately 50% of prescription drugs 
are metabolized by this cytochrome P450 form. 

,& e,1:ica,11a-i;1;1@•a,M:1c1• 
Cytochrome P450 Induction: 
Drug-Drug Interactions and 
Adverse Effects 

Induction of specific cytochromes P450 may 
decrease the therapeuric effecrs of drugs, be
cause increases in liver P450 levels increase 
rates of metabolism and, therefore, inactiva
rion and/or excrerion of drugs. Induction of 
the P450 system may also have adverse ef
fecrs due to the increased formarion of toxic 
metabolites (also Clin. Corr . 11.4). 

Induction of CYP3A4 by, for example, 
the anriruberculosis drug rifampin, may 
greaclyincreaseeliminationoftheoralcontra
ceptive ethinyl esrradiol, causing subeffective 
plasma levels of the drug, which increases 
the risk of pregnancy. T reaanent with the 
anticonvulsanc drugs, phenytoin and car
bamazepine, may also induce CYP3A4 and 
reduce the contraceptive potency of ethinyl 
estradiol. It is imperative that a woman tak
ing ethinyl estradiol as an oral contraceptive 
simultaneously with a CYP3A4 inducer in
crease the dose of the contraceptive or use an 
alternarive contraceprive method or drug. 

The widely used herbal agent Sr. John's 
wort, which can be purchased without a 
prescription, also induces CYP3A4 activity, 
raising concerns that individuals who ingest 
the herb may not receive the therapeutic 
benefirs of drugs that are CYP3A4 sub
strates. A reduction in plasma levels of oral 
contraceptives, HN antiprotease drugs, the 
immunosuppressive drug cyclosporin, or 
certain starin drugs, used to lower choles
terol levels, can occur because each of these 
drugs is a substrate for CYP3A4. Because 
St. John's wort is considered a natural sub
stance, rather than a drug, individuals may 
take this agent without notifying their phy
sician or knowing its effects on the efficacy 
of other drugs they are taking. 

Roby, C. A., Anderson, G. D., Kamor, E., Dryer, 
D. A., and Burstein, A. H. St. John 's wore: Ef
fect on CYP3A4 activity. Clin. PharmacoL Ther. 
67:451 , 2000; and Shader, R. I. and Oesterheld , 
J. R. Contraceptive effectiveness: Cyrochromes 
and induction. J Clin. Psychopharmacol 20:119 , 
2000. 
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Figure 11.16 The intera ction of a ligand with 
its receptor and receptor partner to form 
the heterodimeric receptor complex initiates 
induction of cytochrome P450 forms . 
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Another inducer of cyt0chrome P450 genes is phenobarbital. This induction is medi
ated by the constitutive androstane receptor (CAR), which also forms a heterodimeric com
plex with RXR to interacr with its specific response element in the 5 '-flanking region of 
CYP2B genes. Two endogenous androstane sreroids, androstanol and androsrenol , are also 
ligands for CAR and, when either ligand is bound co CAR, they prevent the interaction 
of the CAR-RXR receptor complex with the protein, SRC-1. SRC-1 is a coacrivator of 
nuclear receptors and is required for transcriptional activation by CAR. Administration of 
phenobarbital or other phenobarbital-like inducers displaces the androstane ligands, per
mitting SRC-1 binding and transcription of the CYP2B gene. 

Cytochrome P450 Genetic Polymorphisms 

In addition to exposure to various inducing agencs that may change the cytochrome P450 
expression pattern in the liver and other organs, individuals may differ in their metabolism rates 
for particular drugs because of unique cytochrome P450 genes or alleles they possess, i.e., poly
morphisms. A polymorphism is a difference in DNA sequence found at 1 % or higher in a popu
lation. These differences in DNA sequence can lead to differences in drug metabolism. Since 
these are genetic variations, many of them are present in specific ethnic groups, which may, 
therefore, experience more frequent adverse effecrs with certain drugs. It is estimated that 40% 
of the different human cytochrome P450 forms that metabolize xenobiotics are polymorphic. 

Genetic polymorphisms in CYP2D6 have been studied extensively and 65 different 
alleles have been identified. The population can be divided into extensive metabolizers or 
poor metabolizers, depending on the levels of CYP2D6 expression. If there is no other way 
to clear a particular drug from the system, poor metabolizers may be at risk for adverse drug 
reacrions. Alternatively, extensive metabolizers may find many drugs to be ineffective. 

Many persons of Ethiopian and Saudi Arabian origin exhibit high expression of 
CYP2D6. This isoform metabolizes a variety of drugs, making them ineffective; many anti
depressants and neuroleptics are important examples. Conversely, prodrugs will be exten
sively activated; codeine will be converted very quickly to high amounts of morphine. 

In contrast , many individuals lack functional 2D6 . These patients will be predisposed 
to drug toxicity caused by antidepressants or neuroleptics , but will find codeine to be inef
fective due to lack of activation . Perhexiline (a calcium channel blocker) was withdrawn 
from the market due to the neuropathy it caused in 2D6 inactive patients . Even beta
blocker removal may be impaired (for example, propranolol) in 2D6-deficient people. Clin. 
Corr . 11.6 discusses polymorphism effects. 

Although genetic polymorphism of a particular cytochrome P450 may affeet metab
olism of a discrete set of compounds , genetic polymorphisms of the cytochrome P450 
reducrase, the sole and obligate electron donor to the 50 members of the microsomal class 
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Genetic Polymorphisms of P450 Enzymes 

Multiple alleles have been demonstrated for approximately 40% of hu
man P450 genes. These generic polymorphisms may produce defective 
P450 proteins. A descrjption of the polymorphic CYP21 and its impor
tance in the metabolism of an endogenous compound was given in Clin. 
Corr. 11. l. The absence of a cytochrome P450 activity may cause many 
problems due to the accumulation of therapeutic drugs that cannot be 
metabolized. The discovery of exaggerated hypotensive effeets with the 
anrihypercensive drug debrisoquine led to the characterization of in
dividuals who inefficiently metabolized CYP2O6 substrates. Approxi
mately 5% to 10% of the Caucasian, 8% of the African and African
American, and I% of the Asian populations are deficient in catalytically 
active CYP2D6. In addition co debrisoquine, other drugs that are me
tabolized by CYP2O6 are sparteine, amitripcyline, dextromethorphan, 
and codeine. In the case of codeine, CYP2D6 in normal individuals 
catalyzes the 0-demethylarion of approximately IO% of the codeine to 
morphine. Individuals who lack functional CYP2O6 are unable to cata
lyze this reaction and so do not achieve the analgesic effects of codeine. 

A genetic polymorphism associated with CYP2Cl9 has been dem
onstrated in individuals who are poor metabolizers of mephenytoin, 
a drug used in the treatment of epilepsy; CYP2Cl 9 hydroxylates C4 
of the S-enantiomer of mephenycoin to inactivate the physiological 
effect. Poor metabolizers of this drug suffer greater sedative effects 

at normal dosages. Approximately 14% to 22% of the Asian, 4% to 
7% of the African and African-American, and 3% of the Caucasian 
populations lack the active form ofCYP2C19. 

CYP2C9 polymorphisms occur in less than 0.003% of the Af
rican or African-American, 0.08% of the Asian, and 0.36% of the 
Caucasian populations. The absence of a functional CYP2C9 may 
have serious consequences in the metabolism of S-warfarin, an orally 
administered drug used to inhibit blood coagulation in patients who 
have suffered a heart attack or a stroke to prevent the reoccurrence of 
life-threatening clots. Plasma levels of the drug must be maintained 
within a specific range because excessive amounts will cause uncon
trolled bleeding and, possibly, death. Warfarin is metabolized by 
CYP2C9 for elimination. CYP2C9*3 is an allelic variant in which 
isoleucine is substituted for leucine at residue 359 , resulting in sub
stantial loss of enzymatic activity. Individuals deficient in CYP2C9 
may require only 0.5 to I mg of warfarin per week in contrast to the 
4 to 5 mg per day prescribed for an individual with normal CYP2C9. 
If a 5-mg dose of warfarin was taken by someone lacking functional 
CYP2C9, uncontrollable bleeding could result &om a simple cut. 

Ingelman-Sundberg., M., Oscarson, M., and McLellan, R. A. Polymorphic 
human cytochrome P450 enzymes: An opporrunicy for individualized drug 
creacmenc. Trends Pharm. Sci. 20:342, 1999. 

Genetic Polymorphisms of NADPH-Cyto chrome P450 Reductase: 
Antley-Bi xler Syndrome (OMIM 207410) 

Mutations have been found in human NADPH-cytochrome P450 
reduccase that result in a patient phenotype of skeletal malformations 
characterized by craniosynostoses, radio-ulnar or radio-humeral synos
toses, and/ or bowed femora, a set of clinical features known as Antley
Bixler syndrome. These patients also exhibit disordered steroidogenesis 
and congenital adrenal hyperplasia (CAH) . As described in Clin. Corr. 
11.1, a defect in CYP21A2 is the most common cause of CAH. Because 
cytochrome P450 reductase deficiency potentially affects the activities 
of three steroidogenic cytochromes P450 {CYPs 19A and 17 A, as well 
as CYP21A, Figure 11.8), variable and abnormal patterns of steroid 
hormones are observed in these cases, resulting in overvirilized females 
and undervirilized males. The pathways involved in embryonic skel
etal development were also clearly affected in some cytochrome P450 
reductase-deficient patients, and cytochrome P450-mediated drug me• 
tabolism was compromised in at least some of these patients. Because 

there is no redundancy in the electron-transferring portion of the mi
crosomal cytochrome P450 system, defects in the cytochrome P450 
reductase would be expected to have variable and pleotropic effects, 
depending on the severity of the effect on its activity. In addition, vari
ous cytochromes P450 could interact with different surface residues of 
the reductase, and thus be affected differenrially by mutations in such 
residues. Therefore, depending on the locus of the mutation in the 
structure of the reductase (Figure 11.4), and the resultant alteration of 
enzymatic activities or protein-protein interactions, the mutations may 
vary greatly in resulting severity and phenotype. 

Fluck, C. E., Tajima, T., Pandey, A. V., Arie, W ., et al. Mutant P450 oxi
doreductase causes disordered steroidogenesis with and without Antley- Bixler 
syndrome. Nat. Genet. 36:228, 2004: and Scocc, R. R. and Miller, W. L. Genetic 
and clinical fearures of P450 oxidoreducrase deficiency. Honn. &s. 69:266, 2008. 

of cycochromes P4 50, might be expected to have more global and dramatic effeccs on 
metabo lism of both endogenous and xenobiotic substrates . Indeed, comp letely knocking 
out the cycochrome P4 50 reduc tase gene in an animal model is embryonically lethal to these 
animals. Recentl y, human mutations that alter activity in this gene have been descr ibed to 
have profound effects (Clin . Corr. 11.7). 
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Figure 11.17 A modular structure of neuronal 
nitric oxide synthase showing approxim ate 
location s of prosthetic groups and cofactors. 

Therapeutic Inhibition of Cytochrome P450 

Because cyt0chromes P450 are present in almost all organisms and because they play such 
important roles in cellular homeosrasis, selective inh ibition of these enzymes is of clinical 
importance. Azole inhibit0rs (kewconazole, itraconazole, and fluconazole), for example, 
are used to control yeast infeetions contracted by AIDS patientS, cancer patients undergo
ing chemotherapy, and patientS who are treated with irnmunosuppressive drugs. In yeast, 
CYP5 l catalyzes the demethylation of sterol molecules in the synthesis of ergosterol, an 
important membrane lipid. In humans , a related P450 form, CYP51A l , catalyzes the de
methylation of lanosterol, a reaction that is essential to cholesterol synthesis. Although the 
human and yeast CYP5 l proteins are similar, sufficient differences exist that azole anti
fungal agents are effective inhibitors of ergosterol formation. As discussed earlier, however, 
these agents may also induce or inhibit native human cytochromes P450 , possibly leading 
to drug-drug interaction phenomena. 

Certain tumors , such as breast tumors , are dependent on estrogen for their growth. 
Thus, the prevention of estrogen synthesis without inhibiting production of other steroid 
hormones might serve as a selective chemotherapeutic tool to reduce and eliminate tumors. 
CYP19Al, the cytochrome P450 that catalyzes estradiol formation from androstenedione , 
is an attractive target for this type of intervention . A particularly seleetive type of inhibitor 
is a mechanism-based, or suicide, inhibit0r. These compounds bear strong resemblance to a 
substrate of an enzyme but form an irreversible inhibition product during catalytic turnover 
with the enzyme prosthetic group or protein. Such inhib it0rs would be highly specific for 
a particular cytochrome P450 form and would, therefore, be a good taetical approach to 
drug design. 

It is readily apparent that without an understanding of drug metabolism and drug 
interactions mediated by the cytochrome P450 system, medication cannot be safely pre
scribed, particularly when multiple medications are required , as in older patientS. It is crit
ical t0 determine how therapeutic drugs are metabolized and whethe r cytochrome P450 
forms can be inhibited by different compounds. The Food and Drug Administration 's 
(FDA's) drug approval process requires that extensive informat ion be submitted on the 
metabolism of drugs before they are finally approved for general human use. 

11 . 7 • NITRIC OXIDE SYNTHASES: PROPERTIES 
AND ENZYMATIC FUNCTION 

The nitric oxide synthases (NOSs) are heme- and flavin-containing enzymes that catalyze 
the synthesis of nitric oxide (NO) through two serial monooxygenase reactions analogous 
to those of the cytochrome P450 systems. The NOSs are functional dimers and consist 
of two major domains , a heme-containing oxygenase domain, which is structurally unre
lated to cytochrome P450s, and a flavin-containing reductase domain , which structurally 
resembles the P450 reductase (Figure 11.17). Electrons are transferred from NADPH into 
the reducrase domain of one monomer , through the flavins FAD and FMN , to the heme 
iron of the other monomer where molecular oxygen is bound and activated. The domains 
are connected by a calmodulin-binding site, occupation of which by calmodulin is required 
for electron transfer from the reductase to the oxygenase domain. 

Neuronal NOS 

Oxygenase domain 

Autoregula tory 
region 

Aed uctase domain 

Tail 
region 
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The heme moiety of the NOSs resembles that of cytochromes P450 in that it forms 
a thiolate ligand with a cysteine in the NOS protein, and it yields the same type of absor
bance specuum when CO is bound to the reduced, ferrous form of the heme, that is, an 
absorbance peak at about 450 nm . T he NOS oxygenase domain is, however, structurally 
very different from the cytochromes P450 (compare the NOS oxygenase domain crystal 
structure in Figure 11.18 with that of the cytochrome P450 in Figure 11.1, p. 431). In 
addition to the heme moiety and substrate-binding site, the oxygenase domains of NOSs 
also contain a binding site for tetrahydrobiopterin , which apparently functions in electron 
transfer, and a tetra-coordinated zinc atom, which is imponant for structural integrity. 

The NOS reductase domain is structurally very similar to that of cytochrome P450 
reductase (compare the nNOS reductase domain crystal structure in Figure 11.19 with that 
of the cytochrome P450 reductase in Figure 11.4, p . 428) . They share almost 60% sequence 
homology, and the overall architecture and subdomain structures, the FMN domain , the 
connecting domain, and the FAD/NAD PH binding domain, closely resemble each other. 
The primary structural difference between the two is the inclusion in the NOS reductase 
domain of various regulatory elementS, which are only panially visible in the crystal struc
ture due to their extreme flexibility. 

The general reaction catalyzed by the NOSs is sequential monooxygenation of the 
amino acid L-arginine to form NO and citrulline, as shown in Figure 11.20. T he reaction 
cycle is initiated by the binding of calmodulin to "open the gate" between the reductase 
and oxygenase domains. The electron donor is NAD PH, which donates two electrons to 

Figure 11.18 Model of the dimeric structure 
of bovine NOSIII heme domain showing the 
protoporphyrin IX (red) and tetrahydrobiopterin 
(yellow) prosthetic groups. The two monomers 
are depicted in light blue and dark blue, respectively. 
The substrate L-arginine (green) is in the active 
site of the NOSIIl. A zinc atom is at the interface 
between the two monomers. 
Generated &om Protein Data Bank file 2NSE, 
deposited by C. S. Raman, H. Li, P. Marrasek, 
V. Kral, B. S. Masters, and T. L. Poulos, using 
WebLab Viewer Lite (Molecular Simulations , Inc.). 

Figure 11.19 Ribbon diagram of nNOS 
reductase domain derived from its crystal 
structure. Similar to cytochrome P450 reductase, 
several subdomains are present- the FMN
binding domain (blue), the FAD/NADP H
binding domain (green), and the intervening 
connecting domain (purple). Unlike the P450 
reductase, the nNOS reductase contains a 
calmodulin-binding sire (not evident in the 
diagram) , and regularory regions (red) at the 
C-terminus (CT), in the FMN domain (AR), 
and in the connecting domain (SI). Cofactors are 
shown in stick models: blue, FMN; yellow, FAD; 
and red, NADP+. 
Generated from Protein Data Bank file 1 TLL, 
deposited by E. D. Garcin, C. M. Bruns, S. J. 
Lloyd, D. J. Hosfie ld, et al., using WebLab Viewer 
Lite (Molecular Simulations, Inc.). 
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Figure 11.20 Produc tion of nibic oxide. NOSs 
cacalyz..e the formation of NO from L-arginine 
chrougb rwo sequential monooxygenation steps 
wbicb appear to be mecbanistically similar to that 
of tbe microsomal cytocbrome P450 system. Tbe 
nitrogen atom (blue) ofNO is derived from tbe 
guanidino group of the L-arginine side cbain , 
and the oxygen atom (red) of NO is derived from 
molecular oxygen. 

+ N= O 

L-Arglnlne N G-Hydroxy-L-arglnlne L-Citrulllne Nitric oxide 

FAD, which, in turn, reduces FMN . The FMN reduces the heme iron to itS ferrous form, 
to which oxygen can bind. In the fust step, arginine is oxidized to the stable intermediate 
N--hydroxy-L-arginine. In the second step, N--hydroxy-L-arginine is oxidized to NO and 
citrulline. Note that the source of NO is the guanidino group of the substrate, arginine. 
This entire process requires 2 oxygen molecules and l.5 molecules of NADPH and, like 
that of the cytochromes P450, is inhibited by carbon monoxide. 

The overall eleetron transfer chain and mechanism by which the NOSs form NO 
is similar to that of the cytochromes P450 , but there are some significant differences in 
regulation of the elecrron transfer process. The most obvious is the requirement of the 
constitutive NOSs for calmodulin binding . Calmodulin is not bound to the enzyme at 
intracellular, basal calcium levels. It requires an influx of calcium to raise the calcium 
concentration, increasing the binding of calcium to calmodulin (p. 493). The calcium
calmodulin complex binds to and activates NOSs. In the absence of calmodulin binding , 
heme reduction occurs only very slowly and does not support NO formation , and trans
fer between FAD and FMN is also slow. Calmodulin binding causes a conformational 
change in the enzyme, potentiating electron transfer between the flavins and allowing 
productive heme reduction. The reductase domains of the NOSs also contain several 
regularory regions, shown in Figure l l.17 , p. 444 and Figure 11.19, p. 445, which are 
involved in transducing the signal of calmodulin binding through the enzyme. In addi
tion to the calmodulin-b inding site, the regulatory regions present in the NOSs include a 
C-terminal extension of the FAD/NADPH binding domain, an insert of 45-50 residues 
in the FMN domain , and a small insertion in the connecting domain . All NOS isoforms 
include the C-terminus, but only the so-called constitutive isoforms contain the FMN 
and connecting domain inserts. 

Another difference between the NOSs and P450s is that substrate binding is not 
required by the NOSs to initiate the reaction cycle, and the binding of substrate does 
not alter the reduction potential of the heme. If substrate is not present, the electron 
transferred to the heme can activate molecular oxygen, forming the oxy- ferrous com
plex, which can decay and be released as superoxide. If the second electron is transferred 
before the release occurs, the peroxy form of oxygen is generated, which will dissociate as 
hydrogen peroxide. Thus , if substrate is not present, but the NOS is active, potentially 
destructive reactive oxygen species may be formed. In addition , a tetrahydrobiopterin 
cofactor is required for NO synthesis by NOS, but is not required by any known cyto
chrome P450 . Tetrahydrobiopterin serves as an electron donor to the oxy- ferrous com
plex (i.e., the one-electron reduced, oxygen-bound form of the heme) of NOS, deliver
ing the second electron to the heme much faster than the relatively slow interdomain 
transfer of an electron from the NOS FMN . Thus, in the absence of tetrahydrobiopterin, 
NOS will produce superoxide due to the autoxidation of the oxy- ferrous complex. In 
the presence of tetrahydrobiopterin, but in the absence of substrate, NOS can also form 
hydrogen peroxide, due to the formation and subsequent decay of the peroxy- ferrous 
complex. The formation of these reduced oxygen species has been implicated in sev
eral inflammarory disease processes, such as endothelial dysfunction, and also in isch
emia/reperfusion injury, where tissues are first depleted of oxygen and then reperfused 
with oxygen-rich blood. This type of injury occurs in cerebral thrombosis and in tissues 
removed for transplantation. 
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TABLE 11.4 • Properties of the NOS lsoform s 

Property NOS/ NOSII NOSm 

Molecular mass 160 kD 130 kD 135 kD 

Expression Constitutive Inducible Constitutive 

Cell fraction Cytoplasmic Cycoplasmic Membrane-bound 

Dependence on calcium influx Dependent Independent Dependent 

Physiological action Neurotransmission Cyrocoxiciry Vasodilation 

11 .8 • NITRIC OXID E SYNTHASE ISOFORMS 
AND PHYSIOLOGICAL FUNCTIONS 

There are three major NOS isoforms, neuronal (NOSI or nNOS), inducible (NOSII or 
iNOS), and endothelial (NOSIII or eNOS), although variations of each of these types occur 
in many different organisms. Propenies of these isoforms are summarized in Table 11.4. 

Many of the physiological functions of NO are mediated through activation of soluble 
guanylate cyclase, a heterodimeric (a /{3) heme-containing protein that convens GTP to 

cG MP. cG MP is a second messenger involved in many signal transduction cascades (p. 5 30). 
The inactive form of soluble guanylate cyclase has a penta-coordinate heme, bound by a 
hiscidine on the {3-subunit. NO binds as the sixth ligand to form a hexa-coordinate heme 
and causes breakage of the heme- histidine bond, yielding the active, penta-coordinate 
nitrosyl complex of soluble guanylate cyclase (Figure 11.21) . Activation of soluble guany
late cyclase causes up to a 400-fold increase in the rate of cGMP formation. The cGMP 
levels are regulated by a balance between guanylate cyclase activity and the phosphod i
esterases (PDE), particularly PDE5, which is specific for cGMP , that hydrolyze cGMP to 

5'-GMP , thus turning off the signal. 

NOSI 

NOS I is found primarily in skeletal muscle and in neurons of both the central and periph
eral nervous systems. It is a soluble enzyme, although it is localized to the membrane via 
protein - protein interactions with a host of regulatory and localization proteins. It is consti
tutively expressed, meaning that it is not normally induced at the transcriptional level and 
is activated by the influx of calcium. In the case ofNOSI (and NOSIII , p. 450), calmodulin 
(p. 493) is not bound to the enzyme at intracellular, basal calcium levels. It requires an 
influx of calcium to raise the calcium concentration intracellularly, allowing calmodulin to 
bind , and thus activating NO formation. The amount of NO synthesized in the activated 
state is very low, that is, picomolar . The NO produced serves as a neurotransmitter in the 
central and peripheral nervous systems. In skeletal muscle, NO also serves as a mediator of 
contractile force. 

In the central nervous system, NO is produced generally by nNOS in the postSynap
tic neuron, but diffuses back across the synapse to the presynaptic neuron. NO synthesis 
is regulated by the influx of calcium through receptor-dependent channels, that is, follow
ing postsynaptic stimulation of N--methyl-D-aspartate (NMDA) receptors by the excitatory 
neurotransmitter glutamate. Guanylate cyclase is activated by NO , producing cGMP, which 

Inactive 

His_/ a¼· p1 i:~2 - -
Active 

His'--, / 
p1 

Figure 11.21 Activation of soluble guanylate 
cyclase by NO. 
Re<lrawn basoo on figure in Bellamy, T. C. and 
Ganhwaice, J. The receptor-like properties of 
nitric oxide-activated soluble guanylate cyclase in 
intact cells. MoL Cell. Bwchem. 230: 165, 2002. 
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Figure 11.22 NO produced by NOSI in the 
central nervous system. In chis instance, NO is 
produced by the poscsynaptic cell and travels co the 
presynaptic cell wbere it activates sGC , creating 
cGMP chat activates PKG. PKG pbo spborylates 
proteins on the neurotransmitter vesicles, leading 
to more neurocransmitter relea~e and porentiarion 
of the signal. 

Postsynaptic neuron 

regulates synthesis of the neurotransmitters norepinephrine and glutamate, thus enhancing 
NO production (Figure 11.22) in a positive feedback manner. NO has been implicated in 
neural signaling, neurotoxicity, synaptic plasticity, learning and memoty, and perception of 
pain. 

In addition to its oxygenase and reductase domains, NOSI has an N-terminal 
300- amino acid PDZ domain , which mediates its interaction with other proteins. In the 
central nervous system, the PDZ domain ofNOSI interacts with the postsynaptic density 
protein PSD-95. The NMDA receptor also interacts with PSD-95, thus bringing NOSI 
and the NMDA receptor into close proximity, so that NOSI is directly exposed to the cal
cium entering the ion channel of the activated NMDA receptor. 

NO is very different from other known neurotransmitters (p. 942). NO is synthesized 
on demand and cannot be stored in lipid vesicles, as it freely diffuses across membranes. 
The action of NO is not terminated by degradation or reuptake but is removed by interac
tion with its target, which is an intracellular second messenger rather than a membrane
bound receptor. 

In the peripheral nervous system, NO is produced by nNOS in myenteric neurons of 
the gastrointestinal, pulmonary, vascular, and urogenital systems. In the gastrointestinal 
system, NO is involved in gut motility and control of the pyloric sphincter. NO medi
ates the main bronchodilator pathway in the human pulmonary system and is involved in 
neural control of the vascular system, panicularly important in cerebral blood flow. In the 
urogenital system, NO is involved in urethra and bladder control and in penile erection. 
During sexual excitement, NO is released from nerves adjacent to the blood vessels of the 
penis. Relaxation of these vessels causes blood to engorge the corpus cavernosum, produc
ing erection. NOSI is activated in these systems by the influx of calcium through voltage
dependent calcium channels (p. 481). It diffuses to a neighboring smooth muscle cell caus
ing activation of soluble guanylate cyclase. The smooth muscle relaxes via the mechanism 
described below for vascular smooth muscle. Clin. Corr. 11.8 describes the therapeutic 
manipulation of cGMP levels for treatment of erectile dysfunction. 

High levels ofNOSI are expressed in the skeletal muscle, where it is involved in media
tion of contractile force, innervation of developing muscle, and perhaps glucose uptake. 
Skeletal muscle relaxation by NO also occurs through the cGMP pathway via the mecha
nism described in the following for vascular smooth muscle. NOSI is targeted to the sar
colemma of the muscle due to its association with a-syntrophin , a member of the muscle 
dystrophin complex. NOSI is activated by influx of calcium through voltage-dependent 
calcium channels, as well as from the sarcoplasmic reticulum . 

NOSII 

NOSII is found primarily in activated neutrophils and macrophages, astrocytes, and hepa
tocytes and is involved in the early immune response. It is a soluble enzyme and is induced 
at the transcriptional level by cytokines, such as interferon-'}', interleukin 1, and tumor 
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Mechanism of Action of Sildenafil 

The levels of cyclic nucleotides {cGMP and cAMP) present in the 
cell are dependent nor only on their formation by adenylare or gua
nylate cyclases bur also on their degradation by phosphodiesterases 
(PDEs), which hydrolyze chem ro 5' -nucleotides and so play a criti
cal role in the modulation of these second messenger signaling path
ways. The inhibition of PDE destruction of cyclic nucleotides would 
thus prolong the physiological response elicited by the cyclic nucle
otides. Sildenafil (Viagra), a drug prescribed for erectile dysfunction 
in males, is a potent inhibitor of PDE5, which is specific for cGMP 
and is found primarily in the human corpus cavernosum and in vas
cular and gastrointestinal smooth muscle. In the penis, NO produces 
erection via a cGMP-dependent pathway, as discussed in the text. As 
the cGMP is degraded by PDE5, the vasodilatory signal attenuates 
and the erection subsides. Sildenafil inhibirs PDE5, delaying cGMP 
degradation and thus prolonging erection. 

Sildenafil is highly selective for PDE5 over PDE3, a cAMP
specific PDE involved in the regulation of cardiac contractiliry. This 
is important because inhibition of PDE3 increases the incidence of 
cardiac arrhythmias and decreases long-term mortality in heart fail
ure patienrs. Interestingly, Sildenafil also inhibits, to a lesser extent, 

PDE6, which is localized ro photoreceptors in the retina, and one of 
the side effecrs sometimes reported with Sildenafil use is a blue-green 
tint in the patient's vision. 

Because PDE5 is present in vascular smooch muscle, Sildenafil 
causes a mild, clinically insignificant reduction in blood pressure 
due to vasodilation but, more importantly, it greatly exacerbates 
the effecrs of nitrates and external NO donors such as nitroglyc
erin, taken for angina, causing potentially fatal hyporension. These 
hypotensive effecrs occur regardless of the sequence and/or timing 
of the drugs. Sildenafil is therefore contraindicated in patienrs us
ing nitrates in any form. In addition, Sildenafil is metabolized by 
both the CYP2C9 and 3A4 pathways. Inhibition of these pathways 
by other drugs may increase the plasma concentration of Sildenafil, 
intensifying side effects. 

Cheitlin, M. D., Hutter, A. M., Brindis, R. G., Ganz, P., et al. Use of Sildena
fil (Viagra) in patients with cardiovascular disease. J Am. Coll. Cardiol 33: 273, 
1999; Corbin, J. D., Francis, S. H., and Webb, D. J. Phosphodiesterase type 5 as 
a pharmacologic carget in erectile dysfunction. Urology 60: 4, 2002; and Seftel, A. 
D. Phosphodiesterase type 5 inhibitor differenciacion based on selectivity, pharma
cokinetic, and efficacy profiles. Clin. CardioL 27: l14 , 2004. 

necrosis factor-a, or endotoxins, such as lipopolysaccharides. Induction occurs over several 
hours via the inflammatory NFKB pathway. Calmodulin is bound to NOSH under basal 
physiological conditions, that is, independent of calcium influx, so the enzyme is always 
activated once it is synthesized. The amount of NO synthesized by NOSH is in the nano
molar range, approximately 1000 times greater than that of either NOSI or NOSIII. 

The NO produced by NOSH is a potent cytotoxin , and its principal role is to desuoy 
pathogens engulfed by neutrophils and macrophages. NOSH controls such intracellular 
pathogens as parasites, for example, plasmodia (malaria), schistosoma (schisrosomiasis), 
leishmania (leishmaniasis), and toxoplasma (toxoplasmosis), as well as microbials, for exam
ple, bacteria and mycobacteria (tuberculosis and leprosy), fungi, and even tumor cells. The 
cellular targets for the NO produced by NOSH are metal-containing heme proteins, such 
as cytochromes P450, and iron-sulfur proteins, such as aconitase and mitochondrial com
plexes I and II, all of which are inhibited . NO also reacts with thiol groups and tyrosines, 
causing nitrosation or oxidation of proteins, and with oxygen or superoxide, forming highly 
reactive nitrogen oxide compounds, for example , peroxynitrite. These reactive intermedi
ates cause a variety of DNA alterations including strand cleavage and deamination . These 
modifications thus affect many crucial metabolic enzymes, leading to cytostatic or cytotoxic 
effects against these pathogens. 

Although NO is essential for the antimicrobial function of the macrophage , over
production of NO by NOSH has been implicated in septic/cyrokine-induced circulatory 
shock. Septic shock is characterized by a systemic inflammatory response to microbial 
infection in which blood pressure drops precipitously , mediated by the overproduction of 
NO, causing decreased tissue perfusion and oxygen delivery and, eventually, multiple organ 
failure. Hypotension in these patients is often refractory to conventional vasoconstrictor 
drugs . The role of NO in septic shock and therapeutic intervention by NOS inhibitors is 
discussed in Clin. Corr. 11.9. 

In addition to being produced during acute inflammation, NO is generated by NOSII 
during chronic inflammation. NOSH is present and active in a number of chronic inflam
matory conditions including rheumatoid arthritis, Crohn disease, and asthma, where it may 
potentially exacerbate some situations, although protective effects have also been reported. 
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Nitric Oxide Overproduction in Septic Shock 

Although NO is essential in cumoricidal and bactericidal functions of 
macrophages, overproduction of NO (by NOSII) has been implicated 
in septidcytokine-induced circulatory shock in humans. In septic shock, 
production of too much NO leads to massive systemic vasodilarion and a 
precipitous and often fatal drop in blood pressure, which causes an insuf
ficient blood and oxygen supply to peripheral organs, evenrually leading 
to multiple organ failure. Septic shock is associated with an exuemely 
high mortaliry rate of 50%-70%; more people die annually from septic 
shock than from myocardial infarction, stroke, trauma, or lwig or breast 
cancer. NO-induced hypotension in these patienrs occurs through the 
mechanism for smooth muscle relaxation, that is, activation of guanylate 
cyclase. Therapeutic intervention by NOS inhibitors has been investigated 

for treatment of septic shock. Interestingly, although NOS inhibition 
successfully and rapidly raises blood pressure and systemic vascular resis
tance, it also led to a progressive fall in cardiac output and exacerbated 
organ dysfunction, leading to increased mortality in clinical rrials. Thus, 
NO plays a detrimental role in septic shock, due to its mediation ofhy
potension, but may also play a beneficial role in survival, perhaps due to 
localiz.ed vasodilation or the antiplatelet aggregation, anrileukocyte adhe
sion, anriapoptotic or antioxidarive properties of NO. 

Assreuy, J. Nitric oxide and cardiovascular dysfunction in sepsis. Endocr. Metab. 
Immune Disord.-Drug Targets 6: 165, 2006; Cauwels, A. Nitric oxide in shock. 
Kidney Int. 72: 557, 2007; and Vallance, P. Nitric oxide: Therapeutic opporruni 
cies. Fttnd. Clin. PharmacoL 17: I , 2003. 

Figure 11.23 NO produced by NOSIII in the 
endothelial cell. Calcium concentration in the 
endothelial ceU rises due to ligand binding or shear 
suess leading to activation of NO production by 
NOSIII. The NO diffuses across the membrane of 
the endothelial cell ro a smooth muscle cell where 
it activates sGC. 
Redrawn based on figure by Klabunde, R. E. 
Cardiovascular Phys.iology Concepts. This 
figure can be accessed at http: // cvphysiogy.com/ 
blood%20Flow/BFOl 1.hrm. 

NOSIII 

NOSIII is found primarily in vascular endothelial cells, which line all blood vessels, and 
cardiac myocyces. It is localized to the membrane due to co-translational myristoylation 
and posttranslational palrnitoylation of the N-terminus. Like NOSI , it is constitutively 
expressed and is activated by the influx of calcium, which binds to calmodulin facilitating 
its binding to both NOSI and NOSIII for activation. T he amount of NO synthesized in 
the activated state is very low, that is, picomolar, and the NO produced serves as a vasodila
tor of vascular smooth muscle, both ligand mediated and flow dependent . The NO also 
serves anti thrombotic and anti-inflammacory functions by inhibiting platelet and leukocyte 
adhesion and aggregation. In addition , NO also inhibits angiotensin II, a vasoconstrictor. 

NO synthesis by NOSIII is activated in response to an increase in calcium following 
the binding of ligands such as acetylcholine, bradykinin, histamine, or insulin or follow
ing shear stress, the mechanical force of blood flow on the lurninal surface of the vascular 
endothelium. Increased blood flow velocity thus stimulates calcium release and increased 
NOSIII activity, leading to vasodilation. 

NO diffuses out of the endothelial cell and into adjacent smooth muscle cells where it 
binds to and activates soluble guanylate cyclase, which makes cGMP (Figure 11.23). cGMP 
activates protein kinase G, a cGMP-dependent kinase that phosphorylates a variety of chan
nels, including L-rype calcium channels, and receptors, all leading to inhibition of calcium 
influx into the smooth muscle cell. Vasoconstriction in vascular smooth muscle requires 
the influx of calcium, which binds to calmodulin that, in turn , activates muscle light chain 
kinase (MLCK). MLCK then phosphorylates myosin light chain (MLC), leading to cross
bridge formation between the myosin heads and the actin filament, resulting in contraction 

+ 
Target No-- G~ cGMP 

cell GTP 

Acety lcholine 
Bradyki nin 
Substance-P 
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History and Biological Effects of Nitroglycerin 

Nitroglycerin, more correctly called glyceryl trinitrate {GTN), was 
first synthesized by Ascanio Sobrero in 1846. Because GTN was ex
tremely explosive and many facal accidents occurred, Alfred Nobel 
developed a procedure in 1864 to stabilize GTN by mixing it with 
diatomaceous earth. The fortune he made from dynamite is the basis 
of the Nobel Prizes, awarded yearly in Sweden for outstanding con
tributions to the fields of physics, chemistry, physiology or medicine, 
literature, economics, and world peace. Shortly thereafter, in 1867, 
Sir Thomas Lauder Brunton first reported the use of inhaled amyl 
nitrate in his patiencs with chest pains, and in 1879, Wuliam Murrell 
published an article describing the use of the longer-lasting and more 
convenient compound GTN to better alleviate the pain of angina 
pectoris. GTN works by dilating the arteries of the heart, thus allow
ing more oxygenation of the tissue. Ironically, Murrell died in 1912 
from untreated heart failure having never taken GTN, and Nobel 
refused to take it when prescribed by his doctor for heart disease. 

It was not until 1987, over a century after Murrell' s publication, 
that nitric oxide released from GTN metabolism was postulated to 
be the active agent in the dilation of the coronary blood vessels. It 
was not until 15 years lacer that the mechanism of nitric oxide rdease 
from nitroglycerin was elucidated. The mitochondrial aldehyde dehy
drogenase (ALDH2) metabolizes GTN to 1,2-giycerol dinitrite and 

nitrite. The nitrite is further reduced to form NO. The mechanism 
of this reduction is unclear, but ALDH2 may also be involved in 
th.is step, and members of the mitochondrial electron transport chain 
have also been shown to reduce nitrite to NO. Alternatively, a major 
mechanism of nitrite reduction may be through direct reaction with 
deoxygenated hemoglobin or myoglobin. 

When used over a long period of time for chronic conditions, GTN 
gradually loses its efficacy. Several mechanisms have been proposed co 
explain patient tolerance to this drug. Impaired biotransformation of 
GTN by ALDH2, which occurs on depletion of an ALDH2 reduc
tant, or an increase in oxidative stress due to impaired mitochondrial 
metabolism are both possibilities. 

Bererca, M, Gruber, K., KoUau, A., Russwurm , M., et al Bioacrivation of nitro
glycerin by purified mitochondrial and cyrosolic aldehyde dehydrogenases. J. Biol. 
Chem. 283: 17873, 2008; Chen, Z. Q, Zhang,]., and Sramler,J. S. Identification 
of the enzymatic mechanism of nirroglycerin bioacrivation. Proc. Natl Acad. Sci., 
USA 99: 8306, 2002; Marsh, N ., and Marsh, A. A shore history of nitroglycerine 
and nitric oxide in pharmacology and physiology. Clin. Exp. Phann. and Physio. 
27: 313, 2000; Napoli, C., and lgnarro, L. J. Nitric oxide-releasing drugs. Annr,. 
Rev. Phannacol ToxicoL 43: 97, 2003; and Wells, W . From explosives to the gas 
char heals. Written for "Beyond Discovery: The Path from Research co Human 
Benefit,• 2002. This article may be accessed at http://www.beyondd iscovery.org/ 
conrenc/view.arricle.asp?a= 318 . 

(p. 978) . Inhibition of calcium influx leads to decreased calmodulin stimulation of MLCK 
and decreased phosphorylation ofMLC, causing diminished. development of smooth muscle 
tension and, thus, vasodilacion. Increased cGMP also ditectly causes MLC dephosphoryla
tion by activation ofMLC phosphatase . As with NOS I, cGMP levels are regulated by a bal
ance between guanylate cyclase activity and the phosphodiesterases , which hydrolyze cGMP 
co 5'-GMP and thus turn off protein kinase G activity and vasodilation. Several therapeutic 
treatments are based on the administration of NO , either directly or in a precursor form. 
Clin. Corr. 11.10 discusses the history and use of nitroglycerin for vasodilation, and Clin. 
Corr. 11.11 discusses the use of direct NO administration as a therapeutic treatment. 

NOSIII has a unique N-cerminal sequence that undergoes myriscoylation at one site and 
palmitoyiation at two other sites within this sequence, localizing the enzyme to the membrane 
where it is targeted to plasmalemma caveolae. The caveolae are small invaginations of the 
plasma membrane, characterized by the presence of proteins called caveolins that serve co orga
nize and attach signaling molecules such as receptors, G-proteins , and NOS to plasma mem
branes. Ac low cytoplasmic calcium concentrations, caveolin-1 binds to and inhibits NOSIII, 
maintaining it in an inactive state. On calcium influx, calmodulin competitively displaces the 
caveolin from NOSIII , resulting in activation of NOS synthesis. 

Also localized co the caveolae are several other proteins important for NOSIII activity. 
The cationic amino acid transporter CAT-1, present in caveolae, is involved in the uptake 
of L-arginine, thus ensuring a supply of subscrate for NO synthesis. NOSIII interaets with 
porin, a voltage-dependent anion/cation channel, which localizes NOSIII near a source of 
calcium influx. Th e bradykinin B2 receptor is also present, and it binds co and inactivates 
NOSIII. On stimulation with bradykinin, this complex dissociates, and NOSIII becomes 
activated . Localization to the caveolae is an important regulator ofNOSIII activity; if palmi
coylation is inhibited, NOSIII is not found in the caveolae, and synthesis of NO does not 
occur in those cells. Palmito ylation is a reversible process that is influenced by some agonists 
and is essential for membrane localization; cellular relocalizacion resulting in deactivation may 
occur on depalmitoylation. 
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Therapeutic Uses of Inhaled Nitric Oxide 

Systemically delivered nitric oxide causes systemic hyporension, severely 
limiting its usefulness as a cherapeuric agent. On the ocher hand, nitric 
oxide chat is inhaled would theoretically relax the pulmonaryvascularure, 
but any excess NO chat reached the bloodstream would be scavenged 
by oxy-hemogfobin, thereby preventing systemic vasodilacion. Indeed, 
studies have shown chat NO inhalation increased the systemic oxygen
ation of hypoxemic newborns with persistent pulmonary hypertension 
of the newborn (PPHN). Inhaled NO also decreased the incidence and 
mortality ofbronchopulmonary dysplasia (BPD) in premature infants. 
In adults, chronic obstructive pulmonary disease (COPD) has been suc
cessfully treated with a combination of supplemental oxygen and NO; 
such a regimen reduced pulmonary arterial pressure and pulmonary vas
cular resistance and increased cardiac output in treated patients. 

Many patients do not respond to inhaled NO therapy, however. 
In addition, the effects of NO are transient and disappear when treat
ment is discontinued, requiring continuous therapy. Approximately 
70% of inhaled NO is excreted in the urine in the form of nitrate 
within 48 h. Several studies have described the use of Sildenafil , a 

drug used to treat erectile dysfunction , to augment or prolong the 
vasodilatory effects of inhaled NO. As discussed in Clin. Corr . l 1.8, 
Sildenafil inhibits the breakdown of cGMP by inhibiting the cGMP
specific phosphodiesterase , PDE5 , an isoform highly expressed in 
penile, retinal, and lung tissue. In patients with pulmonary hyperten
sion , inhaled-NO-mediated pulmonary vasodilarion was both aug
mented and prolonged by cotreatment with Sildenafil. 

Interestingly, although inhaled NO has no effect on systemic blood 
pressure, ocher systemic effects have been reported, including platelet and 
leukocyte inhibition , which result in decreased thrombosis and reduced 
ischemia/reperfusion injury. It is believed that these systemic effects are 
mediated by blood-borne low- and high-molecular-weight thiols, which 
react with NO and transport ic in a stable form throughout the body. 
S-nicrosylaced hemoglobin and serum albumin, as well as ocher nitro
sarnines, iron-nitrosyls, and nitrated lipids are proposed mediators. 

Bloch, K. D., Ichinose, F., Robens, J. D ., Jr., and Zapol, W. M. Inhaled NO as a 
therapeutic agent. Cardiovascular Res. 75: 339, 2007; and Griffiths, M. J. D. and Ev
ans, T. W. Inhaled nitric oxide therapy in adults. N. Engl j . Med 353: 2683, 2005. 

Many disease processes , such as hyperten sion , hypercholesterolemia, and diabetes lead 
to endothelial dysfunction , which is character ized by com promi se of the normal fun ctions 
of the endothelial cells, including vasodilation and medi ation of platelet adhe sion. One of 
the major hallmarks of endothelial dysfunction is the decreased bioavailabiliry of NO, due 
to decreased function ofNO SIII. Clin . Corr. 11.12 discusses some possible roles of NO in 
and mechani sms of endothelial dysfunction. 

The Role of eNOS in Endothelial Dysfunction 

Nitric oxide derived from eNOS in the vascular endothelial cells is 
responsible for regulation of vascular cone, inhibition of platelet and leu
kocyte aggregation and adhesion, decreasing expression of proinflam
matory genes, and limiting vascular smooch muscle cell proliferation. 
Impairment of endothelial function, endothelial dysfunction, is char
acterized by reduced NO synthesis leading co increased vasospasm, vas
cular inflammation, and thrombosis and is very often seen concomitant 
with other cardiovascular risk factors, such as diabetes, hypertension, 
atherosclerosis, or hypercholesteremia. It is believed that vascular oxida
tive stress, due co increased production of radical oxygen species, partic
ularly superoxide, contributes co endothelial dysfunction due, in part, to 
reaction of superoxide with NO co form peroxynitrite. Not only is less 
NO available for its protecrive biological function, but peroxynitrite is a 
powerful oxidant and nitrating agent, which can damage protein, DNA, 
and lipid molecules. Covalent nitration of tyrosine residues in proteins 
by reactive oxygen species is often used as a marker of oxidative stress. 
Peroxynitrite is also responsible for depletion of tetrahydrobiopterin, 
which leads co uncoupling of eNOS electron transfer, causing eNOS to 

produce superoxide rather than nitric oxide, further exacerbating oxida-

rive stress. In the absence of NO and in the presence of oxidative stress, 
several proinflarnmatory and proacherosclerotic pathways are activated; 
this is the primary molecular basis of endothelial dysfunction. 

Treatment with antioxidant drugs, such as vitamin C or E, does 
not restore bioavailable NO levels, nor does it improve cardiovascular 
outcome , perhaps because the vitamins do not scavenge the superoxide 
before it reacts with NO. One of the most effective class of drugs is 
che stacins, which function both by decreasing oxidative stress, via 
inhibition of NADPH oxidase activity, a prominent source of su
peroxide production, and by increasing NO production by eNOS, 
via both protein expression and phosphorylation. Angiotensin 
converting -enzyme (ACE) inhibicors and angiotensin II receptor ago
nists also effectively improve cardiovascular outcome. These drugs 
decrease the formation/action of angiotensin II, a protein that acti
vates the NADPH oxidases, thus reducing oxidative stress. 

Forsrermann, U. Oxidative stress in vascular disease: Causes, defense mechanisms , 
and porencial therapies. Nat. Clin. Pract. Cardiovasc. Med, 5, 338, 2008; and Liao, 
J. K. Beyond lipid lowering: The role of scatins in vascular protection. Int. J Car
diDL 86: 5, 2002. 
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All of the N OSs prod uce NO, which serves such diverse functions as neurorransmis
sion, vasodilation, muscle rdaxation, and cytotoxic icy. The consequences of NO can be 
beneficial, as in main tenance of vascular tone, acquis ition of memory and learning, and 
protection against pathogen invasion , as well as detrimental, as with septic shock or chronic 
inflammatory and mucagenic responses. T he net effect of the NO produced is dependent 
on whe re it is being produced, regulation of its production, how m uch is being produced, 
and which othe r reactive species are present . 
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Questions • CARO L N. ANGSTADT 

Multip le-Choice Questions 

1. All of the following are correct about a molecule designated as a 
cytochrome P450 except it 
A. contains a heme as a prosthetic group . 
B. catalyz.es the hydroxylation of a hydrophobic substrate. 
C. may accept electrons from a substance such as NADPH . 
D. undergoes a change in the heme iron on binding a substrate. 
E. comes from the same gene family as all ocher cytochromes P450. 

2. Flavoproreins are usually intermediates in the transfer of electrons 
from NADPH co cytochrome P450 because 
A. NADPH cannot enter the membrane. 
B. flavoproreins can accept two electrons from NADP H and donate 

them one at a time to cytochrome P450. 
C. they have a more negative reduc tion potential than NADPH so 

accept electrons more readily. 
D. production ofNADPH in the cycosol is the only source of 

elecrrons. 
E. they conrain iron-sulfur centers. 
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drug metabolism 
xenobioric metabo lism 
carcinogen metabolism 
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protein kinase G 
vasodilation 
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3. NADPH-cyrochrome P450 reduccase 
A. uses both FAD and FMN as prosthetic groups. 
B. binds to cytochrome P450 by strong hydrophobic interactions. 
C. requires an iron-sulfur center for activity. 
D. always passes irs electrons to cytochrome b5. 
E. can use NADH as readily as NADPH. 

4. Reactions after the 21-hydroxylation leading to cortisol and andro
gens occur in mitochondria which require NADPH-adrenodoxin 
reducrase and adrenodoxin; NADPH-adrenodoxin reductase 
A. contains both FAD and FMN. 
B. passes its electrons co a protein with iron-sulfur centers. 
C. is an integral protein of the membrane. 
D. reacts directly with cytochrome P450. 
E. reacts directly with cytochrome b5. 
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5. Genetic polymorphism in genes for cytocbromes P450 could cause 
A. an individual co mecaboliz.e poorly certain drugs. 
B. an individual co metaboliu: certain drugs more rapidly than 

norm al. 
C. a specific ethnic group to experience more effeccs with certain 

d rugs. 
D. all of the above. 
E. none of the above. 

6. In the presence of active nitric oxide synthase buc absence of substrate, 
A. electrons cannot be transferred co heme. 
B. calmodulin cannot bind Ca2+. 
C. the oxygenase and reduccase domains dissociate. 
D. cGMP production is increased. 
E. superoxide and/or hydrogen peroxide will be formed. 

Questions 7 and 8: Acetaminophen, an analgesic and ancipyrecic, is 
available alone or as a component of many nonprescription medications. 
Acetaminop hen overdose, which can lead co liver damage, is a significant 
health problem. Consumption of alcoholic beverages can exacerbate the 
prob lem, especially if the acetaminophen is taken several hours pose
alcohol intake. Acetaminophen, in normal doses, is nontoxic because it is 
metabo lized using normal mechanisms for increasing water solubility . 

7 . Normally, acetaminophen is primarily metaboliz.ed by 
A. oxidation by cytochrome P450 (CYP2El). 
B. conjugatio n with glucuronide or sulfate. 
C. conjugation with glutathione . 
D. addition of an -O H co the ring. 
E. reduction with NADPH . 

8. Alcohol is both an inducer and substrate for CYP2El. Alcoho l taken 
at the same rime as acetaminophen may protect the liver from injury. 
Which of the following is correct? 
A. CYP2El metabolizes alcohol but nor acetaminop hen. 
B. CYP2El is increased and convercs acetaminophe n co a nontoxic 

form. 
C. Take n ar the same time, alcohol and acetaminophen compete for 

CYP2El so less toxic metabolite is formed. 
D. With the longer time gap, only alcohol reacts with CPY2El. 
E. None of the above. 

Questions 9 and 10: Because herbal remedies are nor prescription drugs, 
many pariencs fail to inform their physicians that they are using such prod
uces. A patient was cold by his physician that his blood cholescerol levels 
were not responding to the usually effective Starin drug he was raking. 
The patient was also caking Sr. John's wore, an herbal agent, to improve 
his mood . Sr. John's wort induces a cytochrome P450 (CYP3A4) activity. 
Scacins are one of the many drugs that are metabolized by CYP3A4. 

9. The induction of cytochromes P450 
A. occurs only by exogenous compounds . 
B. occurs only ar the transcriptional level. 
C. necessarily resulcs from increased transcription of the appropriate 

mRNA. 
D. necessitates the formation of an inducer-receptor protein complex. 
E. may occur by poscrranscripcional processes. 

10. Scacins could be conside red xenobiotics (exogenous subscances 
metaboliz.ed by the body) . Many xenobiocics are oxidiz.ed by cyto
chromes P450 in order co 
A. make them carcinogenic. 
B. increase their solubility in an aqueous environment . 
C. enhance their deposition in adipose tissue. 
D. increase their pharmaco logical activity. 
E. all of the above. 

Questions 11 and 12: Some patiencs show profound hypocension afrer 
abdominal surgery complicated by bacterial infections chat produce 
endocoxins. Such hypotension is often refractory co treacrnenr with 
conventional vasoconstriccor drugs. This hypotension may be caused by 
an overproduction of nitric oxide by the induced form of nitric oxide 
synthase (NOS). Administration of NOS inhibicors specific co this form 
might be an appropriate treatment for such patiencs. 

11. Nitric oxide 
A. is formed spontaneously by a reduction ofNO 2• 

B. is synthes iz.ed only in macrophages. 
C. is synthesized from arginine. 
D. aces as a potent vasoconstricror. 
E. has three isoforms. 

12. Nitric oxide synthase 
A. catalyzes a dioxygenase reaction . 
B. is similar co cycochromes P450 in binding z.inc and cetrahydro

biopte rin. 
C. accepcs electrons from NADH. 
D. uses a flow of electrons from NADP H co FAD co FMN to 

heme-iron. 
E. is inhibited by Ca +2• 

Problems 

13. Phenobarbital is a potent inducer of cytochrome P450. Warfarin, 
an anticoagulant, is a substrate for cytochrome P450 so the drug is 
metabo li2ed more rapidly than normal . If phenobarbital is given to 
a patient, with no change in warfarin dosage, what would happen? 
Wh at would happen if the warfarin dosage were adjusted for a proper 
response, and then phenobarbital withdrawn without adjusting the 
warfarin dosage? 

14. Congenital adrenal hyperplasia (CAH) occurs because of a defi
ciency in CYP21A2, a 2 1-hydroxylase of endop lasmic reticulum . 
The disease results in decreased cortiso l, increased ACT H , increased 
androgenic hormones, and problems related to sale balance. Explain 
why these should be so. 
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Answers 

1. E Several gene fumilies are known. A; All cytochromes are heme pro
teins. B: The types of substrates are hydrophobic. It is classified as a 
monooxygenase. C: This is the usual elecrron donor. D: The change 
from hexa- to pen ta-coordinated gives the compound a more positive 
reduction potential. 

2. B Heme can accept only one electron at a time whereas NADPH 
always donates two ar a time. A; NADPH passes only electrons; ic 
does nor have ro enrer the membrane . C: If chis were crue, the flow 
of electrons would nor occur in the way it does. D: NADPH is re
quired for both endoplasmic reticulum and mitochondrial mediated 
cytochrome P450 reactions. E: Iron-sulfur centers play a role in 
some, but nor all, systems. 

3. A This enzyme is one of two mammalian proteins known to do 
so. B: The binding is eleccroscatic. C: Some reductases do so bur 
not this one. D: Only certain reactions catalyzed by the enzyme do. 
E: There are NADH-dependenr reductases, bur they are different 
errLymes. 

4. B The iron-sulfur protein is adrenodoxin. A. Ir has only FAD . C: Ir 
is weakly associated with the membrane. D and E: Adrenodoxin acrs 
as an electron shuttle between the reducrase and heme of cytochrome 
P450. 

5. D A: This occurs if the allelic varianrs code for inactive or less active 
proteins. B: If there is gene duplication, an individual may have 
larger amounrs of active protein. C: There may be greater expression 
of specific allelic variants in specific ethnic populations. 

6. E 02 is activated leading to these toxic products. A; Superoxide 
resulrs from the transfer. Band C: These do not happen . D : NO 
increases cGMP, and NO is not formed in absence of substrate. 

7. B These are common mechanisms for increasing water solubility. A: 
This occurs but normally in small amounrs; the product, NAPQl, is 
the toxic metabolite . C: Glutathione is conjugated with NAPQl and 
renders it nontoxic. D and E: These do not occur. 

8. C The competition lowers the production ofNAPQl, the toxic me
tabolite. A: Boch are subscrares. B: CYP2El converrs acetaminophen 

to the toxic metabolite. D: Alcohol is metabolized more rapidly so 
the CYP2El it has induced is available to metabolize acetaminophen. 

9. E There may be a stabilizacion of mRNA or decrease in the 
degradation of the protein. A: Boch endogenous and exogenous 
substances can induce cyrochromes P450. B and C: Transcriptional 
modification is only one of the mechanisms of induction. D: This 
has been shown with induction of some compounds bur nor all. 

10. B Xenobiotics oxidized by cytochrome P450 are usually highly lipo-
philic but must be excreted in the aqueous urine or bile. A: This may 
happen bur is certainly nor the purpose. C: They do char prior to oxida
tion. 0: Oxidation rends ro reduce pharmacological activity. 

11. C The ocher product is cicrulline. A. It is formed from arginine. B: 
One of the isoforms of NO synthase has been found in macrophages , 
but neuronal and endothelial isoforms also exist. 0: Nitric oxide is 
a vasodilacor. E: Three isoforms of nitric oxide synthase have been 
identified bur nitric oxide is a specific compound. 

12. D This is one of two mammalian enzymes char use both FAD and 
FMN . A: The reaction is a monooxygenarion. B: Cyrochromes do nor 
bind these. C:ThedonorisNADPH. E: Thesysrem requires Ca +2-calm
odulin, at least the neuronal and endothelial isoforms . 

13. If warfarin is metabo lized and cleared more rapidly by cytochrome 
P450, its therapeutic efficiency is decreased. Ac the same dosage, 
it will be less effective as an anticoagulant . If the phenobarbital is 
withdrawn, the cytochrome P450 levels will decrease with time to 
the uninduced level. With no change in the warfarin level, evenrually 
there will be an increased possibility of hemorrhaging. 

14. This enzyme converts 17-OH-progesterone ro 11-deoxycorrisol, the 
precursor of cortisol. le also converrs progesterone to 11-deoxycor
ticosrerone, a precursor of aldosterone which regulates salt balance. 
The decreased cortisol leads to an increased secretion of ACTH 
because of a decrease in feedback control. Prolonged elevated ACTH 
causes adrenal hyperp lasia and an increased production of the andro
genic hormones. Abnormalities in sexual development are common 
in infants with CAH. 
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Key Concepts 

Major biological membrane lipids are glycerophospholipids, 
sphingolipids , and cholesterol. Specific lipid composition varies 
with the source of the membrane. 
In aqueous medium, amphipathic lipids can form spheres 
(micelles) and vesicles (liposomes), which have a membrane 
consisting of a bilayer of randoml y distributed lipids. Polar 
groups are in contact with the aqueous medium. Biological 
membranes have a similar structure. 

• Membranes proteins are classified as integral (tightly bound) 
or peripheral (easily dissociated). Integral proteins have a single 
segment or multiple amino acid domains spanning the lipid 
bilayer. Some form homo- or hetero-oligomeric structures. 
Peripheral proteins have various means of attachment to the 
surface of the bilayer. Protein composition varies depending on 
function of the membrane. 

Lipids and proteins readily diffuse laterally in the bilayer but not 
transversely. Biological membranes have a chemical asymme
try. There are lipid- prote in microdomains in membranes with 
specific roles. 
Membrane protein receptors interact with growth factors, hor
mones, and other small molecules initiating a cellular response. 
Some recept0rs are ion channels, while others initiate enzymatic 
reactions or intracellular protein-protein interactions. 
Specific protein structures in membranes fu.cilitate translocation 
across the membrane of non-diffusable ions and compounds. 
They are classified as protein channels/pores or transporters. 
Transporters fu.cilitate translocation without input of metabolic 
energy. Ochers require energy from hydrolysis of ATP or a 
[Na+] or [H+ ] gradient for translocation of a substrate. 

• Some toxins form pores in membranes. Ionophores facilitate 
movement of ions across membranes. 
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Figure 12.1 Electron micrograph of the 
erythrocyte plasma membrane showing 
the trilaminar appearance. A clear space 
separates the two electron-dense lines. Electron 
microscopy has demonstrated chat the inner dense 
line is frequently thicker than the outer line. 
Magnification about 150,000X. 
Courtesy ofJ. D. Robertson, Duke University, 
Durham , NC. 
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Figure 12.2 Percentage of lipid and protein in 
various cellular membranes . Values are for rat 
liver, except for the myelin and human erythrocyte 
plasma membrane. Values for liver from ocher 
species, including human , indicate a similar 
pattern . 

12.1 • INTRODUCTION 

Membranes of eukaryocic or prokaryocic cells have the same classes of chemical compo
nentS, are similar in structural organization, and have many properties in common . They 
have a trilaminar appearance when viewed by electron microscopy (Figure 12.1), with 
two dark bands on each side of a light band. Most mammalian membranes have a width 
of 7-10 nm and a dense inner layer often thicker than an outer dense layer. Intracellu
lar membranes are usually thinner than plasma membranes. Membranes have a chemi
cal asymmetry and their surfaces are dotted with protruding globular proteins. They are 
dynamic structures that permit cells and subcellular structures to adjust their shape and to 
change position . The lipid is in a fluid state, in which both proteins and lipids are able to 
diffuse and inceraet. 

Cellular membranes control the composition of space they enclose by excluding a variety 
of ions and molecules and by the presence of selective transpon systems for transmembrane 
movement of substances. Concentrations of subsrances in cellular compartments are modu
lated by controlling translocation of substrates, cofactors, and ions across membranes. Extra
cellular regulators of cellular function bind to protein receptors on plasma membranes and 
their signal is cransrnined from the membrane receptors to the appropriate metabolic pathway. 
Plasma membranes have a role in cell-cell recognition, in maintenance of cell shape, and in 
cell locomotion. 

1 2.2 • CHEMICAL COMPOSITION 
OF MEMBRANES 

Lipids and proteins are the major componentS of all membranes. Their concentrations 
vary greatly between membranes (Figure 12.2). Proteins are responsible for the function of 
membranes, and depending on the source, different membranes have very specific comple
mentS of proteins. A small amount of various polysaccharides, as either glycoproteins or 
glycolipids, are present in membranes but there is no free carbohydrate. 

Lipids Are Major Components of Membranes 

Glycerophospholipids , sphingolipids, and cholesterol are the three major lipid components 
of eukaryotic membranes . Glycerophospholipids and sphingomyelin , a sphingolipid that 
contains phosphate, are classified as phospholipids. Bacteria and blue-green algae contain 
glycerolipids in which a carbohydrate is attached directly to the glycerol. Some membranes 
contain small quantities of other lipids, such as triacylglycerol and diol derivatives (p. 687 
for Structures), as well as lipids covalently linked to protein. Lipids have a structural role, 
but many also have other cellular functions . 

Glycerophospholipids Are the Most Abundant Lipids 
of Membranes 

Glycerophospholipids (phosphoglycerides ) have a glycerol molecule with a phosphate 
esterified at the a-carbon (Figure 12.3) and two long-chain fatty acids esterified to the 
remaining carbon atoms (Figure 12.4). Glycerol does not contain an asymmetric carbon , 
but the a-carbon atoms are not stereochemically identical . Esterification of a phosphate 
to an a-carbon makes the molecule asymmetric. Naturally occurring glycerophospholip
ids are designated by the stereospeciftc numbering (sn) system (Figure 12.3) discussed 
on p . 708 . 

1,2-Diacylgl ycerol 3-phosphate, or phosphatidic acid, is the parent compound of 
the glycerophospholipids. A phosphodiester bridge to glycerol attaches choline , eth
anolamine, serine, glycerol , and inositol (Figure 12.5). Phosphatidylethanolamine 
(ethanolamine glycerophospholipids or cephalin) and phosphatid yk holin e (cholin e 
glycerophospholipid or lecithin) are the most common glycerophospholipids in mem
branes (Figure 12.6). Phosphatid ylglycerol phosphoglyceride (Figure 12.7) (diphos-
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phatidylglycerol or cardiolipin ) contains two phosphatidic acids linked by a glycerol 
and is found nearly exclusively in mitochondrial inner membranes and bacte rial mem
branes . Inositol, a hexahydroxy alcohol, is esteri£ed to phosphate in phosphatidyl
inositol (Figure 12.8). Different phosphorylared derivatives are localized in different 
membranes; phosphatidylinosirol 4-phosphate predominates in Golgi, phosphatidyl
inosirol 4.5 -bisphosphate in plasma membranes , and phosphatidylinosirol 3-phosphate 
and phosphatidylinosirol 3,5-bisphosphare in endosomes (A Closer Look 12.1). 

Two fatty acids are esreri£ed ro C l and C2 of glycerol in glycerophospholipids; the 
major ones are presented in Table 12.1. A saturated fatty acid is usually on Cl of glycerol 
and an unsaturated fatty acid on C2 . There are 500 to 1000 molecular species of lipids in 
membranes principally because of the numbe r of possible combinations of fatty acids in the 
different phospho- and sphingolipids. Designation of the different classes of phospholipids 
does not specify which fatty acids they contain . Phosphatidylcholine usually contains pal
mitic or stearic on C l and a C 18 unsaturated fatty acid, oleic, linoleic, or linolenic, on C2. 

Phosphatidylethanolamine contains palmitic or oleic on Cl but a long-chain polyun
saturated fatty acid, such as arachidonic, on the C2 position . Each type of cell membrane 
has a distinctive composition of fatty acyl groups in its glycerophospholipids. The fatty acid 
composition oflipids has a significant impact on membrane function. Fatty acyl groups of 
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Figure 12.4 Struct ure of glyceropho spholipid. (a) Long-chain fatty acids are esrerified at Cl and Cl 
of the L-glycerol 3-pbosphate. X can be a H (phosphatidic acid) or one of several alcohols presented in 
Figure 12.5. (b) Space-filling model. See Figure 12.3 for color scheme. 
(b) Courtesy of Dr . Daniel Predecki, Shippensburg Un iversity, PA 
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Figure 12.3 L-glycerol 3- phosphat e. (a) 
Stereochemical configuration of L-glycerol 
3-phosphare (sn-glycerol 3-phosphate ) . The H 
and OH attached to C2 are above and Cl and C3 
are below the plane of tbe page. (b) Space-filling 
model of L-glycerol 3-phosphare. Color scheme: H 
white , C gray, 0 red, N green, and P yellow. 
(b) courtesy of Dr. Daniel Predecki, Shippensburg 
University, PA. 
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glyceride (cardiolipin). 
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Figure 12.6 Structures of the two most common glycerophospholipids. (a) Phosphacidylcholine and 
phosphacidylethanolarnine. (b) Space-filling model of phosphacidylcholine. See Figure 12.3 fur color scheme. 
( b) Courtesy of Dr. Daniel Predecki, Shippensburg University, PA 

the same tissue in different species are very similar. Acyl group composition can change 
under different nutritional and pathophysiological conditions . 

A saturated fatty acid is a straight chain, as is a trans unsaturated fatty acid. Cis double 
bonds, which occur in most naturally occurring fatty acids, create a kink in the hydroca r
bon chain (Figure 12.9). The presence of unsaturated fatty acids in the phospholipid has a 
marked effeet on the fluidity of the membrane (p. 472). 

Glycerol ether phospholipids contain a long aliphatic chain in ether linkage to the 
glycerol at the Cl position (Figure 12.10). Ether phospholipids contain an alkyl group (alkyl 
acyl glycerophospholipid) or an a,/3-unsaturated ether, termed a plasmalogen. Plasmalo
gens containing ethanolamine (ethanolamine plasmalogen) or choline (choline plasmalo
gen) esterified to the phosphate are abundant in nervous tissue and hean but not in liver. 
More than 50% of the ethanolarnine glycerophospholipids in human hean are plasmalo
gens. High levels of ether-linked lipids in plasma membranes of metastatic cancer cells have 
been reponed , suggesting a role for the lipids in the invasive propenies of these cells. 

Glycerophospholipids Are Amphipathic 
Glycerophospholipids are amphipathic, containing a polar and nonpo lar end . The charge 
on the polar end (head group) consists of a charged phosphate (pK ~2), which is negatively 
charged at pH 7.0, and any charge of the groups (bases) on the phosphate (Table 12.2). 
Choline and ethanolamine glycerophospholipids are zwitterions at pH 7.0, with a negative 
charge on phosphate and a positive charge on nitrogen. Phosphatidylserine has a positive 
charge on the a-amino group of serine and two negative charges, one on phosphate and 
one on the carboxyl group of serine, with a net charge of - 1. In contrast , glycerophos
pholipids containing inositol and glycerol have only one negative charge on phosphate. The 
4-phosphoinosito l and 4,5-bisphosphoinositol derivatives are very polar compounds with 
negative charges on phosphate. The nonpolar end of glycerophospholipids consisrs of the 
hydrophobic hydrocarbon chains of the fatty acyl groups . 

Sphingolipids Are Present in Membranes 

The amino alcohols sphingosine (o-4-sphingenine) and dihydrosphingosine (Figure 12.11) 
are the basis for the sphingolipids. A saturated or unsaturated long-chain fatty acyl group in 
amide linkage with the amino group of sphingosine (Figure 12.12) is a ceramide, which is 
similar in srrucrure to diacylglycerol. Various substitutions are found on the hydroxyl group at 
C l of sphingosine. The sphingomyelins, the most abundant sphingolipids in mammalian tis
sues, have phosphorylcholine esterified at Cl (Figure 12.13) and are classified as phospholipids. 
Sphingomyelin and choline glycerophospholipid are similar in structure and have many proper
ties in common; both are amphipathic. The fatty acid composition of sphingomyelin varies from 
tissue to tissue; myelin sphingomyelin contains predominantly longer-chain fatty acids (Ci,i) . 
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Phosphatidy linositols Have Many Functions 

Pbospha tidylinositols in cells have a variety of functions . They are 
involved in membranes as the source of second messengers (p. 534) , 
in activation of membrane ion channels (p. 477), in activation of en
zymes, involvement in endo- and exocytosis, and as anchors of pro
teins (p. 471) . Pbospbatidylinosicol 4,5-bispbosphace is the source 
of the second messengers inositol ccispbosphace and diacylglycerol 
(p. 535) chat are involved in cbe action of some hormones . Pbosphati
dylinosicol 3-pbosphace and phosphatidylinosicol 3,5-bisphosphace are 

TABLE 12.1 • Major Fatty Acids in Glycerophospholipid s 

Common Name 

Myriscic acid 

Palmiric acid 

Palmitoleic acid 

Srearic acid 

Oleicacid 

Linoleic acid 

Linolenic acid 

Arachidonic acid 

COCH COCH 

Saturated trans 
chain Double bond 

(a) 

COCH 

Systematic Name 

T etradecanoic 

Hexadecanoic 

cis-9-Hexadecenoic 

Occadecanoic 

cis-9-Octadecenoic acid 

cis, cis-9, 12-Octadecadienoic 

cis,cis,cis-9, 12, 15-Ocradecauienoic 

cis,cis,cis, cis-5,8, 11,14-Icosacetraenoic 

els 
Double bond 

(b) 

presumed to be involved in control of membrane traffic in endosomes. 
They are also involved in cbe cytoskeleron and control of cell shape and 
motility and have been implicated in cytosolic and nuclear functions. 
Enzymes metabolizing pbosphatidylinosicols have been linked co hu
man diseases. 

Di Paolo, G., and De Camilli, P. Phospboinosicides in cell regulation and mem 

brane dynamics. Nature 443: 651, 2006. 

Structural. Formula 

CH3-(CHJ12-COOH 

CH3-(CH 2)14-COOH 

CH3-(C H05-CH=CH-(CH2h-COOH 

CH3-(CH 2)16-COOH 

CH3-(CH2h-CH=CH-(CH2h-COOH 

CH3-(CH2)3-(CHi-CH=CHh-(CH2)r-COOH 

CH3-(CH 2-CH=CH) 3-(CH 2h-COOH 

CH3-(CH 2)3-(CH 2- CH=CH)4-(CH03-COOH 

Polar head 

Hydrophobic 
tails 

+ 
NH3 
I 
CH2 
I 
CH2 
I 
0 
I 

O= P- 0-
1 
0 
I 

CH2- CH- CH2 
I I 
0 0 
I I 
CH C= O 
II I 
CH CH2 
I I 
CH2 CH2 

~ 
Figure 12.9 Conformation of fatty acyl groups in phospholipids. (a) Saturated (palmitic) and 
unsaturated fatty acids (palmicoleic) with trans double bonds are straight chains in their minimum energy 
conformation, whereas a chain (palmicoleic) with a cis double bond has a bend. The tra11S double bond is 
rare in naturally occurring f.my acids. (b) Space-filling models. See Figure 12.3 for color scheme. 

Long aliphatic 
chains 

Figure 12.10 Ethanolamine plasmalogen . Noce 
the ether linkage of the aliphatic chain on Cl of 
glycerol. (b) Courtesy of Dr . Daniel Predeclci, Shippensburg University, PA. 
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Sphingosine Di hydrosphingosine 
(1>-4-sphingenine) (o-dihydrosphingenine) 

Figure 12.11 Structu res of sphingosine and 
dihydrosphin gosine. 
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CH2 CH2 
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I 
CH2 
I 
CH3 

Figure 12.12 Structu re of a ceram ide. 

TABLE 12.2 • Predominant Charge on Glyceropho spholipids and Sphingomyelln 
at pH 7.0 

Lipid Phosphate Group Base Net Charge 

Phosphacid ylcholine -1 +1 0 

Phosphatid ylec.hanolamine -1 +l 0 

Phosphatidylserine - 1 +1, - 1 -1 

Phosphatid ylglycerol -1 0 -1 

Diphosphacidylglycerol (cardiolipin ) -2 0 -2 

Phosphatidylinosicol - 1 0 -1 

Sphingom yelin -1 +1 0 

Glycosp hingolipids contain a sugar linked by a /3-glycosidic bond to Cl OH 
group of a ceramide; they lack phosphate and are uncharged. A subgroup is the cere
brosides , which contain either glucose (glucocerebros ides) or galacrose (galactocere
brosides). Phrenosine (Figure l 2. 14, p. 464) is a galactocerebroside that contains a 
C24 fatty acid in amide linkage. Galactocerebrosides predominate in brain and nervous 
tissue, whereas glucocerebrosides occur in small quantities in nonneural tissues. Galac
tocere-broside containing a sulfate group esterified on the C3 of the sugar are classified 
as sulfatides (Figure 12.15, p. 464). Cerebrosides and sulfatides usually contain fatty 
acids with 22- 26 carbons. Neutral glycosphingolipids often have 2 (dihexosides) , 3 (rri
hexosides), or 4 (tetrahexosides) sugar residues attached to the l-OH group of ceramide. 
The usual sugar componenrs are diglucose, digalactose, N-acetyldig lucosamine, and 
N-acetyldigalactos amine. 

Ganglios ides, the most comp lex glycosphingolipids, contain an oligosaccharide group 
with one or more residues of N-acetylneuraminic acid (sialic acid) (see p. 657 for struc
ture); they are amphipathic compounds with a negative charge at pH 7.0 and represent 
5%- 8% of the total lipids in brain. Some 20 different types have been identified that 
differ in the number and relative position of the hexose and sialic acid residues. A detailed 
description of gangliosides is presented on p . 733 . The carbohydrate moiety of gangliosides 
that extends beyond the surface of the membrane is involved in cell-cell recognition and 
binding of hormones and bacteria toxins, such as cholera toxin (p. 527). 

Cholesterol Is an Important Component of Plasma Membranes 

Cholesterol is a compact, rigid, hydrophobic molecule (Figure 12. 16, p. 464), with four 
fused rings and a CS-branched hydrocarbon chain attached to the D ring at position 17. 
It has a polar hydroxyl group at C3. The presence of cholesterol in membranes alters the 
fluidity and reduces permeability . 

Lipid Composition Varies between Membranes 

Plasma and intracellular membranes have distinctive lipid compositions (Figure 12.17, 
p. 464). The membranes of a specific tissue, for example, liver, in different species contain 
very similar classes oflipids. The plasma membrane exhibits the greatest variation in percent
age composition because cholesterol content is affected by the nutritional state of the animal. 
Myelin membranes of neuronal axons are rich in sphingolipids and have a high proportion 
of glycosphingolipids. Intracellular membranes, for example endoplasmic reticulum, contain 
primarily glycerophospholipids and little sphingolipids. The membrane lipid composition 
of mitochondria, nuclei, and rough endoplasmic reticulum is similar, with that of the Golgi 
complex being somewhere between that of intracellular and plasma membranes. Cardiolipin 
is high in inner mitochondrial membrane and low in outer membrane with essentially none 
in other membranes. The choline containing lipids, phosphatidylcholine and sphingomyelin , 
are most common , followed by phosphatidylethanolamine. Th e constancy of composition 
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of various membranes suggests a relationship between lipids and the specific functions of 
those membranes. 

Membrane Proteins 

Membrane proteins have a variety of functions, including a structural role to maintain the 
shape of the cell, as receptors for the binding of hormones and growth factors, as facilitators 
of rransmembrane movement of solute and ions, and as enzymes involved in transduction 
of signals (p. 507). About 30% of genes in mammalian cells encode memb rane proteins . 

Membranes proteins are classified on the basis of the ease of separation of the pro
tein from the lipid of the membrane. Isolation of integral {intrinsi c) memb rane pro
teins requires disruption of the membrane by detergentS or organic solventS, and when 
isolated , they usually contain tightly bound lipid . These proteins are immersed in the 
lipid milieu of the membrane (p. 468) . They contain sequences of hydrophobic amino 
acids, which constitute the segments of the protein in contact with the lipids of the 
membrane . The hydrophobic nature of these proteins , thus their water insolubility, 
has made it difficult to determine their three-dimensional structure and to study their 
functional properties . 

Peripheral (extrinsic} membrane proteins are loosely attached to the surface of the 
lipid membrane . Treatment with salt solutions of different ionic strength, acidic or basic 
pHs of the medium, or cleavage of covalently bound lipid releases these proteins. Peripheral 
membrane proteins are subclassified on the basis of their mode of attachment to a mem
brane (p. 468) . Many loosely attached peripheral proteins are typical water-soluble globular 
proteins. 

Proteolipids are hydrophobic lipoproteins soluble in chloroform and methanol but 
insoluble in aqueous systems. They are present in many membranes but particularly in 
myelin, where they represent about 50% of the protein component. Lipophilin , a major 
lipoprotein of brain myelin, contains over 65% hydrophobic amino acids and covalently 
bound fatty acids. (See p. 470 for a discussion oflocalization and attachment of membrane 
proteins .) 

Membrane Carbohydrates Are Part of Glycoproteins 
or Glycolipids 

Carbohydrates are present in membranes as oligosaccharides covalently attached to pro
teins (glycoproteins) and to lipids (glycolipids). The sugars in the oligosaccharides include 
glucose, galactose, mannose, fucose, N-acetylgalactosamine, N-acetylglucosamine , and 
N-acetylneuraminic acid (sialic acid) (Figure 12.18 and Appendix) . Structures of 
glycoproteins and glycolipids are presented on pages 659 and 732, respectively. The 
carbohydrate is on the extracellular surface of plasma membrane and luminal surface 
of endoplasmic reticulum. The roles for protein-bound carbohydrate s include cell-cell 
recognition and adhesion , and receptor action. There is little or no free carbohydrate in 
membranes. 

12.3 • MICELLES, LIPID BILAYERS, 
AND LIPOSOMES 

Lipids Form Vesicular Structures 

The basic structural characteristic of membranes is due to the physicochemical proper
ties of the glycerophospholipids and sphingolipids. These amphipathic compounds with a 
hydrophilic head and a hydrophobic tail (Figure 12.19a) interact in aqueous systems to form 
spheres, termed micelles (Figure 12.19b). The charged polar head groups are on the out
side of the sphere while the hydrophobic tails interact to exclude water. Micelles have only 
one polar surface, which is the side presented to the aqueous phase. Micelles that contain a 
single lipid or a mixture of lipids can be prepared. The concentration of lipid required for 

(b) 

Figure 12.13 Choline- containing 
sphingomyelin. (a) Structure of choline 
containing sphingomyelin. (b) Space-filling modd. 
See Figure 12.3 for color scheme. 
(b) Counesy of Dr. Daniel Predecki, Shippensburg 
University, PA. 
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Figure 12.16 Cholesterol. (a) Structure of 
cholesterol. (b) Space-filling model. See Figure 12.3 
for color scheme. 

Figure 12.14 Structure of a galactocerebroside 
containing a C24 fatty acid. 

CH3 

Figure 12.15 Structure of a sulfatide. 
(b) Counesy of Dr. Danid Predecki, Shippensburg 
University, PA. 

Figure 12.17 Lipid composition 
of cellular membranes isolated 
from rat liver. (a) Amount of major 
lipid components as percentage of 
total upid. The area l.abeled "Other " 
includes mono-, di-, and triacylglycerol, 
fatty acids and cholesterol esters. 
(b) Phospholipid composition as a 
percentage of total phospholipid. 
Values from Harrison, R., and Lunt, 
G. G. BiologicalMembranes. New York: 
Wiley, 1975. 

micelle formation is the critical micelle con centration (p. I 058). Formation of micelles also 
depends on the temperature and, if a mixture of lipids is present, on the ratio of concentra
tions of the different lipids. The structure of a micelle is very stable because of hydrophobic 
interactions between hydrocarbon chains and attraction of the polar head groups to water. 
Micelles are important in intestinal digestion and absorption of lipids (p. 1058). 

Synthetic Lipid Bilayers and Liposomes 
Amphipathic lipids, such as glycerophospholipids, can also form a bilayer suucture with 
two layers of lipid. In this structure there is minimal contact of hydrocarbon chains with 
water. Polar head groups are at the interface between aqueous medium and lipid, and 
hydrophobic tails interact creating an interior hydrophobic environment that excludes 
water (Figure 12.19c). This bilayer configuration is the basic lipid structure of biological 
membranes. Lipid bilayers are extremely stable. They are held together by hydrophobic 
forces of the hydrocarbon chains and ionic interactions of charged head groups with water. 
Lipid bilayers self-seal if disrupted . 

• Glycerophospholipids 

D Sphingolipids 
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• Phosphatidytcholine 

• Sphingomye lin 
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A lipid bilayer will form a spherical vesicle, separating the external environment &om an 
internal aqueous compartment. Such vesicles, termed liposomes (Figure 12.19d), have been 
prepared using purified lipids and mixtures oflipids from biological membranes. Depend
ing on the procedure, unilamellar and multilamellar {vesicles within vesicles) vesicles of 
various sizes (20 co 1000 run in diameter) are prepared. The ability of amphipathic lipids to 
self-assemble into bilayers is an imponant propeny for formation of cell membranes. 

General Properties of Lipid Bilayers 

Phospholipid molecules readily exchange places with neighboring molecules in the separate 
monolayers, leading to rapid lateral diffusion in the plane of the membrane (Figure 12.20). In 
the preparation with different lipids of artificial membranes, lipids distribute randomly between 
monolayers. Rotation occurs around the carbon-carbon bonds in fatty acyl chains; in fuct, there 
is a greater degree of rotation nearer the methyl end, leading to greater motion at the center than 
at the surface of the lipid bilayer. Individual lipid molecules do not flip-flop readily from one 
monolayer to the other because of thermodynamic constraints on movement of a charged head 
group through the lipophilic core. In addition, lipids do not readily escape from the bilayer. 
Lipid bilayers, therefore, have an inherent srability in which individual molecules move rapidly 
in their own monolayer but do not readily exchange with an adjoining monolayer. 

Interaction of lipids in a bilayer is very different from that illusrrated in Figure 12.19c. The 
interior of membrane bilayers is very fluid and in constant motion. Acy! chains of glycerophos
pholipids and sphingolipids have a random motion, intercalating with chains in the opposing 
monolayer. The viscosity is higher closer to the lipid head groups. Cholesterol in the bilayer 
reduces the fluidity near the surface of the membrane because cholesterol does not extend into 
the layer as far as the acyl chains of phospholipids. Figure 12.21 is a computer representation 
of the arrangement of phospholipids in a bilayer at a moment in time. Several layers of ordered 
water molecules on the surface of membranes influence the envirorunent of the membrane. 

The lipid bilayer is essentially impermeable to nonlipid (as an example, carbohydrates) and 
charged molecules but not to neutral hydrophobic molecules. Inorganic ions (Na+, K+, Cl- , 
etc.), charged organic molecules, and macromolecules outside liposomes do not have access 
to the interior ofliposomes. During liposome formation, nonpermeable solutes, however, can 
be trapped in the aqueous interior. Thus, both the external and internal environments oflipo
somes can be manipulated, and properties, including ability to exclude molecules, interaction 
with various substances, and stability under different conditions can be evaluated. Liposomes 
are an important tool in studying aspeets of natural membrane structure and function. Pro
teins isolated from biological membranes have been incorporated into liposome membranes 
for srudy of their function. With some limited success, liposomes of varying lipid and protein 
composition have been reseed in both animals and humans as a replacement for red cell, to 
deliver encapsulated drugs, and as vectors for gene therapy (Clin. Corr. 12.1). 

K
Polarhead 

Hydrophobic 
tail 

(a ) (b) (c) (d) 

Figure 12.19 Interactions of phospholipids in an aqueous medium. (a) Representation of an 
amphipathic lipid. (b) Cross-sectional view of the structure of a micelle. (c) Cross-sectional view of the 
structure of lipid bilayer. (d) Cross section of a liposome. Each structure has an inherent stability due to 
the hydrocarbon chains and the attraction of the polar head groups co water. 
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Figure 12.18 Structures of some membran e 
carbohydrate s. 
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Rapid rotational 
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Figure 12.20 Mobi lity of lipid components in 
membranes . 

Figure 12.21 Model of a lipid bilayer stopped at a moment in time. An artificial bilayer consisting of 
dipalmicoyl phosphacidylcholine surrounded by water as modeled by computer. Acom colors are chain C 
gray (except terminal methyl C yellow and glycerol C brown) , ester O red, P and O green, choline C and 
N pale violet, water O dark blue, and water H light blue. Lipid hydrogens have been omitted. 
Figure generously supplied by Richard Pastor and Richard Venable, FDA, Bethesda, MD. 

Liposomes as Carriers of Drugs, Proteins , and Nucleic Acids 

Liposomes have been used for administrarion of a variety of cherapeu
ric substances in order to target specific organs or rissues. Boch hydro
philic and hydrophobi.c compounds can be carried, the former i.n the 
aqueous interior and the latter i.n the liposome membrane. Liposomes 
prepared from purified phospholipids are nontoxic and biodegrad
able. Cationic liposomes have been evaluated chat will interact with 
the cell membrane surface charge, and ochers with specific proteins to 
bind specific cellular membrane receptors. Uptake of liposomes can 
be by fusion with the cell membrane or by endocytosis. Liposomes 
have found a use with drugs chat are metabolized very rapidly. Incor
poration of the drug in liposomes permits release over a longer time 
period, thus increasing their effectiveness. Antibiotic, antineoplastic, 
antimalarial, antiviral, ancifungal, and antiinflammatory agents are ef
fective when administered i.n liposomes. It may be possible to prepare 

liposomes with a high degree of rissue specificity so chat drugs and per
haps even enzyme replacement may be possible with chis technique. 
Liposomes have been tested as a vehicle to introduce nucleic acids into 
cells for gene therapy and treatment with small RNAs. In another use, 
liposomes containing concentrated hemoglobin have been tested with 
some success as a transfusion alternative i.n place of red blood cells. 

Torchilin, V. P. Recenc approaches co incrace.llular delivery of drugs and DNA, 
and organdie targeting. Antlu. Rev. Biomed. Engineering 8: 343 , 2006; Dass, C. 
R., and Choong, P. F. Sdeccive gene therapy for cancer therapy using cationic 
liposomes: In vivo proof of applicability. J Controlled &lease 113: 155, 2006; 
Tsuchida, E., Sakai, H., Horinouchi, H., and Kobayashi, K. Hemoglobin-vesicles 
as a transfusion alternative. Artlficial cells, blood substitutes. Immobilization Bio
uch. 34: 581, 2006; and Sofou, S., and Sgouros, G. Antibody-rargeted liposomes 
in cancer therapy and imaging. Expert Opin. Drug De.livery 5: 189, 2008. 

1 2.4 • STRUCTURE OF BIOLOGICAL MEMBRANES 

Mosaic Model of Biological Membranes 

All plasma and intracellular membranes are lipid bilayers, with amphipathic lipids and 
cholesterol oriented so that their hydrophobic portions interaet to minimize contact with 
water or other polar groups . Their polar head groups are at the interface with the aque
ous environment. Proteins are distributed on the surface or immersed in the lipid bilayer 
and can diffuse laterally in the sea of lipid. T here is, however, molecular organization of 
biological membranes, including constraints on random diffusion oflipids and proteins in 
some domains . Figure 12.22 is a model of a biological membrane, indicating a degree of 
organization. The general characteristics of lipid bilayers explain many of the propenies of 
cellular membranes, including fluidity, flexibility that permits change of shape and form , 
ability to self-seal, and impermeability . 
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Lipids Are Asymmetrically Distributed in Membranes 

Lipids are distr ibuted asymmetrically in the two bilayers of biological membranes. Each 
layer has a different composition of glycerophospholipids and sphingolip ids. The asymmet
ric distribution of lipids of the plasma membrane of the human erythrocyte is p resented in 
Figure 12.23. Sphingomyelin is predominant in the outer layer, whereas phosphatidyleth
anolamine is predominant in the inner lipid layer. Phosphacidylinosirols are not shown in 
Figure 12.23 because of their low amounrs but are located primarily in the inner layer; the 
amount varies depending on the tissue. T he transbilayer distribution of cholesterol is not 
known. Lipids in intracellular membranes are also distributed asymmetrically but not with 
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Figure 12.22 Model of a mammalian plasma 
membrane . The various lipids are different 
colored spheres; they would be more random than 
indicated. Proteins are represented by globular 
structures, and carbohydrates are attached co 
proteins by the black trees on the external surface 
of the membrane. The fiber network underneath 
the membrane represents the cyto.skeleton and its 
association with the membrane. 
Figure very generously supplied by Professor P. 
Kinnunen, University of Helsinki, Finland. 

Figure 12.23 Distribution of phospholipids 
betw een inner and outer layers of the human 
erythrocyte membrane . Values are percentage 
of each phospholipid in the memb rane. Others 
include phosphatidylinositol, phosphatidy linositol 
4-phosphate, phosphacidylinosito l 4,5-phosphate , 
and phosphatidic acid. 
Data from Verkeij, A. J., Zwaal, R. F. A., Roelofsen, 
B. Comfurius, P. er al. Biochim. Biophys. Acta 323: 
178, 1973; and Zachowski, A. Biochem. J 294: I, 
1993. 
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the same pattern as in the plasma membrane . The asymmetry accouncs for some of the 
functional differences in the two layers. 

The asymmetry of lipids is established during biosynthesis of membranes on the endo
plasmic reticulwn . Uncatalyz.ed transverse movement (flip-flop) between bilayers of mem
brane lipids is slow but does occur. Asymmetry of lipids is maintained by lipid transporters, 
which catalyze unidirectional movement of specific lipids from one layer co the other some
times against their concentration gradient . A subclass of ATP-dependent lipid tranSponers, 
aminophospholipid translocases or flippases, specific for phosphatidylserine and phos
phatidylethanolamine catalyze the rranspon of these aminoglycerolipids from the extracellular 
co the cytoplasmic layer. They are responsible for maintaining low concentrations of these 
phospholipids in the outer layer of plasma membranes. An outward-directed ATP-dependent 
transporter, termed floppase, is nonspecific for phospholipids . A third type oflipid transporter , 
phospholipid scramblase, facilitates bidirectional mixing of phospholipids between the two 
leaflecs, thus randomizing the phospholipids between the layers. It is nonspec ific with respect 
to phospholipids, not ATP dependent , and is stimulated by increases in intracellular ea2+. 
Phospholipid scrarnblase 1 (PLSCR 1) can be reversibly palmicoylated-depalmitoylated and 
contains a protein kinase C phosphorylation site for control of activity (p. 535). Scramblases 
have an important role in the cell-mediated coagulation cascade (p. 984), and recognition by 
the reciculoendothelial system of dying cells (p. 1010). In both responses, the movement of 
phosphacidylserine from the inner to the outer leaflet leads co exposure of phosphatidylserine 
on the extracellular surface and a change in charge on the surface. 

Integral Membrane Proteins 

Interactions of proteins to biological membranes are illustrated in Figure 12.24. Integral 
membrane proteins are embedded in the membrane with a defined orientation deter
mined by their primary structure. Thei r transmembrane segments contain sequences rich 
in hydrophobic amino acids such as leucine, isoleucine, valine, and phenylalanine, which 
are in contact with the lipid milieu. Some have large globular domains in contact with the 
aqueous environment on one or both sides of the membrane , and some , panicularly those 
in the plasma membrane, are glycoproteins . 

Depending on the specific protein, the amino and carboxyl termini can be on oppo
site sides or both on one side of the membrane. In the former case, the carboxyl terminus 

Peripheral membrane proteins 

(c) (d ) (e) (/) 

Figure 12.24 Interaction s of membran e proteins with the lipid bilayer. Diagram illusuates the 
multip le types of binding of proteins in or to the lipid bilayer. (a) A single transmembrane segment. 
(b) Multip le uansmembrane segments. (c) Bound to an integral protein . (d) Bound elecuostatically to 
the lipid bilayer. (e) Attached by a short terminal hydrophobic sequence of amino acids. (f) Non-covalent 
binding to a phosphatidylinosito l (Pl) in the membrane. 
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is often found on the cytoplasmic face. Many proteins of the plasma and endoplasmic 
reciculum memb ranes have a fourfold abundance of posicively charged lysine and argi
nine residues on the cytoplasmic surface compared to the extracellular or luminal surface. 
Transverse (flip-flop) movement of integral proteins is prevented by their bulkiness and 
thermodynamic restriccions. 

T he transmembrane segmenrs of most integral membrane proteins are a-helical but 
/3-barrel mocifs are also found. Some proteins contain a single rransmembrane a-helical 
segment, as illustrated in Figure 12.24a. An example is glycophorin, with 131 residues, 
present in the plasma membrane of human erythrocytes; the transmembrane sequence con
siSts of amino acid residues 73-91. The amino-terminus is exterior to the cell and contains 
various oligosaccbarides including the ABO and MN blood group determinanrs; glycopho
rin contains 60% by weight carbohydrate. The integrins also have a single transmembrane 
segment; chis ubiquitous family of proteins links the cytoplasm to the extracellular matrix 
(p. 367) and mediates rransmembrane signaling in both direcrions. 

Other integral proteins have multiple transmembrane sequences chat loop back and 
forth across the lipid bilayer (Figure 12.24 band c). Figure 12.25 illustrates such a pro
tein; note the interaction of the lipid with the protein and the aqueous compartments 
on both sides of the membrane. The number of putative transmembrane segments is 
determined by plotting the degree of hydrophobicity of each amino acid residue in 
the protein (p. 86) . Those sequences with a high proportion of hydrophobic amino 
acids suggest a transmembrane segment . The hydropathy plot for aquaporin , an integral 
membrane protei n, is presented in Figure 12.26; the plot indicates the presence of six 
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Figure 12.25 Integral membran e protein. The 
illustration shows one subunit of the rrimeric 
ammonium transporter protein AmtB from E. 
coli embedded in a lipid bilayer membrane. Note 
the lipid-protein interaction, and the aqueous 
periplasmic (top) and intracellular (bottom) 
comparrmenrs on both sides of the membrane. 
Figure very generously supplied by Professor Fritz 
K. Winkler and Dr. Peter Hasler, Paul Scherrer 
Institute , Switzerland. 
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Amino acid residue number 

Figure 12.26 Hydropathy plot of aquaporin1 from human erythrocytes. 
Hydropathy index for an amino acid is a value indicating their hydrophobic 
and hydrophilic tendency. The more positive the value, the more hydrophobic 
the amino acid; a positive value is a good predictor of whether the amino acid 

will be in contact with an aqueous environment Segmenrs of the protein 
containing a high proportion of hydrophobic amino acids are considered ro be 
putative transmembrane segments. 
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Extracellular 

Intracellular 

Figure 12.27 Multiple a- helical transmembrane 
segments. Ribbon model of human red 
cell AQPI monomer. Multiple a-helical 
uansmembrane segments form a tubular suucrure. 
The amino-terminus is blue and the carboxy
terminus is red. Six membrane-spanning tilted 
helices surround two hemipores (loops with short 
helices-cyan and orange) that meet in the center 
of the bilayer. The white arrow illusuates the 
aqueous channel through the protein. 
Figure reproduced with permission from Kozono , 
D., Yasui, M., King, L. S., and Agre, P. Aquaporin 
water channels: atomic structure and molecular 
dynamics meet clinical medicine./. Clin. Invest. 
109: 1395, 2002. Copyright (2002) Amer. Soc. 
Clin. Invest via Copyright Clearance Center. 

putative cransmembrane sequences . Proteins with putative cransmembrane sequences 
from 2 to 24 have been identified on the basis of amino acid analysis of the protein 
or by gene analysis. Multiple a helical transmembrane segments of an integral protein 
are often organized to form a tubular structure, which can serve as a passageway for 
movement of molecules through the membrane (Figure 12.27). The anion channel 
of human erythrocytes forms a tubular channel (p. 490) that mediates the exchange 
of c1- and HCO 3- across the membrane. It has two major domains: a hydrophilic 
amino-terminus domain on the cytoplasmic side of the membrane with binding sites for 
ankyrin, a protein that anchors the cytoskeleton and other cytoplasmic proteins, and a 
domain of 509 amino acids with 12 transmembrane sequences. With an even number of 
transmembrane segments, the carboxyl terminus is also on the cytoplasmic side. A com
mon motif of integral proteins is oligomerization of the same monomers (homomeric 
complexes) and oligomerizat ion of different monomers (heteromeric complexes) . 

Integral membrane proteins contain specific domains for ligand binding, for catalytic 
or rranspon activity, and for attachment of carbohydrate. The presence of bound lipids and 
specific sites for water molecules suggest a high degree of structural and functional variability. 
They are not rigid scrucrures, and their shape in the membrane can be altered by interaction 
with other proteins and small molecules. The modulating effects of lipids on a protein may 
reflect a change in ordering and fluidity of the membrane as well as a direct influence on the 
activity of the protein. Many integral proteins bind specific lipids by non-covalent interactions 
between the charged head groups as well as the hydrophobic tail. Examples of the influence of 
lipids on protein activity are the requirement of 0-/3-hydroxybutytate dehydrogenase (p. 698) 
for phosphatidylcholine for activity, and the Stabilization of respiratory chain complexes by 
cardiolipin (p. 460). Maximum activity of diacylglycerol kinase occurs with phosphatidylcho
line with C18 chains, and cholescerol has been implicated in the activity of various membrane 
ion pumps and acetylcholine receptors. 

Peripheral Membrane Proteins: Lipid Anchors 

Peripheral membrane proteins are on the surface of membranes and can be easily removed 
without disrupting the lipid bilayer. Many have a transient association with the membrane, 
with cyclic attachment and reattachment . This controls their activity. Many are involved in 
intracellular signal transduction (p. 509). 

Their different methods of attachment are illustrated in Figure 12.24c- / (p. 468) . 
Some bind to integral membrane proteins , such as ankyrin binding to the anion channel 
in erythrocyces (Figure 12.24c). Negatively charged phospholipids of membranes inter
act with positively charged regions of proteins and produce electrostatic bind ing (Figure 
12.24d); in some cases Ca2+ mediates the binding. Several peripheral proteins have short 
sequences of hydrophobic amino acids at one end that serve as a membrane anchor (Figure 
12.24e). Other peripheral membrane proteins have a specific conserved domain that binds 
non-covalently to the inositol 3-phosphate head group of phosphatidylinosicol fixed in the 
membrane (Figure 12.24 /). Some proteins have several different forms of attachment. 

A number of peripheral proteins have covalently linked lipid that is inserted into the 
lipid membrane, thus anchoring the protein to the membrane. The various types of lipid 
anchors are presented in Table 12.3 and Figure 12.28. One such anchor involves phos
phat idylinositol (see Figure 12.8, p. 460) , attached to a glycan consisting of ethanolamine, 
phosphate , mannose, mannose, mannose, and glucosarnine (p. 659). The glycan is cova
lently bound to the carboxyl terminus of a protein by ethanolam ine (Figure 12.28a), and 
the glucosamine is linked covalently to phospha tidylinosicol. The fatty acyl groups of 
phosphatidylinosicol are inserted into the lipid membrane. This form of attachment is 
referred to as a glycosylpho sphatidylino sitol (GPI) anchor; the fatty acyl groups appear 
to be specific for different proteins. Release and reattachment of the protein to the anchor is 
controlled, allowing regulation of the activity of the protein. A specific phosphatidylinosicol
specific phospholipase C catalyzes the hydrolysis of the phosphate - inositol bond leading to 
release of the protein The GPI anchor also controls the localization of the protein on the 
membrane. Over 50 proteins including enzymes, antigens, and cell adhesion proteins are so 
attached (Table 12.3). The GPI anchor has been conserved through evolution . 
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TABLE 12.3 • Types of Lipid Anchors 

Lipid Involved 
in Attachment Attachment Type of Anchor 

Phosphacidyl inosirol (GPI) Phosphacidylinosicol Glycan (ethanolamine, phosphate, 
mannose, mannose, mannose , 

Representative Proteim 

Acecylcholine esterase 
Alkaline phosphodiesterase 
Carbonic anhydrase 
CeU-ceU adhesion molecules 
CeU surface hydrolases 
Lipoprorein lipase 

Myrisroyl 

Thioester and hydroxy esrer 

Thioecher-linked 

(a) (b) 

Myristic acid (C 14) 

Palmitic acid (C1J 
Srearic acid (C 11i) 

Oleic acid (C 1s) 

Isoprenoid lipid 

Farnesyl (C15) 

Gerany lgeranyl (C20) 

Dolichol 

0 

~-~ 
NH 

and glucosamine) 

Amide linkage at 

N-termina1 glycine 

-SH or-OH of 

Cysteine 

Serine 

Threonine 

Cysteine 

Figure 12.28 Types of lipid anchors for attachment of membrane proteins . (a) 
Glycosylphospha.tidylinositol (GPO anchor. (b) Myristoyl anchor. (c) Thioester anchor. 

T hio-ester-linked acyl anchors (Table 12.3) involve myristic acid (C 14), palmitic acid 
(C16), scearic acid (C18), and oleic acid (C18) covalently linked co a cysceine. The acyl groups 
serve as membrane anchors (Figure 12.28c) and acylacion affects the protein in many ways 
including function, subcellular localization, stability, and interaction with other proteins. 
The acyl group is often found close to a myristic acid in amide linkage to an N-terminal 
glycine or a p renylated cysteine at the C-terminus . The function of the acylated p rotein is 
controlled by a dynamic cycling of acylation and deacylation. These acylated proteins serve 
as signaling molecules and are involved in vesicular transport and the neuronal synapse. 

Another form of lipid attachment of a peripheral protein involves a thioether linkage 
between the protein and the isoprenoid lipids farnesyl (C 15) or geranylgeranyl (C20) (Figure 
12.29). Attachments are referred to as CAAX prenylated proteins because the isoprenoid 
is attached to a cysteine residue in the sequence Cys-Aliphatic-Aliphatic-Any residue close 
to the carboxyl terminus. The X apparently direccs which isoprenoid is linked; glucamine, 
methionine, or serine is required for attachment of farnesyl, and leucine for geranylgeranyl. 
CAAX prenylated proteins are usually attached on the cytoplasmic surface. 

(a ) 

Scrapie prion protein 
Surface antigens 

/3-Adrenergic receptor 

c-CAMP protein kinase 
Insulin receptor 
a-Subunit ofG protein 

G-protein-coupled receptors 

Transferrin receptor 

Many GTP-binding proteins 

Nudear lamins 

Protein kinases 

Protein phosphatases 

(b) 

Figure 12.29 lsoprenoid thioether anchor for 
attachment of membrane proteins. (a) Fa.rnesyl 
anchor. (b) Gerany lgeranyl anchor. 
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(a ) Above transition temperature (h) Below transition temperature 

Figure 12.30 Structure of lipid bilayer above (disordered stat e) and below (ordered stat e) 
transition temperature. Figure reproduced with pe rmission from Voer, D., and Voer, J. Biochemistry, 2d 
ed. New Yock: Wiley , 1995. Copyt:igbc (1995) John Wiley & Sons. 

Lipids and Proteins Diffuse in Membrane Leaflets 

Interactions among different lipids and between lipids and proteins are very complex and 
dynamic. There is fluidity in the lipid portion of membranes , and individual lipids and 
proteins move rapidly across the surface of membranes . With artificial lipid membranes, 
the degree of fluidity is dependent on the temperature . At low temperatures, lipids are in 
a gel-crystalline state, restricting their mobility; as temperature increases a phase transition 
occurs, with an increase in fluidity (Figure 12.30) . In biological membranes there is a mix
ture ofl iquid-ordered and liquid-disordered phases presumably depending on the lipid and 
protein composition, rather than a transition gel-crystalline to liquid-crystalline state. In 
fact, interactions between lipids and proteins lead to variations in the ordered-disordered 
states throughout the membrane and to differences in fluidity in different areas. 

Membranes with glycerophosphol ipid s contain ing short-chain and unsaturated fatty 
acyl groups have greater fluidity. Cis-double bonds in unsaturated fatty acids of phospholip
ids lead to kinks in the hydrocarbon chain; this prevents tight packing of the chains and 
creates pockets in the hydrophobic regions. Cholesterol with its flat, stiff ring structure 
reduces the coiling of the fatty acid chain and decreases fluidity. The clinical significance 
of high blood cholesterol on the fluidity of cell membranes is described in Clin . Corr.12.2. 

Abnonnalities of Cell Membrane Fluidity in Disease 

Membrane fluidity can control the activity of membrane~bound en
zymes and functions such as phagocytosis, and cell growth and death. 
A major factor in the fluidity of the plasma membrane in higher or
ganisms and mammals is the presence of cholesterol. With increasing 
cholesterol content, the lipid bilayers become less fluid on their outer 
surface but more fluid in the hydrophobic core. Erythrocyte mem
branes of individuals with spur cell anemia have increased cholesterol 
content, a spiny shape, and the cells are destroyed prematurely in the 
spleen. T his condition occurs in severe liver disease such as alcoholic 
cirrhosis. Cholesterol content is increased 25%-65%, and the fluidity 
of the membrane is decreased. Erythrocyte membranes require a high 
degree of fluidity to pass through the capillaries. Increased plasma 
membrane cholesterol in other cells leads to an increase in intra
cellular membrane cholesterol, which also affects their fluidity. The 
intoxicating effect of ethanol on the nervous system is probably due to 

modification of membrane fluidity, altering membrane receptors and 
ion channels. Individuals with abetalipoproteinemia have an increase 
in sphingomyelin content and a decrease in phosphatidylcholine in 
cellular membranes, with a decrease in membrane fluidity. 

Changes in membrane fluidity have been suggested as a factor 
in lecithin:cholesterol acyltransferase deficiency, hypertension, and 
Alzheimer disease. As techniques for measurement and evaluation of 
cellular membrane fluidity improve, some of the pathological mani
festations in disease may be explained based on changes in membrane 
structure and function. 

Cooper, R. A. Abnormalities of cell membrane fluidity in the pathogenesis of dir 
ease. N EngLJ Med. 297: 371 , 1977; Muller, W. E., Kirscb, C., and Eckert, G. P. 
Membrane-disordering elfecr.s of beca-amyloid peptides. Biochem. Soc. Trans. 29: 
617, 2001; and Tsudo, K., and Nishio, I. Membrane fluidity and hypenension. 
Amer. J. Hypertension 16: 259, 2003. 
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Caz+ ion decreases fluidity of membranes because of ics interaction with negati-vely charged 
head groups of the phospholipids , reducing repulsion between polar groups and increas
ing packing of lipid molecules. This causes aggregation of lipids into clusters and reduces 
fluidity. The asymmetric distribution of phospho- and sphingolipids leads co a difference 
in fluidity of the two leaflecs. The hydrocarbon chains of che lipids are flexible, producing 
a greater degree of fluidity in the hydrophobic core than closer co the surf.tee, where there 
are more conscraints from stiffer portion s of the hydrocarbon chains. 

The composition offutty acyl chains of phospholipids and of cholesterol in membranes 
is altered by diet, changes in cellular Ca2+, free radicals, and lipid peroxidation , leading to 
a change in membrane fluidity. Anesthetics increase membrane fluidity in vitro and may 
act in vivo through their effeet on membrane fluidity of specific cells. Anesthesia is induced 
by structurally unrelated compounds with common lipid solubility. Changes in fluidity 
of membranes in hypercholesterernia, hypertension, diabetes mellitus, obesity, alcoholism, 
schizophrenia , and Alzheimer disease have been reported . 

Microdomains of Lipid-Protein Comp lexes Are Present 
in Membranes 

There is a heterogeneous rather than homogeneous distribution of lipids and proteins in 
membranes. Microdomains containing specific lipids and proteins are present. These 
domains , referred to as lipid rafts, are organized bilayer struetures with a different distribu
tion of lipids than the surrounding membrane. Thus, biological membranes are actually a 
fluid mosaic of different microdomains (Figure 12.31). In plasma membranes they consti
tute a significant percentage of the total area. The function of lipid rafts is to segregate and 
concentrate specific proteins to facilitate their activity. Smaller rafts assemble and disas
semble constantly and diffuse freely in the membrane. Plasma membranes and membranes 
destined to interact with the plasma membrane , such as the tram side of the Golgi complex, 
contain an abundance of these rnicroenvironmencs but they may also occur in other cellular 
membranes. Membrane rafts are defined as small (10-200 nm) , heterogeneous, dynamic 
microenvironmencs enriched with cholesterol and sphingolipids. The lipids in all rafts, 
however, are not necessarily in the same physical/chemical state. The higher concentration 
of cholesterol makes them less fluid than the surrounding lipid environment . Cholesterol is 
important in the assembly of the lipid rafts in the Golgi complex and in maintaining their 
integrity and function . The domains may play a role in cholesterol transport. 

The outer leaflecs of rafts have a higher concentration of ceramides and glycosphin
golipids (p. 460) , which usually contain longer chain furry acids. Their accumulation in 
the outer Leaflet leads to areas of increased membrane thickness. The inner leaflet contains 
phospholipids with more highly saturated acyl chains than in the nonraft areas, which 
allows close packing of the chains. Thus , lipids in the rafts are more ordered and tightly 
packed than the surrounding bilayer. In addition , electrostatic interactions of polar head 
groups, hydrophobic interaccions of cholesterol with selected phospholipid s or glycolipids, 
and protein - lipid interaetions constrain movement oflipids. Through protein- protein and 
protein - lipid interaction smaller rafts cluster to form larger, ordered subdomains in the 
membrane. Some of these are located in specific regions of the plasma membrane . 

Some membrane proteins are associated mainly with rafts, some move in and out, and 
others are present only in the nonraft portion s of the membrane . 

Glycosylphosphatidylinositol (GPI)-anchored proteins (p. 470) partition into lipid 
rafts and CAAX prenylated anchored proteins (p. 471) are in rafts on the inner leaflet. In 
some cells the raft and the sequestered protein are attached to the cytoskeleton of the cell. 
Certain proteins involved in cell signaling are maintained in the inaetive state in individual 
rafts; activation occurs when several rafts cluster together , forming a larger raft and bringing 
together the inactive proteins (Figure 12.31). Other proteins have a weak affinity for rafts 
in the unliganded state but after binding to a ligand undergo a conformational change or 
oligomerize increasing their affinity for a specific raft. Some peripheral membrane proteins 
are palrnitoylated leading to association with a raft; they dissociate on depalmitoylation. 

Plasma membranes of cells from some tissues contain Caveolae, small flasklike invagi
nations whose lipid composition is similar to the lipid rafts; they have a high content of 

Figure 12.31 Schematic representation of lipid 
rafts of membrane. The diagram indicates the 
movement of lipid rafts with merging of rafts and 
association of two proteins. 
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TABLE 12.4 • Cellular Responses 
to Ligand-Receptor 
Interaction 

Stimulation of growth and differentiation 

Modulation of the peripheral and central 
nervous system 

Control of reproduccive syscem 

Regulation of metabolic processes 

Stimulation of immunological functions 

TABLE 12.5 • Classification of Plasma 
Membrane Receptors 

Classification of 
ReceptQr 

G-Procein coupled 

Cacalycic: tyrosine 
kinase 

Ion cransport 

Exampksof 
Receptor 

Glucagon 
Acerylcholine 

Insulin 
Erythropoiecin 

y-Arninobucyric acid 
Glutamace 

cholesterol and glycosphingolipids. Caveolae contain the cholesterol-binding proteins 
caveolin-1, -2, or -3 that may be responsible for srabilizing the structure. 

Lipid rafts are involved in many cellular processes, including membrane sorting and 
trafficking, and cell polarization . Growth facror and G protein receptor signaling also 
involve membrane rafts. The roles of lipid rafts in the pathogenesis of conditions such 
as Alzheimer, Parkinson , cardiovascular diseases, systemic lupus erythemarosus, and HIV 
have been reported. Bacreria, prions (Clin Corr. 3.6, p. 114), viruses, and parasites utilize 
lipid rafts of cells for their infectivity. 

Dynamic Environment of Membranes 

Biological membranes (see Figure 12.22, p. 467) are in a state of constant change, with 
movement of proteins and lipids laterally, with association and dissociation of proteins in 
the membrane , with proteins and lipids moving into and out, and with modification (e.g., 
acylation and phosphorylation) of proteins. Even the thickness of the lipid bilayer varies due 
to the changing composition oflipids and proteins. Microenvironments are constantly being 
formed and dispersed. A membrane is a very crowded environment considering the estimated 
number of enzymes, receptors, channels, and transporters present. Mammalian plasma mem
brane components interact with the cytoskeleton of the cytoplasm, extracellular components, 
and other cells. Neither words nor illustrations can capture the complexity and dynamic state 
of biological membranes or their extensive role in so many different biological processes. 

12.5 • MEMBRANE RECEPTORS 

Biological cells have a large number of specific protein receptors that bind other molecules 
or react to specific Stimuli to initiate a cellular response. Receptor proteins are either bound 
to plasma or intracellular membranes, or are present as soluble proteins in the cytoplasm or 
nucleus. The molecules binding to a receptor, referred to as ligands, are a communication 
link, or signal. Signal molecules can be generated in one compartment of a cell to stimulate 
a change in an activity present in anothe r part of the same cell, or the signal may be gener
ated by one cell to alter the activity of a different cell. lntercellular signal molecules, that is, 
ligands generated by one cell to change the activity of another cell, react eithe r with recep
tors on the plasma membrane or with intracellular receptors. Ligands such as charged mol
ecules, peptides, and prote ins cannot transverse the membrane because of their charge or 
size and react with plasma membrane receptors on the extracellular face of the membrane . 
Molecules that can diffuse through the plasma membrane, such as steroids, bind to intracel
lular soluble receptors . Intracellular signals can either bind to soluble receptors or ones on 
the cytoplasmic side of the membrane. There are a variety of initial responses to the ligand 
receptor interaction including activation of an enzyme, release of an intermediate molecule 
that is recognized by a subsequent intermediate in a signal pathway, or opening of a channel 
in the membrane to permit the flux of ions. The major signal transduction pathways are 
presented in Chapter 13 (p. 503), and tissue responses to signal molecules will be described 
in presentations of individual cellular processes. 

Signaling between cells allows individual cells to respond to the requirements of the 
whole organism; representative responses to ligand receptor binding are listed in Table 
12.4. There are hundreds of different plasma membrane receptors; Table 12.5 lisrs th ree 
major classes. The largest and most diverse group of membrane receptors is the G protein
coupled receptors (p. 522) that occur in both prokaryotic and eukaryotic cells. 

Membrane receptors are classified on the basis of homology of structure of the pro
tein and mechanism; representative receptors with their ligands/acrivity are listed in Table 
12.6. Receprors have a high degree of specificity for ligands and some receptors respond 
to stimuli such as light and temperature (Table 12.7). There are also plasma membrane 
receprors, such as the Toll-like receptors (TLR) that induce a response when bacteria or 
viruses bind; binding stimulates a hosr defense against the invading pathogens. Transport 
of proteins destined for secretion between endoplasmic reticulum and Golgi involve mem
brane receptors that recognize specific cargo-encoded sorting signals on the proteins . 
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TABLE 12.6 • Representative Plasma Membra ne Receptors 

Number of Representative Ligand 
Receptor Receptors or Activity 

Cyrokine cype 1 recepcors 43 Leptin 

Cycokine cype 2 recepcors 11 Incerferon 

G PI-anchored 4 Neurocrophic faccor 

Guan ylyl cyclase recepcors 7 Retinyl guanylace cyclase 

lncecleukin-17 recepcors 8 lncerleukin 

lntegrins 28 Laminin 

Low-densicy lipoprotein (LDL) recepcor 14 Low-densicy lipoprotein 

Ocher non -7 TM* recepcors 156 T ransferrin 

Recepcor-like procein cyrosine phospharases 24 Procein cyrosine phospharase 

Receptor tyrosine kinases 87 Insulin recepcor precursor 

Seven cransmembrane (7TM) receptors 754 Dopamine; oxycocin; light 

TGF-beta serine/threonine kinase recepcors 13 Serine/threonine kinase R2 

T erraspanins 36 Cell adhesion 

TNF/NGF 33 Tumor necrosis factor precursor 

*TM, cransmembran; Source: Human Plasma Membrane Receptors, www.receprome.org. 

Binding of a signal molecule co itS receptor is an equilibrium process (p. 512). This is 
similar co the binding of substrate to an enzyme, but in most cases of receptor binding there 
is no chemical modification of the bound ligand. As the concentration of free ligand in the 
aqueous phase increases or decreases, the ligand associates or dissociates from the receptor; 
dissociation ends the signaling process . Mose receptors have very high affinities for their lig
ands, and some receptors react with ligands of dissimilar structure. Receptors are excellent 
targets for accion of pharmaceuticals . 

It has been estimated that about 5% of proteins coded in the human genome are plasma 
membrane receptors. The high degree of tissue specificity of accion of signal molecules is 
because cells in different tissues express different receptors. As an example, insulin, a signal 
molecule, alters the metabolism of glucose in muscle and liver but not in most other tissues. 
Cellular response to a ligand is modulated by the number of receptor molecules in the plasma 
membrane . An increase in number of receptors, termed upregulation of receptor, the greater 
the cellular response; a decrease, or downregu.lation , leads to a decrease in response. Incorpo
ration into and removal from the membrane of receptors is a controlled process. 

Membrane receptors that span the membrane can have a single transmembrane or multiple 
transmembrane amino acid domains . The G protein-coupled receptors that occur in bacceria 
and eukaryotic cells (p. 522) have seven discrete transmembrane domains (?TM receptors). 
The human 7fM receptors are classified inco six families on the basis of the sequence simi
larities of their cransmembrane domains. Some receptors require formation of homomeric or 
heceromeric oligomers for activity. Binding of a ligand alters the tertiary or quaternary struc
ture , leading co initiation of the cellular response. In one class of recepto rs a surface receptor 
binds to a ligand and then binds to second receptor (signal receptor) that initiates the cellular 
reaction. In this case, the ligand binding receptor is referred to as a coreceptor. 

12.6 • TRANSLOCATION OF MOLECULES 
THROUGH MEMBRANES 

Some Molecules Diffuse through Cell Membranes 

Diffusion of a chemical species through a membrane involves (1) leaving the aqueous 
environment on one side and enter ing the membrane, (2) traversing the lipid milieu of the 

TABLE 12.7 • Receptor Ligands 

Ions Proteins 

Am ino Acids T ascanrs 

Lipids Toxins 

Nucleotides Viruses 

Polypeptides Odorant s 

Hormones Pheromones 

Neurotransmitter s Photons 

Armbruster, B. N. and Rom, B. L. j. Biol ChmL 280: 
5129, 2005. 
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Figure 12.32 Diffusion of a solute molecule 
throu gh a membrane. $ 1 and S2 are solute 
on each side of membrane, and Sm is solute in 
membrane. 
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Figure 12.33 Kinetics of movement of a 
solute molecule through a membrane. Initial 
rate of diffusion is directly proportional to the 
concentration of solut e. In mediated transport, 
rate will reach a V max when carrier is saturated . 

membrane, and (3) leaving the membrane and entering the aqueous phase on the oppo
site side (Figure 12.32) . The flow can only be down the concentration gradient of the 
substance. Thermodynamic and kinetic constraintS control the concentration equilibrium 
on two sides of a membrane and the rate at which it attains equilibrium. The rate of dif
fusion of a chemical species in a membrane is directly proportional to its solubility and 
diffusion coefficient in lipids; the latter is a funetion of the size and shape of the substance. 
Movement of solutes by diffusion is from a higher t0 a lower concentration , and the rate is 
described by Fick's first law of diffusion (Eq. 12.1) . 

J = -o(!;) (12.1) 

where J = net amount of substance moved per time, D = the diffusion coefficient, and 
f,c/f>x = chemical gradient of substance . As the concentration of solute on one side of the 
membrane is increased, there is an increasing initial rate of diffusion as illustrated in Figure 
12.33. Net movement of molecules from one side to another will continue until the con
centration in each is at chemical equ ilibrium. Continued exchange of solute molecules from 
one side t0 another occurs after equilibrium is attained but there is no net accumulation on 
either side as this would recreate a concentration gradient. 

Gases, such as 0 2, N 2, CO 2, NO, CO , and H 2S, and lipophilic molecules diffuse 
through the hydrophobic regions of a membrane. Water diffuses under osmotic forces, 
but in most cells the rate does not meet the needs for rapid equilibration of the aqueous 
phases on each side of the plasma membrane; a family of proteins, the aquaporins, facili
tates transmembrane movement of water (p. 579) . The shell of water surrounding many 
solutes must be stripped away before the solute enters the lipid milieu. Inorganic ions and 
charged organic molecules do not diffuse at a significant rate because of their attraction to 
water and the exclusion of charged species by the hydrophobic environment of membranes. 
Uncharged organic molecules, such as sugars, are essentially excluded, as are peptides , pro
teins, and nucleic acids because of their size and charge. If diffusion does occur , the rate is 
too slow to accommodate cellular needs. 

Protein-Based Mechanisms for Translocation 

Several hundred protein-mediated systems, each with a different set of proteins, have evolved 
to facilitate movement of water, ions, nutrientS, metabolic waste producrs, and macromol
ecules across different cellular membranes. The proteins involved in each system from different 
organisms and even between organs in a species are very similar but not identical. A functional 
classification system of the membrane transport proteins, recommended by the International 
Union of Biochemistry and Molecular Biology (IUBMB) (Table 12.8), divides them into 
classes, subclasses, families, and subfamilies on the basis of mechanism of transport and their 
properties. Many of the proteins are present only in prokaryotes; many others in both prokaryo
tes and eukaryotes, including mammals. There is a scruetural homology of the proteins in many 
of the subfamilies. The following discussion will focus on transport systems in mammalian cells 
and specifically on the classes designated pore/channel (lA , l.B , and 1.C) and transporter 
(2.A and 3.A) (Table 12.8). A variety of other terms for describing transport systems appear in 
the scientific literature, but the current recommended nomenclature will be used here. 

Pores and channels involve the presence of an aqueous pore in the protein strueture through 
which molecules diffuse; movement is controlled by a gating mechanism. Transporter proteins 
are similar to enzymes, binding the solute on one side of the membrane, then changing confor
mation, and moving the substrate to the environment on the opposite side of the membrane. 
This occurs within the membrane portion of transport protein. Most pores/channels and trans
porters have a high degree of solute specificity. The rate of substrate translocation by channels is 
higher than by specific transporters; for channels the rate is about 107 ions/ s, which is the rate of 
diffusion of a substance in water, whereas with transporters it is about 102- 103 molecules/s. 

A variety of substances, termed substrates, are transported, including inorganic anions 
and cations, water, metabolic intermediates, organic molecules, drugs, and macromolecules. 
In eukaryotic cells, substances translocated are unchanged during the process. Some bacte
ria have a class of transporters termed group translocation where the substrate is chemically 
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TABLE 12.8 • Classification of Membrane Transport Prote ins 

Class 

1. Pores and channels 

2. Elecrrochemical-potential
dciven cransporcers 

3. Primary active transporters 

4. Group translocacors 

5. Transmembrane electron carriers 

Subclass(# of fam ilies) 

1.A a-Helical channels (36) 

1.B /3-Strand porins (34) 

1.C Pore-forming coxins (58) 

1.0 Non-ribosomally synthesized channels (1 O) 

2.A Transporters or carriers (uni-, sym-and anriporrers) (80) 
2.B Non-ribosomally synthesized transporters (6) 

3.A P-P-bond-hydrolysis-driven transporters (14) 

3.B Oecarboxylation-driven transporters (1) 

3.C Methyl-transfer-driven transporters (1) 

3.0 Oxidoreducrion-driven transporters (9) 

3.E Light-driven transporters (2) 

4.A Phosphotransferases (6) 

5.A Two electron carriers (2) 

5.B One electron carriers (3) 

Source: Moss, G. P. Membrane Transport Proteins. hrtp://www.chem .qmul.ac.uk/iubmb/mcp/ 

modified during transport (A Closer Look 12.2). Some substrates are tranSported by two dif
ferent mechanisms in different cells and in some cases in the same cell. Subfamilies of mem
brane transport proteins have many isoforms, all with the same function. As an example, the 
kidney nephron has at least seven different isoforms of aquaporins, all responsible for translo
cation of water. In addition, many transporters are controlled by intra- or extracellular signal 
molecules and are also referred to as receptors for the specific ligand (Section 12.5; p. 474). 

1 2. 7 • MEMBRANE CHANNELS AND PORES 

Membrane channels and pores are ubiquitous in living organisms, being present in all types 
of organisms, from bacteria to higher eukaryotes . Channels and pores permit diffusion in 
aqueous channels created by the transporter proteins. They do not sequester molecules or 
ions in transit, and their specificity is based on the size and charge of the substance . Diffu
sion in channels and pores is (1) down the concentration gradient of the substance crossing 
the membrane, (2) active without utilization of metabolic energy for the actual movement 
of the substance, (3) regulated by specific mechanisms that open or shut the passageway, 
and (4) inhibited by various compounds. Pores consist of a number of different proteins 
and, in comparison to channels, have a very complex structure. A major difference between 
channels and pores is the specificity in what the system will permit to be translocated. Pores 
have relatively large openings, permitting a variety of small and large molecules to tranverse 
the membrane, whereas channels have a high degree of solute specificity. 

Structures of Membrane Channels 

Channel proteins have one of two major structures: a-type channels and /3-barrel chan
nels . a -Type channels are homo- or hetero-oligome ric proteins, in some cases with several 
dissimilar subunits, and can have 2 to 22 transmembrane a -helical segments (see Figure 
12.27, p. 470) . A common physical characteristic of channels is a structure formed by 

Group Translocation and 
the -y-Glutamyl Cycle 

Some bacteria have a mechanism for up
take of sugars, termed group transloca
tion , where the sugar to be transported is 
chemically modified during translocacion. 
The sugar is phosphorylated after binding 
to but before release from the transporter. 
The phosphorylated sugar is released into 
the cytoplasm and not the original unphos
phorylated sugar. No group-translocation 
system has been found in mammalian cells. 
The -y-glutamyl cycle (p. 790), an impor
tant system for amino acid uptake by some 
mammalian cells, involves the modifica
tion of an amino acid by -y-glutarnyl rran
ferase on the external surface of the cell 
memb rane. The modified amino acid is 
then transported to the cytoplasm by an 
amino acid transporter. This cycle is not 
classified as group translocation because 
separate proteins catalyze the chemical 
modification and the transport. 
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Figure 12.34 Structure of Ompf porin in a 
tetragonal crystal form. Th e cransmembrane 
segments of the porin are ,8-helices. 
PDB ID: I0PF. Cowan, S. W. , Garavito , R. M., 
Jansonius, J . N., Jenkin s, J . A. et al. The structure 
ofOmpf porin in a tetragonal crystal form. 
Structure3: 1041, 1995. 

amphipathic a-helices from different transmembrane segmentS within a single polypeptide 
chain or of different protein subunits co create a central aqueous channel. In addition to the 
domains containing the actual pore, channel proteins contain domains for ligand binding 
or for sensing physical changes, such as changes in the membrane potential , which control 
the opening and closing of the channel. a-Type channels in mammals function as cellular 
sensors, responding to temperature changes, touch, pain, osmolacity, pheromones , taste, 
and other stimuli. 

P-Barrel channels have a transmembrane sequence consisting of P-strands that 
form a /3-barrel struccure (p. 93) with a water filled channel from 0.6 co 3 nm in diam
eter (Figure 12.34). They are present in the outer membranes of mitochondria (porins), 
some bacteria, and plastids. Several bacterial porins consist of 16-stranded antiparallel 
/3-barrel structures with hydrogen bonding between nearest neighbors along the chain. 
Polypeptide loops line the inner barrel wall limiting channel width and restricting size 
of molecules diffusing through. This subclass of channels has a wide range of substrate 
selectivity from inorganic ions to proteins . Porins can either be nonselective or exhibit 
some degree of selectivity, and some allow passage of any molecule smaller than a specific 
cutoff size. 

Control and Selectivity of Membrane Channels 

The two most studied classes of channels are those that respond to a change in the trans
membrane potential , referred to as voltage-gated channels, and those responding to 
binding of a ligand, the ligand-regulated channels. Voltage-gated channels have a spe
cillc sensor domain in the protein that detects membrane potential changes and transfers 
the energy to the channel domain to control its gate. As examples, depolarization of the 
plasma membrane leads to opening of Na + channels. The mitochondrial outer membrane 
contains a voltage-dependent anion channel consisting of /3-sheets, which permitS the pas
sage of substances of up to 10 kDa and has a role in apoptosis (p. 1010). Ligand-regulated 
channels respond co the binding of specific extracellular or intracellular chemical ligands 
(also referred to as agonists) and, depending on the channel, leads to either an opening or 
closing of the channel. Some have several ligand-binding domains , which permit coopera
tivity in binding. Opening and shutting is achieved in different ways including (1) with 
a-helical transmembrane segments that line the pore moving as a rigid body by tilting , 
rotating, or bending and (2) an attached terminal end that swings into the channel and 
physically plugs it. 

Binding of acetylcholine to the niootinic-acetykholine receptor opens the channel, 
allowing flow of Na + into the cell. This is important in neuronal electrical signal transmis
sion (p. 942) . Ocher channels are controlled by binding neurotransmitters (p. 514), cAMP 
(p. 530), inositol l ,4,5-trisphosphate , diacylglycerol (p. 534), and G proteins (p. 522). 
Opening of most channels is very fast, permitting bursts of ion flow of 107 ions per second 
through the membrane . This rate is necessary because many of these channels are involved 
in nerve conduction and muscle contraction . The surface of a nerve terminal can contain 
several hundred different channels, including voltage-dependent channels for Ca2+ and 
K+, Ca2+ -gated K+ channels, o- channels, ligand-gated channels, and screech-activated 
channels. Some channels are controlled not only by ligand binding but also by phosphor
ylation-dephosphorylation. A number of pharmacological agents are used therapeutically to 
modulate channels; those that inhibit are referred to as antagonists. 

Different classes of channels are very selective with respect to the inorganic ion, small 
organic molecule (e.g., urea), or protein allowed to move through the channel. The Na+ 
channel of plasma membranes of eukaryotic cells permits movement of Na + at a rate 
more than 10 times greater than that for K+, and some K+ channels are lO0- l,000 times 
more permeable co K+ than Na +. Ocher channels are less specific. Some members of the 
family of aquaporins are selective only for water while others permit translocation of both 
water and small, neutral organic molecules (p. 479). There are also differences from tissue 
to tissue in channels transporting the same solute. Over 15 different K+ specific voltage
dependent channels have been reported in humans . One method of selectivity involves 
rings of positively charged residues in the channel, which exclude cations and facilitate flow 
of anions; negatively charged residues facilitate flux of cations. 
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TABLE 12.9 • Site of Expression of Selected Aquaporin s in Humans 

Tissue 

Blood cells 

Brain 

Eye 

Kidney 

Lung 

Mouth and 

throat 

Location of 
Expression 

Erythrocytes 

Leukocyres 

Choroid plexus 

Ependymal cells 

Hypothalamus 

Lens fiber cells 

Ciliary epithelium 

Proximal tubules 

Collecting ducrs 

Collecting ducrs 

Collecting ducrs 

Collecting ducrs 

Alveolar epithelial cells 

Bronchial epithelium 

Trachea epithelial cells 

Salivary glands 

a An aquaglyceroporin. 

b Ancidiurecic hormone. 

Aquaporin Function 

AQPI Osmocic protection 

AQP9a 

AQPI Cerebral spinal fluid production 

AQP4 Cerebral spinal fluid balance 

AQP4 Osmolariry sensing (?) 

AQP0 Fluid balance in lens 

AQPI Production of aqueous humor 

AQPI Concentration of urine 

AQP2 Mediates ADHb activity 

AQP3 4 Reabsorption of warer into blood 

AQP4 Reabsorption of warer 

AQP6 

AQPI Alveolar hydration 

AQP4 Bronchial fluid secretion 

AQPY Secretion of water into trachea 

AQP5 Production of saliva 

Source: King, L. $., Kazono,D ., and Agre., P. From structure co disease: The evolving tale of aquaporin 

biology. Nature &v.: MoL Cell Biol 5: 687 , 2004. 

Representative Membrane Channels and Pores 

Aquaporins and Aquaglyceroporins 
It is essential for all cells to control the distribution of water across the plasma and inter
nal membranes because osmotic pressure changes can cause expansion or contraction of 
enclosed compartments . Nonfacilitated diffusion of water across biological membranes 
occurs, but it is too slow to account for the required rates of water movement . Over 200 
different channel proteins in planes, bacteria, insects, and vertebrates permit the translo
cation of water and other small molecules and as a group are referred to as aquaporins 
(AQP). Twelve mammalian aquaporins have been identified, which are divided by amino 
acid sequence homology and functional characteristics into channels that are selective 
only for water (aquaporins) and those that permit translocation of water and small sol
utes (aquaglyceroporins). T he aquaporins permit movement ofH 20 but not hydronium 
ions (H30+), thereby maintaining the pH gradient across the cell membrane. Humans 
have at least 10 aquaporins and aquaglyceroporins (AQP0 to AQP9); sites of expression 
of selected aquaporins in humans are presented in Table 12.9. Some tissues have several 
different isoforms with different functions; the kidney has at least seven isoforms located 
at distinct sites along the nephron and collecting duct. Clin . Corr. 12.3 describes the 
distribution of aquaporins in kidneys and examples of pathophys iological changes. Plant 
aquaporins contribute to water uptake by rootlecs, transpiration , and seed desiccation. 

Aquaporins are small, hydrophobic, intrinsic membrane proteins with several highly 
conserved amino acid sequences. They assemble in membranes as homotetramers (Figure 
12.35). Each monomer, consisting of six transmembrane a-helical domains, contains a 
distinct water pore. AQPl of the human erythrocyte contains a highly conserved sequence 
motif consisting of an asparagine-proline - alanine in two separate loops. The loops fold into 
the lipid bilayer in an hourglass fashion forming an aqueous channel. The selectivity is due 
to a constriction of the channel to about 2.8 A, which limits the size of molecules that can 
pass through . The aqueous pathway of AQP l (Figure 12.36, p . 48 l) is lined with conserved 
hydrophobic residues and a few hydrophilic residues that attract H20 but not charged mol
ecules such as H 30 +. Water molecules apparently flow through the channel in single file. 
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The Mammalian Kidney and Aquaporins 

The primary role of the kidney is co regulate the pH of blood, elimi
nate toxic produces of metabolism, and regulate water balance of the 
body. Each kidney contains about one million nephrons, the multi
cellular functional units of the tissue. Each nephron has several dis
tinct regions (see diagram), each with very specific functions in the 
processing of the blood filrrate, which occurs in the glomerulus. A 
large quantity of blood is filtered (about 150 L/day) and the water 
must be reabsorbed in the nephron and collecting duets except for 
about 1.5 L that is excreted as urine. Aquaporins are responsible for 
the recovery of water from the filtrate as it flows through the lumen 
of the nephron. As indicated in the diagram, at lease seven different 
isoforms of aquaporins, located at different sites along the nephron 
and collecting ducts, are responsible for water reabsorption . 

There are a number of renal disorders where the reabsorption of 
water is abnormal and where the expression and function of the aqua
porins has been investigated. Several animal models of these condi
tions have been invaluable in determining the cause of some of these 
conditions . Low levels of AQP2 and polyuria (excessive excretion of 
urine) are found in acquired nephrogenic diabetes insipidus (ND I), 
acquired hypokalemia (low blood K+), and hypercalcemia (increased 
blood Ca2+). In many cases, NDI is caused by the inabil ity of the kid
ney to respond to vasopressin (p. 892); it is considered that this leads 
to a decreased expression and /or incorporation of AQP2 in the mem
brane. In other cases of NDI, there is a defect in the aquaporin gene; 
in some cases, this defect leads co an inability of the monomers co 
form normal tetramer structures. Levels of AQPl, AQP2, and AQP3 
in animal models are reduced in tissue ischemia. In some conditions, 
such as congestive heart failure, liver cirrhosis, and pregnancy, there 
is an increase in the amount of AQP2 in the kidney, leading to an 
expansion of the extracellular fluid volume. Humans lacking AQPl 

(a) 

Figure 12.35 Simulation of wat er permeation through AQP1. (a) The 
simulation of the AQPI cerramer (orange/magenta/blu e/cyan) embedded 
in a palm icoyl oleoyl phosphatidylethanolamine bilayer (yellow/gr een) 
surrounded by water (red/wbire ) consisted of approximately I 00 ,000 atoms. 
(b) Simulation of the pathway of one of the monomers of APQI for water 

activity of the kidney apparently do not have any measurable prob
lems under normal but may under stress conditions (dehydration). 
It is expected chat additional clinical conditions will be attributed to 
changes in the ocher aquapor.ins. 

Distal convoluted Connecting 

Water 

Proximal tubule 
AQP 1,7, 8 

Water 

Descending 
thin limb 
AQP1 

Water 

tubule ltJbule 

Flnal urine 

Localization of 
aquaporins in each 
segment of the 
nephron and col
lecting duct of the 
kidney . 
Modified from 
figures in the fol
lowing citations. 

King, L. S., and Yasui, M. Aquaporins wd disease: Lessons from mice co hu
mans. Trends in Endocrinology & Merabolisml3: 355, 2002 ; Nielsen, S., Frokiaer , 
J., Marples, D., Kwon, T-H., et al. Aquaporins in che kidney: From molecules to 
medicine. PhysioL &v. 82: 205, 2002; and King, L. S., Kozono, K., and Agre, P. 
From structure to disease: The evolving tale of Aquaporin biology. Nature Reviews: 
Molecular Cell Biology 5: 687, 2004. 

permeation observed through the pore . 
Figure reproduced with permi ssion from Fujiyo sbi, Y., M itsuoka , K., de 
Groot, B. L., Philippsen, A. et al. Structure and function of water channels. 
Curr. Opin. Stmct. Biol 12: 509, 2002. © Elsevier. 
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e 

Electrostatic 
repulsion Figure 12.36 Water channel within an AQP1 subunit. The shape of the aqueous pore (blue) is derived 

from calculations based on the structure of bovine AQP I. Three features of the channel specify selectivity 
for water: (a) Size restriction. Eight A above the midpoint of the channel, the pore narrows to a diameter 
of 2.8 A (approximately the diameter of a water molecule). (b) Electrostatic repulsion . A conserved 
residue (R, Arg-195) at the narrowest consuiction of the pore imposes a barrier to cations, including 
protonated water (H 30+). (c) Water dipole reorientation. Two partial helices meet at the midpoint of 
the channel, providing positively charged dipo les that reorient a water molecule as it traverses this point. 
Disrupting hydrogen bonding in the single-file chain water molecules prevents the formation of a proton 
conductance. 
Reproduced with permission from Kozono, D., Yasui, M., King, L.S., and Agre, P. Aquaporin water 
chan nels: atomic structure and molecular dynamics meet clinical medicine. J Clin. Invest. I 09: 1395, 
2002. © Elsevier. 

In addition to water, AQP 1 permitS translocation of CO 2, AQP3 of glycerol, and 
AQP9 of glycerol, urea, polyols, purines, pyrimidines, nucleosides, and monocarboxylates . 
AQPl is reversibly inhibited by HgCl 2• AQP2 in kidneys of humans is under hormonal 
control and at least three othe rs may be controlled by pH. 

Na+, Ca2+, K+, and c1- Voltage-Gated Ion Channels 
T he individual voltage-gated ion channels (VIC) for Na +, Ca2+, and K+ are controlled by 
the transmembrane eleetrical potential . They open and close remarkably fast (milliseconds), 
and in mammalian cells are responsible for the generation of conducted electrical signals in 
neurons and other excitable cells. These ion channels are members of a large superfamily 
found in baeteria, archaea, viruses, and eukaryotes. In humans, there are six types of ea2+ 
channels and at least 10 types ofK+ channels responding to different stimul i. 

Each ion channel consists of specific glycoprotein subunirs as homo- or hetero-oligomeric 
struCtUres (Table 12.10). The large a -subunitS (about 260 kDa) contain the ion-conducring 
channel. They have four homologous domains each with six rransmembrane segmentS, con
neeted by both intracellular and extracellular loops, for a total of24 rransmembrane segmentS 
(Figure 12.37). Accessory subunirs (/3, y, or S) do not share a common Structure; some have 
several transmembrane segmentS and others are peripheral proteins located entirely intra
or extracellularly. They are usually involved in regulation of the channel; /3-subunirs may 
interact with cyt0skeleta1 and extracellular matrix pro teins. A model of the Na + channel is 

TABLE 12.10 • Subunit Compo sition of 
Voltage-Gated Cation 
Channe ls 

Cation 
Channel 

Na• 

K• 

eaz+ 

coo-

Subunits 

a,/3 1,and/32 

4a,f3 

a 1, a2 8, and/3 

Figure 12.37 Subunit structure of the voltage-gated Na• channel. 
The primary structures of the subunits of the voltage-gated Na• cbannel are 
illustrated as a transmembrane folding diagram . Cylinders represent probable 
a-helical segments. The red cylinders represent the voltage sensor and the blue 
cylinders the segments in the pore (see Figure 12.38). Bold lines represent the 
polypept ide cbains of each subunit, with length approximately proportional 

to the number of amino acid residues in the brain Na• channel subtypes. 
The extracellular domains of the {31- and /3rsubunits are shown as globular 
structures. Protein phosphorylation sites are indicated. 
Redrawn from Catterall, W. A., Goldin, A. I., and Waxman, S. G. Internat. 
Union Pharm. XXXlX. Compendium of Voltage-Gated Ion Channels: 
Sodium Channels. Pharmaco/. Rev. 55: 575, 2003. 
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0 

" + CH3- C - O - CH2- CH2-N- (CH3)3 

Figure 12.39 Structure of acetylcholin e. 

Cytoplasm le 
side 

Figure 12.38 Model of the Na• channel . The single peptide consists of four repeating units with each 
unit folding into six transmembrane helices. Tbe red transmemb rane segments represent the voltage 
sensor. Redrawn from Noda , M. , et al. Nature 320: 188, 1986. 

presented in Figure 12.38. One cransmembrane segment has a positively charged residue at 
every third position and may be the voltage-sensor domain; mechanical shift of this segment 
may lead to a conformational change in the protein, resulting in the opening of the channel. 
Two very different mechanisms have been suggested, but neither proven, for how the chan
nel and the voltage-sensor domains are coupled to initiate the opening of the channel. The 
membrane protein responsible for the cranslocation of protons contains domains for sensing 
membrane voltage changes, but a channel domain has not been described. 

Voltage-gated ion channels can exist in one of three conformational and functional 
states: closed (resting), open (active), and closed (inactive). In response to membrane depo
larization, there is a transition from the closed co an open state. Transition between resting 
and inactive states occurs on bind ing ofligands or by protein phosphorylat ion. 

In contrast to the cation channels, not much is known about the structure of the 
voltage-gated c1- channels (p. 943); they apparently have 12 transmembrane helical seg
ments. Cl- channels regulate cell volume, stabilize membrane potential, are involved in 
signal transduction, and regulate transepithel ial transport. The cystic fibrosis transmem
brane regulator is a c1-channel. 

The voltage-gated ion channels have a distinctive expression pattern in different tis
sues. In humans, there are a considerable numbe r of inherited ion channel diseases, termed 
channelopathies, caused by mutations in the anion and cation channels (see Clin. Corr. 
3.8, p. 971) . Clin . Cor r. 3.12, p. 978, describes changes in carion voltage-gated channels 
in myotonic muscle disorders. 

Nicotinic-Acetylcholine Channel (nAChR) 
The nicotinic- acetylcholine channel, also referred to as the acetylcholine receptor, is an 
example of a ligand-regulated channel, in which binding of acetylcholine (Figure 12.39) 
opens the channel. The dual name is used to differentiate this receptor from other ace
tylcholine receptors that function in a different manner. T he channel is expressed at the 
nerve-muscle synapse (p. 948) and is a member of a superfunily of transmitter-gated 
ion channels, which includes the serot0nin, -y-arninobutyric-acid, and glycine receptors 
(p. 942) . Acetylcholine diffuses to the skeletal muscle membrane where it interacts with 
the acetylcholine receptor, opening the channel and allowing positively charged ions and 
small nonelectrolytes but not negatively charged ions to flow through the channel. The 
channel complex consists of a pentameric complex of two a - and one each of {3-, -y-, and 
c5-subunits (Figure 12.40). Each a-subunit is glycosylated, and two other subunits con
tain covalently bound lipid. Each subunit has an extracellular N- and C-terminus, four 
membrane-spanning domains (M 1, M2 , M3, and M4), with a long cytoplasmic loop between 
M3 and M4 that contains consensus sites for phosphorylation by protein kinases. Five jwrra
posed M2 domains (one from each protein subunit) form the ion-conducting pore. The M2 
domains of cation-selective receptor channels, such as the nicotin ic-acetylcholine recepror, 
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(a) 

(b) 

(c) 

are enriched in negatively charged amino acids at the intracellular "mouth" of the pore. T his 
region acts to attract cations like Na+ and repel anions like Cl-. Binding of the neurotrans
mitter to extracellular sites on the complex induces very small, subtle rearrangements of the 
M2 domains . This near-instantaneous rearrangement removes the energetic barriers to ionic 
flow through the water-lined pore . Phosphorylation of the a-subunit is also required for 
activity. Closure of the channel occurs within a millisecond due to rapid hydrolysis of acetyl
choline and dissociation of the products, acetate and choline, from the protein . 

Several deadly neurotoxins , including d-tubocurarine, the active ingredient of curare, 
and several t0xins from snakes, including a -bungarotoxin , erabutoxin , and cobratoxin , 
inhibit the n icotinic-acetylcholine receptor. Succinylcholine , a muscle relaxant, opens the 
channel leading to depolarization of the membrane; succinyl choline is used in surgical 
procedures because its activity is reversible due to the rapid hydrolysis of the compound 
after cessation of administration . 

Figure 12.40 Mode l of acetylcholine (ACh) 
receptor. (a) The arrangement of the ACh 
receptor subunits and their common topology. 
(b) AcH receptor showing the a-helical pore 
structure (blue, pore-facing; red, lipid-facing 
helices) in relation to the membrane surfaces 
and the {:!-sheet structure (green) composing the 
ligand-binding domain; the asterisk denotes open 
space at a subunit interface. (c) Cross-sectional 
view through the pentarner at the middle of the 
membrane, showing partitioning of the structure 
into pore- and lipid-facing parts, with intervening 
spaces. 
(a) Redrawn fi-om Wilson, G. G., and Karlin, A. 
Acetylcholine receptor channel structure in the 
resting, open, and desensitized states probed with 
the substituted-cysteine accessibility method. 
Proc. Nat.LAcad, Sci.USA 98: 1241, 2001. (b) 
Reproduced with permission fi-om Miyazawa, A., 
Fujiyoshi, Y., and Unwin, N. Strucrure and gating 
mechanism of the acetylcholine receptor pore. 
Nature 423 : 949, 2003. Copyright (2003) Nature. 
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Figure 12.42 Molecular organization of recombinant cardiac gap 
junction. Model developed from electron crystallography. (a) A full side 
view is shown. (b) The density has been cropped to show the channel 
interior . M, membrane bilayer; E, the extracellular space; and C, the 
cytoplasmi c space . 

Figure 12.41 Model for a channel in the gap junction . 
Reprinted from Unger, V. M. , Kumar , N. M., Gilula, N . B., and Yeager, 
M. Science 283: 1176, 1999. With permission from AAAS. 

Gap Junctions and Nuclear Pores 
Gap junctions and nuclear pores are relatively large multimeric protein channels. Gap junc
tions found in mammalian plasma membranes consisc of cransmembrane protein channels, 
referred to as connexons. Connexons in one cell dock end-co-end with connexons in the 
membrane of a neighboring cell, creating a connecting channel (Figure 12.41). Connex
ons consist of homo- or hetero-hexameric proteins of connexins (gap junction proteins). 
Twelve subunits , six in each cell forming a hexameric structure in each membrane. Over 
15 isoforms of connexin subunit are known; each has four putative a-helical transmem
brane sequences. The molecular organization of a recombinant gap junction is presented in 
Figure 12.42. The diameter of the opening ranges from 1.2 co 2 nm. The aqueous chan
nel mediates electrical coupling, and exchange between cells of ions and metabolites but 
not macromolecules. Gap junctions composed of different connexins may exhibit differing 
specificities for solutes. The channels are normally open. Closure occurs with increases in 
cytoplasmic Ca2+ , a change in metabolism, a drop in transmembrane potential , or acidifi
cation of the cytoplasm. Control may also involve specific growth factors and phosphoryla
tion of the connexins. When the channel is open the subunits appear co be slightly tilted 
but when closed they appear to be more perpendicular in the membrane , suggesting that 
subunits slide over each ocher. 

Nuclear pore complexes are dynamic macromolecular assemblies that span the two 
membranes of the nuclear envelope. They create a channel for passage of proteins, RNA, 
and small molecules in both directions . The pores have a flexible diameter of about 9 co 
20 nm and are 45 nm in length . The nuclear pore complex is composed of 50 co l 00 pro
teins, called nucleoporins. Small molecules diffuse passively in both directions through 
the channel but macromolecules do not . Proteins, RNA, and ribonucleoprotein parti
cles are carried in both directions by specific carrier proteins . Nuclear receptors, karyo
pherins, and cytosolic factors are involved in nuclear import and export of proteins. 
Karyopherin /3 mediates export of macromolecules bound co nucleopo rins and a GTPase 
protein, Ran. Proteins descined for the nucleus from the cytoplasm contain short amino 
acid sequences, termed nuclear localization sequences , which target them for import . 
T ransport thro ugh the nuclear pore complex occurs by facilitated diffusion of the soluble 
carrier proteins and carrier-macromolecule complexes. The activity is regulated. 

The least understood of the pores is one involved in the mitochondrial permeabiliry 
transition. This opening occurs in the inner membrane in response co oxidative stress, 
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loss of adenine nucleotides, and increases in micosolic Caz+. The scrucrure has not been 
conclusively defined. Opening of the pore can lead to loss of mitochondr ial matrix com
ponents and cytochrome c, and initiation of apoptosis (p. 1010). This pore may have an 
important role in tissue perfusion/ reperfusion injury following tissue ischemia such as 
occurs in a stroke. 

1 2.8 • MEMBRANE TRANSPORT PROTEINS 

Membrane transport proteins facilitate movement of ions and molecules through a 
membrane by binding and physically moving them co access the environment on the 
opposite side of the membrane. It should be noted that physically moving the substrate 
does not require the protein co actually move the substrate across the entire width of 
a membrane . As will be discussed (p. 485) , a small distance can move the substrate 
between two different environments in the protein. For most substances the rate of 
mediated transport is significantly greater than that of simple diffusion through a lipid 
membrane. 

If S1 is the solute on side 1 and S2 on side 2, then the transporter promotes the estab
lishment of equilibrium as follows: 

Brackets represent the concentration of solute. If the transporter T is included, the 
reaction becomes 

If no energy from another source is expended, the concentration on both sides of the 
membrane will be equal at equilibrium, but if there is an expenditure of energy, a concen
tration gradient can be established. As with an enzyme-catalyzed reaction, the transporter 
increases the rate but does not determine the final equilibrium. The transporter protein is 
unchanged at the end of the reaction. Its activity can be evaluated in the same kinetic terms 
as an enzyme-catalyzed reaction, because it has specificity for the substance to be transported, 
defined kinetics, catalyzes a vect0rial transport, and is affected by both competitive and 
noncompetitive inhibit0rs. The transporter demonstrates saturation kinetics (Figure 12.33, 
p. 476), whereas simple diffusion does not. Constants such as Vmax and Km are determined 
for transporters. Theoretically a transporter can facilitate movement of a solute in both direc
tions across the membrane but in most situations there is a unidirectional movement because 
of a large /1G0

' for the reaction. 
Most transporters have a high degree of structural and stereospecificity for substrate. 

In mediated transport of o-glucose in erythrocytes, the K,n for o-galactose is l O times larger 
and for L-glucose l 000 times larger than for o-glucose, demonstrating a much lower affinity 
for o-galact0se and L-glucose. The transporter has essentially no activity with o-fructose or 
disaccharides. Structural analogs of the subscrate for a transporter inhibit competitively and 
reagents that react with specific groups on proteins are noncompetitive inhibitors . 

Four Steps in the Transport of Solute Molecules 
There are four steps of mediated transport (Figure 12.43): (l ) recognition by transporter 
of appropriate solute from amongst a variety of solutes in the aqueous environment , 
(2) translocation of solute, (3) release of solute by transporter, and (4) recovery of trans
porter to its original condition. 

The first step , recognition of a specific substrate by the transporter, is the same as 
recognition of a substrate by an enzyme (p. 387) . Specific binding sites on the protein 
recognize the correct structure of the solute . The second step, transloc ation , requires a 
conformational change in the transporter after binding of the substrate (Figure 12.44), 
which moves the substrate a short distance, perhaps only 2 or 3 A to the environment 
of the opposite side of the membrane. It is not necessary for the transporter to move 
the molecule the entire distance across the membrane (Figure 12.45). The conforma
tional change of the protein is sufficient to change the environment. Step 3, release of 

Recognition: S1 + T1 S - T1 
Transport: S - T1 S - T2 

Release: S - T2 T2+ S2 
Recovery: T2 -- T1 

Figure 12.43 Steps involved in mediat ed 
transport across a biological membran e. S I and 
S2 are solutes on side 1 and 2 of the membrane, 
respectively; T 1 and T2 are binding sites on the 
transporter on sides I and 2, respectivdy . 

0 Recognition 

© Transport 

© Release 

© Recovery 

Figure 12.44 Model for a mediated transport 
system in a biological membrane . Mode l is 
based on the concept of specific sites for binding 
of substrate and a conformational change in the 
transporter co move bound solute a shore distance 
but into the environment of the ocher side of the 
membrane. Once moved , solute is released from 
the cransporter. 
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Transporter 

S1 S2 Uniport 

S1 S2 
Symport 

S'1 S'2 

S1 S2 
Anliport 

S'1 S'2 

Figure 12.46 Uniport, symport, and antiport 
mechanisms for translocation of substances. 
S and S' represent different molecules . 

(a) (b) 

Figure 12.45 Transport of a substrate through a membran e. After binding of substrate on one side of 
the membrane, a conformational change in the protein occurs moving the substrate to an environment on 
the opposite side. 
Model of protein redrawn from Arkin, I. T. , et al. Mechanism ofNa•fH+ anti porting. Science 317: 799, 2007. 

substrate , depends on the affinity of the transporter for the substrate. Without a change 
in affinity (1(.

4
) for substrate , the substrate will be released in the new environment 

if the concentration of substrate is lower in the new environment than in the initial 
environment because of a shift in the equilibrium between bound and free substrate. 
For a transporter that moves a substrate against a concentration gradient, release of the 
substrate at the higher concentration requires the transporter to change so that it has a 
lower affinity (higher K,J for the substrate. A conformational change of transporter can 
lead to a decrease in affinity . Finally in recovery, step 4, the transporter returns to itS 
original conformation on release of substrate . 

This discussion centered on movement of a single substrate by a transporter (uni
port mechanism). There are systems that move two substrates simultaneously in one 
direction (symport) and two subsrrates simultaneously in opposite directions (antiport) 
(Figure 12.46). When a charged substance is translocated and no ion of the opposite 
charge is moved or two molecules with different charges are translocated by an antiport 
mechanism , a charge separation occurs across the membrane. This mechanism is termed 
electrogenic transport and leads to development of a membrane potential. If an oppo
sitely charged ion is moved to balance the charge or two molecules of the same charge are 
moved in opposite directions across the membrane, the mechanism is termed neutral or 
electrically silent transport. 

Energetics of Membrane Transport Systems 

Eq. 12.2 gives the change in free energy when an uncharged molecule moves from concen
tration C l to concentration C2 on the other side of a membrane . 

.1 G' = 2.3RTlog ( ~) (12.2) 

When .1 G' is negative- that is, there is release of free energy- movement of solute occurs 
without the need for a driving force. When .1 G' is positive, as would be the case if C2 is 
larger than C1, then there needs to be input of energy to drive the transport. For a charged 
molecule (e.g., Na +) both the electrical potential and concentrations of solute are involved 
in calculating the change in free energy as indicated in Eq. 12.3 

.1G'= 2.3RTlog(~) +ZflitlP (12.3) 

where .1 G' is electrochemical potential, Z is charge of the transported species, fJi is Faraday 
constant (96.49 kJN/mol, 23.06 kcal/V/mol), and ,1,P is electrical potential difference 
in volts across the membrane. The magnitude and sign of both Zand ,1,P influence .1 G'. 
When .1 G' is negative movement of solute occurs spontaneously; this is often referred to as 
passive transport . When .1 G' is positive, input of energy from some source is required and 
the process is called active transport. 
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T ransport in mammalian cells requiring energy input is driven by either hydrolysis of 
nucleoside triphosphate (e.g., ATP-+ ADP+ phosphate) or utilization of che eleccrochem
icaJ gradient of Na + (sodium motiv e force, SMF) or H + (proton motive force, PMF). 
Prokaryotes also have transporters driven by decarbox:ylation and methyl transfer reactions, 
and plants have Light-absorption-driven transporters . The SMF is generated at the expense 
of ATP hydrolysis and the PMF by oxidation - reduction reactions (p. 572) . Inhibition of 
ATP synthesis or collapse of the PMF will dissipate the Na+ and/or H+ gradient leading 
co a cessation of transport. 

In the simplest transport mechanism, that is, the transport of a single solute by a uni
port mechanism, molecules are transported down their chemical gradient if they have no 
charge or down an electrochemicaJ gradient if charged; this is often referred to as protein 
mediated diffusion or facilitated diffusion . T hese transporters cannot create a concen
tration gradient of the substance across the membrane. In a symport (two molecules being 
moved simultaneously in the same direction) or antiport (two molecules being moved 
simultaneously in opposite directions), movement down a concentration gradient of one 
of the solutes can drive the translocation of the other molecule . These have been referred 
to as secondary active transporters, to distinguish them from primary active transporters, 
which utilize energy derived from cellular metabolism directly . The large Na+ concentra
tion gradient across the plasma membrane (high extracellular and low intracellular con
centration; Figure 1.9, p. 14) is used to translocate sugars and amino acids by a symport 
mechanism into cells. 

Some transporte rs maintain very large concentrat ion gradients, such as the plasma 
membrane transporter that maintains the Na+ and K+ gradient (p. 491) . Another striking 
example is an active transporter in parietal cells of gastric glands, which is responsible for 
secretion ofHCl into the lumen of the stomach (p. 1042). The pH of plasma is about 7.4 
(4 X 10-s M H+) , and the luminal pH of the stomach can reach a pH of0.8 (0.15 M H +). 
H + is transported against a concentration gradient of greater than 1 X 106. Assuming there 
is no electrical component , the energy for H+ secretion under these conditions is calculated 
from Eq. 12.1 and is 38 kJ mol/L (9.1 kcaJ mol/L) ofHCl. 

Mammalian Membrane Transporters 

The two major protein classes of cransporters in mammalian cells (see Table 12.8, p. 477) are 

• electrochemical-potential-driven transporters, which move their substrate across a 
membrane by utilizing the concentration gradient of the substrate or another solute, and 

• primary active transporters, which require the input of metabolic energy to move 
the substrate . 

Mammalian cells have a wide variety of transporters and in many instances use different 
subfumilies of transponers to translocate the same subscrate depending on the specific require
ments of the cell or tissue. Transport systems are present in plasma as well as intracellular 
membranes, including mitochondria, lysosomes, peroxisomes, and endosomes. The number 
of aetive transporters present in a membrane at a given time establishes the maximum rate 
of uptake by a cell or organelle. Thus , in many cases, the synthesis of the protein transporter 
and incorporation into a membrane controls the concentration of a particular substrate in 
a cell or cellular compartment. All of these translocation systems are regulated, permitting 
moment-by-moment control of transport. Many genetic diseases are attributable to defects in 
the various transport systems (Clin Corr. 12.4). 

1 2.9 • ELECTRO CHEMI CAL-POTENTIAL -DRIVEN 
TRANSPORTERS 

Electrochemical-potential -driven transporters utilize 

1. a uniport mechanism where a single solute is transported either by mediated diffu
sion or in a membrane -potential-dependent manner if the solute is charged; 
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Diseases due to Loss of Membrane Transport Systems 

A number of pathological conditions are due to an alteration in a 

transport system for specific cellular components. Individuals with a 

decrease in glucose uptake from the inrescinal trace lack the specific 

sodium-coupled glucose-galactose transpon:er. Fructose malabsorp

cion syndromes are caused by an alteration in the activity of the trans

port system for fructose. In Harrnup disease there is a decrease in the 

transport of neutral amino acids in the epithelial cells of the intestine 

and renal tubules. 

In cyscinuria , renal reabsorpcion of cyscine and the basic amino ac

ids lysine, arginine, and ornichine is abnormal , resulting in formation 

of renal cystine stones. In hypophosphatemic, vitamin D - resiscanc 

rickets, renal absorption of phosphate is abnormal. Recencly there 

have been reports abouc generic-based diseases involving the sub

strate rransporcers for dopamine and creacine, and che mitochondrial 

asparcace glucamace transporter. The various ATP-requiring active 

transporters have been implicated in a number of pathophysiological 

conditions. 

Evans, L., Grasset, E., Heyman, M., Dumoncier, A. M. , eL al. Congenital selec

cive malabsorption of glucose and galacrose. J. Pediatr. Gastroenterol Nutr. 4: 878, 

1985; Mueckler , M. Facilitative glucose rransporcers. Eur.}. Biochem. 219: 713 , 

1994; deGrauw , T.J., Cecil , K. M., Byars, A. W., Salomons. , G. $., etal. The clin

ical syndrome of creatine cransporcer deficiency. Mol Cell. Biochem. 244 : 45, 2003; 

and Pederson, P. L. Transport ATPases in biological sysrems and relationship co 
human disease: A brief overview. J. Bioenergetics Biommibranes 34: 327, 2002. 

2. an antiporc mechanism where two or more solutes are transported in opposite di
rections in a tightly coupled process not utilizing any form of energy other than the 
electrochemical-potential gradient; che gradient across the membrane of one solute 
can drive the movement of the other solute 

3. a symporc mechanism where two or more species are transported together in the 
same direction in a coupled process not utilizing any form of energy other than 
the eleccrochemical-potential gradient of one substrate; the gradient of one solute 
drives the movement of the other solute 

Hundreds of such transporters have been reported, many exclusively in bacteria , with 
specificity for inorganic ions , sugars, amino acids, and other metabolic intermediates. 
Table 12. l l illustrates the variety of solutes transported in eukaryotic cells by this mecha
nism . Many of the transporters have 2 to 24 putative a-helical transmembrane sequences. 
Eleccrochemical-potencial-driven transporters demonstrate saturation kinetics, specificity 
of substrate moving across the membrane , and specificity for inhibitors. 

Representative Electrochemical-Potential-Driven Transporters 

Glucose is Translocated by a Passive Uniport Mechanism 
A family of ~cose _!ransporters (GLUT ) facilitates transport of o-glucose across the 
plasma membranes of mammalian cells by a uniport mechanism. The genes for the GLUT 

TABLE 12.11 • Representative Substrates for Membrane Transport Proteins in 
Eukaryotes 

Inorganic cations 

Inorganic anions 

Sugars 

Organic acids 

Amino acids 

Peptides/proteins 

N ucleosides/ nucleotides 

Vitamins/ cofactors 

Drugs 

H +, K+, Na+ , NH4 +, Cai+, Co2+, Cu2+, Fe2+, Mg2+, Zn 2+ 

c1-, HCO 3 -, so/-, iodide, phosphate , arsenite 

Fructose, glucose, hexoses, lacrose, maltose, myo-inositol 

Acetate, bile acids, bilirubin, citrate, glucose 6-phosphace, 
a-k etogluca.rate, lactate, malate, oxalacetate, prostaglandins 

Acidic, basic, neutral , branched chain 

Some 

ATP, ADP, all others 

Ascorbate, biotin, folate, lipoate, thiamin 

Multipl e drugs 

Source: Moss , G . P. Membrane Transport Proteins. hrcp://www .chem.qmul.ac.uk/iubmb/mrp / 
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TABLE 12.12 • Major lsoforms of Glucose Transporter 

lsofonn 

GLU11 

GLUT2 

GLUT3 

GLUT4 

GLUTS 

Tissue 

Muscle 
Heart 
Blood-brain 

barrier 
Glia cells 
Placenta 

Liver 
Pancreas 
Intestine 
Kidney 

Brain 
Kidne y 
Placenta 

Muscle 
Adipose 
Heart 
Blastocysts 

Muscle 
Spermarowa 

Cellular Localization 

Plasma membrane 

Plasma membrane 

Plasma membrane 

Plasma membrane 

Sarcolemmal vesicles 

Comments 

Activity in muscle increased by 
insulin, hypoxia, and diet 

Activity in muscle and adipose 
tissue stimulated by insulin, and 
in muscle by hypoxia and diet 

Fructose as substrate 

family are expressed in a tissue specific manner. The glucose transporters, designated as 
GLUTl, GLUT2 , and so on (Table 12.12), all have 12 transmembrane segments, with 
a significant amino acid similarity. Most are in the plasma membrane where direction 
of movement of glucose is usually out to in. Depending on the concent ration gradient , 
however, erythrocyte GLUTI facilitates transport in both directions demonstrating the 
reversibility of the system. T he three high-affinity transporters (GLUTl, GLUT3, and 
GLUT4) function in vivo at rates close to maximal velocity because their~ are below 
the normal blood glucose concentration . o-Galacrose, D-mannose, D-arabinose, and several 
other D-sugars as well as glycerol are translocated by some isoforms. GLUTS of sarcolem
mal membranes of skeletal muscle transports fructose preferentially. GLUTl is important 
for supplying erythrocytes and brain cells with glucose. The rate of glucose uptake by the 
low-affinity GLUT2 increases in parallel with the rise in blood glucose concentration 
and has a major role in intestinal absorption of sugars (p. 1049). In liver cells, GLUT2 
catalyzes both glucose influx and efflux, having responsibility for glucose export (p. 596); 
in pancreatic /3-cells, GLUT2 it is involved in sensing blood glucose levels. GLUT4 is an 
insulin-responsive transporter (p. 595) in adipose tissue, heart muscle, and skeletal mus
cle. Activity of some glucose transporters in muscle is stimulated by exercise and hypoxia 
apparently because there is a need for increased glucose utilization by the tissue. Several 
sugar analogs as well as phloretin and 2,4,6-trihydroxyacetophenone (Figure 12.47) are 
competitive inhibitors . 

Glucose and Amino Acids Are Translocated 
with Na+ by a Symport Mechanism 
T he Na+ electrochemical gradient (sodium motive force, SMF) across the plasma mem
brane (p. 14) is an energy source for symport movement ofNa+ with sugars, amino acids, 
ions, and other small molecules. There are over 400 expressed transporters in this family 
of proteins. As described previously (p. 487) , the SMF is generated by transport of Na + 
coupled to hydrolysis of ATP (Figure 12.48); inhibition of ATP synthesis will lead to dis
sipation of the Na+ gradient and cessation of transport. 

The general mechanism of the !(>diumlg!ucose CO!£ansporter (SGLT) is presented 
in Figure 12.49. The diagram represents transport ofo-glucose driven by the movement of 
Na +. In the process two Na + move into the cell down the Na+ eleetrochemical gradient by 
passive facilitated transport, and glucose is carried along against its concentration gradient. 

Phloretl n 

HO-o-~ C-CHa II 
- 0 

OH 

2,4,6-Trlhydroxyacetophenone 

Figure 12.47 Inhibitors of passive transport of 
D-glu cose in erythrocytes . 

ATP driven 
transport 

Na• driven S1 
transport 

Na+ 

Na• gradient ;l.ji.,..lliiiiiili Na+ 
is maintained 
by ATP 

+ Pi 

Figure 12.48 Involvement of metaboli c energy 
(ATP) in active mediated tran sport systems. 
Chemical energy released on hydrolysis of ATP 
to ADP and inorganic phosphate is used to drive 
transport of various substances, including Na•. 
The transmembrane concentration gradient of 
Na• is used for active transport of substances by 
symport and antiport (not shown) mechanism s. 

Figure 12.49 Na•- dependent transport of 
glucose across the plasma membrane by a 
symport mechanism transport. 
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c1-

Hco3- ;...._ -1111.._ 

Figure 12.50 Anion antiport mechanism for 
movement of c 1- and HCO3 - across the 
erythrocyte plasma membrane. 

The Na+ gradient dissipates in the process but the Na + /K+-exchanging A TPase continu
ously reestablishes it (p. 491). Thus, metabolic energy in the form of ATP is indirectly 
involved in transport because it is required co maintain the Na + gradient . Inhibition of 
the Na +/K+-exchanging ATPase leads ro a decrease in the Na+ gradient, thus preventing 
glucose uptake by chis mechanism. 

Over 37 members of the SGLT gene family have been identified in animal cells, yeast, 
and bacteria; four are expressed in humans . Some isoforrns are expressed in proximal renal 
tubules and small intestinal epithelium (p. 1042). All SGLTs have a common core structure 
of 13 transmembrane helices, but different isoforrns have additional transmembrane seg
ments, including human SGLTl which has 14. SGLTs can catalyze a uniport movement 
of Na+ and water in the absence of glucose. Na+ binds in an extracellular cavity of the 
transporter , inducing a conformational alteration chat increases the affmicy of the trans
porter for glucose. The binding of glucose, forming a ternary complex, induces another 
structural change chat exposes Na+ and substrate co a cavity in the protein contiguous with 
the intracellular environment on the other side of the membrane. Na+ dissociates from the 
transporter because of the low intracellular Na+ concentration leading to a return of the 
transporter co ics original conformation, which has a decreased affinity of glucose. Thus 
glucose is released. The empty transporter is reorientated in the membrane allowing the 
cycle to begin again. 

Amino acids are translocated across intestinal epithelial cells by Na+/amino acid 
transporters by a symport mechanism; at least seven transporters have been identified for 
different classes of amino acids (p. 78). The Na + gradient across the plasma membrane is 
also ucilized co drive the transport of ocher ions, including a symport mechanism for uptake 
of c1- and an anti port mechanism for excretion of Ca2+. 

c 1- and HC0 3 + Are Transported by an Antiport Mechanism 
An anion transporter in erythrocytes and kidneys mediates the eleccroneutral anciport 
movement of Cl- and HCO 3- (Figure 12.50). The transporter is referred co as the Na+ 
independent c1-- HCO3- exchanger or anion exchange protein, and in erythrocytes 
as band 3, the latter because of ics position in SDS polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis of 
erythrocyte membrane proteins. The direction of ion flow depends on the concentration 
gradients of the ions across the membrane. The transporter is important in adjusting the 
erythrocyte HCO 3 - concentration in arterial and venous blood. The kidney transporter is 
a truncated form of the erythrocyte protein and is responsible for base (HCO 3 -) efflux to 
balance ATP driven H+ efflux. 

Na+ /H + Exchanger Regulat es Cytopla smic pH 
The nine mammalian isoforms of the Na+ / H+ transporter are members of a large fam
ily of proteins in bacteria, archaea, yeast, planes, and animals. They vary in size from 541 
to 894 residues and have 10- 12 predicted transmembrane a-helical segments. A major 
physiological function is co extrude H+ generated during metabolism, thus regulating cyto
plasmic pH and preventing intracellular acidification. In the kidney, isoform-3 serves to 
recover Na+ from the nephron lumen. Isoform-1 in heart muscle is activated by decreased 
pH and by phosphorylation . This isoform may have a significant role in the pathogenesis 
of a myocardial infucc and tissue hypertrophy . 

Mitochondria Have a Number of Electrochemical-Potential-Driven Transporters 
The inner mitochondrial membrane contains transporters for exchange of anions between 
cytoplasm and mitochondrial matrix, including (l) an antiporter for exchange of ADP 
and ATP, (2) a symporter for transport of phosphate and H+ , (3) a dicarboxylate trans
porter , and (4) an anriporter for glutamate-aspartate (seep . 578 for a detailed discussion). 
These transporters are important in energy conservation and metabolism. In the absence 
of an input of energy, these transporters can mediate a passive exchange of metabolites 
down their concentration gradient to achieve a thermodynamic equilibrium . In some 
cases, the transporter mediates the antiport movement of an equal number of electrical 
charges on the subscrates with the mitochondrial membrane potential influencing the 
equilibrium. 
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12.1 0 • PRIMARY ACTIVE TRANSPORTERS 

Primary active transporters in mammalian cells include transpo rt systems where 

1. the free energy of hydrolysis of a pyrophosphate bond (p. 543) is utilized to drive 
the movement of subscrate against their chemical or electrochemical gradient; and 

2. the transport protein may be transiently pbosphorylated during the transport 
process, but the subscrate is not phosphorylated or modified . 

T his family of transporte rs catalyzes the translocation of a solute against itS concentra
tion gradient, leading to creation of a chemical or electrochemical gradient. Like all trans
porte rs, they are characterized by saturation kinetics, specificiry for one or a few related 
substrates , and an abiliry to be inhibited . They are found in all living organisms. Mammal
ian cells utilize ATP or another nucleoside tripho sphate as the energy source. Transporter s 
utilizing ATP are also referred to as ATPases, indicating their enzyme activiry in hydrolyz
ing ATP during translocation . Decarboxylation , methyl transfer, oxidoreduction , and light 
absorption serve to drive transport in other organisms . 

Three subfamilies of primary active transporters catalyze the translocation of inorganic 
cations {Na+, K+, ea2+, or H+) and are classified as P-, V-, or F-type transporters. P-type 
transporters are phosphorylated and dephosphorylated during transport; there are over 300 
members of this subfamily. V-type transporte rs (V for vacuole) are proton pumps, responsible 
for acidification of the interior oflysosomes, endosomes, Golgi vesicles, and secretory vesicles. 
F-type transporters , present in mitochondria , chloroplastS, and bacteria, translocate protons 
at the expense of ATP hydrolysis, but synthesize ATP when functioning in the reverse direc
tion , that is, when protons are transported down their concentration gradient (p. 572). 

The ATP-binding cassette (ABC) transporters are a very large and unique superfamily 
of ATP dependent primary active transporters, required for transport of a variety of inor
ganic and organic molecules. 

Representative Primary Active Transporters 

Antiport Translocation of Na+ and K+ is by Primary Active Transport 
The external or plasma membrane of cells from all forms of life contain a P-type Na + /K + 
antiporter , which utilizes the energy from hydrolysis of ATP to ADP+ phosphate to drive 
translocation . The transporter is termed the Na+ /K+ -exchanging ATPase, but it is fre
quently referred to as Na+ /K+ -ATPase or Na+ pump. This superfamily of multi-subunit 
proteins found in bacteria, archaea, and eukaryotes have a large subunit that catalyzes both 
the A TPase activity and ion translocation. Members of the superfamily have been described 
in bacteria for uptake and/or efflux for K+, Mg2+, Ca2+, Ag+, zn2+ , Co 2+, Pb2+, Ni2+, 
Cd2+, and Cu2+. 

The plasma membranes of all mammalian cells catalyze the reaction 

(12.4) 

with an absolute requirement for Na+ and K+ ions, and for Mgz+ , a cofactor for ATP
requiring reactions . The transporter is responsible for maintaining the high K+ and low 
Na+ concentrations in the cytoplasm of mammalian cells (p . 14). Excitable tissues, such 
as muscle and nerve , and cells actively involved in movement of Na + ion, such as those 
in the salivary gland and kidney cortex , have high activities of the Na + /K+ -exchanging 
ATPase. It has been estimated that this transporter uses about 60%- 70 % of the ATP 
synthesized by nerve and muscle cells and about 35% of ATP generated in a resting 
individual. 

The transporter consistS of an a-subunit (110 kDa) and a /3-subunit (55 kDa); there 
is some question whether the actual transporte r may be a tetramer with two a- and two 
/3-subunitS. The a-subunit has 10 transmembrane a-helical segmentS (Figure 12.51), con
tains both the A TPase and translocation activity, and is phosphorylated and dephosphorylated 
on a specific aspartic acid residue to form a /3-asparryl phosphate during ion translocation. 
The cation and ATP-binding sites are on different domains of the a-subunit . The /3-subunit 

Figure 12.51 Structure of the a -subunit of 
Na+/K+-exchanging ATPase. Model of the 
sheep Na +/K+-exchangingATPase a -subunit. The 
predicted domains are the nucleotide binding (N) 
and the phosphorylation domain (P). a-He lices 
are shown in shades of blue and green, /3-sheets 
are shown in shades of red and yellow, and coils are 
shown in gray. 
Reproduced with permission &om Kaplan, J. H. 
Biochemistry ofNa+, K'-ATPase. Annu. Rev. 
Biochem. 71: 511, 2002. Copyright (2002) Annual 
Reviews; www.annualreviews.org 
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Cytoplasm 

ATP~ 

~ -r 
2 K+ 2Na • 

Extracellular 

Figure 12.52 Proposed sequence of reactions 
and intermediates in hydrolysis of ATP by 
the Na+/K+-exc hanging ATPase . E 1 and 
Ei are different conformations of the enzyme. 
Phosphorylation of the enzyme requires Na+ and 
Mg2+ and dephospborylation involves K+. 

is heavily glycosylated, fu.cilitates insertion of the a-subunit inco the membrane after syn
thesis, and scabilizes the complex; it may also function actively in the transpon activity. The 
transponer from the kidney contains a y-subunit, which may influence kinetic parameters of 
the activity. Phosphorylation of the a subunit requires Na+ binding and Mg2+ but not K+, 
whereas dephosphorylation requires K+ binding but not Na+ or Mg2+ (Figure 12.52). The 
protein complex has two distinguishable conformations and is classified as an El-E2-type 
transporter, to indicate the change in conformation. 

Movement of Na+ and K+ is an elecuogenic antiport process , with three Na+ 
ions moving out and two K+ ions into the cell for each ATP molecule hydrolyz,ed. 
This leads to an increase in external positive charge and is part of the mechanism for 
maintaining the transmembrane potential in cells. ATP hydroly sis by the transporter 
occurs only if Na + and K+ are translocated. A model for movement of Na + and K+ is 
presented in Figure 12.53 . The protein goes through conformational changes during 
which the Na + and K+ move short distances within the protein. This conformational 
transition decreases the affinity of the binding site for the cations , resulting in the 
release of the cation into a milieu where the concentration is higher than that from 
which it was transported . 

Various isoforms of the transporter are regulated by different mechanisms including 
substrate concentration , the cytoskelecon, circulating inhibicors, and a variety of hormones. 
The activity has a requirement for phospholipids; the transporter has binding sites for about 
30 lipid molecules and levels of docosahexaenoic acid (long-chain polyunsaturated fatty 
acid) in brain correlate with the ATPase activity. Cardiotonic steroids , such as digitalis, 
are inhibitors of the Na+ /K+ -exchanging ATPase and increase the force of contraction of 
hean muscle by altering the excitability of the tissue. Ouabain (Figure 12.54) is one of the 
most active inhibitors of Na+ /K+ -exchanging ATPase; it binds on the small subunit on the 
external surface of the membrane. 

ca 2 + Translocation Is Catalyzed by a Primary Active Transporter 
Calcium is an irnponant intracellular messenger that regulates many cellular processes from 
carbohydrate metabolism to muscle contraction. Cytosolic Ca2+ is about 0.10 ;tM, over 
10,000 times less than that of extracellular Ca2+. Ca2+ in the cytosol increases rapidly by 
release of Ca2+ from the endoplasmic or sarcoplasrnic reticulum or transient opening of Ca2+ 
channels in the plasma membrane permitting flow of Ca2+ down the large concentration 
gradient (p. 481) . To reestablish low cytosolic levels, Ca2+ is actively transponed by two dif
ferent ea2+ -transporting ATPases (Ca2+ -ATPase), one transporting Ca2+ back into the 
lumen of the endoplasmic or sarcoplasmic reticulum, and the other out of the cell across the 
plasma membrane. The Ca2+ -ATPases are P-type transponers , phosphorylated by ATP on an 
aspartyl residue; they exist in two conformational stares, thus are E l-El -type transporters. 

/ 

Figure 12.53 Model for translocation of Na• and K• across plasma membrane by the Na•/ K•
exchanging ATPase . (I) Transporter in conformation 1 binds Na•. (2) Transporter in conformation 
2 translocates and releases Na•. (3) Tran sporter in conformation 2 binds K•. (4) Transporter in 
conformation I translocates and releases K•. 
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The Ca2+ -A TPase of muscle sarcoplasmic reticulum (SERCA) is involved in the 
contraction - relaxation cycles of muscle, representing 80% of the integral membrane pro
tein of the sarcoplasmic reticulum and occupying one-third of the surface area (p. 975). 
It consisrs of a single polypeptide chain with ten transmemb rane helices (Figure 12.55). 
Two Ca2+s are translocated from the cytosol to the lumen against a large concentration 
gradient (104), in an antiport exchange for 2 H+ per ATP hydrolyzed. In the El state 
(Figure 12.56), the binding sites have a high affmity for Ca2+ and are accessible from 
the cytosol, whereas in the E2 state, the Ca2+ -binding sites have low affinity and are 
open to the lumen . The Ca2+ -free form shows large conformational differences from the 
Ca2+ -bound form (Figure 12.56). The two Ca2+s are bound side by side, surrounded by 
four uansmembrane helices. It has been proposed that the sarcoplasmic reticulum Ca2+ -
ATPase may also play a role in thermogenesis by binding Ca2+, followed by hydroly
sis of ATP, but releasing the Ca2+ back into the cytosol without uanslocation of the 
cation. The energy of the ATP hydrolysis is released as heat. A small peptide, sarcolipin , 
increases heat production . 

Calmodulin Controls the Ca2+ -Transporting ATPase 
of Plasma Membranes 
The Ca2+ -transporting ATPase of plasma membranes (PMCA) resembles that of the sar
coplasmic reticulum. Thirty isoforms of PMCA are known. In contrast to the SERCA, 
it transports only one Ca2+ per ATP hydrolysed. In eukatyotic cells, the transporter is 
regulated by cytoplasmic Ca2+ levels through calmodulin, a Ca2+-binding protein (Fig
ure 12.57). As cytosolic Ca2+ levels increase, Ca2+ binds to calmodulin, which has a dis
sociation constant of - 1 µM for Ca2+. The Ca2+ -calmodulin complex binds to the Ca2+ 

.. . p 
.... .. 

Figure 12.55 Structure of Ca2•-t ransporting ATPase. Conformational changes of the Ca2+ -
transporting ATPase of the sarcoplasmic reticulum. Poinrs of entry and exit of Ca2+ are shown by the 
purple arrow. Figure on the left is with bound Ca2 +, and on the right without Ca2 +. 

Reproduced with permission from Toyoshima, C., and lnesi, G. Structural basis of ion pumping by 
Ca2+ - ATPase of the sarcoplasmic reticulum. Annu. Rev. Biochem. 73: 269, 2004. 
Copyright (2004) Annual Reviews; www.annualreviews.org. 
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Figure 12.54 Structure of ouabain, a 
cardiotonic steroid , a potent inhibitor of the 
Na• / K• -exchanging ATPase. 
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Figure 12.56 Proposed sequence of reactions 
and intermediates in translocating ca2• by 
Ca2•-transporting ATPase . E 1 and £i are 
different conformations of enzyme. 

EF 
Hand 

Figure 12.57 Binding site for Ca2• in 

calmodulin. Calmodulin contains four Ca2
·

binding sites, each with a helix-l oop-helix motif. 
Ca2• ion is bound in the loop that connects two 
helices. This motif occurs in various Ca2•-binding 
proteins and is referred to as the EF hand. 

transporter, lowering the K,,, for Ca2+ from about 20 to 0.5 ,uM and increasing Ca2+ trans
port. Increased activity reduces cytosolic Ca2+ to its normal resting level (- 0.10 ,uM) at 
which concentration the Ca2+ - calmodulin complex dissociates and the rate of Ca2+ trans
port returns to its basal value. 

Other cellular processes are also regulated by the Ca2+ - calmodulin complex. Cal
modulin is one of several Ca2+ -binding proteins, including parvalbumin and tro
ponin C, which have very similar structures . Calmodulin (17 kDa) bas the shape of a 
dumbbell with two globular ends connected by a seven-turn a-helix; it contains four 
Ca2+ - binding sites, two of high affinity on one end and two of low affinity on the 
othe r. Binding of Ca2+ to the lower-affinity binding sites causes a conformational 
change which reveals a hydrophobic region that inte raccs with a protein it controls. 
Each Ca2+ - binding site consists of a helix- loop-helix secondary structure (Figure 
12.57) with Ca2+ bound in the loop connecting the helices . T he motif is called the EF 
hand , on the basis of studies with parvalbumin where the Ca2+ binds between helices 
E and F of the protein . 

The two families of Ca2+ transporters share some properties; for example, the high 
affinity for Ca2+, the membrane topography, and the organization of the catalytic domain. 
They are different in struct ural and functional characteristics, however, principally in their 
regulation . 

ATP-Binding Cassette (ABC) Transporters 
Membranes from prokaryotes to eukaryotes have transporters that belong to the super
family of ATP-binding cassette (ABC) transporters that catalyze an ATP-dependent 
vectorial movement of diverse substances . There are dozens of subfamilies within the 
superfamily and over 1000 genes, mostly from bacteria, for ABC transporters have been 
cloned; the human genome contains at least 49 genes. ABC transporters are present in 
both the plasma and intracellular membranes of mammalian cells, catalyzing either influx 
or efflux of various lipids (phospholipids, long-chain fatty acyl CoA, bile salts, and cho
lesterol), peptides, a variety of toxic organic molecules, and chemotherapeutic agents. The 
ABC transporters in bacteria are very versatile, transporting ions, heavy metals, sugars, 
drugs, amino acids, peptides, and proteins . These transporters have a modular structure , 
with a six-transmembrane-segment domain , and a cytosolic ATP-binding domain (or cas
sette). The ATP-binding domains in the superfamily share extensive sequence homology . 
Most subfamilies have a tandem repeat of two transmembrane domains and two ATP
binding domains (Figure 12.58). Individual ABC transporters function mechanistically 
as either channels or transporters. ATP binding induces a conformational change in the 
transmembrane domains, but ATP hydrolysis does not lead to phosphorylation of the 
transporter. The mechanism of coupling the energy of ATP hydrolysis with movement of 
substrate is still not defined. 

One subfamily of ABC transporters in humans is coded by the multidrug resistance 
(Mdr) f.unily of genes. The gene produces are glycoproteios, termed P-glyc.oproteins, some of 
which are responsible for extrusion from cells of a variety of xenobiotics. Overexpression of Mdr 
genes by rumor cells leads to increased resistance to a variety of drugs because chemotherapeutic 
agencs are rapidly transported out of cells with the increased numbers of transporters. There
fore, the drug does not attain effective therapeutic concentrations. Other multidrug resistance 
as.sociated proteins (MRP) are responsible for the effiux from cells of compounds conjugated 
to glucathione, glucuronate, and sulfate. P-glycoprotein transporters are responsible for effiux of 
lipids such as phosphatidylcholine, cholesterol, and of bile acids across the canalicular plasma 
membrane of hepatocytes. One member has the important physiological role of transporting 
bilirubin glucuronides from the liver into the bile (p. 800). Another ABC transporter is the 
sulfonylurea receptor linked to a K+ -channel, which functions in the regulation of glucose
induced insulin secretion. 

The cystic fibrosis transmembrane conductance regulator (CFTR) is an ABC transporter 
but mechanistically is both a conductance regulator and a Cl- channel . The channel medi
ates transepithelial salt and liquid movement in the apical plasma membrane of epithelial 
cells. CFTR consiscs of five domains, two domains each of six transmembrane helices, two 
ATP-binding domains, and a regularory globular domain (Figure 12.59). Phosphorylation 
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(b) 

Figure 12.58 Model of a P-glycoprotein , an ATP-binding cassette (ABC) transporter. NBD-I and 
NBD-2 are nucleotide-binding domains. 

Figure 12.59 Schematic diagram of the cystic fibrosis transmembrane conductanc e regulator 
(CFTR), a member of the ABC transporter family. NBD - I and NBD-2 are ATP-binding subunits 
and Risa regulatory subunit. FS08 is the site of deletion of phenylalanine which occurs in about 70% of 
patients with cystic fibrosis. 
Redrawn based on a figure in Ko, Y. H., and Pedersen, P. L. Frontiers in research on cystic fibrosis: Un
derstanding its molecular and chemical basis and relationship co the pathogenesi s of the disease. Bioenerg. 
Biomemb. 29: 417, 1997. 

of the regulat0ry domain regulates channel activity whereas ATP hydrolysis controls gating 
of the channel. A dysfunction of CFTR causes the genetic disease cystic fibrosis. A dele
tion of phenylalanine residue F508 in the ATP-binding loop N BD-1 (nucleotide-binding 
domain -I) is present in about 70% of the cases of cystic fibrosis. This deletion prevents the 
proper folding ofNBD-1 (Clin. Corr. 12.5, and Clin. Corr. 6.7, p. 23 1). 

Other genetic diseases attributed to defects in specific ABC transport proteins include 
adrenoleukodystrophy, Stargardt macular dystrophy, a hereditary degenerative disease of 
the macula lutea leading to rapid loss of visual acuiry, and Dubin- Johnson syndrome (Clin. 
Corr. 12.6). 
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Cystic Fibrosis and the c1- Channel 

Cystic fibrosis {CF), an aucosomal recessive disease, is rhe com
monest, serious, inherited. disease of Caucasians, occurring with a 
frequency of 1 in 2000 live births. le is a multiorgan disease, wirh 
pulmonary obsuuction as a principal manifestation; chick mucous 
secretions obsuuct rhe small airways allowing recurrent bacterial in
fections. Exocrine pancreatic dysfunction occurs early and leads co 
steacorrhea (faery stool); see page 1032 for a discussion of rhe role of 
the pancreas in fat digestion and absorption. CF patients have re
duced ci- permeability chat impairs fluid and electrolyce secretion, 
leading to lurninal dehydration. Diagnosis of CF is confirmed by a 
significant increase of c1- content of sweat of affected in compari
son to normal individuals. 

The gene responsible for CF was identified in 1989 and over 800 
mutations leading to CF have been found. The most common mu
tation affects about 70% of the patients and is a deletion of a single 
phenylalanine at position 508 on the protein, but missense, non
sense, &ameshift, and splice-junction mutations (p. 197) have been 

reported. Many mutations lead co a change in protein folding. The 
CF gene produce is rhe cystic fibrosis transmembrane conductance 
regulator (CFl'R ). CFTR is a cAMP-dependenc CJ- channel, which 
may regulate ocher ion channels; it is expressed in epirhelial tissues. 
Phosphorylation of a cytoplasmic regulatory domain by protein ki
nase A activates rhe channel. CFTR is a polypeptide of 1480 amino 
acids with suucrural homology co the superfamily of ATP-binding 
cassette (ABC) aansporcers. The gene has been cloned, and a major 
effort is under way co treat the disease by gene therapy, using both vi
ral and nonviral vectors including liposomes (see Clin. Corr . 12.1). 

Kunzelmann, K, and Mall, M. Pharmacotherapy of the ion transport defect in 
cystic fibrosis. Clin. Exp. Phann. & Physiol 28: 857, 2001; Zeitlin, P. L. Thera 
pies directed ac the basic defect in cystic fibrosis. Clinics in Chm Med. I 9: 515, 
1998; Frizzell R. A., Functions of the cystic fibrosis cransmembrane conductance 
regulacor protein. Am. J. Repir. Crit. Care Med. 151: 54, 1995; and Naren, A. P., 
Cormec-Boyaka, E., Fu, J ., er al. CFTR chloride channe.l regulation by an ince.rdo
main interaction. Science 286: 544, 1999. 

12.11 • PORE-FORMING TOXINS AND IONOPHORES 

Figure 12.60 Structure of valinomycin-K• 
complex . Abbreviations: o-Val , o-valine; L-Val, 

L-valine; L, L-laccare; and H , D-hydroxyi sovalerate. 

H 

C= O Nr7 0 

OH IV 
NH 
I 
CH3 

Figure 12.61 Structure of A23187, a ca2• 
ionophore. 

Bacteria and a few mammalian tissues synthesize pore-forming toxins. They belong to a 
large family (58 members) of peptides and proteins synthesized on ribosomes . They are 
secreted from cells and form transmembrane pores in membranes of another cell. The 
created pores allow the flow of eleccrolyces and small molecu les through the membrane , 
thus init iating a toxic effect. Defensin , a pore-forming toxin synthesized by epithelial and 
hematopoietic cells, has broad-spectrum antibiotic activity. 

An interesting group of small molecular weight compounds (up to several thousand 
Dalt0ns) , synthesized and excreted by bacceria and fungi , facilitates the translocation of 
inorganic ions across membranes. These molecules, referred to as ionophores, have anti
bacterial accivity because they disrupt the ionic balance of a cell. They are also valuable 
experimental tools in studies of ion cranslocation in biological membranes and for manipu
lation of the ionic compositions of cells. 

lonophores are classified as nonribosomally synthesized channels (p. 477); there are 
two major subgroups : mobile transporters that bind an ion and readily diffuse in a mem
brane, and channel formers. Some major ionophores are listed in Table 12.13. 

Each mobile transporter has an ion specificity. Valinomycin (Figure 12.60) has an 
affinity for K+ 1000 t imes greater than for Na+, andA23 187 (Figure 12.61) has an affin-

TABLE 12.13 • Major lonophores 

Compound Major Cations Tra,uported Action 

Valinomycin K+ or Rb+ Uniporc, eleccrogenic 

Nonaccin NH 4+, K+ Uniport, eleccrogenic 

A23187 Ca2+/2 H+ Antiporc, eleccroneucral 

Nigericin K+/H+ Antiporc, eleccroneucral 

Monensin Na+/H+ Antiporc, eleccroneucral 

Gramicidin H+, Na+ K+, Rb+ Forms channels 

AJamcchicin K+, Rb+ Forms channels 
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Extracellular side 

Cytoplasmic side 

(a) 

Extracellular side 

w Cytoplasmic side 

(b) 

Figure 12.62 Mechanism for ionophoretic activities of valinomycin and nigericin . (a) Tran sport 
by valinomycin. (b) Transport by nigericin. I represents ionophore. The valinomycin -K• complex is 
positively charged and translocation of K• is electrogenic leading to creation of a charge separation across 
membrane. Nigericin translocaces K· in exchange for a H· across membrane and the mechanism is 
electrically neutral. 
Diagram adopted from Pressman, B. C, Annu . Rev. Biochem. 45: 501 , 1976. 

ity for Ca2+ 10 times greater than Mg2+. Several of the mobile transporters have a cyclic 
structure and the ion coordinates to oxygen at0ms in the core of the structu re; the periph
ery of the molecule consists of hydrophobic groups. When an ion is chelated by the iono
phore, its water shell is stripped away and the ion encompassed by the hydrophobic shell. 
The ionophore-ion complex freely diffuses across the membrane . Since interaction of ion 
and ionophore is an equilibrium reaction, a steady-state concentration of the ion develops 
on both sides of the memb rane. Valinomycin transports K+ by an electrogenic uniport 
mechanism that creates an electrochemical gradient across a membrane as it transports a 
positively charged K+ (Figure 12.62a) . Nigericin is an electrica1ly neutral antiporter; its 
carboxyl group when dissociated binds a positive ion, such as K+, leading to a neutral 
complex that moves across a membrane . It transports a prot0n back on diffusion through 
the membrane, leading to an exchange ofK+ for H + (Figure 12.62b). 

Gramicidin A is a 15-residue peptide with alternating D- and L-amino acids. In mem
branes it forms a /3-helix and dimerizes, forming a long (25 A) and narrow (5 A) diameter) 
transmembrane channel (Figure 12.63). Polar residues line the channel and hydrophobic 

Gramicidin A 
dimer 

Figure 12.63 Action of gramicidin A Two molecules of gramicidin A form a dimer by hydrogen 
binding at the amino ends of the peptides creating a channel in a membrane. 

Diseases Involving the Super
family of ABC Transporters 

ATP binding cassette (ABC) cransporters are 

a superfumily of proteins with a nwnber of 

subfamilies char all contain a conservedATP

binding domain and diverse rransmernbrane 

domains . The members of the superfamily 

cacalyze the ATP-depe ndent transport of a 

wide variety of substances and are present in 

many different tissues. A number are found 

in mutant form in various diseases. The fol

lowing lists selected ABC transporters, their 

substrates, and related diseases: 

Transporter Substrate Disease 

ABCAl Phospholipid Tangier disease 

ABCG5 Plane sterols Sicosterolemia 

ABCR 

ABC7 

BSEP 

MRPI 

MRP2 

PGY3 

TAPl 

Phosphacidyl- Juvenile 
echanolarnine macular 

degeneration 

Retinitis 
pigmencosa 

Iron? Sideroblascic 
anemia 
with ataxia 

Bile sales Progressive 
familial 
incrahepatic 
cholestasis 

Xenobiotics Multidcug 
resistance 

Bilicubin Dubin-
glucuronides Johnson 

syndrome 

Long-chain Cholestasis of 
phosphatidyl- pregnancy 
choline 

Peptide Ankylosing 
rransporrer spondylitis 

Insulin
dependent 
diabetes mellicus 

Celiac disease 

Note chat genetic diseases involving the ABC 
uansporcers involve a variety of pachophysiologi
cal conditions, involving a number of dilferenc 
tissues, and various biochemical systems. 

For a detai led list of the ABC transporters 

and their diseases, see http://nutr igene.4t . 

com/humanabc .htm. 

Borst, P., and Elferink, R. O . Mammalian ABC 
uansporrers in health and disease. Annu. Rev. Bio
chem 71: 537, 2002. 
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groups are on the per iphery of the channel interacting with the lipid membrane . The srruc
rure pe rmirs the passage of wate r and univalent cations but not anions. Association and 
dissociation of the monomers contro l the rate of ion flux. 
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Questions • CAROL N . ANGSTADT 

Multip le-Choice Questions 

1. All of the following are ways in which peripheral proteins bind to 
membranes except 
A. binding to an integral protein. 
B. electrostatic binding between phospholipids and positive groups 

on the protein. 
C. by a shore hydrophobic group at one end of the protein. 
D. attached by the charged carboxyl group ac the carboxyl terminus 

of the protein . 
E. binding non-covalently to mernhrane phosphatidylinositol. 

2. Characteristics of a mediated transport system include 
A. nonspecific binding of solute co transporter. 
B. release of the transporter from the membrane following rransport. 
C. a rare of cransport directly proportional co the concentration of solute. 
D. release of the solute only if the concentration on the new side is 

lower than that on the original side . 
E. a mechanism for translocating the solute from one side of the 

membrane to the other. 

3. The translocation of Ca2+ across a membrane involves all of the fol
lowing except 
A. active transport by Ca2+ -transporting ATPases. 
B. maintaining [Ca2+] very much higher in the cell than in extracell

ular fluid. 
C. phosphorylation of the transporter. 
D. regulation by the binding of a Ca2+ -calmodulin complex co the 

transporter in eukaryotes. 
E. different transporters for transport inro the lumen or our across 

the plasma membrane 

4. Cell membranes rypically 
A. are about 90% phospholipid. 
B. have both integral and peripheral proteins. 
C. contain cholesteryl esters. 
D. contain free carbohydrate such as glucose. 
E. contain large amounts of triacylglycerols. 

5. All of the following arc correct about an ionophore except it 
A. requires the input of metabolic energy for mediated transport of 

an ion . 
B. may diffuse back and forth across a membrane. 
C. may form a channel across a membrane through which an ion 

may diffuse. 
D. may caraly-z.e electrogenic-mediaced transport of an ion. 
E. will have specificiry for the ion it moves. 

6. Cells control the distribution of water across membranes by aqua
porins and aquaglyceroporins because nonfacilicaced diffusion is coo 
slow. Aquaporins (AQP) 
A. permit translocation of water and small solutes. 
B. reduce the pH gradient because they transport H 30+. 
C. arc peripheral proteins of the membrane. 
D. form channels through which water flows. 
E. have no specific controls to open the channel. 

Questions 7 and 8: Two problems encountered with oral or intravenous 
administration of drugs are the lack of tissue specificity in the action 
of the drug and rapid metabolism, and therefore limited period of ef
fectiveness, of some drugs. One attempt to circumvent these problems 

is the use ofliposomes to encapsulate the drugs . Some dr ugs have a 
longer period of effectiveness when administered chis way. Liposomes 
can be prepared with specific proteins to bind specific cellular mem
brane receptors. Liposomes are also useful as a research cool co study the 
p roperties of bio logical membranes since they have a similar structure 
and properties. Much ofour understanding of biological membranes has 
been obtained using liposomes. 

7. Plasma membrane receptors 
A. usually have as ligands molecules like steroids. 
B. are always coupled to G-proreins . 
C. are foced in number for a given cell. 
D. ofi:en span the membrane with one or more cransmembrane domains. 
E. when bound to their ligand, always result in the release of a small 

molecule (second messenger) into the cell. 

8. Which of the following statements concerning membranes is correct? 
A. Microdomains, called lipid rafrs, are fixed in position in mem

branes. 
B. Lipid composition of the two layers of che membrane equilibrate. 
C. As demonstrated with liposomes, the membrane is most fluid ac 

the surfaces. 
D. An increase in the cholesterol content of a membrane increases 

membrane fluidity. 
E. Lipid transporters cataly-z.c unidirectional movement of specific 

lipids from one layer to the other . 

Questions 9 and I 0: Cystic fibrosis is a relatively common (I in 2000 live 
births) genetic disease of Caucasians. Although it affcccs many organs, 
pulmonary obstr uction is a major problem. CF patients have reduced 
Cl- permeability and the disease can be diagnosed by elevated [Ci-] in 
sweat. Genetic mutations lead to defeccs in cystic fibrosis transmembrane 
conductance regulator (CFTR) protein which is a cAMP-dependent c1-
channel. CFTR has structural homology to the superfamily of ATP-bind
ing cassette (ABC) transporters . 

9. Membrane channels 
A. have a large aqueous area in the protein strucrure so are not very 

selective. 
B. commonly contain amphipathic a-helices. 
C. are opened or closed only as a result of a change in the trans

membrane potential. 
D. are the same as gap junctions. 
E. allow substrates to flow only from ourside to inside of the cell. 

10 . ATP-binding cassette (ABC) transporters 
A. have both a membrane-spanning domain that recognizes the 

substrate and an ATP-binding domain. 
B. all effect rranslocation by forming channels. 
C. are found only in eukaryotes. 
D. all have two functions: forming a channel and conductance regu

lation. 
E. are all P-glycoproteins. 

Questions I I and 12: Alterations in mernhrane transport systems for spe
cific components lead co a number of diseases. In H artnup disease there 
is a decrease in transport of neutral am ino acids by intestine and renal 
tubules . Individuals with a decreased glucose uptake from the intestinal 
tract lack a specific glucos<>-gala,ctose transporter. In these diseases the 
transport systems are Na+ /(amino acid) or (glucose) co-transporters . 
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11. This cype of transporc system 

A. moves Na• and the amino acid or glucose in opposite directions 

across the membrane. 
B. uses the enecgy of the Na• gradient (SMF) co concentrate the 

ocher substance againsr i cs gradient. 

C. resulcs in the hydrolysis of ATP during the transporc. 

D. is the same as coded for by the mu ltidrug resistance (Mdr) family 

of genes. 

E. is the only cype of system used ro transport glucose across mem

branes. 

12. A different cype of cransporc system chat maintains the Na• and K· 

gradiencs across the plasma membrane of cells 

A. involves an enzyme char is an ATPase. 

B. is a symporr system. 
C. moves Na• either into or our of the cell. 

D. is an electrically neutral system. 

E. in the membrane hydrolyzes ATP independently of the move
ment of Na • and K•. 

Answers 

1. D A single electrostatic charge probably would nor be sufficient . A:. 
An example is ankyrin binding co the anion channel in erythrocytes . 

B: The negative charge of the phospholipids is involved. C: This 

would insert inco the lipid bilayer . E: A specific domain binds co the 

inosirol 3-phosphate head group. 

2. E This is essential co having the solute transported across the 

membrane. A:. Specificity of binding is an integral part of the process. 

B: Recovery of the cransporter co ics original condition is one of the 
characteristics of mediated transport . C : Only at low concentrations 

of solute; transporters show saturation kinetics . D: Active transport, 

movement against a gradient, is also mediated transport. 

3. B Excracellular Ca 2+ is about 10,000 times higher than intracellular. 

A:. This is a primary active transport . C: These are P-type transport

ers (phosphorylation is on an asparrate) . D : This binding lowecs the 
K,. for Ca 2+ and increases Ca2+ transport. E: They are known as 

CERCA and PMCA. 

4. B Some proteins are embedded in the membrane whereas others are 

at the surface. A:. This is more than the total lipid . C: Cho lesterol 

in membranes is unescerified. D: All carbohydrate in membranes 

is in the form of glycoproceins and glycolipids. E: This is a minor 
component. 

5. A Ionophores cransporc by passive mediated mechanisms. B and C: 

These are the two major types ofionophores. D: Valinomycin trans

pores K+ by a uni port mechanism . There are also anciporr systems 

chat are electroneutral. E: Valinomycin has an affinity for K+ 1000 
rimes greater than for Na+. 

6. D They assemble as homotecramers with each monomer forming a 

specific pore. A: This is a description of aquaglycecoporins. B: They 

do not transport H 30 +. C: They are integral proteins chat span the 

membrane. E: Channels need controls. 

7 . D This is a common mechanism for anchoring the protein in the 

membrane. A:. Steroids can diffuse through the plasma membrane 
and have intracellular receptors. B: This is just one of the three major 

classes of plasma membrane receptors. C: Receptors can be upregu

lared or downregulaced co modify the cellular response co a ligand . E: 

There are a variety of initial responses of the receptor- ligand bind

ing, including opening a channel. 

8. E Asymmetry is maintained by ATP-dependent flippases and flop

pases. A: They diffuse freely and can cluster into larger domains . B: 

Problems 

13. Draw a curve illustrating the rate of movement of a solute through a 

membrane as a function of the concentration of the solute for (a) 0 2 

and (b) uptake of glucose into the erythrocyte. 

14 . What kind of transporcer is the acecylcholine receptor of skeletal 
muscle membrane , and how is ic controlled? 

Moving a charged head group through the lipid core of the mem

brane is thermodynamically unfavorable. C: The area of greatest 

fluidity is the center of the membrane. D: Cholesterol is a rigid 

mo lecule which decreases fluidity. 

9. B The helices typically form the channel with hydrophilic side 

chains lining the channel and hydrophobic ones facing the lipid core 

of the membrane. A:. This describes a pore; channels are quire spe
cific. C: Voltage gated channels, like chat for Na+, are controlled chis 

way bur ochers, like the nicotinic acetylcholine channel, are chemi

cally regulated. D : Clusters of membrane channels work togechec to 

form a gap junction . E: Substances may move in either direction as 

dictated by the concentration gradient. 

10. A These are the common features. B: They operate by a variety of 

mechanisms, including transporters and receprors . C: Both prokary

oces and eukaryotes have chem . D : CFTR is unusual in having both 

of these functions . E: Some, such as those coded for by the Mdr gene 

family or the transporter for cholesterol out of cells are P-glycopro

teins, but ochers are not. 

11. B These are Na + -dependent secondary active transporters . A: These 

are symporcs, moving both substances in the same direction . C : ATP 
is used co maintain the Na+ gradient, not in the transport of the 

amino acid or glucose. D: Mdr are ABC transporters . E: Glucose can 

also be transported by a passive uni port system. 
12. A The Na+, K + -cransporcer is the Na + /K + -exchanging ATPase. B, 

C, and D: It is an anciport, vectorial (Na+ ouc), elecrrogenic (3Na +, 

2K+) system. E: ATP hydrolysis is not useless. 

13. See Figure 12.32. (a) 0 2 crosses membranes by simple diffusion; 

thus, rate increases with concentration as illustrated by the lower 

curve on the figure. (b) Uptake of glucose by erythrocytes is a passive 

mediated transport so should show saturation kinetics as illustrated 

by the upper curve in the figure . 

14. This is also called the nicocinic-acecylcholine channel and is an 
example of an agonise regulated channel. Acecylcholine interacts with 

the acecylcholine recepto r on the membrane causing a conformation

al change in the protein which opens the channel and allows cations 

(but nor anions) co Row through . Hydrolysis of acecylcholine with 

release of the produces closes the channel. 
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Communication between cells involves intercellular signaling 
via secreted molecules (hormones, neurotransmitters, and othe r 
mediators) and intracellular signaling cascades regulated by 
receptors that bind the secreted molecules. Receptors include: 
(1) cell surface proteins that bind hydrophilic or large secreted 
molecules, and (2) intracellular prote ins that bind hydrophobic 
secreted molecules. 

conformational states that turn on or off the activity of other 
proteins. 

Cell surface receptors initiate reactions that rapidly change the 
intracellular concentrations of small second-messenger mole
cules, such as cyclic nucleotides, Ca2+ ions, or lipid metabolites. 
Two major types of molecular switches control the transmission 
of intracellular signals: (1) the phosphorylation status of proteins; 
and (2) G proteins that when bound to GTP, switch between 

Some protein kinases and phosphatases are intrinsic aetivities of 
cell surface receptor proteins that bind growth factors; others are 
separate proteins that are regulated by transient association with 
cell surface proteins or by binding small second messengers. 
Protein k.inases and phosphatases regulate intracellular signal
ing by changing the phosphorylation status and function of: 
(1) enzymes, including other k.inases and phosphatases; (2) ion 
channels and ion transporters; (3) transcription factors; and 
(4) structural proteins that regulate cell shape, size, and motility. 

• G proteins are regulated by their interaction with other proteins 
that increase the rate of GTP/G DP exchange by the G proteins; 
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these include the G protein-coupled receptors (GPCR) chat 
constitute the largest superfamily of cell surface receptors and 
include the sensory receptors involved in vision, smell, and taste. 
G proteins regulate the activity of ocher proteins including 
enzymes chat synthesize second messengers, ion channels that 
control membrane potential or the flux of regularory ions, and 
other protein kinases. 

one organ or tissue co respond to changes in the function of 
cells in othe r organs or tissues; these signaling networks ensure 
homeostasis within the entire organism. 
Aberrant expression or function of signaling proteins , including 
secreted molecules, receptors, G proteins, and protein kinases, 
is the underlying cause of common human diseases includ-
ing many cancers, heart failure, diabetes , and some behavioral 
disorders; about 50% of the most widely used therapeutic drugs 
target signaling proteins. 

• Combinations of different intercellular and intracellular signal
ing reactions constitute signaling networks chat allow cells in 

Figure 13.1 Basic elements of a signal 
transduction pathway at the cellular level. 

13.1 • SIGNAL TRANSDUCTION BETWEEN CELLS 

Communication or signal transduction between cells and tissues consistS of two phases. 
lntercellular signal transduction characterizes the passage of a signal from one cell to target 
cells via the extracellular environment. Intracellular signal transduction comprises the bio
chemical decoding of that signal on receipt by the target cells, a process chat involves step
wise regulation of intracellular signaling proteins that ultimately results in altered function 
of proteins involved in metabolism , gene regulation, membrane transport, and cell motility 
(Figure 13.1) . The combination of intercellular and intracellular signaling allows cells in 
one organ or tissue to respond to changes in the function of cells in other organs or tissues 
to ensure homeostasis within the entire organism . 

13.2 • INTERCELLULAR SIGNAL TRANSDUCTION 

Two Fundamental Modes of lntercellular Signal Transduction 

Intercellular signaling describes the mechanisms by which one cell (the "sender" cell) sends a 
message to change the function of another cell (the "target" or recipient cell). Two cells can 
communicate (i.e., transmit information to each other) in several different ways (Figure 13.2). 
One requires that they be in direct physical contact; this mode is juxtacrine or contact depend
ent. A second and more common mode is contact independent and involves release of secreted 
molecules from the sender cells. The secreted molecules diffuse through extracellular space to 
the target cells where they interact with receptor proteins resulting in an activation of intra
cellular signaling and altered function . This latter mode permitS intercellular communication 

Extracellu lar Hormone, 
Neurotransmitter, or 
Growth Factor 

Receptor: Cell surface 
or Intracellu lar 

Cell 
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between cells separated by large distances, for example, cells in different tissues or organs or 
between cells separated by short distances. Contact-independent signaling by secreted mol
ecules includes four modes: endocrine, paracrine, synaptic or neuronal , and autocri.ne. These 
modes are distinguished by: (1) the actual diStance between the sender and target cells; and 
(2) the biochemical nature of the secreted molecules. 

Juxtacrine, or Contact-Dep endent , Signaling 
In juxtacr ine signaling, cells communicate by either of two mechanisms . One is thro ugh 
gap junction channels that allow direct transfer of small ions, metabolites, and second mes
senger molecules between neighboring cells. The structure and function of these channels 
is described in detail on page 477 and in Figures 12.41, page 484, and 12.42, page 484. 
The second mechanism involves the interaction of a protein expressed on the surface of the 
sender cell with a receptor protein expressed on the surface of the target cell (Figure 13.2a). 
This interaction changes the conformation of the receptor protein and triggers a cascade 
of intracellular signaling events in the target cell that results in altered function of that cell. 
Important elements of juxtacrine signaling include a variety of proteins , such as integrins, 
involved in cell-cel l adhesion and regulation of cell shape and motility. 

Endocrine Signaling 
This mode involves signaling between cells separated by short or long distances. Specialized 
sender cells in glandular tissues synthesize, package, and secrete molecules called hormones 

Figure 13.2 F1Ve major modes of intercellular 
signal transduc tion. 
Redrawn based on figures &om Alberts, B., er al., 
Essential Cell Bio/.Qgy, 2d ed. New York: Garland 
Science, 2004; and Lodish, H. , et al., Molecular 
Cell Biology, 4th ed. New York: Freeman , 2000. 
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(Figure 13.2b). By definition, hormones are molecules secreted into the blood for long-distance 
rransport to the target cells in various tissues. This is a broadcast type of remote signaling 
because blood carries the hormone to most cell types in most tissues. Although most cells in 
the body will be exposed to the hormone, only those cells that express specific receptors for that 
hormone will be target cells. Two important aspecrs of endocrine signaling should be noted. 
First, because a hormone is being secreted into the total blood volume, it will be diluted many
fold by the time it reaches target cells in peripheral tissues. The concentration of hormones in 
blood and interstitial spaces is always low (picomolar to nanomolar concentrations, i. e., 10- 12 

to 10- 9 M) even during maximal rates of secretion from the source gland. Given the low con
centration of hormones, the target cell receptors must have a very high affinity and selectivity 
for a particular hormone. One consequence of this high affinity is that once the hormone is 
bound, it cannot easily dissociate from ics receptor. Second, it takes a considerable amount of 
time to increase and or to decrease the concentration of a hormone in blood because of the large 
volume or capacity of the blood. Following secretion, hormone concentrations in the blood 
and interstitial fluid can remain elevated for many minutes or even for hours. This and the high 
affinity of hormone-receptor interactions have important consequences for the mechanisms 
by which target cells turn off their response to a hormone. It also ensures that intracellular 
signaling by the target cell will last for long periods. 

Paracrine Signaling 
In this mode , a sender cell does not secrete signaling molecules into the blood for long
distance transport , but only secretes such molecules into itS immediate or local environment 
(Figure 13.2c). This greatly restricrs the distances over which the molecules can travel (by 
passive diffusion) and thus lirnitS responses only to target cells in the immediate vicinity of 
the sender cell. Given their localized action, the secreted molecules used for paracrine signal
ing are generically termed local mediators. Because, unlike secreted hormones, the secreted 
local mediators are not massively diluted, their concentration near target cells can be fairly 
high (nanomolar to micro molar range, i. e., 1 o-9 to l o-6 M). Thus, target cell receptors for 
local mediators usually have lower affinity for these secreted molecules. Lower affinity means 
that the local mediator can rapidly dissociate from the receptor when the local, extracellular 
concentration of the mediator is reduced . Moreover, because the mediator is secreted locally 
into a small extracellular volume, its concentration at the target cell will be only transiently 
elevated due to rapid diffusion and dilution into the larger tissue space. Thus , paracrine 
signaling is used for rapid and localized communication between cells. 

Synaptic or Neuronal Signaling 
This type of paracrine signaling is specific to nerve cells that send out specialized cellular 
extensions (axons) to the immediate vicinity of a target cell that is usually another neuron 
or a muscle cell (Figure 13.2a, . The synapses between a neuron and its target cells con
stitute a restricted extracellular space into which the neuron secretes signaling molecules 
called neurotransmitters. Given this special synaptic geometry , neurotransmitters travel 
only very short distances to the target cell. Because of this short intercellular distance 
and the restricted synaptic volume, the local concentration of neurotransmitter reaching 
the target cell can be very high (micromolar to millirnolar range, i. e., 10- 6 to 10- 3 M). 
Thus, receptors on the target cell can have relatively low affinity for the neurotransmitter. 
This low affinity ensures that neurotransmitters can rapidly dissociate from their receptors 
following decreases in their local concentration . This is essential for the very rapid (milli
second) termination of neurotransmission from the presynaptic neuron to its postsynaptic 
targets. 

Autocrine Signaling 
This type of pa racrine signaling occurs when one cell type is both the sender cell and 
the target cell (Figure 13.2e). Autocrine signaling is often used by organisms during 
tissue growth , organ development , and immune and inflammatory responses. The gen
eral features of autocrine signaling are the same as for nonsynaptic paracrine signaling 
except that the sender cell provides both the secreted molecule (often a large polypeptide 
growth factor) and a receptor for that molecule. For example, early tissue development 
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often involves increased expression of a growth factor and the receptor for that growth 
by a particular progenitor or stem cell. The released growth factor induces autocrine 
activation of its target receptor to initiate replication of the original stem cell and its 
progeny cells. 

Secreted Signaling Molecules 

Many types of biological molecules, including proteins, glycoproteins, small peptides, 
amino acids, amines, lipids (fatty acids or steroids), nucleotides, nucleosides, and gases 
(e.g., nitric oxide), are used as secreted signaling molecules by various cells. The major 
differences between the signaling molecules are in their size and relative water solubility. 
Hormones used for endocrine signaling are amino acid products (large proteins, glyco
proteins, polypeptides, or small peptides) or steroids. Neurotransmitters used for synap
tic signaling are small, simple molecules such as amino acids (e.g., glutamate, glycine), 
substituted amines (e.g., epinephrine , acetylcholine, y-amino-butyric acid [GABA]), 
nucleotides (e.g., ATP) , or small peptides . Local mediators used for paracrine (non
synaptic) and autocrine signaling are very diverse and include proteins , small peptides, 
simple organic molecules (e.g., histamine, ATP, and adenosine), or fatty acid derivatives 
(e.g., prostaglandins) . 

13.3 • RECEPTORS FOR SECRETED MOLECULES 

Receptors for secreted molecules can be divided into two major classes: in tracellular recep
tors and cell surface recepto rs (Figure 13.3). Hydrophobic molecules readily pass through 
the plasma membrane of target cells and bind to intracell ular receptor proteins. 

In tracellular receptors are specific for secreted steroid hormones, derivatives of vitamin 
D3, rerinoic acid, and thyroid hormone (Figure 13.3a). They compose a highly homologous 
group of structurally related proteins. Their structures and functions (see Figures 22.46, 
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Figure 13,3 Basic properties of intracellular 
receptors versus cell surface receptors. 
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Figure 13.4 Major classes of cell surface 
receptors for secreted signaling molecules. 
Redrawn based on figure from Alberts, B., et al., 
Essential Cell Biology, 2d ed. New York: Garland 
Science, 2004. 

p. 927, and 22. 47, p. 929) are described in detail in Chapter 22. Some are cytosolic pro
teins that traffic to the nucleus only when bound to their cognate hormone; others enter 
the nucleus even in the absence of bound hormone. In all cases, the hormone-bound recep
t0rs function as dimeric complexes (homomers or heteromers) that bind to specific DNA 
sequences within the upstream regulat0ry elements of various genes to enhance or repress 
transcription and thus alter expression of proteins encoded by these genes. Because of their 
effects on gene expression, activation of intracellular receptors produces long-lasting changes 
(hours to days) in the function of target cells. 

Cell su.rface receptors are recognition sites for the vast majority of signaling molecules 
that are either too big (protein or polypeptide hormones) or too hydrophilic to rapidly 
cross the target cell plasma membrane. Such signaling molecules interaet with the target 
cell by binding to cell surface recept0rs that are integral membrane proteins (Figure 13.3b). 
Surface receptor proteins are coupled to a variety of intracellular biochem ical reactions 
termed signal transduction cascades or pathways . The earliest signal transduct ion event 
triggered by binding of a signal molecule to such a receptor is a conformational change in 
the receptor that results in: (1) the generation of intracellular signaling molecules known 
as second messengers (the extracellular secreted molecule is the first messenger) or (2) a 
change in plasma membrane electrical potential or (3) activation of enzymatic cascades 
involving protein kinases, protein phosphatases, or proteases. Four major superfamilies of 
structurally and functionally related cell surface receptors that mediate the vast majority 
of intercellular communication pathways (Figure 13.4) are (1) ligand-gated ion channel 
receptors, (2) enzyme-linked or catalytic receptors, (3) cytokine family receptors , and 
(4) G protein -coupled receptors or GPCR. 
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13.4 • INTRA CELLULAR SIGNAL TRANSD UC TIO N 
BY CELL SURFACE RECEPTOR S 

Ligands, Receptors, and Receptor-Ligand Interactions 

A ligand is any molecule that binds to a receptor protein . An agonist is a ligand that on 
binding , acrivates signal transduction , whereas an antagonist is a ligand that prevenes sig
nal transducrion when it binds to the receptor. A physiological agoni st or antagonist is 
a naturally occurring molecule (like a hormone or neurotransmitter) that aets as a receptor 
ligand. A pharma cological agoni st or antagonist is a synthetic molecule that acts as a 
receptor ligand. Many therapeutic drugs are agonises or antagonises of receptors. 

Certain physiological agonises stimulate multiple types of receptors that are termed 
receptor subtyp es. This means that the same extracellular signaling molecule may bind to 
different receptor proteins that are the produces of different genes. For example, the neu
rotransmitter acetylcholine interaces with a ligand-gated ion channel receptor that causes 
contracrion of skeletal muscle, or with a G protein-coupled receptor that causes relaxation 
of cardiac muscle (Figure 13.5). Each of the neurotransmitters , for example, acetylcholine, 
serotonin, and dopamine , recognizes a dozen or more receptor subtypes. Each receptor 
subtype can be differentially expressed in various tissues or/cells or can be coexpressed in 
the same tissue or cell. Moreover , receptor subtypes often aetivate opposing signal trans
duetion responses. This greatly complicates the design and testing of synthetic agonises and 
antagonists and is a major reason why most drugs aimed at receptors have dangerous side 
effects when used improperly. 

Relationships between Receptors, Effectors, 
and Second Messengers 

The first step in signaling by cell surface receptors is the binding of the extracellular agonise 
to the receptor protein that changes the intrinsic energy and struetural conformation of the 
receptor protein. In this conformation, the receptor interacts with effector protein s that 
are signaling proteins (enzymes or ion channels) distal to, but activated by, the agonisr
bound receptor (Figure 13.4). In some cases, the receptor protein itself is also the effec
tor. Activation of an effeetor leads to generation of second messengers or to changes in 
membrane potential. Some receptors interaet directly with effector proteins whereas others 
require coupling or transducing proteins to interact with the effeetor. GTP-binding regu
latory proteins (G proteins) are a very important class of such coupling proteins. 

Enzyme effectors may be intrinsic componenrs of a receptor protein (e.g., receptor tyro
sine kinases) or distinet proteins (e.g., nonreceptor tyrosine kinases). They can be integral 
membrane proteins (e.g., adenylate cyclase) or cytosolic proteins (e.g., guanylate cyclase) 
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and include nucleotide cyclases, phospholipases, protein kinases, and protein phosphatases. 
These will be discussed in later sections. Ion channel effectors are an intrinsic component 
of some receptors (ligand-gated ion channels) whereas others are indirectly regulated by 
receptors via G proteins or second messengers. 

Secon d messengers are small intracellular molecules that transmit and amplify the 
initial signal from agonist-activated receptors (Figure 13.6). They can be inorganic ions or 
organic producrs of enzyme-catalyzed reaetions. 

Ions passing through receptor-regulated channels function as second messengers in 
two ways. If the ionic flux is sufficiently great, the cytosolic concentrations of certain regu
latory ions can change appreciably; Ca2+ is the major intracellular regulatory ion . If the 
particular ionic flux is the predominant current across the plasma membrane, the mem
brane potential will be driven to the equilibrium potential for that ion. This will result in 
depolarization or hyperpolariz.ation of the membrane. 

Effeetor enzymes often catalyze the rapid production of water-soluble second-messenger 
molecules , for ex:mple, cyclic AMP (cAMP), cyclic GMP (cGMP) , and inositol trisphosphate 
(IP3) (Figure 13.6). 

Other effector proteins , such as phospholipases or lipid kinases, catalyze rapid produc
tion of membrane-associated lipid second messenger s, for example, diacylglycerol (DAG) 
or phosphatidylinosit0l 3,4,5-trisphosphate (PIP3) (Figure 13.6). 

Protein Phosphorylation in Signal Transduction 

Most pathways of intracellular signal transduction involve changes in the phosphorylation 
statuS of certain proteins . Phosphorylation of proteins can change their secondary, tertiary, or 
quaternary strueture and result in altered function. Such phosphorylation involves the regu
lated activity of a variety of protein kinases and protein phosphatases (Figure 13. 7 a). Protein 
kinases are classified on the basis of their selectivity for particular amino acids. Most protein 
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kinases activated by second messengers phosphorylate specific proteins on serine or threonine 
residues. Many growth factors and cyrokines will also stimulate kinases that phosphorylate 
proteins on tyrosine residues. These protein tyrosine kinases play imponant roles in regula
tion of cell growth and differentiation . Protein substrates for either serine/threonine kinases 
or tyrosine kinases are very diverse and include metabolic enzymes, ion channels, transcrip
tional factors, or other protein kinases. Protein phospharases also exhibit selectivity for serine/ 
threonine phosphare or tyrosine phosphate residues. The ability of some protein kinases co 
phosphorylate and activate target proteins, which are themselves protein kinases, underscores 
the involvement of protein kinase cascades in the regulation of complex cellular responses. 
These cascades are often critical elernenrs in the amplification process that characterizes the 
intracellular signaling reactions initiated by binding of ligands to cell surface receptors. 

Protein kinases can be regulated by receptors in several ways. Some tyrosine kinases 
are intrinsic components of the receptor protein structure (e.g., receptor tyrosine kinases) 
whereas others are cyrosolic proteins that transiently associate with activated receptors (e.g., 
nonreceptor tyrosine kinases that bind to cyrokine receptors). Most serine/threonine kinases 
are soluble proteins that are regulated by an increase in second-messenger concentration 
(e.g .. cAMP-dependent protein kinase). Likewise, there are multiple types of phosphatases , 
which reverse the signals generated by receptor- or second-messenger activated kinases. 

GTP-Binding Regulatory Proteins in Signal Transduction 

The G proteins that are functionally coupled co the G protein-coupled receptors belong 
to a larger family of proteins that bind and hydrolyze GTP as part of their specific cellular 
function (Figure 13.7 b). These GTPases have an important molecular switch role, being 
involved in critical biological functions such as initiation, elongation, and termination of 
protein synthesis; microtubule assembly; regulation of enzyme activity; and membrane traf
ficking. Many of these "switch" GT P-binding proteins are monome ric proteins; this dis
tinguishes them from the trimeric, receptor-coupled G proteins. All GTP-binding proteins 
(monomeric and rrimeric molecules) have different conformations and activities depending 
on whether they have guanosine-5' -diphosphate (GDP) or GTP bound . The GDP-bound 
form interacts with another protein (a guanin e nucleotide exchange factor [GEF]) that 
catalyzes the exchange of GDP for GTP . The GTP-bound form interacts with , and changes 
the activity of, downstream effector protein . The GTPase activity converts the GTP-bound 
form to a GDP-bound form, which has decreased ability to interact with effector proteins 
and must interact with a GEF in order to resume its active conformation . A major function 
of many cell-surface receptors is to trigger, directly or indirectly , the GDPGTP exchange 
reactions that result in G protein activation. 

Other Components of Receptor-Mediated Signaling 
Complexes and Cascades 

In addition to effector proteins , second messengers, trimeric G proteins, and protein kinases, 
a wide variety of intracellular proteins may be involved in the cell-surface receptor -mediated 
intracellular signaling pathways. By physically colocalizing multiple signaling proteins within 
a given signaling pathway, scaffold and adaptor proteins increase the fidelity and speed of 
a complex signaling cascade. Proteins termed anchoring proteins localize and concentrate 
soluble signaling proteins at particular subcellular locations. For example, a wide variety of 
A-Kinase Anchoring Proteins (AKAPs) localize cAMP-regulated protein kinases (protein 
kinase A [PKA]) at the plasma membrane , the cyroskeleton, or within the nucleus. The 
assembly of receptors, adaptor proteins , effector proteins, and other signaling components 
into signaling complexes often involves the specific interactions of particular domains within 
these proteins (Figure 13.8). SH2 (Src-H omology type 2) domains and PTB (phosphoty
rosine binding) domain s recognize and bind to specific phosphorylated tyrosine residues on 
a variety of signaling proteins. SH3 (Src-H omology type 3) domains bind to pro line-rich 
domains that characterize cenain signaling proteins. PH (P leckstrin Homology) domains 
specifically recognize and bind to cenain inositol phospholipids that have important roles as 
either lipid second messengers or lipid substrates for phospholipase C. 
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Figure 13.8 Roles of adapter proteins and 
protein-prot ein interaction domains in the 
assembly of intracellular signaling complexes. 
Redrawn based on figure from Alberts, B., et al., 
Mokcular Biology of the Cell 4th ed. New York: 
Garland Scienc;e, 2002. 

Figure 13.9 Relationship between Kd, as a 
measure of ligand-recept or binding affinity, 
and EC50, as a measure of functional respon.se 
to the formation of ligand-re ceptor complexes. 
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Binding of an agonistic ligand to a receptor is characterized by the recept0r's binding 
affinity and capacity. Affinity describes the relationship between agonist concentration 
and formation of agonist-receptor complexes. Affinity is inversely related to the dissocia 
tion constant (Ki) (measured in ligand Molarity) that characterizes the agonist-receptor 
complex (Figure 13.9). The KD is equal to the concentration of free agonist that permitS 
binding of 50% of the total number of binding sites on the receptor (half-maximal occu
pancy). Potency is a term used to measure the relative affinity of an agonist for its receptor. 
An agonist with high potency binds even when present at very low concentrations (high 
affinity, low Kr}. The capacity of the interaction refers to the absolute number of receptor 
sites. Because receptor proteins are usually expressed in relatively small amountS per cell, 
agonise-receptor binding curves show saturation . In addition to directly measuring the 
binding of an agonist to its receptor, one can indirectly measure the agonise-receptor inter
action by assaying the various functional responses triggered by the agonist-bound receptor. 
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In general, the magnitude of these responses is proportional to the amount of agonist
bound recepto r complex. Th e dose-response curve measures the relationship between 
agonist concentration and biological response. 

The concentration of agonist that causes a half-maximal response is the half-maximal 
effective concentration or EC50. Thi s is directly proportional to the KD of the agonist
receptor complex (Figure 13.9). However, EC 50 is usually much lower than the Ko; that 
is, the agonist concentration required for half-maximal activation of the cell's biological 
response is lower than the agonise concentration required for half-maximal occupancy of 
the cell's total number of receptors. Thi s means that a cell usually expresses more receptors 
than it needs for effective biological responses. These extra, or spare, receptors permit the 
cell to respond to agonise even after the inaetivation or degradation of receptors aetivated 
by previous agonise occupation . As described below, receptor inaetivarion or degradation 
plays an important role in terminating signal transducrion by receptors. 

Termination of Signal Transduction by Cell Surface Receptors 

Cells express multiple mechanisms that permit them to terminate or attenuate their 
responses to various hormones, neurotransmitters, or local mediators. These mechanisms 
allow cells to return to their basal, prestimulus state and prevent overactivation or inap
propriate activation of the functions controlled by a particular receptor (Figure 13.10). 
They include : (1) reducing agonist availability in the extracellular vicinity of a target cell, 
(2) internalizing and degrading the agonisr-bound receptor complex, and (3) rapidly modi
fying the receptor (e.g., by phosphorylation) so that it becomes inactive or desensitized. 

The simplest mechanism for terminating signal transduction is to reduce the extracel
lular concentration of the secreted agonist . The effectiveness and rapidity of this mecha
nism is determined by (1) the stability of the secreted agonise, (2) the size or capacity of 
the extracellular compartment into which the agonise is secreted, and (3) the proximity 
of sender cells to target cells. It is difficult to terminate endocrine signaling by reducing 
agonist availability rapidly because hormones are secreted into a large-capacity extracel
lular environment . In contrast, rapid reduction in agonist availability plays a significant 
role in terminating synaptic signaling; neurotransmitters are locally secreted into a very 
low-capacity space, the synaptic cleft, and diffuse away rapidly. Some cells also actively 
reduce the concentration of nearby agonist by reaccumulating the released agonise (e.g., 
synapt ic reupta.ke of neurotransmitters like serotonin and dopamine) or by metabolizing 
the extracellular agonist. Extracellular metabolism can be catalyzed by specific enzymes 
(e.g., the acerylcholinesterases) present on the surface of target cells. Certain neurotoxins aet 
as inhibitors of neurotransmitter breakdown. 

Cells can also terminate signal transduction by regulating the functional availability 
of receptors, a process known as adaptation or desensitization. If repeatedly exposed to a 
particular agonist, a cell adaprs irs sensitivity to that agonist. Over time, a cell will become 

Figure 13.10 Major mechanisms for the 
termination of receptor -dependent signal 
transduction. 
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Figure 13.11 Neurotransmitter-gated 
ion channel receptors as major signal 
transduction elements at neuronal synapses . 

less and less sensitive to a concentration of agonist that normally causes maximal activa
tion . This desensitization results from several processes. First, many receptors are rapidly 
internalized when bound by their agonistic ligand. These receptor- ligand complexes are 
incorporated in endosomes and subsequent acidification of endosomes causes dissocia
tion of the ligand- receptor complexes. Some endosomes containing ligand-free receptor 
are routed back to the plasma membrane where the receprors can be reincorporated inro 
the surface membrane . Other endosomes are routed to lysosomes where both the ligand 
and receptor protein are degraded. Thus, over time, there will be fewer receptors on the 
surface membrane . Second, a much faster mechanism for desensitization involves structural 
modification of the receptor that results in functional inactivation . Such inactive receptors 
remain on the surface membrane and may even bind agonist. However, they cannot trigger 
the int racellular sreps of signal transduction . In many cases, functional inactivation of a 
receptor is due to phosphorylat ion of the receptor protein itself. Thus, while the agonist
occupied receptor stimulates a cascade of signal transduction events involving activation of 
protein kinases, some of these protein kinases phosphorylate the receptor itself; this then 
inactivates that receptor. This is a classic type of negative feedback regulation . Depending 
on the receptor, this functional inactivation can be reversed rapidly or slowly. 

13.5 • LIGAND-GATED ION CHANNEL 
RECEPTORS 

Very rapid (milliseconds) signaling is required at nerve-nerve or nerve-muscle synapses. 
Thus , neurotransmitter receptors need to change cell responses via a minimum number of 
enzymatic steps because some biochemical reactions are relatively slow (seconds-minutes). 
Many (but not all) neurotransmitters bind to receptors that are ligand-gated ion chan
nels (see Figure 13.4a, p. 507). The extracellular ligands for these receptors are invariably 
very small organic molecules like amino acids, substituted amines, or nucleotides. These 
are packaged in vesicles and released via rapid exocytosis at synapses. Because these ligands 
are so small, they diffuse rapidly (Figure 13.11). The ligands bind to their receptors with 
low affinity (micromolar to millimolar KD). This permits rapid dissociation of the ligand
receptor complex on reduction of the extracellular concentration of the neurotransmitter. 

The binding of neurotransmitter to extracellular ligand-binding sites of such recep
tors triggers a near-instantaneous change in receptor conformation that permits ions to 
permeate through the receptor protein complex. The flux of these ions rapidly changes the 
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cell's membrane potential. If a cation like Na+ passes through the receptor channel, the 
cell becomes depolarized; if an anion like c1- is the permeating species, the cell becomes 
hyperpolarized (Figure 13.12). Cation-selective receptors are gated by the excitatory neu
rotransmitters (acetylcholine, glutamate , serotonin , and ATP) whereas anion-selective 
receptors are gated by the inhibito ry neurotransmitters, (y-amino butyric acid [GABA] 
and glycine). Activation of these neurotransmitter-gated ion channels changes the cell's 
plasma membrane potential and results in secondary regulation (activation or inhibition ) of 
many types of voltage-gated channels, including voltage-gated channels for Ca2+. Changes 
in the activity of these channels will alter the cytosolic concentration of Ca2+, a key second 
messenger. In rum, increased cytosolic Ca2+ drives acute responses in target cells, such as 
exocytotic release of neurotransmitter-containing vesicles from neurons or contraction of 
muscle cells, or long-term responses, such as activation of Ca2+ -sensitive gene expression. 
Most of the neurotransmitters that aetivate ligand-gated ion channel receptors can also 
interact with other receptor subtypes that are G protein-coupled receptors. Thus, receptors 
for acetylcholine are either nicotinic receptors (because they also bind the drug nicotine) 
that are ligand-gated channels, or muscarinic receptors (because they also bind the drug 
muscarine) that are G protein coupled . 

Ion Channel Receptors 

All ion channel receptors are oligomeric complexes of three to five protein subunits. Some 
are homomeric complexes that contain several copies of the same protein subunit (i.e., the 
product of the same gene). Others are heteromeric complexes of different protein subunits 
(i.e., each subunit is the product of a different gene). Each individual subunit is an integral 
membrane protein with multiple transmembrane domains. Ni cotini c acetylcholin e recep
tors provide a good example of the important struetural features that characterize ligand
gated ion channel receptors. These are pentameric complex of subunits , each of which has 
an extracellular N-and C-terminus and four membrane-spanning domains (Ml , M2 , M3, 
and M4). The five juxtaposed M2 domains, one from each protein subunit , form the ion
conducting pore. Binding of the neurotransmitter to extracellular sites on the receptor com
plex causes vety small and subtle rearrangements of how the M2 domains pack together. 
This near-instantaneous rearrangement removes the energetic barriers to ionic flow through 
the water-lined pore. In this state, the receptor is ligand bound and activated . However, the 
aetivated state ofligand-bound receptor channels persists for only a few seconds or minutes 
(it varies with different types of ligand-gated receptor channel) before a second rearrange
ment of the subunits occurs. That causes the channel tO assume a noncondueting conforma
tion even though the neurotransmitter remains bound (i.e., the receptor is ligand bound but 
inactive). This rapid inactivation is a non-covalent form of receptor desensitization (Figure 
13.13) . Reactivation of the receptor channel occurs only after the neurotransmitter dissoci
ates from the extracellular binding sites. Thus , these receptors cycle between three major 
functional states (no ligand/inactive > ligand-bound/acrive > ligand-bound/inactive) . 
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Figure 13.12 Excitatory versus inhibitory 
neurotran smitte rs as agonists for ligand-gated 
ion channel rece ptors . 

Figure 13.13 Conformational changes in 
ligand -gated ion channels during activation 
and inactivation of receptor function. 
Redrawn based on figure from Alberrs, B., et al., 
Mokmlar Biolagy of the Celi 4th ed. New York: 
Garland Science, 2002. 
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Termination of Signaling by Ion Channel Receptors 

Several mechanisms exist for termination of signaling by ion channel receptors. First, the 
ligands for these receptors are secreted very transiently in very small, defined extracellular 
spaces (e.g., the synapse) permitti ng them to diffuse away from the receptor rapidly. Sec
ond, the extracellular concentration of the neurotransm itter is reduced by rapid breakdown 
by enzymes (like acecylcholinesterase) on the outer surface of the plasma membrane or 
by rapid re-uptake inro the secreting neuron . Finally, the formation of the ligand-bound , 
inactive state ensures a very brief period of signal transduction by these neurorransmitter 
receptors. 

AJthougb rapid gating of ion fluxes is their direct function , these receptors also associ
ate with a large number of other cellular p roteins. Some of these associated proteins act as 
adapter proteins to co-localize efficiently these receptors with other downstream signaling 
proteins. They form concentrated signaling complexes at particular subcellular domains 
such as the plasma membrane at synaptic contacts. For example, the intracellular C-terminal 
tail of the glut.amate-gated ion channel receptor associates with an adapter protein called 
PSD-95 at the Post-Synaptic Density under the synaptic contact site. This interaction is 
facilitated by a domain on PSD-95 called the PDZ domain. (PDZ is an acronym combin
ing the first letters of three p roteins-postsynaptic density protein [PSD95], D rosophila 
disc large tumor suppressor [DlgA], and zonula occludens-1 protein [Zo-1 ]- that were first 
found to share the domain) . PSD-95 contains multiple PDZ domains (in addition to the 
specific PDZ site that binds to the gluc.amate-gated channels) that permit the co-localization 
of the receptor with various kinases, phosphatases, and cytoskeletal proteins . 

Other proteins that associate with neurotransmitter-gated channels act as chaperones 
to ensure the localization and clustering of these receptors at the synaptic membrane . For 
example, nicotinic acetylcholine receptors are highly concentrated at the neuromuscular syn
apse via their physical interaction with the protein rapsyn, a 43 kDa membrane-associated 
protein that tightly associates with the intracellular domain of nicotinic receptors. When 
rapsyn is knocked out in mice, nicotinic receptors are not appropriately clustered at the 
neuromuscular junction , and this resulcs in myasthenia or muscle weakness. 

Other Ligands of Ion Channel Receptors 

Receptors other than the neurotransmitter-gated ion channels utilize ion channels for intra
cellular signal transduction. Cenain types of channels are activated by direct protein - protein 
interaction with subunits from activated trimeric G proteins , which in turn are activated 
when upstream G protein-coupled receptors are activated by agonistic ligands. Other types 
of ion channels are activated on binding with intracellular second-messenger ligands such 
as cAMP, cGMP , or Ca2+. These second messengers accumulate on activation of many 
types of cell surface receptors, including G protein-coupled receptors, catalytic receptors for 
cenain growth factors, and some cytokine receptors. Thus , these ligand-gated ion channels 
are indirectly regulated by cell surface receptors. Very important second-messenger-gated 
ion channels are the Ca2+ channels localized in the endoplasmic reticulum . Finally, the 
activity of yet other ion channels can be increased (or decreased) on phosphorylation by 
various second-messenger-regulated protein kinases. This is anothe r example of indirect 
regulation of channel function by cell surface receptors. 

13.6 • ENZYME-LINKED RECEPTORS 

Physiological Roles and Extracellular Ligands 

The receprors for many polypeptide growth factors and hormones are transmembrane 
proteins that have intrinsic catalytic activity (Figure 13.14). Enzyme-linked or catalytic 
receptors of this supe,family of proteins are distinguished by several major structural fea
tures. T heir intracellular domains have protein kinase, protein phosphatase, protease, or 
nucleotide phosphodiesterase activities. T hese receptors primarily regulate long-term cell 
functions on a time scale of minutes to hours by initiating intracellular signaling cascades 
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that culminate in activation or inhibition of gene expression. In turn, these changes in 
gene expression direct very fundamental pathways of integrated cellular response, such as 
cell division , programmed cell death, or cell differentiation. Their agonisrs are usually 
large, secreted proteins that function as paracrine/endocrine growth factors or differentia
tion factors. These ligands generally bind to their cognate receptors with very high affinity 
(picomolar Kv). However, the agonistic ligands for some types of catalytic receptors are 
macromolecules expressed on the extracellular surfaces of adjacent cells (juxtacrine signal
ing). The most common catalytic receptors have tyrosine kinase activity. These receptor 
tyrosine kinases (RTK) include the receptors for epidermal growth factor (EGF), platelet
derived growth factor (PDGF) , insulin, and many other polypeptide growth factors. 
Some catalytic receptors have serine/threonine kinase activity. Finally, certain hormones 
involved in blood pressure regulation bind to receptors with guanylate cyclase activity 
(see Figure 22.33 , p. 915). 

Receptor Tyrosine Kinases {RTK) 

Most RTKs are single subunit receptors but some (like the insulin recept0r) exist as mul
tirneric complexes (see Figure 22.29 , p. 911). Each monomer has a single transmembrane 
(TM) spanning domain that comprises 25- 28 amino acids. The NHrterminal ends of 
such receptors are extracellular and compose a very large domain for binding the growth 
factor or hormone. The COOH-termini are intracellular and contain the domains respon
sible for the catalytic activities of the receptors. 

When a growth factor binds to the extracellular domain of an RTK, it triggers 
dimerization with adjacent RTK subunits (Figure 13.14); this leads to rapid activation of 
the eytoplasmic kinase domain . The first protein substrate for this activated tyrosine kinase 
is the receptor itself; the intracellular domain of the receptor becomes autophosphorylated 
on multiple tyrosine residues. The phosphorylated tyrosine residues then act as recognition 
or anchoring sites for other proteins that are substrates for the RTK These protein sub
strates usually contain a SH2-type protein - protein interaction domain which recognizes 
the phosphorylated tyrosines on the receptor. This permitS tight binding to the receptor 
and subsequent phosphorylation of tyrosines on the substrate proteins. Thus, activation 
of RTK resulrs in accumulation of many types of tyrosine-phosphorylated proteins. These 
"downstream" substrates act as effectors for the RTK and include signaling proteins such 
as other protein kinases, regulators of small GTPases, and enzymes that modify phospho
lipid synthesis and breakdown. When phosphorylated on tyrosine residues, these effector 
proteins become active links in signaling cascades that ultimately result in changes in the 
location or functional activity of transcription factors or other proteins involved in cell 
division or differentiation . 

Mutation of certain RTK genes resulrs in expression of receptors that assume activated 
conformations in the absence of binding of growth factor (Figure 13.15). Mutated RTK 
genes can act as oncogenes (seep. 1016 and Table 24.2) that contribute to the initiation 
or progression of cancer (Clin. Corr. 13.1). 

Extrace llular 

signallng 
proteins 
bound to 
phosphory lated 
tyrosines 

Figure 13.14 Conformational 
and functional changes in 
a receptor tyrosine kinase 
during activation by growth 
factor binding. 
Redrawn based on figure from 
Alberts, B., et al., Essential 
Cell Biowgy, 2d ed. New York: 
Garland Science, 2004. 
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Receptor dimerization also triggers an endocytic internalization of the groWth factor
RTK complex. Acidification of these endosomes leads to dissociation of the growth factor 
from the receptor and degradation of the internalized growth factor by lysosomes. Although 
some of the internalized receptors are also degraded, most are rerouted back to the plasma 
membrane. This internalization of receptor- ligand complex, followed by dissociation of 
the ligand is the major mechanism for terminating signal transduction by these receptors. 

Ras GTPase and MAP Kinase 
Ras is a small GTPase or monomeric GTP-binding regulat0ry protein that is a critical 
regulator in cell proliferation. About 30% of all human tumors involve cells that express 
mutated Ras oncogenes. Proteins that directly bind to phosphotyrosine sites of an activated 
RTK include adapter molecules that recruit and stimulate Ras-activating proteins (Figure 
13.16). The stimulated Ras-activating proteins act as GEFs to enhance the exchange of 
GTP for GDP on Ras itself; this results in accumulation of Ras molecules with an active, 

ErbB/ HER Receptor Tyrosine Kinases as Targets for Cancer Chemotherapy 

Receptors belonging to the ErbB/HER family are linked to many 
different types of human cancers. Overexpression of the human 
ErbBl gene, which encodes the EGF receptor (HERl), is common 
in bladder, breast, kidney, prosrrate, and non-small-cell lung cancers. 
A mutant ErbBl gene produces a receptor that lacks the extracellular 
EGF-binding domain , and this is highly expressed in glioblastomas 
that account for 25% of the brain tumors in adult humans . Human 
ErbB3 and ErbB4 encode the HER3 and HER4 receptors that bind 
extracellular proteins of the NRG (neuregulin/heregulin/neu) family 
of growth and differentiation factors. ErbB3 is often overexpressed in 
breast, colon, prostate, and stomach cancers, whereas ErbB4 overex
pression occurs in ovarian granulosa cell tumors . ErbB2 encodes the 
HER2 protein that does not bind any known extracellular groWth 
factor. However, HER2 can form homodimers or heterodimers with 
growth-factor-bound HERi , HER3 , or HER4 receptors. Because 
dimerization activates the intrinsic tyrosine kinase activity of this 
protein, even modest overexpression of HER2 can alter normal cell 
growth regulation. Significantly, ErbB2 gene expression is amplified 
by up to two orders of magnitude in 20%-3 0% of human subjeccs 
with invasive breast cancer. The aberrant expression of ErbB/HER 
genes in multiple human cancers has prompted the development of 

several drug therapies that target these receptors. One group consists 
of monoclonal antibodies that bind to functionally significant extra
cellular domains of different HER subtypes. Trascuzurnab (Hercep
tin® from Genentech), an anti-HER2 antibody, has been used in the 
treatment of those breast cancers characterized by overexpression of 
ErbB2/HER2. Ics mechanism of action involves recruitment of im
mune factors that kill the tumor cells and also suppression of con
stitutive HER2 dimerizacion. Cecuximab (IMC-C225 or Erbicux® 
from Im Clone), an antibody against the EGF-binding domain of the 
ErbBl/HERl protein, prevents ligand-induced activation of the re
ceptor. le is being tested in patients who have either squamous cell 
cancers of the head and neck or non-small-cell cancers of the lung. 
A variety of small molecule drugs have been designed co target the 
intracellular tyrosine kinase domains of the ErbB/HER proteins. 
These drugs are competitive inhibitors of the ATP-binding sites of 
the kinases, particularly the ErbBl /HERl subtype. They are being 
tested in patients suffering from non-small-cell lung cancers that fail 
to respond co ocher chemotherapies. 

Roskowski, R., Jr . The ErbB/HER receptor procein-cyrosine kinases and cancer. 
Biochem. Biophys. &s. Commun. 319 :1, 2004 . 
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GTP-bound conformation. In tum, these active Ras proteins transiently bind co and stimu
late a family of serine/threonine protein kinases that trigger the micogen-activaced protein 
kinase cascade, or MAP kinase cascade (Figure 13.17). This amplification cascade involves 
the serial actions of three protein kinases; the initial Ras-activated kinase (or MAP 
kinase kinase kinase) activates an intermediary set of MAP kinase kinases, which activate 
the terminal MAP kinase effeccors. Activated terminal MAP kinases phosphorylate mul
tiple target proteins in both the cytosol and the nucleus, including transcription factors 
that regulate the expression of genes required for cell division, cell survival, or phenotypic 
differentiation. 

Receptor Serine/Threonine Kinases 

The growth regulatory faccors transforming growth factor-fl (TGF-/3) and bone morpho
genetic proteins (BMP) have receptors with intrinsic serine/th reonine kinase activity. These 
growth faccors have important signaling roles in tissue development at the fetal and neonatal 
stages and in the maintenance of a differentiated tissue phenotype in adult organisms. As 
in the case of recepcor tyrosine kinases, mutations in TGF-/3 receptors and other serine/ 
threonine kinase receptors contribute to the initiation or progression of certain cancers. 

Figure 13.16 Role of the ras GTPase during 
intracellu lar signal transduction by an 
activated receptor tyrosine kinase . 

Figure 13.17 Role of the MAP kinase cascade 
during intracellu lar signal transduction by an 
activated receptor tyrosine kinase. 
Redrawn based on figure from Albens, B., et a!., 
Essential Cell Biowgy, 2d ed. New York: Garland 
Science, 2004. 
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Figure 13.18 Intracellular signaling cascades 
triggered by a receptor serine/ threonine 
kinase during activation by TGF/3 (transforming 
growth factor 13). 
Redrawn based on figure from Alberrs, B., er al., 
Essential Cell Biology, 2d ed. New York: Garland 
Science, 2004 . 
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Similarly, these receptors compose plasma membrane proteins with an extracellular amino 
terminus, a single uansmembrane-spanning region, and an intracellular carboxy terminus 
that contains the catalytic domain. They also form homodimeric complexes when their ago
nists bind to the tandem extracellular domains (Figure 13. 18). The resulting conformational 
change resulrs in one catalytic subunit phosphorylating irs partner subunit on serine/threonine 
residues. This initial phosphorylation allows the partner subunit to recruit and to phosphor
ylate cyroplasrnic proteins termed SMADs that comprise a family of gene regulatory faetors. 
(SMAD proteins are homologs of a Drosophila protein "mothers against decapentaplegic," or 
MAD, and a C. elegans protein SMA; the name is a combination of the two). In their dephos
phorylated state, SMADs adopt a folded conformation , which prevenrs their interaetion with 
other SMADs and also maintains their localization as cyrosolic proteins. However, phosphor
ylation by activated receptor kinases allows certain SMAD subtypes to unfold and to form 
dimeric comp lexes with other SMAD subtypes. This dimerization also exposes nuclear locali
ution sequences (NLS) on the SMADs that result in translocation of the cyrosolic complex 
into the nucleus where the SMAD dimers interaet with other gene regulatory proteins to 
modulate the transcription of genes involved in organ development or tissue differentiation. 

13.7 • CYTOKINERE CEPTORS 

Cytokines represent another group of secreted polypeptides that act as autocrine/paracrine 
regulators of growth and differentiation. Many cyrokines control the growth and differentia
tion of hematopoietic (blood-forming) cells including the various types of white blood cells, 
or leukocytes. For this reason, some cyrokines are known as interleukins because they regu
late information transfer among different types ofleukocyres during various srages of immune 
or inflammatory responses (Clin. Corr . 13.2). Othe r cyrokines are called interferons for their 
ability to interfere in the changes in function induced in cells and tissues infeeted with viral or 
baeterial pathog ens. Like the growth factors that bind to catalytic receptors, cyrokines bind 
to their cognate receptors with high affinity and trigger the rapid aetivation of protein kinase 
cascades and accumulation of phosphorylated signaling proteins that ultimately direet long
lasting changes in gene expression. However, the plasma membrane receptors for cyrokines 
lack intrinsic ryrosine kinase or serine/threonine kinase aetivity (see Figure 13.4c, p. 508). 
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Endogenous Antagonists of lnterleukin-1 Receptors as Therapy for Inflammatory Diseases 

Interleukin-I (IL-1) is the composice designation for two relaced cy

rokines (IL-la and IL-1/3) thac bind to the same multi-subunit IL-1 
receptors (IL-IR ). The broad expression oflL-lR underlies the cen
traJ role of IL-1 in many immune, inflammatory, metabolic, and he
matopoietic responses. These include fever, increased expression of 
leukocyte adhesion proteins on endothelial cells, induction of acute 
phase proteins by the liver, and stimulated production of other cyto
kines and colony-stimulating factors. IL-1/3 is a major proinflamma
cory cytokine whose locaJ and circulating levels are tightly regulated 
to prevent aberrant activation of pathways that can lead to chronic 
inflammatory diseases. IL-1/3 accumulates as a biologically inactive 
procytokine in the cytoplasm of monocytes and macrophages. Its ac
tivation requires cleavage to a mature, secreted form by the protease, 
caspase-1. Activation of caspase-1 involves its oligomerization via 
assembly of mulciprotein complexes termed inflammasomes. Under 
normaJ conditions the assembly of inflammasomes is regulated by 
adapter proteins that become active only in response in bacterial infec
tion or tissue damage. However, some people express mutated versions 
of these adapter proteins, and this causes activation ofinflammasomes 

Cytokine Receptors: Structure and Function 

and hyperproduction of IL-1/3 in the absence of rnicrobiaJ infection. 
The resulting overproduction of IL-1/3 has been linked co multiple 
inflammatory diseases including the periodic fever syndromes, Crohn 
disease, rheumacoid arthritis, and gout . Therapeutic agents, such as 
IL-I recepcor antagonise (Anakinra or Kineret®), are highly effective 
for the treatment of aucoinflammacory syndromes. Notably, Anak
inra is a recombinant version of a naturally occurring protein, hu
man IL-I Ra (Ra for receptor antagonist) , which is produced by the 
same cells that secrete IL-la and IL-l/3. Endogenous IL-lRa is an 
important nacuraJ anti-inflammatory protein in arthritis , colitis, and 
other inflammatory diseases; maintenance of a balance between IL-1 
and IL-lRa production prevents the development or progression of 
such diseases. However, when endogenous IL-1 is overproduced in 
individuals with mucacions in inflammasome regulatory proteins, the 
injection of recombinant IL-I RA acts to restore this baJance. 

Mariachasan, S., and Monack, D . M. Inflarnmasome adaptors and sensors: lncraceJ
lular regularors of infection and in£1ammacion. Nature &v. fmmunol 7:3 J, 2007: 
and Cburch, L. D., Cook, G.P., and McDermocr, M. F. Primer: inflarnmasomes and 
interleukin I beta in inflarnmarory disorders. Nat Cun Pract Rheumatol 4:34, 2008. 

Cycokine receptors are multimeric recept0rs. Each subunit has a single transmembrane 
domain, a large extracellular amino-terminaJ domain for binding the cytokine, and an 
intracellular carboxy-cerminal domain that contains different types of protein - protein 
interaction motifs but lacks intrinsic enzyme activity . Functional cytokine receptor s exist 
as a stable hetero-oligomeric complex of two or more different receptor subunits . High
affinity binding of the cytokine usuaJly requires interaccion with at least two different receptor 
subunits. This coordinated binding of extracellular cytokine ligands triggers conforma
tionaJ changes in the intracellular domains of the receptor subunits that fu.cilitace their 
rapid association with other intracellular signal-cransducing enzymes. Cytokine receptors 
exhibit significant diversity in che structure of their individuaJ subunits , as well as in their 
assembled multimeric complexes. Thus , different subfamilies recruit a broad range of 
intracellular signaling proteins. Among the most important of these associated proteins 
are nonreceptor tyrosine kinases, such as the src-family kinases and the Janus kinases 
(JAKs) (Figure 13.19). These tyrosine kinases are not integraJ membrane proteins , but 
exist as soluble or weakly membrane-associated proteins that become activated only when 
they associate with ligand-occupied cytokine receptors. They often phosphorylate che other 
subunits of the cytokine receptor on tyrosine residues which then ace as recognition sites for 
the binding of other signaJing proteins with SH2-interaction domains. Thus, several of the 
interleukin-type cytokine receptors recruit JA.Ks, which phosphory late the receptor s co gen
erate binding sites for gene regulatory proteins known as STATs (signal transducers and 
activators of transcription). Like SMAD proteins , unphosphorylaced STAT proteins 
are cytosolic monomers. Subsequent tyrosine phosphorylation by accivaced }A.Ks induces 
dimerization which resulcs in translocation of the complex co the nucleus and association 
with other gene regulatory proteins. 

Other cytokine receptor s recruit adapter proteins that initiate the assembly of pro
tein kinase complexes that culminate in the cytosol-to-nucleus translocation of the NFRB 
(nuclear fu.ctor of activated B cells) complex , an important transcription factor for regulation 
of expression of genes involved in multiple types of immune and inflammatory responses. 
Many cytokine receptors also trigger activation of che MAP kinase cascades. 
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Figure 13.19 Intracellular signaling cascad es 
triggered by prototypical noncatalytic cytokine 
receptor. 
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13.8 • G PROTEIN -COUPLED RECEPTORS 

Physiological Roles and Extracellular Ligands 

The superfamily of G protein -coupled receptors ( GPCR) is targeted by an extraordinarily 
diverse range of agonistic ligands that include proteins, peptides, amino acid derivatives, 
catecholamines, lipids, nucleotides, and nucleosides (Figure 13.20). These ligands include 
hormones, neurotransmitters , and local mediators. The G protein-co upled receptors play 
important roles in endocrine, synaptic, paracrine, or autocrine signaling in vinu ally all 
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Figure 13.20 Major elemen ts of signal transduction initiated by the 7-transmembrane domain 
G protein-coupled receptors . 
Redrawn ba~ed on figure from Bockaert, J., and Pin, J-P. Molecular tinkering ofG protein-coupled 
receptors: an evolutionary success. EMBO J. 18: 1723, I 999. 
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G Protein-Coupled Chemokine Receptors as Targets for the Human Immunodefic iency Virus (HIV) 

Among the 1000 or so human genes that encode G protein-coupled 
receptors is the subgroup of chemokine receptors chat are highly ex
pressed in leukocytes (white blood cells). Chemokinescompose approx
imately 50 polypeptide factors chat are secreted by multiple cell types 
(e.g., epithelial cells and suomal cells) wichin various tissues. They are 
agonistic ligands for 19 types of chemokine receptors that are differ
entially expressed in che various classes ofleukocytes (e.g., monocytes, 
T-lymphocytes, B-lymphocytes, natural killer cells), which execute 
critical immune and inflammatory responses within tissues invaded 
by foreign pathogens (protozoans, bacteria, or viruses). Chemokines 
function as: (1) chemotactic agents chat recruit leukocytes to the in
fected tissue location,; (2) regulators of G protein-dependent signaling 
pathways involved in che rapid killing or sequestering of pathogens, 
and (3) inducers of gene expression chat contribute to long-term adap
tive immunity to pathogens. Not surprisingly, the disruption or dis
abling of chemokine receptor signaling can contribute to a wide range 
of infectious diseases. Of particular significance is the finding that hu
man immunodeficiency virus (HIV) utilizes endogenous chemokine 
GPCR to infect and kill immune effector leukocytes. 

HIV entry into leukocytes requires che direct interaction of che 
viral envelope glycoprotein (gpl 20) with extracellular surface proteins 
of the target host cell. The CD4 membrane protein, a critical immune 
receptor of helper T-lymphocytes, is a major target for gp120 bind
ing. This explains why helper T cells are drastically reduced in most 
HIV-infected patients who develop AIDS (acquired immune defi
ciency syndrome). However, different strains of HIV preferentially 
infect T-lymphocytes (T-trophic virus) or monocyte-macrophages 

(M-trophic virus), and epidemiological analyses have revealed in
dividuals who are highly resistant to infection by M-trophic strains 
of HIV. This resistance is due to mutations in the gene encoding 
CCR5, a chemokine receptor that is highly expressed in monocyte
macrophages; chese mutations result in low or no expression of cell 
surface CCR5 protein. Thus, M-trophic strains of HIV require che 
presence of boch che CCR5 and CD4, as co-receptors, to efficiently 
infect monocyte-macrophages. 

CXCR4, a chemokine receptor that is highly expressed in T
lymphocytes, is a coreceptor with CD4 for binding the gpl20 of 
T-trophic strains of HIV. Significantly, the ability of CCR5 and 
CXCR4 to bind gpl 20 does not require activation of the G;-family 
proteins to which these receptors are normally coupled. Although G 
protein activation by CCR5 and CXCR4 is not obligatory for HIV 
entry, gpl20 binding to these receptors does induce functional acti
vation of the downstream G protein signaling cascades. It seems that 
activation of these signaling pathways within the HIV-infected cells 
may facilitate the chemo-attraction of naive uninfected leukocytes 
and so aid in propagation and dissemination of the virus within the 
infected subject. The identification of CCR5 and CXCR4 as HIV 
coreceptors has elicited intense interest in the development of an
tagonistic ligands chat selectively attenuate gp120 binding and retard 
che colonization and spread of chis devastating pathogen wichin in
fected subjects. 

Sodh i, A , Moncaner, S., and Guckind, J. S. Viral hijacking of G procein-coupled 
recepcor signaling necworks. Nat. Rev. Mol. Cell Biol 5:998, 2004. 

tissues and cell types. It is estimated that several percent of the genes in the human genome 
encode GPCR. Ligands bind to GPCRs with affinities in the nanomolar to micromolar 
range, which is intermediate between the high affinity of enzyme-linked receptors and 
the low affinity of the ligand-gated channel receptors . Many imponant sensory proteins 
are G protein-coupled receptors including rhodopsin (seep. 958 and Figure 23 .21) and 
the many receptors for perception of taste and smell, the actual ligands for which are 
largely unknown. Many GPCR are involved in the acute regulation of critical physiological 
responses such as cardiac contractility, metabolism , and complex behavior . These receptors 
or their downstream signaling pathways are the targets for many of the drugs most widely 
used in the treatment of human disease (Clin. Corr. 13.3 and 13.5). 

Structure of G Protein-Coupled Receptors 

When occupied by agonistic ligands, GPCRs act as GEFs for heterotrimeric GTP
binding regulatory proteins (G proteins) (see Figure 13.20), that interact with down
sueam effector proteins which are usually enzymes or ion channels . The GPCRs do 
not directly regulate effeccor proteins . Thus, even the earliest signaling events require 
the panicipation of at least five proteins: the receptor itself, the intermediary G protein 
(with its three distinct protein subunics) , and the effecror protein. The existence of 
multiple G protein types that can differentially couple to various receptors and effecto rs 
provides for considerable molecular diversity in the types of signal transduction path
ways controlled by these receptors. 
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Figure 13.21 Major subclasses of 
heterobim eric G prote ins that are activated 
by G by the 7-transmembrane domain 
G protein-co upled receptors. 

Despite the extreme diversity of the ligands for GPCR, the recepcors themselves show a 
high degree of scrucrural but not sequence similarity (see Figure 13.20). The crystal scrucrure of 
bovine rhodopsin provides the essential topographical fearures of the GPCR fumi.ly (see Figure 
23.21) . Each receptor is a single subunit membrane protein with seven a-helical uansmem
brane spanning domains. (GPCR have also been termed heptahelical, or 7-transmembrane, 
domain receptors). Each has an extracellular amino-terminus, three extracellular loops, three 
intracellular loops, and an intracellular carboxy-cerrninus. The extracellular region provides sites 
for glycosylation and the extracellular loops contain essential cysceine residues for formation 
of incerloop disulfide bridges. The cransmembrane(TM)-spanning domains are homologous, 
but not identical among different GPCR. These form a pocket which often contains the criti
cal amino acid residues for ligand binding . The intracellular loops, particularly the third loop, 
contain critical sequences for selective interaction with G proteins. The intracellular tail var
ies greatly in length and sequence among the different receptors, and contains sites that are 
involved in recognition or activation of G proteins. It also contains serine and threonine sites 
for phosphorylation by protein kinases. Phosphorylation of these residues plays important roles 
in the termination of signal transduction by activated GPCR. 

The tertiary structure of GPCR within biological membranes involves a clustering of 
the seven transmembrane helices that controls the conformations and apposition of the 
intracellular loops and the carboxy-cerminus. Large ligands such as polypeptide hormones 
bind to the extracellular loops whereas small ligands , such as acetylcholine and epinephrine , 
bind co the pocket formed by the membrane-spanning segments. In either case, binding 
causes a rearrangement of the membrane-spanning helices and changes the conformations 
of the intracellular loops and carboxy-cerminus co expose recognition sites for particular 
G proteins . Thus , a GPCR occupied by an agonise can transiently form a complex with a G 
protein . An antagonist can bind co the receptor but does not cause appropriate rearrange
ment of the membrane-spanning domains or exposure of the G protein recognition sites on 
the intracellular loops and tail. 

The transient interaction between the agonise-occupied receptor and its G protein 
affects the function of both . The functional changes in the G protein are described in the 
following section. The major change in the receptor following its binding to a G protein is 
that its affinity for the agonise is significantly reduced , and this usually leads co dissociation 
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of the agonist . The agonise-free receptor assumes ics inactive conformation with loss of its 
ability to interact with the G protein. The G protein dissociates from the receptor- G pro
tein complex and return s the receptor to its inactive, ligand-free state. 

Heterotrimeric G Proteins 

G protein s that are functionall y coupled to GPCR consist of heterotrimeri c complexe s 
of a- , /J-, and '}'-subuni ts (Figure 13.21 ). The a- subunit, the largest , is a relatively 
hydrophili c protein in the 39-46 kDa range . It contain s the guanine nucleotide-bind
ing site , the GTPa se acti vity that is critical for proper regulation of the receptor - G 
protein interaction , and domain s that interact with variou s effector prot eins. Twenty 
di stinct a- subunit s are grouped into several subfamilie s on the basis of both structural 
feature s and type of coupling to particular effector protein s and second-me ssenger cas
cades. The a.- subunit s (stimulatory a- subunit ) of the Gs family stimulate adenylate 
cyclase and result in an increase in intrac ellular cAMP (Clin. Corr. 13.4). In contrast, 
the a 1- subunit s (inhibitory a- subunits ) of the G; family inhibit adenylate cyclase and 
lower the cellular levels of cAMP . The a 0 - and a.,- subunit s, which also belong to the 
Gi famil y, predominantl y modulate voltage- sensitive ion channel s in excitable tissues. 
The Gi family also include s the at- subunit s (t for tr ansduc in), the G protein s that 
tran sduce light perception by the rhod opsin-type GPCR that stimulate cGMP phos
phodi esterase and rapidly decrease intracellular cGMP. The Gq family include s the 
a

4
-, a 1 i-, a 15. , a 16-subunit s that are coup led to phospholip ase C and trigger incre ases 

in three second me ssenger s: IP3 (ino sitol tri spho sph ate), DAG (diac ylglycerol ), and 
Ca 2+. Finall y, the a 1r and a ws ubunits of the G12113 family stimulate GEFs for a 
variety of Rho-family small GTPa ses involved in cell migration , cell shape regulation , 
and cell division (Clin . Corr. 13.4 ). 

G Protein Mutations in Pituitary Gland Tumors and Endocrine Diseases 

The pituitary gland plays a c.entral role in regulating the endocrine 
status of mammals by secreting a variety of hormones that regulate 
the function of other organs including the liver, thyroid, adrenal, and 
reproductive glands. Release of these hormones is regulated by neu
rotransmitters, neuropeptides, and other hormones released by the 
hypothalamic region of the brain. For example, the hypothalamus and 
pituitary cells known as somatotrophs act in cone.ere to control the re
lease of Growth Hormone (GH) , which regulates metabolism and cell 
growth in many peripheral tissues. The hypothalamus-derived Growth 
Hormone Releasing Hormone (GHRH) is an agonise for a Gs protein
coupled receptor which is expressed by pituitary somatotroph cells. 
Increased cAMP triggered by this receptor activates CREB-dependenr 
transcription of the GH gene and results in increased synthesis and 
release of GH. Certain pituitary tumors cause the hypersecretion of 
GH, which in adults causes acromegaly, a condition characterized by 
abnormal growth patterns in many tissues. Such tumors are generally 
non-metastatic and believed to arise from the replication of single, 
transformed pituitary cells that have acquired a growth or survival ad
vantage due to spontaneous mutations in key regulatory genes. 

30%- 40% of the GH -secreting pituitary rumors in humans ex
press a mutated version of the GNASl gene that encodes the a.
subunit of Gs protein . The mutated gene, termed gsp, results from 
single amino acid substitutions in residues that play critical roles in 
the binding and hydrolysis ofGTP. Such mutations greatly diminish 

GTPaseactiviryand thereby cause the constitutive activation of Gs and 
adenylate cyclase. The increase in adenylate cyclase activity markedly 
increases cAMP generation, protein kinase A (PKA) activation, the 
PKA-dependent phosphorylation ofCREB and other cAMP-sensitive 
gene regulatory proteins, and, as a consequence, the expression of 
cAMP-inducible genes such as that for GH. Similar gsp mutations 
have been found in pituitary corticotroph tumors that hypersecrete 
ACTH (adrenocorticorropic hormone) with consequent overproduc
tion of glucocorticoid hormones by the adrenal cortex. 

The two amino acids altered in these naturally occurring grp mu
tants were identified by in vitro biochemical studies as significant for 
the regulation of GTPase activity. Arginine-201, which is replaced 
by cysreine in the most common grp mutant , is the acceptor site for 
the covalent ADP-ribosylation induc.ed by cholera toxin. Glutarnine-
227, which is replaced by alanine or other amino acids in some gsp 
mutations, is a conserved glutamine located in the switch-II domain 
that undergoes large conformational movements depending on 
whether GTP or GDP is bound to the a-subunit. Substitution of 
this glutamine residue within all known a-subunits cause decreased 
GTPase activity, and it is widely used to generate constituti vely active 
versions of the various G proteins for transgenic animal studies. 

Lania, A., Mamovani, G ., and Spada, A. Gene tics of piruirary rumor s: Focus on G 

procein mucacions. Exp. Biol. Med 228:1004 , 2003. 
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Figure 13.22 Activation and inactivation cycle 
of a hete rotrimeric G protein. 
Redrawn based on figure from Lodish, H., et 
al. Molecul.ar Cell Biology, 4th ed. New York: 

Freeman, 2000. 

The {3(~35 kDa)- and y (10 kDa) subunits are very hydrophobic proteins and, 
under non-denaturing conditions, are isolated as a dimeric complex. Purified {3y com
plexes isolated from one G protein can often be recombined with the unique, purified 
a-subunit of a second G protein to produce a heterotrimer , which is functionally indis
tinguishable from the native heterotrimer of the second G protein. The {3y complex is 
necessary for the interaction of the a subunit with receprors. In addition, the {3y com
plexes from some activated G proteins also directly interact with, and activate, a variety 
of downstream effector proteins. For example, G;-derived {3-y dimers control the opening 
of certain K+ channels in the heart, thereby inducing cardiac myocyte hyperpolarization 
and a slowing of heart rate. 

The G Protein Cycle 

In their basal state, the a{3y heterorrimeric complex has GDP at the nucleotide-binding 
site of the a-subunit (Figure 13.22). The rate of release of GDP in the presence of unoc
cupied receptors (basal conditions) is low but not zero. The intrinsic GTPase activity of 
the a-subunit convercs GTP into GDP and P;. While the Pi is readily released, the GDP 
remains bound for a much longer time. This sequential release makes the GTPase reaction 
irreversible. The a-GDP displays high affinity for the {3y dimer, and the heterotrirner is 
therefore regenerated. Consequently, in the unstimulated steady state, only a small fraction 
of the G protein molecules is in the active conformation (GTP bound) . On interaction 
of a heterotrimeric complex with agonist-occupied GPCR, the rate of release of GDP is 
increased by over an order of magnitude . This allows GTP, which is much more abundant 
than GDP in the cytosol, to bind to the a-subunit and to trigger dissociation of a-GTP 
from the {3y dimer. The released a-subunits and {3y dimers then interact with appropriate 
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Figure 13.23 Receptor phosphorylation as a major mechanism for the desensitization/ 
inactivation of G protein-coupled receptors. 

downstream effect0r enzymes to change second-messenger levels. Activation of G proteins 
by agonist-occupied GPCR is catalytic rather than stoichiometric. Thus , depending on 
the type of GPCR, one molecule of agonist-occupied recept0r may serially interact with 
10- 100 molecules of trimeric G protein ; this results in major signal amplification at the 
earliest stages of GPCR activation. Although the intrinsic GTPase activity of the released 
a-subunits ensures that the dissociation of a{3-y heterotrimeric complex will be transient, 
the overall repetition rate of the cycle will be increased as long as there are agonise-bound 
GPCR in the cell's plasma membrane. 

Termination of Signaling by G protein-Coupled Receptors 
Many of the small ligands for GPCR can be rapidly metabolized or inactivated by extracel
lular enzymes and most receptors exhibit rapid desensitization or adaptation. Although 
some of this adaptation is due to receptor internalization and down-regulation, the primary 
mechanism for rapid GPCR desensitization involves phosphorylation of the receptor that 
results in loss of function (Figure 13.23). The phosphorylared receptors cannot efficiently 
activate G proteins. Two families of protein kinases phosphorylate GPCR and induce 
desensitization. Second-messenger-dependent protein kinases, such as cAMP-dependent 
protein kinase A (PKA), phosphorylate many types of GPCR regardless of whether the 
receptor is in an agonise-occupied or agonist-free conformation. GPCR-specific protein 
kinases (GRKs) are also known as /3 ARKs (/3AR kinases) because the {3-adrenergic recep
tor (/3AR) was their first identified substrate (Clin. Corr . 13.5). In contrast to PKA and 
other second-messenger-regulated kinases, /3 ARKs only phosphorylate GPCR when they 
are occupied by agonistic ligands. 

Effects of Bacterial Toxins on Heterotrimeric G Proteins 
Some a-subunits of G proteins contain arginine or cysteine residues that can be ADP
ribosylated by exotoxins (cholera or pertussis toxins) secreted from some bacterial patho
gens, such as Vibrio choleraeor Bordetella pertussis (see Figure 13.22, p. 526). These toxins 
possess NAD glycohydrolase activity that catalyzes breakdown of NAD + into nicotin
amide and ADP-ribose, and ADP-ribosyl transferase activity that catalyzes transfer of 
the ADP-ribose moiety to the G protein a-subunit. These toxin-catalyzed ribosylation 
reactions interfere with the normal function of the G protein and cause abnormal 
signal transduction and regulation of cell function. For example, ADP-ribosylarion 
of the Gs a-subunit s by cholera toxin represses the intrinsic GTPase activity thereby 
causing constitutive dissociation of the GTP-bound a-subunits from the {3-y dimers 
even when GPCR is not occupied by agonist. This chronic increase in GTP-bound 
a 5 induces continuous activation of the adenylate cyclase and cAMP production. In 
the large intestine, chis increase in cAMP results in a sustained PKA-mediated phos
phorylation of chloride channels chat normally regulate salt and water transport; the 
hyperactivation of these channels severely disrupts salt and water transport and results 
in life-threatening diarrhea. 
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Alterations in J:J-Adrenergic Receptor Signaling in Congestive Heart Failure 

In congestive heart failure the heart fails co pump blood in amouncs 
sufficient for adequate perfusion of peripheral tissues. Heare failure 
results &om adaptations of cardiac myocyces for the maintenance of 
cardiac output following myocardial injury or &om excessive hemo
dynamic burdens, such as high blood pressure. These adaptations 
include myocardial hypertrophy and activation of sympathetic nerve 
output, especially the release of norepinephrine and epinephrine from 
cardiac adrenergic nerves, which augmencs myocardial contracciliry. 
These adaptive mechanisms ultimately become inadequate and result 
in a progressive decrease in cardiac performance. 

This shift &om adaptive to maladaptive response is particularly 
evident in changes with the /3-adrenergic receptor signaling system. 
In normal cardiac myocyces, epinephrine activates the Gs-coupled 
/31- and /32-adrenergic receptors that simulate adenylate cyclase, 
increase cAMP accumulation , and activate protein kinase A (Pl<A). 
PKA phosphorylates L-rype dihydropyridine-sensitive Ca2+ chan
nels and phospholamban, an allosteric regulator of cardiac sarcoplas
mic reticulum (SR) Ca2+ -translocacing ATPase. Phosphorylation of 
former increases the rime these channels stay open in response to de
polarization and resulcs in enhanced Ca2+ influx. Unphosphorylaced 
phospholamban represses the function of the SR Caz+ ATPase pump. 
When phospholarnban is phosphorylated by PKA, chis inhibitory ef
fect is relieved and results in an increased rate and extent of Ca2+ 
pumping by the SR. The combined action of enhanced plasma mem
brane Caz+ influx (through the L-rype channels) and enhanced Ca2+ 

sequestration within the SR results in greater Caz+ -induced Ca2+ re
lease &om the SR during subsequent cardiac action potentials. Thus, 
during adrenergic stimulation, more Ca2+ is released during each ac
tion potential resulting in a stronger contraction (positive inotropic 
effect). However, the released Ca2+ is also more rapidly sequestered 
by the SR resulting in a more rapid cycle of contraction/ relaxation 
(positive chronotropic effect). Thus, at the whole organ level, /3-
adrenergic stimulation of heart resulcs in both stronger contractions 
and more blood pumped per heart contraction (stroke volume) and a 
more rapid contraction/relaxation cycle (heart rate). Cardiac output 

(stroke volume X heart rate) is increased co deliver more blood to 
the systemic circulation. However, chis means the heart will do more 
work (higher-energy output) and will require a higher delivery of oxy
gen and metabolites (fatty acids and glucose) to generate chat energy. 

Because of reduced myocardial function due to chronic disease., 
heart failure triggers an increased secretion of epinephrine/norepi
nephrine co provide a compensatory hyperactivation of the inocropic 
signaling responses described. While chis initially increases activation 
of the /31 and /32 receptors, it also induces their chronic desensitiza
tion and down-regulation. Moreover, these /3 receptors increasingly 
activate ocher signaling cascades. For example, /31 receptors stimulate 
cascades chat are predominantly maladaptive, such as decreased ex
pression of survival genes and increased activation of proapoptotic 
signals. During development of heart failure there is a decrease in the 
ratio of /31-subrype receptors to /32-subrype receptors. Heart failure 
also increases activity of the GRK2//3AR-k.inase that phosphorylates 
the receptors and uncouples them from activation of G protein
dependent signaling pathways. 

Although it may seem paradoxical, the treatment of heart failure is 
based on /3-adrenergic antagonises (/3-blockers), most commonly me
toprolol or bisoprolol, which are highly selective for the /31 receptors. 
The effectiveness of /3-blocker therapy seems co involve repression of 
the maladaptive signaling pathways activated by /31-receptors. Re
cent clinical studies have reported the usefulness of carvedilol , which 
nonselectively blocks both /31- and /32-adrenergic receptors, bur 
also antagonizes al-adrenergic receptors chat are highly expressed in 
vascular smooch muscle cells. These receptors activate the Gq/phos
pholipase C cascade and release ofIP 3-sensitive Ca2+ pools co cause 
contraction of smooch muscle with consequent constriction of blood 
vessels. Antagonism of these latter responses decreases the resistance 
co blood flow and the amount of work required by the heart to deliver 
effective cardiac output. 

Lohse, M. J., Englehardt, S., and Eschenhagen, T. Whar is rhe role of J3-adrenergic 
signaling in heart lailure? Gire. Res. 93:896, 2003. 

13.9 • CYCLIC AMP-BASED SIGNAL 
TRANSD UCTION 

Regulation of Cyclic AMP Synthesis and Degradation 

Many metabolic and beh avioral responses to different hormones and neurotransm itters 
are med iated by increase in intrace llular cAMP . The use of cAMP as a second messenger 
is largely limited to GPCRs . Cells act ively regulate both the synthesis and degradation of 
this second messenger. cAMP synthesis is catalyzed by adenylate cyclases that use ATP as 
a substrate to produce cAMP and pyrophosphate (PPi) (Figure 13.24) . The normal basal 
level of cAMP in cycosol is -10- 7 to 10- 6 M . D uring maximal ho rmonal stimulation , the 
cAMP concentration can increase 2- to 100-fold depending on cell type. At least six genes 
that encode different subtypes of adenylate cyclase have been identified. All are integral 
membrane prote ins with 12 membrane-spanning domains, one catalyt ic domain within 
the intracellular segment connecting transmembrane segmencs six and seven, and a second 
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catalytic domain at the intracellular carboxy-terminus. The various subtypes are expressed 
in tissue-specific patterns and can be differentially regulated by particular signaling proteins. 
A1J adenylate cyclase isoforms are positively regulated by the a .-subunics of G. proteins. 
However, the /3-y-subun it complex from various G proteins (including G.) can Stimulate 
some adenylate cyclase isoforms while inhibiting others. The a;-subunit s from G; proteins 
can directly inhibit cenain subtypes of adenylate cyclase (Figure 13.25). 

The breakdown of cAMP is catalyzed by cyclic nucleotide phosphodiesterases (PD.Es) 
that hydrolyze the cyclic diester bond to produce AMP (Figure 13.24). The activity of these 
PDEs can be regulated by both hormones and cenain drugs. Cellular cAMP can be increased 
by inhibition of the PDEs. Xanthine derivatives, such as theophylline and caffeine, inhibit 
PDEs and result in increased cAMP levels in the absence of hormonal stimulation . 

Intrace llular Signaling Mechanisms of Cyclic AMP 

cAMP-dependent protein kinase A (PKA) mediates most of the effeas of cAMP (Figure 
13.26, p. 530). PKA is a tetrarner composed of two regulatory subunits (R-subunics), which 
contain the cAMP-binding sites, and two catalytic subunits (C-subunits) , which contain the 
kinase aetivity. The teuarneric form cannot catalyze phosphorylation of target proteins . On 
the cooperative binding of several cAMP molecules to the regulatory subunics, the tetramer 
dissociates and the free catalytic subunits become active. Many of the protein subsrrates of the 
cAMP-dependent kinase are themselves kinases with specific target enzymes. This underscores 
the cascading nature of this (and mosr other) receptor-linked signaling systems. Specific phos
pharases dephosphorylate the phosphorylated proteins and thus inaetivate the cAMP-mediated 
signaling cascade. Th ese phospharases are subjeet to recept0r-linked regulation. 

cAMP profoundly alters cellular metabolism by altering both the activity and expression 
of many catabolic enzymes, including enzymes involved in lipid and in carbohydrate metabo
lism. Metabolic regulation by cAMP often involves the PKA-mediated regulation of secondary 
kinases or phospharases by changing the phosphory lation states of the latter enzymes. PKA can 
also phosphorylate several types of plasma membrane ion channels or ion rransponers and lead 
to either altered membrane potential or the activation/inhibition of the influx of regulatory 
ions such as Ca2+. Because neurotransmitters , such as serotonin, dopamine, and epinephrine, 
imeraet with GPCR that regulate Gs or G;, the ability of cAMP and PKA to modulate ion 
channel activity is a critical component of regulation in the central nervous system. 

Increased cAMP in eukaryotic cells rapidly alters the transcription and expression 
of the genes cod ing for imponant metabolic enzymes, polypeptide hormones, and ion 
transport proteins . The dissociation of catalytic subun its from the regulat0ry subunits 
exposes nuclear localization sequences on the catalytic subunits and facilitates their 
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nucleotide phosphodiesterases . 

Figure 13.25 Positive and negative regulation 
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Figure 13.26 Role of protein kinase A in the 
intracellular signaling cascades regulated by 
cyclic AMP. 
Redrawn based on figure from Albercs, B., er al. 
Mol.ecular Biology of the Cell, 4th ed. New York: 
Garland Science, 2002. 
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cytosol-to-nucleus translocacion (Figure 13.26). The imranuclear PKA induces phos
phorylation and activation of cAMP-regulated proteins called CREBs t0 conuol the 
expression of genes that contain cAMP-sensicive regulatory elements (CRE) within the 
5' -flanking regions of many cyclic AMP-responsive genes. In this way, the transient 
increases in cAMP triggered by GPCR at the cell surface can be uanslated into long
lasting changes in nuclear gene expression and cell function . 

13.10 • CYCLIC GMP-BASED SIGNAL 
TRANSDUCTION 

Regulation of Cyclic GMP Synthesis and Degradation 

cGMP is an important second messenger in the regulation of muscle and nonmuscle 
contractil iry, in visual signal transduction, and in blood volume homeostasis. Cellular 
levels of cGMP are dynamically regulated by a balance between synthetic (guanylate 
cyclases) and degradat ive (cGMP phosphodiesterases ) enzymes. The two major types 
of gua-nylate cyclase in mammalian cells are fundamental ly different from the ade
nylate cyclase. A membrane -associated guanylate cyclase activity resides in the cata
lytic domains of the enzyme-linked receptors for the hormone atrial natriuretic factor 
(ANF) secreted from cardiac myocytes of the atr ium in response to increases in circu
lating blood volume and/o r pressure. ANF receptors are expressed primarily in vascular 
smooth muscle cells and in renal cells. This receptor has a large extracellular domain for 
binding ANF, a single transmembrane domain , and a relatively short intracellular cata
lytic domain. ANF bindin g stimula tes catalytic activity via receptor dimer ization and 
binding of regulat0ry proteins to the hormone-occu pied receptor (see Figures 22.32, 
p. 9 14, and 22.3 3, p. 9 15) . In contrast to the tissue-rest ricted expression of the ANF 
receptor-guanylate cyclase, a eytosolic form of guanylate cyclase is present in most cell 
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Nitric Oxide/cGMP Signaling as Therapeutic Targets in Cardiac and Vascular Disorders 

The endothelial cells that line rhe internal surfaces of all blood ves
sels are major sources of the rurric oxide used for the relaxation of 
vascular smooth muscle cells. In these myocyres, cGMP generation 
by the soluble guanylate cyclase is stimulated by nitric oxide gener
ated by adjacent endothelial cells. cGMP induces myocyre relaxa
tion and vasodilation of blood vessels with increased blood flow 
to nearby tissue. Similar changes can be produced by drugs that 
increase nitric oxide production. cGMP levels are also regulated 
by phosphodiesterases (PDE) that convert cGMP to GMP. Thus , 
drugs that inhibit vascular isoforms of PDE improve blood flow to 
particular tissues. 

Angina pectoris is the formal name for chest pain suffered by pa
tients with different types of cardiac insufficiency. Nitroglycerin is 
commonly prescribed and rapidly alleviates angina (see Clin. Corr . 
11.10, p. 451). It is metabolized to nitric oxide and also binds di
rectly to nitric oxide-sensitive proteins (like soluble guanylate cyclase). 
Thus, it can induce smooth muscle relaxation and vasodilation. How 
rutroglycerin alleviates angina is not completely understood. The 
coronary arteries and cardiac microvasculature during coronary in
sufficiency are likely maximally dilated due to local ischemia. Thus, 
nitroglycerin probably alleviates angina by decreasing cardiac work-

load and myocardial oxygen requirement via vasodilatory effects on 
the veins that return blood to the heart (preload), and by decreasing 
peripheral blood pressure (afterload} through vasodilacory effects on 
systemic arteries. 

Viagra® is the trade name for Sildenafil citrate that is used to 

treat erectile dysfunction. It inhibits selectively the type 5 cyclic nu
cleotide phosphodiesterase (PDE5) that is highly expressed in vascu
lar smooth muscle. Ir is 80- to 4000-fold less potent as an inhibitor 
of other cyclic nucleotide PDE isoforms, including PDE3 which is 
predominantly expressed in cardiac muscle. It is only 10-fold more 
selective for PDE5 versus PDE6, which is the predominant PDE 
in the retina. When blood vessels in erectile tissue are vasodilated 
in response to released NO and activation of guanylate cyclase, the 
inhibition of cGMP breakdown by Viagra leads to higher and more 
sustained levels of cGMP accumulation and PKG activation. This 
increases the vasodilacion in erectile tissue. High doses of Viagra can 
lead to mild alterations in color vision due to side effects on the 
retinal PDE6. 

Ignarro, L J., Napoli, C., and L.ascalzo, J. N icric oxide donors and cardiovascular 
agents modulacing cbe bioaccivity of nicric oxide, Circ. Res. 90:21 , 2001. 

types (Figure 13.27) . This soluble guanylate cyclase is a dimeric complex of 82-kDa 
and 70-kDa subunit s. Each dimer constitutively binds a molecule of heme. In the 
absence of gaseous ligands that bind co this heme group , soluble guanylate cyclase has 
a very low rate of catalysis. However, binding of nitric oxide (NO) to the heme group 
induces conformational changes that greatly increase activity of the guanyla te cyclase. 
Thus, a major stimul us for cGMP accumulation in most cells is an elevated level of 
NO. NO is generated by nitric oxide synthases (NOS) (p. 447). Because NO readily 
permeates biological membranes , it can be produced in one type of cell, for example, a 
vascular endothelial cell, and rapidly diffuse into neighboring cell types, for example, 
vascular smooth muscle cells, where it activates soluble guany late cyclase. Accumula
tion of cGMP in smoo th muscle tr iggers rapid and sustained relaxation of the contrac
tile apparatus (Clin. Corrs. 13.6) . 

cGMP degradation is catalyzed by several soluble or weakly membrane-associated 
cGMP phosphodiesterases (PDE) . Although some appear to be passive catabolic enzymes 
(i.e., not directly regulated), the cGMP-dependent PDE in the light-sensing cells of the 
retina is an effector enzyme for the trimeric G protein transducin (p. 963). 

Intracellular Signaling Mechanisms of Cyclic GMP 

Cyclic GMP exens mosr of its second messenger effecrs by aetivating cGMP-sensitive 
protein kinases (PKG) that are widely expressed in many tissues. Depending on cell 
rype, PKG phosphorylates a variety of important targets, includin g enzymes involved in 
metabolism, scrucrural proteins, and ion transport proteins. For example, stimulation of 
PKG in smooth muscle and nonmuscle cells resulrs in the coordinated phosphorylation of 
many proteins that act to inhibit Caz+ -dependent contraction or motility. These include: 
(1) proteins that attenuate Caz+ release channe ls of the endoplasmic reticulum, (2) myosin 
light chain phosphatases that repress myosin interaction with actin, and (3) K+ channels 
that induce plasma membrane hyperpolarization and thereby repress voltage-gated Caz+ 
influx. cGMP also aces as a direct (i.e., PKG-independent) regulator of cyclic nucleotide
gated cation channels expressed in certain sensory tissues such as the retina . 
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Figure 13.28 Role of plasma membrane 
and organellar Ca2+ transport prote ins in 
the regulation and compartrnentation of 
intracellular Ca2+ pools. 

13.11 • CALCIUM-BASED SIGNAL 
TRANSD UCTION 

Regulation of Cytosolic Ca2+ Concentration 

Ca2+ is an important intracellular regulacor of many fundamental cell function s includ
ing: contraetion in all types of muscle, secretion of hormones and neurotransmitters , 
cell division, directed migration of nonmuscle cells, and regulation of gene expression. 
Cells respond to many types of hormones and neurotransmitters with rapid and transient 
increases in cytosolic Ca2+ that then binds to a variery of Ca2+ -dependent regulatory pro
teins. Increases in cytosolic Ca2+ are elicited by opening of either Ca2+ channels in the 
plasma membrane or Ca2+ channels in the endoplasmic reticulum (ER). This released 
Ca2+ can be rapidly reaccumulated by the ER to terminate the response to the hormone/ 
neurotransmitter. 

The basal concentration of free ea2+ in the cytosol of most cell types is maintained at 
approximately 10-7 M (Figure 13.28). Small increases in cytosolic free Ca2+ to 10-Q M rap
idly and maximally activate the various Ca2+ -regulated cell functions. Because extracellular 
Ca2+ concentration is 10--3 M, there is a 10,000-fold concentration gradient for Ca2+ across 
the plasma membrane and the driving force for rapid ea2+ influx is further increased by the 
inside-negative membrane potential . In excitable cells, such as neurons and muscle cells, Ca2+ 
influx involves voltage-gated ea2+ channels (see Table 12.10, p. 481) . This type of Ca2+ sign
aling pathway is generally initiated by the ion channel receptors for excitat0ry neurotransmit
ters, such as acerylcholine, glutamate , serot0nin , and ATP. The plasma membrane also con
tains two transpon systems, the Na+ /Ca2+ antipon transporter and the Ca2+ -transporting 
ATPase that efficiently pump the excess ea2+ out of the cytosol (Figure 13.28). 
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Ca2+ ions are efficiently concentrate d within the ER (termed sarcoplasmic reticulum 
or SR in muscle cells) by Ca2+ -transporting A TPase pumps. This ATPase permitS Ca2+ 
to accumulate to a concentration of about 1 mM ( 1 o·3 M) within the lumen of the ER/ 
SR; this is equivalent to the concentration of Ca2+ in the extracellular space. Thi s accu
mulated Ca2+ can be released into the cyt0sol via two types of ER/SR-localized Ca2+ 
channels that are regulated by signals generated by many types of cell surface receptors. 
The first is a very widely expressed channel known as the 1,4,5- inositol trisphosphate 
(IP3) receptor (IP3R) or IP3-gated Ca2+ channel (Figure 13.29). IP3, a second mes
senger, is rapidly generated when phospho lipase C is stimulated by different hormones or 
neurotransm itters. A different ligand-gated Ca2+ release channel is expressed in the ER/ 
SR of skeletal and cardiac muscle. This is the ryanodine receptor (RyR) or ryanodine
sensitive Ca2+ release channel because it binds the drug ryanodine (Figure 13.30). In 
cardiac muscle, the RyR channels are gated by the Ca2+ that enters through plasma mem
brane voltage-gated Ca2+ channels sensitive to channel-blocking drugs known as dihydro
pyridines. This interplay of multip le Ca2+ channels to regulate cardiac muscle function 
is termed Ca2+ -induced Ca2+ release. In skeletal muscle, RyR channels open via direct 
protein - protein interactions with the voltage- and dihydropyridine-sensitive Ca2+ chan
nels; this regulation is possible because SR in skeletal muscle forms direct contacts with 
specialized invaginations of the plasma memb rane. 
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Figure 13.29 Mobilization of endoplasm ic 
reticulum Ca2+ pools and activation of protein 
kinase C by receptors that stimulate the 
phospholipas e C-mediated hydrolysis of 
inositol phospholipids . 

Figure 13.30 Mobilization of sarcop lasmic 
reticulum Ca2• pools in striated muscle cells 
by depolarization-induced activation of 
ryanodine -sensitive ca2• release channels. 
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Figure 13.31 Regulation of calmodulin and calmodulin-regulated protein kinases by Ca2• . 

Redrawn based on figure from Alberrs, B., et al. Molecular Biology of the Cell, 4th ed. New York Garland 
Science, 2002. 

Calcium Activation of Calmodulin-Dependent 
Protein Kinases and Phosphatases 

Increased cytosolic Cai+ results in activation of various calcium-binding regulatory pro
teins. Some, such as troponin-C , which regulates contraction in striated muscles, are highly 
specialized and expressed in only a few tissues (see Figure 23.35, p . 976) . In contrast, cal
modulin (CaM) (p. 493) is a ubiquitous ly expressed protein that mediates the regulatory 
actions of Ca2+ on a broad range of cellular functions via its ability to activate Ca2+ -sensitive 
effector proteins that include serine/threonine-specific protein kinases (Figure 13.31) , 
phosphatases, and nitric oxide symhases (see Figure 11.17, p. 444). On binding of Ca2+ , 
calmodulin undergoes conformational changes that facilitate its interaction with the down
stream effector proteins . Some calmodulin-dependent kinases, such as myosin light chain 
kinase , target only specific proteins whereas other forms , such as the multifunctional CaM 
Kinase II, can phosphoryl ate a broad range of protein substrates. Altering the activity of 
these proteins is the primary mechanism by which increased Ca2+ alters cellular behavior. 
CaM-kinase II also becomes autophosphorylated when bound to calmodulin , and this auto
phosphorylation allows CaMKII to remain active long after cytosolic Ca2+ has returned to 
a resting level. CaM-kinases can phosphorylate and modulate a wide range of enzymes, ion 
channels, contractile proteins, and gene regulatory proteins . 

13.12 • PHOSPHOLIPID-BASED SIGNAL 
TRANSDUCTION 

Regulated Phospholipid Metabolism as a Component 
of Intracellular Signaling Pathways 

Signal transduction by many cell surface receptors involves activation of one or more phospho
lipases that catalyze the hydrolysis of different classes of phospholipids (e.g., inositol or choline 
phospholipids). Several classes of phospholipases catalyze the production of distinet producrs 
that aet as second messengers or regulators of second-messenger production (Figure 13.32). 
Phospholipase C {PI-PLC) hydrolyses inositol phospho~pids to yield inositol phosphates and 
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diacylglycerols as second messengers. Inositol phospholipids can be funher phosphorylated by 
phosphoinositide-3-kinase (PI-3K) to produce phosphatidylinositol-3,4,5-ttisphosphate 
(PIP3), another second messenger whose function is described in the following. Pbospholipase 
D (PLD) predominantly hydrolyses choline or echanolamine phospholipids to produce phos-
phatidic acid that is subsequently hydrolysed by phosphatidic acid phosphohydrolyases (PAP) 
to yield diacylglycerol. Phospholipase A2 (PIA2 ) attacks various phospholipids to produce 
&ee fatty acids, such as arachidonic acid, and lyso-phospholipids. 

Regulation of Phospholipase C and Phospholipase D 

As previously described, many G protein-coupled receptors and receptor tyrosine kinases 
stimulate the release of Ca2+ from the endoplasmic reticulum by activating the production 
of 1,4,5-inositol trisphosphate (IP3). This water-soluble second messenger is derived 
from the hydrolysis of phosphatidylino sitol-4 ,5-bisphospha te (PIP2) , a relatively minor 
membrane phospholipid that is generated by phosphorylation of two hydroxyls on the 
inositol residue of phosphatidylinositol. Hydrolysis of PIP2 is catalyzed by C-type phos
pholipases (PLC) with high selectivity for inositol phospholipids (Figure 13.32) and gen
erates two second messengers: (1) the water soluble product IP3 and (2) diacylglycerol 
(DAG), a hydrophobic product. PI-PLC/3 enzymes are activated by interaction with either 
the a-subunits of Gq111-farnily G proteins or the ,By-subunits of G;-family. In contrast , the 
PI-PLCy enzymes are activated by tyrosine phosphorylation and association with receptor 
tyrosine kinases. Some nonreceptor tyrosine kinases also phosphorylate PLC enzymes. 

In addition to IP3, the activation of PI-PLC,8 and PI-PLGy results in accumulation of 
DAG. However, the magnitude of receptor-induced production of DAG in many cell types 
cannot be ascribed solely to the breakdown of PIP2 • Although PIP2 hydrolysis yields small 
amounts of DAG over shon periods, the hydrolysis of more abundant phospholipids , such 
as phosphatidylchol ine (PC), underlies most of the sustained production of DAG triggered 
in response to receptor activation. Consequently , PC hydrolysis by PLC and phospholipase 
D (PLD) mediates the regulation of cellular processes chat require prolonged elevation of 
DAG. PC-PLD and PC PLC are indirectly activated during receptor stimulation by a com
plex network of primary signals chat include Ca2+, small GTPases, and protein kinase C. 

Diacylglycerol and Protein Kinase C 

Dia cylglycerol (DAG), which results from breakdown of PIP2 or PC, binds to and acti
vates members of the protein kinase C (PKC) family (see Figure 13.29, p. 533). Inactive 
PKCs exist as soluble, cytosolic proteins in which the N-terminus (containing the DAG
binding sites) occludes the C-terminus (containing binding sites for substrate proteins 
and ATP). When DAG is generated in membranes , PKC binds to it, and chis results in 
unfolding and exposure of the substrate- and ATP-binding domains of the kinase. Other 
N-terminal sites on PKC enzymes bind to acidic phospholipids and facilitate association 
of PKC with the membrane. Some isoforms of PKC contain Ca2+ -binding sites in their 
N-terminal domains so chat increased cytosolic ea2+ potemiates PKC binding to mem
branes. Activation of PKC enzymes results in serine/threonine phosphorylation of many 
subsrrate proteins, which in turn , elicit a number of cellular responses. Like cAMP-depend
ent protein kinases and calmodulin-dependent protein kinases, PKC isozymes phosphor
ylate: (1) transcription factors involved in regulation of gene expression, (2) ion channels 
and transporters and (3) ocher types of protein kinases. Some PKC isozymes also trigger 
the various MAP kinase cascades chat control multiple gene regulatory proteins . The abil
ity of PKC enzymes to regulate directly or indirectly the phosphorylation of transcription 
factors underlies the critical role of PKC in regulating the growth, differentiation , or death 
of many cells and tissues. 

PIP3, Phosphatidylinositol 3-Kinases, and Protein Kinase B 

Inositol phospholipids are substrates for inositol lipid kinases that specifically phosphory
late inositol at the 3' -OH . These phosphatidylinosi tol 3-kinases (PI3 -kinases) com
pose a family of signaling proteins. Some associate with, and are activated by, tyrosine 
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Survival 
signal 

phosphorylated growth fuctor receptors or activated cytokine receptors via SH-2 domain 
interactions . Others are activated by the {3-y dimers derived from activated G proteins. 
PI-3 kinases predominantly phosphorylate phosphatidylinositol-4,5-bisphosphate to pro
duce phosphatidylino sitol-3,4,5-trisphosphate (PIP3), which does not act as a subsuate 
for PLC, but has critical roles as a second messenger in the regulation of membrane traf
ficking, cell motiliry, and activation of cell survival signaling pathways (Figure 13.33). 
The Akt/protein kinase B (PKB) family are major mediators of PIP3 action . Active PKB 
potentiates cell survival by repressing the activity of certain cell death signaling path
ways and regulates other proteins and kinases involved in glucose transport and glycogen 
metabolism. 

Phospholipase A2 and Generation of Arachidonic 
Acid Metabolites 

Occupancy of cell surf.tee receptors in many cell types triggers the release of arachidonic 
acid (AA) from membrane phospholipids. The release of AA is catalyzed by members of 
the funily of phospholipase A2 {PLA2) enzymes (see Figure 13.32, p. 534) . The regulation 
of PLA2 is complex but includes Ca2+ , which seems to control the translocation of some 
PLA2 isoforms from cytosol to membranes, and kinase-mediated phosphorylation. Arachi
don ic acid can be rapidly metabolized to multiple oxidation productS collectively known 
as eicosanoids (p. 737); these include prostaglandins, thromboxanes, and leukotrienes . In 
contrast to other second messengers, such as cyclic nucleotides or Ca2+, eicosanoids are 
generally secreted from the cells in which they are produced to act as extracellular agonisrs 
for cell surface receptors in neighboring cells. The eicosanoids are formed by virtually all 
cell types and play fundamental paracrine/autocrine roles in p rocesses such as inflamma
tion , blood dotting, control of vascular tone , renal function, and others. 
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inhibitory protein Active death-
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Inhibition 
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Figure 13.33 Role of phosphatidylinosito l-3-kinase and prote in kinase Bin the intracellular 
signaling cascades regulated by 3,4,5-phosphatidylin ositol tri sphosphate. 
Redrawn based on figure from Albercs, B., et al. Molecular Biowgy of the Cell, 4th ed. New York: Garland 
Science, 2002. 
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13.13 • INTEGRATION OF SIGNAL 
TRANSDUCTION PATHWAYS INTO 
SIGNAL TRANSDU CTION NETWORKS 

Depending on the ir tissue localization and degree of specialization, individual cells may be 
genetically programmed to respond to many distinct extracellular signaling molecules. Many 
imponant intracellular signaling cascades can be regulated synergistically by receptors of vari
ous types and families (Figure 13.34). For example, the MAP kinase pathways can be regu
lated by G protein-coupled receptors and growth factor receptor kinases. This "cross-talk" 
provides cells the ability to integrate signals from multiple extracellular stimuli into unique 
and panicular patterns of altered cellular response . In othe r cases, different second-me ssenger
activated kinases may phosphorylate discinct residues on a common target protein, such as 
a transcription factor , to produce either divergent or convergent changes in gene expression 
patterns. Thus , the integrated response of a cell to activation of a panicular cell-surface recep
tor will often vary depending on what othe r cell surface receptors are activated simultaneously. 
For example, a receptor that normally induces specialized gene expression in a panicular cell 
type may trigger the prog rammed death of that same cell if other cell surface receptors are 
being simultaneously activated or, in some cases, are not being activated . Although modern 
cell biology has made significant advances in defining the basic componenrs and sequential 
steps of individual signaling pathways , a major challenge remains in understanding how these 
individual pathways are integrated into signal transduction networks . 
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Questions • CAROL N. ANGSTADT 

Mult ip le-Choice Questions 

1. The rype of incercellular signaling in which one cell can communi
cate wich anocher over long distances is called 
A. aucocrine . 
B. endocrine. 
C. juxracrine . 
D. paracrine. 
E. synapric. 

2. Jncracellular recepcors 
A. usually bind hydrophobic ligands . 
B. may be located either in the cycosol or nucleus in unbound 

state. 
C. when bound to their ligand , regulate gene transcription. 
D. when bound co cheir ligand, function as dimeric complexes bind

ing co specific DNA sequences. 
E. all of the above. 

3. A cell surface recepcor 
A. reaccs only with molecules coo large to cross che plasma 

membrane. 
B. when bound co ics ligand, cou ld result in activarion of an enzy-

maric cascade. 
C. always opens an ion channel when bound to ics ligand . 
D. muse produce a second messenger when it binds co its ligand. 
E. is usually also called GPCR . 

4. Cells can terminate signal transduction by cell surface receptors by 
A. reducing agonise availabiliry in the viciniry of che c-argec cell . 
B. incernaliz.ing and degrading the recepror-agonist complex . 
C. modifying che recepcor so chat it is inactive or desensitized . 
D. all of che above. 
E. none of the above. 

5. Calmodulin is 
A. a nonspecific kinase. 
B. a protein that binds Ca2+. 

C. a second messenger. 
D. an activator of nitric oxide synthase. 
E. a protein channel chat facilitates the influx ofCa2+. 

6. The guanylate cyclase chat responds co NO 
A. is in the cacalyric domain of a membrane receptor. 
B. is also acrivated when atrial nacriuretic factor (ANF) binds to ics 

receptor. 
C. increases activity because of a conformational change when NO 

binds to its heme. 
D. is a monomeric enzyme. 
E. is found only in smooth muscle cells. 

Questions 7 and 8: Manic depression may be caused by overactiviry of 
certain central nervous system cells, perhaps caused by abnormally high 
levels of hormones or neurotransmitters which stimulate phosp holipid
based signal transduction (e.g., from phosphatidylinositol [PI]). Lithium 
has been used for many years to creac manic depression. In the presence 
of Li', the PI system is slowed despite conrinued stimu lation and cells 
become less sensitive co these stimuli. Li+ may have cwo functions, inhibi
tion of the phosphatase that dephosphory laces inositol tr isphosphate and 
direct interference with the function of G proteins. 

7. The PI system begins with acrivation of phospholipase C, which 
initiates a sequence of events including all of che following except 
A. activation ofIP 3 by action of a phosphatase . 
B. increase in intracellular Ca2+ concentration. 
C. release of diacylglycerol (DAG) from a phospholipid. 
D. activation of protein kinase C. 
E. phosphorylation of certain cytoplasmic proteins. 

8. Which of che following statements concerning G proteins is correct? 
A. G proteins bind the appropriate hormone at che cell surface. 
B. GTP is bound co G protein in the resting scare. 
C. a-Subunit may be eicher scimulacory or inhibitory because it has 

cwo forms. 
D. Adenylace cyclase can be activated only if a - and /3-subunits of G 

protein are associated with each ocher. 
E. Hydrolysis of GTP is necessary for G protein subunics co separate . 

Questions 9 and 10: Growth hormone releasing hormone (GHRH) 
p roduced by the hypothalamus binds co its piruirary receptor and leads 
co the production of growth hormone (GH) because of increase in cyclic 
AMP . Certain pituitary rumors result in hypersecterion of GH because 
of a mutation that produces a G,-a protein wich a greatly diminished 
GTPase activity. 

9. Elements leading to increased cyclic AMP in response co GHRH 
binding co its recepcor include 
A. activation of a monomeric G protein . 
B. activation of adenylate cyclase by a ,-subunit of a G, protein . 
C. activation of cyclic nucleotide phosphodiesterase. 
D. activation of protein kinase A. 
E. all of the above. 

10. Low GTPase activiry in the mutated protein results in consirucive 
activation of G, and adenylate cyclase because 
A. GTP-bound a-subunit does not reform che a/3-y crimer. 
B. GTP-bound G protein binds more strongl y to the membrane 

receptor. 
C. GTP reacts directly with adenylate cyclase to activate it. 
D. the trimeric form of the G protein is stabilized. 
E. adenylare cyclase is phosphorylated more readily. 

Questions 11 and 12: The ErbB/HER family of receptor tyrosine kinase 
genes are linked to many different types of human cancers . Overexpres
sion of any of these genes would lead to an increase in the various recep
tors. ErbB2 encodes the HER2 protein. This receptor does not bind any 
known extracellular growth faccor, but it does form dimers with ocher 
growth-factor-bound HER receptors . Even modest overexpression of 
HER2 can alter normal cell growth regulation. 

11. Which of the following statements about receptor tyrosine kinases is 
correct? 
A. The catalytic domain is on the N-terminal end . 
B. Activation of the kinase requires ATP. 
C. Growth factor binding co the recepcor triggers dimerization 

which activates the kinase activity. 
D. Active tyrosine kinase can phosphorylate other proteins but not 

itself 
E. All of the above. 
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12. Ras protein is a critical regulacor in cell proliferation, and irs activ
ity is enhanced by activated cytosine kinase. Elements of irs accion 
include all of the following except 
A. formation of cyclic GMP. 
B. adapcor proteins binding co phosphorylated cyrosines on receptor 

tyrosine kinase. 
C. recruitment and stimulation of Ras-acrivaring protein. 
D. exchange of GDP for GTP on the Ras protein. 
E. initiation of a cascade in which several kinases are activated 

sequentially by phosphorylation. 

Answers 

1. B A hormone is released into the blood and travels co the target tis
sue. A:. One cell cype is both the sender and target. C: This is concact
dependenc signaling. D: The cells are in the immediate vicinity of 
each other. E: This is a cype of paracrine signaling used by nerve cells. 

2. E A:. Things like steroid hormones. B: Once bound to ligand, 
cyrosolic recepcors rranslocace to the nucleus. C and D: They bind to 
upstream regulatory elemenrs and either enhance or repress transcrip
tion. 

3. B This is one of the ways that signal transduction occurs. A: They 
also reaet with very hydrophilic signaling molecules. C and D: These 
are additional ways in which cell surface recepcors can acc. E: This is 
crue only if the recepcor is coupled co a G protein. 

4. D These are all possible. 
5. B This is a ubiquitous Ca2+ -binding protein. A:. Ca2+ -calmodulin 

regulates some kinases but not this one. C: Second messengers are 
usually small molecules or ions . D: It is the Ca2+ -calmodulin com
plex that regulates. E: Calmodulin binds the Ca2+ that enters bur is 
not part of d1e channel co allow it to enter. 

6. C The soluble enzyme has low activity when heme has not bound a 
gaseous molecule. A and B: The membrane -bound enzyme is stimu
lated when ANF binds irs receptor but not by NO . D : It is a dimer. 
E: The soluble enzyme is present in most cell types. 

7. A IP3 is the active form. Action of phosphatase on ir renders it inac
tive as it is converted co inositol. B: IP3 causes release of calcium. C 
and D: This is the ocher second messenger, and it activates protein 
kinase C. E: This is what protein kinase C does. 

8. C Which form is released depends on the specific hormone and 
receptor rhar have interacted. A:. Receptor binds the hormone and 
the complex inreracrs with G protein. B and E: GDP is bound to 
the resting enzyme. Irs replacement by GTP causes a-subunit co dis
sociate. Actually hydrolysis of GTP allows subunits to reassociate. D: 

Problems 

13. How does elevation of cyclic AMP in eukaryotic cells lead to altered 
transcription of certain genes? 

14. How do excitatory and inhibitory neurorransmirters differ in their 
dfecrs on ligand-gated ion channels? 

a-subunit, when dissociated from the other rwo, inreracrs with the 
enzyme ro either activate or inhibit ir depending on whether it is an 
a, or an ai. 

9. B Adenylare cyclase then converrs ATP ro cAMP. A: G protein
coupled receptors are all hecerocrimeric. C: This would decrease 
cAMP by hydrolyzing ir co AMP . D: Cyclic AMP activates protein 
kinase, nor the other way. 

10. A a-GTP dissociates from the {3-y dimer. B: G proteins do not bind 
co the receptor. C: le is the a-GTP that activates the enzyme. D: See 
A. E: Activation of adenylace cyclase is a conformational change, not 
phosphorylation. 

11. C This is why HER2 airers growth even though it does nor bind 
a growth factor. A:. The N-cerminal end is extracellular and site of 
binding of the ligand; the catalytic sire musr be on an inrracellular 
domain. B: Dimerization causes the activation; once activated it 
uses ATP co phosphorylate proteins . D: The first protein phosphor
ylared is the recepror irself, which then attracrs other proteins to be 
phosphorylated. 

12. A This is nor a mechanism that produces a small second messenger. 
B to E: These are the sequential seeps. 

13. Cyclic AMP binding to protein kinase A causes dissociation of 
catalytic from regulatory subunits, exposing nuclear localization 
sequences on catalytic subunits . These can rranslocare to the nucleus 
where they can phosphorylate and activate cAMP-regulated gene 
regulatory proteins (CREBs), which control genes containing cAMP
sensicive regulatory elements (CREs). 

14 . Excitatory neurorransmitrers (e.g., acecylcholine, glutamate) bind ro 
cation-selective receptors and allow ions like Na+ to enter, depolar 
izing the membrane. Inhibitory neurotransmitters (e.g., GABA, 
glycine) bind to anion-selective receptors and allow anions like Ci
ro enter, hyperpolarizing the membrane. 
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• Energy is conserved in living organisms by oxidation of meta
bolic fuels and stored as the high-energy bond of ATP to provide 
energy for biosymhetic reactions, muscle contraction , and active 
ion transpon. 

NADH and FADH 2 are oxidized by the electron transport 
chain, organized in four large enzyme complexes in the inner 
mitochondrial membrane, by transferring electrons in a series 
of steps to the terminal electron acceptor oxygen. 

• Gibbs free-energy predicrs the direction of an enzymatic reac
tion and is related to the equilibrium constant . 
Pyruvate, the end product of glucose metabolism, is oxidatively 
decarboxylated to acetylCoA by the regulated pyruvate dehydro
genase complex. 
Acety!CoA, the end product of carbohydrate, lipid, and protein 
catabolism, is oxidized by the tricarboxylic acid cycle located in 
the mitochondrial matrix, producing NADH and FADH 2• 

The energy released during the oxidative reactions of the 
electron transport chain is conserved as a proton and charge 
gradient across the inner mitochondrial membrane . The gradi
ent drives the synthesis of ATP catalyzed by ATP synthase. This 
process is called oxidative phosphorylation . 

• Transport systems located in the inner mitochondrial membrane 
facilitate movement of substrates and intermediates into and out 
of the mitochondrial matrix . 

541 
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Mammalian mitochondria have a unique circular DNA that 
encodes proteins of the electron cranspon chain, ATP synthase, 
and mit0chondrial ribosomal RNA. Diseases result from muta
tions in mitochondrial genes. 

Stepwise transfer of electrons to oxygen results in formation 
of superoxide anions (0 2 -), hydrogen peroxide (H20i), and 
hydrogen free radicals (OH-) , which cause cell damage by lipid 
peroxidation , protein oxidation, and DNA mutations. 

Figure 14.1 Energy relationships between 
energy production (catabolism) and energy 
utilization (anabolism). Oxidative breakdown 
of foodstuffs is an exergonic process releasing 
free energy and reducing power that are trapped 
as ATP and NADH or NADPH respectively. 
Anabolic processes are endergonic and use 
chemical energy stored as ATP and NADPH. 

14.1 • ENERGY-PRODUCING 
AND ENERGY-UTILIZING SYSTEMS 

Living cells depend on a complex, intricately regulated system of energy-producing and 
energy-utilizing chemical reactions called metabolism. Metabolism consists of two contrast
ing processes, catabolism and anabolism , which together constitute the chemical changes 
that conven foodstuffs into usable forms of energy and into complex biological molecules. 
Cacabolism is responsible for degradation of ingested foodstuffs or stored fuels such as carbo
hydrate, lipid, and protein into either usable or storable forms of energy. Catabolic reactions 
generally result in conversion of large complex molecules to smaller mo lecules (ultimately 
CO 2 and H 20), and in mammals often require consumption of 0 2• Energy-utilizing reac
tions perform various necessary, and in many instances tissue-specific functions , for example, 
nerve impulse conduction , muscle contraction, growth, and cell division. Catabolic reac
tions are generally exergonic with the released energy generally trapped in the formation of 
ATP. The oxidative reactions of catabolism transfer reducing equivalents to the coenzymes 
NAD + and NADP+ to form NADH and NADPH. Anabolic pathways are responsible for 
biosynthesis of large molecules from smaller precursors and require input of energy either in 
the form of ATP or reducing equivalents ofNADPH (see Figure 10.28, p. 391). 

ATP Links Energy-Producing and Energy-Utilizing Systems 

The relationship between energy-producing and energy-utilizing functions of cells is illustrated 
in Figure 14.1. Energy is derived from oxidation of metabolic fuels utilized by the organism 
usually as carbohydrate, lipid, and protein . The proportion of each fuel utilized as an energy 
source depends on the tissue and the dietary and hormonal state of the organism. For exam
ple, mature erythrocytes and adult brain in the fed State use only carbohydrate as a source of 
energy, whereas the liver of a diabetic or fasted individual metabolizes primarily lipid to meet 
the energy demands. Energy may be consumed during performance of various energy-linked 
(work) functions, some of which are indicated in Figure 14. l. Note that liver and pancreas are 
primarily involved in biosynthetic and secretory work functions, whereas cardiac and skeletal 
muscles conven metabolic energy into mechanical energy during muscle contraction. 

The essential link between energy-producing and energy-utilizing pathways is the nucleo
side criphosphate adenosine 5'-triphosphate (ATP) (Figure 14.2). ATP is a purine (adenine) 
nucleotide in which adenine is linked by a glycosidic bond to D-ribose. Three phosphoryl 
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Figure 14.2 Structure of ATP and ADP complexed with Mg2•. High-energy bonds are highlightecl. 

groups are esterified to the 5 position of the ribose moiety. The two terminal phosphoryl 
groups (i.e., /3 and y) are energy-rich phospho-anhydride bonds or high-energy bonds . Syn
thesis of ATP as a result of a catabolic process or consuming ATP in an energy-linked process 
involves formation and either hydrolysis or transfer of the terminal phosphate group of ATP. 
This nucleotide is chelated with a divalent metal cation such as magnesium under physiologi
cal conditions. 

NAD+ and NADPH in Catabolism and Anabolism 

Many catabolic processes are oxidative in nature because the carbons in the substrates, 
carbohydrates, fats and proteins, are in a partially or highly reduced state (Figure 14.3). 
Reducing equivalents are released from substrates as protons and electrons, which are trans
ferred to nicotinamide adenine dinudeotide (NAO+) by enzymes called dehydrogenases 
with formation ofNADH (see Figure 10.28, p. 391) . The reducing equivalents ofNADH 
are transported into mitochondria and transferred by the electron transport chain to 0 2 

as the ultimate electron acceptor (p. 562). The oxidative reactions in mitochondria are 
exergonic; the energy produced is used for synthesis of ATP in a process called oxidative 
phosphorylation . The reductive and oxidative reactions of the NAD+ - NADH cycle are 
central in conversion of the chemical energy of carbon compounds in foodstuffs into that 
of phosphoanhydride bonds of ATP . Thi s process, called energy transduction, will be dis
cussed in detail later in this chapter. 

Anabolism, by contrast, is largely a reductive process as small, more highly oxidized 
molecules are converted into large complex molecules (Figure 14.4). The reducing power 
used in biosynthesis of highly reduced compounds, such as fatty acids, is provided by 
NADPH (p. 391), a 3' phosphorylated NADH . 

14.2 • THERMODYNAMIC RELATIONSHIPS 
AND ENERGY-RICH COMPONENTS 

Living cells interconvert different forms of energy and also exchange energy with their surround
ings. The principles of thermodynamics govern reactions of this type. Knowledge of these 
principles facilitates a perception of how energy-producing and energy-utilizing reactions occur 
within the same cell and how an organism is able t0 accomplish various work functions. 

The first law of thermodynamics states that energy can neither be created nor destroyed. 
Thi s law of energy conservation stipulates that , although energy may be converted from 
one form to another , the total energy in a system remains constant . For example, chemical 
energy available in a metabolic fuel such as glucose is converted in glycolysis to the chemi
cal energy of ATP. In skeletal muscle, chemical energy involved in energy-rich phosphate 
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TABLE 14.1 • Value s of K,,q and .liG0' 

& G°' &GO' 

Keq (kcal/mot) (k]/mol) 

10-4 5.46 22.8 
10- 3 4.09 17.1 
10- 2 2.73 11.4 

10- 1 1.36 5.7 

1 0 0 

10 - 1.36 - 5.7 
102 - 2.73 - 11.4 

103 - 4.09 -1 7.1 
104 - 5.46 - 22.8 

bonds of ATP is convened to mechanical energy during muscle contraction. The energy of 
an osmotic elecrropotential gradient of protons across the mitochondrial membrane is con
verted to chemical energy during ATP synthesis. 

The second law of thermodynamics is concerned with entropy. Entropy, denoted by 
S, is a measure or indicator of the degree of disorder or randomness in a system. Entropy is 
viewed as the energy in a system that is unavailable to perform useful work. All processes, 
whether chemical or biological, tend to progress toward a situation of maximum entropy. 
Hence, living systems that are highly ordered are never at equilibrium with their surround
ings as equilibrium in a system results when the randomness or disorder (entropy) is at a 
maximum. In biological syStems, therefore, it is nearly impossible to quanticate entropy 
changes as such systems are rarely at equilibrium. For simplicity and because of its inherent 
utility in these considerations, a quantity termed free energy is employed . 

Free Energy Is Energy Available for Useful Work 

The free energy (denoted by G or Gibbs free energy) of a system is that portion of the total 
energy that is available for useful work. It is defined by 

6.G = 6.H - T 6.S 

In this expression for a system proceeding toward equilibrium at a constant temperature and 
pressure, 6. G is the change in free energy, 6.H is the change in enthalpy or the heat content , 
Tis the absolute temperature , and 6.S is the change in entropy. If 6. G of a reaction is equal to 
zero, the process is at equilibrium and there is no net flow in either direction. Furthermore , 
any process that exhibits a negative 6. G (free-energy change) proceeds spontaneously toward 
equilibrium in the direction written , in pan, due to an increase in entropy or disorder in the 
system. Such a process releases energy and is exergo nic. A process that exhibits a positive 6. G 
will proceed spontaneously in the reverse direction written. Energy from some other source 
must be applied to allow it t0 proceed toward equilibrium . This process is termed ender
goni c. Note that the sign and value of 6. G do not predict how fut the reaction will go. 

The rate of a given reaction depends on the free energy of activation but not on 
the magnitude of 6. G. In addition, the change in free energy in a biochemical process is 
the same regardless of the path or mechanism used to attain the final state. The change in 
free energy for a chemical reaction is related to the equilibrium conStant. For example, a 
reaction may be described as 

A+B~C+D 

with the equilibrium constant expressed as 

Keq = [C][D]/(A)[B] 

Under standard conditions, when reactants and products are initially present at 1-M con
centrations, at 1-Atm pressure and 1 M [H +] or pH 0, the standard free-energy change 
is defined as 6.G°. Biochemists have modified this expression so that the standard free 
energy is calculated at pH 7.0 ([H+ ] = 10- 7 M) where biological reactions generally occur. 
Under these ~onditions the change in free energy is expressed as 6.G0' and K;q. Since the 
value of 6. rJ> is zero at equilibrium , the following relationship is described: 

6. Go' = - RTin K: eq 

where R is the gas constant , which is 1.987 cal/mol X °K, or 8.134 J/mol X °K, depending 
on whether the resultant free-energy change is expressed in calories (cal) or joules 0) per 
mole, and Tis the absolute temperature in degrees Kelvin (K). 

Hence, if the equilibrium constant is determ ined, the standard free-energy change 
(6.G0') also can be calculated. The relationship between 6.G0' and K~ is illustrated in 
Table 14.1. When the equilibrium constant is less than 1, the reaction is endergonic and 
6.G 0

' is positive. When the equilibrium constant is greater than 1, the reaction is exergonic 
and 6. G0' is negative. 

As discussed, 6.G°' of a reaction represents the free energy available in a reaction when 
substrates and produets are present at 1 M concentrations. This situation does not occur in 
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cells, as biomolecules are rarely present at 1 M concentration. Hence, an expression rdated t0 
actual intracellular concentrations of subsrrates and producrs provides insight int0 work avail
able in a reaction. The expression ford G at any concentration of substrate or product includes 
the energy change for a 1 M concentration of substrate and product to reach equilibrium 
(L\G0') and the energy change to reach a 1 M concentration of subStrates and productS. 

L\G = L\G0' + RTln([C][ D]/ [A][B]) 

For example, in a muscle cell the concentration of ATP = 8.1 mM, of ADP = 0.93 mM, 
and of Pi = 8.1 mM . If L\G0' for the reaction: ATP+ HOH+-+ ADP+ P; is 32 . l kJ/mol 
at 37°C, pH 7.4, then the overall dGfor the reaction is 

L\G = L\G0'+ RTln ([ADP ][P;]/(ATP]) 

L\G = t,.GO' + RT!n(0.93 X 10- 3) 

L\G = - 32.l kJ/mol + (- 17.5 kJ/mol) = - 49 .6 kJ/mol 

These calculations demonstrate that considerably more free energy is available to perform work 
in a muscle cell than indicated by the value of L\G0' . Moreover, synthesis of ATP in muscle 
cells under these conditions, the reverse reaction, would require + 50.1 kJ/mol of energy. 

In energy-producing and energy-utilizing metabolic pathways, free-energy changes of 
individual enzymatic reactions are additive, for example, 

A-B-c- o 
L\G0'A->D = L\G0'A- B + L\G0'a--c + L\G0'c--o 

Although any given enzymatic reaction in a sequence may have a positive free-energy 
change, as long as the sum of all free-energy changes is negative, the pathway will pro
ceed. Another way of expressing this principle is that enzymatic reactions with positive 
free-energy changes may be coupled to or driven by reactions with negative free-energy 
chanies . In a metab?lic pathway such as glycolysis, various reactions either have positive 
d G0 values or d G0 values close to zero, whereas other reactions have large and negative 
d G0' values, which drive the entire pathway . The crucial consideration is that the sum 
of L\G0' values of all reactions in a pathway must be negative in order for such a pathway 
to be thermodynamically feasible. As for all chemical reactions, individual enzymatic 
reactions in a metabolic pathway or the pathway as a whole would be facilitated if the 
concentrations of reactants (substrates) exceed those of products. 

Caloric Value of Dietary Components 

During complete stepwise oxidation of glucose, a primary metabolic fuel in cells, a large 
quantity of energy is made available. This is illustrated in the equation 

C6H12O6 + 6 0 2 -6 CO 2 + 6 H2O; L\G0
' = - 2864 kJ/mol (- 684 kcal/mo!) 

When this process occurs under aerobic conditions in most cells, it is possible to conserve 
approximately one-half of this "available" energy as 38 molecules of ATP . The caloric values 
for oxidation of other metabolic fuels are liSted in Table 14.2. Carbohydrates and proteins 
(amino acids) have a caloric value of 12- 16 kJ/g, while lipid (i.e., palmitate , a long-chain 

TABLE 14.2 • Free-Energy Changes and Caloric Values for Total Metabolism 
of Various Metabolic Fuels 

Mokcular .1G°' Caloric Values 
Compound Weight k]lmol kcallmol k]lg kcal/g 

Glucose 180 - 2,864 - 684 15.9 3.81 

Lacrare 90 -1,361 - 325 15.1 3.62 

Palmirare 256 - 9,987 - 2,393 38.8 9.30 

Tripalmirin 809 - 31,772 - 7,612 38.8 9.30 

Glycine 75 - 976 - 233 13.0 3.12 
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Figure 14.5 (a) Resonance forms of phosphate. 
{b} Structure of pyrophosphate. 
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fatty acid, or a rriacylglycerol) has a value nearly three times greater. The reason that more 
energy is derived from lipid than from carbohydrate or protein relates to the average oxidation 
state of carbon atoms in these substances. Carbon atoms in carbohydrates are considerably 
more oxidized (or less reduced) than those in lipids (see Figure 14.3). Hence during sequential 
breakdown of lipid many more reducing equivalenrs (a reducing equivalent is defined as a 
proton plus an eleetron, i.e., H+ + e-) can be extraeted than from carbohydrate. 

Compounds Are Classified on the Basis of Energy Released 
on Hydrolysis of Specific Groups 

The two terminal phosphoryl groups of ATP are high-energy bonds, since free energy of 
hydrolysis of a phosphoanhydride bond is much greater than that of a simple phosphate 
ester. High-energy is not synonymous with stability of the chemical bond in question , 
nor does it refer to the energy required to break such a bond. The concept of high-energy 
compounds implies that producrs of their hydrolytic cleavage are in more stable forms than 
the original compound . As a rule, phosphate esters (low-energy compounds) exhibit nega
tive tlG 0

' values of hydrolysis of 42 kJ/mol , whereas high-energy bonds have negative 
tlG 0' values of21 - 63 kJ/mol. Phosphate esters such as glucose 6-phosphate and glycerol 
3-phosphate are low-energy compounds . 

There are various reasons why certain compounds or bonding arrangements are energy 
rich. First, producrs of hydrolysis of an energy-rich bond may exist in more resonance forms 
than the precursor molecule. The more possible resonance forms in which a molecule can 
exist stabilize that molecule. The resonance forms for inorganic phosphate (P;) are indicated 
in Figure 14.5. Fewer resonance forms can be written for ATP or pyrophosphate (PP,) than 
for phosphate (P;). 

Second, many high-energy bonding arrangements contain groups of similar electro
static charges located in close proximiry to each other. Like charges repel one another , and 
consequently hydrolysis of highly charged energy-rich bonds alleviates this situation and 
lends stability to produas of hydrolysis. Third, hydrolysis of certain energy-rich bonds 
resulrs in formation of an unstable compound , which may isomerize spontaneously to form 
a more stable compound. Hydrolysis of phosphoenolpyruvate is an example of this type 
of compound (Figure 14.6) . The tlG 0

' is considerable for isomerization , and the final 
product, in this case pyruvate, is much more stable. Finally, if a product of hydrolysis of a 
high-ene rgy bond is an undissociated acid, dissociation of the proton and irs subsequent 
buffering may contribute to the overall fl c0' of the hydrolytic reaction. In general, any 
property or process that stabilizes products of hydrolysis tends to confer a high-energy 
character to that compound. The high-energy character of 3' ,5' -cyclic adenosine mo no
phosphate (cAMP) has been attributed to the faet that irs phosphodiester bond is strained 
as it bridges the 3' and 5' positions on ribose. The energy-rich character of thiol ester 
compo unds such as acetyl CoA or succinyl CoA resulrs from the relatively acidic character 
of the thiol group. Hence , the thioester bond of acetyl CoA is nearly equivalent in energy 
to a phosphoanhydride bond. 
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Free-Energy Changes Can Be Determined from Coupled 
Enzyme Reactions 

The AG° ' value of hydrolysis of the terminal phosphate of ATP is difficult to determine 
simply because the Ke_q of the reaction is far to the right. 

ATP+ HOH;;=ADP + P; + H+ 

However , AG0
' of hydrolysis of ATP is determined indirectly because of the additive 

nature of free-energy changes discussed above. Hence, free energy of hydrolysis of ATP 
is determined by adding AG 0' of an ATP-utilizing reaction such as hexokinase to 6.G 0' 

of a reaction that cleaves phosphate from the produce of the hexokinase reaction, glucose 
6-phosphate (G6P), as indicated here. 

Glucose + ATP 
hexokinase 

G6P +ADP + H + 6.G 0' = - 16 kJ/mol 

G6P + HOH 
glucose 6-phosphatase 

ADP+ P; + H + 6.Go' = - 14 kJ/mol 

Free energies of hydrolysis for other energy-rich compounds are determined in a similar 
fashion. 

High-Energy Bond Energies of Various Groups Can Be 
Transfe rred from One Compound to Another 

Energy-rich compounds can transfer various groups to an accepcor compound in a ther
modynamically feasible fashion in the presence of an appropriate enzyme. The energy-rich 
intermediates of glycolysis, 1,3-bisphosphoglycerate and phosphoenolpyruvate, can transfer 
their high-energy phosphate moieties to ADP in the phosphoglycerate kinase and pyruvate 
kinase reactions, respectively (Figure 14.7). The 6. G°' values of these reactions are - 18.8 and 
- 31.3 kJ/mol, respea:ively, and hence transfer of"high-energy' phosphate is thermodynami
cally possible, and ATP synthesis is the result. ATP can transfer its terminal phosphoryl group 
to form a compound of relatively similar high-energy character (i.e., creatine phosphate in 
the creacine kinase reaction [Figure 14.7]) or compounds of considerably lower energy, such 
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Figure 14.8 Nucleoside diphosphate kinase 
and nucleoside monophosphate kinase 
reactions. N represents any purine or pyrimidine 
base; (d) indicates a deoxyribonucleotide . 
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as glucose 6-phosphate in the hexokinase reaction (Figure 14. 7). Such transfers are crucial in 
linking energy-producing and energy-utilizing metabolic pathways in living cells. 

Although adenine nucleotides are mainly involved in energy generation or conserva
tion, various nucleoside triphosphates , including ATP, are involved in energy transfer in 
biosyntheric pathways. The guanine nucleotide GTP is the source of energy in gluconeo
genesis and protein synthesis, whereas UTP (uracil) and CTP (cytosine) are utilized in 
glycogen and lipid synthesis, respectively (seep . 27 for structures) . The energy in the phos
phate bonds of ATP may be transferred to other nucleotides by nucleoside diphosphate 
kinase or nucleoside monophosphate kinase (Figure 14.8). Two nucleoside diphosphates 
are convened to a nucleoside triphosphate and a nucleoside monophosphate in various 
nucleoside monophosphate kinase reactions, such as that of adenylate kinase (Figure 14.9). 
Thus , the terminal energy-rich phosphate bond of ATP may be transferred to appropriate 
nucleotides and utilized in a variety of biosynthetic processes. 

14.3 • SOURCES AND FATES OF ACETYL 
COENZYMEA 

The acetate group that serves as the source of fuel for the tricarboxylic acid (TCA) cycle is 
derived from the major energy-generating metabo lic pathways of cells. These include oxida
tion of long-chain fatty acids by /3-oxidation , breakdown of ingesred or st0red carbohydrate 
by glycolysis, oxidation of the ketone bodies (acetoacetate and /J-hydroxybutyrate), 
oxidation of ethanol , and oxidative breakdown of certain amino acids (Figure 14.10) . All of 
these eventually result in production of the two-carbon unit acetyl coenzyme A. Coenzyme 
A (CoA or CoASH) , consists of /3-mercaptoethylarnine, the vitamin pantothenic acid, and 
the adenine nucleotide, adenosine 3'-phosphate 5'-diphosphate (Figure 14.11) . In cells, 
coenzyme A exists as the reduced thio l (CoASH), which forms high-energy thioester bonds 
with acyl groups and is involved in acyl group transfer reactions in which CoA serves as 
accept0r, then donor , of the acyl group . Various metabolic pathways involve only acyl CoA 
derivatives, for example, /3-oxidation of fatty acids and branched-chain amino acid degra
dation . Because CoA is a large, hydrophilic molecule, it and its derivatives such as aceryl 
CoA, are not freely transported across cellular membranes. This has necessitated evolution 
of certain transport or shuttle mechanisms by which various intermediates or groups are 
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transferred across membranes. Such acyl transferase reactions for acetyl groups and long
chain acyl groups will be discussed in Chapter 16. Since the thiol ester bond in acyl CoA 
derivatives is an energy-rich bond, these compounds are effective dono rs of acyl groups in 
acyl transferase reactions. To synthesize an acyl CoA derivative, two high-energy bonds of 
AT P must be expended, such as in the acetate tluokinase reaction 

acetate kinase 
Acetate + CoASH + ATP acetyl CoA +AMP+ PP, 

Metabolic Sources and Fates of Pyruvate 

D uring aerobic glycolysis (p. 592), glucose or other hexoses are converted to pyruvate, 
the end product of this cytosolic pathway. Pyruvate is also formed in degradation of 
amino acids such as alanine or serine and has several fates depending on the tissue and 
its metabolic state. The fates of pyruvate and types of reactions in which it participates 
are indicated in Figure 14.12. The oxidative decarboxylation of pyruvate in the pyruvate 
dehydrogenase reaction is discussed next; see page 753 for a discussion of other reactions 
involving pyruvate. 

Figure 14.10 General prec ursors of acetyl 
CoA. Carbohydrates, lipids, and proteins are 
broken down to form acetyl CoA. 

Figure 14.11 Structure of acety l CoA. Note 
the presence of pamothenic acid, one of the B 
vitamins essential for humans . 
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Figure 14.12 Metabolic fate s of pyruvate . 
Pyruvate is at a crossroads of metabolism. It can be 
conve rted to lactate, alanine, oxaloacetate, or acetyl 
CoA depending on the needs of the cell. 
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Figure 14.13 Pyruvate dehydrogenase 
complex from E. coli. (a) Electron micrograph. 
(b) Molecu lar model. (White spheres are the 
24 transacecylase subunits, black spheres are the 
12 pyruvace dehydrogenase dimers , and gray 
spheres are the 6 dihydro lipoyl dehydrogenase 
dimers.) The enzyme comp lex was negatively 
stained with phosphorungscace (X200,000). 
Courtesy of Dr. Lester J. Reed, University of 
Texas, Austin. 

TABLE 14.3 • Pyruvate Dehydrogenase Complex of Mammals 

Number of Prosthetic 
Enzyme Subunits Group Reacti.on Catalyzed 

Pyruvare 20 or 30 TPP Oxidative decarboxylation of pyruvace 
dehydrogenase 

Dihydrolipoyl 60 Lipoamide Transfer of the acecyl group co CoA 
rransacecylase 

Dihydrolipoyl 6 FAD Regeneration of the oxidized form of 
dehydrogenase lipoamide and cransfer of electrons co NAD 

Pyruvate Dehydrogenase Is a Multienzyme Complex 

Pyruvate is converted to acetyl CoA by the pyruvate dehydrogenase multienzyme complex 

Pyruvate + NAD+ + CoASH ~ acetyl CoA +CO 2 + NADH + H + 

!!.G°' = - 33.4 kJ/mol 

The mechanism of this reaction is more complex than might be inferred from the over
all stoichiometry . Three of the cofu.ctors, thiamin pyrophosphate (TPP), lipoamide, and 
Bavin adenine dinucleotide (FAD) are bound to subunits of the complex. The reaction has 
a !.lG0' of - 33.4 kJ/mol and hence is irreversible under physiological conditions. The mam
malian pyruvate dehydrogenase complex contains three types of catalytic subunits associated 
in a multienzyme complex of mass 7 to 8.5 X 106 kDa for the complex from kidney, heart , 
or liver. The catalytic subunits and their associated cofu.ctors are presented in Table 14.3.The 
arrangement of the catalytic subunits of pyruvate dehydrogenase (Figure 14.13) in a multi
protein complex provides for greater efficiency in the overall reaction as the intermediates are 
tightly bound to the subunits and are not released into the surrounding medium. 

The mechanism of the reaction is illustrated in Figure 14.14. The functional group 
of T PP participates in the formation of a covalent intermediate. Lipoic acid is linked by 
an amide bond with a lysine on each transacetylase subunit and is called lipoamide, while 
FAD is tightly bound to each dihydrolipoyl dehydrogenase subunit. The structure of FAD 
is presented in Figure 10.33 (p. 392) . 

Pyruvate Oehydrogenase Is Strictly Regulated 
The pyruvate dehydrogenase complex is regulated in two ways. First, two produets of the 
reaction, acetyl CoA and NADH , inhibit the complex in a competitive fu.shion, as feed
back inhibitors . Second, the pyruvate dehydrogenase complex undergoes phosphorylation 
and dephosphorylation . The complex is active when dephosphotylated and inactive when 
phosphorylated. Inactivation is accomplished by a Mg2+ -ATP-dependent protein kinase, 
which is tightly associated with the complex. Activation is accomplished by a phosphopro
tein phosphatase, which is also associated with the complex and functions in a Mg 2+ - and 
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Ca2+ -dependent manner. The differential regulation of the pyruvate dehydrogenase kinase 
and phosphatase is the key to the overall regulation of the complex. Producrs of the enzyme 
stimulate the protein kinase reaction, leading to an inactivation of the complex (Figure 14 .15). 
Activity of the complex is stimulated by Mg2+ and ea2+, a potent activator of the protein 
phosphatase . These effecrs of Ca2+ may play an important role in skeletal muscle where 
the release of Ca2+ during contraction should activate the protein phosphatase stimulating 
the oxidation of pyruvate and hence energy production . Finally, adminisrration of insulin 
activates pyruvate dehydrogenase in adipose tissue, and catecholamines, such as epinephrine, 
activate pyruvate dehydrogenase in cardiac tissue ( Clin . Corr . 14 .1). 
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Figure 14.14 Mechanism of the pyruvate 
dehydrogenas e multienzyme comple x. Pyruvate 
dehydrogenase cacalyz.es oxidative decarboxylation 
of pyruvate and transfer of the acetyl group first to 
lipoamide. Dihydrolipoyl transacecylase transfers 
the acetyl group from lipoamide to coenzyme A. 
Dihydrolipoyl dehydrogenase oxidizes reduced 
lipoamide. 

Figure 14.15 Regulation of the pyruvat e 
dehydrogenase multienzyme complex. 
(a) Pyruvate dehydrogenase is inh ibited by 
its products, acecylCoA, and NA.DH. (b) 
Pyruvate debydrogenase is also inactivated 
by phosphorylation and activated by 
dephosphorylation. The phosphatase is stimulated 
by Mg2+ and Ca2 + ions. The kinase is stimulated 
by ATP, NA.DH, and acecylCoA and inh ibited by 
CoASH, NAD +, and ADP. 
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Pyruvate Dehydrogenase Deficiency 

A variety of disorders of pyruvate metabolism have been detected in 
children. Some involve deficiency of the caralyric or regulatory sub
units of the pyruvate dehydrogenase complex. Children with pyru
vate dehydrogenase deficiency usually exhibit elevated serum levels 
of lactate, pyruvate, and alanine, which produce a chronic lactic 
acidosis. They frequently exhibit severe neurological defects, which 
generally result in death . The diagnosis of pyruvate dehydrogenase 
deficiency is usually made by assaying the enzyme complex and/or its 
enzymatic subunits in cultures of skin fibroblasts ta.ken from the pa
tient. Some patients respond to dietary management in which a diet 

low in carbohydrates is administered. Patients may be in shock from 
lactic acidosis since decreased delivery of 0 2 inhibits pyruvare dehy
drogenase and increases anaerobic metabolism. Some patients have 
been treated with dichloroacerate, an inhib itor of the protein kinase 
subunit of the pyruvate dehydrogenase complex. Complete inhibi
tion of the kinase, which inhibits the enzyme, will therefore activate 
the enzyme complex. 

Pare!, M. S., and Harris, R. A Mammalian a -keco acid debydrogenase comp lexes: 

Gene regulation and generic defecrs. FASEBJ. 9:1164 , 199S. 

Figure 14.16 Sources and fates of acetylCoA. 
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Acetyl CoA Is Used in Several Different Pathways 

Fates of acecyl CoA genera ted in the mitochondrial matrix include (1) complete oxidation 
of the acecyl group in the TCA cycle for energy generation; (2) conversion of excess acecyl 
CoA into the ketone bodies, acetoacetate and ,8-hydroxybutyrate in liver; and (3) transfer 
of acecyl units as citrate to the cytosol with subsequent synthes is of long-chai n fatty acids 
(p. 680) andsterols (Figure 14.16) . 

14.4 • THE TRICARBOXYLIC ACID CYCLE 

Acetyl CoA produced in the energy-generating catabolic pathways of mosc cells is completely 
oxidized to CO 2 in a cycle of reactions termed the tricarboxylic acid (TCA) cycle. This cycle 
is also called the citric acid cycle or the Krebs cycle after Sir Hans Krebs who postulated its 
essential features in 1937 . The p rimary location of enzymes of the TCA cycle is in mitochon
dria, although isozymes of some enzymes are present in the cytosol. This location is appropri
ate as the pyruvate dehydrogenase complex and the fatty acid ,8-oxidation sequence, the two 
primary sources of acecyl CoA, are also located in mitochondria . Four reactions of the TCA 
cycle cransfer eleetrons to either NAD+ or FAD. The resulting NADH or FADH 2 is then 
oxidized by the mitochondrial electron transport chain (the electron transfer chain or respi
ratory chain) to generate energy that is used to form ATP by oxidative phosphorylation 
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(p. 572). The enzymes of the electron transpon chain and chose involved in ATP synthesis 
are exclusively localized in mitochondria. Figure 14.17 is an overview of the reactions of the 
TCA cycle. In the fuse step, the aceryl moiety of acetyl CoA is condensed with oxaloacecate 
(a 4-carbon dicarboxylic acid) to form citrate (a 6-carbon tricarboxylic acid). After rearrange
ment of the carbons of citrate, two oxidative decarboxylacion reactions produce two molecules 
of CO 2 , two molecules ofNADH + H+, one molecule of succinate (a 4-carbon dicarboxylic 
acid), and a high-energy bond in GTP . Two more oxidations produce another NADH + H + 
plus one FADH 2 and regenerate oxaloacetate. 

In summary , the substrate of the TCA cycle is the two-carbon unit acecyl CoA and the 
produces of a complete turn of the cycle are two CO 2, one high-energy phosphate bond (as 
GTP), three NADH, and one FADH 2. The NADH and FADH 2 are subsequently oxidized 
by the electron transpon chain with the production of nine ATPs (see p. 573 for yields of 
ATP during oxidation of the coenzymes) . Hence, 10 ATPs or its equivalent (GTP) are 
produced during oxidation of one acetate by the TCA cycle. 

Reactions of the Tricarboxylic Acid Cycle 

The individual reactions of the TCA cycle are presented in Figure 14.18. The initial step 
of the cycle is catalyzed by citrate synthase, in the mitochondrial matrix . This highly exer
gonic reaction commits aceryl groups to citrate formation and complete oxidation in the 
cycle. As shown below citrate synthase condenses an aceryl moiety to the a-keto carbon of 
the dicarboxylic acid oxalo acetate. The citroyl-SCoA intermediate remains bound to the 
catalytic site on citrate synthase. 
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The equilibrium of this reaction is far toward citrate formation with a !J.G°' near - 38 kJ/ 
mo!. Note that the intramicochondrial concentration of oxaloacetate is very low (less than 
1 JLM); however, the strong, negative !J.G0' drives the reaction forward. The low concen
tration of oxaloacetate , which is below the K,n of the reaction , may also be a major factor 
controlling this reaction . 

Citrate is convened to isocitrate in a reversible reaction catalyzed by aconitase in which the 
hydroxyl group of citrate is exchanged for a H atom on an adjacent carbon. The hydroxyl group 
is thus located next to the carboxyl group of isocitrate where oxidative decarboxylation can 
occur. Conversion of citrate to isocitrate occurs on aconitase without release of the intermediate 
cis-aconitate. Aconicase contains a nonheme iron-sulfur cluscer that is involved in the catalytic 
mechanism. The overall equilibrium of the reaction favors the formation of citrate. 

Fluoroacerate is a potent inhibitor of the cycle, although it does not inhibit directly any of 
the enzymes of the cycle. Fluoroacecate is convened to fluorocitrate, which is a potent inhibitor 
of aconitase. Fluoroaceryl CoA is formed by acetyl CoA synthetase and convened to fluorocitrate 
by citrate synthase. Fluoroacetate is lethal in small doses and has been used as a rat poison; the 
L0 50, the lethal dose for 50% of animals consuming it, is 0.2 mg per kilogram of body weight. 

lsocitrate dehydrogenase convert:S isocitrate to a-ketoglutarate in an oxidative decar
boxylation reaction with concomitant reduction ofNAD+ to NADH + H +. The isocicrate 
dehydrogenase of mammalian mitochondria requires NAD+ as acceptor of reducing equiva
lents, has a mass of 380 kDa , and consisrs of eight identical subunirs. The reaction requires a 
divalent metal cation (e.g., Mn 2+ or Mg2+) for removal of the /3 carboxylate of oxalosuccinate. 

\ _ A_ce_ty_l_C_o_A_F7• 

GTP 

Tricarboxylic acid 
cycle 

CO2 

(4} 2H+ + 2e- (reducing equivalents) 

Electron transport system 
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Figure 14.17 General description of oxidation of 
foodstuff s to provide energy for ATP synthes is 
within mitochondria. Acecyl CoA produced by 
oxidation of pyruvate and fatty acids is metabolized 
by the rricarboxylic acid cycle to reducing 
equivalents, which are oxidized by the electron 
transport system. Energy released during the 
oxidative process is used to drive synthesis of ATP. 
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Figure 14.18 The tricarboxyfic acid cycle. Asterisked carbons inrucate fate of tbe carbons 
of tbe aceryl group. 

The equilibrium of this reaccion lies srrongly coward a-kecoglucarace formarion with a t1G01 

of nearly - 21 kJ/mol. 
Mitochondr ia also contain an isocitrace dehydrogenase that requires NADP +. The 

NADP+ -linked enzyme is also found in the cytosol, where ic provides reducing equivalentS 
for cytosolic reductive processes. 

Conversion of a-kecoglucarace co succinyl CoA is catalyzed by the a- ketoglutarate dehy
drogenase complex, which is nearly identical to the pyruvace dehydrogenase complex in terms 
of the individual reaccions catalyzed and itS structural features. Again, thiamin pyrophos
phate, lipoic acid, CoASH, FAD, and NAD+ participate in the catalytic mechanism. The 
complex consiscs of subunics of a-kecoglutarate dehydrogenase, dihydrolipoyl transsuccinyl
ase, and dihydrolipoyl dehydrogenase. The equilibrium of the reaccion lies strongly coward 
succinyl CoA formation with a 6.G°' of - 33 kJ/mol. In chis reaccion the second molecule of 
CO2 and the second reducing equivalencs (i.e., NADH + H+) of the cyde are produced. The 
product of this reaction, succinyl CoA, is an energy-rich chiol ester similar to acecyl CoA. 
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The energy-rich character of the thiol ester linkage of succinyl CoA is conserved by 
substrate-level phosphorylation in the next step of the cycle. Succinyl-CoA synthetase ( or suc
cinate thiokinas e) convertS succinyl CoA t0 succinate and, in mammalian tissues, resultS in the 
phosphorylation of GDP t0 GTP. This reaction is freely reversible with a ~G°' = - 3.0 kJ/mol 
and the catalytic mechanism involves an enzyme-succinyl phosphate intermediate. 

Succinyl CoA + P; + Enz - Enz-succinyl phosphate + CoASH 

Enz-succinyl phosphate - Enz-phosphate + succinate 

Enz-phosphate + G D P - Enz + GTP 

The enzyme is phosphorylated on the 3 position of a histidine residue during the reaction; 
this conserves the energy of the thioester for formation of GTP . The GTP is used for the 
mit0chondrial synthesis of protein, RNA and DNA. 

Succinate is oxidized to fumarate by su ccinate deh ydrogenase , a complex enzyme 
tightly bound to the inner mitochondrial membrane. Succinate dehydrogenase is com
posed of a 70-kDa subunit that contains the substrate binding site (FAD covalently 
bound to a histidine residue), a 30-kDa subunit that contains three iron -s ulfur center s 
(nonheme iron ), and two small hydrophobic proteins . The enzyme is a typical flavopro
tein in which electrons and protons are transferred from the substrate through covalently 
bound FAD and the iron - sulfur centers in which the nonheme iron undergoes oxidation 
and reduction. The electrons are then transferred to coenzyme Q for further transport 
through the electron transfe r chain, as will be discussed in Section 14.6. Succinate dehy
drogenase is strongly inhibited by malonate and oxaloacetate and is activated by AT P, P;, 
and succinate. Malonate inhibits succinate dehydrogenase competit ively with respect to 
succinate because of the very close structural similarity between malonate and succinate 
(Figure 14.19) . 

Fumarate is then hydrated to form L-malate by fumarase. Fumarase is a homo-tetramer 
(200 kDa) and is scereospecific for the trans form of substrate (the cis form, maleace, is not 
a substrate; (Figure 14. 19). The reaction is freely reversible under physiological conditions. 
Clin. Corr. 14.2 describes a genetic deficiency of fumarase. 

The final reaction in the cycle is catalyzed by malate dehydrogenase in which the 
reducing equivalents are transferred to NAO+ to form NADH + H +. The equilibrium of 
the reaction lies far toward L-malate formation with a ~G 0' = +29 kJ/mol. This ender
gonic reaction is pulled in the forward direction by the action of citrate synthase and other 
reactions, which remove oxaloacetate. 

The NADH produced by the three NAO+ -linked dehydrogenases in the TCA cycle 
is oxidized rapidly to NAO+ by the respirat0ry chain, thus favoring the forward direction 
of malate dehydrogenase. 

Conversion of the Acetyl Group of Acetyl CoA 
to CO2 and H20 Conserves Energy 

The TCA cycle (see Figure 14.18) is the terminal oxidative pathway for most metabolic fuels. 
Two-carbon moieties in the form of aceryl CoA are oxidized completely to CO 2 and H 20, 
and four oxidative steps result in the formation of3 NADH + H+ and 1 FADH:z, which are 
used subsequently for ATP generation . Oxidation of each NADH + H+ results in formation 
of2.5 ATP by oxidative phosphorylation, whereas oxidation ofFADH 2 formed in the suc
cinate dehydrogenase reaction yields 1.5 ATPs . A high-energy bond is formed as GTP in the 
succinyi-CoA synchecase reaction. Hence the net yield of ATP or its equivalent (i.e., GTP) for 
the complete oxidation of an acetyl group in the TCA cycle is 10. 

Tricarboxylic Acid Cycle Is a Source of Biosynthetic 
Intermediates 

The previous discussion of the TCA cycle has concentrated on its role in the oxidative 
breakdown of acetyl groups to CO 2 and H 20, formation of reduced coenzymes, and syn
thesis of ATP . Overall, the TCA cycle is the final common pathway for breakdown of 
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Figure 14.19 Structures of succinate, a TCA 
cycle intermediate; malonate, an inhibitor of 
succinate dehydrogenase, and the cycle; and 
maleate, a compound not involved in the cycle. 

r:Rr 11: 1Mild•1;hl#01!•Hltf:4 
Fumarase Deficiency 
(OMIM 606812) 

Deficiency of enzymes of the TCA cycle is 
rare indicating the importance of this path
way for survival. Several cases, however, 
have been reported of severe deficiency of 
fumarase in mitochondria and cytosol of tis
sues (e.g., blood lymphocytes). The disease is 
characterized by severe neurological impair
ment, encephalomyopathy, and dystonia 
developing soon after birth . Urine contains 
abnormally high amounts of furnarate and 
elevated levels of succinace, a-ketoglutarate, 
citrate, and malace. The mitochondrial and 
cytosolic isozymes of fumarase are derived 
from a single gene. In affected patients, both 
parents had half-normal levels of enzyme ac
tivity bur were clinically normal, as expected 
for an aucosomal recessive disorder. The fuse 
mutation characterized in the gene for fu
marase contains a glucamine substituted for 
a glutamate residue 319. 

Bourgeron, T., Chretien, D., Poggi-Bach, J., er al. 
Murarion of the fumarase gene in rwo siblings with 
progressive encephalopathy and fumarase deficie
ncy. J Clin. Invest. 93:2514, 1994. 
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Figure 14.20 The TCA cycle is a source of precursors for amino acid, fa tty acid, and glucose 
synthesis. 

foodstuffs; however, as summarized in Figure 14.20, the four-, five- and six-carbon inter
mediates generated in the reactions of the TCA cycle are important intermediates in bio
synthetic processes. Succinyl CoA, malate, oxaloacetate, a-kecoglutarate, and citrate are 
all precursors in the biosynthe sis of important cellular compounds. 

Transamination convercs a-ketoglutarate to glutamate, which can leave mitochondria 
and be converted into several other amino acids. In nervous tissue, a-ketoglutarate is con
verted to the neurotransmitters , glutamate and -y-aminobutyric acid (GABA). Glutamate 
is also produced from a-ketoglutarate by the mitochondrial enzyme glutamate dehydrogen
ase in the presence ofNADH or NADPH and ammonia. The amino group incorporated 
into glutamate can then be transferred to form various amino acids by different aminotrans
ferases. These enzymes and the relevance of the incorporation or release of ammonia into or 
from a-keto acids are discussed in Chapter 19. 

Succinyl CoA represents a metabolic branch point (Figure 14.21) as it may be formed 
either from a-kecog lutarate in the TCA cycle or from methylmalonyl CoA in the final steps 
in the breakdown of odd-chain-length fatty acids or the branched-chain amino acids valine 
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Figure 14.21 Sources and fates of succinyl CoA. 
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and isoleucine. Succinyl CoA may also be converted to succinate or condensed with glycine 
to form Ll-aminolevulinate , the initial reaction in porphyrin biosymhesis (p. 791). 

Oxaloacetate is transaminated to aspartate the precursor of asparagine and of the 
pyrimidines cytosine, uracil , and thymine. Oxaloacetate is converted to phosphoenolpyru 
vate (PEP), a key intermediate in glu coneo genesis (p. 619). Oxaloacetate cannot cross 
the inner mitochondrial membrane but is converted to malate , which is transported on a 
specific carrier out of mitochondria and oxidized to oxaloacetate , which is then converted 
to PEP (p. 580). 

Citrate is exported from mitochondria into cytosol. Citrate lyase converts it to oxalo
acetate and acetyl CoA, a precursor for synthesis of long-chain fatty acids and srerols. The 
oxaloacetate is rapidly reduced to malate, which is converted by malic enzyme to pyruvate 
and NADPH , a source of reducing equivalents for biosynthetic processes in cytosol. In 
addition, citrate is a regulatory effector of other metabolic pathways (p. 684) . 

Anaplerotic Reactions Replenish Intermediates 
of the Tricarboxylic Acid Cycle 

In its role in catabolism, the TCA cycle oxidizes acetyl CoA with release of two CO 2 mol
ecules. Indeed, oxaloacetate, the acceptor of the acetate group , is regenerated during the 
cycle. However , metabolic pathways in all tissues remove intermediates of the cycle for bio
synthetic pathways. Hence, in order to maintain a functional cycle, a source of four-carbon 
acids is required to replenish the loss of oxaloacetate . The reactions that supply four- or 
five-carbon intermediates to the cycle are called anaplerotic (meaning "filling up") reactions 
(Figure 14.22). The most important is catalyzed by pyruvate carboxylase, which converts 
pyruvate and CO 2 to oxaloacetate (Figure 14.23) . The enzyme contains a biotin molecule 
linked to the E amino group of a lysine residue by an amide bond. The biotin binds CO 2 
in the presence of ATP and Mg2+ ions and then transfers it to pyruvate as a carboxyl group 
(p. 1079). Levels of pyruvate carboxylase are high in both liver and nervous tissues, because 
these tissues experience a constant efflux of intermediates from the TCA cycle, which are 
used for gluconeogenesis in liver and neurotransmitter synthesis in nervous tissues. 

Some amino acids are sources of four- or five-carbon intermediates. Glutamate is con
verted by glutamate dehydrogenase to a-ketoglutarate in mitochondria. Aspartate is converted 
to oxaloacetate by rransamination , whereas valine and isoleucine are broken down to propio
nyl CoA that enters the TCA cycle as succinyl CoA. Amino acids derived from muscle break
down become an important source of malate for gluconeogenesis during fasting (p. 845). 

Activity of Tricarboxylic Acid Cycle Is Carefully Regulated 

Various factors regulate the TCA cycle. First, the supply of acetyl units, whether derived 
from pyruvate (by glycolysis) or fatty acids (by /3-oxidation), is crucial in determining the 
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Figure 14.22 Anaplerotic reactions replenish 
intermediates of the TCA cycle. 
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Figure 14.24 Exampl es of regulatory 
interaction s in the TCA cycle. 

rate of the cycle. Regulation of the pyruvate dehydrogenase complex, the transpon of fatty 
acids int0 mitochondria , and /3-oxidation of fatty acids are effective determinants of cycle 
activity. Second, because the dehydrogenases of the cycle are dependent on a continuous 
supply ofNAD+ and FAD, their activities are very stringently controlled by the respira
t0ry chain that oxidizes NADH and FADH 2• As discussed in Section 14.7, the activity of 
the respiratory chain is coupled obligatorily t0 generation of ATP in reactions of oxidative 
phosphorylation , a regulatory process called respiratory control Consequently , activity 
of the TCA cycle is very dependent on the rate of ATP synthesis (and hence the rate of 
eleetron transpon), which is strongly affected by availability of ADP , phosphate, and 0 2• 

Hence , an inhibitory agent or any metabolic condition that interrupts the supply of 0 2, 

the continuous supply of ADP, or the source of reducing equivalents (e.g., substrate for the 
cycle) results in decreased activity of the TCA cycle. In general, these control mechanisms 
of the TCA cycle provide a coarse control of the cycle. 

A variety of effeccor-mediated regulatory interactions between various intermediates or 
nucleotides and individual enzymes of the cycle have been postulated to exert a fine control 
of the cycle. Some of these effectors are shown in Figure 14.24 . Note that the physiological 
relevance of many of these regulat0ty interactions has not been established. 

Purified citrate synthase is inhibited by ATP , NADH , succinyl CoA, and long-chain acyl 
CoA derivatives; however, these effects have not been demonstrated under physiological con
ditions . The mosr probable means for regulating the citrate synthase reacrion is the availability 
of the subsrrates, acetyl CoA and oxaloacetate. As discussed, very low concentrations of oxalo
acetate (lower than the K,,, for oxaloacetate on citrate synthase) are present in mitochondria . 

The NAO+ -linked isocitrate dehydrogenase, often considered to be the key regulatory 
enzyme of the TCA cycle, is stimulated by Ca2+ ions, ADP, and AMP and is inhibited by 
ATP and NADH. Hence, under high-energy conditions (i.e., high ATP/ADP + Pi and 
high NADH/NAD+ ratios), the activity of this dehydrogenase is inhibited . By contrast , 
during periods of low energy, the activity of this enzyme and consequently of the TCA is 
stimulated . Respiratory control by the electron transpon chain coupled to ATP synthesis 
thus regulates the T CA cycle at the NAO+ -linked isocitrate dehydrogenase step by affect
ing levels of ADP and NAO+. 

The a-ketoglutarate dehydrogenase complex is inhibited by ATP and GTP , NADH , 
and succinyl CoA, whereas Ca2+ activates the complex in certain tissues. Unlike the pyruvate 
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dehydrogenase complex, the a-ketoglutarate dehydrogenase complex is not regulated by a 
protein-kinase-mediated phosphorylation . 

The stimulation of both isocitrate and a-ketoglutarate dehydrogenases by Caz+ occurs 
at concentrations that initiate muscle contraction and activate phosphorylase b during 
gycogenolysis. These effecrs of Caz+ ensure that tension development and energy supply in 
muscle tissue are integrated following nerve stimulation. 

14.5 • STRU CTURE AND COMPARTM ENTATION 
BY MITO CHONDRIAL MEMBRANES 

The final seeps in breakdown of carbohydrates and fatty acids are located in mitochondria 
where energy released during oxidation ofNADH and FADH 2 is cransduced into chemical 
energy of AT P by the process of oxidative phosphorylation . Consequently, mitochondria 
are often called the powerhouse of the cell. The role of a tissue in aerobic metabolic functions 
and irs need for energy is reflected in the numbe r and activity of irs mitochondria (Figure 
14.25). Cardiac muscle is highly aerobic, needing a constant supply of ATP . Approximately 
one-half of the cytoplasmic volume of cardiac cells consisrs of mitochondria, which contain 
numerous invaginations of the inner membrane called cristae and, consequently, a high 
concentration of the enzyme complexes of the eleetron cranspon chain . The liver is also 
highly aerobic with each mammalian hepatocyce containing 800-2000 mitochondria . By 
contrast , erythrocytes contain no mitochondria and obtain energy only from glycolysis. 

Mitochondria have different shapes, depending on the cell type. In Figure 14.25, mito
chondria from liver are nearly sphe rical, whereas those found in cardiac muscle are oblong 
or cylindrical and contain more nume rous cristae than liver mitochondria . 

Figure 14.25 Mitochondrial structure. (a) Electron micrograph of 
mitochondria in heparocytes from rat liver (X 39,600). (b) Electron 
micrograph of mitochondria in muscle fibers from rabbit hean (X 39,600). 
Courtesy of Dr. W. B. Winborn , Department of Anatomy, University of 
Texas Health Science Center at San Antonio , and the Electron Microscopy 
Laboratory , Department of Pathology, University ofTexas Health Science 
Center at San Antonio. 

Courtesy of Dr. W. B. Wmbom , Department of Anatomy, University of 
Texas Health Science Center at San Antonio, and the Electron Microscopy 
Laboratory, Department of Patho logy, University ofTexas Health Science 
Center at San Antonio. 
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Figure 14.26 Diagram of submitochondrial 
compartments. Green spheres represent 
localization of the F1 portion of ATP synthase on 
the inner mitochondrial membrane. Matrix 

Inner mitochondr ial 
membrane 

Crfstae 

lntermembrane 
space 

Outer mitochondrial 
membrane 

Inner and Outer Mitochondrial Membranes Have Different 
Compositions and Functions 

Mitochondria contain an outer membrane and a structurall y and funcrionally more com
plex inner membrane (Figure 14.26); the space between the membranes is the intermem
brane space. Enzymes involved in transfer of energy from the y-phosphoryl bond of ATP, 
such as adenylate kinase, creatine kinase, and nucleoside dipho sphate kinase, are located in 
the intermembrane space (Table 14.4). The outer membrane consisrs ofabout 30%- 40% 
lipid and 60%- 70% protein, with relatively few enzymatic or transport proteins. It is 
rich in the integral membrane protein called porin (or VDAC , voltage-dependent anion 
channel) consisting of /3-sheers, which form a channel that permirs the passage through the 
membrane of particles of up to 10 kDa. Monoamine oxidase and kynurenine hydroxylase, 
of importance in nervous tissues for removal of neurotransmitters, are located on the outer 
surface of the outer membrane. 

The inner membrane consists of 80% protein and is rich in unsatu rated fatty acids. 
In addition, cardiolipin (diphosphatidylg lycerol) is present in high concentrations . The 
enzyme complexes of electron transport and oxidative phosphorylation are located in this 
membrane as are various dehydrogenases and several transport systems involved in trans
ferring substrates, metabolic intermediates, and adenine nucleotides between cyrosol and 
matrix. The inner membrane appears to be invaginated into folds or cristae, which increase 
the surface area (Figure 14.26). 

TABLE 14.4 • Enzymes of Mitochondrial Subcompartments 

Outer Membrane 

Monoamine oxidase 
Kynurenine hydroxylase 
Nucleoside diphosphate kinase 
Phospholipase A 

Fatty acyl CoA synthetases 
NADH: cytochrome creducrase 
(rotenone-insens itive) 

Choline phosphocransferase 

fntermembrane Space 

Adenylate kinase 
Nucleoside diphosphate kinase 
Crearine kinase 

Inner Membrane 

Succinate dehydrogenase 
F1F0 ATP synthase 
NADH dehydrogenase 
J3-Hydroxybutyrate dehydrogenase 

Cycochromes b, c1, c, a, a3 
Carnitine: acyl CoA transferase 

Adenine nucleotide cranslocase 
Mono-, di-, and tricarboxylate 
transporters 
Gluramate--aspartate transporters 
Glycerol 3-phosphate dehydrogena.~e 

Matrix 

Pyruvate dehydrogenase complex 
Citrate synthase 
Isocitrate dehydrogenase 
a-Keroglutarate dehydrogenase 
complex 

Aconirase 
Fumarase 
Succinyl CoA synthetase 

Malate dehydrogenase 
Fatty acid J3-oxidacion system 
Glutamate dehydrogenase 
Glutamace--oxaloacerate transaminase 
Ornithine transcarbamoylase 
Carbamoyl phosphate synthetase I 
Heme synthesis enzymes 
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The space inside the inner membrane, the matrix, contains the enzymes of the TCA 
cycle wich the exception of succinate dehydrogenase which is bound to the inner mem
brane , enzymes for fatty acid oxidation, and some enzymes of porphyrin (p. 791) and urea 
synthesis (p. 759). In addition, mitochondrial DNA (mtDNA ), ribosomes, and proteins 
necessary for transcription of mtDNA and translation of m.RNA are located in che matrix. 

14.6 • ELECTRO N TRANSPORT CHAIN 

During the reactions of fatty acid oxidation and the TCA cycle, reducing equivalenrs 
derived from oxidation of substrates are transferred to NAD + and FAD (forming NADH 
and FADHi) which are chen oxidized by che electron transport chain, a system of elec
tron carriers located in che inner membrane (Figure 14.27). In che presence of 0 2, electron 
transfer chain converrs reducing equivalents into utilizable energy, as ATP , by oxidative 
phosphorylation. The complete oxidation ofNADH and FADH 2 by che electron transpon 
chain produces approximately 2.5 and 1.5 mo l of ATP per mole of reducing equivalent 
transferred to 0 2, respectively. 

Oxidation-Reduction Reactions 

The mitochondrial electron transpon consiSts of a sequence oflinked oxidation - reduction 
reactions . Such reactions transfer electrons from a suitable electron donor (reductant) to a 
suitab le electron acceptor (oxidant). In some oxidation - reduct ion reactions only electrons 
are transferred from reductant to oxidant (e.g., electron transfer between cytochromes). 

Cytochrome c (Fe2+) + cytochrome a (Fe3+) -

cytochrome c (Fe3+) + cytochrome a (Fe2+) 

whereas in others, both elecrrons and protons (hydrogen atoms) are transferred (e.g., elec
tron transfer between NADH and FAD). 

NADH + H+ + FAD - NAD+ + FADH 2 

An oxidant and irs reduetant form a redox couple, or pair . The ease wich which an electron 
donor (reductant) gives up irs electrons to an electron acceptor (oxidant) is expressed as the 
oxidation-r eduction potential of the system. This is measured in volts as an electromo
tive force (emf) of a half-cell made up of an oxidation-reduction coup le when compared to 
a standard reference half-cell ( usually che hydrogen electrode reaction). The potential of che 
standard hydrogen electrode is set by convention at 0.0 Vat pH 0.0; however, in biological 
systems where pH is 7.0, che reference hydrogen potential is - 0.42 V. The potentials for 
a variety of important biochemical reactions are tabulated in Table 14.5. To interpre t che 

Complex I 

NADH dehydrogenase 
FMN 

Fe-S centers Complex Ill Complex IV 

NADH:ubiquinone (Q) 
oxidoreductase 

Cytochrome be-. complex 
2 b-type hemes 

Rieske Fe-S center 
c-type heme (cyt ei) 

Cytochrome aa:i complex 

Cytochrome c 1-- 2 
a-~ 10';:"185 

Complex II 

Succinate dehydrogen¥8 
FAD (covalent) 
Fe-S centers 
b-type heme 

Succinate:ubiquinone (Q) 
oxidoreductase 

Ubiquinol (QH2):cytochrome c 
oxidoreductase 

Figure 14.27 Overview of the complexes and pathways of electron tran sfer in mitochondrial 
electron tran sport chain. 

Cytochrome c oxidase 
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TABLE 14.5 • Standard Oxidation-Reduction Potentials for Various Biochemical 
Reaction s 

Oxidation-Reduction System 

Acetate + 2H+ + 2e -~ aceraldehyde 

2H+ +2e- ~H 2 

Acetoacetate + 2H + + 2e -~ /3-hydroxyburyrate 

NAO + +2H++ 2c-~NADH+ H+ 

Aceraldehydc + 2H + + 2e- ~ ethanol 

Pyruvate + 2H+ + 2e -~ lactate 

Oxaloacecate + 2H + + 2e-~ malate 

Coenzyme Q0 , + 2c -~ coenzyme Q....i 
Cytochrome b (Fe3+) + e -~ cyrochromcb (Fe2+) 

Cytochrome c (Fe3+) + e-~ cycochromec (Fe2+) 

Cytochrome a (Fe3+) + e-~ cyrochromea (Fe2+) 

½0 2 + 2H+ + 2e-~H 20 

Standard 
Oxidation-Reductwn 

Potential F.(, (V,) 

- 0.60 

- 0.42 

- 0.35 

- 0.32 

- 0.20 

- 0.19 

- 0.17 

+0 .10 

+0 .12 

+0 .22 

+0 .29 

+0 .82 

data in the t.able, recall that the reductant of a redox pair with a large negative potential will 
give up its electrons more readily than redox pairs with smaller negative or positive poten
tials. Compounds with large negative potentials are strong reducing agents. By contrast, a 
strong oxidant (e.g., one characterized by a large positive potential) has a very high affinity 
for electrons and acts to oxidize compounds with more negative standard potentials. 

The Nem st equation characterizes the relationship between standard oxidation
reduction potential of a redox pair (E0 ), observed potential (E), and ratio of concentra
tions of oxidant and reductant in the system. 

E = E0 + 2.3(RT7nf) log((oxidant]/[reductant]) 

where E equals the observed potential and E0 is the standard potential when all of reactants 
are present under standard conditions. R is gas constant of 8.3 J/mol X °K, Tis absolute 
temperature in kelvin units (K), n is number of electrons being transferred, and f is the 
Faraday constant of96,500 J/V. 

From standard oxidation- reduction potentials of a diverse variety of biochemical reac
tions, one can predict direction of electron flow or transfer when more than rwo redox pairs 
are linked together by the appropriate enzyme. For example, Table 14.5 shows that the 
NAO+ - NADH pair has a standard potential of - 0.32 V, and the pyruvate- lactate pair has 
a standard potential of - 0.19V. This means that electrons will flow from NAO + - NADH 
to pyruvate- lactate as long as lactate dehydrogenase is present as indicated here. 

Pyruvate + NADH + H + ._ lactate + NAO+ 

Reducing equivalents are produced in NAO+ -and FAD-linked dehydrogenase reactions, 
which have standard potentials at or close to that of NAO+ - NAO H. The electrons are 
subsequently transferred through the electron transfer chain, which has as its terminal 
acceptor the 0 2- water couple with a standard redox potential of +0.82 V. 

Free-Energy Changes in Redox Reactions 
Differences in oxidation- reduction potentials between two redox pairs are similar to free
energy changes in chemical reactions, in that both quantities depend on concentration of 
reactants and products of the reaction and the following relationship exists: 

t::.G0' = - nf t::.E'o 

Using this expression, free-energy change for electron transfer reactions can be calculated 
if potential difference between two oxidation-reduction pairs is known . Hence, for the 
mitochondrial electron transfer chain in which electrons are transferred between the 
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NAD+ -N ADH couple (Eo = - 0.32 V) and the l/2O 2- H2O couple (Eo = + 0.82 V), 
the free-energy change for this process can be calculated. 

aG°' = -nf ~ = - 2 X 96.5 kJNX 1.14 V 

aG 0' = - 219 kJ/mol 

where 96.5 is the Faraday constant in k]N and n is the number of electrons transferred; for 
example, in the case ofNADH-+ 0 2, n = 2. The free energy available from the potential 
span between NADH and 0 2 in the electron transfer chain is capable of generating more 
than enough energy to synthesize three molecules of ATP per two reducing equivalents or 
two electrons transponed co 0 2• In addition, because of the negative sign of the free energy 
available in the electron transfer , this process is exergonic and proceeds, if the necessary 
enzymes are present. 

Mitochondrial Electron Transport Is 
a Multi-component System 

The final steps in the overall oxidation of foodstuffs-carbohydrates , fats and amino acids
result in formation ofNADH and FADH 2 in the matrix . The electron cranspon chain oxi
dizes these reduced cofactors by transferr ing electrons in a series of steps co 0 2, the terminal 
electron acceptor , while capturing the free energy of the reactions to drive the synthesis of 
ATP (Figure 14.27, p. 561). During removal of electrons from the coenzymes, procons are 
pumped from the matrix to the intermembrane space to form an electrochemical gradient 
across the inner membrane , which provides energy for synthesis of ATP . The carriers that 
transfer electrons from NADH co 0 2 have standard redox potential s that span the range 
from - 0.32 V that of the most electronegative electron donor NADH to +0.82 V the 
most electropositive electron acceptor 0 2 (Figure 14.28). The mitochondrial electron car
riers, however, are not organized in a linear arrangement but are grouped inco four large 
complexes (complexes I-IV) that catalyze different partial reactions of the electron trans
pon chain (see Figure 14.27). 

Complex I, NADH-ubiquinone oxidoreductase, catalyzes the transfer of electrons from 
NADH to ubiquinone (UQ) or coenzyme Q (CoQ); complex II , succinate-ubiquinone 
oxidoreductase or succinate dehydrogenase, transfers electrons from succinate to coenzyme 
Q; complex Ill , or the cytochrome bc1 complex , ubiquinol-cytochrome c reduccase, trans
fers electrons from ubiquinol (reduced form of ubiquinone denoted as CoQH2 or UQH2) 

to cytochrome c; and complex N , cytochrome c oxidase, transfers electrons from cyto
chrome c to 0 2 (see Figure 14.27). Another complex, the ATP synthase, or compl ex V, 
uses energy of the electrochemical gradient for synthesis of ATP. Complexes I-IV consist of 
electron carriers that include flavoproteins , which contain tightly bound FMN or FAD and 
can transfer one or two electrons, the heme-containing proteins cytochromes, (cytochromes 
b, c1, c, a, and a3) that transfer one electron from Fe2+ of heme, iron-sulfur proteins that 

-0 .4 t.='----~I FeS 
~ NAD•/NADH FMN 
~ -0. 2 . FeS ~ Phos~~~ilatlon I 
~ 
c 
~ 0 
a. 
C 

'fi +0.2 

FeS 
CoenzymeQ 

CoenzymeQH 
Cytochrome b 

FeS ~ Phosp~orylation I 
site II 

:::, 

] Cytochrome Cytochrome dCytochrome c Cytochrome a 
C1 Fe3+ Fe2+ Cu2+ 

-~ +0 .4 

~ 
6 +0 .6 

+0.8 

Cytochrome a:i 
Phosphorylation 

site Ill 
Figure 14.28 Oxidatio!l-f'eduction pot ential s 
of the mitochondrial electron transport 
chain carriers listed from the most negative 
(NAD+/NADH) to the most positive (O:IH 2O). 
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contain bound inorganic Fe and S and transfer one electron, and copper in complex IV 
(cyt0chrome c ox:idase) that transfers one elecrron. UQ participates in one or rwo elecrron 
transfer reactions. 

Complex I: NADH-Ubiquinone Oxidoreductase 

Complex I, the most complicated found in mammalian mit0chondria, contains a minimum 
of 40 different polypeptides with a total mass of approximately 1 MDa. A simpler complex 
I containing 14 subunirs, which catalyzes similar elecrron transfer and proton pumping 
reactions, is present in bacterial membranes where srrucrure and enzymatic activity have 
been extensively investigated. Complex I transfers elecrrons from NADH to ubiquinone 
(coenzyme Q) coupled with the transpon of four protons across the membrane, thus con
tributing to the proton-motive force required for the synthesis of ATP. Both the mamma
lian and bacterial forms of complex I have a characteristic L-shaped srrucrure with a long 
hydrophobic arm localized in the membrane and a peripheral hydroph ilic arm protruding 
into the mitochondrial matrix (Figure 14.29). Electrons are transferred from NADH to 

(a) 

13 

(b) 
Figure 14.29 Model of the crystal structure of the hydrophilic domain of compl ex I. (a) Side view 
with the membrane arm located beneath and extencling to the right Each subunit is represented by a 
different color with FMN inclicaced by magenta spheres. (b) View indicating the proposed attachment 
of the peripheral domain co the membrane domain of complex I. 
Reprinted with permission from Sazanov, L.A. Biochemistry46:2276, 2007. Copyright (1977) 
by American Chemical Society. 
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Figure 14.30 Structures of iron- sulfur centers. Yellow, inorganic sulfur; gray, sulfur in cysteine; and 
red, iron. 

FMN , flavin mononucleotide (see Figure 10.32, p. 566), which is tightly bound to a sub
unit in the hydrophilic arm of complex I. 

NADH + H + + FMN - NAD+ + FMNH 2 

The electrons are then transferred one at a time via a series of FeS centers, of both the 
2Fe2S and 4Fe4S types (Figure 14.30), located in different subunics of the hydrophilic arm 
of complex I. These iron- sulfur clusters subsequently reduce a membrane-embedded ubi
quinone to form ubiquinol (Figure 14.31). During transfer of two eleccrons to ubiquinone 
by complex 1, four protons are also translocared across the inner membrane to the inter
membrane space by a mechanism suggested to involve proteins located in the hydrophobic 
membrane arm of complex I. 

Mutations in subunits of complex I have been shown co lead to a number of neurode
generative diseases. In addition, complex I has been shown to be a major source of reactive 
oxygen species (ROS) that may damage mitochondrial DNA and may be a cause of aging 
(see Sections 14.9 and 14.10). 

Complex II: Succinate-Ubiquinone Oxidoreductase 

Complex II, better known as succinate dehydrogenase , consiscs of a 70-kDa subunit that 
contains FAD covalently bound to a histidine residue, a 30-kDa subunit that contains 
three iron- sulfur centers, and two small hydrophobic proteins. In the oxidation of suc
cinate to fumarate, two electrons and two protons are transferred to FAD (Figure 14.32). 
The FADH 2 transfers electrons to ubiquinone via FeS centers of complex II in the 
reactions . 

Succinate - fumarate + 2H+ + 2e -

UQ + 2H + + 2e-UQH 2 

Overall Succinate + UQ-fumarate + UQH2 

t:,.E,'°' = 0.029 V t:,.G0' = - 5.6 kJ/mol 

The amount of free energy liberated in these reactions is insufficient for proton pumping 
across the membrane so no gain in free energy is accomplished in complex II. Figure 14.32 
provides a schematic representation of these evencs. 

Other Mitochondrial Flavoprotein Dehydrogenases 
Other mitochondrial dehydrogenases feed electrons into the electron transpon chain at the 
level of ubiquinone . Glycerol 3-phosphate , formed from glycerol released by hydrolysis of 
triacylglycerols or by reduction of dihydroxyacetone phosphate produced during glycolysis, 
is oxidized by glycerol 3-phosphate dehydrogenase (Figure 14.32). 

Glycerol 3-phosphate + FAD - dihydroxyacerone phosphate+ FADH 2 

lron Q 

Sulfur Q 
Sulfur in cysteine Q 

Oxidized coenzyme Q 

j , -+ H' 

OH 

CH30¢CH3 I CH3 

CH3Q # [CH2- CH = 6- CH2JnH 

.o 
Semlqulnone form of coenzyme Q (free radical) 

j ,-, H• 

Reduced coenzyme Q 

Figure 14.31 Oxidation-t"eduction of 
ubiquinone (coenzym e Q). Note that ubiquinone 
can accept one electron at a time forming an 
intermediate semiquinone. 
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Figure 14.32 Reduction of ubiquinone (UQ) in 
the mitochondrial inner membran e by the 
flavoproteins NADH , succinate, glycerol 

3-phosphat e, and fatty acyl CoA 
dehydrogenases. 

(FeS -F eS 

FeS 

t 
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~ 
NADH NAO+ 
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' FAD 

t 

t 
Fatty Acyl CoA 

lntennembrane space 
P-side 

t 
Succinate 

Matrix 
N-side 

This flavoprotein, a single polypeptide chain, is localized on the outer face of the inner 
membrane and transfers electrons di rectly to ubiquinone in the membrane . The impor
tance of glycerol 3-phosphate dehydrogenase in shuttling of reducing equivalents from 
NADH in the cytosol to the mitochondrial electron transport chain will be discussed in 
Sectionl4 .8 (p. 477). 

Acyl-CoA dehydrogenase, a flavoprotein that catalyzes the first step in /3-oxidation 
of fatty acids, transfers electrons from fatty acyl CoA to FAD to form F ADH 2, which then 
transfers electrons to electron t ransferring flavoprotein (ETF). Electrons are then trans
ferred from ETF to ETF- ubiquinone oxidoreductase which transfers electrons directly to 
ubiquinone in the inne r membrane. Figure 14.32 illustrates the reduction of the ubiquinone 
pool by complex I, complex II , glycerol 3-phosphate dehydrogenase , and ETF- ubiquinone 
oxidoreductase. Ubiquinol is subsequently oxidized by complex III. 

Complex Ill: Ubiquinol-Cytochrome c Oxidoreductase 

Complex III, or cytochrome bcJ complex, catalyzes transfer of two electrons from ubiquino l t0 
cytochrome cwith translocation of four prot0ns across the membrane. In mammals this enzyme 
complex consisrs of 11 subunits of which 3 have prosthetic groups that serve as redox centers. 
These are cytochrome b, which contains two hemes, b562 and b566; cyt.ochrome c1, which 
contains one heme group; and the Rieske iron-sulfur protein, which contains a 2Fe2S clus
ter. Resolution of the complete structure of complex III by X-ray crystallography was achieved 
recently (Figure 14.33). The dimeric complex (250 kDa for each monome r) is pear shaped and 
has a large domain protruding 75 A into the mitochondrial matrix and a smaller domain con
taining the head groups of the Rieske iron- sulfur protein and cytochrome CJ protruding into the 
intermembrane space. The transmembrane domain of each monomer of complex III consisrs of 
eight a-helices of the hydrophobic protein , cytochrome b, plus membrane -anchoring helices of 
the Rieske iron- sulfur protein, cytochrome CJ, and other subunits of each monomer . Oxidation 
of ubiquinol occurs at the Qosite located at the P side of the mitochondrial membrane facing 
the intermembrane space with the transfer of one electron to the iron-sulfur protein and the 
second electron to bL and bH with the release of two protons to the interrnembrane space. The 
proposed mechanism for the transfer of electrons and protons in complex III, termed the Q 
cycle, is described in Figure 14.34 and A Closer Look 14.1, p. 568. 

Cytochromes 
The cytochromes are proteins that contain a heme group tightly bound t0 the protein 
(p. 791). Unlike the heme in hemoglobin or myoglobin in which heme iron remains in the 
Fe2+ state during oxygen transport, iron in heme of a cytochrome is alternately oxidized (Fe3+) 
or reduced (Fe2+) as it functions in the transport of electrons. The cytochromes of mammalian 
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Figure 14.33 Model of the crystal structure 
of the dimeric cytochrome bc1 complex . The 
a -helices of cytochrome b (pale green) form the 
transmembrane domain of the complex. T he 
complex protrudes 75 A into the matrix and 38 A 
into the intermembrane space. Colors identifying 
the subunits are shown on the left. ISP is iron
sulfur protein. 
Reproduced with permission from Kim H., Xia, 
D. , Yu, C.-A., Xia, J.-Z ., Kachurin, A. M., Zhang, 
L, Yu. L., and Deisenhofer, J. Proc. Natl Acad. 
Sci., USA 95:8026, 1998. Copyright 1998, 
National Academy of Sciences, USA. Figure 
generously supplied by De. J. Deisenhofer. 

lntermembrane 
space P-side 

Figure 14.34 The Q cyc le . Ubiquinol (QHJ is oxidized with the transfer of one 
electron to the iron - sulfur protein, release of two protons to the intermembrane 
space, and formation of the semiquinone (Q;) at the Qo sire, which transfers 
electrons via hemes bl and bi-t to form a semiquinone (Q;;) at the Q sire. A 
second molecule of QH2 is oxidized at the Qo site with release of two protons and 
transfer of one electron to the iron- sulfur protein and to Q;; to form QH2 with 
the uptake of two protons from the matrix. Sites of inhibitors myxothiazol (Myxo), 

2H• 

stigmatellin (Scig), and antimycin (Anti) are indicated. 

mitochondria are designated as a, b, and con the basis of the a band of their absorption spec
trum and the type of heme group attached to the protein (Figure 14.35). The absorption band 
and srandard redox potential depend on the structure of the heme and irs environment in the 
protein. Cytochrome band other b-type cytochromes contain the same iron- protoporphyrin 
IX (Figure 14.35) found in hemoglobin and myoglobin; however, these hemes are buried in 
the membrane and cannot bind 0 2. The c-type cytochromes contain heme c that is covalently 
bound to two cysteine residues of the protein via thioether linkages involving vinyl side chains 
of protoporphyrin IX. The a-type cytochromes , contain heme a, a modified form of proto
porphyrin IX (p. 793) in which a formyl group and an isoprenoid side chain have been added. 
Two forms of cytochrome a are present in cytochrome c ox.idase, complex IV. 

Cytochrome c Is a Mobile Electron Carrier 
Electrons are transferred through complex III to cytochrome c, a globular hydrophilic pro
tein of 13 kDa. The planar heme group is located in the middle of the protein surrounded 

Matrix 
N-side 
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The Q Cycle, for Electron Transfer and Proton Pumping in Comple x Ill 

Complex ill contains rwo b-cype hemes, a high-potential q_ ( +0.50 V) 
and a low-potential bi-i (0. IO V) plus cytochrome ct. The transfer of 

eleccrons through chis complex is best explained by the Q cycle in which 

four protons are translocaced across the membrane for every rwo elec

trons transferred from ubiquinol co cytochrome c (Figure 14.38). For 

electron transfer co continue, two separate ubiquinone- or ubiquinol

binding sites are required in the bq complex: a ubiquinol oxidizing site 

(Qo) involving the low potential heme b (heme bJ located at the posi

tive (P) side of the membrane, where inhibitors such as myxochiazol and 

stigmacellin bind; and a ubiquinone-reducing site (Q;), involving the 

high-potential heme b (heme bi-i) located at the negative (N) side of 

the membrane , where inhibitors such as anrimycin bind. Oxidation of 

ubiquinol at the Qo site results in the transfer of one electron co the 

2Fe2S cluster of the iron- sulfur protein with the release of two pro

tons to the incermembrane space. The iron- sulfur protein then transfers 

o= c 
I 
H 

an electron to the heme of cytochrome c1• The scrongly reducing ubi

semiquinone anion formed ac the Qo site after the transfer of the first 
electron from ubiquinol rapidly transfers an electron co cytochrome q_ 
which then transfers an electron co high-potential heme of cytochrome 

bi-i at the Q; site. The reduced cytochrome bi-i then transfers chis electron 

to ubiquinone at the Q; site co form a stable ubisem.iquinone. To com

plete the Q cycle, a second molecule of ubiquinol is oxidized at the Qo 
site with the release of another two protons and transfer of one electron 

co the iron - sulfur protein and the second electron co heme q_. Heme bi.. 
transfers an electron to bi-i and evencually co the ubiserniquinone at the 

Q; site co form ubiq uinol with the uptake of rwo protons from the matrix. 

The Q cycle explains how during the oxidation of rwo ubiquinols at the 

Qo site, four protons are released co the incermembrane space, while two 

protons are taken up from the matrix side to reduce ubiquinone at the 
Q; site, a net of two protons released per ubiquinol oxidized. 
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Figure 14.35 Structures of heme a, heme b, 
andh emec. 
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by hydrophobic residues and covalently bound to two conserved cysteine residues through 
vinyl ether linkages (Figure 14.35) . T he heme iron is coordinated to a nitrogen of a histi
dine and a sulfur atom of a methionine, thus preventing the interaction of the heme with 
0 2 (Figure 14.36) . 

Cyt0chrome c, like ubiquinone, is a mobile electron carrie r. le is held loosely by elec
croscacic forces co the oute r face of the inner membrane where ic binds co cytochrome c1 of 
complex II I and accepts electrons from ic. The reduced cycochrome c then moves along the 
membrane surface to interact with subuni t II of cycochrome c oxidase through elecrroscacic 
linkages and donates electrons t0 the CuA site. 

Complex IV: Cytochrome c Oxidase 

Complex IV transfe rs electrons from cycochrome c to 0 2, the terminal electron acceptor, 
to form water coupled to translocacion of p rot0ns across the membrane . The mammalian 
complex consists of 13 subunits with a total mass of 200 kDa and contains two cyco
chromes , a and a3, and two copper centers, known as CuA and Cu8 . A simpler cycochrome 
c oxidase containing only three or four subunits, which catalyzes simila r electron transfe r 
and prot0n pumping reactions is present in bacterial membranes. The three subunits are 
homologous to the th ree largest subunits of mammalian cytoch rome c oxidase, wh ich 
are encoded in mit0chondrial DNA (mtDNA) . The remaining subunits of complex IV 
are encoded in nuclear DNA and may be regulatory sub units or function in assembly of 
the complex . 

The crystal structure of a bacterial cycochrome coxidase and complex N from beef heart 
mitochondria have been solved (Figure 14.37) . Subunit I, the largest, contains twelve trans
membrane helices bur lacks any significant extramembranous domains. Two heme groups, a 
and a3, are bound co subunit I with the heme coordinated by nitrogen acorns of conserved his
tidine residues. The planes of both hemes lie perpendicular co the membrane. Subunit I also 
contains a copper atom (Cu 8) that with heme a3 forms a binuclear center involved in transfer 
of electrons from heme a t0 0 2 (Figure 14.38). Subunit II has a large domain protruding from 
the cycosolic face of the inne r membrane, where reduced cycochrome c binds, and contains 
two at0ms of copper bound through sulfhydryl groups to two cysceine moieties {called Cu,J . 
Subunit III contains seven transmemb rane helices with negligible exrramembranous domains 
bur does nor have any redox carriers. Subunits II and III are localized on opposite sides of 
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Figure 14.36 Six coordination positions of 
cytochrome c. 

Figure 14.37 Model of crystal structure of 
cytochrome c oxidase from bacterium 
Paracoccus denitrificans. Subunit I (12 
transmembrane helices) is yellow, subunit II (two 
transmembrane helices) is purple, and subunit III 
(7 transmembrane helices) is blue with an 
embedded phospholipid in pink. The antibody 
fragment used to d rive crystallization is cyan. 
Reproduced with permission from Iwata, S., 
Ostermeier, C., Ludwig, B., Michel, H., et al. 
Nature 376:660, 199S. Copyright© (199S), 
Macmillan Magazines Limited. Figure generously 
supplied by Professor S. Iwata. 
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Copper"B " Heme a3 

Figure 14.38 Binuclear center of cyto chrome 
c oxidase indicating heme a3 and CuB. L is an 
unknown but proposed ligand. 
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Figure 14,39 Pathways of electron and proton transfer through cytochrome c oxidase. Cytochrome 
c binds on the surface of subunit II and transfers electrons to CuA. Electrons are transferred from CuA 
to heme a and then co the binuclear center (heme a3 and CuB) where oxygen is reduced co water. Four 
protons are transferred to the b inuclear center for reduction of oxygen and four procons are pumped across 
the membrane by a different channel. 

subunit I; the role of subunit III is unclear. Electrons are transferred from reduced cyt0chrome 
c first to CuA, then to heme a, and finally to the binuclear center containing Cu8 and heme 
'13 where the transfer of four electrons to oxygen occurs (Figure 14.39 and A Closer Look 
14.2). The transfer of four electrons to form water results in the uptake of four protons from 
the matrix to reduce oxygen and the translocacion of four protons across the mitochondrial 
membrane to contribute to the electrochemical gradient (Figure 14.39). 

Electron Transport Chain Inhibitors 

A dynamic picture of the electron transport chain has developed with increasing knowl
edge of the detailed chemistry of the different respiratory chain complexes (Figure 14.40). 
Each complex exists independently in the inner membrane and is freely mobile. Com
plexes I and II, and the other flavoprotein dehydrogenases, diffuse in the membrane and 
transfer electrons to the ubiquinone pool in the membrane. Ubiquinol also diffuses freely 
in the memb rane and is oxidized by complex III. Electrons are transferred from complex 
III to cytochrome cwhich moves along the surface of the memb rane to complex IV where 

Pathways of Electron Transfer through Complex IV 

Electrons are transferred from reduced cytochrome c to the CuA 
site on subunit II and then co heme a on subunit I of complex IV 
(Figure 14.43). The CuA and heme a are localized within 1.5 A of 
each other, permitting rapid electron transfer. Electrons are then 
transferred to the binuclear center consisting of Cu 8 and heme <13 

where final transfer of electrons to 0 2 occurs. Initially, rwo elec
trons are transferred co an 0 2 tightly bound to the binuclear 
center to form a peroxy derivative of oxygen (0/-). Two addi
tional electrons are transferred with uptake of four prot0ns from 

the matrix tO form water. Since each of the redox carriers present 
in complex IV is a one-electron carrier and the reduction of 0 2 

to water requires four electrons, the reactions catalyzed by com
plex IV have evolved to prevent release of partial ly reduced toxic 
oxygen intermediates such as superoxide, hydrogen peroxide, or 
hydroxyl radicals (see Section 14.10, p. 583). Each of the inter
mediates formed in the reduction of 0 2 remains tightly bound to 
the binuclear center and is thus largely prevented from dissociating 
until water is produced. 
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Figure 14.40 Overview of mitochondrial electron transport chain indicating location s of comp lexes 
I-IV, ubiquinone (CoQ) and cytochrome c in the inner membrane , pathways of electron transfer , 

and sites of proton pumping . T he binding sites for specific inhibito rs on the comp lexes are indicated 
at complex I (rotenone, amyral, and halothanes), at complex III (antimycin A, myxoth iazole, and 
stigmatell in), and at complex IV (carbon monoxide, sodium azide, and pocassium cyanide) . 

ics electrons are transferred to 0 2• Currently, it is accepted that the transfer of two elec
trons from NADH to 0 2 results in the translocation of 10 protons across the membrane, 
4 each from complexes I and IV and 2 from complex III . T he electrochemical gradient, 
thus formed, provides the potential energy chat is used to drive ATP synthesis by the ATP 
synthase (p. 572). 

Figure 14.40 indicates the sites where specific inhibitor s bind and block electron flow. 
Rotenone, a commonly used insecticide, binds stoichiometr ically to complex I and pre
vents the reduction of ubiqu inone. Piericidin, Amycal, and ocher barbiturates including 
halochanes used in anesthetics also inhibit complex I by preventing the transfer of electrons 
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Cyanide Poisoning 

Inhalation of hydrogen cyanide gas or ingestion of pocassium cyanide 
causes a rapid and extensive inhibition of che mitochondrial electron 
cransport chain at the cytochrome oxidase step. Cyanide is one of the 
most potent and rapidly acting poisons known. le binds to the FeH 
of heme Os in cytochrome c oxidase, which catalyzes the terminal seep 
of che electron rransporc chain. Mitochondrial respiration and energy 
production cease, and cell death occurs rapidly. Death occurs from tis
sue anoxia, most notably of the central nervous system. An antidote 
to cyanide poisoning, if che poisoning is diagnosed rapidly, is che ad-

ministration of various nitrites that convert oxyhemoglobin to meth
emoglobin by oxidizing Fe2+ of hemoglobin co FeH. Mechemoglobin 
(Fe3+) competes with cytochrome a3 (Fe3+) for cyanide by forming a 
methemoglobin-cyanide complex. Administration of rhiosulface causes 
the cyanide co react with the enzyme rhodanese, forming che nontoxic 
thiocyanate. Cytochrome c oxidase is also inhibited by carbon monox
ide (CO) that binds to che reduced form of heme Os and by H2$. 

Holland, M. A., and Kozlowski, L. M. Clinical features and management of cya
nide poisoning. Clin. PharmacoL 5:737, 1986. 
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Figure 14.41 The electrochemical gradient 
consists of a gradient of charges (At/,} and 
proton concentration (ApH) across inner 
mitochondrial membrane. 

N-side 

from the iron- sulfur centers to ubiquinone. Complex II is inhibited by carboxin and then
oyltrifluoroacet0ne as well as by malonare that acts as a competitive inhibitor with the 
substrate succinate . Antimycin, an antibiotic, inhibirs electron transfer through complex 
III by binding to the ~ site and blocking the transfer of electrons from the cytochrome 
heme bi.I to ubiq uinone. Other antibiotics, such as myxothiazol and stigmatellin , inhibit 
electron transfer through complex III by binding to the Q0 site and blocking the transfer 
of elecrrons from ubiquinol to the 2Fe2S center of the iron - sulfur protein. Complex IV 
is inhibited by cyanide (CN-), azide (N3 -), H 2S, and carbon monoxide (CO). Cyanide 
and azide bind tightly to the oxidized form of heme a3 (Fe3+) and prevent the transfer of 
electrons from heme a to the binuclear center. By contrast, carbon monoxide binds to the 
reduced form of heme a3 (Fe2+) competitively with 0 2 and p revenrs electron transfer to 
0 2• Hence, inhibition of mitochondrial electron transport results in impairment of the 
energy-generating function of oxidative phosphorylation leading to the death of the organ
ism (Clin . Corr. 14.3). 

Figure 14.40 also indicates the three sites where protons are translocated across the 
mitochondrial membrane during electron transport to contrib ute co the formation of the 
electrochemical gradient used for ATP synthesis . Four protons are translocated by elecrron 
transfer through complexes I and IV, while two protons are translocated by complex III . 

14.7 • OXIDATIVE PHOSPHORYLATION 

The energy released during the transfer of electrons to 0 2 via the mitochondrial electron 
transport chain is used to translocate protons across the inner membrane and establish 
a proton gradient (Figure 14.41). This makes the intermembrane space more acidic 
and the matrix space more alkaline. Simultaneo usly, the external face of the membrane 
becomes more positively charged and the matrix face becomes more negatively charged 
establishing a charge gradient, since there is no compensating translocation of a nega
tively charged ion . 

During the transfer of two electrons from NADH to 0 2, approximately 10 protons are 
pumped across the membrane to establish the electrochemical gradient (see Figure 14.40). 
The t0tal free energy derived from the rranslocation of protons and the charge distribution 
across the memb rane can be calculated by the following equation in which Zis the absolute 
value of the charge, f is the Faraday constant, and ,/J is the membrane potential: 

t:i.G0
' = 2.3RT f:i.pH + Zfil, 

In actively respiring mitochondria, the observed change in pH across the membrane is 
0.75 - 1.0 pH units and that in memb rane potential is 0.15- 2.0 V. Hence, the t:i.G0

' calcu
lated is roughly 200 kJ for the translocation of 10 H+ across the membrane during transfer 
of elecrrons from NADH co 0 2. The t:i.G0

' can also be calculated from the difference in 
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standard redox potentials of the redox pair. The calculated 6.G0' for the redox pairs NADH 
and 0 2 is 219 kJ/mol (Section 14.6), suggesting that the energy of the elecuon transfer 
reactions is efficiently captured in the electrochemical potential. The energy scored in the 
proton and charge gradient and the electrochemical gradient , also called the protonmo -
tive force, drives the synthesis of ATP by the movement of protons down the elecuochemi-
cal gradient through the ATP synthase by a mechanism discussed later in this section.. 

Coupling of ATP Synthesis and Electron Transport 

The rate of ATP utilization regulates the rate of ATP synthesis in mitochondria, which in 
rum regulates the rate of electron transfer. The coupling of ATP synthesis to electron trans
port is achieved by the electrochemical gradient , as illustrated by the experiment shown in 
Figure 14.42 . The rate of electron transport measured by the rate ofO 2 consumption by a 
suspension of liver mitochondria increases only after addition of an electron donor (succi
nate in this experiment) and ADP (a phosphate acceptor) plus phosphate (P,). Conversion of 
all the added ADP to ATP returns the rate co that observed prior to addition of ADP. Hence, 
the rate of eleetron transport , or 0 2 uptake, is tightly coupled to ATP synthesis. Chemios
mosis readily explains this relationship, termed respiratory control. When the energy needs 
of the cell are low, ATP will accumulate and the proton gradient will not be used for ATP 
synthesis. The magnitude of the proton gradient increases until the energy required to pump 
protons across the membrane against the existing electrical gradient equals that released 
during transfer of electrons from NADH to 0 2• At this point, electron transport ceases as 
equilibrium has been attained. In cells using ATP, ADP accumulates leading to stimula
tion of the ATP synthase. While ATP is synthesized, the magnitude of the proton gradient 
decreases as protons move through the ATP synthase to provide the energy for ATP synthe
sis. As a result, the proton back pressure on the electron transport chain will decrease. The 
increased rate of electron transport through the chain stimulates the oxidation ofNADH, 
resulting in the formation ofNAD +. The increased concentrations ofNAD + coupled with 
the increased concentrations of ADP in cells actively using ATP acts to stimulate reactions 
of the TCA cycle and faery acid oxidation. In this way, the need for ATP in a cell regulates 
in a coordinated fashion the rate of electron flow through the eleetron transport chain and 
of the reactions of the TCA cycle and fatty acid oxidation. 

P/ O Ratios for Mitochondrial Electron Transport and Oxidative 
Phosphorylation 
The PIO ratio (phosphate incorporated into ATP to atoms of 0 2 utilized) is a measure 
of the number of ATP molecules formed during the transfer of two electrons through all 
or part of the electron transport chain. Classically, the P/O ratio had been thought to be 
a whole number, 3 for transfer of two electrons from NADH linked substrates to 0 2, 2 
for succinate to 0 2, and l for reduced cytochrome c to 0 2. These P/O ratios suggested 
that one ATP was produced during electron transfer through each of the proton-pumping 
comp lexes I, III, and IV. Questions about actual P/O ratios, however, have arisen with 
recent calculations that 10 protons are pumped across the mitochondrial membrane dur
ing the transfer of two electrons from NADH to 0 2, whereas the synthesis of one ATP 
and irs transport across the membrane requires four protons . These proton stoichiometries 
result in a calculated P/O ratio of 2.5. Indeed , recent experimental determinations of the 
P/O ratio gave values of approximately 2.5 with NADH-linked substrates and 1.5 with 
succinate . 

Effects of Uncouplers and Inhibitors of the Electron Transport-O xidative 
Phosphorylation System 
The coupling between electron transport and ATP synthesis can be abolished by chemical 
reagents, or u.ncouplers, such as 2,4-dinitrophenol or carbonylcyanide-p-trifluoromethoxy
phenylhydrazone . After addition of an uncoupler to a suspension of tightly coupled liver 
mitochondria with a low rate of 0 2 uptake, a rapid increase in the rate of 0 2 consumption 
is observed (Figure. 14.43a). Because electron transport is uncoupled from ATP synthesis, 
electron transport may continue but without ATP synthesis. Uncouplers are hydrophobic 
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Figure 14.42 Demon stration of coupling of 
electron tran sport to oxidative phosphorylation 
in a suspension of liver mitochondria . In a 

medium containing Pi, addition of ADP 
stimulates rate of electron transfer measured as 
oxygen uptake . Thi s is defined as respiratory 
contro l. 
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Figure 14.43 Inhibition and uncoupling of ~ t 
oxidative phosphorylation in liver mitochondria. d 0 
(a) Addition of the uncoupler 2,4-dinitrophenol 
stimulates the rate of oxygen uptake by dissipating 
the proton gradient Cyanide addition inhibits 
oxygen uptake. (b) Stimulation of oxygen uptake 
by ADP is inhibited by oligomycin, which blocks 
proton movements through Fo of ATP synthase. 
Addition of the uncoupler, 2,4-dinitrophenol, Time - Time -
relieves inhibition by oligomycin and stimulates 
the rate ofoxygen uptake. (a) (b) 

weak acids that pick up a proton in the intermembrane space where a higher concentration 
of protons results from active electron transfer. These protonated uncouplers, being lipo
philic, rapidly diffuse into the mitochondrial matrix where they lose their proton, because 
of the lower concentration of protons there. In this way the prot0n gradient can be com
pletely dissipated as shown in Figure 14.44 and hence ATP synthesis is abolished. 

As illustrated in Figure 14.43b , addition of oligomycin , an inhibitor of the ATP 
synthase, to liver mitochondria actively respiring in the presence of ADP results in an 
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Figure 14.44 Action of the uncoupler , 2,4- dinitrophenol , a proton ionophore which equilibrates 
pH across the inner mitochondrial membrane . 2,4-Dinitrophenol is a weak acid that picks up a 
proton from the intermembrane space (P-side of membrane ) that has a high prot0n concentration and 
carries it across the membrane. to the matrix (N-side of membrane) where the proton dissociates due to 
the low prot0n concentration there. 
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inhibition of 0 2 uptake. Oligomycin blocks the synthesis of ATP by preventing the 
movement of prorons through the ATP synthase. Since ATP synthesis and eleetron 
flow are tightly coupled, the buildup of protons in the intermembrane space almost 
completely blocks the rate of electron transpon as discussed for respiratory control. 
Subsequent addition of 2,4-dintirophenol that dissipates the proron gradient results in 
a rapid increase in the rate of 0 2 uptake, because electron transpon has been uncoupled 
from ATP synthesis. 

ATP Synthase 

ATP synth ase, or complex V, located in the inner mitochondrial membrane of mam
mals, yeast, and fungi and in the cytoplasmic membrane of bacteria, catalyzes ATP 
synthesis using the energy of the proton gradient as protons flow through the ATP syn
thase. ATP synthase consists of two domains, F1, a peripheral complex first observed 
in electron micrographs as small particles bound to the inner mitochondrial membrane 
(Figure 14.45) and F0, an integral membrane protein complex. The F1 domain con
tains the binding sites for ATP and ADP and catalyzes ATP synthesis (Figure 14.46). 
The F0 domain provides a channel for the translocation of prorons across the mem
brane. Removal ofF 1 from the mitochondrial inner membrane by gentle agitation leaves 
an intact electron transport chain capable of electron transfer without formation of a 
proton gradient, since protons pumped across the membrane during electron transfer 
flow back into the matrix through the F0 domain . Adding the F1 domain back to the 
stripped membranes permits formation of a proton gradient as F1 reconstitutes with 
F0 and plugs the flow of protons through F0. The entire ATP synthase can be isolated 
and when incorporated into artificial membrane vesicles, it will synthesize ATP when 
an electrochemical gradient is established across the membrane. The ATP synthase is a 
multicomponent complex of 480 - 500 kDa (Table 14.6 and Figure 14.46). The F1 

domain consists of five nonidentical subunits (a, /3, 'Y, 8, ands) with a subunit stoichi
ometry of a 3, /33, 'Y, 8, ands and a mass of 350 - 380 kDa . Binding sites for ATP and 
ADP are present on both a- and /3-subunits. The catalytic sites are on the /3-subunits, 
while the function of nucleotides bound to the a-subunits is unknown . The y-subunit 
forms the central core ofF 1, whereas the 8-subunit may be involved in the attachment of 
the F1 domain t0 the membrane . The F0 domain of the E. coli enzyme consists of three 
nonidentical hydrophobic subun its termed a, b, and c, which are present in the apparent 
stoichiometry of a1, b2, ~ 12• The c-subunits each contain an essential charged residue 
(aspartate-61 in E. colt) that is involved in proton pumping . Each c-subunit consists of 
two trans-membrane a-helices with aspartate residue-61 located in the middle. Mutation 
of this aspartate to asparagine abolishes proron pumping. Mutations of charged residues 
have also implicated the a-subunit of F0 in proton movements, whereas the b-subunits 
appear to act to attach the F1 domain to F0 • The F0 domain found in mitochondria 
contains subunits homologous to subunits a, b, and c of the E. coli enzyme; however, 
additional subunits are also present. 

TABLE 14.6 • Subunits of F1F0-ATP Synthase from Escherichia coli 

Protein Subunit Mass(kDa) 

a 55 

/3 52 

'Y 30 
8 15 

€ 5.6 

a 30 

b 17 

C 8 

Stoichiometry 

3 

3 

2 

9-12 

Figure 14.45 Electron micrograph 
of mitochondrial F1. 

Generously supplied by Or. D. F. Parsons. From 
Parsons, 0. F. Science 140:985, 1963. Reprinted 
with permission from AAAS. 

Fo 

Figure 14.46 Model for mitochondrial F1Fo-ATP 
synthase, a rotating molecular motor. ATP 
synthesis occurs on theJ3-suhunits ofF 1, whereas 
F0 contains a proron channel. In F0, the c-subunits 
in the membrane are attached to the shaft 
containing the y and E of F I and constitute a rotor. 
The two b-subunits of F0 along with the a- and 
J3-subunits and the 8-subunit constitute a stator 
(nonmoveable structural element) . Protons flow 
through the a- and c-subunits ofF 0 causing the 
rotor to turn resulting in conformational changes 
in the J3-subunits where ATP is synthesized. 
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Synthesis of ATP on F1 

The binding-charge mechanism suggestS 
tbat tbe three /3-subunits each adopt dif
ferent conformations that change during 
catalysis with only one subunit acting as the 
catalytic site. As depicted in Figure 14.5 I, 
one subunit has an open conformation (0) 
with a low affinity for ligands and is empty. 
A second subw1ic has a loose conformation 
(L) with a low affinity for ligands and is in
active, while the third subunit has a tight 
conformation (T) that has a high affinity for 
ligands and is active in catalysis. According 
to this model, the synthesis of ATP occurs 
on the /3-subunit in the T conformation. 
During catalysis, ADP and Pi, bind co the 
/3-subunit in the L conformation. The ener
gy provided by passage of protons through 
Fo co F1 resultS in the following conforma
tional changes: The T site containing ATP 
changes co the O conformation with the 
release of ATP, the L site changes to the T 
conformation with ATP synthesis, and the 
0 site changes co the L conformation bind
ing ADP and Pi. According co this model, 
the energy released by electron transfer is 
conserved as a proton gradient chat drives 
conformational changes in the ATP syn
thase resulting in the binding of substrates, 
the synthesis of ATP on the enzyme and the 
release of the produce ATP. 
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Figure 14.47 The binding change model for ATP synthesis by ATP synthase . Each /3-subunit of 
F1 has a non-identical adenine nucleotide binding site. At any time, one of these /3-subunits is in the T 
(tight) conformation which binds ATP tightly, a second is in the L (loose) conformation which binds ATP 
and ~i loosely, and a_third is in the O ~nfurrnation (open) which does not bind nucleotides. The proton 
gradte~t causes ro~aon of the y~suburut, the central shaft, which comes into contact with each /3-subunit in 
success_ion product~ a coope~ave confo~mation change converting the T site to the O site releasing ATP, 
the L site to the T site promoang synthes1S of ATP, and the O site to the L site binding ADP and P;. 

Synthesis of ATP on F1 
The mechanism of ATP synthesis by F1 was derived from isotope exchange experiments , 
which reveal~d ~at in the presence of stoichiometric amounts of ADP, ATP, and inorganic 
phosphate with ISOiated F1, the reaction was essentially in equilibrium having a t::.G'' close 
to zero. This exchange reaction 

Enz:ADP + Pi ~Enz:ATP 

pro~eeds readily even in the absence of a proton gradient. The result indicated that the syn
thes1S of ATP by F 1 does not require the input of energy; however, the movement of protons 
through ~e ATP synthase was required for release of ATP from their unique binding to the 
/3-suburuts of F1• It was proposed that the energy released during the movement of protons 
across the membrane causes a conformational change in the ATP synthase, which results in 
the release of tightly bound ATP from one of the /3-subunits, the binding of ADP and Pi to 
a second ~-subunit in a loose con_formation, and forcing the third /3-subunit into the tight 
conformauon where ATP synthesis occurs (Figure 14.47 and A Closer Look 14.3). 

Mechanism of ATP Synthesis 
Resolution of the crystal strueture ofF 1 has provided dramatic visualization of the confor
mati~ns o~ the different /3-subunits that provide evidence for the binding-change model 
descnbed m A Closer Look 14.3. In this crystal structure, alternating a- and /3-subunits 
form _the knob ofF 1 with the single y-subunit forming a central shaft through the center of 
F1 (Figure 14.48a and b). Each /3-subunit had a different conformation depending on the 
presence of substrate. Thus F1 crystallized in the presence of ADP and a non-hydrolyzable 
analog of ATP revealed binding of ATP analogue to one /3-subunit, binding of ADP to a 
second /3-subunit, and an empty third /3-subunit (Figure 14.48c). 

The model for ATP synthesis that has developed is that protons flow through the 
membrane by ~ust binding to conserved acidic amino acid residues in subunit a of F0. 

~roton s then b1~d to a conserved amino acid residue present in the c-subunit causing the 
nng of c-subumts attached to y- and e-subunits to rotate. The movement of y-subunit 
causes conformational changes in /3-subunits as y-subunit associates sequentially with each 
/3-subunit in turn. The a- and b-subunits of F0 plus o-subunit of F1 form the stator to 
hold a- and /3-subunits in position, while y- and c-subunits form the moving rotor. (See 
A Closer Look 14.4, p. 578, for experimental evidence for this proposed mechanism.) 
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Figure 14.48 Mitochondria l ATP synthase complex. (a) Side view off 1 

complex structure deduced from the crystal structure. Three er- (red) and 3 
/3-(yellow) subunits alternate around a central shafr, the -y-subunit (blue). 
(b) Side view off 1 subunit in which cwo er- and two /3-subunics have been 
removed to reveal the central -y-subunit. Subunits are colored as indicated in 

caption (a). (c) Top view off I complex shows alternating er- and /3-subunits 
surrounding central -y-subunit 
Reproduced with permission from Abrahams, J. P., Leslie, A. G. W., Lutter, 
R., and Walker, J.E. Nature 370:621, 1994. Copy right© (1994 Macmillan 
Magazines Limited). 

14.8 • MITO CHONDRIAL INNER MEMBRANE 
CONTAINS SUBSTRATE TRANSPORT 
SYSTEMS 

Whereas the outer membrane presents little or no permeability barrier to substrate or nucle
otide molecules of interest in energy metabolism, the inner membrane limits the types of 
substrates, intermediates, and nucleotides that can diffuse from cytosol into the matrix. 
Various transport systems have been described in mitochondria (Figure 14.49), some of 
which have been thoroughly characterized. These transport systems facilitate selective 
movement of various substrates and intermediates back and forth across the inner mito
chondrial membrane . Through these transporters, various substrates can be accumulated in 
the matrix, since the transporters can move the substrate against a concentration gradient . 

Transport of Adenine Nucleotides and Phosphate 

Continued synthesis of ATP in the mitochondrial matrix requires that cytosolic ADP formed 
during energy-ronsuming reactions be rransported back across the inner membrane into the 
matrix for conversion to ATP. Similarly, newly synthesized ATP musr be rransported back 
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Experimental Evidence for Rotation of the -y- and c-Subunits by ATP Synthase 

The binding-change model predicrs that che -y-subunic should move in 
one direction during ATP synthesis and in che opposite direction dur 

ing ATP hydrolysis, such thacATP hydrolysis resulrs in formation of a 

proton gradient The rotation of the -y-subunic in a single F1_subunic 

was demonstrated by attaching a fluorescent acrin polymer co the -y

subunic of an F 1 in which a3'33-subunics were fixed co a microscope slide 

(see figure). Rocation of the fluorescenc y-subunicwas observed on addi -
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Phosphate 
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Adenine nucleotide 
translocase 
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tion of ATP. Similar experimen rs were performed using the entire F 1 /P0 

complex in which the complex of c-subunirs along with che -y-subwiic 

rotated as indicated by che fluorescent actin attached co one c subunit. 

Under both experimemal conditions , the rotor movement was not con

tinuous buc occurred in discrete steps of approximately 120°, which is 

consistent with stepwise movement of-y-subunit from one ~-subunit to 

another. ATP synthase is the smallest known molecular motor. 

F1 domain is attached to a nickel coated coverslip by histidine 
residues genetically engineered at the N-tenninus of the 
a-su bunits. Biotin, covalently attached co c-subunics, binds very tightly 
to the protein strepcavidin that is covalently attached to an actin filamenr 
conraining a fluorescent probe. Addition of ATP that is hydrolyzed by 
the ATPase ofF 1 causes actia filament co rotate in one clireaion proving 
char c-subunic of F O rotates. Earlier experiments in which an actin 
filament was attached co -y-subunic provided evidence that -y-subunic 
can also rotate. Presumably, both -y-and c-subunits rotate as a unit. 
Redrawn from Sambongi, Y., Iko, Y., Tanabe, M., Omoce, H., er al. 
Science 286: 1722, l 999. 
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Figure 14.49 Mitochondrial metabolite transporters. 
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across the inner membrane into the cyrosol to meet the energy needs of the cell. This exchange 
of the highly charged hydrophilic adenine nucleotides is catalyzed by a very specinc adenine 
nucleotide translocase located in the inner membrane (Figure 14.50). The adenine nucle
otide rranslocase, a homodimer of30-k.Da subunirs, catalyzes a 1:1 exchange of ATP for ADP. 
The presence of one nucleotide-binding site on the rransporter suggesrs that the enzyme alter
nately faces the matrix or the incermembrane space during the rransport process. Newly syn
thesized ATP is bound to the translocase in the matrix, which then changes irs conformation 
co face the cytosol where the ATP is released in exchange for an ADP. The rranslocase then 
changes conformation again to bring the nucleotide-binding site containing ADP back co face 
the matrix. The translocase favors outward movement of ATP and inward movement of ADP 
despite observations that both nucleotides bind equally well to the binding site. The explana
tion for this is that at pH 7, ADP has three negative charges whereas ATP has four. Hence, the 
exchange of one ATP for one ADP resulrs in net outward movement of one negative charge, 
which is equivalent to import of one proron. The membrane potential established during elec
tron transfer is positive outside, which would favor outward transport of more negatively charged 
ATP over that of ADP . The adenine nucleotide translocase is present in high concentrations, up 
to 14% of total protein, in the inner membrane. Hence, it is unlikely that transport of adenine 
nucleotides across the inner mitochondrial membrane is ever rate lirniring for ATP synthesis. 

A second transporter essential for oxidative phosphorylation is the phosphate trans
porter, which transports cytosolic phosphate plus a proton into the matrix (Figure 14.50). 
This symport also depends on the proton gradient as phosphate and protons are trans
ported in a 1:1 ratio. Transport of ADP and phosphate requires a significant fraction of 
the energy present in the electrochemical gradient produced during electron transfer. Thus, 
the protonmotive force provides energy for ATP synthesis by ATP synthase as well as for 
uptake of the two required substrates. 

Substrate Shuttles Transport Reducing Equivalents across the 
Inner Mitochondrial Membrane 

The nucleotides involved in cellular oxidation- reduction reaccions (e.g., NAD+ , NADH, 
NADP +, NADPH, FAD, and FADH 2) and CoAandirsderivativesarenot transported across 
the inner mitochondrial membrane. Thus , to transport reducing equivalenrs {e.g., protons and 
electrons) from cytosol to matrix or the reverse, subsrrate shuttle mechanisms are required. 

Two substrate transport shuttles are shown in Figure 14.51. The malate-aspartate 
shuttle and a-glycerol - phosphate shuttle are employed in various tissues co translocate 
reducing equivalents from cytosol co matrix for oxidation to yield energy. Their operation 
requires that appropriate enzymes are localized on either side of the membrane and that 
appropriate transporters be present in the mitochondrial inner membrane. 

In the glycerol-p hosphate shuttle, two glycerol phosphate dehydrogenases , one in 
the cytosol and the other on the outer face of the inner mitochondrial membrane , are 
involved. NADH produced in the cytosol is used co reduce dihydroxyacetone phosphate to 
glycerol 3-phosphate by the cycosolic isozyme. The glycerol 3-phosphate in rum is oxidized 
by the mitochondrial isozyme, a flavoprotein, to produce dihydroxyacetone phosphate and 
FADH 2 that is oxidized by the electron transport chain. 

The malate-as partate shuttl e operates on the same principle . NADH in the cytosol 
reduces oxaloacetate to malate, which enters mitochondria on the malate/a-ketoglutarate 
transporter. This malate is readily oxidized by mitochondrial malate dehydrogenase to 
oxaloacetate and NADH that is then oxidized by the electron transport chain. The oxalo
acetate produced is converted to aspartate by mitochondrial aspartate aminotransferase and 
can then cross the membrane via the aspartate-glutarnate transporter where cytosolic aspar
tate amino transferase converts it co oxaloacetate. The antiport transport of aspartate out 
of mitochondria in exchange for glutamate is driven by the membrane potential and is 
the refore irreversible. 

Acetyl Units Are Transported as Citrate 

The inner mitochondrial membrane does not have a transporter for aceryl CoA, but 
aceryl groups are transferred from the mitochondria to cytosol , where they are required 
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Figure 14.51 Transport shuttles for reducing 
equivalents. 

Figure 14.52 Export of citrate generated in 
mitochondria to cytosol where it serves as a 
source of acetyt CoA for biosynthesis of fatty 
acids or sterols. 
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for fatty acid or sterol biosynthesis (Figure 14.52). Intra-mitochondrial acetyl CoA is 
converted to citrate by citrate synthase of the TCA cycle. Citrate is then exported to 
cyrosol by a tricarboxylate transporter in exchange for malate. Cytosolic citrate is cleaved 
to acetyl CoA and oxaloacetate at the expense of an ATP by ATP-citrate lyase (p. 684). 
Substrate shuttle mechanisms are involved in movement of appropriate substrates and 
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intermediates in both directions across the inne r membrane during periods of active 
gluconeogenesis (p. 619) and ureagenesis (p. 758) by the liver. 

Mitochondria Have a Specific Calcium Transporter 

In most mammalian tissues, mitochondria have a uanspon system for uanslocating Ca2+ 
across the inner membrane . The disuibution/ redistribution of cellular Ca2+ pools within 
cells is critical for muscle conuacrion , neural uansmission, secretion, and hormone action . 
Distinct pools of Ca2+ have been detected in endoplasmic reticulum (or sarcoplasmic 
reticulum) , mitochondria , nuclei, and Golgi. Some inuacellular Ca2+ is bound to nucle
otides, metabolites, or membrane ligands, while a portion is free in solution. Cyrosolic 
Ca2+ concentration is about 10- 7 M, whereas the extracellular concentration is at least 
four orders of magnitude greater. Ca2+ entry into mitochondria is by a uniponer in the 
inner membrane , which uses the energy of the electrochemical gradient (Figure 14.53). 
Confocal microscopy of living cells has provided convincing evidence that mitochon
dria take pan in regulation of cytosolic Ca2+ concentration . Mitochondria are localized 
in close proximity to endoplasmic reticulum and sarcoplasmic reticulum. T he binding 
of cenain hormones to cell membranes resultS in release of inositol trisphosphate (IP3) 

from phosphatidyl inositol, which releases Ca2+ from endoplasmic reticulum (p. 16). 
The resulting transient microdomains of high Ca2+ concentrations may be modulated 
by uptake into nearby mitochondria . In mitochond ria, Ca2+ regulates the pyruvate dehy
drogenase complex as well as isocitrate and a -ketoglutarate dehydrogenases. One conse
quence of uptake of high concentrations of Ca2+ into mitochondria is the opening of a 
pore on the outer membrane leading to release of cytochrome c into cyrosol and activation 
of apoptosis. 

Uncoupling Proteins 

Brown adipose tissue plays a major role in nonshivering thermogenesis in newborns, in 
hibernating animals, and in experimental animals in diet-induced thermogenesis. The pri
mary agent involved in cold-induced thermogenesis in brown fat is the uncoupling protein, 
UCP-1, which is localized exclusively in the inner mitochondrial membrane of brown adi
pose tissue. UCP-1 carries protons from the mitochondrial matrix and acts to uncouple ATP 
synthesis from electron transpon (Figure 14.54). Thermogenesis resultS from activation of 
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Figure 14.53 Mitochondrial calcium carrier . 

Figure 14.54 Activation of UCP-1 by 
cold adaptation . Cold stimulates release of 
norepineph rine from sympathetic nerve cells. The 
norepineph rine binds to the f:l-adrenergic receptor 
resulting in activation of a lipase with production 
of free fatty acids that activate proton-conducting 
protein, UCP-1. 
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Origin 

Figure 14.55 Map of genes on mitochondrial 
DNA. The indicate<l genes CO I, CO 11, and 
CO 111 encode subunits of cytochrome c oxidase, 
ND encode subunits of complex I, and ATPase 
encode subunits of ATP synthase. The dark re<l 
bands indicated by single letters are the genes for 
tRNAs. LHON indicates location of mutations 
causing Leber's Here<licary Optic Neuropachy. 
Mutations in the tRNA for leucine (L) cause 
MELAS (mitochondrial encephalopathy, lactic 
acidosis and scrokelike activity), and chose in the 
tRNA for lysine (K) cause MERRF (myoclonic 
epilepsy and ragged re<l fibers). 

sympathetic nerves by the brain responding to cold exposure with the release of norepineph
rine chat binds to /3-adrenergic receptors on cell membranes of brown fat cells. This binding 
causes release of cAMP and the activation of protein kinase A, which stimulates lipolysis. 
The production of free fatty acids activates UCP-l, which rransports protons back into the 
matrix (Figure 14.54). The stimulation of proton transport by free fatty acids is believed 
to result from release of a proron from the carboxyl group of the free fatty acid. UCP-1 is 
a member of the mitochondrial transporter family that includes the adenine nucleotide 
translocase and the phosphate transporter but with a specific pore for the transport of p ro
tons into the matrix. Chronic cold-induced stimulation of the /3-adrenergic receptor by 
norepinephrine results in increased transcription of the UCP-1 gene, stimulation of mito
chondrial biogenesis, and eventual hyperplasia of brown adipose tissue. In large mammals, 
such as dogs, cats, and primates who do not hibernate, including humans, discrete deposits 
of brown fat are present at birth, but become sparse during later development . 

Four other uncoupling proteins, UCP-2, UCP-3, UCP-4, and UCP-5 , with sequences 
similar to that ofUCP-1 have been discovered in tissues other than brown adipose tissue. 
The presence of uncoupling proteins in tissues such as skeletal muscle has prompted inves
tigations into the possible role of these proteins in regulation of energy expenditure and per
haps obesity. Development of pharmacological agents that affect uncoupling proteins has 
been suggested as a treatment for obesity. Recently, it has been suggested that uncoupling 
proteins may act to prevent the formation of reactive oxygen species in mitochondria. 

14.9 • MITOCHONDRIAL GENES AND DISEASES 

Mirochondria contain their own genome, a circular double-srranded DNA that contains 
structural genes for 13 proteins of the electron transport chain including seven subunits of 
complex I (NADH:ubiquinone (oxidoreducrase), one subunit (cytochrome b) of complex 
III (ubiquinol :cytochrome c oxidoreductase), three subunits of complex N (cytochrome c 
oxidase), and two subunits of complex V (ATP synthase) (Table 14.7). Mitochondrial DNA 
(mtDNA) also contains genes encoding two ribosomal RNAs (rRNAs) and all the transfer 
RNAs (tRNAs) required for protein synthesis in mitochondria (Figure 14.55). Mitochondria , 
however, are not self-replicating organelles as over 90% of all mitochondrial proteins are 
encoded in nuclear DNA, synthesized in the cytosol, and then imported into mitochondria . 

Mi tochondrial defects have been implicated in several degenerative diseases of aging 
including Parkinson and Alzheimer diseases. Several diseases arise from point muta
tions in mt DNA involving eithe r tRNAs or one of the structural genes. Other diseases 
arise from deletions of large portions of mtDNA. Generally, these diseases result from 
decreased activity of the electron transport chain, which leads to the accumulation of 
pyruvate and fatty acids with resultant lactate acidosis and accumulation of triglycerides . 
The rate of ATP synthesis is also decreased, resulting in muscle weakness and exer
cise intolerance . A hallmark of all mitochondrial diseases is their maternal inheritance, 
because essentially all mitochondria present in a fertilized ovum are derived from the 
egg. See Clin. Corrs . 14.4, 14.5, and 14.6 for a discussion of diseases resulting from 
mutations in mtDNA. 

TABLE 14.7 • Subunits of Electron Transport Complexes Encoded by Human 
Mitochondria l DNA 

Number of Subunits 
Total Number Encoded by 

Compkx of Subunits Miu,chondrial DNA 

I NADH-ubiquinone oxidoreduccase >40 7 

II Succinace dehydrogenase 4 0 

ID Ubiquinol-cycochrome c oxidoreduccase 11 1 

N Cycochrome c oxidase 13 3 

V ATP synchase 12 2 
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Leber Hereditary Optic Neuropathy (OMIM 535000) 

The first mitochondrial disease to be elucidated at rhe molecular level 
is maternally inherited Leber hereditary optic neuroparhy (LHON) , 
which affects rhe central nervous system, including rhe optic nerves, 
causing sudden-onset blindness in early adulrhood due to rhe dearh 
of rhe optic nerve. In nearly all families, LHON results from single 
base changes in the mitochondrial genes encoding three subunits of 
complex I (NDl, ND4, and ND6), which lower activity ofNADH: 
ubiquinone oxidoreductase (complex I). 

The severity of mitochondrial diseases depends on the amount of 
mutated mtDNA present in a given cell or tissue. The presence of hun
dreds or thousands of mitochondria in each cell allows for considerable 

variarion in rhe amount of murant mtDNA in a tissue as a consequence 
of rhe random distribution of mutant mtDNA to the daughter cells 
at cell division. Parients with a lower percentage of murant mtDNA 
develop sudden-onset blindness and orher symptoms rypical ofLHON 
in early adulrhood. Patients with a higher percentage of the mutant 
mtDNA in which a conserved alanine is replaced by a valine in ND6 
develop a severe disease characterized by rhe early onset of generalized 
movement disorder, impaired speech, and mental retardation. 

Chalmers, R. M., and Schapira, A H. V. Clinical, biochemical and molecular 
generic fearures of Leber heredirary optic neuroparhy. Biochim. Biophys. Acta 
1410:147, 1999. 

Mitochondrial Myopathies from Mutations in Mitochondrial tRNA Genes 

Point mutations in genes encoding mitochondrial tRNAs result 
in two of the most common mitochondrial diseases characterized 
by encephalomyopathy . A mutation in the tRNA gene for lysine 
causes myoclonic epilepsy and ragged red fibers (MERRF) (OMIM 
545000). Symptoms include myoclonus and ataxia with general
ized seizures and myopathy. The skeletal muscles contain abnor
mally shaped mitochondria that contain paracrystalline structures 
giving an appearance of ragged red fibers (see figure) and decreased 
cytochrome c oxidase activiry. 

Mutation in the tRNA for leucine causes the common mitochon
drial encephaloparhy, lactic acidosis and stroke-like activity (MELA$) 
(OM IM 540000). The skeletal muscles contain ragged red fibers but 
retain cytochrome c oxidase activity. The severity of symptoms varies 
with the percentage of mutated mtDNAs. Patients with >85% mu
tated DNA present wirh the more severe central nervous symptoms, 
those with 5%-30% mutated DNA often present with maternally 
inheri ted diabetes mellitus and deafness. 

Example of paracrystalline inclusions in mitochondria from muscles 
of ocular myopathic patient {x 36,000). 
Counesy of Dr. D. N. Landon, Institute of Neuro logy, University of London. 

The biochemical consequence of both of these tRNA mutations is 
impaired mitochondrial protein synthesis leading to decreased activi
ties of complex I and cytochrome c oxidase. 

Wallace, D. C. Mitochondrial diseases in man and mouse. Scinice283:1482, 1999. 

Other mutations in mitochondrial genes lead to progressive muscular weakness, retin
itis pigmentosa (loss of retinal response), hearing loss, and ataxia (uncoordinated muscular 
action), plus enlargement and deterioration of heart muscle. The deleterious effects of 
aging may also result from mutations that accumulate in mtDNA throughout the life of 
the individual, which are caused by DNA-damaging agents such as oxygen radicals. 

14.1 0 • REACTIVE OXYGEN SPECIES (ROS) 

Oxygen is essential to life. Most intracellular oxidations result in transfer of two electrons to 
appropriate acceptors such as NAO + or FAD, which are then oxidized by the electron 
transpon chain . The terminal step in this chain is catalyzed by cytochrome coxidase, which 
tightly binds 0 2 to the binuclear center where stepwise reduction of 0 2 occurs without 
release of intermediates in the oxidation process (see Section 14.6, p. 561). The electronic 
structure of 0 2, however, favors its reduction by addition of one electron at a time leading 
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Exercise Intolerance in Patients with Mutation s in Cytochrome b 

In 1993, a muration in cytochrome b resulting in lowered activity of 
the cytochrome bc1 complex was reported in a 25-year old man who 
presented with exercise intolerance and proximal weakness. The mura
cion substiruced an asparrace residue for a conserved glycine at position 
290. Subsequently, other patients with similar symptoms and lowered 
bc1 complex activity were shown co have mucacions in which glucamace 
was substiruced for a conserved glycine at position 339, and serine for 
a conserved glycine at position 34. More recently, a patient with se
vere hyperrrophic cardiomyopathy was shown to have a mutation in 
which a glutamate was substituted for a conserved glycine at position 
166. The murations of glycine to aspactate or gluramare were located 
in cytochrome b close to the Qo sire for uhiquinol oxidation, while the 
glycine to serine mutation was located near the ~ site of ubiquinone 
reduction. All these murations involved a guanine to adenine transition 
in the mtDNA suggesting chat the muration may have resulted &om 

oxidative damage. Moreover, in each of the missense murations a con
served glycine was replaced by a larger charged molecule, which altered 
the structure of cytochrome b resulting in lowered caralycic activity of 
the bc1 complex. Nonsense murarions resulting in truncation of cyto
chrome b and murations involving deletions of 4 co 24 base pairs of 
mtDNA have been identified. These nonsense and deletion murations 
often lead co severe exercise incolerance, lactic acidosis in the resting state 
and occasionally myoglobinuria. In contrast co the majority of mura
tions in mtDNA , the murations identified in the cytochrome b gene 
were not maternally inherited. Moreover, most have only been expressed 
in muscle tissues suggesting that these are somatic mutations, which 
occurred during germ-layer differentiation of myogenic stem cells. 

Andreu, A. L., Hanna, M. G., Reichmann, H., Bruno, C ., et al. Exercise intoler
ance due co mutations in the cytochrome b gene of micochondrial DNA . N. Engl. 
j. Med. 341:1037, 1999. 
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to the generation of oxygen radicals that can cause cellular damage. A radical is a mol
ecule with a highly reactive unpaired electron in an outer orbital , which can initiate chain 
reactions by removal of an electron from another molecule to complete its own orbital . 
The stepwise transfer of electrons to 0 2 results in the sequential formation of superox
ide anions (0 2-), hydrogen peroxide (H20 2) , and finally hydroxyl free radicals (OH-) 
(Figure 14.56). The hydroxyl radical is undoubtedly the most dangerous free radical as it 
is involved in reactions such as lipid peroxidation and generation of other t0xic radicals. 
Hydrogen peroxide itself is not a free radical, but is converted by the Fenton or Haber 
Weiss reactions t0 the hydroxyl radical in the presence of Fe2+ or Cu+ , which are prevalent 
in cells (Figure 14.57) . 

Production of Reactive Oxygen Species 

While oxidative processes in cells generally result in transfer of electrons to 0 2 to form 
water without release of intermediates , a small number of oxygen radicals are inevitably 
formed due to leakage in electron transfer reactions. The major intracellular source of oxy
gen radicals is the mitochondrial electron cranspon chain where superoxide is produced 
by transfer of one electron to 0 2 from the stable semiquinone produced during reduction 
of ubiquinone by complexes I and II or during oxidation of ubiquinol by complex III 
(Figure I 4.58). Superoxide can also be produced by transfer of an electron from a flavin 
such as FMN . The reactive oxygen species produced in mitochondria include superoxide, 
hydrogen peroxide, and hydroxyl radical. Toxic oxygen species are also produced in per
oxisomes in which long-chain fatty acids and other compounds are oxidized by transfer of 
cwo electrons from FADH 2 to 0 2 with formation of hydrogen peroxide, which is readily 
convened to hydroxyl radical (see Figure 14.56) . The cytochrome P450 system localized in 
endoplasmic reticulum can also produce oxygen radicals. 

An additional source of ROS in many tissues in the body including neucrophils is 
the membrane-bound NADPH-dependent oxidase system. Inflammation due t0 bacte
rial infection in neutrophils results in the activation of NADPH oxidase which produces 
superoxide in a process known as the respiratory burst. The conversion of superoxide to 
hydroxyl radical kills bacteria which are then engulfed by phagocytes (Figure 14.59). In an 
acute infection , production of oxygen radicals and killing of bacteria are efficient processes; 
however, in prolonged infections , phagocytes tend to die, releasing toxic oxygen radicals 
that affect surrounding cells. 
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Figure 14.58 Generation of superoxide anions by mitochondrial electron transfer chain. The 
semiquinone formed during the two electron reduction of ubiquinone by the iron- sulfur centers of 
both complexes I and II can transfer an electron to oxygen to form the superox:ide anion. By conrrast, 
the binuclear center of cytochrome c ox:idase prevents release of intermediates in the reduction of oxygen. 

In addition to its presence in phagocytes, different forms ofNADPH oxidase have been 
reported in many tissues in the body, where they are the major non-mitochondrial source 
of ROS. The physiological role of these NADPH oxidases in cardiovascular tissues includ es 
cellular processes such as signal transduction , cell proliferation , and apoptosis. Evidence sug
gests that excess NADPH oxidase can generate ROS contributing to pathological conditions 
such as atheroslcerosis, hypertension , and other vascular pathologies (Clin . Corr. 14.7). 

Cosmic radiation , ingestion of chemicals, and drugs, as well as smog, can lead to for
mation of reactive oxygen species. Damage from reactive oxygen species often occurs dur
ing perfusion of tissues with solution s containing high concentrations of 0 2 as happens in 
patients who have suffered an ischemic episode in which localized 0 2 levels are lowered 
due to blockage of an artery and have then undergone thrombolytic or other procedures to 
remove the blockage (Clin. Corr. 14.8). 
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Figure 14.59 Respiratory burst in phagocytes. 
An electron transfer chain involving a unique 
cytochrome b transfers electrons from NADPH 
to oxygen with formation of superoxide anion. 
Superoxide is converted to the hydroxyl radical 
that kills bacteria subsequently engulfed by 
phagocyres. 

The discovery and characterization of NADPH-dependent oxidase 
(NOX) in phagocytic cells had suggested that this tissue was the sole 
location ofNOX in the body, where its physiological role was to pro
duce large amounts of superoxide to kill microbes. Elucidation of the 
biochemical properties of phagocytic NOX also benefited from stud
ies of patients with chronic granulomatous disease, which presents as 
an inabiliry of affected individuals to combat infection resulting from 
mutations in NOX, which lead to loss of ability to produce adequate 
amounts of superoxide. The recent development of more sensitive 
methods to detect the reactive oxygen species, superoxide and hydro
gen peroxide, indicated that NOX was more widely distributed in 
the body and that furthermore ROS might contribute to physiologi
cal processes in non-phagocytic tissues. Subsequently, seven different 
isoforms ofNOX family have been identified in almost all tissues of 
the body. The role ofNOX and superoxide production in nonphago
cytic tissues has not been completely resolved as the low levels of these 
enzymes hinder direct measurements; however, NOX in all tissues is 
activated by various stimuli and may trigger redox-sensitive signaling 
pathways that are involved in endothelial activation, cell growth, and 

apoptosis. Recent studies have revealed the presence of three different 
isoforms ofNOX in cardiovascular tissues; smooth muscle, endothe 
lium, cardiomyocytes, and vascular adventitiurn. These isoforms of 
NOX are thought to contribute to maintenance of vascular tone, cell 
proliferation, angiogenesis, and apoptosis. In addition to the role of 
NOX in these pathways, the regulatory pathways that maintain vas
cular tone reflect a complex interplay between ROS and reactive ni
trogen species (NO) produced by endothelial nitric oxide synthase. 

Despite the beneficial roles of NOX in cell processes, excess ROS 
generated by NOX may result in numerous pathological conditions 
including endothelial cell dysfunction that contributes to atheroscle
rosis, hypertension, congestive heart failure, ischemic reperfusion in
jury, and the vascular problems associated with diabetes. Continued 
investigations of the role that NOX plays in normal physiological and 
in pathological processes will provide insights into the development of 
therapies needed to combat the chronic diseases that plague humans . 

Nauseff, W. M. Biological roles for the NOX family NADPH oxida.,;es. J. Biol 
Chmz. 283:16961, 2008. 
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Myocardial Reperfusion Injury 

The occlusion of a major coronary arrery during myocardial infarc
tion results in ischemia or lowered oxygen supply co the affected area 
leading co damaged cells, the infarct. After an acute myocardial infarc
tion, early reperfusion with appropriate therapy results in reduction 
of the size of che infarct and a better clinical outcome for the patient. 
Restoring blood flow co the ischemic tissue, however, may damage 
the heart in a process termed myocardial reperfusion injury. During 
reperfusion, the ischemic myocardium is subject co rapid biochemical 
changes, which may cause further damage co the myocardium. These 
changes include rapid restoration of electron transfer through the mi
tochondrial elecrron transfer chain with the concomitant generation 
of ROS, which are also generated by xanthine oxidase present in en
dothelial cells and several hours lacer by NADPH oxidase located in 
neutrophils. These increased levels of ROS cause damage to the heart 
by contributing to intracellular Ca2+ overload, rapid restoration of in
tracellular pH, and inflammation. The increase in intra-mitochondrial 
Ca2+ leads to the opening of the mitochondrial transition pore (MRP), 
which triggers apopcosis and subsequent cell death. ROS also damage 
the sarcoplasmic reticulum and cell membrane by lipid peroxidation, 
induce enzyme denacuration, and cause oxidative damage to DNA. 
The rapid increase in intracellular ATP levels that occurs when oxygen 
is introduced during reperfusion due to stimulation of mitochondrial 
electron transfer combined with the high intracellular levels of Ca2+ 
and restoration of physiologic pH may result in hypercontracture and 
the resultant death of cardiomyocytes. 

The formation of ROS during myocardial reperfusion also re
sulrs in lowered levels of nitric oxide (NO), an important signaling 
molecule, thus reducing its protective effects such as neurrophil ac
cumulation, inactivation of superoxide radicals, and improvement 
of coronary blood flow. During reperfusion of the ischemic heart, 
the presence of the oxygen radical peroxynirrite (ONOO-) pro
duced from NO and superoxide, has been reported . Peroxynicrite 
may also contribute co the poor recovery of mechanical function in 
ischemic hearts . 

Myocardial ischemia-reperfusion represents a clinical problem 
associated with chrombolysis, angioplasty, and coronary bypass sur
gery. Injuries to the myocardium due co ischemia-reperfusion in
clude cardiac contractile dysfunction, arrhythmias, and irreversible 
myocyte damage. Ischemia may also arise during surgery especially 
during transplantation of tissues. Current investigations of possible 
interventions to prevent reperfusion injury ace focused on better un
derstanding of the factors involved in injury especially the opening of 
the mitochondrial PTP that results in cell death by apoptosis. Clinical 
trials are currently underway to test new hypotheses to reduce injury 
from reperfusion. The increased use of invasive procedures in clinical 
medicine indicates the importance of developing methods to protect 
against ischemic-reperfusion injury. 

Yellon, D. M., and Hausenloy, D. J. Myocardial reperfusion injury. N Engl J. 
Med. 357:1121, 2007. 

Damage Caused by Reactive Oxygen Species 

Reactive oxygen species cause damage to all major classes of macromolecules in cells. The 
phospholipids of plasma and organelle membranes ace subject to lipid peroxidation, a free
radical chain reaction initiated by remo val of hydrogen from a polyunsaturated fatty acid 
by hydroxyl radical. The resulting lipid radicals then reacr with 0 2 to form lipid peroxy 
radicals and lipid peroxide along with malondialdehyde, which is water soluble and can 
be detected in blood. The effect of lipid peroxidation in humans is exemplified by the 
brown spots commonly observed on hands of the elderly . These "age" spots contain the 
pigment lipofuscin, which is probab ly a mixture of cross-linked lipids and products oflipid 
peroxidation, which accumulate over the course of a lifetime . One significant consequence 
of lipid peroxidation is increased membrane permeability leading to an influx of Ca2+ 
and other ions with subsequent swelling of the cell. Similar increases in permeability of 
organelle membranes may result in maldistribution of ions and cause intracellular damage. 
For example, accumulation of excessive amounts of Ca2+ in mitochondria may trigger 
apoptosis. 

Pro line, hisridine, arginine, cysreine, and methionine are susceptible to attack by hydroxyl 
radicals with subsequent fragmentation of proteins, cross-linking, and aggregation. Proteins 
damaged by oxygen radicals may be targeted for digestion by intracellular proteases. 

The most impo rtan t consequence of oxygen radicals is damage to mitochondrial and 
nuclear DNA resulting in mutations. The nonspecific binding of ferrous ions (Fe2+) to 
DNA may result in localized formation of hydroxyl radicals that attack individual bases 
and cause strand breaks. Mitochondrial DNA is more susceptible to damage, since the elec
tron transporr chain is a major sou rce of toxic oxygen radicals. In addition, nuclear DNA 
is protected from permanent damage by a protective coat of histones as well as by active 
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and efficient mechanisms for DNA repair. Damage to mtDNA generally results in muta
tions that affect energy production. The symptoms in effected individuals are manifest in 
energy requiring processes such as muscle contraction . An example of the consequences of 
a somatic mutation in the mit0chondrial gene for cyt0chrome b that may have been caused 
by oxygen radicals is presented in Clin. Corr. 14.6, page 584. 

Cellular Defenses against Reactive Oxygen Species 

Cells that live in an aerobic environment have developed multiple ways to remove reactive 
oxygen species and thus protect themselves against their deleterious effecrs. Mammals have 
three different isozymes of superoxide dismutase that catalyze conversion of superoxide t0 
hydrogen peroxide (Figure 14.60) . The cyt0solic form of superoxide dismutase contains Cu/ 
Zn at its active site, as does the extracellular enzyme; however , the mitochondrial enzyme 
contains Mn at itS active site. Hydrogen peroxide is removed by catalase, a heme-containing 
enzyme present in highest concentration in peroxisomes and to a lesser extent in mitochon
dria and cyt0sol. 

Glutathion e peroxidase catalyzes reduction of both hydrogen peroxide and lipid per
oxides (Figure 14.61 ) . This selenium-containing enzyme uses the sulfhydryl groups of glu
tathione (GSH) as a hydrogen donor with formation of oxidized or disulfide form of gluta
thione (GSSG) . Glutathione reductase converts the disulfide form back to the sulfhydryl 
form using NADPH produced in the pentose phosphate pathway as an electron donor. The 
importance of NADPH in maintaining glutathione levels and thus preventing oxidative 
damage in cells is manifest in the inherited disorder resulting in lowered levels of glucose 
6-phosphate dehydrogenase (see Clin . Corr . 16.1, p . 648) in which oxidative stress results 
in acute hemolytic anemia. Glutathione levels in the liver are critical to prevent hepatic 
necrosis induced by the common pain killer acetaminophen (sold as Tylenol, Panadol, or 
Paracetomol ) especially in young children. 

Protection against reactive oxygen species may also be gained by ingestion of oxygen 
scavengers such as vitamins C and E and /3-carotene. Recent evidence has indicated that 
substances present in green tea, berries (especially blueberries), and red wine may also pro
tect against oxidative damage by ROS. 
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2. All of the following rricarboxylic acid cycle intermediates may be 
added or removed by ocher metabolic pathways except 
A. citrate. 
B. fumarace. 
C. isocitrace. 
D. a-kecoglucarace. 
E. oxaJoacecare. 
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3. T he inner mitochondrial membrane contains a transporter for 
A. NADH . 
B. acecyl CoA. 
C. GTP . 
D. ATP . 
E. NADPH. 

4. During the transfer of electrons to 0 2 via the mitochondrial electron 
transport chain , 
A. the energy released is used co cranslocare protons across the inner 

membrane. 
B. a proton gradient is generated with the matrix now being more 

positive than the intermembrane space. 
C . pumping of prorons across the membrane occurs each time 

electrons are moved. 
D. no charge gradient develops because an OH- moves each rime a 

proton does. 
E. the energy is used directly in the addition of Pi to ADP to 

form ATP. 

5. ATP synthase (also known as comp lex V) consists of two domains, 
F1 and F0_ 

A. F I and F O are both integral membrane protein complexes of the 
outer membrane. 

B. F 1 domain provides a channel for cranslocacion of protons across 
the membrane. 

C . F 1 bin ds ATP bur not ADP. 
D. F 1 domain catalyzes the synthesis of ATP. 
E. Only the F O domain contains more than one subunit. 

6. All of the following statements are correct except 
A. reactive oxygen species (oxygen radicals) result when there is a 

concerted addition of four electrons at a time co 0 2. 

B. superoxide anion (0 2 -) and hydroxyl radical (-OH) are rwo 

forms of reactive oxygen. 
C. superoxide dismutase is a naturally occurring enzyme char protects 

against damage by converting 02 - co H202 . 
D. reactive oxygen species damage phospholipids , proteins, and 

nucleic acids . 
E. glutathione protects against H 20 2 by reducing it to water. 

Q uestions 7 and 8: A child presented with severe neurological defects . 
Blood rests indicate d elevated serum levels oflacrace, pyruva te, and 
alanine. Cultures of skin fibroblasts showed deficient activity of the 
pyruvare-dehydrogenase comp lex. Further study might indicate which 
subunit of the complex is defective, although the metabolic effects are 
essentially the same regardless of which subunit is defective . 

7. The active form of pyruvace dehydrogenase is favored by the influ
ence of all of the following on pyruvace dehydrogenase kinase except 
A. low [Ca2+]. 
B. low acetyl CoNCoASH. 
C. high [pyruvate ]. 
D. low NADH/NAD +. 

8. Suppose the specific defect were a mucanr pyruvace dehydrogenase 
(the fuse catalytic subunir) with poor binding of its prosthetic group. 
In this cype of defect, sometimes greatly increas.ing the dietary 
precursor of the prosthetic group is helpful. In this case, increasing 
which of the following might be helpful? 
A. Lipoic acid 
B. Niacin (for NAO) 
C. Pantothenic acid (for CoA) 

D . .Riboflavin (for FAD) 
E. Thiamin (for TPP) 

Questions 9 and 10: There are a number of mitochondrial diseases arising 
from mutations in the mitochondrial genes encoding for mitochondria 
proteins of mitochondrial cRNAs. Leber Hereditary Optic Neuropachy 
(LHON) arises from single base changes in the mitochondrial genes 
encoding three subunits of comp lex I, diminishing its activity . LHON 
affects the central nervous system, inclu ding the optic nerves, causing 
sudden-onset blindness in early adulthood. 

9. Complex I 
A. transfers electrons directly from NADH co ubiquinone. 
B. can rransfer electrons from the FADH 2 of succinace dehydroge

nase as well as from NADH. 
C. does not contain FeS centers . 
D. transfers electrons coupled co che transport of four protons across 

the membrane. 
E. is considered a mobile electron carrier because it can travel along 

the outer face of the inner membrane. 

10. An inability to reoxidiu NADH because of the defect of complex I 
would 
A. inhibit isocitrace dehydrogenase and, therefore, inhibit the race of 

the TCA cycle. 
B. force the oxaloacerace-rnalace equilibrium coward oxaloacerace. 
C. promote the a-glycero l phosphate shuttle for transporting 

reducing equivalents. 
D. cause NADH co freely diffuse from the mitochondria co the 

cycosoL 
E. force the succinate-fumarace equilibrium coward succinace. 

Questions 11 and 12: Cyanide is a potent and rapidly acting poison. le 
binds to the heme of the cytochrome a3 in cytochrome oxidase. Death 
occurs from tissue anoxia, especially in the central nervous system . 
An antidote co cyanide poisoning , which muse be given rapidly, is the 
administration of a nitrite co convert oxyhemoglobin co methernoglobin. 
Methemoglobin competes with cytochrome a3 for cyanide . 

11. Cyanide 
A. only minimally inhibits the electron transport chain because 

cytochrome oxidase is a terminal component of the chain. 
B. inhibits mitochondrial respiration bur energy production is 

unaffected . 
C. also binds the copper of cytochrome oxidase. 
D. binds co Fe3+ of cytochrome a.3. 
E. po isoning could also be reversed by increasing 0 2 

concentration . 
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12. If cyanide is added co tightly coupled micochondria chat are actively 
oxidizing succinace, 
A. subsequent addition of2,4-dinicrophenol will cause ATP 

hydrolysis. 
B. subsequent addition of2,4-dinicrophenol will restore succinace 

oxidation. 
C. electron flow will cease, bur ATP synthesis will continue. 
D. eleccron flow will cease, but ATP synthesis can be restored by sub

sequent addition of2,4-dinitrophenoL 
E. subsequent addition of2,4-dinicrophenol and the phosphoryla

tion inhibitor, oligomycin, will cause ATP hydrolysis. 

Answers 

1. B High energy does not refer co a high energy of formation (bond 
srabilicy). A high-energy bond is so designated because ir has a high 
free energy of hydrolysis. This could arise for reasons A, C, D, or E. 

2. C A: Ciera re is transported our of the micochondria co be used as a 
source of cytoplasmic acecyl CoA. B: Furnarace is produced during 
phenylalanine and cyrosine degradation. D: a-Kecoglurarace can be 
formed from glutamate. E: Oxaloacetace is produced by pyruvace 
carboxylase and is used in gluconeogenesis. Clearly most of the tricar
boxylic acid cycle intermediates play multiple roles in the body. 

3. D ATP and ADP are transported in opposite directions. A and B: 
Reducing equivalents from NADH are shurcled across the mem
brane, as is the acecyl group of aceryl CoA, but NADH and acecyl 
CoA cannot cross. C: Of the nucleotides, only ATP and ADP are 
transported. E: Like NADH, NADPH does nor cross the membrane. 

4. A This is the direct utilization of the energy. B: Movement of 
procons is from the matrix co the incermembrane space so the latter 
becomes more positive. C: Only certain electron transfers have suf
ficient energy to pump electrons. D: No negative ion is transported 
with the proton so a charge gradient develops. E: The energy is re
quired to release ATP from the subunit, not for the actual synthesis. 

5. D This is correct. A; Boch are associated with the inner mitochon
drial membrane. B: This is the role of the F0 domain. C: Both bind 
and ATP synthesis occur. E: Changing conformations of different 
subunits is important in the actions of both domains. 

6. A Four electron cransfer co oxygen produces water. Oxygen radicals 
occur when electrons are added stepwise co 0 2 . B: H 20 2 is also in
cluded as reactive oxygen because it can produce ·OH . C: The H 20 2 

is then degraded by caralase. D : All of these are subject co oxidation 
with deleterious effects. E: Glurathione peroxidase cacalyz.es chis 
reaction. 

7. A High Ca2+ favors the active dehydrogenase but by activating the 
phosphatase . B, C, and D: NADH and acecyl CoA activate pyruvace 
dehydrogenase kinase, thus inactivating pyruvate dehydrogenase. 
Pyruvace inhibits the kinase, favoring che active dehydrogenase. 

8. E TPP is the cofactor for the first reaction which decarboxyl-
ace pyruvate . A and C: These arc cofactors for the dihydrolipoyl 
cransacecylase. B and D: These are cofactors for the dihydrolipoyl 
dehydrogenase. 

Problems 

13. For the reaction A~ B,L1G'°' = - 29.7 kJ/mol. Ar 37°C, - 2.303 
RT = - 5.94 kJ/mol. What is the equilibrium ratio ofB/A? 

14. Using pyruvate, labeled with 14C in its keco group, via the pyru
vace dehydrogenase reaction and the TCA cycle, where would the 
carbon label be at the end of one cum of the TCA cycle? Where 
would the carbon label be at the end of the second rurn of the 
cycle? 

9. D This contributes co the proconmorive force required for the 
synthesis of ATP. A and C: The transfer is nor direct bur proceeds 
through FMN and the FeS centers. B: Electrons are transferred 
from NADH ro FMN linked to one of the subunits of complex I, 
bur comp lex I cannot react with succinace dehydrogenase. E: This is 
cytochrome c. 

10. A This is the key regulatory enzyme of the TCA cycle. B: Malace is 
the reduced form so it would be favored. C: The cytosolic enzyme 
uses NADH and transports reducing equivalents into the mitochon
dria. The micochondrial enzyme is FAD linked. D: NADH docs nor 
cross the membrane. E: This reaction is FADH 2 linked. 

11. D This is why methemoglobin is an effective antidote since it also 
has an Fe3+. B: Respiration and energy production are coupled so 
inhibiting one inhibits the ocher as well. C: Copper is an important 
pare of cytochrome oxidase bur cyanide does nor bind it. £: The 
problem is inability co react with 0 2, not a lack of 0 2. 

12. A Cyanide inhibits electron transport at site III, blocking elecrron 
flow throughout the system. In coupled mitochondria, ATP synthesis 
ceases coo. Addition of an uncoupler permits the mitochondrial 
ATPase (which is normally driven in the synthetic direction) co oper 
ate, and it cacalyz.es the favorable ATP hydrolysis reaction unless i c is 
inhibited by a phosphorylation inhibitor such as oligomycin. 

13. L1 d' ' = - RT!n K = - 2.303RTlog K Substitution gives the 
log K = 5. Kthen is 100,000 so the BIA = 100,000/1. 

14. The labeled keto carbon of pyruvace becomes the labeled carboxyl 
carbon of aceryi CoA. Afrer condensation with oxaloacecare, the first 
carboxyl group of citrate is labeled. This label is retained through 
subsequent reactions co succinate. However, succinace is a symmetri 
cal compound to the enzyme so, in effect, both carboxyl groups of 
succinace are labeled. This means that the oxaloacecace regenerated 
is labeled in both carboxyl groups at the end of one turn (actually, 
half the molecules are labeled in one carboxyl and half in che other 
bur this can't be distinguished experimentally). Nore that CO 2 is nor 
labeled. In the second turn, the same carboxyl labeled acecyl CoA is 
added but this rime co labeled oxaloacetate. Both carboxyl groups of 
the oxaloacerate are released as CO 2 so it will be labeled , as will the 
regenerated oxaloacecace. 
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Key Concepts 

Glucose is metabol ized by all mammalian cells to form ATP . 
Anaerobic (absence of oxygen) glycolysis produces two mol
ecules each of lactate and ATP from one molecule of glucose. 
Aerobic glycolysis (presence of oxygen) produces two molecules 
each ofNADH and pyruvate . NADH must be reoxidized for 
glycolysis to continue. 
Glycolysis is regulated at three steps. 6-Phosphofrueto-1-kinase 
catalyzes the committed step of glycolysis and is regulated both 
negatively and positively by allosteric effectors. 
Gluconeogenesis, the formation of glucose from non-carbohydrate 
substrates, is required to maintain blood glucose and involves 
those glycolycic enzymes that catalyze reversible reactions. The 

reactions of glycolysis that are irreversible are bypassed by specific 
reactions of gluconeogenesis. Some amino acids are glucogenic 
but fatty acids with an even number of carbons are not . 
Gluconeogenesis is inhibited by insulin and stimulated by 
glucagon, med iated by regulation of the phosphorylation 
States of regulatory enzymes. Long-term stimulatory effects 
of glucagon and inhibitory effecrs of insulin on gluconeogenesis 
are mediated by induction and repression of key enzymes of 
the glycolycic/gluconeogenic pathways. 

• When glucose is plentiful, liver and skeletal muscle synthesize 
and store glycogen. Skeletal muscle utilizes stored glycogen for 
the synthesis of ATP during exercise and liver releases glucose 
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from glycogen when blood glucose levels are low. Muscle does Glycogen phosphorylase, a key enzyme in degradation of gly
cogen, is activated by AMP and inhibited by glucose and ATP , 
and is also activated by a signaling cascade involving protein 
kinases. 

not release free glucose. 
Glycogen synthase exists in a phosphorylated form that is 
dependent for activity on the presence of glucose 6-phosphate, a 
positive allosteric effector, and a nonphosphorylated form that is 
independent of glucose 6-phosphate. 

Glycogen storage diseases are caused by inherited defects in 
enzymes involved in glycogen degradation. 

GLYCOGEN 

Glycogeno lysis l f Glycogenesis 

GLUCOSE 

Glycolysis l f Gluconeogenesis 

LACTATE 

Figure 15.1 Relationship of glucose to major 
pathways of carbohydrate metabolism . 
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I 
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L-lactate 

Figure 15.2 Overall balanced equation for the 
sum of reactions of glycolysis. 

15.1 • INTRODU CTION 

The major pathways of carbohydrate metabolism begin or end with glucose (Figure 15.1). 
This chapter describes the utilization of glucose as a source of energy, formation of glucose 
from non-carbohydrate precursors, storage of glucose in the form of glycogen, and release of 
glucose from glycogen. An understanding of the pathways and their regulation is necessary 
because of the irnponant role played by glucose in the body. Glucose is the major form in 
which carbohydrate absorbed from the intestinal tract is presented to the cells of the body. 
It is the only fuel used to any significant extent by some specialized cells, and the major fuel 
of the brain. Therefore , blood glucose must be maintained at a level sufficient t0 meet these 
needs at all times. Several tissues of the body have evolved a coordinated working relationship 
that assures a continuous supply of this essential subsrrate for these cells and brain. On the 
other hand, glucose is toxic and can cause tissue damage when irs concentration is not con
trolled within narrow lirnirs. This occurs in diabetes and is a contributing factor to the devel
opment of atherosclerosis, hypertension, small-vessel disease, kidney disease, and blindness. 

The discussion begins with glycolysis, a pathway used by all body cells to extract pan 
of the chemical energy inherent in the glucose molecule. This pathway also converrs glu
cose to pyruvate and sets the stage for complete oxidation of glucose to CO 2 and H2O . 
Gluconeoge nesis, the de novo synthesis of glucose, is conveniently discussed after glycolysis 
because it involves many of the same enzymes used in glycolysis, although the reactions 
being catalyzed are in the reverse direction. In contrast to glycolysis, which produces ATP , 
gluconeogenesis requires ATP and is therefore an energy-requiring process. Thus , some 
enzyme-catalyzed steps have to be different becween glycolysis and gluconeogenesis . How 
regulation is exerted at key enzymes will be stressed throughout the chapte r. This will 
be particularly true for glycogen synthesis (glycogenesis) and degradation (glycogenolysis). 
Many cells srore glycogen for their own later needs. The liver is less selfish, storing glyco
gen mostly for maintenance of blood glucose to ensure that other tissues, especially the 
brain, have an adequate supply . Regulation of the synthesis and degradation of glycogen 
is a model for our understanding of how hormones work and how metabolic pathways are 
regulated. These topics contribute to our understanding of the diabetic condition, starva
tion, and how tissues of the body respond to stress, severe trauma and injury. 

The chemistry and nomenclature of carbohydrates is presented in the Appendix. 

15.2 • GLYCOLYSIS 

Glycolysis Occurs in All Human Cells 

The Embden - Meyerhof, or glycolytic, pathway represents an ancient process, possessed 
by all cells of the human body, in which anaerobic degradation of glucose to lactate occurs 
with release of energy as ATP . This is an example of anaerobic fermentation, a term used for 
metabo lic pathways that organisms use to extract chemical energy from high-energy fuels 
in the absence of oxygen. For many tissues, glycolysis is only an emergency energy-yielding 
pathway , capable of producing 2 mol of ATP from 1 mo! of glucose in the absence of oxygen 
(Figure 15.2). When oxygen supply to a tissue is shut off, ATP levels can still be maintained 
by glycolysis for at least a short period. Many examples could be given, but the capacity to 
use glycolysis as a source of energy is particularly import.ant during natural birth of human 
babies. With the exception of the brain, circulation of blood decreases to most parts of the 
body of the baby during delivery. The brain is not normally deprived of oxygen during 
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delivery, but other tissues have to depend on glycolysis for their supply of ATP until a 
normal oxygen supply is available. This conserves oxygen for use by the brain, illustrating 
one of many mechanisms chat have evolved to assure survival of brain tissue in times of 
stress. Oxygen is not necessary for glycolysis; in fact, oxygen can indirectly suppress glycol
ysis by the Pasteur effect, which is considered later (p. 609) . Nevertheless, glycolysis does 
occur in cells with an abundant supply of molecular oxygen. Provided cells also contain 
mitochondria, the end product of glycolysis in the presence of oxygen is pyruvate rather 
than lactate. Pyruvate is then completely oxidized to CO 2 and H2O by the pyruvate dehy
drogenase complex and enzymes of the TCA cycle housed within the mitochondria (Figure 
15.3). Glycolysis therefore sets the stage for aerobic oxidation of carbohydrate. The overall 
process of glycolysis and mitochondrial oxidation of pyruvate to CO 2 and H2O has the 
following sum equation: 

o-Glucose(C 6H 12O6) + 60 2 + 32 ADP 3- + 32 r;2-
~ 6CO 2 + 6Hp + 32 ATP4- + 32OH-

Much more ATP is produced in complete oxidation of glucose to CO 2 and H 2O (32 ATP/ 
glucose) than is produced in the conversion of glucose to lactate (2 ATP/glucose). This has 
important consequences to be considered in detail later. The importance of glycolysis as a 
preparatory pathway is best exemplified by the brain that has an absolute need for glucose. 
Pyruvate produced by glycolysis is oxidized to CO 2 in mirochondria. An adult human brain 
uses approximately 120 g of glucose each day to meet its need for ATP . In contrast, glycol
ysis with lactate as the end product is the major mechanism of ATP production in some 
other tissues. Red blood cells lack mitochondria and therefore cannot convert pyruvate 
to CO 2. The cornea, lens, and regions of the retina have a limited blood supply, and also 
lack mitochondria (because mitochondria would absorb and scatter light), and depend on 
glycolysis as the major mechanism for ATP production . Kidney medulla, testis, leukocytes, 
and white muscle fibers have relatively few mitochondria and are therefore almost totally 
dependent on glycolysis as a source of ATP. Tissues dependent primarily on glycolysis for 
ATP production consume about 40 g of glucose per day in a normal adult. 

Starch is the storage form of glucose in plants and contains a-1,4-glycosidic linkages 
and a-1,6-glycosidic branches . Glycogen is the storage form of glucose in animal tissues 
and contains the same type of glycosidic linkages and branches. Exogenous glycogen 
refers to the glycogen we obtain from animal products; endogenous glycogen is that syn
thesized and stored in our tissues. Exogenous starch or glycogen is hydrolyzed to glucose 
in the intestinal tract, whereas stored glycogen endogenous to our tissues is converted to 
glucose or glucose 6-phosphate by enzymes within the cells. Disaccharides such as milk 
sugar (lactose) and grocery store sugar (sucrose) are important sources of glucose in our 
diet . Their hydrolysis by enzymes of the brush border of the intestinal tract is discussed 
on page 1050. Although glucose can be a source of energy for cells of the intestinal tract, 
these cells do not depend on glucose to any great extent; most of their energy requirement 
is met by glutamine catabolism (p. 756). Most of the glucose is absorbed by the cells of 
the intestinal tract into the portal vein blood and then the general circulation for use 
by other tissues. Liver is the first major tissue to have an opportunity to remove glucose 
from the portal vein blood. When blood glucose is high, the liver removes glucose for 
glycogenesis and glycolysis. When blood glucose is low, the liver supplies the blood with 
glucose by glycogenolysis and gluconeogenesis. The liver is also the first organ exposed to 
the blood arriving from the panc reas and therefore experiences the highest concentrations 
of glucagon and insulin . The effects of these important hormonal regulators of blood 
glucose levels will be discussed later. 

Figure 15.3 Glycolysis is a prepara tory 
pathway for aerobic metabolism of glucose. 
PDH refers to the pyruvare dehydrogenase 
complex, TCA to the uicarboxy lic acid cycle. 
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Figure 15.4 Overviews of the major ways in which glucose is 
metabolized within cells of selected tissues of the body. A. Red blood 
cells. B. Brain tissue cells. C. Muscle and heart tissue cells. D . Adipose tissue 
cells. E. Liver parencbym al cells. (a) Glucose transport into a cell by a glucose 
transporte r (GLUT). (b) Glucose phosphorylatio n by hexokinase. (c) Pento se 
pho spbare pathway. (d) Glyco lysis. (e) Lactic acid transpo rt out of the cell. 

Q,,ico, 
(f ) Pyruvate decarboxylation by pyruvate dehydrogenase. (g ) TCA cycle. 
(h) Glycogenesis. (i ) Glycogenolysis. (j) Lipogenesis. (k) Formatio n and 
release of very low density lipop roteins (VLDL). (l ) Gluco neogenesis. (m) 
Hydrolysi s of glucose 6-p hosphare and release of glucose from the cell into the 
blood. (n) Formatio n of glucuroni des (drug and bilirubin detoxification by 
conjugation) by the glucuronic acid pathway. 
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Glucose Is Metabolized Differently in Various Cells 

Glucose is metabolized mainly by glycolysis in red blood cells (Figure 15.4A). Tran s
pon through the plasma membrane is catalyzed by GLUTl (glucose transponer l; 
p. 489). Since these cells lack mitochondria, the end produet of glycolysis is lactic acid, 
which is released into the blood. Glucose used by the pemose phosphate pathway in 
red blood cells provides NADPH to keep glutathione in the reduced state, which has 
an imponant role in the desuuction of organic peroxides and H 20 2 (see Figure 14.61, 
p. 587). Peroxides cause irreversible damage to membranes, DNA, and other cellular com
ponents and must be removed t0 prevent cell damage and death. 

The brain takes up glucose by facilitated uansport in an insulin-independent manner 
by GLUT3 (glucose uansponer 3) (Figure 15.4B). Glycolysis yields pyruvate, which is sub
sequently oxidized to CO 2 and H20 by the pyruvate dehydrogenase complex and the TCA 
cycle. The pentose phosphate pathway is active in these cells, generating part of the NAD PH 
needed for reductive synthesis and the maintenance of glutathione in the reduced state. 

Muscle and heart cells readily utilize glucose (Figure 15.4C). Insulin stimulates transpon 
of glucose into these cells by way of GLUT 4 (glucose uansponer 4). In the absence of insu
lin, GLUT4 exiscs in intracellular vesicles where it cannot facilitate glucose uansport (Figure 
15.5). Binding of insulin to ics receptor on the plasma membrane initiates a signaling cascade 
that promotes uanslocation and fusion ofGLUT4-comainingvesicles with the plasma mem
brane, thereby placing GLUT4 where it can facilitate glucose transpon. Glucose taken into 
muscle and heart cells can be utilized by glycolysis to give pyruvate, which is used by the pyru
vate dehydrogenase complex and the TCA cycle to provide ATP . Muscle and heart synthesize 
significant quantities of glycogen, an import.ant fuel that these tissues srore for later use. 

As in muscle, the uptake of glucose by adipose tissue is dependent upon and stimula ted 
by insulin (Figures 15.4D and 15.5). Pyruvate, as in other cells, is generated by glycolysis 
and is oxidized by the pyruvate dehydrogenase complex to give acetyl CoA, which is used 
primarily for de novo fatty acid synthesis . Glycolysis also provides carbon for the synthesis of 

membrane 

Kinase-mediated signaling cascade --------- @ 

Microvesicle 
with GLUT4 

Figure 15.5 Insulin stimulates glucose uptake 
by adipose tissue and muscle by increasing 
the number of glucose transporters (GLUT 4) 
in the plasma membrane . 
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glycerol 3-phosphate (not shown) required for synthesis of rriacylglycerol (p. 687). Adipose 
tissue can carry out glycogenesis and glycogenolysis, but its capacity for these pro-cesses is 
very limited relative to that of muscle, heart, and liver. 

Liver has the greatest number of ways t0 utilize glucose (Figure 15.4E, p. 594). Uptake 
of glucose occurs independently of insulin by means of GLUT2, a low-affinity, high-capacity 
glucose rransporrer. Glucose is used by the pemose phosphate pathway for the production of 
NADPH, which is needed for reductive synthesis (de novo synthesis of fatty acids and choles
terol), maintenance of reduced glucathione, and numerous reactions catalyzed by endoplasmic 
reticulum enzyme systems. A vital function of the pencose phosphate pathway is the provi
sion of ribose phosphate for the synthesis of the sugar moiety of nucleotides such as ATP and 
those in DNA and RNA Storage of glucose as glycogen is a particularly important feature 
of the liver. Glucose is also used in the glucuronic acid pathway, which is important in drug 
and bilirubin detoxification (pp. 654 and 797). The liver carries out glycolysis, the pyruvate 
produced being used as a source of acetyl CoA for complete oxidation by the tricarboxylic 
acid cycle and for fatty acid synthesis. Glycolysis also provides the carbon for the synthesis of 
the glycerol moiety of rriacylglycerol, which is synthesized by the liver during production of 
very low-density lipoproteins (VLDL) (p. 724). The liver also convens three-carbon precursors 
(lactate, pyruvate, glycerol, and alanine) into glucose by the process of gluconeogenesis to meet 
the needs of other cells and the brain. 

15.3 • GLYCOLYSIS PATHWAY 

Glucose is combustible and burns in a test tube to yield heat and light, but of course, no ATP. 
Cells use about 30 seeps to take glucose to CO2 and H20, a seemingly inefficient process, since 
it can be done in a single step in a test tube. However, side reactions and some of the actual 
steps used by the cell to oxidize glucose to CO2 and H20 lead to the conservation of a signifi
cant amount of energy as ATP. In other words, cells produce ATP by the controlled "burning" 
of glucose, of which glycolysis represents only the firse few steps, shown in Figure 15.6. 

Glycolysis Occurs in Three Stages 

Glycolysis has three major stages. 
Priming stage (Figure 15.6a) 

o-Glucose + 2 ATP4- ~ o-fructose l ,6-bisphosphate4- + 2 ADP 3- + 2 H + 

Splitting stage (Figure 15.6b) 

o-Fructose 1,6-bisphosphate 4- ~ 2 o-glyceraldehyde 3-phosphate2-

Oxidoreduction-phosphorylation stage (Figure 15.6c) 

Sum: 

2 o-Glyceraldehyde 3-phosphate2- + 4 ADP 3- + 2 P/- + 2 H+ ~ 

2 L-lactate- + 4 ATP4 - + 2 H20 

o-Glucose + 2 ADP 3- + 2 p/- ~ 2 t-lactate - + 2 ATP4- + 2 H20 

The priming stage involves input of two molecules of ATP to convert glucose into fructose 
1,6-bisphosphate. ATP is "invested" rather than lose in this stage because it is subsequently 
regained plus more from later steps. The splitting stage "splits" fruccose 1,6-bisphosphate into 
two molecules of glyceraldehyde 3-phosphate. In the oxidoreduction-phosphorylation stage 
two molecules of glyceraldehyde 3-phosphate are convened into two molecules of lactate 
with the production of four molecules of ATP. The overall process therefore generates two 
molecules oflaccate and two molecules of ATP from one molecule of glucose. 

Stage One: Priming of Glucose 
Although the hexokinase reaction (Figure 15.6a) consumes ATP, it gets glycolysis off to 
a good start by trapping glucose as glucose 6-phosphate (G6P) within the cyrosol where 
all the glycolytic enzymes are located. Phosphate esters are charged and hydrophilic and 
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Figure 15.6 The glycolytic pathway , divided into three stages . The symbol P refers to pbosphoryl 
group PO/ - ; - indicates a high-energy phosp hate bond. (a) Priming stage. (b) Splitting srage. 
(c) Oxidoreduction - phosphory lation stage. 
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therefore cannot cross ceU membranes . The phosphorylation of glucose by ATP is a ther
modynamicaUy favorable, irreversible under ceUular conditions, reaction. The reverse reac
tion cannot be used t0 synthesize ATP. 

The next reaction catalyzed by phosphoglucose isomerase is readily reversible and is 
not subject to regulation. 

6-Phosphofiucro-1-kinase ( or phosphofiucrokinase-1) catalyzes the ATP-dependent phos
phorylation of fiucrose 6-phosphate (F6P) to fiucrose 1,6-bisphosphate (FBP). This enzyme is 
subjecr to regulation by several effecrors and is often considered the key regulatory enzyme of 
glycolysis. The reaction is irreversible and uses the second ATP needed to "prime" glucose. 

Stage Two: Splitting of a Phosphorylated Intermediate 
Fructose 1,6-bisphosphate aldolase cleaves frucrose 1,6-bisphosphate into a molecule each 
of dihydroxyacetone phosphate (DHAP) and glyceraldehyde 3-phosphate (GAP) (Figure 
15.6b). This is a reversible reaction, corresponding to an aldol cleavage in one direction 
and an aldol condensation in the other . Triose phosphate isomerase catalyzes reversible 
interconversion of DHAP and GAP. With the transformation of DHAP into GAP, one 
molecule of glucose is converted into two molecules of GAP. 

Stage Three: Oxidoreduction Reactions and ATP Synthesis 
The reacrion catalyzed by glyceraldehyde 3-phosphate dehydrogenase (Figure 15.6c) is of 
interest because of what is accomplished. An aldehyde (glyceraldehyde 3-phosphate) is oxi
dized to a carboxylic acid with the reduction of NAO+ to NAOH. The acid produced 
is 1,3-bisphosphoglycerate, a mixed anhyd ride of a carboxylic acid and phosphoric acid, 
which has a large negative free energy of hydrolysis, enabling it to participate in a subse
quent reaction that forms ATP. The overall reaction can be visualized as the coupling of a 
very favorable exergonic reaction with an unfavorable endergonic reacrion. The exergonic 
reacrion is the one in which an aldehyde is oxidized tO a carboxylic acid, which is then cou
pled with an endergonic half-reaction in which NAO + is reduced to NAOH . 

0 0 
II II 

A- CH+ H2O---+ A- COH + 2H+ + 2e-

NAO+ + 2H+ + 2e- ---+ NAOH + H+ 

The overaU reaction (sum of the half-reactions) is quite exergonic. 

0 0 
II II 

A- CH+ NAO+ + H2O - A - COH + NAOH + H+, Mx" = - 10.3 kcal mo1- 1 

A second endergonic component of the reaction is formation of a mixed anhydride between 
the carboxylic acid and phosphoric acid. 

0 0 
II II 

A- COH + HPO/ - -+ A- C- OPOi - + H2O, 11<3°' = + 11.8 kcal mol- 1 

The overaU reacrion involves coupling of the ende rgonic and exergonic components with 
an overall standard free-energy change of + 6.3 kJ/mol ( + 1.5 kcal/mo!) . 

0 
II 

Sum: A- CH + NAO+ + HPO/ - -+ 

0 
II 

A - COPO/ - + NAOH + W , 11<3°' = + 1.5 kcal mo1- 1 

This reaction is freely reversible in cells. The catalytic mechanism involves glyceralde
hyde 3-phosphate reacting with a sulfhydryl group of a cysteine residue to generate a 
thiohemiacetal (Figure 15.7). An internal oxidation - reducrion reaction occurs in which 
bound NAO + is reduced to NAOH and the thiohemiacetal is oxidized to a high-energy 
thiol ester. The thio l ester reacts with P; to form the mixed anhydride and regenerate the 
free sulfhydryl group. The mixed anhydride dissociates from the enzyme and exogenous 
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NAO + replaces the bound NAOH. It should be noted that a free carboxylic acid group 
(-COOH) is not generated from the aldehyde group (- CHO) du ring the reaction. Instead, 
the enzyme generates a carboxyl group in the form of a high-energy thiol ester, which is 
converted by reaction with P; into a mixed anhydride of carboxylic and phosphoric acids. 

This reaction catalyzed by glyceraldehyde 3-phosphate dehydrogenase requires NAO + 
and produces NAOH. Since the cytosol has only a limited amount of NAO +, continuous 
glycolytic activity can occur only ifNAOH is oxidized back to NAO+; otherwise glycolysis 
will stop for want of NAO+ . The options that cells have for regeneration of NAO+ from 
NAOH are described in a later section (p. 601) . 

In the next reaction phosphoglycerate kinase produces ATP from the high-energy com
pound 1,3-bisphosphoglycerate (Figure 15.6c, p . 597) . This is the first site of ATP produc
tion in glycolysis. Since two ATP molecules were invested for each glucose molecule in the 
priming stage, and since two molecules of 1,3-bisphosphoglycerate are produced from each 
glucose, all of the "invested" ATP is recovered in this step. The glyceraldehyde 3-phosphate 
dehydrogenase-phosphoglycerate kinase system is an example of substrate-level phospho
rylation in which a substrate participates in an enzyme-catalyzed reaction that yields ATP 
or GTP. Substrate-level phosphorylation stands in contrast to oxidative phosphorylation 
catalyzed by the mitochondrial electron transfer chain and ATP synthase (p. 572). Note 
that the combination of glyceraldehyde 3-phosphate dehydrogenase and phosphoglycerate 
kinase accomplishes the coupling of an oxidation (an aldehyde is oxidized to a carboxylic 
acid) to a phosphorylation (a mixed anhydride of a carboxylic acid and phosphoric acid is 
formed) without the involvement of a membrane system. 

Phosphoglycerate mutase converts 3-phosphoglycerate to 2-phosphoglycerate. This is 
a freely reversible reaction in which 2,3-bisphosphoglycerate is an obligatory intermediate 
at the active site. 

E-phosphate + 3-phosphoglycerate ~ E + 2,3-bisphosphoglycerate 

E + 2,3-bisphosphoglycerate ~ E-phosphate + 2-phosphoglycerate 

Sum: 3-phosphoglycerate .===> 2-phosphoglycerate 

Involvement of 2,3-bisphosphoglycerate in this reaction creates an absolute requirement 
for catalytic amounts of th is compound in cells. This can be appreciated by noting that 
E-P cannot be generated without 2,3-bisphosphoglycerate and likewise that 2,3-bisphos
phoglycerate cannot be generated without E-P. Cells solve this problem by synthesizing 2,3-
bisphosphoglycerate from 1,3-bisphosphoglycerate with a 2,3-bisphosphoglycerate mutase. 

Figure 15.7 Catalytic mechanism of 
glyceraldehyde 3-phosphate dehydrogena se. 
Large circle represents enzyme; small circle binding 
site for NAD +; RCO H, the aldehyde group of 
glyceraldehyde 3-phosphate; -SH, the sulfhydryl 
group of the cysteine residue located at the 
enzyme's active site; and - , high-energy bonds in 
the thio ester and the mixed anhydride. 
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Figure 15.8 The reactions of the 
2,3-bisphosphoglycerate (2,3-BPG) shunt 
are catalyzed by the bifunctional enzyme, 
2,3-BPG mutase/ phosphatase. 2,3-BPG is 
also hydrolyzed to 2-pho shoglycerate by multip le 
inositol polyphosphate phosphatase (MIP 
phosphatase ) , so named because multiple inositol 
polypho sphate was identified before 2,3-BPG to 
be a substrate for this enzyme . 
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This enzyme is bifunetional, serving as mutase for the formation of 2,3-bisphos
phoglycerate and also as a phosphatase that hydrolyzes 2,3-bisphosphoglycerate to 
3-phosphoglycerate and P;. All cells contain the minute quantities of 2,3-bisphos
phoglycerate necessary to produce the phosphorylated form (E-P) of newly synthesized 
phosphoglycerate mutase. In striking contrast to other cells of the body, red blood cells con
tain very high concentrations of 2, 3-bisphosphoglycerate, which funetions as an important 
negative a11osteric regulator of the binding of oxygen to hemoglobin (p. 365). In contrast 
to the extremely small amounts of glucose used for 2,3-bisphosphoglycerate in other cells, 
from 15% to 25% of glucose converted to lactate in red blood cells goes by way of the 
BPG shunt for the synthesis of2 ,3-bisphosphoglycerate (Figure 15.8). It should be noted 
that the BPG shunt bypasses the PGK step. Therefore, no net production of ATP occurs 
when glucose is converted to lactate via the BPG shunt. 2,3-Bisphosphoglycerate is also 
hydrolyzed in red blood cells by multiple inositol polyphosphate phosphatases (MIP phos
phatase) (Figure 15.8). By converting 2,3-BPG to 2-phosphoglycerate rather than 3-phos
phglycerate, MIP phosphatase expands the BPG shunt to by-pass the reaction catalyzed by 
phosphoglycerate mutase. Exceptional sensitivity of MIP phosphatase to changes in pH 
suggest that the acrivity of this enzyme may set the concentration of 2,3-BPG, the most 
important a11osteric effector of hemoglobin, in physiological and pathological conditions 
that affect the intracellular pH of red blood cells (A Closer Look 15. l). 

Enolase eliminates water from 2-phosphoglycerate to form phosphoenolpyruvate 
(PEP) in the next reacrion (see Figure 15.6c, p. 597). T his reaction generates a high-energy 
phosphate from one of markedly lower energy level. fl(}' for the hydrolysis of phosphoe
nolpyruvate is - 61.9 kJ/mol (- 14.8 kcal/mol), while that for 2-phosphoglycerate is - 17.6 
kJ/mol (- 4.2 kca1/mol). Pyruvate kinase (Figure 15.6c) accomplishes another submate
level phosphorylation. This reaction is not reversible under intracellular conditions. 

The last step of glycolysis is a freely reversible oxidoreduetion reaction catalyzed by 
!aerate dehydrogenase (Figure 15.6c). Pyruvate is reduced to give L-lactate and NADH 
is oxidized to NAD +. The forward direction of this reaction is the only reaction of the 
body by which L-lactate can be produced . The reverse direction of this reaction is the only 
reaetion of the body by which L-lactate can be utilized. Lactate dehydrogenase is therefore 
responsible for both the production and the utilization of L-lactate. 

1/2Glucose 

t 

2-Phosphoglycerate 

f 
Lactate 
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2,3-Bisphosphoglycerate and High Altitude 

Delivery of oxygen to tissues depends on regulation of hemoglobin by 
allosteric effectors, the most important being 2,3-bisphosphoglycer
are, which promotes oxygen release by binding to deoxyhemogiobin. 
Supply of oxygen to tissues in a variety of conditions is dependent 
upon regulation of the 2,3-bisphosphogiycerate concentration in red 
blood cells. Relatively small changes in blood pH and the opposite 
sensitivities of 6-phosphofrucro-1-kinase and MIP phosphatase to 
pH changes appear to be most important factors. For example, in 
patients with metabolic acidosis, DPG levels are dramatically reduced 
in RBCs, most likely because a decrease in pH reduces 6-phospho
fructo-1-kinase activity and increases MIP phosphatase activity. Con
versely, in response to high altitude or anemia due to blood loss, OPG 
levels are dramatically increased in RBCs in these situations because 

an increase in pH increases 6-phospho&ucto-1-kinase activity and de
creases MIP phosphatase activity. Alkalosis is induced by blood loss 
and high altitude because hyperventilation due to hypoxia in these 
situations blows off CO 2 which lowers the blood H+ concentration 
by forcing the reaction catalyzed by carbonic anhydrase to the lefr. 

Wallis, J.P., Wells, AW., Whitehead, S., and Brewster, N. Recovery &om post
operative anaemia. Tra,ufasion Med. 15: 413, 2005; Cho, J., King, J. $., Qian , X., 
Harwood, A. J., and Shears, S. B. Dephosphorylacion of2,3 -bisphosphoglycerace 
by MlPP expands che regulatory capacity of the Rapoport -Lubering glycolycic 
shunt. Proc. Natl Acad. Sci. USA 105: 998, 2008. 

ATP Yield and Balanced Equation for Anaerobic Glycolysis 

Conversion of one molecule of glucose to two molecules oflactate resulrs in the nee formation 
of two molecules of ATP . Two molecules of ATP are used in the priming stage, but subsequent 
seeps yield four molecules of ATP so that the overall net yield is two molecules of ATP. 

o-Glucose + 2 ADP 3- + 2 P/- ~ 2 L-laccace- + 2 ATP 4- + 2 H 20 

Cells have only a limited amount of ADP and P;. Flux th rough glycolysis is dependent on 
an adequate supply of these substrates . If the ATP is nor utilized for performance of work, 
glycolysis scops for wane of ADP and/or P;. Consequently , the ATP generated has co be 
used in normal work-related processes for glycolysis co occur. Use of ATP for any work
related process is represented simply by 

ATP4- + H 20 ~ ADP 3- + P/- + H + + "work" 

When the quantities are doubled and added co the previous equation for glycolysis, exclud
ing the work accomp lished since this is necessary for ATP turnover , the overall balanced 
equation becomes 

o-Glucose ~ 2 L-lactate- + 2 H+ 

This shows that anaerobic glycolysis generates acid that can create major problems for the 
body (described later in Clin. Corr . 15.5, p . 611) since intracellular pH must be main
tained near neutrality for optimum enzyme activity. 

NADH Generated by Glycolysis Has to Be Oxidized Back to 
NAO+: Role of Lactate Dehydrogenase and Substrate Shuttles 

Anaerobic Glycolysis 
NADH and NAD+ do not appear in the balanced sum equation for anaerobic glycolysis 
because the generation ofNADH and irs utilization are coupled (balanced) in the pathway 
(see Figure 15.6c). Two molecules of NADH are generated by glyceraldehyde 3-phosphate 
dehydrogenase and two are utilized by lactate dehydrogenase. NAD + is available in only lim
ited amounrs and must be regenerated for glycolysis to continue unabated . The two reactions 
involved are 

o-Glyceraldehyde 3-phosphace + NAD + + P; ~ 1,3-bisphospho-o-glycerace 

+ NADH + H+ 

Pyruvate + NADH + H+ ~ L-lactate + NAD + 
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The sum reaction is 

o-Glyceraldehyde 3-phosphate + pyruvate + P; ~ 1,3-bisphosphoglycerate + L-lactate 

Perfect coupling of reducing equivalents by these reactions occurs under anaerobic condi
tions or in cells that lack mit0chondria. 

Mitochondr ial Oxidation of NADH Produced by Glycolysis 
When oxygen and mitochondria are present, the reducing equivalents of NADH gener
ated by glyceraldehyde 3-phosphate dehydrogenase are shuttled into the mitochondria for 
oxidation , leaving pyruvate rather than laccate as the end product of glycolysis. The mito
chondrial inner membrane is not permeable to NADH (p. 577) but -the malate-aspartate 
shuttle and the glycerol- phosphate shuttle (see Figure 14.51, p. 580) transport reducing 
equivalents into the mitochondrial matrix space (p. 560). Liver makes greater use of the 
malate- aspartate shuttle, but some muscle cells are more dependent on the glycerol
phosphate shuttle. The shuttle systems move reducing equivalents from the cytosol into 
the mitochondria but will not shuttle reducing equivalents from the mit0chondria into 
the cytosol. The sum of all reaccions of the malate- aspartate shuttle reactions is simply 

NADHcyrosol + H+ cyrosol + NAD + mico ~ NAD+ cyrosol + NADHmi,o + H+ mito 

The glycerol phosphate shuttle produces FADH 2 within the mitochondrial inner mem
brane (see Figure 14.40, p. 571). The active site of the mitochondrial glycerol 3-phosphate 
dehydrogenase is exposed on the cytosolic surface of the mit0chondrial inner membrane. 
T he sum of all reactions of the glycerol phosphate shuttle is 

NADHcyto-sol + H + cyrosol + FADinner membrane~ NAD + cytosol + FADH2innermembrane 

The mitochondrial NADH formed by the malate- aspartate shuttle activity can be used by 
the mitochondrial electron transport chain for the production of2.5 molecules of AT P by 
oxidative phosphorylation. 

NADHmico + H + + 0.5 02 + 2.5 ADP + 2.5 P; ~ NAD+ mito + 2.5 ATP + H2O 

In contrast, the FADH 2 formed by the glycerol phosphate shutt le yields only 1.5 molecules 
of ATP. 

FADH2inner membrane+ 0.5 02 + 1.5 ADP + 1.5 P; ~ FADinner membrane+ 1.5 ATP 
+ H2O 

Thus, the ATP yield from the oxidation of the NADH generated by glycolysis is 3 or 5, 
depending on the substrate shuttle used for its oxidation. 

Shuttles Are Important in Other Oxidoreduction Pathways 

Alcoho l Oxidation 
Alcohol (i.e., ethanol) is oxidized to acetaldehyde with produccion of NADH by alcohol 
dehydrogenase. 

Ethanol Acetaldehyde 

This enzyme is located almost exclusively in the cytosol of hepatocytes. Acetaldehyde 
traverses the mitochondrial inner membrane for oxidation by an aldehyde dehydrogenase 
in the mit0chondrial matrix space. 

0 0 
II II 

CHaCH + NAO+ + H20 ---+ CHaco - + NAOH + 2H+ 

Aceta ldehyde Acetate 

The NADH generated by the last step can be used directly by the mitochondrial elec
tron transfer chain . However , the NADH generated by cytosolic alcohol dehydrogenase 
is oxidized back to NAD+ by one of the substrate shuttles (see Figure 14.51, p. 580). 
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Thus , the capacity co oxidize alcohol is dependent on the ability of the liver to transport 
reducing equivalents from the cytosol into the mitochondria by these shuttle systems . 

Glucuronide Formation 
Water-soluble glucuronides of bilirubin and various drugs (p. 431) are eliminated in the 
urine and bile. For glucuronide formation, UDP-glucose (seep . 654 for structure) is oxi
dized co UD P-glucuronic acid (see p. 655 for Structure) by 

UDP-o-glucose + 2 NAD+ + H 2O ~ UDP-o-glucuronic acid + 2 NADH + 2 H+ 

Primarily in liver, this "activated" glucuronic acid is transferred to a nonpolar, acceptor 
molecule, such as bilirubin or a compound (R-OH) foreign to the body . 

UDP -o-glucuronicacid + R-OH ~ R-O-glucuronic acid + UDP 

NADH generated by the first reaction is reoxidized by the substrate shuttles . Since ethanol 
oxidation and drug conjugation occurs in the liver, the two occurring together may over
whelm the capacity of the substrate shuttles. This explains the advice not co mix the intake 
of pharmacologically active compounds with alcohol (see Clin. Corr. 15.1). 

Sulfhydryl Reagents and Fluoride Inhibit Glycolysis 

Glyceraldehyde 3-phosphate dehydrogenase is inhibited by sulfhydryl reagencs because of the 
catalytically important cysteine residue at ics active site. During a catalytic cycle the sulfhy
dryl group reaccs with glyceraldehyde 3-phosphate to form a thiohemiacetal (see Figure 15.7, 
p. 599). Sulfhydryl reagencs, which are often mercury-containing compounds or alkylating 
compounds such as iodoacetate, prevent formation of the thiohemiacetal (Figure 15.9). 

Fluoride is a potent inhibitor of enolase. Mg2+ and P; form an ionic complex with 
fluoride that inhibits enolase by interfering with the binding of its substrate (Mg2+ 2-phos
phoglycerate2-). 

Hyperglycemia Inhibits Glycolysis 

Glyceraldehyde 3-phosphace dehydrogenase is vulnerable to inhibition in cells exposed to 
high glucose levels. This is because hyperglycemia promotes overproduction of reactive 
oxygen species which activate poly(ADP-ribose) polymerase (PARP). In a reaction that 

E- SH + CH3- Hg+cr- 

Methyl 
mercuric 
chloride 

Active enzyme 

EI SH + ICH2C00 - -

Inactive enzyme 

Active enzyme Inactive enzyme 

Figure 15.9 Mechanism for inact ivation of glyceraldehyde 3-phosphate dehydrogenas e by sulfhy
dryl reagents. 

Alcohol and Barbiturates 

Acute alcohol intoxication increases sen
sitivity co the general depressant effeccs of 
barbiturates. Barbiturates and alcohol in
teract with the -y-aminobutyrace (GABA) 
activated chloride channel. Activation 
of this channel inhibics neuronal firing, 
which may explain the depressant effects 
of both compounds. This combination 
is very dangerous and normal prescrip
tion doses of barbiturates are potentially 
lethal when taken with ethanol. Further
more, ethanol inhibits che metabolism of 
barbiturates, thereby prolonging the time 
barbiturates remain effective in the body. 
Hydroxylation of barbiturates by the 
NADPH-dependent cytochrome P450 sys
tem of the endoplasmic reticulum of the 
liver is inhibited by ethanol. This decreases 
formation of water-soluble derivatives of 
the barbiturates for elimination by the kid
neys and bile. Blood levels of barbiturates 
remain high and cause increased CNS de
pression. 

Surprisingly, the sober alcoholic is less 
sensitive to barbiturates. Chronic ethanol 
consumption apparently causes adaptive 
changes in the sensitivity co barbiturates 
(cross-tolerance) and induces cytochrome 
P450 of liver endoplasmic reticulum in
volved in drug hydroxylation reactions. 
Consequently, the sober alcoholic can me
tabolize barbiturates more rapidly. This sets 
up the following scenario: A sober alcoholic 
has trouble falling asleep, even after taking 
several sleeping pills, because his liver has 
increased capacity to hydroxylate the bar
biturate contained in the pills. In frustra
tion he consumes more pills and then alco
hol. Sleep results, but may be followed by 
respiratory depression and death because 
the alcoholic, although less sensitive ro bar
biturates when sober, remains sensitive to 
the synergistic effect of alcohol. 

Misra, P. S., Lefevre, A., Ishii, H., Rubin, E., and 
Lieber, C. S. Increase of ethanol, meprobamace, 
and penrobarbiral metabolism after chronic etha
nol adminisuacion in man and in racs. Am. J. Med. 
51: 346, 1971; and Tabakoff, B., Cornell, N., 
Hoffman, P. L. Alcohol tolerance. Ann. Emerg. 
Med. 15:1005, 1986 
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Glyceraldehyde 3-Phosphate Dehydrogenase and Hyperglycemia 

When blood glucose levels are elevated, cells of the body that are un
able co restrict the uptake of glucose are vulnerable co damage from 
coo much intracellular glucose. The most susceptible cells are found 
in the retina, kidney, and neurons of peripheral nerves, early sites of 
damage in diabetes. Overproduction of the superoxide radical (0 2- ·) 

by mitochondria is the primary cause of the damage, at least in part 
because of inactivation of glyceraldehyde 3-phophace dehydrogenase, 
an enzyme required for glycolysis. Oxidation of the overload of glu
cose in these cells results in excessive reduction of the mitochondrial 
electron transport chain. T ransfer of a single electron from one of the 

overloaded carriers of the electron transport chain co oxygen produces 
the superoxide radical. The superoxide radical activates poly(ADP
ribose) polymerase, a DNA repair enzyme chat ADP-ribosylaces free 
sulfhydryl groups of many enzymes including the active site cysceine 
residue of glyceraldehyde 3-phosphace dehydrogenase. Parcial inhibi
tion of glycolysis by chis mechanism may contribute to the damage 
induced by hyperglycemia in susceptible cells. 

Brownlee, M. Banting Lecture 2004. The par.hology of diabetic complications: A 
unifying mechanism. Diabetes 54: 1615, 2005. 
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Figure 15.10 Arsenate uncouples oxidation 
from phosphorylati on at the glyceraldehyde 

3- phospha te dehydrog enase reacti on. 

uses NAD + as substrate and produces nicotinamide, PARP catalyzes the poly(ADP-ribosyl) 
ation of cysteine residues of a number of proteins including the active site cysteine of glyc
eraldehyde 3-phosphate dehydrogenase (A Closer Look 15.2) . 

Arsenate Prevents Net Synthesis of ATP without Inhibiting 
Glycolysis 

Pentavalent arsenic or arsenate prevents net synthesis of ATP by causing arsenolysis in 
the glyceraldehyde 3-phosphate dehydrogenase reaction (Figure 15.10). The structure of 
arsenate resembles that of Pi (also pentavalent) and readily substitutes for Pi in enzyme
catalyzed reactions. The mixed anhydride of arsenic acid and the carboxyl group of3-phos
phoglycerate is formed by glyceraldehyde 3-phosphate dehydrogenase . 1-Arsenato 3-phos
phoglycerate is unstable , and undergoes spontaneous hydrolysis to 3-phosphoglycerate and 
inorganic arsenate. As a consequence, glycolysis continues unabated in the presence of arse
nate, but 1,3-bisphosphoglycerate is not formed . ATP is therefore not synthesized by phos
phoglycerate kinase. Thus net ATP synthesis does not occur when glycolysis takes place in 
the presence of arsenate , the ATP invested in the priming stage being balanced by the ATP 
generated in the pyruvate kinase step. Arsenolysis also interferes with ATP formation by 
oxidative phosphorylation, hence the toxiciry of arsenate (Clin. Corr. 15.2) . 

15.4 • REGULATION OF GLYCOLYSIS 

As in other complex pathways that involve multiple steps, flux through glycolysis is deter
mined by the activities of several enzymes rather than a single rate-limitingenzyme . Quan
titative information about the relative contribution of an enzyme to flux through a path
way under a particular set of conditions is best determined from the control strength for 
the enzyme . The effect that a small inhibition of the activity of an enzyme has upon flux 
through a pathway is used to determine an enzyme's control strength according to the 
equation 

Change in flux 
Control Strength = ----------

Change in enzyme activity 

For the purpose of illustration, assume that inhibition of a particular enzyme by l 0% has 
no effect on flux. The control strength of the enzyme is then zero (0 divided by 10). Now 
assume that inhibition of an enzyme by l 0% results in 10% inhibition of flux. The control 
strength would be 1.0 (10 divided by 10), which means that flux is entirely dependent 
on the activity of the enzyme under these conditions. Now assume that inhibition of an 
enzyme by 10% resulcs in only 5% inhibition of flux through the pathway. The control 
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Arsenic Poisoning 

0 
II 

Most forms of arsenic are toxic, the rrivalent form (arsenice as As0 2 -) 

being much more toxic than the pencavalent form (arsenate or 
HAsO/-). Less ATP is produced whenever arsenate substitutes for 
P; in biological reactions. Arsenate competes for P; binding sires on 
enzymes, resulting in the formation of arsenate esters that are unstable. 
Arsenice works by a different mechanism, involving formation of a sta
ble complex with enzyme bound lipoic acid (See illustration co right.). 

~ (CH2)4C-enzyme 
I I + Aso2- +w 

SH SH 

l 
For che most part arsenic poisoning is explained by inhibition of 

enzymes chat require lipoic acid as a coenzyme. These include pyru
vate dehydrogenase, a-ke toglutarare dehydrogenase, and branched
chain a-kero acid dehydrogenase. Chronic arsenic poisoning from 
well water contaminated with arsenical pesticides or through the ef
forts of a murderer is best diagnosed by determining the concentra
tion of arsenic in the hair or fingernails of the victim. About 0.5 mg 
of arsenic is present in l kg of hair from a normal individual. The 
hair of a person chronically exposed to arsenic could have 100 times 
as much. 

Hindmarsh, J. T. , and McCurdy, R. F. Clinical wd environmenral aspeccs of 
arsenic coxiciry. CRC Crir. Rev. Clin. Lab. Sci. 23: 315, 1986; and Mudur , G. 
Half of Bangladesh population ac risk of arsenic poisoning. British Medical Journal 
320: 822, 2000. 

strength is now 0.5 (5 divided by 10), which means that half of control of flux is deter
mined by this enzyme. The rest of the control is exerted by one or more other steps, since 
the control strength of steps of a linear pathway must sum to 1.0 by definition . 

With the caveat that regulation of flux through glycolysis is dependent on the tissue 
and the nutritional and hormonal state , the enzymes of glycolysis with the greatest control 
strength are hexokinase, 6-phosphofrucco - 1-kinase, and pyruvate kinase (Figure 15.11). 
These enzymes are regulated by allosreric effectors and/or covalent modification. 

A nonregulatory enzyme most likely catalyzes a near-equilibrium reaction, whereas a 
regulatory enzyme most likely catalyzes a nonequilibrium reaction. The activity of a nonreg
ulatory enzyme readily br ings ies substrates and produces to equilibrium concentrations. A 
regulatory enzyme is not active enough to equilibrate its substrates and produces . Whether 
an enzyme-catalyzed reaction is near equilibrium or nonequilibrium can be determined 
by comparing the established equilibrium constant for the reaction with the mass-action 
ratio as it exises within a cell. The equilibrium constant for the reaction A + B ~ C + D 
is defined as 

[C][D) 
K,,q = [A][B] 

where the brackecs indicate the concentrations at equilibrium . The mass-action ratio is 
calculated in a similar manner, except chat the steady-state (ss) concentrations of reactants 
and produces within the cell are used. 

[CJss[DJss 
Mass-action ratio = ----

[Alss[Blss 

If the mass-action ratio is approximately equal co ~
4
, the enzyme is said to catalyze a near

equilibr ium reaccion and is not considered likely to be regulated . When the mass-action 
ratio is considerably different from the ~' the enzyme is said to catalyze a nonequilibrium 
reaction and is usually regulated . Comparison of mass-action ratios and equilibrium con
stants for enzymes of glycolysis in liver indicates that many enzymes catalyze equilibrium 
reactions . The reaccions of glucokinase (liver isoenzyme of hexokinase), 6-phosphofrucco-l 
-kinase, and pyruvate kinase in liver are far from equilibrium , suggesting that they are likely 
sites for regulation. 
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Figure 15.11 Important regulatory features of 
glycolysis. Because of tissue differences in isoenzyme 
expression, not all tissues of the body have all of the 
regulacory mechanisms shown here. 
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Figure 15.12 Comparison of the substrate 
saturation curves for hexokinase and 
glucokinas e. 
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Hexokinase and Glucokinase Have Different Properties 

Four different isoenzymes of hexokinase (I, II, III, and IV) are expressed in a tissue-specific 
manner in the body. The hexokinase isoenzymes found in most tissues (I, II, and III) have 
a low Km for glucose ( < 0.1 mM) relative to its concentration in blood (- 5 mM) and are 
strongly inhibited by the produet glucose 6-phosphate (G6P). The latter is important as it 
prevents hexokinase from tying up all of the inorganic phosphate of a cell in the form of 
phosphorylated hexoses (Clin. Corr . 15.3). Although the hexokinase reaction is not at equi
librium because of the inhibition imposed by G6P, the level at which hexokinase is expressed 
in cells can have a major impaet on the rate of glycolysis in cells (A Closer Look 15.3). 

Liver parenchymal cells and /3 cells of pancreas are unique in that they contain hex
okinase isoenzyme IV, usually called glucokinase, which has strikingly different kinetic 
properties. Glucokinase catalyzes ATP-dependent phosphorylation of glucose like other 
hexokinases, but its S05 (substrate concentration that gives enzyme activity of one half 
maximum velocity) for glucose is considerably higher than the Km for glucose of the other 
hexokinases (Figure 15.12). Furthermore , glucokinase is much less sensitive to product 
inhibition by G6P, and its glucose saturation curve is sigmoidal, which is indicative of 
cooperativity (p. 414). Because the Michadis - Menten equation does not apply (p. 400), its 
kinetics are described by a S0.5 value (concentration of substrate required to produce a rate 
one half of V max) rather than a K,,, value for glucose. Although not sensitive to inhibition by 
physiological concentrations of G6P, glucokinase is indirectly regulated by fructose 6-phos
phate, which is just one step removed and in equilibrium with G6P . A special glucokinase 
inhibitory protein (GK-RP), which is located in the nucleus of liver cells, is responsible 
for this effect (Figure 15.13). GK-RP sequesters glucokinase as an inact ive complex in 
the nucleus. Fructose 6-phosphate promotes binding of glucokinase to the regulatory protein, 
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Fructose Intolerance (OMIM 229600) 

Patients with hereditary fructose intolerance are deficient in the liver 
enzyme (aldolase B) that splits fructose I-phosphate into dihydroxyac
econe phosphate and glyceraldehyde. Three isoenzymes (A, B, and C) 
are expressed in mammals. Aldolase B is present in the largest amounts 
in liver. le acts on both fructose I-phosphate and fructose I,6-
bisphosphace, but ic has much greater affinity {lower Km) for fructose 
1,6-bisphosphace. Consumption of fructose by an individual with an 
aldolase B deficiency results in accumulation of fructose I-phosphate 
and depletion of P; and ATP in the liver. The reactions involved are 
those of fructokinase and the enzymes of oxidative phosphorylation . 

Fructose+ ATP~ fructose I-phosphate+ ADP 
ADP + P; + energy provided by electron transport chain'~ ATP 

Net: P; + fructose~ fructose I-phosphate 

Tying up P; as fructose I-phosphate makes it impossible for liver 
mitochondria to generate ATP by oxidative phosphorylation . The 
ATP levels fall precipitously, making it impossible for the liver to 
carry out its normal functions. Cell damage results largely because 
of inability to maintain normal ion gradients by the ATP-dependent 
pumps. The cells swell and undergo osmotic lysis. 

Hexokinase II and Cancer 

As a rule, rapidly growing cancers metabolize glucose faster than nor
mal cells, at lease in part because overexpression of hexokinase II gives 
cancer cells greater enzymatic capacity for glucose phosphorylation . 
On top of this, tight binding of hexokinase II co the mitochondrial 
outer membrane provides the enzyme with first dibs for the ATP 
produced by oxidative phosphorylation . The exceptional capacity 
chat cancer cells have for glucose metabolism is used co detect cancer 
by posiuon emission tomography (PET). 18F-labeled 2-deoxyglucose 

Although patients with fructose intolerance are particularly sensi
tive co fructose, humans in general have a limited capacity to handle 
this sugar. The capacity of the normal liver co phosphorylate fructose 
greatly exceeds its capacity to split fruccose I-phosphate. This means 
chat fructose use by the liver is poorly conuolled and chat excessive 
fructose could deplete the liver of P; and ATP. Fructose was cried brief
ly in hospitals as a substitute for glucose in patients being maintained 
by parenteral nutrition . The rationale was that fructose would be a bet
ter source of calories than glucose because its utilization is relatively in
dependent of the insulin status of a patient . Delivery oflarge amounts 
of fructose by intravenous feeding was soon found to result in severe 
liver damage. Similar attempts have been made to substitute sorbitol 
and xylicol for glucose, buc they also tend to deplete the liver of ATP 
and, like fructose, should not be used for parenteral nutrition. 

Sceinmann, B., Giczelmann, R., and Van den Berghe, G. Disorders of fruccose 

mecabolism. ln Scriver, C.R., Beaudec, A. L., Sly, W. S., and Valle, D. (Eds.), 
The Metabolic and Molecular Bases of lnheriud Disease, 8ch ed.. New York: Mc

Graw Hill, 2001, p. 1489; Ali, M ., Rellos, P., and Cox T.M. Heredicary fructose 
incolerance. J Med. Genetics 35: 353, 1998; and Wong, D. Heredicary fruccose 

incolerance. Mo/. Gm. Metab. 85: 165, 2005. 

is administered co individuals suspected of having cancer. Large 
amounts of 18F-2-deoxyglucose-6-P accumulate in cancer cells that 
rapidly metabolize glucose. The absence of a hydroxyl group in the 2 
position of the 2-deoxyglucose moiety prevents further metabolism of 
18F-2-deoxyglucose-6-P. 

Machupala, S. P., Ko, Y. H., and Pedersen, P. L Hexokinase II: Cancer's double 

edged sword acting as both facil icacor and gacekeeper of malignancy when bound 

co mitochondria. Oncogene 25: 4777 , 2006. 

thereby inhibiting glucokinase. Fruct0se 6-phosphate in effect promotes translocation of 
glucokinase from the cytosol to the nucleus where glucokinase is completely inhibited by 
the inhibitory protein. This inhibitory effect of fructose 6-phosphate on glucokinase can 
be completely overcome by a large increase in glucose concenrration. Glucose triggers dis
sociation of glucokinase from the regulatory protein , thereby promoting translocation of 
glucokinase from the nucleus to the cycosol. These special regulatory features of glucokinase 
(high S0.5 for glucose, cooperativiry with respect co glucose concentration , and glucose
stimulated cranslocation from the nucleus to the cycosol) contribute to the capacity of the 
liver to "buffer" blood glucose levels. Because GLUT2 , the glucose transporter of liver 
cells, brings about rapid equilibration of glucose across the plasma membrane, the cellular 
concentration of glucose is the same as that in the blood. Since the S0_5 of glucokinase for 
glucose (- 7 m.M) is greater than normal blood glucose concentrations (- 5 m.M) and glu
cose promotes translocation of glucokinase from the nucleus , any increase in portal blood 
glucose above normal leads to a dramatic increase in the rate of glucose phosphorylation 
by glucokinase in the liver (see Figures 15.12 and 15.13) . Likewise, any decrease in glucose 
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Figure 15.13 Glucokinase act ivity is 
regulated by transl ocation of the enzyme 
betw een the cytoplasm and the nucleus. 
Glucose increases glucolcinase (GK) activity by 
promoting translocation of the enzyme to the 
cytoplasm . Fructose 6-phosphate decreases GK 
by stimulating translocation into the nucleus. 
Fructose I-phosphate increases GK by inhibiting 
translocation into the nucleus. Binding of GK to 
regulatory protein (RP) in the nucleus completely 
inhibits GK activity. 

Figure 15.14 Phosphorylation of glucose 
fo llowed by dephosphorylation constitutes a 
futile cycle in parenchymal cells of the liver. 

concentration has the opposite effect. Thus , liver uses glucose at a significant rate only 
when blood glucose levels are greatly elevated and decrease its use of glucose when blood 
glucose levels are low. Thi s buffering effect on blood glucose levels would not occur if glu
cokinase had the low K,,, characteristic of other hexokinases, as it would then be completely 
saturated at physiological concentrations of glucose. On the other hand , a low K,n form of 
hexokinase is a good choice for tissues such as the brain in that it allows phosphorylation of 
glucose even when blood and tissue glucose concentrations are dangerously low. 

The glucokinase reaction is not at equilibrium under normal intracellular conditions 
because of the rate restriction imposed by the high S05 and inhibition by the regulatory 
protein . Another factor in opposition to the activity of glucokinase is glucose 6-phosphatase 
which like glucokinase has a high K,,, (3 mM) for glucose 6-phosphate relative to its intra
cellular concentration (- 0.2 mM). Thus , flux through this step is almost directly propor
tional to the intracellular concentration of glucose 6-phosphate. As shown in Figure 15.14 , 
the combined action of glucokinase and glucose 6-phosphatase constitutes a futile cycle; 
that is, the sum of their reactions is hydrolysis of ATP to give ADP and P; without the per
formance of any work. When blood glucose concentrations are about 5 mM, the activity of 
glucokinase is almost exactly balanced by the opposing activity of glucose 6-phosphatase. 
The result is that no net flux occurs in either direction. This futile cycling is wasteful of 
ATP but, combined with the process of gluconeogenesis (p. 619), contributes significantly 
to the "buffering" action of the liver on blood glucose levels. It also provides a mechanism 
for preventing glucokinase from tying up all of the P; of the liver. 

Fructose, a component of fruits, honey, vegetables, and high-fructose corn syrup used 
in popular carbonated beverages, promotes hepatic glucose utilization by an indirect mech
anism. It is converted in liver to fructose I-phosphate (Clin . Corr. 15.3 , p. 607), which 
promotes dissociation of glucokinase from its regulat0ry protein (see Figure 15.13) and 
therefore translocation out of the nucleus. This action, which is capable of overriding the 
inhibition of glucokinase normally imposed by fructose 6-phosphate , may be a f.i.ctor in 
the adverse effects sometimes associated with excessive dietary fructose consumption, e.g., 
increased hepatic carbohydrate utilization, lipogenesis, and hypertriacylglycerolemia. 

Glucokinase is also an inducible enzyme. Induction and repression of synthesis of an 
enzyme are slow processes, usually requiring several hours before significant changes occur. 
Insulin promotes transcription of the glucokinase gene. An increase in blood glucose lev
els signals an increase in insulin release from the /3 cells of the pancreas, which promotes 
transcription and increases the amount ofliver glucokinase enzyme protein. Thus , a person 
who has consumed a large carbohydrate-rich meal will have greater amounts of glucokinase 
than one who has not. The liver with glucokinase induced contributes more to the low
ering of elevated blood glucose levels. The absence of insulin makes the liver of patients 
with diabetes mellitus deficient in glucokinase, in spite of high blood glucose levels, and 
decreases the ability of the liver to "buffer" blood glucose (Clin. Corr. 15.4). Defects in the 
gene-encoding glucokinase that alter its S0_5 and/or Vmax cause maturity-Qnset giabetes of 
the x:oung (MODY), a form of type 2 diabetes mellitus. 

6-Phosphofructo-1-kinase Is a Regulatory Enzyme 
of Glycolysis 

6-Phosphofructo-1-kinase is an important regulatory site of glycolysis. It catalyzes the first 
committed step of glycolysis because the reaction catalyzed by phosphoglucose isomerase is 
reversible and cells make use of glucose 6-phosphate in the pentose phosphate pathway and 

glucose 6· 
phosphatase 

Glucose 

Glucose 6-phosphate 

Sum: ATP+ H20 -- ADP+ P1 

ATP 

glucokinase 

ADP 
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Diabetes Mellitus 

Diabetes mellirus is a chronic disease characterized by derangements 
in carbohydrate, far, and protein metabolism. Two major types are 
recognized clinically: type 1 (see Clin . Corr . 21.8 , p. 868) and type 2 
(see Clin . Corr. 21.6, p. 866) . 

In patients without fasting hyperglycemia, the oral glucose toler
ance test can be used for diagnosis. It consists of determining the blood 
glucose level in the fasting state and at intervals of 30--00 min for 2 h 
or more after consuming a 100-g carbohydrate load. In normal indi
viduals, blood glucose returns to normal levels within 2 h after inges
tion of the carbohydrate. In diabetics, blood glucose reaches a higher 
level and remains elevated for longer periods of time, depending on 
the severity of the disease. However, many factors may contribute to 
an abnormal glucose tolerance test. The patient must have consumed 
a high carbohydrate diet for the preceding 3 days, presumably to allow 
for induction of enzymes of glucose-utilizing pathways, for example, 
glucokinase, fatty acid synthase, and acetyl-CoA carboxylase. Almost 
any infection (even a cold) and less well-defined stress, (presumably 

by effects on the sympathetic nervous system) can result in transient 
abnormalities of the glucose tolerance test. Because of these problems , 
fasting hyperglycemia(> 126 mg/di) should probably be the sine qua 
non for the diagnosis of diabetes. Glucose uptake by insulin-sensitive 
tissues, that is, muscle and adipose, is decreased in the diabetic state. 
The diabetic patient either lacks insulin or has developed insulin resis
tance in these tissues. Resistance to insulin results from abnormality of 
the insulin receptor or in subsequent steps that mediate the metabolic 
effects of insulin. Liver parenchymal cells do not require insulin for 
glucose uptake . Without insulin, however, the liver has diminished 
capacity to remove glucose from the blood. This is explained in part 
by decreased glucokinase activity and the loss of insulin's action on 
key enzymes of glycogenesis and the glycolytic pathway. 

Taylor, S. I. Insulin action , insulin resisrance, =d cype 2 diabeces mellirus. In 

Scriver, C. R., Beaudec, A. L., Sly, W. S., and Valle, D. (Eds.), The Metabolic 
and Molecular Base1 of Inherited Disease, Sch ed. New York: McGraw Hill, 2001, 

p. 1433; American Diabeces Associacion web site www.diaberes.org/home.jsp. 

for glycogen synthesis. Citrate , ATP, and hydrogen ions (low pH) are the important nega
tive allosteric effectors whereas AMP and fructose 2,6-bisphosphate are important positive 
allosteric effectors (see Figure 15.11, p . 606) . These compounds signal the need for differ
ent rates of glycolysis in response to changes in (a) energy state of the cell (ATP and AMP), 
(b) internal environment of the cell {hydrogen ions), (c) availability of alternate fuels such 
as fatty acids and ketone bodies (citrate), and (d) the insulin/glucagon ratio in the blood 
(fructose 2,6-bisphosphate) . 

Regulation of 6-Phosphofructo-1-kinase by ATP and AMP 
The Pasteur effect refers to the inhibition of glucose utilization and lactate accumulation 
that occurs when respiration (oxygen consumption) is initiated in anaerobic cells. It is read
ily understandable on a thermodynamic basis since comple te oxidation of glucose to CO 2 

and H 20 yields much more ATP than anaerobic glycolysis. 

Glycolysis o-Glucose + 2ADP 3- + 2 P;2- ~ 2 L-lactate- + 2ATP 4-

Complete Oxidation o-Glucose + 6 0 2 + 32 ADP 3- + 32 P;2- + 32 H+ ~ 

6 CO 2 + 6 H 20 + 32 AT P4-

Cells use ATP to provide the energy necessary for their inherent work processes. Since so 
much more ATP is produced from glucose in the presence of oxygen, much less glucose has 
to be consumed to meet the energy need. The Pasteur effect occurs in part because of ATP 
inhibition of glycolysis at the level of 6-phosphofrucro-1-kinase. This can be readily rational
ized since ATP is an inhibitor of 6-phosphofructo-1-kinase, and much more ATP is gener
ated in the presence of oxygen than in its absence. Since 6-phosphofrucro-1-kinase is severely 
inhibited at concentrations of ATP (2.5-6 m.M) normally present in cells, the relatively 
small change in ATP concentration that occurs with oxygen versus without oxygen cannot 
account for large changes in flux through 6-phosphofructo-1-kinase . However, much greater 
changes occur in the concentration of AMP, a positive allosteric effector of 6-phosphofructo-
1-kinase (see Figure 15.11, p. 606). The steady-state concentration of AM P when oxygen 
is int roduced falls dramatically , decreasing 6-phosphofructo-1-kinase activity, suppressing 
glycolysis, and accounting in large part for the Pasteur effect. Levels of AM P automatically 
fall when ATP levels rise because the sum of adenine nucleotides in a cell, that is, ATP + 
ADP + AMP , is nearly constant under most physiological conditions and the amount of 
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ATP is always much greater than the amount of AMP . Furthermore, adenine nucleotides 
are maintained in equilibrium in the cyrosol by adenylate kinase, which catalyzes the read
ily reversible reaction of 2ADP ~ ATP +AMP.The equilibrium constant (K' "I) for this 
reaction is given by 

K' = [ATP][AMP] 
eq [ADP]2 

Since this reaetion operates near equilibrium under intracellular conditions , the concentra
tion of AMP is given by 

~ [ADP]2 

[AMP] - _ q __ 

[ATP] 

Because intracellular [ATP] » [ADP» [AMP], a small decrease in [ATP] causes a sub
stantially greater percentage increase in [ADP], and since [AMP] is related to the square 
of [ADP], an even greater percentage increase in [AMP]. Because of this relationship, a 
small decrease in [ATP] leads to a greater percentage increase in [AMP] than in the per
centage decrease in [ATP] . This makes the [AMP] an excellent signal of the energy status 
of the cell and an important allosreric regulator of 6-phosphofructo-1 -kinase aetiviry. The 
effectiveness of 6-phosphofrucro-1-kinase is influenced by [AMP] in yet another way. 
Frucrose 1,6-bisphosphatase catalyzes an irreversible reaction that opposes the reaetion of 
6-phosphofrucro-1-kinase. 

Fructose 1,6-bisphosphate + H20 ~ fructose 6-phosphate + Pi 

Frucrose 1,6-bisphosphatase sits "cheek by jowl" with 6-phosphofructo - 1-kinase in the 
cyrosol of many cells. Togethe r they catalyze a futile cycle (ATP + H 20 ~ ADP + Pi 
+ "heat") and are therefore capable of decreasing each others "effeetiveness." However, 
AM P inhibits fructose 1,6-bisphosphatase, which is opposite to the effect that AMP has 
on 6-phosphofructo-1 -kinase. Thus, a small decrease in [ATP] triggers a large percent
age increase in [AMP], which in turn signals a large increase in net conversion of fructose 
6-phosphate into fructose 1,6-bisphosphate because of its effeets on these two enzymes. 
This increases glycolyric flux by increasing the amount of fructose 1,6-bisphosphate avail
able for the splitting stage. 

The decrease in lactate that occurs due to the Pasteur effect is readily explained by 
decreased glycolytic flux. In addition, lactate dehydrogenase loses the competition with the 
substrate shuttle systems for NADH and the competition with the pyruvate dehydrogenase 
complex for pyruvate. 

Regulation of 6-Phosphofructo-1-k inase by Intracellular pH 
It would make sense if lactate, as the end product of glycolysis, would inhibit the most 
important regulatory enzyme of glycolysis. However, it is hydrogen ions rather than lac
tate that inhibit 6-phosphofructo-1-kinase (see Figure 15.11, p. 606) . As shown in Figure 
15.15, anaerobic glycolysis generates lactic acid, and the cell must dispose of it as such or 
suffer the negative consequences of acidification . This explains why excessive glycolysis 
lowers blood pH and leads to an emergency medical situation known as lactic acidosis 
(Clin . Corr.15 .5). Plasma membranes contain a symport for lactate and hydrogen ions 
that allows transfer oflactic acid into the bloodstream. This defense mechanism prevents 
pH from getting so low that lactic-acid-producing tissues become pickled (Clin. Corr. 
15.6) . Transport of lactic acid out of a cell requires that blood be available to carry it 
away. When blood flow is inadequate , for example, in the heart during an attack of 
angina pecto ris or in skeletal muscle during heavy exercise, hydrogen ions cannot escape 
from cells fast enough. Yet, the need for ATP , manifested by an increase in [AMP], may 
partially override inhibition of 6-phosphofructo-1-kinase by hydrogen ions. Unabated 
accumulation of hydrogen ions then causes pain , which , in the case of skeletal muscle , 
can be relieved by simply terminating the exercise . In the heart, rest or pharmacologic 
agents that increase blood flow or decrease the need for ATP within myocyres may be 
effecrive (Clin . Corr. 15.7) . 
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Glycolysis 

{2) Lactate-

Lactic Acidosis 

Glucose 

Glucose 

(2) ADP + {2) P1 ? Work 

----- (2) ATP 

(2) H+ 

This is characterized by elevated blood lactate levels, usually greater 

than 5 mM, with decreased blood pH and bicarbonate concentrations 

(see Clin. Corr. 1.2, p. 11). Lactic acidosis is the most frequent form 

of metabolic acidosis and can be the consequence of overproduction 

of lactate, underutilization of lactate , or both. Lactate production is 

normally balanced by lactate utilization so that lactate is usually nor 

present in the blood at concentrations greater than 1.2 mM. All tis

sues can produce lactate by anaerobic glycolysis, but most tissues do 

nor produce large quantities since they are well supplied with oxy

gen and mitochondria. However, all tissues respond with an increase 

in lactate generation when oxygenation is inadequate. A decrease in 

ATP because of less oxidative phosphorylation increases the activiry 

of 6-phosphofructo-1-kinase. Thus , tissues have to rely on anaerobic 

glycolysis for ATP production under such conditions and overpro

duce lactic acid. A good example is muscle exercise, which can deplete 

the tissue of oxygen and cause an overproduction of lactic acid. Tissue 

hypoxia occurs, however, in all forms of shock , during convulsions , 

and in diseases involving circulatory and pulmonary failure. 

The major fate of lactate in the body is either complete combus

tion ro CO 2 and H 2O or conversion back to glucose by the process of 

gluconeogenesis. Both require oxygen. Decreased oxygen availability , 

therefore, increases lactate production and decreases lactate utiliza-

Figure 15.15 Unless lactat e formed by 

glycolysis is transported out of the cell, 
the intrace llular pH will decrease by the 
accumu lation of intrac ellular lactic acid 
(equiva lent to lacta te- plus H+ because lactic 

acid ionizes at intra cellular pH) . The low pH 
decreases 6-phosphofrucro--1-kinase activity so 
that funher lactic ac id production by glycolysis 
is inhibited. (a) Glucose tran sport into the cell. 
( b) All work performances that convert ATP 
back to ADP and Pi. (c) lactate-H + symport 
(actual stoichiometry of one lactate - and one H + 
transported by the ~-ymport). 

tion. The latter can also be decreased by liver diseases, ethanol , and 

a number of other drugs. Phenformin , a drug that was once used 

to treat the hyperglycemia of type 2 diabetes, was well documented 

to induce lactic acidosis as a consequence of inhibition of complex I 

of the mitochondrial electron transport chain. Thiamin deficiency, 

common in poorly nourished alcoholics , causes lactic acidosis as a 

consequence of loss of activity of the pyruvare dehydrogenase com

plex. Thiarnin should be administered immediately to patients with 

severe lactic acidosis. 

Bicarbonate is usually administered in an attempt to control the 

acidosis associated with lactic acid accumulation. The key to suc

cessful treatment, however, is to find and eliminate the cause of the 

overproduction and/or underutilization oflactic acid and most often 

involves the restoration of circulation of oxygenated blood. 

Newsholme, E. A, and Leech, A R. Biochemistry for the Medical Scimces. New 
York, Wiley, 1983; Kruse, J. A , and Carlson, R. W. Lactate merabolism. Grit. 
Care Clin. 3: 725 , 1985; Stacpoole, P. W. Lactic acidosis and ocher mitochon
drial disorders. Metabolimi 46:306 , 1997; Ammari, A. N., and Schulze, K. F. Uses 
and abuses of sodium bicaebonate in the neonaial intensive caee unir. Curr. Opin. 
Pediatr. 14: 151, 2002; and Klein, M., Weksler, N., and Gurman, G. M. Faial 
merabolic acidosis caused by thiamine deficiency. J £mer. Med. 26: 301, 2004. 
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Pickled Pigs and Malignant Hyperthennia (OMIM 145600) 

In malignant hyperrhermia, a variety of agents, especially the general 
anesthetic halothane, produces a dramatic cise in body temperature, 
metabolic and respiratory acidosis, hyperkalemia, and muscle rigidity. 
This dominantly inherited abnormality occurs in about 1 in 15,000 
children and 1 in 50,000-100,000 adults. Death may resulc the first 
time a susceptible person is anesthetized . Onset occurs within minutes 
of drug exposure, and the hypertherrnia muse be recognized immedi
ately. Packing the patient in ice is effective and should be accompanied 
by measures to combat acidosis. The drug danrrolene is also effective. 

A phenomenon similar to malignant hyperthermia occurs in pigs; 
it is called porcine stress syndrome . The pigs respond poorly co stress. 
This genetic disease usually manifests itself as the pig is being shipped 
to market. On exposure to halothane , susceptible pigs have the same 
response as chat observed in humans with malignant hyperchermia . 
The meat of pigs that have died from the disease is pale, watery, and 
of very low pH (i.e., nearly pickled) . 

In response co halothane, the skelecal muscles of affected individuals 
become rigid and generate heac and lactic acid. The sarcoplasmic reticu
lum has an abnormal ryanodine recepcor, a Ca2+ release channel that is 
important in excicarion-conrraction coupling. Because of a defect in chis 
protein, the anesthetic triggers inappropriate release of Ca2+ from rhe 
sarcoplasmic reticulum and unconcrolled stimulation of hear-producing 
processes, including myosin ATPase, glycogenolysis, giycolysis, and cyclic 
uptake and release of Ca2+ by micochondria and sarcoplasmic rericulum. 
Muscle cells become irreversibly damaged from the excessive heat produc
tion, lactic acidosis, and ATP loss. 

Kalow, W., and Grant, D. M. Pharmacogenecics. In Scriver, C. R., Beaudet, 
A. L., Sly, W. $., and Valle, D. (Eds.), The Metabolic and Mokcular Baus of in
herited Disease, 8th ed. New York: McGraw Hill, 2001, 225; McCarthy, T. V., 
Heffron, J. J. A., and Macrill, J. Molecular and din ical genetics of RYR 1 d isorders. 
In Wehrens, X. H. T., and Marks, A. R. (Eds.). Ryanodine Receptor1: Structtm, 
F11nction and DyJfanction in Clinical Di1ease., New York: Springer, 2005, 219. 

Regulation of 6-Phosphofructo-1-k inase by Citrate 

C~H20Pol- OPo/

()3) 

H CH20H 

OH H 

Figure 16.16 Structure offructo se 
2,6-bi sphosphate. 

Figure 16.17 Mechanism by which glucagon 
inhibits hepatic glycolysis. Binding of glucagon 
ro its membrane receptor activates adenylate 
cyclase (an intrinsic membrane p rotein) activity 
through the action of a stimulatory G protein (G,; 
a peripheral membrane p rotein). The (+)symbo l 
indicates activation . 

Many tissues prefer to use fatty acids and ketone bodies as oxidizable fuels in place of glucose. 
Most such tissues can use glucose but prefe r to oxidize fatty acids and ketone bodies . This 
helps preserve glucose for tissues, such as brain, that are absolutely dependent on it . Oxida
tion of both fatty acids and ketone bodies elevates levels of cytosolic citrate, which inhib its 
6-phosphofructo-1-kinase (see Figure 15.11, p. 606) and decreases glucose utilization. 

Hormonal Control of 6-Phosphofructo-1-kinase by cAMP and 
Fructose 2,6-bisphosphate 

Fructose 2,6-bisphosphate (Figure 15.16), like AMP, is a positive allosteric effeetor of 
6-phosphofructo-1-kinase and is a negative allosteric effector of fructose 1,6-bisphosphatase 
(see Figure 15.11, p. 806) . Indeed, without its presence, glycolysis could not occur in 
liver because 6-phosphofructo-1 -kinase would have insufficient activity and fructose 1,6-
bisphosphatase would be too active for net conversion of fruetose 6-phosphate co fructose 
1,6-bisphosphace. 

Glucagon 
receptor 

Glucagon 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

ATP 

adenylate 
cyclase 

Inhibition of Decrease in cAMP 
Glycolysis -- Fructose 2,6-P2 --
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Angina Pectoris and Myocardia l Infarction 

Chest pain associated with reversible myocardial ischemia is termed 
angina pectoris (literally, strangling pain in the chest). The pain results 
from an imbalance between demand for and supply of blood flow to 

cardiac muscles and is most commonly caused by narrowing of the 
coronary arteries. The patient experiences a heavy squeezing pressure 
or ache substernally, often radiating to either the shoulder and arm, or 
occasionally to the jaw or neck. Attacks occur with exertion, last from 
1 to 15 min, and are relieved by rest or by death. The coronary arter
ies involved are obstructed by atherosclerosis (i.e., lined with fatty de
posits) or less commonly narrowed by spasm. Infarction occurs if the 
ischemia persists long enough to cause severe damage (necrosis) co the 
heart muscle. Commonly, a blood clot forms at the site of narrowing 
and completely obstructs the vessel. In infarction, tissue death occurs 
and the pain is longer lasting and often more severe. 

Nitroglycerin and other nitrates are frequently prescribed co relieve 
the pain. They can be used prophylaccically, enabling patients to par
ticipate in activities that would otherwise precipitate an attack. Nitro
glycerin may work in part by causing dilation of the coronary arteries, 
improving oxygen delivery, and washing out lactic acid. Probably more 
important is the effect on the peripheral circulation. Breakdown of ni
troglycerin produces nitric oxide (NO) (p. 447) that relaxes smooth 
muscle, causing venodilation throughout the body. This reduces arte
rial pressure and allows blood to accumulate in the veins. The result is 

decreased return of blood to the heart, and reduced volume of blood ro 
be pumped, which reduces the energy requirement . The heart also emp
ties itself against less pressure, which further spares energy. The overall 
effect is a lowering of the oxygen requirement of the heart, bringing it 
in line with the oxygen supply via the diseased coronary arteries. Other 
useful agents are calcium channel blockers, which are coronary vasodi
larors and ,B-adrenergic blockers. The ,B-blockers prevent the increase 
in myocardial oxygen consumption induced by sympathetic nervous 
system stimulation of the heart, as occurs with physical exertion. 

The coronary artery bypass operation is used in severe cases of an
gina that cannot be controlled by medication. In this operation, veins 
are removed from the leg and interposed between the aorta and coro
nary arteries so as to bypass the portion affected by atherosclerosis and 
provide the affected tissue with a greater blood supply. Remarkable 
relief from angina can be achieved by this operation, with the patient 
being able to return to normal productive life in some cases. 

Hugenholtz, P. G . Calcium antagonises for angina peccoris. Ann. NY. Acad. Sci. 
522: 565, 1988; Feelishch, M. and Noack, E. A. Correlation between nirric oxide 

formation during degradation of organic nicraces and activation of guanybce cy

clase. Eur.J Pharmacol 139: 19, 1987; Ignarro, L J. Biological actions and proper 

ties of endochelium-<ferived nitric oxide formed and released from arcery and vein. 

Circ. &s. 65: l, 1989; and Miller, M. R. and Megson, I. L Recenr developmencs in 

nicric oxide donor drugs. Brimh J Pharm. 151: 305, 2007. 

Figure 15. 17 summarizes the role of fruccose-2, 6-bisphosphate in hormonal control 
of hepatic glycolysis. The mechanism uses cAMP (Figure 15.18) as the second messenger of 
hormone action . Glucagon is released from the a cells of pancreas and circulates in blood 
until it encounters glucagon receptors on the outer surface of liver plasma membrane (see 
p. 615 for more derails). Binding of glucagon co its receptor triggers stimulation of adenylate 
cyclase through the second messenger cyclic AMP (cAMP), which results in a decrease in 
fruccose 2,6-bisphosphace . This makes 6-phosphofrucco-1-kinase less effective and fruc
tose 1,6-bisphospharase more effective, thereby severely resuiccing flux from fruccose 
6-pbosphate to fruccose 1,6-bisphosphace in glycolysis. 

NH2 
I 
C N 

N,:r '--C___... \ 
I II 'CH 

HC:::,__ ,,C...___ / 
~C' N 

Fruccose 2,6-bispbosphare is produced from F6P by the enzyme 6-pho sphofructo-
2-kinase (Figure 15. 19) as a side produce rather than as an intermediate of glycolysis. 
This makes two phosphofruccokinases for us co contend with, one (6-phosphofrucco-1-
kinase) produces an intermediate (fruccose 1,6-bisphosphate) of glycolysis and the other 
( 6-phospbofrucco-2-kinase) produces a positive allosteric effeccor (fruccose 2,6-bisphosphate) 
of the former enzyme . Fructose 2,6-b isphospbarase opposes 6-phosphofructo-2-kinase by con
verting fruccose 2,6 -bisphosphate co F6 P by simp le hydrolysis. These kinase and phosphatase 
activities that determine the amount of fruccose 2,6-bisphosphate reside in the same protein, 
a bifunccional enzyme named 6-phosphofrucco-2-kinase/fruccose 2,6-bisphospharase . cAMP 

ATP ADP 

Fructose 6-phosphate 

P1 

Figu re 15.19 Reaction s involv ed in the formation and degr adation of fruc tose 2,6-bisphosphate . 

Cycli c AMP 

Figure 15.18 Structur e of cAMP. 
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Figure 15.20 Enzymes subject to covalent 
modificati on are usually phosphorylated on 
specific serine residues. Tyrosine and threonine 
residues are also important sites of covalent 
modification by phosphorylation. 

D 0- P 

Figure 15.21 General model for regulation 
of enzymes by phosphorylation
dephosphorylation. The symbols El and 0 -P 
indicate that different conformational and 
activity states of the enzyme are produced 
because of phosphorylation-dephosphorylation. 

regulates fruaose 2,6-bisphosphate levels in liver by activating the phosphatase and inactivat
ing the kinase moieties of the bifunctional enzyme. This is achieved by cyclic-AMP-mediated 
activation of protein kinase A Inactive protein kinase A consisrs of two regulatory and 
two catalytic subunirs. Binding of cAMP to the regulatory subunirs causes conformational 
changes that release and activate the catalytic subunits. The activated catalytic subunits then 
phosphorylate specific serine residues present in many enzymes (Figure 15.20). 

Phosphorylation of an enzyme can conveniently be abbreviated as 

0 + ATP~ 0 - P + ADP 

where 0 and 0-P are used to indicate dephosphorylated and phosphorylated enzymes, 
respectively. Phosphorylation causes a change in conformation that affects the active site of 
the enzyme. The acrivity of some enzymes is increased whereas that of others is decreased 
by phosphorylation. Many enzymes are regulated by this type of covalent modification that 
can be reversed by simply removing the phosphate. Regardless of whether phosphorylation 
or dephosphorylation acrivates the enzyme, the active enzyme is called the a form and the 
inactive enzyme the b form. Likewise, the action of a protein kinase is always opposed by 
that of a phosphoprotein phosphatase which catalyzes the reaction of 

0 - P + H2O ~ 0 + P; 

Putting these together creates a cyclic control system (Figure 15.21), such that the ratio 
of phosphorylated to dephosphorylated enzyme depends on the relative activities of the 
protein kinase and the phosphoprotein phosphatase, both of which are almost invariably 
also subject to regulation. 

The Bifunctional Enzyme 6-Phosphofructo-2-kinase/ 
Fructose 2,6-bisphosphatase Is Regulated 
by Phosphorylation 

Usually an enzyme subjeet to phosphorylation is either activated or inactivated as a result 
of phosphorylation . The bifunctional nature of 6-phosphofructo-2-kinase/frucrose 2,6-
bisphosphatase makes it unique in this regard. A single phosphorylation of liver 6-phos
phofrucro-2-kinase/fructose 2,6-bisphosphatase inactivates the kinase enzyme activity 
but activates the phosphatase enzyme activity (Figure 15.22). Dephosphorylation has the 
opposite effects. This provides a very sensitive mechanism for setting the intracellular con
centration of fructose 2,6-bisphosphate in liver cells in response to changes in blood levels 
of glucagon or epinephrine (Figure 15.23). Increased levels of glucagon or epinephrine, 
acring through plasma membrane glucagon receptors and ,8-adrenergic receptors, respec
tively, have the common effect of increasing intracellular levels of cAMP. This activates 
protein kinase A, which phosphorylates a serine residue of 6-phosphofructo-2-kinase/ 
fructose 2,6-bisphosphatase (Figure 15 .24), which inhibits the kinase aetivity and acti
vates its phosphatase acrivity. The resulting decrease in fructose 2,6-bisphosphate makes 
6-phosphofructo- 1-kinase less effective and fructose 1,6-bisphosphatase more effective and 
thereby inhibirs glycolysis at the level of the conversion of frucrose 6-phosphate to fruc
tose 1,6-bisphosphate . A decrease in glucagon or epinephrine in the blood results in the 
opposite effeet. A phosphoprotein phosphatase removes phosphate from the bifunctional 

protein kinase A 

6-PF-2-K a/F-2,6-P'ase b 
ATP ADP 

D P1 

Figure 15.22 Mechanism tor covalent modification of 6-phosphofructo-2-kinase/fruct ose 2,6-
bisphosphatase. Name of the enzyme is abbreviated as 6-PF-2-K/F-2,6-P'ase. Letters a and b indicate 
the active and inactive forms of the enzymes, respectively. 
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enzyme co activate the kinase and inactivate the phosphatase . Fructose 2,6-bisphosphate 
accumulates co a higher steady-state concentration and increases the rate of glycolysis. 
Thus , glucagon and epinephrine are extracellular signals that stop liver from using glucose, 
whereas fructose 2,6-bisphosphace is an intracellular signal chat promotes glucose utiliza
tion by this tissue. 

Insulin opposes the actions of glucagon and epinephrine by means of a signaling 
cascade initiated by activation of che tyrosine kinase activity of its recepto r (p. 910). 
Insulin also activates cAMP phosphodieste rase (lowers cAMP levels), inhibits protein 
kinase A, and activates phosphoprotein phosphatase, all of which oppose the effects of 
glucagon and epinephrine (Figure 15.25). Insulin therefore aces to stimulate the race 
of glycolysis. 

Figure 15.23 Mechanism of glucagon and 
epinephrine inhibition of hepatic glycotysis 
by cAMP-medi ated decrease in fructose 
2,6-bisphosphate . 
See legend for Figure 15.19, p. 613. Heavy 
arrows indicate reactions that predom inate in 
the presence of glucagon. Small arrow before 
fructose 2,6-bisphosphate indicates a decrease 
in its concentration. 
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Figure 15.24 Schemati c diagram of the 
primary structure of the liver isoenzyme of 
6-phosphofructo- 2-kinase/ fructose-2,6-
bisphosphatase. H 3N + and COO - designate 
the N-terminal and C-terminal ends, respectivdy. 
Domain with kinase activity is located in the 
N -terminal half; domain with phosphatase activity 
in the Cterminal half The letter P indicates the 
site (serine 32) phosphorylated by protein kinase A 
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Figure 15.25 Mechanism for acce lerated rates 
of hepatic glycolysis wh en the concentration 
of glucagon and epinephrine are low and 
that of insulin is high in the blood. See legends 
to Figures 15.17, p. 612 , and 15.23, p. 615. 
The insulin receptor is an intrins ic prote in 
of the plasma membrane. Small arrow before 
fructose 2,6-bisphosphate indicates an increase 
in concentration. cAMP is converted to AMP by 
cAMP phosphodie sterase. 
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An increase in blood level of epinephrine bas a markedly different effect on glycolysis in 
heart than in liver. Although glycolysis is inh ibited in liver to conserve glucose for use by 
other tissues, epinephrine stimulates glycolysis in heart co meet the increased need for ATP 
caused by an epinephrine-signaled increase in workload . As in liver, epinephrine acts on the 
heart by way of a /3-adrenergic receptor on the plasma membrane, promoting formation of 
cAMP (Figure 15.26). This results in activation of protein kinase A that then phosphor
ylates 6-phosphofructo-2-kinase/frucrose 2,6-bisphosphatase. However, in contrast to what 
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Figure 15.26 Mechanism for acceleration of glycolysis in the heart in response to epinephrine. 
See legends to Figures 15.17, p. 612, and 15.25, p. 616. 

happens in liver, phosphorylation of the bifunctional enzyme in heart increases rather than 
decreases fruetose 2,6-bisphosphate levels. Thi s is because the isoenzyme of the bifunctional 
enzyme expressed in heart is different from the isoenzyme expressed in liver. Phosphoryla
tion of the heart isoenzyme occurs at a site that aetivates rather than inhibits the kinase 
activiry (Figure 15.27). Increased fructose 2,6-bisphosphate concentration then increases 
6-phosphofrueto-1-kinase aetivity and glycolytic flux. 

Role of 6-Phosphofructo-2-kinase/Fructose 2,6-bisphosphate in Cancer 
Many cancer cells express a special isoform of 6-phosphofrueto-2-kinase/fructose 2,6-bisphos
phatase in which the activity of the 2-kinase component greatly exceeds the activity of the 
2-phosphatase component. This resulrs in a high steady State concentration of fructose 2,6-
bisphosphate which maximally Stimulates of 6-phosphofructo-1-kinase activity. This is a major 
component of the mechanism responsible for the high rate of glycolysis characteristic of rapidly 
growing tumors (A Closer Look 15.4 and 15.5). 

Pyruvate Kinase Is Also a Regulatory Enzyme of Glycolysis 

Pyruvate kinase (Clin. Corr. 15.8) is drastically inhibited by physiological concentrations of 
ATP (see Figure 15 .11, p. 606), so much so that its potential activity is probably never fully 
realized under physiological conditions. The liver isoenzyme is greatly activated by fructose 1,6-
bisphosphate (FBP), and thereby linking regulation of pyruvate kinase to that of 6-phospho
fructo-1-kinase. Thus, if conditions favor increased flux through 6-phosphofructo-1-kinase, the 
level of FBP increases and acrs as a feed-forward activator of pyruvate kinase. The liver enzyme is 
also regulated by covalent modification by protein kinase A, being active in the dephosphorylated 
state and inactive in the phosphorylated state (Figure 15.28, p. 619). Concurrent inhibition of 
hepatic glycolysis and Stimulation of hepatic gluconeogenesis by glucagon can be explained in 
pan by inhibition of pyruvate kinase caused by activation of protein kinase A by cAMP. This 
aspect is explored more thoroughly in Section 15.5 in the discussion of gluconeogenesis. 

Kinase Phosphatase 

,__ __ 530 Amino Acids --- .... 

Figure 15.27 Schematic diagram of the 
primary structure of the heart isoenzyme 
of 6-phosphofructo-2 -kinase/f ructose-2,6-
bisphosphatase . See legend to Figure 15 .24, 
p. 615. The letter P indicates the site (serine 466) 
phosphorylated by protein kinase A. 
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6-Phosphofructo-2-kinase / Fructose-2,6 -bisphosphatase and Cancer 

Aggressive tumors often grow faster than new blood vessels can 
be formed from existing blood vessels. This can result in a core of 
oxygen-starved cells within tumors that could die for want of the 
ATP normally produced by oxidative phosphorylation. However, 
cancerous cells have an insidious ability to survive hypoxia, afford
ed by the exceptional capacity they have for the generation of ATP 
by glycolycic pathway. Expression of an hypoxia-inducible form of 
6-phosphofructo-2-kinase/fructose-2,6-bisphosphatase is one of the 
major reasons for the unusual glycolycic activity of cancer cells. As 
in the liver, the kinase activity greatly exceeds the phosphatase ac
tivity of the nonphosphorylated bifunctional enzyme in cancerous 
cells. Remarkably, and in complete contrast to the liver, phosphor
ylation of the hypoxia-inducible form of the bifunctional enzyme by 

TIGAR and Cancer 

TIGAR stands for IP53(tumor protein 53)-jnduced ~ycolysis and 
~poptosis regulator. As implied by its name, T IGAR regulates glycolysis 
and apoptosis and is induced by activation of the TP53 gene. The TP53 
gene encodes the tumor-suppressor protein p53, a transcription factor 
that regulates the expression of several proteins, including TIGAR, that 
prevent the development of cancer. TIGAR is structurally related to 
the bisphosphatase domain of the bifunctional enzyme 6-phospho
fructo-2-kinase/fructose-2,6-bisphosphatase. lt lacks kinase activity but 
possesses phosphatase activity toward fructose 2,6-bisphosphate. 
Induction of TIGAR by p53 reduces fructose 2,6-biphosphate which 

AMP-activated protein kinase (AMPK) causes an even greater in
crease in the kinase activity relative to the phosphatase activity. As a 
consequence, the increase in AMP that occurs in response to hypoxia 
activates AMPK which activates 2-kinase acciviry of the bifunctional 
enzyme which increases the production of fructose 2,6-bisphosphate 
which activates 6-phosphofructo-1-kinase which increases the rate of 
glycolysis which generates the ATP required to meet the energy needs 
of hypoxia cancerous cells. 

Kim, S.-G., Manes, N. P., EI-Maghrabi, M. R., and Lee, Y.-H. Cryscal structure 

of the hypoxia-inducible form of 6-phosphofrucro-2-kinase/fruccose-2,6 -bisphos

phacase (PFKFB3): A possible new cargec for cancer therapy. J Biol Chem. 281: 

2939, 2006. 

reduces 6-phosphofructo- l-kinase activity which in rum reduces flux 
through the glycolytic pathway. Since glycolysis is important for the 
survival and growth of cancer cells (see A Closer Look 15.4, p. 618), 
up-regulation of TIGAR by p53 reduces the likelihood of tumor for
mation. Loss of this regulatory mechanism as a consequence of muta
tions in the TP53 gene is common in cancer. 

Bensaad, K., Tsuruca, A., Sdak, M.A., Vidal, M. N., et al. TIGAR, a p53-induc

ible regulacor of glycolysis and apopcosis. Cell 126: 107, 2006; and Green, D. R. 
and Chipuk, J. E. p53 and metabolism: Inside the TT GAR. Cell 126: 30, 2006. 

Pyruvate Kinase Deficiency and Hemolytic Anemia (OMIM 266200 ) 

Mature erythrocytes are absolutely dependent on glycolytic activity 
for ATP production. ATP is needed for the ion pumps, especially 
the Na+, K+ - transporting-A TPase, which maintains the biconcave 

disk shape of erythrocytes that helps them slip through the capillaries 
as they deliver oxygen to the tissues. The cells swell and lyse without 
ATP. Anemia due to excessive erythrocyte destruction is referred to as 
hemolytic anemia. Pyruvate kinase deficiency is rare but is the most 
common genetic defect of glycolysis that causes hemolytic anemia. 
Most patients have 5% to 25% of normal erythrocyte pyruvate kinase 
level and flux through the glycolysis is severely restricted, resulting 
in markedly lower ATP concentrations. The glycolysis intermediates 
proximal to the pyruvate kinase step accumulate, whereas pyruvate 
and lactate concentrations decrease. 2,3-Bisphosphoglycerate levels 
are increased. As a result, anemia is better tolerated in some patients 
than would be predicted because the affinity of hemoglobin for oxygen 

is decreased by the increase in 2,3-bisphosphoglycerate. Normal ATP 
levels are observed in reticulocytes of patients . Although deficient in 
pyruvate kinase, these immature' red blood cells have mitochondria 
and can generate ATP by oxidative phosphorylation . Maturation of 
reticulocytes into erythrocytes results in the loss of mitochondria and 
complete dependence on glycolysis for ATP production. Thus, the 
mature cells are lost rapidly from circulation . Anemia results because 
they cannot be replaced rapidly enough by erythropoiesis. 

Valentine, W. N. The Scrarcon leccure: Hemolyt ic anemia and inborn errors of 

metabolism. Blood 54: 549, 1979; Hirono, A., Kanno, H ., Miwa, $., and Beucler, 

E. Pyruvace kinase deficiency wd other enzymopathies of the erythrocyte. In 
Scriver , C. R., Beaudet, A. L., Sly, W. $., and Valle, D. (Eds.), The Metabolic 
and Molecular Bases of Inherited Direase, 8th ed. New York: McGraw HW, 2001, 
4637. 
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Figure 15.28 Glucagon acts via cAMP to cause phosphorylation and inactivation of hepatic 
pyruvate kinase. 

Pyruvate kinase, like glucokinase, is induced in liver by high carbohydrate intake and high 
insulin levels. This is one reason why liver of the well-fed individual has much greater capac
ity for utilizing carbohydrate than that of a fasting or diabetic person (see Clin. Corr . 15.4, 
p. 609). 

Role of Pyruvate Kinase in Cancer 
Cancer cells express a special isoform of pyruvate kinase called PKM2, a splicing variant of 
the muscle form of pyruvate kinase (PKMl) . PKM2 is required for rapid growth of tumor 
cells. Although PKMl and PKM2 are closely related, PKMl cannot substitute for PKM2 
in cancer cells. Why rumors require this specific pyruvate kinase isoform is an active area of 
research (A Closer Look 15.6). 

15.5 • GLUCONEOGENESIS 

Glucose Synthesis Is Required for Survival 

Net synthesis or formation of glucose from non-carbohydrate substrates is termed gluco
neogenesis . Various amino acids, lactate, pyruvate, propionate, and glycerol are sources 
of carbon for the pathway (Figure 15.29). Glucose can also be produced from fructose. 
Glycogenolysis, that is, formation of glucose or glucose 6-phosphate from glycogen, should 
be differentiated from gluconeogenesis . Glycogenolysis refers to breakdown of glycogen to 
glucose and does not therefore correspond to de novo synthesis of glucose. Gluconeogen
esis is essential for survival of humans and other animals as blood glucose levels have to be 
maintained to support metabolism of tissues that use glucose as their primary substrate 
(Clin. Corr. 15.9). These include brain, red blood cells, kidney medulla, lens, cornea, and 
testis. Gluconeogenesis enables the maintenance of blood glucose levels long after all dietary 
glucose has been absorbed and completely oxidized and glucose stored as glycogen has been 
used up. 

Cori and Alanine Cycles 
Gluconeogenesis is involved in two cycles that are critically important for maintaining 
blood glucose levels. The Cori cycle (or glucose-lactate cycle) and the alanine cycle (or 
glucose- alanine cycle) (Figure 15.30) depend on gluconeogenesis in liver followed by deliv
ery of glucose and its use in a peripheral tissue. Both cycles provide for a continuous supply 

(2) Lactate -+ (2) Pyruvate ._ Amino acids 

l 
Amino acids -+ (2) OxaJoacetate ._ (2) Propionate 

l 
(2) Glycerol -+ (2) Triose phosphates ._ Fructose 

l 
Glucose 

Pyruvate Kinase M2 and 
Cancer 

All cancer cells express PKM2, an isoform 
of pyruvace kinase found in embryos but 
not in normal adult tissues. For reasons 
chat are not understood, the exceptional 
capacity chat cancer cells have for aero
bic glycolysis depends on chis particular 
isoform of pyruvace kinase. Aerobic gly
colysis by cancer cells, discovered by Otto 
Warburg, the recipient of the 1931 Nobel 
Prize for Physiology and Medicine, refers 
to an unusually rapid race of glycolysis 
and overproduction of lactate in the pres
ence of oxygen. Noncancerous cells extract 
more ATP per glucose, and therefore use 
less glucose and produce little or no lactate 
when oxygen is present. This is because 
the rate of glycolysis is rightly coordinated 
with the rates of the TCA cycle and oxi
dative phosphorylation in normal cells. In 
cancer cells glycolysis exceeds the capacity 
for complete glucose oxidation, resulting 
in overproduction of lactic acid, in spite 
of the presence of oxygen. Warburg pro
posed that the replacement of respiration 
by fermentation is the primary cause of 
cancer. Subsequent research has shown this 
is not the case. Cancer is caused by mu
tations that activate proto-oncogenes and 
inhibit rumor suppressor genes. Neverthe
less, altered expression of genes encoding 
PDKM2 and other enzymes that increase 
the capacity for glycolysis provide cancer 
cells with a survival and growth advantage 
over noncancer cells. 

Chriscofk, H. R.., Vander Heiden, M. G., 
Harris, M. H., Ramanathan, A., er al. The M2 

splice isoform of pyruvare kinase is important for 
cancer metabolism and rumour growth. Nature 
452: 230, 2008. 

Figure 15.29 Abbreviated pathway s of 
gluconeogenesis, illustrating the major 
substrate precursors for the process . 
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Hypoglycemia and Premature 
Infants 

Premature and small-for-gestational-age 
neonates are more susceptible to hypogly
cemia than full-term, appropriate-for-ges
tational-age infu.ms. Childcen in general are 
also more susceptible than adults, simply 
because they have larger brain/bodyweight 
ratios and the brain utilizes disproportion
ately greater amounts of glucose than the 
rest of the body. Newborn infu.nts have a 
limited capacity for kecogenesis, apparent
ly because the transport of long-chain fatty 
acids into their liver mitochondcia is poorly 
developed. Since the use of ketone bodies 
by the brain is directly proportional to the 
circulating ketone body concentration, the 
neonate cannot spare glucose co any signif
icant extent by using ketone bodies. Thus 
the neonate's brain is almost completely 
dependent on glucose obtained from liver 
glycogenolysis and gluconeogenesis. 

The capacity for hepatic glucose synthe
sis from lactate and alanine is also limited in 

newborn infants, as the race-limiting enzyme, 
phosphoenolpyruvace carboxykinase, is pres
ent in very low amounts during che first few 
hours after birch. Ics induction to the level 
required co prevent hypoglycemia during the 
stress of fasring requires several hours. Pre
mature and small-for-gestational-age infants 
also have smallec scores of livec glycogen. 
Fasting depletes their glycogen stores more 
rapidly, making them more dependent on 
gluconeogenesis than normal infants. 

Newsholme, E. A. and Leech, A. R Biochem
istry for the Medical Sciences. New York, Wi
ley, 1983; Duvanel, C. B., Fawer, C.-L., Coc
cing, J., Hohlfeld, P., and Macchieu, J. M. 
Long-cerm effecrs of neonatal hypoglycemia on 
brain growth and psychomocor development 
in small-for-gescacional-age preterm infanrs. 
J. Pediatr. I 34:492, 1999. 
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Figure 15.30 Re lationship betw een gluconeogenesis in the liver and glycolysis in the rest of the 
body. (a) Cori cycle. (b) Alanine cycle. 

of glucose to tissues that require it as their primary energy source. To participate in these 
cycles, peripheral tissues must release eithe r alanine or lactate as the end product of glucose 
metabo lism. A major difference between the cycles is chat NADH generated by glycolysis 
in the alanine cycle is not used to reduce pyruvate co lactate; if it did , pyruvate would not 
be availab le for conversion to alanine by transamination with glutamate. In tissues that have 
mirochondr ia, reducing equivalents of NADH are t ransported into the mitochondria by 
the malate-aspartate shuttle or the glycerol- phosphate shuttle for the synthesis of ATP by 
oxidative phosphorylation. 

NADH + H+ + 0.5 0 2 + 2.5 ADP+ 2.5 P; ~ NAO+ + 2.5 ATP + H 20 

or 

FADH 2 + 0.5 0 2 + I.5 ADP+ 1.5 P; ~FAD+ 1.5 ATP+ H 20 

T he consequence is that five to seven molecules of AT P can be formed per glucose molecule 
in per ipheral tissues that participate in the alanine cycle. In the Cori cycle (Figure 15.30a), 
only two molecules of ATP per molecule of glucose are produced . 

6 ATP liver + 2 (ADP + P;)rec1 blood cells~ 6 (AD P + P;)1iver + 2 ATP ,,d blood cells 

Six molecules of ATP are needed in liver for glucose synthesis . The alanine cycle 
(Figu re 15.30b) transfers energy from liver to peripheral tissues and , beca use of the five to 
seven molecules of AT P produced per molecule of glucose, is energetically more efficient. 
However, the alanine cycle presents liver with amino nitrogen that must be disposed of 
as urea (p. 757). This requires four ATP molecules for every urea molecule produced and 
increases the amount of ATP required to 10 molecules per glucose molecule during the 
alanine cycle . 
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10 AT Pliver + 5 - 7 (ADP + Pi)muscle + 02 muscle~ 

10 (ADP + Pi)liver + 5 - 7 ATP muscle 

This and the requirement in peripheral tissue for oxygen and mitochondria distinguish 
the alanine cycle from the Cori cycle. 

Glucose Synthesis from Lactate 

Gluconeogeoesis from lactate is an AT P-requiring process. 

2 L-Lactate- + 6ATP 4- + 6 H 20 ~g lucose+ 6AD P3- + 6 P;2- + 4 H+ 

Many of the enzymes of glycolysis are used for gluconeogeoesis from laetate. However, different 
reactions are necessary for the process because glycolysis produces two ATPs whereas gluconeo
genesis requires six A TPs per molecule of glucose, and three Steps of glycolysis are irreversible, 
namely the reactions catalyzed by glucokinase, 6-phosphofructo-1-kinase, and pyruvate kinase. 

The initial Step of lactate gluconeogenesis is the conversion of lactate to pyruvate by 
lactate dehydrogenase (Figure 15 .31). The NADH generated is needed for a subsequent step 
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Figure 15.31 Pathway of gluconeogenesis from lacta te, Th e involvement of the micochondrion 
in the process is indicated. Dashed arrows refer co an alternative route, which employs micochonclrial 
PEP carboxykinase rather than the cyt0solic isoenzyme. Abbreviations: OAA, oxaloacecace; a-KG, 
a-kecoglutarate; PEP, phosphoenolpyruvate; and DHAP, dihydroxyacetone phosphate. 

Pyruvate 
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Figure 15.32 Energy-requiring steps involved 
in phosphoeno lpyruvate formation from 

pyruvate . Reactions are catalyzed by pyruvate 
carboxylase and PEP carboxykinase, respeccivdy. 
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in the pathway. Pyruvate cannot be converted to phosphoenolpyruvate (PEP) by pyruvate 
kinase because the reaction is irreversible under intracellular conditions. Pyruvate is converted 
into PEP by coupling of the reactions catalyzed by pyruvate carboxylase , which requires 
ATP , and PEP carboxykinase, which requires GTP (Figure 15.32). GTP is equivalent to an 
ATP through the action of nucleoside diphosphate kinase (GDP+ ATP~ GTP + ADP). 
The CO 2 generated by PEP carboxykinase and the HCO 3 - required by pyruvate carboxylase 
are linked by the reaction catalyzed by carbonic anhydrase (CO 2 + H2O ~ H2CO 3 ~ H+ 
+ HCO 3 -) . Summing these reactions with the reactions of Figure 15.32 yields 

Pyruvate - + 2 ATP4- ~ phosphoenolpyruvate 3- + 2 ADP 3- + P;2- + 2 H+ 

Thus , conversion of pyruvate into PEP during gluconeogenesis costs the cell two molecules 
of ATP. This contrasts with the conversion of PEP to pyruvate during glycolysis that yields 
just one molecule of ATP. 

The mitochondrial location of pyruvate carboxylase and the requirement for ATP 
make mitochondria mandatory for conversion of cyrosolic pyruvate into cyrosolic PEP 

HCOH 
I 

2
_ (see Figure 15.31) . However, because PEP carboxykinase is present in both the cyrosol 

+ HP04 and mitochondrial matrix compartmenrs , there are two routes that oxaloacerate takes to 
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Figure 15.33 Reaction catalyzed by fructose 
1,6-bisphosphatase . 

a-o-Glucose 
6-phosphate 
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Figure 15.34 Reaction cata lyzed by glucose 
6-phosphatase. 

glucose. T he first uses mitochondrial PEP carboxykinase, which converrs oxaloacetate into 
PEP which then traverses the mitochondrial inner membrane. The second converts oxalo
acetate into aspartate , which exirs the mitochondrion by way of the gluramate- aspartate 
antiport. Aspartate contributes its amino group to a-ketoglurarate in the cyrosol to produce 
oxaloacetate, which is used by cyrosolic PEP carboxykinase to produce PEP. 

Gluconeogenesis Uses Many Glycolytic Enzymes in the Reverse Direction 
Enzymes of glycolysis operate in reverse to convert PEP to fructose 1,6-bisphosphate during 
gluconeogenesis. The generation of reducing equivalents (NADH) by lactate dehydrogenase 
is balanced by the use of reducing equivalents by glyceraldehyde 3-phosphate dehydrogenase. 
6-Phosphofructo-1-kinase catalyzes an irreversible reaction and cannot convert FBP to 
fructose 6-phosphate. A way around this is provided by fructose 1,6-bisphosphatase, which 
hydrolyzes fructose 1,6-bisphosphate to F6P (Figure 15.33) . 

Phosphoglucose isomerase is freely reversible and functions in glycolysis and in gluco
neogenesis. Glucose 6-phosphatase replaces glucokinase for the last step of gluconeogenesis 
(Figure 15 .34), irs function being to generate glucose for release into the blood stream. Glu
cose 6-phospharase is an integral protein of the endoplasmic reticulum membrane with its 
active site available for G6P hydrolysis on the lurninal surface (Figure 15.35) . A transporter 
moves G6P across the endoplasmic reticulum membrane. A genetic defect in either the 
transporter or the phosphatase interferes with gluconeogenesis and results in accumulation 
of glycogen in liver, as discussed later for glycogen metabolism. 

Glucose Is Synthesized from Most Amino Acids 

All amino acids except leucine and lysine can supply carbon for net synthesis of glucose by glu
coneogenesis (p. 619) . If catabolism of an amino acid produces either pyruvate or oxaloacetate, 
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Glucose P1 

net glucose synthesis can occur from that amino acid. Oxaloacetate is an intermediate in gluco
neogenesis and pyruvate is readily converted to oxaloacetate by pyruvate carboxylase (see Figure 
15.31, p. 621). Catabolism of amino acids feeds carbon into the TCA cycle at several pointS. 
As long as net synthesis of a TCA cycle intermediate occurs, net synthesis of oxaloacetate will 
follow. Reactions that lead to net synthesis ofTCA cycle intermediates are called anaplerotic 
reactions (anaplerosis) and support gluconeogenesis because they provide for net synthesis of 
oxaloacetate. Reactions catalyzed by pyruvate carboxylase and glutamate dehydrogenase are 
good examples of anaplerotic reactions. 

Pyruvate- + ATP 4- + HCO 3 - ~ oxaloacetate2- + ADP 3- + P/- + H+ 

Glutamate-+ NAD(P)+ ~ a:-keroglutarate 2- + NAD(P)H + NH 4 + + H+ 

On the other hand, the reaction catalyzed by glutamate-oxaloacetate aminotransferase 
(a:-ketoglutarate + aspartate ~ glutamate + oxaloacetate) is not anaplerotic because net 
synthesis of a TCA cycle intermediate is not accomplished; that is, generation of oxalo
acetate from aspartate is counterbalanced by conversion of a:-ketoglutarate to glutamate . 

Since gluconeogenesis from amino acids imposes a nitrogen load on liver, a close rela
tionship existS between urea synthesis and glucose synthesis from amino acids. In Figure 
15.36, two alanine molecules are metabolized, one yielding NH 4 + and the other aspartate, 
the primary subsuates for the urea cycle. Aspartate leaves the mitochondrion and becomes 
part of the urea cycle after reacting with citrulline. The carbon of aspartate is released as 
fumarate that is converted to malate by cytosolic fumarase . This malate and another malate 
from mitochondria are converted to glucose by cytosolic enzymes of gluconeogenesis. A 
balance is achieved between reducing equivalents (NADH) generated and those required 
in the cytosol and the mitochondrial matrix. Summation of the reactions given in Figure 
15.36 yields simply 

2 Alanine + 10 ATP + CO 2 ~ Glucose + urea + 10 ADP + 10 P; 

Leucine and lysine are the only amino acids that cannot function as carbon sources for net 
synthesis of glucose. They are ketogenic but not glucogenic. All other amino acids are gluco
genic or both glucogenic and ketogenic (Table 15.1). Glucogenic amino acids give rise to net 
synthesis of either pyruvate or oxaloacetate, whereas amino acids that are both glucogenic and 
ketogenic also yield the ketone body acetoacetate, or acetyl CoA, which is readily converted into 
acetoacetate. Acetyl CoA is the end product of lysine metabolism, and acetoacetate and acetyl 
CoA are end producrs ofleuc ine metabolism. No pathway exists that can convert aeetoacetate 
or acetyl CoA into either pyruvate or oxaloacetate. Acetyl CoA cannot be used for net synthesis 
of glucose because the reaction of the pyruvate dehydrogenase complex is irreversible. 

Pyruvate + NAD+ + CoASH ~ acetyl CoA + NADH + CO 2. 

Figure 15.35 Glucose 6-phosphate is 
hydrolyzed by glucose 6-phosphatase located 
on the luminal surface of the endoplasmic 
reticulum. Three cransporters are involved: One 
moves glucose 6-phosphate into the lumen, a 
second moves P; back to the cytosol, and a third 
moves glucose back into the cytosol. 

TABLE 15.1 • Glucogenic and 
Ketogenic Amino Acids 

Gmcogenic 

Glycine 

Serine 

Valine 

Histidine 

Arginine 

Cysceine 

Proline 

H ydroxyproline 

Alanine 

Glu tamate 

Glucamine 

Aspartate 

Asparagine 

Methionine 

Ketogenic Both 

Leucine Threonine 

Lysine Isoleucine 

Phenylalanine 

Tyrosine 

Trypcophan 
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Glucose 

Alanine 
(2) Glyceraldehyde 3-phosphate a-KG 

P,t-(-2)_N_A_D_H ____ ~.-~ (2) NAO+ 
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n 
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Om-------~ \~ 
Citrulline .... _ _____ _ ) 

Asp 

+---- - ----,•~ a-KG 
~ Glu 

OAA 

t.-co2 
Pyruvate 

Pyruvate 

t- --•~ G~ T 
I(.__ _______ a-KG 

Alanine 

Figure 15.36 Pathway of gluconeogenesis from alanine and its relation ship to urea 
synthesis. Abbreviations: OM, oxaloacetate; Asp, aspanate; Orn, ornitbine; Glu, glutamate; a-KG, 
a-ketoglurarace. 

It could be argued that oxaloacecate is generated from acetyl CoA by the TCA cycle through 
this series of reactions. 

Acecyl CoA ~ citrate ~ 2 CO 2 + oxaloacetate 

However, this fails to consider the oxaloacetate required for the formation of citrate from 
acecyl CoA. 

Acecyl CoA + oxaloacetate ~ citrate + CoA 

Decarboxylation of citrate by the TCA cycle regenerates the oxaloacetate. 

Citrate ~ ~ 2 CO 2 + oxaloacetate 

Summing these reactions gives the sum reaction for one turn of the TCA cycle. 

Acetyl CoA ~ 2CO 2 + CoA 

Thus , net synthesis of a TCA cycle intermediate does not occur during complete oxidation 
of acetyl CoA by the TCA cycle. It is therefore impossible for animals to synthesize glucose 
from acetyl CoA. 
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Glucose Can Be Synthesized from Fatty Acids with an Odd but 
Not an Even Number of Carbons 

Most fatty acids found in humans have straight chains with an even number of carbon atoms. 
T heir catabolism by fatty acid oxidation followed by ketogenesis or complete oxidation to CO 2 

is abbreviated in Figure 15.37. Since acetyl CoA and other intermediates of even-numbered 
fatty acid oxidation cannot be converted to oxaloacetate or any other intermediate of gluconeo
genesis, it is impossible to synthesize glucose from fatty acids. An exception to this rule applies 
to fatty acids with methyl branches (e.g., phytan ic acid, a breakdown product of chlorophyll; 
see discussion ofRefsum disease, Clin. Corr. 17.6, p. 612), and fatty acids with an odd number 
of carbon atoms. Catabolism of such fatty acids yields propionyl CoA. 

Fatty acid with an odd number (n) of carbon atoms ~ 

(n - 3) acetyl CoA + 1 propionyl CoA 
2 

Propionyl CoA is a good precursor for gluconeogenesis as it yields oxaloacetate (Figure 
15.38) by an anaplerotic pathway (see Figure 19.53, page 79). Propionyl CoA is also p ro
duced during the catabolism of valine and isoleucine (see Figure 19.50, p. 777) and in the 
conversion of cholesterol into bile acids (see Figure 18.42, p. 728). 

It is sometimes loosely stated that fat cannot be converted into carbohydrate (glucose) 
by animals. This is certainly true for fatty acids with an even number of carbon atoms. 
H owever, the term fat usually refers to tr iacylglycerols, which are composed of three O-acyl 
groups combined with one glycerol molecule. Hyd rolysis of a triacylglycerol yields th ree 
fatty acids and glycerol, the latter compound being an excellent substrate for gluconeogen
esis (Figure 15.39) . 

Phosphorylation of glycerol by glycerol kinase produces glycerol 3-phosphate, which 
is convened by glycerol 3-phosphate dehydrogenase into dihydroxyacetone phosphate, an 
intermediate of the gluconeogenic pathway (see Figure 15.31, p. 607). Depending on the 
nut ritional state, the last stage of glycolysis can compete with the gluconeogenic pathway 
and convert dihydroxyacetone phosphate into lactate (or into pyruvate for subsequent com
plete oxidation to CO 2 and H2O) . 

Glucose Is Also Synthesized from Fructose 

Humans consume considerable quantities of fructose in the form of sucrose, which yields 
glucose and fructose on hydrolysis by sucrase in the intestine (p. 1050), and as a result 
of the widespread use of high-fructose corn syrup as a sweetener by the food industry. In 
the liver, fructose is phosphorylated by fructokinase (Figure 15.40), which yields fructose 
1-phosphate rather than fructose 6-phosphate (see Clin. Corr. 15.3, p. 607). T he same 

Fructose 

~ ATP 
fructok inase r--~ ADP 

Fructose 1-phosphate 

aldolase B 1 .._ ______ _ Glyceraldehyde 

tr iose kinase r ATP r ADP 
(2) Dihydroxyacetone phosphate ____ .., Glyceraldehyde 

3-phosphate 

Glucose (2) Lactate 

Figure 15.40 Pathway of glucose formation from fructose and the competing pathway of 
fructolysis . Large arrows indicate steps of the glycolysis and gluconeogenesis given in Figures! 5.6, 
p. 597, and 15.31, p, 621 , respectively. 

Fatty acid with even 
number (n) of carbon atoms 

l FOX 
1 acety l CoA 

/ X 
¾ ketone bodies n CO2 

Figure 15.37 Overview of the catabolism 
of fatty acids to ketone bodies and CO2• 

Abbreviation: FOX, fatty acid oxidation. 

Phytanlc acid 
Odd chain 

fatty acids 
Valine 
lsoleuclne 
Cholesterol 

l 
0 

II 
CSCoA 

I 
CH2 

I 
CH3 

Proplonyl CoA 

l 
Oxaloacetate 

l 
¼ Glucose 

Figure 15.38 Pathway of gluconeogenesis 
from propionyl CoA. The large arrow 
refers to steps of the TCA cycle plus steps 
of gluconeogenesis. 

Glycerol 

glycero l ~ ATP 

W= !~ ADP 

Glycerol 3-phosphate i=::::> Fat 

NAO+ 
glycerol 

3-phosphate NADH + H+ 
dehydrogenase 

Dlhydroxyacetone phosphate 

r:f> ~ 
½ Glucose Lactate 

Figure 15.39 Pathway of gluconeogenesis 
from glycerol , along with competing pathways . 
Large arrows indicate steps of glycolysis and 
gluconeogenesis given in Figures! 5.5, p. 595, 
and 15.31, p. 621, respectively. The large arrow 
pointing to fat indicates triacylglycerol and 
glycerophospholipid synthesis. 
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CH20H 
I 

HCOH 
I 

HOCH 
I 

D-Glucose + NADPH + H+ -- --l~ HCOH + NADP+ 

I 
HCOH 

I 
CH20 H 

1>-Sorbltol 

D-Sortlitol + NAO+ -----a ~ D-fructose + NADH + H+ 

Figure 15.41 Pathway responsible for the 
formation of sorbito l and fructose from 
glucose . 

aldolase that cleaves fruetose 1,6-bisphosphate then cleaves fruetose I-phosphate to yield 
dihyclroxyacetone phosphate and glyceraldehyde. The latter has several possible fates. It can 
be oxidized by an aldehyde dehydrogenase, reduced by an alcohol dehyclrogenase, or pbos
phorylated by a kinase. The favored pathway is conversion to glyceraldehyde 3-phosphare 
by triose kinase. Two molecules of dihyclroxyacecone phosphate obtainable from one mole
cule of frucrose can be converted to glucose by enzymes of gluconeogenesis or, alternatively, 
into pyruvate or laetate by the last stage of glycolysis. In analogy to glycolysis, conversion of 
frucrose int0 lactate is called fructolysis. 

The major energy source of spermatozoa is fruetose, formed from glucose by cells of 
seminal vesicles as shown in Figure 15.41. NADPH-dependent reduction of glucose to sor
bitol is followed by an NAD+ -dependent oxidation of sorbitol to fructose. Fruetose is secreted 
from seminal vesicles in a fluid that becomes part of semen. Although the frucrose concentra
tion in human semen can exceed 10 m.M, tis.sues that are exposed to semen utilize fructose 
poorly, allowing this subsrrate to be conserved to meet the energy demands of spermacozoa 
in their search for ova. Spermatozoa contain mitochondria and thus can metabolize fructose 
completely to CO 2 and H20 by the combination of fructolysis and TCA cycle activity. 

Gluconeogenesis Requires Expenditure of ATP 

Synthesis of glucose is costly in terms of ATP. Six molecules are required for synthesis of 
one molecule of glucose from lactate, 10 for synthesis of glucose from alanine. ATP for glu
cose synthesis is provided in large part by fatty acid oxidation. Metabolic conditions under 
which liver is required to synthesize glucose generally favor increased availability of fatty 
acids in the blood. These fatty acids are oxidized by liver mitochondria to ketone bodies 
with concur rent producrion of large amountS of ATP. 

Palmitate + 7 02 + 26 ADP + 26 P; 

"""7 4 Acetoacetate + 26 AT P 

Gluconeogenesis Has Several Sites of Regulation 

Regulation of gluconeogenesis occurs at multiple sites (Figure 15.42). Those enzymes that 
are used to bypass the irreversible steps of glycolysis are primarily involved in regulation 
of the pathway, that is, pyruvate carboxylase, PEP carboxykinase, fructose 1,6-bisphos
phatase, and glucose 6-phosphatase . Regulation of hepatic gluconeogenesis is very similar 
to regulation of hepatic glycolysis. Inhibition of glycolysis at its chief regulacory sites or 
repression of synthesis of enzymes that bypass these sites (glucokinase, 6-phosphofruc to-l 
-kinase, and pyruvate kinase) greatly increases effectiveness of the gluconeogenic enzymes. 
Activation of gluconeogenesis is therefore accomplished in large part by inhibition of 
glycolysis. 

Fatty acid oxidation invariably occurs hand in hand with gluconeogenesis. It pro
motes glucose synthesis, in part by supplying the AT P needed and by increasing the 
steady-state concentrations of mitochondrial acetyl CoA and NADH . Both of these 
products of fatty acid oxidation are potent activators of pyruvate dehydrogenase kinase, 
which phosphorylates and inaetivates the pyruvate dehydrogenase complex. This pre
vents pyruvate from being converted into acetyl CoA, thereby conserving pyruvate for 
glucose synthesis. Acetyl CoA is also a positive allosteric effeetor of pyruvate carboxylase, 
which along with inhibition of the pyruvate dehydrogenase complex , directs the carbon 
of pyruvate into oxaloacetate for the synthesis of glucose. The increase in oxaloacetate 
due to increased pyruvate carboxylase activity along with the increase in acetyl CoA from 
fatty acid oxidation also promotes greater synthesis of citrate, a negative allosteric effec
tor of 6-phosphofructo-1-kinase . Inhibition of 6-phosphofruct0- l-kinase decreases the 
fructose 1,6-bisphosphate concentration, an activator of pyruvate kinase. This decreases 
flux of PEP to pyruvate by pyruvate kinase and, by this means, increases effeetiveness 
of the coupling of pyruvate carboxylase and PEP carboxykinase for the conversion of 
pyruvate to PEP. An increase in ATP levels with the consequent decrease in AMP levels 
favors gluconeogenesis by inhibition of 6-phosphofructo-1-kinase and pyruvate kinase 
and activation of fructose 1,6-bisphosphatase (see Figure 15.42 and p. 627) . On the 
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other hand , a shortage of oxygen, a shortage of fatty acids for oxidation, or an inhibition 
or uncoupling of oxidative phosphorylation would cause the liver to turn from gluconeo
genesis to glycolysis. 

Hormonal Control of Gluconeogenesis Is Critical for 
Homeostasis 

Hormonal control of gluconeogenesis is a matter of regulating the supply of fatty acids to 
liver as well as the activities of enzymes of glycolysis and gluconeogenesis. Catecholamines 
increase plasma fatty acids by promoting lipolysis in adipose tissue, an action opposed 
by insulin . The greater availabiliry of fatty acids results in greater fatty acid oxidation by 
liver, which promotes glucose synthesis. Insulin produces the opposite effect by inhib
iting lipolysis in the adipose tissue. Glucagon and insulin also regulate gluconeogenesis 
directly in the liver by influencing the state of phosphorylation of the hepatic enzymes 
that are subject to covalent modification . As discussed previously (see Figure 15.28, 
p. 619) , pyruvate kinase is active when dephosphorylated and inactive when phosphor
ylated. Glucagon activates adenylate cyclase to produce cAMP, which activates protein 
kinase A, which phosphorylates and inactivates pyruvate kinase. Inactivation of this gly
colyric enzyme stimulates gluconeogenesis by blocking the futile conversion of PEP to 
pyruvate. Glucagon also stimulates gluconeogenesis by decreasing the concentration of 
fructose 2,6-bisphosphate , an allosteric activator of 6-phosphofructo-1-kinase and an 
allosteric inhibitor of fructose 1,6-bisphosphatase. Glucagon through its second messen
ger cAMP lowers fructose 2,6-bisphosphate by stimulating phosphorylation of the bifunc
tional enzyme 6-phosphofructo-2-kinase/fructose 2,6-bisphosphatase which inactivates 
the kinase activiry but activates the phosphatase activity. The glucagon-induced fall in 
fructose 2,6-bisphosphate levels leads to decrease in activity of 6-phosphofructo-1-kinase 
while fructose 1,6-bisphosphatase becomes more active (Figure 15.42). The overall effect is 
increased conversion ofFBP to F6P and a corresponding increase in the rate of gluconeo
genesis. An increase in fructose 6-phosphate also favors gluconeogenesis by inhibition of 

Figure 15.42 Important allosteric regulatory 
featur e.s of the gluconeogen esis. 
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Figure 15.43 Glucagon promotes transcription 
of the gene for PEP carboxykinase. 
Abbreviations: PEPCK, PEP carboxykinase; CRE, 
cAMP-response element; CREB, cAMP-response 
element binding protein. 

glucokinase via its inhibitory protein. Insulin effects are opposite to those of glucagon by 
signaling activation of cAMP phosphodiesterase , inhibition of protein kinase A, and activa
tion of phosphoprotein phosphatase. 

Glucagon and insulin also have long-term effects on hepatic glycolysis and glu
coneogenesis by induction and repression of key enzymes of both pathways. A high 
glucagon/insulin ratio in blood increases the capacity for gluconeogenesis and decreases 
that for glycolysis in liver. A low glucagon/insulin ratio has the opposite effects. The 
glucagon/insulin ratio increases when gluconeogenesis is needed and decreases when 
glucose from the gastrointestinal track is plentiful. Glucagon signals induction of greater 
quantities of PEP carboxykinase , fructose-1,6-bisphosphatase, glucose 6-phosphatase, 
and various arninotransferases. A model for how this occurs is given in Figure 15.43. 
Binding of glucagon to its plasma membrane receptor increases cAMP which activates 
protein kinase A. Protein kinase A then phosphorylates a protein called the cAMP
response element binding protein (CREB), a transcription factor that when phos
phorylated binds to a cAMP-response element (CRE), a cis acting element within the 
regulatory region of genes responsive to cAMP. Phosphorylated CREB promotes transcrip
tion of genes for key gluconeogenic enzymes such as PEP carboxykinase. By repression 
of gene transcription, glucagon decreases the amounts of glucokinase, 6-phosphofructo-
1-kinase, and pyruvate kinase. I nsulin opposes the action of glucagon through a kinase
mediated signaling cascade that culminates in the inactivation of a transcription factor 
for genes of key gluconeogenic enzymes (page 905; Figure 22 .21) . When glucose syn
thesis is not needed, synthesis of key gluconeogenic enzymes is decreased and synthesis 
of key glycolytic enzymes increases because of a decrease in the blood glucagon/insulin 
ratio. 

Alcohol Oxidation Inhibits Gluconeogenesis 

Oxidation of alcohol (ethanol) by the liver produces a large load of reducing equival
ents in the form of NADH that have to be transported into the mitochondria by the 
malate- aspartate shuttle . Excess NADH in the cytosol interferes with gluconeogenesis 
(Clin. Corr. 15.10) because it forces the equilibrium of the reactions catalyzed by lac
tate dehydrogenase and malate dehydrogenase toward lactate and malate formation, 
respectively: 

Hypoglycemia and Alcohol Intoxication 

Consumption of alcohol, especially by an undernourished person, 
can cause hypoglycemia. The same effect can result from drinking al
cohol after strenuous exercise. In both cases the hypoglycemia results 
from the inhibitory effects of alcohol on hepatic gluconeogenesis and 
occurs under circumstances of hepatic glycogen depletion. The liver 
simply cannot handle the reducing equivalents provided by ethanol 
oxidation fast enough to prevent metabolic derangements. The extra 
reducing equivalents block the conversion of lactate to glucose and 
promote conversion of alanine into lactate with considerable lactate 
accumulation in the blood and lactic acidosis (see Clin. Corr. 15.5, 
p. 611) can develop, although it is usually mild. 

Low doses of alcohol cause impaired motor and intellectual per
formance; high doses are depressant and can lead to stupor and an
esthesia. Low blood sugar can contribute to these undesirable effects 
of alcohol. What is more, a patient may be thought to be inebriated 

when in fact she or he is suffering from hypoglycemia that may lead 
ro irreversible damage to the central nervous system. Children are 
highly dependent on gluconeogenesis while fasting, and accidental 
ingestion of alcohol by a child can produce severe hypoglycemia 
(see Clin. Corr. 15.9, p. 620). Alcohol potentiates the hypoglycemic 
effect of insulin. It is therefore not uncommon for patients with 
diabetes to present at the emergency room with hypoglycemia due 
to the combination of self-administered insulin and alcohol con
sumption. 

Krebs, H . A., Freedland, R. A., Hems, R., and Stubbs, M. Inhibicion of hepatic 
gluconeogenesis by echanol. Bwchem. j. 112: 117, 1969; Service, F. J. Hypogly
cemia. Med. Clin. NorthAmerica79:l, 1995; and Gibson, E. M., and Tingen, M . 
S. Nursing care for diabetic pacienrs wich alcohol induced hypoglycemia. J. Emer. 
Nursing24: 165, 1998. 
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Ethanol Acetaldehyde 

pyruvate + NAOH + H + - lactate + NAO+ 

Sum: ethanol + pyruvate - acetaldehyde + lactate 

or 
oxaloacetate + NAOH + H+ - malate + NAO+ 

Sum: ethanol + oxaloaoetate - acetaldehyde + malate 

T his inhibi ts gluconeogenesis by limiting the availability of pyru-vate and oxaloacetate for 
the reactions catalyzed by pyruvate carboxylase and PEP carboxykinase, respectively. 

1 5.6 • GLYCOGENOLYSIS AND GLYCOGENESIS 

Glycogen Is the Storage Form of Glucose 

Glycogenolysis refers to the breakdown of glycogen to glucose or glucose-6-phosphate; glyco
genesis to the synthesis of glycogen. These processes occur in almosr every tissue but especially in 
muscle and liver. In the well-fed human, liver glycogen content can account for as much as 10% 
of wet weight of this organ. Muscle stores less glycogen when expressed on the same basis-a 
maximum of only 1 % - 2% of irs wet weight. However, mosr people have more muscle than 
liver, with total muscle glycogen adding up to about double the amount of liver glycogen. 

Glycogen granules are abundant in liver of the well-fed animals (Figure 15.44) bu t are 
virtually absent from this organ after 24 h of fasting . Heavy exercise causes the same loss 
of glycogen granules in muscle fibers. These granules are clusters of indiv idual glycogen 
molecules that have a mass up to 2 X l 07 Da. Glycogen is composed of glucosyl residues, 
mostly linked together by a -1,4-glycosidic linkages (Figure 15.45) . Branches arise from 
frequent a-1 ,6-glycosidic linkages. A limb of the glycogen "tree" (Figure 15.46) is char
acterized by branches at e-very founh glucosyl residue within the more central core of the 
molecule and much less frequently in outer regions. Glycogen stands in comrasr to proteins 
and nucle ic acids because of this branching, but of course, it is a storage form of fuel and 
does not catalyze reacrions or convey informat ion with in a cell. 

Glycogen is stored in muscle and liver for quite different reasons. Muscle glycogen 
is a fuel reserved for the production of AT P within that tissue, whereas liver glycogen is a 
glucose reserve for the maintenance of blood glucose concent rations. Liver glycogen levels 

a-1,4-Glyoosldlo linkage 

(a) 

a-1,6-Glycosldlc linkage 

(b) 

Figure 15.45 Two types of linkage between glucose molecules are present in glycogen. 

Figure 15.44 Electron micrograph showing 
glycogen granules {darkly stained materia l) 
in the liver of a fed rat. 
Micrograp hs generously provided by Dr. Robert 
R. Cardell of the Department of Anatomy at the 
University of Cincinnati , Cincinnati, OH. 

Figure 15.46 Branched structure of glycogen . 
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Figure 15.48 Cross section of human skeletal 
muscle showing red and white muscle fibers. 
Section was stained for NADH dehydrogena.se 
activity. Red fibers are dark , and white fibers are 
light. 
Picture generously provided by Dr. Michael H . 
Brooke of the Jerry Lewis Neuromuscular Research 
Center, St. Louis, MO. 
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Figure 15.49 Glycogenolysis and the fate of 
glycogen degraded in liver versus its fate in 
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Figure 15.47 Variation of liver glycogen content between meals and during the nocturnal fast. 

are high shortly after a meal and then decrease slowly as it is used to help maintain the blood 
glucose level (Figure 15.47) between meals and during the nocturnal fasr. In humans and 
rars, the stored glycogen lasrs between 12 and 24 h during fasting, depending greatly, of 
course, on whether the individual under consideration is caged or running wild. 

Most of the muscle glycogen is consumed by that tissue without formation of free 
glucose. However , because of the way branched poinrs are cleaved, about 8% of muscle gly
cogen is convened into free glucose within the tissue, most of which undergoes glycolysis 
in muscle. Since muscle lacks glucose 6-phosphatase and most of the free glucose formed 
is cacabolized, muscle glycogen is not important for maintenance of blood glucose levels 
during fasting. In contrast, liver glycogen is a critical source of blood glucose in the postab
sorptive state. On the other hand , muscle glycogenesis plays an important role in clearing 
glucose from the blood after a high carbohydrate meal. Liver glycogenesis contributes but 
is less imponant than glycogen synthesis in muscle. 

Exercise mobilizes muscle glycogen for formation of ATP. Red muscle fibers have a 
rich blood flow, contain a large amount of myoglobin , and are packed with mitochondria. 
Glycogen mobilized within these cells is convened into pyruvate, which is then convened 
into CO 2 and H20 by the TCA cycle. White muscle fibers contain less myoglobin and 
fewer mitochondria. Glycogenolysis within these cells only supplies substrate for glycolysis, 
with the end product being mostly lactate. White muscle fibers have greater capacity for 
glycogenolysis and glycolysis but can only function at full capacity for short periods of time. 
Breast and leg muscle of chicken are good examples of white and red muscles, respectively. 
Breast muscle of chicken is not continuously carrying out work, but enables the chicken 
to fly rapidly for short distances, as in fleeing from predators (or amorous roosters). It is 
designed for maximal activity over shon periods. Most skeletal muscles of the human body 
are a mixture of red and white fibers, which provide for both rapid and sustained capac
ity for contraction . The distribution of white and red muscle fibers in cross sections of a 
human skeletal muscle is demonstrated by a special staining procedure in Figure 15.48. 

Glycogen Phosphorylase Initiates Glycogenolysis 

Glycogen phosphorylase catalyzes phosphorolysis of glycogen, a reaction in which Pi is 
used to cleave a-1,4-glycosidic linkages to yield glucose I-phosphate. This reaction always 
occurs at terminal, nonreducing ends of a glycogen molecule: 

Q-o-5-o HP?( 5-0PO,'" + 5-o 
Glycogen (partial structure) a-o-Glucose 1-phosphate Glycogen , _ , 

This reaction is different from that of a-amylase , which uses water rather than inor
ganic phosphate (PJ to cleave a-1,4-glycosidic bonds of glycogen and starch in the gut 
(p. 1050). Although a molecule of glycogen may contain up to 100,000 glucose residues, it 
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is most convenient to abbreviate its srrucrure as simply (glucose)nwbere n is the number of 
glucosyl residues in the molecule. The reaction can then be written as 

(Glucose),. + P ;2-~ (glucose) n-l + a-o-glucose l-phosphate 2
-

The next step in glycogenolysis is catalyzed by phosphoglucomutase . 

Glucose I-pho sphate~ glucose 6-phosphate 

This is a near-equilibrium reaction used in both glycogen degradation and synthesis. 
The next enzyme depend s on the tissue (Figure 15.49 ). In liver, glucose 6-phosphate 

is hydrolyzed by glucose 6-phosphatase to &ee glucose. 

Glucose 6-phosphate 2 - + H2O ~ glucose + P;2-

Lack of either this enzyme or of the transporter for the translocation of G6P into the 
endoplasmic reticulum (see Figure 15.35, p. 623) resultS in type I glycogen storage disease 
(Clin. Corr. 15.11). 

As a result of the action of glucose 6-phosphatase, the overall balanced equation for 
glycogenolysis in the liver adds up to be simply glycogen hydrolysis. 

(Glucose)n + H20 ~ (glucose)n.J + glucose 

Note that ATP is neither used nor produced in the process . 
In peripheral tissues the G6P undergoes glycolysis, leading primarily to lactate in white 

muscle fibers and primarily to CO 2 in red muscle fibers (Figure 15.49). Since no ATP had 
to be invested in white muscle fibers to produce G6P from glycogen , the overall equation 
for glycogenolysis followed by glycolysis is 

(Glucose),,+ 3 ADP 3- + 3 P;2- + H+ ~ (glucose),,.1 + 2 lactate
+ 3ATP 4- + 2 H 20 

Debranching Enzyme Is Required for Glycogenotysis 

Glycogen phosphorylase is specific for a-1,4-glycosidic linkages. It stops attacking a-1 ,4-
glucosidic linkages four glucosyl residues from an a-1 ,6-branch point . A glycogen molecule that 
has been degraded to the limit by phosphorylase because of the branches is called phosphor
ylase limit dextrin. The action of the debranching enzyme allows phosphoryiase to continue 
to degrade glycogen. Debranching enzyme is a bifunctional enzyme that catalyzes two reac
tions necessary for debranching of glycogen. The fusr is a 4-a-o-glucanorransferase activity that 
removes a srrand of three glucosyl residues from a four glucosyl residue branch of the glycogen 
molecule, leaving a single glucosyl residue in a-1,6-linkage (Figure 15.50). The three glucosyl 
residue Strand remains covalently attached to the enzyme until transferred to a free 4-hydroxyl 
of a glucosyl residue at the end of the same or an adjacent glycogen molecule t0 produce a longer 
branch . The a-1,6-linkage of the single glucosyl residue is hydrolyzed by the second enzyme 
activity of debranching enzyme, which is ics amylo-a-1,6-glucosidase activity. 

Glycogen 

The cooperative and repetitive action of phosphorylase and debranching enzyme resultS in 
complete breakdown of glycogen to glucose I-pho sphate and glucose . Glycogen scorage 
diseases result when either of these enzymes is defective. An average molecule of glycogen 
yields about 12 molecules of glucose I-phosphate by action of phosphorylase for every 
molecule of free glucose produced by debranching enzyme . 

glyoogen 
pnosphO<yiaS8 t6) P1 

(6) Glucose ..,.__P 
1-pnosphale ,.,--

(lransterase actMty) 
""°"'ncn lng enzyme j 

dOOranchlng enzyme ~ H,o 
(glucosldase actMty) r--Glucose O 

Figure 15.60 Concerted acti on of glycogen 
phosphorylase and glycoge n debran ching 
enzyme is required for glycogenolysis. 
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Figure 15.51 Pathway of glycogenesis. 

The re is another, albeit quantitatively less imponant, pathway for glycogen degradation 
that depends on glucosidases present in lysosomes. Glycogen that enters lysosomes during 
normal turnover of intracellular component s has to be degraded. Failure to degrade glycogen 
taken up by lysosomes creates a major medical problem described in Clin . Corr. 15.11. 

Glycogenesis Requires Unique Enzymes 

The first reaction (Figure 15.51) is chat of glucokinase in liver and hexokinase in peripheral 
tissues. 

Glucose + ATP~ glucose 6-phosphate + ADP 

Phosphoglucomucase then forms glucose I-phosphate . 

Glucose 6-phosphate ~ glucose 1-phosphate 

Gluco se I-phosphate uridylyltransferase then produces UDP-glucose . 

Glucose I-phosphate+ UT P ~UDP-glucose+ PP; 

The latter reaction generates UDP-glucose , an activated glucose molecule , from which gly
cogen can be synthesized. Formation of UDP-glucose is made energetically favorable and 
irreversible by hydrolysis of pyrophosphate to inorganic phosphate by pyrophosphatase . 

PP;4- + H 20 ~ 2 P/-

Glycogen synthase then transfers the activated glucosyl moiety of UDP-glucose to the car
bon 4 of a glucosyl residue of the growing glycogen chain to form a new glycosidic bond at 
the hydroxyl group of carbon 1 of the activated sugar. The reducing end of glucose (carbon 
1, an aldehyde that can reduce other compounds during its oxidation to a carboxylic acid) 
is always added to a nonreducing end (carbon 4 of a glucosyl residue) of the glycogen chain . 
According to this, each molecule of glycogen should have one free reducing end tucked 
away within its core. In faet it does not have a free reducing end because its one poten
tially free aldehyde group is covalently linked to a protein called glycogenin within its core 
(described on p. 634). The UDP formed as a product of the glycogen synthase reaction is 
convened back to UTP by nucleoside diphosphate kinase. 

UDP + ATP~UTP + ADP 

Glycogen synthase cannot form the a-1 ,6 glycosidic linkages. Working alone, it would 
only produce amylose, a straight-chain polymer of glucose with a-I,4-glycosidic linkages. 
Once an amylose chain of at least 11 residues has been formed, a branching enzyme called 
1,4-a-glucan branching enzyme removes a block of about 7 glucosyl residues from a grow
ing chain and transfers it to another chain to produce an a-1,6 linkage (Figure I5.52) . The 
new branch has to be introduced at least four glucosyl residues from the nearest branch 
point . Thus , the creation of the highly branched structure of glycogen requires the con
certed actions of glycogen synthase and branching enzyme. The overall balanced equation 
for glycogen synthesis as outlined is 

(Glucose)n +glucose + 2 ATP4- + H20 ~ (glucose)n+ l + 2 ADP 3- + 
2 P-2- + 2 H + 

l 

As already noted , the combination of glycogenolysis and glycolysis yields three molecules 
of ATP per glucosyl residue. 

(Glucose)n + 3 ADP 3- + 3 P/ - + H + ~ (glucose)n-1 + 2 laetate - + 
3 ATP 4- + 2 H20 

Thus the combination of glycogenesis and glycogen degradation to lactate yields only one 
ATP. 

Glucose + ADP 3- + P/ - ~ 2 laetate - + ATP4- + H 20 + H + 

Recall, however, that glycogen synthesis and degradation are normally carried out at dif
ferent times in a cell. For example, wh ite muscle fibers synthesize glycogen at rest when 
glucose is plentiful and less ATP is needed for muscle contraction. Glycogen is then used 
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Glycogen Storage Diseases 

There are a number of well-characterized glycogen storage diseases, 
all due co inherited defects in enzymes involved in the degradation of 
glycogen. The liver is usually the tissue most affected, bur hearc and 
muscle glycogen metabolism can also be defective. 

Von Gierke Disease (OMIM 232200) 
The most common glycogen storage disease, referred co as cype I or 
von Gierke disease, arises from a deficiency of liver, intestinal mu
cosa, and kidney glucose 6-phosphacase. Thus, diagnosis by intesti
nal biopsy is possible. Patients with chis disease may lack the glucose 
6-phosphacase itself (type Ia) or the glucose 6-phosphace transporter 
(type lb) (see Figure 15.37, p. 625). Glucose 6-phosphacase defi
ciency occurs in about l person in 200,000 and is transmicced as an 
aucosomal recessive trait. le manifests as fasting hypoglycemia, lactic 
academia, hyperlipidernia, and hyperuricernia with gouty arthritis. The 
fasting hypoglycemia is a consequence of the glucose 6-phosphacase 
deficiency. The liver of these patients does release some glucose by 
the action of the glycogen debrancher enzyme. The lactic acidemia 
occurs because the liver cannot use lactate effectively for gluconeo
genesis and because it inappropriately produces lactic acid in response 
co glucagon. This hormone should trigger glucose release without 
lactate production; however, the opposite occurs because of the lack 
of glucose 6-phosphatase. Hyperuricemia may result from increased 
purine degradation in the liver, hyperlipidemia because of increased 
availability of lactic acid for lipogenesis, and lipid mobilization from 
the adipose tissue caused by high catecholamine levels in response 
co hypoglycemia. These manifestations can be greatly diminished by 
providing carbohydrate throughout the day co prevent hypoglycemia. 
During sleep chis can be done by infusion of carbohydrate into the 
gut by a nasogastric cube. 

Pompe Disease (OMIM 232300) 
Type II glycogen storage disease or Pompe disease is caused by the 
absence of a-1,4-glucosidase (or acid malcase) normally found in ly
sosomes. This leads co accumulation of glycogen mostly in lysosomes 
in vircually every tissue. This is somewhat surprising, bur lysosomes 
cake up glycogen granules and become defective with respect co ocher 
functions if they lack the capacity to hydrolyze the granules. Because 

ocher synthetic and degradative pathways of glycogen metabolism are 
intact, metabolic derangements such as those in von Gierke disease 
are not seen. Severe hypoconia, massive cardiomegaly, and cardiomy
opachy occur and death results from heart failure, usually in the fust 
months of life. An adult onset form of the disease causes severe muscle 
weakness, particularly of respiratory muscles (diaphragm), with death 
often resulting from respiratory insufficiency. 

Cori Disease (OMIM 232400) 
Type III glycogen storage disease or Cori disease is caused by de
ficiency of glycogen debranching enzyme. Glycogen accumulates 
because only the outer branches can be removed by phosphorylase. 
Hepatomegaly occurs, but diminishes with age. The clinical mani
festations are similar to, but much milder than , chose in von Gierke 
disease because gluconeogenesis is unaffected, and hypoglycemia and 
its complications are less severe. 

McArdle Disease (OMIM 232600) 
Type V glycogen storage disease or McArdle disease is caused by ab
sence of muscle phosphorylase. Patients suffer from painful muscle 
cramps and are unable to perform strenuous exercise, presumably be
cause muscle glycogen scores are not available to the exercising muscle. 
Thus, the normal increase in plasma lactate (released from the mus
cle) following exercise is absent . The muscles are probably damaged 
because of inadequate energy supply and glycogen accumulation. Re
lease of creatine kinase, aldolase, and myoglobin from muscle is com
mon; elevated levels of these proteins in the blood suggest a muscle 
disorder. 

Chen, Y.-T . Glycogen storage diseases. In Scriver, C. R, Beaudet, A.R, Sly, W. 
S., and Valle, D. (Eds.), The Metabolic and Molecular Bases of Inherited Disease, 8th 
ed. New York: McGraw Hill , 2001, 1521. 
Cori, G. T., and Cori, C. F. Glucose.-6-phosphacase of the liver in glycogen storage 
disease. J. Biol Chem. 199:661, 1952. 
Raben, N., Plotz, P., and Byrne, B. J. Acid aJpha-glucosidase deficiency (glyco
genosis rype Il, Pompe Disease). Curr. Mol Med. 2:145, 2002. 
Van Hoff, F. and Hers, H. G. The subgroups of rype III glycogenosis. Eur. J. 
Biochmz. 2:265, 1967. 
McArdle, B. Myopathy due co a defect in muscle glycogen breakdown. Clin. Sci. 
10:13, 1951. 

during periods of exertion. Although not a very efficient process, the sto rage of glucose in 
the form of glycogen provides cells with a fuel reserve that can be quickly mobilized. 

Special Features of Glycogenolysis and Glycogenesis 

Why Store Glucose as Glycogen? 
The fact chat glycogen is such a good fuel reserve makes it obvious why we synthesize and 
store glycogen in liver and muscle. But, why not store our excess glucose calories en tir ely as 
fat instead of glycogen? The answer is at least threefold: (1) Fatty acids cannot be released 
from fat near ly as rapidly as glucose can be released from glycogen, (2) fat cannot be used as 
a source of energy in the absence of oxygen, and (3) fat cannot be converted to glucose co 
maintain blood glucose levels required by the brain. Why not just pump glucose into cells 
and store it as free glucose until needed? Why waste ATP making a polymer out of glucose? 
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Figure 15.52 Concerted action of glycogen synthase and glycogen branching enzyme is required 
for glycogenesis. Action of glycogen-branching enzyme. 

The problem is that glucose is osmotically active. It would cost ATP to "pump" glucose 
into a cell against a concentration gradient, and irs concentration would have to reach about 
400 mM in liver cells to match the glucose reserve provided by the usual liver glycogen con
tent. Unless balanced by outward movement of some other osmotically active compound, 
accumulation of glucose would cause considerable uptake of water with osmotic lysis of 
the cell. Assuming the mass of a glycogen molecule is about 107 Da, 400 mM glucose is in 
effect srored at a glycogen concentration of only 0.01 µ,M. Storage of glucose as glycogen, 
therefore, creates no osmotic pressure problem for the cell. 

Glycogenin Is Required as a Primer for Glycogen Synthesis 
As in DNA synthesis, a primer is needed for glycogen synthesis. No template, however, is 
required. Glycogen irselfis the usual primer, since glycogen synthesis adds glucosyl units ro gly
cogen core molecules, which are almost invariably present in cells. The outer regions of glycogen 
molecules are removed and resynthesized more rapidly than the inner core. Glycogen within a 
cell is frequently sheared by the combined actions of glycogen phosphorylase and debranching 
enzyme but is seldom obliterated before one ears again and glycogen synthase and branching 
enzyme rebuild the molecule. This begs the question why glycogen is a branched molecule with 
only one real beginning (the original starting glucose residue) and many branches terminating 
in nonreducing glucosyl unirs. The answer is that this gives numerous sites of attack for gly
cogen phosphorylase on a mature glycogen molecule and the same number of sites to serve as 
primers for the addition of glucosyl units by glycogen synthase. If cells synthesized a amylose, 
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an unbranched glucose polymer, there would only be one nonreducing end per molecule. This 
would make glycogen degradation and synthesis much slower. As it is, glycogen phosphorylase 
and glycogen synthase occur in tight association with glycogen granules and have ready access 
t0 a multitude of nonreducing sugars at the ends of the branches. This is not the case in la.fora 
disease, a juvenile-onset myoclonus epilepsy characterized by neuronal accumulation of insolu
ble poorly branched glycogen deposits called la.fora bodies (A Closer Look 15. 7) 

A primer is needed for glycogen synthesis because glycogen synthase cannot initiate glyco
gen synthesis with a single glucose molecule as the accepror of an activated glucosyl residue from 
UDP-glucose. Glycogen synthase has a very low Km for large glycogen molecules, and therefore 
readily adds glucosyl residues to make even larger glycogen molecules. However, the K,n gets 
larger and larger as the glycogen molecule gets smaller and smaller so that glucose, at its physio
logical concentration, cannot function as a primer. This led for some time to the notion that 
glycogen might be immortal; that is, some glycogen might have to be handed down from one 
cell generation t0 the next in order for glycogen to be synthesized. However, a polypeptide of 
332 amino acids called glycogenin serves as a primer for glycogen synthesis. Glycogenin is a self
glucosylacing enzyme that uses UDP-glucose to link glucose to one of its own tyrosine residues 
(Figure 15.53). Glycogenin forms a chain of glucosyl residues on itself by catalyzing the addi
tion of seven more glucosyl residues with a.-1,4 linkages. Glycosylated glycogenin then serves as 
a primer for synthesis of glycogen by glycogen synthase. Alas, glycogen is not immortal. 

Glycogen Limits Its Own Synthesis 
If glycogen synthase becomes more efficient as the glycogen molecule gets bigger, how is syn
thesis of this ball of sugar curtailed? Adipocytes have an almost unlimited capacity to pack 
away fat, but then adipocytes have nothing else to do. Muscle cells participate in mechanical 
activity and liver cells carry out many processes other than glycogen synthesis. Even in the 
face of excess glucose, there has to be a way to limit the intracellular accumulation of glyco
gen. Glycogen itself inhibits glycogen synthase by a mechanism discussed later. 

Glycogen Synthesis and Degradation Are Highly Regulated 

Glycogen synthase and glycogen phosphorylase are the regulatory enzymes of glycogen 
synthesis and degradation, respectively. Both catalyze nonequilibrium reactions, and both 
are subject to control by allosteric effectors and covalent modification. 

Regulation of Glycogen Phosphorylase 
Glycogen phosphorylase is activated by AMP and inhibited by glucose and ATP (Figure 15.54). 
Control by these allosteric effectors is integrated with a very elaborate control by covalent 
modification. Phosphorylase exists in an active a form and an inactive b form. These forms are 
interconverted by phosphorylase kinase and phosphoprotein phosphatase. A conformational 
change caused by phosphorylation creates a more active catalytic state. Nonphosphorylated 
phosphorylase, that is the b form, has low activity but is greatly stimulated by AMP. This 
effector has little activating effect on the already active phosphorylase a. Thus, regulation by 
covalent modification can be bypassed by an AMP-mediated mechanism. 

Phosphorylase kinase phosphorylates and activates phosphorylase (Figure 15.54) and 
is itself subject to regulation by phosphorylation-dephosphorylation. Protein kinase A 
phosphorylates and activates phosphorylase kinase; phosphoprotein phosphatase dephos
phorylates and inactivates it. Phosphorylase kinase is a complex (1.3 million Da) composed 
of four different subunits with four copies of each subunit in the complex (a.J34'y484). 

Catalytic activity resides in the -y-subunit; a-, {3-, and 8-subunits exert regulatory control. 
The a- and /3-subunits are phosphorylated in the transition from the inactive b form to the 
active a form. Protein kinase A can only exert an effect on phosphorylase via phosphoryla
tion and activation of phosphorylase kinase. Thus , a bicyclic system is required for activa
tion of phosphorylase in response to cAMP-mediated signals. 

The 8-subunit is the ea 2+ -binding regulatory protein calmodulin (p. 493). It is present 
in cells in its free form and bound tightly in enzyme complexes. It functions as a Ca2+ receptor 
in cells, responding to changes in intracellular Ca2+ concentration and affecting the activ
ity of several enzyme systems. Binding of Ca2+ to calmodulin makes phosphorylase kinase 
more active. As shown in Figure 15.55, p. 637, Ca2+ is an activator of both phosphorylase 

Phosphorylated Glycogen 
and Lafora Disease 

Lafora disease is due co a gene defect in 
laforin, a phosphatase chat removes phos
phate residues from phosphorylaced glyco
gen. Surprisingly, prior co studies on the 
mechanism responsible for Lafora disease ic 
was not appreciated chat glycogen is phos
phorylated. How chis occurs and whether 
it serves a purpose is still not known. 
Glycogen isolated from mice with Lafora 
disease is less branched but more heavily 
phosphorylated than glycogen isolated 
from wild type mice. This suggescs that the 
presence of phosphate groups on glycogen 
promotes the formation of Lafora bodies 
by inhibiting the branching enzyme. 

Tagliabracci, V. S., Turnbill, J., Wang, W. , Gir
ard, J.-M., ec al. Laforin is a glycogen phosphacase, 
deficiency of which leads ro elevated phosphoryla
tion of glycogen in vivo. Proc. Natl Acad. Sci. USA 
104:19262, 2007. 
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Figure 15.53 Glycog enin provides a prim er for 
glycogen synthesis by glycogen synth ase. 
Tyr designates a tyrosine residue of glycogen.in. 
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Figure 15.54 Regulation of glycogen 
phosphorylase by covalent modification and 
allosteric effectors .. Phosphorylacioa converts 
glycogen phosphorylase and phosphorylase kinase 
from their iaaccive b forms to their accive a forms. 
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kinase a and phosphorylase kinase b. Maximum activation of phosphorylase kinase requires 
phosphorylation of specific serine residues plus interaction of Ca2+ with calmodulin. This is 
one way by which Ca2+ functions as a second messenger of hormone action. 

Activation of phosphorylase kinase by phosphorylation and ea2+ has a substantial effect 
on the activiry of glycogen phosphorylase. It is obvious, however, that inhibiting the phospho
protein phospharase that modulates both phosphorylase kinase and glycogen phosphorylase 
could achieve the same effect. Ultimate control of glycogen phosphorylase therefore involves 
reciprocal regulation of phosphoprotein phosphatase and phosphorylase kinase activities. Regu
lation of phosphoprotein phosphatase aaivity involves cAMP. Hormones that increase cAMP 
levels, such as glucagon and epinephrine, promote activation of glycogen phosphorylase by 
signaling activation of phosphorylase kinase and inactivation of phosphoprotein phosphatase. 
Insulin, though a kinase-mediated signal cascade, has the opposite effect on phosphorylase by 
promoting activation of phosphoprotein phospharase activity. 

Glycogen Phosphorylase Is Regulated by a Cascade That Greatly Amplifies 
a Small Signal into a Very Large Effect 
The bicyclic control system for phosphorylation of glycogen phosphorylase amplifies 
enormously a very small initial signal. Activation of adenylate cyclase by one molecule of 
epinephrine causes formation of many molecules of cAMP. Each cAMP molecule activates 
a protein kinase A molecule, which in turn phosphorylates many molecules of phosphory
lase kinase, which are activated, as well as many molecules of phosphoprotein phosphatase, 
which are inactivated. In turn phosphorylase kinase phosphorylates many molecules of 
glycogen phosphorylase, which in turn catalyz,es phosphorolysis of many glycosidic bonds 
of glycogen. This is therefore an amplification system in which the signal provided by a 
few molecules of hormone is amplified into an enormous number of glucose I-phosphate 
molecules. If each step represents an amplification factor of 100, then four steps would 
result in an amplification of 100 million! This system is so rapid that all of the stored gly
cogen of white muscle fibers could be converted to glucose 6-phosphate within seconds. 

Regulation of Glycogen Synthase 
Glycogen synthase has to be active for glycogenesis and inactive for glycogenolysis. The com
bination of the reactions of glycogen synthase, glycogen phosphorylase, glucose I-phosphate 
uridylyltransferase, and nucleoside diphosphate kinase adds up to a futile cycle with the 
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overall equation ATP + H 20 ~ ADP + P;. Hence , glycogen synthase needs to be inhibited 
when glycogen phosphorylase is acrive, and vice versa. 

Whether G6P activates glycogen synthase depends on its phosphorylation state (Figure 
15.55). Glycogen synthase exists in a phosphorylated "D" form that is dependent on the 
presence of G6P for activiry and a nonphosphorylated "I" form which is independent of 
G6P. The D form corresponds to the b, or inactive, form of the enzyme , the I form to the 
a, or acrive, form of the enzyme. Phosphorylation of glycogen synthase is catalyzed by sev
eral protein kinases, which in turn are regulated by second messengers of hormone action , 
including cAMP, Ca2+, diacylglycerol, and probably others yet to be identified . Each pro
tein kinase identified in Figure 15.55 can phosphorylate and contribute to inactivation of 
glycogen synthase. Glycogen synthase is a homotetramer {o:4 ) of mass 85 kDa that can be 
phosphorylated on at least nine different serine residues. Eleven protein kinases have been 
identified that can phosphorylate glycogen synthase . This is in striking contrast to glycogen 
phosphorylase , which is regulated by phosphorylation at one site by one specific kinase. 

CyclicAMP induces opposite effecrs on the activities of glycogen synthase (Figure 15.55) 
and glycogen phosphorylase (Figure 15.54). An increase in cAMP signals activation of gly
cogen phosphorylase and inactivation of glycogen synthase via activation of protein kinase A 
and inhibition of phosphoprotein phosphatase. Ca2+ likewise influences the phosphorylation 
stares of both enzymes and reciprocally regulates their activity by its effects on phosphorylase 
kinase. Two cAMP-independent, ea2+ -acrivated protein kinases have been identified that 
may have physiological significance. One is a calmodulin-dependent protein kinase and the 
other a Ca2+- and phospholipid-dependent protein kinase (protein kinase C). Both phos
phorylate glycogen synthase, but neither can phosphorylate glycogen phosphorylase. Protein 
kinase C requires phospholipid , diacylglycerol, and Ca2+ for full activity. It is of considerable 
interest because tumor-promoting agents called phorbol esters mimic diacylglycerol as activa
tors of its activity. Diacylglycerol is a second messenger of hormone action, acting via protein 
kinase C to regulate numerous cellular processes. 

Figure 15.55 Regulation of glycogen 
synthase by covalent modification . 
Phosphorylation convercs glycogen 
synthase from its active a form co its 
inactive b form. 
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Figure 15.56 Mechanism for regulation of 
a phosphatase that binds to glycogen. The 
glycogen binding subunit G binds directly co 
glycogen; the phosphoprotein phosphatase 
catalytic subunit C binds to glycogen by the G 
subunit; and the phosphorylaced inhibitor 1 (I-1) 
binds che free catalytic subunit. Protein kinase A 
inactivates the phosphatase by phosphorylating G 
subunit and I-1. Insulin signals activation of che 
phosphatase by promoting dephosphorylacion of 
the G subunit and 1-1 (not shown). 

Glycogen synthase is also phosphorylated by glycogen synthase kinase-3, casein kinase 
I, and casein kinase II. These kinases are not subject co regulation by cAMP or Ca2+ but 
special regulatory mechanisms exist for chem. An insulin-signaling cascade results in activa
tion of protein kinase B, which inactivates glycogen synthase kinase-3 by phosphorylation, 
an action chat allows activation of glycogen synthase co occur via dephosphorylation by 
phosphoprotein phosphatase. 

The phosphoprotein phosphatase that convens glycogen synthase b to the a form (Figure 
15.55) is regulated in a manner analogous co that of glycogen phosphorylase (Figure l 5.54). 
Cyclic AMP promotes inactivation whereas insulin promotes activation of glycogen synthase 
through opposite effecrs upon phosphoprotein phosphatase activity. 

In general, phosphoprotein phosphatases are present as catalytic subunirs associated with 
regulatory subunirs chat control their activity, determine which substrate(s) can be dephosphor
ylated, and target association with specific srructures within a cell. A regulatory protein impor
tant for glycogen metabolism is the G subunit or glycogen-binding protein. G subunit binds 
both glycogen and a phosphatase catalytic subunit (Figure 15.56) making the phosphatase 10 
times more active toward glycogen synthase and glycogen phosphorylase. However, phosphor
ylation of G subunit by protein kinase A releases the phosphatase catalytic subunit, which is 
then less active. Interaction of the free catalytic subunit with yet another regulatory protein 
(called inhibitor 1) further inhibirs phosphatase activity. Effective inhibition of the residual 
phosphatase activity requires phosphorylation of inhibicor 1 by protein kinase A, thereby cre
ating yet another link co hormones chat increase cAMP levels. Insulin has effecrs opposite to 
chose of cAMP; chat is, it promotes activation of the catalytic subunit of the phosphatase. 

Effector Control of Glycogen Metabolism 

Certain muscles mobilize their glycogen scores rapidly in response to anaerobic conditions 
without marked conversion of phosphorylase b to the a form or glycogen synthase a to the 
b form. Presumably this is accomplished by effector control in which ATP levels decrease, 
causing less inhibition of phosphorylase; glucose 6-phosphate levels decrease, causing less 
activation of glycogen synthase; and AMP levels increase, causing activation of phosphorylase. 
This enables muscle to keep working, for at least a short period, by using ATP produced by 
glycolysis of glucose 6-phosphate derived from glycogen. 
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Proof that effector control can operate has also been obtained from a strain of mice 
deficient in muscle phosphorylase kinase. Phosphorylase b in muscle of such mice cannot 
be converted into phosphorylase a. Nevertheless, heavy exercise results in depletion of mus
cle glycogen because of stimulation of phosphorylase b by AMP . 

Negative Feedback Control of Glycogen Synthesis by Glycogen 
Glycogen exens feedback control over its own formation . The portion of glycogen syn
thase in the active a form decreases as glycogen accumulates in a tissue. The mechanism 
is not well understood , but glycogen may make the a form a better substrate for a protein 
kinase or, alternatively, glycogen may inhibit dephosphorylacion of glycogen synthase b by 
phosphoprotein phosphatase . Either mechanism would account for the shift in the steady 
state in favor of glycogen synthase b that occurs in response to glycogen accumulation . 

Phosphorylase a Is a "Glucose Receptor " in Liver 

A carbohydrate-rich meal increases blood and liver glucose, which increases glycogen syn
thesis in liver tissue. The mechanism involves glucose stimulation of insulin release from 
the pancreas and its effects on hepatic glycogen phosphorylase and glycogen synthase. 
However , hormone-independent mechanisms also appear to be important in liver (Figure 
15.57). Direct inhibition of phosphorylase a by glucose is probably of importance. Bind
ing of glucose to phosphorylase makes the a form of phosphorylase a better substrate for 
dephosphorylation by phosphoprotein phosphatase. Therefore, phosphorylase a in liver 
functions as an intracellular glucose receptor. Binding of glucose to phosphorylase a pro
motes its inactivation, thereby inhibiting glycogenolysis. This negative-feedback control of 
glycogenolysis by glucose would not necessarily promote glycogen synthesis. However, 
phosphorylase a inhibits dephosphorylation of glycogen synthase b by phosphoprotein 
phosphatase. This inhibition is lost once phosphorylase a has been converted to the b form 
(Figure 15.57). In other words, phosphoprotein phosphatase can turn its attention to gly
cogen synthase b only after dephosphorylat ion of phosphorylase a. Thus , as a result of 
interaction of glucose with phosphorylase a, glycogen is synthesized rather than degraded 
in liver. Phosphorylase a can serve this function of "glucose receptor" in liver because the 
concentration of glucose in liver reflects that in blood. This is not true for extrahepatic tis
sues. Liver cells have a very high-capacity transporter for glucose (GLUT2) and a high S0.5 
enzyme for glucose phosphorylation (glucokinase) whereas in extrahepatic tissues glucose 
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transport and phosphorylation systems maintain intracellular glucose at a concentration 
too low for phosphorylase a to function as a "glucose receptor." 

Hormonal and Neural Control of Glycogen Synthesis and 
Degradation 

Glucagon and Epinephrine Stimulate Glycogenolys is in Liver 
Glucagon is released from a cells of pancreas in response to low blood glucose levels. 
Under such conditions, for example, during fasting, glucagon stimulates glycogenolysis so 
as co ensure that adequate blood glucose is available for glucose-dependent tissues (Figure 
15.58). Binding of glucagon to ics recepcors on liver cells activates adenylate cyclase and 
triggers the cascades that activate glycogen phosphorylase and inactivate glycogen syn
thase (see Figures 15.54 and 15.55, respectively). It also inhibits glycolysis at the level of 
6-phosphofructo-1-kinase and pyruvate kinase as shown in Figures 15.25, p. 616, and 
15.28, p. 619 , respectively. The net result of all these effects mediated by cAMP and cova
lent modification is a very rapid increase in normal blood glucose levels. Hypergly-cemia 
does not occur because less glucagon is released from the pancreas as blood glucose levels 
increase. 

Epinephrine is released into blood from chromaffm cells of the adrenal medulla in 
response to stress. This "fright , flight or fight" hormone prepares the body for either com
bat or escape. Binding of epinephrine with /3-adrenergic receptors on liver cells activates 
adenylate cyclase (Figure 15.58) and cAMP has the same effects as glucagon, that is, acti
vation of glycogenolysis and inhibit ion of glycogenesis and glycolysis to maximize the 
release of glucose. Binding of epinephrine to a-adrenergic receptors on liver cells signals 
formation ofinositol 1,4,5-trisphosphate (IP3) and diacylglycerol (Figure 15.59). These are 
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second messengers, produced by the action of a phospholipase C on phosphatidylinositol 
4,5-bisphosphate of the plasma membrane (Figure 15.60). IP3 stimulates che release of 
Ca2+ from the endoplasmic reticulum, which activates phosphorylase kinase which in turn 
activates glycogen phosphorylase (see Figure 15.54, p. 636). In addition, Ca2+ -mediated 
activation of phosphorylase kinase and calmodulin-dependent protein kinase as well as 
diacylglycerol-mediated activation of protein kinase C may all contribute to inactivation of 
glycogen synthase (see Figure 15.55, p. 637). 

An increased rate of glucose release into blood is a major consequence of epinephrine 
action on the liver. Thi s makes glucose available to tissues that are called on to meet the 
challenge of the stressful situation that triggered the release of epinephrine from the adrenal 
medulla. 

Epinephrine Stimulates Glycogenolysis in Heart and Skeletal Muscle 
Epinephrine also stimulates glycogenolysis in heart and skeletal muscle (Figure 15.61). 
It binds t0 /3-adrenergic receptors, which stimulates adenylate cyclase to p roduce cAMP 
which activates glycogen phosphorylase and inact ivates glycogen synthase. Since these tis
sues lack glucose 6-phosphatase , this leads to stimulation of glycolysis rather than release 
of glucose into the blood. Thus, the effect of epinephrine in heart and skeletal muscle is 
to make more glucose 6-phosphate available for glycolysis. ATP generated by glycolysis 
can then meet the need for energy imposed on these muscles by the st ress that triggered 
epinephrine release. 

Neural Control of Glycogenolysis in Skeletal Muscle 
Nervous excitation of muscle activity is mediated by changes in intracellular Ca2+ concen
tration (Figure 15.62). A nerve impul se causes membrane depolarization, which causes Ca2+ 
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Figure 15.62 c a2•mediat es the stimulation 
of glycogenolysis in muscle by nervous 
excitation. 
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release from the sarcoplasmic reticulum into the sarcoplasm of muscle cells. This triggers 
muscle contraction , whereas reaccumulation of ea2+ by the sarcoplasmic reticulum causes 
relaxation. The change in Ca2+ concentration also activates phosphorylase kinase and gly
cogen phosphorylase and perhaps inactivates glycogen synthase. Thus, more glycogen is 
converted to glucose 6-phosphate so that more ATP is produced to meet the greater energy 
demand of muscle contraction . 

Insulin Stimulate s Glycogenesis in Muscle and Liver 
An increase in blood glucose signals release of insulin from {3 cells of the pancreas . Insulin 
recept0rs on the plasma membranes of insulin-responsive cells respond to insulin binding 
through a signaling cascade that promotes glucose use (Figures 15.63 and 15.64) . The pan
creas responds to a decrease in blood glucose with less release of insulin and more release 
of glucagon. These hormones have opposite effecrs on glucose utilization by liver, thereby 
establishing the pancreas as a fine-tuning device that prevents dangerous fluctuations in 
blood glucose levels. 

Insulin increases glucose utilization in part by promoting glycogenesis and inhibiting 
glycogenolysis in muscle and liver. Insulin stimulation of glucose transport is essential for 
these effects in muscle but not liver. Hepatocytes have a high-capacity, insulin-insensi
tive glucose transporter (GLUT2), whereas skeletal muscle cells and adipocyres have an 
insulin-sensitive glucose transporter (GLUT4) (p. 489). Insulin increases the number of 
glucose transporter 4 proteins associated with the plasma membrane by promoting their 
translocation from an intracellular pool (see Figure 15.5, p . 595). Insulin promotes glyco
gen accumulation in both tissues by activating glycogen synthase and inhibiting glycogen 
phosphorylase. 
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receptor to promote glycogenesis in muscle. 
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Questions • CAROL N . ANGSTADT 

Multiple-Choice Questions 

1. Glucokinase 
A. has a So.5 greater than the normal blood glucose concentration. 
B. is found in muscle. 
C. is inhibited by glucose 6-phosphate. 
D. is also known as the GLUT-2 protein . 
E. has glucose 6-phosph.acase activity as well as kinase activity. 

2. 6-Phosphofrucco-l -kinase activity can be decreased by all of the fol
lowing except 
A. ATP at high concentrations. 
B. citrate. 
C. AMP. 
D. lowp H. 
E. decreased concentration of fructose 2,6-bisphosphace. 
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6-phosphofrucco-2-kinase 
cyclic AMP 
glucagon 
covalent modification 
protein kinase A 
epinephrine 
gluconeogenesis 
Cori cycle 
glycogenolysis 
kecogenic amino acids 
pyruvate carboxylase 
phosphoenolpyruvace 

carboxykinase 
glucogenic amino acids 

3. In the Cori cycle, 

fatty acid oxidation 
glycogenesis 
glycogen branching enzyme 
glycogen phosphorylase 
glycogen debranching errqme 
glycogen storage diseases 
glycogen syn chase 
glycogenin 
phosphotylase kinase 
phosphotylation-dephosphotyla-

tion 

A. only tissues with aerobic metabolism (i.e., mitochondria and 0 2) 

are involved .. 
B. a three-carbon compound arising from glycolysis is convened co 

glucose at the expense of energy from faery acid oxidation. 
C. glucose is converted co pyruvace in anaerobic tissues, and this 

pyruvace returns co the liver, where it is converted co glucose. 
D. the same amount of ATP is used in the liver to synthesize glucose 

as is released during glycolysis, leading co no net effect on who le 
body energy balance. 

E. nitrogen from alanine must be converted co urea , increasing che 
amount of energy required co drive the process. 

4. When blood glucagon rises, which of the following hepatic enzyme 
activities falls? 
A. Adenyl cyclase 
B. Protein kinase 
C. 6-Phosphofrucco-2-kinase 
D. Fructose 1,6-bisphosphacase 
E. Hexokinase 
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5. Glucose 6-phospharase, which is deficient in Von Gierke disease, is 
necessary for the production of blood glucose from 
A. liver glycogen. 
B. fructose. 
C. amino acid carbon chains. 
D. laccose. 
E. all of the above. 

6. UDP-glucose 
A. is formed by the reaction berween UTP and glucose. 
B. is an intermediace in both the synthesis of glycogen and ics degra-

dation. 
C. formation is irreversible because ic generaces pyrophosphace. 
D. adds glucose unics co the preexisting glycogen in a-1,6 linkages. 
E. is the substrate for branching enzyme. 

Questions 7 and 8: Alcohol intoxication can lead co hypoglycemia 
especially if the alcohol is consumed by an undernourished individual 
or after screnuous exercise. In both cases the hypoglycemia resulcs from 
the inhibitory effeccs of alcohol on hepatic gluconeogenesis and occurs 
under circumstances ofhepacic glycogen depletion. Alcohol pocenciaces 
the hypoglycemic effect of insulin so diabetics who have self-administe red 
insulin and then consumed alcohol are at increased risk. 

7. Alcohol metabolism produces large amounts ofNAOH which inhibit 
gluconeogenesis by 
A. shifting the pyruvace-laccace equilibrium coward lactate. 
B. favoring the production of oxaloacecace from malace. 
C. preventing the movement of phosphoenolpyruvace from the 

mitochondria co the cycosol. 
D. inhibiting the electron transport chain. 
E. inhibiting the malate--asparcace shuttle. 

8 . Insulin promotes hypoglycemia by a variety of mechanisms including 
all of the following except 
A. inactivating a transcription factor for genes of key gluconeogenic 

enzymes. 
B. inhibiting lipolysis in adipose tissue, thus decreasing the energy 

supply for gluconeogenesis in the liver. 
C. decreasing levels of cAMP. 
D. increasing activation of phosphoprocein phosphatase. 
E. increasing the activity of cAMP-response element binding protein 

(CREB) and its binding co the cAMP-response element (CRE). 

Questions 9 and I 0: Malignant hyperthermia is a genetic abnormality in 
which exposure to certain agents, especially the widely used general anes
thetic halochane, produces a dramatic rise in body cemperacure, acidosis, 
hyperkalemia, and muscle rigidity. Death is rapid if the condition is un
created and may occur che first time a susceptible person is anaesthetized . 

The defect causes an inappropriate release of Ca2+ from the sarcoplasmic 
reticulum of muscle. Many heat-producing processes are stimu laced in 
an uncontro lled fashion by the release of Ca2+, including glycolysis and 
glycogenolysis. 

9. Cai+ increases glycogenolysis by 
A. activating phosphorylase kinase b, even in the absence of cAMP. 
B. binding to phosphorylase b. 
C. accivacing phosphoprocein phosphatase . 
D. inhibiting phosphoprotein phospharase. 
E. protecting cAMP from degradation . 

10. Phosphorylation-dephosphorylation and allosteric activation of 
enzymes play roles in stimulating glycogen degradation. All of the 
following result in enzyme activation except 
A. phosphorylation of phosphorylase kinase . 
B. binding of AMP co phosphorylase b. 
C. phosphorylation of phosphorylase . 
D. phosphorylation of protein kinase A. 
E. dephosp horylacion of glycogen synthase. 

Questions 11 and 12: Patients with hereditary fructose intolerance are de
ficient in the liver form of the enzyme aldolase. Consumption of fructose 
leads co a depletion of ATP and P; in the liver, which, in rum, leads co 
cell damage. Much of the cell damage can be attributed co the inabiliry to 

maintain normal ion gradiencs by ATP-dependent pumps. 

11. The first seep in liver's metabolism offrucrose is 
A. isomeri:t.ation co glucose. 
B. phosphorylation co fructose 1,6-bisphosph ate by ATP. 
C. phosphorylation co fructose I-phosphate by ATP. 
D. phosphorylation co fructose 6-phosphace by ATP. 
E. cleavage by aldolase. 

12. The produces initially produced by aldolase action on the substrate 
formed from fructose are 
A. two molecules of dihydroxyacecone phosphate. 
B. two molecules of glyceraldehyde 3-phosphace. 
C. two molecules oflaccace. 
D. dihydroxyacecone phosphate and glyceraldehyde 3-phosphace. 
E. dihydroxyacecone phosphate and glyceraldehyde. 

Problems 

13. If a cell is forced to metabo lize glucose anaerobically, how much 
faster would glycolysis have co proceed co generate che same amounc 
of ATP as it would gee if it metabolized glucose aerobically? 

14. The alanine cycle requires more ATP per glucose molecule formed 
than does the Cori cycle. Why is chis? 
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Answers 

1. A Blood glucose is - 5 mM. S05 of glucokinase is - 7 mM. 8: 
Glucokinase is hepatic, and unlike the muscle hexokinase, it is nor 
inhibited by glucose 6-phosphate. 

2. C AMP is an allosreric regulacor char relieves inhibition by ATP. B 
and D are probably important physiological regulators in muscle, and 
E is critical in liver. 

3. B The liver derives the energy required for gluconeogenesis from 
aerobic oxidation of fatty acids. A The liver is an essential organ in 
the Cori cycle; it is aerobic. C: In anaerobic tissues the end produce 
of glycolysis is laccace; in aerobic tissues it is pyruvace, bur there the 
pyruvace would likely be oxidized aerobically. D: Gluconeogenesis 
requires six ATP per glucose synthesized; glycolysis yields two ATP 
per glucose metabolized. E: Alanine is nor part of the Cori cycle. 

4. C As blood glucagon rises, A is activated, producing cAMP; cAMP 
activates B, and B inactivates C. Low levels of fructose 2,6-bisphos
phace increase the acciviry ofD. E is nor an important hepatic enzyme; 
its role is filled in liver by glucokinase. 

5. E To get into the blood, glucose must be free, nor phosphorylaced . 
A: Glycogen is degraded to glucose I-phosphate , which is converted 
co glucose 6-phosphare. B: Fructose is metabolized to dihydroxyac
econe phosphate, which can either continue through glycolysis or 
reverse to glucose 6-phosphare, depending on the scare of the cell. 
C and D: Amino acid carbon chains and lactate are substrates for 
gluconeogenesis. 

6. C The hydrolysis of the pyrophosphate co inorganic phosphate 
makes the reaction irreversible. A: Glucose 1-phosphace reacts with 
UTP. B: It is an intermediate in synthesis but not degradation . D: It 
is added only in an a- 1,4 linkage. E: Branching enzyme removes a 
chain of glucosyl units from the end of a long branch and moves it to 
another place. 

7. A Lactate must be converted to pyruvare ro start gluconeogenesis. 
B: NADH shifts oxaloacecate to malate. C and D: The NADH is nor 
in the mitochondria. E: NADH reducing equivalents can be moved 
inro the mitochondria by the shurt!e bur the large amounts generated 
by alcoho l metabolism overwhelm the capacity of the shurt!e and 
mitochondrial oxidation. 

8. E CREB is activated by phosphorylation (and would lead to increased 
gluconeogenic enzymes) bur insulin promotes dephosphorylation. 
A:. This is true. 8: Gluconeogenesis is dependent on a supply of fatty 

acids ro liver to provide energy. C: This occurs by activating cAMP 
phosphodiesterase. D: This promotes dephosphorylation of key 
enzymes, for example, increasing glycogen synthesis and decreasing 
glycogenolysis. 

9. A The -y-subunic of phosphorylase kinase is a calmodulin-type 
protein. Both a and b forms of the enzyme are activated by Ca2+. 
B and E: These do not happen. C and D: Ca2+ does nor affect the 
phosphatase. 

10. D Protein kinase A catalyzes phosphorylations but is activated by 
binding cAMP. A and C: Both of these enzymes are phosphorylaced 
in their a forms . B: Phosphorylase B is allosterically activated by 
binding AMP. E: The a form of the synthase is the nonphosphory
laced form. 

11. C The ADP formed is converted co ATP at the expense of Pi, In
ability to further metabolize fructose I-phosphate results in depletion 
of P;. A This does nor happen. 8: This would require two phospho
rylations. D: This does nor happen in liver. E: The fructose muse be 
phosphorylated first. 

12. E Glyceraldehyde can be converted to glyceraldehyde 3-phosphace so 
both products feed into the glycolytic pathway or gluconeogenesis . 

13. Anaerobically there is a net of two moles of ATP/mo! glucose. 
Aerobically the same net of2 ATP is obtained plus 2 NADH because 
pyruvace is the product . Let us assume the cell uses the malate-aspar
cace shurt!e where each NADH yields 2.5 ATP. Therefore, there is a 
net of 7 mo les ATP/ mo ! glucose. Each pyruvate is converted co Ac
CoA and the AcCoA is oxidized by the tricarboxylic acid cycle. Each 
mo! of pyruvate then yields 12.5 moles ATP, or 25 moles ATP for 
the two pyruvates. This gives a total of 32 moles ATP/mo! glucose 
aerobically. (See Chapter 14.) Therefore , glycolysis must proceed 
16 times as rapidly under anaerobic conditions to generate the same 
amount of ATP as occurs aerobically. 

14. Both cycles require the same amount of ATP to convert pyruvate 
ro glucose (lactate to pyruvace and alanine to pyruvace). In the 
alanine cycle, the NADH produced is nor used co reduce pyruvare 
to lactate and could be oxidized by the electron transport system co 
produce energy. But the alanine cycle presents che liver with amino 
nitrogen chat must be disposed of as urea . This requires four ATP 
per urea molecule produced , and this ATP is not required in the 
Cori cycle. 
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Glucose phosphorylation mediated by hexokin ases yields 
glucose-6-phosphate, which has a pivotal role as a common 
precursor for several metabolic pathways utilizing glucose. 
Glucose-6-phosphate metabolism through the penrose 
phosphate pathway conserves redox equivalents of glucose-
6-phosphate as NADPH, whereas glycolysis promotes 
energy production. 

The pentose phosphate pathway degrades the sugar molecule 
one carbon at a time in two distinct phases. 

The pentose phosphate pathway supplies ribose-5-phosphate for 
nucleic acid synthesis. 

The first and rate-limiting step in the pentose phosphate path
way is catalyzed by glucose-6-phosphate dehydrogenase, which 
oxidizes glucose-6-phosphate to 6-phosphogluconate. 
Most sugar components of biomolecules are derived from 
glucose through a variety of chemical transformations and in
terconversions. Nucleotide-linked sugars are key to many sugar 
transformation s as well as synthesi s of complex polysaccharides. 

647 
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Oligo- or polysaccharides are Linked to proteins via a limited 
number of N- or 0-glycosyl bonds in glycoproteins and 
proteogl ycans. 
N-glycosylation entails a dolichol-linked assembly pathway and 
a multi-companmem cellular processing path way. 
Glycan structures modulate numerous molecular interactions 
like cell signaling, adhesion , and recepror activation. 

Genetic diso rders of glycosylation cause a wide range of pheno
types, with examples from all clinical specialties . Many genetic 
diseases of complex carbohydrate metabolism result from defi
ciencies of glycosidases. 

16.1 • PENTOSE PHOSPHATE PATHWAY 

Pentose Phosphate Pathway Has Two Phases 

The pemose phosphate pathway provides a means for degrading the carbon chain of a sugar 
molecule one carbon at a time. However , this pathway does not constitute a consecutive 
set of reactions that lead directly to CO 2, but occurs in two phases. In the first, hexose is 
decarboxylated to pentose via two oxidation reactions that form NADPH; in the second , 
by a series of transformations , six molecules of pemose undergo rearrangements to yield five 
molecules ofhexose. 

Glucose 6-Phosphate Oxidization Conserves Redox Equivalents 
as NADPH and Decarboxylation Supplies Pentose Phosphates 

The first reaction , catalyzed by glucose 6-phosphate (G6P) dehydrogenase (Figure 16.1) is 
dehydrogenation of G6P to form 6-phosphoglu cono-8-lactone and NADPH , and is a 
major regulatory site for this pathway . Special interest in this enzyme stems from the severe 
anemia that may result from absence of G6P dehydrogenase in erythrocytes or from the 
presence of one of many genetic variants of the enzyme (Clin. Corr .16.1). The lactone 
product of this reaction is a substrate for gluconolactonase , which ensures that the reaction 
goes to comp letion. The overall equilibrium of both reactions lies far in the direction of 
NAD PH, maintaining a high NADPH/NADP+ ratio within cells. A second dehydrogena
tion and decarboxylation , catalyzed by 6-phosphogluconat e dehydrogenase, produces 
the pemose phosphate, ribulose 5-phosph ate and a second molecule ofNADPH . Ribulose 
5-phosphate is then isomerized to ribose 5-phosphate through an enediol intermediate. 

Glucose 6-Phosphate Dehydrogenase Deficiency 

Glucose-6-phosphate dehydrogenase (G6PD) deficiency is the most 
common human enzyme defect and may be present in as many as 400 
million people worldwide. About 140 mutations have been described 
in this protein of 516 amino acids, accounting for a wide range of 
symptoms. The most frequent clinical manifestations of G6PD de
ficiency are neonatal jaundice and acute hemolytic anemia, which 
is usually triggered by an exogenous agent. When certain seemingly 
harmless drugs, such as antimalarials, antipyretics, or sulfa antibiotics, 
are administered to susceptible patients, an acute hemolytic anemia 
may result in 48- 96 h . Susceptibility to drug-induced hemolytic dis
ease is most often due to a deficiency of glucose 6-phosphace (G6P) 
dehydrogenase activity in erythrocytes, and was an early indication 
chat X-linked generic deficiencies of chis enzyme exist. The enzyme 
is particularly important, since the pentose phosphate pathway is the 
major pathway of NADPH production in the red cell. Red blood 
cells with the relatively mild A-cype G6P dehydrogenase deficiency 

can oxidize glucose at a normal rate when the demand for NADPH is 
normal. However, if the rate of NADPH utilization is increased, the 
cells cannot increase che activity of the pathway adequately. In addi
tion, cells do not reduce enough NADP+ to maintain glutathione 
in its reduced state, and hence co protect against lipid peroxidarion. 
Reduced glutachione is necessary for the integrity of the erythrocyte 
membrane, thus rendering enzyme-deficient red cells more suscep
tible co hemolysis by a wide range of compounds. This deficiency 
illustrates the interplay of heredity and environment in the produc
tion of disease. The most effective management of G6PD deficiency 
is to prevent hemolysis by avoiding oxidative stress. Complete defi
ciency of G6PD is lethal. 

Luzzarro, L., Mehta, A., md Vulliamy, T. Glucose 6-phosphare dehydrogenase 
deficiency. In Scriver ,C. R., Beaudet, A.R., Sly, W. S., and Valle, D. (Eds.). The 
Metabolic and Molecular Bases of Inherfred Disease, 8th ed. New York: McGraw Hill, 
200 1, IIl: 4517; and Cappellini, M. D., and Fiorelli, G. Lancet 371:64, 2008. 
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Figure 16.1 Oxidativ e phase of the pentose phosphate pathw ay: Formation of pento se phosphate 

andNADPH . 

Under certain metabolic conditions , the pemose phosphate pathway can end at this point, 
with utilization ofNADPH for reductive biosynthetic reactions and ribose 5-phosphate as 
a precursor for nucleotide synthesis. T he overall equation may be written as 

Glucose 6-phosphate + 2NAD P+ + H20 ~ ribose 5-phosphate 
+ 2NADPH + 2H+ + CO2 

lnterconversions of Pentose Phosphates Lead 
to Intermediates of Glycolysis 

If more NADPH is needed for reductive biosynthesis than ribose 5-phosphate for incorpo
ration into nucleotides, a sugar intercon version system (Figure 16.2) forms triose, tetrose, 
hexose, and heptose sugars from the pentoses and provides a reversible link between the 
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Figure 16.2 Nonoxidativ e reaction s of the pentose phosphat e pathway: lnterconversions of 
pentose phosphat es. 

pentose phosphate pathway and glycolysis via common intermediates. Xylulose 5-phosphate 
is formed through isomerizacion of ribulose 5-phosphate by phosphopen tose epimerase; 
ribulose 5-phosphate , ribose 5-phosphate, and xylulose 5-phosphate thus exisc as an equilib
rium mixture and can undergo transformations catalyzed by cransketolase and cransaldolase. 

Transketolase requires thiamin pyrophosphate (TPP) and divalent cations, transfers 
a C2 un it of active glycoklldehyde from xylulose 5-phosphate to ribose 5-phosphate, and 
produces sedoheptulose and glyceraldehyde 3-phosphat e, an intermediate of glycolysis. 
Alterations in transketolase can lead to Wernicke-Korsakoff syndrome (Clin . Corr.16 .2). 
Transaldolase transfe rs a C3 unit (dihydroxyacetone) from sedoheptulose 7-phosphate to 
glyceraldehyde 3-phosphate forming erythrose 4-phosphate , and fructose 6-phosphate , 
another intermediate of glycolysis. T ransketolase produces fructose 6-phosphate and 
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glyceraldehyde 3-phosphate, from erythrose 4-phosphate and xylulose 5-phosphate. The 
sum of these reactions is 

2 Xylulose 5-phosphate + ribose 5-phosphate ~ 2 fruetose 6-phosphate 
+ glyceraldehyde 3-phosphate 

Since xylulose 5-phosphate is derived from ribose 5-phosphate, the net reaction srarting 
from ribose 5-phosphate is 

3 Ribose 5-phosphate ~ 2 fructose 6-phosphate 
+ glyceraldehyde 3-phosphate 

Thus, excess cibose 5-phosphate, produced in the fusr stage of the pentose phosphate pathway 
or from degradation of nucleic acids, is effeetivdy converted to intermediates of glycolysis. 

Glucose 6-Phosphate Can Be Completely Oxidized to CO2 

Complete oxidation of glucose 6-phosphate (G6P) to CO 2, with reduction ofNADP+ to 
NADPH, may also occur (Figure 16.3). G6P continually enters this pathway, and CO 2 and 
NADPH are produced in the first phase. A balanced equation includes the oxidation of six 
molecules of G6P to six of ribulose 5-phosphate and six of CO 2. This results in transfer of 
12 pairs of electrons to NADP+, the requ.isite amount for total oxidation of one glucose to 
six CO 2• Six molecules of ribulose 5-phosphate are then rearranged to generate five mol
ecules of G6P . The overall equation then becomes 

6 Glucose 6-phosphate + 12NADP+ + 7H 2O ~ 5 glucose 6-phosphate 
+ 6CO 2 + 12NADPH + 12H+ + Pi 

And the net reaction is 

Glucose 6-phosphate + 12NADP + + 7H 2O ~ 6CO 2 + 12NADPH + 12H+ + P; 

Pentose Phosphate Pathway Serves as a NADPH Regenerating 
System and Supplier of Pentose Phosphates 

The pentose phosphate pathway serves several purposes, including synthesis and degradation 
of sugars other than hexoses, particularly ribose 5-phosphate for synthesis of nucleotides, and 

Wemicke-Korsakoff Syndrome 
(OMIM 277730): Associated 
Anomalies in Transketolase 
Activity 

Symptoms of Wernicke-Korsakoff syn
drome become apparent after moderate 
stress chat does not affect normal individu
als, and an anomaly in transketolase has 
been noted. Cloning and sequencing of 
the transketolase gene appears to exclude 
a genetic defect. Rather, the dysfunction 
of cransketolase may be related to a thia
min deficiency, since transketolase utilizes 
chiamin pyrophosphate as a cofactor. The 
syndrome presents as a mental disorder, 
with memory loss and partial paralysis, and 
can become manifest in alcoholics, whose 
diers may be vitamin deficient. The medi
cal importance of the pentose phosphate 
pathway is also highlighted by deficien
cies in transaldolase, which are linked to 
a spectrum of clinical diseases, including 
liver cirrhosis and male infertility. 

Perl, A. The pathology of uansaldolase deficiency. 
Life 59:365, 2007 
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Figure 16.3 Pentose phosphate pathway. 
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1 ~ UTP or UDP-glucose 
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synthesis of NAO PH . The processing flow of G6P after entry into the pathway is determined 
largely by the needs of the cell for NADPH or sugar intermediates. When more NADPH 
than ribose 5-phosphate is required, the path leading to complete oxidation of G6P t0 CO 2 

and resynthesis of G6P from ribulose 5-phosphate is favored. Alternatively, if NADPH 
demand is relatively low, conversion of G6P to ribulose 5-phosphate for nucleic acid synthe
sis or recycling t0 produce intermediates of the glycolytic pathway predominates. 

The tissue distribution of the pentose phosphate pathway is consistent with irs func
tions. NADPH, required to maintain reduced glucathione which protecrs the integrity of red 
blood cell membranes, is produced in erythrocytes, as well as in liver, mammary gland, testis, 
and adrenal cortex, which are sites of fatty acid or steroid synthesis. The balance between 
glucose entry inco glycolysis or the pentose phosphate pathway depends on the metabolic 
requirements of the organ . 20%- 30% of the CO 2 produced in the liver may arise from the 
pentose phosphate pathway. In mammalian striated muscle, which carries on little fatty acid 
or steroid synthesis, all catabolism ofG6P proceeds via glycolysis and the TCA cycle with no 
direet oxidation of glucose 6-phosphate through the penrose phosphate pathway. 

16.2 • SUGAR INTERCONVERSIONS AND 
NUCLEOTIDE -LINKED SUGAR FORMATION 

Most monosaccharides found in biological compounds derive from glucose. The most 
common sugar transformations in mammalian systems are summarized in Figure 16.4. 

lsomerization and Phosphorylation Are Common Reactions 
for lnterconverting Carbohydrates 

Formation of some sugars can occur direcrly, starting from glucose via modification reac
tions such as the aldose-ketose isomerization catalyzed by phosphomannos e isomerase, 
which produces mannose 6-phosphate . Deficiency in this enzyme leads to one form of 
congenital disorders of glycosylation syndrome (COGS) (p. 662). 

Phosphorylation and internal transfer of a phosphate group on the same sugar molecule 
are also common modifications. Glucose I -phosphate, resulting from glycogenolysis, is con
vened to G6P by phosphoglucomutase. Galactose is phosphorylated to galaetose I-phosphate 
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Figure 16.4 Pathways of form ation of nucleotide-linked sugars and interconversion of some 
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Essential Fructosuria (OMIM 229800) and Fructose Intolerance (OMIM 229600): 
Deficiency of Fructokinase and Fructose 1-Phosphate Aldolase 

Fructose may account for 30%-60% of the coral carbohydra te intake 
of mammals and is predominantly metabolized by a fructose-specific 
pathway. Fructokinase is deficient in essencial fruccosuria. This disor
der is a benign asymptomacic metabolic anomaly which appears co be 
inherited as an aucosomal recessive trait . Following intake of fructose, 
blood and urinary fructose levels of affected individuals are unusually 
high; however, 90% of their fructose intake is eventually metabolized. 
In contrast, hereditary fructose intolerance is characterized by severe 
hypoglycemia, jaundice, hemorrhage, hepacomegaly, uricemia, and 

eventual kidney failure. Ingestion of fructose or prolonged ingescion 
by affected young children may lead co death . Fructose I-phosphate 
aldolase may also be deficient, in which case fructose 1-phosphace ac
cumula tes incracellularly (see Clin. Corr . 15.3, p. 607). 

Steinmann, B., Girzelmann, R., and Vanden Berghe. G. Disorders of frucrose 
metabolism. In Scriver ,C. R., Beaudet, A.R.., Sly, W. $., and Valle, D. (Eds.). The 
Metabolic and Moucular Bases of Inherited Disease, 8th ed. New York: McGraw 
Hill, 2001, 1:1489. 

by galactokinase and mannose to mannose 6-phosphate by mannokinase. Free fructose, an 
important dietary constituent, is phosphorylated in the liver to fructose 1-phosphate by a special 
fructokinase. However, no mucase interconverrs fructose I-phosphate and fructose 6-phosphate, 
and phosphofruccokinase cannot synthesize fructose 1,6-bisphosphate from fructose I-phosphate. 
Rather, fructose 1-phosphate aldolase cleaves fructose 1-phosphate to dihydroxyacetone 
phosphate (OHAP), which enters the glycolytic pathway directly, and glycera.ldehyde, which 
is first reduced to glycerol, phosphorylated, and then reoxidized to OHAP (Figure 15.39, 
p. 625). Laci< of this aldolase leads to fruccose intolerance (Clin. Corr. 16.3). 

Nucleotide-Linked Sugars Are Intermediates 
in Many Sugar Transformations 

Many sugar transformation reactions require conversion into nucleotid e-linked sugars. A 
pyrophosphorylase joins hexose I-phosphate and nucleoside triphosphate (NTP) to pro
duce a nucleoside diphosphate (NOP)-sugar and pyrophosphate . Pyrophosphatase rapidly 
hydrolyzes the pyrophosphate, thereby driving the synthesis reaction. These reactions are 
summarized as follows: 

NTP + sugar I-phosphate + H 20 ~ N O P-sugar + PP; 
PP; + H 20 ~ 2P; 

The net reaction is 

NTP + sugar I-phosphate + H 20 ~ NOP-sugar + 2Pi 

For example, UDP -glucose is used in synthesis of glycogen and glycoproteins and is 
synthesized by UDP -glucose pyrophosphorylase. 
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Figure 16.6 Biosynthesis of D- glucuronic acid 
from glucose. 

Nucleoside diphosphate-sugars are important construcrs: They contain two phosphoryl 
bonds, each with a large negative 6. G of hydrolysis that underlies their value as glycosyl donors 
in funber transformation and transfer reactions, and they confer substrate specificity in those 
reactions. UDP is usually the glucosyl carrier, whereas ADP, GDP, and CMP are carriers for 
other sugars. Many sugar transformation reactions occur only at the level of nucleotide-linked 
sugars (Figure 16.4, p. 652) . 

Epimerization lnterconverts Nucleotide-Linked 
Glucose and Galactose 

Interconversion of glucose and galactose in animal cells occurs by epimerization of UDP
glucose t0 UDP-galaetose , catalyzed by UDP-gluco se--4-epimerase (Figure. 16.5). UDP
galactose is also formed from free galactose, derived from hydrolysis of lactose in the 
intestinal tract . Galactose is phosphorylated by galactokinase and ATP to yield galaetose 
I-phosphate . Then galactose I-phosphate uridylyltransferase forms UDP-galaetose by 
galacwse I-phosphate displacing glucose I-phosphate from UDP-glucose. These reaetions 
are summarized as follows: 

Galactose +ATP~ galaetose I-phosphate+ ADP 

UDP-glucose+ galactose I-phosphate~ UDP-galacrose + glucose I-phosphate 

Dietary galactose can be transformed by a combination of these reactions into glucose 
I-phosphate and metabolized as previously described , or the 4-epimerase can produce 
UDP-galact0se needed for biosyntbesis . A severe form of hereditary galact0semia results 
from absence of the uridylylttansferase (Clin. Corr. 16.4) . 

Synthesis of GDP-fucose (see Figure. 16.4) begins with the conversion of GDP-man
nose to GDP-4-keto-6-deoxymannose by GDP -mannose-4,6-dehydratase, followed by 
epimerization to GDP-4-ket0-6-deoxy-L-galact0se, and finally reduction to GDP-fucose. 
These latter reactions are catalyzed by the bifunctional GDP -4-keto-6-deoxymannose 
3,5-epimerase-4-reductase (FX protein), which is abundant in red blood cells. Epimeriza
tion of D-glucuronic acid to L-iduronic acid occurs afrer the former is incorporated into 
heparin or dermatan sulfate (p. 665) . 

Glucuronic Acid Is Formed by Oxidation of UDP-G lucose 

The synthesis of glucuronic acid from glucose is summarized in Figure 16.6 . A critical step is 
the oxidation ofUDP-g lucose by UDP -glucose dehydrogenase (Figure 16.7). G lucuronic 
acid is reduced by NADPH to L-gulonic acid (Figure 16.8) . Gulonic acid can be oxi
dized to 3-ketogulonic acid and decarboxylated to L-xylulose. In humans, L-xylulose is the 
ketopentose excreted in essential pentosuria (Clio. Corr. 16.5). L-Xylulose is normally 
reduced to xylitol, reoxidized to o-xylulose and phosphory lated t0 xylulose 5-phosphate , 

Galactosemia: Inability to Transform Galactose into Glucose 

Reactions of galactose are of particular interest because in humans they 
are subject to genetic defects that produce the hereditary disorder galac
tosemia. When a defect is present, individuals are unable to metabolize 
the ga.lactose derived from lactose (milk sugar) to glucose metabolites, 
often resulting in cataract formation, growth failure, mental retarda
tion, or eventual death from liver damage. These phenotypes may be 
due to a cellular deficiency of galactokinase (Type 2, GALKI gene) 
(OMIM 230200), causing a relatively mild disorder characterized by 
early cataract formation; galactose I-phosphate uridylyltransferase 
(Type 1, GALT gene) (OMIM 606999), resulting in severe disease; or 

UDP ga.lactose-4-epimerase deficiency (Type 3, GALE gene) (OMIM 
230350) . Galaetose is reduced to ga.lactitol in a reaction similar to that 
of glucose to sorbitol. Galactitol initiates cataract formation in the lens 
and may play a role in central nervous system damage. Accumulation of 
ga.lactose-1-phosphate is responsible for liver failure; the toxic effects of 
galactose metabolites disappear when ga.lactose is removed from the diet. 

Pecry, K. G., and Reichardt, J. K. The funda.memal i mporcance of human galaccose. 
Trends Getll!t. 14:98, 1998; Scriver, C.R. , Beaudec,A. L, Valle, D., Sly, W. S., Vofel
scrin, B., and Kinzler, KW. Galaccosemia Online Metabolic and Molecular Basis of 
lnhericed Disease (hcrp://www.ommbid.com/). New York: McGraw Hill, 2006. 
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which can enter the pemose phosphate pathway described previously. Glucuronic acid is 
also a precursor ofL-ascorb ic acid (Figure 16.8) in those animals that synthesize vitamin 
C (Clin. Corr. 16.6). Glucuronic acid also participates in detoxification by formation of 
glucuronide conjugates (Clin. Corr. 16.7). The glucuronic acid pathway operates in adi
pose tissue, and its activity is usually increased in tissue from starved or diabetic animals. 

Decarboxylation, Oxidoreduction, and Transamidation 
of Sugars Yield Necessary Products 

The only known decarboxylation of a nucleotide-linked sugar is the conversion ofUDP
glucuronic acid to UDP-xylose, which is necessary for synthesis of proteoglycans (p. 664) 
and is a potent inhibitor of the production ofUDP-glucuronic acid by UDP-glucose dehy
drogenase (Figure 16.7), thus regulating the level of these nucleotide-linked sugar precur
sors by a sensitive feedback mechanism. 
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Pentosuria (OMIM 260800): Deficiency of Xylitol Dehydrogenase; L-Xylulose Reductase 

The glucuronic acid oxidation pathway does not appear to be essen
tial for human carbohydrate metabolism, since individuals in whom 
the pathway is blocked suffer no ill effects. A metabolic variation, 
called idiopathic pencosuria, results from reduced activity ofNADP
linked L-xylulose reduccase that reduces xylulose co xylicol. Hence, 

affected individuals excrete large amounts of pencose into the urine, 
especially following intake of glucuronic acid. 

Hiatt, H. Pencosuria. ln Scriver,C. R., Beaudet, A. R., Sly, W. S., and Valle, D. 
(Eds.), The Metabolic and Molecular Bases of Inherited Disea.se, Sch ed. New York: 

McGraw Hill, 2001, I: 1589. 

Ascorbic Acid (Vitamin C) Is Derived from Glucuronic Acid 

Glucuronic acid is reduced to L-gulonic acid and then convened 
through L-gulono laccone to L-ascorbic acid (vitamin C) in planes 
and most higher animals. Humans, ocher primates, and guinea 
pigs lack the enzyme chat converts L-gulonolaccone co L-ascorbic 

acid, and for them, ascorbic acid is a vitamin . The lack of vita
min C in the diet causes scurvy, a condition of connective tis
sues, which leads to multiple hemorrhages and decreased wound 
healing. 

Glucuronic Acid: Physiological Significance of Glucuronide Formation 

The biological significance of glucuronic acid includes its conjuga
tion with certain endogenous and exogenous substances to form 
glucuronides in a reaction catalyzed by UDP-glucuronyltransferase. 
Conjugation with glucuronic acid produces a strongly acidic com
pound that is more water soluble at physiological pH than its pre
cursor, thereby enhancing its transport or excretion. Glucuronide 
formation is important in drug detoxification, steroid excretion, and 
bilirubin metabolism. Bilirubin is the major metabolic breakdown 
product of heme, the prosthetic group of hemoglobin. The central 
step in bilirubin excretion is conjugation with glucuronic acid by 
UDP-glucuronylcransferase. This enzyme may cake from several days 
to two weeks after birch co become fully active in humans. Most cases 

of physiological jaundice of the newborn result from inability of neona
tal liver to form bilirubin glucuronide at a rate comparable co that of 
bilirubin production. The mutant strain of Wistar Gunn rats has a 
deficiency of UDP-glucuronylcransferase, which results in hereditary 
hyperbilirubinemia. In humans, a similar defect occurs in congenital 
familial nonhernolycic jaundice (Crigler-Najjar syndrome); patients 
cannot efficiently conjugate foreign compounds with glucuronic acid. 

Chowdhury, J. R., Wolkoff, W., Chowdhury, N. R., and Arias, I. W. Hereditary 
jaundice and disorders of bilirubin merabolism. In Scriver, C. R., Beaudet, A. R., 
Sly, W. S., and Valle, D. (Eds.), Tbe Metabolic and Molecular Ba.ses of Inherited 
Disea.se, 8cb ed. New York: McGraw Hill , 2001, ll: 3063. 

D eoxyhexoses and dideoxyhexoses are also synthesized from precursor sugars 
attached co nucleoside diphosphaces. L-rhamnose is synthesized from glucose by a series of 
oxidation - reduction reactions starting with dTDP-glucose and yielding dTDP-rhamnose; 
GDP-fucose is similarly synthesized from GDP-mannose as are various dideoxyhexoses . 

Formation of amino sugars, major components of human complex oligo- and polysac
charides and consricuencs of antibiotics, occurs by transamidation; glucosamine 6-phos
phate is formed from fructose 6-phosphate and glutamine by this mechanism (Figure 16.9). 

Glucosamine 6-phosphate can be N-acetylared to N-acetylglucosamine 6-phosphate, 
followed by isomerization to N-acecylglucosamine I -phosphate and subsequent forma
tion ofUDP-N-acecylglucosamine. The latter is a precursor of glycoprotein synthesis and 
of UDP-N-acecylgalaccosamine , which is necessary for proteoglycan synthesis. Fructose 
6-phosphare-glutamine rransamidase is under negative feedback control by UDP-N-acecyl
glucosamine (see Figure 16.4, p. 652). This regulation is meaningful in certain tissues such 
as skin, in which this pathway accounts for up to 20% of the glucose flux. 
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Sialic Acids Are Derived from N-Acetylglucosamine 

Another product ofU DP-N-acetylglucosamine is N-acetylneuraminic acid, one of a family 
of½ sugars called sialic acids (Figure 16.10). Epimerization of UD P-N-acecylglucosamine by 
a 2-epimerase produces N-acecylmannosamine. This reaction likely proceeds by trans elimina
tion of UDP and formation of the unsaturated intermediate, 2-acetamidoglucal. In mammalian 
tissues N-acetylmannosamine is phosphorylated to N-acetylmannosamine 6-phosphate, which 
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Blood Group Substances 

condenses with phosphoenolpyruvate to form N-acetylneuramini c acid 9-phosphate. 
Removal of the phosphate and formation of CMP-N-acetylneuraminic acid follows. All of 
these reactions occur in the cytosol, except the last which occurs in the nucleus with subsequent 
expon of the CMP-N-acetylneuraminic acid to the cytoplasm. 

16.3 • BIOSYNTHESIS OF COMPLEX 
POLYSACCHARIDES 

Sugar moieties in polysaccharides are linked by glycosidic bonds formed by specific gly
cosy ltransferases that uansfer the glycosyl unit from a nucleotide derivative to the nonre
ducing end of an acceptor sugar. Over 180 glycosyltransferase genes have been identified. 
A given glycosyltransferase is specific for the sugar acceptor, the sugar transferred, and the 
linkage formed. A glycosyltransferase reaction is as follows: 

Nucleoside diphosphate-glycose + glycose glycosylcransferase glycosyl1-0-glycose 2 

(donor) (acceptor) (glycoside) 

+ nucleoside diphosphate 

More than 40 types of glycosidic bonds have been identified in mammalian oligosac
charides and about 15 more in glycosaminoglycans. The multitude of linkages arises 
from the diversity of monosaccharides involved and from the formation of a and /3 
linkages with each of the available hydroxyl groups on the acceptor saccharide. This 
suggesrs that oligosaccharides have the potential for great informational content; accord
ingly, the bioactivity of many molecules is determined by the nature of the composite 
sugar residues. For example, the antigenic specificity of the major blood types is deter
mined by the sugar composition of cell surface molecules (Clin. Corr. 16.8). N-Acetyl
galactosamine is the immunodeterminant of blood type A and galactose of blood type 
B. Removal of N-acetylgalactosamine from type A erythrocytes or of galactose from 
type B eryrhrocyres converrs them to type O erythrocytes . Increasingly , other exam
ples of sugars as determinants of specificity for cell surface receptor and lectin inter
actions , targeting of cells to certain tissues, and persistence in or clearance from the 
circulation of certain molecules , are being recognized. All glycosidic bonds identified 
in biological compounds are degraded by specific hydrolytic enzymes, glycosidases . In 
addition to their being valuable tools for the structural elucidation of oligosaccharides , 
this class of enzymes is of interest based on the many genetic diseases of complex car
bohydrate metabolism that result from defects in glycosidases (see Clio. Corrs. 16.10 , 
p. 663 , and 16.11, p. 664) . 

The surface of human eiythrocytes is covered by a complex mosaic of 
specific antigenic determinants , many of which are complex polysac
charides. There are about 100 blood group determinants, belonging 
to 21 independent blood group systems. The most widely studied are 
those of the ABO blood group system and the closely related Lewis 
system. Genetic variation is achieved through specific glycosyltrans
ferases responsible for synthesis of the heterosaccharide determinants . 
The H gene codes for a fucosyltransferase, which adds fucose to a 
peripheral galactose in the heterosaccharide precursor. The A allele 
encodes an N-acerylgalactosamine glycosyltransferase, the B allele a 
galactosyltransferase, and the O allele an inactive protein. The sugars 
transferred by the A and B enzymes are added to the H-specific oligo-

saccharide. The Lewis (Le) gene codes for another fucosyltransferase, 
which adds fucose to a peripheral N-acerylglucosamine residue in the 
precursor. Absence of the H gene product gives rise to the Le• spe
cific determinant , whereas absence of both H and Le enzymes is re
sponsible for the Leb specificity. Elucidation of the structures of these 
oligosaccharide determinants represents a milestone in carbohydrate 
chemistry. This knowledge is essential to blood transfusion practices 
and important for legal and historical purposes. 

Yamamoco, F., C lausen, I., White, T., Mark, J., and Hakomori , S. Molecular 
genetic basis of che hisro-blood group ABO system. Nature 345:229, 1990 . 
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16.4 • GLYCOPROTEINS 

Glycoproteins are defined as conjugated proteins, which contain one or more saccharides 
lacking a serial repeat unit and which are bound covalently to a protein . This definition 
excludes proteoglycans (p. 664). Glycoproteins in cell membranes have an important role in 
the behavior of cells and especially in the biological functions of the membrane . Glycopro
teins are constituents of the mucus secreted by certain epithelial cells, serving to lubricate 
and protect tissues lining rhe respirat0ry, gasuoinrescinal, and female reproductive systems. 
Many secreted proteins are glycoproteins and include hormones such as follicle stimulating 
hormone, luteinizing hormone, and chorionic gonadorropin and plasma proteins, such as 
rhe orosomucoids, ceruloplasmin, plasminogen , prothrombin, and immunoglobulins . 

Glycoproteins Contain Variable Amounts of Carbohydrate 

The amount of carbohydrate in glycoproteins is highly variable. IgGs contain about 4% 
carbohydrate by weight, whereas glycophorin contains 60%, human ovarian cyst glyco
protein 70%, and human gastric glycoprotein 82%. The carbohydrate may be distributed 
fairly evenly along a polypeptide chain or concentrated in defined regions. In human gly
cophorin A rhe carbohydrate is restricted to the extracellular NHrterminal half of the 
polypeptide chain. 

The carbohydrate components of glycoproteins usually contain less than 12- 15 
sugar residues. Some consist of a single sugar moiety , as in the submaxillary gland 
glycoprotein (one N-acetyl -a-o-galactosaminyl residue) and in some mammalian col
lagens (one a-o-galact0syl residue) . In general, the sugar residues are of the o form, 
except for L-fucose, L-arabinose, and L-iduronic acid. Orthologous glycoproteins from 
different animal species often have identical primary protein structures, but differ
ent carbohydrate components. Heterogeneity of a given protein also occurs within 
an organism . For example, pancreatic ribonucleases A and B have identical primary 
structures and similar specificity toward substrates, but differ significantly in their car
bohydrate compositions. 

Carbohydrates Are Linked to Glycoproteins by 
N- or 0-Glycosyl Bonds 
Carbohydrate structures have been completely elucidated for only a limited number of gly
coproteins . Microheterogeneity of glycoproteins, arising from incomplete synthesis or par
tial degradation, makes Structural analyses extremely difficult. However, certain generalities 
have emerged. Covalent linkage of sugar to the protein is an essential feature of glycoprotein 
structure, and only a small number of bond types are found (p. 112). The three major 
types of glycopeptide bonds, as shown in Figure 16.11, are N-glycosyl to asparagine (Asn), 
0-glycosyl to serine (Ser) or threonine (Thr), and 0-glycosyl to 5-hydroxylysine, gener
ally confined to the collagens. N- and 0-linkages are present in many glycoproteins and 
bind two types of oligosaccharides (simple and complex). The simple class has a core struc
ture of galact0se(Gal)-linked /3 (1-3) to N-acetylgalact0samine (GalNAc) 0-glycosidically 
linked to serine or threonine residues. L-Fucose (Fuc), sialic acid (NeuAc), and N-acetylga
lact0sarnine are present at the nonreducing end. The general structure is as follows: 

GalNAc ~ Gal ~ GalNAc ----+ 0-Ser/Thr 

i 1->2 i 1->2 

Fuc NeuAc 

The complex class is exemplified by rhe ABO and Lewis blood group substances (see Clin. 
Corr. 16.8, p. 658), in which the oligosaccharide is N-glycosidically linked to asparagine. 
These glycoproteins commonly contain a core structure consisting of mannose (Man) resi
dues linked to N-acetylglucosarnine (GlcNAc) in the structure. 
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Structural diversity ofN-linked glycoproteins arises from assembly and processing of this 
core to produce a large repertoire of high-mannose, hybrid, or complex N-glycan subtypes. 

Synthesis of N-Linked Glycoproteins Involves 
Dolichol Phosphate 

Whereas synthes is of 0-glycosidically linked glycoproteins involves sequential action 
of glycosyltransferases, synthesis of N-glycosidically linked glycoproteins involves a 
different and more complex mechanism (Figure 16.12). A commo n core is preas
sembled as a lipid-linked oligosaccharide on the cyt0plasmic side of the ER and 
then "flipped " across the bilayer to the lumen of the ER and transferred as a unit 
to the polypeptide. D uring synthesis, the oligosaccharide intermediate s are bound to 
dolichol phosphate. 

CH3 CH3 
I I 

(CH2= C - CH= CH)n - CH2 - CH - CH2 - CH20 - P0 3H2 

Dolichol phosphate 

Dolichols are polyprenols (C80-C 100) that contain 16- 20 isoprene units, in which the final 
unit is saturated. These lipids funetion in two ways during oligosaccharide synthesis. The 
first involves formation of N-acetylglucosaminyl pyrophosphoryldolichol from the UDP
linked and dolichol phosphate-linked sugars. The second involves N-acerylglucosarnine, 
and the mannose is transferred directly from the nucleotide without formation of inte r
mediates. In either case, the oligosaccharide is transferred in a final step from the dolichol 
pyrophosphate to an asparagine residue in the polypeptide chain. 

After transfer to the polypeptide, the core structures are completed by glycosyltrans
ferases without funher panicipation of lipid intermediates (Figure 16.13). A series of early 
processing reactions, which are highly conserved among vertebrate species and cell types, 
occur largely in the ER and appear to be coupled with proper folding of the glycopro
tein. Following the init ial trimming and release from the ER, N-glycans undergo further 
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Figure 16.13 Processing pathway for N-linked oligosaccharides. 

glycosidase and glycosylcransferase modifications, mostly in the Golgi . Several avenues exist 
in the processing pathway that determine the final diversity of glycan structure (i.e., high 
mannose, hybrid or complex subtypes) as well as the trafficking fate of glycoproteins . The 
Man 8 GlcNAcz-Asn N-glycan on glycoproteins destined for the lysosomal compartment is 
modified by addition of a GlcNAc residue catalyzed by a GlcNAc-phosphotransferase and 
subsequent removal by GlcNAc phosphodi ester glycosi dase, exposing a Man-6-P residue. 
A defect in this process forms the basis of the lysosomal storage disease known as I-cell 
disease (see Clin . Corr. 6.8, p. 238) . 

As complex oligosaccharide structures require complicated and intricate pathways of 
synthesis, there has been a rapid expansion in the number of congenital disorders of glyco
sylation (COG) identified as genetic diseases resulting from deficient or increased glycosyla
tion. At present, 28 disorders have been identified, including 16 in protein N-glycosylation, 
6 in protein 0-glycosylat ion, 4 in both 0- and N-glycosylation, and 2 in lipid glycosyla
tion. A remarkab ly wide range of phenotypes, from mild to lethal and from organ-specific 
to multisystem, have been recorded (Clin. Corr . 16.9). 

Catabolism of glycoconjugates may also produce abnormal phenotypes. Degradation 
ofhetero-oligosaccharides is catalyzed by specific glycosidases. Exoglycosidases remove sugars 
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Congenital Disorders of Glycosylation (CDGs) 

The congenital disorders of glycosylation (CD Gs) are clinically 
heterogeneous disorders of glycosylation. Using the glycosylation 
state of serum uansferrin as a sensitive indicator, several types of 
CDGs have been identified. Type I is the most common, represent
ing disorders of N-glycan assembly in the early mannose biosyn
thethic pathway. Numerous defective genes have been identified 
leading co human genetic disorders (see table). For example, man 
nosylrransferase I adds the first mannose residue to the lipid-linked 
oligosaccharide (see Figure 16.12, p. 660). Patients with deficits 
in chis enzyme present with epilepsy, severe psychomoror retarda
tion, dysmorphy, microcephaly, hypoconia, cardiomyop-athy, and 
nephrocic syndrome followed by early (1 week co 10 months) death. 

CDG-I1 disorders involve enzymatic defects in N-glycan process
ing enzymes (see Figure 16.13 and r.able) . Nore che carbohydrate 
transformation enzymes (see Section 16.3, p. 658) CDG-la (phos
phomannomucase fD and CDG-1 b (phosphomannose isomerase), 
which also cause glycosylacion disorders. Other disorders may 
involve defects in O-glycosylation, such as Walker-Warburg syn
drome , due sometimes to deficiencies of 0-mannosylcransferase I; 
combined N- and 0- glycosylacion defects, such as CMP-sialic acid 
transporter deficiency and defects in lipid glycosylation like gly
cosylphosphacidylinositol deficiency . Little progress in therapy for 
any of these disorders has been made; only CDG-1 b is efficiently 
treatable. 

Enzymic Defects in N-linked Glycoprotein Synthesis 
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thase 1)(3) 

Lec35 (Man-P-DoI utilization 1) 

Dol-P-Man: ManrGlcNAez-P-P-Dol mannosylrranferase 
(mannosylcransferase VIII) 

Dol-P-Glc: Glc1 -M~-GlcNAei-P-P -Dol glucosylrrans
ferase (glucosylrransferase m 
GDP-Man: Manl-GlcNAci-P-P-Dol mannosylrransferase 
(mannosylcransferase II) 

UDP-QcNAc: Dol-P-QcNAc-P rransferase (1) 

GDP-Man: GlcNAcrP-P-Dol mannosylcransferase (man
nosylrransferase I) (2) 

Dol-P-Man: M~and Man8-GlcNAei-P-P-Dol mannosyl
rransferase (mannosylcransferase VII-IX) 

N-acerylglucosaminyluansferase II (4) 

Glucosidase I 

GDP-fucose uansporter 

/3-1, 4 galactosyltransferase (5) 

&lurce: Jacken, J and Macchijs, G. Congenital disordets of glycosylacion: A rapidly expanding disease family. Arm. 

&v. Gemonics Hum. Genetics 8:261, 2007 

sequentially from the nonreducing end, exposing the substrate for the next glycosidase. 
Absence of a particular glycosidase causes cessation of cacabolism, resulting in accumulation 
of the proceeding producr (Clin. Corr. 16.10) . Endoglycosidases with broader specificity 
also exist, so that catabolism of glycoproteins results from the combined action of endo
and exoglycosidases. Many of the same N- or 0-linked glycan chains are found on both 
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Defects in Catabolism of Glycoproteins 

Some human inborn errors of metabolism involve storage of glycolip
ids, glycopeptides, mucopolysaccharides, and hecero-oligosaccharides. 
These diseases are caused by defeccs in lysosomal glycosidase activ
ity, which prevent the cacabolism of oligosaccharides. They involve 
gradual accumulation in tissues and urine of compounds derived 
from incomplete degradation of the oligosaccharides, and may be ac
companied by skelecal abnormalities, hepacosplenomegaly, cataracts 

or mental retardation. For example, a defect in catabolism of aspara
gine-N-acetylglucosamine-linked oligosaccharides leads co aspartyl
glycosylaminnria in which a deficiency of 4-L-asparcylglycosylamine 

amidohydrolase allows accumulation of asparcylglucosamine-linked 
structures (see cable). Other disorders involve accumulation of oligosac
charides derived from both glycoproceins and glycolipids, which share 
common oligosaccharide structures (see cable and Clin. Corr . 16.11). 

Enzymic Defec ts in Degradation of Asn-Gl cNAc Type Glycoproteinsa 

Disease 

Aspartylglycosylaminuria 

/3-Mannosidosis 

a-Mannosidosis 

GM2 gangliosidosis variant 0 
(Sandhoff-JaC2.kewitz disease) 

GM 1 gangliosidosis 

Mucolipidosis I (sialidosis) 

Fucosidosis 

•A typical Asn-GlcNAc oligosaccharide structure. 

Defici.ent Enzymt!' 

4-L,-Asparcyilglycosylarnine amidohydrolase (2) 

/3-Mannosidosis (7) 

a-Mannosidosis (3) 

/3-NAcetylthexosarninidases (A and B) (4) 

/3-Galactosidase (5) 

Sialidase (6) 

a-Fucosidase (8) 

NeuAc <:> Gal c:> GlcNAc;:,.!'.') 
13 Man 

NeuAc-;;-GalTG lcNAc~ <3~ 

ManflGlcNAcl&GlcNAc - Asn 
/ I /l /l l<s> 

NeuAc-;;-Gal 13 GlcNAcflMan,. GlcNAc Fuc 

(6) (5) <40 
NeuAc-;,Gal T GlcNAc 

bThe numbers in parentheses refer co the enzymes cbac hydrolyze chose bonds. 

Aula, P., Janlanko, A., and Pdtonen, L Asparcylglucosaminuria. In Scriver, C.R., of Inherited Disease, 8th ed. New York: McGraw Hill, 2001, III: 3507. 
Beaudet, A. R, Sly, W. $., and Valle, D. (Eds.), The Metabolic and Molecular Bases 

glycoproteins and glycolipids, hence certain enzyme defects may affect degradation of both 
types of glycoconjugates (Clin. Corr. 16.11). 

Glycan Function 

Glycosylation is one of the most common posccranslational modifications and nearly half of 
all known proteins in eukaryotes are glycosylated . The carbohydrate or glycan component 
of glycoproteins and glycolipids participate in many importan t bio logical processes includ
ing receptor activation, signal transduction, endocycosis, cell adhesion, and leukocyte traf
ficking. The cell surface glycans are the first molecules to be encountered and recognized 
by other cells, antibodies, viruses, and bacter ia. For instance, the glycan repertoire provides 
oncofecal and stem cell biomarkers chat reflect the binding specificity of various monoclonal 
antibodies; one of the barriers to antibody neutralization of HN is the array of protective 
carbohydrates that cover the antigens on the virus surface. Although the diversity of gly
can structures is large, specificity is provided by the glycosylation enzymes, glycosyltrans
ferases and glycosidases. Thus, regulation of the biosynthetic processes of these abundant 
and diverse biopolymers direct the molecular mechanisms by which glycans contribute to 
development and disease. 
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Glycolipid Disorders 

A host of human genetic diseases arise 
from deficiencies in hydrolases which ace 
predominantly on glycolipid substrates, re
sulting in accumulation of glycolipid and 
ganglioside products. The clinical symp
toms associated with each of the glyco
conjugates may vary greatly. However, be
cause of the preponderance of lipids in the 
nervous system, such disorders often have 
associated neurodegeneration and severe 
mental and motor deterioration . 

Enzymic Defects in Degradation of 
Glycolipids 

Disease Deficiency Enzyme 

Tay-Sachs /3-Hexosaminidase A 

Sandhoff /3-HexosaminidasesA 
andB 

GM1 /3-Galacrosidase 
gangliosidosis 

Sialidosis Sialidase 

Fabry cr-Galacrosidase 

Gaucher /3-Glucoceramidase 

Krabbe /3-Galacroceramidase 

Merachromaric Arylsulfarase A (cer 
leukodysrrophy ebroside sulfacase) 

Beucler, E., and Garabowski, G. Gaucher Disease. 
Ln Scriver, C. R., Beaudet, A. R., Sly, W. S., and 
Valle , D. (Eds.), The Metabolic and Molecular Ba1e1 
of Inherited Disease, 8ch ed. New York: McGraw 
Hill , 2001, HI: 3635. 

16.5 • PROTEOGLYCANS 

Proreoglycans are complex macromolecules that may be composed of 95% or more car
bohydrate, resembling polysaccharides more than proteins. Their carbohydrate chains are 
called glycosaminoglycans (or mucopolysaccharides ) especially in reference co the stor
age diseases, the mucopol ysaccharidoses, which result from an inability to degrade these 
molecules (see Clio. Corr. 16.14, p. 668). 

There Are Six Classes of Proteoglycans 

Proteoglycans cons isr of one or more of many different glycosaminoglycan chains linked 
covalently to a protein core. Six distinct classes are recognized: chondroitin sulfate, der
matan sulfate, keratan sulfate, heparan sulfate, heparin , and hyaluronate. Certain fea
tures are common to the different classes of glycosaminoglycans . These long, unbranched 
heteropolysaccharide chains are made up largely of disaccharide repeating unit s, consisting 
of a hexosarnine and a uronic acid. Common substiruents of glycosarninoglycans are sulfate 
groups, linked by ester bonds to certain monosaccharides or by amide bonds to the amino 
group of glucosamine. Only hyaluronate is not sulfated and is not covalently attached 
to protein. The carboxyls of uronic acids and the sulfate groups contribute to the highly 
charged nature of glycosaminoglycans . Their electrical charge and their macromolecular 
structure are important in their roles as lubricants and support elements in connective tis
sue. Glycosaminoglycans of proteoglycans are predominantly components of the extracel
lular matrices and cell surfaces where they participate in cell adhesion and signaling . 

Hyaluronate Is a Copolymer of N-Acetylglucosamine and 
Glucuronic Acid 
Hyaluronate differs from the other types of glycosarninoglycans. It is unsulfated, not covalently 
linked with protein, and produced by bacteria as well as animal cells. It is classified as a gly
cosarninoglycan because of its srructural similarity to these polymers, consisring solely of repeat
ing disaccharide units of N-acetylglucosamine and glucuronic acid (Figure 16.14). Although 
it has the lease complex chemical Structure of the glycosarninoglycans, the chains may reach 
105- 107 Da. The large mass, polyelectrolyte character, and large volume it occupies in solution 
contribute to the properties ofhyaluronate as a lubricant and shock absorbent . It is ubiquitous in 
the extracellular matrix and found in synovial lluid, vitreous humor, and umbilical cord. 

Chondroitin Sulfates Are the Most Abundant Glycosaminoglycans 
The chondroitin sulfates are attached to specific serine residues in a protein core through 
a tetrasaccharide linkage module. 

GluUA - Gal - Gia - Xyl - 0-Ser 
143 1~3 1->4 

Each chain contains 30 to 50 disaccharide units (15- 25 kDa), consisting of N-acetylgalac
tosarnine and glucuronic acid, which are attached to the linkage module (Figure 16.14) . 
The disaccharides can be sulfated at the C4 or C6 position of N-acerylgalacrosamine. An 
average chondroitin sulfate proteoglycan molecule contains about 100 chondroitin sulfate 
chains attached to the protein core, giving a mass of 1.5-2 X 106 Da. Proteoglycan prepara
tions are extremely heterogeneous , differing in number and distribution of polysaccharide 
chains, length of chondroitin sulfate chains, and degree of sulfation. Chondroitin sulfate 
proteoglycans may aggregate noncovalentl y with hyaluronate and are prominent compo
nents of cartilage, tendons, ligaments, and aorta, as well as brain, kidney, and lung. 

Dermatan Sulfate Contains L-lduronic Acid 
Dermatan sulfate differs from chondroiti n sulfate in that its predominant uronic acid is L-idu
ronic acid, although some o-glucuronic acid is also present. The epirnerization of o -glucuronic 
acid to L-iduronic acid occurs after incorporation into the polymer chain and is coupled with 
the process of sulfation. The glycosidic linkages have the same position and configuration as 
in chondroiti n sulfates, with average polysaccharide chains of 2- 5 X 104 Da. Like heparin, 
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H OH H HNCOCH3 n 

Repeat unit of hyaluronlc acid 

-o3SOCH2 

H 

0 o-

H OSO3 H HNSO3 

Repeat unit of heparin 

n 

vroo_ y-i o s 

H" ( 
H OH 

Repeat unit of chondroltln 4-sulfate 

o-

H HNCOCH3 

Repeat unit of keratan sulfate 

o-

H HNCOCH3 n 

Repeat unit of dermatan sulfate 

n 

dermatan sulfate is antithrombic but has only minimal whole-blood anticoagulant and blood 
lipid-clearing activities. Dermaran sulfate is found in skin, blood vessels, and heart valves. 

Heparin and Heparan Sulfate Differ from Other Glycosaminog lycans 
Glucosamine and o-glucuronic acid or L-iduronic acid form the characteristic disaccha
ride repeat unit in heparin (Figure 16.14) . In contrast to most other glycosaminogly
cans, heparin contains /3-glycosidic linkages. Almost all glucosamine residues contain 
sulfamide linkages, while a small number of glucosamine residues are N-acetylated. The 
sulfate content of heparin approaches 2.5 sulfate residues per disaccharide unit in prepar
ations with the highest biological activity . In addition to N-sulfate and O-sulfate on C6 
of glucosamine , heparin may contain sulfate on C3 of the hexosamine and C2 of the 
uronic acid. Unlike other glycosaminoglycan s, heparin is an intracellular component 
of mast cells, and functions predominantly as an anticoagulant and lipid-clearing agent 
(Clin. Corr. 16.12). 

Heparan sulfate contains a similar disaccharide repeat unit as heparin but has more 
N-acetyl groups, fewer N-sulfate groups, and a lower content of 0-sulfate groups. Heparan 
sulfate as a component of proteoglycans may be extracellular or an integral and ubiquitous 
component of the cell surface in many tissues including blood vessel walls and brain, and 
may function as a coreceptor for certain growth fu.ctors. 

Keratan Sulfate Exists in Two Forms 
Keratan sulfate is composed principally of the disaccharide unit of N-acetylglucosamine 
and galactose, and contains no uronic acid (Figure 16.14). Sulfate content is variable, as 
ester sulfate on C6 of galacrose and hexosarnine. Two types of keratan sulfate differ in 
carbohydrate content and tissue distribution . Both also contain mannose , fucose, sialic 
acid, and N-acetylgalacrosamine . Keratan sulfate I, from cornea, is linked to protein by 
an N-acetylglucosamine-asparaginyl bond , typical of glycoproteins. Keratan sulfate II, 
from cartilage, is linked through N-acetylgalactosamine to serine or threonine. Skeletal 

Figure 16.14 Major repeat units of 
glycosamin oglycan chains . 

Heparin Is an Anticoagu lant 

Heparin is a naturally occurring sulfated 
glycosarninoglycan that is used to reduce 
the dotting tendency of patients. Both in 
vivo and in vitro, heparin prevents the ac
tivation of clotting factors by binding with 
an inhibitor of the coagulation process. 
The inhibitor is antithrombin III, a plasma 
protein inhibitor of serine proteases. In the 
absence of heparin, antithrombin III slowly 
(10-30 min) combines with several clotting 
factors, yielding complexes devoid of prote
olytic activity; in the presence of heparin, 
inactive complexes are formed within a few 
seconds. Amithrombin IIl contains an argi
nine residue that combines with the active 
site serine of factors Xa and IXa; thus, the 
inhibition is stoichiometric. Heterozygous 
antithrombin III deficiency results in in
creased risk of thrombosis in the veins and 
resistance to the action of heparin. 

Hirsh , J. Drug therapy: Heparin. N Engl J. Med. 
324:1565, 1991. 
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UDP-Xyl 

~ ~ DP 
rotein core]-Sell ~ 

"5er-Xyl UDP-Gal 

er-Xyl-Ga l-Gal-GlcUA·fal lNAc-GlcUAl 

l S04- Jn 
UDP 

(UDP, PAP)n 

(UDP-GalNAc , 
UDP-GlcUA, PAPS)n 

-Se -Xyl-Ga l 

UDP-Gal 

er-Xyl-Gal-Gal-GlcUA-GalNAc-GlcUA 
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I 
$04-

UDP 

-5e r-Xyl-Gal-Gal 

PAPS 

~ -x;=u~~s:•Nk-01~, 

( h Xyl-Gal-Gal-Glc UA-GalNAc 
UDP-GlcUA 

Xyl-Gal-Gal-GlcU A 

UDP 

Figure 16.15 Synthesis of chondroitin sulfate proteoglycan . Xyl, xylose; Gal, galact0se; GkUA, 
glucuronic acid; GalNAc, N-acetylgalactosamine; PAPS, phosphoadenosine phosphosulfate. 

keratan sulfates are often covalently attached to the same core protein as the chondroitin 
sulfate chains . 

Biosynthesis of Chondroitin Sulfate Is Typical of 
Glycosaminoglycan Formation 

The glycosarninoglycans are assembled by sequential action of glycosyltransferases, which 
transfer a monosaccharide from a nucleotide-linked derivative to an appropr iate accepror, 
either the nonreducing end of anothe r sugar or a polypeptide . The biosynthesis of the 
chondroitin sulfates is most thoroughly understood (Figure 16.15). 

Formation of the core protein is the first step, followed by the action of six glycosyl
transferase reactions. Strict substrate specificity is required for completion of the unique 
tetrasaccharide linkage region. Polymerization then results from repeated N-acetylgalac
tosarninyltransferase and glucuronosyltransferase reactions to form the characteristic disac
charide units. Sulfation of N-acetylgalactosamine at the C4 or C6 position occurs with 
chain elongation. The sulfate donor, as in other biological systems, is 3 ' -phospho adenosin e 
5 '-phosphosulfate (PAPS), which is formed from ATP and sulfate in two steps catalyzed by 
the bifunctional PAPS synthetase (Figure 16.16). The importance of sulfation is highlighted 
by the p reponderance of chondrodystrophic conditions in animals and humans caused by 
deficiencies in the sulfation process (Clin. Cor r. 16.13). 

Synthesis of other glycosarninoglycans requires additional transferase reactions spe
cific for the appropriate sugars and linkages. Completion often involves 0-sulfation, 
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5' -phosphosulfate (APS) 

Figure 16.16 Biosynthe sis of 3 ' -phospho adeno sine 5 '- phosphosulfat e (PAPS). 

epime rization, acetylation, or N-sulfation. Synthesis of both proteoglycans and glyco
proteins is regulated by the same mechanism at the level of hexosam ine synthesis . The 
fructose 6-phosphate-glutamine transamidase reaction (see Figure 16.4, p . 652) is sub
ject to feedback inhibition by UDP-N-acetylglucosamine, which is in equil ibrium with 
UD P-N-acerylgalactosam ine . Similarly, the concentrations of UDP-xylose and UDP
glucuronic acid are stringently controlled by UDP-xylose inhibition of the UDP-glucose 
dehydrogenase-catalyz,ed conversion of UDP-glucose to UDP-glucuronic acid (see Figure 
16.4) . Since xylose is the first sugar added during synthesis of chondroitin sulfate , der
matan sulfate, heparin , and heparan sulfate, the earliest effect of dec reased core protein 
synthesis would be accumulation of UDP-xylose, which aids in maintaining a balance 
between synthesis of prote in and glycosaminoglycans. 

Proteoglycans , like glycoproteins and glycolipids are degraded by the sequential action 
of proteases and glycosidases, deacetylases and sulfatases. Much of the information about 
metabolism and degradation of proteoglycans has been derived from the study of the 
mucopolysaccharido ses (Clin . Cor r. 16.14) . T hese genetic disorders are characte rized by 
accumulation in tissues and excretion in urine of hetero-oligosaccharide products derived 
from incomplete breakdown of proteoglycans , due to a deficiency of one or more lyso
somal hydrolases . 

Although proteoglycans continue to be defined on the basis of the glycosaminoglycan 
chains they contain , new ones have been described largely on the basis of functional proper-

H H 
3' 

0 OH 
I 

-0 - P= O 
I -o 

3' -Phosphoadenoslne 5'- phosphosulfate 
(PAPS) 

Chondrodystrophies due to Sulfation Defects 

Sulfation is an essential modification of glycosaminoglycans in the 
various proteoglycan families. The sulfation process involves transport 
of inorganic sulfate into the cell via plasma membrane transporters, 
activation by transformation into phosphoadenosylphosphosulfate 
(PAPS) via a cwo-step process catalyzed by PAPS synthetase in the 
cytosol, then either direct utilization by cytosolic sulfotransferases or 
transport of PAPS from the cytosol co the Golgi complex for utilization 
by a hose of lumenal sulfotransferases. Three aucosomal recessive dis
orders, diascrophic dysplasia (DTD), acelosceogenesis type II (AOII), 
and achondrogenesis type 1B (ACG-1B), result from mutations in the 
DTDST gene which encodes a sulfate transporter. Patients with OTO 
exhibit disproportionate shore stature and generalized joint dysplasia, 
buc usually have a normal lifespan; ACG-1 B is characterized by ex
tremely shore extremities and trunk; AOII is a perinarally lethal chon-

drodysplasia. Genetic disorders due co defects in synthesis of PAPS by 
the bifuncrional sulfurylase/kinase (PAPS synthecase) have been iden
tified in both animals and humans. T he brachymorphic mouse ex
hibits a severe growth disorder resulting in extremely short trunk and 
limbs and small skull. In humans, spondyloepimecaphyseal dysplasia 
(Pakistani cype) is characterized by shore and bowed lower limbs, en
larged knee joints, and early onset of degenerative joint disease. These 
phenotypes clearly highlight the importance of this posmanslacional 
modification to the functioning of proteoglycans, especially in devel
opment and maintenance of the skeletal system. 

Schwanz, N. B., and Domowicz, M. Chondrodysplasias due co proceoglycan de
fecrs. Glycobiology 12:57R, 2002; and Schwartz, N. B. Chondrod ysplasias. Ency
clopedia of Endocrine Disorders, 2004, 1:502. 
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Mucopo lysacchar idoses 

Hu.man genetic disorders characterized by excessive accumulation 

and excretion of che oligosaccharides of proteoglycans comprise che 

mucopolysaccharidoses . They result from deficiency of one or more 

lysosomal hydrolases chat are responsible for che degradation of der

macan and/or heparan sulfate. Hurler syndrome and Sanfilippo syn

drome are aucosomal recessive conditions, whereas Huncer disease is 

X-linked . Boch Hurler and Hunrer syndromes are characterized by 

skeletal abnormalities and mental rerardacion, which in severe cases 

may result in early death. In contras t, the physical defects in the San

filippo syndrome are relatively mild, whereas the mencal retardation 

is severe. Collectively, che incidence of che mucopolysaccharidoses is 
l per 30,000 births. Multiple sulfatase deficiency (MSD) is charac

terized by decreased activity of aU known sulfatases. Recent evidence 

suggests chat a co- or poscranslational modification of a cysteine co 

2-arnino 3-oxopropionic acid is essential for sulfatase activity, and chat 

a lack of chis modification resulcs in MSD. These disorders are ame

nable co prenatal diagnosis, since che pattern of metabolism exhibited 

by affected cells obtained from amniotic fluid is strikingly different 

from normal . 

Enzyme Defects in the Mucopolysaccharidoses 

Syndrome 

Hunter 

Hurler-Scheie 

Maroreaux-Lamy 

Mucolipidosis VII 

Sanfilippo type A 

Sanfilippo type B 

Sanfilippo type C 

Sanfilippo type D 

Morquio rypeA 

Morquio rype B 

Accumulaud Producti' 

Heparan sulfate 
Dermacan sulfate 

Heparan sulfate 
Dermacan sulfate 

Dermacan sulfate 

Heparan sulfate 
Dermacan sulfate 

Heparan sulfate 

Heparan sulfate 

Heparan sulfate 

Heparan sulfate 

Keratan/chondroitin 
sulfate 

Keratan sulfate 

Deficient Enzyme" 

lduronate sulfa case (1) 

a-t-Iduronidase (2) 

N-Acerylgalaccosamine sulfarase (3) 

/3-Glucuronidase (4) 

Heparan sulfamidase (6) 

N-Acecylglucosaminidase (9) 

Acecyl CoA: a-g lucosarninide acecyltransferase 

N-Acecylglucosamine 6-sulfarase (8) 

Galacrose-6-sulfatase 

/3-Galactos idase 

'Structures of dermatan sulfate and heparan sulfate. 

Dermatan sulfate 
(2) (4) 

-l dUA--;;-GalNAc13 GlcUAyGal NAc13 I (1) 1<3) I 
OS0 3H OS0 3H OS0 3H 

Heparan sulfate -l dUA~Glc N~GlcUA - GlcNAc~ a a ~ a 
1<1> l<s> I (a) 

OS0 3H OS0 3H OS0 3H 

bThe numbers in parentheses refer ro the enzymes char hydrolyze chose bond5. 

Neufeld, E., and Muenzer , J. Mucopolysaccharidoses. In Scriver, C. R., Beaudet, ired Disease, 8th ed. New York: McGraw Hill, 2001, HI: 3421. 

A. R., Sly, W. S., and Valle, D. (Eds.), The Merabolic and Mokcular Bases of lnher-

ties or location. Aggrecan and versican are the predominant extracellular species; synde
can, CD44 , and thrombomodulin are integral membrane proteins; neurocan, brevican, 
cerebrocan, and phosphacan are largely restricted to the nervous system. Many proteogly
cans (i.e., aggrecan, syndecan, and betaglycan) carry more than one type of glycosamino
glycan chain, and their sizes and relative amountS may change with development, age, or 
disease. Many genes encoding the proteoglycan core proteins and biosymhetic enzymes 
have been cloned, revealing chat the relevant proteins belong to families of related origin 
and possible function . 
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Questions • CAROL N. ANGSTADT 

Multiple-Choice Questions 

1. All of the following inrerconversions of monosaccharides (or der iva
tives) require a nucleotide linked sugar intermediate except 
A. galactose 1-phosphare to glucose I -phosphate . 
B. glucose 6-phosphate to mannose 6-phosphate. 
C. glucose co glucuronic acid. 
D. glucuronic acid to xylose. 
E. glucosamine 6-phosphate to N-acetylneurarninic acid (a sialic acid). 

2. All of the following are true about glucuronic acid except 
A. it is a charged molecule ar physio logical pH. 
B. as a UDP derivative, it can be decarboxylated ro a componenr 

used in proteoglycan synthesis. 
C . it is a precursor of ascorbic acid i.n humans . 
D . its formation from glucose is under feedback control by a 

UDP-linked intermediare. 
E. it can ultimately be converted to xylulose 5-phosphate and thus 

enrer the pentose phosphate pathway. 

3. NADPH/NADP + is maintained at a high level in cells primarily by 
A. lactate dehydrogenase. 
B. the combined actions of glucose 6-phosphare dehydrogenase and 

gluconolactonase. 
C . the action of the electron transporr chain. 
D. exchange with NAD + /NAD H . 

E. the combine d actions of rranskerolase and rransaldolase. 
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glucuronic acid 
glycosamine glycan 
glycosylation 
chondro itin sulfate 
proteoglycan 
epimerization 
dermaran sulfate 
oligosaccharide 

4. Fucose and sialic acid 

heparan sulfate 
nucleotide sugar 
heparin 
carbohydrate 
hyaluronate 
mucopolysaccharidc 
aggrecan 

A. are both derivatives ofUDP-N-acerylglucosarnine. 
B. are the parrs of the carbohydrate chain that are covalently linked 

to the protein. 
C. can be found in the core srrucrure of certain 0-linked glycoproreins. 
D. are transferred to a carbohydrate chain when it is attached to 

dolichol phosphate. 
E. are the repeating unit of proteoglycans. 

5. Glycosaminog lycans 
A. are the carbohydrate portion of glycoproteins. 
B. conrain large segmenrs of a repeating un it typically consisting of 

a hexosamine and a uronic acid . 
C. always contain sulfate. 
D. exist in only rwo forms . 
E. are bound to protein by ionic interaction. 

6. All of the following are true of proteoglycans except 
A. specificity is determined , in parr, by the action of glycosyltrans

ferases. 
B. synthesis is regulated, in part , by UDP-xy lose inhibition of the 

conversion of UDP -glucose to UDP-glucuronic acid. 
C. synthesis involves sulfation of carbohydrate residues by PAPS. 
D. synthesis of core protein is balanced with synthesis of the 

polysaccharide moieties. 
E. degradation is catalyzed in the cyrosol by nonspecific glycosidases. 
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Questions 7 and 8: Galacrosemia is an inability ro transform galac-
tose inco glucose and can lead co such problems as cacaract formation, 
groWth failure, mental retardation, or eventual death from liver damage. 
Galaccose is reduced to galacticol, which initiates cataract formation. 
Accumulation of galaccose 1-phosphace, the most serious condition, leads 
ro liver failure. 

7. The most severe form of galaccosemia 
A. is a generic deficiency of a uridylylcransferase chat exchanges 

galaccose I-phosphate for glucose on UDP-g lucose. 
B. resulcs from a deficiency of an epimerase. 
C. is insignificant in infancs but a major problem in lacer life. 
D. is a defect in galaccokinase. 
E. would be expected co interfere with the use of fructose as well as 

galacrose because the deficient enzyme is common to the 
metabolism of both sugars. 

8. UD P-galacrose 
A. must be formed from galaccose I-phosphate. 
B. is usually the first sugar linked to dolichol phosphate. 
C. is used in the synthesis of chondroitin sulfate. 
D. could not lead co the formation of sugar derivatives like 

glucuronic acid or xylose. 
E. is the direct precursor of N-acetylgalaccosamine. 

Questions 9 and 10: A 6 month old infant presented with hypoglycemia, 
vomiting, diarrhea, protein-loss enceropathy, and hepatic fibrosis. 
Measurement of the glycosylation state of endogenous serum transferrin 
revealed Type lb COG (congenital disorders of glycosylation), which is a 
defect in phosphomannose isomerase activity. 

9. The role of phosphomannose isomerase is the interconversion of 
A. mannose 6-phosphace and mannose I-phosphate . 
B. glucose 6-phosphace and mannose 6-phosphace . 
C. frucrose 6-phosphace and mannose 6-phosphace . 
D. fructose I-phosphate and mannose I-phosphate . 
E. glucose 6-phosphace and mannose I-phosphate. 

Answers 

1. B The glucose and mannose phosphates are both in equilibrium 
with fructose 6-phosphacc by phosphohexose isomerases. A: Occurs 
via an epimerasc at the UDP-galactose level. C and D: This oxidation 
of glucose is catalyzed by UDP-glucose dehydrogenase and the prod
ucr can be decarboxylaced co UDP-xylose. E: Again, an epimerization 
occurs on the nucleotide intermedi ate. 

2. C Man does not make ascorbic acid. A: The charged acid group 
enhances water solubility, which is a major physiological role for 
glucuronic acid, for example, bilirubin merabo lism. B and D: De
carboxylation of UDP-glucuronic acid gives UDP-xylose, which is a 
potent inhibitor of the oxidation of UDP-g lucose to the acid. E: The 
reduction of d-glucuronic acid to l-gulonic acid leads co ascorbate as 
well as xylulose 5-phosphace for the penrose phosphate pathway . 

3. B Although the glucose 6-phosphate dehydrogenase reaction, specific 
for NAOP, is reversible, hydrolysis of the lacrone assures chat the over
all equilibrium lies far in the direction ofNAOPH. A and C: These 
use NAO , not NAOP. D: This does nor occur . E: These enzymes arc 
part of the pentose phosphate pathway but do not use NADP. 

4. C Core structure also conrains galactose and N-acecylgalaccosamine. 
A: Only sialic acid docs. Fucose comes from CDP-mannosc . B: Usu-

10. In Type le COG, a defecr in an enzyme transferring a glucosyl 
residue co a high-mannose dolichol pyrophosphate precursor, the 
caroohydrace scrucrure would be part of a(n) 
A. N-linked glycoprocein. 
B. 0-linked glycoprocein. 
C. proceoglycan. 
D. glycosaminoglycan. 
E. complex lipid. 

Questions 11 and 12: An infant presented with multiple skeletal 
abnormalities, with the most prominent ones being a shore trunk and 
shore limbs. Urine was free of partially degraded oligosaccharides or 
oligosaccharides of proceoglycans. The blood sulfate concentration and 
extracellular acid hydro lase activity were normal. 

11. The disorder described would most likely be caused by a defect in 
A. the ability co generate mannose 6-phosphace. 
B. lysosomal glycosidase activity. 
C. the gene chat codes for a sulfate transporter . 
D. PAPS synthecase. 
E. a sulfacase. 

12. Sulfation is an important component of the synthesis of 
A. most proceoglycans. 
B. hyaluron ace. 
C. most glycoproceins. 
D. conjugated bilirubin . 
E. all of the above. 

Problems 

13. What is the role of cransaldolasc and cranskcrolasc in the metabolism 
of glucose? 

14. Essential fructosuria is a defect in frucrokinase whereas fructose 
into lerance is a defect in fruc tose I-phosphate aldolase. Which of 
these rwo diseases leads to severe hypoglycemia after ingestion of 
fructose, and why? 

ally found ac the periphery of the carbohydrate. D: Core structure of 
N-linked carbohydrates conrains mannose and N-acecylglucosamine. 
E: Repeating unit is hexosamine and uronic acids. 

5. B This is a major distinction from glycoproteins, which, by defini
tion, do not have a serial repeating unit . A; These are the carbohy
drate of proteoglycans. C: Most do, but hyaluronate does not. D: 
There are at least six different classes. E: Carbohydrates are bound by 
covalent links. 

6. E Degradation is lysosomal; deficiencies of one or more lysosomal 
hydrolases lead to accumulation of proteoglycans in the mucopolysac
charidoses. A: Strict subscrace specificity of the enzymes is important 
in determining the type and quantity of proteoglycans synthesized. 
Formation of specific protein acceptors for the carbohydrate is also 
important . B and D: Boch xylose and glucuronic acid levels are con
trolled by chis; xylose is the first sugar added in the synthesis of four of 
the six types and would accumul ate if core protein synthesis were de
creased. C: This is necessary for the formation of most proceoglycans. 

7. A B: The epimerase is normal. C : Galactose is an important sugar for 
infancs. D : In chis disease, the galactokinase is normal but is deficient 
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in the mild form of the disease. E: Fruccose mecabolism does noc use 
the uridylylcransferase thac is deficienc in galaccosemia. 

8. C The inicial carbohydrate chain builc on the serine -OH group 
contains cwo galaccoses p lus an N-acecylgalaccosamine, supplied as 
the UDP-derivatives . A: Ic can also be formed by epimeriz.arion of 
UDP-glucose . B: This is an N-acecylglucosamine. D: Since ic can be 
epimerized co UDP-g lucose, ic can lead co these produces . E: This 
is one of the more complex incerconversions chac proceeds through 
nucleotide-bound derivatives of glucose and rhamnose. 

9. C This is similar to the glucose 6-phosphate-fructose 6-phosphate 
interconversion . A: Mu.cases cacalyze a 1-6 phosphace shifi:. B, D, and 
E: These conversions do not occur directly. 

10. A A carbohydrate chain assembled on dolichol phosphate is 
characteristic ofN-l inked glycoproteins. B, C, and D: Synthesis 
of 0-linked glycoproteins involves the sequencial addition to the 
N-acecylgalactosamine linked to serine or threonine . E: Dolichol 
phosphate is a lipid but is eliminaced when the carbohydrate chain is 
added to the protein. 

11. D These scruccural abnormalities are associated with defecrs in sulfu
cion of the proceoglycans . A:. This would lead co an inabilicy co cargec 
acid hydrolase co the lysosomc and thus increase the extracellular 
concencration. B and E: These are lysosomal enzymes whose defi
ciency would lead co partially degraded oligosaccharides in urine . C: 
Lack of a cransporrer would lead to elcvaced serum levels of sulfate . 

12. A B: Hyaluronatc is one glycosaminog lycan which is not sulfured. C: 
Glycoproteins don't contain sulfuce. D : Bilirubin is conjugaced with 
glucuronic acid . 

13. 3 Pencose phosphates (ribose 5-phosphatehosphace + 2 xylulosc 
5-phosphate) are converted to 2 fructose 6-phosphate and glyceral
dehyde 3-phosphate by transaldolase and cranskecolasc via a series of 
2-carbon and 3-carbon cransfers. These reactions are reversible. 

14. Lack of fructokinase causes accumulation of fructose which is ex
creted. Lack of the aldolase results in increased fructose I-phosphate, 
which sequeste rs cellular inorganic phosphate, inhibiting the cells 
abilicy co generate ATP. 
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Key Concepts 

• Triacylglycerols are hydrophobic molecules that are the major 
fuel store in all organisms. In mammals, mosr triacylglycerol is 
found in adipose tissue. 

Mosr tissues can assemble triacylglycerols from acyl CoAs and 
glycerol 3-phosphate . 
Fatty acids are converted to acetyl CoA by /3-oxidation and then 
used as fuel in many tissues. There is net deposition of fat as triacylglycerol in adipose tissue 

in the fed state, whereas adipose tissue breaks down the uiacyl
glycerol to provide fuel for other tissues during fasting. 

During prolonged fasting, the ketone bodies, acetoacetate and 
/3-hydroxybutyrate are synthesized from acetyl CoA in che liver. 
The use of ketone bodies as fuel by the brain and other tissues is 
an important adaptation to prolonged fasting. 

Fatty acids are synthesized mainly in the liver by the sequential 
addition of two-carbon units, using acetyl CoA derived from 
dietary glucose and other fuels. The synthesis and breakdown of fatty acids is regulated to 

promote energy storage in the fed state and energy mobilization 
in the fasted state. In addition, the mobilization of fatty acids 
from stored triacylglycerol is regulated to meet cellular 

Fatty acids can be modified by chain elongation and the addi
tion of double bonds to produce a family of molecules. In mam
mals, some polyunsaturated fatty acids can be made only from 
essential fatty acid precursors in the diet. energy needs. 

Figure 17.1 Long-chain fatty acids. Left: 
Palmitic (saturated). Right: Cis palmitoleic 
(unsaturated). Co lor scheme: H white, C gray, 
and O red .. 
Courtesy of Dr. Daniel Predecki, Shippensburg 
University, PA. 

Figure 17.2 Triacylglycerol. 1-Palmityl 2,3-
dioleoyl glycerol. See Figure 17.1 for color scheme. 
Courtesy of Dr. Daniel Predecki, Shippensburg 
University, PA. 

17 .1 • INTRODU CTION 

Lipids are hydrophob ic molecules, meaning that they are not soluble in water and tend to 
self-associate in separate lipid phases. Most lipids contain or are derived from fatty acids 
(Figure 17.1). Lipids have many important biological functions . Triacylglycerols (Figure 
17.2) are the major fuel store in the body. Other lipids, including phospholi pids, glyco
lipids, and chol esterol, are crucial constiruents of biological membranes; the unique surface 
active properties of these molecules allow them to form the membrane backbone, separating 
and defining aqueous compartments within cells. Surface active lipids have other important 
functions, including maintenance of alveolar integrity in the lungs and solubilization of non
polar substances in body fluids. Finally, some lipids are important signaling molecules. Fatty 
acids, steroid hormone s, and the eicosanoids , including prostaglandins, are important in 
communication between cells. Other lipids have signaling functions within cells. 

The metabolism of fatty acids and triacylglycerols is so important that imbalances and defi
ciencies in these processes can have serious pathological consequences in humans. Disease states 
related to dysfunctions in lipid metabolism include obesity, diabetes mellitus, hypercrigclyceri
demia, and ketoacidosis. There are also human genetic diseases that affect fatty acid metabo
lism, including Refsum disease and deficiencies in camitine and in fatty acid oxidation. 

The Appendix describes the nomenclature and chemistry of lipids, and a discussion of 
the digestion and absorption offuts is presented in Chapter 25 . 

17.2 • CHEMI CAL NATURE OF FATTY ACIDS 
AN D ACYLGLYCEROLS 

Fatty Acids Are Alkyl Chains Terminating in a Carboxyl Group 

Fatty acids (see Figure 17.1) consist of an alkyl chain with a terminal carboxyl group . The 
basic formula of a completely saturated species is CH 3(CH 2)nCOOH. Nearly all fatty acids 
in humans have an even number of carbon atoms, although some organisms synthesize 
molecules with an odd number. Humans can use the latter for energy, but they are margin
ally incorporated into complex lipids. Unsaturated fatty acids occur commonly, with up to 
six double bonds per chain. If there is mo re than one double bond per molecule, they are 
separated by a meth ylene (-CH 2-) group. The double bonds are almost always in the 
cis configuration , which induces a kink in the fatty acid chain, preventing orderly packing 
of the chains in lipid phases. By inducing disorder, double bonds lower the melting tem
perature and increase the fluidity of the phases. 

Most fatty acids in humans have 16-20 carbon atoms, but C 14 molecules are found 
linked to proteins and very long fatty acids are found in complex lipids in the nervous system. 
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These include nervonic acid (22:1) and docosahexaenoic acid, a C22 acid that has six double 
bonds (Figure 17.3). Some fatty acids with an a-OH group are found as constiruentS of 
membrane lipids. Branched-chain fatty acids, which have methyl groups at one or more 
positions along the chain, are also found in some animals, including humans. These con
tribute specific physical properties to some secretory and strucrural molecules. For instance, 
large arnountS of branched-chain fatty acids, particularly isovaleric acid (Figure 17.4), occur 
in lipids of echo-locating srructures in marine mammals. 

The most abundant fatty acids in humans are shown in Table 17 .1. The symbols show 
the number of carbon atoms and, after the colon, the number of double bonds. Carbon 
at0ms are numbered starting with the carboxyl carbon . The bond locations are shown in 
parentheses, using the number of the carbon atom on the carboxyl side of the bond. 

Most Fatty Acids in Humans Occur as Triacylglycerols 

Fatty acids are stored primarily as esters of glycerol (Figures 17.2 and 17.5). Most fatty 
acids in humans are found in triacylglycerols , in which all three hydroxyl groups of gly
cerol are esterified with fatty acids. Compounds with one (monoa cylglycerols) or two 
(diacylglycerols ) esterified fatty acids occur in relatively minor amounts , largely as met
abolic intermediates in the synthesis and degradation of glycerol-containing lipids. The 
trivial names, mono-, di- and triglycerides, are also used for these compoun ds. 

Most triacylglycerols have different fatty acids esterified to the three positions of 
glycerol. The distribution of fatty acids is influenced by many fact0rs, including diet 
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TABLE 17.1 • Fatty Acids of Importance to Humans 

Name Numerical Fonnula Functions in Humans 

Formic acid 1 

Acetic acid 2:0 

Propionic acid 3:0 Produced by mecabolism of odd -chain faccy ac-
ids as well as isoleucine, valine, and mechionine 

Bucyric acid 4:0 Mill< triacylglycerols contain shore chain f.ucy acids 

Myristic acid 14:0 Covalend y linked to some proteins 

Palmitic acid 16:0 Produce of farcy acid syn chase 

Palmicoleic acid 16: 1 (9) Facey acids wich 16-18 carbons comprise che 
bulk of the faery acids in triacylglycerols and 
complex lipids 

Srearic acid 18:0 

Oleicacid 18:1(9) 

Linoleic acid 18:2(9, 12) Essential furcy acid 

Linolenic acid 18:3(9 , 12, 15) Essential farcy acid 

Arachidonic acid 20:4(5, 8, 11, 14) Precursor of prosraglandins and ocher eicosanoids 

Lignoceric acid 24:0 

Nervonic acid 24:1( 15) Enriched in sphingolipids 
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Figure 17 .3 Very long-chain fatty acids. 
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Agure 17 .4 lsovaleric acid. 

Figure 17.5 Acylglycerols . 
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Obesity 

Obesity has become a worldwide epidemic. It has been estimated chat 
in 2004 , 25% of the population in the United Scates was obese, a fig
ure that is projected co increase co 40% by 2020. Equally distressing 
figures have been noted for countries with rapidly growing economies 
such as China and India. The definition of obesity is arbicraiy and is 
based on estimates of ideal body weight (IBW), chat is, body weight 
chat is associated with the lowest morbidity and mortality. Overweight 
is defined as weight up co 20% above IBW, and obesity is weight chat is 
20% (or greater) above IBW. Body Mass Index (BMI) is another com
monly used measure of obesity. It is calculated by dividing weight (in 
kilograms) by heighc2 (in meters squared). An individual with a BMI 
of 25 or greater is overweight, and of 30 or greater is considered obese. 
The anatomical location of fat deposition is a good indicator of the 
risk of morbidity and mortality from obesity; a central distribution of 
body fat (abdominal adipose tissue) is a greater health risk than a more 
peripheral distribution of fat (subcutaneous adipose tissue). 

Obesity is part of what has been termed Metabolic Syndrome, a col
lection of symptoms chat include central obesity, high blood pressure, 
high triacylglycerols and low levels of high density lipoprotein in the 
blood, as well as insulin resistance. As many as 47 million Americans have 
chis syndrome. Individuals with Metabolic Syndrome are at high risk for 
diabetes and cardiovascular disease. The biochemical link between obe
sity and diabetes is discussed in Clin. Corr. 17.2. Because of these health 
risks, the control of obesity is a major public health goal. 

The causes of obesity and the underlying reasons for ics dramatic 
increase in human populations are complex. Endocrine disorders such 
as hypothyroidism or Cushing disease (an overproduction of corticos
teroids) are rare, as are mutations in genes coding hormones involved in 
the control of food intake, such as leptin or ics receptor. le seems more 
likely chat the genetic disposition of an individual, together with the en
vironment (food choices, level of exercise), result in obesity. A change in 
lifestyle is dearly a major element in the obesity epidemic. An increased 

consumption of foods high in fat and carbohydrate, together with a de
crease in exercise is the major cause of weight gain and body fat deposi
tion in populations throughout the world. Thus , obesity is not a single 
disorder buc a heterogeneous group of conditions with multiple causes. 

Unfortunately , obesity is a condition chat is rarely curable; its 
treatment remains a persistent medical problem. The standard pro
cedure of reducing caloric intake and increasing energy expenditure 
is ineffective in obese individuals since, co be effective, ic muse be 
continued indefinitely co ensure a reduced body weight. Markedly 
obese individuals often resort to surgical procedures co remove un
wanted fat or reduce the stomach to prevent hunger and food absorp
tion. Several pharmacological interventions have been used for the 
treatment of obesity. These include the use of compounds, such as 
/3-phenylarnine chat selectively inhibits thereuptake of norepinephrine, 
serotonin, and dopamine . This compound reduces food intake and in
creases chermogenesis. Another approach is co prevent fat absorption 
using orlistat, which blocks pancreat ic lipase, thereby decreasing triacyl
glycerol digestion. The chermogenic (increases the generation of heat) 
compound ephedrine has been shown co increase oxygen consumption 
by l 0% in humans, when combined with caffeine. However, a major 
portion of the weight loss noted with chis combination of drugs is 
due to decreased food intake. Potentially icnporcanc new approaches to 
the treatment of obesity involve the development of compounds chat 
regulate satiety. Gastrointestinal peptides such as cholecyscokinin and 
glucagon-like peptide have long been known co reduce food intake. In 
addition , antagonises of the cannabinoid receptor in the brain reduce 
appetite. Small molecules chat ace by binding to these receptors are 
candidates for drugs chat could be used co control appetite. 

Hirsch , J., Salens, L.B., andAronne, L. J. Obesity . In Becker, K. L. (Ed), Princi
ples and Practice of Endocrinology and Metabolism, 3d ed. New York, Lippincorc, 
Williams and Wilkins, 2001, 1239; and Freidmann,J. M. Obesity in cbe new mil
lennium. Nattire404: 632, 2000. 

and che anatomical location of the stored mo lecule. In humans , most fatty acids are 
either saturated or contain one double bond, with oleic acid (18 : l) being the most 
common. Although triacylglycero ls are readily catabolized, they are comparatively inert 
chemically . The highly unsaturated fatty acids in triacylglycerols are much more suscep
tible co nonenzymatic oxidation. 

The Hydrophobicity of Triacylg lycerols Is Important 
for Their Functions 

Triacylglycerols and other complex lipids have limited solubi l ity in water because the 
long hydrocarbon chains of the constituent fatty acids do not form hydrogen bonds. 
Consequently, they tend to associate with each ocher or wi th other hydrophobic groups, 
such as scerols and the side chains of hydrophob ic am ino acids. This inso lubility in 
water is essential for the storage of triacylglycerols and for the assembly of biological 
membranes . 

Triacylg lycero ls are a much more efficient form of energy storage than glycogen. On 
a weigh t basis, triacy lglycero ls yield nearly 2½ times more ATP on complete oxidation than 
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The Key Role of Fatty Acid Metabolism in Type 2 Diabetes: A Tribute to J. Denis McGarry 

The late Denis McGarry, a long-time contributor to this book, wrote a 
prescient article in 1992 entitled "What ifMinkowski had been ageus
tic? An alternative angle on diabetes." Oskar Minkowski (18 5 8-1931) 
and Josef von Mering were the first to recognize that the pancreas 
produces a substance that regulates the level of blood glucose; their 
research ultimately led ro the isolation of insulin from /3 cells of the 
pancreas. The concept of diabetes as a disease of carbohydrate metab
olism began with the ancient observations that diabetic urine is sweet. 
Folklore tells us that Dr. Minkowski put his finger into the urine of a 
diabetic patient, tasted it, and noted that it was as "sweet honey." To 
this day, diabetes is widely considered to be due to an imbalance in 
carbohydrate metabolism. Dr. McGarry raised the humorous supposi
tion that if Minkowski had been ageustic {i.e., he could not taste), but 
could smell the acetone in the urine, diabetes would have been clas
sified as a disease of lipid rather than carbohydrate metabolism. This 
is an important insight into Type 2 (noninsulin-dependent) diabetes, 
which is associated with obesity and resistance to insulin. 

Because most of the human energy reserve is triacylglycerol this fuel 
is extremely important, particularly during fasting. After a meal, glucose 
is rapidly removed from the blood and either used for energy or stored 
as glycogen; within hours humans switch to the oxidation of fatty acids 
as the major source of energy, with ketone bodies becoming impor
tant during prolonged fasting. After 3 days of fasting, even the brain 
metabolizes ketone bodies. The metabolism of fat over the limited glu
cose supply is referred to as foe/ sparing. Fatty acids play an important 
role in this process by inhibiting glucose utilization in skeletal muscle. 
In 1963, Phillip Randle and colleagues proposed what is now known 
as the Randle hypothesis, which states that fatty acid oxidation blocks 
glucose metabolism by inhibiting key regulatory enzymes involved in 
glucose utilization, including phosphofruaokinase and pyruvate dehy
drogenase complex (see Chapter 15) and inhibits glycogen synthesis in 
skeletal muscle. Fatty acids also markedly reduce the uptake of glucose 
from the blood by blocking the recruitment of GLUT 4 from the endo
plasmic reticulum to the cell surface. This is due in part to the activation 
of specific isoforms of protein kinase C, as well as the rranscriprion fac
tor NF-KB, by acyl CoAs generated by fatty acid metabolism. 

Although the fuel sparing effect of fatty acids is of clear survival 
advantage, there is also a disadvantage in obesity, which is frequently 
characterized by a high fatty acid concentration in the blood. This 
reduces glucose uptake and metabolism by skeletal muscle, resulting 
in an increase in the fasting levels of blood glucose and a concomitant 
increase in insulin secretion. The resulting condition is termed insulin 
resistance (elevated levels of blood glucose and insulin) . During the 
early stages of insulin resistance, pancreatic /3 cells produce enough 
insulin to regulate blood glucose. However, prolonged overproduc
tion of insulin can cause failure of the /3 cells, resulting in Type 2 
diabetes. While this progression does not occur in all obese patients, 
insulin resistance evolves to diabetes in -40% of patients over 5- 10 
years. Currently over 220 million people worldwide have Type 2 dia
betes and the number is predicted to increase dramatically over the 
next 20 years. More alarmingly, Type 2 diabetes has replaced Type 
1 diabetes as the predominant form of this disease among children. 
Prevention and treatment of Type 2 diabetes is clearly a major medi
cal priority; in many cases insulin resistance is reversible with weight 
loss and increased exercise, particularly in the early stages. 

In his article, Dennis McGarry noted that the re-esterification 
of fatty acids to triacylglycerol is a critical factor in regulating their 
concentration in the blood. This prediction is amply supported by 
the current , widespread clinical use of the antidiabetic thiazolidinedi
one drugs, which act at the nuclear receptor, PPARy2. These drugs 
lower plasma-free fatty acids, in part by increasing the rate of fatty 
acid esterification to rriacylglycerol in white adipose tissue, thereby 
removing faery acids from the blood. Dr. McGarry was clearly ahead 
of his time in predicting the importance of the regulation of fatty acid 
metabolism in the control of diabetes. 

McGarry, J. D. What if Minkowski had been ageustic? An alternative angle on 
diabetes. Science 285: 766, 1992; Roden, M. How FFA inhibics glucose utilization 
in human skeletal muscle. News PhyswL Sci. 19: 92, 2004; Randle, P.J. Regulatory 
interactions between lipids and carbohydrates : the glucose faccy acid cycle after 35 
years. Diabetes Metabol Rev. 14: 263, 1998; and Zimmet , P. Alberti , K. G. M . 
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glycogen. In addition , triacylglycerol s are st0red without associated water, whereas glyco
gen is hydrophilic and binds about twice its weight of water. Therefore, the energy yield 
per gram of stored triacylglycerol is about 4 times that of hydra ted glycogen. Humans 
store much more fuel as triacylgl ycerol than as glycogen. The average 70-kg human st0res 
about 250 g of glycogen in liver and muscle. This represent s about 1000 kcal of energy , 
which is less than one day 's energy requirement. By contrast , the same individual store s 
-16 kg of triacylglycerol, which provides sufficient energy to survive several weeks of 
starvation . Unlike stores of glycogen and amino acids, which are limited , triacylg lycerol 
store s, can greatly expand, depending on caloric intake. This make s tr iacylglycerol an 
excellent fuel store , but it can also lead to obesity and , in some cases, diabetes (Clin. 
Corrs. 17.l and 17.2 ) . Adipose tissue is a significant source of hormones that regulate 
appetite , and subcutaneous fat is also import.ant in temperature regulation because it 
provides a layer of insulation. 
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Figure 17 .6 lnterorgan tra nsport of fatty acids. 
(a) In the fed state, the re is nee deposition of 
criacylglycerol in adipose tissue. The sources are 
dietary fat and faery acids synthesized in the liver 
from excess carbohydrate and amino acids. (b) ln 
the fasted scare, criacylglycerols are hydrolyzed and 
free faccy acids and glycerol are released into the 
blood. 
*During fasting, the liver synthesizes ketone bodies, 
which become a major fuel in the b lood as fasting 
progresses. 

17 .3 • INTERORGAN TRANSPORT OF FATTY 
ACIDS AND THEIR PRIMARY PRODUCTS 

In all mammals, the transport and storage off.my acids is regulated by dietary statuS. Triacyl
glycerol is stored in the fed state, with net deposition in adipose tissue. During fasting, triacyl
glycerol in adipose tissue is hydrolyzed and the producrs are distributed throughout the body to 
be used for energy production. As fasting progresses, the liver converts fatty acids to the ketone 
bodies, acetoacetate, and /3-hydroxybutyrate, which are released into the blood and become 
a major source of energy for many tissues. These processes are summarized in Figure 17.6. 

The transport oflipids presents unique problems because these molecules (especially rri
acylglycerols, cholesterol and irs esters) are insoluble in water. Consequently , lipids are trans

ported through the bloodstream in plasma lipoproteins or bound to proteins . In addition , 
the transport of rriacylglycerols across membranes usually involves breakdown to smaller 
constituents by lipases. 

Lipid Transport in the Fed State 

T riacylglycerols in the diet are digested in the stomach and small intestine by gastric and 
pancreatic lipases (p. 1052) . The principal producrs are 2-monoacylglycerols and free 
fatty acids, which are absorbed by the epithelial cells that line the small intestine . T hese 
cells assemble the absorbed fatty acids and monoacylglycerols into triacylglycerols (p. 688) , 
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other tissues 
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which are then packaged into chylomk rons, a triacylglycerol-rich plasma lipoprotein 
(p. I 051). Chy lo microns are secreted into lymph and then circulate in the bloodsueam. 

The liver is another source of triacylglycerols in the fed state. Fatty acids are synthesized in 
this tissue from excess carbohydrate and amino acids. These fatty acids are assembled into rri
acylglycerols and packaged inro very low-density lipoprotein (VIDL), a second triacylglycerol
rich lipoprotein, which is secreted inro the bloodstream (p. 724). 

The uiacylglycerols in chylomicrons and VLDL are hydrolyzed by lipoprotein lipase, 
located on the surface of capillary endothelial cells in tissues such as adipose tissue and skeletal 
muscle. The apoprotein ApoC-Il, which is found in chylomicrons and VLDL, activates the 
process by binding the lipoproteins to the enzyme. The producrs of lipoprotein lipase action 
are free fatty acids and glycerol. The free fatty acids are utilized in the tissue where hydrolysis 
occurs. The glycerol is transponed through the bloodstream and taken up by the liver where 
it is used in glycolysis or gluconeogenesis. 

Lipoprotein lipase is present at high levels in adipose tissue, cardiac muscle, and skeletal 
muscle, allowing these tissues to utilize triacylglycerols from lipoproteins. In adipose tissue, 
the producrs of lipoprotein lipase are taken up and assembled into triacylglycerols, allowing 
net deposition of fuel (p. 688). In muscle, the fatty acid producrs oflipase action are taken up 
and used to generate energy, although some triacylglycerol synthesis occurs in this tissue. 

Lipid Transport in the Fasted State 

The triacylglycerols stored in adipose tissue are mobilized for use as fuel in the fasted state. 
T his process is initiated by hormon e-sensitive lipase, which is located within adipocytes. 
This enzyme is aetivated when it is phosphorylated by cAMP-dependeot protein kinase 
A. Conversely, insulin inhibits the activity of th is enzyme by inducing its dephosphoryla
tion . T he protein, perilipin , which coats the surface of fat droplets, is also important in 
this regulation. When perilipin is not phosphorylated, it blocks lipase access to the triacyl
glycerol. When perilipin is phosphorylated by protein kinase A, hormone-sensitive lipase 
translocates to the surface of the fat droplet and hydrolyzes triacylglycerols. T he principal 
product of this enzyme is monoacylglycerol and free fatry acids. Other enzymes complete 
the hydrolysis. A summary of the regulation of triacylglycerol metabolism is presented in 
Table 17 .2. This regulation results in the net mobilization of fatty acids during fasting and 
net deposition after a meal. The balance of triacylglycerol synthesis and hydrolysis helps 
to assure adequate energy stores and avoid obesity (see Clin. Corrs 17. l and 17.2). Other 
lipases, including adipose triglyceride lipase, may also play a role in the degradation of 
triacylglycerols. These may contribute to slow unregulated lipol ysis. 

Other lipases rapidly complete the hydrolysis, releasing fatty acids and glycerol into 
the blood. The fatty acids are referred to as .free fatty acids although they circulate bound 
to serum albumin. Each albumin molecule can bind - IO fatty acids, so its binding capac
ity is very high. Free fatty acids bound to albumin, however, are a relatively small fraction 
of the total lipid in plasma when one considers the presence of the lipids in the plasma 
lipoproteins (p. 724). However, these free fatty acids turn over rapidly, so they represent a 
significant fraction of the lipid flux through the bloodstream. 

The hydrolysis of triacylglycerols present in adipose tissue and in plasma lipoproteins 
also produces free glycerol. Th is glycerol is used by the liver, which contains high levels 
of glycerol kinase, an enzyme that synthesizes glycerol 3-phosphate from glycerol and ATP 

TABLE 17.2 • Regulation of Triacylglycerol Metabolism 

Protein 

Hormone -sensitive lipase and perilipin 

Lipoprocein lipase 

Phosphatidat e phosphatase 

Effect 

Triacylglycerol Mobilizatum 
Activation by PKA-mediared phosphorylation 

Inhibition by dephosphorylarion 

Increased errqme synthesis 

Triacylglycerol Synthesis 
Increased enzyme synthesis 

Regulatory Agent 

Glucagon , epinephrin e, ACT H 

Insulin 

Insulin 

Steroid hormones 
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Figure 17.7 Acetyl-CoA carboxylase reaction. 

(see Figure 15.39, p. 625). Glycerol is metabolized sparingly in other tissues due to low levels 
of this enzyme. Hepatic glycerol 3-phosphate dehydrogenase convens glycerol 3-phosphate 
t0 dihydroxyacet0ne phosphate, which enters the glycolytic pathway in the fed state. In the 
fasted State, it is convened t0 glucose via gluconeogenesis. During prolonged fasting, when 
much of the body's energy is derived from stored fat, the glycerol produced by the hydrolysis 
of triacylglycerol in adipose tissue is an imponant substrate for gluconeogenesis in the liver. 

17.4 • SYNTHESIS OF FATTY ACIDS: LIPOGENESIS 

Glucose Is the Major Precursor for Fatty Acid Synthesis 

Dietary carbohydrate in excess of that needed for energy production and glycogen 
synthesis is converted to faery acids in the liver during the fed state in mammals. Glucose 
provides the carbon for fatty acid synthesis (via acetyl CoA) as well as the reducing equiva
lents (NADPH) required for this process. Other substrates , such as amino acids, can also 
contribute to lipogenesis. 

Pathway of Fatty Acid Biosynthesis 

The synthesis of fatty acids occurs in the cycosol using acecyl CoA produced from glucose or 
from ocher precursors (i.e., the carbon skeletons of amino acids). The saturated C 16 acid, palm
itic acid, is synthesized first, and all other fatty acids are made by ics modification. Fatty acids 
are synthesized by sequential addition of two-carbon unics from acecyl CoA co the activated 
carboxyl end of a growing chain by fatty acid synthase. In bacteria, fatty acid synthase is a 
complex of several proteins , whereas in mammalian cells it is a single multifunctional protein. 

Formation of Malonyl CoA Is the Commitment Step of Fatty Acid Synthesis 
Synthesis of fatty acids from acecyl CoA requires the activated intermediate , malonyl CoA, 
which is made by carboxylation of acecyl CoA by acecyl-CoA carboxylase (Figure 17.7). 
The reaction requires ATP and bicarbonate as the source of CO 2• In the first step, CO 2 is 
linked to a biotin moiety on the enzyme, using energy derived from ATP hydrolysis; the 
CO 2 is then transferred to acecyl CoA. This reaction is similar to the carboxylation of pyru
vate co oxaloacetate by pyruvate carboxylase (p. 622) . 

Acecyl-CoA carboxylase catalyzes the rate-limiting step in fatty acid synthesis. This enzyme 
exists in an inactive, protomeric State and , when aetivated, as linear polymers . The mammalian 
enzyme is activated by citrate or isocitrate. This represencs feed-forward activation of fatty acid 
synthesis because citrate is exported from the mit0chondria to generate cycosolic acetyl-CoA 
for fatty acid synthesis (see the section on the citrate cleavage pathway on p. 684) . Acecyl-CoA 
carboxylase is also inhibited by long-chain acyl CoAs, resulting in feedback inhibition of fatty 
acid synthesis by the end produce of the pathway. Phosphorylation of acetyl-CoA carboxylase 
by both cyclic-AMP-dependent protein kinase A and AMP-dependent protein kinases inhibit 
this enzyme. The importance of this regulation is discussed on page 702 . 

Reaction Sequence for the Synthesis of Palmitic Acid 
The first step catalyzed in faery acid synthesis is the tran sfer of the primer molecule , either 
an acetyl or bucyryl group from CoA to a 4' -phosphopantetheine moiety on acyl carrier 
prote in (ACP), a protein const ituent of the multienzyme complex (Figure 17.8, Reac
tion 1). The phosphopantetheine unit is identical with that in CoA; both are derived from the 
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II 

CH3- C- SC0A + HC03- + ATP ___ .,_ 
acetyl-CoA 

Acetyl CoA carnoxylase 

Malonyl CoA 
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vitamin, pantothe n ic acid. In bacteria ACP is a small prote in, whereas in mammals it is a 
domain of fatty acid synthase . Six or seven two-carbon units are added to the enzyme com
plex (depending on whethe r acetyl CoA or butyryl CoA is the primer) in a repetitive sequence 
of reactions until the palmitate molecule is completed . The reaction sequence, starting with 
an acetyl CoA primer and leading to butyryl-AC P, is presented in Figure 17.8. 

A round of fatty acid elongation is initiated by the addition of two carbon atoms to the 
chain in a three-step process. First the fatty acid chain is t ransferred from the 4' -phospho
pantethe ine moiety of ACP to a cysteine sulfhydryl group of /3-ketoacyl-ACP synthase (Reac
tion 2a). T he -SH group of ACP then accepts a malonyl unit from malonyl CoA (Reaction 
2b). Then the condensation step links the growing acyl chain to C2 of the malonyl group, 
with the loss of CO 2 (Reaction 2c). This is the same CO 2 that was added by acetyl-CoA 
carboxylase, so the carbon atoms in palmitate are derived entirely from acetyl CoA. The 
acyl product is /3-keroacyl-ACP. This intermediate is reduced to /3-hydrox:yacyl-ACP using 
NADPH as electron dono r (Reaction 3). /3-Hydrox:yacyl-ACP is dehydrated to an enoyl
ACP (Reaction 4) and then reduced to a saturated acyl CoA, using a second molecule of 
NAD PH as reductant (Reaction 5). The growing fatty acid proceeds through six mo re reac
tion cycles to p roduce palmitoyl-AC P, which then is acted on by a thioesterase to produce free 
palmitic acid (Figure 17.9). The specificity of th is enzyme determines the chain length of the 
fatty acid product. Note that at this stage, the sulfhydryl groups of ACP and synthase are both 
free, so that another cycle of fatty acid synthesis can begin. T he released product is converted 
to palmitoyl CoA, preparing it for modification or incorporation into complex lipids. 

Figure 17 .8 Pathway of fatty acid synthesis. 

0 
II 

CH3 - (CH2Ji4 - C - SACP. + H20 i thioesterase 

CH3- (CH2)14- COO- + 0 SH 

Figure 17.9 Release of palmitic acid from fatty 
acid synthase by thioesterase . 
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~g CH3- CH2- (CH2),3- C- S . PhP 

HS Cys 

Repeat reactions 
1 • 5 six times 

\ 
0 HS© P 
II 

CH3- CH2- CH~c - s Cys 

Mammalian Fatty Acid Synthase Is a Multifunctional Polypeptide 
The reactions outlined above are che basic sequence for fatty acid synthesis in all organisms. 
The enzyme complex, fatty acid synthase, catalyzes all these reaction s, but its scruccure 
and properties vary considerably. In Escherichia coli, the complex is composed of separate 
enzymes. By contrast , mammalian fatty acid synthase is composed of two identical sub
units each of wbich is a multienzyme polypeptide chat contains all of the cacalytic activities. 
There are also variations in the enzyme between mammalian species and tissues. 

The growing fatty acid chain is always bound co the multifunctional protein and is 
transferred sequentially between the 4' -phosphopancecheine group of ACP, wbich is a 
domain of the protein, and the cysceine sulfhydryl group of /3-kecoacyl-ACP synthase, dur
ing the condensation reaction (Reaction 2, Figures 17.8 (p. 681) and 17.10). 

The levels of faery acid synthase in tissues are conuolled by the race of its synthesis and 
degradation . As shown in T able 17.3, insulin increases the rate of fatty acid synthesis by 
stimulating transcription of the fatty acid synthase gene, thereby increasing enzyme levels 
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Figure 17 .10 Proposed mechanism of fatty acid elongation by mammalian fatty acid synthase. 
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TABLE 17.3 • Regulation of Fatty Acid Synthesis 

Enzyme 

Acetyl-CoA carboxylase (ACC) Shorr rerm 

Long term 

Fatty acid synthase Long rerm 

fatty acid synthase 

Stearoyl-CoA desarurase 

Effect 

Palmitate Synthesis 

AJlosreric activation 

Allosreric inhibition 

Inhibition via PKA phosphotylation 
ofACC 

Inhibition via AMPK-mediated 
phosphorylation of ACC 

Activation by dephosphorylarion of ACC 

Increased enzyme synthesis 

Decreased enzyme synthesis 

Increased enzyme synthesis 

Decreased enzyme synthesis 

Biosynthesis of Fatty Acids Other than Palmitate 

Increased synthesis of branched-chain 
farty acids 

Synthesis of shore-chain fatty acids 

Increased enzyme synthesis 

Decreased enzyme synthesis 

in the liver and other tissues. The factors that are involved in the regulation of lipogenesis 
in mammals are presented on page 684. 

Stoichiometry of Fatty Acid Synthesis 
With acetyl CoA as the primer for palmitate synthesis, the overall reaction is 

0 0 
II II 

CH3- C- SC0A +7 -ooc - CH2- C- SC0A + 14 NADPH +14 H+ ---+ 
CH3- (CHJ 14- CQQ- + 7 CO2+ 14 NADP+ + 8 CoASH + 6 Hp 

To describe the overall conversion of acety! CoA to palmitate , the ATP used in formation 
of malonyl CoA must be included. 

0 0 
II II 

7 CH3- C- SCoA + 7 CO2 + 7 ATP ---+ 7 - 00C - CH2- C- SC0A + 7 ADP+ 7 P1 

Then the stoichiometry for conversion of acetyl CoA to palmitate is 

0 
II 

8 CH3- C- SCoA + 7 ATP+ 14 NADPH + 14 H+ ---+ 

0 
II 

CH3- (CH2),4- c - o - +8CoASH +7 ADP+ 7 P1 +6 Hp +14 NADP+ 

Regulawry Agent 

Citrare , isocicrate 

Cl6-Cl8 acyl CoAs 

Glucagon and epinephrine 

AMP 

Insulin 

Thyroid hormone, high carbohy
drate diet, insulin 

Fasting , high fat <lier, via low 
insulin and high glucagon. Polyun
sarurared fatty acids (PUFAs) also 
inhibit synthesis 

High carbohydrare <lier via insulin 

fasting , high fat diet, via low insu
lin and high glucagon. PUFAs also 
inhibit synthesis 

Increased methylmalon yl CoN 
malonyl CoA 

Expression of specific thioesrerase 
in mammary gland 

Insulin, chyroid hormones, hydro
cortisone, dietary cholesterol 

Dietary PUFAs 
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Rgure 17.11 Transfer of acetyl CoA 
from mitochondria to cytosol for 
fatty acid biosynthesis by the citrate 
cleavage pathway . 
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The Citrate Cleavage Pathway Provides Acetyl CoA and 
NADPH for Lipogenesis in the Cytosol 

Glucose breakdown in the liver via glycolysis results in the prod uction of pyruvate, which 
is converted to acetyl CoA in the mitochondria by pyruvate dehydrogenase complex. How
ever, the synthesis of fatty acids is a cytosolic process and acetyl CoA is not readily trans
ported across the inne r mit0chondrial membrane. The citrate cleavage pathwa y over
comes this problem. Citrate, formed by citrate synthase in the tr icarboxylic acid cycle, is 
transported across the mitochondr ial inner membrane via the tricarboxylate transporter 
(see Figure 14.49, p. 578) . The citrate is then cleaved in the cytosol by ATP citrate lyase 
(also called citrate cleavage enzyme ) to form acetyl CoA and oxaloacetate (Figure 17 . ll). 

citrate + ATP + CoA ~ acetyl CoA + oxaloacetate +AD P + P; 

Th is reaction is not a reversal of citrate synthase, since it requires the hydrolysis of ATP. As 
mentioned previously, citrate has a second role in fatty acid synthesis as an allosteric activa
tor of acetyl-CoA carboxylase, the rate-lim iting enzyme in lipogenesis. 

T he oxaloacetate generated by citrate cleavage in the cytosol is not readily transported 
back into the mitochondria. It is instead reduced to malate by the cytosolic isoform of NAD 
malate dehydrogenase. The malate then unde rgoes oxidative decarboxylation to pyruvate, 
catalyzed by NADP malate deh ydrogenas e (also called mali c enzyme ). The pyruvate enters 
the mit0chondria for further metabolism. T he removal of citrate from the mitochondria 
(cataplerosis ) mUSt be accompanied by its replacement (anaplerosis ) in order to maintain 
tricarboxylic acid cycle flux. T his is achieved by the conversion of pyruvate to oxaloacetate by 
pyruvate carboxylase (p. 622), the major anaplerotic enzyme in mitochondria . 

T he conversion of oxaloacerate to pyruvate by the citrate cleavage pathway transfers 
a pair of electrons from NADH to generate NAD PH that is used for fatty acid synthesis. 
The source of the NADH for this process is the glyceraldehyde-3-phosphate dehyd rogenase 
reaction in the glycolytic pathway. T he metabolism of glucose thus provides both the car
bon atoms and the reducing equivalents requi red for lipogenesis. 

T he production of the reducing equivalents used in fatty acid synthesis can be summar
ized as follows: The citrate cleavage pathway transfers a pair of electrons from NADH to 
NADPH for each acetyl CoA transferred from mitochondr ia to cytosol. The transfer of the 
eight acetyl CoAs that are used for the synthesis of one molecule of palmitate supplies eight 
NAD PHs . Since palmitate synthesis requires 14 NAD PHs per mo!, the other six NADP Hs 
are suppl ied by the pentose phosphate pathway, which is also present in the cytosol. The 
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acrual stoichiometry of chis process is more complicated because transport of citrate and 
ocher di- and tricarboxylic acids across the inner mirochondrial membrane occurs by one
for-one exchanges. The flow rates are probably controlled by a composite of the concentra
tion gradiencs of several of these exchange systems. 

Modification of Fatty Acids 

Humans can synthesize the other f.my acids they require &om palmicate, except for some 
polyunsaturated fatty acids (see Table 17.1, p. 675). Fatty acids are modified as the CoA 
derivatives by three processes: elongation , desaturation, and hydroxylation . 

Elongation Reactions 
Fatty acid elongation in mammals occurs in either the endoplasmic reticulum or the 
mitochondria . The se processes are slightly different in the two locations. In the endoplas
mic reticulum , fatty acyl CoAs are elongated by reactions similar ro the ones catalyzed by 
cytosolic fatty acid synthase; malonyl CoA is the source of two-carbon units and NADPH 
provides the reducing power . The preferred elongation subscrate is palmitoyl CoA, which is 
convened almost exclusively ro stearate (18:0) in most tissues. The brain, however, contains 
one or more additional elongation systems, which synthesize longer-chain acids (up to C24) 

chat are required for membrane lipids. These elongation systems also use malonyl CoA. 
Fatty acid elongation in mitochondria uses acetyl CoA, and both NADH and 

NADPH as electron donors (Figure 17.12 ). This system operates by reversal of the path
way of fatty acid /3-oxidation (p. 692) with the exception that NAO PH-linked enoyl-CoA 
reduccase (last step of elongation) replaces FAD-linked acyl-CoA dehydrogenase (first step 
in /3-oxidation). Thi s process has little activity with acyl CoA subst rates of 16 carbons or 
longer; it serves primarily to elongate shorte r molecules. 

Formation of Monoenoic Acids by Stearoyl-CoA Desaturase 
In vertebrates, fatty acid desaturation occurs in the endoplasmic reticulum , and the reac
tions and enzymes that introdu ce cis double bonds are significantly different &om the 
acyl-CoA dehydrogenases of mitochondrial /3-oxidation. Desaturation is carried out by 
monooxygenases , which have fatty acyl CoA, NADH and 0 2 as subscrates (p. 695) . The 
three componencs of the system are the desaturase enzyme, cytochrome b5, and NADPH
cytochrome b5 reductase. The overall reaction is. 

0 

R-CH2-CH2-(CH2 h -8- seoA + NADPH + w + 02 ""7 

0 

R-CH=CH-{CH2 )?-8- scoA + NADP• + 2H20 

The initial step in the formation of unsaturated fatty acids is the formation of the 6.9 double 
bond by stearoyl-CoA desaturase in palmitic or stearic acid to produce palmitoleic or oleic 
acid, respectively. The synthesis of unsaturated fatty acids is important for regulat ing the flu
idity of triacylglycerols and membrane phospholipids. It is also required for the synthesis of 
cholesterol esters in the liver and waxy secretions in the skin, which preferentially use newly 
synthesized, rather than dietary fatty acids. Expression of stearoyl-CoA desarurase is highly 
regulated by both dietary and hormonal mechanisms. Insulin, triiodothyronine, hydrocon
isone, and dietary cholesterol increase gene transcription and thus the levels of stearoyl-CoA 
desaturase in the liver, whereas dietary polyunsaturated fatty acids have the opposite effect. 

Formation and Modification of Polyunsaturated Fatty Acids 
Polyunsaturated fatty acids, particularly arachidonic acid (20:4), are precursors of impor
tant signaling molecules : prostaglandins, thromboxanes, and Ieukocrienes (p. 737). Poly
unsaturated fatty acids are also required for the synthesis of complex lipids, particularly in 
the nervous system. These fatty acids can also undergo nonenzymatic oxidation reactions, 
creating products that damage cellular constituents and may have pathological effects. 

In mammals, double bonds can be added only to the proximal half of fatty acyl CoAs; 
they cannot be added beyond C9. Consequently , linoleic (18:2) and linolenic (18:3) are 
required polyunsaturated fatty acids in the diet (Figure 17.13). The se essential fatty acids 
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Figure 17.12 Pathway offatty acid elongation 
in mitochondria. 
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Figure 17.14 Positions in the fatty acid chain 
where desaturation can occur in the human. 
In mammals, there mus t be at least s.ix carbons 
beyond the bond being desaturated. 

Linolenic acid 

are obtained in the diet from planes and cold-water fish. There are two series of polyun
saturated fatty acids. The distal double bond of linoleic acid is six carbons from the methyl 
group; it is referred co as n-6 or w-6. A second series, n-3 or w-3, has the distal double bond 
three carbons from the methyl group. One isomer oflinolenic acid is part of this series. 

The essential fatty acids are modified by elongation and desaturation to form the poly
unsaturated fatty acids found in mammals. A variety of polyunsaturated fatty acids are 
synthesized by humans using desaturases that introduce double bonds at positions 4, 5, or 
6 (Figure 17.14). These enzymes ace only in the synthesis of polyunsaturated fatty acids 
because they can use only substrates with a double bond at position 9. This elongation and 
desaturation occurs in either order. Conversion oflinolenic acid co all ci.f-4,7, 10, 13, 16,19-
docosahexaenoic acid in the brain is an example of such a reaction sequence . 

l ".6.6-desaturase" 
0 
II 

CH3- (CH2 - CH= CH)3 - CH2 - CH= CH- CH2 - CH2 - CH2 - CH2 - C- CoA 

1 elongation 
0 
II 

CH3- (CH2 - CH= CH)3 - CH2 - CH= CH- CH2 - CH2 - CH2 - CH2 - CH2 - CH2 - C- CoA l ".6.5-desaturase" 
0 

CH3- (CH2 - CH= CHh - CH2 - CH= CH- CH2 - CH= CH- CH2 - CH2 - CH2 -~- CoA l elongation 
0 
II 

CH3- (CH2 - CH= CHh - CH2 - CH= CH- CH2 - CH= CH- CH2- CH2 - CH2 - CH2 - CH2 - C- CoA 1 ·~4-des aturase" 
0 
II 

CH3- (CH2 - CH= CH)3 - CH2 - CH= CH- CH2 - CH= CH- CH2 - CH= CH- CH2 - CH2 - C- CoA 

All-cis-4,7, 10, 13, 16, 19-docosahexaenoic acid 

Formation of Hydroxy Fatty Acids in Nerve Tissue 
Two different processes produce a- hydroxy fatty acids in vertebrates. One occurs in the 
mitochondria of many tissues and acts on relatively short-chain fatty acids. The ocher has 
been demonstrated only in the nervous system, where it produces long-chain fatty acids 
hydroxylaced on C2 that are required for the formation of some myelin lipids. The enzyme 
in the brain that catalyzes this reaction is a monooxygenase that requires 0 2 and NADH or 
NAD PH and preferentially uses C22 and C24 fatty acids. This process is closely coordinated 
with the synthesis of sphingolip ids that contain hydroxylated fatty acids (seep. 729). 

Fatty Acid Synthase Can Produce Fatty Acids 
Other than Palmitate 

The principal fatty acids synthesized by humans for energy storage are palmitate and 
its modification products. However, smaller amouncs of different futty acids are synthe
sized for other purposes. Two examples are the production of the fatty acids shorter than 
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palmitate in the mammary gland and the synthesis of branched-chain fatty acids in some 
secretory glands. 

Milk contains fatty acids with chains that are shoner than palmicace. The relative 
amounts of the fatty acids produced by the mammary gland vary with species and with 
che physiological state of the animal. In ruminants , the pathway of fatty acid synthesis, 
which normally produces palmitace, is modified co synthesize fatty acids as shon as C4 . 

This is accomplished by the expression of soluble thioest erases, which cleave the shoner 
chains &om fatty acid synthase. Human milk contains no fatty acids with chains shoner 
than l O carbons . 

There are relatively few branched-chain fatty acids in venebrates . Until recently, their 
metabolism has been studied mostly in bacteria such as Mycobacteria, where they are 
present in a greater variety and amount . Simple, branched-chain fatty acids are synthesized 
by tissues of venebrates for specific purposes, such as the production of waxes in sebaceous 
glands and avian preen glands, and the elaboration of structures in echo-locating systems 
of porpoises. 

Most of the branched-chain fatty acids in vertebrates are methylated derivatives of 
saturated, straight-chain acids that are synthesized by fatty acid synthase. When methyl
malonyl CoA is used as a substrate instead of malonyl CoA, a methyl side chain is inserted 
into the fatty acid by the following reaction: 

0 CH 0 
II I 

3 

II 
CH3 - (CH2)n- C - SACP + HOOC- CH- C - SCoA -

~ ?H3 ~ 
CH3 - (CH2)n- C - CH- C- SACP + CO2 + CoA 

Regular reduction steps then follow. These reactions occur in many tissues at a rate several 
orders of magnitude lower than the utilization of malonyl CoA in fatty acid synthesis. The 
proportion of branched-chain fatty acids that are synthesized is largely governed by the 
relative availability of the two precursors. An increase in branching can occur by decreasing 
the ratio of malonyl CoA to methylmalonyl CoA. A malonyl-CoA decarboxylase that is 
responsible for this decrease occurs in many tissues. It has been suggested that an increased 
concentration of methylmalonyl CoA, which occurs in vitamin B12 deficiency, can lead to 
excessive production of branched-chain fatty acids. 

Fatty Acyl CoAs May Be Reduced to Fatty Alcohols 

Many phospholipids contain fatty acid chains in ether linkage, rather than ester linkage. 
The synthetic precursors of these ether-linked chains are fatty alcohols (Figure 17 .15) rather 
than fatty acids. These alcohols are formed in venebrates by a two-step, NADPH-linked 
reduction of fatty acyl CoAs in the endoplasmic reticulum . In tissues that produce relatively 
large amounts of ether-containing lipids, the concurrent production of fatty acids and fatty CH3- (CH2)n- CH20H 

alcohols is closely coordinated . Figure 17.15 Fatty alcohol. 

17 .5 • STORAGE OF FATTY ACIDS 
ASTRIACYLGLYCEROL 

Most mammalian tissues conven fatty acids to triacylglycerols by a common sequence of 
reactions, but liver, adipose, and muscle tissue carry out this process to the greatest extent. 
Adipose tissue is a specialized organ for synthesis, storage, and hydrolysis of rriacylglycerol and 
is the main site oflong-term energy st0rage. Triacylglycerols are st0red in the cycosol as liquid 
droplets surrounded by a monolayer of membrane lipids and the protein perilipin. These 
droplets are not a dead-end store; there is continuous synthesis and breakdown of triacyl
glycerol in adipose tissue. Some storage also occurs in skeletal and cardiac muscle, but only 
for local consumption . Triacylglycerol synthesis in liver is primarily for the production of 
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Figure 17 .16 Pathways of triacylglycerol synthesis . Some of these intermediates are used as precursors 
for the synthesis of membrane lipids. 

plasma lipoproteins, rather than for energy storage. The fatty acids for this process may come 
from the diet, from adipose tissue via the blood, or from de novo synthesis, primarily from the 
catabolism of dietary glucose. 

Triacylglycerols Are Synthesized from Fatty Acyl CoAs 
and Glycerol 3-Phosphate 

Triacylglycerols are synthesized in most tissues from fatty acyl CoAs and a glycerol precur
sor, glycerol 3-pho sphate (Figure 17.16) . Glycerol 3-phosphate is derived from several 
sources. In most tissues, it is synthesized by the reduct ion of dihyd roxyacetone phosphate. 
In the fed state, the dihydroxyacetone phosphate is derived from glucose via glycolysis; in 
the fasted state in adipose tissue and liver, glycerol 3-phosphate is derived from glyceroneo
genesis (p. 689). In the liver, there is an additional source of glycerol 3-phosphate; glycerol 
can be phosphorylated by glycerol kinase, which is very active in this tissue. 

Fatty acids are activated for further metabolism by conversion to their CoA esters in 
the following reactions: 

0 0 
11 _ acyl-CoA 11 

R- C - 0 + A-rP + CoASH synl
h

etase R C " - - SCoA +A MP+ PPi + Hp 

T his two-step reaction has an acyl adenylate (fatty acyl-AMP) as an intermediate . The over
all reaction is driven by the hydrolysis of the pyrophosphate product to two P;. 

The synthesis of triacylglycerols involves the formation of phosphatidic acid, which 
is formed by two sequential acylations of glycerol 3-phosphate to form lysophosphatidic 
and then phosphatidic acid (Figure 17.17). Phosphati dic acid is used for triacylglycerol 
synthesis by hydrolysis of the phosphate group by phosphatidate phosphatase to yield 
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diacylglycerol, which is then acylated to triacylglycerol (Figure 17.18) . Phosphatidic acid 
is also a key intermediate in the synthesis of other glycerolipids (p. 712). In an alternative 
pathway , dihydroxyacetone phosphate is acylaced, reduced co lysophosphatidic acid, and 
then acylaced a second time to form phosphatidic acid (see Figure 17.16). Although this is 
not a major pathway of criacylglycerol synthesis, it is imponanc for the synthesis of mem
brane lipids with ether-linked alley chains. 

Triacylglycerol synthesis follows a different pathway in epithelial cells of the small 
intestine. These cells take up 2-monoacylglycerols and free fatty acids from the gut, which 
are the major digestion producrs of dietary triacylglycerols by pancreatic lipase. An enzyme 
in the mucosal cells acylaces these monoacylglycerols using acyl CoAs as substrates. The 
resulting diacylglycerols can then be acylaced to form triacylglycerols, which are packaged 
into chylomicrons . 

Analysis of human triacylglycerols shows chat each position of glycerol is escerified 
with fatty acids of distinct composition. Saturated fatty acids are found preferentially 
at position 1 and unsaturated fatty acids at positions 2 and 3. Two main factors that 
determine the fatty acid composition at each position on glycerol are the specificity of the 
acyltransferases involved and the relative availability of different fatty acids in the fatty 
acyl CoA pool. 

Mobilization of Triacylglycerols Requires Hydrolysis 

The first seep in mobilizing scored fatty acids for energy production is hydrolysis of triacyl
glycerol. Several lipases catalyze chis reaction and the sequence of hydrolysis of the three 
acyl chains is determined by the specificities of the lipases involved. 

0 
II 

0 CH - o - c - R 
II I 

2 

R'- C- CH O +3Hp ---
1 II upases 

CH2- 0 - C- RH 

0 0 0 
II II II 

+ R- C- OH + R'- C- OH + R"- C- OH 

Triacylglycerol Synthesis Occurs during Fasting 
as Part of a Triacylglycerol-Fatty Acid Cycle Involving 
Glyceroneogenesis 

The release of free fatty acids from adipose tissue is a critical metabolic adaptation to fasring. 
The quantity of fatty acids released by adipose tissue, however, exceeds the amount used 
for energy by other tissues. As much as 60% of these fatty acids are redeposited in adipose 
tissue as criacylglycerols. Both liver and adipose tissue play a major role in this process (Clin. 
Corr. 17.3). In the fed scare, the glycerol 3-phosphace for triacylglycerol synthesis is derived 
from glucose via glycolysis. During fasting, however, the entry of glucose into adipose tis
sue is limited because the insulin concentration is low and glucose is being used by other 
tissues. In this dietary state, glycerol 3-phosphate is synthesized in both the adipose tissue 
and the liver by glyceroneogenesis. As shown in Figure 17.19, substrates that enter the 
tricarboxylic acid cycle, such as pyruvate , glutamate , or aspanate, can suppon net glycero
neogenesis. This pathway is essentially an abbreviated version of gluconeogenesis, in which 
malate formed in the tricarboxylic acid cycle leaves the mitochondria and is converted to 
oxaloacecace in the cycosol. Phosphoenolpyruvate carboxykinase then converts oxaloacecate 
to phosphoenolpyruvace, which is convened to dihydroxyacetone phosphate and then to 
glycerol 3-phosphate , which is used for triacylglycerol synthesis. The key enzyme in this 
process is phosphoenolpyruvate carboxykinase; its activity is induced in liver and adipose 
tissue during fasting. 
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Figure 17 .18 Synthesis of triacylgly cerol from 
phosphatidic acid. 
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Triacylglycerol/Fatty Acid Cycle 

The criacylglycerol that is scored in adipose rissue is hydrolyzed co 
free fatty acids (FFA) during fasring to provide energy for tissues such 
as skeletal and cardiac muscle, and indirectly co the brain via ketone 
bodies. Hormones , most notably insulin, control this process. As the 
level of insulin falls during fasting, the rare of criacylglycerol hydroly
sis (lipolysis) increases, resulting in FFA release from adipose tissue. 
A surprising aspect of this process is the fare of the FFA; in fasted 
humans up ro 65% of this FFA is re-esterified m criacylglycerol in the 
liver and other peripheral tissues. In liver the triacylglycerol produces 
are released into the blood as VLOL and sent back to the adipose tis
sue for deposition as triacylglycerol. This process has been termed the 
criacylglyceroVfatty acid cycle. 

The synthesis of triacylglycerol in mammalian tissues requires 
glycerol 3-phosphate, which can be derived from dietary glucose 
via glycolysis in the fed state. During fasting, when low insulin in
hibirs glucose utilization, the glycerol 3-phosphate for the re-ester
ification of FFA is generated by glyceroneogenesis , an abbreviated 
version of gluconeogenesis. In this pathway, pyruvate-or com
pounds that can generate pyruvate, such as alanine or lactate-is 
converted to glycerol 3-phosphare via dihydroxyacetone phosphate 
(Figure l 7 .19). Recent studies have shown chat glyceroneogenesis 
and not glycolysis is the predominant pathway for the synthesis of 
glycerol 3-phosphate, even during the fed state. The key enzyme in 
the pathway of glyceroneogenesis is phosphoenolpyruvate carboxy
kinase (PEPCK) , which is very active in brown and white adipose 
rissue. If the expression of the PEPCK gene is ablated in the adipose 
tissue of mice, glyceroneogenesis is inhibited and triacylglycerol stor-

age is reduced. Conversely, overexpression of the PEPCK gene in adi
pose tissue of cransgenic mice increases the rate of glyceroneogenesis, 
resulting in obesity. 

The metabolic logic of the rriacylglyceroVfatty acid cycle most like
ly resides in the importance of fatty acids as a fuel during starvation. In 
order to ensure that there is sufficient FFA in the blood, more FFA is 
released from far cells than is required; what is not used is reesrerified 
to rriacylglycerol and redeposited in adipose tissue, at a small energetic 
cost. The rriacylglycerol/fatty acid cycle consumes 3%-6% of the en
ergy in a molecule of triacylglycerol; it is apparently better to have the 
needed fuel available and pay for it energetically, than to run short at 
a critical time! The rate of FFA reesterification in the triacylglycerol/ 
fatty acid cycle is a key factor in determining the steady-state concen
tration of FF A in the blood, a parameter that is directly involved in 
the etiology of Type 2 diabetes (see Clin . Corr . 17.2, p. 677). The 
thiazolidinediones, a class of antidiabetic drugs, induce the activity of 
PEPCK in adipose tissue and increase the rate of FFA reesterification 
co triacylglycerol via glyceroneogenesis in this tissue, supporting the 
important role of this process in maintaining lipid homeostasis. 

Nye, C., Kalhan S. C., and Han son, R W. Reassessing the pathway of triglyceride 
synthesis in adipose tissue. Trends in EndocrinoL and Metab. 19: 2008; Reshef, L., 
Olswang, Y., Cassuco, H., Blum, B., et al. Glyceroneogenesis and the trig lyceride/ 
fatty acid cycle. J. Biol Chem. 278: 30413, 2003; Jensen, M. D., Ekberg, K., and 
Landau, B. R. Lipid mer:abolism during fasting. Am. J. Phyiiol 281: £789 2001 ; 
and Tordjman, J., Khazan, W., Amoine, B., Chauvet, G., et al. Regulation of 
glyceroneogenesis and phosphoenolpyruvare carboxykinase by faery acids, recinoic 
acid and rhiazolidinediones. Biochimie 85: 1213, 2003. 
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17 .6 • UTILIZATION OF FATTY ACIDS 
FOR ENERGY PRODUCTION 

Fatty acids in the circulation are taken up by cells and used for energy production, primarily 
in mitochondria, in a process integrated with energy generation from other sources. Fatty 
acids are broken down to acetyl CoA in the mitochondria, with the production ofNADH 
and FADH 2• These three products are then used in the mitochondrial matrix for energy 
production via the rricarboxylic acid cycle and oxidative phosphorylation. 

The utilization of fatty acids for energy production varies considerably from tissue co 
tissue and depends to a significant extent on metabolic status, that is, fed or fasted, exer
cising or resting . Most tissues can use fatty acids as a fuel. Fatty acids are a major energy 
source in cardiac and skeletal muscle, but the brain does not oxidize fatty acids because they 
cannot cross the blood- brain barrier. Mammalian red blood cells cannot oxidize fatty acids 
because they lack mitochondria, the site of fatty acid oxidation. During fasting, the liver 
converrs acetyl CoA, generated by fatty acid oxidation and the breakdown of amino acids, 
inro ketone bodies, which become a major fuel after 2- 3 days of fasting. Most tissues, 
including the brain, adapt to fasting by utilizing these ketone bodies. 

p-Oxidation of Straight -Chain Fatty Acids Is 
a Major Energy-Producing Process 

CoA esters of fatty acids are the subsrrates for oxidation . For the most pan , the pathway 
of fatty acid oxidation is similar, but not identical to , a reversal of the process of fatty acid 
synthesis. That is, two-carbon fragments are removed sequentially from the carboxyl end 
of the fatty acid by enzymatic oxidation , hydration , and oxidation to form a /3-kero acid, 
which is then split by thiol ysis. The pathway is called /3-oxidation because carbon 3 (the 
/3-carbon) is oxidized twice prior to cleavage. 

Fatty Acids Are Activated by Conversion to Fatty Acyl CoA 
The first step in the utilization of a fatty acid is its activation to a fatty acyl CoA. This 
reaction is catalyzed by enzymes in the endoplasmic reticulum and outer mitochondrial 
membrane and is the same one used in the synthesis of rriacylglycerols. The fatty acyl CoAs 
are released into the cyrosol. 

Camitine Carries Acyl Groups across the Inner Mitochondria l Membrane 
Most long chain fatty acyl CoAs are formed outside the mitochondria, bur are oxidized in the 
mirochondrial matrix. The mitochondrial membrane is impermeable to CoA and its deriva
tives. Fatty acids are transported into the mitochondria using carnitin e (4-trimethylamino-
3-hydroxybutyrate) as a carrier. The process is outlined in Figure 17.20. 

+ + 
N- (CH3)3 N- (CHJ 3 

I I 
0 CH O CH 
II I 

2 

II I 
2 

CH3 - (CH:Jn- C- SCoA + HO- CH- CH2 - COOH ====~ CH3- (CH:Jn- C- O- CH- CH2- COOH + CoASH 
camltlne 
palmltoyl -

transferase 

The acyl group is transferred from CoA to carnitine by carnitine palmitoyltransferase I 
(CPT I) on the outer mitochondrial membrane . Acyl carnitine and free carnitine are then 
exchanged across the inner mitochondrial membrane by carnitine-acylcarnitine translocase. 
Finally, the fatty acyl group is transferred back co CoA by carnitine palmitoyltransferase II 
(CPT II) on the matrix side of the inner mitochondrial membrane . This process functions 
primarily in the rranspon of fatty acyl CoAs with 12- 18 carbons. Genetic abnormalities in 
this system lead to serious pathological consequences (Clin. Corr. 17.4) . By contrasr, entry of 
shoner-chain fatty acids is independent of carnitine; they cross the inner mitochondrial mem
brane as free fatty acids and become activated to their CoA derivatives in the matrix. CPT 
I is an imponant sire for the regulation of fatty acid oxidation because its rate controls the 
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Inhibition of camicine palmitoy lrransferase I (CPT I) by malonyl CoA regulates the rate of fatty acid 
oxidation. 

entry of fatty acids into the mitochondria and therefore determines the supply of substrate for 
/3-oxidation in the mitochondrial matrix. Malonyl CoA, which is the produet of acetyl-CoA 
carboxylase and a key intermediate in fatty acid synthesis (p. 680), is an inhibitor of CPT I. 

/J-Oxidation Is a Sequence of Four Reactions 
/3-oxidation is a series of four reaetions that act on a fatty acyl Co A to produce an acetyl CoA 
and a new acyl CoA that is two carbon atoms shorter than the initial subsrrate (Figure 17.21). 
Once a fatty acyl CoA is formed at the inner surface of the inner mitochondrial membrane , 
it can be oxidized by acyl-CoA dehydrogenase, a flavoprotein that uses FAD as the electron 
acceptor (Reaction 1). The produet is an enoyl CoA with a trans double bond between the 
C2 and C3 atoms and enzyme-bound FADH 2. As in the tricarboxylic acid cycle, the FADH 2 

transfers its eleetrons to enzymes of oxidative phosphorylation, regenerating FAD. 
The second step in /3-ox:idation is hydration of the trans-double bond to a 3-L-hydroxy

acyl CoA, which is oxidized to a 3-ketoacyl CoA inte rmediate, with the generation ofNADH 
in the third step . The final srep is cleavage of the chain by ketothiolase, generating acetyl CoA 
and a fatty-acyl CoA that has been shortened by two carbon atoms . T his shortened acyl CoA 
is ready for the next round of oxidation , Starting with acyl-CoA dehydrogenase. In most tis
sues, the acetyl CoA will be used by the tricarboxylic acid cycle and the FADH 2 and NADH 
will be reox:idized by the oxidative phosphorylation pathway with the production of ATP. 

Each of the four reactions shown in Figure 17 .21 is catalyzed by several different 
enzymes that have specificity for substrates of different chain lengths. For example, at least 
four enzymes catalyze the first dehydrogenation step . These are very long-chain , long-chain , 
medium-chain, and short-chain acyl-CoA dehydrogenases ( VLCAD, LCAD, MCAD, and 
SCAD). VLCAD, which oxidizes straight-chain acyl CoAs ranging from Cl2 to C24 , dif
fers from the other family members in that it is membrane associated. MCAD has broad 
chain length specificity but is most active with C6 and C8 subsrrates, whereas the order of 
preference for SCAD is C4 > C6 > C8. LCAD is involved in initiating the oxidation of 
branched chain fatty acids, for example, 2-methylpalmitoyl CoA. 
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Genetic Deficiencies in Camitine Transport (OMIM 212140) or Camitine 
Palmitoyltransferase (OMIM 600650) 

Several diseases result from genetic abnormalities in che cranspon 
of long-chain fatty acids across che inner mitochondrial membrane. 
They stem from deficiencies in the level of carnitine or in che syn
chesis and transpon of acylcarnitines. Mutations can affect carnitine 
palmitoyl transferases (CPT) or the mitochondrial carnitine -acylcarn
itine translocase. 

Two categories of carnitine deficiency, primary and secondary, are 
now recognized. Primary cam itine deficiency is caused by a defect in the 
high-affinity plasma membrane carnitine transporter in tissues such as 
muscle, kidney, heart, and fibroblascs (bur apparently not in liver where 
a different transporter is operative). It resulcs in extremely low levels of 
carnitine in affected tissues and in plasma (because of failure of the kid
neys to reabsorb carnitine). The clinical symptoms of carnitine deficien
cy range from mild, recurrent muscle cramping to severe weakness and 
death. The very low carnitine level in heart and skeletal muscle seriously 
compromises long-chain fatty acid oxidation. Dietary carnitine therapy, 
which raises the plasma concentration of carnitine and forces ics entry 
into tissues in a nonspecific manner, is frequently beneficial. Second
ary carnitine deficiency is often associated with inherited defeccs in the 
,8-oxidation pathway. These disorders frequently cause the accumula
tion of acylcarnitines, which are excreted in the urine (see Clin. Corr. 
17.5, p. 694), thereby depleting the carnitine pool. These acylcamitines 
may also impair the uptake of free carnitine by tissues. 

There are several different CPT deficiencies. The most common 
form resulcs from mutations in the CPT II gene that cause a partial 
loss of enzyme activity. Patients generally experience muscle weakness 
during prolonged exercise when the muscles rely heavily on fatty ac
ids as an energy source. Myoglobinuria , due to breakdown of muscle 

tissue, is frequently observed. The disorder is usually referred to as the 
muscular form of CPT II activity deficiency. Mutations causing more 
severe loss of CPT II acciviry (90% or greater) can have serious con
sequences in early infancy. These are usually precipitated by periods 
of fasting and include hypokerotic hypoglycemia, hyperammonemia, 
cardiac malfunction , and sometimes death . Similar morbidity and 
mortality are associated with mutations in the gene for liver CPT I. 
To dare, only a few patients with hepatic CPT I deficiency have been 
reported, possibly because the disease is frequently lethal. No defects 
in che muscle isoform of CPT I have been reported. 

The first patient with carnitine-acylcarnitine cranslocase defi
ciency was described in 1992. Clinical features included intermittent 
hypoglycemic coma, hyperammonemia, muscle weakness, and car
diomyopachy. The condition proved fatal at age 3 years. Several addi
tional cases with similar symptomatology have since been reported. 

These disorders can be treated with a diet chat is low in long-chain 
fatty acids and by avoiding fasting, co minimize conditions where 
tissues require fatty acid oxidation for energy. The diet can also be 
supplemented with medium-chain triacylglycerols, because these fatty 
acids enter the mitochondria by a carnitine-independent mechanism. 

Scanley, C. A., Hale, D. E., Berry, G. T., Deleeno, S., er al. A deficiency of car
nicine-acylcarnicine rranslOC1Se in the inner mirochondrial membrane. N Engl J 
Med. 327: 19, 1992; Roe, C. R, and Dong, J. Mitochondrial fatty acid oxidation 
diS-Orders. In Scriver, C. R , Beaudet, A. L., Sly, W. S., and Valle, D. (Eds.), The 
Metabolic andMokcular Bam of!nheritedDisease, 8th ed. New York: McGraw Hill, 
2001, Il:2297; and Bonnefonr, J. P., Demaugre, F., Prip-Buus, C., Saudubray, J., 
M., er al. Carnirine palmiroylcransferase deficiencies. MoL Gen. Metab. 68: 424, 
1999. 

A feature unique to the oxidation of Long-chain fatty acids is that the enoyl-CoA 
hydtarase , 3-hydroxyacyl-CoA dehydrogenase, and /3-ketothiolase steps are all catalyzed 
by a membrane-bound complex of the three enzymes called trifunctional protein . T his 
complex is distinct from the enzymes that catalyze the oxidation of medium and short chain 
acyl CoAs , all of which are soluble proteins in the mitochondrial matrix. Clin . Corr. 17.5 
desc ribes generic deficiencies of acyl-CoA dehydtogenases. 

Energy Yield from the /3-Oxidation of Fatty Acids 

Each round of /3-oxidation produces one acetyl CoA , one FADH 2, and one NADH. In 
the oxidation of palmitoyl CoA, seven cleavages of carbon-carbon bonds take place , with 
the formation of two acetyl CoAs in the final cleavage. T hus, the /3-oxidation of palmitate 
produces eight acecyl CoA , seven FADH 2, and seven NADH. On the basis of current esti
mates of the yields of ATP in oxidative pho sphorylation (p. 572) , each FADH 2 yields 1.5 
ATPs, and each NADH yields 2.5 ATPs when oxidized by the eleetron tran sport chain. 
T he refore , the oxidation of the seven NADH and seven FADH produces 28 ATP. Oxida
tion of each acecyl CoA through the tricarboxylic acid cycle yields 10 ATP (p. 573), so 
the eight 2-carbon fragment s from a palm itare molecule produce 80 ATP , for a total of 
108 ATP. However , two ATP equivalents are used to activate palmitate to palmitoyl CoA 
(1 AT P is converted to 1 AMP+ PP ;). Therefore, each palmiric acid yields 106 AT P/mo! 
on complete oxidation. The importance of fatty acids in suppl ying the energy needs for 
human metabolism is discussed on page 849. 
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Genetic Deficiencies in the Acyl-CoA Dehydrogenases 

Deficiencies in the acyl-CoA dehydrogenases represent a recencly dis
covered group of inherited disorders chat affect the first reaction in 
the /3-oxidation of fatty acids. Patients with mutations char affect en
zymes with specificity for different chain length have been described. 
These include very long-chain acyl-CoA dehydrogenase (VLCAD), 
long-chain acyl-CoA dehydrogenase (LCAD), medium-chain acyl
CoA dehydrogenase (MCAD) , and shore-chain acyl-CoA dehydro
genase (SCAD) . Patients with these aurosomal recessive mutations 
share many of the same clinical features. The best characterized is 
MCAD deficiency which, though first recognized in 1982, is among 
the most common of all inborn errors of metabolism. 

MCAD deficiency usually manifests itself within the first 2 years 
oflife . Typical symptoms, which are seen after 12 h or more of fast
ing, include vomiting, lethargy, and frequently coma, accompanied 
by hypoketotic hypoglycemia and dicarboxylic aciduria. The absence 
of ketosis is due to the block in hepatic fatty acid oxidation, which 
also causes a slowing of gluconeogenesis. This blockade, coupled with 
impaired fatty acid oxidation in muscle, promotes glucose utilization, 
leading to profound hypoglycemia. Accumulation of medium-chain 

acyl CoAs in tissues forces their metabolism through alternative 
pathways including w-oxidation and transesterification to glycine 
or carnitine. Excessive urinary excretion of the reaction products 
(medium-chain dicarboxylic acids together with medium-chain esters 
of glycine and carnitine) provide diagnostic dues to this disorder. 
Many cases previously diagnosed loosely as Reye-like syndrome or sud
den infant death syndrome were in fact due to MCAD deficiency. 

Patients with chis disorder are created by avoidance of prolonged 
fasting and consumption of a high-carbohydrate diet. Supplement
ing the diet with carnitine replenishes carnitine chat is lost by the 
increased excretion of acylcarnitines. This is consistent with the fact 
chat the metabolic complications of MCAD deficiency are seen only 
when tissues become heavily dependent on fatty acids as a source of 
energy. 

Rinaldo, P. , Macern, D., and Bennett, M. J. Farcy acid oxidation disorders. Annu. 
Rev. Phy1ioL 64: 477, 2002; and Wanders, R. J. A., Vreken, P., den Boer, M. E. 
J., et al. Disorders of mitochondrial F.my acyl CoA /3-oxidacion. J Jnher. Metab. 
Dis. 22: 442, 1999. 

Comparison of Fatty Acid Synthesis and Oxidation 

The pathways of fatty acid synthes is and oxidation are similar. However, like many paired 
anabolic and catabolic pathways, the synthesis and oxidation of fatty acids are not the 
reverse of each other. The critical differences between the two pathways are outlined in 
Table 17.4 . They include different cellular locations, different cofactors (NADPH in syn
thesis and FAD and NAD + in oxidation) and the use of ATP to drive malonyl CoA for
mation for fatty acid synthesis. These differences permit both pathways to proceed in the 
forward direction because /1 G < 0 for both. The differences also permit independent regu
lation that preventS futile cycling . 

/3-0xidation of Some Fatty Acids Requires Additional Steps 

The /3-oxidation pathway oxidizes saturated fatty acids with even numbe rs of carbon atoms 
to acetyl CoA. However, other fatty acids in the diet, including those with cis double 

TABLE 17.4 • Compari son of Schemes for Biosynthesis and P-Oxidation of Palmitate 

Parameter 

Subcellular localization 

Phosphopantetbeine-containing acyl carrier 

Small carbon fragment added or removed 

Oxidation-reduction coenzyme 

Stereochemical configuration of ,8-hydroxy 
intermediates 

Energy equivalents yielded or utilized in inter
conversion of palm.itate and acecyl CoA 

Biosynthesis 

Primarily cycosolic 

Acy! carrier protein 

Cl and C2 atoms of malonyi CoA after initial 
priming 

NADPH 

o-,8-Hydroxy 

7 ATP + 14 NADPH = 49 ATP equiv 

fJ-Oxidation 

Primarily mirochondrial 

CoenzymeA 

Acetyi CoA 

FAD when sarurated chain dehydrogenated, 
NAD+ when hydroxy acid dehydrogenated 

L-,8-H ydroxy 

7FADH 2 + 7NADH - 2ATP = 
26ATP equiv 
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bonds, branched chains, and odd numbers of carbon atoms, require additional sreps for 
their complete oxidation . T hese steps allow these fatty acids to be used as fuels and pre
vent their accumulation. Other reactions catalyze the a- and w-oxidation of fatty acids. 
a- Oxidation occurs at C2 instead of C3 as occurs in the /3-oxidation whereas w- oxidation 
occurs at the methyl end of the fatty acid molecule. 

Oxidation of Odd-Chain Fatty Acids Produces Propionyl CoA 
Fatty acids with an odd number of carbon atoms are oxidized by the /3-oxidation pathway. The 
producrs of the final cleavage by thiolase are acecyl CoA and propionyl CoA (Figure 17.22). 
Propionyl CoA, which is also produced by the catabolism of isoleucine, valine, and methio
nine, is metabolized by carboxylation to methylmalonyl CoA and conversion to succinyl CoA 
(p. 779). 

Oxidation of Unsaturated Fatty Acids Requires Additional Enzymes 
Unsaturated fatty acids are ut ilized by /3-oxidation, but additional reactions are required 
to deal with the cis double bonds. Metabolism begins with several rounds of /3-oxidation, 
which generates intermediates that have cis doub le bonds near the carboxyl carbon. D ouble 
bonds beginning at odd- and even-numbered carbon atoms require different suategies. 
The oxidation oflino leoyl CoA (18 :2) (Figure 17.23) , illustrates this process. /3-oxidation 
generates an enoyl CoA intermed iate with a cis double bond between C3 and C4, instead 
of the inte rmediate with a trans bond between C2 and C3 that is required by enoyl-CoA 
hydratase. Enoyl-CoA isomerase changes the cis 6.3 to a trans-6.2-enoyl CoA, which can 
then be metabolized by /3-oxidation . 

A second problem occurs when the cis double bond of the acyl CoA intermediate 
resides between C4 and C5. In this case, the action of acyl-CoA dehydrogenase gives rise to 
a trans-2, ct:H-enoyl CoA. T his is acted on by 2,4-dienoyl-CoA reductase that produces a 
trans-3-enoyl CoA using reducing equivalents from NADPH. Enoyl-CoA isomerase then 
prod uces trans-2-enoyl CoA, which is a subsrrate for /3-oxidation. 

Some Fatty Acids Undergo a -Oxidation 
As noted earlier, there are several mechanisms for hydroxylation of fatty acids . Some 
long-chain fatty acids are hydroxylated for sphingolipid synthesis and other shorter-chain 
fatty acids are hydroxylated on the a carbon in order to start their oxidation. The sequence 
is as follows: 

0 OH 0 
II I II 

CH3 - (CH2)n - CH2- C- OH -----+ CH3- (CH:Jn - CH- C- OH -----+ 

0 0 0 
II II II 

0 
II 

CH
3 

- c H
2 
- c - scoA 

Figure 17.22 Propionyl CoA. 

CH3- (CH2)n - C- C- OH -----+ CH3- (CH2)n- C- OH + CO2 

Some of these hydroxylations occur in the endoplasmic reticulum and mitochondria and 
involve monooxygenases (P450 family) that require 02 and NADH or NADPH. The 
a-hydroxylation of fatty acids also occurs in peroxisomes. This is particularly important for 
the metabolism of branched-chain fatty acids (Clin . Corr. 17.6 , p. 697). A branched-chain 
fatty acid, such as phyranoy l CoA, which is derived from chlorophyll in the diet, is acted 
on by a hydroxylase in a reaction involving a - keroglutarate , Fe2+, and ascorbate, with the 
generation of2-hydroxyphyranoyl CoA and formyl CoA. The latter is metabolized to CO 2 

via formic acid . The 2-hydroxyphyranoyl CoA is then further metabolized to prisranic acid, 
which undergoes /3-oxidation . 

w-Oxidation Gives Rise to Dicarboxylic Acids 
w-Oxidation is another minor pathway for fatty acid oxidation, which occurs in the 
endoplasmic reticulum of many tissues. In this pathway, hydroxylation takes place on 
the methyl carbon at the opposite end of the molecule from the carboxy l group or on 
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Figure 17.23 Oxidation of linoleoyl CoA. 
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Refsum Disease (OMIM 266500) 

Although a-oxidation of fatty acids is relatively minor in terms of co
ral energy production, it is significant in the metabolism ofbranched
chain fatty acids in the diet. A principal example of these is phycanic 
acid, a metabolic product of phycol, which is a constituent of chlo
rophyll. Phytanic acid is a significant constituent of milk and animal 
fats. It cannot be oxidized by /3-oxidation because of the presence of 
the 3-methyl group. Ir is metabolized by a-hydroxylation followed 
by dehydrogenation and decarboxylarion. /3-0xidation can com
pletely degrade the resulting molecule, producing three molecules of 
propionyl CoA, three molecules of acetyl CoA, and one molecule of 
isobucyryl CoA. 

Patients with a rare genetic disease called Refsum disease lack the 
perox:isomal a-hydroxylating enzyme and accumulate large quantities 
of phycanic acid in their tissues and sera. This leads to serious neuro
logical problems such as retinitis pigmenrosa, peripheral neuropathy, 
cerebellar ataxia, and nerve deafness. The restriction of dietary dairy 
and meat products &om ruminants results in lowering of plasma phy
ranic acid and regression of the neurological symptoms. 

Wanders, R. J. A., van Grunsven, E.G., and Jansen, G. A. Lipid mecabolism in 
peroxisomes: enzymology, functions and dysfunctions of the fatty acid a- and /3-
oxidation systems in humans. Biochem. Soc. Trans. 28: 141, 2000. 

CH3 CH3 CH3 CH3 
I I I I 

CH3- CH- (CH2)3- CH - (CH2)3- CH- (CH2)3- CH- CH2- COOH 

Phytanic acid 

the carbon next to the methy l end . It uses a monooxygenase, which requires 0 2, and 
NADPH . Hydroxylated fatty acids can be further oxidized in the cytosol to dicarbox
ylic acids via the sequential action of cycosolic alcohol and aldehyde dehydrogenases. 
Medium-chain fatty acids are the principal substrates of this pathw ay. The overall reac
tions are 

0 0 
II II 

CH3- (CHJn- C- OH ----+ HO- CH2- (CHJn- C- OH ----+----+ 

0 0 
II II 

HO- C- (CH2)n - C- OH 

These dicarboxylic acids form CoA esters at either carboxy l group and then undergo 
/3-oxidation to produce shorter-chain dicarboxylic acids such as adipic (C6) and succinic 
(C4) acids. This process also occurs p rimar ily in peroxisomes . 

Ketone Bodies Are Formed from Acetyl CoA 

Ketone bodies are water-soluble products of lipid oxidation that are formed in liver and 
kidney mitochondria during prolonged fasting. T he ketone bodies, acetoacetic acid and its 
reduc tion product /3-hydroxybutyric acid, are made from acetyl CoA that is produced by 
fatty acid and amino acid catabolism (Figure l 7 .24). Ketone bodies are an important adap
tation to prolonged fasting; they can be present at high concent rations in the blood (>3 
mM) and are an important energy source for many tissues (see Clin . Corr. 17.3, p. 690). 

HMG CoA Is an Intermediate in the Synthesis of Acetoacetate 
from Acetyl CoA 
Ketone bodies are formed in the liver (and to a lesser extent in the kidney conex during 
prolonged fasting). Their synthesis occurs in the mitochondr ial matrix and begins with 
condensation of two acetyl CoA molecules to form acetoacecyl CoA, in a reaction that is the 
reverse of the final step of /3-oxidation (Figure 17.25). The enzyme involved, /3-ketothiolase, 
is an isozyme of the enzyme that functions in /3-oxidation. HMG-CoA synthase cata
lyzes the condensation of acetoacetyl CoA with another molecule of acecyl CoA to form 

Aoetoacet ic acid 

OH 0 
I II 

CH3- CH- CH2- C - OH 

/J-Hydroxybutyric acid 

Figure 17 .24 Structure s of ketone bodies. 
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Figure 17.25 Ketone bodies are synthesized 
from acetyt CoA in hepatic mitochondria . 
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/J-hydroxy-/J-methylglutaryl coenzyme A (HMG CoA) . HMG CoA lyase then cleaves 
HMG CoA to yield acetoacetic acid and acetyl CoA. 

Acetoacetate Forms Both o-(J-Hydroxybutyrate and Acetone 
Some of the acetoacetate is reduced to 0-/3-hydroxybutyrate in mitochondria by 
o-/J-hydroxybutyrate dehydrogena se. Note that the product of /3-hydroxybutyrate 
dehydrogenase is 0-/3-hydroxybutyrate , whereas /3-hydroxybutyryl CoA formed during 
/3-oxidation is the L isomer. The extent of this reaction depends on the intramitochon
drial NAD + /NADH ratio . Because /3-hydroxybutyrate dehydrogenase has high activity 
in the liver, the concentrations of its substrates and products are maintained close to 
equilibrium . Thus, the ratio of /3-hydroxybutyrate to acetoacetate in the blood reflecrs 
the NAO+ /NADH ratio in liver mitochondria. During fasting, this ratio is relatively 
high because of the NADH generated by fatty acid oxidation, favoring /3-hydroxy
butyrate formation; in overnight fasted humans, the /3-hydroxybutyrate/aceroacetate 
ratio is =3 : 1. /3-hydroxybutyrate and acetoacetate are released from liver and kidney 
for use by other tissues. /3-Hydroxybutyrate also exports reducing equivalents from 
fatty acid oxidation. 
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Some acetoacecare undergoes spontaneous nonenzymatic decarboxylation to acetone: 

Acetone formation is negligible under normal conditions, but at high concentrations 
of acetoacetate , which can occur in severe diabetic ketoacidosis (Clin . Corr. 17.7) , acetone 
can reach levels high enough to be deteccable in the breath. 

HMG CoA is also an intermediate in cholesterol synthesis (p. 719). However , the 
HMG CoA used for kerone body and cholesterol synthesis is present in different meta
bolic pools. The HMG CoA used for ketogenesis is synthesized in hepatic (and renal) 
mitochondria by an isozyme ofHMG-CoA synthase that is expressed at high levels during 
prolonged fasting. Moreover, HMG-CoA lyase, which converrs HMG CoA to acetoacetate 
and aceryl CoA, is expressed only in hepatic (and renal) mitochondria . In contrast, HMG 

Ketone Bodies as a Fuel: The Atkins Diet 

The current popularity of low-carbohydrate diecs for weight loss un
derscores the importance of the metabolism of ketone bodies as fuels 
in humans. The best know of these diecs was popularized by the lace 
Dr . Robert Atkins in his book Dr. Atkins' Diet Revolution, which has 
sold more than 6 million copies. The Atkins' Diec is high in fat and 
protein and very low in carbohydrate (less chat 20 g/day during the 
initial phase) and has been highly controversial among the medical 
establishment because of ics high fat content . Individuals on the diet 
often lose a considerable amount of weight, despite the author's prom
ise chat dieters can "stop counting calories and measuring portions." 
Controlled clinical studies have shown that obese subjects lose more 
weight on a high-fat/low-carbohydrate diet than on an isocaloric diet 
with higher levels of carbohydrate . Surprisingly, a marked decrease was 
noted in the levels of triacylglycerol in the blood of individuals con
suming the high-far/low-carbohydrate diet . As an example, a 2-year 
trial that compared a low-carbohydrate/high-fat diet (an Atkins-type 
diet) against a low-fat/high-carbohydrate diet, a Mediterranean-style 
diet, was performed on 322 subjeccs, who had an average BMI of 31. 
Individuals on the high-fat/low-carbohydrate diet lose an average of 
10.4 pounds compared with a loss of 6.4 pounds for the group on the 
high-carbohydrate/ low-fat diet . In addition, there was a 20% reduc
tion in the ratio of coca! cholesterol co HDL cholesterol for the high
fat group and only a 12% reduction in chat ratio for the individuals 
on the high-carbohydrate diet. The authors concluded chat the high
fac/low-carbohydrace diet was safe for long-term human consumption 
and chat it provided metabolic benefits; they suggested char ic be con
sidered in weight loss programs for obese patiencs. 

Central co the Atkins' Diec is che mobilization of faery acids from 
adipose tissue and their conversion by the liver to ketone bodies 
(/3-hydroxybucyrace, acecoacecace, and acetone) . An assay of ketone 
bodies in the urine is the prescribed method of determining meta
bolic status while on the diet, since even small quantities of dietary 
carbohydrate will depress ketone body synthesis, largely by inhibit
ing lipolysis in adipose tissue. As the concentration of ketone bodies 
rise in the blood, a fraction is excreted in the urine and some via the 
breach. Could chis account for the greater weight loss noted by indi-

viduals on the Ackins' Diec? For comparison , after 7 days of fasting, 
the daily urinary excretion rate of acecoacecate and P-hydroxybucyrate 
in humans is approximately 110 mmoVday; the excretion race is even 
less early in starvation (60 mmol/day after 2 days of starvation). T his 
excretion could contribute to the negative caloric balance and weight 
loss characteristic of the Atkins' Diet, although the energy loss does 
not exceed 100 kcal/day. le is most likely, however, chat the high fat 
content of the Atkins Diec reduces appetite and thus food intake. In 
addition , in the absence of carbohydrate, the diet is monotonous and 
compliance is a major problem. 

In general, ketosis develops when glucose oxidation is suppressed 
and fat catabolism is accelerated. There are cwo types of ketosis: the 
normal ketosis of fasting and the pathological hyperketonemia of 
diabetic ketoacidosis. No other fuel in the human blood can change 
so drastically as ketone bodies and still be compatible with life. Af
ter an overnight fast, the concentration of ketone bodies is approxi
mately 0.05 mM, but this concentration can rise to 2 mM after 2 
days of starvation and to 7 mM after 40 days, a 140-fold change in 
the concentration . In a seminal study, 0 . E. Owen and colleagues 
demonstrated chat during prolonged starvation acetoacetate and P
hydroxybucyrate replaced glucose as the predominant fuel for the 
brain. This reduces the need to synthesize glucose from amino acids 
derived from muscle and liver protein . Muscle avidly consumes ke
tone bodies early in starvation but switches to fatty acid oxidation as 
starvation progresses, thereby sparing ketone bodies for metabolism 
by the brain . Thus, ketone bodies are a normal fuel for a variety of tis
sues and are part of a complex pattern of fuel metabolism chat occurs 
during fasting in humans. 

Owen, 0. E., Morgan, A. P., Kemp, H. G., Sullivan, J.M., er al. J Clin. Invest. 
46 : 1589, 1967; Feinman, R. D., and Fine, E. J. Thermodynamic and mera
bolic advanrage of weighr loss diers. Metabolic Syndrome and Related Disorders 1: 
209, 2003; Samaha, F. F., Iqbal, N., Seshadri, P., Chicano, I<. L., er al. A low
carbohydrare, as compared wich a low-far dier in severe obesiry. N Engl J Med 
348: 21, 2003; and Shai, I., Schwarzfuchs, D., Henkin, Y., Shahar, D.R., er al. 
Weighr loss with a low-carbohydrate, Mediterranean, or low-far diec. N Engl J 
Med. 359: 229, 2008. 
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Figure 17.26 Ketone body synthesis 
and utilization. 
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CoA for cholesterol synthesis is made at low levels in the cytosol of many tissues by a 
cytosolic isozyme ofHMG-CoA synthase . 

Utilization of Ketone Bodies by Nonhepatic Tissues Requires 
Formation of Acetoacetyl CoA 

Acetoacetate and /3-hydroxybutyrate produced by the liver are excellent fuels for many nonhe
patic tissues, including cardiac muscle, skeletal muscle, and brain, particularly when glucose is 
in short supply (prolonged fasting) or inefficiently used (insulin deficiency). Under these con
ditions, these tissues will oxidize free fatty acids, whose blood concentration rises as insulin lev
els fall. During prolonged fasting, ketone bodies replace glucose as a fuel, particularly in brain, 
which begins to use ketone bodies after 2- 3 days of fasting. This reduces the requirement for 
glucose production by gluconeogenesis during a prolonged fast, thus "sparing" the muscle pro
tein that contributes amino acids for gluconeogenesis (p. 619). Acetoacetate and /3-bydroxybu
tyrate also serve as precursors for cerebral lipid synthesis during the neonatal period. 

Ketone bodies are metabolized in the mitochondria of nonbepatic tissues. /3-Hydro xy
butyrate dehydrogenase convercs /3-hydroxybutyrate to acetoacetate by an NAD -linked 
oxidation in the mitochondrial matrix . Acetoacetate is then converted to its CoA deriva
tive by acetoacetate:succinyl-CoA transferase (thiopho rase), which is present in tissues 
that use ketone bodies but not in liver. Succinyl CoA serves as the source of the CoA. The 
reaction is depicted in Figure 17.26. /3-Ketotbiolase convercs the acetoacetyl CoA into two 
acetyl CoAs, which enter the tricarboxylic acid cycle for energy production . 

In summary, the pathways of ketone body synthesis and util ization share several 
steps. However, there are reactions that are unique to each pathway. The key enzymes of 
ketone body synthesis, HMG-CoA synthase and HMG-CoA lyase, are expressed in liver 
(and kidney cortex) but not in other tissues. The key enzyme of ketone body utilization , 
acetoacetate:succinyl - CoA transferase, is present in many tissues, but not in the liver. These 
differences ensure that ketone bodies are made in the liver and utilized in othe r tissues. 

Peroxisomal Oxidation of Fatty Acids Serves Many Functions 

Although the bulk of fatty acid oxidation occurs in mitochond ria, a significant fraction 
also takes place in the peroxisomes ofliver , kidney, and other tissues. Peroxisomes are a 
class of subcellular organelles with distinct ive morphological and chemical characteristics 
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(p. 20). Peroxisomes in the liver contain the enzymes needed for /3-oxidation. The mam
malian pero:xisomal fatty acid oxidation pathway is similar co that in plant glyoxy
somes, buc differs from mitochondrial /3-oxidation in three important respects. First, 
che initial dehydrogenation is accomplished by an oxidase system that uses 0 2 and pro
duces H2O2 (Figure 17 .27). The H2O2 is consumed by catalase. The remaining seeps 
are the same as in the mitochondrial /3-oxidation system. Second, the peroxisomal and 
mitochondrial enzymes differ in their specificity; the peroxisomal enzymes prefer fatty 
acids longer than eight carbons . Although rat liver mitochondria carry out the complete 
oxidation of fatty acyl CoAs co acetyl CoA, /3-oxidacion in liver peroxisomes will not 
proceed beyond occanoyl CoA (C8) . Thus, peroxisomes shorten long-chain fatty acids 
co a point where /3-oxidation can be completed in the mitochondria . It is interesting 
co note that the thiazolidinediones, antidiabecic drugs that reduce peripheral insulin 
resistance and decrease triacylglycerol levels in patients, cause a marked increase in 
peroxisomes. 

Other peroxisomal reactions include chain shortening of dicarboxylic acids, conver
sion of cholesterol into bile acids, and formation of ether lipids. Because of these diverse 
metabolic roles, it is not surprising that the congenital absence of functional peroxisomes, 
an inherited defect known as Zellweger syndrome, has such devastating effects (see Clio. 
Corr. 1.7, p. 21). 

17. 7 • REGULATION OF LIPID METABOLISM 

Regulation in the Fed State 

The metabolism of lipids in humans is controlled by the dietary status of the individual 
via a complex set of hormonal signals. After a meal that contains lipid, carbohydrate, 
and protein, che dietary lipid is deposited as triacylglycerol in adipose tissue. In addition, 
dietary carbohydrate and amino acids, in excess of that required for energy or for protein 
synthesis, are converted into fatty acids and deposited in adipose tissue as triacylglycerol. 
The major anabolic hormone, insulin, is required for both fatty acid synthesis and for 
the formation of triacylglycerol in adipose tissue. A summary is presented in Tables 17 .2, 
p. 679, and 17.3, p. 683 . Insulin aces at two levels; it induces the transcription of genes 
that code for critical enzymes in the pathways of lipid synthesis and storage {long-term 
regulation) and it controls processes such as glucose uptake and triacylglycerol hydrolysis 
(short-te rm regulation). 

Insulin stimulates fatty acid synthesis by increasing the levels of key enzymes, includ
ing faery acid synthase, NADP-malate dehydrogenase (malic enzyme), and acetyl-CoA 
carboxylase in the liver by inducing the transcription of their genes. Insulin also stimu
lates the synthesis of glucose-6-phosphate dehydrogenase and 6-phosphogluconate dehy
drogenase, the two enzymes in the oxidative portion of the pentose pathway chat generate 
some of the NADPH that is required for fatty acid synthesis. The short-term effect of 
insulin on hepatic fatty acid synthesis is exerted by activating a specific phosphop rotein 
phosphatase, which removes phosphate from acetyl-CoA carboxylase, thereby activating 
this enzyme. Increased flux through glycolysis is also important in providing acetyl CoA 
for fatty acid synthesis. 

In adipose tissue, insulin is required in the fed state for glucose uptake via GLUT 4. 
The metabolism of this glucose via glycolysis provides glycerol 3-phosphate for the syn
thesis of triacylglycerol. Insulin also blocks the breakdown of triacylglycerol by inhibiting 
lipolysis, thereby preventing a futile cycle. As in the liver, insulin exertS its short-term effects 
by activating phosphoprotein phosphatases. This decreases the phosphorylation of key pro
teins, including hormone sensitive lipase and perilipin, leading to decreased breakdown of 
triacylglycerols. 

Regulation in the Fasted State 

Fasting results in a dramatic alteration in lipid metabolism, with cessation of lipid deposi
tion and reliance on stored triacylglycerol. As the concentration of glucose in the blood 
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acid oxidation. 
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decreases, there is a parallel decrease in the concentration of insulin in the circulation. There 
is also an increase in epinephrine and glucagon, which increases the level of hepatic cAMP 
and activates protein kinase A. In adipose tissue, there is increased phosphorylation of hor
mone sensitive lipase and perilipin, resulting in an increase in criacylglycerol breakdown 
and the release of free fatty acids and glycerol from this tissue (see Table 17 .2, p. 679, for a 
summary of these controls). 

In the liver, these hormonal changes lead to a decrease in fatty acid synthesis, due 
t0 reduction in the levels of the key enzymes (see Table 17.3, p. 683) . There is also 
inhibition of the rate-limiting enzyme, acetyl-CoA carboxylase, due t0 cAMP-dependent 
phosphorylation of the enzyme . Glycolysis is also inhibited; this decreases the sup
ply of acetyl CoA for lipogenesis. The liver begins co produce ketone bodies as fasting 
progresses, due to an increase in the race of fatty acid oxidation caused by increased 
levels of fatty acids in the blood . During prolonged fasting, about half of the fatty acids 
that enter the liver are converted to ketone bodies and released into the blood for utiliza
tion by tissues such as the muscle, heart, and (after 2 days of fasting) the brain, thereby 
sparing the use of glucose. 

Regulation of Fatty Acid Oxidation 

The rate of futty acid oxidation in mirochondria is controlled by regulating the entry of sub
strate into this organelle. The key enzyme is carnitine palmitoyltransferase I (CPT I), which 
synthesizes acyl carnitine from cytosolic acyl CoA (see Figure 17.20, p. 692). In the liver, 
acetyl-CoA carboxylase is activated in the fed state, because enzyme levels are increased, 
cyclic-AMP-dependent phosphorylation is low, and the enzyme is activated by citrate. The 
resulting high concentration of malonyl CoA stimulates furry acid synthesis, but blocks 
fatty acid oxidation by inhibiting CPT I. This regulation prevents a futile cycle. Con
versely, in the fasted state, the activity of acetyl-CoA carboxylase in the liver is low because 
enzyme levels are decreased, the enzyme is phosphorylated , and citrate is also decreased. 
CPT I is acrive and futty acid oxidation occurs at a high rate under these conditions because 
of the low levels of malonyl CoA. 

Fatty acid oxidation in muscle is also regulated by malonyl CoA, even though this tis
sue does not synthesize futty acids. Muscle contains an isozyme of aceryl-CoA carboxylase, 
which produces malonyl CoA solely for the regulation of CPT I. The enzyme is activated 
by citrate and inhibited by phosphorylation. It is phosphorylated by both protein kinase A 
and an AMP-dependent kinase. Phosphorylation by the former enzyme allows fatty acid 
oxidation to be regulated by dietary state. In the fed state, the high concentration of in
sulin results in low levels of phosphorylation . Acetyl-CoA carboxylase produces malonyl 
CoA, which inhibits CPT I and blocks fatty acid oxidation. Conversely, in the fasted state, 
the high concentration of cAMP stimulates phosphorylation of acety!-CoA carboxylase, 
resulting in its inhibition . As a consequence, CPT I facilitates fatty acid entry into the mito
chondria for oxidation. This regulation promotes furry acid oxidation in the fasted state and 
inhibits it in the fed state. 

The second kinase, which is regulated by AMP, links the rate of fatty acid oxidation 
to the energy status of the muscle. In resting muscle, AMP levels are low. As a result, the 
AMP-dependent protein kinase is inactive, aceryl-CoA carboxylase is active, and the malo
nyl CoA that is generated inhibits CPT I and fatty acid oxidation. In exercising muscle, 
high levels of AMP activate the protein kinase. The resulting inhibition of aceryl-CoA 
carboxylase results in low levels of malonyl CoA and the activation of both CPT I and 
fatty acid oxidation . This regulation allows exercise to stimulate the rate of fatty oxidation 
through the increased production of AMP. 

Fatty Acids as Regulatory Molecules 

Fatty acids are themselves regulatory molecules in the liver, muscle, and adipose tissue. In mus
cle, long-chain acyl CoAs activate protein kinase C, as well as the transcription factors PP AR y 
and NFKB, which in turn inhibit insulin action by blocking the activation of intermediates in 
the insulin signaling pathway. These effeccs of fatty acids have dramatic consequences in the 
regulation of carbohydrate metabolism in muscle (Clin. Corrs. 17.2 and 17.8). 
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Fatty Acids as Regulatory Molecules 

Most textbooks of biochemistry deal extensively with the critical role 

of faery acids in energy metabolism and thus stress the pathways of 

their synthesis, degradation, and modification. However, fatty acids 

also serve as regulatory molecules, which play a key role in the control 

of gene t.ranscription, appetite, and hepatic glucose synthesis . Die tary 

fatty acids regulate gene expression by altering the activity of one of 

several peroxisome p roliferator- activated receptors (PPARs), which 

are transcription facrors in the nuclear receptor family. The impor

tance of the PP ARs in the control of energy homeostasis is exempli

fied by the widespread clinical use of thiazolidinediones, which are 

PPARy agonisrs, for the control of diabetes (see Clin . Corr. 17.1 for 

a detailed discussion of the role of these transcrip tion factors) . Fatty 

acids activate the PP ARs and promote triacylglycerol deposition and 

glucose utilization by adipocytes. Long-chain fatty acids (LCFA) also 

act in the brain to regulate appetite via their CoA derivatives . Admin

istration of oleic acid into rat brain ventricles suppresses appetite by 

lowering the expression of hypothalamic neuropeptides that inhibi t 

appetite (neuropeptide Y and agouti-related protein); the elevated 

fatty acids in the hypothalamus signal a surfeit of energy. This effect 

is independent of leprin, a hormone produced in adipose tissue and a 

key inhibitor of appetite in mammals (see Clin . Corr. 21.1, p. 840). 
The administration of oleic acid into the brain also markedly decreases 

hepatic glucose production and the activity of glucose-6-phosphatase, 
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Key Terms 

acylglycero ls (mono-, di-, and tri-) 
fatty acids (sacuraced, unsaturated, 

essential, branched chain) 

chylomicron 

free fatty acids 

lipoprocein lipase 

pancreatic lipase 

very low-density lipoprorein 
(VLDL) 

hormone-sensicive lipase 

perilipin 
adipose trig lyceride lipase 

fatty acid synthesis 

Ii po genesis 

lipolysis 

coenzymeA (CoA) 

fatty acid synthase 

malonyl CoA 

acyl carrier protein 

palmitic acid 

Questions • CAROL N . ANGSTADT 

Multiple-Choi ce Questions 

1. All of the following statements abouc aceryl-CoA carboxylase are 

correct except 

A. it cacalyzes the race-limiting seep of fatty acid synthesis. 

B. it requires biotin. 

C. it is inhibited by cAMP-mediated phosphory lation. 

D. it is activated by palmitoyl CoA. 

E. its content in a cell responds to changes in fat content in the diet. 

2. During che synthesis of palmicace in liver cells, 
A. the addition of malonyl CoA ro farcy acid synthase elongaces the 

growing chain by three carbon atoms. 

B. a ,13-kero residue on the 4' -phosphopantetheine moiety is reduced 

to a saturated residue by NAOPH. 

C. palmitoyl CoA is released from che synthase . 

D. cransfer of the growing chain from ACP to another -SH occurs 

prior co addition of the nexc malonyl CoA. 

E. the first compound ro add co farcy acid synthase is malonyl CoA. 

3. In humans, desaturation of farcy acids 

A. occurs primarily in mitochondria. 

B. is cacalyzed by an enzyme syscem that uses NAO PH and a 
cytochrome. 

C. introduces double bonds primarily of tram configuration. 

D. can occur only after palmitare has been elongaced to scearic acid. 

E. introduces the first doub le bond at d1e methyl end of the molecule. 
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ATP citrace lyase 
citrace cleavage pachway 

anaplerosis/cacap lerosis 

malic enzyme 

farcy acid desaturation 

farcy acid elongation 

polyunsaturated faery acids 

glycerol 3-phosphace 

glycerol kinase 

glyceroneogenesis 

4. Lipoprocein lipase 

A. is an intracellular eruyme . 

phosphatidic acid 
brown adipose tissue 

whice adipose tissue 

insulin 

farcy acid oxidation (,13-oxidation) 

carni cine/ carni cine shuttle 

propionyl CoA 

ketone bodies 

ketogenesis 

peroxisomes 

B. is scimulated by cAMP-mediaced phosphorylacion . 

C. functions to mobilize stored criacylglycerols from adipose tissue. 

D. is scimulated by one of the apoproreins present in VLDL. 

E. produces free farcy acids and a monoacylglycerol. 

5. a-Oxidation 
A. is imporcant in the metabolism of branched chain faery acids . 

B. metabo lizes a fatty acid complecely ro acetyl CoA 

C. produces hydrogen peroxide. 

D. prevents the farcy acid from producing energy. 

E. requires NAOPH. 

6. Another minor pathway of farcy acid oxidation is w-oxidacion, which 

results in a hydroxylation. w-Oxidation 

A. occurs in micochondria. 

B. introduces the -OH on the carbon adjacent to the carboxyl group. 

C. oxidizes primarily very long-chain farcy acids. 

D. oxidizes the terminal methyl group. 
E. produces dicarboxylic acids in the initial oxidation. 

Questions 7 and 8: Following a severe cold which caused a loss of appetite, 

a I-year-o ld boywas hospicalized with hypoglycemia, hyperammonemia, 

muscle weakness , and cardiac irregularities. These symptoms were 

consistent with a defect in the carnitine transport syscem. Dietary carnicine 
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therapy was cried unsuccessfully, bue a diee low in long-chain faery acids 
and supplemented with medium-chain criacylglycerols was beneficial. 

7 . Carnitine transporc of faery acids from the cycosol eo the mieochon
dria involves all of the following excepe 
A. hydrolysis of ATP. 
8. the exchange of acylcarnirine and free carnirine across che inner 

mieochondrial membrane. 
C. rwo carnirine palrnieoyl cransfecases (CPT I and CPT m locaeed 

on different mitochondrial membranes. 
D. release of CoASH from faery acyl CoA in che cycosol. 
E. consumption of mieochondrial CoASH. 

8. The child was diagnosed with carnitine-acylcarnitine cranslocase 
deficiency. The diecary creatment was beneficial because 
A. che child could gee all required energy from carbohydraee. 
B. che deficiency was in che peroxisomal syseem so carnitine would 

not be helpful. 
C. medium-chain faery acids (8-10 carbons) enter the mitochondria 

before being convened to their CoA derivatives. 
D. medium-chain criacylglycerols contain mostly hydroxylated 

faery acids. 
E. medium-chain faery acids such as C8 and C 10 are readily con-

verced into glucose by the liver. 

Questions 9 and 10: Medium-chain acyl-CoA dehydrogenase deficiency 
(MCAD), a defect in /3-oxidation, usually produces sympeoms within 
the firse 2 years oflife after a period of fasting. Typical symptoms include 
vomiting, lethargy, and hypokecotic hypoglycemia. Excessive urinary 
secretion of medium-chain dicarboxylic acids and medium-chain esters of 
glycine and carnitine help to establish the diagnosis. 

9. {3-Oxidacion of faery acids 
A. generaees ATP only if acecyl CoA is subsequently oxidized. 
B. is usually suppressed during starvation. 
C. uses only even-chain, saruraeed fatty acids as subscraees. 
D. uses NADP+. 

E. occurs by a repeated sequence of four reactions. 

10. The lack of kecone bodies in the presence oflow blood glucose in 
this case is unusual since kecone body concentrations usually increase 
with fasting-induced hypoglycemia. Kecone bodies 
A. are formed by removal of CoA from the corresponding interme

diaee of {3-oxidation. 
B. are synthesized from cycoplasmic {3-hydroxy-{3-methyl glutaryl 

coenzyme A (HMG-CoA). 
C. are synd1esized primaril y in muscle tissue. 
D. include both {3-hydroxybucyraee and aceeoaceeaee, the ratio re

flecting the intramitochondrial [NADH]/[NAD+ J ratio in liver. 
E. form when /3-oxidation is interrupted. 

Answers 

1. D Ir is activated by citrate and inhibited by long-chain faery acyl 
CoAs. C: Since cAMP increases ae times when energy is needed, 
it is consistent that a process that uses energy wou ld be inhibited. 
E: Long-term concrol is relaeed to errqme synthesis and responds 
appropriately to dietary changes. 

2 . B A; Splitting CO 2 from malonyl CoA is the driving force for the 
condensaeion reaction so the chain grows two carbon acorns at a eirne. 

Questions 11 and 12: One of the problems associated with obesity is 
the increased risk of Type 2 diabetes. High faery acid concencracion in 
the blood reduces glucose uptake and metabolism by skeletal muscle, 
increasing levels of blood glucose and insulin secrecion (insulin resistance). 
Prolonged overproduction of in.sulin can cause failure of the /3 cells of the 
pancreas and Type 2 diabetes. This occurs in -40% of obese individu
als over 5-10 years. One way of regulating d1e concentration of faery 
acids in blood is their reesterification into criacylglycerols. One type of 
antidiabetic drug (thiazolidinedione) aces on a nuclear recepcor (PPAR-y2) 
facilitating the rate of faery acid esterification in white adipose tissue. 

11. All of the following evencs are usually involved in the synthesis of 
criacylglycerols in adipose tissue excepe 
A. addition of a fatty acyl CoA to a diacylglycerol. 
8 . addition of a fatty acyl CoA co a lysophosphatide. 
C. a reaction catalyzed by glycerol kinase. 
D. hydrolysis of phosphatidic acid by a phosphaease. 
E. reduction of dihydroxyacecone phosphate. 

12. Glycerol -3-phosphaee for criacylglycerol syndlesis 
A. is always formed by reduction of diliydroxyacetone phosphate. 
B. can be formed in liver by glyceroneogenesis bue not in 

adipose cissue. 
C. derives ics carbons primarily from amino acids in the fed sraee. 
D. can be synthesized only in d1e presence of phosphoenolpyruvare 

carboxykinase. 
E. is derived primarily from glucose via glycolysis in the fed scare. 

Problems 

13. How does /3-oxidation of an unsarurated faery acid deal with me 
naturally occurring cis double bond when me first seep of {3-oxidation 
produces a trans enoyl CoA intermediate? 

14. How does oxidation of a 17-carbon faery acid (from plants) lead to 
the production of propionyl CoA? Be specific in your answer. 

C: In mammals, palrnicaee is released as the free acid; the conversion 
co the CoA esrer is by a different enzyme. D: le is imporcane co realize 
that only ACP binds the incoming malonyl CoA so it muse be freed 
before another addition can be made. E: Aceryl CoA adds fusr co 
form the foundacion for the rest of the ch.ain. 
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3. B A: Desaturation occurs in the endoplasmic reticulum. C: Natu
rally occurring farry acids are cis. D : Elongation and unsaruration can 
occur in any order. E: If this were true, we could make linoleic acid. 

4. D ApoC-II binds the lipoprote in to the enzyme. A-C: These are 
characteristics of hormone-sens itive lipase. E: This is pancreatic 
lipase. 

5. A The presence of a methyl group precludes the ,8-oxidation 
process at chat point . B: Once past the methyl group, ,8-oxidacion 
can proceed. C: The reaction is by a hydroxy lase chat adds an -OH . 
D: During the a-oxidation phases, energy is produced. E: This 
hydroxylase uses ascorbate as reduci ng agent. 

6. D This is why it is called w-oxidation. A: Occurs in endoplasmic 
reticulum. B: This is a-oxidation . C: Medium-chain fatry acids are 
preferred substrates. E: The hydroxyl group requires alcohol and 
aldehyde dehydrogenases to convert it to the acid . 

7. A The exchanges of the acyl group between CoA and carnitine do 
not require additional energy. B: This is catalyzed by carnitine 
acylcarnitine rranslocase. C: CPT I is on the outer membrane, and 
CPT II is on the matrix side of the inner membrane. D and E: Only 
the acyl portion of the molecule is transported; the CoASH mol
ecules remain in their respective compartmencs . 

8. C Because medium-chain fatry acids cross the mitochondrial mem
brane directly, they do not require the carnirine system. A This is 
never true. B: Peroxisomal oxidation does not require carnitine, but 
this is not a peroxisomal system. D: Hydroxylated faery acids are not 
a common constituent of triacylglycerols. E: Liver cannot synthesize 
glucose from farry acids with an even number of carbon aroms. 

9. E A and D: Ir is important ro realize that ,8-oxidarion, icself, gener
ates FADH 2 and NADH, which can be reoxidized ro generate 
ATP. B: Farry acid oxidation is usually enhanced during fasting. 

C: ,8-Oxidation is a general process requiring only minor modifications 
to oxidize nearly any fatty acid in the cell 

10. D A and E: ,8-Oxidation proceeds to completion; kerone bodies are 
formed by a separate process. B and C: Ketone bodies are formed, 
bur not used, in liver mitochondria; cytosolic HMG CoA is a pre
cursor of cholesterol. Kerone bodies are nor readily synthesized by 
muscle. 

11. C This does not occur ro any significant extent in adipose tissue. 
A, B, and D: The sequential addition of fatry acyl CoAs ro glycerol 
3-phosphare forms lysophosphatidic acid, then phosphatidic acid 
whose phosphate is removed before the addition of the third farry 
acyl residue. E: This is the formation of a-glycerol phosphate in 
adipose. 

12. E This is the primary pathway in liver and adipose tissue. A Liver 
can form it from glycerol because it has glycerol kinase. B: Both 
tissues have this pathway. C and D: These are substrates for glyc
eroneogenesis in the fasted state and require phosphoeno lpyruvare 
carboxykinase. 

13. When several rounds of ,8-oxidation produce an intermediate with a 
cis doub le bond between C3 and C4, enoyl-CoA isomerase changes 
the cisL13 to a transL12 enoyl CoA and ,8-oxidation continues . If 
another cis double bond is encountered between C4 and C5, first 
the normal dehydrogenase , then a reduccase with NADPH, followed 
by the enoyl-CoA isomerase ace on the molecule to produce a trans 
2-enoyl CoA. ,8-Oxidation continues. 

14. ,8-Oxidation proceeds normally, but the final thio lase cleavage yields 
aceryl CoA and propionyl CoA. Propionyl CoA is not a substrate 
for SCAD (short-chain acyl-CoA dehydrogenase) so ,8-oxidarion 
terminates. 
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Key Concepts 

• Most cells synthesize the major glycerophospholipids and sphin
golipids from dietary componentS and metabolic intermediates. 
Both are major componenrs of cell membranes . 
Glycerophospholipids have other functions including as com
ponents of pulmonary surfactant. Phosphatidylcholine has a 
role in the HDL-dependent process that carries cholesterol from 
peripheral tissues to the liver, and inositol-containing phospho
lipids serve as second messengers and as attachment sites for 
proteins on the cell surface. 
Cholesterol is synthesized from acetyl CoA in a multistep 
process in which the synthesis of mevalonate, catalyzed by 
HMG-CoA reductase , is the rate-limiting, regulated step. The 
reductase is the target of the Starin class of cholesterol-lowering 
drugs. Cholesterol is the precursor for the synthesis of bile acids 
and steroid hormones such as testosterone, eStrogen, glucocorti
coids, and mineraloconicoids . 

18.5 Diagnosis of Gaucher Disease in an 
Adult 737 

Plasma lipoproteins, including HDL, LDL, chylornicrons, 
VLDL, and a variety of accessory proteins, transpon cholesterol 
and triacylglycerols in blood . Cholesteryl ester transferase has an 
imponant role in the process. LDL and LDL-receprors are the 
major regulatory elementS that control the levels of cholesterol 
in plasma and tissues. 
There are several classes of sphingolipids , including sphingo 
myelin, cerebrosides, globosides, gangliosides, and sulfatides. 
Degradation of sphingolipids involves lysosomal enzymes: A 
generic deficiency of one or more of these enzymes resulrs in 
the accumulation of incompletely catabolized sphingolipids and 
mucopolysaccharides in tissues. 
Arachidonic acid is the precursor oflipid hormones that include 
prostaglandins, leukotrienes, and lipoxins that mediate various 
inflammatory phenomena. The key enzymes in these pathways 
are cyclooxygenase and lipoxygenases. 
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Figure 18.1 Stereospecific numbering of 
glycerol. 
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18.1 • INTRODU CTIO N 

Lipid is a general term that describes substances chat are relatively water insoluble and 
extractable by nonpolar solvents. Complex lipids of humans fall inco two broad cat
egories: (1) neutral , nonpolar lipids, such as triacylglycerols and cholesceryl esters, and 
(2) polar lipids, such as phospholipids and glycolipids. The polar lipids are amph.ipathic, 
concaining a hydrophobic and hydrophilic region in the same molecule. The hydropho
bic and hydrophilic regions in glycerophospholipids are bridged by a glycerol moiety 
and in sphingomyelin and glycosphingolipids by sph.ingosine. Triacylglycerol is found 
primarily in storage sires in adipose tissue, whereas polar lipids occur primarily in cellular 
membranes. 

Complex lipids have many roles. Besides their function in the structure of membranes, 
some glycerophospholipids are required for the activity of membrane enzymes and inosicol
cont.aining phospholipids serve as precursors of signaling molecules Glycosphingolipids 
have a role in cell-cell recognition, phagocytosis, concacc inhibition , and rejection of trans
planted tissues and organs. Antigenic determinants of blood groups are primarily glycolipid 
in nature. Cholesterol is important in atherosclerosis and various sphingolipids accumulate 
in genetic disorders called sphingolipidoses. 

The nomenclature and chemistry of lipids is presented in the Appendix. 

I + 
HO- CH2- C - NH3 

I 
Serine 18.2 • PHOSPHOLIPIDS 

coo-

HO OH 

H OH 

Two major classes of acylglycerolipids are triacylglycerols and glycerophospholipids which 
Glycerol have as their core the C3 polyol, glycerol. Two primary alcohol groups of glycerol are not 

stereochemically identical, and in the case of phospholipids , it is usually the same hydroxyl 
group esterified to the phosphate residue. The stereospecific numbering system designates 
different hydroxyl groups. In th.is system, when the srrueture of glycerol is drawn in the 
Fischer projection with the C2 hydroxyl group projecting to the left of the page, the carbon 
atoms are numbered as shown in Figure 18.1. When the stereospecific numbering (sn) 
system is employed, the prefix sn- is used before the name of the compound . Glycerophos-

myo -lnosttol pholipids usually contain a sn-glycerol 3-phosphate moiety. Although each contains the 
glycerol moiety as a fundamental structural element, neutral triacylglycerols and charged 
ionic phospholipids have very different physical propenies and functions . 

Figure 18.2 Structur e of some common polar 
groups of phospholipids. Phospholipids Contain Phosphatidic Acid Linked to a Base 

Phospholipids are polar, ionic lipids composed of 1,2-diacylglycerol and a phosphodi
ester bridge chat links the glycerol backbone to some base, usually a nitrogenous one, 
such as choline , serine, or ethanolamine (Figures 18.2 and 18.3). The most abundant 
phospholipids in human tissues are phosphatidylcholine (also called lecithin) , phosphati
dylethanolamine , and phosphatidylserine (Figure 18.4). At physiologic pH , phosphati
dylcholine and phosphatidylethanolamine have no net charge and exist as dipolar 
zwitterions, whereas phosphatidylserine has a net charge of - 1, causing it to be an acidic 
phospholipid. Phosphatidylethanolamine (PE) is related to phosphatidylcholine in that 
trimechylation of PE produces lecithin. Most phospholipids contain more than one kind 
of faery acid per molecule, so that a given class of phospholipids from any tissue actu
ally represents a family of molecular species. Phosphatidylcholine (PC) contains mostly 
palmitic acid (16:0) or stearic acid (18:0) in the sn-1 position and primarily unsaturated 
18 carbon fatty acids oleic, linoleic, or a-linolenic in the sn-2 position. Phosphatidyl
ethanolamine has the same saturated fatty acids as PC at the sn-1 position but contains 
more of the long-chain polyunsaturated fatty acids, namely, linoleic acid [18:2(9,12)], 
arachidonic acid (20:4(5 ,8, 11,14)], and docosahexaenoic acid [22:6(4 ,7,10,13, 16,19)], 
at the sn-2 position . 

0 
II 

0 CH2- 0 - C- A1 
II I 

A2- C - O - C - H 0 
I 11 

CH21 0 - P- OJ A3 

6- - Phosphodiester 
bridge 

Figure 18.3 Generalized structure of a 
phospholipid where R1 and R2 represent 
the aliphatic chains of fatty acids, and R3 
represents a polar group. 

Phosphatidylinositol , an acidic phospholipid that occurs in mammalian membranes 
(Figure 18.5), is rather unusual because it often contains almost exclusively stearic acid 
(18:0) in the sn-1 position and arach.idonic acid in the sn-2 position. 
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Another phospholipid composed of a polyol polar head group is phosphatidylglycerol 
(Figure 18.5), which occurs in relatively large amounrs in mitochondrial memb ranes and 
pulmonary surfactant and is a precursor of cardiolipin . Phosphatidylglycerol and phos
phatidylinosit0l both carry a formal charge of - 1 at neuual pH and are therefore acidic 
lipids. 

Cardiolipin , a very acidic (charge - 2) phospholipid, is composed of two molecules of 
phosphatidic acid linked together covalently through a molecule of glycerol (Figure 18.6). 
It occurs primar ily in the inner membrane of mit0chondr ia of metabolically active tissues 
(e.g., heart muscle) and in bacterial membranes. Cardiolipin is present in the membrane of 
Treponema palladium and is the antigen detected in the Wasserman test for syphilis. Barth 
syndrome is a rare X-linked mit0chondrial disorder caused by a defect in the T AZ gene, 
which encodes the protein taffuzin which is required for cardiolipin synthesis. Patienrs with 
this inherited disorder exhibit cardiomyopathy, skeletal myopathy, and abnormal mito
chondria. 

Phospholipids mentioned so far contain only 0-acyl residues attached to glycerol. 
0-(1-alkenyl) substituents occur at Cl of the sn-glycerol in phosphoglycerides in com
bination with an 0-acyl residue esterified to the C2 position; compounds in this class 
are known as plasmalogens (Figure 18.7) or plasmenyl lipids. Relatively large amounts of 
ethanolamine plasmalogen (also called plasmenylethanolamine) occur in myelin with lesser 
amounts in heart muscle where cholin e plasmalogen is abundant. The alkenyl moiety is 
usually 16:0, 18:0 or 18:1(9). 

An unusual phospholipid called platelet activating factor (PAF) (Figure 18.8) is a 
major mediator of hypersensitiviry, acute inflammatory reactions, allergic responses, and 
anaphylactic shock. In hypersensitive individuals, cells of the polymorphonuclear (PMN) 
leukocyte family (basophils, neuuophils , and eosinophils), macrophages, and monocytes 
are coated with IgE molecules that are specific for a particular antigen (e.g., ragweed pol
len and bee venom). Subsequent reexposure to the antigen and formation of antigen- IgE 
complexes on the surface of the aforementioned inflammatory cells provokes synthesis and 
release of P AF. Platelet activating factor contain s an 0-alkyl moiety at sn-1 and an acetyl 
residue instead of a long-chain fatty acid in position 2 of the glycerol moiety . P AF is not 
st0red; it is synthesized and released when PMN cells are stimulated. Platelet aggregation, 
cardiovascular and pulmonary changes, edema, hypotension, and PMN cell chemotaxis are 
affected by PAF. Inactivation of PAF involves hydrolysis of the acetyl moiery followed by 
reacylation with a long-chain fatty acid to form an ether-type membrane phospholipid. 

Phospholipids in Membranes Serve a Variety of Roles 

Although present in body fluids such as plasma and bile, phospholipids are present in 
highest concentration in cellular membranes where they serve as structural and func
tional components. Nearly one-half the mass of the erythrocyte membrane is composed 
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Figure 18.6 Struct ure of cardi olipin. 
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Figure 18.7 Struct ure of ethanolamin e plasmalogen . 
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phospholipids. 
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Clearance of Red Blood Cells: 
Role of Phosphatidylserine 

The phospholipids of the plasma mem
brane of cells, including red blood cells, are 
disa:ibuted asymmetrically: The outer leaf
let chat faces the extracellular space contains 
the choline lipids phosphatidylcholine and 
sphingomyelin, whereas the inner leaflet 
facing the cytoplasm contains phosphati
dylethanolamine and negatively charged 
phospholipids, including phosphatidyl
serine. Macrophages contain phosphati
dylserine receptors that bind, internalize, 
and degrade phosphatidylserine~displaying 
cells. Normal aging of red cells is associated 
with the exposure of phosphatidylserine on 
the surface of the plasma membrane, which 
signals cells of the macrophage system to 
remove them from the circulation. 

There is evidence chat the anemia and 
shortened life span of red cells in certain 
pathologic conditions such as lead intoxi
cation and uremia in patients with renal 
failure could be due to increased red cell 
phosphatidylserine exposure. An enzyme 
called semblase transports phosphatidyl
serine from the inner leaflet of the plasma 
membrane to the outer leaflet. Semblase 
is inactive in healthy cells; however, this 
calcium-sensitive enzyme becomes active 
when cells are exposed to scressors (e.g., 
osmotic shock, ATP depletion, exposure 
to reactive oxygen species) that increase the 
intracellular calcium concentration. 

Kempe, S. K., Lang, P.A., Eisele, K., er al. Srimula 
rion of eryrhrocyce phospharidylserine exposure by 
lead ions. Am.]. Cell PhynoL 288:C396, 2005. 

of various phospholipids (p . 458). They also activate certain enzymes; as an example , 
/3-hydroxybutyrate dehydrogenase , in the inner memb rane of mitochondria (p. 698), has 
an absolute requirement for phosphatidylcholine ; phosphatidylserine and phosphatidyle
thanolamine cannot substitute. Phosphatidylserine apparently has a role in clearance of 
red cells (Clin. Corr. 18.1). Phosphatidylcholine also plays a central role in the process 
of reverse cholesterol transport . 

Dipalmitoyllecithin Is Necessary for Norma l Lung Function 
Normal lung function depend s on a constant supply of dipalmitoyllecithin in which the 
molecule contain s palmitic acid (16:0) residues in the sn-1 and sn-2 positions . More than 
80% of the phospholipid in the extracellular fluid layer that lines alveoli of normal lungs is 
di palmitoyllecithin. This surfaetant produced by type II epithelial cells prevents ateleccasis 
at the end of the expiration phase of breathing (Figure 18.9). It decreases the surface ten
sion of the fluid layer of the lung . Lecithin molecules that do not contain two residues of 
palmitic acid are not effeccive in the lowering of surface tension . Surfactant also contains 
phosphatidylglycerol, phosphatidylino sitol, cholesterol , and 18- and 36-kDa proteins (des
ignated surfaccant proteins), which contribute significantly to the lowering of the surface 
tension. Surfaccant proteins alter the molecular structure of the phospholipid film secreted 
by type II pneu.mocytes in such a way as to stabilize the film and maintain irs flexibility. 
Most of the cholesterol in surfactant is derived from plasma lipoproteins , but the phos
pholipids are synthesized by type II cells. Before the 28th week of gestation , fetal lung 
synthesizes primarily sphingomyelin. Normally , at this time, glycogen that has been stored 
in epithelial type II cells is converted to fatty acids and then to dipalrnitoyllecithin . During 
lung maturation there is a good correlation between the increase in intracellular lamel
lar inclusion bodies that represent phosphatidylcholine storage organelles, called lamellar 
bodies, and the decrease in glycogen content of these cells. At the 24th week of gestation, 
the type II granular pneumocytes appear in the alveolar epithelium and start to produce 
lamellar bodies. Their number increases until the 32nd week when surfactant appears in the 
lung and amniotic fluid. In the few weeks before term, screening testS on amniotic fluid can 
deteet newborns that are at risk for respiratory distress syndrome (RDS) (Clin. Corr. 18.2). 
The se are useful in timing elective deliveries, in determining if the mother should receive 
antenatal corticosreroid therapy to accelerate maturation of the fetal lung, or in applying 
preventive therapy to the newborn infant. Dexamethasone has been used in neonates with 
chronic lung disease (bronchopulmonary dysplasia). While corticosteroid therapy may be 
effeccive in some cases in improving lung function, in others it causes periventricular abnor
malities in the brain. Exogenous human surfactant adminisrered by means of intratracheal 
instillation is used widely to treat RDS. 

Respiratory failure due to surfactant insufficiency also occurs in adulrs whose type II 
cells have been destroyed as an adverse side effect of immunosuppressive medications or 
chemotherapeutic drug (e.g., bleomycin). 

The detergent properties of phospholipids , especially phosphatidylcholine , are impor
tant in bile to aid in solubilizing cholesterol. An impaired produccion and secretion of 
phospholipids into bile can lead to formation of cholesterol stones and bile pigment gall
stones. Membrane phospholipids are a reservoir for lipid mediators that regulate many 
metabolic pathways and processes. Phospholipases catalyze the release of these mediators . 

expiration atelectasis 

inspiration 

Fully expanded alveolus Partially deflated alveolus 
at the end of inspiration at the end of normal expiration 

Figure 18.9 Role of surfacta nt in preventing atelecta sis. 

Collapsed alveolus 
lacking surfactant 
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Respiratory Distress Syndrome 

Respiratory distress syndrome (RDS) is a major cause of neonatal 
morbidiry and morcaliry in many countries. Ir accounts for about 
15%- 20% of all neonatal deaths in Western countries and somewhat 
less in developing countries. The disease affects only premature ba
bies, and the incidence varies directly with the degree of premacuriry. 
Premature babies develop RDS because of immacuricy of their lungs 
from deficiency of pulmonary surfactant. The maruriry of the fecal 
lung can be assessed from the lecichin/sphingomyelin (US) ratio in 
amniotic fluid. The mean US ratio in normal pregnancies increases 
gradually with gestation until about 31 or 32 weeks when the slope 
rises sharply. The ratio of 2.0 is characteristic of term birth, and it 
is achieved at the gestational age of about 34 weeks. Ac pulmonary 
macuriry, the critical US ratio is 2.0 or greater. The risk of developing 

RDS when the US ratio is 1.5- 1.9 is about 40% , and for less than 
1.5 about 75%. Although the US ratio is still widely used co predict 
the risk of RDS, the results are unreliable if the amniotic fluid has 
been concarninared by blood or meconium. Determination of satu
rated palmitoyl phosphatidylcholine ($PC), phosphatidylglycerol, 
and phosphatidylinosicol is also predictive of the risk of RDS. Re
placement therapy using surfactant from human and animal lungs is 
effective in the prevention and treatment of RDS. 

Merrier, T. A., Hallman, M., Bloom , B. T., ec al., Prophylaccic creacmenc of very 
premature infancs wich human surfaccanc. N Engl f Med. 315: 785, 1986; and 
Simon, N. V., Williams, G. H., Fairbrother , P. F., Elser, R. C., and Perkins , R. P. 
Prediction of fecal lung maruricy by 11mniocic fluid fluorescence polari:z.acion, US 
ratio, and phosphatidylglycerol. Obstet. GynecoL 57:295 , 1981. 

Phosphatidylinositol and phosphatidylcho line are sources of arachidonic acid for synthesis 
of prostag landins, thromboxanes, leukocrienes , and related compounds. 

0 
II 

0 H;!C-Q-C-R1 

lnositides Are Important in Membrane Function 
Inositol-containing phospholipids (inositides) , especially phosphacidylinosit0l 4,5-bisphos
phate (PIP 2) (Figure 18.10), play a central role in signal transduction systems . When certain 
hormones bind co their receptors (p. 507), PIP 2 in the inner leaflet of the plasma membrane 
is hydrolysed by phosphoinositidase C (PIC) into inositol 1,4,5-crisphosphate (IP3), which 
triggers release of Ca2+ from the endoplasmic reticulum , and 1,2-diacylglycerol (DAG) , 
which increases the activity of protein kinase C (PKC) (Figure 18.11). Removal of the 
5-phosphate of IP3 abolishes the signal and the intracellular Ca2+ concentration declines. 
The 1,2-diacylglycerol is converted to phosphatidic acid by diacylglycerol kinase (Figure 
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Figure 18.10 Structure of phosphatidylinositot 
4,5-bisphosphate (PIP2 or Ptdlns (4,5)P2_). 

Figure 18.11 Generation of 1,2-d iacytgtycerol 
and inositol 1,4,5-trisphosphate by action 
of phospholipase C on phosphatidylinositol 

4,5-bisphosphate. 
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Figure 18.12 Pathways for the synthesis 
and removal of intracellular inositol 
1,4,5-tri sphosphat e and diacylglycerol. 
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18.12). Phosphatidic acid, a product of phospholipase D action on phospholipids , has been 
implicated as a second messenger. 

These pathways of inositol phosphate metabolism serve in: (I) removal and inacti
vation of IP3, (2) conservation of inositol, and (3) synthesis of polyphosphates such as 
inositol pentakisphosphate (InsP5) and inositol hexakisphosphate (InsP6) whose functions 
have not been determined. IP3 is metabolized by 5-phosphomonoesterase to inositol 1,4-
bisphosphate and by a 3-kinase that forms inositol 1,3,4,5-tetrakisphosphate. A family of 
phosphatases convens Ins(l,4)P 2 to myo-inositol (Figure 18.12), which then enters the 
phospholipid pool. 

Besides being a component of membranes and source of arachidonic acid for pros
taglandin and leukotriene synthesis (p. 743) , phosphatidylinositol serves to anchor (GPI 
anchor) cenain glycoproteins to the external surface (p. 471). A major medical problem 
concerns trypanosomal parasites (e.g., Trypanosoma brucei, which causes sleeping sickness). 
This parasite has resisted immunological approaches t0 treatment by changing its surface 
antigens. The external surface of the plasma membrane is coated with a protein called variable 
surface glycoprotein (VSG) linked to the membrane through a phosphatidylinosit0l anchor. 
C-type phospholipase on the cell surface permits the shedding of the anchored protein allow
ing trypanosomes to discard surface antigens, thus changing their coat and escaping antibod
ies of the hosr's immune sysrem. 

Biosynthesis of Phospholipids 

Phosphatidic Acid Is Synthesized from a-Glycerophosphate 
and Fatty Acyl CoA 
I-a-Phosphatidic acid (commonly called phosphatidic acid) and 1,2-diacyl-sn-glycerol 
are intermediates common to the pathways of phospho lipid and triacylglycerol synthesis 
(Figure 18.13; p. 713) . All cells synthesize phospholipids to some degree (except mature 
erythrocytes), whereas triacylglycerol biosynthesis occurs only in liver, adipose tissue, 
and intestine. In most tissues, the pathway for phosphatidic acid synthesis begins with 
a-glycerol 3-phosphate (sn-glycerol 3-phosphate). The most general source of a-glycerol 
3-phosphate , particularly in adipose tissue, is from reduction of the glycolytic intermediate , 
dihydroxyacetone phosphate by glycerol 3-phosphate dehydrogenase. 

Dihydroxyacetone phosphate + NADH + H+ ~ glycerol 3-phosphate + NAO + 
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Liver and kidney derive glycerol 3-phosphate by means of the glycerol kinase reaetion : 

Mg+2 
Glycerol + ATP --=-+ glycerol 3-phosphate + ADP 

Phosphatidic acid synthesis sta rts with glycerol 3-phosphate:acyltransferase 
attaching predominantly saturated fatty acids or oleic acid to glycerol 3-phosphate 
to produce 1-acylglycerol phosphate or a-lysophosphatidic acid. 1-Acylglycerol 
phosphate :acyltransferase then acylates the sn-2 position, usually with an unsaturated 
fatty acid to produce phosphatidic acid (Figure 18.13). The donors of acyl groups are 
the CoA derivatives of the appropriate fatty acids . 

The specificity of these acyltransferases does not always match the fatty acid asym
metry of the membrane phospholipids of a particular cell. Remodeling reactions, discussed 
in the following section , modify the composition at Cl and C2 of the glycerol phosphate 
backbone. Cytosolic phosphatidic acid phosphatase hydrolyzes phosphatidic acid gener
ated on the endoplasmic reticulum, thereby yielding 1,2-diacyl-sn-glycerol that serves as 
the branch point in triacylglycerol and phospholipid synthesis (Figure 18. 13). 

Phospholipids Are Synthesized by Addition of a Base 
to Phosphatidic Acid 
The major pathway for synthesis of phosphatidylcholine involves sequential conver
sion of choline to phosphocholine, CDP -choline , and phosphatidylcholine. Free 
choline, a dietary requi rement for most mammals including humans, is phosphory
lated by choline kinase (Figure 18.14) . Phosphocholine cytidylyltransferase converts 
phosphocholine to CDP -choline . Inorganic pyrophosphate (PPi) is a product of this 
reaction . The phosphocholine moiety is then transferred to C3 of 1,2-diacylglycerol by 

Figure 18.13 Phosphatidic acid biosynthesis 
from glycerol 3-phosphate and the role of 
phosphatidic acid phosphatase in synthesis of 
phospholipids and triacylg lycerols . R1 and R2 

represent long-chain fatty acids. 
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Figure 18.14 Biosynthesis of CDP-cholin e from choline. 
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choline phosphotransferase (Figure 18.15). This is the principal pathway for synthesis 
of dipalmitoyllecithin in lung. 

The rate-limiting step for phosphatidylcholine synthesis is the cytidylyltransferase 
reaction (see Figure 18.14). This enzyme is regulated by translocation between cytosol 
and endoplasmic reticulum. The cytosolic form is inactive; binding of the enzyme to the 
ER membrane activates it. Translocation of cycidyl transferase from cytosol to endoplas
mic reticulum is regulated by cAMP and fatty acyl CoA. Reversible phosphorylation of 
the enzyme by a cAMP-dependent protein kinase releases it from the membrane, render
ing it inactive. Dephosphorylation causes it t0 bind to the ER membrane and become 
active. Fatty acyl CoAs promote irs binding to the endoplasmic reticulum. In liver most of 
the phosphatidylcholine is formed by repeated methylation of phosphatidylethanolamine. 
Phosphatidylethanolamine N-methyltransferase of the ER transfers methyl groups in 
sequence from S-adenosylmethionine (AdoMet) (Figure 18.16). 

3AdoMet , 

' 3AdoHcys 

Phosphatldylethanolamlne Phosphatldylchollne 

Figure 18.16 Biosynthesis of phosphatidylcholine from phosphatidylethanolamine and 
S-adenosylmethionine (AdoMet); S-adenosylhomocysteine (AdoCys). 
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Figure 18.17 Biosynthesis of phosphatidylethanolamin e from 

CDP-ethanolamine and diacylglycerol . 
Figure 18.18 Formation of phosphatidylethanolamine by the 
decarboxylation of phosphatidylserine. 

Phosphatidylethanolamine synthesis in liver and brain involves ethanolamine phos
photransferase of the endoplasmic reticulum (Figure 18.17). CDP-ethanolamine is formed 
by ethanolamine kinase 

Mg2+ 
Ethanolamine + ATP :=::::; phosphoethanolam.ine + ADP 

and phosphoethanolamine cytidylyltransferase 

Mg2+ 
Phosphoethano lamine + CTP ====; CDP-ethanolamine + PP; 

Liver mitochondria also generate phosphatidylethanolamine by decarboxylation of phos
pharidylserine, but this is considered a minor pathway (Figure 18.18). 

The major source of phosphatidylserine in mammalian tissues is base exchange 
(Figure 18.19) in which the polar head group of phosphatidylethanolamine is exchanged for 
serine. Since there is no net change in the number or kind of bonds, this reaction is reversible 
and has no requirement for ATP or any other high-energy compound. Phosphatidylinos it0l 
is made via CDP-diacylglycerol and free myoinosit0l (Figure 18.20) by phosphatidylinosi 
tol synthase of the endoplasmic reticulum . 
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I II I + 
H2C-O-P- O - CH2- C - NH3 

I I o- H 

Phosphatldylserfne Ethanolamlne 
Figure 18.19 Biosynthesis of phosphatidylserine from serine and phosphatidylethanolamine by 
base exchange. 
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Figure 18.20 Biosynth esis of phosphatidylin ositol . 
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Figure 18 .21 Reac tions catalyz ed by phospholipase A1 and phospholip ase Pvi_. 
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Figure 18.22 Synthesis of phosphatidylcholine 
by reacylation of lysophosphatidylcholine where 

?i 
R2- C-repr esents a rachidonic acid. This 
reaction is cacalyzed by acyl-CoA: l-acylglycerol-3 
-pho sphocholine 0-acyltransferase. 

Asymmetric Distribution of Fatty Acids in Phospholipids 
Is due to Remodeling Reactions 

Phospholipase A1 and phospholipase A2 occur in many tissues and function in the remodel
ing of specific phospholipid structures at the sn-1 and sn-2 positions. Most fatty acyl-CoA 
transferases and enzymes of phospholipid synthesis lack the specificity required to account 
for the distribution of fatty acids found in many tissue phospholipids. The fatty acids found 
in the sn-1 and sn-2 positions of the various phospholipids are often not the same ones 
transferred to the glycerol backbone in the initial acyl transferase reactions of phospho
lipid biosynthesis. Phospholipases A1 and A2 catalyze reactions indicated in Figure 18.21 
where X represents the polar head group of a phospholipid. The phospholipid products are 
referred to as lysophosphatides or lysophospholipids. 

If it becomes necessary for a cell to remove some undesired fatty acid, such as stearic 
acid from the sn-2 position of phosphatidylcholine , and replace it by a more unsaturated 
one like arachidonic acid, then this can be accomplished by the action of phospholipase 
A2 followed by a reacylation reaction. Insertion of arachidonic acid into the 2 position 
of sn-2-lysophosphatidylcholine can be accomplished either by direct acylation from 
arachidonyl CoA by arachidonyl-CoA transacylase (Figure 18.22) or from some other 
arachidonyl-containing phospholipid by an exchange catalyzed by lysolecithin:lecithin 
acyltransferase (LLAT) (Figure 18.23). Since there is no change in either the number or 
nature of the bonds involved in products and reactants , ATP is not required. Reacylation 
of lysophosphatidylcholine from acyl CoA is the major route for remodeling of phos
phatidylcho line. 

Lysophospholipids, panicularly sn-1-lysophosphatidylcholine, also serve as a source 
of fatty acid in remodeling reactions. Those involved in synthesis of dipalmitoyllecithin 
(surfactant) from 1-palmitoyl-2-oleoylphosphatidylcholine are presented in Figure 18.24. 
Note sn-1 = palmit0yl lysolecithin is the source of palmitic acid in the acyltransferase 
exchange reaction. 

Plasmalogens Are Synthesized from Fatty Alcohols 

Ether glycerolipids are synthesized from DHAP , long-chain fatty acids and long-chain 
fatty alcohols as summarized in Figure 18.25. Acyldihydroxyacetone phosphate is formed 
by acyl-CoA: dihydroxyacetone phosphate acyltransferase (enzyme l) . The ether bond is 
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Figure 18.23 Formation of phosphatidylcholine by lysolecithin exchange , wh ere R2- C -

represents arachidonic acid . 
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H20--1 Figure 18.24 Two pathway s for biosynthesis of dipalmitoyllecithin from 
sn-1 palmitoyllysolecithin. sn-1-Palmitoyl, sn-2-0leoylleclthin 
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Figure 18.25 Pathway of choline plasmalogen biosynthesis from DHAP . (I) Acyl 
CoA: dihydroxyacetone-phosphate acyltransferase. (2) Alkyldihydroxyacetone -phosphate 
synthase . (3) NADPH: alkyldihydroxyacetone -phosphate oxidoreductase . (4) Acyl CoA: 
l -alkyl-2-lyso-sn-glycero-3-phosphate acyltransferase. (5) 1-alkyl-2-acyl-sn-glycerol-3 -pbosphate 
phosphohydrolase. (6) CDP-choline: 1-alkyl-2-acyl-sn-glycerol choline phosphotransferase. R20H is a 
long-chain fatty alcohol. 
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Figure 18.27 Structure of cholesterol 
(5-cholesten-3 P- ol). 
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introduced by alkyldihydroxyacet0ne phosphate synthase (Figure 18.25 , enzyme 2) by 
exchange of the 1-0-acyl group of acyldihydroxyacetone phosphate with a long-chain 
fatty alcohol. The synthase occurs in peroxisomes. Plasmalogen synthesis is completed by 
transfer of a long-chain fatty acid from ies CoA donor to che sn-2 position of 1-alkyl-2-
lyso-sn-glycero-3-phosphace (Figure 18.25, Reaction 4). Patients with Zellweger disease 
lack peroxisomes and cannot synthesize adequate amounts of plasmalogen (see Clin. Corr. 
1.7, p. 21). 

18.3 • CHOLESTEROL 

Cholesterol Is Widely Distributed in Free and Esterified Forms 

Cholesterol is an alicyclic compound whose structure includes (1) the perhydrocyclopen
tenophenanthrene nucleus with ies four fused rings, (2) a single hydroxyl group at C3, (3) 
an unsaturated center between C5 and C6, (4) an eight-membered branched hydrocarbon 
chain attached co the D ring at Cl 7, and (5) a methyl group (designated Cl9) attached 
at position C-10, and another methyl group (designated C-18) attached at position C-13 
(Figures 18.26 and 18.27). 

Cholesterol has very low solubility in water; at 25°C, the limit of solubility is approxi
mately 0.2 mg/100 c!L, or 4.7 JLM. The actual cholesterol concentration in plasma of 
healthy people is usually 150 to 200 mg/dL. This value is almost twice the normal concen
tration of blood glucose. Such a high concentration of cholesterol in blood is possible due 
co plasma lipoproceins (mainly LDL and VLDL) that contain large amounts of cholesterol 

2s (p. 111). Only about 30% of the coral plasma cholescerol is free (unesterified); the rest 
is cholesteryl esters in which a long-chain fatty acid, usually linoleic acid, is esterified 
to the C3 hydroxyl of che A ring. This fatty acid residue increases the hydrophobicity of 
cholesterol (Figure 18 .28). 

Cholesterol, a ubiquitous and essential component of mammalian cell membranes, is 
abundant in bile (normal concentration is 390 mg/clL, only 4% of which is esterified). Free 
cholesterol is solubilized partially by the detergent propetty of the phospholipids in bile 
that are produced in liver (p. 1058) . A chronic disturbance in phospholipid metabolism 
in liver can lead to deposition of cholesterol-rich gallstones in the biliary tract. Bile sales, 
which are metabolites of cholesterol, also aid in solubilizing cholesterol. Cholesterol in bile 
proteces gallbladder membranes from potentially irritating or harmful effects of bile sales. 
Cholesterol is also a precursor of vitamin D (p. 1067). 

Total cholesterol is estimated in the clinical laboratoty by the Lieberman- Burchard 
reaction. The ratio of free and escerified cholesterol is determined by gas- liquid chroma
tography or reverse phase high-pressure liquid chromatography (HPLC) . 

Cholestero l ls a Membrane Component and Precursor of Bile Salts and 
Steroid Hormones 
Cholesterol is derived from the diet or synthesized de novo in all cells of the body. It is the 
major sterol in humans and a component of all membranes. It is especially abundant in 
myelinated structures of brain and central nervous system but is present in small amounes 
in the outer membrane of mitochondria (p. 464) . In contrast to plasma where most of the 
cholesterol is esterified, the cholesterol in cellular membranes is in the free form. The ring 
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II 

CH3- (CH2.)14- C- O 

Figure 18.28 Structure of cholesteryt (palmitoyl-) ester. 
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structure of cholesterol cannot be metabolized to CO 2 and water in humans . Excretion of 
cholesterol is by way of the liver and gallbladder into the intestine in the form of bile acids. 
Cholesterol is the immediate precursor of bile acids synthesized in liver; they facilitate 
absorption of dietary rriacylglycerols and fat-soluble vitamins (p. 1058). 

Cholesterol is the precursor of various Steroid hormones (p. 916) including proges
terone, corticosteroids (conicosterone , cortisol, and cortisone), aldosterone, and the sex 
hormones, esrrogen and cescosterooe. Although all steroid hormones are structurally related 
to and biochemically derived from cholesterol, they have widely different physiological 
properties. The hydrocarbon skeleton of cholesrerol also occurs in plant sterols, for example 
in ergosterol (Figure I 8.29), a precursor of vitamin D , which is converted in skin by ultra
violet irradiation co vitamin D2 (p. 1067). 

Cholesterol Is Synthesized from Acetyl CoA 

Although synthesis of cholesterol occurs in virtually all cells, che capacity is greatest in 
liver, intestine, adrenal cortex, and reproductive tissues, including ovaries, testes, and 
placenta . All carbon atoms of cholesterol are derived from acetate. Reducing power in 
the form of NADPH is provided mainly by glucose 6-phosphate dehydrogenase and 
6-phosphogluconate dehydrogenase of the hexose monophosphate shunt pathway 
(p. 648). Cholesterol synthesis occurs in the cytosol and endop lasmic reticulum and is 
driven largely by hydrolysis of high-energy thioester bonds of aceryl CoA and phospho
anhydride bonds of ATP . 

Mevalonic Acid Is a Key Intermediate 
The first compound unique to cholesterol synthesis is mevalonic acid derived from aceryl 
CoA. There are several sources of aceryl CoA: (1) /3-oxidation of fatty acids (p. 692), (2) 
oxidation of ketogenic amino acids such as leucine and isoleucine (p. 779), and (3) the 
pyruvate dehydrogenase reaction. Acetate is converted to aceryl CoA at the expense of ATP 
by acerokinase or acetate thiokinase. 

0 
II 

ATP+ CH3COO- + CoASH - CH3 - C- SCoA +AMP+ PP1 

As in the pathway that produces ketone bodies (p. 698), two molecules of aceryl CoA 
are condensed to acetoaceryl CoA by acetoacetyl-CoA thiolase (aceryl-CoA:aceryl-CoA 
aceryltransferase): 

0 0 0 0 
II II II II 

CH
3
- C- SCoA + CH

3
- C- SCoA - CH

3
- C- CH

2
- C- SCoA + CoA- SH 

Formation of the carbon-carbon bond in acetoacetyl CoA is favored energetically by cleav
age of a th ioester bond and generation of coenzyme A. 

A third molecule of aceryl CoA is used to form the branched-chain 3-hyd.roxy-
3-methylglutaryl-CoA (HMG CoA) (Figure 18.30) by HMG-CoAsynthase (3-hyd.roxy-3-
methylutarylyl CoA: acetoacetyl-CoA lyase). Liver parenchymal cells contain a cytosolic 
form of HMG-CoA synthase, which is involved in cholesterol synthesis, and a mitochon
drial form that functions in the synthesis of ketone bodies (p. 698). The enzyme cata
lyzes an aldol condensation between the methyl carbon of aceryl CoA and the /3-carbonyl 
group of acetoacetyl CoA with hydrolysis of the thioester bond of aceryl CoA. The original 
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Figure 18.29 Structure of ergosterol. 

Figure 18.30 HMG-CoA synthase reaction. 
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Figure 18.3 1 HMG -CoA reductase reaction. 
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thioester bond of acetoacetyl CoA remains intact. HMG CoA is also formed from oxidative 
degradation of the branched-chain amino acid leucine, through the intermediates 3-meth
ylcrotonyl CoA and 3-methylglutaconyl CoA (p. 777) . 

Mevalonic acid is formed from HMG CoA by the endoplasmic reticulum enzyme 
HMG-CoA reductase (mevalonate:NADP + oxidoreductase) which has an absolute 
requirement for NADPH {Figure 18.31). The reduction consumes two molecules of 
NADPH , results in hydrolysis of the thioester bond ofHMG CoA, and generates the pri
mary alcohol group of mevalonate. This reduction is irreversible and produces (R)-( + ) 
mevalonate. HMG-CoA reductase catalyzes the rate-limiting reaction in cholesterol 
biosynthesis. It is an intrinsic protein of the endoplasmic reticulum with its catalytic 
C-te rminal domain extending into the cytosol. Phosphorylation ofHMG-CoA reductase 
diminishes its catalytic activity ( Vm.J and enhances its degradation by increasing its sus
ceptibility to proteolysis. Increased intracellular cholesterol stimulates phosphorylation 
ofHMG-CoA reductase. 

The central role of HMG-CoA reducrase in cholesterol homeostasis is evidenced by 
the effectiveness of a family of drugs called statins used to lower plasma cholesterol levels. 
Statins (e.g., lovastatin, pravastatin, fluvascatin, cerivastatin, atorvastatin, sirnvastatin) inhibit 
HMG-CoA reductase activity, particularly in liver, and commonly decrease t0tal plasma 
cholesterol and LDL-cholesterol by as much as 50%. 

Mevalonic Acid Is Precursor of Farnesyl Pyrophosphate 
Reactions that convert mevalonate to farnesyl pyrophosphate are summarized in 
Figure 18.32. The stepwise transfer of the terminal phosphate group from two mol
ecules of ATP to mevalonate (A) to form 5-pyrophosphomevalonate (B) is catalyzed 
by mevalonate kinase (enzyme I) and phosphomevalonate kinase (enzyme II). Decar
boxylation of 5-pyrophosphomevalonate by pyrophosphomevalonate decarboxylase 
generates d 3-isopentenyl pyrophosphate (D). In this ATP-dependent reaction , ADP , 
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Figure 18 .32 Formation of famesyl-PP (F) from mevalonate (A). Dotted lines divide molecules into 
isoprenoid-derived units. D is 3-isopentenyl pyropbosphate. 
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Figure 18.33 Formation of squalene from two molecul es of famesyl pyrophosphate . 

P;, and CO 2 are produced. It is thought that decarboxylation-dehydration proceeds 
by way of the inte rmediate 3-phosphomevalona te 5-pyrophosphate (C) . Isopentenyl 
pyrophosphate is converted to its allylic isomer 3,3-dimethylallyl pyrophosphate (E) 
by isopentenyl pyrophosphate isomerase in a reversible reaction. The condensation of 
3,3-dimethylallyl pyrophosphate (E) and 3-isopentenyl pyrophosphate (D) generates 
geranyl pyrophosphate (F). 

The stepwise condensation of three C5 isopentenyl units to form the C15 farnesyl pyro
phosphate (G) is catalyzed by a cytosolic prenyl transferase called geranyltransferase. 

Cholesterol Is Formed from Farnesyl Pyrophosphate via Squalene 
The last steps in cholesterol synthesis involve "head-to-head" fusion of two molecules of 
farnesyl pyrophosphate to form squalene and finally cyclization of squalene to yield cho
lesterol. Formation of the C30 carbon molecule of squalene (Figure 18.33) by squalene 
synthase of endoplasmic reticulum releases two pyrophosphate groups and requires 
NAD PH . Several intermediates probably occur. By rotation about carbon- carbon bonds, 
the conformation of squalene indicated in Figure 18.34 can be obtained. Note that the 
overall shape of squalene resembles that of cholesterol and that squalene is devoid of 
oxygen atoms. 

Cholesterol synthesis from squalene by squalene cyclase proceeds through the inter
mediate lanosrerol, which contains the fused tetracyclic ring system and an eight-carbon 
side chain: 

Squalene - squalene 2,3-epoxide - lanosterol 

The ER enzyme that catalyzes this reaction is bifunctional and contains squalene epoxidase 
or monooxygenase and a cyclase (lanosterol cyclase) activity. The many carbon-carbon 
bonds formed during cyclization of squalene are generated in a concerted fashion as indi
cated in Figure 18.35. The OH group oflanosterol projects above the plane of the A ring; 
that is, it is in the /3-oriemation . In this reaction sequence, an OH group is added to C3, 
two methyl groups undergo shifts and a proton is eliminated. 

Cyclization is initiated by epoxide formation between the future C2 and C3 of choles
terol, the epoxide being formed at the expense of NAO PH . 

Squalene + 0 2 + NADPH + H+ - squalene 2,3-epoxide + H 20 + NADP+ 

The hydroxylation at C3 triggers the cyclization of squalene to lanosterol (Figure 18.35). Figure 18.34 Structure of squalene (C30). 
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Transformation of lanosterol to cholesterol involves many poorly underscood seeps and 
several enzymes. These reactions include (I) removal of the methyl group at Cl 4, (2) removal 
of two methyl groups at C4 . (3) migration of the double bond from CS co C5, and (4) reduc
tion of the double bond between C24 and C25 in the side chain (Figure 18.36). 

Plasma Lipoproteins 

Blood contains criacylglycerols, cholesterol , and cholesceryl esters at concentrations that far 
exceed their solubilities in water . Blood lipids are kept in solution , or at least thoroughly 
dispersed, by incorporation into macromolecular structures called lipoproteins. The plasma 
lipoproteins facilitate lipid metabolism and transfer of lipids between tissues. There are 
five major lipoprotein classes: high-density lipoprotein (HDL ), low-density lipopro
tein (LDL), intermediate-density lipop roteins (IDLs), very low-density lipoproteins 
(VLDL), and chylomicrons . Their physical characteristics are presented in Table 3.13 , 
p. 108, and the lipid composition in Table 3.15 , p. 111. All contain phospholipids and one 
or more proteins called apoproteins; there are 10 common apoproteins (Table 18.1). 

Lipoproteins are spherical particles with the most hydrophobic lipids such as choles
teryl esters and triacylglycerols located in the core, sequestered away from water, whereas 
free (nonesterified) cholesterol, phospholipids, and the protein(s) are arrayed on the sur
face (see Figure 3.47 , p. 110). The arnphipatic phospholipids and proteins keep the oth
erwise highly insoluble lipids in solution . The apopro teins on the surface of the particles 
also serve as ligands for cell receptors, and cofact0rs for enzymes involved in lipoprotein 
metabolism. 

Lipoproteins are vehicles by which cholesterol and its esters and triacylglycerols are 
transported in the body. For example, one function of LDL is to deliver cholesterol to 
peripheral tissues that require cholesterol for membrane formation or steroid hormone syn
thesis. The cholesterol carried to the liver from peripheral tissues and the cholesterol in 
chylomicrons regulates hepatic cholesterol synthesis (Figure 18.37, p. 724) . In contrast , 
HDL , which is rich in cholesterol but poor in triacylglycerol, carries cholesterol from the 
periphery co the liver where it is excreted in bile as cholesterol or after conversion co bile 
salts. VLDL and chylomicrons transport triacylglycerols to be used for energy (e.g., muscle) 
or stored (e.g., fat cells). 

Plasma lipoproteins are substrates for several enzymes in blood. Lipoprotein lipase is 
attached to the luminal surface of the vascular endothelium by binding to heparan sulfate pro
teoglycans and hydrolyses triacylglycerols ofVLDL and chylomicrons. It is activated by apoli
poprotein C-II (apoC-II) and by heparin released from mast cells and cells of the macrophage/ 
reticuloendothelial system. The fatty acids released by lipoprotein lipase can then be taken up 
by cells and oxidized by /3-oxidation, incorporated into phospholipids for membrane assembly 
or, in adipocytes, stored as triacylglycerols. These fatty acids are incorporated into milk fat in 

TABLE 18.1 • Apoprotein s of Human Plasma Lipoprot eins 

Molectdar Plasma Lipoprotein 
Apolipoprotein Weight Concentratwn (gr l) Distribution 

ApoA-I 28,000 1.0- 1.2 Chylomicrons, HDL 

ApoA-II 17,000 o.~o.5 Chylomicrons, HDL 

ApoA-N 46,000 0.15-0.16 Chylomicrons, HDL 

ApoB-48 264,000 0.0~0.05 Chylomicrons 

ApoB-100 512,000 0.7- 1.0 VLDL, IDL, LDL 

ApoC-1 7000 0.04-0.06 Chylomicrons, VLDL, HDL 

ApoC-11 9000 0.0~0.05 Chylomicrons, VLDL, HDL 

ApoC-ill 9000 0.12-0.14 Chylomicrons, VLDL, HDL 

ApoD 33,000 0.0~0.07 HDL 

ApoE 38,000 0.03-0.05 Chylomicrons, VLDL, IDL, HDL 
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Figure 18.36 Conversion of lanosterol to cholesterol. 

the mammary gland. Hydrolysis of triacylglycerols also results in the release of phospholipids, 
free cholesterol, and exchangeable apolipoproteins on the surface shell and their transfer co 
other circulating lipoproteins, especially HDL. As chylomicrons lose their triacylglycerol core 
they become the smaller chylomicron remnants that are rich in cholesteryl esters, bind specific 
receptors on hepatic membranes, and, are catabolized in the liver following endocyrosis (Figure 
18.37). Clearly, lipoproteins are dynamic in StrUcture and composition. 

Main sites of synthesis of the apoprotein components are liver and small intestine. For 
example, apoB-48 is produced in the intestine whereas apoB-100 is synthesized mainly in 
hepatocytes. ApoB-48 is 48% as long as apoB-100 and is formed from the same message as 
that for apoB-100. A srop codon introduced into the apoB mRNA in the intestine terminates 
translation 48% of the way along the mRNA molecule. ApoB-48 is synthesized during the 
course of fat digestion and is used in production of chylomicrons. ApoB-100 is used in the 
production ofVL DL. The fatty acids of triacylglycerols of newly produced VLDL particles 
are synthesized from sugars, glucose in particular, after they have been oxidized to acetyl CoA, 
or from the acetate derived from oxidation of ethanol. VLDL acquires freshly synthesized 
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Figure 18.37 Organs and pathways involved in plasma lipoprotein metabolism . FA, fatty acid; 
TG, triacylglycerol (triglyce ride); HDL, high density lipoprotein; LDL, low density lipoprote in; IDL, 
intermediate density lipoprotein ; VLDL, very low-density lipoprotein ; LpL, lipoprotein lipa~e; apo-, 
apoprotein . 

cholesteryl esters in the liver, as well as from other lipoproteins, during its transport in the 
circulation. In the circulation, the net transfer of cholesteryl ester and triacylglycerols between 
H DL and VLDL and LD L is facilitated by cholesteryl ester transfer protein (CETP). CETP 
is associated with HDL in the plasma. CETP is synthesized and secreted by hepatocytes and 
adipocytes, and its expression is stimulated by diet-induced hypercholesterolemia . Lipopro
tein lipase (Lpl) converrs VLDL into intermediate density lipoprotein (IDL), and then, as 
additional triacylglycerol is subjected to lipolysis, into ID L (Figure 18.37). 

HDL is synthesized mainly in liver and to a lesser extent in the intestine and has the 
unique function of being a reservoir for apoE and apoC-II , which are activators oflipoprotein 
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Figure 18.38 Reverse cholesterol transport showing the proteins and 

enzymes involved. PL, phospholipids; FC , free cholesterol; ABCAl , 
ATP-binding cassette l ; VLDL, very low-densiry lipop rotein; HDL, h.igh
density lipoprotein; LDL-low-density lipoprotein; IDL , intermediate density 
Lipoprotein; PC, phosphatidylcho line; lyso-PC , lysophosphatidylcholine; 
LCAT, lecithin cholesterol acyltransferase; CE, cholesteryl ester; CETP, 
cholesterol ester transfer protein; PLTP , pho spho lipid transfer protein; 

LpL, lipoprotein lipase; apoA-1, apolipoproteinA-1; FFA, free fatty acid; 
SR-BI, scavenger receptor class B type I; TG, triacylglycerol; HL , hepatic 
lipase. FA, fatty acid; TG , triacylglycerol (triglyceride); HDL, high-density 
lipoprotein; LDL, low-density lipoprotein; IDL, intermediate-density 
lipoprotein ; VLDL, very low-density lipoprotein ; LpL, lipoprotein lipase; 
apo-, apoprotein; Y, LDL receptor. Chylomicrons contain B-48, VLDL and 
LDL contains B-100. 

lipase. It is secreted as apoprotein A-1 without phospholipids or triacylglycerol. H DL regu
lates exchange of apoproteins and lipids between various lipoproteins in the blood. H DL 
particles donate apoE and apoC-II to chylomicrons and VLDL. Once the triacylglycerols in 
chylomicrons and VLDL are extensively hydrolysed and these lipoproteins are transformed 
into LDL and chylomicron remnants, respectively, the apoE and apoC-II are returned to 
HDL (Figure 18.37). 

H DL also participates in removal of excess cholesterol from cells and its transport to 
the liver for elimination as cholesterol and bile salts. This phenomenon is termed reverse 
cholesterol transport(Figure 18.38). It is free (nonesterified) cholesterol that exchanges read
ily between lipoproteins and the plasma membrane of cells. The transfer of free choleSterol 
from the plasma membrane to apoA-1 or a lipid-poor species of HDL to produce what is 
called pre-/3 H DL or nascent HDL is mediated by a membrane transporter designated 
ATP-binding cassette transporter (ABCAl) . ABCAl also transfers phospholipids, along with 
free cholesterol, from the membrane to nascent H DL to produce HDL3 . Absence of the 
ABCAl transporter results in the HDL-deficiency disease called Tangier disease. Funher 
addition of esterified cholesterol to H DL3 produces HDL2 . 

Cholesterol is esterified by lecithin:cholesterol acyl transferase (LCAT) associated 
with HDL. This freely reversible reaction (Figure 18.39) transfers the fatty acid in the 
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Figure 18.39 Lecithin:cholesterol acyltransferase (LCAT) reaction . R-OH = cholesterol. 
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Figure 18.40 Summ ary of cholesterol synthesis 
indicating feedback inhibition of HMG -CoA 
reductase by cholesterol. 

sn-2 position of phosphatidylcholine to the 3-hydroxyl of cholesterol. LCAT is produced 
mainly by the liver, bound to HDL in plasma, and activated by the apoA-1 component of 
HDL. Cholesceryl ester generated in the LCAT reaction is transferred to VLDL and LDL 
by CETP associated with the HDL panicle, and eventually taken up by the liver. 

A phospholipid transfer protein (PLTP) catalyzes transfer of lipids, panicularly phos
pholipids, between lipoproteins. As LpL-catalyzed rriacylglycerol hydrolysis occurs and 
VLDL and chylomicrons both get smaller; PLTP removes excess phospholipid from the 
surface of these particles and transfers it to HDL. This provides substrate for the LCAT 
reaetion in reverse choleSterol transport. 

The degradation ofHDL takes place in the liver following the selective uptake of cho
leSteryl esters mediated by a plasma membrane protein called scavenger receptor-Bl (SR-BI). 
SR-BI is a mulciligand receptor that binds not only HDL but VLDL and LDL as well. 
The uptake and degradation of HDL by the liver involve cell surface hepatic lipase that 
hydrolyzes the triacylglycerols ofHDL panicles. The apoAl from the degradation ofHDL 
is recycled for new HDL formation. An inverse relationship ex.isrs between plasma HDL 
concentration and the incidence of coronary artery disease, and a positive relationship exists 
between plasma cholesterol levels and coronary heart disease. 

Liver cells metabolize chylomicron remnanrs by a similar mechanism; however, mac
rophages and many other cells have specific receptors that recognize chylomicron rem
nanrs and internalize them. These receptors recognize the apoE of chylomicron remnanrs. 
Some LDL is taken up via nonspecific scavenger receptors on certain cells, macrophages 
in panicular. 

Cholesterol Synthesis Is Regulated 

Elevated plasma cholesterol predisposes to atherosclerotic vascular disease. In healthy individ
uals, plasma cholesterol levels are maintained within a relatively narrow concentration range 
largely by the liver which (1) expresses the majority of the body's LDL receptors, (2) is the 
major site for conversion of cholesterol to bile acids, and (3) has the highest level ofHMG
CoA reductase aetivity. The cholesterol pool of the body is derived from dietary cholesterol 
and cholesterol synthesis primarily in liver and intestine. Cholesterol synthesis increases in liver 
and intestine when dietary cholesterol intake is reduced. This cholesterol is then transponed 
from liver and intestine to peripheral tissues by VLDLs and chylomicrons, respectively. 

The committed step and the rate-limiting reaction in cholesterol synthesis (Figure 18.40) 
is that of the HMG-CoA reducrase which catalyses the step that produces mevalonic acid. 
Cholesterol exens feedback inhibition on HMG-CoA reduetase and promotes degradation of 
the enzyme by mechanisms that remain to be elucidated. 
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In a normal healthy adult on a low cholesterol diet, about 1300 mg of cholesterol 
is presented to the liver each day for disposal. This cholesterol comes &om the diet and 
peripheral tissues and is disposed ofby (1) excretion in bile of about 250 mg bile salts and 
about 550 mg of cholesterol, (2) storage as cholesteryl esters, and (3) incorporation into 
VLDL and secretion int0 the circulation. In the same adult, liver synthesizes about 800 mg 
of cholesterol per day to replace bile salts and cholesterol. 

LDL is responsible for cholesterol delivery to and transpon into peripheral tissues that 
require cholesterol for synthesis and maintenance of their membranes or by specialized cells 
for steroid hormone synthesis. The removal ofLDL &om circulation involves LDL recep
tors on the surface ofhepatocytes and cells in the periphery. 

About 75% ofLDL catabolism occurs in liver via an LDL recepto r-mediated pro
cess. The binding of LDL to hepatocytes and cells in the periphery is characterized by 
saturability , high affinity , and high degree of specificity . The receptor recognizes apoli
poprotein E (apoE) and apolipoprotein B-100 (apoB-100) on LDL and VLDL. Binding 
occurs on the plasma membrane at pits coated with clathrin and leads to ligand-recep
tor complexes internalized as clathrin-coated vesicles. This is called receptor-mediated 
endocytosis . Intracellularly, the vesicles lose their clathrin and become endosomes that 
fuse with lysosomes that contain proteases and cholesteryl esterase. In this relatively 
acid (approximately pH 5.0) environment the receptor separates from LD L and returns 
to the cell surface while the cholesteryl esters are hydrolyzed by cholesteryl esterase to 
cholesterol and a long-chain fatty acid and the protein is degraded to amino acids that 
enter the cell's amino acid pool. The free cholesterol diffuses into the cytosol where it 
inhibits HMG-CoA reductase and suppresses synthesis of the enzyme. At the same time, 
fatty acyl CoA:chol esterol acyltransferase (ACAT) of the endoplasmic reticulum is 
activated by cholesterol, promoting formation of cholesteryl esters, principally choles
teryl oleate . 

Cholesterol + oleoyl CoA - cholesteryl oleate + CoA 

Accumulation of intracellular cholesterol inhibits the synthesis and replenishment of 
LDL receptors by down-regulation of their expression, thereby blocking funher uptake 
and accumulation of cholesrerol and increasing the plasma cholesterol concentration. 
The mechanism of cholesterol regulation of HMG-CoA reduetase involves a transcrip
tion factor, called the sterol regulatory element binding protein (SREBP), and two other 
proteins, designated COPII and InSig. Much of the LDL-cholesterol internalized by 
hepatocytes is metabolized to bile acids and secreted into bile or released directly as cho
lesterol into bile. 

The LDL receptor is a single-chain glycoprotein; numerous mutations in its gene are 
associated with familial hypercholesterolemia. The receptor spans the plasma membrane 
once with the carboxyl terminus on the cytoplasmic face and the amino terminus, which 
binds apoB-100 and apoE-100 , extending into the extracellular space. 

The correlation between high plasma cholesterol level, particularly LDL cholesterol, 
and heart attacks and strokes has lead to dietary and therapeutic approaches to lower blood 
cholesterol (Clin. Corr . 18.3). Patients with familial (genetic) hypercholesterolernia suffer 
from accelerated atherosclerosis (Clin. Corr. 18.4). In most cases, called receptor negative, 
there is a lack of functional LDL receptors because the mutant alleles produce little or 
no LDL receptor protein . In other cases, the receptor is synthesized and transported nor
mally to the cell surface, but an amino acid substitution or other alteration in the primary 
structure adversely affects LDL binding. As a result, there is little or no binding of LDL 
to the cell, cholesterol synthesis is not inhibited , and the blood cholesterol level increases. 
Some LDL-deficient patients synthesize the LDL receptor but have a defect in the transpon 
mechanism that delivers the glycoprotein to the plasma membrane . Another group has 
LDL receptors that have a defect in the cytoplasmic carboxyl terminus and are unable to 
internalize the LDL- LDL receptor complex. 

In specialized tissues such as the adrenal conex and ovaries, cholesterol derived from 
LDL is the precursor for Steroid hormones, such as cortisol and esrradiol, respectively. In 
liver, cholesterol extracted from LDL and HDL is converted into bile salts that function in 
intestinal fat digestion . 

Treatment of 
Hypercho lesterolemia 

Many authorities recommend screening 
asymptomatic individuals by measuring 
plasma cholesterol. A level less than 200 
mf/4 is considered desirable; over 240 mg<'/4 
requires lipoprotein analysis, especially deter
mination of LDL cholesterol. Reduction of 
illL cholesterol depends on dietary rescric
tion of cholesterol to less than 300 mg/day, 
of calories to attain ideal body weight, and 
of total fut intake to less than 30% of total 
calories. Approximately two-thirds of the 
fat should be mono- or poly-unsaturated. 
The second line of therapy is with drugs. 
Cholestyramine and colestipol are bile salt
binding drugs that promote excretion of bile 
salts, increasing hepatic bile salt synthesis, 
and LDL uptake by the liver. Lovastatin 
inhibits HMG-CoA reduetase, decreases 
endogenous synthesis of cholesterol and 
Stimulates uptake of LDL via the LDL re
ceptor. The combination of lovastatin and 
cholestyramine is sometimes used for severe 
hyperlipidemia. 

Expert Pand: Evaluation and treatment of high 
blood cholesterol in adults. Arch. Intern. Med. 148: 
36, 1988. 
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Atherosclerosis 

Atherosclerosis is the leading cause of death in Western industrialized 
counuies . The risk of developing it is directly related to the plasma 
LDL cholesterol and inversely related to the HDL cholesterol level. 
This explains why the former is &equencly called "bad" cholesterol and 
the latter "good" cholesterol, though chemically there is no difference. 
In atherosclerosis the arterial wall contains accumulated cholesteryl 
esrers in cells derived &om the monocyre-macropbage line, there is 
also smooch muscle cell proliferation and fibrosis. The earliest abnor
mality is migration of blood monocyres to the subendochelium of the 
artery. These cells then differentiate into macrophages and accumulate 
cholesteryl esters derived &om plasma LDL. Some of the LDL may 
be taken up via pathways that do not require the LDL receptor. For 

instance, there are receptors chat take up acecylated LDL or LDL com
plexed with dextran sulfate; however, this pathway is not regulated by 
cellular cholesterol conrent . Distortion of the subendothelium leads 
to platelet aggregation on the endothelial surface and release of platelet
derived mirogens such as platelet-derived growth factor (PDGF) 
which stimulates smooth muscle cell growth . Death of the foam cells 
leads to deposition of the cellular lipid and fibrosis. The resulting ath
eroscleroric plaque narrows the blood vessel and leads to thrombus 
formation, which precipitates myocardial infarction (heart attack). 

Wick, G., Knoflach, M., and Xu, Q. B. Autoimmune and inflammarory mecha
nisms in atherosclerosis. Annu. Rev. ImmunoL 22:361, 2004. 
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Bile acids are the p roductS of cholesterol metabo lism. Primary bile acids are synthesized in 
hepat0cytes from cholesterol. The bile acids are derivat ives of cholanic acid (Figure 18.41). 
Cholic acid and chenodeoxycho lic acid (Figure 18.42) are C24 compounds containing three 
and two OH groups, respectively, and a C-5 side chain that ends in a carboxyl group 
that is ionized at pH 7.0 (hence the name bile salt). The carboxyl group is often conju
gated via an amide bond to glycine (NH 2-CH 2-COOH) (Figure 18.43) or taurine 
(NH 2-CH 2-CH 2- S0 3H) to form glycocholic or taurocholic acid , respeccively. 

Microorganisms in the gut modify primary bile acids to secondary bile acids . Deoxy
cho lic acid and lithocho lic acid are derived from cholic acid and chenodeoxycholic acid , 
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Figure 18.42 Structures of some common bile acids. 
Figure 18.43 Struct ure of g lycocho lic acid , 
a conj ugated bile acid. 
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respectively, by the removal of one OH group (see Figure 18.42). T ransformation of cho-
lesterol to bile acids requires (1) epimerization of the 3/3-OH group, (2) reduction of the 
C5 double bond, (3) introduction of OH groups at C7 (chenodeoxycholic acid) or at C7 
and C12 (cholic acid), and (4) conversion of the C27 side chain into a C24 carboxylic acid 
by elimination of a propyl equivalent. 

Bile acids are secreted into bile, stored in the gallbladder, and then secreted into the 
small intestine. Liver production of bile acids is insufficient to meet the physiological needs, 
so the body relies on an enterohepacic circulation that carries the bile acids &om the intes
tine back to the liver several times each day. 

Bile acids and phospholipids solubilize cholesterol in bile, thereby preventing choles
terol &om precipitating in the gall bladder. Bile acids in the gut act as emulsifying agenrs 
for dietary triacylglycerols, facilitating their hydrolysis by pancreatic lipase. Bile acids play 
a direct role in activating pancreatic lipase (p. 1051) and facilitate the absorption of fat
soluble vitamins, particularly vitamin D (p. l 067), from the intestine . 

18.4 • SPHINGOLIPIDS 

Synthesis of Sphingosine 

Sphingolipids are complex lipids whose core structure is provided by the long-chain amino 
alcohol sphingosine (Figure 18.44) (4-sphingenine or trans-1,3-dihydroxy-2-amino-4-
octadecene). Sphingosine has two asymmetric carbon atoms (C2 and C3); of the four pos
sible optical isomers, naturally occurring sphingosine is the D-erythro form. The double 
bond has the trans configuration . The primary alcohol group at Cl is a nucleophilic center 
that is linked with sugars in glycosphingolipids. The amino group at C2 always bears a 
long-chain fatty acid (usually C20 - C2c,) in amide linkage in ceramides. The secondary 
alcohol at C3 is always free. Note the structural similarity of this part of the sphingosine 
molecule to the glycerol moiety of the acylglycerols (Figure 18.44). 

Sphingolipids occur in blood and the plasma membranes of nearly all cells. The high
est concent rations are found in the white matte r of the central nervous system. 

Sphingosine is synthesized by way of sphinganine (dihydrosphingosine) from serine 
and palmitoyl CoA Serine provides Cl, C2, and the amino group of sphingosine and palm
itic acid provides the remaining carbon atoms. The condensation of serine and palmitoyl 
CoA is catalyzed by serine palmitoyltransferase , a pyridoxal phosphate-dependent enzyme. 
The driving force for the reaction is provided by both cleavage of the reactive, high-energy, 
thioester bond of palrnitoyl CoA and the release of CO 2 from serine (Figure 18.45). Reduc
tion of the carbonyl group in 3-ketodihydrosphingosine by 3-ketosphinganine reductase to 
produce sphinganine (Figure 18.46) occurs at the expense of NADPH. Insertion of the 
double bond into sphinganine produces sphingosine. 

?n ~b 9 
CH3- (CH2) 14- r - SCoA + -OOC.::::tH - CH2OH _R_Y_rid-o-xa_l _ CH3- (CH2) 14- C- ?H - CH2OH 

······························· NH3 pliosphate NH2 

Palmltoyl CoA L-Serlne 3-Ketodlhydrosphlngoslne 
Figure 18.45 Formation of 3- ketodihydrosphingosine from serine and palmitoyl CoA. 
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Figure 18.44 Comparison of 
structures of glycerol and sphingosine 
(trans-1 ,3,dihydroxy-2-amino-4-octadecene) . 
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Figure 18.46 Conversion of 3-ketodihydrosphingosine to sphinganine. 
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Figure 18.48 Formation of ceramide from dihydrosphingosine. 

Ceramides Are Fatty Acid Amide Derivatives of Sphingosine 

Sphingosine is the precursor of ceramide, a long-chain fatty acid amide derivative of sphin
gosine, which provides the core srructure of sphingolipids . The fatty acid is attached to the 
2-arnino group of sphingosine through an amide bond (Figure 18.47). Most often the acyl 
group is behenic acid, a saturated 22-carbon fatty acid, but other long-chain acyl groups 
can be used. The two long-chain hydrocarbon domains in the ceramide molecule regions 
are responsible for the lipid character of sphingolipids. 

Ceramide is synthesized from dihydrosphingosine (sphinganine) and a long-chain fatty 
acyl CoA by an endoplasmic reticulum enzyme. Dihydrocerarnide is an intermediate that is 
then desaturated at C4 and C5 (Figure 18.48). Ceramide is not a component of membrane 
lipids but rather is an intermediate in synthesis and catabolism of glycosphingolipids and 
sphingomyelin. Structures of prominent sphingolipids of humans are presented in Figure 
18.49 in diagrammatic form. 

Sphingomyelin Is a Phosphorus-Containing Sphingolipid 

Sphingomyelin , a major component of membranes of nervous tissue, is a phospholipid. 
Since this cerarnide phosphocholine contains one negative and one positive charge, it is 
neutral at physiological pH (Figure 18.50). The most common fatty acids in sphingomyelin 
are palmitic (16:0), stearic (18:0), lignoceric (24:0), and nervonic acid (24: 1). The sphingo
myelin of myelin contains predominantly lignoceric acid and nervonic acid, whereas that of 
gray matter contains largely stearic acid. Excessive accumulation of sphingomyelin occurs 
in Niemann - Pick disease. Conversion of ceramide to sphingomyelin by sphingomyelin 
synthase involves transfer of a pbosphocholine moiery from phosphatidylcholine (lecithin) 
(Figure 18.51). 
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Figure 18.49 Structures of some common sphingolipids in diagrammatic form . Cer = ceramide, 
Glu = glucose, Gal = galactose, NAcGal = N-acetylgalactosamine, and NANA = N-acetylneuraminic 
acid (sialic acid). 
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Figure 18.50 Structure of sphingomyelin . 
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Figure 18.51 Sphingomy elin synthesis from ceramide and phosphatidyl choline . 

Glycosphingolipids Usually Contain Galactose or Glucose 

The principal glycosphingolipid classes are cerebrosides, sulfatides, globosides, and ganglio
sides. In glycolipids the polar head group attached to sphingosine is a sugar molecule. 

Cerebrosides Are Glycosylceramides 
Cerebrosides are cerarnide monohexosides; the most common are galactocerebroside and 
glucocerebroside. Unless specified otherwise, the term cerebroside usually refers to galacroce
rebroside, also called galactolipid. In Figure 18.52 note that Cl of the monosaccharide unit is 
attached to Cl of the cerarnide and the anomeric configuration of the sugar moiety in both 
galactocerebroside and glucocerebroside is {3. Most galacrocerebroside in healthy individuals 
is found in the brain. Moderate amounts of galactocerebroside accumulate in the white matter 
in Krabbe disease, or globoid leukodystrophy, a deficiency in lysosomal galactocerebrosidase. 

Glucocerebroside (glucosylcerarnide) (Figure 18.53) is not normally a component of mem
branes. It is an intermediate in the synthesis and degradation of more complex glycosphingo
lipids. However, 100-fold increases in glucocerebroside occur in spleen and liver in the genetic 
lipid srorage disorder called Gaucher disease, a deficiency oflysosomal glucocerebrosidase. 

Galactocerebroside and glucocerebroside are synthesized from cerarnide, and UDP
galactose and UDP-glucose, respectively. The glucosyl and galactosyl transferases that catalyze 
these reactions are associated with the endoplasmic reticulum (Figure 18.54). In some tissues, 
synthesis of glucocerebroside proceeds by glucosylation of sphingosine by glucosyltransferase. 

Sphingosine + UDP-glucose.- glucosylsphingosine + UDP 

followed by fatty acylation 

Glucosylsphingosine + stearoyl CoA .- glucocerebroside + CoASH 

Sulfatide Is a Sulfuric Acid Ester of Galactocerebroside 
Sulfatide, or sulfogalacrocerebroside, is a sulfuric acid ester of galactocerebroside. Galac
tocerebroside 3-sulfate is the major sulfolipid of brain, accounting for -15% of lipids of 
white matter (Figure 18.55). It is synthesized from galacrocerebroside and 3' -phosphoaden
osine 5' -phosphosulfate (PAPS) by sulfotransferase. 

Galactocerebroside + PAPS.- PAP+ galactocerebroside 3-sulfate 

Galactocerebroside /\ Ceramide ~l~=ebroside 
(galactolipid) / \ / ~sy lceramide) 

UDP UDP-galactose UDP-glucose UDP 
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The structure of PAPS, sometimes referred co as activated sulfate, is indicated in Figure 18.56. 
Large quantities of sulfatide accumulate in the central nervous syscem in mecachromatic leu
kodyscrophy due co a deficiency of lysosomal sulfacase. 

CH3 - (CH2h2 - CH=CH - CH - CH - CH- OYJ

2

~H 
I I 
OH NH 

I 
C 

0~ '-A OH Globo sides Are Ceramide Oligosaccharides 
Globosides are cerebrosides that contain two or more sugar residues, usually galaccose, 
glucose, or Nacetylgalactosamine. The oligosaccharides are uncharged and contain no free 
amino groups. Laccosylceramide is present in the erythrocyte membrane (Figure 18.57). 
Another prominent globoside of the nervous system is ceramide crihexoside or ceramide 
galaccosyllaccoside: ceramide-f3-glc(4 ._ 1)-/3-gal-(4 ._ 1)-a-gal. Nore that the termi
nal galaccose residue of this globoside has the a-anomeric configuration . Ceramide tri
hexoside accumulates in kidneys of patients with Fabry disease, a deficiency of lysosomal 
a-galaccosidase A. 

Gangliosides Contain Sialic Acid 
Gangliosides are sialic acid-containing glycosphingolipids highly concentrated in ganglion 
cells of the central nervous system, particularly in the nerve endings . The central nervous 
system is unique among human tissues because more than one-half of its sialic acid is in 
gangliosides, the remainder occurring in glycoproteins. Lesser amounts of gangliosides are 
present in the plasma membranes of cells of most extraneural tissues where they account for 
less than 10% of the total sialic acid. 

Neuraminic acid (abbreviated Neu) is present in gangliosides, glycoproteins, 
and mucins . Irs amino group occurs most often as the N-acetyl derivative, producing 
Nacetylneuraminic acid (NANA) or sialic acid (Figure 18.58). The OH group on C2 
occurs most often in the a-anomeric configuration and is linked co the ceramide oligo
saccharide through the OH group on position 2 of N-acerylneuraminic acid. Structures 
of some common gangliosides are indicated in Table 18.2 . The principal gangliosides 
in brain are GM1, Go 1a, Goib, and Gnb· Nearly all of the gangliosides in the body are 
derived from glucosylceramide . In the naming of sialoglycosphingolipids, the letter G 
refers to ganglioside. The subscripts M, D, T, and Q indicate mono -, di-, tri-, and quatra 
(tetra)-sialic acid-containing gangliosides, and the subscriptS 1, 2, and 3 designate the 
carbohydrate sequence that is attached to ceramide as follows: 1, Gal-GalNAc -Gal-Glc
ceramide; 2, GalNAc-Gal-Glc-ceramide; and 3, Gal-Glc-ceramide . In the Tay- Sachs 
ganglioside, the designation GM2 denotes the structure shown in Table 18.2. 

A ganglioside on intestinal mucosa! cells binds cholera toxin, an 84-kDa protein 
secreted by the pathogen Vibrio cholerae. The toxin stimulates secretion of chloride ions 
into the gut lumen, resulting in che copious diarrhea of cholera. The cholera toxin contains 
an A subunit (28 kDa) and five B subunits (-11,000 kDa each). After binding to the cell 

Figure 18.55 Structure of galactocerebroside 
sulfate (sulfolipid). 
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Figure 18.56 Structure of PAPS 
(3 ' -phosphoad enosine-5' -phosphosulfate). 

surface membrane through the B subunits, the A subunit enters the cell and acts as an ADP- Carbon atom 

ribosyltransferase that transfers ADP-ribose of NAO+ onto the Gas subunit of a G protein 
on che cytoplasmic side of che cell membrane (p. 522) . This leads co activation of adenylate 1 

cyclase that stimulates secretion of chloride ion and produces diarrhea. The choleragenoid 2 
domain, as the B subunits are called, binds to the ganglioside GM1 (Table 18.2) . 

3 
Gangliosides may also bind other toxins, such as tetanus toxin, and certain viruses, 

such as the influenza viruses. They may play an informational role in cell-cell interactions 4 

by providing specific recognition determinants on the cell surface. 
Several lipid storage disorders involve accumulation of sialic acid-containing gly- 5 

cosphingolipids. The two most common gangliosidoses involve the gangliosides GM1 (GM1 

CH20H CH20H 

CH3- (CH2)12- CH=CH - CH- CH- CH2- ~01t ~OH 
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Figure 18.57 Structure of ceramide-/3- glc- (4-. 1)- /3-gal (lactosylceramide). 
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Figure 18.58 Structure of N-acetylneuraminic 
acid (NANA). 
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TABLE 18.2 • Structures of Some Common Gangliosldes 

Code Name 

Go1b 

Gi-1a 

Gi-1b 

Chemical Structure 

Gal,B -+ 4 Glc.,B -+ Cer 

3 

i 
crNANA 

GaINAc.,B -+ 4 Gal,B -+ 2Glc.,B -+ Cer 

3 

t 
crNANA 

Gal,B -+ 3GalNAc.,B -+ 4Gal,B -+ 4Glc.,B -+ Cer 

3 

t 
crNANA 

Gal,B -+ 3GalNAc.,B -+ 4Gal,B -+ 4Glc.,B -+ Cer 

3 3 

i t 
aNANA aNANA 

Gal,B -+ 3GalNAc.,B -+ 4Gal,B -+ 4Glc.,B -+ Cer 

3 

t 
crNANA8 - crNANA 

Gal,B -+ 3GalNAc.,B -+ 4Gal,B -+ 4Glc.,B -+ Cer 

3 3 

t t 
crNANA8 - aNANA aNANA 

Gal,B -+ 3GalNAc.,B -+ 4Gal,B -+ 4Glc.,B -+ Cer 

3 3 

i t 
a NANA crNANA8 - crNANA 

Gal,B -+ 3GalNAc.,B -+ 4Gal,B -+ 4Glc.,B -+ Cer 

3 3 

i i 
crNANA8 - er NANA aNANA8 - a NANA 

gangliosidosis) and GM2 (Tay- Sachs disease). GM1 gangliosidosis is an autosomal recessive 
metabolic disease characterized by impaired psychomotor function , mental retardation , 
hepat0splenomegaly , and death within the first few years oflife. T he massive cerebral and 
visceral accumulation of GM1 is due to a marked deficiency of /3-galactosidase. 

Sphingolipidoses Are Lysosomal Storage Diseases 

Sphingolipids are degraded within lysosomes of phagocytic cells, particularly the histiocytes 
or macrophages of the reticuloendothelial system located primarily in liver, spleen, and bone 
marrow . Degradation begins with engulfment of membranes of white cells and erythrocytes 
that are rich in lactosylceramide (Cer-Glc-Gal) and hematoside (Cer-Glc-Gal-NANA) . In 
the brain , the majority of cerebrosides are gangliosides and, panicularly during the neo
natal period , ganglioside turnover is extensive. Sphingolipid catabolism is summarized in 
Figure 18.59. This pathway requires enzymes that cleave specific bonds, including a- and 
/3-galactosidases, a /3-glucosidase, a neuraminidase, hexosaminidase , sphingomyelin-specific 
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------ Ceramide ------
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(Sandhoff t /3-hexosaminidase 
disease} I A and B 

Cer .l G1ul.. Gal~ Ga1.l GalNAc 
Cer-phosphocholine 

(sphingomyelin) Cer l.. Gal 
(globoside) 

(N•mao~Pid< di-) j (Krabbe disease) 

I arylsulfatase A (sulfatidase) 
(metachromatic 
leukodystrophy} 

Sphingosine 
+ 

Fatty acid 

Cer _P._ gal- S03H 

Figure 18.59 Summary of the pathways for catabo lism of sphingolipids by lysosomal enzymes . 
The genetically determined enzyme deficiency disea~es are indicated in the parentheses. 

phosphodiesterase (sphingomyelinase), a sulfate esterase (sulfatase), and a ceramide-specific 
amidase (ceramidase). Imponant features of the catabolic pathway are (1) all the reactions 
occur within lysosomes; (2) the enzymes are hydrolases; (3) the pH optima of the enzymes 
is in the acid range , pH 3.5- 5.5; (4) most of the enzymes are relatively stable and occur 
as isoenzymes, for example , hexosaminidase A (HexA) and hexosaminidase B (HexB); (5) 
the enzymes are glycoproteins and often occur firmly bound to the lysosomal membrane; 
and (6) the adjacent intermediates in the pathway differ by one sugar molecule, a sulfute 
group, or a fatty acid residue and are formed by the removal of one constituent at a time, 
such as sugars and sulfate, by irreversible reactions . 

Sphingolipid catabolism normally functions smoothly, all of the glycosphingolipids 
and sphingomyelin being degraded to their constituents . However, when the activiry of 
one enzyme in the pathway is markedly reduced due to a genetic error, then the substrate 
for that enzyme accumulates and is deposited within the lysosomes of the tissue in which 
catabolism of that sphingolipid normally occurs. An enzyme deficiency has been described 
for most reactions in Figure 18.59. These disorders, called sphingolipidoses, are summa
rized in Table 18.3 . 

Common features of lipid storage diseases are (1) usually only a single sphingolipid 
accumulates in the involved organs. (2) the ceramide portion is shared by the various 
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TABLE 18.3 • Sphingolipid Storage Diseases of Humans 

Disorder 

1. Tay-Sachs disease 

2. Gaucher disease 

3. Fabry disease 

4. Niemann-Pick disease 

5. Globoid leukod yscrophy 
(Krabbe disease) 

6. Mecachromacic 
leukodyscrophy 

7. Generalized 
gangliosidosis 

8. Sandhotf-Jatzkewi!:'£ 
disease 

9. Fucosidosis 

Principal Signs and Symptoms Principal Storage Substance Enzyme Deficiency 

Meneal recardacion, blindness, cherry red Ganglioside GM2 Hexosaminidase A 
spoc on macula, <leach berween second 
and chird year 

Liver and spleen enlargemenc, erosion of Glucocerebroside Glucocerebrosidase 
long bones and pelvis, mcncal 
recardacion in infantile form only 

Skin rash, kidney failure, pain in lower Cerarnide crihexosidc a-Galacrosidase A 
excremicies 

Liver and spleen enlargemenc , mental Sphingomyelin Sphingomyelinase 
retardacion 

Meneal recardacion, absence of myelin Galactocerebroside Galacrocerebrosidase 

Meneal recardacion, nerves stain Sulfacide Arylsulfatase A 
yellowish brown wich cresyl violec dye 
(mecachromasia) 

Meneal retardacion, liver enlargement, Ganglioside GM1 GM1 ganglioside: 
skeletal involvement ~-galactosidase 

Same as 1; disease has more rapidly GM2 ganglioside, globoside Hexosaminidase A and B 
progressing course 

Cerebral degeneration, muscle spasciciry, Penrahexosylfucoglycolipid a-L-Fucosldase 
thick skin 

storage lipids, (3) the rate of synthesis of the accumulating lipid is normal, (4) a catabo lic 
enzyme is missing, and (5) the enzyme deficiency occurs in all tissues. 

Diagnostic Assays for Sphingolipidoses 
Diagno sis of a sph ingolip idosis is made from biopsy of the involved organ, usually bone 
marrow, liver, or brain, on morphologic grounds based on the highly characteristic appear
ance of the storage lipid within lysosomes. Assay of enzyme activity confirms the diagnosis . 
Peripheral leukocytes, cultured skin fibroblast s, and chorionic villus that normally express 
the relevant enzyme are used for diagnostic purposes. In some cases (e.g., Ta y-Sachs dis
ease) serum or tears can be used for the diagnosis. Sphingolipidoses, for the most part, are 
autosomal recessive, the disease occurring only in homozygotes with a defect in both alleles. 
Enzyme assays can identify carriers or heterozygotes. 

In Niemann - Pick disease, the deficient enzyme is sphingomyelinase (Figure 18.60 ). 
Sphingomyelin, C 14-labeled in the methyl groups of choline, is a useful subsrrate for 

O H2O 

I • \ 
CH3(CH2)12- CH= CH- CH- CH- CH2- O- P - O- CH2- CH2- N(CH3)3 --~--a,~ CH3(CH2)12 - CH = CH- CH - CH- CH2OH 

I I I I I 
OH 7H 0- OH 7H 

O= C O= C 
I I 

<yH2l 1s (yH2hs 

CH3 CH3 
Sphlngomyelln 

Figure 18.60 Sphingomyelinase reactio n. 

Ceramlde 
+ 

Phosphochollne 
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Figure 18.61 /3 - Hex osaminida se reac tion. 

N-Acetylglucosamlne 4-Methylumbelllferone 
(fluorescent in alkaline medium) 

determining sphingomyelinase activity. Extraccs of white blood cells from healthy con
trols produce phosphocholine, which is water soluble. Extraction of the final incubation 
medium with an organic solvent such as chloroform will show radioactivity in the upper, 
aqueous phase . White blood cells from a patient with Niemann-Pick disease show little 
or no radioactivity (i.e., phosphocholine) in the aqueous phase. 

Tay- Sachs disease, the most common form of GM2 gangliosidosis , is diagnosed by use 
of an artificial substrate. Ganglion cells of the cerebral cortex in this fatal disorder become 
swollen and many lysosomes are engorged with the acidic lipid, GM2 ganglioside. There is 
loss of ganglion cells, proliferations of glial cells, and demyelination of peripheral nerves. The 
pathognomonic finding is a cherty red spot on the macula caused by swelling and necrosis 
of ganglion cells in the eye. The substrate 4-methylumbelliferyl-/3-N-acetylglucosamine is 
used to confirm the diagnosis. Hydrolysis of the substrate by hexosaminidase A, which is 
lacking in this disease, produces the intensely fluorescent 4-methylumbelliferone (Figure 
18.61). Unfortunately, the diagnosis can be confused by the presence ofhexosarninidase B, 
which is not deficient in this disease. The problem is usually resolved by taking advantage of 
the relative heat !ability of hexosaminidase A and heat stability of hexosaminidase B. First, 
the total activity is assayed and then an aliquot of the tissue extract or serum specimen is 
heated at 55°C for 1 hand assayed. The difference between the two assays is a measure of 
hexosarninidase A activiry and is used in making the diagnosis. 

Once carriers of a lipid Storage disease have been identified or if there has been a 
previously affected child in a family , the pregnancies at risk for these diseases can be 
monitored . All of the lipid storage disorders are transmitted as autosomal recessive genetic 
abnormalities . Fabry disease is X-chromosome linked . In the autosomal conditions , sta
tistically one of four fetuses will be homozygous (or hemizygous in Fabry disease), two 
fetuses will be carriers , and one will be completely normal. Enzyme assays are used to 
detect affected fetuses and carriers in utero, using cultured fibroblascs obtained by amnio
centesis as a source of enzyme. 

Enzyme replacement therapy is available for Gaucher disease and Fabry disease and 
is being developed for several other sphingolipidoses. Prevention of the sphingolipidoses 
through genetic counseling based on enzyme assays and DNA analysis is available. A discus
sion of the diagnosis and therapy of Gaucher disease is presented in Clin. Corr. 18.5. 

18.5 • PROSTAGLANDINS AND THROMBOXANES 

Prostaglandins and Thromboxanes Are Derivatives 
of Monocarboxylic Acids 

In mammalian cells, two major pathways of arachidonic acid metabolism produce impor
tant mediators of cellular and bodily functions: the cyclooxygenase and the lipoxygenase 
pathways . The substrate for both pathways is free arachidonic acid. The cyclooxygenase 
pathway leads to a series of compounds including prostaglandins and thromboxanes. Pros
taglandin s were discovered through their ability co promote contraction of intestinal and 
uterine muscle and lower blood pressure. Although the complexity of their structures and 

:R c1i:ict11a-i;1;1a•-s1M:n&• 
Diagnosis of Gaucher Disease 
in an Adult 

Gaucher disease {OMIM 230800) 1s an 
inherited disease of lipid catabolism in 
which glucocerebroside accumulates in 
macrophages of the reticuloendothelial sys
tem. Because of the large numbers of mac
rophages in the spleen, bone marrow, and, 
liver, hepatomegaly, splenomegaly and its 
sequelae (thrombocytopenia or anemia), 
and bone pain are the most common signs 
and symptoms of the disease. 

Gaucher disease results from a deficien
cy of glucocerebrosidase. Some patients 
suffer severe neurologic deficits as infants, 
while others do not exhibit symptoms until 
adulthood. The diagnosis can be made by 
assaying leukocytes or fibroblasts for their 
ability to hydrolyze the /3-glycosidic bond 
of artificial substrates ( /3-glucosidase activ
ity) or of glucocerebroside (glucocerebro
sidase activity). Gaucher disease has been 
treated with regular infusions of purified 
glucocerebrosidase and the long-term ef
ficacy of the therapy appears good. 

Brady, R. 0., Kanfer, J. N., Bradley, R. M., and 
Shapiro, D. Demonstration of a deficiency of 
glucocerebroside-cleaving enzyme in Gaucher 's 
disease. J Clin. Invest. 45: 1112, 1966. 
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Figure 18.63 Structure of prostanoic acid. 
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Figure 18.62 Structures of the major prostaglandin s. 

the diversity of their sometimes conflicting functions often create a sense of frusrration , the 
potent pharmacological effects of the prostaglandins have made chem imponant in human 
biology and med icine . With the exception of red blood cells, prostaglandins are produced 
and released by nearly all mammalian cells. Prostaglandins are not stored in cells but are 
released immediately after they are synthesized . 

Structures of the more common prostaglandins A, E, and Fare shown in Figure 18.62. 
All are structurally related to prostanoic acid (Figure 18.63) . Note chat the proscaglandins 
contain a multiplicity of functional groups; for example, PGEi, contains a carboxyl group, a 
/3-hydroxy-kewne ring, a secondary alkylic alcohol and two carbon-carbon double bonds . 
The three classes are distinguished by the functional groups of the cyclopentane ring: the 
E series contains a /3-hydroxy-ketone ring, the F series are 1,3-diols, and the A series are a, 
/3-unsaturated ketones . The subscript numerals l , 2, and 3 refer to the number of double 
bonds in the side chains . The subscript a refers to the configuration of a C-9 OH group. 
An a-hydroxyl group projects cwwn from the plane of the ring. 

The most important dietary precursor of prostaglandins is linoleic acid [ 18: 2 (9, 12)], an 
essential fatty acid. About 10 g of linoleic acid is ingested daily in adults. A small pan of this 
intake is converted by elongation and desaturation in liver to arachidonic acid (eicosatetra
enoic acid) and to some extent to dihomo-y-linoleic acid. Since the total daily excretion of 
prostaglandins and their metabolites is only about 1 mg, formation of prostaglandins is a 
quantitatively unimportant pathway in the overall metabolism of fatty acids . However, the 
metabolism of prostaglandins is completely dependent on a regular and constant supply of 
linoleic acid. 

Synthesis of Prostaglandins Involves a Cyclooxygenase 

The immediate precursors of prostagland ins are C20 polyunsaturated fatty acids chat con
tain three, four, or five carbon-carbon double bonds . Since arachidonic acid and most of 
its metabolites contain 20 carbons, they are referred to as eicosanoids . T hese fatty acids are 
cyclized and take up oxygen during their transformation int0 prostaglandins. The number 
of carbon-carbon double bonds in the side chain of a particular prostaglandin depends on 
the fatty acid precursor. Dihomo-y-linolenic acid (20:3(8, 11, 14)] is the precursor of PGE 1 
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Figure 18.64 Synthesis of E and F prostaglandins f rom fatty acid prec ursors. 

HO 
H 

and PGF1a, arachidonic acid (20:4(5,8, 11, 14)] of PGE2 and PGF2a, and eicosapentaenoic 
acid [20:4(5,8,11,14, 17)] of PGE3 and PGF3a (Figure 18.64). 

The 2-series prostaglandins derived from arachidonic acid are the principal prostaglan
dins in humans and are of the greatest significance biologically. Arachidonic acid is released 
from membrane phospholipids by the action of phospholipase A2• This is the rate-limiting 
step in prostaglandin synthesis, and some agents that stimulate prostaglandin production 
do so by stimulating phospholipase A2• Cholesteryl esters containing arachidonic acid also 
serve as a source of arachidonic acid. The key enzyme of prostaglandin biosynthesis is the 
bifunctional prostaglandin G/H synthase (PGS), which catalyzes oxidative cyclization of 
polyunsaturated fatty acids. 

The cyclooxygenase (COX) component of PGS catalyzes cyclization of C8- Cl2 
of arachidonic acid to form the 9,11-endoperoxide 15-hydroperoxide , PGG 2. This reac
tion requires two molecules of molecular oxygen (Figure 18.65) and involves stereospe
cific removal of the 13-pro-S-hydrogen of arachidonic acid. PGG 2 is then converted to 

'. 
H OH 

PGF3a 
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Figure 18.66 Conversion of PGG2 to PGH 2; PG hydroperoxidase (PGH synthase) reaction . 

prostaglandin H2 (PGHi) by the reduced glutathione-dependent peroxidase (PG hydroper
oxidase) component of PGS (Figure 18.66). Reactions cyclizing polyunsaturated fatty acids 
occur in the membranes of the endoplasmic reticulum. Major pathways of prostaglandin 
biosynthesis are summarized in Figure 18.67. Depending on cell type, different enzymes 
mediate formation of prostaglandins of the D, E, and F series and of thromboxanes and 
prostacyclin (PGii). This produces some tissue specificiry as to rype and quantity of pros
taglandin produced. In kidney and spleen, PGE2 and PGF2a are the major prostaglandins 
formed. In contrast, blood vessels produce mostly PGI2 and PGF2o. In the heart PGEi , 
PGF2a, and PG I2 are formed in about equal amounts . Th romboxane A2 (TXA2) is the 
main prostaglandin endoperoxide formed in plateletS. 
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Figure 18.67 Major routes of prostaglandin biosynthesis . 
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There are two forms of cyclooxygenase (COX) or prostaglandin G/H synthase 
(PGS). COX-1, or PGS-1 , is a constitutive enzyme of gastric mucosa, platelers, vascular 
endothelium , and kidney. COX-2, or PGS-2, is inducible and is produced in response 
to inflammation . The two prostaglandin synthases are homodimers . The cwo subunits 
each have PG hydroperoxidase and cyclooxygenase domains and these rwo catalytic 
centers are located close together. There is also a third domain , the membrane-binding 
domain , through which the enzyme is attached to the endoplasmic reticulum . COX-2 
is mainly expressed in activated macrophages and monocytes that are stimulated by 
platelet -activating factor (PAF), imerleukin-1 , or bacterial lipopolysaccharide (LPS), 
and in smooth muscle cells, epithelial and endothelial cells, and neurons . PGS-2 induc
tion is inhibited by glucoconicoids. 

Prostaglandins have a very short half-life. They are rapidly taken up by cells soon 
after release through a recepror-mediated process, and inactivated by oxidation of the 
15-hydroxy group or by /3-oxidation from the carboxy end. The lungs have an important 
role in inactivating prostaglandins. 

Thromboxanes are highly active metabolites of the PGGr and PGHrtype prostaglan
din endoperoxide in which the cyclopentane ring is replaced by a six-membered oxygen
containing (oxane) ring. The term thromboxane refers to their thrombus-forming poten
tial. Thromboxane A2 synthase of the endoplasmic reticulum is abundant in lung and plate
lets and converrs endoperoxide PGH 2 to TXA2• The half-life ofTXA 2 is very shon in water 
(t112 = 1 min) as it is transformed rapidly into inactive thromboxane B2 (TXB:i) by the reac
tion shown in Figure 18.68. 

Prostaglandin Production Is Inhibited by Stero idal 
and Nonsteroidal Anti-inflammatory Agent s 
The nonsteroidal anti-inflammatory drugs (NSAIDs), such as aspmn (acetylsali
cylic acid), indomethacin, and phenylbutazone, block prostaglandin production by 
inhibiting cyclooxygenase. Aspirin inhibits by acetylating the enzyme. Other NSAIDs 
inhibit cyclooxygenase by binding noncovalently rather than by acerylating it; they are 
called nonaspirin NSAIDS. Aspirin is more potent against COX-1 than COX-2. Most 
NSAIDs inhibit COX-2 more than COX-1. These drugs have undesirable side effects; 
for example, aplastic anemia can result from phenylbutazone therapy . Steroidal anti
inflammatory drugs like hydrocortisone, prednisone , and betamethasone block prosta
glandin release by inhibiting phospholipase A2 activity and interfering with release of 
arachidonic acid (Figure 18.69). A family of proteins called anexins mediates cortico
steroid inhibition of COX-2. 

Control of the synthesis of prostaglandins is poorly understood. In general, prosta
glandin release seems to be triggered by hormonal or neural excitation or by muscular 
activity. For example, histamine increases prostaglandin concentration in gastric perfusates. 
In addition, prostaglandins are released during labor and after cellular injury (e.g., platelets 
exposed to thrombin and lungs irritated by dust). 

Prostaglandins Exhibit Many Physiological Effects 

Prostaglandins are natural mediators of inflammation . Inflammat0ry reactions most often 
involve the joinrs (e.g., rheumatoid arthritis), skin (e.g., psoriasis), and eyes and are treated 
frequently with corticosteroids that inhibit prostaglandin synthesis. Administration of 
PGE2 and PGE 1 induces redness and heat (due to arteriolarvasodilation) , and swelling and 
edema resulting from increased capillary permeability characteristic of inflammation. PGE2 

generated in immune tissues (e.g., macrophages, mast cells, B cells) evokes chemotaxis of 
T cells. PGE2 in amounts that do not cause pain, prior to administration of histamine and 
bradykinin, enhances the intensity and duration of pain caused by these two agents. Pyro
gens (fever-inducing agents) activate the prostaglandin synthesis pathway with release of 
PGE2 in the hypothalamus where body temperature is regulated. Aspirin is an antipyretic 
drug that aets by inhibiting cyclooxygenase. 

Prostaglandins are synthesized in the uterus where they soften tissues and stimulate 
contraction to expel the fetus. Increased production of PGEi within the ovary follicle is 
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essential for ovulation . The PGE agonist misoprostol has been used to induce parturition 
and to terminate unwanted pregnancies. There is also evidence that the PGE series of pros
taglandins may be effective in treating infertility in males. 

Synthetic prostaglandins are very effective in inhibiting gastric acid secretion in 
patients with peptic ulcer. They appear to inhibit cAMP formation in gastric mucosa! cells 
and accelerate the healing of gastric ulcers. PGE, PGA, and PGI2 are vasodilators that lower 
systemic arterial pressure, thereby increasing local blood flow and decreasing peripheral 
resistance. TXA2 causes contraction of vascular smooth muscle and glomerular mesangium. 
In the fetus, PGE2 maintain s the patency of the ducrus arteriosus prior t0 birth. If the 
ducrus remains open after birth , closure can be hastened by the cyclooxygenase inhibitor 
indomethacin. In infants born with congenital abnormalities where the defect can be ror
rected surgically, infusion of prostaglandins maintains blood flow through the ductus until 
surgery is performed . 

PGI2 inhibits platelet aggregation, whereas PGE 2 and TXA2 promote this clot
ting process. TXA2 is produced by platelets and accounts for their aggregation when 
in contact with some foreign surface, collagen, or thrombin. Endothelial cells lining 
blood vessels release PGI2, which may account for the lack of adherence of platelets to 
the healthy blood vessel wall. PGE 2 and PGD 2 dilate renal blood vessels and increase 
blood flow through the kidney. They also regulate sodium excretion and glomerular 
filtration rate. 

18.6 • LIPOXYGENASEAND 
OXY-EICOSATETRAENOIC ACIDS 

Cyclooxygenase directs polyunsaturated fatty acids into the proStaglandin pathway that has 
arachidonic acid as substrate. Lipoxygenase is a dioxygenase that also acts on arachidonic 
acid. Different lipoxygenases are specific for the double bond of arachidonic acid at which 
oxygen attack initially occurs (e.g., positions 5, 11, or 15). In humans, the most imponant 
leukotrienes are the 5-lipoxygenase producrs that mediate inflammatory disorders. Lipoxy
genases occur widely in plants and fungi as well as in animals, but are absent from yeasts 
and most prokaryotes. They contain nonheme iron and are active when this iron is in the 
ferric state. 

Monohydroperoxyeicosatetraenoic Acids Are Products of 
Lipoxygenase Action 

Lipoxygenase adds a hydroperoxy group to arachidonic acid to produce monohydroper
oxyeicosatetraenoic acids (HPETEs) (Figure 18.70). In contrast to the cyclooxygen
ase of prostaglandin endoperoxide synthase, which catalyzes the bis-dioxygenation of 
unsaturated fatry acids to endoperoxide , lipoxygenases catalyze the monodioxygen
ation of unsaturated fatty acids to allylic hydroperoxides. Hydroperoxy substitution of 
arachidonic acid by lipoxygenases may occur at position 5, 12, or 15. A 15-lipoxygenase 
(15-LOX) oxygenates arachidonic acid at carbon-15. 5-HPETE is the major product 
in basophils, polymorphonuclear (PMN) leukocytes, macrophages, mast cells, and any 
organ undergoing an inflammat0ry response; 12-HPETE predominates in platelets, pan
creatic islet cells, vascular smooth muscle, and glomerular cells; and 15-HPETE is the 
principal product in reticulocytes, eosinophils , T- lymphocytes, and tracheal epithelial 
cells. The 5-, 12-, and 15-lipoxygenases occur mainly in the cytosol. Since the oxygen
ated carbon atom in HPETEs is asymmetric , there are two possible stereoisomers of the 
hydroperoxy acid, (HJ or (S). For example, the stereo configuration is specified l 2R-LOX 
or 12S-LOX. The three major HPETEs are of the (S) configuration. 5-LOX has a dioxy
genase activity that converts arachidonic acid to 5-HPETE and a dehydrase activity that 
transforms 5-HPETE to LT,¾ . 5-LOX activity is restricted to a few cell types, including 
B-lymphocytes, but not T lymphocytes. It is activated by an accessory protein called 
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5-lipoxygenase activating protein (FLAP). In human leukocytes, FLAP is an arachidonic 
acid transfer protein that presents the fatty acid substrate to the 5-LOX located on the 
nuclear membrane . 

Leukotrienes, Hydroxyeicosatetraenoic Acids, and Lipoxins 
Are Hormones Derived from HPETEs 

HPETE-hydroperoxides are highly reactive, unstable intermediates that are converted 
either to the analogous alcohol (hydroxy fatty acid) by reduction of the peroxide moiety 
or to leukotrienes. The HPETEs are reduced either spontaneously or by the action of 
peroxidases to the corresponding hydroxyeicosatetraenoic acids (HETEs) (Figure 18. 70). 
Leukotrienes contain at least three conjugated double bonds. Figure 18. 71 shows how 
5-HPETE is rearranged by LTAi synthase to the epoxide leukotriene Ai (LT,¾), which 
is then convened by LTB4 synthase (hydratase) t0 LTB4 or LTC4, emphasizing that 
5-HPE TE is an important branch point in the lipoxygenase pathway. Note that the sub
script indicates the number of double bonds. Thus, while double-bond rearrangement 
may occur, the number of double bonds in the leukotriene product is the same as in the 
original arachidonic acid. 

The conversion of LT Ai to leukotrienes LTC4, LTD 4, and L TE 4 requires the par
ticipation of reduced glutathione that opens the epoxide ring in LTAi to produce LTC4 
(Figure 18.71). Sequential removal of glutamic acid and glycine residues by specific dipep
tidases yields the leukotrienes LTD4 and LTE4 (Figure 18. 72). 
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differ strueturally from leukotrienes and HETEs in that they contain three hydroxyl groups 
and a conjugated tetraene system (Figure 18.73). 

Leukotr ienes and HETEs Affect Severa l 
Physiological Processes 

Leukotrienes persist for up to 4 h in the body. Omega-oxidation of the methyl end fol
lowed by /3-oxidation from this end inactivates L TB4 and LTE4• These reactions occur in 
mitochondria and peroxisomes. The thionyl peptides L TC.~, LTD 4, and LTE4 constitute 
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the slow-reacting substance of anaphylaxis (SRS-A). They cause slowly evolving but pro-
tracted contraction of smooth muscles in the airways and gastrointestinal tract. LTC 4 is 
rapidly converted to LTD 4 and then slowly converted to LTE4. Enzymes in plasma cata-
lyze these conversions. LTB4 and the thionyl peptides LTC4, LTD 4, and LTE4 exert their 
actions through specific ligand- receptor interactions . In humans, activation of 5-LOX of 
leukocytes stimulates production of leukotrienes that provoke bronchoconstriction and 
inflammation. Current drugs for asthma include 5-LOX inhibitors and leukotriene recep-
tor antagonists. 

In general, HETEs (especially 5-HETE) and LTB4 regulate neutrophil and eosinophil 
function: they mediate chemotaxis, stimulate adenylate cyclase, and induce polymorpho
nuclear (PMN) leukocyte cells to degranulate and release lysosomal hydrolytic enzymes. In 
contrast, LTC 4 and L TD 4 are humoral agents that promote smooth muscle contraction; 
constriction of pulmonary airways, trachea, and intestine; and increases in capillary perme
ability (edema). The HETEs appear to exert their effects by being incorporated into the 
phospholipids of membranes of target cells where the presence of fatty acyl chains contain
ing a polar OH group may disturb lipid packing and thus the structure and function of the 
membrane. L TB4 is immunosuppressive through inhibition of CD4 + cells and prolifera
tion of suppressor cos+ cells. L TB4 also promotes neutrophil-endothelial cell adhesion . 

Monohydroxy eicosatetraenoic acids of the lipoxygenase pathway are potent mediators 
of processes involved in allergy (hypersensitivity) and inflammation, secretion (e.g., insulin), 
cell movement, cell growth, and calcium fluxes. The initial allergic event, namely, the bind
ing of IgE antibody t0 receptors on the surface of the mast cell, causes release of substances, 
including leukotrienes, referred to as mediators of immediate hypersensitivity. Lipoxygenase 
products are usually produced within minutes after the stimulus. The leukotrienes LTC4, 
LTD4, and LTE4 are much more potent than histamine in contracting nonvascular smooth 
muscles of bronchi and intestine. LTD 4 increases the permeability of the microvasculature. 
LTB4 stimulates migration (chemotaxis) of eosinophils and neutrophils , making them the 
principal mediators of PMN-leukocyte infiltration in inflammat0ry reactions. 

Lipoxin ~ (LXA4) and lipoxin B4 (LXB4) have many physiologic functions, includ
ing inhibition of angiogenesis, promotion of clearance of pulmonary edema and protection 
against reperfusion injury. 

Eicosatrienoic acids (e.g., dihomo-y-linolenic acid) and eicosapentaenoic acid (see Fig
ure 18.64, p. 739) also serve as lipoxygenase substrates. The amount of these 20 carbon 
polyunsaturated fatty acids with three and five double bonds in tissues is less than that of 
arachidonic acid, but special diets can increase their levels. The lipoxygenase products of 
these tri- and pentaeicosanoids are usually less active than LT~ or LTB4. Since most Wesc
ern diets contain about 10-fold more omega-6 fatty acids than omega-3 fatty acids, on a 
mass basis inflammatory prostaglandins, thromboxanes, leukotrienes, hydroxyl fatty acids, 
and lipoxins are produced in greater amounts than the less inflammatory products formed 
from omega-3 fatty acids such as eicosapentaenoic acid. Thus, a diet rich in omega-6 fatty 
acids shifts an individual into a state that is proinflammatory . It remains to be determined 
if fish oil diets rich in eicosapencaenoic acid are useful in the treatment of allergic and 
autoimmune diseases. Pharmaceutical research into therapeutic uses of lipoxygenase and 
cyclooxygenase inhibitors and inhibitors and agonists of leukotrienes in treatment of 
inflammatory diseases such as asthma, psoriasis, rheumatoid arthritis , and ulcerative coli
tis is very active. 
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Multiple-Choice Questions 

I. Roles of various phospholipids include all of the following except 
A. cell-cell recognition. 
B. a surfactant function in lung. 
C. activation of certain membrane enzymes . 
D. signal transduction. 
E. mediator of hypersensitivity and acute inflammatory reactions. 

2. CDP-X (where Xis the appropriate alcohol) reaccs with 1,2-diacyl
glycerol in the primary synthetic pathway for 
A. phosphatidy lcholine. 
B. phosphacid ylinosicol. 
C. phosphatidy lserine. 
D. all of the above. 
E. none of che above. 

3. Plasmalogens differ from other membrane lipids in char they 
A. do not contain phosphorus . 
B. are found primarily in the inner mitochondrial membrane . 
C. have an alkene in ether linkage at the sn-1 position rather than a 

fatty acyl group. 
D. always contain a bound serine. 
E. contain a sugar molecule esterified co the phosphate . 

4. Bile acids differ from their precursor cholesterol in that they 
A. are not amphipathic. 
B. contain an ionizable carboxyl group. 
C. contain less oxygen. 
D. are synthesized primarily in intestine. 
E. contain mo re double bonds. 
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very low-density lipoproteins 
cholesreryl ester rransfer protein 
lecithin:cho lescerol acyl transferase 
LDL receptors 
Co.A;cholescerol acylcransferase 
bile acids 
sphingos ine 
ceramide 
serine palmicoylcransferase 
sphingomyelin 
galaccocerebroside 
glucocerebroside 
sulfatide 

gangliosides 
globosides 
neurarninic acid 
prostaglandins 
thromboxanes 
cyclooxygenase 
nonsceroidal anti-inflammatory 

drugs 
lipoxygenase 
leukocrienes 
slow-reacting substance 

5. A ganglioside may contain all of the following except 
A. a ceramide structure. 
B. glucose or galacrose. 
C. phosphate . 
D. one or more sialic acids. 
E. sphingosine. 

6. Phosphacidylinosicols 
A. are neutral phospholipids . 
B. are found primarily in mitochondrial membrane . 
C. release Ca2+ from the endoplasmic reticu lum. 
D. can serve to anchor glycoproceins to cell surfaces. 
E. are the major surfaccancs maintaining normal lung function. 

Questions 7 and 8: Prosraglandins and leukotrienes are physiologically 
highly reaccive compounds pro duced from polyunsaturated C20 acids like 
arachidonic acid . Both play some role in inflammacory processes. NSAIDs 
(nonsceroidal anti-inflammatory drugs) like aspirin are effective in inhibit
ing proscaglandin production but not leukotrienes . 

7. Prosraglandin synthase, a bifunctional enzyme, 
A. catalyzes the race-limiting step of prosrag landin synthesis. 
B. is inhibited by anti-inflammatory steroids . 
C. contains both a cyclooxygenase and a peroxidase component. 
D. produces PGG 2 as the end product. 
E. uses as substrate the poo l of free arachidonic acid in the cell. 
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8. Leu.kotrienes 
A. synthesis begins with rhe addition of a hydroperoxy group to 

arachidonic acid. 
B. are inactivated by conversion to HPETEs . 
C. have an internal ring structure . 
D. arc highly unstable, lasting only a few minutes. 
E. are converted to lipoxins. 

Questions 9 and 10: Hypercholesterolemia is one of the risk facrors for 
cardiovascular disease. Total cholestero l in blood is not as important in 
considering risk as distribution of cholesterol berwcen LDL ("bad") and 
HDL ("good") particles. Efforts co reduce serum cholesterol arc rwo
pronged: diet and drugs if reducing dietary cho lesterol and saturated fat 
is not sufficient. The drugs of choice are stacins, inh ibitors of rhe race
limiting enzyme of cholestero l biosynthesis. If necessary, bile acid-binding 
resins can be added . 

9. In biosynthesis of cholestero l, 
A. 3-hydroxy-3-methyl gluraryl CoA (HMG CoA) is synthesized by 

mitocho ndrial HMG CoA synthase. 
B. HMG CoA reductase catalyzes rhe rate-limiting seep. 
C. the conversion of mevalonic acid ro farnesyl pyrophosphate 

proceeds via condensation of three molecules of mevalonic acid. 
D. condensation of rwo farnesyl pyrophosphates to form squalene is 

freely reversible. 
E. conversion of squalene ro lanosterol is initiated by formation of 

the fused ring system , followed by addition of oxygen. 

10. Cholestero l present in LDL (low-density lipoproteins) 
A. binds to a cell receptor and diffuses across the cell membrane. 
B. when it enters a cell, suppresses activity of ACAT (acyl CoA

cholesterol acyl transferase). 
C. once in the cell, is converted to cholesteryl esters by LCAT 

(lecithin-cho lesterol acyl rransferase). 
D. once it has accumulated in the cell, inhibits replenishment of 

LDL receptors . 
E. represents primarily cholesterol that is being removed from 

peripheral cells. 

Questions l land 12: Sphingolipidoses (lipid srorage diseases) are a 
group of diseases characterized by defecrs in lysosomal enzymes. Rate of 
synthesis of sphingolipids is normal, but un-degraded material accumu
lates in lysosomes. The severity of d1e particu lar disease depends, in part, 

Answers 

1. A This function appears ro be associated with complex gly
cosphingolipids. B: Especially dipalmitoyllecithin . C: For example, 
,B-hydroxybutyrate dehydrogenase . D : Especially phosphacidylinosi 
tols. E: Platelet activity fa.cror (P AF) does this. 

2. A This is the main pathway for choline. B: Phosphatidylinosiro l is 
formed from CDP-diglyceride reacting with myoinosito l. C: This is 
formed by base exchange. 

3. C This linkage is formed by reaction with a long-chain alcohol. 
A: They are phospholipids . B: This is cardiolipin; plasmalogens are 
found in large amounts in myelin. D: Choline plasmalogen is the 
most abundant. E: They do not contain sugar; cerebrosides and 
gangliosides contain sugar but do nor contain phosphate. 

4. B This carboxyl group is often conjugated to glycine or taurine. 
A: Their role depends on being amphipathic. C: Hydroxylation is a 

on what tissues are most affected. Those affecting primarily brain and 
nervous tissue, like Tay- Sachs disease, are lethal within a few years of 
birth . Since the extent of enzyme deficiency is the same in all cells, easily 
accessible tissues like skin fibroblascs can be used to assay for enzyme 
deficiency. There are no treatments for most of rhe diseases so genetic 
counseling seems to be the only helpful approach. However, for Gaucher 
disease enzyme (glucocerebrosidase) replacement therapy is effective. 

11. All of the following are true about degradation of sphingolipids 
except it 
A. occurs by hydrolyric enzymes contained in lysosomes. 
B. terminates at the level of ccramides. 
C. is a sequential, stepwise removal of constituents. 
D. may involve a sulfatase or a neurarninidase . 
E. is catalyzed by enzymes specific for a type oflinkage rather than 

specific compound. 

12 . In Niemann-Pick disease, the deficient errLyme is sphingomyelinase. 
Sphingomyelins differ from other sphingolipids in chat rhey are 
A. not based on a ceramide core. 
B. acidic rather than neutral at physiological pH. 
C. only types containing N-acetylneuraminic acid. 
D. only types that are phospholipids. 
E. not amphipathic . 

Problems 

13. Cells from a patient with familial hypercho lesterolemia (FH) and 
cells from an individual without chat disease were incubated wim 
LDL particles containing radioactively labeled cholesterol. After 
incubation, me incubation medium was removed and the radioactiv
ity of the cells measured. The cells were created co remove any bound 
material and lysed, and internal cholesterol content was measured. 
Resulrs are given below. What mutation of the gene for the LDL 
receptor protein could account for the resulrs? 

Celi Type 

Normal 

FH 

Radwactivity of Cell 

3000 cpm/mg cells 

3000 cpm/mg cells 

Chol.esterol Content 

Low 

High 

14. The distribution of fatty acids in many tissue phospholipids is differ
ent rhan that of rhe initially synthesized phospholipids. How does 
this redistribution occur? 

major part of synthesis. D: Liver is site of synthesis. E: Primary bile 
acids are unsaturated . 

5. C Glycosphingolipids do not contain phosphate. A and E: Cer
amide, which is formed from sphingos ine, is me base srructure from 
which glycosphingolipids are formed .. B: Glucose is usually the first 
sugar attached to the ceramide . D: By definition, gangliosides con
tain sialic acid. 

6. D Glyceryl-phosphatidylinosirols anchors have specific structural fea
tures. A: These are acidic, even more so as inositol is phosphorylated . 
B: Their functions reside at the plasma membrane. C: PIP2 must be 
hydrolyzed to IP3, which releases Ca2+. E: Th is is dipalmitoyllecirhin. 

7 . C Cyclooxygenase oxidrLes arachidonic acid, and peroxidase converts 
PGG 2 to PGH 2• A and B: The release of me precursor fatty acid by 
phospholipase A2 is the rate-limiting step and the one inhibited by 
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anti-inflammatory steroids. D: The peroxidase component converts 
the PGG 2 to PGH2. E: Arachidooic acid is nor free in the cell bur is 
pare of the membrane phospholipids or sometimes a cholestery l ester. 

8. A This is cacalyzed by a lipoxygenase. B: HPETEs are imermediares 
in the synthesis. C: They are open chain derivatives of arachidonic 
acid. D: They can persist up co 4 h. E: Lipoxins are derived from the 
same inrermediates (HPETEs) but are a different class of arachidonic 
acid derivatives. 

9. B This enzyme is inhibited by cholesterol. A; Remember that 
cholesterol biosynthesis is cytoso lic; mitochondrial biosynthesis of 
HMG CoA leads co ketone body formation. C: Mevalonic acid 
is decarboxylared (among other things) co produce the isoprene 
pyrophosphares which are the condensing unics. D: Pyrophosphate 
is hydrolyzed which prevencs reversal. E: The process is initiated by 
epoxide formation. 

10. D This is one of the ways to prevent overload in the cell. A; LDL 
binds to the cell recepcor and it is endocyrosed and then degraded 
in lysosomes co release cholesterol. B: Ac.AT is activated to facilirare 
srorage. C: Le.AT is a plasma enzyme. E: The primary role ofLDL is 
co deliver cholesterol to peripheral tissues; HDL removes cholesterol 
from peripheral tissues. 

11. B Ceraroides are hydrolyzed co sphingosine and furry acid. D: Sul
fogalaccocerebroside contains sulfate and gangliosides contain one or 
more N-acerylneuraroinic acids. E: Many sphingolipids share the same 
types of bonds, for example, a /3-galacrosidic bond, and one e112.yrne, 
for example, /3-galacrosidase, will hydrolyze it whenever it occurs. 

12. D Sphingomyelins are not glycosphingolipids bur phosphosphin
golipids. A, B, and E: They are formed from ceraroides, are amphi
pathic and are neutral. C is the definition of gangliosides. 

13. FH cells have LDL recepcors with normal binding properties as 
indicated by the bound radioactivity being the same as that of normal 
cells. They are unable co internalize the recepcor-LDL complex so 
cholesterol synthesis is not inhibited as it is with normal cells. The 
mutation is most likely on the carboxy terminus of the protein char is 
involved in internalization. Make sure you understand why mutation 
in other regions would not lead to the observed resulcs. 

14. The acyltransferases in phosphatidic acid synthesis usually place a 
saturated fatty acid at sn-1 and unsaturated one at sn -2. Phospho
lipases A 1 and A2 hydroly-Le the fatty acids from these respective 
positions, generating either 2-acyl- or 1-acyl-lysophosphatide. 
The lysophosphatides can then be reacylated with the desired 
fatty acyl CoA. 
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AMINO ACIDS 

• Ammonia , used to synthesize amino acids and other nitrog
enous compounds, is formed from nitrogen in the atmosphere 
by plantS, bacteria, and the electrical charge from lightening . 
Humans synthesize de novo 11 amino acids; they are classified as 
nonessential amino acids in the diet. Metabolites of intermediary 

metabolism are precursors for synthesis of nonessential amino 
acids. Nine other amino acids are required in the diet and are 
classified as essential amino acids. 
Glutamate dehydrogenase catalyses incorporation of ammonia 
into an amino group, which can then be incorporated into 
other nonessential amino acids. Aminotransferases catalyze the 

751 
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transfer of amino groups from most amino acids to an a-keto 
acid. Pyridoxal phosphate is the prosthetic group of amino
cransferases. 

HEME 

Heme , produced in virtually all mammalian tissues, consist of 
a ferrous ion and protoporphyrin IX. The organic portion of 
heme is derived totally from eight residues each of glycine and 
succinyl CoA. 

Amino group nitrogen is transponed to the liver predomin
antly by glutamine and alanine where the urea cycle synthe
sizes urea &om amino groups and ammonia for excretion. 
Glutamine is transported to kidneys for excretion of the amino 
group as ammonium ion or to intestines to initiate synthe sis of 
arginine. 

Four enzymatic steps are catalyzed by enzymes in mitochondria 
and four in the cytosol. Regulation of heme synthesis is at the 
S-aminolevulinic acid synthase reaction, the firsr biosynthetic step. 
Derangemenrs of porphyrin metabolism are known clinically as 
the porphyrias. Two amino acids are ketogenic , some are glucogenic , and some 

are both ketogenic and glucogenic . Many amino acids serve Heme catabolism occurs in the endoplasmic reticulum of recicu
loendothelial cells with the formation ofbilirubin, CO, and iron. 
Bilirubin is transported t0 the liver on albumin where it is conju
gated with glucuronic acid. Bilirubin glucuronide is excreted in bile 
into the intestines, where some is funher metabolized by bacteria. 

as precursors for secondary metabolites such as hormones and 
neurotransmitters . 
There are genetic errors in amino acid degradative and synthetic 
pathways . 

Bacteria, 
blue-green 
algae 

Plants 

Animals 

Figure 19.1 Outline of entry of atmospheric 
nitrogen into the animal diet. This occurs 
initially by reduction of nitrogen in the 
atmosphere to ammonia by nitrogen fixation 
or by reduction of nitrate to ammonia. N itrate 
fixation and reduction is carried Out by enzymes 
in microorganisms and plants. Source (photo , 
brown chicken): PhotoDisc, Inc. 

19.1 • INCORPORATION OF N ITROGEN INTO 
AMINO ACIDS 

Most Amino Acids Are Obtained from the Diet 

The nitrogen found in macromolecules of the body come from the diet, after the nitrogen 
in the atmosphere has been made available (fixed) as ammonia by microorganisms and 
plants (Figure 19.1) . 

A healthy adult eating a varied and plentiful diet is generally in nitrogen balance, a 
state where the amount of nitrogen ingested each day is balanced by the amount excreted , 
resulting in no net change in total body nitrogen. In the well-fed condition , excreted nitro
gen comes mostly from excess protein intake or from normal turnover. Protein turnover 
is defined as replacement of body protein by synthesis and degradation (p. 1103). Under 
some conditions, the body is either in negative or positive nitrogen balance. In negative 
nitrogen balance more nitrogen is excreted than ingested. This occurs in starvation and 
certain diseases. During scarvation, carbon chains of amino acids from proteins are needed 
for gluconeogenesis; ammonia released from amino acids is excreted mostly as urea and is 
not reincorporated into protein. A diet deficient in essential amino acids (essential amino 
acids cannot be synthesized de novo by humans) also leads to a negative nitrogen balance , 
since body proteins are degraded and their essential amino acids reutilized , and the other 
amino acids liberated are metabolized . Negative nitrogen balance may also exist in senes
cence. Positive nitrogen balance occurs in growing children , who are increasing their body 
weight and incorporating more amino acids into proteins than they break down (A Closer 
Look 19.1). Cysteine , tyrosine, and arginine supplementation is sometimes required in 
premature infants and for people with liver disease. Positive nitrogen balance also occurs in 
pregnancy and during refeeding after starvation. Nonessential amino acids are synthesized 
from readily available intermediates (Table 19.1), and all amino acids are metabolized to 
intermediates of glycolysis, and the TCA cycle, and acetyl CoA (Figure 19.2). 

There are many inherited metabolic diseases associated with amino acid metabolism . 
Information on these diseases may be found at www.ncbi.nlm .nih.gov/Omim. OMIM 
accession numbers associated with a disease or enzyme are indicated n the text . 

Amino Groups Are Transferred from One Amino Acid 
to Form Another 

Most amino acids used to synthesize protein or as precursors for amino acid derivatives 
are obtained from the diet or from protein turnover. When necessary, nonessential amino 
acids are synthesized from a-keto acid precursors by transfer of a preexisting amino group 
from another amino acid by aminotransferases, also called transaminases (Figure 19.3; 
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Blood Urea Nitrogen and Measurement of Nitrogen Balance 

Measurement of blood urea nitrogen (BUN) is a common test used 

to assess kidney function. It may be used in cases of kidney disease, or 

as part of a routine health screening. It is also useful to assess kidney 

function before administration of a wide range of drugs (such as allo

purinol, indomethacin, chiazide diuretics, and tetracyclines) that have 

the potential for kidney damage. Creatinine (p. 789) may also be 
assessed along with BUN. Increases in BUN may be associated with 

heart failure, severe burns, dehydration, and obstructed urine flow. 

Excess protein intake also raises BUN . The normal range for the ratio 

of BUN to serum creatinineis 10:l to 15:1. 
Nitrogen balance is a measure of the difference berween nitro

gen intake (in the form of protein) and nitrogen excretion . During 

growth and tissue repair, especially after surgery and trauma, the 

body is in positive N balance; that is, intake is greater than loss. 

(a) glucose 

t 
3-phosphoglycerate - ser -+-- gly 

f 
t 
t 

In fevers, fasting, and wasting diseases (cachexia), the loss is greater 

than the intake, the individual is in negative balance, and there is a 

net loss of protein from the body. A key relationship between pro

tein intake and nitrogen output is the conversion of grams of protein 

in the diet into nitrogen equivalents. The average amino acid is con

sidered to have a molecular weight of 120, of which 16% can be 

attributed (on average) to nitrogen. This allows for a comparison of 

protein nitrogen consumed with total urine nitrogen (TUN) output 

as follows: 

N2 balance = (protein intake (gm) X 0.16) - [(coral urine nitrogen 

(gm) + 3 gm)] 

The 3-gm "fudge factor" represents the nitrogen lost in feces, skin 

cells, and nails. 

TABLE 19.1 • Essential and 
Nonessential Amino 
Acids 

asn - asp-- r 70 gin 

~ketog lutarate-+- glu/ 

"""'---arg 

Essential" 

Histidine 
Isoleucine 
Lcucine 
Lysine 
Methioni ne 
Phenylalanine 
Threonine 
Tryptophan 
Valine 

Nonessential 

Alanine 
Arginine 
Aspartate 
Asparagine 
Cysteine 
Glutamate 
Glutarnine 
Glycine 
Praline 
Serine 
Tyro sine 

(b) glucose 

t 
3-phosphoglycerate- ser- gly- thr 

t 
lys, tyr 

\\ 
phe - acetoacetate 

t / trp 
t // ala 

pyruvate - ser - gly- thr 

I I\ 
ile, leu 

/+ ' th, 
acetylCoA trp 

phe, tyr - fumarate a- ketoglutarate - his 

~y lCoA 

proplonylCoA 

vaG / 'a - ketobutyrate 

/ t 
thr, met 

Figure 19.2 Metabolic fate of (a) nonessential amino acids and (b) essential amino acids plus 
cysteine and tyrosine . 

a Arginine , cysteine, and tyrosine are considered ro be 
"conditional essential" 
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Figure 19.3 Aminotransf era.se reaction. 
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Mechanism of Aminotransferases 

The carbon in the Schiff base originates in the aldehyde group of 
pyridoxal phosphate (PLP), and the nitrogen in the lysine residue 
when PLP is covalencly bound co the enzyme. When a substrate 
amino acid approaches the active site, ics amino group displaces the 
lysine s-arnino group and a Schiff base linkage is formed with the 
amino group of the amino acid substrate (Figure 19.9). Ac this point 
the pyridoxal-phosphace-derived molecule is no longer covalencly at
tached co the enzyme but is held in the active sire only by ionic and 
hydrophobic interactions between it and the protein. The Schiff base 
linkage with the substrate amino acid substrate is in caucomeric equi
librium between an aldimine, - CH =N-CHR 2, and a ketirnine, 

-CH 2- N= CR2. Hydrolysis of the ketirnine liberates an a-keto 
acid, leaving the amino group as pare of the pyridoxamine structure. 
A reversal of the process is now possible; an a-keco acid reacts with 
the amine group, the double bond is shifted, and then hydrolysis lib
erates an amino acid. Pyridoxal phosphate now reforms its Schiff base 
with the "resting" enzyme (Figure 19.8). Many pyridoxaJ-phosphace
dependenc reactions involve cransarnination, but the ability of the 
Schiff base co transfer electrons between different atoms allows the 
cofactor to participate when other groups, such as carboxyls, are to 
be eliminated. Figure 19.10 (p. 755) shows the reaction of a pyri
doxal-phosphace-dependent decarboxylase and an a,/3-elirninarion. 

coo- coo-
I + I 

HC- NH3 C= O 
I + I 

CH3 CH2 
I 
CH2 
I 
coo-

alanine a-ketoglutarate 

Jr 

coo- coo-
I I + 
C= O HC- NH3 
I I 
CH3 + CH2 

I 
CH2 
I 

coo--

pyruvate glutamate 

Figure 19.4 Alanine aminotransfera se reaction . 

Figure 19.5 Transamina tion of valine. Valine 
can be formed from a-kecoisovalerate only when 
this compound is administered therapeutically. 

A Closer Look 19.2). Transfer of amino groups also occurs during degradation of amino 
acids. Figure 19.4 shows how the amino group of alanine is transferred to a-ketoglutarate 
to form glutamate . The pyruvate produced then provides carbons for gluconeogenesis or 
for energy production via the TCA cycle. This reaction is necessary since ammonia cannot 
enter the urea cycle directly from alanine but the amino group of glutamate can be utilized . 
The reverse reaction would occur if there were a need for alanine for protein synthesis that 
was not being met by dietary intake or protein turnover. Transarnination involving essen
tial amino acids is normally unidirectional since the body cannot synthesize the equivalent 
a-keto acid . Figure 19.5 (solid line) shows removal of the nitrogen from valine, an essential 
amino acid, by transamination, during catabolism . The resulting a-ketoisovalerate is fur
ther metabolized to succinyl CoA. Transamination is the most common reaction involving 
free amino acids, and only threonine and lysine do not participate in an aminotransferase 
reaction. An obligate amino and a-keto acid pair in all transamination reactions is glut
amate and a-ketoglutarate . This means that amino group transfer between alanine and 
aspartate would have to occur via coupled reactions, with a glutamate intermediate (Figure 
19.6). The equilibrium constant for aminotransferases is close to 1 so that the reactions are 
freely reversible. When nitrogen excretion is impaired and hyperammonemia occurs, as in 
liver failure, amino acids, especially branched-chain amino acids, can be replaced in the diet 
by a-keto acid analogs . The a-keto acids are transaminated to produce the correspond
ing amino acids. Figure19 .5 (dotted line) shows valine formation afrer administration of 
a-ketoisovalerate as therapy for hyperammonemia. 

Tissue distribution of some of the aminotransferases is used diagnostically by measur
ing the release of a specific enzyme during tissue damage; for instance , an increase in glut
amate aspartate amino transferase (AST, aspartate transaminase; previously SGOT, serum 
glutamate oxaloacetate transaminase) and glutamate alanine aminotransferase (ALT, 
alanine transaminase; previously SGPT, serum glutamate pyruvate transaminase) in plasma 
is a sign of liver damage. 

+ 
CH NH3 3,,__ I 

CH- CH - COO- valine 
CH3/ 

0 

( .-.,i.,ra• 

glutamate 

CH3,,__ 11 

CH- c - coo - a- ketolsovalerate 
CH3/ 

alanine 

~ 1,1arato 

pyruvate jglutamate 

oxaloacetate 

asparta te 

a - ketoglutarate 

Figure 19.6 Coupled tran samination reaction . 
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Pyridoxal Phosphate Is Cofactor for Aminotransferases 

Transfer of amino groups occurs via enzyme-associated intermediates derived from pyri
doxal phosphate, the functional form of vitamin B6 (Figure 19.7) . The active site of the 
"rest ing" aminotransferase contains pyridoxal phosphate covalently attached to a e-amino 
group of a lysine residue of the enzyme (Figure 19.8). The complex is further stabilized 
by ionic and hydrophobic interactions . The linkage, -CH = N-, is called a Schiff base. 
The reaetion occurs by a double-displacement (ping-pong) mechanism (Figure 19.9) . The 
effective concentration of vitamin B6 in the body may be decreased by administration of 
cenain drugs, such as the antituberculosis drug, isoniazid, which forms a Schiff base with 
pyridoxal thus making it unavailable for catalysis. Pyridoxal phosphate plays an important 
role in many transferase reactions (Figure 19.10) . 

Glutamate Dehydrogenase Incorporates and Produces 
Ammonia 

In liver ammonia is incorporated into glutamate by glutamate dehydrogenase (Figure 19 .11), 
which also catalyzes the reverse reaction. Glutamate always serves as one of the amino acids 
in transam inations and is thus the "gateway" between amino groups of most amino acids and 
free ammonia (Figure 19.12). NADPH is used in the synthetic reaction, whereas NAD+ is 
used in liberation of ammonia, a degradative reaction. The enzyme produces ammonia from 
amino acids when these are needed as glucose precursors or for energy. Formation ofNADH 
during the oxidative deamination reaction is a welcome bonus, since it can be reoxidized by the 
respiratory chain with formation of ATP. The reaction as shown is readily reversible in 
the test tube but it probably occurs more frequently in the direetion of ammonia forma
tion. The concentration of ammonia needed for producrion of glutamate is toxic and under 
normal conditions would rarely be attained except in the perivenous region of the liver. 
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A major source of ammonia is baeterial metabolism in the intestinal lumen from where it is 
transponed to the liver. The enzyme's dominant role in ammonia removal is emphasized by 
its location in liver rnirochondria, where the initial reactions of the urea cyde occur. 

Glutamate dehydrogenase is regulated allosterically by purine nucleotides . When there 
is need for oxidation of amino acids for energy, the activity is increased in the direction 
of glutamate degradation by ADP and GDP , which are indicative of a low cellular energy 
level GTP and ATP , indicative of an ample energy level, are allosteric aetivators in the 
direction of glutamate synthesis (Figure 19.13). 

Free Ammonia Is Incorporated into and Produced 
from Glutamine 

Free ammonia is toxic and is preferentially transported in blood in the form of amino or 
amide groups. The most abundant circulating amino acid is glutamine , an ammonia trans
poner. The amide group of glutamine is a nitrogen donor for several classes of molecules, 
including purine bases, and the amino group of cytosine. Glutamate and ammonia are 
substrates for glutarnine synthetase (Figure 19. 14). ATP is needed for activation of the 
-y-carboxyl group to make the reaction energetically favorable. 

Congenital glutamine synthetase deficiency leads to severe brain malformations and 
death. Removal of the amide group is catalyzed by glutaminase (Figure 19.15) that has 
tissue-specific isozymes. 

Amide Group of Asparagine Is Derived from Glutamine 
The amide group of asparagine comes from that of gluramine (Figure 19.16), and not 
from free ammonia, as in the synthesis of glutarnine. ATP is needed to activate the recep
tor carboxyl group. Asparagine is readily synthesized in most cells, but some leukemic cells 
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Figure 19.13 Allosteric regulation of glutamate dehydrogenase. 
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Figure 19.16 Synthesis of asparagine . 

seem to have loSt this ability. A therapeutic approach that has been used for over 30 years in 
patients with asparagine synthetase-deficient leukemia is treatment with exogenous aspar
aginase to hydrolyze the blood-borne asparagine on which these cells rely (Figure 19.17). 

Amino Acid Oxidases Remove Amino Groups 

Many amino acids are substrates for L-amino acid oxidase (Figure 19 .18). The significance 
of this reaction in metabolism is uncenain, but appears to be small. The enzyme contains 
flavin mononucleotide (FMN) and produces hydrogen peroxide. Catalase metabolizes the 
hydrogen peroxide to oxygen and water. The final products are an a-keto acid, ammonia, 
and water, the same products as for the glutamate dehydrogenase reaction. In the amino 
acid oxidase reaction, unlike the glutamate dehydrogenase reaction, there is no production 
ofNADH, and therefore no production of ATP. 

Ao-amino acid oxidase occurs in human cells. Very little of the o-amino acid isomer is 
found in humans and the enzyme may degrade o-amino acids derived from intestinal bacteria. 

19.2 • TRANSPORT OF NITROGEN TO LIVER 
AND KIDNEY 

Protein Is Degraded Constantly 

Cells die by necrosis and by programmed cell death, a process termed apoptosis (p. 1010), 
and their component molecules are metabolized. Individual proteins also undergo regular 
turnover under normal conditions (p. 248). Regulation of protein degradation is described 
in Chapter 6. The half-life of a protein can be an hou r or less, such as for ornithine decarb
oxylase, phosphokinase C, and insulin, several months, such as for hemoglobin, collagen, 
and histones, or the life of the organism, such as for the crystallins of the lens. The majority, 
however, turn over every few days. 

The majority of body protein, and consequently of amino acids, is in skeletal mus
cle. Under conditions of energy need, this protein is degraded and amino groups from 
the amino acids are transferred to glutamine and alanine. Some glutamine is transponed 
directly to kidney or liver, but moSt glutamine is transported to the intestines where it is 
converted to alanine and ammonia. The alanine from the intestines, muscle, and other ex
trahepatic tissues is taken to liver. Urea is produced in liver and ammonia (from glutamine) 
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Figure 19.19 Major pathways of interorgan 
nitrogen transport following muscle 
proteolysis. Most glutamine goes directly t0 

kidney 
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in kidneys (Figure 19.19). Carbon skeletons are used for energy or transported to the liver 
for gluconeogenesis. Muscle pro tein responds to conditions such as starvation, trauma , 
burns , and septicemia by undergo ing massive degradat ion. Of the amino acids released, 
most importan t as a source of fuel are branched-chain amino acids (valine, leucine, and 
isoleucine) because steps in their degradation also produce large amounts of NADH and 
FADH 2• The first step in the ir degradat ion is transamination , which occurs almost exclu
sively in muscle. Protein, of course, is degraded throughout the body, but muscle is by far 
the greatest source of free amino acids for metabolism . 

Ammonia Is Released in Liver and Kidney 

Ammonia formed in muscle and other extrahepatic organs is transported through the blood 
circulation in nontoxic form as amino acids, predominantly glutam ine and alanine. These 
two amino acids are the result of addition of ammonia to a-ke toglutarate and pyruvate. 

The main destination of blood alanine is the liver (Figure 19. 19), where ammoni a is 
released by transarnina tion and by acrion of glutamate dehydrogenase that releases ammonia , 
NADH , and a -ketoglutarate , a glucogenic intermedia te. Under cond itions of energy need, 
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these products are very beneficial. A high circulating glucagon concentration, a signal for 
the liver co increase gluconeogenesis , increases amino acid uptake by this organ. Some 
gluramine is also transported co the liver, some is taken up by the kidneys and ammonia is 
released, protonaced co ammonium ion, and excreted. Much of this amino acid is destined 
for the intestines, where it is convened to alanine and ammonia. Acidosis causes the body 
co shunt more glutarnine to kidneys for excretion as ammonia by suppressing uptake in the 
liver. This helps to restore pH homeostasis by removing excess hydrogen ions and also by 
conserving bicarbonate that would otherwise be used in the liver for urea synthesis. 

19.3 • UREA CYCLE 

Nitrogen Atoms of Urea Come from Ammonia and Aspartate 

The urea cycle and the tricarboxylic acid (TCA) cycle were discovered by Sir Hans Krebs 
and coworkers; the former being described before the latter. In land-dwelling mammals , the 
urea cycle is the mechanism of choice for nitrogen excretion. The two nitrogens in each urea 
molecule (Figure 19.20) are derived from free ammonia and the amino group of aspanate 
respectively. The cycle starts and finishes with ornithine. Unlike the TCA cycle, where carb
ons of oxaloacetate at the start are different from those at the end, the carbons in the original 
and the final ornithine are the same. Ammonia (first nitrogen for urea) enters the cycle 
after condensation with bicarbonate to form carbamoyl phosphate (Figure 19.21), which 
reacts with ornithine to form citrulline. Aspartate (donor of the second urea nitrogen) and 
citrulline react to form argininosuccinate , which is then cleaved to arginine and fumarate. 
Arginine is hydrolyzed to urea and ornithine is regenerated. The liver has an intercellular 
glutamine cycle that serves to scavenge any unused ammonia (A Closer Look 19.3) 

Synthesis of Urea Requires Five Enzymes 

Carbamoyl phospha te synthetase I (CPSI) is technically not a part of the urea cycle, 
although it is essential for urea synthesis. Ammonia and bicarbonate are condensed, at the 
expense of two A TPs, to form carbamoyl phosphate. One ATP activates bicarbonate , and the 
other donates the phosphate group of carbarnoyl phosphate (Figure 19 .21). CPSI is found in 
the mitochondrial matrix, uses ammonia as nitrogen donor, and is absolutely dependent on 
.N-acetylglutamate for activity (Figure 19.22). Carbamoyl phosphate synthase II (CPSII) is 
cyrosolic, uses the amide group of glutamine, and is not affected by N-acerylglutamate. By 
having separate enzymes in different cellular compartments urea formation can be regulated 
independently without effect on pyrimidine biosynthesis (p. 821) . 

Formation of citrulline is catalyzed by ornithi ne transcarbamoylase (Figure 19.23) in 
the mitochondrial matrix. Citrulline is transported our of the mitochondria into the cyrosol 
where the other reactions of the cycle occur. Argininosuccinate production by argininosuc
cinate synthetase requires hydrolysis of ATP to AMP and PPL This is the equivalent of 
hydrolysis of two molecules of ATP since PP; is irreversibly cleaved to 2 P;. Although this 
step is very energy requiring, it apparently serves the purpose of maintaining the urea cycle 
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Figure 19.20 Urea. 
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Figure 19.21 Synthesis of carb amoyl 
phosphate and entry into urea cycle. 

Liver contains glutamine synthetase and glutaminase but is neither a 
net consumer nor a net producer of glutamine. The rwo enzymes are 
present in parenchymal cells in different segments of the liver. Blood 
enters the liver lobules through sinusoids that originate in the portal 
vein. The cells in this periporcal area contain glutaminase (and the 
urea cycle enzymes) and are in contact with blood coming from skele
tal muscle. Blood flows along the sinusoids to the central vein of each 
lobule, from where it flows into the central vein and then to the vena 
cava and eventually to the kidney. The cells of the perivenous area 

represent 5% of parenchymal cells and contain glutamine synthetase. 
This intercellular glutamine cycle may be a mechanism for scavenging 
ammonia that has not been incorporated into urea. The enzymes of 
urea synthesis are found in the same periportal cells as glutaminase, 
whereas the uptake of glutamate and a-ketoglucarate for glucamine 
synthesis predominates in the perivenous region. The intercellular 
glutamine cycle makes it possible to control flux of ammonia to urea 
or glutamine, and then to excretion of ammonia by the kidney under 
different pH conditions (p. 876). 
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in the forward direction . Cleavage of argininosuccinate by argininosuccinate lyase produces 
fumarate and arginine . Arginine is cleaved by arginase to ornithine and urea. Ornithine 
reenters the mitochondrial matrix for another turn of the cycle. The inner mitochondrial 
membrane contains a citrulline/ornichine exchange transporter. 

Fumarace released from the cleavage of argininosuccinace, as mentioned above, may be 
converted to malace in the cycosol and transported into mitochondria , where ic be metabol
ized co oxaloacecace in the TCA cycle. Oxaloacecace may then be transarninaced and trans
ported to the cycosol where it can enter another turn of the urea. Thus the ciuic acid cycle 
and the urea cycle are linked. 

About two-thirds of the oxaloacecace derived from fumarace is metabolized via oxalo
acecace co asparcace or via phosphoenolpyruvace co glucose (Figure 19.24) . The amount of 
fumarace used co form ATP is approximately equal co chat required for the urea cycle and 
gluconeogenesis, meaning char the liver itself gains no nee energy. Since humans cannot 
utilize urea, ic is transported co the kidneys for 6lcracion and excretion. Any urea chat enters 
the incescinal tract is cleaved by urease-concaining bacteria in the intestinal lumen and the 
ammonia is absorbed back into the body. 

Urea Synthesis Is Regulated by an Allosteric Effector 
and by Enzyme Induction 

CPSI requires the allosceric activator N-acecylglucamace (see Figure 19.22). This compound 
is synthesized from glucamace and acecyl CoA by N-acecylglucamace synthase (scill some
times called synthecase), chat is in cum activated by arginine. Acecyl CoA, glucamace, and 
arginine are needed to supply intermediates or energy for the urea cycle, and the presence 
of N-acecylglucamace indicates chat they are available. Tighe regulation is desirable for a 
pathway chat contro ls the plasma level of ammonia that is potentially toxic, and chat is also 
highly energy dependent . 
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Induction of urea cycle enzymes (10-20 fold) occurs when delivery of ammonia or 
amino acids to liver rises. Concentration of intermediates also regulates activity through 
mass action. A high-protein (net-excess amino acids) diet and starvation (need ro metabol
ize body protein in order to provide carbons for energy production) result in induction of 
urea cycle enzymes. A deficiency of essential amino acids also promotes excess protein deg
radation . N-acerylglutamate activation is shon-term regulation and enzyme induction is 
longterm. 

Metabolic Disorders of Urea Synthesis Have 
Serious Consequences 

Metabolic disorders that arise from abnormal function of enzymes of urea synthesis are poten
tially fatal and cause coma when ammonia concentrations become high. Loss of consciousness 
may be a consequence of ATP depletion. The major source of ATP is oxidative phosphoryla
tion, which is linked to transfer of electrons from the TCA cycle down the electron transpon 
chain (p. 561) . A high concentration of ammonia sequesters a-ketoglutarate as glutamate, 
thus depleting the TCA cycle of imponant intermediates and reducing ATP production. 

Urea cycle enzyme deficiencies are usually fatal in infants, but adults with a partial defi
ciency in one or other of the urea cycle enzymes have been found . Therapy for these deficien
cies has a fourfold basis: (1) to limit protein intake and potential buildup of ammonia, (2) ro 
remove excess ammonia, (3) ro replace any intermediates missing from the urea cycle, and 
(4) to undergo a liver transplant. The first is accomplished by limiting ingestion of amino 
acids, replacing them if necessary with the equivalent a-keto acids to be transaminated in 
vivo. The bacterial source of ammonia in the intestines can be decreased by a compound that 
acidifies the colon, such as lactulose, a poorly absorbed synthetic disaccharide that is metabol
ized by colonic bacteria to acidic products . This promotes excretion of ammonia in feces as 
protonated ammonium ions. Antibiotics can also be administered to kill ammonia-producing 
bacteria. The second is achieved by compounds that bind covalently to amino acids and pro
duce nitrogen-containing molecules that are excreted in urine. Figure 19.25 shows condensa
tion of benzoate and glycine to form hippurate and of phenylacetate and glutarnine to form 
phenylacetylglutarnine. Phenylacetate is extremely unpalatable and is given as the precursor 
sodium phenylburyrate . Both reactions require energy for activation of the carboxyl groups 
by addition ofCoA. Clin. Corrs. 19.1 and 19.2 give examples of therapy for specific enzyme 
deficiencies, which often includes administration of urea cycle intermediates . 

Gene therapy has been tried to correct urea cycle enzyme deficiencies. However, in 
1999 this resulted in the death of a patient, who had only partial ornithine transcarbamoyl
ase activity (p. 759) . Gene therapy for urea cycle enzyme has subsequently been halted. 
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Carbamoyl Phosphate Synthetase and N-Acetylglutamate Synthetase Deficiencies 

Deficiencies in these enzymes, as for deficiencies in enzymes of the 
urea cycle, result in hyperammonemia , encephalopathy, and respir
atory alkalosis. Carbamoyl phosphate synthecase (CPSI) (OMIM 
237300) deficiency exiscs in two forms . The fuse is neonatal and fa
cal, and the second is delayed onset chat may manifest icself in child
hood or lacer, frequently by seizures, vomiting, and abdominal pain . 
The mutations leading to this disease are autosomal recessive, and 
exist at many loci in the gene. CPSI is allosterically activated by N
acetylglutamate, and cases of apparent CPSI deficiency are caused by 
inactivity of N-acetylglutarnate synthase (NAG) (OMIM 237310 

Deficiencies of Urea Cycle Enzymes 

Omithine Transcarbamoylase Deficiencies 
The most common deficiency of a urea cycle enzyme is lack of ornichine 
cranscarbarnoylase (OMIM 300461 and 311250) . Mental retardation 
and death often result, but the occasional finding of normal development 
in treated paciencs suggescs chat the mental retardation is caused by excess 
ammonia before adequate therapy. Many different mutations exist. The 
gene for omichine cranscarbamoylase is on cheX-chromosome, and males 
are generally more seriously affected than heterozygotic females, most of 
who show inactivation of one of cheX-chromosomes and occasionallyex
hibic cellular mosaicism. In some cases mutations have been found in the 
coding region for the leader sequence of the protein, which prevencs in
corporation of the enzyme in the mitochondria. In addition co ammonia 
and amino acids appearing in the blood in increased amouncs, orotic acid 
also increases, presumably because carbamoyl phosphate chat cannot be 
used to form citrulline diffuses into the cycosol, where it condenses with 
aspartace, ultimately forming orotate and pyrimidines (p. 821). 

Argininosuccinate Synthetase and Lyase Deficiency 
The inability to condense citrulline with aspartace resulcs in accumu
lation of cicrulline in blood and its excretion in urine (cicrullinemia). 
Inheritance is autosomal recessive and about 50% of cases are severe, 
due to hyperammonemia. There are heterogeneous mutations chat 
cause chis deficiency, and three distinct types. In Type I the enzyme 
usually has an altered Michaelis constant, and the enzyme is affected 
in both liver and kidney. In Type II the kidney is not affected, and the 
residual enzyme in liver is kinetically normal . Type III argininosuc
cinate synchetase (OMIM 215700, 603471, and 605814) deficiency 
is caused by lack of transcription of the gene. Impaired ability co split 
argininosuccinate (OMIM 207900 and 608310) to form arginine is 
also autosomal recessive, and due to a multiplicity of mutations . In 
patients with early-onset disease therapy with a low-protein diet and 
arginine supplementa tion has resulted in good outcomes . 

Arginase Deficiency 
Arginase (OM IM 207800, 608313, and 107830) deficiency is rare 
but causes many abnormalities in development and function of the 
central nervous system. Arginine accumulates and is then excreted. 

and 608310). This latter enzyme is activated severalfold by arginine, 
and arginine therapy has been shown in some cases to ameliorate the 
inability co make adequate carbamoyl phosphate. NAG deficiency is 
so uncommon chat no incidence data is available. 

Caldovic, L., Morizono, H., and Tuchman , M. Mutations and polymorphisms in 

the human N-acecylglucamate synthase (NAGS) gene. H"m. Mwat. 28:754, 2007; 

Finckh, U., Kohlschuccer, A., Schafer, H., Sperbake, K., et al. Prenatal diagno
sis of carbamoyl phosphare synchecase I deficiency by identification of a missense 

mutation in CPS!. H"m. Mutat. 12:20~211 , 1998; and Roch, K. $. N-Acecyl 

Synchecase Deficiency 2003, hccp://www.emedicine.com/ped/ropicl 0.htm. 

Precursors of arginine and produces of arginine metabolism may 
also be excreted. In severe cases spastic paraplegia may result. Type 
I affects liver, but not kidney , brain, or intestinal trace. The enzyme 
involved in Type I argininemia is the enzyme found in cytosol and 
contributes to the production of urea. The enzyme identified as res
ponsible for Type II argininemia is found in kidney mitochondrial 
matrix. The formation of nitric oxide from arginine and polyamines 
from ornithine are affected by a deficiency in this enzyme. 

Mitochondrial Ornithine Transporter Deficiency (OMIM 
603861 and 608157) 
This disease is also called hyperornithemia, hyperammonemia, ho
mocitrullinemia syndrome (HHH Syndrome .) The symptoms in
clude mental retardation, cerebellar, acaxia, and episodic coma . The 
disease is caused by many different mutations in the gene, including 
nonsense, missense, and frameshift. 

Hypoargininemia in Preterm Infants 
Premature births occur before the burst of cortisol production chat occurs 
late in pregnancy. Cortisol is an inducer of arginine-synthetic enzymes, 
and it is suggested chat addition of cortisol co enteral and parenteral 
feeding of premature infancs may improve survival and growth. 
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tics in patients with classical and mild cicrullinemia. Hum. Genet. 110:327, 2002. 

Iyer, R., Jenkinson, C. P., Vocldey, J. G., Kern, R. M., et al. The human arginases 

and arginase deficiency. J. Inherit. Metab. Dis. 21 :86, 1998. 

Camacho, J. A., Obie, C., Biery, B., Goodman, B. K., Hu, C. A., et al. Hyperorni 

chinemia -hyperammon iemia-bomocitrullinuria syndrome is caused by mutations 
in a gene encoding a mirochoodrial ornichine cransporcer. Ntlfflre Gerut. 22:151, 

1999; and Salvi, S., Sanrorelli , F. M., Bertini, E., Boldrini, R., et al. Clinical and 

molecular findings in hyperornichinemia -hyperammonemia -homocicrullinuria 

syndrome. Nrorology 57:911, 2001. 

Wu , G., Jaeger, L., Baur, F., and Rhoads, J. Arginine deficiency in preterm in

fants: Biochemical mechanism nutritional implications. Nurr. Biochem. 15:442, 
2004; and Berry, G., and Steiner, R. long term management of patients with urea 

cycle disorders. J. Pediatr. 138:S56, 200 I. 
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19.4 • BIOSYNTHESIS OF NONESSENTIAL 
AMINO ACIDS 

Synthesis of glutamate, glutamine, aspartate, asparagine, and alanine has been described 
(p. 752) . 

Arginine: Arginine is synthesized by sequential reactions starting in the intestinal epi
thelial cells, and continuing in proximal tubules of the kidneys (Figure 19.26). In 
these cells arginase is not expressed. Any deficiencies in the enzymes needed for the 
urea cycle (except arginase) will also affeet synthesis of arginine, hence the necessity of 
dietary arginine supplementation in urea cycle deficiencies. 

Ornithine: The precursor of citrulline and arginine, and proline is synthesized from 
glutamate. Synthesis starts from glutamate by a reaction chat uses ATP and NADH 
(Figure 19.27) and forms glutamic semialdehyde. This spontaneously cyclizes to form a 
Schiff base between the aldehyde and amino groups, which is then reduced by NADPH 
to proline. When semialdehyde is transaminated, it forms ornithine (Figure 19.28). 

Serine: Synthesis of serine from 3-phosphoglycerate uses phosphorylated intermed
iates (Figure 19.29) . Loss of the phosphate is the last step in the production of this 
amino acid. Serine plays a significant role in the central nervous system because of its 
role as a precursor of glycine and o-serine, which are neurotransmitters. 

Serine is a precursor of the cofactor-like group in pyruvoyl enzymes (A Closer Look 
19.4).Serine is converted reversibly to glycine in a reaction that requires pyridoxal 

INTESTINES 

- carbomoyl 
NH3 + HC~ + ATP - phosphate ~ 

>citrulline 

KIDNEY 

citrulline 

~ 
argininosuccina te 

~ 
arginine 

Figure 19.26 Synthesis of arginine in intestines and kidney. 
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Figure 19.27 Synthesis of glutamic semialdehyde . 
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Figure 19.29 Synthesis of serine . 
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Figure 19.30 Formation of selenocysteinyl tRNA from seryl tRNA is via a phosphoseryl tRNA 
intermediate. 

phosphate and tetrahydrofolate (p . 1079). N5,N 10-methylenetetrahydrofolate 
(N5,N 10-THF) is produced (Figure 19.30) . The demand for serine or glycine and the 
amo unt of N5,N 10-THF available determine the directio n of this reaction. 

Selenocysteine: Serine is the precursor of an unusual but important amino acid, seleno
cysteine, which is present in some proteins, notably glutathione peroxidase (Figure 19.31). 
In mRNA for selenoproteins the codon UGA, which usually seives as a termination codon, 
codes for selenocysteine (Clin. Corr. 19.3). This amino acid is formed from serine after 
formation of the seryl-tRNA5" (p. 212) . 

Pyrrolysine : A 22nd DNA-encode d amino acid, pyrrolysine, was discovered recently. 
It also is incorporated in response to a stop codon and is found only in methanogenic 
bacteria. 

19.5 • DEGRADATION OF AMINO ACIDS 

Nonessential Amino Acids 

Glutamate , Alanine, and Aspartate: Glutamate dehydrogenase , a reversible enzyme, 
deaminates glutamate. The amide groups of glutamine and asparagine are removed 
by the hydrolytic activity of glutaminase and asparaginase. Arginine is metabolized by 
arginase to ornithine. T ransarninacion of alanine , aspanate, and glutamate yield pyruv
ate, oxaloacetate, and a-ketogl utarate respectively. 

Glycine: A glycine cleavage complex degrades glycine to CO2 and ammonia (Figure 
19.32). This reaction is reversible in vitro, but not in vivo, as the K,n values for ammonia 
and N5,N10-TH F are much higher than their respective physiological concentrations . 
T he enzyme system for cleavage of glycine (glycine cleavage syscem) has several compon
ent enzymes and is confined to the mitochondria . Glycine encephalopathy, also called 
nonketotic hyperglycinemia (NKH) , may be due to a defect in any one of these enzymes 
(Clin. Corr. 19.4, p. 766) . 



Pyruvoyl Enzymes 

A serine residue in some enzymes is modified co form a prosthetic 
group (see figure). In humans, the only example found so far is 
S.adenosylmechionine decarboxylase. The enzyme is synthesized in 
precursor form that is then cleaved aucocaralytically between a gluta
mate and a serine residue co form cwo polypeptides. During cleavage 
the new N-cerminal serine is convened into a pyruvoyl group that 
functions in decarboxylation by forming a Scliiffbase with the amino 
group of S.adenosylmechionine. 

The figure shows the formation of S.adenosylmechionine decar
boxylase with covalently bound pyruvoyl prosthetic group. 

Selenoprote ins 

Human selenoproceins include glutathione peroxidase-I, thioredoxin 
reductase, glucathione peroxidase-2, glutathione peroxidase-3, thyrox
ine deiodinase type 1, and mitochondrial capsule selenoprocein. Most of 
the known selenoproteins are members of the glucathione peroxidase or 
iodothyronine deiodinase families. Selenoprotein P (SEPPl) (OMIM 
60 I 484) is a major selenoprotein that is not a member of those fami
lies. It is an extracellular glycoprotein that is present in several isoforms 
and is the only selenoprotein known to contain multiple selenocysceine 
residues. It acts as a heparin-binding protein that appears co be associ
ated with endothelial cells. Bifunccional SEPPI serves co provide sele
nium to proliferating cells and also for glutachione-dependent reduction 
of phosphatidylcholine hydroperoxide in the extracellular space. The 
shift in usage of the UGA codon from a stop codon co a signal for 
selenocysceine incorporation is mediated by at lease five different com
ponents. Two of these are cis sequences, one a region in the 3'UTR of 
the mRNA and the other the UGA codon itself. Three are trans-acting 
factors, a selenocysceine-specific cranslacion elongation factor (eEFSec), 
a binding protein for the sequence in the 3'UTR (SBP2), and the 
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!3-subunlt with glutamate 
carboxy terminus 

precursor protein 

a -subunit showing pyruvoyt 
group derived from serine 

selenocysteinyl-tRNA Starin drugs used as therapy for hypercholester
olemia inhibit the cholesterol synthetic pathway, and therefore reduce 
synthesis of isopentyl groups. The myopachy and other side effects 
caused by statins resemble the symptoms of selenium deficiency. This 
suggests that the mechanism of tissue damage caused by statins may be 
inhibition of selenoprotein synthesis since selenocysceinyl-cRNAIS.rJSec 
requires isopencylation for accivicy. Chronic inflammation has a patho
logic role in many common diseases and is influenced by both genetic 
and environmencal factors. SEP$ 1 (OMIM 607918) is associated with 
both TNF-alpha and ILl-beca and there is a direct mechanistic link 
between SEPSl and the production of inflammatory cycokines chat 
suggests that SEPS l has a role in mediating inflammation. 

Curran, J. E., Jowecc, J. B. M., Ellioct, K. S., Gao, Y., et al Generic variation 
in selenoprotein S influences inflammatory response. Nature Genet. 37:1234 , 
2005, and Kryukov, G. V., Castellano ,$ ., Novoselov, S. V., Lobanov, A. V., ec 
al. Characterization of mammalian selenoproreomes. Science 300 : J 439, 2003; and 
Moosmann, B., and Behl, C., Selenoprotein synthesis and side effecrs of scacins. 
Lancet3 63:2000, 2004. 

Glycine 
Serine: Degradation of serine to 3-phosphoglycerate is similar to its synthesis except that 
degradation uses unphosphorylated intermediates, addition of a phosphate being the 
last step. The enzymes of these two pathways, however, are nor the same (Figure 19.33). 
Alternatively serine may be metabolized to pyruvate from serine by serine dehydratase 
with loss of the amino group as NH 4 + (Figure 19.34). Serine is also metabolized to 
glycine. Serine is one of the amino acids with various degradative pathways chat are 
determined by physiological needs and conditions. 

NAO+ 

NADH+H+ 

Ornithine and Proline: These two amino acids are degraded via glutamic semial
dehyde (Clin . Corrs. 19.5 and 19.6) These reactions, together with che reactions 
that synthe size proline and ornithine , result in these three amino acids being readily 
interconvertible (see Figure 19.28, p. 763). Proline is converted back co the Schiff 
base intermediate , ll-1-pyrroline 5-carboxylate, which is in equilibrium with glutamic 

NS, N10-methy lene H4folate 

Figure 19.32 Glycine cleavage is pyridoxal
phosphate-dependent. 
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Figure 19.34 Re act ion of se rine deh ydratase requir es pyridoxa l phosp hate. 

semialdehyde . The transaminase reaction in the ornithine synthetic pathway is freely 
reversible and forms glutarnic semialdehyde from ornithine. Proline residues that have 
been post-translationally modified by hydroxylation to form 3-hydroxyproline or 
4-hydroxyproline (Figure 19.35) produce glyoxalace and pyruvate, and 4-hydroxy-2-
ketoglutarate, respectively . 

Nonketoti c Hyperglycinemia: Glycine Encephalopathy 

Neonatal nonkecocic hyperglycinemia is characterized by severe men
tal deficiency and seizures. Many patients do not survive infancy. This 
very serious disease is to be distinguished from kecoacidosis in ab
normalicies of branched-chain amino acid metabolism in which the 
glycine level in the blood is also elevated. Deficiency of glycine cleav
age complex has been demonstrated in homogenates of liver from 
several pacients, and isotopic studies in vivo have confirmed that this 
enzyme is not accive. Glycine encephalopathy (OMIM 605899) can 
present at about 6 mon of age or later. The lace-onset disease is char
acterized by mild mental retardacion and problems with the central 

Proline Dehydrogenase Deficiency 

A deficiency in prol ine dehydrogenase (oxidase) (PRO DH I), which 
converts proline back to pyrroline-5-carboxylace, results in high 
concentrations of proline, glycine, and ornithine in serum and is 
generally benign, but is sometimes associated with seizures (OMIM 
606810 and 237000). There are many allelic variants. The gene is 
expressed most strongly in human lung, skeletal muscle, and brain, 
but also in heart, kidney, liver, placenta, and pancreas. Recent stud
ies have found a strong association between this enzyme deficiency 
and schizophrenia. PRODH2 deficiency causes an increase in 

nervous system. The severity of this disease suggests that glycine cleav
age is of major importance in the cacabolism of glycine. Glycine is 
a major inhibitory neurotransmitter, which probably explains some 
neurological complications of the disease. Treatment with ketamine 
or dextromechorphan, antagonist of the NMDA receptor, has been 
helpful in some cases. 

Hamosh, A , andJohnsron , M. V. Nonketotic hyperglycinemia. [n Scriver, C.R.., 
Beaudet, A. L., Sly, W. S., Valle, D. The Metabolic and Molecular Bo.ses of Inherited 
Disease, 8th ed. New York: McGraw Hill, 2001. 2:2065. 

hydroxyproline, a metabolite of collagen degradacion in plasma and 
urine (the latter concentration can be up to 100-fold the normal 
value). 

Baron, M. Genetics of schizophrenia and the new millennium: progress and pit
falls. Am. J Hum. Genet. 68:299, 2001; Chakravarti , A. A compelling genetic 
hypothesis for a complex disease: PRODH2/DGCR6 variation leads ro schizo
phrenia susceptibiliiy. Proc. Nat. Acad. Sci. USA 99:4755, 2002; and Kamoun, P., 
Aral, and Saudubray, J. , A new inherited metabolic disease: o-Pyrroline -5-carboxyl 
synthetase deficiency. Bu!L Natl Acad. Med. 182: 131, 1998. 
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Deficiencies in the Glutamic Semialdehyde Pathway 

Pyrroline-5 -Carboxylate Synthetase 
A deficiency in the enzyme that forms glutarnic semialdehyde from 
glutamate by transamination, pyrroline-5-carboxylate synthecase (also 
found as synthase) (OMIM 138250) has serious symptoms. Hyper
prolinernia, hypoornithinemia, and hyperammonemia lead to cata
racts, mental retardation, joint labiliry, and skin hyperelasticiry. This 
latter deficiency is called hyperprolinemia Il. The elevated concentra
tion of pyrroline-5-carboxylate in this disease inactivates pyridoxaJ 
phosphate, and this leads to neurological complications. 

converts glutamic semialdehyde to ornithine. A deficiency in the en
zyme results in hyperornithemia and gyrate atrophy leading to night 
blindness. Evenrual loss of muscle fibers may be linked to loss of 
creatine phosphate in muscle, since ornithine deficiency would lead 
to arginine deficiency. Arginine is necessary for synthesis of creatine. 
Some rypes of this enzyme deficiency respond to vitamin B6 therapy. 
Protein restriction in the diet is advised. 

Omithine Keto Acid Aminotransferase 
Ornithine keto acid aminotransferase (OAT or OKT) (OMIM 
258870) is a pyridoxal-phosphate-dependent reversible enzyme that 

Baumganner, M. R, Hu, C. A., Almashanu, $., Scee!, G., ec al. H yperarnmonemia 
wich reduced ornichine, cicrulline, arginine and proline: a new inborn error caused 
by a mucacion in che gene enc:oding delca-l -pyrroline -5-carboxy lace synthase. 
Hum. Molec. Genet, 9:285 3, 2000 ; and Hu, C. A., Lin, W. W., Obie, C., and 
Valle, D. Molecular enzymology of mammalian delca-l -pyrro line-5-carboxylace 
synthase./ . Biol Chem. 274:67 54, 1999. 

Essential Amino Acids 

Threonine: Threonine is sometimes metabolized to pyruvate (Figure 19.36), but an 
intermediate in this pathway can undergo thiolysis with CoA to aceryl CoA and gly
cine. Thus, the a-carbon atom of threonine can contribute to the one-carbon pool 
through formation of glycine. In a more common pathway, serine dehydratase (p. 766) 
convens threonine to a-ketobutyrate . A complex similar to pyruvate dehydrogenase 
metabolizes this to propionyl CoA, which is converted to succinyl CoA (p. 776). 

Phenylalanine : Phenylalanine and tyrosine are discussed together since tyrosine 
is produced by hydroxylation of phenylalanine and is the first product in phen
ylalanine degradation . Because of this , tyrosine is not usually considered to be 
essential , whereas phenylalanine is. Normally three-quarters of ingested phenylal
anine is hydroxylated to tyrosine by phenylalanin e hydroxylase (Figure 19 .3 7) an 
irreversible liver enzyme that is tetrahydrobiopte rin dependent (Figure 19.38) . 
Biopterin resembles folic acid in containing a pteridine ring but is not a vitamin. 
It is synthesized from GT P. 

Individuals with phenylketonuria (Clin. Corr. 19.7) are unable to convert phen
ylpyruvate to tyrosine. As a result phenylalanine may accumulate to approximately 20 
times the normal level. Some of the excess is transaminated to phenylpyruvate that is in 
turn converted to phenyllactate and phenylacetate (Figure 19.39) . These metabolites 
are formed in very small amounts in people without phenylketonuria. 

Tyrosine: The metabolism of tyrosine starts with transamination by tyrosine amino
transferase to produce ~hydroxyphenylpyruvate (Figure 19.40). The enzyme is induc
ible by glucocorticoids and dietary tyrosine (Clin . Corr. 19.8). Further oxidation of 
~hydroxyphenylpyruvate leads to homogentisate (Clin. Corr . 19.9). The aromatic 
ring is next cleaved by the iron-containing homogentisate oxidase to maleylaceto
acetate. This is isomerized from cis to tram to give fumarylacetoacetate by maleylaceto
acetate isomerase, an enzyme that seems to require glurathione for activity. Fumarate 
can be utilized in the TCA cycle for energy or for gluconeogenesis. Acetoacetate can be 
used as acetyl CoA for lipid synthesis or energy. 

Methionin e: Methionine is an essential amino acid and therefore no net synthesis 
occurs, although , as described later, it can be produced in a salvage pathway from 
homo cysteine. Cysteine, however, is synthesized by transfer of the sulfur atom derived 
from methionine to the hydroxyl group of serine. As long as the supply of methionine 
is adequate , cysteine is nonessential. The disposition of individual atoms of methio
nine and cysteine is a prime example of how cells regulate pathways to fit their imme
diate needs for energy or for other purposes. 
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Figure 19.35 Hydroxyprolines. 
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Figure 19.36 Outline of threonine metabolism . 
Major pathway is in color. 
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Phenylketonuria 

Phenylkeconuria (PKU) (OMIM 261600) is the most common dis
ease caused by a deficiency of an enzyme of amino acid metabolism 
and has been widely studied . The name comes from the excretion 
of phenylpyruvic acid, a phenylkecone , in the urine . PhenyUaccace 
(Figure 19.39) , the reduced form of pheny lpyruvace, and phenyl
acetate are also excreted. The latter gives the urine a "mousey" odor. 
These three metabolites are found only in trace amounts in urine 
in the healthy person. The disease is aucosomal recessive, and over 
200 allelic variancs have been described. The sympcoms of mental 
retardation , possibly caused by the inhibition of pyruvate carboxylase 
in brain by high levels of phenylpyruvic acid, associated with this 
disease can be prevented by a diet low in phenylalanine. Another 
approach to treatment that has been tried is inclusion of the plant 
enzyme, phenylalanine ammonia lyase, in the diet. This is an unusu
ally stable enzyme that can metabolize dietary phenylalanine in the 
digestive tract . Routine screening for PKU is required by govern
mencs in many pares of the world . Classical PKU is an aurosomal 
recessive deficiency of phenylalanine hydroxylase. Untreated PKU 
almost always results in severe neurological symptoms and very low 

Tyrosinemias 

Tyrosinemia Type I 
Tyrosinemia Type I (OMIM 276700 ) is a defect in fumarylaceto
acetase (also called fumarylacetoacetate hydroxylase [FAH)) . le is 
known as hepatorenal tyrosinemia because of the severe liver and 
kidney damage associated with the disease. The abnormal metabol
ites produced in chis deficiency, succinyl acetone (SA) and succinyl 
acetoacetone, form Schiff bases with amino acids, primarily lysine. 
Resulting chromosomal damage is also resistant co repair because SA 
appears co inhibit DNA ligase I. There is high risk for hepa tocar
cinoma and chromosome damage. One of rhe common symptoms 
of tyrosinemia rype I is acute hepatic porphyria. This results from 
inhibition of porphobilinogen synthetase by SA and is recognized by 
excretion of 8-aminolevulinic acid. The disease often leads co a need 
for liver transplantation , but 2- (2-nitro-4-trifluoromethylbenzoyl)- l, 

3-cyclohexanedione (NTBC ), a strong inhibitor of 4-hydroxyphen 
ylpyruvace dioxygenase, has been shown to reverse the symptoms of 
ryrosinemia rype I by diminishing formation of maleylacetoacetate 
and fumarylacetoacetate. 

Tyrosinemia Type II 
Tyrosinemia Type II (OMIM 276600) is an absence or deficiency 
of tyrosine aminotransferase leads to accumulation and excretion 
of ryrosine and metabolites . This disease is also known as oculocu
taneous ryrosinemia and results in eye and skin lesions and mental 
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IQ . Babies born co mothers with untreated PKU also show these 
symptoms . 

The characteristic light color of skin and eyes is due co under pig
mentation because of tyrosine deficiency. Hyporyrosinernia may also 
lead co a decrease in catecholamine synthesis. Conventional treatment 
is by a synthetic diet low in phenylalanine, but including ryrosine, for 
about 4 co 5 years, followed by dietary protein restriction for several 
more years or for life. Aspartame, an artificial sweetener, is usually 
avoided, although it has been shown to increase blood pheny lalanine 
only mode rately. About 3% of infancs with high levels of phenylal
anine have normal hydroxylase but are defective in either synthesis of 
biopterin or reduction of the oxidized form of the coenzyme. 

Plarc, B. A., and Clarke , J. T. R. "Hyporyrosinemia" in phen ylkeronuria . Molec. 
Genet. Metab. 69:286, 2000; Koch , R., Burton , B., Hoganson , G., Peterson , 
R., ec al. Phen ylkeronuria in adulthood : A collaborative srudy. J. Inherit. Me
tab. Dis. 25:333 , 2002; and Hanle y, W. B., Lee, A. W. , Hanley, A. J. G ., et al. 
A different approach to creacment of phen ylkeconuria: phen ylalanine degrada 
tion with recombinant phen y lalanine ammonia lyase. Proc. Nat. Acad. Sci. USA 
96: 2339 , 1999 . 

retardation. The ulcerated skin lesions can be particularly severe on 
the soles of the feet . le is rreaced primarily by a diet low in phenyl
alanine and ryrosine. Both ryrosinemias rypes I and II are aucosomal 
recessive and rare. 

Tyrosinemia Type Ill 
Tyrosinemia Type III (OMIM 27671 O) is caused by a deficiency in a 
recessively inherited disease, caused by a mutation in 4-hydroxyphen
ylpyruvace dioxygenase (HPD). This results in very high concentra 
tions of tyrosine metabolites in urine. Paciencs have mild retardation, 
but no liver damage. 

Aponte, J. L., Sega, G . A., Hauser , L. J., Dhar, M. $., et 111. Point mucations in 
che murine fumarylacetoacetace hydrolase gene: Animal models for the human 
genetic disorder hereditary ryrosinemia rype l. Proc. Nat. Acad. Sci. USA 98 :641 , 
2001; Holm e, E ., and Lindstedt, $. Tyrosinaemia rype land NTB C (2-(2-nicro-
4-crifluoromethylben zoyl)- l ,3-cydohexanedione ). J. Inherit. Metab. Dis. 2 1 :507, 
1998; andJorquera, R. and Tanguay, R. M. Fumarylacetoacetate, che metaboli te 
accumulating in hereditary ryrosinemia, activates the ERK pathway and induces 
mitotic abnormalities and genomic insrabiliry. Hum. Molec. Genet. 10:1741 , 
2001. 
Rectenmeier, R. , Nace, E., Zentgraf, H., and Scherer , G. Isolation and characceri
zacion of the human ryrosine aminocran sferase gene. Nu cleic Acids Res. 18:3853 , 
1990; and Tom oeda, K., Awara, H., Macsuura, T. , Macsuda, I., ec al. Muration s in 
cbe 4-hydroxyphen ylpyruvic acid dioxygenase gene are responsible for ryrosinemia 
rype ]I] and hawkinsinuria. Molec. Genet. Metab. 7 1:506, 2000 . 
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When excess methionine is present its carbons can be used for energy or for gluco
neogenesis, and the sulfur retained as the sulihydryl of cysteine. Figure 19.41 shows the 
6rSt step in methionine metabolism, catalyzed by methionine adenosyluansferase. All 
phosphates of ATP are removed, the product being S-adenosylmethionin e (abbreviated 
AdoMet , or SAM). The sulfonium ion is highly reactive, and the methyl is a good leav
ing group. AdoMet as a methyl group donor will be described below. After a methyl
uansfe rase removes the methyl group, the resulting S-adenosylhomocysteine is cleaved to 
produce homocysteine (Figure 19.42). Note that homocysteine is one carbon longer than 
cysteine (Clio. Corr. 19.10). Although the carbons are destined for intermediary metabo
lism, the sulfur is conserved through uansfer to serine to form cysteine. This requires the 
pyridoxal-phosphate-dependent cystathionine synthase and cystathionase. Since the bond 
to form cystathionine is made on one side of the sulfur and that cleaved is on the other side, 
the result is a transsulfuration . Homocysteine can also directly produce a-ketobutyrate and 
ammonia (Figure 19.43). a-Ket0butyrate is decarboxylated by a mulcienzyme complex 
resembling pyruvate dehydrogenase to yield propionyl CoA, which is then convened to 
succinyl CoA. 

When cells need to resynthesize methionine (Figure 19.44), homocysteine methyl
transferase catalyzes the transfer. This is one of two enzymes known to require vitamin 
B12 as cofactor (p. 1082). The methyl group comes from N5-methyltetrahydrofolate. This 
is the only reaction known that uses this particular form of tetrahydrofolate as a methyl 
donor. A minor salvage pathway uses a methyl group from betaine instead of N5-methyl
tetrahydrofolate . 
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Figure 19.41 Synthesis of S-adenosylmethionine. 



Alkaptonuria (OMIM 203500) 

The first identified "inborn error of metabolism" was alcapconuria. 
Individuals deficient in homogencisace 1,2-dioxygenase (HG D) ex
crete almost all ingested tyrosine as the colorless homogentisic acid 
in their urine. Homogencisic acid aucooxidizes co the corresponding 
quinone, which polymerizes co form an intensely dark color. Con
cern about the dark urine is the only consequence of chis condition 
early in life. Homogentisate in body fluids is slowly oxidized co pig
ments chat are deposited in bones, connective tissue, and elsewhere, 
a condition called ochronosis because of the ochre color of the de
posits. This is thought to be responsible for the associated arthritis, 
especially of the spine. Nicisinone, a uiketone herbicide chat inhibits 
4-hydroxphenylpyruvate dioxygenase, has been approved for therapy 

Homocysteinemia and Homocysteinuria 

Deficiency of cyscachionine synthase or lack of pyridoxal phosphate 
causes homocysteinuria (OMIM 236200). Homocysteine (Hye) ac
cumulates, and its mechylation leads to high levels of methionine 
(Met). Many minor produces of Hye and Met are formed and ex
creted. Ocher causes of increased homocysteine in plasma (homo
cysteinemia) are folate and vitamin B12 deficiency. These vitamin 
deficiencies prevent salvage of methionine by remechylation of homo
cysteine. Homocysteinemia (OMIM 603174) may lead co dislocation 
of the lens of the eye in early life, and other ocular abnormalities 
often occur. Osteoporosis may develop during childhood, and high 
homocysteine is a risk factor for osceoporotic fractures in the elderly. 
Mental retardation is frequently the first indication of high plasma 
homocysteine, and chis has been linked to Alzheimer disease lacer in 
life. No mechanism has been firmly established co explain why ac
cumulation of homocysceine should lead to some of the patho logical 
changes. le has, however, been suggested that the associated athero
sclerosis results from damage to blood vessels. Homocysceine injures 
the cells that line arteries and stimulates the growth of smooth mus
cle cells. Excess homocysceine can form homocysteine thiolactone, 
a highly reactive intermediate which thiolates free amino groups in 
low-density lipoproteins (LDL), and causes them to aggregate and 
be endocyrosed by macrophages. The lipid deposits form acheromas. 
Homocysteine can have other effects, including lipid oxidation and 
platelet aggregation, which in turn lead to fibrosis and calcification of 
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of alkaptonuria . Another inhibitor of chis enzyme, 2(-2-niuo-4-
uifluoromechylbenwyl)-l, 3-cyclohexanedione (NTBC) has also been 
used as therapy. Dietary intervention is also recommended. The srudy 
of alkaptonuria by Archibald Garrod, who first indicated its aucoso
mal recessive genetic basis, includes an unusual historical description 
of the iatrogenic suffering of the first patient created for the condition, 
which is frequently benign. 

Knox, A. E. Sir Archibald Garrod "inborn errors of metabolism." II. Alkapron
uria. Am. J. Hum. Genet. 10:95, 1958; and Phornphurkul, C., lmrone, W. J., 
Perry, M. B., Bernardini, I., et al. Narural history of alkaptonuria. N. Engl J Med 
347:2111, 2002. 

atherosclerocic plaques. Hye can also disrupt normal blood-clotting 
mechanisms, increasing the risk of docs that can bring on a heart 
attack or stroke. Homocysceine may react with and block lysyl alde
hyde groups on collagen and bind co fibrillin-1, producing Marfun
like symptoms. It increases DNA synthesis in vascular smooth muscle 
cells and in endothelial cells induces cyclins chat promote quiescent 
cells to divide. About one quarter of patients with atherosclerosis who 
exhibit none of the other risk factors (such as smoking or oral con
uaceptive therapy) have been found to be deficient in cystathionine 
synthase activity. Attempts at treatment include restriction of methio
nine intake and feeding ofbetaine (or its precursor, choline). In some 
cases significant improvement has been obtained by feeding pyridox
ine (vitamin BJ, suggesting chat the deficiency may be caused by 
more than one type of gene mutation; one type may affect the K,,. for 
pyridoxal phosphate and others may alter the K,,, for other substrates, 
the Ymw or the amount of enzyme. 

den Heijer, M., Koster, T., Blom, H.J., Bos, G. M. J., et al. Hyperhomocystine 
mia as a risk facror for deep-vein thrombosis. N. Engl J. Med. 334: 759, 1996; 
Gurrormsen, A. B., Ueland, P. M., Kruger, W. D., Kim, C. E., er al. Disposition 
of homocysteine in subjects heterozygous for homocyscinuria due ro cystathionine 
beta-synthase deficiency: Relationship between genorype and phenorype. Am. J 
Med G=t. 100: 204-213, 2001; and Seshadri, S., Beiser, A., Selhub, J., Jacques, 
P. F., et al. Plasma homocysteine as a risk factor for dementia and Alzheimer dis
ease. N. Eng. J. Med. 346: 476, 2002. 

Cysteine: Cysteine sulfinate is the major metabolite of cysteine (Figure 19.45) . This is 
converted to sulfite and pyruvate, or co hypotaurine and taurine (secondary metabol
ites, p. 77 4; Clin . Corr. 19 .11). 

Tryptophan: Metabolism of tryptophan has many branch pointS. The major or oxida
tive pathway of tryptophan metabolism in humans (Figure 19.46, p. 773) starts with 
oxidation to N-formylkynurenine by a heme-containing enzyme, tryptophan dioxy
genase. Tryptophan dioxygenase is induced in liver by glucocorcicoids and glucagon. 
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Other tissues contain a similar enzyme called indolamine dioxygenase, which is less 
subsrrate specific. Formamidase then hydrolyzes formylkynurenine t0 formate and 
kynurenine. At this point the pathway begins to branch. The dominant pathway leads 
t0 3-hydroxykynurenine, 3-hydroxyanthranilic acid and alanine, amino-carboxymu
conic sernialdehyde and, by decarboxylation, to arninomuconic semialdehyde. This 
can be funher metabolized in several steps to glmaryl CoA (Clio. Corr. 19.12) and 
eventually acewacetyl CoA or recyclized nonenzymatically to picolinic acid, which is 
excreted in the urine. 

Tryptophan has been implicated in the postprandial "Thanksgiving nap" (A Closer 
Look 19.5, p. 775). 

Many enzymes in this lengthy pathway are pyridoxal phosphate dependent. One of 
these is kynureninase . This enzyme is very sensitive to vitamin B6 deficiency resulting 
in excess kynurenine and xanthurenate excretion, which gives urine a greenish-yellow 
color. This is a diagnostic symptom of vitamin B6 deficiency. 

Lysine: Lysine like leucine is entirely ketogenic. The carbon skeleton enters intermed
iary metabolism as acetoaceryl CoA. Lysine has an s- and an a-amino group , which 
is transferred to a-ketoglutarate by a bifunctional enzyme with an intermediate called 
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H4folate 
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or 
N,N-dimethylglycine 

Methionine r-ATP r PP1 + P1 

S-adenosylmethionine r-acceptor r methylated acceptor 

Sa~=:;mooy~oo 
r adenosine 

Homocysteine- - Cysteine 

Figure 19.44 Resynthesis of methionine. The methyl group goes from folate to 
methionine via a cobalamin-dependent reaction. 
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Figure 19.46 Metabolism of tryptophan. Major pathway is shown in colored boxes. Enzymes indicated 
by number are (I) rryprophan oxygenase, (2) kynurenine formamidase, (3) k-ynurenine hydroxylase, 
(4) kynureninase, (5) am inotransferase, (6) 3-hydroxyanthranila te oxidase, (7) spontaneous nonenzymaric 
reaction, (8) picolinate carboxylase, (9) quinolinate phospho ribosylcransferase, (I 0) aldehyde 
dehydrogenase, and ( 11) comp lex series of reactions . 

saccharopine (Clin. Corr . 19.13, p. 776, and Figure 19.47). Glutamate and a semi
aldehyde compound are formed. The semialdehyde is then oxidized to a dicarboxylic 
amino acid, and a transarnination of the a -amino group occurs in a pyridoxal
dependent manner. Further reactions lead to glutaryl CoA that is in turn metabol
ized to acetoacetyl CoA. A minor pathway leads to pipecolate (Figure 19.48, p . 776; 
A Closer Look 19.6, p. 778). 

Histidine : Histidase releases free ammonia from histidine and leaves a compound 
with a double bond called urocanate (Figure 19.49, p. 776). Two other reactions lead 
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Diseases Involving Cystine 

Cysrinuria (OMIM 220100), one of the mosc common of genecic disor
ders with a prevalence of about 1 in 7000, is a defect of membrane trans
port of cysrine and basic amino acids {lysine, arginine, and omichine) 
chat results in their increased renal excrecion. Extracellular sulfhydryl 
compounds are quickly oxidized co disulfides. Low solubility of cyscine 
results in crystals and formacion of renal calculi, a serious feature of chis 
disease. Treaanenc is limited co removal of stones, prevencion of pre
cipicacion by drinking large amounts of water or alkalinizing the urine 
to solubilize cyscine or formacion of soluble derivatives by conjugation 
with drugs. If these treatments do not work, penicillamine is used. 

Much more serious is cystinosis (OMIM 219800) in which cys
tine accumulates in lysosomes. The stored cystine forms crystals in 

Diseases of Glutaric Acid Metabolism 

Glutaric Aciduria (OMIM 231670) 
Glutaryl CoA is produced from the metabolism of trypcophan and 
lysine and is further metabolized by the mitochondrial enzyme glucacyl
CoA dehydrogenase co glutaconyl CoA. The earliest sign of a deficiency 
in this enzyme is microencephalic macrocephaly at birth with subdural 
hematoma and acute retinal hemorrhage. It may be diagnosed by in
creasing lysine intake, which makes the aciduria worse, and decreas
ing protein intake, which reduces the amount of glucaric acid excreted. 
Tissue degeneration and behavioral arrest follow in the first 2 years of 
life, often triggered by infection. Glutaric acid causes modulacion of 
glucarnacergic and GABAergic neurocransmission, and this may explain 
the mechanism of neural damage. Newborn screening by enzymatic 
assay of asymptomatic infants can identify this deficiency, and careful 
monitoring and treatment with a low lysine/cryptophan diet with car
nitine supplementation during crises can prevent about two-thirds of 
dystonia and dyskinesis. It is believed that some cases of postencephalitic 
cerebral palsy result from glutaryl-CoA dehydrogenase deficiency. 

Multiple Acyl-CoA Dehydrogenase Deficiency (MADD) 
(Glutaric Aciduria II) (OMIM 231680) 
Many different acids are excreted due co deficiencies of these flavopro
cein deficiencies. They include glutaric, isovaleric, and bucyric acids. 
Mutations have been found in two of the subunits for the flavoprotein 
found in electron transport, and in flavoprotein dehydrogenase. Any one 
of these mutations can be responsible for the symptoms fow1d in this 
disease. These mutations affect fatty acid degradation, metabolism of 
branched-chain amino acids and lysine, and degradacion of choline, as 

many cells, with a serious loss offunccion of the kidneys, usually caus
ing renal failure within 10 years. The defect is believed to be in che 
cystine cransponer of lysosomal membranes. Cystinosis is often 
created by cysceamine therapy and, when serious enough, by kidney 
transplant. 

Fom -Llirjos, M.,Jimenez -VidaJ, M., Bisceglia, L., Di Pema,M., er al. New insights 
inro cystinuria: 40 new muratlons, genotype -phenotype correlation, and digenic 
inherirance causing partial phenotype. J Med. Genet. 42:58, 2005; Gahl, W. A., 
Thoene, J. G., and Schneider, J. A. Cysrinosis. N. Engl J Med. 347:111, 2002; 
Tsilou, E.T., Rubin, B. I., Reed, G., Caruso, R. C., ec al. Nephropathic cystinosis: 
posterior segment manifestarions1111d effects of cysceamine therapy. Ophthalmology 
113: l 002, 2006. 

well as metabolism of glucaric acid. Symptoms, which include hypogly
cemia, appear in early childhood, and resemble those of poisoning caused 
by ingestions of unripe ackee fruit. Unripe ackee contains a substance 
called hypoglycin, which inhibits many acyl-CoA dehydrogenases. 

Glutaryl-CoA Oxidase Deficiency (Glutaric Acidemia Ill) 
(OMIM 231690) 
Excess glutaric acid in the urine usually indicates one of the two dis
eases just described. Some cases, however, have been observed where 
rests for these conditions have ruled them out as the cause of the 
aciduria. In these cases administration of lysine or pipecolic acid in
creased the excretion of glutaric acid and led to the discovery of a per
oxisomal glutaryi-CoA oxidase deficiency. There are often no overt 
symptoms connected to this condition. 

Kolker, S., Koeller, D., Okun, J., and Hoffman, G. Pathomechanisrns of neuro
degeneration in glutaryl CoA dehydrogenase deficiency. Ann. Neurol 55:7, 2004; 
and Suauss, K. A., Pulfenberger, E. G., Robinson, D. L., and Morton, D. H. 
Type I gluraric aciduria, Pare I: Natural history of77 pariencs. Am.J Med. Genet. 
121C:38 -52, 2003. 
Olsen, R. K. J., Andresen, B. S., Christensen, E., Bross, P., er al. Clear relation
ship between ETF/ETFDH genotype and phenotype in patients with multiple 
acyl-CoA dehydrogenation deficiency. Hum. Mutat. 22: 12, 2003; and Russell, 
A. P., Schrauwen, P., Som.m, E., Gasraldi, G., er al. Decreased f.ucy acid hera
ox:idatlon in riboflavin -responsive, multiple acyl-coenzyme A dehydrogenase
deficient patients is associated with an increase in uncoupling prorein -3. J. Clin. 
Entiocr. Metab. 88:5921, 2003. 
Knerr, I., Zschocke, J., Trautmann, U., Dorland, L at al. Gluraric aciduria type 
Ill: A distinctive non-disease? j. Inherit. Metab. Du. 25:483, 2002. 

to formation of forminoglutamate (FIGLU) . The formimino group of FIGLU must 
then be transferred ro tetrahydrofolate before the final product, glutamate, can be 
produced . When there is insufficient tetrahydrofolate available, this reaction decreases 
and FIG LU is excreted in urine . This is a diagnostic sign of folate deficiency if it occurs 
after a test dose of histidine is ingested (Cl in . Corr.19 . 14). 
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Metabolism of the branched-chain amino acids (BCAAs) val.ine, isoleucine, and leucine is 
unusual, being initiated in muscle. NADH and FADH2 are formed during their metabolism, 
making them an excellent source of energy. BCAA aminotransferase activity is higher in muscle 
than in liver. Although these amino acids produce different producrs, the initial seeps in their 
metabolism are shared. BCAA aminotransferase exists in three isozymes with different tissue 
distributions. Some are found in cytosol and some in mitochondria (Figure 19.50, p. 777). 
Two of these isozymes metabolize all three BCAAs, and one is specific for leucine. Starvation 
induces the muscle BCAA aminotransferases. The resulting a-kero branched-chain acids are 
oxidatively decarboxylated by an inner mitochondrial membrane enzyme complex similar to 
the pyruvate dehydrogenase complex, producing NADH and CO2. All three a-keto branched
chain acids are oxidized by the same enzyme. The more active form occurs in liver in the fed 
state and in muscle during StarVation, reflecting the metabolism of dietary BCAAs by liver and 
of muscle BCAAs to provide energy during fasting. The resulting CoA compounds are one 
carbon shorter than the amino acids and are next acted on by an enzyme that resembles the first 
dehydrogenase of fatty acid /3-oxidation (Clin. Corr. 19.15, p. 778). 
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petition and increases the amount of rryp
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Hyperlysinemia and Lysinuric Protein Intolerance 

The enzyme a-aminoadipic semialdehyde synthase is deficient in a 
small number of patients who excrete lysine and smaller amounts of 
saccharopine . This has led to the discovery that the enzyme has both 
lysine-a-ketoglucarate reductase and saccharopine dehydrogenase ac
tivities. In saccharopinuria some of the reductase activity is retained . 
Hyperlysinemia (OMIM 238700) can cause lax ligaments and mus
cles, convulsions, and anemia. Lysine is an inhibitor of arginase, and 
hyperammonemia may also occur. More serious is familial lysinuric 
protein intolerance (OMIM 222700) due to failure to transport diba
sic amino acids across intestinal mucosa and renal tubular epithelium . 
Plasma lysine, arginine, and ornithine are decreased to one-third or 
one-half of normal . Patients may be undiagnosed as infants, but 

develop gastrointestinal symptoms and hyperammonernia after being 
changed to a meat-containing diet . Citrulline excretion is enhanced. 
This is thought to arise from deficiency of urea cycle intermediates 
ornithine and arginine in liver, limiting the capacity of the cycle. 
Consistent with this view, oral supp lementation with citrulline pre
vents hyperammonemia . Other features are thin hair, muscle wast
ing, and osteoporosis, which may reflect protein malnutrition due to 
lysine and arginine deficiency. 

McManus, D. T., Moore , R., Hill, C. M., Rodgers, C., et al. Necropsy findings in 
lysinuric protein intolerance. J. Clin. Path. 49:345 , 1996; and Sperandeo, M. P., 
Andria, G. , and Sebascio, G. Lysinu.ric protein intolerance: update and extended 
mutation analysis of the SLC7 A7 gene. Hum. Mutat. 29: 14, 2008 . 

Plpecolate 

Figure 19.48 Pipecolat e, a minor product 

of lysine metabolism . 
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Valine and isoleucin e: These two amino acids continue down a common pathway , 
with addition of wate r across the double bond to form a hydroxylated intermediate 
(Figure 19.51). The hydroxy l group on the isoleucine derivative is oxidized by NAD+ 
followed by thiolysis to give acetyl CoA and propionyl CoA. The valine derivative 
loses CoA and is then oxidized by NAD + to methylmalonate sernialdehyde, which is 
converted to propionyl CoA . 

Leucine: At this point, the metabolism of leucine diverges from that of the other two 
BCAAs. /3-Methylcrotonyl CoA is carboxylated , hydroxylated, and cleaved to aceroacetate 
and aceryl CoA (Figure 19.52). One intermediate is /3-hydroxy-/3-meth ylglutaryl CoA, an 
intermediate in cytoplasmic srerol synthesis (p. 719). Since BCAA degradation occurs in 
mitochondria the two pools do not mix. Leucine also has a minor alternative pathway (not 
shown) , which results in excretion of 3-hydroxyvaleric acid and can be utilized in the case 
of blockage in the leucine degradative pathway. 

Propionyl CoA Is Metabolized to Succinyl CoA 
An end product of isoleuc ine, valine, threon ine, and methionine metabolism, odd-chain 
fatty acid oxidation, and degradation of the side chain of cholesterol is propionyl CoA. 
The first step in conversion of propionyl CoA to succinyl CoA is catalyzed by propion yl-
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Figure 19.49 Degradation of histidin e. 



Histidinemia and Formiminotransferase Deficiency 

Hiscidinemia (OMIM 235800) is due to histidine ammonia-lyase 
(histidase) deficiency. A convenient assay for this enzyme uses skin, 
which produces urocanace as a constiruent of sweat; urocanase and ocher 
enzymes of histidine cacabolism in liver do not occur in skin. Hisci
dase deficiency can be confirmed from a skin biopsy. Incidence of the 
disorder is high, about l in 10,000 newborns screened. Mose reporced 
cases ofhistidinemia show normal mental development. Restriction of 
dietary histidine normalizes the biochemical abnormalities but is not 
usually required. Glutamate formiminotransferase (OMIM 229100) 
deficiency is the second most common error of folate metabolism. 
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In mild cases the only symptom is excretion of formiminoglucamate 
(FIGLU), but in severe cases mental retardation may occur. The dif
ference between lack of activity of this enzyme and folic acid deficiency 
may be established by measuring folic acid in plasma. 

Hilron, J. F., Christensen, K. E., Watkins, D. , Raby, B. A., er al. The molecular 
basis of glucamare formiminorransferase deficiency. Hum . Murat. 22:67, 2003; 
and Levy, H. L , Taylor , R. G., and Mclnnes, R.R. Disorders of histidine mecabo
lism. In Scriver, C. R., Beaudet, A. L., Sly, \YI. S., Valle, D. (Eds.), The Metabolic 
and Molecular Bases of Inherited Disease, 8th ed. New York: McGrawHill, 2001, 
2:1807. 

CoA carboxylase that contains a biotin covalently linked to the s-amino group of a 
lysine residue (Figure 19.53) and yields o-methylm alonyl CoA A racemase convercs thi s 
to a mixture of o- and L-methylmalon yl CoA. Methylmalonyl mutase , which requires 
5 '-deoxyadenosylcoba larnin (a derivative of vitam in Bn) , convens the L-isomer to succinyl 
CoA. This is the second enzyme known to be dependent on vitamin B12 (p. 1082). The 
reaction is very unusual , removing a methyl side chain and inserting it as a methylene group 
int o the backbone of the compound (C lin. Corr. 19. 16, p. 780) . 
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Figure 19.50 Common reactions in degradation of branched-chain amino acids. 
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Maple Syrup Urine Disease (OMIM 248600) and Other Diseases in the Branched-Chain 
Amino Acid Degradative Pathways 

Enzyme deficiency in catabolism of branched-chain amino acids is 
nor common and results in acidosis in newborns or young children. 
Very rare instances have been reported of hypervalinemia, isovaleric 
acidemia, and hyperleucine-isoleucinemia. It has been suggested chat 
chese conditions indicate existence of specific aminorransferases for 
valine, leucine, and isoleucine. Alternatively, mutation could alter the 
specificiry of a single enzyme. The most common abnormaliry is de
ficiency of branched-chain keto acid-dehydrogenase complex which 
contains four catalytic components as well as regulatory proteins. 
Some of the mutations appear to involve protein misfolding, and 
trimethylarnine-amine oxide, a chemical chaperone, has been found 
to improve dehydrogenase activity. There are several variations, but 
all patients excrete che branched-chain a-keto acids, corresponding 
hydroxy acids, and ocher side products; an unidentified produce im
parts the characteristic odor as indicated by the name maple syrup 
urine disease. Some cases respond co high doses of thiamin, and 
these are caused by a mutation in the thiarnin-binding site on one 
of the proteins. Many show serious mental retardation, keroacido
sis, and short life span. Severity of the disease appears to be linked 
to the identiry of the protein carrying the mutation . Dietary treat
ment to reduce the branched-chain ketoacidemia is effective in some 
cases. Deficiency of enzymes in later reactions of branched-chain 
amino acids include a blockage of oxidation of isovaleryl CoA with 

accumulation of isovalerate (which gives urine a smell of sweary feet: 
OMIM 607036), /3-methylcroronyl-CoA carboxylase deficiency (in 
which urine smells like chat of a car: OMIM 609010), deficiency 
of /3-hydroxy-/3-mechylglucaryl-CoA lyase (OMIM 246450), and 
deficiency of /3-kecothiolase that splits /3-methylacecoaceryl CoA 
(with no defect in acetoacetate cleavage: OMIM 203750). In the 
latter condition, development is normal and symptoms appear co be 
related only to episodes of ketoacidosis. 

2-Methyl-3-hydroxyburyryl-CoA dehydrogenase deficiency results 
in excretion of the substrate and glycylglycine. Ac about the age of 
1 year motor and mental deterioration occurs and without dietary 
treatment the mental retardation becomes severe. 

Baumganner, M. R, Almashanu, S., Suormala, T., Obie, C., er al. The molecular 
basis of human 3-mecbylcroronyl-CoA carboxylase deficiency. J Clin. lnvm. 107: 
495, 2001; Chuang, D. T., and Shih, V. E. Maple syrup urine disease (branched 
chain keroaciduria). ln Scriver, C. R., Beaudet, A. L., Sly, W. S., Valle, D. (Eds.), 
The Metabolic and Molecular Bases of Inherited Disease, 8th ed. New York: McGraw 
Hill, 2001, 2: 1971; Gallardo, M. E., Desviac, L. R., Rodriguez, J . M., Espana
Gordillo, J., er al. Kinetic and expression analyses of seven novel muracions in 
mitochondrial aceroaceryl-CoA thiolase (T2):idencificacion of a Km mutant and 
an analysis of the mucacional sires in the scrucrure. Molec. Genet. Metab. 90: 370, 
2007; and Song, J. L., and Chuang, D., T. Narural osmolyt:e rrimechylarnine 
N-oxide corrects assembly defects of mutant branched-chain alpha-keroacid 
decarboxylase in maple syrup urine disease. J Biol Chern. 276: 40241, 2001. 

Lysine and Pipecolate 

19.6 • IMPORTANT METABOLITES DERIVED 
FROM AMINO ACIDS 

A minor pathway of lysine metabolism 
starts with removal of the a-amino group 
and goes via the cyclic compound pipeco
lare (see Figure 19.48, p. 776) to join the 
major pathway at the level of the semialde
hyde intermedia te. This does not replace 
the major pathway even in a deficiency of 
enzymes in the early part of the pathway 
(see Figure 19.47, p. 775). 

Glutam ate: Glutamate is a component of glucathione , which is discussed at the end of 
this chapte r (p. 789). It is also a precursor of y- amino butyric acid (GABA), a neuro
transmitter (see Figure 19.10, p. 755), and of proline and ornichine (p. 763) . 

Serine: Serine is itself a head group for phospholipids . Ethanolamine, choline , and 
betaine (Figure 19 .54, p. 780) are derivatives of serine. It should be noted that choline 
is now classified as a vitamin. Ethanolamine (decarboxylated serine) and choline 
(N-crimethylethano lamine) are components of phospholipids, and becaine (an oxi
dized derivative of choline) is a methyl dono r in a minor pathway leading to methio
nine salvage (p. 767) . Metabolism of choline and carnitin e (see Figure 19.68, p. 788) 
leads co trimethy lamine , which is normally oxidized for excretion. Loss of the enzyme 
for the further metabolism of crimechylamine leads co a condition called fish malodor 
syndrome. Serine also provides the carbon skeleton of cysceine, the sulfur being trans
ferred from homocys ceine (see Figure 19.42 , p. 772) . 

A serine residue in some enzymes is metabolized in pyruvoyl enzymes (see A Closer 
Look 19.4, p. 765). 

Arginin e: Arginine is a precu rsor for nitric oxide (p. 447) in brain; agmacine (Figure 
19 .5 5, p. 780), a compound with propenies of a neurotransmitter, is derived by decar
boxylacion of arginine and may have antihypercensive propenies . 

Glyc ine : Glycine is the precursor of glyoxalace, which can be cransamina ced back co 
glycine or oxidized to oxalate (Figure 19.56, p. 780). Excessive production of oxalate 
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Propionic Acidemia and Methylma lonic Aciduria 

Deficiency of any of rhe three enzymes shown in Figure 19.53 con
tributes to ketoacidosis. Propionate is formed in the degradation of 
valine, isoleucine, methionine, threonine , the side chain of cholesterol, 
and odd-chain fatty acids. The amino acids appear co be the main pre
cursors since decreasing or diminating dietary protein immediatdy 
minimizes acidosis. A defect in propionyl-CoA carboxylase (OMIM 
606054) results in accumulation of propionate, which is diverted to 
alternative parhways including incorporation into fatty acids in place 
of rhe first acecyl group to form odd-chain fatty acids. Its hallmark 
diagnostic criteria are hyperglycinemia and hyperglycinuria that are 
accompanied by symptoms such as vomiting, lerhargy, and ketosis. 
A low-protein diet can ameliorate rhese symptoms. In one case, large 
amounts of biotin were reported co produce beneficial effects, suggest
ing rhat more rhan one defect decreases propionyl-CoA carboxylase 
activity. Possibilities are a lack of intestinal biotinidase rhat liberates 
biotin from ingested food for absorption (OMIM 253260) or a 
lack of biotin holocarboxylase that incorporates biotin into biotin
dependent enzymes (OMIM 253270). Acidosis in children may be 
caused by high levels of methylmalonate, which is normally undetect
able in blood. Liver taken at aucopsy or cultured fibroblasts showed in 
some cases deficiency of merhylmalonyl-CoA mutase. Some samples 
were unable to convert methylmalonyl CoA to succinyl CoA under 
any conditions, but other samples carried out the conversion when 
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use vitamin 8 12 that leads to methylcobalamin deficiency (coenzyme 
of methionine salvage) and 5' -adenosylcobalamin deficiency (coen
zyme of methylmalonyl CoA isomerization). Methylmalonic aciduria 
(OMIM 251000) can be anywhere from benign co fatal, often caus
ing mental retardation and kidney failure. An interesting case of false 
accusation of murder is that of Patricia Stalling, who was jailed for 
causing the death of her infant son by feeding him ethylene glycol. 
While in jail, she gave birth again, and rhe baby was diagnosed with 
methylmalonic academia. Reexamination of the first infant's blood 
showed that rhe compound rhat had originally been identified as 
erhylene glycol was in fact propionic acid. 

Desviat, L. R., Clavero, $., Perez-Cerda, C., Navarrete, R., et al. New splicing 
mutations in propionic acidemia. J. Hum . Genet. 51 :992, 2006; Fenton, W. A., 
Gravel, R. A., and Rosenblatt, D. $. Disorders of propionate and methylmalonate 
metabolism. In Scriver, C. R., Beaudet, A. L., Sly, W. S., Valle, D. (Eds.), The 
Metabolic and Molecular Bases of Inherited Di.lease, 8th ed. New York: McGraw 
Hill , 2001 , 2:2176; and Shoemaker, J. D., Lynch, R. E. , Ho ffmann, J. W., and 
Sly, W. S. Misidentification of propionic acid as ethylene glycol in a patient with 
methylmalonicacidemia.j. Pediat. 120:417, 1992. 
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forms the insoluble calcium oxalate salt, which may lead to kidney stones (Clin. Corr. 
19.17). The role of glycine as a neurotransmitter is described on page 942. 

Methionine : The vast majority of methyltransferase reactions utilize S.adenosylme
thionine (see Figure 19.41, p. 770, and Clin. Corr. 19.18). Methyl group transfer 
from AdoMet (also called SAM, for S-adenosylmethionine), a methyl acceptor , is 
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Primary Hyperoxaluria 

Idiopathic hyperoxaluria is caused by excess oxalate production. 
About 50% of che oxalate comes from che diec and may be related 
co changes in che abilicy of che intestines co absorb oxalate. Primary 
hyperoxaluria is a rare disease and a result of enzyme deficiency. 
le has serious consequences. More chan 50% of people wich this 
genetic defect have renal failure by age 15, and 80% by age 30. 
The amount of excess serum oxalate is so great chat even dialysis 
(che normal creatmem for high oxalic acid) is ineffective. Calcium 
oxalate stones in che kidney are che cause of the damage, and che 
oxalate buildup is due to che deficiency in either one of two enzymes. 
Type I primary hyperoxaluria (OMIM 259900) resulcs from a loss 
of activity of alanine: glyoxylate aminotransferase. This enzyme is 
liver specific and found in peroxisomes. Its function is the conver
sion of glyoxylate co glycine. The aminotransferase is pyridoxal
phosphate-dependenc , and che disease sometimes responds to 
vitamin B6 therapy. Children wich kidney stones are usually screened 

for chis enzyme deficiency because, when identified, any younger 
siblings can scare therapy as early as possible co avoid evemual kid
ney damage. Early liver transplantation is sometimes successful in 
preventing further damage. Later symptoms are caused by blockage 
of che circulatory system by oxalate and include uremia, Raynaud 
syndrome, spasms of large arteries, gangrene, and vision-associated 
problems. 

Type II primary hyperoxaluria (OMIM 260000), is characterized 
by a loss of D-glyceric dehydrogenase. This enzyme catalyzes che con
version of glyoxalace co oxalate. It is less serious chan type I. 

The clinical outcome of boch diseases is related co che degree of 
loss of enzyme activity. 

Lacta, K , and BrodehJ, J. Primary hyperoxaluria cype I . Eur. j. Pediat. 149:518-
522, 1990; and Milliner, D. S., Eickholt, J. T ., Bergstralh, E. J., Wilson, D. M., 
and Smith, L. H . Results of long-term treatment with orthophosphate and pyri
doxine in patients with primary hyperoxaluria. N. Engl. J Med. 331: 1553, 1994. 

irreversible. An example is shown in Figure 19.57. A butylamino group derived from 
AdoMet is used for posnransl ational modification of a specific lysine residue in eIF-4D , 
an initiation factor that promotes formation of the first peptide bond in eukaryoti c 
protein synthesis. The group is first added to putrescine to make spermidine, and then 
cleaved to form deoxyhypusine. It is then hydroxylated , and the modified residue that 
results is called hypusine (Figure I 9 .58). Use of the iron chelator desferrioxamine, a 
strong inhibitor ofhypusine synthesis, has been shown to potemiate apoptosis in cancer 
cells and shows prom ise as an anticancer agent . 

Cysteine: Cysteine is metabolized in several ways as determined by the needs of the 
cell. The major metabolite is cysteine sulfinate (see Figure 19.45, p. 772). This is con
verted to bisulfoe and pyruvate or to hypotaurine and taurine . Taurine is an abundant 
intracellular free amino acid . It appears to play a necessary role in brain development. 
It forms conjugates with bile acids (p. 1058) and may enhance bile flow and increase 
cholesterol clearance by the liver. Taurine may also play a role as an antioxidant in 
salvaging toxic intermediates, in immunity , in regulating intracellular calcium, in con
trolling hypertension , and, because of its abundance , in osmoregulation . 

Sulfite produced from cysteine metabolism is oxidized to sulfate (see Figure 19.45, 
p. 772) and used in formation of3' -phosphoadenosine-5' -phosphosulfate (PAPS), the 
source of sulfate groups for addition to biological molecules (Figure 19.59). 

Another reaction of cysteine metabolism catalyzed by cyscathionase moves the sulfur 
from one cysteine to another cysteine (Figure 19.60) to form thiocysteine. Thiosul
fate is formed from cysteine as shown in Figure 19.61. An enzyme called rhodanese 
(named for the deep red color of thiocyanate) can incorporate a sulfur from thiosulfate 
or thiocysteine into other molecules such as cyanide ion (Figure 19.62). Cyanide
related compounds occur in some plant material , notably those of the genus Brassica. 
Tyrosine: Most tyrosine not incorporated into prote ins is metabolized to ace
toacetate and fumarate but some is used for the synthe sis of the catecholamines: 
dopamin e, norepin ephrine, and epinephrine. The eventual metabolic fate of ryro
sine carbon s is determined by the first step in each pathway . Catecholam ine synthe
sis (Figure 19.63) stares with tyrosine hydroxylase , which, like phenylalanine and 
tryptophan hydroxylase, is dependent on tetrahydrobiopterin. All three are affected 
by biopterin deficiency or a defect in dihydrob iopterin reductase (see Figure 19 .38, 
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Methionine Adenosyltransferase (MA 1) Deficiency (OMIM 250850) 

This inborn error of metabolism is probably more prevalent than re
ported, since it is generally symptom free and therefore remains un
diagnosed. Only a severe loss of enzyme activity results in symptoms 
that include growth retardation, digestive problems, and anorexia. 
Frequent manifestations of the condition are halitosis or ocher un
pleasant body odors due co buildup of dirnechylsullide. 

MAT deficiency can cause hypermechioninernia (over 1500 µ,M; 
normal is 35 µ,M), and is differentiated from chat caused by cystachio
nine synthase deficiency, tyrosinemia-associated liver failure, and 
liver disease by liver biopsy. At extremely high levels of methionine it 
can be transaminated, and the transaminated metabolites are found 
in blood. Treatment is a low methionine diet, but a severe lack of 

AdoMet chat can result from MAT inactivity is associated with neur
ological symptoms and muse be treated with AdoMet therapy. 

The disease is believed co be inherited in an aucosomal recessive 
manner, bur heterozygoces exhibiting truncation, rnissense, and splic
ing mutations have been found. The defect may be an example of a 
dominant negative mutant where one defective subunit of the dirneric 
or cetrameric enzyme can cause inactivation of the ocher subunits. 

Chamberlin, M. E., Ubag:u, T., Mudd, S. H., Thomas, J., et al. Methionine ad
enosylcransferase I/HI deficiency: novel mucations and clinical variations. Am J 
Hum Gmet. 66(2): 347, 2000; and Ubagai, T., Lei, K.-J., Huang, S., Mudd, S. H. , 
et al. Mo lecular mechanisms of an inborn error of methionine pathway: methio
nine adenosylcransferase deficiency. J Clin. Invest. 96: 1943, 1995. 

p. 7 68) . Tyrosine hydroxy lase produces dihydroxyphenylalanine ( dioxopheny lal
anine, DOPA ). DOPA decarboxylase, with pyridoxal phosphate as cofaccor, forms 
dopamine, the active neurotransmitte r . Because dopamine is metabolized primarily 
by monoamine oxidase B in humans, and Parkinson disease (Clin. Corr. 19.19, 
p. 785) is characterized by a reduction in the brain dopamine concentration, selective 
inactivation of MAO-B has been shown to be effeccive in increasing the dopamine 
concentration and thus treat the disease. 
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SH In the substantia nigra and some other parts of the brain, this is the end of this SH 

pathway. The adrenal medulla converts dopamine tO norepinephrine and epinephrine 6H
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Tyrosine in brain cells regulates norepinephrine formation. Estrogens decrease tyro- coo
sine concentration and increase tyrosine aminotransferase activity, diverting tyrosine Cystelne 

into the catabolic pathway. Estrogen sulfate competes for the pyridoxal phosphate 
site on DOPA decarboxylase. These effecrs combined may help explain mood varia-
tions during the menstrual cycle. Tyrosine is therapeutic in some cases of depression 
and stress. Irs transport appears to be reduced in skin fibroblasts from schizophrenic 
patients, indicating other roles for tyrosine derivatives in mental disorders. Catecho
lamines are metabolized by monoamine oxidase and catecholamine trmethyltransferase. 
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T yrosine is also required for synthesis of melanin , thyroid hormone, and quino
proteins. 

Conversion of tyrosine to melanin requires tyrosinase, a copper-containing protein 
(Figure l9.65a). The reaction produces dopaquinone. During melanogenesis, following 
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Figure 19.64 Major urinary excretion products of epinephrine, 
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in posttranslational modification of ryrosinase, are induced. A lack of tyrosinase activ
ity produces albinism (Clin. Corr. 19.21) . There are various types of melanin (Figure 
19.65b) . All are aromatic quinones in which the conjugated bond system gives rise to 
color. The dark pigment that is usually called melanin is eumelanin , from the Greek for 
"good melanin." Other melanins are yellow or colorless. The role of tyrosine residues of 
thyroglobulin in thyroid hormone synthesis is presented on page 896. 

Some proteins use a modified tyrosine residue as a prosthetic group in oxidation 
reduction reactions. The only example reported in humans is topaquinone (trihydroxy
phenylalanylquinone) or dihydroxyphenylalanine (TOPA) , which is present in some 
plasma amine oxidases (Figure 19.66). 

Tryptophan: Tryptophan is the precursor of approximately 50% of the body's pyri
dine nucleotides. The rest is obtained from the diet. The branch point leading to 



Parkinson Disease 

Idiopathic Parkinson disease (PD) (OMIM 168600 and 168601) 
generally manifests itself in people over the age of 60 years but oc
casionally earlier. Tremors may develop chat gradually interfere with 
motor function and muscular rigidity of various muscle groups. 
Prominent symptoms include a loss of dopaminergic neurons in the 
substanria nigra (SN) and the presence of Lewy bodies (see the fol
lowing) in cells in other areas of the brain. Of neurological diseases 
only Alzheimer occurs more frequently. 

Parkinsonism is made up of diseases chat mimic the symptoms of 
PD. These conditions may or may not exhibit Lewy bodies. PD can 
be definitively diagnosed only after postmortem pathological examin
ation, with a finding of degeneration of cells in certain small nuclei of 
the cells of subscantia nigra. These cells normally produce dopamine 
as a neurotransmitter, the amount released being proportional to the 
number of surviving cells. 

Many causes have been suggested for PD . Among chem are mu
tations of the alpha-synuclein (SNCA) gene. These mutations may 
cause deficiencies in vesicle movement, and consequent accumulation 
of dopamine in cytoplasm. Free dopamine in cytosol is subject co 
metabolism and excretion. Other possibilities for the etiology of PD 
include disruption in the ubiquitin system and interaction with fac
tors leading to cell death. Some mutations appear to be mitochondrial 
and some present as X linked. In most cases of PD Lewy bodies, accu
mulated bits of alpha-synuclein protein, inside the nuclei of neurons, 
are seen in various parts of the brain. 

A dramatic outbreak of parkinsonism occurred in young adult 
drug addicts using a derivative of pyridine (mechylphenyltetrahy-
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dropycidine [MPTP]) . Jc (or a contaminant produced during its 
manufacture) appears to be direcdy toxic to dopamine-prod ucing 
cells of the substantia nigra. Symptomatic relief from PD, often 
dramatic , is obtained by administering DOPA, the precursor of 
dopamine . Clinical problems developed when DOPA (L-DOPA, 
levo-DOPA) was used for treatment of many people who have Par
kinson disease. Side effects included nausea, vomiting, hypotension , 
cardiac arrhythmias, and various central nervous system symptoms. 
These were explained as effects of dopamine produced outside the 
central nervous system. Administration of DOPA analogs, such as 
carbidopa, chat inhibit DOPA decarboxylase in peripheral organs 
but are unable to cross the blood- brain barrier has been effective 
in decreasing side effects and increasing effectiveness of the DOPA. 
The interactions of the many brain neurotransmitters are very com
plex, cell degeneration continues after treatment, and elucidation of 
the major biochemical abnormality has not yet led to complete con
trol of the disease. Limited trials with injection of the brain glial cell 
line-derived neurotrophic factor (GDNF) into the putamen have 
been found to have a beneficial effect. A recent discovery suggests 
that loss of norepinephrine-producing cells in the locus coeruleus 
may contribute to symptoms of PD. 

Feany, M. B. New genetic insights into Parkinson disease. N Engl J. Med. 
351: 1937, 2004; Locharius, J., and Brundin, P. Impaired dopamine storage result
ing from alpha-synuclein mucarions may concribure co the pathogenesis of Parkin
son disease. Hum. Molec. Genet. I 1 :2395, 2002; and Warner, T . T., and Schapira, 
A. H. V. Generic and environmental faccors in che cause of Parkinson disease. Ann. 
NeuroL 53, Suppl. 3:$16, 200 3. 

nicotinate mononucleotide (see Figure 19.46 , p. 773) is at arnino-carboxymuconi c 
semialdeh yde. Picolinate carboxylase forms 2-arn inomuconic semialdehyde; this 
enzyme has a low K,r, and is easily saturated with substrate. Since picolinate carboxylase 
has low activity in liver, some amino-carboxymuconic semialdehyde is spontaneously 
cyclized to quinolinic acid . Phosphoribosyl pyrophosphate provides a ribonucleotide 
moiety , and the final step is a decarboxylation leading to nicotinate mononucleotide. 
Note that the nicotinic acid ring is synthesized as a part of a nucleotide . Because 
kynurenine hydroxylase is inhibited by estrogen , women are more susceptible to pell
agra, the disease produced by niacin deficiency (from the Italian pelle, "skin," and 
agra, "rough"). 

OH 

~OH 

HOY 

CH2 
I 

- N- C- C-
H H II 

0 
Several inte rmediate s in the tryptophan degradative pathwa y are neuroactive , 

including L-kynurenine , kynurenate and quino linate, and some of their derivatives. 
They function frequently by binding to the N-methyl o-aspartate (NMDA) receptor. 

Serotonin and melatonin are tryptophan derivatives. Serotonin (5-hydroxyrryp
tarnine) results from hydroxylation of tryptophan by a tetrahydrobiopterin-dependent 
enzyme (Clin. Corr . 19.22) and decarboxylation by a pyridoxal-phosphate-containing 
enzyme (Figure 19.67 a). It is a neurotransmitter in brain and causes contraction of 
smooth muscle of arterioles and bronchioles. It occurs widely in the body and may 
have other physiological roles. Melatonin, a sleep-inducing molecule, is N-acetyl-5-
methoxyrryptamine (Figure 19.67 b). The acetyltransferase needed for its synthe sis 
is present in pineal gland and retina. Melatonin is involved in regulation of circa
dian rhyrhm, being synthesized mostly at night . It appears to function by inhibiting 

(a) 

(b) 

0 
II 

R- C - H 

Figure 19.66 (a) Trihydroxyphenylalanine 
(TOPA). (b) Amine oxidase reacti on. 
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Tetrahydrobiop terin 

A general test for biopterin deficiency is measurement of pterin me
tabolites in the urine. 

An indirect test for biopterin deficiency measures loss of uri
nary metabolites resulting &om the activity of the three aromatic 
amino acid hydroxylases and is diagnosed by a reduction in the 
urinary metabolites of these pathways (Figure 19.65). Studies with 
cultured skin fibroblasts can allow for determination of the source 
of the deficiency. Possible enzyme deficiencies are GTP cyclohy
drolase (OMIM 233910) , 6-pyruvoyltatrahydrobiopterin synthase 
(OMIM 261640), sepiapterin reductase (OMIM 182125), and di
hydropteridine reductase (OMIM 261630). The first two of these 
enzymes are involved in the synthesis of biopterin, and the other 
two in its regeneration. Symptoms include red hair, psychomo
tor retardation, and progressive neurological deterioration . Some 
cases of biopterin deficiency respond well to supplementation of 
the diet with biopterin, and some are very difficult to treat. Neu
rotransmitter precursors (L-DOPA and hydroxytryptophan) can be 
administered. A compound called quinonoid dihydrobiopterin is 
also synthesized by enzymes that are encoded by different genes 
from those needed for synthesis of tetrahydrobiopterin. Addition of 
a methyl group from N5,N 10-tetrahydrofolate to quinonoid dihy
drobiopterin forms dihydrobiopterin . Supplementation with folinic 

Albinism (OMIM 203100) 

Skin and hair color are controlled by numerous genetic loci in hu
mans and exist in infinite variation. There are many cases in which 
the skin has little or no pigment. The chemical basis for classical ocu
locutaneous albinism (OCAl) results &om a lack of tyrosinase {"tyro
sinase-negative"). Lack of pigment in the skin makes albinos sensitive 
to sunlight, increasing the incidence of skin cancer in addition to 
burns; lack of pigment in the eyes may contribute ro phorophobia. 
In OCAl B the enzyme is partially missing. Other forms of albinism 
can be attributed to a deficiency in tyrosinase-related protein (TRP) 
or membrane-associated transporter protein (MATP). The skin of 

acid can therefore sometimes be a successful treatment for biopterin 
deficiency. 

In some cases of vitiligo it has been noted that there is a low level 
of catalase in the affected cells, leading to a buildup of hydrogen per
oxide. The peroxide inactivates enzymes involved in regeneration of 
tetrahydrobiopterin, and therefore to reduction in amounts of tyro
sine, the precursor of melanin. 

The oxygenase domain of each nitric oxide synthase isoform also 
contains tetrahydrobiopterin. Unlike other enzymes where tetrahy
drobiopterin is used as a source of reducing equivalents and is recycled 
by dihydrobiopterin reduccase, in this case tetrahydrobiopterin acti
vates heme-bound 0 2 by donating a single electron. A combination 
of NO depletion and loss of synthesis of catecholamines and seroto
nin have been blamed on tetrahydrobiopterin deficiency. 

Blau, N., Bonafe, L., and Thony, B. Tecrahydrobioprerin deficiencies without 
hyperphenylalin inemis diagnosis and genetics of dopa -re pensive disronia and se
piaprerin reducrase deficiency. MoL Genet. Metab. 74: 172, 2001; Schallreuter, 
K. U., Moore, J., Wood, J. M., Beazley, W. D., er al Epidermal H 20 2 accu
mulation airers reuahydrobiopterin (6BH4) recycling in vitiligo: idenrificarion of 
a general mechanism in regulation of all 6BH4-dependenr processes? J Invest. 
DermatoL 116: I 67, 200; and Shintaku, H. Disorders of retrahydrobiopterin me
tabolism and their treatment. Curr. Drug Metab. 3: 123, 2002. 

albinos with OCAl has been found co contain melanocytes, the cells 
where melanin synthesis occurs. Ir is suggested that any residual tyro
sinase in these is not available to metabolize tyrosine. 

King, R. A., Hearing, V.J., Creel, D. J., and Oerring, W. S. Albinism. In : Scriver, 
C. R., Beauder, A. L., Sly, W. S., Valle, D. (Eds.), The Metabolic and Molecular 
Bases of Inherited Disease, 8rh ed. New York; McGraw Hill, 2001, 2:5587; and 
Witkop, C. J., Jr., Quevedo, W. C., Jr., Firzpauick , T. B., and King, R. A. Albi
nism. In Scriver, C.R., Beauder ,A L., Sly, W. $., Valle, D. (Eds.), The Metabolic 
and Mokmlar Bases of Inherited Disease, 6rh ed. New York; McGraw Hill , 1989, 
2:2905. 

synthesis and secretion of other neurotransmitters such as dopamine and GABA (see 
A Closer Look 19.5, p. 775) . 

Lysine: Medium- and long-chain fatty acids are transported into mitochondria for 
,B-oxidation as carnicine conjugates (p. 691). Cami tine is synthesized from lysine resi
dues in certain proteins. The firsr seep is trimethylation of the e-amino group of the 
lysine side chain, with AdoMec as the methyl donor (Figure 19.68). Free trimethyl
lysine is released by hydrolysis of these proteins and is converted in four seeps co car
niane. 

Histidin e: Histamine (Figure 19.69) , released from cells as pare of an allergic response, 
is produced from histidine by histidine decarboxylase. Histamine has many physio
logical roles, including dilation and constriction by interacting with different types of 
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Figure 19.67 (a) Synthesis of serotonin (5-hydroxytryptamine). {b) Struc ture of melatonin. 

receptors on endothelium of blood vessels. An overreaction to histamine can lead to 
asthma and other allergic reactions. 

Metabolites Made from More than One Amino Acid 

Camosine and Anserine: Carnosine (Figure 19. 70) is a dipeptide of the amino acids hist
idine and /3-alanine. It is highly concentrated in muscle and brain tissues. Several roles 
have been proposed for this dipeptide, but only its role as an antioxidant has been well 
documented. Anserine (Figure! 9.70) is a dipeptide of /3-alanine and N-methylhistidine. 
It is also an antioxidant. 

Polyamines: Ornithine is a precursor of putrescine , the foundation molecule of the 
polyamines , highly cationic molecules that interact with DNA. Ornithine decarbox
ylase (Figure 19. 71) is regulated by phosphorylation at several sites, presumably in 
response to specific hormones, growth fu.ctors, or cell cycle regulatory signals. It can 
also be induced , often the first easily measurable sign that cell division is imminent, 
since polyamines must be synthesized before mitosis can occur. Propylamine derived 
from AdoMet, leaving methylthioadeno sine, is added to putrescine to form sperrnidine 
and sperrnine . Putre scine is formed by decarboxylation of ornithine and, with pro
pylamine , forms spermidine. Addition of another propylamine gives spermine (Figure 
19.72) . The methylthioadenosine that remains can be used to regenerate methionine. 
Much of the polyamine needed by the body is provided by microflora in the gut or 
from the diet and is carried by the enterohepatic circulation. Meat has a high content 

Tryptophan Hydroxylase 
Deficiency 

Unipolar major depression is associated 
with a low level in serotonin in the syn
aptic cleft (p. 943). In order to prevent re
uptake into the presynaptic neuron, where 
it is degraded, a class of drugs called selec
tive serotonin reuptake inhibitors (SSRis), 
such as fluoxetine (Prozac), have been de
veloped. A significant number of patients 
with unipolar depression do not respond to 

therapy with SSRis. In some of these cases 
the defect is not in increased degradation 
of serotonin but in the loss of activity of 
the first enzyme in the synthetic pathway 
for this neurotransmitter , tryptophan hy
droxylase. The two isozymes, tryptophan 
hydroxylases (TPH) l (OMIM 191060) 
and 2 (OMTM 607478), are coded on dif
ferent chromosomes. TPH l is expressed 
in raphe neurons, pinealocytes, mast cells, 
mononuclear leukocytes, /3 cells of the 
pancreas, and intestinal and pancreatic en
terochromaffin cells. TPH 1 controls sev
eral neural processes, including mammary 
homeostasis and liver regeneration. Muta
tions in TPH 1 have been associated with 
unipolar depression and suicidal ideation. 
The other isozyme, TPH2 , is known as 
neuronal TPH , and mutations in this en
zyme are related to unipolar major depres
sion. Bipolar disorder does not seem to be 
associated with loss of either isozyme. 

Bellivier, F., Chaste, P., and Malafosse, A. Associa

tion berween the TPH gene A2 l 8C polymorphism 
and suicidal behavior: a meta -analysis. Am. J. Med 
Genet. l24B:8 7, 2004 ; Walther, D. J.; Peter , J. U., 

Bashammakh, $., Hor m agl, H. , et al. Synthesis of 

serotonin by a second cryprophan hydroxylase iso

form. Science 299: 76, 2003; Zhang, X., Beaulieu , 

J. M ., Sornikova , T. D., G ainetdino v, R. R., and 
Caron , M. G . Tryp tophan hydroxylase-2 concrols 

brain seroconin synthesis . Science 305:21 7, 2004 ; 

and Zhan g, X., Gainerdino v, R. R., Beaulieu , 

J.-M. , Sornikova, T. D ., et al. Loss-of-function 

muta tion in cryptophan hydroxylase-2 identified in 

unipolar major depression. Neuron 45: 11, 2005. 
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of put rescine, but other foods contain more spermidine and spermine . Inhibition of 
polyamine synthesis is being investigated as a therapy for cancer. 

Creatine : Storage of high-energy phosphate , particularly in cardiac and skeletal mus
cle, occurs by transfer of the phosphate group from ATP to creatine (p. 979) . Creatine 
is synthesized by transfer of the guanidinium group of arginine to glycine, followed by 
addition of a methyl group from AdoMet (Figure 19.73) . The amount of creatine in 
the body is related to muscle mass, and a certain percentage of this undergoes turnover 
each day. About 1 % to 2% of preexisting creatine phosphate is cyclized nonenzymat
ically to creatinine (Figure 19.74) and excreted in urine, and new creatine is synthe
sized t0 replace it. T he amount of creatinine excreted by an individual is therefore 
constant from day to day. When a 24-h urine sample is requested, the amount of 
creatinine in the sample can be used to determine whether the sample truly represents 
a whole day's urinary output . 

Glutathione 

The tripeptide y-glurarnylcysteinylglycine, glutathione, has several important functions. 
It is a reduetant, is conjugated with drugs to make them more water soluble (p. 431), 
is involved in transport of amino acids across cell membranes, is part of some leukot
riene structures (p. 7 43) , is a cofaetor for some enzymatic reaetions, and participates in the 
rearrangement of protein disulfide bonds. Glutathione as reductant is very important in 
maintaining stability of erythrocyte memb ranes. Irs sulfhydryl group can be used to reduce 
peroxides formed during oxygen transport (p. 583). The resulting oxidized form consists of 
two molecules of GSH joined by a disulfide bond . This is reduced by glutathione reductase 
to two molecules ofGSH at the expense ofNADPH (Figure 19.75) . The usual steady-state 
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ratio of GSH to GSSG in erythrocytes is 100: 1. Conjugation of drugs such as 6-thiopurine 
with glucathione renders them more polar for excretion (Figure 19.76). 

Glutathione is synthesized by formation of the dipeptide y-glutamylcysteine and the 
subsequent addition of glycine. Both reactions require activation of carboxyl groups by 
ATP (Figure 19.77). Synthesis of glurathione is largely regulated by cysteine availability. 

The y -Glutam yl Cycle Transports Amino Acids 
There are several mechanisms for transport of amino acids across cell membranes. Many 
are symport or antiport mechanisms (p. 486) coupled to sodium transport. The y-glucamyl 
cycle for transmembrane transport of amino acids functions in kidneys and some other 
tissues but is of particular importance in renal epithelial cells. It is more energy-requiring 
than other mechanisms, but is rapid and has high capacity. The cycle involves several 
enzymes. The y-glutamyl transpeptidase, located in the plasma membrane , adds glutam
ate from GSH to an extracellular amino acid. The resulting y-glutamyl amino acid is 
transported into the cell by an amino acid transporter, where the y-glutamyl amino acid 
is hydrolyzed to liberate the amino acid (Figure 19.78) and 5-oxoproline. Cysteinylglycine 
formed in the transpeptidase reaction is cleaved to its component amino acids. To regener
ate GSH, glutamate is reformed from oxoproline in an ATP-requiring reaction, and GSH 
is resynthesized from its three component pans. Three ATPs are used in the regeneration 
of glutathione, one in formation of glutamate from oxoproline and two in formation of 
the peptide bonds . 

Glutathione Concentration Affects Response to Toxins 
When the body encounters toxic conditions such as peroxide formation, ionizing radia
tion, alkylating agents, or other reactive intermediates, it is beneficial to increase the level 
of GSH . Cysteine and methionine have been administered as GSH precursors, but they 
have the disadvantage of being precursors of an energy-expensive pathway to GSH . A more 
promising approach is administration of a soluble diester of GSH, such as y-(a -ethyl) 
glutamylcysteinylethylglycinate. Very premature infants have a very low concentration of 
cysteine because oflow cystathionase activity in liver. This keeps the GSH concentration 
low and makes them more susceptible to oxidative damage, especially from hydroperox
ides formed in the eye afrer hyperbaric oxygen treatment. Under certain circumStances, 
such as rendering tumor cells more sensitive to radiation or parasites more sensitive to 
drugs, it is desirable to lower GSH levels. This can be achieved by administration of the 
glutamate analog buthionine sulfoximine (Figure 19.79) as a competitive inhibitor of 
GSH synthesis. 
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Heme is produced in vinually all mammalian tissues. Synthesis is most pronounced in the 
bone marrow and liver because of the requirements for incorporation into hemoglobin 
and the cytochromes, respectively. As depicted in Figure 19.80, heme is a largely planar 
molecule. Heme is one of the most stable of compounds, reflecting its strong resonance 
features. 

Figure 19.81 depicts the pathway for heme biosynthesis. Porphyrinogens are unstable 
and can be readily oxidized, especially in the presence of light, by nonenzymatic means to 
their stable porphyrin products. In the latter cases, resonance between pyrrole groups is 
established by oxidation of the four methylene bridges. Figure 19.82, p. 793, depicts the 
enzymatic conversion of protoporphyrinogen to protoporphyrin by this oxidation mecha
nism. This is the only enzyme-catalyzed oxidation of a porphyrinogen in humans; all other 
porphyrinogen - porphyrin conversions are nonenzymatic and catalyzed by light. 

Enzymes Involved in Heme Biosynthesis 

o-Aminolevulinic Acid Synthase: 8-Aminolevulinic acid (ALA) synthase controls 
the rate-limiting step of heme synthesis in all tissues studied. The synthesis of the 
enzyme occurs in the cytosol, being directed by mRNA derived from the nucleus. The 
enzyme is transferred into the matrix of the mitochondrion, where it interaets with 
succinyl CoA, an intermediate of the tricarboxylic acid cycle. In the cytosol, each sub
unit is in the unfolded state, the only form that can pass into mitochondria directed by 
a basic N-terminal signaling sequence. An ATP-dependent cytosolic molecule, known 
as a chaperone protein, maintains it in the unfolded extended state. Thereafter, the 
N-terminal sequence is cleaved by a metal-dependent protease in the mitochondrial 
matrix, to yield an ALA synthase subunit of 65 kDa . Within the matrix another oli
gomeric chaperon protein catalyzes the correct folding in a second ATP-dependent 
pro-cess (Figure 19.83, p. 793). The ALA synthase has a shon biological half-life (-60 
min). Both the synthesis and the activity of the enzyme are subject to regulation by a 
variety of substances; 50% inhibition of activity occurs in the presence of 5 mM heroin, 
and vinually complete inhibition at a 20 mM concentration . The enzymatic reaction 
involves the condensation of glycine with succinyl CoA to produce 8-aminolevulinic 
acid. The reaction has an absolute requirement for pyridoxal phosphate. Two isoen
zymes exist for ALA synthase; only the mRNA of the erythrocytic form contains an 
iron response element (IRE). Mutations in the erythrocytic form give rise to siderob
lastic anemia, where excess iron is found in the mitochondria of developing red blood 
cells, but heme synthesis is defective. The condition can be X linked or acquired. 
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Figure 19.81 Pathway for heme biosynthesis . Numbers indicate enzymes involved in each step as 
follows: I. ALA synthase, 2. ALA dehydracase (porphobilinogen synthase), 3 . porphobilinogen dearnina se 
(hydroxymethy lbilane synthase), 4. uroporphyrinogen III synthase, S. uroporphyrinogen decarboxylase, 
6. coproporphyrinogen III oxidase, 7. protoporphyrinogen IX oxidase, and 8. ferrochelatase. Pyrrole 
ligands are indicated as follows: P = propionic , A = acetic, M = methyl, and V = vinyl. 
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Aminolevulinic Acid Dehydratase: The second enzyme in the pathway, aminolev
ulinic acid dehydratase (porphobilinogen synthase), is cytosolic and consists of eight 
subun its, of which only four interact with the substrate . This protei n interacts with the 
substrate to form a Schiff base, but in this case the e -amino group of a lysine residue 
binds to the carbonyl carbon of the substrate molecule (Figure 19.84). Two molecules 
of ALA condense asymmetr ically to form porphobil inogen, a five membe r heterocyclic 
ring structure with three side chains, two of which are acetic acid and propionic acid. 
The ALA dehydrarase is a zinc-contain ing enzyme and is very sensitive to inhibition 
by heavy metals, particularly lead. A characteristic of lead poisoning is the elevation 
of ALA in the absence of an elevation of po rphobilinogen . 

Porphobilinogen Deaminase and Uroporphyrinogen III Synthase: T he synthesis 
of the porphyr in ring is a complicated process. A sulfhydryl group on porphobilin
ogen dearninase (hydroxymethylb ilane synthase) (Clin. Corr. 19.23) forms a thioethe r 
bond with a porphobilinogen residue through a deaminat ion reaction. T hereafter, five 
additional porphobil inogen residues are dearninated successively to form a linear hexa
pyrrole adduct with the enzyme. The adduct is cleaved hydrolytically to form both an 
enzyme-dipy rrolomethane complex and the linear tetrapyrrole, hydroxymethylbilane. 
The enzym~ipyrrolomethane complex is then ready for another cycle to generate 
another tetrapyrrole. Thus , dipyrrolomethane is the covalently attached cofactor for the 
enzyme. Porphobilinogen deaminase has no ring-closing function; hydroxymethylbi
lane closes spontaneously in an enzyme-independent step to form uroporphy rinogen I, 
a structure consisting of four linked pyrrole rings, if no additional factors are present. 
However, the deaminase is closely associated with a second protein, uroporphyrinogen 
III synthase, which directs the synthesis of the III isomer. The formation of the latter 
involves an intermediate where the rings are linked by only one atom (a spiro structure) 
generated from hydroxymethylbilane; this allows the inversion of one of the pyrrole 
groups (Figure 19.85, p. 795) . In the absence of the uroporphyr inogen III synthase, 
uropo rphyr inogen I is synthesized slowly; in its presence, the III isomer is synthesized 
rapidly. The uroporphyrinogens have two different substituents for each pyrrole group . 
Going clockwise around the ring, the substiruents can be arranged as ABABABAB 
(where A and B are different substituents), forming a type I porphy rinogen, or the 
arrangement can be ABABABBA, forming a type III porphyrinogen. In principle, two 
other arrangements can occur to form porphyrinogens II and IV, and these can be syn
thesized chemically; however, they do not occur naturally. Later in the heme synthetic 
pathway are protoporphyrinogen and protoporphyrin with three types of subsriru
ents, and the classification becomes more compl icated; type IX is the only form that 
is synthesized naturally . A rare recessively inher ited disease, erythropoietic porphyr ia, 
associated with marked cutaneous light sensitization, is due to an abnormality of reticu
locyte uroporphyrinogen III synthase. He re large amounts of the type I isomers of uro
porphyrinogen and coproporphyrinogen are synthesized in the bone marrow. 

Uroporphyrinogen Decarboxylase: The reactions occurring on the side groups 
attached to the tetrapyrrole ring involve the colorless intermediates known as porphyr
inogens . Though exhibiting resonance features within each pyrrole ring, these do not 
demonstrate resonance between the pyrrole groups . Hence , the porphyr inogens are 

Figure 19.82 Action of protoporphyrinogen 
IX oxidase , an example of the conversion 
of a porphyrinogen to a porphyrin . 
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Figure 19.83 Synthesis of 8-aminolevulinic 
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Acute Intermittent Porphyria 

Acute intermiaenc porphyria (AIP) 
(OMIM 176000) is caused by mucarion 
in the gene encoding hydroxymethylbil
ane synthase (HMBS), also referred co 
as porphobilinogen deaminase (PBGD). 
First attacks usually occur after puberty 
and are frequently precipitated by drugs 
such as barbiturates, by alcohol, and by 
infection. This is due to induction of he
paric 5-aminolevulinate synthase. Women 
are more prone co AIP. AIP is character
ized by increased urinary excretion of the 
HMBS precursors, delca-aminolevulinic 
acid (ALA) and porphobilinogen (PBG). It 
is inherited as an autosomal dominant trait, 
so even hecerozygoces may exhibit symp
toms. Only about 10% co 20% of AIP gene 
carriers become symptomaric during their 
liferime. Prevention consists of notification 
of family members so that they may avoid 
the precipitating factors. 

Symptoms include marked weakness 
in the arms and legs, a slightly rapid heart 
race, and moderate hypertension . There 
may have been have been earlier episodes 
of severe abdominal pain without a diag
nosis. High levels of porphobilinogen are 
often noted in urine. 

Puy, H., Deybach, J. C. , Lamoril, J., Robreau , 
A. M. , et al. Mo lecular epidemiology and diagno
sis of PBG deaminase gene defects in acute incer
mittenr porphyria. Am. J. Hum. Genrt. 60:13 73, 
1997; and Solis, C., Martinez -Bermejo, A., Naid
ich, T. P. , Kaufmann , W . E., et al. Acute incermit

renc porphyria: Srudies of the severe homozygous 
dominant disease provides insights inro the neu
rologic attacks in acute porphyrias. Arch. NeuroL 
61:1764, 2004 . 
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unstable and can be readily oxidized, esp ecially in the presence of light , by nonenzy
matic means to their stable porphyrin products . In the latter cases, resonance between 
pyrrole groups is established by oxidation of the four methylene bridges. Figure 19 .82 
(p. 793) depicts the enzymat ic conversion of protoporphyrinogen to protoporphyrin by 
this oxidation mechanism. This is the only enzyme-catalyzed oxidation of a porphyr 
inogen in humans; all other porphyrinogen - porphyrin conversions are nonenzymatic 
and catalyzed by light. 

Uroporphyrinogen decarboxylase aets on the side chains of uroporphyrinogens to 
form coproporphy rinogens, where acetic acid groups have been decarboxylated to 
leave methyl groups . The protein catalyzes the conversion of both I and III isomers of 
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uroporph yrinogen to the respective coproporphyrinogen isomers. Uroporphyrinogen 
decarboxylase is inhibited by iron salts. Clinically the most common cause of porphy
rin derangement is associated with patients who have a single gene abnormality for 
uroporphyrinogen decarboxylase, leading to 50% depression of the enzyme's activity. 
This disease, which shows cutaneous manifestations primarily with sensitivity to light, 
is known as porphyria cutanea tarda. The condition is not expressed unless patients 
either take drugs that cause an increase in porphyrin synthesis or drink large amounts 
of alcohol. Alcoho l-induced cirrhosis leads to the accumulation of iron, which then 
acts to inhibit further the activity of uroporphyrinogen decarboxylase. The treatment 
for this condition is phlebotomy . 

Coproporphyrinogen Oxidase: Coproporphyrinogen oxidase, a mitochondrial enzyme, 
is specific for type III coproporphyrinogen. It does not act on the type I isomer. Copro
porphyrinogen III enters mitochondria and it is convened to protoporphyrinogen IX. A 
dominant hereditary disease associated with a deficiency of this enzyme leads to a form 
of hereditary hepatic porphyria, known as hereditaty coproporphyria. 
Protoporphyrinogen Oxidase: Another mitochondrial enzyme, protoporphyrino
gen oxidase, oxidizes the methylene bridges and generates protoporphyrin IX, which, 
in cont rast to the other heme precursors, is very water insoluble. Excess amounts of 

Figure 19.85 Synthe sis of uroporphyrinoge ns 
I and Ill. Enzyme in blue is uroporpbyrinogen I 
synthase. 
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protoporphyrin IX that are not converted to heme are excreted by the biliary system 
into the intestinal tract. An autosomal dominant disease, variegate porphyria, is due 
co a deficiency of procoporphyrinogen oxidase . 

Ferrochela tase: The lase enzyme of the pathway is ferrochelatase, which inserrs ferrous 
iron into procoporphyrin IX. Ascorbic acid and cySteine are required as reducrancs for 
ics activity. The protein is sensitive co the effects of heavy metals, especially lead and, 
of course, co iron deprivation. In these latter inStances, zinc instead of iron is incor
porated co form a zinc- procoporphyrin IX complex. In contraSt co heme, the zinc
procoporphyrin IX complex is brilliantly fluorescent and easily detectable in small 
amouncs. Prokaryotic ferrochelacase does not contain a proSthetic group, whereas the 
mammalian enzyme contains a Fe2S2 group. 

ALA Synthase Catalyzes Rate-Limiting Step 
of Heme Biosynthesis 

ALA synthase controls the race-limiting step of heme synthesis in all tissues . Succinyl CoA 
and glycine are substrates for a variety of reactions . The modulation of the activity of ALA 
synthase determines the quantity of the submate s chat will be shunted into heme biosyn
thesis. Heme and hematin, a derivative of oxidized heme, act both as a repressor of the syn
thesis of ALA synthase and as an inhibitor of ics acrivity. Since heme resembles neithe r the 
substrates nor the produet of the enzyme's action, it is probable chat it acts at an alloster ic 
site. Almost 100 different drugs and metabolites can cause induction of ALA synthase, some 
as much as 40-fold. The effect of pharmacological agencs has led to the important clinical 

TABLE 19.2 • Derangements in Porphyrin Metaboli sm 

E~me 

ALA syn chase 

ALA dehydratase (por-
phobilinogen synthase) 

PBG dearninase 
(hydroxymethylbilane 
synthase) 

Uroporphyrinogen III 
synthase 

Uroporphyrinogen HI 
decarboxylase 

Coproporphyrinogen 
III oxidase 

Protoporphyrinogen 
oxidase 

Ferrochelacase 

No particular enzyme 

Ferrochelacase; ALA 
dehydracase 

Substrate 

Glycine, Succinyl CoA 

D-Arnino-levulinic acid 

Porphobilinogen 

Hydroxymethyl-bilane 

Uroporphyrinogen III 

Coproporphyrinogen III 

Protoporphyrinogen DC 

Procoporphyrin DC 

Prevaknce 

Rare 

Among most 
prevalent 

Very rare 

Among most 
prevalent 

Among most 
prevalent 

Among most 
prevalent 

Quite rare 

Among most 
prevalent 

Frequent but 
declining 

Indicators and Symptcms 

Mild to severe neuropathy; 
intermittent fever, hypertension 

Mild to severe neuropathy; inter
mittent fever, hypertension and 
gastric problems 

Very severe; mutilating; evidence 
in infancy 

Pink, red, or violet urine staining 
diapers 

Mild to severe dermapathy; 
siderosis; liver 

Intermittent fever; hypertension; 
liver 

Intermittent fever; hypertension; 
skin and neurological involvement 

Mild to severe dermopathy; inter
mittent fever; hypertension; liver 
damage; gallscones 

Dermatopathy in some cases but 
not in others; usually neuropa
thy; variable intermittent fever; 
hypertension 

All tissues 

*OMIM: Online Mendelian Inheritance in Man . hrcp://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/Omim/Encry#/. 

OMIM* Porphyria 

125290 Contributes co porphyrias 
by induction 

125270 Ala-deh ydratase deficiency 

176000 Acute inrermittenr 
porphyria 

606938 Congenital or hereditary 
erythropoietic porphyria 

176100 Porphyria curanea tarda 

121300 Coproporphyria 

176200 Variegate porphyria 

177000 Eryrhropoietic 
protoporphyria 

Intoxication porphyria 

Lead poisoning 
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feature where some patienrs with cenain kinds of porphyria have had exacerbations of their 
condition following the inappropriate administration of certain drugs (e.g., barb iturates) . 
ALA dehydratase is also inhibited by heme; but this is of little physiological consequence, 
since the activity of ALA dehydratase is about 80-fold greater than that of ALA synthase, 
and thus heme-inh ibitory effects are reflected first in the activity of ALA synthase. 

Glucose or one of its proximal metabolites inhibits heme biosymhesis by a mech
anism involving inactivation of transcription faetors. T his is of clinical relevance, since 
some patients manifest their porphyric state for the first time when placed on a very low 
caloric (and therefore glucose) intake . Other regularors of porphyrin metabolism include 
certain steroids. Steroid hormones (e.g., oral contraceptive pills) with a double bond in ring 
A between C4 and C5 atoms can be reduced by two different reduetases. The produet of 
5a-reduetion has little effect on heme biosynthesis; however, the product of 5/3-reduction 
serves as a stimulus for the synthesis of ALA synthase. 

Porphyrias 

Porphyrias are a family of diseases of great interest because they have revealed that the 
regulation of heme biosynthesis is complicated. The clinical presentations of the different 
porphyrias provide a fascinating exposition of biochemical regulatory abnormalities and 
their relationship to pathophysiological processes. Table 19.2 lists some characteristics of 
the different porphyrias. 

19.8 • HEME CATABOLISM 

Catabolism of heme-containing proteins presents two requiremenrs to the mammalian 
host: (1) a means of processing the hydrophobic products of porphyrin ring cleavage and 
(2) retention and mobilization of the iron atom so that it may be reutilized. Red blood cells 
have a life span of approximately 120 days. Senescent cells are recognized by changes in 
their membranes and engulfed by the reticuloendothelial system at extravascular sites. The 
globin chains denature , releasing heme into the cytoplasm. T he globin is degraded to its 
constituent amino acids, which are reutilized for general metabolic needs. 

Figure 19.86 depicts the events of heme catabolism. Heme is degraded primarily by an 
endoplasmic reticulum enzyme system in reticuloendothelial cells that requires molecular 
oxygen and NAD PH. Heme oxygenase has two isomers; type I is substrate inducible and 
type II is constitutive . The enzyme catalyzes cleavage of the a-methene bridge, which joins 
the two pyrrole residues that contain vinyl subsrituents. The a-methene carbon is con
verted quantitatively to carbon monoxide . T his is the only endogenous source of carbon 
monoxid e in humans . Most of the carbon monoxide is released via the respiratory traet, 
and measurement of CO in respired air is a good measure of heme destruction . The oxygen 
present in the carbon monoxide and in the newly derivatized lactam rings of biliverdin 
come directly from molecular oxygen. The stoichiometry of the reaction requires 3 mol of 
oxygen for each ring cleavage. Heme oxygenase will only use heme as a substrate, with the 
iron possibly participating in the cleavage mechanism . Thus free protoporphyrin IX is not a 
substrate. The linear tetrapyrrole biliverdin IX is formed by heme oxygenase. Biliverdin IX 
is reduced by biliverdin reductase to bilirubin IX. The produets of heme oxygenase action 
are found to be cytoproteetive (Clin. Corr. 19.24) . 

Bilirubin Is Conjugated to Form Bilirubin 
Diglucuronide in Liver 

Bilirubin is derived from senescent red cells but also from turnover of other heme
containing proteins, such as the cytochromes. Studies with labeled glycine as a precursor 
have revealed that an early-labeled bilirubin , with a peak within 1- 3 h, appears very quickly 
after a pulsed administration of the labeled precursor. A larger amount ofbilirubin appears 
much later at about 120 days, reflecring the turnover of heme in red blood cells. Early
labeled bilirubin can be divided into two parts: an early-early pan , which reflects turnover 
of heme proteins, such as the cytochromes, in the liver, and a late-early part, which is a result 
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Cytoprotect ive Role of Heme Oxygenase 

Carbon monoxide (CO) and biliverdin are not merely passive prod
ucts of heme oxygenase action . Biliverdin is an antioxidant and as 
such performs a significant role when heme oxygenase is induced by 
stress. CO, like nitric oxide (NO) which it structurally resembles, acts 
on smooth muscle, and thus as a vasodilator has been shown co have a 
protective effect, for instance in stroke victims. Like NO , CO acts ap
parently through cyclic GMP. The interaction with NO is complex; 
at rimes CO is comp lementary co and at ocher settings antagonistic 
to NO. Simplistically, CO appears generally to function protectively 
whereas NO, depending on the circumstance, can either be protective 

Neonatal lsoimmune Hemolysis (OMIM 111689) 

Rh-negative women pregnant with Rh-positive fetuses develop an
tibodies to Rh faaors . These antibodies cross the placenta co hemo
lyze fecal red blood cells. Usually this is not of clinical relevance until 
about the third Rh-positive pregnancy, in which the mother has had 
antigenic challenges from earlier babies. Antenatal studies reveal ris
ing maternal levels of IgG antibodies against Rh-positive red blood 
cells, indicating that the fetus is Rh-positive. DNA testing can be used 
to determine RhD (Rhesus blood group, D antigen) type in chorionic 
villus samples or amniotic cells. A safer method for diagnosis of RhD 
status has recently been developed. PCR technology can be used to 
amplify DNA from fetal cells in the mother 's bloodstream, obviating 
the need for more invasive procedures. Damage from Rhesus is ini ti
ated at birth. Placental transfer of fetal bilirubin occurs with excre
tion through the maternal liver. Because hepatic enzymes of bilirubin 
metabolism are poorly expressed in the newborn , infants may not 
be able to excrete the large amounts of bilirubin that can be gener
ated from red cell breakdown. Ac birth these infants usually appear 
normal; however, the unconjugaced bilirubin in the umbilical cord 
blood is elevated up to 4 mg/dL, due co che hemolysis initiated by 
maternal antibodies. During the next 2 days the serum bilirubin rises, 

or cause cell damage. Bilirubin has been shown co inhibit the expres
sion of inducible NO-synthase. 

Baranano, D. E., and Snyder, $. Neural roles for heme oxygenase: Conrrasr.s to 
nirric oxide. Proc. Natl. A=i. Sci. USA 98:10996, 2001; Baranano, D. £., Rao, 
M., Ferris, C. D., et al. Biliverdin reductase: A major physiologic cyroprocecranr. 
Proc. NarL Ar,u/. Sci. USA 99:16095, 2002; Chen, Y. M., Yet, S. F., and Perrella, 
M. A Role of heme oxygenase in the regulation of blood pressure and cardiac 
function. Exp. Biol Med. 228:447, 2003; and Wang, W. W., Smith, D. L., and 
Zucker ,$ . D. Bilirubin inhibirs iNOS expression and NO production in response 
co endocoxin in rars. Hepatology40:424, 2004. 

refleaing contin uing isoimmune hemolysis, leading co jaundice, 
hepatosplenomegaly, ascites, and edema. If untreated, signs of central 
nervous system damage can occur, with the appearance of lethargy, 
hypoconia, spasticity, and respiratory difficulty, constituting the syn
drome of kernicterus. 

Treatment involves exchange transfusion with whole blood, which 
is serologically compatible with both the infant's blood and the ma
ternal serum. This is necessary to prevent hemolysis of the transfused 
cells. Additional treatment includes external phococherapy, which fa
cilitates the breakdown of bilirubin. The problem can be prevented 
by treating Rh-negative mothers with anti-Rh globulin. These anti
bodies recognize the fecal red cells, block che Rh antigens, and cause 
them co be destroyed without stimulating an immune response in the 
mothers. 

[nnan, H. A two-locus gene conversion model with selection and its application 
co the human RHCE and RHO genes. Proc. Nat. Acad. Sci. USA!00:8793, 2003; 
Lo, Y. M. D., Hjelm, N. M., Fidler, C., Sargent, I. L., et al Prenaral diagnosis 
of fecal RhD srarus by mo lecular analysis of maternal plasma. N Engl J Med. 
339: 1734, 1998. 

of incomplete erychropoesis . The latter is a measurement of ineffeccive erychropoiesis and 
can be very pronounced in disease scares such as pernicious anemia and the thalassemias . 
Bilirubin is produced in cells of the reciculo-endothelial system, including phagocytes, the 
Kupffer cells of the liver, and cells in the spleen and bone marrow (Clin . Cor r. 19.25). 
Bilirubin is poorly solub le in aqueous solutions at physio logical pH values. When tran s
ported in plasma, it is bound co serum albumin with an association constant greater than 
106

• Albumin contains one high-affinity sire and another with a lesser affinity. However , 
bilirubin toxicity (kernicterus), which is manifested by the transfer of bilirubin to mem
brane lipids, suggescs that the weak affinity of the second site does not allow it co serve 
effeccively in che transport of bilirubin. Bilirubin is released from albumin and taken up by 
liver cells using a transporter mechanism . Once in the cell, bilirubin is bound co two major 
proteins , cycosolic Y protein (glucachione S-cransferase B, also called ligandin) and cycosolic 
Z protein (also known as faery-acid-binding prote in [FABP]). The bind ing of bilirubin 
to these proteins prevencs th e return flow out of che cell. Ligandin has been purified and 



Bilirubin UDP-Glucuronosyltransferase Deficiency 

Three forms of mutations can lead co bilirubin UDP-glucuronosyl
cransferase deficiency (OMIM 191740). All three are in the UGTJAJ 
gene (UDP-glucuronosylcransferase lAl ), and all three have different 
outcomes. The mutation that leads to Crigler- Najjar type I deficiency 
produces a siruacion where very low levels ofbilirubin diglucuronides 
are found in blood, and, unlike the other rypes, type I does not re
spond to phenobarbital therapy. Crigler- Najjar syndrome type II that 
results in high levels of free bilirubin and the third rype of cransferase 
deficiency, Gilbert syndrome (intermediate amounts ofbilirubin), are 
both responsive to phenobarbital therapy. Over 40 separate mutations 
have been described, and the levels ofbilirubin in blood vary from pa
tient to patient. In some cases very little free bilirubin is found, and 
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chis is due to a low rate of bilirubin production . The effectiveness of 
phenobarbital creacmem is based on the abiliry of chis drug to induce 
synthesis ofUDP-glucuronosylcransferase. 

Chowdhwy , J. R., Bakker, C., er al. The generic basis of the reduced expression 
ofbil irubin UDP -glucuronosykransferase I in Gilberc syndrome . N Engl] Med. 
333:117 1, 1995; Burchell, B, and Hume, R. Molecular generic basis of Gilberc 
syndrome. J Ga.stroenterol Hep,uoL14:960, 1999; Gancla, S., Bakker, C. T. M ., 
Deocharan , B., Thurnmala , N. R., et al. Splice-sire mutations : A nave.I genet
ic mechanism of Crigler- Najjar syndrome type 1. Am. J Hum . Genet. 62 :585, 
1998; and Gong, Q -H. , Cho, J. W., Huang , T., Potter , C., et al. Th.irreen UDP 
glucuronosylrransferase genes ru-e encoded at the human UGT! gene complex 
locus. Pharmacogenetics 11:357, 2001. 

characterized as having two subunits (22 kDa and 27 kDa). The stoichiometry of binding 
is one bilirubin molecule per complete ligandin molecule. 

Once in the hepatocyte the propionyl side chains ofbilirubin are conjugated to form a 
diglucuronide (Clin . Corr . 19.26 and Figure 19.87). The reaction utilizes uridine diphos
phoglucuronate derived from the oxidation of uridine diphosphoglucose. In normal bile 
the diglucuronide is the major form of excreted bilirubin , with only small amounts of 
the monoglucuronide or other glycosidic adducts. Bilirubin diglucu.ronide is much more 
water soluble than free bilirubin, and thus the action of the transferase facilitates the excre
tion of the bilirubin into bile. Bilirubin diglucuronide is poorly absorbed by the intestinal 
mucosa. The glucuronide residues are released in the terminal ileum and large intestine by 
bacterial hydrolases; the released bilirubin is reduced to the colorless linear tetrapyt roles 
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Figure 19.87 Biosynthesis of bilirubin diglucuronide . 
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Urochrome 

Urochrome was the original name given to 
the pigment thought co give urine its color. 
Ir is now known that several related pig
ments are responsible, so the original name 
has been dropped. Urine is yellow because of 
urobilins, specifically D-urobilin, L-urobilin, 
L-scercobilin, and possibly others. U robilins 
are composed of four modified pyrrole rings 
connected by methylene bridges. 

known as urobillnogens, which become oxidized co colored produCtS known as urobil
ins, which are excreted in the feces. A small &action of urobilinogen is reabsorbed by the 
terminal ileum and large intestine to be removed by hepatic cells and resecreted in bile. 
When urobilinogen is reabsorbed in large amounts in certain disease srates, the kidney 
serves as a major excretory site (A Closer Look 19.7) . 

Plasma bilirubin concentrations are 0.3 - 1 mg/dL in the normal state , and this is 
almost all in the unconjugated state (Clin . Cor r. 19.27) . Conjugated bilirubin is expressed 
as direct billruhin because it can be coupled readily with diazonium sales to yield azo dyes 
in the direet van den Bergh reaction . Unconjugated bilirubin is bound noncovalently to 
albumin, and it does not reacc until released by the addition of an organic solvent such 
as ethanol. This is the indirect van den Bergh reaetion, and this measures the indirect 
bilirubin or the unconjugated bilirubin . Unconjugated bilirubin binds so tightly to serum 
albumin and lipid that it does not diffuse &eely in plasma and therefore does not appear 
in urine. It has a high affinity for membrane lipids, which leads to the impairment of cell 
membrane function, especially in the nervous system . In contrast, conjugated bilirubin is 
relatively wate r soluble, and elevations of conjugated bilirubin lead to high urinary concen
trations with the characceristic deep yellow-brown color. The deposition of conjuga ted and 
unconjugated bilirubin in skin and the sclera gives the yellow to yellow-green color seen in 
patients with jaundice . 

A third form of plasma bilirubin occurs only with hepatocellular disease in which a 
&accion of the bilirubin binds so tightly that it is not released from serum albumin by the 
usual techniques and is thought to be linked covalently to the protein . In some cases, up to 
90% of total bilirubin can be in this covalently bound form. 

The normal liver has a very large capacity to conjugate and excrete the bilirubin that is deliv
ered. Therefore , hyperbilirubinemia due to excess heme desrruccion (see Clin. Corr. 19.25), as 
in hemolytic diseases, rarely leads to bilirubin levels that exceed 5 mg/dL, except in situations 
in which functional derangement of the liver is present (see Clin. Corr . 19.26). Thus, marked 
elevation of unconjugated bilirubin refleas primarily a variety of hepatic diseases, including 
those inherited and those acquired. 

Increase in conjugated bilirubin in plasma is attributable to liver and/or biliary tract 
disease. In simple uncomplicated biliary tract obstruetion, the major component is the 

Elevation of Serum-Conjugated Bilirubin 

Elevations of serum conjuga ted bilirubin are attributable co liver and/ 
or biliary trace disease. In simple uncomplicated biliary tract obstruc
tion, the major component of the elevated serum bilirubin is the 
diglucuronide form, which is released by the liver into the vascular 
compartment. Biliary tract disease may be extrahepatic or inrrahep
atic, the latter involving the canaliculi and biliary ducrules. 

Hydrophobic compounds have an affinity for membranes and thus 
enter cells. To remove these compounds, ATP-dependent membrane 
channels pump them into the circulation where they can be bound by 
serum albumin and transferred co the liver. T hese pumps were initially 
described in the setting of cancer chemotherapy where the agents are 
commonly hydrophobic and used in high concentrations. One kind 
of resistance to therapy was found to be due to the increased activity 
of the pumps in tumor cells, reducing intracellular drug concentra
tions. Accordingly, these pumps have been called MRPs (multidrug 
resistance proteins) (OMIM 601107) . At least six kinds are known . 
The property of hydrophobicity reduces the need of a specific pump 
for each compound since capture from a dilute aqueous medium is a 
minor issue, in contrast to hydrophilic compounds where channels 

have to be very specific. The MRPs serve also co transfer physiological 
hydrophobic compounds such as steroids from the adrenal gland and 
bilirubin from hepatocytes into bile. Dubin-Johnson syndrome is an 
autosomal recessive disease involving a defect in the biliary secretory 
mechanism of the liver. Excretion from the hepatocyte to the canaliculi 
relies upon MRP 2. In Dubin-Johnson syndrome mutations occur in 
this protein (known also as cMOAT, canalicular multispecific organic 
anion transporter) . Excretion through the biliary tract of a variety (but 
not all) of organic anions is affected. Retention of melanin-like pig
ment in the liver in this disorder leads to a characteristic gray-black 
color of chis organ. A second heritable disorder associated with el
evated levels of serum-conjugated bilirubin is Rotor syndrome. In chis 
poorly defined disease no hepatic pigmentation occurs. 

Iyanagi, E. Y., and Accoucheur, S. Biochemical and molecular disorders of bil
irubin metabolism. Biochim. Biophys. Acta 1407: 173, 1998; and Tsugi, H. , Kon ig, 
J ., Rose, D., ec al. Exon- inrron organi:zacion of the human mulcidrug-resiscance 
protein 2 (MRP 2) gene mucaced in Dubin-Johnson syndrome. Castroenterology 
117:653, 1999. 
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diglucuronide form , which is released by the liver into the vascular compartment. Biliary 
tract disease may be extrahepatic or imrahepatic , the latter involving the canaliculi and 
biliary ductules (see Clin. Corr. 19.27). 

lntravascular Hemolysis Requires Scavenging of Iron 

In certain diseases, destruction of red blood cells occurs in the inuavascular compartment 
rather than in the extravascular reticuloendothelial cells. In the former case, the appearance 
of free hemoglobin and heme in plasma could lead potentially ro their excretion through the 
kidney with subsrantial loss of iron . To prevent this, specific plasma proteins are involved in 
scavenging mechanisms. Transferrin binds free iron and thus permits irs reutilization. Free 
hemoglobin, afrer oxygenation in the pulmonary capillaries, dissociates into a,/3-dimers, 
which are bound to a family of circulating plasma proteins, the haptoglobins , which have 
a high affinity for the oxyhemoglobin dimer . Since deoxyhemoglobin does not dissociate 
into dimers in physiological settings, it is not bound by haptoglobin. Two a,/3-oxyhemo
globin dimers are bound by a haptoglob in molecule . 

Haptoglobins are arglobulins, synthesized in the liver. T hey consisr of two pairs of 
polypeptide chains (a being the lighter and /3 the heavier). The a-and /3-chains are derived 
from a single polypeptide that is cleaved to form the two different chains . The /3-chains are 
glycopeptides of 39 kDa and are invariant in structure ; a-chains are of several kinds . The 
haptoglobin chains are joined by disulfide bonds between the a- and /3-chains and between 
the two a-chains. 

The haptoglobin - hemoglobin complex is too large to be filtered through the renal 
glomerulus . Free hemoglobin (appearing in renal tubules and in urine) will occur during 
intravascular hemolysis only when the binding capacity of circulating haptoglobin has been 
exceeded. Haptoglobin delivers hemoglobin to the reticuloendothelial cells. The heme in 
free hemoglobin is relatively resistant to the action of heme oxygenase , whereas the heme 
residues in an a,/3-dimer of hemoglobin bound to haproglobin are very susceptible. 

Measurement of serum haptoglobin is used clinically as an indication of the degree of 
intravascular hemolysis . Patienrs who have significant int ravascular hemolysis have little or 
no plasma haptoglobin because of the removal of haptoglobin - hemoglobin complexes by 
the reticuloendothelial system. Haptoglobin levels can also be low in severe exrravascular 
hemolysis, in which the large load of hemoglobin in the reticuloendothel ial system leads to 
the transfer of free hemoglobin into plasma . 

Free heme and hematin (with iron in the ferric state) appearing in plasma are bound by 
a /3-globulin, hemopexin that binds one heme residue per molecule. Hemopexin transfers 
heme to liver, where furthe r metabolism by heme oxygenase occurs . Normal plasma hemo
pexin contains very little bound heme , whereas in inrravascular hemoly sis, it is almost com
pletely saturated by heme and is cleared with a half-life of about 7 h . In the latter excess heme 
binds to albumin, with newly synthesized hemopexin serving as a mediator for the transfer 
of the heme from albumin to the liver. Hemopexin also binds free protoporphyrin. 
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glutamate alanine aminotransferase 
glutamate aspartate amino-

transferase 
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pyridoxal phosphate 
amino acid oxidase 
asparaginase 
gluraminase 
glutamine syntherase 
urea cycle 
arginase 

citrulline 
N-acetylglutamate 
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tetrahydrobiopterin 
homocysteine 
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dihydroxyphenylalanine 
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Multiple-Choice Questions 

I. Aminorransferases 
A. usually require a-ketoglutarare or glutamine as one of the reacting 

pair. 
B. caralyz.e reactions that result in a nee use or production of amino acids. 
C. catalyze irreversible reactions. 
D. require pyridoxal phosphate as an essential cofactor for the reaction. 
E. are not able co catalyze cransarnination reactions with essential 

amino acids. 

2 . The production of ammonia in the reaction catalyzed by glutamate 
dehydrogenase 
A. requires the participation ofNADH or NADPH. 
B. proceeds through a Schiff base intermediate. 
C. may be reversed to consume ammonia if it is present in excess. 
D. is favored by high levels of ATP or GTP. 
E. would be inhibited when gluconeogenesis is active. 

3. S-Adenosylmethionine 
A. contains a cl1arged sulfur that carries the methyl group co be 

transferred. 
B. yields a-kecobutyrate in d1e reaction in which the methyl is trans-

ferred. 
C. don ates a methyl group in a freely reversible reaction. 
D. generates H2S by cranssulfuration. 
E. provides the carbons for the formation of cysteine. 
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dopamine 
epinephrine 
melanin 
tyrosine hydroxylase 
3 '-phosphoadenosine-5 ' -

phosphosulface 
carnirine 
seroconin 
histamine 
polyarnines 
sperminc 
glutath ione 
heme 

porphyrinogens 
porphyrin 
protoporphyrin 
8-aminolevulinic acid synthase 
amino levulinic acid dehydrarase 
porphobilinogen deaminase 
uroporphyrinogen III synthase 
ferrochelatase 
biliverdin reductase 
heme oxygenase 
bilirubin diglucuronide 
urobilins 

4. Glucathione does all of the following except 
A. participate in the transport of amino acids across some cell 

membranes. 
B. scavenge peroxides . 
C. form conjugates with some drugs co increase water solubility. 
D. decreases the stability of erythrocyte membranes. 
E. acrs as a cofactor for some enzymes . 

5. Heme oxygcnase 
A. can oxicfrLe the methene bridge bet\veen any two pyrro le rings 

of heme. 
B. requires molecular oxygen. 
C. produces bilirubin. 
D. produces carbon dioxide . 
E. can use either heme or procoporphyrin IX as substrate. 

6. Conjugated bilirubin is 
A. transported in blood bound to serum albumin . 
B. deficient in Crigler-Najjar syndrome, a deficiency of a UDP-

glucuronosylrransfe rase. 
C. reduced in serum in biliary tract obstruction. 
D. the form of bilirubin most elevated in hepatic (liver) disease. 
E. less soluble in aqueous solution than the unconjugated form. 
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Quescions 7 and 8: Oefecrs in the metabolism of the branched -chain 
amino acids are rare but serious. The most common one is called maple 
syrup urine disease (named from the smell of the urine), which is a defi
ciency of branched-chain keto acid dehydrogenase complex. The disease is 
characterized by mcncal retardacion and a short life span. 

7. All of the following are true about the branched-chain amino acids 
except they 
A. arc cssencial in the dier. 
B. differ in that one is glucogenic, one is ketogenic and one is 

classified as both. 
C. are cacabolized in a manner chat bears a resemblance co 

/3-oxidarion of fatty acids. 
D. arc oxidized by a dehydtogcnase complex co branched-chain acyl 

CoAs one carbon shorter than the parenr compound. 
E. are metabo lized initially in the liver. 

8. Valine and isoleucine give rise co propionyl CoA, a precursor of 
succinyl CoA. A disease related co a defect in this conversion is 
mechylmalonic aciduria. Some paciencs respond co megadoses of 
vitamin B12• Which of the following sea cements about the conversion 
of propionyl CoA co succinyl CoA is/are correct? 
A. The firsr step in the conversion is a biotin-dependent carboxyiacion. 
B. Some mechylmalonic aciduria pacienrs respond ro B12 because the 

defect in the murase convercing malonyl CoA to succinyl CoA is 
poor binding of the cofactor. 

C. The same pathway of propionyl CoA co succinyl CoA is part of 
the metabolism of odd-chain fatty acids. 

D. All of the above. 
E. None of the above. 

Quescions 9 and 10: Hyperammonemia caused by deficiencies of the 
enzymes involved in carbamoyl phosphate synthesis or any of the enzymes 
of the urea cycle is a very serious condition . Untreated, the result is early 
death or mencal recardacion and ocher developmencal abnormalicies . 
Ornichine rranscarbamoylasc deficiency is the most common error in d1e 
cycle. Treatment aims to relieve the hyperarnmonemia and sometimes 
there is supplementacion with arginine . 

9. In the formacion of urea from ammonia, all of the following are 
correct except 
A. asparrare supplies one of the nitrogens found in urea . 
B. chis is an energy-expensive process, utilizing sevecal ATPs. 
C. the race of the cycle flucruares with rhe dier. 
D. fumarate is produced. 
E. ornichine rranscarbamoylase catalyzes the rare-limiting seep. 

Answers 

1. D The mechanism of action begins with the formation of a 
Schiff base with pyridoxal phosphate. A Mose mammalian 
aminorransferases use glutamate or a-kecoglurarate. B: One amino 
acid is converted into another amino acid; there is neither net gain 
nor net loss. C: The reactions are freely reversible. E: Only lysine and 
threonine do not have aminorransferases. 

2. C This is an important mechanism for reducing toxic ammonia 
concentrations. A: This would favor ammonia consumpcion. B: The 
cofacror is a pyridine nucleocide, nor pyridoxal phosphate. D: These 
are inhibitory. E: Since part of the role is ro provide amino acid 
carbon chains for gluconeogenesis, chis would be accive. 

10. Carbamoy l phosphate syncherase I 
A. is a flavoprotcin. 
B. is controlled primarily by feedback inhibition. 
C. is unresponsive to changes in arginine. 
D. requires N-aceryl glutamate as an allosreric effecror. 
E. requires ATP as an allosteric effector. 

Quescions 11 and 12: A woman appears in an emergency room in an 
agitated state with severe abdominal pain and marked weakness in all her 
limbs. Usual laboratory tests are normal and no specific abnormality can 
be found. She is sedated with phenobarbital (a barbiturate) and observed 
over the next few hours. Her condition rapidly deteriorates and further 
scudy finds an elevated level of porphobilinogen in her urine. A diagnosis 
of acute intermircenr porphyria is made. Enzyme abnormalities in mis 
disease are a marked increase in ALA synthase and a 50% reduction in 
porphobilinogen dearninase. 

11. Aminolevulinic acid synthase 
A. requires NAO for acciviry. 
B. is allosterically activated by heme. 
C. synthesis is inhibited by steroids . 
D. is synthesized in mitochondria. 
E. synthesis can be induced by a variery of drugs. 

12. Normally , porphobilinogen is an intermediate in the pathway 
to heme biosynthesis. There are many omer incermediares. 
Uroporphyrinogen III 
A. is synthesized rapidly from porphobilinogen in the presence of 

a cosyn chase. 
B. does nor contain a cerrapyrrole ring. 
C. is formed from coproporphyrinogen III by dccarboxylacion. 
D. is converted directly to proroporphyrinogen IX. 
E. formation is the primary conrrol seep in heme synthesis. 

Problems 

13. An inabiliry co generate cerrallydrobioprerin would have what 
specific effecrs on the metabolism of phenylalanine, ryrosine, and 
rryprophan? 

14. Ornithinc, an intermediate of the urea cycle, and proline , found 
in proteins, are both synthesi-Led from glutamate. How does chis 
occur? 

3. A The reactive, positively charged sulfur reverrs ro a neutral 
chioether when the methyl group is transferred to an acceptor. B: The 
produce, S-adenosylhomocysteine, is hydrolyzed ro homocysceine. 
C: Transmechylacions from AdoMet are irreversible. 0: Transsulfura
cion refers co the combined accion of cystachionine synthase and cys
cachionase transferring methionine's sulfur co serine to yield cysceine. 
E: Meth ionine provides only the sulfur; carbons are from serine. 

4. D Mose of the funcrions of glutachione listed are dependent on the 
sulfhydryl group (-SH). Ir increases membrane stability. Glurachione 
reducrase helps to maintain the ratio of GSH ro GSSG at abour 100: 1. 



5. B Oxygenases usually use 0 2• A:. The enzyme is specific for the meth
ene between the two rings conraining the vinyl groups (a-methcne 
bridge). C and D: The producrs are biliverdin and CO; the measure
menr of CO in the breath is an index of heme degradation. E: Iron is 
necessary for acrivity. 

6. B Conjugared bilirubin is bilirubin diglucuronide. A:. Unconju-
gared bilirubin is rransported bound co albumin. C: Liver conjugares 
bilirubin, bur if the bile ducr is obstructed, ir won'r be excrered. D: Liver 
is responsible for the conjugation, which would be impaired in hepatic 
damage. E: The purpose of conjugation is ro increase warer solubility. 

7. E A: Aminotransferase, the firsr enzyme, is much higher in muscle 
than in liver. B, C, and D: T heir catabolism is similar but the end 
produces are different because of the differences in the branching. 
The similarity co ,B-oxidacion comes in seeps like oxidation co an 
a,,B-unsacuraced CoA, hydration of the double bond, and oxidation 
of an hydroxyl co a carbonyl. 

8. D A:. This is a typical carboxylation reacrion like pyruvace carbox
ylase. B: Megadoses of a cofucror if the defecr is in binding has been 
used in a number of diseases. C: The final cleavage of odd-chain furry 
acids produces propionyl CoA. 

9. E Carbamoyl phosphate synd1erase I cacalyzes d1e race-limiting seep. A, 
B, and D: One of the nitrogen acorns is supplied as asparrace, with its 
carbon acorns being released as fumarace. C: The level of CPSI and the 
synthesis of N-acetylglucamace increase as protein in the diet increases. 

10. D The primary control is by the allosreric eff'e.cror, 
N-acetylglucamace. B: This is an activation, nor an inhibition. 
C: Synthesis of the eff'eccor, and therefore activity of CPSI, is 
increased in the presence of arginine. E: ATP is a substrate. 
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11. E The enzyme is induced in response co need as well as by drugs 
and metabolites. Giving the porphyria patient phenobarbital in
creased her already high ALA synthase. A:. The mechanism involves 
a Sclliff' base with glycine; therefore rhe coenzyme is pyridoxal 
phosphate. B: Heme both allosrerieally inhibits and suppresses syn
thesis of the enzyme . C: One reduction produce of cacabolic sreroids 
stimulates the synthesis. D: The gene for chis enzyme is on nuclear 
DNA. 

12. A In the absence of cosynthase, uroporphyrinogen I is synthesized 
slowly. B: T he cetrahydropyrrole ring has formed by chis poinr. 
C and D: T he decarboxylation goes from uroporphyrinogen co 
coproporphyrinogen, which is then converted co procoporphyrino
gen. E: The synthesis of aminolevulinic acid is the race-limiting seep. 

13. Tecrahydrobiopcerin is a necessary component of phenylalanine, 
tyrosine and ttyptophan hydroxylases. Its deficiency would inhibit 
normal degradarion of both phenylalanine and tyrosine because 
their degradative pathways begin with the respective hydroxylases. 
Catecholamine formation (norepinephri ne and epinephrine) begins 
with the formation of DOPA from tyrosine via tyrosine hydroxylase 
so catecholamine synthesis woul d be inhibited. The initial seep in 
the conversion of rryptophan co serotonin is catalyzed by rrypcophan 
hydroxylase. 

14. Glutamate, using ATP and NADH, can be reduced co glutamic 
semialdehyde . The semialdehy de sponraneously cyclizes to form a 
Schiff'base between d1e aldehyde and amino groups which is then 
reduced by NADPH co proline. If , instead, the semialdehyde under
goes rransamination, ornithine is produced. 
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Purine and pyrimidine nucleotides are requi red for many 
normal cellular functions including DNA and RNA synthesis. 
Nucleotides in the cell are supplied by de novo synthesis and by 
salvage of preformed nucleobases or nucleosides. 

AMP and GMP synthesis. Synthesis is tightly regulated by 
allosreric control of the committed steps in the individual 
pathways. 

• Synthesis of both purine and pyrimidine nucleotides requires 
specific amino acids, terrahydrofolate , and 5-phosphoribosyl-1-
pyrophosphate (PRPP) . IMP is a precursor for both 

Deoxyribonucleotides are formed by reduction of ribonucleo
side 5' -diphosphates. Deoxythymidylate synthesis requires N5. 
N°-methylene Hlolate 

807 
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PRPP is required for the salvage pathway. Uric acid is the end 
product of purine degradation in man, and /3-aminoisobury ric 

Defects or alterations in nucleotide metabolism lead to defined 
clinical problems, such as gout, Lesch- Nyhan, and immuno 
deficiency. lnhibiro rs of specific steps in the synthesis of the 
nucleotides are effective anti-tumor drugs. 

acid of thymidine nucleotide . 
Nucleotide kinases convert nucleoside 5 '-monophosphates t0 

nucleoside 5' -di phosphates and nucleoside 5' -di phosphates to 
nucleoside 5 '-triphosphates. 

NAD, FAD, and coenzyme A, critical coenzymes in metabo
lism, are synthesized by mammalian cells. 

20.1 • INTRODUCTION 

The re are major differences between nucleotide metabolism in bacteria and mammalian 
cells, and even differences between humans and animals. The following discussion is lim
ited to nucleotide metabolism in mammalian cells and where appropriate to nucleotide 
metabolism in humans. 

Purine and pyrimidine nucleotides participate in many critical cellular functions. The 
cellular levels of the purine and pyrimidine nucleotides are maintained by de novo synthet ic 
pathways and "salvage" reactions. Amino acids, CO 2, "Carbon- 1"-tetrahydrofolate, and 
ribose-5-phosphate serve as sources for carbon , nitrogen, and oxygen atoms . 

Intracellular concentrations of nucleotides are finely controlled by allosterically regu
lated enzymes in the pathways. Nucleotide end products of the pathways serve as effect
ors and regulate key steps in the pathways. 2' -Deoxyribonucleotides required for DNA 
replication are generated directly from ribonucleotides, and their production is also care
fully regulated by nucleoside 5 '-triphosphate nucleotides acting as positive and negative 
effectors. In addition to the regulation of nucleotide metabolism via allosteric regulation, 
concent rations of key enzymes in their metabolic pathways are altered during the cell cycle 
with many of the increases in enzyme activiry occurring especially during late G 1/early S 
phase just preceding DNA replication . 

The importance of both the de novo synthesis and the salvage pathways is shown by 
the fact there are clinical diseases or syndromes due to defects in either pathway. These 
conditions include gout (defect in de novo purine nucleotide synthesis), Lesch- Nyhan syn
drome (defect in purine nucleobase salvage), orotic aciduria (defect in de novo pyrimidine 
nucleotide synthesis), and imm unodeficiency diseases (defects in purine nucleoside degra
dation) . Because nucleotide synthesis is required for DNA replication and RNA synthesis 
in dividing cells, drugs that block de novo pathways of nucleotide synthes is have been suc
cessfully used as antitumor and antiviral agents . 

The structures, chemistry, and properties of nucleobases, nucleosides, and nucleotides 
are presented on pages 1132- 1133 and in the Appendix. 

20.2 • METABOLIC FUN CTIONS 
OF NU CLEOTIDES 

Nucleotides and their derivatives play critical and diverse roles in cellular metabolism. 
Many different nucleotides are present in mammalian cells. Some, such as ATP and NAD 
are present in millimolar concentrations while others such as dA TP and cyclic AMP are 
orders of magnitude lower in concentration. The functions of nucleotides are summarized 
in Table 20 .1 with some examples given. 

Distribution of Nucleotides Varies with Cell Type 

The principal purine and pyrimidine compounds found in cells are the 5' -nucleotide 
derivatives with ATP being present in the highest concentration . The distribution of 
the various nucleotides in cells varies with cell type. In red blood cells, adenine nucleo
tides far exceed the concentrations of guanine, cytosine, and uracil nucleotides; in 
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TABLE 20.1 • Functions of Nucleotide s 

Function Selecud Examples 

1. Energy metabolism ATP (muscle contraction; active transport; ion 
gradiencs; phosphate donor) 

2. Monomeric uni rs of nucleic acids NTPs and dNTPs (substrates for RNA and DNA) 

3. Physiological mediators Adenosine (coronary blood flow); ADP (platelet 
aggregation); cAMP and cGMP (second messengers); 
signal rransduction via GTP-binding proteins 

4. Precursor function GTP (mRNA capping); terrahydrobiopterin, 
(hydroxylation of aromatic amino acids) 

5. Componenrs of coenzymes NAO, FAD, FMN, and coenzyme A 

6. Activated intermediates UDP-glucose (glycogen); CDP-choline (phospholipids); 
SAM (merhylation); PAPS (sulfacion) 

7. Allosteric effeccors ATP (negative effector of PFK-I); AMP (positive 
effector of phosphorylase b); dATP (negative effector 
of ribonucleotide reducrase) 

other tissues, such as liver, there is a complete spectrum of nucleotides, which also include 
NAD+, NADH, UDP-glucose, and UDP-glucuronic acid. In normally functioning cells, 
nucleoside 5' -triphosphates predominate, whereas in hypoxic cells the concentrations 
of nucleoside 5' -monophosphates and nucleoside 5' -d.iphosphates are greatly increased. 
Free nucleobases, nucleosides, nucleoside 2' - and 3' -monophosphates, and modified bases 
are found in the cytosol represent degradation products of endogenous or exogenous nucleo
tides or nucleic acids. 

The concentrations of ribonucleotides in cells are in great excess over the concen
tration s of2' -deoxyribonucleotides. For example, the concentration of ATP in Ehrlich 
tumor cells is 3600 pmol per 106 cells compared to dATP concentrations of 4 pmol 
per 106 cells. However, at the time of DNA replication the concent rations of dA TP 
and other deoxyribonucleoside 5' -triphosphates are markedly increased to meet the 
substrate requirements for DNA replication. In normal cells, the total concentration 
of nucleotides is essentially constant. Thu s, the total concentration of AMP plus ADP 
plus ATP remains constant, but there can be major changes in the individual concen
tration of each such that the ratio of ATP/(ATP + ADP + AMP) is altered depending 
on the energy state of the cell. The same is true for NAD + and NADH. The total con
centration ofNAD+ plus NADH is normally fixed within rather narrow concentration 
limits. Consequently, when it is stated that the NADH level is increased, it follows 
that the concentration ofNAD+ is correspond ingly decreased in that cell. The basis for 
this fixed concent ration of nucleotides is that de novo synthesis and salvage pathways 
for nucleotides, nucleosides, and nucleobases are very rigidly controlled under normal 
conditions . 

20.3 • 5' -PHOSPHORIBOSYL -1-PYROPHOSPHATE 
AND GLUTAMINE IN DE N OVO SYNTHESIS 
OF NU CLEOTIDES 

5' -Phosphoribosyl-1-pyrophosphate 
Ribose 5-phosphate generated from the pentose phosphate pathway or from the phospho
rylysis of nucleosides supplies the 5' -phosphoribosyl-1-pyrophosphate (PRPP) required 
for the de novo and salvage pathways of nucleotides. The reaction catalyzed by PRPP syn
thetase is shown in Figure 20.1. This reaction is normally under tight regulation. The 
properties of PRPP synthetase are listed in Table 20.2. There is a rare but severe clinical 
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0 0 

S-Phosphoribosyl-1-
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Figure 20.1 Synthesi s of PAPP . 
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Loss-of-Function Mutations 
in Phosphoribosylpyrophos
phate Syntheta se1 (PRPS1 ): 
Arts Syndrome (OMIM 301835) 

Ans syndrome is a very rare genetic disorder 
that is caused by mutations in phosphorib
osyl pyrophosphate synthetase (PRPSl) 
that resulrs in loss of PPR$ l activiry. It is 
X linked, and the child suffers from mental 
retardation , delayed motor development, 
and optic atrophy. In the pacienrs stud
ied, at least two different missense muta
tions have been identified. The clinical 
problems are likely the result of the lack of 
purine nucleotide synthesis. Hypoxanthine 
is undetectable in the urine and there is re
duced uric acid in serum. Arrs syndrome 
represents the completely opposite case in 
which PPRS 1 activiry is elevated leading to 
over production of purine nucleotides and 
the clinical condition of gout. 

De Brouwer, A. P., Williams, K. I., Duley, J. A., 
Kuilenburg, A. B., et al. Arcs syndrome is caused by 
loss-of-function mutations in PRPSI. A11L J. Hum. 
Gerut. 81:507, 2007; lizasa, T. lncreasedactivicyof 
PRPP syntherase. Nipp,m Rimhi 4:694 , 2008 ; and 
Kim, H.J., Shy, M. E., Krajewski, K. M., Huang, 
M., et al. Mutations in PRPSl , which encodes the 
phosphoribosylpyrophosphace syntherase enzyme 
critical for nucleotide biosynthesis, causes hereclicary 
peripheral neuropathy with hearing loss and optical 
neuropathy. Am]. Hum. Genet. 81:522, 2007. 

TABLE 20.4 • Reactions Requiring 
Glutamine for 
Nucleotide Synthesis 

l. Purine nucleotide synthesis 
(a) glutamine PRPP amidottansferase 
(b) 5' -phosphoribosylformylglycinamide 

synthetase 
(c) GMP synchetase 

2. Pyrimidine nucleotide synthesis 
(a) carbamonyl phosphate syntherase II 
(b) CTP synthetase 

TABLE 20.2 • Properties of 5-Phosphoribosyl-1-pyrophosphate Synthetase 

1. Ribose supplied by glucose 6-phosphace via the penrose phosphate pathway. 

2. Absolute requirement for inorganic phosphate; the v vs [Pi] curve is sigmoidal. 

3. Inhibited by bis, 2,-3 DPG and other nucleotides. 

4. ADP is a competitive inhibicor t0 ATP. 

5. 2,3-Bisphosphoglycerate is a competitive inhibitor to ribosc 5-phosphate. 

TABLE 20.3 • Reactions and Pathways Requiring 5-Phosphoribosyl-
1-pyrophosphate 

l. De novo synthesis of 
purine nucleotides 

2. Salvage of purine bases 

3. De novo synthesis of 
pyrimidine nucleotides 

4. Salvage of pyrimidine bases 

5. NAO synthesis 

PRPP + glutamine - 5-phosphoribosylamine 
+ gluramate + PPi 

PRPP + hypoxanthine(guanine) - IMP (GMP) + PPi 
PRPP + adenine - AMP + PPi 

PRPP + orotate - OMP + PPi 

PRPP + uracil - UMP + PPi 

PRPP + nicotinate - nicotinate mononucleotide + PPi 
PRPP + nicocinamide - nicocinamide mononucleocide + PPi 
PRPP + quinolate - nicocinate mononucleocide + PPi 

condition that has been documented in a D utch family in which there is a loss of function 
of 5-phosphoribosylpyrophosphate synthetase (PRSl) (Clin . Corr . 20.1) . On the other 
hand there is the involvement of excess PRPP levels contributing to gout (Clin . Corr. 20 .2). 
PRPP levels are critical not only for the de novo syntheses of nucleotides but also for the 
salvage of nucleobases and synthesis ofNAD . Table 20.3 lists the reactions and pathways 
requiring PRP P. 

Glutamine 
T he am ino acid, glucamine, while not considered as an essential amino acid, is a critical 
substrate in five specific reaccions involved in the de novo synthesis of nucleotides . These 
reaccions are summarized in Table 20.4. A limiting supply of glutamine in serum or cells 
could greatly influence the rate of nucleotide synthesis if the concentrations of glutamine 
were less than saturating. T his in turn , could have severe consequences on the ability of a 
cell to synthesize RNA and D NA at the time of cell replication. 

The overall de novo syntheses of pu rine and pyrimidine nucleotides are highly regu
lated at PRPP amidotransferase and carbamoyl phosphate synthetase ( CPS II), respec
tively. The regulation of CTP synthecase is critical for maintaining the appropriate cellular 
ratio of UTP t0 CTP in cells. 

20.4 • SYNTHESIS OF PURINE N UCLEOTIDES 

T he de novo synthesis pathways for purine and pyrimidine nucleotides in mammal ian 
cells utilize amino acids as carbon and nitrogen donors. Although all of the enzymes 
of the purine nucleotide pathway are cycosolic, the enzymes of pyrimidine nucleotide 
syn thesis pathway are located in the cyt0sol and mitochondria . Both types of nucleotides 
derive the ribose 5-phosphate from PRPP and both pathways are very finely regulated. 
The energy from the hydrolysis of AT P is used to drive several reactions . Overall, the de 
novo pathways are expensive in terms of moles of ATP utilized per mole of nucleotide 
synthesized. 

All enzymes involved in synthesis of pu rine nucleotides are present in the cycosol. How
ever, not all cells (e.g., red cells) are capable of de novo purine nucleotide synthesis . In the de 
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Gout 

Gout is characterized by elevated uric acid concentrations in blood 
and urine due ro a variety of metabolic abnormalities char include 
the overproduction of purine nucleotides or the decreased excretion 
of uric acid. Ir appears to be a growing health problem, related ro 

lifestyle and the aging population. Many of the clinical symptoms as
sociated with elevated concentrations of uric acid arise because of the 
very poor solubility of uric acid in the aqueous environmem. Sodium 
urate crystals deposit in joints of the extremities and in renal intersti
tial tissue. These events tend to trigger the sequelae. Hyperuricernia 
from overproduction of uric acid via the de novo pathway can be dis
tinguished from hyperuricemia that results from kidney disease or 
excessive cell death (e.g., increased degradation of nucleic acids from 
radiation therapy or cancer chemotherapy). Feeding of 15 N-glycine ro 
a patient who is an overproducer results in uric acid excreted in urine 
that is enriched in 15N ar the N7 of uric acid. In contrast, a patient 
who is not an overproducer will not have enrichment of 15N in the 
excreted uric acid. 

Studies of patients with gout have shown char multiple and her

erogenous metabolic defects can cause overproduction of uric acid. In 
some cases, biochemical defeets have not been unequivocally defined. 
Examples of biochemical defects that result in increased purine nucleo
tide synthesis include the following: (1) Increased PRPP syntherase 
(OMIM 300661) activity leads to increased intracellular concentra
tions of PRPP, which serve as a positive effector of glucamine-PRPP 
arnidocransferase leading to increased flux through the de novo pathway 
since activity of the race-limiting seep is markedly increased. (2) Partial 
decrease in HGPRTase activity (OMIM 308000) has two effects chat 
lead co increased de novo pathway for purine nucleotide synthesis. Since 
there is decreased salvage of hypoxanthine and guanine, PRPP is not 
consumed by the HGPRrase. PRPP nor consumed by the HGPRTase 
reaction can serve to activate glutamine-PRPP amidotransferase activ
ity. With decreased salvage of hypoxanthine and guanine, IMP and 
GMP are nor formed via this pathway so that regulation of the PRPP 
amidorransferase srep by IMP and GMP as negative effectors is com
promised. (3) Glucose 6-phosphacase deficiency (von Gierke disease, 
Type I glycogen storage disease, (OMIM 232200)) is frequently associ
ated with hyperuricernia and gout as well since loss of glucose 6-phos-

phacase activity results in more glucose 6-phosphace being shunted co 
the pentose phosphate pathway. As a resulr, more ribose 5-phosphare is 
generated and the intracellular levels of PRPP are increased stimulating 
PRPP amidocransferase activity. Increased levels of cellular PRPP in 
each of these cases appears to be sufficient co attenuate the regulation 
of purine nucleotide synthesis by IMP, AMP, and GMP ac the PRPP 
amidocransferase seep. 

These examples demonstrate rhac factors rhac increase rhe race
limiting step in de novo synthesis of purine nucleotide synthesis lead 
co increased generation of uric acid. Under normal conditions, in
creased purine nucleotide synthesis occurs only co meet the cellular 
needs for purine nucleotides for RNA and DNA synthesis. 

There are different approaches for rhe treatment of gout. These in
clude colchicine (antirnicotic agent), uricosuric drugs (co enhance renal 
excretion of uric acid), and allopurinol. Allopurinol and its metabolite, 
alloxanthine, are effective inhibitors of xanchine oxidoreductase and 
will cause a decrease in uric acid levels. In overproducers who have only 
a partial deficiency of HGPRTase activity, allopurinol treatment in
hibits xanthine oxidoreductase, causing increases in the concentrations 
of hypoxanthine and xanthine which can be salvaged via HGPRTase 
to form IMP and XMP. These reactions consume PRPP and generate 
purine nucleotides that inhibit PRPP amidotransferase. The overall ef
fect is that allopurinol treatment decreases both uric acid formation and 
de novo synthesis of purine nucleotides in these individuals with partial 
HGPRTase activity. However, there is a population of patients who 
do not respond to conventional allopurinol treatment and are consid
ered treatment resistant. Studies are in progress to treat these patients 
with the use of recombinant polyethylene glycol-uricase (PEG-uricase), 
which enzymatically converts uric acid to allancoin, a product char is 
more water soluble than uric acid and readily excreted. 

Becker, M.A. Hyperuricemia and gour. In Scriver, C. R., Beaudet, A. L. Sly, 

W. S., and Valle, D. (Eds.) , The Metabolic and Molecular Bases of Inherited Disease, 
8th ed. New York: McGraw Hill, 2001, vol 2, Chap. 106, 2513-2535; Iiassa, T., 

Increased ,iccivicy of PRPP synthecase. Nippon Rinsho66:6948, 2008; Sundy, J. S, 

Ganson, J. L., Kelly, J. S., Scarlet, J. L., et al. Pharmokinerics and pharmacody 

namics ofincravenous PEGylated recombinant mammalian urate oxidase. Arthritis 
and Rheumatism 56:1021, 2007. 

novo parhway, a series of reactions leads to synthesis of IMP, which serves as the common 
precursor for borh adenos ine 5' -monophosphate (AMP) and guanosine 5' -monophosphate 
(GMP). This pathway is highly regulated by AMP, GMP, and IMP; although IMP is the 
end product, it is not normally found to any extent under aerobic conditions . 

Formation of IMP 

Formation of IMP is shown in Figure 20 .2. Several points should be emphasized 
about this pa thway: 5 '-phosphoribosy l-1-pyrophosphate (PRPP) is synthesized from 
ribose 5-phosphate that is generated primarily by the pen tose phosphate pathway; 
the equivalent of 6 mol of ATP are util ized per mole of IMP synthes ized; formation 
of 5-phosphoribosylamine (the first step) is the committed and regulated step. 1n 
formation of 5-phosphor ibosy lamine, the N- C bond is formed that will ultimately 
be the N-glycosidic bond of the purine nucleotide; there are no known regulated 
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syntheta.~e, (3) GAR transformylase, (4) FGAM synthecase, (5) AIR 
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Figure 20.4 Sources of carbon and nitrogen atoms in the purine ring. 
C4, CS, and N7 fi-om glycine; N3 and N9 from glutamine; C2 and CB 
fi-om C1-H4folate; NJ from aspartate; and C6 from CO2, 

steps between the formation of 5-phosphoribosylamine and IMP; and tetrahydro
folate serves as a C 1-carrier (N1°-formyl Hlolate, Figure 20 .3) in this pathway . It 
is important to point out that in Reactions 3 and 9, tetrahydrofolate is only a one
carbon carrier and is regenerated . Phosphoribosyl-5-aminoimidazole carboxylase, 
which catalyzes the reaction in which CO 2 is used to introduce carbon -6 of the ring, 
is not a biotin-dependent carboxylase. 

The enzyme activities catalyzing several steps the pathway reside on separate 
domains of multifunctional proteins. (1) Activities of 5'-phosphoribosylglycinamide 
syntherase (step 2), 5' -phosphoribosylglycinamide transformylase (step 3), and 
5' -phosphoribosylaminoimidazole synthetase (step 5), form part of a trifunctional pro
tein. (2) 5' -Phosphoribosylaminoimidazole carboxylase (step 6) and 5' -phosphoribosyl-
4-(N-succinocarboxamide)-5-aminoimidazole synthetase (step 7) activities are on the 
same bifunctional protein. (3) 5' -Phosphoribosyl-4-carboxamide-5-aminoimidazole 
transformylase (step 9) and IMP cyclohydrolase (step 10) activities are present on a 
bifunctional protein. 

To summarize, de novo synthesis of purine nucleotides requires amino acids as carb
on and nitrogen donors, CO2 as a carbon source, and C1-units transferred via H 4-folate. 
The contributions of these sources to the purine ring are shown in Figure 20.4 . Several 
amino acids including serine, glycine, tryptophan and histidine can provide C1-un its to 
H 4folate (p. 1079), and therefore they may contribute to carbon-2 and carbon-8 of the 
purine ring. 

IMP Is Common Precursor for AMP and GMP 
IMP, the first ribonucleotide formed in the de novo pathway, is the common precursor 
for AMP and GMP synthesis (Figure 20.5) . AMP and GMP are converted to ATP and 
GTP respectively, by nucleoside 5' -monophosphate kinases and nucleoside 5' -diphosphate 
kinases, which are not rate limiting. Conversion of IMP to AMP and GMP is regulated 
such that the appropriate cellular ratios of adenine and guanine nucleotides are maintained. 
Formation of GMP from IMP requires ATP as an energy source whereas formation of 
AMP from IMP requires GTP as the energy source. This reciprocal relationship ensures 
that when there is sufficient ATP in the cell, GMP will be synthesized from IMP and, when 
there is sufficient GTP, AMP will be synthesized from IMP. 

Purine Nucleotide Synthesis Is Highly Regulated 

The committed step of a metabolic pathway is generally the site of major regulation. 
In de novo purine nucleotide synthesis, formation of 5-phosphoribosylamine from glu
tamine and 5-phosphoribosyl-1-pyrophosphate (PRPP) is the committed step in IMP 
formation. The enzyme catalyzing this reaction, glutamine PRPP-arnidotransferase, is 
rate limiting and is regulated allosterically by the end products of the pathway. IMP, 
GMP, and AMP serve as negative effect0rs of PRPP amido tranferase, while PRPP is a 
positive effector. Glutamine PRPP amidotransferase is a monomer of 135 kDa. In the 
presence ofIMP, AMP, or GMP the enzyme forms a dimer that is much less active while 
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the presence of PRPP shifts the equilibrium in favor of the active monomeric form of the 
enzyme (Figure 20.6). 

The enzyme from human tissues has distinct nucleotide binding sites. One site specific
ally binds oxypurine nucleotides (IMP , X.MP, and GMP) whereas the other site specifically 
binds aminopurine nucleotides (AMP). When AMP and GMP (or IMP) are present 
simultaneously , the enzyme activity is inhibited synergistically by the combination of an 
oxy and amino purine nucleotide . Glutamine PRPP amidotransferase displays hyperbolic 
kinetics with respect to glutamine as the substrate and sigmoidal kinetics with respect 
to PRPP (Figure 20.7). Since the intracellular concentration of glut.amine normally var
ies relatively little and is close to the K,n of the enzyme, the glut.amine concentration is 
thought to have little effect in regulating IMP synthesis. However , in cancer patienrs who 
are treated with asparaginase (which also possesses glut.aminase activity), the decreased 
concentration of glut.amine as a result of asparaginase treatment may have an effect on the 
de novo pathway by limiting the availability of glutamine. The intracellular concentration 
of PRPP varies widely and can be 10 to 100 times less than the K,n for PRPP. Therefore, the 
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concentration of PRPP plays an imponant role in regulating synthesis of purine nucleo
tides under normal conditions . 

Between formation of 5-phosphoribosylamine and IMP, there are no known regu
lated seeps although alterations in the tetrahydrofolace levels will have an effect on the de 
novo synthesis of purine nucleotides. Methotrexate, a drug used extensively in the treat
ment of cancer, is cycocoxic because it markedly alters the folace pools. There is regulation 
at the branch point of IMP co AMP and IMP to GMP . From IMP co GMP , IMP dehy
drogenase (IMPDH) is the rate-limiting enzyme and it is regulated by GMP acting as a 
competitive inhibitor with respect co IMP of IMPDH. There are two distinct genes for 
IMPDH with IMPDH-I serving as the constitutive form of the enzyme while IMPDH-II 
is related co cell growth and proliferation . Adenylosuccinate synthecase is rate limiting in 
conversion ofIMP co AMP with AMP acting as a competitive inhibitor. 

Since the ATP to GTP ratio in various cell types is relatively conscant, it would sug
gest that additional control mechanisms function at the IMP branch point. Total cellular 
concentration of adenine nucleotides (ATP + ADP + AMP) in most cells is four co six 
times that of guanine nucleotides (GTP + GDP + GMP) . The overall regulation of purine 
nucleotide synthesis is summarized in Figure 20.8. Defects in the metabolic pathway that 
lead to loss of regulation of purine nucleotide synthesis result in overproduction of purine 
nucleotides and the end product, uric acid. This results in a relatively common clinical 
condition known as gout (see Clin . Corr . 20.2 , p. 811). 

Purine Bases and Nucleosides Are Salvaged 
to Reform Nuc leotides 

The efficiency of normal metabolism is shown by the presence of two distinct "salvage 
pathways" . One pathway utilizes the nucleobases, hypoxanthine, guanine , and adenine 
as substrates whereas the ocher pathway utilizes preformed nucleosides as the substrates. 
Each pathway is specific with respect co the nucleobase or nucleoside that is salvaged. 
The salvage of nucleobases requires the activity of phosphoribosyl transferases that uti
lize PRPP as the ribose phosphate donor . There are two distinct phosphoribosyl trans
ferases. Hypoxanthine-gua nine phosphoribosyl transferase (HGPRTase) catalyzes 
the reactions. 

Hypoxanthine + PRPP ~ IMP + PPi 

and 

Guanine + PRPP ~ GMP + PPi 

and adenine phospho ribosyl transferase (APRTase) catalyzes 

Adenine + PRPP ~ AMP + PPi. 

These two enzymes do not overlap in substrate utilization. The reactions are regulated 
by their end products . IMP and GMP are competitive inhibitors of HGPRTase with 
respect to PRPP; AMP is a competitive inhibitor with respect to PRPP of APRTase . In 
this way, salvage of purine bases is regulated; this has the overall effect of regulating the 
de novo pathway. 

Hypoxanthine and guanine for salvage arise from degradation of endogenous or exog
enous purine nucleotides. Adenine utilized in the APRT ase reaction is generated mainly 
from synthesis of polyamines (p. 787). For each molecule of spermine synthesized, two mol
ecules of 5' -methylthioadenosine are released that are then degraded to 5-methylthioribose-
1-phosphate and adenine by the 5' -methylthioadenosine phosphorylase-catalyzed reaction. 
Adenine is salvaged through the APRT ase reaction to form AMP. 

Generation of AMP and GMP through these phosphoribosyltransferase reactions is 
very effective in decreasing the de novo pathway at the PRPP amidotransferase step. First, 
PRPP (a positive effector) is consumed in the reaction, decreasing the rate of formation of 
5-phosphoribosylamine, and second, the products, AMP, IMP and GMP serve as negative 
effectors of PRPP amidotransferase (Figure 20 .9). 

[Glulamine] 

[PAPP] 

Figure 20 .7 Glutamine PAPP amidotransferase 
activity as a function of glutamine or PAPP 
concentrations. 
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Corr. 20.3), which is characterized clinically by hyperuricemia, mental retardation, and 
self-mutilation. In contrast to HGPRTase deficiency, there are no neurological prob
lems such as mental retardation or self-mutil ation associated with APRTase deficiency . 
APRTase-deficient individuals show increased excretion of adenine, 8-hydroxyadenine 
(8-HA) and 2,8-dihydroxyadenine (2,8-DHA ) . 8-HA and 2,8-DHA are generated from 
adenine by the action of xanthine ox.idoreductase (xanthine dehydrogenase). The accu
mulation of2,8 -DHA can lead to the formation of calculi consisting of2,8 -DHA (which 
are sometimes misinterpreted as sodium urate calculi). Allopurinol treatment can be used 
to decrease the amount of2,8-DHA formed and the associated nephrotoxicity. 

Figure 20.9 Salvage of purine nucleobases via 
phosphoribosyl transferases .. Effects of produces 
on AMP and GMP synthesis from IMP. The 
dashed lines represent sites of regulation. 

Nucleosides such as adenosine are salvaged by adenosine kinase, a 5' -
phosphorransferase that utilizes ATP as the phosphate donor. The substrate specificity 
of the 5 '-phosphot ransferases varies with the particular nucleoside kinase. 

Lesch-Nyhan Syndrome 

The Lesch-Nyhan syndrome (OMIM 300322) is characterized by hy
peru.ricernia, excessive uric acid synthesis, and neurological problems, 
which may include spasticity, mental retardation, and self-mutilation. 
This disorder is associated with a very severe or complete deficiency of 
HGPRTase (hypoxanthine-guanine phosphoribosylsyltranferase). HG
PRTase is on the X chromosome; hence, the deficiency is virtually lim
ited to males. Exceptions have been reported. In a detailed study of the 
available pacienrs, it was observed that if HGPRTase activity were less 
than 2% of normal, mental retardation was present, but if the activity 
were less than 0.2% of normal, the unique self-mutilation phenomenon 
was present. The defect also leads to excretion of elevated levels ofhypox
anthine and xanthine . 

There are more than 200 mutations in the HGPRTase gene from 
patients with the Lesch-Nyhan syndrome. These mutations have led to 
the loss ofHGPRTaseprotein, loss ofHGPRTase activity, Kn,mutants, 
and HGPRT ase protein with a short half-life. HGPRT ase catalyzes the 
reactions in which hypoxanthine, xanthine, and guanine are converted 
to IMP, GMP, and XMP with PRPP as the ribose 5-phosphate donor. 
The hyperuricernia and excessive uric acid production that occur in pa
tients with the Lesch-Nyhan syndrome are easily explained by the lack 
of HGPRTase activity. As a consequence, hypoxanthine and guanine 
are not salvaged, leading to increased intracellular pools of PRPP and 
decreased levels ofIMP or GMP. Both of these factors promote de novo 
synthesis of purine nucleotides without regard for appropriate regula
tion of this pathway at PRPP arnidotransferase, the rate-limiting step. 
It is not understood why a severe defect in this salvage pathway leads to 

neurological problems. Adenine phosphoribosyltransferase (APRTase) 
activity in these patients is normal or slightly elevated. With APTRase 
present, the cellular needs for purine nucleotides could be met by con
version of AMP to IMP followed by the conversion ofIMP to GM P if 
the cell's de novo pathway were not functioning. The normal tissue dis
tribution ofHGPRTase activity perhaps could explain the neurological 
symptoms. The brain (frontal lobe, basal ganglia, and cerebellum) has 
from l O to 20 rimes the level of enzyme activity found in liver, spleen, 
or kidney and from 4 to 8 times that of erythrocytes. Individuals who 
have primary gout with excessive uric acid formation and hyperuri
cemia do not display neurological problems so that it is argued that 

produces of purine degradation (hypoxanthine, guanine, xanthine, and 
uric acid) should not be toxic to the central nervous system (CNS). 
However, it is possible that these metabolites are toxic to the develop
ing CNS or that lack of enzyme leads to an imbalance in the concen
trations of adenine and guanine nucleotides at critical times during 
development. If IMP dehydrogenase activity in brain were extremely 
low, lack of HGPRTase could lead to decreased amow1ts of intracel
lular GTP due to decreased salvage of guanine. Since GTP is a precur
sor of tetrahydrobiopterin, a required cofactor in the biosynthesis of 
neurotransmitters and nitric oxide, and is required in other functions 
such as signal transduction via G proteins and protein synthesis, low 
concentrations of GTP during development could be the triggering 
factor in the observed neurological manifestations. 

Some data indicate that patients with Lesch-Nyhan disease have 
impairment with dopamine function. This could be related to the 
role of tetrahydrobiopterin in the hydroxylation of tyrosine leading 
to dopamine synthesis. However, at this time there is no unequivo
cal explanation for why the loss of HGPRTase activity leads to the 
unusual neurological symptoms seen in the patients. 

Because of the lack of a curative treatment for Lesch-Nyhan, there 
have been various treatments tried to reduce the self-injury aspect of 
the disease. These treatments have included therapy with levodopa , 
S-adenosylrnethionine, and even injections with botulinum toxin A. 
There is no cure. Treatment with allopurinol serves only to decrease 
the amount of uric acid formed; this relieves some of the problems 
caused by sodium urate deposits. However, since the Lesch-Nyhan 
patient has a marked reduction in HGPRTase activity, hypoxanthine 
and guanine are not salvaged, PRPP is not consumed, and conse
quently de novo synthesis of purine nucleotides is not regulated . This 
is in contrast to patienrs with gout who will have decreased uric acid 
levels and decreased de novo synthesis in response to allopurinol treat
ment. There is no successful treatment for the neurological problems . 
These patients usually die from kidney failure. 

liassa, T. Increased activity of PRPP synchetase. Nippon Rimho 66:694, 2008; 
and Nyhan, W. L. Lesch-N yhan d isease. Nucleosidet, Nucleotide, Nucleic Acidt 

6: 559, 2008. 
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Overall, these salvage reactions conserve energy and permit cells to form nucleo
tides from the free nucleobases or nucleosides. Erythrocytes, for example, do not have 
glutamine PRPP amidotransferase and hence cannot synthesize 5-phosphoribosylamine, 
the first unique metabolite in the pathway of purine nucleotide synthesis. Therefore, they 
must depend on purine phosphoribosyl transferases and 5' -phosphotransferase (adenosine 
kinase) to replenish their nucleotide pools. 

Purine Nucleotides Are lnterconverted to Balance 
Cellular Levels of Adenine and Guanine Nucleotides 

De novo synthesis of purine nucleotides is under very fine control by the regulation at 
glutamine PRPP amidotransferase and at the branch points, IMP to AMP (adenylosuc
cinate synthetase) and IMP to GMP (IMP dehydrogenase) . Additional enzymes present 
in mammalian cells allow for interconversions of adenine and guanine nucleotides to 
maintain the appropriate balance of cellular concentrations of these purine nucleotides. 
These interconversions occur by indirect steps since there is no direct one-step pathway 
for conversion of GMP to AMP or AMP to GMP. In each case, AMP or GMP is con
verted to IMP (Figure 20.10). These reactions are catalyzed by separate enzymes, each of 
which is under separate regulation. Reductive deamination of GMP to IMP is catalyzed 
by GMP reductase. GTP activates this step whereas xanthosine 5' -monophosphate 
(XMP) is a strong competitive inhibitor of the reaction . GTP, although not required by 
the enzyme, increases enzyme activity by lowering the K,,, with respect to GMP and by 
increasing Vmax· 

AMP deaminase (5' -AMP aminohydrolase) catalyzes deamination of AMP to IMP 
and is activated by K+ and ATP and inhibited by P;, GDP , and GTP . In the absence of 
K+, the velocity-versus-AMP concentration curve is sigrnoidal. The presence ofK+ is not 
required for maximum activity but serves as a positive allosteric effector reducing the appar
ent Km for AMP. 

The net effect of these reactions is that cells can interconvert adenine and guanine 
nucleotides to meet cellular needs, while maintaining control over these reactions. 

20.5 • GTP IS THE PRECURSOR 
OF TETRAHYDROBIOPTERI N 

GTP is the direct precursor for tetrahydrobio pterin synthesis (Figure 20.11). Reactions 
from GTP to tetrahydrobiopterin are catalyzed by GTP cyclohydrolase I, 6-pyruvoyl
tetrahydropterin synthase, and sepiapterin reductase. GTP cyclohydrolase I catalyzes the 
rate-limiting step. Many cell types synthesize tetrahydrobiopterin, which is a required 
cofactor in hydroxylation reactions involving phenylalanine, tyrosine, and tryptophan 
(p. 767). In addition , tetrahydrobiopterin is involved in the generation of nitric oxide 
by nitric oxide synthases. Inhibitors of IMP dehydrogenase cause a marked reduction 
in cellular levels of tetrahydrobiopterin, demonstrating the importance of GTP as the 
precursor of tetrahydrobiopterin and of IMP dehydrogenase as the rate-limiting enzyme 
in GTP formation . 

Figure 20.10 lnterconversions of purine 
nucleotides. 
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Figure 20.11 Synthesis of tetrahydrobiopterin 
from GTP. 
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The degradation of purine nucleotides, nucleosides, and nucleobases follow a common 
pathway that leads to formation of uric acid (Figure 20.12). The enzymes involved in degra
dation of nucleic acids, nucleotides and nucleosides vary in specificity. Nudeases are specific 
coward either RNA or DNA and also toward the bases and position of cleavage site at the 3', 
5 '-phosphodiester bonds. N ucleotidases range from those with relatively high specificity, such as 
5' -AMP nucleotidase to those with broad specificity, such as the acid and alkaline phospharases, 
which will hydrolyze any of the 3'- or 5'-nucleotides (Clin . Corr. 20.4) . AMP deaminase is 
specific for AMP. Adenosine deaminase is less specific, since adenosine, 2' -deoxyadenosine, 
and many other 6-aminopurine nucleosides are deaminated by this enzyme. 

Purine nucleoside phosphorylase catalyzes the reversible reactions. 

Inosine + Pi:.= hypoxanthine + ribose 1-P 

or 

Guanosine + Pi:.= guanine+ ribose 1-P 

or 

Xanthosine + Pi:.= xanthine + ribose 1-P 

with 2' -deoxyinosine and 2' -deoxyguanosine also being natural substrates for purine nucleo
side phosphorylase. This is important since removal of deoxyguanosine prevents uncon
trolled accumulation of dGTP , which is toxic to cells at high concentrations. Although 
the equilibrium constants for reactions catalyzed by purine nucleoside phosphorylase 
favor the direction of nucleoside synthesis, cellular concentrations of free purine base and 
ribose-1-phosphate are too low to support nucleoside synthesis under normal conditions. 
Therefore, the main function of the enzyme under cellular conditions is the degradative 
rather than synthetic pathway. Adenosine dearninase deficiency is associated with severe 
combined immunodeficiency whe reas purine nucleoside phosphorylase deficiency leads to 
a defective T-cell immunity but normal B-cell immunity (Clin . Corr. 20 .5) . 
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Figure 20.12 Degradation of purine nucleotide s. 

Increased Cytosolic 5' -Nucleotidase Activity 

Four patients were identified in whom 5'-nucleotidase activity in fi
broblast lysates as measured using S '-AMP or S' -UMP as subsrrate 
was increased to 6- to l 0- fold in these patients compared to the con
trols. These four unrelated children had problems associated with de
velopmental delay, seizures, acaxia, infections, severe language deficit, 
and an unusual behavioral phenotype characterized by hyperactivity, 
shore attention span, and poor social interaction. Since it was possible 
tha t the increased cellular 5' -nucleotidase activity decreased nucle
otide pools and these patients were anemic, they were treated with oral 
uridine. Remarkably, all four patients treated with uridine improved 
dramatically in all aspects of the physical and clinical behaviors. The 
concentration of uridine needed to treat these children was much 
higher than the concentration needed to treat the children with orotic 
aciduria . How the increased 5 '-nucleotidase activity leads to the clini
cal symptoms is not known . It is possible that the increased cellular 

adenosine level that results from the increased enzyme activity is in
volved in the problems as adenosine has metabolic interactions even at 
low concentrations (adenosine receptors, potassium ion channels, etc.). 

These findings again point to the fact that either overproduction 
or blockage of nucleotide synthesis or decreased or increased degrada
tion of nucleotides or nucleosides can have major consequences on 
the well-being of the individual. 

Careddu, M. G., Alegruni, S. Pesi, R., Camici, M., et al. Knockdown of cytolosic 
5 ' -nucletidease II(cN -Il} reveals chat ics activity is essencial for survival in astro· 
cyroma cells. Bwchem.Biophys Acta 1783:1529, 2008; Chiarelli, L. R, Fermo, E, 
Zanella, G., Valentini, G., ec al. Hereditary erythrocyte pyrimidine 5' -nucleocidase 
deficiency: A biochemical, generic and clinical overview. Hemetology 11 :67, 2006; 
and Page, T., Yu, A., Foncanesi, J., and Nyhan, W. L. Developmental disorder 
associated wich increased cellular nucleoridase activity. Proc. Natl. Arad. Sci. USA 
94:l 1601, 1997. 
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Immunodeficiency Diseases Associated with Defects in Purine Nucleoside Degradation 

Distinct immunodeficiency diseases are associated with defecrs in 
adenosine deaminase (ADA) and pw:ine nucleoside phosphorylase 
(PNP ), respectively. These enzymes are involved in the degradative 
pathways leading to formation of uric acid as the end product. Natu

ral substrates for adenosine deaminaseare adenosine and deoxyadeno
sine whereas natural substrates for purine nucleoside phosphorylase 
are inosine, guanosine, deoxyinosine and deoxyguanosine. A defi
ciency in ADA is associated with a severe combined immunodefi
ciency involving both T-cell and B-cell functions. PNP deficiency is 
associated with an immunodeficiency involving T-cell functions with 
little or no effect on B-cell function. In neither case is the specific 
mechanism(s) by which the lack of these enzymes leads to immune 
dysfunction known. The deficiency in ADA activity arises from mu
tations in various exons that cause either missense or nonsense effects. 
In ADA-deficient patients, intracellular concentrations of dA TP and 
S-adenosylhomocysteine are greatly increased. Several hypotheses 
have been put forth to explain the biochemical consequences of a lack 
of ADA. (1) High concentrations of dATP inhibit ribonucleotide 
reductase activity and as a consequence inhibit DNA synthesis. (2) 
deoxyadenosine inactivates S-adenosyl homocysteine hydrolase lead
ing to decreased S-adenosylmechionine that is required for methyla
tion of bases in RNA and DNA. (3) Increased concentrations of 
adenosine result in increased cAMP levels. Ir is possible that each of 
these mechanisms contributes to the overall effect of immune dys
function. There is not, however, a suitable explanation for the speci
ficity of the effects on only T-cells and B-cells. 

Treatments of children with ADA deficiency have included (1) 
blood transfusions, (2) bone marrow transplantation, (3) enzyme re
placement therapy with ADA-polyethylene glycol conjugate (ADA
PEG), and most recently (4) gene therapy. Each of these treatments has 
disadvantages. Blood transfusions produce problems of iron overload 
and safety of the blood source. Bone marrow cransplancation, while 

curative, requires a suitably matched donor. Enzyme replacement ther
apy with adenosine deaminase covalently attached ro polyethylene gly
col (ADA-PEG) has been the most successful co dare, bur the treatment 
requires constant monitoring of ADA levels, frequent injections of 
ADA-PEG and there is considerable cost involved for the ADA-PEG. 
Studies using erythrocytes from SCIO patients treated with ADA-PEG 
have shown that as the serum level of ADA increased, there was a cor
responding increase in adenosylhomocysreine hydrolase activity and a 
decrease in dATP levels to essentially zero. Concurrently, there were 
the reappearances of circulating T and B lymphocytes. Gene therapy 
presents the hope for the future. There are indications in gene therapy 
trials that the ADA gene has been successfully rransfecred into stem 
cells of ADA-deficient children. There is a second type of SCIO not 
related to adenosine deaminase deficiency. This type ofSCID is caused 
by a mutant form of the gamma C interleukin receptor that blocks the 
development ofT lymphocytes and natural killer cells. Gene therapy ro 
correct chis defect was essentially successful in treating the immune dys
function. However, two of the nine children who had received the gene 
therapy for this defect, developed a rare form of leukemia. It is believed 
that the genetic disruptions caused by the retroviral vector used in the 
gene transfer process led to the leukemia. Gene therapy trials have pro
ceeded with extreme caution following this unexpected problem. 

Gaspar, H. B., Bjorkegren, E., Parsley, K., Gilmour, K. C., et al. Successful recon
stirucion of immunity in ADA-SCIO by stem cell gene therapy following cessa
tion of PEG-ADA and use of mild preconditioning. MoL Therapy 14:505, 2006; 
Hershfield, M. Adenosine deaminase deficiency. In Pagon, R.. A. (Ed.), GENER
eviews. Retrieved from NCBI bookshelf darabase, hrrp://www.bcbi/nlrn.nih.gov/ 
bookshelf; Hoogerbrugge, P. M., von Beusechem, V. W., Kapcein, L. C., Einer
hard, M. P. and Valerio, D. Gene therapy for adenosine deaminase deficiency. 
Brit. Med. Bull. 51:72, 1995; Hershfield, M. S. Adenosine deaminase deficiency: 
Clinical expression, molecular basis, and therapy. Seminars in Hematqlogy 35:291 , 
1998; and Russell, C. S. and Clarke, L.A. Recombinant proceins for genetic dis
ease. Clinical Genetics 55:389, 1999. 

20.6 • URIC ACID IS THE END PRODU CT OF 
PURINE DEGRADATION IN HUMANS 

As shown in Figure 20 .12, adenine nucleotides are degraded to hypoxanthine whereas gua
nine nucleotides are metabolized to xanthine . Hypoxanthine and xanthine are oxidized by 
xanthine oxido reducrase which has both dehydrogenase and oxidase activities. Xanthine 
dehydrogenase activity requires NAD as the electron acceptor whereas the oxidase activity 
utilizes molecular oxygen with the generation of hydrogen peroxide as product. Xanthine 
oxidoreductase, which contains FAD, Fe, and Mo, can exist in either the dehydrogenase or 
oxidase form. Uric acid is the unique end product of purine nucleotide degradation in man. 
The reactions are shown in Figure 20.13. 

Since uric acid is not very soluble in aqueous medium, in gout (see Clin . Corr. 20.2, 
p. 8 11) there are elevated levels of uric acid char can result in deposition of sodium 
urate crystals primarily in joints. Hyperuricemia is a clinical condition characterized by 
excess levels of uric acid in the blood and accompanied by increased levels of uric acid in 
urine (hyperuricuria). Since uric acid is the unique end product of purine degradation in 
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Tumor Lysis Syndrome (TLS) 

Cancer parients with large tumor burdens who undergo radiation 
therapy or chemotherapy treatments also show increased serum and 
urine concenuarions of uric acid. The source of chis increased uric acid 
is not due co increased purine nucleoride synthesis bur rather &om the 

destruction of the tumor cells by radiarion or cycoxic drugs that in tum 
release degraded nucleic acids and cellular nucleotides chat are further 
metabolized co uric acid by the normal pathway. Many of the cancer 
treatment protocols include allopurinol as one of the drugs for the sole 
purpose of limiring the buildup of uric acid in the patients. 

more readily excreted. Rasburicase, although useful in the treatment 
ofTLS, is contraindicated in parients who have a deficiency in glu
cose 6-phosphace dehydrogenase (G6PDH). The urace oxidase reac
tion generates hydrogen peroxide as a product which in the absence 
G6PDH activity, leads to red cell lysis due co the lack of reduced 
glucachione in cells. Although the use of uricase has certain pharma
cological advantages over aUopurinol, ic has the disadvantage chat it is 
very expensive and probab ly not readily available co all. 

Tumor lysis syndrome (TLS) represents a group of metabolic 
consequences that can result in response to the cancer treatment . 
Concurrent with the increase in uric acid formation as a result of xan
thine oxidase acrivity, the patients can suffer from hypercalcemia, hy
perkalemia, hyperphosphatemia, and acute renal failure. Rasburicase, 
a recombinant urate oxidase, has been used successfully, especially in 
children, to treat the hyperuricemia chat is associated with TL$ . Ras
buricase functions to catalyze the degradation of uric acid, to aUant
oin, which is a more water-soluble product than uric acid and much 

Bessmermy, D., Robitaille, L. M., and Cairo , M. $. Rasburicase: A new ap
proach for preventing and/or creating rumor lysis syndrome. Curr. Phamz. Design 
11 :4177 , 2005; Jeha, $., and Pui , C. H. Recombinant urate oxidase (rasburicase) 
in prophylaxis and treacmem of tumor lysis syndrome. Contributions Nephrolog;y 
147:69, 2005; Wang, L. Y., Shee, L. Y., Chang, H., Jou,$. T., et al. Recombinant 
urate oxidase (Rasburicase) for prevention and treatment of rumor lysis syndrome 
in patienrs with hemarologic malignancies. Acta Haematol 115:35, 2006; and 
Ribeiro, R. C., and Pui, C. H. Recombinant urate oxidase for prevention ofhype 
ruricemia and rumor lysis syndrome in lymphoid malignancies. Clin. Lymphoma 
3: 252. 2003. 

humans, excess levels of uric acid indicate some metabolic situation which may or may 
not be serious . There are several instances in which the cause of the hyperuricemia/hyper
uricuria can be defined as a metabolic defect related to the overproduction of purine 
nucleotides and other situations in which there are not defined metabolic alterations 
(see Clin. Corr. 20 . l , p. 810). Cancer patients undergoing chemotherapy or rad iation 
treatment become hyperuricemic due to cellular destruction and the release of uric acid 
(Clin. Corr. 20.6). 

20. 7 • METABOLISM OF PYRIMIDINE 
NU CLEOTIDES 

The de novo synthesis of the pyrimidine ring in mammalian cells utilizes amino acids as 
carbon and nitrogen donors in addition to CO 2• Uridin e 5 ' -monopho sphate (UMP) is 
synthesized in a metabolic pathway. Energy from ATP hydrolys is (or equivalent) is required 
to drive several steps in the pathway . 

Synthesis of Pyrimidine Nucleotides 

In contrast to de novo purine nucleotide synthesis, not aU enzymes for de novo synthesis of 
pyrimidine nucleotides are cycosolic. Reactions leading to formation of UMP are shown in 
Figure 20.14. Important aspects of the pathway should be noted . The pyrimidine ring is 
formed first and then ribose 5-phosphate is added with PRPP as the ribose 5-phosphate donor. 
The enzyme-catalyzing formation of cytosolic carbamoyl phosphate , carbamoyl phosphate 
synthetase II (CPS II), is cycosolic and is distinctly different from mitochondrial carbamoyl 
phosphate synthetase I ( CPS I) in mitochondria and which functions as part of the urea cycle. 
Formation of N-carbamoylaspartate is the committed step in pyrimidine nucleotide synthesis 
but formation of cytosolic carbamoyl phosphate (CPS II) is the regulated step. Formation of 
orotate from dihydroorotate is catalyzed by mitochondrial dihydroorotate dehydrogenase 
(DHODH) . DHODH is located on the outer surface of the inner mitochondrial membrane. 
This location is the functional connection between the respiratory electron transport chain 
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Figure 20.13 Reactions catalyzed by xanthine 
oxidoreductase (XOR). XOR contains both 
xanchine dehydrogenase and oxidase activities . 
The dehydrogenase and oxidase forms of the 
enzyme are interconvertible. 
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Figure 20 .14 De novo synth esis of pyrimidin e 

nucleotid es. Enzyme activities catalyzing the 
reactions are ( l) carbamoyl phosphate syn th erase 
II, (2) aspartate carbamoylrran sferase, (3) 
dihydroororase, ( 4) dihydroorotate dehydrogenase, 
(5) orotate phosphoribosylrransferase , and (6) 
OMP decarboxylase. The activities of l , 2, and 3 
are on a rrifunctional protein (CAD ); the activities 
of 5 and 6 are on a bifunctional protein (UMP 
synthase). 
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Figure 20 .15 Form ation of UTP from UMP . 
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through ubiquinone and dihydroorotate metabolism. The relationship of this connection is 
borne out by the fact that pyrimidine nucleotide synthesis is inhibited under conditions in 
which mitochondrial respiration is reduced. The other activities of the pathway are found in 
the cytosol on multifunctional proteins . The activities of CPS II, aspartate carbamoyl rrans
ferase and dihydroorotase are found on a trifunctional protein (CAD), whereas orotate phos
phoribosyltransferase and OMP decarboxylase activities are found on a bifunctional protein 
(UMP synthase). A defect in this bifunctional protein that affecrs either phosphoribosyl rrans
ferase activity or decarboxylase activity leads to a rare clinical condition known as hereditary 
orotic aciduria (Clin. Corr. 20.7). The immunosuppressive drug, leflunomide , which is used 
in the treatment of rheumatoid arthritis , inhibirs de novo synthesis of pyrimidine nucleotides 
specifically at dihydroorotate dehydrogenase. 

Nucleotide kinases convert UMP to UTP (Figure 20.15). UTP is the direct substrate 
for CTP synthetase. CTP synthetase catalyzes formation of CTP from UTP with glutamine 
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Hereditary Orotic Aciduria 

Hereditary ororicaciduria (OMIM 258900) resulrs from a defoct in de 
novo synthesis of pyrimidine nucleorides. This generic disease is charac
terized by severe anemia, growth recardarion, and high levels of ororic 
acid excrerion. The biochemical basis for orotic aciduria is a defect in 
one or both of the activities {orotate phospboribosyl uansferase or oro
tidine decarboxylase) associated with UMP synthase, the bifunctional 
protein. It is a very rare disease, but the understanding of the metabolic 
basis for chis disease has led to successful treatment of the disorder. 
Patients are fed uridine, which leads not only to reversal of the anemia 
but also to decreased formation of orotic acid. U ridine taken up by cells 
is salvaged by uridine phosphotransferase to UMP chat is sequentially 
converted to VDP and then to UTP. UTP formed from exogenous 
uridine in turn inhibirs carbamoyl phosphate synchetase II, the major 
regulated step in the de novo pathway. As a result, orotic acid synthesis 
via the de novo pathway is markedly decreased to essentially normal 

levels. Since UTP is also the substrate for CTP synthesis, urid.ine treat
ment serves to replenish both the UTP and CTP cellular pools. In ef
fect, then, exogenous uridine bypasses the defecrive UMP synthase and 
supplies cells with UTP and CTP required for nucleic acid synthesis 
and ocher cellular funcrions. The success of treatment of hereditary 
orotic aciduria with uridine provides in vivo data that show the impor
tance of the step catalyzed by carbamoyl phosphate synthase Il as the 
site of regularion of pyrimidine nucleotide synthesis in humans. 

Suchi, M., Mizuno, H., Kawai, Y., Tonboi, T., ec al. Molecular cloning of the human 
UMP synthase gene and characreri1.acion of a poinc mutation in cwo hereditary oro
cic aciduria f.unilies. Am.]. Ht1m. Genet. 60: 525, 1997; Webster, D. R, Becrofi:, D. 
M. 0., van Gennip, AH., and Van Kuilenburg, AB. P. Hereditary orocicaciduria 
and other disorders of pyrimidine metabolism. In Scriver, C. R., Beaudet, A. L., Sly, 
W. S. and Valle, D.(Eds.), The Metabolic and Molecular Bases of Inherited Dise=, 8th 
ed. NewYoclc McGraw Hill, 2001, vol. 2, Chap.113, 2663. 

as the amino group donor (Figure 20.16). CTP syntherase displays homotropic sigmoidal 
kinetics with respect to UTP whereas CTP , the produce, is a negative effector of the reac
tion as shown in Figure 20.17. The regulation ofCTP synchetase in this way is critical as 
it allows cells to maintain an appropriate ratio ofUTP and CTP for cellular functions and 
RNA synthesis. 

To summarize, de novo synthesis of pyrimidine nucleotides requires aspartate as a 
carbon and nitrogen donor, glutamine as a nitrogen donor, and CO 2 as a carbon donor 
(Figure 20 .18). Five of the six reactions in the pathway take place in the cycosol of the cell, 
whereas the other reaction occurs in mitochondria. The cycosolic enzyme activities reside 
on multifunctional proteins. UTP is the direct precursor ofCTP . 

Genetic disorders of pyrimidine nucleotide metabol ism as a result of defects in either 
the synthetic or degradative pathways that lead to clinical disorders indicate that the sub
strate or product is critical for normal cellular function. Interestingly, these defects present 
in a variety of clinical situations, ranging from anemia to neurological conditions. 

Pyrimidine Nucleotide Synthesis Is Regulated at the Level 
of Carbamoy l Phosphate Synthetase II 

Regulation of pyrimidine nucleotide synthesis in mammalian cells occurs at the carbamoyl 
phosphate synchetase II step . CPS II is a cycosolic enzyme and is distinct from mitochondrial 
CPS I, which utilizes ammonia as the amino donor inscead of glutamine and which requires 
activation by N-acetyl glutamate. CPS II is inhibited by UTP , an end product of the pathway 
and is activated by PRPP . The K;for UTP (at CPSII) and the K,, for PRPP (at CPSII) are in 
the range of values that would allow intracellular levels of UTP and PRPP to have an effecc 
on the control of pyrimidine nucleotide synthesis. CPS II is the only source of carbamoyl 
phosphate in exuahepatic tissues. However, in liver, under stressed conditions in which there 
is excess ammonia, CPS I generates carbamoyl phosphate in mitochondria, which moves 
into the cytosol and serves as a substrate for orotic acid synthesis. This pathway serves to 
detoxify excess ammonia . Elevated levels of orotic acid are excreted during ammonia toxicity 
in humans. This points to carbamoyl phospha te synchetase II as being the major regulated 
activity of pyrimidine nucleotide metabolism. However, the lack of sufficient PRPP leads to 
the accumulation of orotic acid rather than to excess pyrimidine nucleotide synthesis. 

UMP does not inhibit carbamoyl phosphate synthetase II but competes with OMP 
to inhibit OMP decarboxylase (Figure 20.19). As discussed earlier, conversion ofUTP to 
CTP is also regulated so that cells maintain a balance between uridine and cytidine nucleo
tides in the cell. 
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[UTP] 

Figure 20.17 Regulation of CTP synthetase. 
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Figure 20.18 Sources of carbon and nitrogen 
atoms in pyrimidines. C4 , C5 , C6, and Nl from 
aspartate; N3 from glutamine; and C2 from CO 2• 
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Figure 20.19 Regulation of pyrimidine 
nucleotide synthesis. Solid arrows represent 
enzyme catalyzed reactions, and dashed arrows 
inhibition by products of the reactions. 

Pyrimidine Bases Are Salvaged to Reform Nucleotides 

Pyrimidines are salvaged by conversion to nucleotides by pyrimidine phosphoribosyltrans
ferase. The general reaction is 

Pyrimidine + PRPP ~ pyrimidine nucleoside 5 '-monophosphate + PP; 

The enzyme from human erythrocytes ucilizes orotate, uracil, and thymine as substrates but not 
cytosine. These reactions diven the pyrimidine bases from the degradative pathway to nucle
otide formation. As a pyrimidine base becomes available to cells, there are competing reactions 
that will either result in degradation and excretion of the producrs or reutilization of the bases 
for nucleotide synthesis. For example, when normal liver is presented with uracil, it is rapidly 
degraded t0 /3-alanine, whereas in proliferating rumor cells uracil would be convened to UMP. 
This is the result of the availability of PRPP, enzyme levels and metabolic srare of the cells. 

20.8 • DEOXYRIBONUCLEOTIDE FORMATI ON 

The concentrations of the 2' -deoxyribonucleoside 5-triphosphates (dNTPs) are extremely 
low in nonproliferating cells. However , the cellular levels of dNTPs rapidly expand dur
ing DNA replication (S phase of the cell cycle) and repair (following DNA damage) due 
to increased ribonucleotide reductase activity. T he relative and absolute concentrations 
of dNTPs during these times are critical for determining the fidelity of DNA replication 
and repair. Unbalanced levels of the individual dNTPs can lead to a wide range of genetic 
disturbances or ultimately cell death. 

Deoxyribonucleotides Are Formed by Reduction 
of Ribonucleoside 5' -Diphosphates 

Nucleoside 5' -dipho sphate reductase (ribonucleotide reductase) catalyzes the reac
tion in which ribonucleoside 5' -diphosphates are convened to the corresponding 
2' -deoxyribonucleoside 5' -diphosphate s. The reaction is controlled by the amount of 
enzyme present in cells and by a very finely regulated allosteric control mechanism . The 
reaction is summarized in Figure 20.20. 

Mammalian ribonucleotide reducrase consists of two nonidentical protein subunits {Rl 
and R2). The larger subunit (Rl) has at least two different effector-binding sites and the smaller 
subunit (R2) contains a nonheme iron and a srable tyrosyl free radical. The two subunits are 
encoded by genes on separate chromosomes. The ratios of the mRNAs for these subunits , and 
consequently the proteins, do not remain constant as cells transit the cell cycle. Recently, a 
homolog ofR2 (referred to as p53R2) was identified. The p53R2 contains a tyrosyl free radical 
and complements Rl to generate ribonucleotide reducrase activity. The exact role of p53R2 
has yet to been defined, but there are developing data that indicate that p53R2 is involved 
in repair of DNA damage and mitochondrial DNA replication. To complete the catalytic 
cycle, small molecular weight proteins, thioredoxin or gluraredoxin, along with NADPH are 
required to regenerate the free sulfhydryl groups on thioredoxin or glutaredoxin. 

The activity of ribonucleotide reductase is under very srrict allosteric control. Although 
reduction of each substrate requires a specific positive effector (nucleoside 5' -triphosphate) , 
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Figure 20.20 De novo synthesis of 2 ' -deoxyribonucleotide s from ribonucleotides. 
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TABLE 20.5 • Nucleoside 5' -Tr iphosphates as Regulators 
of Ribonucleotide Reductase Activity 

Substrau 

CDP 

UDP 

ADP 

GDP 

MajorPoritiveEjfector 

ATP 

ATP 

dGTP 

dTTP 

Major Negative Effector 

dATP, dGTP, dTTP• 

dATP, dGTP, dTTP• 

dATP 

dATP 

"In decreasing order of effectiveness. 

the dNTP produets can serve as potent negative effeetors of the enzyme. The effeccs of nucleo
side 5 '-triphosphates as regulators of ribonucleotide reduetase activity are summarized in 
Table 20.5. 2'-DeoxyATP is a potent inhibitor of the reduetion of all four substrates, CDP, 
UDP, GDP , and ADP; dGTP inhibics reduetion of CDP, UDP, and GDP, and dTTP inhib
ics reduction of CDP , UDP, and ADP . Thus, dGTP and dTTP serve as either positive or 
negative effeetors of ribonucleotide reduetase activity depending on the substrate. Thi s means 
that while dGTP is the required positive activator for ADP reduction, it also serves as an effec
tive inhibitor of CDP and UDP reductions ; dTTP is the positive effector of GDP reduction 
and serves as an inhibicor of CDP and UDP reductions. Effective inhibition of ribonucleo
tide reduetase by dATP, dGTP , or dTTP explains why high concentrations of exogenous 
2' -deoxyadenosine, 2'-deoxyguanosine, and thymidine are toxic to a variety of mammalian 
cells due to the intracellular accumulation of dATP, dGTP , and dTTP. 

Ribonucleotide reductase is uniquely responsible for catalyzing the rate-limiting reac
tions in which 2' -deoxyribonucle oside 5' -triphosphates are synthesized de novo from ribo
nucleoside 5'-diphosphates for DNA replicati on and repair as summarized in Figure 20 .21. 
Inhibitors of ribonucleotide reductase are potent inhibitors of DNA synthesis and hence, of 
cell replication . 

Deoxythymidylate Synthesis Requires N5, N10-Methylene 
H4Folate 

2' -Deoxythymidine 5' -monophosphate (dTMP) is formed directly from 2'-deoxyuridine 
5' -monophosphate (dUMP) in a unique reaction. Thymidylate synthase catalyzes the trans
fer of a one-carbon unit from NS, N°-methylene Hlolate (Figure 20.22) to dUMP, which 
is simultaneously redu ced to a methyl group. The reaction is presented in Figure 20.23 . In 
this reaction , N5, N°-methylene Hlolate serves as a one-carbon donor and as a reducing 
agent . This is the only reaction in which H/olate, acting as a one-carbon carrier, is oxidized 
co Hifolate. There are no known regulatory mechanisms for this reaction. 

The substrate for this reaction can come from rwo different pathways. 

CDP- dCDP- dCMP 

~ 
UDP- dUDP- dUMP- dTMP 

In both pathways, dCDP or dUDP , are generated in the reactions catalyzed by ribonucleo
tide reductase. In one pathway, dUMP is generated from dUDP whereas in the other path
way, dCMP is deaminated to dUMP . Label ing studies indicate that the major pathway for 
formation of dUMP involves deamination of dCMP by dCMP deaminase, an enzyme that 
is subject to allosteric regulation by dCTP acting as a positive effector and dTTP acting as a 
negative effector (Figu re 20 .24). This regulation of dCMP deaminase by dCTP and dTTP 
allows cells to maintain the correct ratio of dCTP and dTTP for DNA synthesis. 

Pyrimidine lnterconversions : Deoxyribopyrimidine 
Nucleosides and Nucleotides 

Metabolic pathways for interconversions of AMP and GMP (see Figure 20.10 , p. 817) are 
regulated to maintain app ropriate intracellular levels of adenine and guanine nucleotides. 

ADP ___..!___ dADP ---
2 

--+- dATP 

GDP____!__ dGDP ---= 2'--- - dGTP 

CDP____!__ dGDP ---=- 2 -- + dCTP 

i 
dCMP ~ dUMP 

1 / t4 

UDP - dUDP dTMP-- dTIP 

Figure 20.21 Role of ribonucleotide reductase 
in DNA synthesis. The enzymes catalyzing the 
reactions are (1) ribonucleocide reductase, 
(2) nucleoside 5' -diphosphate kinase, 
(3) deoxycytidylate deaminase, ( 4) thymidylate 
synthase, and (5) DNA polymerase. 
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Figure 20.24 Regulation of dCMP deaminase . 

Pathways also exist for imerconversions of pyrimidine nucleotides and are of particular 
importance for pyrimidine deoxyribonucleosides and deoxyribonucleotides as summarized 
in Figure 20.25 . Note that dCTP and dTIP are major positive and negative effectors of 
the incerconversions and salvage of deoxyribonucleosides. T here are specific deoxyribonu
cleoside kinases in mammalian cells that catalyze the committed seep in the formation of 
2' -deoxyribonucleoside 5' -monophosphaces. These include the kinases for thyrnidine, deoxy
guanosine, and deoxycyrid.ine. The monophosphaces are converted to the triphosphaces by 
relatively nonspecific nucleotide kinases. Of clinical importance is the face chat these kinases 
play an important role in converting exogenous analogs to chemotherapeutic dNTPs as anti
rumor or antiviral agents. 

20.9 • DEGRADATION OF PYRIMIDINE 
NU CLEOTIDES 

Turnover of nucleic acids results in release of pyrimidine and purine nucleotides . Degra
dation of pyrimidine nucleotides follows the pathways shown in Figure 20.26. Pyrimi
dine nucleotides are converted to nucleosides by nonspecific phospharases . Cytidine and 
2' -deoxycycidine are dearninaced co uridine and 2' -deoxyuridine , respectively, by pyrim
idine nucleoside dearninase. Uridine phosphory lase catalyzes phosphorolysis of uridine , 
deoxyuridine, and deoxythymidine to uracil and thymine . 

Uracil and thymine are degraded further by analogous reactions, although the final 
products are distinctly different as shown in Figure 20.27. Uracil is degraded co /3-alanine, 
NH,i +, and CO 2• None of these produc es is unique to uracil degradation , and consequently 
the turnover of cytosine or uracil nucleotides from RNA or DNA cannot be estimated 
from the end products of this pathway . Thymine degradation on the other hand , yields 
/3-aminoisobutyric acid, NH 4 +, and CO 2• /3-Aminoisobutyric acid is excreted in urine 
of humans, and it originates exclusively from degradation of thymine from DNA. Thus , 
its excretion can be used to estimate the turnover of DNA or deoxythymidine nucleotides 
by measurement of /3-arninoisobutyric acid in urine. Increased levels of /3-arninoisobutyric 
acid are excreted in cancer patients undergoing chemotherapy or radiation therapy in which 
large numbers of cells are killed and DNA is degraded. 

Enzymes catalyzing the degradation of uracil and thymine (dihydropyrimidine dehy
drogenase, dihydropyrirnidinase , and uriedopropionase) do not show a preference for either 
uracil or thymine as substrates or their reaetion products. 
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Figure 20.25 lnterconv ersions of pyrimidine nucleotides with emphasis on deoxyribonucl eotide 
metabolism . The solid arrows indicate enzyme-caralyzed reactions; the dashed lines represent positions 
of negative control points. 
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20.10 • NUCLEOSIDE AND NUCLEOTIDE KINASES 

De novo synthesis of both purines and pyrimidine nucleotides yields nucleoside monophos
phates. Likewise, the salvage of nucleobases by phosphoribosyl uansferases or nucleosides 
by nucleoside kinases also yields nucleoside 5' -monophosphates. This is particularly impor
tant in cells such as erythrocytes that cannot form nucleotides de wvo. Nucleotide kinases 
conven nucleoside 5' -monophosphates to nucleoside 5' -diphosphates and nucleoside 

Figure 20.26 Pathways for degradation of 
pyrimidin e nucleotides . 

Figure 20.27 Degradation of uracil and 

thymine to end produ cts. 
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Mitochondrial Neurogastrointestinal Encephalopathy Syndrome (MNGIE) 

MNGIE (OMIM 603041) is characterized by external disorders of 
the eye muscles, gascrointesrinal problems, cachexia, and peripheral 
neuropachy. Multiple mutations have been reported for ECGFl 
(platelet-derived Endothelial Growth Factor) gene that has been 
implicated. Jc is a progressive disease. Biochemically, the condition 
arises from a defect in the gene for cycosolic chymidine phospho
rylase activiry. Thymidine phosphorylase catalyzes the reversible 
phosphorylsis of dThd or dUrd co thymine or uracil, respectively. 
Although the reaction is thermodynamically reversible, only the 
catabolic direction is physiologically relevant because the concentra
tions of produces would not favor the reverse reaction. As a result of 
decreased thymidine phosphorylase activity, the systemic levels of 
chymidine and deoxyuridine are greatly increased because they are 
not further degraded. Consequently, these nucleosides are salvaged 
and lead to increased dITP and/or dUTP in mitochondria and are 
incorporated into mitochondrial DNA during mitochondrial DNA 
replication. As a result of the abnormal mitochondrial DNA, clini-

cal manifestations are observed hue the exact basis for these cannot 
be explained. This is an interesting case and another example of an 
effect at the nuclear DNA level chat has major consequences on mi
tochondrial DNA synthesis and cellular function. 

Although it is generally accepted chat MNGIE is due co the loss 
of thymidiae phosphorylase, ic has been questioned whether MNGIE 
resulcs from the Joss of 5 '-thymine phosphorylase activity as a result 
of their studies. 

Carod -Artal, F. J., Herrerro, M. D., Lara0 M. C., Lopez-Gall:udo, E., et al. Cog
nitive dysfunction and bypogonadorropic hypogonadoism in a Brazilian patient 
with mitochondrial neurogasrroincesmal encephalolyopathy and a novel ECG Fl 
mutation. Eur. J Neuro.14:581, 2007; L:ua, M. C., Valentino, M. L., Torres
Torrontras, J ., Hirano , J. wd M:uci. R., Micochondrial neurogastroincesrinal 
encephalomyopathy (MMNG IE): Biochemical features and therapeutic ap
proaches. Biosci Rev. 27: IS , 2007; and Valentino, M. L., Marci, R., Tadesse,$. , 
Lppez, L. C., et al. Thymidine and deoxyuridine accumulate in tissues of patients 
with mitochondrial neurogasrrointestinal encephalomyopathy (MNGfE). FEBS 
Lett. S81: 3410, 2007. 

5' -diphosphates to nucleoside 5' -triphosphates. These are important reactions since 
most reactions in which nucleotides function require nucleoside 5' -triphosphates (pri
marily) or nucleoside 5 '-diphosphates. Some of these nucleoside kinases show a high 
degree of specificity, especially deoxynucleoside kinases (Clin. Corr . 20 .8), with respect 
to the base and sugar moieties while others are much less specific. There is also some 
substrate specificity with the nucleotide kinases. Mammalian cells contain, in high concen
tration , nucleoside diphosphate kinase that is relatively nonspecific for either phosphate 
donor or phosphate acceptor in terms of purine or pyrimidine base or the sugar. This reac
tion is as follows: 

nucleoside diphosphate kinase 
N1DP / ~ > N1TP 

ATP ADP 

Since ATP is present in the highest concentration in most cells and is most readily regener
ated by glycolysis or oxidative phosphorylation, it is probably the major phosphate donor 
for these reactions . 

20.11 • N UCLEOTIDE METABOLIZI N G ENZYMES 
AS A FUNCTION OF THE CELL CYCLE 

The strict regulation of nucleotide synthesis requires that mechanisms must be available in 
cells to meet the requirements for ribonucleotide and deoxyribonucleotide precursors at the 
time of increased RNA synthesis and DNA replication. To meet these needs, cells increase 
levels of specific enzymes involved with nucleotide formation during very specific periods 
of the cell cycle (p. 157). 

Enzymes involved in purine nucleotide synthesis and interconversions that are elevated 
during the S phase of the cell include PRPP amidotransferase and IMP dehydrogenase. 
Enzymes involved in pyrimidine nucleotide synthesis that are elevated during S phase 
include asparcate carbamoylcransferase, dihydroorocase, dihydroorotate dehydrogenase , 
orotate phosphoribosylcransferase, and CTP synthetase. Many enzymes involved in syn
thesis and interconversions of deoxyribonucleotides are also elevated during the S phase. 
Included in these enzymes are ribonucleotide reduccase, thymidine kinase, dCMP deami
nase, thymidylate synthase, and dTMP kinase. 
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The deoxyribonucleoride pool is extremely small (]es.5 than 1 ,uM) in resting cells. As a result 
of the increase in ribonucleoride reducrase activity, concentrations of deoxyribonucleorides reach 
l 0-20 µM during DNA synthesis. However, this concentration would sustain DNA synthe
sis for only minutes, whereas complete DNA replicarion requires hours. Consequently, levels 
of ribonucleoride reducrase activity must not only increase but musr also be susrained during 
S-phase order to provide the necessary substrates for DNA synthesis. Pools of dNTPs musr 
also be maintained fur DNA repair. There is evidence that ribonucleotide reducrase activity 
also increases in response to DNA damage. Since growing tissues such as regenerating liver, 
emb,yonic tissues, and intestinal mucosa! cells are geared toward DNA replication and RNA 
synthesis, these tissues will also show elevated levels of the key enzymes involved with purine and 
pyrimidine nucleotide synthesis and interconversions with complementary decreases in amount 
for enzymes that catalyze reactions in which these precursors are degraded. These changes in 
enzyme levels actually reflect the proporrion of the cells that are in S-phase in that tissue. 

20.12 • NUCLEOTIDE COENZYME SYNTHESIS 

Th e nucleotide coenzymes NAD and FAD, and coenzyme A have common features in 
that they each have a vitamin moiety as part of their structu re and AMP is part of the 
structure although not directly involved in the reaction in which each of these functions. 
The structure and synthesis of NAD and the pathway of its synthesis in mammalian cells 
is presented in Figure 20.28. 
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Figure 20.28 Pathway for nicotinamide 
adenine nucleotide synthesis. 
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Figure 20.29 Synthe si.s of flavin adenine 
dinucleot ide. 
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NAO synthesis requires niacin. NAO can be synthesized by three different pathways 
starting with tryptophan , nicotinamide, or nicotinic acid, respectively. When tryptophan is 
in excess of the amount required for protein or serotonin synthesis, it can be used for NAO 
synthesis. This is not a likely situation for most individuals and therefore niacin is required 
in the diet. 

Synthesis of NAO by any of the pathways requires PRPP as the ribose 5-phosphate 
donor. Nicotinamide adenine dinucleotide (NADP) is synthesized by the phosphoryla
tion of NAO . NAD , NADH , NADP, and NADPH have specific roles in cellular metab
olism with respect to energy production. In these roles, they are involved in reversible 
oxidation - reduction reactions. However, there are important pathways in which NAO 
serves as a substrate and is consumed in the reaction . These pathways include ADP
ribose transferases (poly ADP polymerases [PARPs]), ADP ribose synthases, and sirtuins 
(type III protein lysine deacerylases). NAO utilization through these pathways is linked 
to processes that control gene expression, calcium mobilization, neuroprotection , death, 
and aging. 

The structures ofFMN and FAD are presented in Figure 20.29. They have the vita
min riboflavin as part of their structures. FAD and FMN have important roles in revers
ible oxidation- reduction reactions. Depending on the reaction and/or enzyme in which 
it participates, the flavin nucleotides can serve as either a coenzyme in enzyme-catalyzed 
reactions or as prosthetic groups in proteins. 
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Figure 20.30 Synthesis of coenzyme A. 

The pathway of synthesis and structure of pantothenic acid are presented in Figure 
20.30. T his coenzyme is easily recognized for its central and critical role in intermediary 
metabolism as a compo nent of acetyl CoA. However , acetyl CoA also serves an impor
tant function in the acetylation of the amino termini of proteins and the e amino groups 
of lysine in proteins . T hese posttranslat ional modifications serve to alter the biological 
properties of these modified proteins and play important roles in cellular function. 

20.13 • CHEMOTHERAPEUTIC AGENTS THAT 
INTERFERE WITH PURINE AND 
PYRIMIDINE NUCLEOTIDE METABOLISM 

De novo synthesis of purine and pyrimidine nucleotides is critical for normal cell replica
tion , maintenance, and function . Regulation of these pathways is important since disease 
states have been identified that arise from defects in the regulat0ry enzymes. Synthetic 

Dephosphocoenzyme A 

CoenzymeA 
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Figure 20.31 Structures of antimetabolit es: 
6-rnercaptopurine, 5-fluorouracil , and cytosine 
arabinoside. 

compounds and natural products from plants, bacteria , or fungi that are structural ana
logs of the nucleobases or nucleosides used in metabolic reactions have been shown to 
be cytotoxic. These compounds are relatively specific inhibirors of enzymes involved in 
nucleotide synthesis or imerconversions and have proven t0 be useful in therapy of diverse 
clinical problems . They are generally classified as antimetabolites , antifolates , glutamine 
antagonists. and other agents. 

Inhibitors of Purine and Pyrimidine Nucleotide Metabolism 

Antimetabolites Are Structural Analogs of Bases or Nucleosides 
Amimetabolites are usually structural analogs of purine and pyrimidine bases or nucleo
sides that interfere with very specific metabolic reactions. They include 6-mercaptopurine 
and 6-thioguanine used in the treatment of acute leukemia, azathioprine for immunosup
pression in patients with organ transplants, allopurinol for treatment of hyperuricemia , 
and acyclovir for treatment of herpesvirus infection . The detailed understanding of purine 
nucleotide metabolism aided in the development of these compounds as drugs. Conversely, 
study of the mechanism of action of these drugs has led to a better understanding of normal 
nucleotide metabolism in humans . 

Three antimetabolites will be specifically discussed to show (1) the imponance of de 
novo synthetic pathways in normal cell metabolism, (2) that regulation of these pathways 
occurs in vivo, (3) the requirement for metabolic activation of the drugs utilizing the cell
ular salvage enzymes, and (4) that inactivation of these compounds greatly influences their 
usefulness. 

6-Mercaptopurine (6-MP) (Figure 20.31) is a useful antitumor drug in humans. 
Its cytotoxic activity depends on the formation of 6-mercaptopurine ribonucleotide 
by the tumor cells. Utilizing PRPP and HGPRTase , 6-mercaptopurine ribonucleo
side 5 '-monophosphate is formed in cells and serves as a negative effector of PRPP
amidotransferase , the committed step in the de novo pathway. This nucleotide also acts 
as an inhibitor of the conversion of IMP to GMP at the IMP-dehydrogenase step and 
of IMP to AMP at the adenylosuccinate synthetase step. Since 6-mercaptopurine is a 
substrate for xanthine ox.idoreductase and is oxidized to 6-thiouric acid, allopurinol is 
usually administered to inhibit degradation of 6-MP and to potentiate the antitumor 
propenies of 6-MP . 

5-Fluorouracil (Fura) (Figure 20.31) is an analog of uracil. 5-Fluorouracil is not 
the active species as it must be converted by cellular enzymes to the active metabolites , 
5-fluorouridine 5' -triphosphate (FUTP) and 5-fluoro-2' -deoxyuridine 5' -monophosphate 
(FdUMP). FUTP is efficiently incorporated into RNA and , once incorporated, inhibits 
maturation of 45 S precursor rRNA into the 28S and 18S RNA species and alters splicing 
of pre-mRNA into functional mRNA. FdUMP is a potent and specific inhibitor of thymi
dylate synthase. In the presence of H.lolate , FdUMP and thymidylate synthase, a ternary 
complex is formed with the covalent binding of FdUMP to thymidylate synthase, which 
results in irreversible inhibition of thymidylate synthase. This inhibits dTMP synthesis and 
leads to "thymineless death" for cells. 

Cytosine arabinoside (AraC) (Figure 20.31) is used in treatment of several forms 
of human cancer. It must be metabolized by cellular enzymes to cytosine arabinoside 
5' -triphosphate (araCTP) to exert its cytotoxic effeccs. AraCTP competes with dCTP in 
the DNA polymerase reaction, and araCMP is incorporated into DNA. This inhibits syn
thesis of the growing DNA strand. Clinically, the efficacy of araC as an antileukemic drug 
correlates with the concentration of araCTP that is achieved in the leukemic cells; this in 
turn determines the amount of araCMP incorporated into DNA. Formation of araCMP by 
deoxycytidine kinase appears to be the rate-limiting step in the activation to araCTP. Ara-C 
is inactivated by deamination to araU. 

Antifolates Inhibit Reaction s Involving Tetrahydrofolate 
Folate analogs, depending on their specific Structure, interfere with metabolic steps in 
which tetrahydrofolate is involved either as a substrate or product. Methotrexate (MTX) , 
a synthetic Structural analog of folic acid, interferes with formation of H ifolate and Hifolate 
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Figure 20.32 Comparison of the structures of folic acid and methotrexate. 

from folate by specifically inhibiting Hifolate reductase (DHFR) . MTX. is used as an anti
tumor agent in the treatment of human cancers. The structures of folic acid and MTX 
are compared in Figure 20 .32. MTX and folate differ only at C-4 where an amino group 
replaces a hydroxyl group and at N-10 where a methyl group replaces a hydrogen atom. 
MTX specifically inhibits Hifolate reductase with a K; in the range of 0.1 nM . The reac
tions inhibited by MTX are shown in Figure 20.33. 

MTX at very low concentrations is cytotoxic to mammalian cells in culture. The inhibi
tion of dihydrofolate reductase by MTX results in lowering the intracellular pools of both 
ribonucleoside 5' -triphosphates and 2' -deoxyribonucleoside 5' -triphosphates. The effecrs can 
be prevented, at least partially, by addition of deoxythymidine and hypoxanthine t0 the culture 
medium. Reversal of the MTX effects by thymidine and hypoxanthine indicates that MTX 
causes depletion of both deoxythymidine and purine nucleotides in cells. Figure 20.34 shows 
the relationship between H 4-folate, de novo purine nucleotide synthesis, and dTMP formation. 
Note that in the thymidylare synthase reaction, Hrfolate is generated. Unless it were readily 
reduced back to Hiolate via dihydrofolate reductase, cells would not be capable of de novo 
synthesis of purine nucleotides or thymidylate synthesis due to depletion of H4 folate pools. 

In treatment of human leukemias, normal cells can be rescued from the toxic effects 
of high-dose MTX by N 5-formyl-H4 folate (leucovorin). This increases the clinical efficacy 
of MTX in the treatment of cancer. MTX is also being successfully used at very low doses 
in the treatment of rheumatoid arthritis (RA) although the molecular basis by which MTX 
acts in this disorder is not known. Ir is not clear that the effects of MTX treatment in RA 
are related to its effects on nucleotide metabolism . However, it is interesting to note that 
leflunomide, another drug being used to treat RA, has as one of its defined sites of action 
the inhibition of mitochondrial dihydroorotate dehydrogenase. 
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Figure 20.33 Sites of inhibition by 
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de novo purine nucleotide synthesis, and 
dTMP synthesis. 
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Newer ancifolates have been synthesized chat are relatively specific inhibitors of either 
chyrnidylace synthase or de novo purine nucleotide synthesis, but not both . These com
pounds are in clinical trials for the treatment of cancer. 

Glutamine Antagonists Inhibit Enzymes That Utilize 
Glutamine as Nitrogen Donor 
Many reactions in mammalian cells require glutamine as the amino group donor. In con
trast, bacteria primarily utilize ammonia as the amino donor in a similar reaction. These 
acnidation reactions are critical in de novo synthesis of p11Iine nucleotide (N-3 and N-9), 
synthesis of GMP from IMP, formation of cycosolic carbamoyl phosphate, synthesis of 
CTP from UTP (see Table 20.3, p. 810), and synthesis ofNAD +. 

Compounds chat inhibit these reactions are referred to as glutamine antagonises. 
Azaserine and DON (diazo-5-oxo-L-norleucine) , which were first isolated from cult
ures of Streptomyces, are vecy effective inhibitors of enzymes that utilize glucamine as the 
amino donor. Since azaserine and DON inactivate many of the glucamine-dependent 
enzymes involved in nucleotide metabolism, these compounds proved co be coo toxic for 
use clinically as anciturnor agents . 

Other Agents That Inhibit Cell Growth by Interfering 
with Nucleotide Metabolism 
Tumor cells treated with hydroxyurea (Figure 20.35) show specific inhibition of DNA 
synthesis with little or no inhibition of RNA or protein synthesis. Hydroxyurea inhibits 
ribonucleotide reductase activity by destroying the cyrosyl free radical on the small subunit 
of ribonucleotide reductase (R2). This results in the inhibition of the reductions of CDP , 
UDP, GDP , and ADP to the corresponding 2'-deoxyribonucleoside 5'-diphosphates . 
Toxiciy to cells results from depletion of2' -deoxyribonucleoside 5' -triphosphates that are 
required for DNA replication. Clinical use of hydroxyurea as an anticumor agent is lim
ited because of its rapid rate of clearance and the high drug concentration required for 
effective inhibition . However, hydroxyurea has recently been utilized in the creacment of 
sickle-cell anemia in both adults and children . By a mechanism not completely understood , 
hydroxyurea treatment of sickle cell patients results in che re-expression of the fecal (-y) 
hemoglobin gene resulting in the increased fetal hemoglobin in che red cells. The increased 
concentration of fecal hemoglobin in the red cells decreases HbS precipitation and, as a 
result, decreases the frequency of sickle cell crises in the patients during hypoxia. It does 
not appear that the effect of hydroxyurea on sickle-cell erythrocytes is directly related to 
inhibition of ribonucleotide reductase. 

Tiazofurin (Figure 20.35) is not an active drug, but must be converted by cellular enzymes 
to the NAD+ analog, tiazofurin adenine dinucleotide (TAD), which is the active agent. TAD 
inhibics IMP dehydrogenase, the rate-limiting enzyme in GTP synthesis, with a Ki of0 . l µM . 
As a result ofIMP dehydrogenase inhibition , the concentration of GTP is markedly depressed 
with a corresponding decrease in dGTP . Although there are many dehydrogenases that utilize 
NAD+ as a subsuate, IMP dehydrogenase is most affected, possibly because it catalyzes a rate
limiting step in a critical pathway and is quantitatively limiting in concentration. 

These clinically useful drugs serve as examples in which the knowledge of basic bio
chemical pathways and mechanisms lead to generation of effective drugs. 

Purine and Pyrimidine Analogs as Antiviral Agents 
Infections caused by herpes virus (HSY) and the human imrnunodefciency virus (HIV) 
infections, present major clinical problems. Two antimecabolites used in the control or treat
ment (but not cure) of HSV and HIV infections are Acyclovir (acycloguanosine), a purine 
analog, and 3' -azido-3' -deoxythymidine (AZT), a pyrimidine analog (Figure 20.36). Both 
drugs must be phosphocylated to yield the active drug. Acydoguanosine is converted to 
the monophosphate by a specific HSV-thymidine kinase (encoded by the HSV genome), 
which is present only in the virally infected cells. The host cellular thymidine kinases cannot 
utilize acyclovir as a substrate. Acycloguanosine monophosphate is then phosphocylated by 
the cellular enzymes to the di- and triphosphate forms. Acycloguanosine triphosphate serves 
as a substrate for the HSY-specific DNA polymerase and is incorporated into the growing 
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viral DNA chain. This causes chain termination . The specificity of acycloguanosine and its 
high therapeutic index result from the faet that only HSY-infected cells can form the acy-
cloguanosine monophospbate. Unfortunately , resistant strains ofHSV have evolved. 

AZT is phosphorylated by cellular kinases to AZT-triphosphate, which blocks HIV 
replication by inhibiting HIV-DNA polymerase (an RNA-dependent polymerase). The 
selecrivity of AZT for HIV-infecred versus normal cells occurs because DNA polymerase 
from HIV is at least 100-fold more sensitive to AZT-triphosphate than is host cell DNA
dependent DNA polymerase. Resistance to AZT has been observed . 

These two antiviral agents demonstrate the diversity of responses required for selectiv
ity. In one case, enzyme activity encoded specifically by the viral genome is mandatory for 
activation of the drug (acycloguanosine); in the second example , although cellular enzymes 
activate AZT, the viral gene produet (HIV-DNA polymerase) is the seleetive target. 

Biochemical Basis for Responses 
to Chemotherapeutic Agents 

There are two aspects to consider with respeet co a patient's response to cancer chemother
apy. In the first case there is the development of, or selection of, drug-resistant populations 
as a result of the drug treatment . In the second case preexisting genetic polymorphisms 
cause altered drug metabolism such that at the standard dose, the patient shows increased or 
even severe toxicity to the chemotherapeutic drug or even a reduced response co the drug. 

Failure of chemotherapy in treatment of human cancer is often related to develop
ment of, or selection of, tumor cell populations that are resistant co the cytotoxic effects of 
the particular drug . Tumors contain very heterogenous populations of cells and in many 
instances drug-resistant cells are already present. On therapy, drug-sensitive cells are killed 
off and resistant cell populations become enriched. In some cases, drug treatments produce 
genetic alterations that result in the drug-resistant phenotype. Resistance to drugs can be 
categorized as specific drug resistance or multidrng resistance. 

Biochemical and molecular mechanisms that account for drug resistance have been 
determined for many drugs. For example , resistance to methotrexate can develop because 
of several different alterations . These include (1) a defect in or loss of the transporter for 
N 5-formyl-H ,ifolate and N 5-methyl-H 4folate that results in decreased cellular uptake of 
MTX; (2) amplification of the dihydrofolate reduccase gene that results in large increases 
in the amount of dihydrofolate reduetase , the target enzyme; (3) alterations in the dihy
drofolate reduetase gene that result in a mutant dihydrofolate reductase that is less sensitive 
to inhibition by MTX; and (4) decreased levels of folylpolyglutamate synthetase, which 
results in lower levels of polyglutamylaced MTX , the trapped form ofMTX. MTX-resistant 
populations could have any one or a combination of these alterations . The net result of 
any of these resistance mechanisms is to decrease the ability ofMTX to inhibit dihydrofo
late reductase at clinically achievable MTX concentrations . Other specific drug resistance 
mechanisms could be described for compounds such as cytosine arabinoside , 5-fluorouracil, 
hydroxyurea, and other drugs . 

In multiple drug resistance (MDR), drug-resistant cells are cross-resistant to a variety 
of seemingly unrelated anti tumor agents, such as the vinca alkaloids , adriamycin, actinomy
cin D, and etoposide. All of these are natural produets or are derived from natural products 
and they are not chemically related in structure . They have different mechanisms of action 
as antitumor agents but appear to act on some nuclear event . 

Multidrug-resistant tumor cells express high levels (compared to the drug-sensitive tumor 
cells) of membrane rranspon proteins (P-glycoproteins and multidrug resistance-associated pro
teins [MRPs), p. 494) that rranspon drugs out of the cell. These are A TP-dependenc pumps and 
effectively reduce the cellular concentration of drug to below its cytotoxic concentration. 

Development of drug-resistant tumor cells p resents major clinical problems. However, 
study of the mechanisms of drug resistance has greatly aided in our understanding of cancer 
cells and how best to design chemotherapeutic protocols to treat the various forms of cancer. 

Many different examples can be given in which genetic polymorphisms play a large role 
in the metabolism or disposition of various classes of drugs involving diStinet gene products. 
As a result, there will be variability in the responses of patients to a specific drug regimen . As 
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one example, patients who inhe rit nonfunctional alleles for thiopurine S-methylrransferase 
(TPMT), an enzyme involved in the metabolism of 6-mercaptopurine (see Figure 20.31, 
p. 832) have very adverse effeas to the standard dose of 6-mercaptopurine. These patients 
can be successfully treated by reducing the conventional dose of 6-MP and still achieve the 
necessary clinical response with decreased morbidity. Pharmacogenomics, a relatively new field 
that is rapidly developing, will allow the identification of many additional candidate genes 
such as MDRl with the use of molecular techniques that will allow the physician to move 
toward personalized medicine so that drug doses for patients can be optimized before ther
apy has begun rather than later in the course of treatment . The use of pharmcogenomics will 
apply not only for the defined treatment of cancer but also for many other diseases as well. 
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Multiple-Choice Questions 

1. The two purine nucleotides found in RNA 
A. are formed in a branched pathway from a common intermediate. 
B. are formed in a sequential pathwa y. 
C. must come from exogenous sources. 
n are formed by oxidation of the deoxy forms. 
E. are synthesi:Led from nonpurine precursors by rorally separate 

pathways. 
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nucleases 
uric acid 
dihydroororate dehydrogenase 
orotic acid 
uridine 5' -monophosphate 
aspartare 
/3-alanine 
nucleoside 5' -diphosphate 

reductase 
chioredoxin reductase 
thymidylare synthase 

cytosine 5' -monophosphare 
/3-aminoisoburyric acid 
NAO synthesis 
FAD synthesis 
6-thioguanine 
6-mercaptopurine 
glutamine 
methotrexace 
5-fluorouracil 
azaserine 
hydroxyurea 

2. The type of enzyme known as a phosphoribosylrransferase is involved 
in all of the following except 
A. salvage of pyrimidine bases. 
B. the de novo synthesis of pyrimidine nucleotides. 
C. the de novo synthesis of purine nucleotides. 
D. salvage of purine bases. 
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3. Deoxyribonucleocides 
A. cannor be synthesized so they must be supplied prefurmed in the cliec. 
B. are synthesized de novo using PRPP. 
C. are synthesized from ribonucleotidcs by an enzyme system 

involving chioredoxin. 
D. are synthesized from ribonucleotides by nucleotide kinases. 
E. can be formed onJy by salvaging free bases. 

4. The conversion of nucleoside 5' -monophosphates ro nucleoside 
5 '-rriphosphares 
A. is cacalyzed by nucleoside kinases. 
B. is a direct equilibrium reaction . 
C. urilizes a relatively specific nucleotide kinase and a relatively 

nonspecific nucleoside diphosphate kinase. 
D. generally uses GTP as a phosphate dono r. 
E. occurs only during the S phase of the cell cycle. 

5. The synthesis of rhe coerrqmes NAD , FAD, and coenzyme A have 
in common 
A. the same vitamin. 
B. PRPP . 
C. AMP. 
D. ATP. 
E. a nucleotidase . 

6. T errahydrobiopterin 
A. is synthesized from GTP. 
B. is an inhibitor ofIMP dehydrogenase . 
C. is synthesized from ATP. 
D. is a degradation produce of guanine . 
E. requires the adclition of gluramine ro a purine nucleoride . 

Quesrions 7 and 8: Hereclirary orotic aciduria is characrerized by severe 
anemia, growth retardation , and high levels of ororic acid excrerion. The 
defecr may be in ororare phosphoribosy l rransferase, ororidine decarboxy
lase, or both. The p referred treatment for chis disease is cliecary uridine , 
which reverses the anemia and decreases the formarion of orotic acid. 

7 . Elements involved in the effectiveness of the clierary rreacment include 
A. conversion of exogenous uricline ro UMP by uridine phosp ho

rransferase. 
B. UTP from exogenous uridine provicling substrate for synthesis 

ofCTP . 
C. inh ibirion of carbamoyl phosphate synthecase II by UTP. 
D. all of the above. 
E. none of the above. 

8. In the de novo synthesis of pyrimidine nucleorides 
A. reactions cake place exclusively in the cycosol. 
B. a free base is formed as an intermecliace. 
C. PRPP is required in the rate-limiring step . 
D. UMP and CMP are formed from a common intermecliate. 
E. UMP inhibirion ofOMP- decarboxylase is the major contro l of 

the process. 

Q uestions 9 and 10: Gour is a clisease characterized by hyperuricemia 
from an overproduction of purine nucleotides via the de novo pathway. 
The specific cause of Lesch-Nyhan syndrome is a severe deficiency of 
HGPRTase. Allopurinol is used in the trearrnent of gout ro reduce the 
production of uric acid. In Lesch-Nyhan syndrome , the decrease in uric 
acid is balanced by an increase in xanthine plus hypoxanchine in blood . 
In the other forms of gout, the decrease in uric acid is greacer than the 
increase in xanthine plus hypoxanchine . 

9. The explanation for chis difference in the rwo forms of gour is 
A. ic is an experimenral artifacr and the decrease in uric acid and in

crease in xanrh ine plus hypoxanchine in non-Lesch-Nyhan gour 
is the same. 

B. allopurino l is less effective in non-Lesch-Nyhan gout. 
C. there is an increased excrerion of xanthine and hypoxanthine in 

non -Lesch-Nyhan gour. 
D. PRPP levels are reduced in Lesch-Nyhan. 
E. in non-Lesch- Nyhan gout hypoxanthine and xanthine are 

salvaged to IMP and XMP and inhibir PRPP amidorransferase. 

10. Which of the following is/are aspecrs of che overall reguJation of de 
novo purine nucleotide synthesis? 
A. AMP, GMP, and IMP shift PRPP amido rransferase from a small 

form ro a large form. 
B. PRPP amidotransferase shows hyperbolic kinetics with PRPP. 
C. AMP inhibits d1e conversion ofIMP to GMP. 
D. Change in gluramine concenrracion is a major regularor. 
E. Direct interconversion of AMP co GMP maintains balance 

of the two. 

Question 11 and 12: There are rwo distinct immunodefic iency cliseases 
chat lead co the formarion of uric acid as the end produce . Mucation in 
genes for adenosine deam inase (ADA) leads to severe combined immuno 
deficiency (SCIO) in which both T-cells and B-cells are affected. Defecr.s 
in purine nucleoside phosphorylase (PNP) affect onJy T-cells. These 
rwo =ymes are in the pathways for degradation of nucleic acids. Gene 
therapy has had some success in rrearing ADA deficiency. 

11. In nucleic acid degradation , all of the following are correct except 
A. there arc nucleases char are specific for eirher DNA 

or RNA. 
B. nucleotidases convert nucleorides to nucleosides. 
C. the conversion of a nucleoside co a free base is an example of 

a hydro lysis. 
D. because of the presence of deaminases , hypoxanrhine rather than 

adenine is formed. 
E. both DNA and RNA degradarion lead to uric acid. 

12. The best estimate of che turnover of ONA comes from a measure
ment in urine of 
A. uric acid. 
B. NH 4 + and CO 2 

C. /3-alanine . 
D. /3-arninoisoburyrace. 
E. cycidine. 

Problems 

13. If a cell capable of de novo synthesis of purine nucleorides has 
ade.quace AMP but is deficient in GMP, how would the cell regulate 
synthesis ro increase [GMP]? Ifboch AMP and GMP were present in 
appropri ate concentrations, what would happen? 

14. Inhibitors of purine and pyrimidine nucleotide mecabolism cake 
many forms . 5-Fluorouracil is an antimeta bolite , mechotrexare is an 
ancifolate , and azaserine is an antagonist. H ow do these three rypes 
differ in their action? 
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Answers 

1. A GMP and AMP are both formed from the first purine nucleotide, 
IMP, in a branched pathway. B: T he pyrimidine nucleotides UMP 
and CTP are formed in a sequencial pathway from orotic acid. C: 
Humans are capable of synthesizing purine nucleocides. D: Demcy 
forms are formed by reduction of the ribose forms. E: IMP is the 
common precursor. 

2. C In purine nucleotide synthesis, che purine ring is built up stepwise 
on ribose-5-phosphace and not transferred to ic. A, B, and 0: 
Phosphoribosyl cransferases are important salvage enzymes for both 
purines and pyrimidines and are also pare of the synthesis of pyrimi
dines since OPRT catalyzes the conversion of orotace co OMP. 

3. C Deoxyribonucleotides are synthesized from the ribonucleoside 
diphosphaces by nucleoside diphosphace reduccase chat uses chiore
doxin as the direct hydrogen-electron donor . A, B, and E: There is a 
synthetic mechanism as just described but ir is noc a de nQVO pathway. 
0: Nucleotide k.inases are enzymes that add phosphate co a base or 
nucleotide . 

4. C These two enzymes are important in incerconvercing the nucleotide 
forms . A These convert nucleosides co nucleoside monophosphaces. 
B: Two steps are required . 0 : ATP is present in highest concentra
tion and the phosphate donor. E: Occurs during the S phase, but chis 
is a general reaction for the cell. 

5. D ATP is used both as a source of energy and pare of it is incorpo
rated into the product. A: They are different viramins . B: This is 
necessary for the formation of NAO buc not the ocher two. C: AMP 
is pare of the final scructure buc muse be incorporated as ATP. E: The 
removal of the phosphate is associated with the use of ATP as enecgy, 
not a simple hydrolysis. 

6. A This begins with a cyclohydro lase acting on GTP . B: Such an 
inhibitor would reduce the level of cetrahydrobiopterin by inhibiting 
production of GTP. C: Ir is not a derivative of ATP. 0: GTP is noc 
converted to guanine. E: Glutamine is not an adduct. 

7. D It is common for an exogenous agent co require conversion co an 
active form; in this case d1e uridine is salvaged to the monophosphace 
and ultimately co the triphosphate. The cell is deficient in UTP and 
CTP because the conversion of orotic acid is blocked so the exog
enous uridine provides a bypass around the block. Orotic acid forma
tion is decreased since UTP inhibits carbamoyl phosphate synchecase 
Il, the control enzyme. 

8. B This is in contrast co purine de 1UIVO synthesis. A: One enzyme is 
mitochondrial. C: PRPP is required co convert orotace co OMP but 

this is not race limiting. 0: OMP co UMP to CTP is a sequential 
process. E: This does occur, but the race-limiting seep is chat cata
lyzed by CPS II. 

9. E Noc only is uric acid production direccly inhibited, de novo syn
thesis is as well, thus reducing production of xanchine and hypox
anthine. In Lesch-Nyhan , the only effect is the direct inhibition of 
xanchine oxidase. A Ic is a real effect. B: Acrually, ic is more effective 
because of the dual roles. C: This does noc happen. 0: PRPP levels 
are very high because of the lack of the salvage of bases, leading to 

improper or lack of regulation of pathways. 
10. A This is a mechanism of inhibition since the large form of the en

zyme is inactive. B: PRPP amidocransferase shows sigmoidal kinetics 
with respect co PRPP so large shifts in concentration of PRPP have 
the potential for altering velocity. C: AMP inhibits the conversion 
ofIMP to itself. D: Gluramine concentration is relatively constant . 
E: This does not happen. 

11. C The product is ribose-1-phosphare rather than the free sugar cata
lyzed by PNP. A: They can also show specificity coward the bases and 
positions of cleavage. B: A straight hydrolysis. D: AMP dearninase 
and adenosine deaminase remove the 6-NH 2 as NH 3. The IMP or 
inosine formed is evenrually converted co hypoxanchine. E: This is 
called severe combined immunodeficiency. 

12. D This is generated exclusively from me degradation of thymine 
from DNA. A: Uric acid is formed from purine nucleotides from 
any source . B: These are genetaced from many things. C: This comes 
from more than pyrimidines . E: Cytidine is converce.d co uridine 
which is metabolized to /3-alanine. 

13. AMP woul d partially inhibit de novo synthesis ofIMP by its allosreric 
inhibi tion of PRPP amido cransferase. The IMP formed would be 
directed coward GMP because AMP is an inhibitor ofics own synthe
sis from IMP. If both AMP and GMP are adequate, the synergistic 
effect of the two on PRPP amidotransferase wou ld severely inhibit de 
novo synmesis. 

14. 5-Fluorouracil can be converted by the same enzyme as uracil to 
che mono- and triphosphace nucleotides and incorporated into 
RNA, disrupting many functions as well as inhibiting thymidylate 
synthase. That is, it is a structural analog of the normal compound. 
Ancifolates inhibit dihydrofolate reductase so preventing therefor
mation of cecrahydrofolate for its multip le functions . Azaserine, as 
an antagonist, is an inhibitor of many enzymes that use glutamine as 
an amino donor. 
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Variable fuel input 

ADP + P1 ~ -

ATP ~ -

CO2 + H20 + urea 

Variable 
metabolic 
demand 

Figure 21.1 Humans can use a variable fuel 
input to meet a variable metabolic demand. 

21 .1 • INTRODU CTION 

The interdependence of metabolic processes of the major tissues of the body will be stressed 
in this chapter. Not all of the major metabolic pathways operate in every tissue at any given 
time . Given the nutritional and hormonal starus of a patient, it is necessary to know quali
tatively which pathways are functional and how they relate to one another. 

The metabolic processes of concern are glycogenesis, glycogenolysis, gluconeogenesis, 
glycolysis, fatty acid synthesis, lipogenesis , lipolysis, glyceroneogenesis, fatty acid oxidation , 
glutaminolysis, cricarboxylic acid (TCA) cycle activity, ketogenesis, amino acid oxidation, 
protein synthesis, proteolysis , and urea synthesis . le is important to know (l) which tissues 
are most active in these various processes, (2) when these processes are most active , and 
(3) how these processes are controlled and coordinated in different metabolic and disease 
states. 

The best way to gain an understanding of the interrelationships of the pathways is 
to learn the changes in metabolism during the starve-feed cycle (Figure 21.1) . This cycle 
allows a variable fuel and nitrogen intake to meet variable metabolic and anabolic needs . 
Feed refers to the intake of meals (the variable fuel input) after which the fuel is scored (as 
glycogen and triacylglycerol) to meet metabolic needs of fasting . An ATP cycle functions 
within the starve-feed cycle (Figure 21.1) . Cells of the body die without the provision of 
continuous supply of energy for ATP synthesis to meet their needs . 

Humans can consume food at a rate far greater than their basal caloric requirements; 
this allows them to survive from meal to meal. Unfortunately , an almost unlimited capacity 
to consume food is matched by an almost unlimited capacity to store it as triacylglycerol. 
Obesity is the consequence of excess food consumption and the commonest form of mal
nutrition in affiuem countries (Clin . Corr. 2 1.1). Other forms of malnutrition are more 
prevalent in developing countries (Clin. Corrs . 21.2 and 21.3) . The regulation of food 

Obesity and the Metabolic Syndrome 

Obesity is the most common nutritional problem in the United 
States, in fact a majority of the U.S. population is either obese or 
overweight, and the problem may be even greater for children. le is 
a risk factor in development of diabetes mellicus, hypertension , en
dometrial carcinoma, osteoarthritis, cirrhosis, gallstones, and cardio
vascular diseases. Clinically, the quarcec of obesity, insulin resistance, 
dyslipidemia, and hypertension is called either syndrome X or the 
metabolic syndrome and contributes greatly co the high race of car
diovascular death in Western countries. Obesity is easy to explain: An 
obese person has eaten more calories than he or she expended. The ac
cumulation of massive amounts of body fat is not otherwise possible. 
For unknown reasons, the neural control of caloric intake co balance 
energy expenditure is abnormal. Rarely, obesity is secondary to a cor
rectable disorder, such as hypothyroidism or Cushing syndrome . The 
laccer is the result of increased secretion of glucocorticoids , which 
cause fat deposition in the face and trunk, with wasting of the limbs, 
and glucose intolerance. These effects are due co increased protein 
breakdown in muscle and conversion of the amino acids co glucose 
and fat. Less commonly, tumors, vascular accidents, or maldevelop
menc of the nervous system hunger control centers in che hypothala
mus cause obesity. However, the rapid increase in the prevalence of 
obesity cannot be explained by genetic or biochemical mechanisms 
and must reflect culrural changes in food preparation and consump
tion and reduced physical activity. 

The obese (ob/ob) mouse was discovered in the 1950s, and the 
defective gene cloned in 1994. This ob gene encodes a 146 amino
acid-secreted protein (alternatively called OB protein or lepcin, for its 
slimming effect) chat is produced in adipocyces and detectable in blood. 
ob/ob mice have a nonsense mutation in the gene and produce no lep
tin. Injection of leptin inco chem causes increased energy expendirure 
and reduced earing, wirh marked weight lo~ . This effect on appetite 
is mimicked by intracerebroventricular injection. Leptin also reduced 
appetite and weight of normal mice. Obese humans do not generally 
have defective ob genes, and in fact tend co have high blood levels of 
lepcin. This suggests chat their nervous system is insensitive co leptin, 
analogous co the insulin resistance seen in many diabetic patients . 

In the most common type of obesity, the number of adipocyces 
does not increase, but rather they get larger as they become engorged 
with triacylglycerols. If obesity develops before puberty, there may also 
be an increase in the number of adipocyces. In chis case, the hyperpla
sia (increase in cell number) and hypertrophy (increase in cell size) 
contribute co the magnitude of the obesity. Obesity in men tends to be 
centered on the intraabdominal (so called visceral) fat, while in women 
ic is more likely co beon the hips. The male pattern, characterized by a 
high waist-to- hip circumference ratio, is more predictive of premature 
coronary heart disease. Moreover, visceral adipose tissue seems more 
resistant to suppression of lipolysis by insulin , and thus the release of 
fatty acids into the porcal vein may contribute co the relative inability 



co suppress hepatic glucose production in obesity and type 2 diabetes 

(see Clin . Corrs . 15.4, p. 594 , and 21.6, p. 848). 

The only effective treatment of obesity is reduction in the ingestion 

or increase in the use of calories. Practically speaking, chis means dieting, 

since even vigorous exercise such as running only consumes 10 kcal per 
minute of exercise. Thus, an hour-long run (perhaps 5-6 mi) uses the 

energy presenc in about rwo candy bars. However, exercise programs 

can be useful co help motivate individuals co remain on rheir diecs. 

There is interest in low-carbohydrate, high-fat, and protein diecs, some

time referred to as the Atkins diet. This diet reduces carbohydrate intake 

co a low enough level co induce ketonernia. As weight loss progresses, 

carbohydrate is reintroduced until weight stabilizes. Several studies have 

shown chat chis strategy is more effective in inducing weight loss than 
standard calorie restriction and better at reducing triglyceride levels 

without raising LDL cholesterol. Beneficial effects on weight manage

ment , triglyceride levels, cholesterol levels, and blood pressure have also 

been achieved with high-protein, low-carbohydrate diets. 

Prote in-Calorie Malnutrition 

Protein - calorie malnutrition is the most important and widespread 

nutritional problem among young children in the developing 

world. The clinical syndrome, called kwashiorkor , occurs mainly 

in children 1- 3 years of age and is precipitated by weaning an in

fant from breast milk onto a starchy, protein-poor diet. The name 

originated in Ghana, and means "the sickness of the older child 

when the next baby is born ." It is a bit of a misnomer since the ma

jor deficiency is protein , not calories. It is a consequence of feeding 

the child a diet adequate in calories bur deficient in protein. It 

may become manifest when protein requirements are increased by 

infection, for example, malaria, helminth infestation, or gastroen

teritis . le is characterized by poor growth, low plasma protein and 

amino acid levels, muscle wasting, edema, diarrhea , and increased 

susceptibility co infection . The presence of subcutaneous fat clearly 
differentiates it from simple starvation. Fat stores are maintained 

by the high carbohydrate intake and resulting high insulin levels. 

In fact, the high insulin level interferes with the adaptations chat 

occur in starvation. Fat is not mobilized as an energy source , keto

genesis does not take place , and there is no transfer of amino acids 
from skeletal muscle to the liver, kidneys, heart, and immune cells. 

Lack of dietary amino acids results in diminished protein synthesis 

in all tissues. The liver becomes enlarged and infiltrated with fac, 
reflecting the need for hepatic protein synthesis for the formation 

and release ofVLDL. In addition, protein malnutrition impairs the 

function of the gut, and leads to malabsorption of carbohydrate , 

protein, and vitamins, which accelerates rhe disease. The conse

quences depend on when in development the deficiency occurs . 

Children with low weight for height are called "wasted," but can 

make a good recovery when properly fed. Those with low height 
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Unfortunately for individuals crying co lose weight, the body 

compensates for decreased energy intake with reduced formation of 

triiodochyronine and a decrease in the basal metabolic race. Thus, 

there is a biochemical basis for the universal complaint chat ic is far 
easier co gain than co lose weight. What is more , about 95% of people 

who lose a significant amount of weight regain it within 1 year. Most 

patients who have successfully lose weight long term engage in regular 

exercise and weigh rhernselves daily (perhaps compensating for inad

equate neural response co satiety signals). 

Jequier, E., and Tappy, L. Regulation of body weight in humans. Physwl Rev. 
79:451, 1999; Roberts, K , Dunn , K., Jean, S. K., and Lardinois , C. K. Syndrome 
X: Medical nutrition therapy. Nutr. Rev. 58:154, 2000; and Kumanyika, S. K., 
Obananek, E., Sreccler, N., Bell, R., et al. Population-based prevention of obesity: 
The need for comprehensive promotion of healthful eating, physical activity, and 
energy balance. American Hean Association Council on Epidemiology and Pre
vention, Interdisciplinary Committee for Prevention (Formerly the Expert Panel 
on Population and Prevention Science). Circulation 118:428 , 2008. 

for weight are called "stunted", and never regain full height or 

cognitive potential. 

Protein-calorie malnutrition is a problem for the elderly when 

they become sick. The requirement for energy and food intake of 

healthy elderly may decline with age. There is the risk that insuf

ficient intake of protein and of nutrients such as iron, calcium , and 

vitamins will occur. Such deficiency may accelerate loss of lean body 

mass and strengrh (leading co falls), anemia, loss of bone strength 

(resulting in breaking of che hip during falls), and rarely, vitamin de

ficiency states . Chronic illnesses chat are more common in the elderly 

frequently impair appetite, food intake, or nutrient assimilation. As a 

result, elderly patients are more often found to suffer from protein 

calorie malnutrition than younger adulcs. 

Protein-calorie malnutrition is common in patients with liver cir
rhosis. Low serum albumin levels as a consequence of reduced hepatic 

synthesis are prognostic of poor survival rates. Dietary deficiency of 

protein coupled with loss of control of the oxidation of branched

chain amino acids (BCM: leucine , isoleucine, valine) causes low 

serum BCM levels in patiencs with severe liver cirrhosis. In some 

countries, such patients are given BCM supplements in an effort to 

raise serum albumin levels without worsening blood ammonia levels. 

This is not standard practice in the United States for want of convincing 

clinical evidence of the effectiveness of chis intervention. 

Omran, M.L., and Mor ley, J. E., Assessment of protein energy malnurricion in 
older persons, Pan I: Hiscory, examination, body composition, and screening 
cools. Nutrition 16:50, 2000; Omran, M. L., and Morley, J. E. Assessment of pro
tein energy malnutrition in older persons, Pan II : Laboratory evaluation. Nutrition 
16:131, 2000; and Corish, C. A., and Kenned y, N. P. Prorein -energyunder nurri 
cion in hospital in-patients. Br. J Nutr. 83:575, 2000. 
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Starvat ion 

Starvarion leads co a syndrome known as marasmus. Marasmus is a 
word of Greek origin meaning "to waste." It is most frequenc in chil
dren under 1 year of age. In developing countries , early weaning of 
infants from breast milk is a common cause. This may result from 
pregnancies in rapid succession, the desire of the mother co return co 
work, or the use of overdiluted artificial formulas {to make the expen
sive formulas last longer) . This pracrice leads to insufficient intake of 
calories as well as protein . Likewise, diarrhea and malabsorption can 
develop if safe water and sterile procedures are not used in prepara
tion of formula . 

In contrast to kwashiorkor (see Clin. Corr. 21.2 , p. 841), sub
cutaneous fat, hepatomegaly, and fatty liver are absent in marasmus 
because fat is mobilized for energy and muscle temporarily provides 
amino acids to the liver for synthesis of glucose and hepatic proteins. 
Low insulin levels allow the liver co oxidize faery acids and to pro
duce ketone bodies for other tissues. Ultimately, energy and protein 
reserves are exhausted, and the child scarves to death. The immedi 
ate cause of death is often pneumonia, because the child is too weak 
to cough . Adults can suffer from marasmus because of diseases that 
prevent swallowing (cancer of the throat or esophagus), reduce the 
ability of the gut to absorb nutrients (celiac disease or Crohn disease, 
short-bowel syndrome from surgical resection of the gut), or interfere 
with access to food (strokes or dementia). Thousands of the residents 
confined to the Warsaw Ghetto during World War II died from star
vation. Studies by Jewish physicians confined to the ghetto showed 
that death , when not complicated by a severe infecrion, occurred 
when substrates for gluconeogenesis could no longer be supplied by 
the breakdown of muscle. 

A related and very common disorder is cancer cachexia, which 
is due to anorexia {loss of appetite, and therefore starvation) and co 
body wasting. The latter differs from simple starvation in chat skeletal 
muscle is not spared and both muscle and far is used to supply energy 
needs (see Clin . Corr. 21.9, p. 869). 

Studies with experimental animals suggest females are more resis
tant co the adverse effects of starvation than males. Physical examina
tion of survivors of the POW camps and orphanages after World War 
II suggest this is also true for humans . Females are usually smaller 
and have a lower basal metabolic rate than males, and therefore need 
less food per day than males. Furthermore, the evolutionary selec
tion pressures for survival have surely been greater for females than 
males during the many periods of famine that have occurred over 
time. Since for most species many females can mate with one male, 
males are not needed during pregnancy and lactation , and males com
pete with offspring for food, survival of males is less important than 
survival of females for maintenance of the species during long periods 
of food shortage. Genes may therefore have been selected that confer 
females with greater resistance to starvation . Support for this notion 
comes from the finding that mitochondria isolated from female ex
perimental animals are more highly differentiated , as evidenced by 
more enzymaric machinery for oxidative phosphorylation, than mito
chondria isolated from males. 

Vvin, P. Th e state of world hunger. Nutr. Rev. 52:151, 1994; Body, J. J. The 
syndrome of anorexia-cachexia. Cu" . Opin. Oncol. 11:255, 1999; and Wolfe, R. 
R. The underappreciaced role of muscle in health and disease. Am. J Cli,1. NUJr. 
84:475, 2006. 

consumption is complex and not well understood . One important faccor is leptin , a protein 
synthesized and secreted into the blood by adipocyces that regulates energy expenditure and 
appetite through its effeccs on the hypothalamus (see Clin. Corr. 21.1) . The tight control 
needed is indicated by the calculation that eating two extra pats of butter (-100 cal) per 
day over caloric expenditures results in a weight gain of 10 lb per year. A weight gain of 
10 lb may not sound excessive, but multiplied by 10 years it equals severe obesity! 

21.2 • STARVE- FEED CYCLE 

In the Well-Fed State the Diet Supplies the Energy 
Requirements 

Figure 21.2 shows the fate of glucose , amino acids, and fat obtained from food . Glucose 
passes from the intestinal epithelial cells via the portal vein to the liver. Amino acids are 
partially metabol ized in the gut before being released into portal blood. Chylomicrons 
containing criacylglycerol are secreted by the intestinal epithelial cells into lymphatics . The 
lymphatics empry into the thoracic duct , which delivers the chylomicrons to the subdavian 
vein and thence to the rest of the body . 

In the liver, dietary glucose can be converted into glycogen by glycogenesis or into 
pyruvate and lactate by glycolysis or can be used in the pentose phosphate pathway for the 
generation of NADPH for synthetic processes . Pyruvate can be oxidized to acetyl CoA , 
which , in rum , can be converted into triacylglycerol or oxidized to CO 2 and water by the 
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TCA cycle. Much of the diet.ary glucose passes through the liver t0 reach other organs, 
including brain, which is almosr completely dependent on glucose for ATP generation, 
red blood cells and renal medulla, which can only carry out glycolysis, and adipose tissue, 
which primarily convens it into the glycerol moiery of triacylglycerol. Muscle also uses 
glucose, converting it to glycogen or using it in glycolysis and the TCA cycle. Lactate and 
pyruvate produced by glycolysis in other tissues are taken up by the liver and oxidized to 
CO 2 or converted to triacylglycerol. In the well-fed state, the liver uses glucose and does not 
engage in gluconeogenesis. T hus, the Cori cycle, conversion of glucose to lactate in periph
eral tissues followed by conversion of lactate to glucose in liver, is interrupted in this state. 

The intestinal cells use some dietary amino acids as an energy source but transport 
most of them into the portal blood for distr ibution . Liver removes some absorbed amino 
acids from the portal blood (Figure 21.2), but most pass through . This is especially impor
tant for essential amino acids, which are needed by all cells for protein synthesis. Liver 
metabolizes amino acids, but the Kro values of the enzymes involved are high, meaning that 
the amino acids have to be present in high concentration before significant catabolism can 
occur. In contrast, the low Kro values of tRNA charging enzymes ensures that protein syn
thesis can occur when amino acids are present . Excess amino acids can be oxidized com
pletely to CO 2, urea, and water, or the intermediates generated can be used for lipogenesis. 
Amino acids that escape the liver are used for protein synthesis or energy in other tissues. 

Diet.ary triacylglycerol reaches the bloodstream as chylornicrons (p. 1057), which in 
turn are acted on by lipoprotein lipase attached to the surface of endothelial cells in the 
lumen of the capillaries of various tissues, but particularly adipose tissue (Figure 21.2). This 
lipase hydrolyzes a large portion but not all of the triacylglycerol present in chylomicrons. 
The released faery acids are taken up by the adipocytes, reesterifted with glycerol 3-phosphate 

Figure 21.2 Disposition of glucose, amino acids, 
and fat by various tissues in the well-fed state . 
Chylornicrons (large yellow dots) are converted to 
chylomicron remnants (black dots) by the action 
of lipoprotein lipase in the adipose tissue and 
skeletal muscle. VLDL particles (small yellow dots) 
are converted to LDL particles (not shown) by 
lipoprotein Lipase in these same tissues. 
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Figure 21.3 Metabo lic interrelationships of 
major tissues in earty fasting state . 

(derived from glucose via glycolysis) to form criacylglycerols, and stored as fut droplets within 
the adipocytes. Chylomicron remnants remaining after digestion by lipoprotein lipase are 
cleared from the blood by the liver. Triacylglycerols present in remnants are hydrolyzed 
by a lysosomal lipase. The released fatty acids are reesterified with glycerol 3-phosphate 
(derived from free glycerol and glucose) to form triacylglycerols. Triacylglycerol produced 
from dietary fat in chis manner along with smaller amounts of triacylglycerol produced by de 
novo synthesis from glucose and amino acids are packaged into very low-density lipoproteins 
(VLDL) and secreted into the blood (Figure 21.2). Like chylomicrons, VLDL is acted on by 
lipoprotein lipase to give fatty acids chat can be used t0 form criacylglycerol and st0red as fat 
droplets in adipocytes. Because of the high fat content of the human diet, moSt of the rri
acylglycerol of human adipose tissue originates from the diet rather than de novo lipogenesis. 

The {::l-cells of the pancreas are very responsive to the influx of glucose and amino acids 
in the fed state. -when glucose enters the {::l-cell, its oxidation raises the ATP level, closes 
ATP-sensitive potassium channels, depolarizes the cell, and increases intracellular calcium, 
leading to insulin release. {::l-cells release insulin during and after eating, which is essential 
for the metabolism of these nutrients by liver, muscle, and adipose tissue. The role of insu
lin in the starve-feed cycle is discussed in more detail in Section 21.3, p. 852. 

In the Early Fasting State Hepatic Glycogenolysis Maintains 
Blood Glucose 

Hepatic glycogenolysis maintains blood glucose during early fasting (Figure 21.3). Lactate, 
pyruvate, and alanine are diverted from oxidation and fatty acid synthesis into glucose for
mation, completing the Cori cycle. The alanine cycle, in which carbon and nitrogen return 
to the liver in the form of alanine, also becomes important (see Figure 15.32, p. 622). 
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The Fasting State Requires Gluconeogenesis from Amino 
Acids and Glycerol 

Since no dietary fuel enters from the gut and little glycogen is left in the liver after 10-12 h 
of fasting state (Figure 21.4) , the body is dependent on hepatic gluconeogenesis, primarily 
from lactate, glycerol, and alanine . The Cori and alanine cycles play important roles, but do 
not provide carbon for net synthesis of glucose. This is because glucose formed from lactate 
and alanine by the liver merely replaces that which was converted to lactate and alanine by 
peripheral tissues. In effect, these cycles transfer energy from fatty acid oxidation in the liver 
co peripheral tissues that cannot oxidize triacylglycerol. The brain oxidizes glucose com
plecely co CO 2 and water. Hence net glucose synthesis from some other source of carbon 
is mandatory in fasting. Fatty acids cannot be used for the synthesis of glucose because no 
pathway exists for the conversion of acetyl CoA, the two-carbon compound produced by 
fatty acid oxidation, into glucose. Glycerol, a by-produce oflipolysis in adipose tissue, is an 
important subStrace for glucose synthesis. However, protein, especially from skeletal mus
cle, supplies mosc of the carbon needed for net glucose synthesis. Proteins are hydrolyzed 
within muscle cells, and most amino acids are partially metabolized. Of the amino acids, 
alanine and glucamine are released in the largest amouncs. The ocher amino acids are for 
the most part metabolized to intermediates (pyruvate and a-ketoglucarate) , which can yield 
alanine and glucamine. Branched-chain amino acids are a major source of nitrogen for che 
production of alanine and glucamine in muscle. Branched-chain a-keto acids produced by 
transaminacion are partially released into che blood for uptake by the liver, which produces 
glucose from the a-keto acid of valine, ketone bodies from that ofleucine , and both glucose 
and ketone bodies from that of isoleucine. 

Figure 21.4 Metabolic interrelationships of 
major tissues in fasting state. 
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Figure 21.5 Gluta mine catabolism by rapidly 
dividing cells. (a) Enterocyres. (b) Lymphocytes. 
Redrawn from Duee, P.-H., Darcy-Vrillon , B., 
Blachier, F., and Morel, M.-T. Fuel selection in 
intestinal cells. Proc. Nutr. Soc. 54:83, 1995. 

Glutamine (from blood) 

(a) 

Glutam ine (from blood) 

(b) 

Part of the glutamine released from muscle is used by intestinal epithelium, lymphocytes, 
and macrophages . Glutamine is an important fuel for emerocytes and lymphocytes, which 
divide rapidly and thus require it for synthesis of pyrimidines and purines. In this pro
cess, glutamine is converted to glutamate , which is transaminated with pyruvate to form 
a-ketoglutarate and alanine. In the TCA cycle, the a-ketoglutarate is converted to malate, 
which is then converted to pyruvate by malic enzyme, generating the pyruvate needed for 
alanine formation by emerocytes. This pathway is called glutaminolysis because glutamine 
is only partially oxidized (Figure 21.5a). Glutaminolysis , with aspartate as the major end 
product, is also used by lymphocytes and macrophages to meet a large portion of their 
energy needs (Figure 21.5b) . 

Synthesis of glucose in the liver during fasting is closely linked to synthesis 
of urea. Most amino acids can give up their amino nitrogen by transamination with 
a-ketoglutarate, forming glutamate and a new a-keto acid, which often can be utilized 
for glucose synthesis. Glutamate provides the two forms of nitrogen required for urea syn
thesis: ammonia from oxidative deamination by glutamate dehydrogenase, and aspartate 
from transamination of oxaloacetate by aspartate aminotransferase. An important source 
of ammonia and precursors of ornithine such as citrulline is the gut mucosa (described in 
Section 21.4, p. 863). 

Because of low blood insulin levels during fasting, lipolysis is greatly activated in adi
pose tissue, raising the blood level of fatty acids, which are used in preference to glucose by 
many tissues. In heart and muscle, oxidation of fatty acids inhibits glycolysis and pyruvate 
oxidation. In liver, fatty acid oxidation provides most of the ATP needed for gluconeogen
esis. Vety little acetyl CoA generated by fatty acid oxidation in liver is oxidized completely. 
Rather, it is converted into ketone bodies by liver mitochondria. Ketone bodies (aceto
acetate and /3-hydroxybutyrate) are released into the blood and are a source of energy for 
many tissues. Like fatty acids, they are preferred to glucose by many tissues. Fatty acids are 
not oxidized by the brain as they cross the blood - brain barrier poorly . Once their blood 
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concentration is high enough, ketone bodies enter the brain and serve as an alternative fud. 
They are unable, however, to replace completely che brain's need for glucose. Ketone bod
ies may also suppress proteolysis and branched-chain amino acid oxidation in muscle and 
decrease alanine release. This decreases muscle wasting and reduces the amount of glucose 
synthesized in liver. As long as high ketone body levels are maintained by hepatic fatty acid 
oxidation, there is less need for glucose, less need for gluconeogenic amino acids, and less 
need for breaking down precious muscle tissue. 

This may be because insulin levels remain high enough co suppress partially muscle 
proceolysis as long as glucose levels remain high enough co scimulace some release of 
insulin from the pancreas. The working relationship between the liver, muscle, and adi
pose cissue in providing glucose for the brain are shown in Figure 21.4, p. 845. Liver 
synchesizes the glucose, muscle and gut supply che subscrace (alanine), and adipose tissue 
supplies che ATP (via faery acid oxidation in the liver) needed for hepatic gluconeo
genesis. This cooperation among major tissues is dependent on che appropriate blood 
hormone levels. Glucose levels are lower in fasting, reducing the secretion of insulin 
bur favoring release of glucagon from che pancreas and epinephrine from the adrenal 
medulla. Fasting also reduces formation of triiodothyronine, the active form of thyroid 
hormone, from thyroxine. This reduces the daily basal energy requirements by up co 
25%. This response is useful for survival, but makes weight loss more difficult than 
weight gain (see Clin. Corr. 21.1) . 

In the Early Refed State Glycogen Is Formed by the Indirect 
Pathway 

Triacylglycerol is metabolized as described for the well-fed scare. In contrast, the liver 
extracts glucose poorly and, in fact, remains in the gluconeogenic mode for a few hours 
after feeding. Rather than providing blood glucose, however, hepatic gluconeogenesis pro
vides glucose 6-phosphate for glycogenesis. This means that liver glycogen is not entirely 
repleted after a fast by direct synthesis from blood glucose. Rather, glucose is catabolized in 
peripheral tissues to lactate, which is converted in the liver to glycogen by gluconeogenesis, 
that is, indirectly: 

Glycogen 

glucose direct r 
glucose 6-phosphate 

indirect 
lactate 

Gluconeogenesis from amino acids entering from the gut also plays an important role 
in reestablishing liver glycogen levels by the indirecc pathway. After the rate of glucose 
synthesis declines, liver glycogen is sustained by direct synthesis from blood glucose. 

Important lnterorgan Metabolic Interactions 

The intestinal epithelium converts glucamine to cicrulline (Figure 21.6); ic is the only tissue 
char expresses an ATP-dependent glutamate reduccase necessary for chis conversion. 

Glucamace + NADPH + H+ +ATP~ glutamate semialdehyde + NADP+ 
+ADP + Pi 

The gut also convercs dietary arginine to cicrulline. Cicrulline released from che guc passes 
through the liver and is converted by che kidney co arginine, which can be converted co 
creacine or released into che blood. This pathway can be viewed as a way co reduce the 
release of arginine and ammonia in che portal blood, boch of which scimulace ureagen
esis. This may be particularly important under conditions oflow protein intake. In addi
tion, cicrulline is a berter source of arginine in conditions of small bowel disease (such as 
small bowel resection or celiac disease), bur may nor be utilized normally in renal failure. 
The liver uses arginine co generate ornithine, which expands che capacity of the urea 
cycle during periods of increased protein intake. The liver irreversibly converts ornithine 
inco glutamate: 
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Figure 21.6 Gut and kidney functi on together 
in synthesis of a rginine from glutamin e. 
Abbreviations: Cit, citrulline; Arg, arginine; Asp, 
asparrate; Gin, glutamine; G lu, glutamate; NO, 
nitric oxide; Gly, glycine; Orn, ornithine; and 
SAM, S-adenosylmethionine. 
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Depletion of ornithine in this way inhibics urea synthesis. Replenishment of ornithine is com
pletely dependent on a source of arginine. Thus, urea synthesis in the liver is dependent on 
cicrulline and arginine produced by the gut and kidney, respectively. Arginine is also used by 
many cells for the production of nitric oxide (NO) (Figure 21.6; seep . 848) . The arginine gen
erated from cicrulline in the kidney is used co synthesize creacine (Figure 21 .6). Glycine cransa
rnidinase (GTA) generates guanidinoacer.ate from arginine and glycine (p. 789) . GTA is found 
predominantly in renal conex, pancreas, and liver. After methylation using the methyl donor 
S-adenosylmechionine (SAM), creatine is formed . This is quantir.atively the mosc irnponant 
use of SAM in the body. One to two grams of creatine are synthesized per day. Creatine then 
circulates co ocher tissues, and accumulates in muscle, where it serves as a high-energy reser
voir when phosphorylated to creatine phosphate. This undergoes nonenzymatic conversion 
co creatinine, which is released co the bloodstream and removed by the kidney. Excretion of 
creatinine is used clinically both as a measure of muscle mass and of renal funccion. 

Glur.athione (GSH) is important in detoxification of endogenously generated peroxides 
and exogenous chemical compounds (p. 789) . Liver is a major synthesizer of GSH from 
glutamate, cysteine, and glycine (see Figure 19.77, p. 790). Synthesis is limited by the avail
ability of cysteine. Plasma cysteine is not taken up well by liver, which uses dietary methi
onine to form cysteine via the cystathion ine pathway (p. 770) . Hepatic GSH is released to 
the bloodstream and bile. Kidney removes a substantial amount of plasma GSH. Ente ro
cytes may be able to take up biliary-excreted GSH from the intest inal lumen . Release to 
plasma is the same in fed and fasting states, providing a stable source of chis compound and 
its constituent amino acids, especially cysteine, for most tissues of the body . 

Carnitine is derived from lysyl residues of various proteins , which are N-mechylated 
using SAM to form crimechyllysyl-residues (Figure 21.7 and p. 849). Tr imechyllysine is 
released when the proteins are degraded. It is hydroxylated and then cleaved, releasing 
glycine and y-bucyrobetaine aldehyde . The latte r is oxidized to y-butytobetaine and then 
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hydroxylared to form carnitine. Kidney and to a le$er extent liver carry out the complete 
pathway and supply other tissues, especially muscle and heart, with carnitine. Skeletal muscle 
can form y-buryrobetaine, but must release it for conversion to carnitine by liver or kidney. 

Energy Requirements , Reserves, and Caloric Homeostasis 

The average person leading a sedentary life consumes 180- 280 g of carbohydrate, 70-100 g 
of prote in, and 70- 100 g of fat daily. Th is meets a daily energy requirement of 1600- 2400 
kcal. As shown in Table 21.1, the energy reserves of an average-sized person are consider
able. They are called on between small meals and overnight to maintain blood glucose. 
Although glycogen can be mobilized rapidly, glycogen reserves are small relative to fat 
reserves (Table 21.1). Fat stores are called on only during more prolonged fasting. Those of 
obese subjects can amount to 80 kg, adding another 585,000 kcal to their energy reserves. 
Prote in is listed in Table 21.1 as a reserve of energy because it can be used t0 provide amino 
acids for oxidation. Recall that protein is not dispensable like triacylglycerol and glycogen 
and is utilized by the body for energy more reluctantly . The constant availability of fuels 
in the blood is termed caloric homeostasis, which, as illustrated in Table 21.2, means that 
regardless of whether a person is well-fed, fasting, or starving to death, the blood contains 
fuels in amounts that on combustion in cells of the body, provide a comparable amount of 
ATP . Note that blood glucose concentrations are controlled within very tight limits, whereas 
fatty acid and ketone body concentrations in the blood can vary by one or two orders of 
magnitude , respectively. Glucose is carefully regulated because of the absolute need of the 
brain for this substrate . If the blood glucose level falls too low ( < 1. 5 rnM), coma and death 
will follow shortly unless the glucose concentration is restored. On the other hand, hyper
glycemia must be avoided because glucose will be lost in the urine, resulting in dehydration 
and sometimes hyperosmolar, hyperglycemic coma (Clin. Corr. 21.4). Chronic hypergly
cemia results in glycation of many p roteins and endothelial dysfunction, wh ich contributes 
to the complications of diabetes (Clin. Corr. 21.5). The changes in insulin/glucagon ratio 
shown in Table 21.2 are crucial for the maintenance of caloric homeostasis. Simply stated , 

Figure 21.7 Kidn ey and liver provide camitin e 
for other ti ssues. Abbreviations: (TML), 
trimethyUysyl residues in protein molecules; TML, 
free crimethyUysine. 

TABLE21.1 • Energy Reserves 
of Humans8 

Fuel Reserves 

Stored Fuel Tissue (g) (kcal) 

Glycogen Liver 70 280 

Glycogen Muscle 120 480 

Glucose Body fluids 20 80 

Fae Adipose 15,000 135,000 

Proccin Muscle 6,000 24,000 

"Data are for a normal subject weighing 70 kg. 
Carbohydrate supplies 4 kcal/g; fat, 9 kcal/g; 
protein, 4 kal/g. 
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TABLE 21.2 • Substrate and Hormone Levels in Blood of Well-Fed, Fasting, and 
Starving Humans8 

Honnoneor Very Postahsorptive Fasted Starved 
Subm-ate (u11its) Wei/Fed 12 hours 3days 5weeks 

Insulin (µ.U/mL) 40 15 8 6 

Glucagon (pg/mL) 80 100 150 120 

Insulin/glucagon ratio (µ,U/pg) 0.50 0.15 0.05 0.05 

Glucose (mM) 6.1 4.8 3.8 3.6 

Facey acids (m.M) 0.14 0.6 1.2 1.4 

Acecoacecace (mM) 0.04 0.05 0.4 1.3 

/3-Hydroxybucyrace (m.M) 0.03 0.10 1.4 6.0 

Lactate (mM) 2.5 0.7 0.7 0.6 

Pyruvate (mM) 0.25 0.06 0.04 0.03 

Alanine (mM) 0.8 0.3 0.3 0.1 

ATP equivalcncs (mM) 262 235 301 428 

Source: From Ruderman, N. B., Aoki, T. T., and Cahill, G. F. Jr. Gluconeogenesis and ics disorders in man. In: 
R. W. Hanson and M. A. Mehlman (Eds.), Gluconeogenesis, Its Regulation in Mammalian Species. New York: 
Wiley, 1976, p. 515. 

'Data are for normal-weight subjects except for the 5-week starvation values, which are from obese subjeccs 
undergoing therapeutic starvation. ATP equivalencs were calculated on the basis of the ATP yidd expected on 
complete oxidation of each substrate co CO 2 and H20: 32 molecules of ATP for each molecule of glucose; I 06 
for the average fatty acid (palmicate) ; 19 for acetoacecate; 2 l .5 for j3-hydroxybucyrate; 15 for lactate; 12.5 for 
pyruvate; and 13 (corrected for urea formation) for alanine. 

Hyperglycemic, Hyperosmolar Coma 

Patiencs with type 2 diabetes (see Clin . Corrs . 15.4, p. 594, and 21.6, 
p. 848) sometimes develop a condition called hyperglycemic, hyper
osmolar coma. This is particularly common in the elderly and may 
occur in individuals under metabolic stress who were not previously 
recognized as having diabetes. Hyperglycemia, perhaps worsened by 
failure to take insulin or hypoglycemic drugs, an infection, or a co
incidental medical problem such as a heart attack, leads to urinacy 
losses of water, glucose, and electrolytes (sodium, chloride, and po
tassium). This osmotic diuresis reduces the circulating blood volume, 
a physiological stress that releases hormones that worsen insulin re
sistance and hyperglycemia. In addition, elderly patienrs may be less 
able to sense thirst or to obtain fluids. Over the course of several days, 
they can become extremely hyperglycemic (glucose > 1000 mg/dL), 
dehydrated, and comatose. Ketoacidosis does not develop in these 

patienrs, possibly because free farry acids are not always elevated or 
because adequate insulin concentrations exist in the portal blood 
to inhibit ketogenesis (although not high enough to inhibit gluco
neogenesis). Therapy is aimed at restoring water and electrolyte bal
ance and correcting the hyperglycemia with insulin , and identifying 
the underlying cause. Mortality from this syndrome is considerably 
higher than that of diabetic ketoacidosis. 

Arieff, A. I., and Carroll , H. J. Nonkerocic hyperosmolar coma with hypergly
cemia. Clinical features, pachophysiology, renal function, acid-base balance, 
plasma-cerebrospinal fluid equilibria, and the efFeccs of therapy in 37 cases. Medi
cine 5 I :73, 1972; Gaglia,). L., Wyckoff, J., and Abrahamson, M. J. Acute hyper
glycemia crisis in the elderly. Med. Clin. North Am. 88:1063, 2004 ; and Trence, D. 
L., and Hirsch, I. B. Hyperglycemic crises in diabetes mellirus type 2. Endocrinol. 
Metab. Clin. North Am. 30:817, 2001. 

well-fed individuals have high insulin/glucagon ratios chat favor storage of glycogen and 
triacylglycerol, while sta.rVing individuals have low insulin/glucagon ratios that stimulate 
glycogenolysis, lipolys is, ketogenesis, proteolysis, and gluconeogenesis. 

The Five Phases of Glucose Homeostasis 

Figure 21.8 summarizes the work of Cahill and his colleagues on obese patients undergo
ing long-term starvation for weight loss. It illustrates the elfeccs of scarvation on glucose 
homeoscasis, and it is divided arbitrarily into five phases. Phase I is the well-fed state, in 
which glucose is provided by dietacy carbohydrate . Once this supply is exhausted, hepatic 
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glycogenolysis maintains blood glucose levels during phase II. As this supply of glucose st:artS 
to dwindle, hepatic gluconeogenesis from lactate, glycerol, and alanine becomes increasingly 
important until, in phase III, gluconeogenesis is the major source of blood glucose. These 
changes occur within 20 h or so of fasting, depending on how well-fed the individual was prior 
to the fast, how much hepatic glycogen was present, and the sort of physical activity occurring 
during the fast. Several days of fasting lead to phase N, when dependence on gluconeogenesis 
decreases. By now, ketone bodies have accumulated to high enough concentrations for them 
to enter the brain and meet some of irs energy needs. Renal gluconeogenesis also becomes 
significant in this phase. Phase V occurs after very prolonged starvation of extremely obese 
individuals and is characterized by even less dependence on gluconeogenesis. In this phase, the 
energy needs of almost every tissue are largely met by fu.ny acid or ketone body oxidation. 

Figure 21.8 The five phases of glucose 
homeostasis. 
Reproduced with permission from Ruderman , 
N. B., Aoki, T. T. , and Cahill, G. F., Jr. 
Gluconeogenesis and its disorders in man, in 
R. W. Hanson, and M.A. Mehlman (Eds.), 
Gl11coneogenesis, Its Regulation in Mammalian 
Species. New York: Wiley, 1976, 515. 
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Hyperglycemia and Protein Glycation 

Glycation of enzymes changes their activity, solubility , and suscepti
bility ro degradation. In the case of hemoglobin A, glycation occurs 
by a nonenzymatic reaction between glucose and the amino-terminal 
valine of the /3-chain. A Schiff base forms between the aldehyde car
bon of glucose and the free amino group of chis valine, followed by a 
rearrangemenc of the molecule co give a 1-deoxyfructose attached to 
the valine. The reaction is favored by high glucose levels and the re
sulting protein, called hemoglobin A1c, is a good index of how high a 
person's average blood glucose concentration has been over the previ
ous several weeks. The concentration of hemoglobin A1c increases in 
uncontrolled diabetes and is low in patients who control their glucose 
level closely. 

Glycation of proteins may contribute to the medical complica
tions of diabetes (see Clin. Corrs. 15.4, p. 594, and 21.6, p. 866), for 
example, coronary heart disease, retinopathy, nephropathy , cataracts, 
and neuropathy. Increased glycation of lens proteins may contribute 
to the development of diabetic cataracts. Collagen, laminin , vitronec
tin, and other matrix proteins can become glycated, with alterations 
in self-assembly and binding of other matrix molecules. Advanced 

glycation end products (AG&) present in the circulation have specific 
receptors (receptors for AGEs [RAGEs]), through which they stimu
late inflammatory reactions. It is likely chat RAGE-related phenom
ena underlie the medical complications of diabetes mentioned above. 
Compounds which inhibit the formation of AGEs (e.g., aminoguani
dine) or which block the RAGE are being rested for their ability ro 
prevent diabetic complications. 

Other metabolic abnormalities are responsible for the complica
tions of diabetes, including activation of stress kinases (via increased 
levels of diacylglycerol and ceramide) and activation of the hexos
amine pathway. These abnormalities have been linked co glucose
induced formation of reactive oxygen species by the mitochondria , 
opening new possibilities for therapies to prevent the complications. 

He, Z., and King, G. L. Microvascular complications of diaberes. Endocrinol 
Metab. Clin. N Am. 33:21 5, 2004; Brownlee, M., The pathobiology of diabetic 
complications. A unifying mechanism. Diabetes 54: 1615, 2005; and Yan, $. F., 
Ramasamy, R, and Schmidt, A. M . Mechanisms of disease: Advanced glycation 
end produces and their receptor in inflammation and diabetes complications. Nat. 
Clin. Proct. Endocrinol. Metab. 4:285, 2008 . 

As long as ketone body concentrations are high and glucose levels are maintained , pro
teolysis will be somewhat restricted , perhaps by small amounts of insulin still produced by 
the pancreas , and conservation of muscle proteins and enzymes will occur. This continues 
until practically all of the fat is used up and ketone body levels fall. After all of the fat is 
gone, the body has to use muscle protein to maintain blood glucose. Before it's gone , you're 
gone (see Clin. Corr. 21.3 , p. 842). 

21 .3 • MECHANISMS INVOLVED IN SWIT CHIN G 
LIVER METABOLISM BETWEEN TH E 
WELL-FED AND STARVED STATES 

The liver of a well-fed person actively synthesizes glycogen and triacylglycerol; such a liver is 
glycogenic, glycolytic, and lipogenic. In contrast , the liver of the fasting person is glycogeno
lytic, gluconeogenic, kecogenic, and proteolytic . The strategy employed is to score calories 
when food is available and mobilize them when the rest of the body is in need. The liver is 
moved between these metabolic extremes by a variety of regulatory mechanisms : substrate 
supply, allosteric effectors, covalent modification , and induction-repressio n of enzymes. 

Substrate Availability Controls Many Metabolic Pathways 

This mechanism of control is often ignored. However , the concentration of fatty acids in 
blood entering the liver is a major determinant of the rate of ketogenesis. Glucose synthe
sis by the liver is affected by the rate at which gluconeogenic substrate s flow to the liver. 
Delivery of amino acids to the liver in diabetes , because of accelerated and uncontrolled 
proteolysis , srimulates gluconeogene sis and exacerbates hyperglycemia. On the other hand , 
failure to supply the liver adequately with glucogenic subsrrate explains some types of hypo
glycemia, such as that observed during pregnancy or advanced starvation. Urea synthesis 
is also regulated by substrate supply. Amino acid metabolism in the intestine provides a 
substant ial fraction of the ammonia used by the liver for urea production. The intesrine 
releases citrulline as discussed, the metabolic precursor of ornithine. A larger ornithine pool 
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perm.its increased urea synthesis after a high protein meal. In protein deficiency, the race of 
urea formation declines. 

We can conclude that subscrace supply is a major determinant of the rate at which vir
tually every metabolic process of the body operates. However, variations in subsuace supply 
are not sufficient co account for the marked changes in metabolism that muse occur in the 
starve-feed cycle. Finer-tuning of the pathways is required. 

Allosteric Effectors Regulate Key Enzymes 

Figures 21.9 and 21. l 0 summarize the effeets of allosceric effectors in the liver in well
fed and scarved scares, respectively. As shown in Figure 21.9, glucose activates glucokinase 
(indireccly by promoting its translocacion from the nucleus co che cytoplasm [p. 606]), 
thereby promoting phosphorylation of glucose. 

Glucose also inactivates glycogen phosphorylase and activates glycogen synthase indi
reccly, thereby preventing degradation and promoting synthesis of glycogen . Fructose 2,6-
bisphosphate stimulates 6-phosphofructo- l-kinase and inhibits fructose 1,6-bisphosphatase, 
thereby stimulating glycolysis and inhibiting gluconeogenesis. Fructose 1,6-bisphosphate 
activates pyruvace kinase, thereby stimulating glycolysis, and pyruvate activates the pyru
vace dehydrogenase complex (indirectly by inhibition of pyruvate dehydrogenase kinase 
(p. 551)) . Citrate activates acetyl-CoA carboxylase, thereby stimulating fatty acid synthesis 
and malonyl CoA inhibits carnitin e palmito yltransferase I , thereby inhibiting fatty acid 
oxidation . 

As shown in Figure 2 1. l 0, acetyl CoA stimulates gluconeogenesis in the fasted st.ate by 
activating pyruvate carboxylase and inhibiting the pyruvace dehydrogenase complex (indi
rectly through stimulation of pyruvate dehydrogenase kinase (p. 5 5 1 )) . Long-chain acyl CoA 
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Figure 21.9 Control of hepatic metabolism by 
allosteric effectors in the well-fed state. 
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Figure 21.10 Control of hepatic metabolism by 
allosteric effectors in the fasting state. 
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Figure 21.11 Relative act ivities of acetyl-CoA 
carboxylase and malonyl-CoA decarboxylase 
dete rmine the concentration of malonyl CoA. 
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esters inhibit acetyl-CoA carboxylase, which lowers the level of malonyl CoA and increases 
carnicine palmitoylrransferase I activity and farcy acid oxidation. Fructose 6-phosphate inhib
its glucokinase (indirectly by promoting its translocation from the cytoplasm to the nucleus 
[p. 606]) . Cirrace, which is increased in concenrration as a consequence of greater farcy acid 
oxidation, inhibits 6-phosphofructo-l-kinase and 6-phosphofructo-2-kinase (not shown), 
and NADH produced by farcy acid oxidation inhib its tricarboxylic acid cycle. 

Allosteric effectors also regulate flux through metabolic pathways in nonhepatic tis
sues. Citrate for example serves as a sensor of excess fuel availability in a number of tissues. 
As negative effector for 6-phosphofructo-l-kinase and a positive effector for acetyl-CoA 
carboxylase, citrate regulates flux through both glycolysis and farcy acid oxidation . The lat
ter effect is indirect , involving citrate activation of acetyl-CoA carboxylase, which increases 
the level of malonyl CoA, a negative effector of carnitine palmitoyltransferase I. Since glu
cose and farcy acid catabolism increase citrate levels and both can be inhibited by cirrate, 
cells can sense the amount of fuel available for catabolism by their citrate level. 

Malonyl CoA in the liver is an intermediate in farcy acid synthesis and a regulator 
of farcy acid oxidation via its negative effect on carnitine palmitoyltransferase I (p. 691). 
Malony l CoA is also produced in other tissues, for example, skeletal muscle and heart, but 
its only purpose here is regulation of carnitine palmitoyltransferase I. Steady-state levels 
of malonyl CoA are set by the relative activities of acetyl-CoA carboxylase (ACC) and 
malonyl-CoA decarboxylase (MDC) (Figure 2 1.1 l ). 

cAMP is an imponant allosteric effector that is greatly increased in liver during 
starvation. It is not shown in Figures 21.9 and 21.10 because it is pan of the signaling 
mechanism responsible for bringing about phosphorylation of enzymes subject to covalent 
modification . 
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AMP is another imponant allosteric effector not shown in Figures 21.9 or 21.10. 
Its concentration is maintained very low in both the fed and the starved State. The rugh 
ATP concentration usually present in cells keeps AMP low by driving the reaction cata
lyzed by adenylate kinase to the right by mass action: ATP + AMP~ 2ADP. However, 
conditions that induce an energy deficit in cells, for example, hypoxia, excessive demand 
for energy, or muscle contraction during exercise, cause the reaction catalyzed by adenylate 
kinase ro shift to the left as ATP decreases. The resulting increase in AMP causes activation 
of glycogen phosphorylase and 6-phosphofructo- l-kinase and inhibition of frucrose-1,6-
bisphosphatase by allosteric mechanisms (p. 413) , thereby increasing glycogenolysis and 
glycolysis wruch combine ro increase the rate of ATP production . The increase in AMP 
also activates AMP-activated pro tein kinase (AMPK), which also promotes the recovery 
of normal ATP levels by the phosphorylation of a number of regularory enzymes. 

Cova lent Modification Regulates Key Enzymes 

The activities of many enzymes are modified by covalent modification, especially by phospho
rylation of serine and threonine residues (Figure 21.12 and p. 4 13). Some imponant points 
about regulation by this type of control are (1) some enzymes undergo phosphorylation on 
one or more serine or threonine residues by protein kinases that are also subject to regula
tion; (2) dephosphorylation of enzymes is carried out by phosphoprotein phosphatases that 
are also subject to regulation; (3) phosphorylation status affects the catalytic activities of the 
enzymes; (4) some enzymes are active in the dephosphorylated state, others in the phosphor
ylated scate; (5) cAMP signals the phosphorylation of many enzymes by activating protein 
kinase A (cAMP-dependem protein kinase) (Figure 21.13); (6) glucagon and a-adrenergic 
agonises (epinephrine) activate protein kinase A by increasing cAMP levels (Figure 21.13); 
(7) AMP also signals the phosphorylation of many enzymes by activating AMPK (AMP
activated protein kinase) (Figure 21.14); (8) stress (extra work) imposed on a cell that causes 
energy deprivation results in an increase in AMP concentration and activation of AMPK 
(Figure 21.14); (9) insulin (p. 615) opposes the action of protein kinase A and AMPK 
by activating phosphoprotein phosphatases; ( l 0) metabolic enzymes are dephosphorylated in 
the fed state because the insulin/glucagon ratio is high and both cAMP and AMP are low; 
(1 1) metabolic enzymes are phosphorylated in the fasted state because the insulin/glucagon 
ratio is low and cAMP is increased (see Figure 21.13); and (12) metabolic enzymes are phos
phorylated in energy-deprived states because AMP levels are increased (see Figure 2 1.14). 

The hepatic enzymes subject to covalent modification are all relatively dephosphory
lated in well-fed animals (Figure 21.15). Insulin is high but glucagon is low in the blood, 
resulting in low cAMP levels in the liver. A resulting low protein kinase A activity and high 
phosphoprotein phosphatase activity induce the dephosphorylated state of the enzymes 
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Figure 21.12 Regulation of the act ivity of key 
enzymes by covalent modification . The symbols 
D and 0 -P designate the nonpho sphorylated and 
phosphorylated states of enzymes, respectively. 

Figure 21.13 Glucagon and epinephrine 
stimulate glycogenolysis and gluconeogenesis 
and inhibit glycolysis and lipogenesis in liver. 
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Figure 21.14 Activ ati on of AMPK shuts down 
ATP-requiring processes and stimulates 
ATP-producing processes. 

Figure 21.15 Control of hepatic metabolism 
by covalent modification in the well-fed state . 
Dephosphory lated mode is indicated by El. The 
enzymes subject to covalent modification are 
( l) glycogen phospborylase , (2) glycogen synthase , 
(3) 6-phospbofructo-2 -kinase/fructose- 2,6-
bisphosphatase (bifunctional enzyme), (4) pyruvare 
kinase, (S) pyruva te dehydrogenase; and (6) acetyl
CoA carboxylase. 
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(glycogen synthase, glycogen phosphorylase, phosphorylase kinase, 6-phosp hofrueto-2-
kinase/fructose 2,6-bisphosphatase, pyruvate kinase, and acetyl-CoA carboxylase) regulated 
by covalent modificat ion in the liver. 

Although not regulated by prote in kinase A, the phosphoryla tion state of the pyruvate 
dehydrogenase complex changes in parallel with the enzymes identified in Figure 21.15 
because of low aetivity of pyruvate dehydrogenase kinase in the well-fed state. Glycogen 
synthase, 6-phosphofructo -2-kinase, pyruvate kinase, pyruvate dehydrogenase, and acetyl
CoA carboxylase are aetive in the dephosphorylated state whereas glycogen phosphorylase , 
phosphorylase kinase (not identified in Figure 21.15), and fructose 2,6-bisphosphatase are 
all inactive . As a consequence of the dephosphoryla ted state of these enzymes, glycogenesis, 
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glycolysis, and lipogenesis are greatly favored in the liver of the well-fed animal whereas the 
opposing pathways (glycogenolysis, gluconeogenesis, and ketogenesis) are inhi bited. 

As shown in Figure 21. 16, the hepatic enzymes subject to covalent modification are 
all relatively phosphorylated in the fasting animal. Insul in level in the blood is low but 
glucagon is high, resulting in high cAMP levels in the liver. This activates prote in kinase 
A and inactivates phosphoprotein phosphatase. The net effect is a greater degree of phos
phorylation of the regulatory enzymes than in the well-fed state. Th ree enzymes (glycogen 
phosphorylase , phosphorylase kinase, and fructose 2,6-bisphosphatase) are activated as a 
consequence of phosphorylat ion. All othe r enzymes subject to covalent modification are 
inactivated . As a result, glycogenolysis, gluconeogenesis, and ket0genesis dom inate and 
glycogenesis, glycolysis, and lipogenesis are shut down. 

Metabolic enzymes are also regulated through phosphorylation by AMP-activated pro
tein kinase (AMPK) as summarized in Figures 21.14, p. 856, and 21.17. AMPK is activated 
by an increase in AMP concentra tion, which is set by the energy starus of cells. Under condi
tions of high-energy demand that decreases ATP and therefore increases AMP, AMPK turns 
off anabolic pathways that consume ATP and turns on catabolic pathways that generate ATP. 
As shown in Figure 21.17, AMPK inh ibits fatry acid synthesis by phosphorylating acetyl
CoA carboxylase, inhibits triacylglycerol synthesis by phosphorylating glycerol-3-phosphate 
acyltransferase, inhibits cholesterol synthesis by phosphorylating 3-hydroxy-3-methylglu
taryl-CoA reductase, and inhibits glycogen synthesis by phosphorylating glycogen synthase. 
AMPK also inhibits p rotein synthesis (not shown) by phosphorylating components of the 
mTOR (mammalian target of rapamycin) pathway that activate mRNA translation . The 
strategy is to minimize use of ATP by all pathways not immediately essential for cell survival. 
At the same time, AMPK promotes ATP generation by fatty acid oxidation by lowering the 
concentration of malonyl CoA, a potent allosteric inhibitor of carnitine palmitoyl-transferase 
l (p. 691). T his is achieved by phosphorylation -mediated inactivation of aceryl-CoA car
boxylase and activation of malonyl-CoA decarboxylase by AMPK 

Figure 21.16 Control of hepatic metabo lism 
by covalent modification in the fasting state. 
Phospborylated mode is indicated by 0 -P. 
Numbers refer to the same enzymes as in 
Figure 21.15. 
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Figure 21.17 Control of hepatic metabol ism by AMPK -mediated phosphorylation during energy 
deprivati on. Phosphorylated mode is indicated by 0-P . The enzymes phosphorylared by AMPK 
are (I) glycogen synthase, (2) glycerol-3-phosphate acyluansferase, (3) aceryl-CoA carboxylase, 
(4) malonyl-CoA decarboxylase, and (5) 3-hydroxy-3-methy lglutaryl-CoA (HMG CoA) reductase. 

Adipose tissue responds almost as dramatically as liver to the starve- feed cycle. Pyruvate 
kinase, the pyruvate dehydrogenase complex, acetyl-CoA carboxylase, and hormone-sensitive 
lipase (not found in liver) are dephosphorylated in adipose tissue in the well-fed state . 
The first three enzymes are active while hormone-sensitive lipase is inactive in this state . A 
high insulin level in the blood and a low cAMP concentration in adipose tissue are impo r
tant determinants of the phosphorylation state of these enzymes, which favors lipogenesis 
in the well-fed state. During fasting, a decrease in the insulin level and an increase in epi
nephrine shut down lipogenesis and activate lipolysis because of phosphorylation of these 
enzymes. In this manner, adipose tissue is transformed from a fat storage tissue into a sowce 
of fatty acids for oxidation in other tissues and glycerol for gluconeogenesis in the liver. 

Covalent modification of enzymes in skeletal muscle is also important in the starve
feed cycle. Glycogen synthase, glycogen phosphorylase, pyruvate dehydrogenase comp lex, 
acecyI-CoA carboxylase, and malonyl-CoA decarboxylase are dephosphorylated in the fed 
state. This, along with insulin-mediated stimulatio n of glucose uptake by glucose transponer 
4 (GLUT4) (p. 858), favors glucose uptake, glycogen synthesis, and complete oxidation by 
skeletal muscle. The increase in malonyl-CoA favored by the combination of an active acetyl
CoA carboxylase and an inactive malonyl-CoA decarboxylase limits fatty acid oxidation at 
the level of carnitine palmitoyltransferase 1. During fasting, conservation of glucose, lac
tate, alanine, and pyruvate is crucial for survival. Tissues of the body that can use alternative 
fuels invariably shut down their use of glucose and three-carbon compounds that can be 
used for the synthesis of glucose. Increased availability of fatty acids and enzymatic activ
ity for oxidation spares glucose in the starved state. The latter is due to decreased malonyl 
CoA levels and therefore less inhibition of carnitine palmitoyl-transferase 1 induced by phos
phorylation-mediated inactivation of acetyl-CoA carboxylase and activation of malonyl-CoA 
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decarboxylase. Regulation of the utilization of glucose by fatty acid catabolism has been named 
the glucose-fatty acid cycle. Inactivation of the pyruvate dehydrogenase complex in skeletal 
muscle by phosphorylation is the key to conservation of glucose and three carbon compounds 
for hepatic gluconeogenesis during fasting. This is mediated by pyruvate dehydrogenase kinase 
(p. 551 ), which is induced ro a higher level of expression and stimulated to greater activiry by 
its aJlosreric effectors aceryl CoA and NADH produced by fatty acid oxidation. 

Exercise induces profound effecrs on metabolic pathways in skeletal muscle. The energy 
demand of muscle contraction increases AMP and activates AMPK AMPK stimulates the 
rransport of vesicles bearing GLUT4 to the plasma membrane for greater glucose uptake and 
catabolism for ATP production. AMPK-mediated phosphorylations also decrease malonyl CoA 
by inactivating aceryl-CoA carboxylase and activating malonyl-CoA decarboxylase (see Figures 
21.14, p. 856, and 21.17). Less malonyl CoA results in greater carnitine palmiroyhransferase 1 
activity and fatty acid oxidation to help meet muscle's need for ATP for contraction. 

Covalent modification, like aJlosteric effectors and subsrrate supply, is a short-term regula
tory mechanism, operating on a minute-to-minute basis. On a longer time scale, enzyme activ
ities are controlled at the level of expression, mosr frequently by the rate of gene transcription. 

Changes in the Amounts of Key Enzymes Provide Long-Term 
Adaptation 

Whereas aJlosteric effectors and covalent modification affect either the K,n or V..,ax of an 
enzyme, enzyme activity is also regulated by the rate of its synthesis or degradation, and thus 
the quantity of enzyme in a cell. For example, in a person maintained in a well-fed or overfed 
condition, the liver has increased amounts of enzymes involved in triacylglycerol synthesis 
(Figure 21.18). Many enzymes are induced by an increase in the insulin/glucagon ratio and 
glucose in the blood. These include glucokinase, 6-phospho-1-fructokinase, and pyruvate 
kinase for faster rates of glycolysis; glucose 6-phosphate dehydrogenase, 6-phosphogluconate 
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Figure 21.18 Hepatic enzymes induced in the 
well-fed state. The inducible enzymes are 
numbered (I) glucokinase, (2) glucose 6-phosphate 
debydrogenase, (3) 6-pbosphogluconate 
dehydrogenase, (4) 6-pbospbofructo-1 -kinase, 
(5) pyruvate kinase, ( 6) malic enzyme, (7) citrate 
cleavage enzyme, (8) acetyl-CoA carboxylase, 
(9) fatty acid synthase, (10) o.9-desarurase, 
(l l) glycerol-3-phospbate acyluansferase, and 
( 12) 3-hydroxy-3-methylglutaryl-CoA 
(HMG-CoA) reducrase. 
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Figure 21.19 Hepatic enzymes induced in 
the fasted state. The inducible enzymes aie 
numbered (1) glucose 6-phosphatase, (2) fructose 
1,6-bisphosphatase, (3) phosphoeno lpyruvate 
Caiboxykinase, (4) pyruvate Caiboxylase, (5) 
pyruvate dehydrogenase kinase, (6) vaiious 
aminotransferases , (1) mitochondrial 
3-hydroxy -3-methylglutaryl-CoA synthase, and 
(8) Cainitine palmitoyltransf erase I. Parallel lines 
intersecting airow from pyruvate to acetyl CoA 
denote inhibition (due to phosphorylation) of the 
pyruvate dehydrogenase complex due to induction 
of pyruvate dehydrogenase kinase. Abbreviation: 
FOX, fatty acid oxidation. 
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dehydrogenase , and malic enzyme to provide greater quantities of the NADPH required for 
synthesis of fatty acids and cholesterol; citrate cleavage enzyme, acetyl-CoA carboxylase, 
fatty acid synthase, and t:,.9-desaturase for fatty acid synthesis; 3-hydroxy-3-methylglutaryl
CoA reducrase for cholesterol synthesis; and glycerol 3-phosphate acyltransferase for tria
cylglycerol and phospholipid synthesis. At the same time , phosphoeno lpyruvate carbox
ykinase, pyruvate dehydrogenase kinase, pyruvate carboxylase, fructose 1,6-bisphosphatase , 
glucose 6-phosphatase , and some aminotransferases are decreased in amount. 

In fasting, the lipogenic enzymes decrease dramatically in quantity, while those that favor 
gluconeogenesis (glucose-6-phosphatase, frucrose 1,6-bisphosphatase , phosphoenolpyruvate 
carboxykinase, pyruvate carboxylase, and various amino transferases) are remarkably induced 
(Figure 21 .19). Starvation also induces pyruvate dehydrogenase kinase, responsible for phos
phorylation and inactivation of the pyruvate dehydrogenase complex, which preventS conver
sion of pyruvate to acetyl CoA, thereby conserving lactate, pyruvate, and the carbon of some 
amino acids for glucose synthesis. Induction of carnitine palmitoyltransferase I and mito
chond rial 3-hydroxy-3-methylg lutaryl-CoA synthase likewise increases the capacity of the 
liver for fatty acid oxidation and ketogenesis. This is parricularly important because fatty acid 
oxidation is the primary source of the ATP needed for hepatic glucose synthesis. Enzymes of 
the urea cycle and other amino acid metabolizing enzymes such as liver glutaminase, tyrosine 
aminotransferase , serine dehydratase, proline oxidase, and histidase are induced for disposal 
of nitrogen, as urea, generated from the amino acids used in gluconeogenesis. 

Regulation of the rate of gene transcription is the primary way by which changes in 
enzyme amounts are controlled. In the well-fed srate, the genes for synthesis of fatty acids are 
controlled by sterol-response-element-binding proteins (SREBP) and carbohydrate-response
element-binding protein (ChREBP). In the well-fed state an increase in insulin signals an 
increase in SREBP-lc (Figure 21.20) , which functions as a transcription factor to increase 
transcription of the genes encoding the lipogenic enzymes. Under the same conditions , an 
increase in glucose indirectly increases the effectiveness of Ch.REBP, which also functions as a 
transcription fuctor for genes encoding lipogenic enzymes (Figure 21.20) . ChREBP is subject 
t0 regulation by phosphorylation/dephosphorylarion, with the phosphorylated form being 
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Figure 21.20 Regulation of gene transcription in liver by insulin and glucose. Insulin inactivates 
forkhead transcription fuctor by a signaling pathway involving activation of the insulin receptor, 
phosphorylation of insul in receptor substrate (IRS), activation of phosphatid ylino sitol-3-kinase (PI3K), 
and activation of protein kinase B (see Figure 13.33, p. 536). Abbreviation s: IRE, insulin responsive 
element ; SRE , SREBP-lc responsive element; and CarRE , carbohydrate responsive element. 

inactive and sequestered outside of the nucleus. Activation of a phosphoprotein phosphatase 
by a metabolite of glucose results in dephosphorylation of ChRE BP, which is transported 
into the nucleus where it increases transcription of genes encoding the lipogenic enzymes. 
Glucagon aets in opposition to insulin and glucose by signaling activation via cAMP of pro
tein kinase A, which phosphorylates ChREBP , rendering it ineffective. Protein kinase A also 
phosphorylates cAMP-response-element(CRE )-binding (CRE B) protein , a transcription fac
tor that inhibits transcription of the genes encoding the lipogenic enzymes (Figure 21.2 I). 
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Figure 21.21 Regulation of gene tr anscription 
in liver by glucagon. GJucagon activates prot ein 
kinase A by the pathway given in Figure 21.13 . 
Abbreviation: CRE, CREB responsive element. 
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Figure 21.22 PPARa activation by fatty acids 
promot es transcription of fatty acid oxidation 
(FOX) and ketogenesis genes. Abbreviation: 
PPRE, PPAR re.sponsive element 
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A second form of SREBP designated SREBP-2, regulates cholesterol synthesis 
(p. 727). When levels of cholesterol fall in cells, SREBP, which is anchored in the endop las
mic reticulum , moves to the Golgi apparatus where it is cleaved by a protease, releasing the 
N-terminal fragment (SREBP-2) that acrs as a transcriptional activator of genes encoding 
for cytosolic 3-hydroxy-3-methylgl utaryl-CoA synthase, 3-hydroxy-3-methylglutaryl-CoA 
reduetase, squalene synthase, and the LDL receptor. 

Glucagon promotes the transcription of genes encoding gluconeogenic enzymes via 
activation of adenylate cyclase, protein kinase A, and the transcription factor CREB (Figure 
21.21) . Insulin opposes this action of glucagon. Several mechanisms are involved but one 
of the most important involves inhibition of the activity of forkhead transcription factors 
that are required for the transcription of the genes encoding insulin response elements 
(IRE) and gluconeogenic enzymes (see Figure 21 .20) . Energy deficiency leads to inhibition 
of fat, cholesterol, and glucose synthesis by liver cells. Activation of AMPK by AMP both 
reduces the transcription of SREBP and inhibirs its transcriptional activity and therefore 
inhibits both fat and cholesterol synthesis (Figure 21.20) . Activation of AMPK also inhibits 
the transcriptional activity of hepatic nuclear factor 4a (HNF4a) , which is required for 
transcription of genes encoding gluconeogenic enzymes. 

Peroxisome p roliferator-activated receptor a (PPARa), a member of the nuclear recep
tor family, is a receptor for fatty acids, is expressed at high levels in tissues (liver, kidney , and 
heart) with high capacity for fatty acid oxidation. Polyunsaturated fatty acids stimulate the 
receptor to activate transcription of genes involved in disposal of fatty acids (Figure 21 .22) 
which contain a peroxisome p roliferation response element (PPRE) in their promoters , 
including those for enzymes of the peroxisomal , microsomal, and mit0chondrial fatty acid 
oxidation (FOX) systems, apolipoprotein genes needed for expon of hepatic triacylglycerol 
as VLDL, and enzymes ofketogenesis. In adipose tissue, the PPAR-y isoform is expressed. 
When activated (perhaps by fatty acid derivatives such as prostaglandins), it orchestrates 
the differentiation of preadipocytes to adipocytes, increasing the ability to st0re triacyl
glycerol. The activity of both forms of PP AR is augmented by the PP AR-y-coactivator 1-
alpha (PGC-la), which is induced by cAMP and activated by phosphorylation mediated 
by AMPK. These adaptive changes also influence the effectiveness of the shon-term regula
tory mechanisms . For example, in long-term starvation or uncontrolled diabetes, chang
ing the concentration of the allosteric effectors for acetyl-CoA carboxylase will have little 
effect when the enzyme is vinually absent due to down-regulation of the expression of irs 
gene. A chronically starved person cannot effectively utilize a load of glucose because of the 
absence of the key enzymes needed for glucose metabolism . Thi s is the glucose intolerance 
of starvation. A glucose load, however, will set into motion the necessary adaptations and 
reeStablishment of shon-term regulatory mechanisms . 
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21 .4 • INTERRELATIONSHIP OF TISSUES IN 
NUTRITIONAL AND HORMONAL STATES 

Many changes that occur in the different nutritional and hormonal states are variations on 
the starve-feed cycle. Some examples are given in Figure 21.23. Others are obvious, for 
example, the rapid growth of a child, when amino acids are direeted away from catabo
lism and into protein synthesis. The changes that occur in some physiologically important 
situations, however, are rather subtle and poorly unde rstood. For instance, in aging there 
appears to be a decreased sensitivity of the major tissues of the body to ho rmones, with 
decreased ability of tissues to respond normally during the starve-feed cycle. Whether this 
is a contributing fuctor to or a consequence of the aging process is not known. 

Obesity 

Figure 21.23 illustrates the metabolic interrelationships prevailing in an obese person. Body 
fat originates primar ily from the diet. Only small amounts are synthesized in the liver and 
transponed to the adipose tissue or synthesized in adipocytes. Obesity results from over
eating . It follows from being too long in the well-fed state because of the amount of food 
consumed. T he fusting phase of the starve-feed cycle is too short to use up the fat stored by 
the body during the feeding phase of the cycle (see Clin. Corr. 21.1, p. 840) . 

Obesity is epidemic in the affluent countries of the world . Enticing food is plentiful 
and cheap. Obesity needs to be aggressively treated to prevent progression to the metabol ic 
syndrome, type 2 diabetes mellitus, and cardiovascular disease. Unfortu nately, there is no 
effective intervent ion othe r than dieting . Metabol ic syndrome, strongly associated with the 
development of early athe rosclerosis, refers to a constellation of medical problems, includ
ing abdominal obesity, elevated blood pressure, high blood lipids, and insulin resistance. 

Obesity frequently causes insulin resistance. In some patients, the number or affinity 
of insulin receptors is reduced, while others have norm al insulin binding, but abno rmal 
postreceptor responses, such as the activation of glucose transport . Generally, the quantity 
of body fat is proportion al to the degree of insulin resisrance. Some of the resistance is due 
to peptides (TNFa: and resistin) produced by adipocytes that are known to oppose the 

Figure 21.23 Metabolic interrelationships of 
tissues in various nutritional, hormonal, and 
disease states : Obesity. 
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Figure 21.24 Metabolic interrelation ships 
of tissues in dieting. 
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acrion of insulin. An additional adipokine, adiponectin, is reduced in obesity, which may 
also contribute to insulin resistance. Plasma insulin levels are often greatly elevated in obese 
individuals , a harbinger for the development of type 2 diabetes mellitu.s. 

Diet ing 

To lose weight requires a negative energy balance, which means fewer calories muSt be 
consumed than are expended each day. Consuming less food with the same macronutri
ent composition has little effect on the starve-feed cycle, other than the length of time 
in the well-fed state. The responsibilities of tissues will stay the same in the well-fed state 
(see Figure 21.2, p. 843) , except that less glycogen and triacylglycerol will be Stored and 
the switch to the function of tissues in the fasted state (see Figure 21.4, p. 845) will occur 
sooner after meals. Another way to lose weight, long advocated by most health agencies, is 
to cut calories by specifically reducing the amount of fat consumed. Again, the well-fed state 
of tissues will stay the same except for a reduction in stored triacylglycerol. The switch to 
the fasting state will occur sooner after meals, unless the decrease in fat intake has been com
pensated by an increase in carbohydrate intake , a common problem for dieters. Another 
way to lose weight, originally advocated by Roben Atkins, is to decrease specifically the 
amount of carbohydrate consumed. The Atkins controlled-carbohydrate diet and variations 
thereof, frequently called the very low-carbohydrate ketogenic diet , produces interesting 
effecrs on tissues. On this diet, intake of protein is high , fat is moderate, and carbohydrate 
is extremely low ( < 50 g/ day; < 10% of a 2000 kcal/ day diet) . The metabolic functions of 
tissues in the fed state for an individual on such a diet are summarized in Figure 21 .24. The 
fasting state is little changed from that of other diets, but the almost complete lack of dietary 
carbohydrate requires that the liver remain gluconeogenic as well as ketogenic in the fed 
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state . Little rise in blood glucose and a less than normal rise in insulin occur in response to 
meals. Amino acids present in excess beyond that needed for protein synthesis are converted 
to liver glycogen, blood glucose, and ketone bodies . Large amounts of amino acids com
ing from the gut minimize the need for release of amino acids from peripheral tissues for 
hepatic gluconeogenesis. Fatty acids delivered to the liver in chylomicron remnants are pri
marily converted to ketone bodies to provide ATP for gluconeogenesis. Glucose and ketone 
bodies are therefore produced in both the fed and fasted states. Although it would seem 
that overproduction and/or underutilization of ketone bodies could cause ketoacidosis, as it 
does in type 1 diabetes (p. 865) , the need for a supply of energy in the form of ketone bod
ies in peripheral tissues largely balances the production of ketone bodies by the liver. The 
low-carbohydrate diet has been tested in controlled trials, which have been relatively short 
term (6-12 mon): Weight loss is somewhat more rapid than achieved with low-fat, low
calorie diets, but the extent of weight loss, compliance with the diet , and tendency to regain 
weight are similar. Of interest, this diet didn't increase blood cholesterol or LDL levels, and 
improved VLDL and HDL levels better than low-fat, low-calorie diets . 

Type 2 Diabetes Mellitus 

Figure 21 .25 shows the metabolic interrelationships characteristic of a person with type 
2 diabetes mellitus . These individuals are resistant to insulin and have insufficient production 
of insulin to overcome the resistance (Clin . Cor r. 21.6) . The majoriry of patients are obese, 
and although their insulin levels often are high, they are not as high as those of nondiabetic 
but similarly obese individuals. Hence, /3-cell failure and insulin resistance are components 
of this form of diabetes. Although the body still produces insulin in rype 2 diabetes, it is 
not enough to control glucose production by the liver or promote uptake of glucose by the 
skeletal muscle. Hyperglycemia results for both reasons. The normal increase in fructose 
2,6-bisphosphate and down-regulation of phosphoenolpyruvate carboxykinase does not 
occur in these patients. T ranslocation of intracellular vesicles bearing GLUT 4 to the plasma 
membrane in response to insulin is decreased in the skeletal muscle and adipose tissue of 
these patients. Ketoacidosis rarely develops, perhaps because enough insulin is present to 
prevent uncontrolled release of fatty acids from adipocytes and fatty acids reaching the liver 
or synthesized de novo are directed into triacylglycerol. Hypenriacylglycerolemia is char
acteristic and usually results from an increase in VLDL without hyperchylomicronemia . 
This is most likely explained by hepatic synthesis of fatty acids and diversion of fatty acids 
reaching the liver into triacylglycerol and VLDL. Concurrent lipogenesis and gluconeogen
esis should never occur but result in this disease from a state of mixed insulin resistance of 

Figure 21.25 Metaboli c interrelationsh ips 
of tissues in type 2 diabetes mellitus. 
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Diabetes Mellitus, Type 2 

Type 2 diabetes mellicus accounts for 80%- 90% of the diagnosed 
cases of diabetes (see Clin. Corr. 15.4, p. 609). It usually occurs in 
middle-aged to older obese people and is characterized by hyperg
lycemia, often with hyperrriglyceridernia and ocher features of the 
metabolic syndrome (see Clin . Corr. 21.1, p. 840). The kecoacido
sis characteristic of rype 1 diabetes is usually nor observed, although 
some patients can develop transient episodes of kecoacidosis. They 
rend co develop many of rhe same complications as rype 1 diabetes 
patients (see Clin. Corr. 21.8, p. 868), chat is, nerve, eye, kidney, 
and coronary artery disease. Increased levels ofVLDL are probably 
the result of increased hepatic triacylglycerol synthesis stimulated by 
hyperglycemia and hyperinsulinemia. Insulin is present at normal 
to elevated levels in chis form of the disease. Obesity often precedes 
the development of type 2 diabetes and is the major contributing 
factor. Obese patients are usually hyperinsulinemic and have high 
levels of free faery acids, which impair insulin action. Recent data 
implicate increased levels of tumor necrosis faccor a (TNFa) and 
resistin and reduced secretion of adiponectin by adipocyces of obese 
individuals as a cause of insulin resistance. The greater the adipose 
tissue mass, the greater the production ofTNFa and resistin, which 
acts to impair insulin receptor function. The higher the basal level 
of plasma insulin, the fewer receptors present on che plasma mem
branes of target cells, and there are defects within insulin-responsive 
cells at sires beyond the receptor, for example, the abiliry of insu
lin to recruit glucose transporters (GLUT4) from intracellular sires 
to the plasma membrane. As a consequence, insulin levels remain 
high, but glucose levels are poorly controlled. Even though the in
sulin level is high, it is not as high as in a person who is obese but 

nor diabetic. In other words, there is a relative deficiency in the 
insulin supply from the pancrearic /3 cells. This disease is caused, 
therefore, not only by insulin resistance but also by impaired bera 
cell function resulting in relative insulin deficiency. Diet alone or 
bariacric surgery to induce weight loss can control the disease in the 
obese diabetic . If the patient can be motivated to lose weight , insu
lin receptors will increase in number, and the postreceptor abnor 
malities will improve, which will increase tissue sensitivity to insulin 
and glucose tolerance. There are now a multitude of medications 
chat either sensitize peripheral tissue to insulin action (thiazolidin
ediones), reduce hepatic gluconeogenesis (metformin) , or stimulate 
insulin secretion from beta cells (sulfonylureas), but ultimately 
many type 2 diabetes patients require exogenous insulin injections 
to control blood sugar. The most recent class of drugs to treat type 
2 diabetes are based on the increcin effect, that is, the stimulation of 
beta cell growth and release of insulin caused by che gastrointestinal 
hormone incretin (also called glucagon-like peptide 1 or GLP-1). 
GLP- 1 and its analogs only augment glucose-stimulated insulin re
lease which reduces the risk of hypoglycemia. GLP-1 has a short 
plasma half-life because of degradation by dipeptidyl pepcidase-4 
(DPP-4). GLP-1 analogs resistant to degradation , and inhibitors of 
DPP-4, which increase endogenous levels of GLP-1, are entering 
clinical practice. 

Kahn, B. B., and Flier, J. S. Obesicy and insulin resisrance. J. Cli,~ Invest. 106:473, 
2000; Trayhurn, P., and Wood , I. S. Adipokines: lnAammarion and the pleio
cropic role of white adipose tissue. Brit. J. Nutr. 92:347, 2004; and Wajchenberg, 
B. L Beta cell failure in diabetes and preservation by clinical treatment. Endocr. 
Rev. 28: 187, 2007. 

the insulin signaling pathways controlling these processes. A defect in the insulin-signal
ing pathway controlling gluconeogenesis prevents suppression of hepatic glucose produc
tion (via PI3 kinase, p. 535) in the face of high insulin levels. A more responsive insulin
signaling pathway controlling fatty acid synthesis and esterification (via SREBP- lc, 
p. 721) leads to overproduction of triacylglycerol. 

Diet , exercise, and weight control are the first choices for creating type 2 diabetes. 
When blood glucose cannot be controlled by this means, several prescription medication s 
(metfonnin , glipizide, or rosiglitazone) are available. In spite of insulin resistance, exo
genous insulin is the most effective medication and often must be administered to control 
the blood glucose level of these patiencs. Tight control by intensive therapy is desirable, but 
it increases the risk oflife-threatening hypoglycemia (Clin . Corr. 21.7). 

Type 1 Diabetes Mellitus 

Figure 21.26 shows the metabolic interre lationships in type 1 diabetes mellitus (Clin. Corr. 
21.8). In contrast to type 2, there is complete absence of insulin production by the pan
creas in this disease. Since the insulin/glucagon ratio cannot increase, the liver is always 
gluconeogenic and ketogenic and cannot properly buffer blood glucose levels. Indeed , since 
hepatic gluconeogenesis is continuous, the liver contributes to hyperglycemia in the well
fed state. In muscle and adipose tissue, GLUT4 remains sequescered within cells. Acceler
ated gluconeogene sis, fueled by uncontrolled proteo lysis in skeletal muscle, maintain s the 
hyperglycemia even in the starved state . Uncontrolled lipolysis in adipose tissue increases 



Hypoglycemia and Diabetes 

The microvascular and macrovascular complications chat increase mor
bidity and morcality in type I and 2 diabetic patients can be reduced 
by eight control of blood glucose concentration. Tighe control requires 
intensive therapy, with either insulin or a combination of prescription 
medications chat maintains an average blood glucose comparable co 
chat of nondiabetic individuals (no more than 120 mg/dL). Although 
not appropriate for every person with diabetes, for example, the young 
who are still developing, tight control requires frequent self-monitoring 
of blood glucose concentration, resolute compliance, and a good under
scanding of the effects of physical activity and diet. Since available tech
nology for insulin delivery cannot match the normal pattern of insulin 
secretion from the pancreas, intensive control therapy greatly increases 
the likelihood of life-threatening hypoglycemic episodes. Indeed, the 
threat of hypoglycemia is a major impediment against maintaining eight 
control of blood glucose. Severe hypoglycemia can result in neurological 
dysfunction, coma, convulsions, cardiac arrhythmia , and sudden death . 
In face, in a recent clinical trial (ACCORD, Action co Control Cardio
vascular Risk in Diabetes), extremely tight control of blood glucose was 
concluded co be inadvisable in very high-risk type 2 diabetic patients. 

Hypoglycemia triggers a series of councerregulacory responses chat 
are designed co prevent blood glucose from falling co dangerously low 
concentrations. These occur sequentially, beginning in most indi
viduals when blood glucose levels fall below a threshold of 65 mg/dL. 
Suppression of insulin secretion from the pancreas occurs first. This is 
effective in normal individuals but not in patients with diabetes using 
insulin. As hypoglycemia worsens, counterregulacory hormones are 
released, first glucagon from the alpha cells of the pancreas, followed 
by epinephrine from the adrenal medulla and growth hormone from 
the anterior pituitary , and finally cortisol from the adrenal cortex. 

( 
Pancreas 

(a cells) 
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Glucagon and epinephrine stimulate hepatic glycogenolysis and glu
coneogenesis; growth hormone stimulates adipose tissue lipolysis, 
which provides substrate (glycerol) and energy (fatty acids for the 
synthesis of ATP) required for hepatic gluconeogenesis; and cortisol 
promotes cranscription of genes encoding enzymes (e.g., phospho
enolpyruvace carboxykinase) required for hepatic gluconeogenesis. 

Hypoglycemia is detected by glucose-sensing neurons of the ven
tromedial hypothalamus. The reduced availability of glucose reduces 
glucose cacabolism in these neurons, resulting in lower ATP and 
higher AMP concentrations. Subsequent activation of AMP-activated 
protein kinase triggers nerve activity that initiates release of coun
terregulacory hormones. The increase in blood level of epinephrine 
induces symptoms (tachycardia, palpitations , unsteadiness , and 
sweating) that patients recognize as warning signs of hypoglycemia. 
Immediate consumption of carbohydrate , for example, Life Saver 
candies, or the injection of glucagon (I mg intramuscularly) usually 
prevents progression to severe hypoglycemia. Unfortunately , for rea
sons char are not understood , repeated episodes of hypoglycemia in 
diabetic patients often induce "hypoglycemia unawareness," a con
dition in which release of the counterregulacory hormones and the 
symptoms of distress no longer occur in response to mild hypoglyce
mia. Tight control of blood glucose is not advisable in such patients. 

Davis, A., and Alonso, M . D . Hypoglycemia as a barrier co glycemic concrol. j. of 
Diabetes and Its Complicatiom 18:60, 2004; McCrimmons , R. J., Shaw, M., Fan, 
X., Cheng, H., et al. Key role for AMP-activated kinase in the vemromedial hy
pothalamus in regulatin g coun cerregulacory hormone response co acute hypogly
cemia. Diabetes 57:444, 200 8; and Cryer, P. E. Preventing hypoglycemia: What is 
the appropriate glucose alert value? Diabetok,gia 52:35, 2009. 
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Diabetes Mellitus, Type 1 

Type 1 diabetes meUitus usually appears in childhood or in the teens, 
but it is not limited to these patients (see Clin. Corr . 15.4, p. 609). 
Insulin secretion is very low because of defective beta cell function, 
the result of an autoimmune process. Clinical trials of immunosup 
pression co prevent complete destruction of the islets are underway. 
Untreated, rype 1 diabetes is characterized by hyperglycemia, hyper
triglyceridernia (chylomicrons and VLDL), and episodes of severe ke
coacidosis. Thus, there is severe derangement of carbohydrate, lipid, 
and protein metabolism. The hyperglycemia results from the inability 
of the insulin-dependent tissues to cake up glucose and from acceler
ated hepatic gluconeogenesis from amino acids derived from muscle 
protein. The ketoacidosis results from increased lipolysis in adipose 
tissue and accelerated fatty acid oxidation in liver. Hyperchylomi
cronemia results from low lipoprotein lipase activity in adipose tissue 
capillaries, an enzyme dependent on insulin for its synthesis. 

gluconeogenesis, lipolysis, and proteolysis. It is a difficult job to ad
just the insulin dose to variable dietary intake and physical activity, 
the ocher major determinant of glucose disposal by muscle. Tight 
control of blood sugar requires several injections of insulin per day 
and close blood sugar monitoring by the patient, but it has now been 
proven to reduce the microvascular complications of diabetes (renal 
and retinal disease). Increasingly, patients with rype 1 diabetes and 
renal failure are being created by combined transplantation of a kid
ney and pancreas to provide an endogenous soucce of insulin. Islet 
cell transplantation remains largely experimental. 

Atkinson, M.A. , and Maclaren, N . K. The pathogenesis of insulin dependent 
diabetes mellirus. N Engl]. Med. 331:1428, 1994; Clark, C. M., and Lee, D. 
A. Prevention and rreaanenc of the complications of diabetes mellirus. N Engl. J. 
Med. 332:1210, 1994; Luppi, P., and Trucco, M. Immunological models ofcype 
1 diabetes. Honn. Res. 52:1, 1999; and Kukreja, A., and Maclaren, N. K. Auroin1-
municy,md diabetes.}. Clin. EndocrinoL Metab. 84:4371, 1999. 

Although insulin does not cute rype 1 diabetes, it markedly al
ters the clinical coucse. Insulin promotes glucose uptake and inhibits 

plasma fatty acid levels and ketone body production by the liver. Ketoacidosis develops due 
to accumulation of ketone bodies and hydrogen ions. Fatty acid oxidation and ketogen
esis cannot completely dispose of fatty acids taken up by liver, and the excess is esterified 
and directed into VLDL synthesis. Hypenriacylglycerolemia results because VLDL and 
chylomicrons cannot be cleared from the blood by lipoprotein lipase, whose expression is 
dependent upon insulin. Thus , in these patients every tissue plays the catabolic role that it 
was designed to play in starvation , in spite of delivery of adequate or even excess fuel from 
the gut . In effect, patients with type 1 diabetes are stuck in the starved state without benefit 
of the brake usually imposed during starvation by low but continuous production of insulin 
by the pancreas. This leads to severe wasting of body tissues and ultimately in death unless 
insulin is administered. 

Exogenous insulin is the only effective medication in these patients. As noted above 
for type 2 diabetes, tight control by intens ive therapy is desirable, but it increases the risk of 
hypoglycemia (see Clin. Corr. 21.7, p. 867). 

Cancer 

Tumors are composed of cancer cells that have to be fed like all cells, but unlike most 
normal tissues, tumors function independently of the starve- feed cycle (Clin. Corr . 21.9). 
Their demand for glucose as a source of energy and amino acids for protein synthesis is 
incessant. They usually prefer glucose and they rarely adapt in the fasting phase of the 
starve- feed cycle to use fatty acids and ketone bodies in order to minimize their use of glu
cose for the benefit of the rest of the body. Most tumors are unresponsive to the hormonal 
changes that alter the metabolic processes in normal tissues. They establish a Cori cycle with 
the liver but can still comp letely oxidize substantial amounts of glucose provided oxygen 
is available (Figure 21.27) . Cells in the core of a tumor are often hypoxic because cancers 
often outgrow the development of blood vessels that supply oxygen. Lack of oxygen in any 
cell, normal or cancerous, leads to an increase in hypoxia-inducible factor l a (HIF -l a) , 
a remarkably potent transcription factor for activation of genes encoding glucose cranspon
ers, the enzymes of glycolysis, and one of the kinases (pyruvate dehydrogenase kinase 1) 
responsible for phosphorylation and inactivation of the pyruvate dehydrogenase complex. 
HIF- la also becomes constitutive ly active in some cancer cells because of mutations that 
activate cenain oncogenes. As a consequence of the action of HIF-la , most cancerous 
tumors have exceptional capacity for generation of ATP by glycolysis. Glycolysis is not 



Cancer Cachexia 

Unexplained weight loss may be a sign of malignancy, and weight loss 
is common in advanced cancer. This is not completely accounted for 
by decreased appetite and food intake. The weight loss is largely from 
skeletal muscle and adipose tissue, with relative sparing of visceral 
protein (i.e., liver, kidney, and heart). Although_ rumors commonly 
have high rates of glycolysis, the energy requirement of the rumor 
probably does not explain weight loss as chis can occur with even 
small tumors . Skeletal muscle protein degradation is mediated by lys
osomes, cytosolic proteases, and the ubiquitin-proteosome pathway; 
the latter is considered the major pathway of protein degradation in 
infection , injury, and cancer. Endocrine abnormalities have been 
identified in cancer patients. Patients tend to be insulin-resistant, 
have higher cortisol levels, and have a higher basal metabolic rate. 
Some tumors synthesize and secrete biologically active peptides such 
as ACTH, nerve growth factor, and insulin-like growth factors, which 
can modify energy metabolism. The host response to a tumor, by 
analogy to chronic infection, includes release of interleukin-1 (IL-1), 
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interleukin 6 (IL-6) , interferon y (IFN y), and rumor necrosis factor 
a (TNFa) by immune cells. TNFa is also called cachexin because it 
produces wasting . TNFa and IL-1 may act in a paracrine fashion, 
as their plasma levels are not increased. IL-6 has been detected in 
cachectic patients ' blood at increased levels. These cytokines stimu
late fever, proteolysis, lipolysis, and secretion of acute phase reactants 
by the liver and can elevate resting energy expenditure by inducing 
uncoupling proteins. More recent srudies have identified proteolysis
inducing factor (PIP) and lipid mobilizing factor (LMF) as products 
of rumors which stimulate skeletal protein catabolism and wasting of 
adipose tissue, respectively. Similar pathways can be activated in other 
wasting illness such as chronic inflammatory states and AIDS . 

Tisdale , M. J. Cancer anorexia and cachexia. Nutrition 17:438 , 200 1; Wray , C. 

J., Mammen , J.M., and Hasselgren , P. 0. Carabolic response co stress and poren

cial benefics of nurricion support. Nutrition 18:971, 2002; and Melsrrom , L. G., 

Melsrrom, K. A., Jr, Ding, X. Z., and Adrian , T. E. Mechanisms of skeleral muscle 

degradation and ics therapy in cancer cachexia. Risto!. Histopathol 22:805 , 200 7. 

an efficient process compared to complete oxidation of glucose, but efficient utilization of 
body resources is not characteristic of a cancer, and shutting off mitochondrial oxidative 
processes at the level of the pyruvate dehydrogenase complex may reduce production of 
toxic reactive oxygen species by the electron transport chain. Exceptional capacity for ATP 
generation by glycolysis enables cancer cells to survive and grow as they spread and metas
tasize into regions of low oxygen tension. 

Aerobic and Anaerobic Exercise 

Aerobic exercise is exemplified by long-distance running, anaerobic exercise by sprinting 
or weight lifting . During anaerobic exercise, there is very little interorgan cooperation. 
The blood vessels within the muscles are compressed during peak contraction; thus their 
cells are isolated from the rest of the body and largely rely on their own glycogen and 
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Figure 21.27 Metabolic interrelationships of 
tissues in cancer. 
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Figure 21.28 Metabo lic interrelationships of 
tissues in exercise. 
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phosphocreacine. Phosphocreatine is a source of high-energy phosphate for ATP synthesis 
(see Figure 21.6 , p . 866) until glycogenolysis and glycolysis are stimulated. For want of 
oxygen, glycolysis becomes the primary source of ATP. During moderate aerobic exer
cise (Figure 21.28) , much energy is derived from glycolysis of muscle glycogen, which is 
the basis for carbohydrate loading. Muscle glycogen content can be increased by exhaus
tive exercise that depletes glycogen, followed by rest and a high-carbohydrate diet. Glucose 
uptake also increases due to insulin-independent translocation of GLUT4 to the plasma 
membrane, a process involving activation of AMPK. A decrease in ATP due to the demand 
of muscle contraction results in an increase in AMP, which allosterically activates glycogen 
phosphorylase, 6-phosphofructo-1-kinase, andAMPK. Increased glucose uptake, glycogen 
degradation, and glycolysis help provide the ATP needed for muscle contraction. There 
is also stimulation of branched-chain amino acid oxidation, ammonium production , and 
alanine release from the exercising muscle. 

A well-fed individual does not store enough glycogen to meet the energy needs of run
ning long distances. The respiratory quotient , the ratio of liters of carbon dioxide exhaled to 
oxygen consumed, falls during distance running. This indicates the progressive switch from 
glycogen to fatty acid oxidation during a race. Lipolysis gradually increases as glucose stores 
are exhausted, and , as in the fasted state , muscles oxidize fatty acids in preference to glucose. 
The increase in AMP due to the demand for ATP also activates AMPK , which phosphory
lates and inactivates acetyl-CoA carboxylase. This, along with an increase in long chain acyl 
CoA esters, which are negative allosteric effectors of acetyl-CoA carboxylase, reduces synthe
sis of malonyl CoA. AMPK also activates malonyl-CoA decarboxylase, removing malonyl
CoA. This allows greater carnitine palrnitoyltransferase I activity and fatty acid oxidation to 
provide ATP for the contracting muscle. Interestingly, exercise also has effects on the liver 
mediated by activation of AMPK. Phosphorylation of acetyl-CoA carboxylase, malonyl-CoA 
decarboxylase, and glycerol-3-phosphate acyltransferase by AMPK directs fatty acids into 
oxidation and away from esteri6cation to triacylglycerol (p. 688) . Unlike fasting, however, 
there is little increase in blood ketone body concentration during exercise because hepatic 
ketone body production is balanced by the muscle oxidation of ketone bodies for energy. 

In contrast, blood lactate levels can increase greatly dur ing exhaustive exercise, particu
larly when anaerobic glycolysis is stimulated. Lactate accumulates in the blood in this situ-
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ation because the rate of lactate production by muscle exceeds the rate of lactate utilization 
for glucose synthesis by the liver (Figure 21.28). Normally the brain does not use blood 
lactate as a fuel because blood lactate concentration (normally about 1 mM) is much lower 
than the K,,, of the lactate transport system across the blood brain barrier. However, when 
blood lactate levels increase into the range of 10- 20 mM during exhaustive exercise, lactate 
penetrates the blood brain barrier to become an important fuel for the brain. That this 
helps clear both lactate and acid from the blood can be seen from the balanced equation for 
complete oxidation oflactate: lactate- + H+ + 3 0 2 ~ 3 CO 2 + 3 H 20. It is also more 
efficient since direct utilization oflactate by the brain avoids the energy requirement for the 
conversion oflactate to glucose in the liver (6 mo! of ATP per mole of glucose). 

Pregnancy 

The fetus is a nutrient-requiring organism (Figure 21.29). It mainly uses glucose for energy, 
but may also use amino acids, lactate, fatty acids, and ketone bodies. Lactate produced in 
the placenta by glycolysis is partly directed to the fetus, and the rest enters the maternal cir
culation to establish a Cori cycle with the liver. Maternal LDL cholesterol is an important 
precursor of placental steroids (esrradiol and progesterone). During pregnancy, the starve
feed cycle is perturbed . The placenta secretes placental lactogen and two steroid hormones, 
estradiol and progesterone. Placental lacrogen stimulates lipolysis in adipose tissue, and the 
steroid hormones induce insulin resistance . After meals , pregnant women enter the starved 
state more rapidly because of increased consumption of glucose and amino acids by the 
fetus . Plasma glucose, amino acids, and insulin levels fall rapidly, and glucagon and pla
cental lacrogen levels rise and stimulate lipolysis and ketogenesis. Consumption of glucose 
and amino acids by the fetus may be great enough to cause maternal hypoglycemia. In the 
fed state, pregnant women have increased levels of insulin and glucose and demonsrrate 
resistance to exogenous insulin. These swings of plasma hormones and fuels are even more 
exaggerated in pregnant diabetic women and make control of their blood glucose difficult. 
This is important, as hyperglycemia adversely affects fetal development. 

Lactation 

In late pregnancy placental (progesterone) and maternal (prolaccin) hormones induce lipo
protein lipase in the mammary gland and promote the development of milk-secreting cells 
and ducts. During lactation (Figure 21.30), the breast uses glucose for lactose and rriacyl
glycerol synthesis and as its major energy source. Amino acids are taken up for protein syn
thesis , and chylomicrons and VLDL provide fatty acids for triacylglycerol synthesis . If these 
compounds are not supplied by the diet, proteolysis, gluconeogenesis , and lipolysis must 
supply them , eventually resulting in maternal malnutrition and poor-quality milk. The 

Figure 21.29 Metabolic interrelationships 
of tissues in pregnancy . 
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Figure 21.30 Metabolic interrelationships 
of tissues in lactation. 

Figure 21.31 Metabolic interrelationships of 
tissues in stress and injury. 
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lactating breast secretes parathyroid hormone -related protein {PTHrP, p. 891), which 
mimics the effects of parathyroid hormone (PTH) in stimulating absorption of calcium 
and phosphorus from the gut and bone. The release of PTH from the parathyroid and 
PTH rP from the breast is under the control of the calcium-sensing receptor, a G protei n 
coupled receptor that senses extracellular calcium and thus may serve to coordinate release 
of calcium mobilizing hormone with plasma calcium levels. 

Stress and Injury 

Physiological stresses include inJury, surgery, renal failure, burns, and infections 
(Figure 21.31) . Characteristically, blood conisol, glucagon, catecholamines, and growth 
hormone levels increase and there is resistance to insulin. Basal metabolic rate and blood 
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glucose and free fatty acid levels are elevated. However, for poorly understood reasons, keto
genesis is not accelerated, as it is in fasting where it provides a good fuel (ketone bodies) that 
can substitute for glucose in many tissues, especially the brain, thereby reducing the need for 
gluconeogenesis and conserving body protein. The muscle gluramine and branched-chain 
amino acid pools are reduced , resulting in reduced protein synthesis and increased protein 
breakdown. le can be very difficult to reverse chis protein breakdown, despite intravenous 
administration of solutions containing amino acids, glucose, and triacylglycerol. However, 
solutions used to feed patienrs intravenously lack glutamine, tyrosine, and cysteine because 
of stability and solubility constraints. Supplementation of these amino acids, perhaps by 
the use of more stab le dipeptide s, may help to reverse the cacabolic state better than now 
possible . In fact, there is growing recognition that enceral feeding (via tubes in the stomach 
or inte stine) is superior to intravenous feeding in reducing or reversing catabolism . 

Negative nitrogen balance of injured or infected patients is mediated by interleukin 1, 
interleukin 6, and tumor necrosis factor a (TNFa) produced by monocyres and lym
phocytes (Clin . Corr. 21.9, p. 869). These cyrokines induce fever and other metabolic 
changes. Interleukin 1 activates proteolysis in skeletal muscle. Interleukin 6 stim ulates the 
liver synthesis of acute phase reactants, such as fibrinogen , complement proteins, some clot
ting factors, and a2 macroglobulin, which may defend against injury and infection . TNFa 
suppresses adipocyte triacylglycerol synthesis, inhibits lipoprotein lipase, stimulates lipoly
sis, inhibits release of insulin, and promotes insulin resistance. These cyrokines may be 
respons ible for the wasting seen in chronic infections. Sick patients in intens ive care units 
are increasingly recognized as developing an acute myopathy that may virtually paralyze 
them. T his has been attributed to the use of paralyzing drugs (to assist in use of ventilators), 
malnutrition, and increased cytokines and sympathe tic nervous system activity . 

Liver Disease 

Advanced liver disease is associated with major metabolic derangements (Figure 21.32), 
especially for amino acids. In patients with cirrhosis, the liver cannot convert ammonia 
into urea and glutamine rapid ly enough, and the blood ammonia level rises. Shunting of 
blood around the liver and interfe rence with the intercellular glutamine cycle (p. 759) 
contribute to the problem . Ammonia arises from the action of glutaminase, glutamate 
dehydrogenase , and adenosine deaminase in intestine and liver and from the intes ti nal 
lumen , where bacterial urease splits urea into ammonia and carbon dioxide . Ammo
nia levels rise particularly after upper GI bleeding (i.e., bleeding from the esophagus, 
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Figure 21.32 Metaboli c in terrelatio nships of 
tiss ues in liver disease. 
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Figure 21.33 Metabolic interrelationships of 
tissues in kidney failure. 

stomach, or duodenum) . In the past this was simply ascribed ro the high protein content 
of blood, but recently it has been suggested that the unusual amino acid composition 
of hemoglobin is to blame. Hemoglobin totally lacks isoleucine, and thus absorption of 
amino acids derived from hemoglobin results in a reduction in plasma isoleucine, with 
impairment of protein synthesis and thus increased net rares of protein degradation and 
ammon ia production. Ammonia toxicity for the central nervous system leads ro coma 
that sometimes occurs in patiencs with liver failure. In advanced liver disease, plasma 
branched-chain amino acids are reduced while aromatic amino acids are elevated, result
ing in a reduced Fischer ratio, defined as the molar ratio of the branched-chain amino 
acids to the aromatic amino acids. These two groups of amino acids are transported into 
the brain by the same carrier system. Because of less competition by the branched-chain 
amino acids, increased brain uptake of aromatic amino acids may increase synthesis of 
neurotransmitters such as serotonin, which may be responsible for some of the neuro
logical abnormalities of liver disease. The liver is a major source of insulin-like growth 
factor I (IGF-1) . Patients with cirrhosis suffer muscle wasting because of deficient IGF-1 
synthesis in response to growth hormone . They also often have insulin resistance and 
may have diabetes mellitus. Finally, in outright liver failure, patients sometimes die of 
hypoglycemia because the liver is unable to maintain the blood glucose level by gluco
neogenesis. 

Renal Disease 

In chronic renal disease, levels of amino acids normally metabolized by kidney (glutamine, 
glycine, proline, and citrulline) increase and nitrogen end products, for example, urea, 
uric acid, and creatinine, also accumulate (Figure 21.33). This is worsened by high dietary 
protein intake or accelerated proteolysis. Since gut bacteria can split urea into ammonia 
and liver uses ammonia and a-keto acids to form nonessential amino acids, a diet high in 
carbohydrate and an amino acid intake limited as much as possible to essential amino acids 
ensures that the liver synthesizes nonessential amino acids from TCA cycle intermediates. 
This type of diet therapy may delay the need for dialysis, but this therapy has largely been 
supplanted by earlier institution of dialysis. An additional abnormality in dialysis patients 
is carnitine deficiency, resulting from reduced intake of dietary carnitine (in meat) and 
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reduced functional renal mass. Carnitine may also be losr from the bloodstream during 
hemodialysis. This may lead to cardiac and skeletal myopathy due to reduced ability of 
these tissues to oxidize fatty acids. 

Consumption of Alcohol 

The liver is primarily responsible for the first steps of ethanol catabolism. 

Ethanol (CH 3CH 2OH) + NAO+~ acetaldehyde (CH 3CHO) + NADH + H+ 
Acetaldehyde (CH3CHO) + NAO+ + H2O ~ acetate (CH 3COO - ) + NAOH + 2H+ 

The first, catalyzed by alcohol dehydrogenases, generates NAOH in the cytosol; the sec
ond, catalyzed by aldehyde dehydrogenase, also generates NAOH, but in the mitochondrial 
matrix space. Liver disposes of the NAOH generated through the mitochondrial electron 
transport chain. Intake of even moderate amounts of ethanol generates too much NAOH. 
Enzymes involved in gluconeogenesis (lactate dehydrogenase and malate dehydrogenase) 
and fatty acid oxidation (,8-hydroxyacyl-CoA dehydrogenase) require NAO+ as a substrate. 
Thus, these pathways are inhibited by alcohol intake (Figure 21.34), and fasting hypogly
cemia and the accumulation of hepatic triacylglycerols (fatty liver) may develop. Lactate may 
accumulate from inhibition of the conversion of lactate to glucose but rarely causes overt 
metabolic acidosis. 

Liver mitochondria have a limited capacity to oxidize acetate to CO 2 because the TCA 
cycle is inhibited by high NAOH and AT P levels during ethanol oxidation . Much of the 
acetate derived from ethanol escapes the liver to the blood . Virtually every other tissue can 
oxidize it to CO 2 by way of the TCA cycle. 

Acetaldehyde can also escape from the liver and readily forms covalent bonds with 
functional groups of biologically important compounds. Formation of acetaldehyde adducts 
with proteins in liver and blood of animals and humans drinking alcohol has been demon
strated. Such adducts may provide a marker for past drinking activity of an individual, just 
as hemoglobin A1c is an index of blood glucose control in diabetic patienrs. 

Figure 21.34 Metabolic interrelationships 
of tissues in consumption of alcohol. 
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Acid-Base Balance 

Figure 21.35 Meta bolic interrelationships of 
tissues in acido sis. 

Gut 

Regulation of acid- base balance, like that of nitrogen excretion, is shared between the liver 
and kidney. Although complete catabolism of most amino acids yields neutral producrs 
(CO 2 , H 2O, and urea), the oxidation of positively charged arginine, lysine, and histidine 
and sulfur-containing amino acids methionine and cysteine result in net formation of 
protons (acid). For example, 

Complete catabolism of negatively charged glutamate and aspartate consumes some of 
these prorons but does not completely compensate. 

Therefore, for acid- base balance, the excess protons must be matched by an equivalent 
amount of base. In the kidney glutamine is readily taken up, dearninated by glutaminase to 
give glutamate , oxidatively deaminated by glutamate dehydrogenase to give a-ketoglutar
ate, and converted by enzymes of the TCA cycle to malate, which is converted to glucose. 

Summation of all steps reveals net production of glucose, and more importantly the 
production of ammonium and bicarbonate ions. 

Glutamine + 1.5 02 + 3 H2O ~ 0.5 glucose + 2 HCO3 - + 2 NH4 + 

The ammonium ions are excreted into the glomerular filtrate destined to become urine 
while the bicarbonate ions enter the blood to neutralize protons. 

HCO3 - + H+ ~ H2CO3 ~ CO2 + H2O 

CO 2 is released in the lungs, thereby effectively eliminating excess protons (acid) produced 
by amino acid oxidation. In metabolic acidosis (Figure 21.35) , more acid than normal is 
produced in the body because some metabolic process is out of control, for example, laetic 
acid formation by anaerobic glycolysis or ,B-hydroxybutyric acid production by kerogenesis. 
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In these conditions , renal glutaminase, glutamate dehydrogenase, phosphoenolpyruvate 
carboxykinase, and the mitochondrial glutamine transponer are induced to promote glu
cose synthesis from glutamine by the reactions given above. The consequence is increased 
urinary excretion of ammonium ions and greater generation of bicarbonate ion for neutrali
zation of acid. The liver adapts in metabolic acidosis to synthesize less urea, making more 
glutamine available to the kidney. The opposite occurs in alkalosis. Urea synthesis increases 
in liver while glucose synthesis, ammonium ion excretion, and bicarbonate generation by 
kidney decrease. 

Liver regulates the fute of glutamine by an intercellular cycle involving periportal hepa
tocytes near the hepatic arteriole and portal venule and perivenous scavenger hepatocytes 
located near the central venule (Figure 21.36). Blood enters the liver by way of the hepatic 
artery and ponal vein and leaves by way of the central vein. Glutaminase and urea cycle 
enzymes are concentrated in the periportal hepatocytes while glutamine synthetase is found 
exclusively in perivenous scavenger hepatocytes (p. 756). Glutamine entering the periponal 
cells is hydrolyzed to ammonium ion for urea synthesis; hence, the bulk of glutamine and 
ammonium nitrogen that enters the liver leaves as urea. The ammonium ion that escapes 
conversion to urea is converted to glutamine by glutamine synthetase in the perivenous 
hepatocytes. 

Glutamine is released to circulate in the blood before reentering the glutamine cycle in 
the periponal hepatocytes. Thus , in liver, release of ammonium ion by glutaminase for urea 
synthesis and its consumption in the synthesis of glutamine are important in maintaining 
low blood ammonium levels. In acidosis, some of the blood glutamine escapes hydrolysis 
in the liver because glutamine uptake by hepatocytes and glutaminase activiry are partially 
inhibited by a fall in blood pH. Carbamoyl phosphate synthetase I of periportal hepato
cytes is also less active when the blood pH decreases, thereby limiting urea synthesis. This 
permits perivenous cells to conven more ammonium ion to glutamine , and makes more 
glutamine available for production of bicarbonate ion by the kidneys. 

Colon 

The small intestine uses glutamine as its major energy source, but the colon uses the short
chain fany acids buryrate, propionate , isoburyrate , and acetate (Figure 21.37) derived from 
bacterial fermentation of unabsorbed dietary components, predominantly carbohydra tes 
such as fiber and pectin , in the lumen . Since they would otherwise be lost in stool, their 

Figure 21.36 lntercellular glutamine cycle of 
the liver. Abbreviations: GINase = Glucaminase; 
GS = Glutamine synthetase; CPS = carbamoyl 
phosphate synthetase I; CP = carbamoyl 
phosphate ; Cit = citrulline; AS = 
argininosuccinate; Arg = arginine; 
and Orn = ornithine. 
Redrawn from Haussinger, D. Hepatic glutamine 
uansport and metabolism. Advances in Enzymol.ogy 
and Related Areas of Molecular Biol.ogy 72:43, 1998. 
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Figure 21.37 Bacte rial fermen tati on generates 
fue l for co lonocytes . 
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use by colonocytes is a way to salvage additional energy from dietary sources. Short -chain 
fatty acids prod uced in excess of the energy needs of colonoeytes pass into the portal blood 
for use by the liver. Interest ingly, colonoeytes produ ce ketone bodies from butyrate and 
release them into the portal blood for use as fuel by exuahepatic tissues. When surgery 
is performed tha t bypasses the colon, for example, an ileostomy, some pat ients develop 
diversion colitis. In some cases, enemas that conta in short -chain fatty acids have healed 
the colitis. 
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Questions • CAROL N . ANGSTADT 

Multip le-Choice Questions 

1. Since the Km of aminocransferases for amino acids is much higher 
than that of aminoacyl-rRNA synthecases, 
A. at low amino acid concentrations, protein synthesis cakes pre

cedence over amino acid catabolism. 
B. liver cannot accumulate amino acids. 
C. amino acids will undergo transaminacion as rapidJy as they are 

delivered co the liver. 
D. any amino acids in excess of immediate needs for energy must be 

converted co protein. 
E. amino acids can be cacabolized only if they are present in the diet . 

2. Carnitine 
A. is formed in all cells for their own use. 
B. is synthesized directly from free lysine. 
C. format ion requires that lysyl residues in protein be methylated by 

S-adenosylmechionine. 
D. is important in the detoxification of peroxides. 
E. is cleaved ro y-butyroberaine. 

3. All of the following represent control of a metabolic process by sub
strate availability except 
A. increased urea synthesis after a high protein meal. 
B. rate of kecogenesis. 
C. hypoglycemia of advanced scarvation. 
D. response of glycolysis co fructose 2,6-bisphosphace. 
E. gluconeogenesis in diabetes. 

4. Conversion of hepatic enzymes from nonphosphorylated co their 
phosphorylated form 
A. always activates the enzyme. 
B. is more likely ro occur in the fasted than in the well-fed state . 
C. is signaled by insulin. 
D. is always catalyzed by a cAMP-dependent protein kinase. 
E. usually occurs at threonine residues of the protein. 

5. Long -term adaptation to changes in the nutritional state can be 
regulated by the change in synthesis of enzymes, regulated by the 
race of gene transcription. All of the following scacemencs concerning 
transcription are correct except 
A. insulin increases a stero l-response-element-bin ding protein 

(SREBP), which increases transcription of lipogenic genes. 
B. glucose increases a carbohydrace-response-elemenr-binding protein 

(ChREBP), which decreases the transcription oflipogenic genes. 
C. glucagon promotes the transcription of genes encoding gluconeo

genic enzymes via activation of adenylare cyclase. 
D. a SRBEP regulates cholesterol synthesis . 
E. energy deficiency activates AMPK and reduces the ability of 

SREBP co transcribe genes for far and cholesterol synthesis . 

6. Arginine and ornithine are intermediates in the utilization of ammonia 
and in other processes. All of the following statements are correct except 
A. ornithine for the urea cycle is synthesized from glutamate in the 

kidney . 
B. citrulline is a precursor for arginine synthesis by the kidney. 
C. kidney uses arginine in the synthesis of creacine for distribution 

co muscle. 
D. arginine is the source of nitric oxide. 
E. creatinine cleared by the kidney is generated from creatine phos

phate in muscle . 

Questions 7 and 8: Protein and calorie malnutrition are important 
nutritional problems, especially among children. Both often occur in 
developing countries when the child is weaned from breast milk. Protein 
malnutrition, kwashiorkor, occurs when the child is fed a diet adequate in 
calories (moscly carbohydrate) bur deficient in protein. Inadequate caloric 
intake is called rnarasmus. In kwashiorkor, insulin levels are high and 
there is subcutaneous fat. Chi ldren with low weight for height can make a 
good recovery when proper ly fed although those with the reverse situation 
do not. Children with marasmus lack subcutaneous fat. 

7. Adipose tissue responds co low insulin :glucagon ratio by 
A. dephosphorylating the inrercon vertible enzymes. 
B. stimulating the deposition of far. 
C. increasing the amount of pyruvace kinase. 
D. activation of hormone-sensitive lipase. 
E. releasing gluramine. 

8. Which of the following would favor gluconeogenesis in the fasted 
stare? 
A. Fruccose 1,6-bisphosphace stimulation of pyruvate kinase 
B. Acetyl CoA activation of pyruvare carboxylase 
C. Citrate activation of acetyl-CoA carboxylase 
D. Malonyl CoA inhibition of carnitine palmiroylrransferase I 
E. Fructose 2,6-bisphosphate stimulation of 6-phosphofructo-1-kinase 

Questions 9 and 10: Advanced liver disease, cirrhosis, leads ro a number 
of metabolic problems, especially of amino acids. Patients suffer from 
muscle wasting, with an impairment of protein synthesis and an increased 
rate of protein degradation and ammonia production . The liver cannot 
convert ammonia into urea and glutamine rapidJy enough and blood 
ammonia level rises; this may lead ro coma. Patients also often have 
insulin resistance. With outright liver failure, patients sometimes die of 
hypoglycemia because liver is unable to maintain the blood glucose level 
by gluconeogenesis . 

9. Normally the liver helps to maintain low blood ammonia levels by 
the gluramine cycle of which glutaminase is an important compo
nent . Glutaminase 
A. is found in the same liver compartment as the urea cycle en-

zymes. 
B. require s ATP for the reaction it catalyzes. 
C. is the sole source of ammonia for urea synthesis. 
D. is more active in liver in acidosis. 
E. provides the product that combines with ornithine in the urea 

cycle. 

10. Muscle proteolysis releases branched-chain amino acids which 
A. can also be synthesized from alanine. 
B. can be carabolized by muscle but not liver. 
C. are the main amino acids metabolized by intestine. 
D. are the amino acids released in largest amouncs by muscle. 
E. are a major source of nitrogen for alanine and gluramine 

produced in muscle. 

Questions 11 and 12: Diabetes melli rus is a disease in which glucose 
metabolism is impaired . Type 2 occurs primarily in middJe-aged ro older 
obese individuals whereas type 1 usually appears in childhood or in the 
teens. Insulin's ability co control blood glucose levels is affected either 
because of lack (or vety low levels) of insulin or inadequate function of 
insulin (or both). 



11. In type 2 (non insulin-dependent) diabetes mellirus, 
A. hypcrcriglyceridemia does not occur . 
B. ketoacidosis in che uncreated state is always present. 
C. /3-cells of the pancreas are no longer able to make any insulin. 
D. may be accompanied by high levels of insulin in the blood. 
E. severe weight loss always occurs. 

12. Insulin normally does all of the following except 
A. recruit glucose transporters 4 (GLUf4) from incracellular sites co 

the plasma membrane . 
B. activates protein kinase A and AMP-dependent protein kinase 

(AMPK). 

C. activates phosphoprotein phospharases. 
D. signals an increase in sterol-response-element-binding proteins 

(SREBP-1). 
E. inhibics kecogenesis at levels lower than required co inhibit gluco

neogenesis. 

Answers 

1. A High Km means a reaction will proceed slowly at low concentra
tions, whereas a low Km means the reaction can be rapid under the 
same circumstances. Protein synthesis requires only char all amino 
acids be present. 

2. C These crimechyllysines are released when protein is hydro lyzed. 
A:. Only liver and kidney have the complete synthetic pathway. B: 
Lysine muse first be present in cellular protein . D : This is glutathi
one. E: This is a precursor. 

3. D Fructose 2,6-bisphosphace is an allosceric effector (activates the 
kinase and inhibics the phospharase) of the enzyme controlling 
glycolysis. A: After a high-protein meal, the intestine produces am
monia and precursors of ornithine for urea synthesis. B: Kecogenesis 
is dependent on the availability of faery acids . C: This represents 
lack of gluconeogenic substrates. E: Amino acids from excess muscle 
breakdown provide gluconeogenic substrates co the liver. 

4. B In the well-fed state, insulin:g lucagon is high and cAMP levels are 
low. A: Some enzymes are active when phosphorylaced; for others the 
reverse is true. C : Glucagon signals the phosphorylation of hepatic 
enzymes by elevating cAMP. D: This is the most common, though 
not only, mechanism of phosphorylation. E: The most common site 
for phosphorylation in merabolic enzymes is serine. 

5. B ChREBP increases the transcription of lipogenic genes. A: This 
occurs in the well-fed state . C: Glucagon is released in response co 
low blood glucose so would be expected co increase gluconeogenic 
enzymes. D: The cycosolic HMGCoA synthase is increased which 
leads to cholestero l synthesis. E: T hese activities are energy requiring 
so need to be inhibited when energy is deficient. 

6. A Kidney lacks the enzyme needed to convert glutamate co gluta
mate semialdehyde . B: This is tr ue in both kidney and liver. C: 
The reaction requires S-adenosylmethionine. E: Creatinine is thus a 
measure of both muscle mass and renal function. 

7. D Phosphorylation activates hormone-sensitive lipase co mobilize 
fat .. A: Low insulin :glucagon means high cAMP and high activity of 
cAMP-dependent protein kinase and protein phosphorylation . C: 
cAMP works by stimulating covalent modification of enzymes. E: 
This occurs in muscle. 

8. B Pyruvace carboxylase is a key gluconeogenic enzyme. A and 
E: Stimu lation of these enzymes stimulates glycolysis. C and D: 
Malonyl CoA inhibits transport of fatty acids into mitochondria for 
/3-oxidation, a necessary source of energy for gluconeogenesis. 
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Problems 

13. What metabolic and hormonal changes account for decreased 
gluconeogenesis in phase IV (2 co 24 days of scarvacion) of glucose 
homeostasis in humans? 

14. How does the activation of AMP-dependent protein kinase (AMPK) 
during aerobic exercise foster the switch co faery acid oxidation for 
long-distance running? 

9. A This is the periportal hepacocyces. B: Glucamine syncherase 
requires ATP; glucaminase catalyzes hydrolysis of glucamine co 
glutamate and ammonia. C: Glutamate dehydrogenase and bacterial 
urease in the intestine also provide ammonia. D: Less flux through 
liver glucaminasc during acidosis permics glucamine co escape liver 
for use by the kidney. E: Ammonia reacts with bicarbonate to form 
carbamoyl phosphate, which combines wid1 ornithine. 

10. E Transamination of branched-chain amino acids transfers me 
nitrogen co alanine or glucamine. A: Branched-chain amino acids are 
essential amino acids and cannot be synthesized from ocher amino 
acids . B: Muscle cransarninaces chem, and then che branched-chain 
a-kecoacids are catabo lized by liver. C: Intestine metabolizes prima
rily glucarnine. D: Alanine and glucamine are. 

11. D The prob lem is insulin resistance, nor complete failure co produce 
insulin. A:. Hypercriglyceridemia is characteristic. B: Kecoacidosis is 
common only in me insulin-dependent rype. C: See correct answer. 
E: Mose paciencs are obese and remain so. 

12. B These enzymes are active in meir phosphorylaced states and 
insulin promotes dephosphorylation. A:. This promotes uptake of 
glucose. D: This increases cranscripcion of genes encoding lipogenic 
enzymes. E: This may account in part for ilie lack of ketoacidosis in 
rype 2 diabetics. 

13. In phase IV, mosc tissues are using primarily faery acids and ketone 
bodies. Ketone bodies are now sufficiendy high iliac they can enter 
the brain and reduce che glucose requirement. Low insulin:glucagon 
stimulates lipolysis and gluconeogencsis. Increased fatty acid oxida
tion increases aceryl CoA and NADH. High NADH alloscerically 
inhibits me tricarboxylic acid cycle and me accumulating aceryl CoA 
is converted ro ketone bodies. Low insulin:glucagon also decreases 
cacabolism of muscle protein . Decreased gluconeogenesis conserves 
protein for a longer period of time. 

14. AMP is increased as ATP is used for contraction, so AMPK is acti
vated . AMPK phosphorylaces and activates enzymes chat foster gly
cogenolysis and glycolysis and glycogen is used uncil ic is exhausted . 
AMPK also phosphorylaces and inactivates acecyl-CoA carboxylase 
and activates malonyl-CoA decarboxylase reducing malonyl CoA. 
This allows greater carnitine palmicoylcransfcrase I activity co move 
long-chain acyl CoA esters into the mitochondria for fatty acid 
oxidation. 
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Key Concepts 

• The hormonal cascade refers to (1) synthesis and secretion by 
hypothalamic neurons of specific releasing hormones, (2) 
releasing hormones stimulate the synthesis and secretion of 
tropic hormones by specific cells of the pituitary anterior lobe, 
and (3) tropic hormones increase the synthesis and secretion of 
specific hormones by target endocrine glands. 
Some genes for hormones code for large proteins that serve as 
precursors for a number of smaller proteins with distinctive 
hormonal activities. Other genes code for multiple copies of the 
same hormone . 
Norepinephrine and epinephrine are synthesized from tyrosine 
in the adrenal medulla . Thyroid hormone is synthesized by 
incorporation of iodine into tyrosine residues of thyroglobulin 
stored in the lumen of thyroid gland follicles. 
Protein hormones rransmit their signals to target cells by binding to 
specific, high affinity membrane recept0rs; this leads to an in
crease in intracellular second messengers including cyclic AMP, 
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cyclic GMP , inositol 1,4,5, trisphosphate, diacylglycerol, and 
phosphatidylinosirol 3,4,5-trisphosphate . 
The female ovarian cycle is controlled by the pulsatile and 
cyclic secretion of gonadotropin-releasing hormone from the 
hypothalamus, which stimulates synthesis and secretion of both 
follicle stimulating and luteinizing hormone in the anterior pi
tuitary . These hormones stimulate ovarian synthesis of esrradiol 
and progesterone. 

• Many second messengers activate specific protein kinases. Binding 
of insulin to its receptor activates auto-tyrosine kinase. 

• Steroid hormones are derived from cholesterol and are synthesized 
in the adrenal cortex (aldosterone, cortisol, androgens), the Leydig 
cells of the male testes (testosterone, estrogen), and the female 
ovaries (estrogen, progesterone, androgens) . 

• Steroid hormone binding to specific plasma proteins protects 
them from degradation . 
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Intracellular receptors for steroid and thyroid hormones, as well as 
vitamin D are members of the same superfamily and function as 
ligand-activated transcription factors, increasing gene rranscription 
by binding to hormone response elements. 

Receptor proteins of this superfarnily have three major 
functional domains: a carboxy-terminal ligand-binding domain; 
a DNA-binding domain; and a highly variable amino-terminal 
domain containing an antigenic region and a region that 
modulates transcriptional activation. 

Figure 22. 1 Diagram showing the different 
locations of classes of hormone receptors 
expressed by a target cell. 

22.1 • INTRODUCTION 

The hormones that will be discussed in this chapter fall into three major categories: 
peptide and protein hormones , hormones derived from the amino acid tyrosine (thy
roid hormones and the catecholamine hormones ), and steroid hormones. Taken 
collectively, these hormones regulate the growth, differentiation , and function of a 
wide variety of target cells that express receptors specific for the se hormones. The pep
tide hormones and the catecholamine hormones interact with cell surface receptors 
(Figure 22.1) and transmit their signals through second messengers that are generated 
intracellularly. The binding of insulin to its cell surface receptor activates an intrinsic 
tyrosine kinase activity. Steroid hormones are derived from cholesterol and include 
glucoconicoid hormones , mineralocorricoid hormones, and the sex hormones. Steroid 
hormones diffuse freely across the plasma membrane and bind to intracellular recep
tors that function as ligand-activated transcription factors . The intracellular recep
tors for all of the steroid hormones and for nonsteroid hormones, including thyroid 
hormone , the active metabolite of vitamin 0 3, and retinoic acid, belong to the steroid 
receptor super family and share sequence homologies. The three major domains of 
steroid receptor are a C-terminal ligand-binding domain, a DNA-binding domain and 
an N-terminal immunogenic domain. 

HYPOTHETICAL TARGET CELL 

Other steroid 
hormones 
and their 
specific 
receptors 

Nucleus 

Cell membrane 

Receptors for many 
peptide hormones, 
growth factors, and 
amino acid-derived 
hormones(catecholamines) 

.. - -'- ----- ..,z,,;;::,,._~;.,.,-- Nuclear thyroid 

hormone -receptor complex 

Specific unbound 
steroid (glucocorticoid) 
hormone receptor 
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22.2 • HORMONES AND THE HORMONAL 
CASCADE SYSTEM 

The definition of a hormone has expanded over the past several decades. Hormones secreted 
by endocrine glands were considered for many years to represent all of the physiologically 
relevant ho rmones . The term hormone now refers to any substance in an organism that 
carries a "signal" co generate some alteration at the cellular level. Endocrine hormon es 
are synthesized in one tissue or gland and uavel through the general circulation to reach 
distant target cells that express cognate receptors . Paracrine hormones are secreted by a 
cell and travel a relatively short diStance co interact with cognate receptors on a neighboring 
cell Autocrine hormones are produced by a cell that is also the target for that hormone 
(neighboring cells may also be targets). End ocrine hormones are frequently more stable 
than au tocrine hormones that exert their effects over very short distances. 

Hormonal Cascade Systems Amplify Specific Signals 

Before we focus on details concerning each hormone , we need to look more broadly at the 
organization of the endoc rine system and the hormonal hierarchy. For many hormonal 
systems in higher animals the signal pathway originates in the brain and culminat es within 
the target cell. Figure 22.2 outlines the sequence of events in this cascade. A stimulus may 
originate in the external environment or within the organism and can be transmitted as 
action potentials, chemical signals, or both . In many cases, such signals are forwarded to the 
limbic system and subsequently to the hypothalamus, the anterior pituitary , and the target 
gland that secretes the ultimate hormone that then affects various target cells, frequently in 
proportion to rhe number of cognate receptors expressed by chose cells. Thi s may be a true 
cascade in the sense that increasing amounts of hormone are generated at successive levels 
(hypothalamus , anterior pituitary, and target gland) and in the sense that the half-lives (t112) 

of blood-borne hormones rend to become longer the further they are down the cascade. 
Consider a specific hormone secreted via one of these cascades. An environmental mess 

such as change in temperature , noise, or trauma results in a signal to the hippocampal struct ure 

negative 
feedback 
loops 

Environmental or 
internal signal 

! 
CNS 

1_ electrical-chemica l t signal 

Limb ic system 

!- electrical-chemica l 
signal 

~---~ 
r-e-{- r -+---4- Hypothalamus 

releasing hormones (ng) 

- anterior pituitary trop ic 
hormone (µg) 

u•m,,. "°i" (mg) 

Systemic effects 

Figure 22.2 Hormonal cascade of signals 
from CNS to ultimate hormone. The target 
gland is the last hormone -producing tissue in the 
cascade, which is stimulated by an appropriate 
anter ior pituitary hormone. Examples are thyroid 
gland, adrenal cortex, ovary, and testes. Ultimate 
hormone feeds back negatively on sites producing 
intermediate hormones in the cascade. Amounts 
(nanogram [ng], microgram [µg), and milligram 
[mg]) represent approximate quantities of 
hormone released. 
Redrawn from Norman, A. W., and Litwack, G. 
Hormones. New York: Academic Press, 1987, 38. 
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Figure 22.3 Many hormonal systems involve 
hypothalamus. Cascade of hormonal responses 
starting with an external or internal signal 
This signal is transm itted first co the CNS and 
may involve the limbic system, including the 
hippocampus and amygdala. These components 
innervate the hypothalamus in a specific 
region, which responds by secreting (nanogram 
amounts) a specific rdeasing hormone. Rdeasing 
hormones are transported down a closed portal 
system co the anterior piruicary, where they 
cause secretion of microgram amounts of specific 
anterior pituitary hormones. These access the 
general circulation through fenestrated local 
capillaries and trigger rdease of an ultimate 
hormone in microgram to milligram daily 
amounts. The ultimate hormone generates its 
response by binding to receptors in target tissues. 
Overall , this system is an amplifying cascade. 
Consequently, the organism is in intimate 
association with the external environment. Solid 
arrows indicate a secretory process. Long arrows 
scudded with open or closed circles indicate 
negative feedback pathways (ultrashort, short and 
long feedback loops) . 
Redrawn from Norman , A. W., and Litwack, G. 
Hormones. New York: Academic Press, 1987, 102. 

from the limbic system for release of nanogram amounts of a hypothalamic-releasing hor
mone, corticotropin-releasing hormone (CRH), which has a t112 in the bloodstream of sev
eral minutes. CRH travels down a closed ponal system ro the anterior pituitary, where it 
binds its cognate receptor in the membrane of conicorropic cells and initiates intracellular 
events that result in release of adrenoconicorropic hormone (ACTH) and /3-liporropin. 
ACTH is released in microgram amounts and has a longer t112 than CRH . ACTH cir
culates until it binds to its cognate receprors expressed on the membranes of cells in the 
zona fasciculata of the adrenal conex (target gland). Here it increases the synthesis and 
release of the steroid hormone cortisol in milligram amounts. Circulating cortisol has a 
longer t112 than ACTH. Cortisol then interacts with target cells throughout the body that 
express intracellular glucocorticoid receptors. The ultimate hormone, cortisol, feeds back 
negatively on cells of the anterior pituitary and hypothalamus and reduces its own rate of 
synthesis and secretion from the adrenal cortex. At the level of the target cell, conisol
receptor complexes mediate specific transcriptional responses, which collectively produce 
the systemic effecrs of cortisol. Other systems operate through similar cascades although 
through different specific releasing hormones, anterior pitui tary tropic hormones, and 
ultimate hormones. Clearly, the number of target cells affecred depends on their expression 
of receptor for ultimate hormones. 

A distant but related system involves the posterior pitui tary hormones, oxyrocin 
and vasopressin (antidiuretic hormone), which are stored in and secreted by the posterior 
pituitary but are synthesized in neuronal cell bodies in the hypothalamus. This system is 
represented in Figure 22.3, which is an extended version of Figure 22.2. The posterior 
pituitary system branches to the right from the hypothalamus. Oxyrocin and vasopressin 
are synthesized in separate cell bodies of hypothalamic neurons. Synthesis of vasopressin 
occurs largely in the supraoptic nucleus and synthesis of oxyrocin occurs largely in the par
aventricular nucleus. Their release from the posterior pituitary is independent and occurs 
in response to separate stimuli. 
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TABLE 22.1 • Hypothalamic Releasing Hormon es8 

Releasing Honnone 
Nttmber of Amino 
Adds in Strucmre 

Anteru,r Pimitary Homwne 
Released or lnhibiud 

Thyrotropin-releasing hormone (TRH) 

Gonadotropin -releasing hormone (GnRH) 

3 

10 

Thyrotropin (TSH) 

Gonadocropin release-inhibiting facror (GnRIF) 

Corticotropin-releasing hormone (CRH) 

Arginine vasopressin (A VP) 

Angiorensin II (All) 

Growth hormone releasing hormone (GHRH) 
Somarostarion (growth hormone release-inhibiting 
hormone, GHIH) 

Hypothalamic gasrrin-releasing peptide 

Prolactin-releasing factor (PRF) 

Prolaccin release-inhibiting faccor (PIF) 

Nor established 

41 

9 

8 

49 
14 

Nor established 

Lureinizing and follicle-stimulating hormones (LH and 
FSH) &om the same cell cype; leukotrie ne C4 

(L TC,u can also release LH and FSH by a different 
mechanism 

ACTH , ~lipotropin ~LPH) , and some ~endorphin 

Stimulates CRH action on ACTH release 

Stimulates CRH action on ACTH release; releases 
ACTH weakly 

Growth hormone (GH) release 
GH release inhibited 

Inhibits release of GH and PRL 

Releases prolacrin (PRL) 

Evidence char a new peptide may inhibit PRL release; 
dopamine also inhibics PRL release and may be a 
secondary PIF: o>..ytocin may inhibit PRL release 

• Melanocyce-scimulacing hormone (MSH) is a major produce of the pars incermedia (Figure 23 .5) in the rar and is under rhe control of aminergic neurons. Humans may 
also secrete a -MSH from pars inrermedia-like cells, ald1ougb this srrucrure is anacomica1ly indisrincc in the human. 

Highly specific signals dictate release of polypeptide hormones along the cascade. Thus, 
aminergic neurons that secrete dopamine and/or serotonin relay to neurons involved in 
the synthesis and secretion of releasing hormones from the hypothalamus. Releasing hor
mones are summarized in Table 22.1 . Aminergic neurons respond to various types of inter
nal or external signals. Their activities account for the pulsatile release of hormones such as 
gonadotropin-releasing hormone (Gn RH ), and the rhythmi c cyclic release of hormones 
like cortisol. 

A prominent feature of the hormonal cascade (Figure 22.3) is the negative feedback 
that operates when sufficiently high levels of an ultimate hormone have been secreted. In 
long-loop feedback, the final hormone binds a cognate receptor in/on cells of the anterior 
pituitary , hypothalamus, and CNS to prevent further synthesis/secretion of releasing hor
mones. Short-loop feedback is exemplified by the pituitary tropic hormone that feeds back 
negatively on the hypothalamus and operates through a cognate receptor. In ultrashort 
feedback loops the hypothalamic releasing factor feeds back on the hypothalamus to inhibit 
its own further secretion. 

Major Polypeptide Hormones and Their Actions 

Since cellular communication is so specific, it is not surp rising that there are numerous 
hormones in the body and new hormones continue to be discovered. Table 22.2 presents 
some major polypeptide hormones and their actions and shows that many hormones cause 
release of other hormones. Thi s is particularly the case for hormonal cascade systems like 
that presented in Figures 22 .2 and 22 .3. 

Polypeptide Hormones of Anterior Pituitary 
Polypeptide hormones of the anterior pituitary are shown in Figure 22.4 along with their 
release-controlling hormones from the hypothalamus . The major hormones are growth 
hormone (GH), thyrotropin or thyroid-stimulating hormone (TSH ), adrenoconicotro
pic hormone (ACTH), /3-lipotropin (/3-LTH), /3-endorphin (from pars intermedia-like 
cells), a-MSH (from pars intermedia-like cells), /3-MSH (from pars intermedia- like cells), 
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TABLE 22.2 • Important Polypeptide Hormones in the Body and Their Actions8 

Source 

Hypothalamus 

Anterior piruica.iy 

Ulrimace gland hormones 

Honnone 

Thyrotropin-releasing hormone (TRH) 
Gonadocropin-releasing hormone (GnRH) 

Growth hormone-releasing hormone or 
somatocrinin (GRH) 

Growth hormone release inhibiting hormone or 
somatoscacin (GIH) 

Corticocropin-re leasing hormone (CRH) 

Angiotensin Il and vasopressin 
stimulate CRH action in releasing ACTH 

Prolactin-releasing factor (PRF) (not well 
established) 

Prolactin release-inhibiting factor (PIF) (not well 
established; may be a peptide hormone under 
contro l of dopamine or may be dopamine itself) 

Thyrotropin (TSH) 

Luteiniring hormone (LH) (human chorionic 
gonadotropin , hCG, is a similar hormone from 
the placenta) 

Follicle-stimulating hormone (FSH) 

Growth hormone (GH) 

Adrenocorricocropic hormone (ACTH) 

/3-Endorphin 

Prolactin (PRL) 

Melanocyte-srimulacing hormone (MSH) 

Insulin-like growth factors (IGF) 

Thyroid hormone (T 4(f 3) (amino acid-derived 
hormone) 

Opioid peptides 

A ction 

Aces on thyrocrope ro release TSH 
Aces on gonadorrope co release LH and FSH from 
the same cell 

Aces on somacocrope co release GH 

Aces on sornacocrope ro prevent release of GH 

Aces on corticocrope ro release ACTH and 
/3-lipocropin 

Aces on laccotrope to release PRL 

Aces on laccotrope to inhibit release of PRL 

Aces on thyroid follicle cells to bring about release 
ofT4 (T~ 

Aces on Leydig cells of testes to increase 
testosterone synthesis and release; acrs on 
corpus lureum of ovary co increase 
progesterone production and release 

Aces on Sercoli cells of serniniferous tubule to 
increase secretion of androgen-binding protein 
(ABP) and increase escradiol production from 
testosterone; aces on ovarian follicles co 
stimulate maturation of ovum and production 
of escradiol 

Aces on a variety of cells to produce IGFs (or 
somacomedins), cell growth, and bone growth 

Aces on cells in the adrenal cortex to increase 
cortisol production and secretion 

Aces on cells and neurons to produce analgesic 
and other effects 

Aces on mammary gland to cause differentiation 
of secretory cells (with other hormones) and co 
stimu late synthesis of components of milk 

Aces on skin cells co cause the dispersion of 
melanin (skin darkening) 

Respond co GH and produce growth effeces by 
stimu lating cell mitosis 

Responds co TSH and stimulates oxidation in 
many cells 

May arise as breakdown products of 
-y-lipocropin or J3-endorphin or from specific 
gene produces; can respond to CRH or 
dopamine and may produce analgesia and 
other effeces 

(continued) 
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TABLE 22.2 • (continued) 

Source 

Ovarian granulosa cells; testicular 
Sertoli cells. 

lncermediare lobe of pituitary 
gland 

Peptide hormones responding co 
ocher signals chan anterior 
pituitary hormones 

/3 Cells of pancreas respond co 
glucose and ocher blood 
constiruenrs 

Honnone 

lnhibin 

Corticotropin-like intermediary peptide (CLIP) 

Arginine vasopressin (A VP; antidiuretic hormone, 
ADH) 

Oxytocin 

Insulin 

a Cells of pancreas respond to low Glucagon 
levels of glucose and falling 
serum calcium 

Derived from angiotensinogen by Angiotensin II and III (AII and AIID 
actions of renin and converting 
enzyme 

Released from heart atria in Atrial narriuretic factor (ANF) or arriopeprin 
response to hypovolemia; 
regulated by ocher hormones 

Generated from plasma, gur, or Bradyk.inin 
ocher tissues 

Hyporhalamus and intestinal Neurotensin 
mucosa 

H ypothalamus, CNS, and 
intestine 

Nerves and endocrine cells of gut 

Scomach anrrum 
Duodenum at pH values 
below 4.5 

Hypochalamus and GI rract 

Kidney 

Ovarian corpus lureum 

Subsrance P 

Bombesin (mammalian equivalent 
is gasrrin-releasing peptide) 

Cho lecyscokinin (CCK) 

Gasrrin 
Secretin 

Vasoincestinal peptide (VIP) 

Erythropoietin 

Relaxin 

Human placental laccogen (hPL) 

Action 

Stimulates srecoidogenesis in ovaries and resres; 
regulates secretion of FSH from anterior 
pituitary. Second form of inhibin (acrivin) may 
stimulate FSH secretion 

Derives from intermediate pituitary by 
degradation of ACTH; may be an endogenous 
modulacor of pancreatic exocrine funccion. 

Responds co increased activiry in osmorecepcor, 
which senses extracellular [Na+]; increases 
water reabsorption from distal kidney rubule 

Responds co suckling reflex and esrradiol; causes 
milk "let down" or ejection in lactating female, 
involved in uterine contractions of labor; 
lureolyric factor produced by corpus luteum; 
decreases steroid synthesis in testis 

Increases tissue uti!rt.ation of glucose 

Decreases tissue utili2arion of glucose to elevate 
blood glucose 

Renin initially responds co decreased blood 
volume or decreased [Na+] in the macula densa 
of the kidney. AII/AIII stimulate outer layer of 
adrenal cortex co synthesize and release 
aldosterone 

Acts on adrenal cortex cells co decrease 
aldosterone release; has other effecrs also 

Modulates extensive vasodilation resulting in 
hyporension 

Effecrs on gut; may have neurotransmitter actions 

Pain transmitter, increases smooth muscle 
contractions of the GI tract 

Increases gastric acid secretion 

Stimulates gallbladder contraction and bile flow; 
increases secretion of pancreatic enzymes 

Increases secretion of gastric acid and pepsin 
Stimu lates pancreatic acinar cells to release 
bicarbonate and water co elevate duodenal pH 

Acts as a neurotransmitter in peripheral 
autonomic nervous system; relaxes vascular 
smooth muscles; increases secretion of water 
and elecrrolyres from pancreas and gut 

Acts on bone marrow for terminal differentiation 
and initiates hemoglobin synthesis 

Inhibits myometrial contractions; relaxes pelvic 
ligamenrs and increases dilation of cervix. 

Acts like PRL and GH. 



TABLE 22.2 • (continued) 

Source 

Salivary gland 

Thymus 

Parafollicular C cells of thyroid 
gland 

Parathyroid glands 

Endothelial cells of blood vessels 

Honn<me 

Epidermal growth factor 

Thymopoietin (a-thymosin ) 

Calcitonin (CT) 

Parathyroid hormone (PTH) 

Endochelin 
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Action 

Mitogenic; stimulates proliferation of various 
epidermal and epithelial cell types 

Stimulates phagocytes; stimulates differentiation 
of precursors into immune competent T cells 

Lowers serum calcium 

Stimulates bone resorption; stimulates phosphate 
excretion by kidney; raises serum calcium levels 

V asoconstriction 

St>urce: Pare of chis cable is reproduced from Norman, A. W. and Lirwack, G . Hormones. Orlando, FL: Academic Press, 1987. 

· This is only a partial lisr of polypeptide hormones in humans . TSH, rhyroid-stimulacing hormone or chyrorropin ; LH, lureinizing hormone ; FSH, follicle-stimulating 
hormone; GH, growth hormone ; ACTH, adrenocorricocropic hormone; PRl.., prolactin; T4, thyroid hormone (also T 3) ; IGF, insulin-like growch factor. For che releasing 
hormones and for some hormones in ocher categories, che abbreviation may contain "H" ac che end when che hormone bas been well characterized, and "F" in place of H 
co refer co "Fae.tor" when the hormone has nor been well characterized. Names of hormones may contain " rropic" or " rrophic" endings; tropic is mainly used here. Tropic 
refers co a hormone generating a change, whereas trophic refers co growch promotion. Boch terms can refer co the. same hormone ac different stages of development. Many 
of these hormones have effecrs in addition co chose listed here. 

corticotropin-like intermediary peptide (CLIP; from pars intermedia-like cells), prolactin 
(PRL), follicle-stimulating hormone (FSH) , and luteinizing hormone (LH) . All of these 
hormones are single polypeptide chains, except TSH , FSH , and LH, all of which are dim
ers that share a similar or identical a-subunit . Since the intermediate lobe in humans is 
rudimentary, the circulating levels of free a- and J3-MSH are relatively low. It is of inter
est, particularly in the human , that MSH receptors recognize and are activated by ACTH, 
because the first 13 amino acids of ACTH contain the a-MSH sequence. For this reason, 
ACTH may be an important contributing factor to skin pigmentation and may exceed the 
importance ofMSH , especially in conditions where the circulating level of ACTH is high. 
The clinical consequences of hypopituitarism are presented in Clin. Corr. 22. l. 

Hypopituitari sm 

The hypothalamus is connected to the anterior pituitary by a delicate 

stalk that contains the portal system through which releasing hor

mones, secreted from the hypothalamus, gain access to the anterior 
pituitary cells. Located in the cell membranes of these cells are spe

cific receptors for releasing hormones. In most cases, different cells 

express different releasing hormone receptors. The connection be

tween the hypothalamus and anterior pituitary can be disrupted by 

trauma or tumors . Trauma can occur in an automobile accident or 
ocher local damaging events chat may result in severing of the stalk 

and preventing the releasing hormones from reaching their target an

terior pituitary cells. When this happens , the anterior pituitary cells 

no longer receive the appropriate signals for the release of anterior 

pituitary hormones. Panhypopituitarism is a term used to describe 

chis overall deficiency of anterior pituitary hormones . In the case of 
tumors of the pitui tary gland, all of the anterior pituitary hormones 

may not be shut off to the same degree, or the secretion of some may 

disappear sooner than ochers. Thus the symptoms of hypopituicar 

ism sometimes develop slowly. In any case, ifhypopituitarism occurs , 

this condition may result in a life-threatening situation in which the 

clinician mus t determine the extent of loss of each of the pituitary 

hormones, especially ACTH. Posterior pituitary hormones--oxytocin 

and vasopressin - may also be lost, resulting in excessive urination 

(vasopressin deficiency) which must be addressed. Panhypopituitar
ism can also result in an increased sensitivity to the actions of insulin 

because of the decreased secretion of the insulin antagonists, growth 

hormone and cortisol, leading to hypoglycemia . The usual therapy 

involves administration of the end organ hormones, such as thyroid 

hormone , cortisol, sex hormones, and progestin; with female patients 
it is also necessary to maintain the ovarian cycle. These hormones 

can be easily administered in oral form. Growth hormone deficiency 

is not a problem in the adult but would be a serious problem in a 

growing child. The patient suffering from panhypopituitarism must 

learn to anticipate needed increases of cortisol in the face of stressful 

situations. Fortunately, these patients are usually maintained in rea
sonab ly good condition . 

Mushall , J. C., and Barkan, A. L. Disorders of che hypothalamus and anterior 
piruicary. In Kelley, W. N. (Ed.), Internal Medicine. New York: Llppincorc, 1989, 
2159; and Robinson , A.G . Disorders of the poscerior piruicary. ln Kelley, W. N . 
(Ed .), Internal Medicine. New York: Lippincorc, 1989 , 2172. 
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22.3 • SYNTHESIS OF POLYPEPTIDE AND 
AMINO -ACID-DERIVED HORMONE S 

Polypeptide Hormones: Gene Coding 

Genes for polypeptide hormones contain the coding sequence for the hormone and the con
trol elemenrs upstream of the structural gene. In some cases, more than one hormone 
is encoded in a gene. For example, proopiomelanocortin generates at least nine peptide 
hormones from a single gene product . As is seen with many other protein hormones , 
both antidiuretic hormone (ADH , vasopressin) and oxyrocin are synthesized as prepro
hormones. The prohormones that are generated contain segments called neurophysin, 
which are cleaved during rranspon to the posterior pituitary. When secretion occurs equal 
amounrs of the hormone and its neurophysin enter the circulation . These neurophysins 
have no known physiological function . 

Proopiomelanocortin Is Precursor for Numerous Hormones 
Proopiom elanocortin is a precursor for several hormones including: ACTH , /3-liporropin, 
and y-lipotropin, y-MSH, a-MSH, CLIP, and /3-endorphin, and potentially /3-MSH and 
enkephalins (Figure 22.5). All of these are not expressed simultaneously in a single cell 
type but are produced in separate cells depending on their content of specific proteases, 
metabolic controls, and regulators. Thus , while proopiomelanocortin is expressed in both 
corticotropes of the anterior pituitary and pars intermedia cells, the stimuli and producrs 
are different (Table 22.3) . The pars intermedia is a discrete anatomical structure located 
between the anterior and posterior pituitary (Figure 22 .6) in some species including the rat. 
In the human , however, pars intermedia are not a discrete anatomical structure , although 
some residual pars intermedia-like cells may be present in the equivalent location. 

Genes of Polypeptide Hormones May Encode Additional Peptide s 
Other genes that encode more than one peptide are those for vasopressin and oxyrocin 
and their accompanying neurophysins. Vasopressin, neurophysin II, and a glycoprotein of 
unknown function are released from the vasopressin precursor. A similar situation exists for 

-------------------- Proopiomelanocort in (POMC) gene 

t ------ 3' mRNA 

~ 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

l ____ _.l _ _.l'------- ......_.a..-'"-'---=...__ __ _._ __ ...._ ____ _,I C I t 17 1 I I 
Signal 
peptide I 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
t 

) -~ l l ACTH 

t 

6 
i 

7 

I I 
-------~ Produced in the corticot rophs of 
-------~I the anter ior pituitary; controlled by 

{3-lipotropin CRH (AVP, Angiotens in II.) 

6 t 8 Produced in the intermediate lobe 

c_=-_=-J ~~ •I ___ l __ ~I ~I _l _____ ~I of the pituitary gland ; controlled by 

r-MSH a-MSH CUP r -lipotropin {3 -endorphin norepinephrine 

Figure 22.5 Proopiomelanocortin is a polypept ide encoded by one gene. 
Th e dark vertical bars represent proteolytic cleavage sites for specific enzymes. 
The cleavage sires are Arg-Lys, Lys-Arg, or Lys-Lys. Some specificity also may 
be conferred by neighboring amino acid residues. ln the anterior pituitary, 
enzymes cleave at sites 3 and 5, releasing the major products, ACTH and 
~lipotropin. In the pars intermedia, especially in vertebrates below humans , 
these products are further cleaved at major sites 4 , 6, and 7 to release a-MSH, 
CLIP, ')'-lipotropin , and ~endorphin. Some ,6-lipotropin may be further 

t t --/3-MSH Met-enkephalin 

degraded co form ~endorphin. The anterior pituitary is under the positive 
control of the CRH and its stimulators, argin ine vasopressin (A VP), and 
Angiotensin II. A VP by itself does not release ACTH but enhances the 
action of CRH in this process. The intermediary pituitary is under the 
positive control of norepinephrine. ,6-Endorphin also contains a 
pentapeptide , enkephalin , which potentially could be released at some point 
(hydrolysis at 8). 
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TABLE 22.3 • Summary of Stimuli and Products 
of Proopiomelanocortina 8 

Cell type 
Stimulus 

Auxiliary 
stimulus 

Major products 

Corricorroph 
CRH ( +) (Cortisol (- )) 

AVP,AII 

ACTH, /3-lipocropin 
(/3-endorphin) 

Pars inrermedia 
Dopamine ( - ) 
Norepinephrine ( +) 

a-MSH, CUP, 
'Y -liporropin, 
/3-endorphin 

'CRH, con:icotropin-releasing hormone; AVP, arginine vasopressin; All, 
angiotensin II; ACTH, adrenocorticorrop in; a -MSH, a melanocyte-scimularing 
hormone; CLIP, rorcicocropin-like intermediary peptide. 

Note: Although there are pan intermedia cells in the human pituitary gland, they do 
not represent a distinct lobe. 

Cell bodies of 

Hypothalamic 
releasing hormones 

Hormones (oxytocin 
and antidiuretic 

Neurons that 
----:;,- synthesize hormones 

stored in posterior 
pituitary 

Primary plexus of closed 
~"'.:. --l-+'1---- portal system ; releasin g 

hormones enter through 
fenestrations. 

Secondary plexus; 
r>.r_,,.,,____,,,_ releasing hormones 

hormone) stored in ~====:O~~~ 
posterior pituitary 

exit through fenestra tions to 
reach pituitary cells 

General 
circulation 

POSTERIOR PITUITARY 

Pars intermed ia 
(not demarcated 

in humans) 

General circulation 

ANTERIOR PITUITARY 

Anterior pituitary cells 
secrete hormones into 
secondary plexus through 
fenestrations and ultimate ly 
into the genera l circulation 

oxyt0cin and neurophysin I, except that no glycoprotein is released (Figure 22.7) . Vaso
pressin and neurophysin II are co-released in response to stimuli from baroreceptors and 
osmoreceptors, which sense a fall in blood pressure or a rise in extracellular sodium ion 
concentration, respectively. Oxytocin and neurophysin I are coreleased by the suckling 
response in laetating females or as part of a conditioned reflex, such as a mother hearing her 
infant cry. Oxytocin is well known for itS milk "let-down" action in the lactating female. 
Although oxytocin from the mothe r is probably not involved in initiat ing labor in humans, it 
may help maintain labor. Oxytocin from the fetus could be involved in the onset oflabor. 

Figure 22.6 Anatomica l relationship betw een 
hypothalamus and pituitary gland. The major 
vascular network is a primary plexus which 
releasing hormones enter through fenestrations . 
The secondary plexus is in the anterior pituitary 
where the releasing hormones are transported 
out of fenestrations to interact with the anter ior 
pituitary target cells. Hypothalamic releasing 
hormones cause secretion of the anterior pituitary 
hormones, which enter the general circulation. 
Adapted from Norman, A. W., and Licwack, G . 
Hom1ones. New York: Academic Press, 1987, 104. 
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Figure 22. 7 Preprovasopr essin and 
prepr ooxytocin. Proteolytic maturation proceeds 
from top co bottom for each precursor. The 
organization of the gene translation produces is 
similar except that a glycopeptide is included 
on the vasopressin precursor in the C-terminal 
region. Orange bars of the neurophysin represent 
conserved amino acid regions; gray bars represent 
variable C- and N-termini. 
Redrawn with permission from Richter, D. VP 
and OT are expressed as polyproteins. Trends 
Biochem. Sci. 8:278, 1983. 

Figure 22.8 Nucleic acid sequence of rat 
proCRH genes. Schematic representation of the rat 
proCRH gene. Exons are shown as blocks, and the 
incron by a double red line. The TAT A and CAA T 
sequence, putativ e cap site, translation initiation 
ATG , translation terminator TGA , and poly(A) 
addition signals (AATAM ) are indicated. The 
location of the CRH peptide is indicated by CRH. 
Redrawn from Thompson, RD. , Seasholz,A P., 
and Herbert, E. Molec. EndocrinoL 1:363, 1987. 

Figure 22.9 Mod el of enkephalin precurs or. 
Distribution ofMet-enkephalin sequences 
(M 1- M.,) and Leu-enkephalin (L) sequences 
within the precursor of bovine adrenal medulla. 
CHO , potential carbohydrat e attachment sites. 
Redrawn from Comb , M., Seeburg, P. H. , 
Adelman, J., Eiden, L., and Herbert , E. Nature 
295:663, 1982. 
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Other polypeptide hormones are encoded by a single gene that does not encode another 
protein or hormone. An example is the gene encoding the decapeptide GnRH. This gene 
appears to reside to the left of a gene for the GnRH-associated peptide (GAP), which 
may be capable of inhibiting prolactin release. Thus , GnRH and the prolactin release
inhibiting factor (GAP) appear to be cosecreted by the same hypothalamic cells, but are not 
co-encoded. Many genes for hormones encode only one copy of the hormone and this may 
be the more common situation . An example is shown in Figure 22.8 . Information encoding 
CRH is contained in the second axon. 

One Gene Can Code for Multipl e Copies of a Honnone 
An example of multiple copies of a single hormone encoded on a single gene is the enkepha
lins secreted by chromaffin cells of the adrenal medulla. Enkephalins are pentapeptides 
with opioid activity; methionine-enkephalin (Met-ENK) and leucine-enkephalin (Leu
ENK) have the structures 

Tyr-Gly-Gly-Phe-Met (Met-ENK) 

Tyr-Gly-Gly-Phe-Leu (Leu-ENK) 

A model of the enkepbalin precursor which encodes several Met-ENK (M) molecules and 
a molecule ofLeu-ENK (L) is presented in Figure 22.9 . The processing sites for release of 

N 

P9pdde F 

Phe 
267 

L M6 

P9ptido E B 
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enkephalin molecules from the protein precursor contain Lys-Arg, Arg-Arg, and Lys-Lys 
bonds. Another example is the gene for the tr ipepcide hormone TRH. Th e TRH peptide 
sequence is present six times within the human TRH pre-prohormone. 

Amino-Acid-Derived Hormones 

Epinephrine Is Synthesized from Phenylalanine/Tyrosine 
Epinephrine (Figure 22. l 0) is synthesized from phenylalanine/tyrosine in the adrenal 
medulla (p. 895). Thi s catecholamine hormone is secreted along with some norepineph
rine, enkephalins, and dopamine-f>-hydroxylase by meduUary chromaffm cells. Irs secretion 
is signaled by the neuronal response to mess, which is transmitted by way of preganglionic 
acetylcholinergic neurons (Figure 22.lla) . This signal increases intracellular Ca2+, which 
in turn stimulates exocycosis and release of hormone stored in the chromaffin granules 
(Figure 22.11 b). Once secreted, epinephrine and norepinephrine mediate their specific 
effects by interacting with receptors located on the plasma membranes of target cells. These 
receptors are generically grouped as a and {3; each group has several subtypes. Epinephr ine 
has a greater affinity for {3-receptors than a-receptors , while norepinephrine acts primarily 
via a receptors. 

In contast to the catecholamine hormones, the steroid hormones including aldos
terone, conisol, and dehydroepiandrosterone are synthesized and secreted by cells in the 
adrenal conex (p. 885) . Like epinephrine, the secretion of cort isol by the adrenal cor
tex is increased in response to stress. This secreted cortisol perfuses the adrenal medulla 
where it induces phenylethanolamine N-methyltransferase (PNMT) that converts nor
epinephrine to epinephrine . Thus, in biochemical terms, the stress response at the level 
of the adrenal cortex ensures the production of epinephrine from the adrenal medulla 
(Figure 22.12). 

Arterial capillary -- --; 

Chromaffin cells of 
medulla 

Preganglionic ---
neuron 

Epinephrine 

Zona reticularis 
cells of cortex __ .......... ...,.__ 

Sinus venous 

Chromaffin granules 

(a) 

OH 
I 

HOYy CHCH2NHCH3 

HO~ 

Figure 22.10 Structure of catecholamine 
hormone epinephrine. 

Figure 22.11 Relationship of adrenal medulla 
chromaffin cells to preganglionic neuron 
innervation and the structural elements 
involved in synthesis of epinephrine and 
discharge of catecholamines in response 
to acetylcholine . (a) Functional rdationship 
between cortex and medulla for control of synthesis 
of adrenal catecholamines. Glucocorticoids that 
induce the PNMT enzyme reach the cbromaffin 
cells from capillaries shown in (b). Discharge of 
catecholamines from storage granules in chromaffin 
cells afrer release of acetylcholine from nerve fiber 
stimulation. Calcium enters the cells, causing the 
fusion of granules and plasma membranes and 
exocytosis of the contents. 
Redrawn from Krieger, D. T., and Hughes, 
J. C. (Eds.). Neuroe&UJcrinowgy. Sunder land, MA: 
Sinauer Associates, 1980. 
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Figure 22.12 Biosynthesis , packaging , and 
release of epinephrin e in adrenal medulla 
chromaffin cell. PNMT, phenylethanolamine 
N-mechyltransferase; EP, epinephrine ; and 
NEP, norepinephrine . Neurosecretory granules 
contain epinephrine , dopamine J3-hydroxylase, 
ATP , Met or Leu-enkephalin, and larger 
enkephalin-conraining peptides or norepinephrin e 
in place of epinephrine. Epinephrine and 
norepinephrine are stored in different chromaffin 
granu les. 
Adapted from Norman, A. W. , and Licwack, G. 
Homzones. New York: Academic Press, 1987, 464 . 
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Synthesis of Thyroid Hormone Requires Incorporation of Iodine into 
Tyrosines of Thyroglobulin 
An outline of the biosynthesis and secretion of thyroid hormone , tetraiodo -L-thyronine 
(T4), or thyroxine, and its more aetive metabolite , triiodo -L-thyronine (T3), is presented 
in Figures 22.13 and 22.14. The thyroid gland is specialized to concentrate iodide from 
the blood, and through the reactions shown in Figures 22.13 and 22.14 , monoiodotyrosine 
(MIT) , diiodotyrosine (DIT) , T4, and T3 and reverse T3 are produced via iodination of 
tyrosyl residues within the thyroglobulin (TG) molecule . Thyroglobulin is a large glyco
protein that is synthesized and secreted by the thyroid epithelial cells and is stored in the 
lumen of the thyroid follicles. The coupling of an MIT and DIT or two DIT molecules can 
occur within the same thyroglobulin molecule or between two adjacent thyroglobulin mol
ecules. Secretion ofT 3 and larger amounts ofT4 into the bloodstream requires endocytosis 
(Figure 22.14) of the thyroglobulin by follicular epithelial cells and its proteolysis by lyso
somal enzymes. T he DIT and MIT released within the epithelial cell are then deiodinated 
and the released iodide ions are recycled and reutilized for thyroid hormone synthesis. This 
recycling of iodine ions is extremely imponant, and mutations resulting in inactivation of 
the deiodinase enzyme can result in an iodide deficiency. 

Inactivation and Degradation of Amino-Acid-Derived 
Hormones 

Most polypeptide hormones are degraded by proteases, presumably in lysosomes. Some 
hormones contain modified amino acids; for example, the N-terminal amino acid may 
be cycloglutamic acid (pyroglutamic acid), and there may be a C-terminal amino acid 
amide (Table 22.4). Breakage of the cyclic glutamate ring or cleavage of the C-terminal 
amide inactivates many of these hormones. Such reactions have been reponed ro occur in 
blood and may account for the shon half-life of some hormones in plasma. 

Some hormones contain cystine disulfide bonds (T able 22.5) , and these may be 
degraded by cystine aminopeptidas e and glutathion e transhydrogenase (Figure 22.15 ). 
Alternatively, the peptide may unde rgo panial proteolysis to shoner peptides , some of 
which may have hormonal actions. Maturation or processing of prohormones into mature 
hormones involves selective proteolysis (see Figure 22.5, p . 892) . 
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1. 

2. 

3. 

Monolodotyroslne (MIT) 

I 

HO h CH2CHCOOH y 1 
NH2 

I 

DIT 

Peroxidase 

Tyrosine 

I 

or HO h CH2CHCOOH y 1 
I NH2 

Dllodotyroslne (DIT) 

3,5,3',5' · Tetralodothyronlne (thyroxine, orT4) 

3,5,3' · Triiodothyronlne (Ta) 
(active) 

3,3',5 ' · Triiodothyronlne (reverse Ta) 
(inactive) 

22.4 • PROTEIN HORMONE SIGNALING 

Overview of Signaling 

Membrane Receptors 
In the cascade system displayed in Figures 22 .2 and 22.3 (pp. 885 and 886), hormones 
emanate from one source, cause hormonal release from the next step, and so on, down the 
cascade. Correct responses follow each specific stimulus. Polypeptide hormones generally 
bind to membrane receptors expressed specifically on target cells. The receptor recognizes 
structural features of the hormone with an affinity consrant for the interaction of 109 - 1011 /M. 
This activates or inactivates an effector protein in or on the membrane (p. 474) . Some 
receptors undergo internalization to the cell interior and others open a membrane ion 
channel (p. 478). 

Figure 22 .13 Synthesis and structures of 

thyroid hormones T4 and T3 and reverse T3• 

Step I, oxidation of iodide; step 2, iodination of 
tyrosine residues; step 3, coupling ofDIT to DIT; 
and step 4, coupling ofDIT to MIT (coupling 
may be intramolecular or intermolecular). 
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Figure 22.14 Cellular mechanisms for T3 and 
T4 release into bloodstream . Iodide trapping by 
basal membrane concentrates iodide approximatdy 
30-fold. Secretion requires endocytosis of 
thyroglobulin and subsequent proteolysis. DIT 
and MIT are deiodinated and the released iodide 
ions are reutilized for hormone synthesis. 
Redrawn from Berne, R. M., and Levy, M. L. 
(Eds.). Physiowgy, 2d ed. New York: Mosby, 1990, 
938. 

TABLE 22.5 • Examples of Hormones 
Containing a Cystine 
Disulfide Bridge Structure 

Hormone Sequence4 

Somatoscatin (GHIH) FFNKCGA1 

/ I 
w s 
I I 

K S 
\ I 

TFTSC 14 

Oxyrocin YC1 

; I 
I S 
I I 
E S 
\ I 

Arginine vasopressin NCPLG- NH 2 

YC 
; I 

F S 
I I 

°" T NCPRG- NH 2 

'Letters refer co single-letter amino acid abbreviations 
(see Table 23.4). 

DIT, /MIT 

/ TG'- ~ ollicle lumen 
T3 T4 

TG + 1° --- ---- 1-, t DIT MIT 
"- '-rn/ 

Ti '-T4 TG 

t endocytosis 
TG 

colloid 
DIT MIT droplet 

'rn/ 
Ti 'T4 O 0 

O lysosomes 

TG 

l 
~ 

ER 

bloodstream 

Apical 
membrane 

Basal 
membrane 

TABLE 22.4 • Hypothalam ic Releasing Hormones Containing an N-Terminal 
Pyroglutamate, 8 a C-Terminal Amino Acid Amide , or Both 

Hormone 

Thyrotropin-releasing 
hormone (TRH) 

Gonadorropin-releasing 
hormone (GnRH) 

Corcicocropin-releasing 
hormone (CRH) 

Growth hormone-releasing 
hormone (GRH) 

"The pyroglucamate srruccure is 

Sequence 

pGlu-H-Pr<>-NHi. 

pGlu-HW$YGLRP-Gly-NH2 

SQEPPISLDL TFHLLREVLEMTKADQLAQQAHSNRKL
LDI-A/a-NH2 

YADAIFTNSYRKVLGQLSARKLLQDIMSRQQGESNQE
RGARAR-Leu-NH2 

H H 
H++H 

O~-j~H 
N C- ---> Peptide 
H II 

0 

bSingle-lecrer abbreviations used for amino acids: Ala, A; Arg, R; Asn, N; Asp, D; Cys, C; Glu, E; Gin, Q; 
Gly; G; His, H; Ile, I; Leu, L; Lys, K; Mee, M; Phe, F; Pro , P; Ser, S; Thr , T; Trp, W ; Tyr, Y; Val, V. 

Intracellular Signal Cascade: Second Messengers 
After binding to their cognate membrane receptors, many peptide and protein hormones 
transmit their signal intracellularly via second messengers, which transmit and amplify the 
hormonal signal (p. 509). Some hormones transmit their signal by increasing the intracellu
lar concentration of one second messenger, while others increase the concentration of sev
eral second messengers, either simultaneously or sequentially. Second messengers include 
cyclic AMP (cAMP), cyclic GMP (cGMP), inositol trisphosphate (IP3) , diacylglycerol 
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(DG) , and phosphatidylinosito l 3,4,5-trisphosphate (PIP3). Different hormones bind to 

receptors that activate either a stimulatory or an inhibitory G protein subunit (Gs or Gi, 
respectively) and result in activation or inhibition of an effector enzyme and, thus, an 
increase or decrease in the corresponding intracellular second messenger. The intracellu
lar second messengers activate specific kinases that initiate a cascade of phosphorylation/ 
dephosphorylation reactions and result in activation of some, and inactivation of other, 
enzymes (p. 510) . Stimulation of adenylate cyclase by G protein -coupled receptors gener
ates cAMP, which activates protein kinase A, whereas stimulation of guanylate cyclase by 
different G protein-coupled receptors generates cGMP, which activates protein kinase G. 
Stimulation of phospholipase C with generation ofDG and IP3 results in the mobilization 
of Ca2+ stores and activation of protein kinase C. 

An example of a hormone that rransduces a signal via the generation of a second mes
senger is depicted in Figure 22.16. Thyrotropin-releasing hormone synthesized by hypo
thalamic neurons reaches the thyrotropes in the anterior pituitary and stimulates them to 
synthesize and secrete thyroid-hormone- stimulating hormone (TSH) . TSH binds to its G 

Figure 22.15 Degradation of posterior pituitary 
hormones . Oxytocin tran shydrogenase is similar 
to degrading enzym es for insulin; presumably , 
these enzymes also degrade vasopressin. 
Redrawn from Norman , A. W., and Litwack, G. 
Hormones. New York: Academic Press, 1987, 167. 
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Figure 22.16 Effect of TSH on secr etion of 
thyroid hormone . TSH stimulates all steps in 
synthesis and secretion ofT 3 and T4. These are 
mediated by its binding to TSH recepto rs located 
on basal membrane of thyroid epithelial cells, 
elevation of cAMP levels, and subsequent cascade 
of phosphorylation reactions. 
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protein-coup led membrane receptors in the thyroid gland and activates adenylate cyclase 
with generation of cAMP. cAMP in turn binds to the regulatory subunits in the inactive 
form of protein kinase A leading to their dissociation from the catalytic subunits, which 
are fully active (p. 5 l 0) and initiate a cascade of protein phosphorylations that results in 
secretion of thyroid hormone. 

Amplification occurs at each step of this signal transduction pathway. For example, 
activation of one molecule of adenylate cyclase may result in the generation of -100 
molecules of cAMP and the ultimate phosphorylation of - 10,000 enzyme molecules. 
The effects of cAMP are terminated when it is hydrolyzed by pho sphodieste rase. Since 
phosphodiesterase is also modulated by hormones via a G protein, the level of cAMP is 
actually under dual regulation. Two different hormones can have antagonistic effects as 
one stimulates adenylate cyclase and the other stimulates phosphodiesterase. Hormonal 
activation of protein kinase A can also alter the rate of transcription of genes (p. 529). 
After activation by cAMP, the catalytic subunit of PKA diffuses into the nucleus where it 
catalyzes phosphorylation of a serine residue in CREB (cAMP-response element binding 
protein), a ubiquitously expressed transcription factor. The activated CREB then binds as 
a dimer to the conserved consensus cAMP response element (CRE). A conserved palin
dromic CRE has been identified in the promoter of various genes regulated by cAMP. Two 
other transcription factors, CREM (CRE modulator) and ATF-1 (Activating Transcription 
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Factor) , are also phosphorylated by protein kinase A. While CREB and ATF-l stimulate 
transcription, some isoforms of CREM inhibit CRE activity. Thus hormonal accivation of 
a protein kinase can increase or decrease gene transcription. 

Cyclic Hormonal Systems 

The diurnal variation in the secretion of cortisol from the adrenal cortex is regulated by 
the sleep/wake transition whereas secretion of melatonin from the pineal gland is dictated 
by daylight and darkness . The female ovarian cycle also operates on a cyclic basis dictated 
by the central nervous system. These are all examples of chronotropic control of hormone 
secretion . 

Melatonin and Serotonin Synthesis Are Controlled by Light/Dark Cycles 
In the release of melatonin from the pineal gland (Figure 22.17 a, p. 902), the internal signal 
is provided by norepinephrine released by an adrenergic neuron . Control is exerted by light 
entering the eyes, which inhibits the pineal gland and hence the release of melatonin. Nor
epinephrine released in the dark stimulates cAMP formation through a /3 receptor in the 
pinealocyte membrane . Increased activity of PKA enhances synthesis of .N-acetyltransferase 
and conversion of serotonin , synthesized from tryptophan (p. 785) , to N-acetylserotonin, 
and this is the rate-limiting step that dictates the circadian rhythm of melatonin. Hydroxy
indol e- 0-m ethyltransferase (HIOM T) then converts N--acetylserotonin to melatonin 
(Figure 22.17b), which is secreted during the dark hours . Relatively small doses of mela
tonin can induce sleep and basically reset the daily rhythm. This physiological response could 
benefit workers whose shifts alternate between daylight and nighttime hours . Melatonin is also 
a potent antioxidant and may provide some protection againsc damaging oxygen free radicals. 
Although melatonin inhibits reproductive functions in animals that breed during specific sea
sons, there is no proof that it influences human reproductive functions. 

Ovarian Cycle Is Controlled by Pulsatile and Cyclic Secretion 
of Gonadotropin-Releasing Hormone 

GnRH is secreted from hypothalamic neuroendocrine cells in pulses about 1 h apart in 
response to norepinephrinergic neurons in both adult males and females. In females the fre
quency of pulses, and therefore the total amount of GnRH secreted during a 24-h period, 
changes over the course of the monthly menstrual cycle. Figure 22.18 (p. 903) summarizes 
this important role of pulsatile GnRH secretion in terms of FSH and LH secretion from 
the female anterior pituitary . Entry of GnRH into the ponal system is through fenesrra
tions in the blood vessels to reach the gonadotropes located in the anterior pituitary. Here 
GnRH binds to its membrane receptors and mediates its effects via the phosphatidylinosi
tol second messenger system (p. 534) , with release of FSH and LH from the same gonado
crope. Clin . Corr. 22 .2 describes how che premature secretion of large amounts of GnRH 
can result in precocious puberty in a young child. FSH operating through protein kinase 
A via cAMP elevation , stimulates synthesis and secretion of 17 /3-escradiol, and matures the 
ovarian follicle and ovum. Inhibin , a disulfide-linked dimeric glycoprocein hormone , is 
also synthesized and secreted by the granulosa cells of the ovarian follicle. These hormones 
are feedback inhibitors of FSH production by gonadotropes . Activins are dimeric pro
teins closely related to the inhibins. These hormones are produced by the same tissue that 
secretes inhibins , but stimulate, rather than inhibit, FSH secretions by che gonadocropes. 
When a follicle reaches maturity , a surge ofLH and proscaglandin F2a triggers ovulation. 
The residual follicle under primacy control by LH (Figure 22 .18) becomes the functional 
corpus luceum. LH binds co its cognate receptors in the corpus luceum and through stimu
lation of protein kinase A increases synthesis of progesterone. Estradiol and progesterone 
bind co specific intracellular receptors in the uterine endomecrium and promote chickening 
of the wall, vascularization, and increased secretory activity in preparation for implantation 
of the fertilized egg. Escradiol is synthesized in large amounts prior co production of pro
gesterone and induces expression of progesterone receptors. This induction of progesterone 
receptors primes the uterus for subsequent stimulation by progesterone. 

Precocious Puberty 

Children with brain tumors or ocher hy
pothalamic lesions may undergo what is 
called precocious puberty. In chis endo 
crine disorder, sexual maturation occurs at 
a very early age due to premature secretion 
of large amounts of GnRH. As an extreme 
example, the youngest recorded mother ro 
give birch ro a full-term, healthy infant by 
cesarean section was only 5 years, 8 mon of 
age. Of course such pregnancies are in fact 
the result of sexual abuse of a child with 
true precocious puberty. 

In young boys the testes usually enlarge 
under gonadocropin stimulation before any 
other signs of puberty are seen. In yow1g 
girls an increased growch rate, breast de
velopment, an increase in the size of ova
ries and uterus, and changes in the vaginal 
mucosa are the usual presenting features. 
The rapid growth in these young girls is 
associated with a rise in estrogen synthesis 
and secretion, and this leads to increased 
growth hormone secretion. Spermatogen
esis in males and ovulation in females may 
occur, and fertility is certainly possible. 

Three major drugs chat have been used 
successfully to treat chis disorder include 
medroxyprogesterone, cyproterone acetate, 
and superactive GnRH agonises, which are 
the most effective. Medroxyprogesterone 
inhibits gonadotropin secretion and also 
functions as a competitive inhibitor of a 
specific enzyme involved in steroidogenesis. 
Cyproterone acetate has antiandrogenic 
(androgen receptor antagonist) , antigo
nadotropic, and progestational properties. 
GnRH agonises are synthetic analogues 
of the amino acid sequence of the endog
enous decapeptide. Somewhat paradoxi
cally, when given chronically, these agents 
suppress pulsarile LH and FSH release, ste
roid production by the gonads, and game
cogenesis in both males and females. 

Kaplan, $. L, and Grumbach , M . M. Pathogenesis 
of sexual precocity. In Grumbach , M. M., Sizonen
ko, P. C., and Auben, M. L (Eds.), Control of the 
O=t of Puherty. Baltimore: Williams & Wtlkins. 
I 990, 620; and Belchecr., P. E., Plane, T. M., 
Nakai, Y., Keogh, E. J. and Knobil, E. Hypoph ysial 
response co continuous and incermircenc delivery 
ofhypocbalamic gonadocropin -releasing hormone . 
Science 202:631, 1978. 
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Figure 22.17 Biosynthesis of Me latonin. 
(a) Synthesis of melatonin in pinealocyres. 
(b) Rate-limiting step in biosynthesis of melatonin. 
HIOMT, bydroxyindole-0-methyl uansferase. 
Redrawn from Norman, A. W., and Litwack, G. 
Homzones. NewYork:AcademicPress, 1987, 710. 
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Absence of Fertilization 
If fenilization does not occur, the corpus luteurn involuces or degenerates because of dimin
ished LH supply, and progeSterone and estrogen levels fall sharply. The hormonal stimuli 
for a thickened and vascularized uterine endomeuial wall are thus lost and mensuuation 
occurs as a consequence of ceUular necrosis. The fall in blood steroid levels releases the feed
back inhibition on the gonadotropes and hypothalamus and the cycle StartS again. The time 
course for the ovarian menstrual cycle in humans is shown in Figure 22.19 (p. 904).The 
fuSt monthly cycle occurs at the time of puberty when GnRH secretion begins to increase 
(day 1 ofFigure22.19) . GnRH is released in a pulsatile fashion, causing the gonadorrope to 
release FSH and LH, and the blood concentrations of these hormones gradually increase in 
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subsequent days. Under the stimulat ion ofFSH, the follicle begins to mature (lower section 
of Figure 22.19) and 17 /3-esrradiol (£2) is produced, causing the uterine endometrium to 
thicken. Under the continued action ofFSH, the follicle matures , and high concentrations 
of estradiol are produced (around day 13 of the cycle). Thi s elevated level of estradiol now 
mediates positive feedback (rather than negative feedback mediated by lower estradiol lev
els) resulting in a surge ofLH and a decreased release ofFSH from the gonadorropes. The 
FSH response is smaller because this gonadorropic hormone stimulates the ovarian produc
tion ofinhi bin B that inhibits FSH, but not LH , secretion . The high midcycle peak ofLH 
is referred to as the LH spike. Ovulation then occurs at about day 14 (midcycle) through the 
effects of high LH concentration and other facrors, such as prostaglandin F2a (PGF2). After 
ovulation, LH promotes differentiation at the ruptured follicle (Figure 22.19, bottom) into 
a corpus luteum that produces high levels of progesterone that further thicken the uterine 

Figure 22.18 Ovarian cycle in terms of 
generation of hypothalamic releasing hor
mone, pituitary gonadotropic hormones, and 
sex hormones . At puberty, several centers in CNS 
coordinate with hypothalamus so that GnRH is 
released in a pulsatile fashion. This causes release 
ofLH and FSH, which affects the ovarian follicle, 
ovulation, and corpus luteum . Inhibin B selectively 
inhibits FSH secretion . Products of the follicle 
and corpus luteum , respectively, are /3-esuadiol 
and progesterone ; GnRH, gonadouopin-releasing 
hormone; FSH, follicle-stimulating hormone; and 
LH, luteinizing hormone. 
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Figure 22.19 Ovaria n cycle. In the upper 
diagram, relative blood levels of GnRH, LH, 
FSH , progesterone, estrogen , and PGF 2., are 
shown. ln the lower diagram, events in ovarian 
follicle, corpus luteurn, and ute rine endometriurn 
are diagrammed. Abbreviatio ns: GnRH , 
gonadotropin -releasing hormone; LH, luteinizing 
hormone; FSH, follicle-stimulating hormone ; 
PGF2a, prostaglandin F22aJ; Ei, estradiol; 
EiR, intracellular estrogen receptor; and PR, 
intracellular progesterone receptor. 
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endometrial wall. The corpus luteum also secretes inhibin A, which along with estradiol 
and progesterone, suppresses FSH and LH secretion by the anterior pituitary during the 
luteal phase of the cycle. In the absence of fertilization, the corpus luteurn remains func
tional for about 2 weeks. It then involutes or regresses due to the decline in LH levels and 
an age-related reduction in LH sensitivity. With the death of the corpus luteum , there is a 
profound decline in estradiol and progesterone levels. The endomet rial wall can no longer 
be maintained and menstruation occurs, followed by the Stan of another menstrual cycle. 

Fertilization 
Iffertilization occurs as shown in Figure 22.20, the corpus luteum remains viable because of 
production of chorionic gonadotto pin (CG) , which resembles and acts like LH, from the 
trophoblast cells. The secretion of CG reaches a peak about 80 days after the last menstrual 
period. It then declines very rapidly and is produced by the placenta at a relatively low level 
for the remainder of pregnancy . Once CG levels full, the corpus luteum begins to involute, 
and by about 12 weeks of pregnancy , the placenta takes over production and secretion of 
progesterone and estrogens (primarily estriol). From the seventh month onward estrogen 
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secretion continues to increase while progesterone secretion remains consrant or may even 
decrease slightly. The estrogen/progesterone ratio increases toward the end of pregnancy 
and may be partly responsible for increased uterine contractions. Oxytocin from the pos
terior pituitary contributes to these uterine contractions. The fetal membranes release 
prostaglandins (PGF2a) at the time of parturition , which increases the intensity of uterine 
contractions. Finally, the fetal adrenal cortex secretes cortisol, which stimulates fetal lung 
maturation by inducing the synthesis of surfactant-associated proteins. 

22.5 • MEMBRANE HORMONE RECEPTORS 

Some Hormone-Receptor Interactions Involve Multiple 
Hormone Subunits 

Thyrotropin (TSH), luteinizing hormone (LH), and follicle -stimulating hormone 
(FSH) each contain an a- and a /3-subunit. The a-subunits for all three hormones are simi
lar or identical. The specificity of receptor recognition is imparted by the /3-subunit, whose 
srrucrure is unique for each hormone . A model of the interaction of LH with its receptor 
is shown in Figure 22.21. The LH receptor recognizes both subunits of the hormone , bur 
the /3-subunit is specifically recognized by the receptor to elicit a hormonal response. The 
TSH - receptor complex stimulates adenylate cyclase and the phosphatidylinositol pathway. 
The preferred model is one in which there is a single receptor whose inte raction with hor
mone activates both the adenylate cyclase and the phospho lipid second messenger systems, 
as shown in Figure 22 .22 (p. 906). 

/3-Adrenergic Receptor 
Structures of receptors are conveniently discussed in terms of functional domains. For 
membrane receptors there are ligand -binding domains , transmembrane domains . and 
intracellul ar dom ains; this last domain may have intrinsic protein kinase activity. Specific 
immunological domains contain primary epitopes of antigenic regions. The /3-adrenergic 
receptors (/31 and /32) recognize the catecholamines no repinephrine and epinephrine , and 
hormone binding stimulates adenylare cyclase. The subtypes differ in their affinity for nor
epinephrine and for synthetic antagonists . /31 receptors bind norepinephrine with a higher 
affinity than epinephrine , whereas the reverse is the case for the /32 receptors . Isoprotere
nol, an analog of epinephrine that is a /3-receptor stimulator, has a greater affinity for both 

Figure 22.20 Effect of ferti lization on ovarian 
cycle in terms of secretion of progesterone 
and human chorionic gonadotropin {hCG). 

LUTEINIZING 
HORMONE 
~ 

Receptor 

Figure 22.21 The interaction of a- and 
/3-subunits of LH with LH receptor of rat Ley
dig cells. Both a- and /3-subunits participate in 
LH receptor binding . 
Adapted from Alonoso-Whipple, C., Couet, 
M. L, Doss, R. Kozian, J., et al. Endacrinolngy 
123:1854, 1988. 
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Figure 22.22 Model of TSH receptor . Receptor 
is composed of glycoprotein and ganglioside 
component. After TSH /3-subunit interacrs with 
receptor, hormone changes its conformation 
and a-subunit interacts with other membrane 
componenrs . /3-subunit ofTSH may carry 
primary deterrninanrs recognized by glycoprotein 
receptor component. Jc is suggested chat the TSH 
signal to adenylate cyclase is via the ganglioside; 
the glycoprotein component appears more 
directly linked ro phospho lipid signal system. 
PI, phosphatidylinositol ; G,, G protein linked 
ro activation of adenylate cyclase; Gq, G protein 
linked to PI cycle. 
Adapted with modifications &om Kohn , L. D., 
et al. In Lirwack, G . (Ed.), Biochemical Actions of 
Hormones. New York: Academic Press, 1985, 466. 
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receptors than either norepinephrine or epinephrine . Figure 22.23 shows the amino acid 
sequence for the /3radrenergic receptor (see p. 79 for single-letter abbreviations of amino 
acids). The N-terminal segment extends from a-helix I into the extracellular space, and 
there are seven membrane-spanning domains . The /31 receptor shows extensive homology 
with the /32 receptor. Intracellular loops join helices I and II, III and IV, and V and VI. T he 
long chain extended from VII is the intracellular C-terminal region and contains phos
phorylation sites (serine and threonine residues), which are important for receptor desen
sitization. Phosphorylation results in binding of an inhibit0ry protein, called /3 arrestin, 
which blocks the recept0r 's ability to activate G (p. 522). Extracellular loops join helices 
II and III , IV and V, and VI and VII, but mutational analysis suggests that these loops 
do not participate in ligand binding . Ligand binding may occur in a pocket formed by 
the clustering of these membrane-spanning a-helices, as shown from a t0p view in Figure 
22.24, p. 908 . Transmembrane domain VI may function in stimulation of adenylate 
cyclase. Substitution of a specific cysteine residue in this domain produces a mutant with 
normal ligand-binding properties but decreased ability to stimulate adenylate cyclase. 

Internalization of Receptors 

Many types of cell membrane hormone- receptor complexes are internalized by endocyto sis 
(Figure 22 .25, p. 908). For endocytosis to occur, the polypeptide-receptor complex enters 
coated pits, which are indentations of the plasma membrane into the cytoplasm. These 
coated pits pinch off from the membrane to form coated vesicles, which shed their coats, 
fuse with each other, and form vesicles called receptosomes . The receptors and ligands 
on the inside of these recept0somes have different fates. Receptors may be recycled to the 
cell surface following fusion with the Golgi apparatus. Alternatively, the coated vesicles 
fuse with lysosomes, which contain proteolytic enzymes that degrade both receptor and 
hormone . Some hormone - receptor complexes dissociate in the lysosome and only the 
hormone is degraded; the receptor is then returned intact to the plasma membrane . The 



Cell 
membrane 

Extracellular side 

Cytoplasmic side 

Figure 22.23 Proposed model for insertion of /½-adrenergic receptor 
(AR) in cell membrane. The modd is based on bydropachicity analysis of 
human /3rAR. Standard one-letter codes for amino acid residues are used. 
Hydrophobic domains are represented as transmembrane helices. Pink circles 
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with black letters indicate residues in the human sequence that differ from 
those in hamster. Also noted are the potential sites ofN -linked glycosylation. 
Redrawn from Kobilka, B. K., Dixon, RA , Frielle, T., Doblman , H.G. , et al. 
Proc. Natl Acad. Sci. USA 84:46, 1987. 

receptor may also be concentrated in coated pirs in the absence of exogenous ligand and 
cycle in and out of the cell in a constitutive, non-ligand-dependent manner. 

Clathrin Directs Internal ization of Hormone-Receptor Complexes 
from Plasma Membrane 
The major protein component of a coated vesicle is dathrin, a nonglycosylated protein (180 
k.Da) whose amino acid sequence is highly conserved. The coated vesicle contains 70% clath
rin, 5% polypeptides of about 35 kDa, and 25% polypeptides of50 - 100 kDa. Coated vesi
cles have a lattice-like surface structure composed of hexagons and pentagons (Figure 22.26). 
Three clathrin molecules on the cytoplasmic side of the plasma membrane generate each 
polyhedral vertex and two clathrin molecules contr ibute co each edge. A 200-nm-diameter 
coated vesicle contains about 1000 clathrin molecules, which form llexible lattice structures 
or cages that act as scaffolds for vesicular budding. Completion of the budding process results 
in entry of the mature clathrin-coated vesicle into the cell by endocytosis. 

Endocytosis introdu ces an intact receptor or ligand to the cell interior in cases where 
the nucleus may contain a receptor-binding site or a ligand-binding site. For example, 
growth factors bind to a cell membrane receptor but trigger events that lead to micosis. 
Signal transmission may occur by an effect on a specific cytoplasmic protein (transcription 
factor), which translocates into the nucleus. Internalization of an intact ligand could allow 
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COOH 

Figure 22.24 Proposed arrangement of the 
/3-adrenergic receptor in membrane . Lower 
portion of figure is a view from above the plane of 
the plasma membrane. It is proposed that helices 
TV, VT, and Vll form a ligand-binding pocket, 
with helix VTI most centrally located. 
Adapted from Frielle, T., Daniel, KW., Caron, 
M . G., and Lefkowitz, R J. Proc. Natl Acad. Sci. 
USA 85:9494, 1988. 
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Figure 22.25 A diagrammati c summary of endocytosis in cells. The morphological elements 
of the pathway of endocytosis are not drawn to scale. The ligands shown are EGF, tran sferrin, and 
.Bi-macroglobulin. For EGF, both ligand and receptor are delivered to lysosomes; for transferrin, both 
the ligand and receptor recyde to the swface; and for /32-macroglobulin, ligand is delivered co lysosomes 
but the receptor recydes back co cell surface via Golgi apparatus. 
Adapted from Pastan, I., and Willingham, M. C. (Eds.). Endocytosis. New York: Plenum Press 1985 . 3. 
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Figure 22.26 Structure and assembly of a coated vesicle. (a) A typical 
coated veside is 40 nm in diameter and surrounded by a fibrous network of 
proteins. One clathrin triskelion is centered on each of 36 vertices of the coat. 
(b) Detail of a clathrin triskelion. Each of three dathrin heavy chains is bent 
into a proximal arm and a distal arm. A clathrin light chain is attached to each 
heavy chain, most likely near the center. (c) An intermediate in the assembly 
of a coated vesicle. 

Crowther, R. A., and Pearse, B. M. F. J. Cell. Biol 91:790, 1981. 
Redrawn from Nathke, I. S., Heuser, J., Lupas, A., Stock, J., et al. Celi 
68:899, 1992. 
Redrawn from Darnell, J., Lodish, H., and Baltimore, D. Molecular Ceil 
Biology. New York: Scientific American, 1986, 647. 
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it co interact with a nuclear recepcor. Although such mechanisms are speculative, they con
stitute a rationale for the participation of endocytosis in signal transmission. Endocytos is 
renders a cell less responsive to hormone, since it reduces the number of cell surface recep
tors. Internalization of receptors by endocytosis thus leads to receptor down-regulation 
and a decrease in hormone sensitivity. 

22.6 • INTRACELLULAR HORMONE CASCADES: 
PROTEIN KINASES 

Many hormones that bind co cell membrane recepcors transmit their signals through 
second messengers that activate specific protein kinases; cAMP activates prote in kinase A, 
DAG activates protein kinase C, and cGM P activates protein kinase G (p. 522) . Other less 
prevalent systems involve hydrolysis of membrane phosphatidylcholine or sphingomyelin . 
Some hormones such as TSH use more than one int racellular second messenger system to 
transmit their signal. 

Specific proteins are phosphotylated by protein kinase A and others are phosphorylated 
by protein kinase C. Both PKA and PKC phosphorylate on serine or threonine residues. 
Protein kinases that phosphotylate tyrosine residues are found in the cytoplasmic domains 
of some membrane receptors, especially growth factor receptors. The insulin and IGF- 1 
receptors possess tyrosine kinase domains and activities. The location of these domains of 
some receptor tyrosine kinases with respect to the plasma membrane is presented in Figure 
22.27. The protein kinase domains are similar in amino acid sequence, suggesting that 
they have all evolved from a common primordial gene. Several tyrosine specific kinases 
that function as transmembrane receptors are shown in Figure 22 .27 . The a (extracellular) 
and /3 (transmembrane) polypeptides of the insulin receptor are encoded by a single gene, 
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Figure 22.27 Protein kinases of plasma membrane or cytosol showing 
size and location of catalytic domains. In each case , the catalyti c domain 
(red region) is about 250 amino acid residues long. Abbreviations : EGF, 
epidermal growth factor; PDGF, platelet derived growth factor; NGF, 

nerve growth factor; and VEGF, vascular endothelial growth factor . 

SERINE/THREONIN E SPECIFIC PROTEIN KINASES 

Redrawn from Alberts, B., Bray, D., Lewis, J., Raff, M., Roberts, K., and 
Watson , J. D. Molecular Biology of the Cell, 3d eel. New York; Garland, 1994, 
760. 
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Figure 22.28 Hypothetical model depicting 
two pathways to explain paradoxical effects 
of insulin on protein phosphorylation. Insulin 
simultaneously produces increases in the serine/ 
threonine pho sphorylation of some proteins and 
decreases in other s. Thi s paradoxical effect may 
result from the activation of both k.inases and 
phosphatases. Model explains (1) the generation 
of a solub le second messenger that directly or 
indirectly activates serine/threonine pho sphatase, 
and (2) th e stimulation of a cascade of protein 
kinases, resulting in the pho sphorylation of cellular 
proteins. 
Redrawn from Saltiel, A R. FASEB J 8: I 034 , 
1994. 

which produces a precursor protein that is cleaved into the a and /3 disulfide-linked chains. 
In general, proteins regulated by phosphorylacion-dephosphorylacion usually have mul
ciple phosphorylacion sites and may be phosphorylated by more than one type of protein 
kinase. 

Insulin Receptor: Transduction through Tyrosine Kinase 

The a subunits of the insulin receptor are located exuacellularly and are the insulin-binding 
sites (Figure 22 .27). Ligand binding induces autophosphorylation of tyrosine residues 
located in the cytoplasmic porcions of /3-subunits. This aurophosphorylacion facilitates 
binding of cytoplasmic substrate proteins, such as insulin receptor substrate-I (IRS-I). 
IRS-1 when phosphorylated acts as a docking protein for proteins that mediate insulin 
action. It is not clear whether protein phosphorylation is the only mechanism for all accions 
of insulin . The net responses to this hormone include short-term metabolic effects, such as 
a rapid increase in the uptake of glucose, and longer-term effects on cellular differentiation 
and growth . Although the insulin receptor becomes auto-phosphorylated on tyrosines and 
phosphorylates ryrosines ofIRS-1 , other mediators are phosphorylated predominantly on 
serine and threonine residues, as indicated in Figure 22.28. Insulin stimulates phosphoryla
tion of some proteins and dephosphorylacion of others. Accivacion or inhibition of specific 
enzymes suggests that separate signal transduccion pathways may originate from the insulin 
receptor. An insulin second messenger may be released at the cell membrane to account for 
the short-term metabolic effects of insulin. This may be a glycoinositol derivative that stim
ulates phosphoprotein phosphatase . A detailed diagram of the signal transduction path
ways for insulin is presented Figure 22.29. Many proteins that are activated or inactivated 
subsequent to insulin binding have now been identified. This diagram shows that binding 
of insulin to the a-subunit of the receptor promotes autophosphorylation of a {3-subunit 
on several tyrosine residues. The accivated {3-subunit then catalyzes the phosphorylation of 
cellular proteins such as members of the IRS family, including She and Cbl (members of 
IRS family) (Figure 22.29) . On tyrosine phosphorylation , these proteins interact with other 
signaling molecules through their SH2 (Src-homolog-2) domains , which bind to a distinct 
amino acid sequence neighboring a phosphotyrosine residue. Several pathways that are 
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Rgure 22.29 Hypothetical scheme for signal 
transduction in insulin action. The insulin 
receptor undergoes tyrosine aucophosphorylation 
and kinase activation on hormone binding. 
It phosphorylates intracellular substrates including 
IRS- I, She, and Chi, which associate with 
SH2-containing proteins like p85 and Grb2. 
Formation of the IRS-l/p85 complex activates 
PI (3-) kinase; the IRS-l /Grb2 complex activates 
MAP kinase. Abbreviations: IRS-I, insulin receptor 
substrate-!; SH, src homology; MAP kinase, 
micogen-accivated protein kinase; MeK, MAP 
kinase kinase; GPI, glycosyl-phosp hatidylin osicol; 
PLC , phospholipase; and SOS , son of sevenless. 
Redrawn from: Saltiel, A. R., and Kahn, C. R. 
Insulin signaling and the regulation of glucose and 
lipid metabolism. Nature414:799, 2001. 

activated include PI3 kinase (phosphatidylinosit0l 3 ' -kinase), Ras (small GTP binding pro
tein), the MAP kinase (mit0gen-activated protein kinase), and TCl0 (small GTP binding 
protein) . Once activated via an exchange ofGTP for GDP , TCl0 promotes translocation 
of the glucose transporter GLUT 4 vesicles to the plasma membrane, perhaps by stabilizing 
microfilaments. The se pathways aet in a concened fashion to coordinate the regulation of 
vesicle trafficking (incorporation of GLUT4 into plasma membrane), protein synthesis, 
enzyme activation and inaetivation, and gene expression. The net result of these pathways 
is regulation of glucose, lipid, and protein metabolism as well as cell growth and differen
tiation. The imponance of the activity of the insulin receptor kinase in the overall signal 
transduction pathway of insulin is emphasized in Clin. Corr . 22.3 . 

Decreased Insulin Receptor Kinase Activity in Gestational Diabetes Mellitus 

During pregnancy, an important maternal metabolic adaptation is a 
decrease in insulin sensitivity. This adaptation helps provide adequate 
glucose for the developing fetus. However, in some pregnant women 
glucose intolerance develops. Gestational diabetes mellitus (GDM) 
is a serious pregnancy associated disorder affecting up to 14% of all 
pregnant women. This disease is characterized by an additional de
crease in insulin sensitivity and an inability to compensate with in
creased insulin secretion. Although both pregnancy-induced insulin 
resistance and GDM are generally reversible after pregnancy, approxi
mately 30%-50% of women with a history of GDM go on to develop 
type 2 diabetes later in life, particularly if they are obese. Although the 
cellular mechanisms responsible for the insulin resistance in GDM 
are not fully understood, the resistance to insulin-mediated glucose 
transport appears to be greater in skeletal muscle from GDM subjects 
than in women who are pregnant but do not have GDM. Recent 
data indicate that defects in insulin action, rather than a decrease in 
insulin receptor binding affinity, may contribute to the pathogenesis 
of GDM . More specifically, skeletal muscle cells of GDM subjects 

appear to over-express plasma cell membrane glycoprotein-1 (PC-1), 
which has been reported co inhibit the tyrosine kinase activity of 
the insulin receptor by directly interacting with the a-subunits and 
blocking the insulin-induced conformational change. Additionally, 
excessive phosphorylation of serine/threonine residues located within 
muscle insulin receptors appears to down-regulate tyrosine kinase ac
tivity in GDM. There also appears to be a decreased expression and 
phosphorylation (tyrosine residues) of the insulin receptor substrate-I 
(IRS-1; see Figure. 22.39, p. 920) in skeletal muscle cells from GDM 
subjects. These postreceptor defects in insulin signaling may thus 
contribute co the pathogenesis of GDM and the increased risk for 
type 2 diabetes later in life. 

Shao, J., Cacalono, P. M., Hiroshi , Y., Ruyter, I., et al. Decreased insulin receptor 
cyrosine kinase activity and plasma cell membrane glycoprotein-1 overexpression 
in skeletal muscle from obese women with gestacional diabetes mellicus (G DM). 
Diabete149(4):603, 2000; and Maddux, B. A., and Goldfine, l.D. Membrane gly
coprotein PC-1 inhibition of insulin receptor function occurs via direct inceraccion 
with the receptor alpha-subunit. Diabete149(1):13, 2000. 
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Figure 22.30 Secret ion and acti on of arginine vasopressin in distal 
kidney tubules. Release of arginine vasopressin (A VP or VP) from the 
posterior pituitary is triggered by osmoreceptors or baroreceptors (not 
shown). This signal is transmitted down a vasopressinergic neuron and 
promotes the rdease of a VP- neuropbysin complex from the poste rior 
pituitary gland, where the hormone is normally stored. The neuropbysin 
bound to the VP eventually dissociates, and the posterior pituitary hormone 
binds to cognate membrane receptors on the kidney distal tubule cell. 
Through this G protein-coupled receptor, adenylate cyclase is stimulated to 

increase levels of cAMP from ATP. Cyclic-AMP-dependent protein kinase 
A is then activated and it phosphorylates various proteins including subunits 
of the aquaporin channels. The pbospborylated subunits aggregate and 
functional water channels (aquaporins) are inserted in the lumenal plasma 
membrane, thus increasing the reabsorption of water. Abbreviations: NPII, 
neurophysio II; VP, vasopressin; R, receptor; AC, adenylate cyclase; and 
PDE, phosphodiesterase. 
Redrawn in part from Dousa, T. P., and Valcin, H. Cellular actions of 
vasopressin in the mammalian kidney. Kidney Int. 10:45, 1975. 

Activity of Vasopressin: Protein Kinase A 

Arginine vasopressin (AVP), the antidiuretic hormone, causes increased water reabsorp
tion from the urine in the distal kidney. A mechanism of action of this sysrem is shown in 
Figure 22.30. Neurons that synthesize and secrete A VP (vasopressinergic neurons) release 
this hormone in response to stimuli from baroreceptors that respond to a fall in blood 
pressure or from osmoreceptors that respond to an increase in extracellular salt concentra
tion. VP binds to its cognate membrane receptors in the distal kidney, anterior pituitary, 
hepatocytes, and perhaps other cell types. In the kidney, A VP binding to its G protein
coupled receptor stimulates adenylate cyclase activity and activates protein kinase A, which 
phosphorylates subunits that aggregate to form specific water channels, or aquaporins 
(p. 479). Water crosses the kidney cell to the basolateral side and then enters the general 
circulation, where it dilutes the salt concentration. Specific mutations in the intracellular 
and extracellular loop sequences of the aquaporin channels result in loss of funetion and in 
development of nephrogenic diabetes insipidus, which is characterized by increased thirst 
and production of a large volume of urine. Other examples of hormones that activate pro
tein kinase A are listed in Table 22.6 . 

Gonadotropin-Releasing Hormone (GnRH): Protein Kinase C 

Table 22 .7 lists polypeptide hormones that stimulate the phosphatidylinosit0l pathway 
and activate protein kin ase C (p. 535) . Although AVP activates protein kinase A in 
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TABLE 22.6 • Examples of Hormones that Operate through the Protein 
Kinase A Pathway 

Hormone 

CRH 

TSH 

LH 

FSH 

ACTH 

Opioid peptides 

AVP 

PGI 2 (prostacyclin) 

Norepinephrine/ 
epinephrine 

Locatum of Action 

Corricotrope of anterior pituitary 

Thyroid follicle 

Leydig cell of testis 
Marure follicle at ovulation and corpus luteum 

Serroli cell of seminiferous rubule and ovarian follicle 

Inner layer of cells of adrenal cortex 

Some in CNS function on inhibitory pathway through G; 

Kidney distal tubular cell 

Blood platelet membrane 

/3-Receptor: expressed in various tissues and cell rypes 

TABLE 22.7 • Examples of Polypeptide Hormone s that Stimulate the 
Phosphatidylinositol Pathway and Activate Protein Kinase C 

Hormone 

TRH 

GnRH 

AVP 

TSH 

Angiotensin II/III 

Epinephrine 

Locatum of Actum 

Thyrorrope of the anterior pituitary releasing TSH 

Gonadorrope of the anterior pituitary releasing LH and FSH 

Corricotrope of the anterior pituitary; assists CRH in releasing ACTH: 
heparocytc; causes increase in intracellular ea2+ 

Thyroid follicle: releasing thyroid hormones; causes increase in 
phosphatidylinosirol cycle as well as increase in protein kinase A activity 

Zona glomerulosa cell of adrenal cortex: releases aldosterone 

Smooth muscle cells char express a 1-receptors 

renal cells, this hormone activates protein kinase C in other target cells. GnRH mediates 
its effects through activation of protein kinase C and the action of this hypothalamic 
releasing hormone is summarized in Figure 22.31. An aminergic nerve fiber most likely 
stimulates the appropriate neurons to secrete GnRH, which then enters the closed por
tal system, which connects the hypothalamus and anterior pituitary through fenestra
tions . GnRH binds to cognate membrane receptors in the gonadotrope (enlarged view 
in Figure 22.3 1) and activates phospholipase C. Hydrolysis of PIP2 forms diacylglycerol 
(DAG) and IP3, and DAG activates protein kinase C, which phosphorylates specific 
proteins . IP3 binds to a receptor on the membrane of the endoplasmic reticulum and 
releases Ca2+ stored therein. The released Ca2+ also activates protein kinase C, which 
ultimately results in the secretion of LH and FSH from the same cell. There are at 
least 11 isoforms of protein kinase C, nine being activated by DAG. The isoforms 
of protein kinase C normally exist as monomeric proteins in the cytoplasm. The free 
enzyme is folded in such a way that the binding site for substrate proteins is blocked. 
When DAG binds to the enzyme it translocates it to the inner surface of the plasma 
membrane, where it can also bind to acidic phospholipids. The increased Ca2+ con
centration also increases the binding of the enzyme to the membrane . When protein 
kinase C is bound, the protein unfolds and exposes binding sites for protein substrates. 
This results in phosphorylation of the bound proteins that then mediate a variety of 
intracellular effects. 

Activity of Atrial Natriuretic Factor (ANF): Protein Kinase G 

The receptor for atrial natriuretic factor (ANF) is a transmembrane protein whose 
cytoplasmic C-terminal domain has guanylate cyclase activity and whose extracellular 
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Figure 22.31 Regulati on of secretion of LH and FSH by protein kinase 
C. A general mode of action of GnRH to release the gonadotropins from the 
gonadorropes of the anterior pituitary is presented. Abbreviations: GnRH, 

gonadotropin-releasing hormone; FSH, follide-stimulating hormone; LH, 
lut einizing hormone; and DAG, diacylglycerol. 

Figure 22.32 Functional doma ins of ANF-R 1 

receptor. Model shows an ANF-binding 
domain , a membrane spanning domain (s), a 
proteo lysis-sensitive region, a guanylate cydase 
domain , glucosylation site (CHO), and amino and 
carboxyl terminals of the receptor. 
Redrawn from Liu, B., Meloche, S, McNicoll , 
N. , Lord , C., and DeLean, A. Biochemistry 
28:5599 , 1989. 
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N-terminal domain binds ANF (Figure 22.32). A model for signal transduction by ANF 
is presented in Figure 22.33. ANF is a member of a family of peptides (Figure 22.34). 
This hormone is secreted by cardiac myocytes in response to signals such as blood vol
ume expansion, high salt intake , increased right atrial pressure, and increased heart 
rate. Its secretion is stimulated by activators of cardiac protein kinase C and decreased 
by activators of protein kinase A. These opposing actions may be mediated by a- and 
/3-adrenergic receptors, respectively. An overview of the secretion of ANF and its general 
effects is shown in Figure 22.35, p. 916 . ANF is secreted as a dimer but only the mono
meric form binds the receptor. ANF increases the glomerular filtration rate, leading to 
increased urine volume and excretion of sodium ion. Renin and aldosterone secretion 
are reduced, and the vasoconsrriction produced by angiotensin II is inhibited , causing 
relaxation of the renal vessels and of other vascular beds and large arteries. ANF medi
ates these effects via its membrane receptor, whose intracellular domain has guanylate 
cyclase activity (see Figure 22.33, p. 915). The cGMP that is produced activates protein 
kinase G, which then phosphorylates cellular proteins involved in this pathway. Many 
analogs of ANF bind to receptors in the kidney but fail to elicit a physiological response. 
This suggests that these receptors may serve as specific peripheral storage-clearance bind
ing sites for ANF and modulate its plasma levels. 
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Figure 22.33 Model for signal transduction by ANF receptor. The guanylate cyclase domain is in a 
highly phosphory lated state under normal conditions. Binding of hormone markedly enhances enzyme 
activity and dephosp horylation of the guanylate cyclase domain. 
Redrawn from Schultz, S., Chinkers, M., and Garbers, D. L. FASEB J 3:2026, 1989. 
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Figure 22.34 Abial natriuretic peptides . These ANF derived peptides relax vascular smooth muscle and 
produce vasodilation and nauiuresis as well as other elfecrs discussed in the text. 
Adapted from Cantin , M., and Genest, J. The heart and the arrial narriuretic factor. Endocrine Rev. 
6:107, 1985. 
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Figure 22.35 Schematic diagram of atrial 
natriuretic factor-atriopeptin hormonal system. 
Prohormone is stored in perinuclear granules in 
atrial cardiocytes. An devated va~cular volume 
resulcs in cleavage of atriopeptinogen and release 
of atriopept in, which increases the glomerular 
filtration rate (GFR), renal blood flow (RBF), 
urine volume (UV), and sodium excretion (UN.), 
and decreases plasma renin activity and the 
secretion of aldosterone and arginine vasopressin . 
Vasodilation lowers blood pressure (BP). In 
contrast, diminution of vascular volume suppresses 
circulating levels of at riopeptin. 
Redrawn from Needleman , P., and Greenwald, 
J. E. Atriopeptin: a cardiac hormone intimately 
involved in fluid, dectrolyte, and blood pressure 
homeostasis. N Engl./ Med. 314:828 , 1986. 
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22.7 • STEROID HORMONES 

Structures and Functions of Steroid Hormones 

Steroid hormones are divided into the sex and progestational hormones , and the adreno-
cortical hormon es. They are synthesized in the gonads (ovaries and testes) and adrenal cor
tex from cholesterol (p. 719) through ~ 5-pregnenolone as an intermediate . Their structure 
is based on the cyclopentanop erhydrophenantbrene nucleus; the numbering of this ring 
system and the lettering of the rings is presented in Figure 22.36. Conversion of steroid hor
mones to less active or inactive forms involves alteration of ring substiruents rather than the 
ring structure itself. The major steroid hormones and their important functions in humans 
are summarized in Table 22.8 . Many are similar in overall structure, although their recep
tors can be highly specific. Receptors for cortisol and aldosterone can bind either ligand, 
although the glucocorticoid receptor binds aldosterone with low affinity. Steroid hormones 
are classified on the basis of the number of carbons they contain. Thus progesterone, cor
tisol , and aldosterone are C21 steroids; testost erone and dehydroepiandrosterone are C 19 

steroids; and 17/3-estradiol is a C18 steroid . Sex hormones can be distinguished easily as 
being androgens (C 19), estrogens (C1g), or progesrational or adrenal steroids (C21). Certain 
substituents in the ring system are characteristic. For example, glucocorticoids and rnineralo
corticoids (typically aldosterone) possess a Cl 1 OH or oxygen moiety . Estrogens lack a Cl9 
methyl group and their A ring contains three double bonds . Many steroid receptors recog
nize primarily the A ring of their specific hormone . For instance, the esrrogen receptor can 
distinguish the A ring of estradiol, which is stretched out of the plane of the B-C - D rings, 
from the A rings in other steroids, which are coplanar with the B-C - D rings. This relation
ship between the A ring and the B-C-D rings is illustrated in Figure 22 .37, p. 918. 



TABLE 22.8 • Major Steroid Hormones of Humans 

Hormone 

Progesterone 

17/3-Escradiol 

T cstosterone 

Dehydroepian 
droscerone 

Cortisol 

Aldoscerone 

1,25-Dihydroxy
vicamin 03 

Structure 

HO 

HO 

Secretion from 

Corpus luceum 

Ovarian follicle; 
corpus luceurn; 
(Sertoli cell) 

Leydig cells of 
testis; (adrenal 
gland); ovary 

Reticularis 
cells of adre
nal cortex 

Fasciculara 
cells of adrenal 
cortex 

Glomerulosa 
cells of adrenal 
cortex 

Vitamin D 
arises in skin 
cells after ex
posure to W 
light; successive 
hydroxylarions 
in liver and 
kidney yield 
active form of 
hormone 
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Secretion Signal 

LH 

FSH 

LH 

ACTH 

ACTH 

Angiocensin II/III 

PTH (stimulates 
kidney proximal 
rubule hydroxyla
tion system) 

Functions 

Mainc:ains (with estradiol) the uterine 
endometrium for implantation of 
fertilized oocyc 
differentiacion of mammary glands 

Female: regulates gonadotropin secre
tion in ovarian cycle; maintains (with 
progesterone) uterine endometrium; 
growth of mammary gland. Male: 
negarive feedback inhibitor ofLeydig 
cell synthesis of testosterone 

Male: required for spermacogenesis; 
converted co more potent androgen, 
dihydrocescosterone, in some target 
tissues like prostate gland; secondary 
sex characterisrics (in some tissues 
cestosrerone is active hormone) 

Various protective effero of adrenal 
cortex (ancicancer, anciaging); weak 
androgen; can be converted to estro
gen; no receptor yet isolated. 

Stress adaprarion of adrenal corcex 
through various cellular pheno
rypic expressions; regulates protein, 
carbohydrate, and lipid metabolism; 
Immunosuppressive effects. 

Causes sodium ion reabsorprion in 
kidney via conducrance channel; 
controls salt and water balance; 
raises blood pressure by increasing 
fluid volume. 

Facilirares ea2+ and phosphate ab
sorption by intestinal epithelial cells; 
induces intracellular calcium-binding 
protein 

'LH, lureini2,ing hormone; FSH, foWcle-stimularing hormone; ACTH, adrenocorcicocropic hormone; PTH, parathyroid hormone. 
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Figure 22.37 "Ball-and-stick " representation s 
of some steroid hormones determined by 
X-ray crystallographic methods. Details of each 
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Reprinted with permission from Glusker, J. 
P. In Litwack, G. (Ed.). Biochemica!Actiom of 
Hormones. New York: Academic Press, 1979, 
6:121. 
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Figure 22.38 Conversion of cholesterol to adrenal cortical hormones . Nor all intermediates are 
included and only enzymes of clinical significance are sbown. ER, endoplasmic reticulum. 
Redrawn based on figure in Porterfield , S. P., ed. Endocrine Physiology. New York: Mosby, 1997, 136. 

Biosynthesis of Steroid Hormones 

Pathways for conversion of cholesterol to the adrenal conical steroid hormones are pre
sented in Figure 22.38. Cholesterol undergoes side chain cleavage to form tl 5-pregnenolone 
and isocaproaldehyde. tl5-Pregnenolone is a required precursor in the synthesis of all ste
roid hormones. Pregnenolone is converted directly to progesterone by 3/3-ol dehydroge
nase and t:..4•5-isomerase. The dehydrogenase converts the 3-0H group of pregnenolone 
to a 3-keto group and the isomerase moves the double bond from the B ring to the A 
ring to produce progesrerone. In the ovarian corpus luteum the bulk of Steroid synthe
sis stops at this point. Conversion of pregnenolone to aldosterone in the adrenal zona 
glomerulosa cells requires the endoplasmic reticulum 21-hydroxylase, and l l/3-hydroxylase 
and 18-hydroxylase located in mitochondria . To form cortisol, primarily in adrenal zona 
fasciculata cells, 17-hydroxylase and 21-hydroxylase in the endoplasmic reticulum are 

0 

Dehydroepiandrosterone 
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Figure 22.39 Conversion of cholesterol to sex hormones . Testosterone is the major steroid secreted 
by the testis. Esuaclio l and progesterone are the major steroids secreted by the ovary. Enzymes are 
( I) 17,20-desmolase, (2) dehydrogenase and isomerase, (3) 17 /3-0H debydrogena se, (4) 5a-reducrase , 
(5) 3a-reductase, and (6) aromarase. 

required along with mit0chondrial 1 1/3-hydroxylase. The endoplasmic reticulum hydrox
ylases are cyt0chrome P450 (CYP) enzymes (p. 426). 6.5-Pregnenolone is converted to 
dehydroepiandrosterone in the adrenal zona reticularis cells by 17 a-hydroxy lase local
ized in the endoplasmic reticulum to form 17 a-hydroxypregnenolone and then by a side 
chain cleavage system to form dehydroepiandrosterone . Cholesterol is converted to the sex 
steroids by way of 6.5-pregnenolone and progesterone (Figure 22.39) . Progesterone is con
verted to testosterone by the action of cytoplasmic enzymes and 17-dehydrogenase. T estos
terone is a major secretory product in the Leydig cells of the testis and is converted to dihy
drotestosterone in some, but not all, androgen target cells before binding with high affinity 
to the intracellular androgen receptor. This reduction requires the activity of 5a- reductase 
located in the endoplasmic reticulum and nucleus. Pregnenolone can enter an alternative 
pathway to form dehydroepiandrosterone as described above. This weak androgen can then 
be converted to androscenedione and then to testosterone. Estradiol is formed from tescos
terone by the action of the aromatase system. 

The endoplasmic reticulum hydroxylases involved in steroid hormone synthesis use 
molecular oxygen (O:z) to introduce one oxygen atom into the steroidal substrate (as an 
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OH), while the second atom is reduced to water. Electrons generated from NADH or 
NAD PH through a flavoprotein are transferred to ferredoxin or a similar nonheme protein . 
Note that there is movement of intermediates in and out of the mitochondr ial compart
ment during biosynthesis of steroids. Once the specific steroids are synthesized, they diffuse 
through the plasma membrane and enter the general circulation , whe re they often bind to 
uansport proteins. Unlike peptide hormones, steroids are not stored in secretory vesicles. 

Metabolism of Steroid Hormones 

Steroid hormones are metabolized slowly because of their binding to plasma proteins, which 
protects them from degradation . In humans, cortisol binds extensively to serum transcor
cin and has a plasma half-life of about 60-70 min. In contrast, aldosterone , which is not 
extensively bound to plasma proteins, has a half-life of only about 20 min. The liver is the 
principal site for steroid metabolism and a large number of metabolites are produced for each 
steroid . In general, the enzymatic reactions involved tend to decrease biological activity and 
increase solubility in water, thus facilitating their excretion in urine. Conjugation (p. 438) 
also increases the water solubility of steroid metabolites; glucuronides and sulfu.tes are the 
most common conjugates . Estimates of steroid hormone secretion are often based on urinary 
metabolite levels. A number of factors influence the hepatic metabolism of steroids and hence 
their elimination from the circulation. For example, age influences hepatic steroid metabolism 
and the clearance of some steroids is slower (lower metabolic clearance rate) in infants and the 
elderly. The rates of steroid metabolism are also increased in patients with hyperthyroidism 
and decreased in patients with hypothy roidism and in different types ofliver disease. 

An example of steroid metabolism, more specifically testosterone metabolism , is pre
sented in Figure 22.40. This does not necessarily inactivate this androgen. Testosterone 
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Figure 22.40 Metabolism of testost erone to generate active steroids or inactive 17-ketoste roids. 
Enzymes indicated (l) aromatase , (2) 17,6-hydroxysreroid dehydrogenase, (3) 5,6 reducrase; 
(4) 3,6-hydroxysteroid debydrogenase isornerase; and (5) 3,6-bydroxysteroid debydrogenase. 
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Figure 22.41 Overview of hormonal stimulation 
of steroid hormon e biosynthesis. Nature 
of the hormone (top of figure) depends on 
the cell type and receptor (ACTH for cortiso l 
synthesis, FSH for estradiol synthesis, LH for 
testosterone synthesis, etc ., as given in Table 
22.1). This activates adenylate cyclase via a 
stimulatory G protein or may stimulate a caJcium 
channel directly or indirectly by activating the 
phosphatidy linositol cycle (Pl cycle). If the PI 
cycle is stimulated, IP3 augments cytosol Ca2+ 

levels from the ER srore. cAMP activates protein 
kinase A, which , via phosphorylation, increases 
hydro lysis of cholesteryl esters &om the vesicles 
to free cholesterol and increase cho lesterol 
transport into the mitochondrion. The elevated 
Ca2+ levels and protein phosphorylation and 
induction of the StAR protein, result in increased 
side chain cleavage and steroid biosynthesis. 
These reactions overcome the rate- limiting steps 
(availability of cholesterol from cholestero l esters 
stored in vesicles, rransport of cholesterol to inner 
mitochondrial membrane, and side chain cleavage 
reaction) in steroid biosynthesi s, and more steroid 
is synthesized and secreted. 

is convened to the active steroid, esrradiol, by aromatase. Reduction of testoSterone by 
5a -reductase in some target cells generates dihydrotestosterone, which is a more potent 
androgen. AndroSterone, the major inactive metabolic end product produced in this 
pathway, is conjugated and excreted in the urine. The major adrenal androgen, dehydro
epiandrosterone (DHEA), is a known source of urinary 17-ketosteroids. Two other teStos
terone metabolites appear in urine in relatively small amounts. T hese are androstanediol, 
which is formed by reduction of the 3-keto group of dihydrotestosterone, and estrogen 
metabolites, which are formed once testosterone has been convened into estradiol. 

Regulation of Steroid Hormone Synthesis 

Regulation of steroid hormone biosynthesis is mediated by increased intracellular 
concentrations of cAMP and Ca2+, although generation of IP3 may also be involved 
(Figure 22.41). cAMP exerts rapid (seconds to minutes) and slow (hours) effects on 
steroid synthesis. The rapid effect is the mobilization and delivery of cholesterol to 
the inner membrane of mitochondria, where it is metabolized to pregnenolone by the 
cholesterol side chain cleavage enzyme (p. 434). In contrast, the slower effects involve 
increased transcription of genes for steroidogenic enzymes that are responsible for main
taining optimal long-term steroid production . The 30-kDa phosphoprotein, steroido 
genic acute regulatory (StAR) protein, facilitates translocation of cholesterol from the 
outer to the inner mitochondrial membranes . In humans, StAR mRNA is specifically 
expressed in testes, ovaries, and adrenals, which are known sites of steroidogenesis. 
Patients with lipoid congenital adrenal hyperplasia (LCAH), an inherited disease in 
which adrenal and gonadal steroidogenesis is significantly impaired and lipoidal depos
its occur, express truncated and nonfunctional StAR proteins. This suggests that the 
StAR protein is the hormone-induced protein that mediates acute regulation of steroid 
hormone biosynthesis. 
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TABLE 22.9 • Hormones that Directly Stimulate Synthesis and Release of Steroid Hormones 

Steroid 
Honnone 

Cortisol 

Aldosterone 

Testosterone 

17/3-Escradiol 

Progesterone 

l,25(0H h 0 3 

Steroid-Producing 
Cell or Structure 

Adrenal zona fasciculaca 

Adrenal zona glomerulosa 

Leydig cell 

Ovarian follicle 

Corpus luteum 

Kidney 

Signaf' 

ACTH 

Angiotensin TI/III 

LH 

FSH 

LH 

PTH 

Second 
Messenger 

cAMP, PI cycle, ea2+ 

PI cycle, Ca2+ 

cAMP 

cAMP 

cAMP 

cAMP 

Signal 
System 

Hypothalamic-pituitary cascade 

Renin-angiotensin system 

Hypothalamic-pituitary cascade 

Hypothalamic-piruicary-ovarian cycle 

H ypothalamic-piruicary-ovarian cycle 

Sunlight, parathyroid glands, plasma ea2+ level 

'ACT H , adrenocorticocropic hormone ; LH , luceinizing hormone; FSH, follicle-stimulating hormone ; PI, phospbatidylinosiro l; PTH, parathyroid hormone. 

Polypepti de hormones that stimulate biosynrhesis and secretion of steroid hor
mones are summarized in T able 22.9. T hey operate th rough cognate cell membrane 
receptors. Whe re both the cAMP and the phosphatidylinosirol cycle are involved, it is 
not clear whether one second messenger predominates. For the synthesis and secretion 
of aldosterone, probably several components (i.e., acerylcholine muscarinic receptor , 
atriopepcin recepror) and their second messengers are involved in addition to those 
listed in Table 22.9 . Figure 22.42 summarizes the effects of ACTH on cortisol biosyn
thesis and secretion . 

Aldosterone 
Figure 22.43 shows reactions leading to secretion of aldosterone in a cell located in the 
adrenal zona glomerulosa. This outermost zone of the adrenal cortex cannot synthesize 
cortisol because it does not express the 17 a-hydroxy lase enzyme. A major driving force 
for aldosterone biosynthesis is angiotensin II, which is generated by the renin-angio
tensin system shown in Figure 22.44 . T he signal for aldosterone secretion is generated 
under conditions when blood Na+ concentration and blood pressure (blood volume) 
need to be increased. T he N-terminal decapeptide of a plasma ar globulin (angio
tensinogen) is cleaved by the proteolytic enzyme renin. T his decapeptide is the inac
tive angiotens in I, which is then convened to the active octapeptide, angiotensin II, by 
angiotensin -converting enzyme (ACE), which is found on the surface of pulmonary 
and renal endothelial cells. Angiotensin II is then convened co the heptapeptide, angio
tensin III , by an aminopeptidase. Both angiotensins II and III bind to the angiotensin 
receptor (see Figure 22.43) , which acrivates phospholipase C to generate IP3 and DAG. 
The IP3 then triggers release of Ca2+ from the endoplasmic reticulum. In addition, the 
plasma membrane Ca2+ channel is opened by the angiotensin- receptor complex. These 
events lead to a greatly increased level of eytoplasmic free Ca2+, which together with 
DAG stimulates protein kinase C. Acetylcholine released th rough neuronal stress signals 
produces similar effects on calcium levels and protein kinase C activity, effects that are 
mediated by the muscarinic acerylcholine receptor (p. 515) . Phosphorylat ion of enzymes 
that stimulate the rate-limiting steps in aldosterone synthesis lead to increased synthesis 
of aldosterone. In renal distal tubule cells, this adrenal steroid binds to its int racellular 
receptor and enhances expression of genes for proteins, including subunits for membrane 
Na+ channels, which increase absorption of Na + from the glomerular filtrate. Although 
ACTH is not considered a major regulator of aldosterone synthesis, it promotes maximal 
secretion of this mineralocorticoid hormone . In contrast, ACTH is the major stimulator 
of the synthesis and secretion of cort isol by cells in the zona fasciculata (see Figure 22.42). 
Co rtisol also accounts for substant ial reabsorpcion of Na + in the kidney, probably through 
glucocorticoid stimulation of the Na + /H+ antiport transporter in the luminal membrane 
of renal epithelial cells. 

Physiological conditions opposite to those that activate the formation of angiotensin 
I and II generate atrial natriuretic factor (ANF), or atriopepcin, from the heart atria (see 
Figures 22.43 and 22.44) . An increase in blood volume results in increased stretching of 
the atria and increased synthesis and secretion of ANF . In the zona glomerulosa cell, ANF 
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Figure 22.42 Action of ACTH on adrenal fasciculata cells to enhance production and secretion 
of cortisol . AC, adenylate cyclase; cAMP, cyclic AMP; PKA, protein kinase A; SCC , side chain cleavage 
system of enzymes. StAR (steroidogenic acute regulatory) protein is a cholesterol transporter functioning 
between the outer and inner mirochoodrial membranes. 

activates its receptor guanylate cyclase activity to increase cGMP levels and inhibit synthesis 
and secretion of aldosterone and formation of cAMP by adenylate cyclase. 

Estradiol 
Hormonal control of synthesis and secretion of 17/3-estradiol is shown in Figure 22.45. 
At puberty in females the secretion of GnRH, which is under control from higher brain 
centers, increases significantly. During adult life this hypothalamic- releasing hormone 
stimulates the release ofFSH and LH from the anterior pituitary gonadotropes (p. 901). 
The FSH stimulates synthesis and secretion of 17 /3-estradiol in the ovary. This steroid 
exertS negative feedback on the pituitary gonadottopes , to suppress further secretion of 
FSH, and on the hypothalamic cells that secrete GnRH . Near ovarian midcycle, however, 
17/3-estradiol exerts a positive effect on the gonadotropes, (Figure 22.45), which causes 
very high levels of LH to be released (LH spike), as well as increased secretion ofFSH (see 
Figure 22.19, p. 904). This LH spike is essential for ovulation to occur (p. 904). After 
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ovulation has occurred, a functional corpus luteum (CL) forms from the ruptured follicle 
and synthesizes progesterone and some estradiol. Progesrerone, however, inhibirs contin
ued LH synthesis and release. Eventually the corpus luteum dies (involutes) , owing to a 
fall in the plasma LH level. The blood levels of progesterone and estradiol fall significantly, 
resulting in menstruation and a decline in their negative effectS on the anterior pituitary 
and hypothalamus. Once the negative feedback exerted by estradiol and progesterone has 
been eliminated , a new menstrual cycle is initiated. Clin. Corr. 22.4 describes how oral 
contraceptive s interrupt this sequence. 

In males LH acrs principally on Leydig cells to stimulate synthesis of testosterone. FSH 
acrs on Sertoli cells to stimulate the conversion of testosrerone secreted by the Leydig cells, 
into 17 /3-estradiol, which is required for spermatogenesis. FSH also stimulates Sertoli cells 
to secrete an androgen-binding protein that binds tesrosterone and estradiol and carries them 
into the lumen of the seminiferous tubules, where they are required by the maturing sperm. 
T estoSterone icself exertS negative feedback that decreases secretion of GnRH . Sertoli cells also 
secrete the glycoprotein hormone inhibin B, the same hormone secreted by ovarian granu
losa cells, which selectively inhibics FSH secretion. These hormonal negative feedback loops 

Figure 22.43 Reactions leading to secretion 
of aldosterone in adrenal zona glomerulosa 
cell. Abbreviations: cGMP , cyclic GMP; ANF, 
atrial natriuretic factor; see Figure 22.42 , 
p. 924, for additional abbreviations. 
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Figure 22.45 Formation and secret ion of 17/3-estradiol and progesterone. 

Oral Contraception 

Many forms of oral contraception are based on the fact that estro
gens and progesterone can inhibit pituitary secretion ofFSH and LH, 
thereby preventing maturation of the ovarian follicle and ovulation. 
Most oral contraceptives are a combination of a synthetic estrogen and 
a progesterone-like substance or progescin. This combination of ste
roids blocks the LH surge required for ovulation and results in thick
ening and increased vascularization of the uterine endometrium. Pills 
that lack any steroids (placebos) are usually inserted in the regimen at 
about the 28th day, causing blood levels of estrogens and progestins 
to fall dramatically and menstruation co occur. When the combina
tion oral contraceptives are resumed, the blood levels of estrogen and 
progestin increase again and the uterine endometrium thickens. This 
creates a false cycling because of the occurrence of menstruation at 
the expected time point in the cycle. Some oral contraceptives, such 

as the minipill, contain only a progestin. Although these pills do not 
block the LH surge required for ovulation, they are still effective at 
blocking fertility because they mediate other contraceptive effects. 
For example, these progestins can affect the composition of the cer
vical mucus , thus preventing passage of sperm through the cervix. 
They also inhibit the estrogen-induced proliferation of the endome
trium and thus prevent implantation. Other hormonal methods of 
contraception include surgical implantation of progestin-containing 
silicone capsules under the skin. ln this situation the progescin is re
leased slowly, thus providing contraception for up to 3-5 years. 

Zacuchni, G. I. Female concracepcion. In Becker, K. L. (Ed.), Principle, and 
Practice of Endccrinology and Metabolism. New York: Lippincott, 1990, 861; and 
Shoupe, D., and Mishell, D. R. Norplanc Subdermal implant system for long 
term contraception . Am./ . Obst~t. Gyn. 160:1286, 1988. 

thus reduce testosterone and esrradiol secretion and inhibit the process of spermatogenesis. 
The biosynthesis of testoSterone from choleSterol is summarized in Figure 22.39, p. 920. 

Vitamin 0 3 

The active form of vitamin D, called calcitriol, is referred to as asecosteroid, which is asteroid 
in which one of the rings has been opened. As shown in Figure 22.46 , 7-dehydrocholesterol 
is activated in the skin by sunlight to generate vitamin D 3 (cholecalciferol). This then is 
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Figure 22 .46 Structure of 1a,25-dihydroxycholecalciferol (calcitriol), the biologically active form 

of vitamin D. 
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hydroxy lated in the liver to generate 25-h ydroxy vitamin D 3 (25-hydroxycholecalciferol). 
In the kidney this is further hydroxylated to either l a,2 5-vitamin D3 (l ,25(0H h D3) (l a, 
25-dihydroxychol-ecalciferol), which is the active form of the hormone, or 24,25-vitamin 
D 3 (24, 25 (OHh D3) (24,25 -dihydroxycholecaliciferol), which is an inacrive metabo
lite of the hormone . Nuclear l ,25(OHhD 3 receptors are expressed in target cells including 
intestinal epithelial cells, bone cells, and cells of kidney tubules. Binding of l ,25(OHhD 3 
induces receptor phosphorylation, and binding of the hormone-receptor complex t0 vitamin 
0 3 -response elemenrs in the D NA. This binding resulrs in an increased rate of transcrip
tion of vitamin O3-responsive genes that encode a number of Caz+ -binding proteins called 
calbindins, Ca2+-ATPase and other ATPases, and membrane components and fu.cilitators 
of vesicle formation . Calbindins may ferry Caz+ across the intestinal cell, or may simply 
buffer the cytoplasm against high Ca2+ levels (Figure 22.47). l,25(OHh 0 3 also increases 
the number of Ca2+ pump molecules in the basolateral membrane. The major effect of 
l,25(OHh D3 is to stimulate the transcellular (across intestinal epithelial cells) absorption of 
Ca2+ and phosphate from the intestinal lumen against a concentration gradient, and thus it 
plays an important role in bone mineralization. However, elevated l,25(OHhD 3 levels can 
aetually stimulate bone resorption by osteoclasts, which surprisingly do not express nuclear 
receptors for l,25(OHhD 3. Osteoblasrs do express these receptors and l,25(OHhD 3 may 
stimulate them t0 secrete a paracrine fu.ctor that increases the recruitment and differentiation 
of precursors into active osteoclasts, which can then mediate bone resorption. Vitamin D 
may also be responsible for autocrine and paracrine effects that are important in the regula
tion of immune responses. In the kidney l ,25(OHh D3 weakly stimulates Ca2+ reabsorption 
by increasing the number of ea2+ pumps . 

Transport of Steroid Hormones: Plasma-Binding Proteins 

Four major plasma proteins bind the steroid hormones in blood. T hey are conicoster
oid-binding globulin, sex-hormone-binding globulin , androgen-binding protein, and 
albumin . Most of the circulating conisol (75%- 80%) binds to a specific corticosteroid
binding a2-globulin (CBG) known as transcortin . About 15% of plasma cortisol is 
bound to albumin with a much lower affinity. Thus even though albumin is present at 
1000-fold the concentration of CBG, the cortisol occupies the CBG-binding sites first. 
The concentration of transcortin increases during pregnancy and after estrogen adminis
tration. Du ring stress, when cortisol levels are high, the CBG binding sites become satu
rated first and the excess cortisol binds to albumin . Only 5%- 10% of plasma cortisol is 
normally free (unbound). It is this free cortisol that diffuses across the plasma membrane, 
binds to glucocorticoid receptors, and mediates a biological response. About 50%- 70% 
of the circulating aldosterone binds with low affinity to albumin and transcortin, and 
the remainder is unbound . Thus aldosterone has a lower plasma half-life (20 min) as 
compared to cortisol (70 min). 

About 65% of circulating testosterone is bound to a liver-derived glycoprotein called 
sex hormone-binding globulin (SHBG) . Only 1 %- 2% of circulating tesrosterone is in 
the free form and the rest is bound to albumin and other proteins. The SHBG-bound frac
tion thus serves as circulating reservoir of testosterone. Approximately 60% of estrogens 
are transported bound to SHBG, 20% are bound to albumin, and 20% are in the free 
form. However, estradiol binds to SHBG with a much lower affinity than testosterone. 
Thus, estradiol bound to SHBG dissociates very rapidly, and it is taken up by target tissues. 
Adult males have about one-half as much circulating SHBG as females, so free testoster
one is about 20 rimes greater in males than in females. In addition , the total (bound plus 
unbound) concentration of testosterone is about 40 times greater in males. Tesrosterone 
irself lowers SHBG levels and increases the amount of free testosterone in blood, whereas 
17/3-esrradiol and thyroid hormone raise SHBG levels in blood. These effects have impor
tant ramifications in pregnancy and in other endocrine conditions. 

Androgen-binding protein (ABP) is produced by the Sertoli cells in response to tes
tosterone and FSH . ABP is also called testosterone-estrogen-binding globulin (TeBG) 
and this protein helps to maintain high androgen levels within the testis and seminal flu
ids. These high local androgen levels are important for the development and maturation 
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of sperm. Progesterone binds primarily to transcortin and albumin. Because this ste
roid has a relatively low affinity for these plasma proteins , its circulating half-life is only 
about 5 min . 

22.8 • STEROID HORMONE RECEPTORS 

Steroid Hormones Bind Intracellular Receptor Proteins 

Receptors for Steroids and receptors for nonsreroid hormones (i.e., thyroid hormone, retin
oic acid, and Vitamin D3) are located intracellularly. The unbound glucocorticoid receptor 
and possibly the aldosrerone receptor appear to reside in the cyroplasm, whereas the resr are 
located within the nucleus, presumably in association with chromatin. In Figure 22.48, step 
1 shows a Steroid hormone dissociating from a plasma transport protein. The free Steroid 
diffuses into the cell through the lipid bilayer (step 2). Cortisol binds to its receptor with 
a binding constant of 109/M, compared to a binding constant of about 107/M for CBG. 
The unbound receptor, in this case glucoconicoid receptor, is a complex (-300 kDa) that 
contains other associated proteins, including a dimer of a 90-kDa heat shock protein 
which masks the DNA-binding domain of the receptor (Figure 22.49) , and heat shock 
protein Hsp56 , which is an immunophi lin that binds several potent immunosup
pressive drugs. Binding of the steroidal ligand (step 3) causes a conformational change 
(activation) in the receptor protein causing release of the associated prote ins, including 
the dimer ofHsp 90 , and exposure of positively charged amino acid residues located within 
the DNA-binding domain (step 4). The ligand- receptor complex translocates to the nucleus 
(step 5), binds to DNA, frequently as a homodimer, and searches the DNA for specific, 
high-affinity accepror sites. Once the ligand- receptor complex has bound to specific hor
mone response elements (HRE) (step 6) in the DNA, it regulates gene transcription and 
frequently enhances gene transcription. New mRNAs are translocated t0 che cytoplasm 
and direct the synthesis of proteins (step 7) that alter the metabolism and functioning of 

Figure 22.47 Schematic model of action 
of 1,25(0H)2') 3 in intestinal mucosa! cell in 
stimulating calcium absorption from lumen. 
Redrawn from Nemere, I. , and Norman, A W. 
Biochim. Biophys. Acta694:307, 1982. 
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Figure 22.48 Model of steroid hormone action. 
Step l: Dissociation of free hormon e from 
circulating transport protein; step 2: diffusion 
of free ligand into cytosol or nucleus; 
step 3: binding ofligand to cytoplasmic or nuclear 
receptor; step 4: activation of cytosolic or nuclear 
hormone-receptor complex to DNA-binding 
form; step 5: translocation of activated cyto-
solic hormone-receptor complex into nucleus; 
step 6: binding of activated hormone receptor 
complexes to specific response elements within the 
DNA; step 7 : synthesis of new proteins encoded by 
hormone-responsive genes; and step 8: alteration 
in phenotype or metabolic activity of target cell 
mediated by specifically induced proteins. 
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Figure 22.49 Hypothetical model of a 
non-DNA-binding form of a steroid rece ptor. 
This form of the receptor cannot bind to DNA 
because the DNA-binding site is blocked by the 
90 kDa hsp protein s or by some other constituent. 
Mass of this complex is approximately 300 kDa. 
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the target cell (step 8). In some situations steroid - receptor complexes repress, rather than 
induce, specific gene transcription. 

The unbound steroid hormone receptors for estradiol, progesterone , androgens , and 
the secosteroid vitamin D3 (see Figure 22.48) are located in the nucleus. Once inside the 
nucleus the hormone binds to itS specific receptor, induces the dissociation of receptor
associated proteins, and regulates gene transcription. The transcriptional effecrs of 17 /3-
estradiol in humans and rodents are mediated by the a and /3 forms of the estrogen recep
tor (ERa and ER{3, respectively). Both bind 17 {3-estradiol with the same high affinity and 
bind to estrogen response elementS within the DNA. The ERa and ER/3 are highly homol
ogous. ERa contains two distinct transcriptional activation domains, AF-1 and AF-2. ER/3 
contains an AF-2 domain and a repressor domain. ER/3 is an inhibitor ofERa transcrip
tional activity at subsaturating hormone levels and decreases overall cellular sensitivity to 
17{3-estradiol. ResultS &om knockout mice suggest that these two forms of the ER may 
have two different biological roles. When ERa and ER/3 are coexpressed in neurons , they 
trigger different intracellular signals and distinct metabolic responses. ER/3 may be relevant 
for neural cell differentiation , whereas ERa may be implicated in synaptic plasticity, both 
during development and in mature neurons. ERa and Er/3 may also play different roles in 
the uterus. The uterus contains a variety of cell types that undergo continuous synchronized 
changes in proliferation rates and differentiation in response to eStrogens and progesterone. 
ERa and ER/3 levels in uterine tissue vaty during the menstrual cycle, the highest level for 
both occurs during the proliferative phase. 17 {3-Estradiol regulates the expression of the 
gene for the progesterone receptor (PR) in uterine and breast tissue. ERa induces PR in 
the uterine Stroma and glandular epithelial cells. In contrast , ER/3 down-regulates PR in the 
luminal epithelium. Thus , the differential expression of ERa and ER/3 within specific cell 
types dictates what type of response will be elicited by 17 {3-estradiol. 
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TABLE 22.10 • Steroid Hormon e Receptor Responsive DNA Elements: 
Consensus Acceptor Sites 

Ekment 

POSITIVE 

Glucocorcicoid response element (GRE) 

Mineralocorticoid response element (MRE) 

Progesterone response element (PRE) 

Androgen response clement (ARE) 

Escrogen response element (ERE) 

NEGATIVE 

} 
DNA Sequence" 

5'-GGTACAnnnTGTTCT-3' 

5' -AGGTCAnnn TCACT-3' 

Glucocorticoid response element 5' -ATYACNnnnTGATCW-3' 

St>urce: Data are summarized from work of Beato, M. Cel/56:355, 1989. 

•n, any nucleotide; Y, a purine; W, a pyrimidine 

Consensus DNA sequences have been defined for specific hormon e respon se ele
ments (HREs) (Table 22.10) . Receptors for glucocorticoids , mineralocorticoids, progester
one, and androgen bind to the same HRE . Thus, in a given target cell, the type of receptor 
expressed determines the hormone sensitivity. Sex hormone and progesterone receptors are 
expressed in only a few cell types, whereas the glucocorticoid receptor is present in a wide 
variety of cells. Where aldosterone and cortisol receptors are coexpressed, only one recep
tor form may predominate. However , tissues such as the kidney and colon are targets for 
aldosterone and express relatively high levels of both rnineralocorticoid and glucocorticoid 
receptors. They also express 11J3-hydroxysteroid dehydrogenase type 2 (Clin . Corr. 22.5) 
that convens cortisol, which binds to the mineraloconicoid receptor with high affinity, 
to cortisone, which binds poorly to this receptor. This inactivation of cortisol fucilitates 
binding of aldosterone to mineralocorticoid receptors in these tissues. In certain tissues, 
mineralocorticoid receptors may mediate the effects of low, circulating levels of cortisol, 
which are approximately 100-fold higher than the circulating aldosterone levels. Thus , the 
mineraloconicoid and glucocorticoid receptors may regulate the expression of an overlap
ping gene network in various target tissues. Note that the estrogen- receptor complex recog
nizes a unique response element (Table 22.10). Glucocorticoids inhibit transcription of the 
proopiomelanocortin (POM C) gene and thus regulate the rate of secretion of ACTH and 
hence of cortisol. Negati ve glucocorticoid response elements (nGREs) mediate repres
sion of the POMC gene and of other genes. 

Numerous models have been proposed to explain how steroid- receptor complexes 
function as positive or negative regulators of gene transcription. Binding of a steroid
receptor homodimer to a hormone response element (HRE) may allow it to interact 
synergistically with a positive transcription factor and hence induce gene transcription . 
Alternatively, binding of the homodimer to a HRE may sterically block the binding of a 
positive transcription fuctor, rhus causing repression of gene transcription . Direct protein
protein interactions between a steroid receptor and a positive transcription factor could, at 
least theoretically, prevent either from binding to DNA and result in a decreased rare of 
transcription. 

Complex physiological responses to steroid hormones may involve induction or inhi
bition of gene transcription. For example, glucocorticoids exert major anti-inflammatory 
actions and they have been utilized for decades for this very purpose. They suppress the 
immune system in several ways. Glucocorticoids inhibit immune responses by inhibit
ing prostaglandin production. Glucocorricoid - recepror complexes induce annexin-1 (or 
lipocortin), a 40-kD protein , which inhibits membrane phospholipase A2, and hence the 
release of arachidonic acid for prostaglandin synthesis. Glucocorticoids also inhibit expression 
of cyclooxygenase (COX) (p. 741) that generates prostaglandins and related compounds . 
COXl is constitutively expressed and produces proStaglandins under noninflammatory 
conditions. COX2 is induced in inflammatory cells and suppression of itS synthesis by 
glucocorticoids account s for a major part of their anti -inflammatory effects. 

A :11:1r;e.,1a·1d;ia•·su-i:1i1• 
Apparent Mineralocorticoid 
Excess Syndrome 

Some patients (usually children) exhibit the 
hypertension, hypokalemia, and suppres
sion of the renin-angiotensin-aldosterone 
system that would be expected if they were 
hypersecreting aldosterone. Since assays of 
plasma and urine may fuil to identify excess 
mineralocorticoids, these patients are said 
to have the apparent minerawcorticoid excess 
(AME) syndrome. This syndrome is an 
autosomal recessive disease caused by a de
ficiency in 11 /3-hydroxysteroid dehydroge
nase type 2 (11 /3-HSD2). Since the plasma 
levels of cortisol are about I 00-times high
er than the plasma levels for aldosterone, 
cortisol saturates the renal mineralocorti
coid receptor, causing sodium retention 
and suppression of the renin-angiotensin 
aldosterone axis. Although this syndrome 
can result from a congenital defect in re
nal ll/3-HSD2, it can also be acquired 
by ingesting excessive amounts of licorice. 
The major components of licorice are gly
cyrrhizic acid and its hydrolytic product, 
glycyrrhetinic acid (GE), which is a potent 
inhibitor of 11/3-HSD2. By blocking the 
activiry of this inactivating enzyme, GE 
facilitates the binding of cortisol to renal 
mineralocorticoid receptors and hence in
duces the hypertension and hypokalemia 
characteristic of the AME syndrome. 

Edwards, C.R. W. Primarymineralocorcicoidexcess 
syndromes. In DeGroot, L. J. (Ed.), Endocrifl(JUJgy. 
Philadelphia: Saunders, 1995, 1775; and Shackle
ton , C.H. L., and Stewart , P. M. The hypertension 
of apparent mineralocorcicoid excess syndrome. ln 
Biglieri, E.G. , and Melby, J. C. (Eds.), Endocritu 
Hypertension. New York: Raven, 1990, 155; and 
Mumol i, N ., and Cei , M. Licorice-induced hypo
volemia. Int.] Cardiol 124(3) :e42, 2008 . 
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Figure 22.50 Action of glucocort icoids in 
suppressing immune and inflammatory 
responses mediated by cytokines. 
Abbreviations: REC, glucocorticoid receptor; GC, 
glucoconicoid hormones; TNF, rumor necrosis 
fuctor; and NF-KB, nuclear fuctor kappa B. 
Redrawn from Marx, J. Scierzce 270:232, 1995. 
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Glucocorticoids also interfere with the transcription factor nuclear factor kappa B 
(NF-KB), which in unstimulated immune cells is retained in the cytoplasm complexed with 
either IKBa or the structurally related IKB/3 (I for "inhibitor"). Stimulation of immune cells 
by any one of several immune signals, for example tumor necrosis facror, causes phosphor
ylation of IKBa on serines 32 and 36, which leads co ubiquitination and subsequent deg
radation via p roceasomes. This degradation then releases NF-KB, which has been crapped 
in the cytoplasm in an inactive form, from chis complex and it migrates into the nucleus. 
Once in the nucleus it induces genes for cytokines, such as interferons and interleukins, 
which activate immune cells, as well as cell adhesion molecules that draw immune cells into 
inflammatory sites. Glucocorcicoids suppress this immune cell activation (Figure. 22 .50) 
by inducing lKBa gene transcription and ensuring that NF-KB is retained in the cytoplasm 
in irs inactive form under conditions where it should migrate into the nucleus and induce 
gene transcription . 

Some members of the sreroid receptor super family mediate gene silencing. Silencer 
elements in DNA, like enhancer elements, function independently of their position and 
orientation. The silencer for a gene consisrs of modules that independently repress gene 
acriviry. Unliganded thyroid hormone receptors (T 3R) and retinoic acid receptors 
(RAR) bind specific silencer elements and repress gene transcription. Afrer ligand binding, 
these receptors lose this silencing activity and function as transactivators. 

Dimerization is a prerequisite for efficient DNA binding and transcriptional activation 
by most steroid receptors, and is mediated by their ligand-binding domains . The dirneriza
tion region of this domain may form a leucine zipper-like strucrure or a helix-tum-helix 
motif (p. 322) , which is necessary for dimerization in other transcription factors. Most ste
roid receptors form homodimers . However, retinoid X receptors (RX.Rs) form heterodi
mers with the retinoic acid receptor, the thyroid hormone receptor, or other members of 
this receptor superfamily. A model for the stabilization of the transcriptional preinitiation 
complex by an RXR/RAR heterodirner is presented in Figure 22 .51. 

Steroid Receptor Domains 
Glucocorticoid receptors contain three major functional domains (Figure 22.52). 
Located at the C-terminus, the steroid-binding domain has 30o/o--60% homo logy with 
the ligand-binding domains of other steroid receptors (Clin . Corr. 22 .6). This domain 
may also be involved in the binding of a dimer of the 90-kDa heat shock protein, which 
(1) maintains this domain in optimal conformation for steroid binding and (2) prevenrs 
unliganded receptor from binding to DNA. To the left of this domain are a transcrip
tion activation region and a nuclear localization signal, which appear to provide recog
nition for the nuclear pore. At about the center is the DNA-binding domain, which 
shows 60%- 95% homology among steroid receptors and contains two zinc fingers that 
recognize specific HR.Es and stabilize binding to these DNA sequences. The N-terminal 
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Figure 22.51 Model for stabilizati on of 
preinitiation complex by an RXR/ RAR 
heterodimer. Abbreviations: TF , transcription 
factor; LBD, ligand-binding domain ; DBD , 
DNA -binding domain; AFI, activation function 
located in amino terminal region of receptor , 
which may provide contact with cell specific 
proteins; AF2, activation function located 

within ligand-binding domain, which interacts 
directly with transcriptional machinery; and EIA, 
adenovirus oncoprotein that functions as a tumor 
suppressor. 
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Figure 22.52 Major functional domains of 
steroid receptor proteins. Abbreviations : DNA, 
DNA-binding domain; and LBD, ligand -binding 
domain. 

Mineralocorticoid Receptor Mutation Results in Hypertension and Toxemia of Pregnancy 

The underlying causes of hypertension, especially the hypertension 
associated with the toxemia of pregnancy, which is called eclampsia, 
include the renin-angiotensin system and the aldoscerone receptor. 
Hypertension occurs in about 6% of pregnancies and in some cases 
is associated with a mutation in the mineralocorticoid receptor in 
which a serine residue at position 810 is replaced by a leucine resi
due (referred to as S810L mutation) . The mutated serine is in the 
hormone-binding domain of the receptor and is conserved in all 
mineralocorticoid receptors across many species. Interestingly , the 
S81 0L mutant receptor binds progesterone with the same high af
finity as aldosterone. In the normal wild-type receptor, progesterone 
binds with low affinity and functions as an antagonise. However, in 
the mutant form of the receptor progesterone functions as an ago
nise and induces reabsorption of sodium ions in the kidney. Since 
plasma progesterone levels increase significantly during pregnancy 

(see Figure 22.20, p. 905), the mutated receptor is continuously 
saturated with this steroid. In subjects under age 35 carrying the 
mutated receptor, the systolic to diastolic blood pressure ratio is 
167/ 110, as compared with 126/78 (normal range) in noncarriers . 
Spironolactone, which functions as an aldosrerone antagonist when 
bound to the normal wild-type receptor, functions as an agonise 
when bound to the mutated receptor. Therefore, spironolactone 
should not be used to treat hypertensive patients bearing the S810L 
mutation. This mutated receptor could be an important factor 
contributing to the early development of heart failure in seriously 
hypertensive patients. 

Geller, D. S., Farhi, A., Pinkerton , N., Fradley, M., er al. Activating mineralo
corricoid recepcor mutation in hypertension exacerbared by pregnancy. Scimce 
289:119, 2000. 
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Figure 22.53 Steroid receptor gene superfamily . 
Abbreviations: T3, criiodotbyronine; RA, reti.noic 
acid; D3, dihydroxy vitamin D3; E2, escradiol; 
CORT, cortisol; ANDR, androgen; PROG, 
progesterone; ALDO, aldosterone. Figure shows 
roughly the relative sizes of the genes for these 
receptors. 
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domain is highly variable and contains the principal antigenic region and a region that 
modulates transcriptional activation. These features are common to all members of the 
steroid receptor superfamily (Figure 22 .53). The ancestor of these receptor genes is the 
gene for v-erbA or c-erbA, which is an oncogene producr that binds to DNA but has no 
ligand-binding domain. T he DNA-binding domains of some of these receptors are 
homologous enough that more than one receptor binds to a common responsive element 
(see Table 22.10). The aryl hydrocarbon receptor (Ah) may also be a member of th is 
family. It binds carcinogens with an affinity that parallels their carcinogenic potency and 
translocates these compounds into the nucleus. Thyroid hormone and retinoic acid recep
tors are members of this superfamily of receptors. Their ligands are not steroids, but do 
contain two or one six-membered rings, respectively, as shown in Figure 22 .54. The A ring 
of most steroids is recognized by the appropriate receptor and inserts into the pocket of the 
ligand-binding domain. Again, all of these receptors form homodimers or heterodimers, 
function as ligand-acrivated transcription factors, and modulate (induce or repress) the 
expression of specific genes. 

Orphan Receptors 

Many related receptors were originally called orphan receptors, as no physiological 
ligands or activators were known for them. They are found in almost all animal species. 
Examples of orphan receptors for which the ligand has now been identified include BXR 
(benzoate X receptor), RXR (r etinoid X receptor), PPAR (peroxisome-proliferator
acrivated receptor), CARJ3 (constitutive androstane receptor) , PXR (pregnane X recep
tor); SXR (steroid and xenobiotic receptor), and FXR (farnesoid X receptor). PXR, SXR, 
and CAR/3 are highly expressed in the liver, respond to specific steroid ligands, and require 
heterodimerization with RXR for DNA binding. They and their respective ligands may be 
important physiologically and have an impact on specific human diseases. For example, 
the human SXR can be activated by a diverse group of steroid agonists and antagonists. 
The activation induces transcription of several genes encoding key degrading enzymes and 
may facilitate the detoxification and removal of various endogenous hormones, dietary 
steroids, drugs, and xenobiotic compounds with biological activity. In patients receiv
ing steroid therapy or women taking oral contraceptives, certain drugs (i.e., rifampicin) 
that bind to SXR can cause rapid depletion of the administered steroids by this increased 
steroid catabolism. 

Down-regulation of Steroid Receptor by Ligand 

Many hormone receptors are down-regulated when the cell has been exposed to a certain 
concentration of the cognate hormone. In the case of intracellular hormone receptors, 
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down-regulation generally means a ligand-induced decrease in the half-life of the recep
tor protein and a decreased receptor gene expression with a decrease in the concentra
tion of receptor molecules. The promoter of a receptor gene may thus have a nega
tive response element and binding of the steroid- receptor complex to that element will 
repress transcription of the receptor gene. Down-regulation of receptors by their own 
ligands plays an important physiological role, because it desensitizes the target cell and 
therefore prevents overstimulation when circulating hormone levels are elevated. 

Although down-regulation of steroid receptors by their cognate hormones appears 
to be the most common form of autoregulation, it is not detected in all target cells. 
Glucocorcicoid-mediated up-regulation of its own receptor levels has been reported in 
a number of responsive cells. In theory this homologous up-regulation could increase 
hormonal responsiveness. The ability of the estrogen receptor to increase the concen
tration of progesterone receptors in key target tissues is an example of heterologous 
up-regulation. 

Nuclear Hormone Receptors , Coactivators, and Corepressors 

Coactivators and corepressors are cofaccors that increase or decrease the transcriptional 
functions of mosr nuclear sreroid- receptor complexes. Coactivators, such as the p 160 fam
ily of coactivators, steroid receptor coactivacor 1, transcriptional intermediary factor 2 
(TIF2) , and GR-interacting protein (GRIPl) all increase the amount of induced gene 
product with a saturating concentration of a steroid hormone . Conversely, corepressors 
such as nuclear receptor corepressor (NcoR) and the silencing mediator of retinoid and 
thyroid hormone receptor (SMRT) decrease the amount of gene product. Binding of 
the cognate ligand to one of these receptors acts like a "molecular switch", causing dis
sociation of corepressors from the receptor and association of coactivators. The sites of 
interaction in steroid and nuclear receptors for both coactivators and corepressors have 
been shown to be present in the ligand-binding domain , and these two binding sites 
may overlap. 

Although corepressors do not bind to ligand-bound nuclear receptors such as the thyroid 
hormone receptor, they do appear to interaet with nuclear ligand-bound steroid receptors. 
This interaction may provide a mechanism of differentiating between activated complexes of 
various steroid receptors (androgens, glucocorticoid, mineralocorcicoid, and progestin) in 
a cell-specific manner. Although each of theses receptors binds irs ligand specifically, once 
activated they bind to the same hormone response element (see Table 22.10). Interactions 
between cell-specific corepressors and DNA-bound receptors can restore some of the speci
ficity that appears co be lost on binding to a common HRE. 

Nongenomic Steroid Effects 

Not all effecrs of steroid hormones are mediated at the level of gene transcription. Many 
steroid hormones, including aldosterone, 17 J3-estradiol, progesterone, glucocorticoids, and 
androgens, exert rapid (within minutes) stimulatory effecrs on the activities of a wide variety 
of signal transduction molecules (protein kinase C, diacylglycerol, and IP3) and pathways. 
These nongenomic effects appear to be initiated at the plasma membrane rather than in 
the nucleus of a target cell. These non-transcriptional responses may be mediated either 
by a subpopulation of conventional nuclear receptors localized in the cell membrane or by 
distinct membrane receptors that are unrelated to classical intracellular steroid receptors. 
Some arguments in favor of novel membrane receptors include (1) rapid steroid responses 
appear co be mediated through receptors with pharmacological properties very different 
from those of classic intracellular receptors. (2) steroids exert rapid nongenomic effects in 
cells or tissues that do not express classic intracellular receptors, and (3) these rapid steroid 
effects are not blocked by classic receptor antagonists. The cloning and functional reexpres
sion of unrelated proteins transmitting rapid steroid effecrs has yet to be accomplished. 
Drugs that specifically affect nongenomic steroid action may find applications in various 
clinical areas including cardiovascular and central nervous system disorders, eleccrolyte 
homeostasis, and infertility. 
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Multiple-Choice Questions 

1. If a single gene contains informacion for synthesis of more than one 
hormone molecule , 
A. all the hormones are produced by any cissue char expresses the gene. 
B. all hormone molecules are idencical. 
C. cleavage sites in the gene produce are typically pairs of basic 

amino acid~. 
D. all peptides of the gene product have weU-defined biological acrivicy. 
E. hormones all have similar function. 

2. In the inceraccion of a hormone with its recepcor, aU of che following 
are crue except 
A. more than one polypeptide chain of the hormone may be necessary. 
B. more than one second messenger may be generated. 
C. an array of transmembrane helices may form the binding site for 

the hormone. 
D. recepcors have a greater affinity for hormones than for synchecic 

agonises or antagonises. 
E. hormones released from their recepcor after endocycosis could 

theoretically inreracr with a nuclear receptor. 

3. Some hormone-recepror comp lexes are internalized by endocycosis. 
This process may involve 
A. binding of hormone-receptor complex co a clachrin coated pit . 
B. recycling of receptor co cell surface. 
C. degradacion of recepror and hormone in lysosomes. 
D. formation of a recepcosome. 
E. all of the above. 

4. Epinephrine 
A. mediates ies effeces by binding co cytoplasmic recepcors. 
B. is synthesized in the adrenal cortex. 
C. is synthesized from norepinephrine by a methyl cransferase (PNMT). 
D. leads to the formacion of cGMP . 
E. produces DAG and IP3. 

5. Binding of insulin to its receptor 
A. occurs on the /3-subunic. 
B. induces autophosphorylacion. 
C. reduces binding of cycosolic substrate proteins . 
D. leads only co phosphorylation of proteins. 
E. does not lead to release of a second messenger. 

6. Glucocorticoid recepcors are in the cytoplasm . All of the following 
scacemencs about the process by which che hormone influences 
transcription are correct except 
A. the hormone muse be in the free stare co cross che cell membrane. 
B. cyroplasmic recepcors may be associated with heat shock proteins. 
C. the receptor-hormone complex is noc accivated/cransformed until 

it is translocated co the nucleus. 
D. in the nucleus, the activaced/cransformed receptor-hormone 

complex searches for specific sequences on DNA called HREs 
(hormone receptor elements). 

E. the activated receptor- hormone complex may either activate or 
repress transcription of specific genes (only one activity per gene). 

Questions 7 and 8: Aldosterone bound ro its receptor promotes sodium 
reabsorption in the distal nephron of the kidney. Elevated sodium in the 
blood leads co hypertension which can be a serious problem in pregnancy. 
In some cases, hypertension char appears in early pregnancy and increases 
with time has been shown co be caused by a mutation in the mineralocor-
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ticoid receptor. The mucacion allows progesterone co bind with che same 
affinity as aldoscerone and thus ace as an agonise. Because of the high 
levels of progesterone during pregnancy, the mutated receptor remains 
sacuraced and blood pressure can become dangerously high. Spironolac
cone, which aces as an ancagonisc of aldoscerone with a normal receptor, 
aces as an agonise with the mutated receptor and should nor be used co 
treat chis kind of hypertension. 

7. All of the following are normal evenes leading co secretion of aldoscer
one from the adrenal gland except 
A. renin is released by the kidney in hypovolemia. 
B. angiocensinogen binds co membrane receptors. 
C. the PI cycle is activated producing IP3 and DAG. 
D. ea2+ levels in the cell rise. 

E. aldosterone is secreted into the blood. 

8. Once ovulation occurs, the pathway followed differs when the egg 
is fertilized and when it is not. Which of d1e following statements 
about chis process is/are correct? 
A. FSH, via cAMP as a second messenger, stimulates the follicle ro 

release 17 /3-estradiol. 
B. Blood levels of progesterone fall as pregnancy progresses as the 

corpus luteum dies. 
C. Inhibin produced by the follicle prevents release ofLH. 
D. The primary influence for the corpus luteum to produce proges

terone and escradiol is FSH. 
E. All of the above. 

Questions 9 and 10: Hypopiruicarism may result from trauma, such as 
an automobi le accident severing the stalk connecting the hypothalamus 
and anterior pituitary, or from tumors of the pituitary gland. In trauma, 
usually aU of the releasing hormones from hypothalamus fail co reach the 
anterior piruitary. With a rumor of the gland, some or all of the pituitary 
hormones may be shut off. Posterior pituitary hormones may also be lost . 
Hypopiruicarism can be life threatening. Usual d1erapy is administration 
of end organ hormones in oral form. 

9. If the stalk between the hypothalamus and anterior pituitary is sev
ered, the pituitary would fail co cause the ultimate release of all of tbe 
following hormones except 
A. ACTH. 
B. escradiol. 
C. oxycocin. 
D. testosterone. 
E. thyroxine. 

10. In hypopituitarism the ovarian cycle would be affected because 
A. FSH and LH are synthesized in the anterior pituitary. 
B. gonadotropin-releasing hormone (GnRH) from the hypothala -

mus stimulates the release ofFSH and LH. 
C. inhibins would be secreted in much larger than normal amounts. 
D. the corpus luceum would be maintained. 
E. GnRH would bind co recepcors to activate protein kinase A. 

Questions 11 and 12: Manic-depression may be caused by overactivity 
of certain central nervous system cells, perhaps caused by an overstimu
lacion of the phosphatidylinositol (PI) cycle. Lithium has been used in 
the treatment of chis condition as ic slows the PI cycle despite continued 
stimulation and cells may become less sensitive co these stimuli . Li+ may 
have two functions: inhibition of the phosphatase that dephosphotylates 
IP3 and direct interference with the function of G proteins . 
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11. The PI cycle begins with activation of phospholipase C; chis initiates 
a sequence of even cs including all of the following except 
A. activation ofIP 3 by action of a phosphatase. 
B. increase in inttacellular Ca + 2 concenuation. 
C. release of diacylglycerol (DAG). 
D. activation of protein kinase C. 
E. phosphorylation of certain cytoplasmic proteins. 

12. Which of the following staremencs concerning G proteins is correct? 
A. G proteins bind the appropriate hormone at the cell surface. 
B. G proteins interact with cytoplasmic receprors. 
C. G proteins are second messengers. 
D. G protein causes the regularory subunics of the protein kinase ro 

dissociate from the caralyric subunics. 
E. activated G protein may either activate or inhibit the production 

of second messenger. 

Answers 

1. C One or more trypsin-like proteases caralyze the reaction. A: The 
POMC gene product is cleaved differently in different pares of the 
anterior pituitary . B: Multiple copies ofa single hormone may occur, 
bur nor necessarily. 0 : Some fragmencs have no known function. E: 
ACTH and /3-endorphin, for example, hardly have similar functions. 

2. D /3-receptors bind isoprorerenol more tightly than their hormones. 
A and B: These are ttue of glycoprorein hormones . C: This appears 
co be true for /31-receptor. E: This is possible, but entirely speculative; 
there are currently no known examples. 

3. E A and D always happen. B or C happens sometimes . 
4. C This is induced by cortisol under stress. A: Ics receptor is on the 

plasma membrane. B: This is where steroid hormones are made. 
Epinephrine is made in the adrenal medulla. D and E: Epinephrine 
stimulates protein kinase A and leads co cAMP. 

5. B This occurs on tyrosine residues of the /3-subunir. A: Binding is to 
the a-subunit . C: Autophosphorylation facilitates binding. 0 : Some 
proteins are dephosphorylated. E: A second messenger may account 
for short-term merabolic effeccs. 

6. C Dissociation of the hear shock protein from the receptor-hormone 
complex in the cyrosol activates the complex. A: Steroid hormones 
travel bound to plasma proteins, bur some is always free. D: These 
are consensus sequences in DNA. E: Activation is more common, 
bur glucocorricoids repress transcription of the proopiomelanocortin 
gene. 

7. B Angiorensinogen is cleaved by renin ro angiorensin I, which must 
further be cleaved by converting enzyme ro active angiotensin IL 
A: This is a major signal. C and D: These lead ro increased Ca2+ 
and activation of protein kinase C. 

8. A Activation of cAMP-dependent protein kinase stimulates the 
synthesis and secretion of esrradiol. B: This is whar happens in the 
absence offertilization. In pregnancy, the corpus luteum evenrually 

Problems 

13. How is the iodine present in thyroid hormones conserved by the 
body? 

14. What is the relationship berween 7-dehydrocho lesrerol and la,25 -
dibydroxycholecalciferol? 

dies but the placenta produces high levels of progesterone. C: Inhibin 
controls FSH release. D: LH conuols the corpus lureum. 

9. C Oxyrocin is released from the posterior pituitary. A, B, D, and E 
all require releasing hormones from the hypothalamus for the ante
rior pituitary ro release chem. 

10 . B FSH and LH are released from the anterior pituitary. A: See 
previous sraremenr. C: Inhibins are formed and secreted by the 
ovarian follicle. 0: FSH and LH are needed to stimulate the 
ulcimare formation of the corpus lureum. E: GnRH receptors arc 
in the anterior pituitary and scimulate the PI second messenger 
system . 

11. A IP3 is the active form. Action of phosphatase renders IP3 inactive. 
B: IP3 causes release of Ca + 2

. C and D: This is a second messenger 
and it activates protein kinase C. E: This is what protein kinase 
C does. 

12. E There are both stimulatory and inhibitory G protein subunics; 
which is activated depends on the hormone-receptor complex . A 
G protein interacts with receptors, nor with the hormone. B: This is 
a plasma membrane phenomenon. C: They lead to the production 
of the second messenger. D : Thar is the function of the second 
messenger. 

13. Various levels of iodinated ryrosyl residues are present in thyroglobu
lin, which is taken into cells by endocyrosis. Hydrol ysis by lysosomal 
proteases releases the hormones T 3 and T 4, and also mono- and 
diiodothyronines. The last rwo are deiodinated and the iodide ion 
crapped and reused for thyroid hormone synthesis. 

14. la,25-dihydroxycholecalciferol (1,25(0H)i0 3) is the active 
from of vitamin D. Ultraviolet light acting on the skin converrs 
7-dehydrocholesterol co cholecalciferol. This compound must be 
hydroxylated in liver ro 25-hydroxycholecalciferol and subsequently 
in kidney to yield the active 1,25(0Hh03. 
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NERVOUS TISSUE: METABOLISM AND FUNCTION 

Nerve tissue primarily uses glucose as an energy source. The 
membrane potential of nerve cells is maintained at - 70 m V 
through the action of the Na +, K+ ion pump. 

Actions of neurotransmitters can be either excitatory or inhibi
t0ry . Effects are rapid and transient and are termina ted by 
reuptake, metabolism, and/or diffusion of the neurotransmitter. 

Nerve impulses are propag ated through a depolarization 
process involving voltage-gated ion channel s leading to local
ized depolarization. Transmission from neuron to neuron 
proceeds through synapses that are electrically or chemically 
coupled. 
Chemically coupled synapses operate by secreting into the 
spaces between neurons neurotransmitters that bind to receptors 
on the postsynaptic side. This initiates an electrical response. 

THE EYE: METABOLISM AND VISION 

The eye is an extension of the nervous system and derives most 
of its energy from glucose metabolism. Eye structures through 
which light must pass before reaching the retina have very few 
mitochondria or other pigmented subcellular particles. 
The corneal epithelium is permeable to atmospheric oxygen 
and is protected from active oxygen species by operation of the 
NADPH glutathione reductase system. 
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• Tbe lens is an active metabolizing tissue with no blood supply and 
no subcellular strucrures. Osmotic balance is maintained by Na+/ 
K+ ATPase and redox balance by a glutathione reducrase system. 
The retina is a vascular tissue that contains the photo (visual) 
receptors (rods and cones). It has no blood vessels in the area of 
greatest visual acuity, but the rods and cones contain a blood 
supply and mitochondria . 

• Vision is a four-event process: involving photons of light, a 
light-induced isomerization, a signal transduction, and a mental 
interpretation of the objecrs in question - "in the mind's eye." 
Tbe proteins of the visual pigmentS contain 11-cis retinal, a 
derivative of /3-carotene (vitamin A1) . Isomerization of I l
eis-retinal to all-trans-retinal forces a conformation change 
of the protein of the visual pigments , leading to activation of 
transducin , a G-protein. 
The a-transducin - GT P subunit complex aetivates a phosphodi
esterase that hydrolyzes cGMP resulting in closure of Na + chan
nels, hyperpolarization of the membrane, and generation of an 
eleetric impulse. Hydrolysis of GTP in the a-transducin-GTP 
complex allows return of the membrane t0 the resting state . 

• The same processes occur in the cones for color vision. There 
are three different pigments sensitive to red, green, or blue 
light found in different cones. Color vision results from graded 
stimulation of cones containing specific pigments and interpre
tation of these stimuli by the brain- "in the mind 's eye." 

MOLECUIAR MOTORS AND ASSOCIATED PROTEINS 

• Muscles contract when myosin and actin are pulled past each 
other shortening the sarcomere, the contractile unit . Myosin 's 
actions are driven by the different conformations it takes when 
bound to ATP , ADP, and during the myosin catalyzed conver
sion of ATP to ADP. 

~ Signal transduction for contraction goes from electrical to 
chemical to mechanical. The initial stimulus originates at the 
neuromuscular junction with release of acetylcholine and irs 
binding to receprors. This results in release into the sarcomere 
of Ca +2 that binds troponin-C. T roponin-C-Ca2+ complexes 
cause conformation changes in tropomyosin that initiates the 
contractile process. 

In skeletal muscle the power stroke for contraction occurs upon 
release of phosphate following ATP hydrolysis. The concentra
tion of ATP in muscle is maintained by metabolism , and by 
actions of creatine phosphokinase and adenylate kinase. 
Smooth muscle contraction occurs more slowly. Ca2+ influx and 
the phosphorylation of myosin by a specific Ca2+ -calmodulin
activated kinase initiates contraction . Control is influenced by 
hormone s that affeet Ca2+ influx. 
Several classes of unconventional myosins are involved in cellular 
functions such as membrane - membrane interaction , melano
some transport, and movement of hairs in the inner ear. 
Kinesins are microtubule-based molecular motors that generate 
motion by conformational changes associated with ATP binding 
and hydrolysis. A major funetion ofkinesins is to effeet move
ment of intracellular cargo. 

• The two classes of dynein molecular motors are axonemal and 
cytoplasmic. Dynein movement along tubules is in the opposite 
direcrion of that ofkinesins and they are cargo-moving motors . 
Their movement is load dependent; the heavier the load of the 
cargo, the shorter the individual steps. 

MECHANISM OF BLOOD COAGUIATION 

• The process of blood coagulation begins at the site of injury 
to the blood vessel with formation of multienzyme complexes. 
There are two general pathways: extrinsic and intrinsic . They 
merge at the point of aetivation of factor X, an enzyme that 
converts prothrombin to thrombin. 

• The extrinsic pathway plays a major role in initiating the pro
cess and the intrinsic pathway plays a major role in amplifying 
the process. 

• Thrombin catalyzes the conversion of fibrinogen to fibrin , the 
major dot-forming protein. Formation of some of the active 
multienzyme complexes requires protein cofaetors and Ca2+, 
which facilitates formation of the complexes by binding to 
-y-carboxyglutamate residues in the proteins . 

• Catalytic action of the proteases is inhibited by interaction with 
specific protein inhibitors in the blood. 

• The dot is dissolved through action of plasrnin formed by acti
vation of plasminogen by tissue plasrninogen activator, t-PA. 

23.1 • NERVOUS TISSUE: METABOLISM 
AND FUNCTION 

Essential Concepts 

Approximately 2.4% of an adult's body weight is nerve tissue, 83% of which is the brain. 
The nervous system provides the communications network between the senses, the envi
ronment , and all parts of the body. The brain is the command center. It must function all 
the time , and as a consequence of this demand , it requires a large amount of energy. Under 
normal conditions , the brain derives irs energy from glucose metabolism. Kerone bodies can 
cross the bloo d-brain barrier and are metabolized by brain tissue, especially during starva
tion, but they cannot replace the requirement for glucose. The human brain uses approxi
mately 103 to 120 grams of glucose/day. For a l.4-kg brain , this corresponds to an average 
rate of utilization of approximately 0.3 micro mole/ min/ g of tissue and representS a capacity 
for ATP produetion through the tricarboxyl ic acid (TCA) cycle alone of approximately 
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6.2 micromoles/min/g of tissue. The TCA cycle is multifunctional, and all of the carbon 
that flows through ic is not used for ATP production . Also, all glucose metabolized by nerve 
tissue is not metabolized by the TCA cycle. The TCA cycle, however , does function ac near 
maximum capacity and generates mosc of the ATP used by nerve tissue. Much of the energy 
used by nerve tissue is co maintain ionic gradiencs across plasma membranes , co affect vari
ous storage and transport processes, and co synthesize neurotransmitters and other cellular 
componencs. Glycolysis functions at approximately 20% capacity , and in some pares of the 
nervous system is the predominant source of ATP production. 

The central nervous system contains a higher level of lipids than any other tissue in 
the body except adipose tissue. Many of these lipids are specialized and complex lipids , and 
they play important roles in many aspeccs of brain metabolism, buc generally noc as a major 
source for energy production. 

There is a relatively rapid turn over rate of brain proteins compared to that of other tis
sues such as muscle and liver although neuronal cells generally do not divide after they have 
differentiated. Nerve tissue can be injured in many ways. and there is experimental evidence 
suggesting that regeneration of neuronal tissues may occur faster than originally thought . 

Cells of the nervous system responsible for collecting and transmitting messages are highly 
specialized neurons (Figure 23.1) . Each neuron consiscs of a cell body, dendrites that are shore 
antenna-like protrusions that receive signals from other cells, and an axon that extends from 
the cell body (presynaptic neuron) co other neurons (poscsynaptic neurons) , cells co which it 
cransmics signals. The central nervous system (CNS) is highly integrated where individual neu
rons can receive inhibicory and excitatory stimuli from a variety of different sources. A normal 
adult has between 1011 and 1013 neurons, and communication between them is by electrical 
and chemical signals. Seem cells found in brain can produce three major types of cells: neu
rons, astrocytes , and oligodendrocyces. Astrocyces are glial cells that are associated with greater 
than 90% of the blood- brain-barrier endothelium and help co determine blood- brain -barrier 
morphology and function. Astrocyces send out processes at the external surfaces of the CNS 
that are linked, with other cell types, co form anatomical complexes that provide sealed barriers 
at the level of the capillaries and isolate the CNS from the external environment. These tight 
junctions prevent the passive entry into the brain of water-soluble molecules and form what 
is commonly known as the blood- brain barrier (Figure 23.2) . In general, therefore, water
soluble compounds enter the brain only if there are specific membrane transporters for chem 
(Clin . Corr.23 .1). Oligodendrocyces surround the axons like insulators and facilitate efficient 
signal conduction . There are other types of glial cells, each of which has a specialized function, 
but only ascrocytes appear co be directly associated with a biochemical function related co 
metabolic neuronal activity (p. 950). Some glial cells, ascrocyces specifically, have been shown 
to use intermediary metabolites other than glucose as a source of energy. Astrocyces in culture 
can oxidize fatty acids; apparently by /3-oxidation , but also yielding kecone bodies, specifically 
from the lase four carbons (w-end) of the chain, as major produces. Ketone bodies can be used 
by other brain cells as a source of energy. 

The Blood-Brain Barrier and Defects in Glucose Transport 

Axon 

Termina l 
arborization 

- Node of Ranvier 

Figure 23 .1 A motor nerve cell and investing 
membranes. 

De Vivo disease is an inherited aucosomal dominant disease caused 
by a deficiency of glucose in brain due co defective GLUTI, a glu
cose transporter responsible for getting glucose across the blood
brain barrier (p. 489) (OMIM 138140). The symptoms of De Vivo 
disease, also referred to as GLUTl syndrome, are expressed early 
in life. Deficiency of brain glucose may result in infantile seizures, 
delayed development, microcephaly, and ocher mental disorders. 
Infuncile seizures may appear at 1-4 months of age. The frequency 
of seizures may decrease during an illness chat causes the infant co 
become somewhat kecocic. A kecogenic diet is used co help contro l 

the seizures. There appears co be a critical time during developmental 
stages when glucose and/or some of its metabolites are essential for 
activities ocher than energy production. 

De Vivo, D. C., Trifilecti, R. R. , Jacobson, R. I., Ronen, G. M., ec al. Defective 
glucose rran.sporc 11cross the blood-brain barrier as a cause of persistent hypogly
corrhachia, seizures, and developmental delay. N. Engl J Med. 325:703, 1991; 
Wang, D., Pascual, J. M., Yang, H., Engelstad, K, et al. Gluc-I deficiency syn
drome: clinical, genetic, and therapeutic aspects. Annals Neurology 57: 111, 2005; 
Pascual, J. M., Wang, D. , Hincon, V., Engelstad, K., ec al. Brain glucose supply 
and the syndrome of infantile neuroglycopenia. Arch. NeuroL 64:507, 2007. 
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Endotheloid cell 

(a) 

Endotheloid cell 

(b) 

Astrocyte 

I 

Figure 23.2 Diagrammatic representation 
of the structure of the blood-brain barrier. 
(a) Spatial view showing astrocyte end feet 
surrounding a cerebral capillary. ( b) A cross
sectional view demonstrating tight junctions 
between astrocyte feet and that astrocyte feet 
cover tight junctions of the endothelial cells of 
capillaries. 
Redrawn from Deetjen , P., and Speckmann, E.-J. 
Physi.owgy. Munich. Urban & Schwanenburg, 
1994. 

TABLE 23.1 • Some Neurotransmitter s 
Found in Nervous Tissue 

EXCITATORY 
Acecylcholine 
Asparrate 

Dopamine 
Histamine 
Norepinephrine 
Epinephrine 
Glutamate 
5-Hydroxytryptamine 

INHIBITORY 
4-Aminobucyrate 
Glycine 
Taurine 

ATP and Transmembrane Electrical Potential in Neurons 

Neurons have a resting rransmembrane potential of approximately - 70 mV. This trans
membrane potential is due co the following factors: The membrane is essentially completely 
permeable to K+, only very slightly permeable co Na+, and impermeable co intracellular 
anions; the membrane also contains a Na+ /K+ -exchanging ATPase that pumps Na+ out 
of the cell by an antiport mechanism where K+ is moved into the cell. The action of the 
pump (Na+/K+ ATPase) and differential permeability of the membrane to Na+ and K+ 
establish ionic gradiencs across the membrane where Na+ is higher on the outside and K+ is 
higher on the inside of the cell. There is the tendency for K+ to flow out of the cell down ics 
chemical concentration gradient; this would leave the inside negative due co the intracellular 
concentrations of anions that cannot cross the membrane. As K+ tends co flow out of the cell 
down its concentration gradient, negative charges of the anions tend to pull K+ back into 
the cell. These two opposing forces (plus the very slight permeability to Na+) achieve an 
equilibrium at a transmembrane potential of - 70 mV; that is, the chemical concentration 
gradient that moves K+ out of the cell is balanced by the negative charge inside the cell that 
operates to pull K+ back into the cell. 

Generation of an action potential in a neuron requires the initiation of an event that 
will effect depolarization of the membrane such that the transmembrane potential reaches 
+20 co + 30 mV. This is accomplished by opening Na+ channels and permitting enough 
Na+ to flow into the cell to reverse the membrane's polarity by 90 to 100 mV. Thus, 
when Na + channels open under the influence of electrical stimulation generating an action 
potential, sodium ions move down their chemical concentration gradient inco neurons 
through voltage-gated channels. This is followed by movement of pocassium ions out of 
neurons . The Na+ /K+ -exchanging ATPase eventually reescablishes the ionic gradients and 
restores the resting state. 

An electrical impulse is generated and propagated down the axon by a process of 
depolarization of voltage-gated channels during which time Na+ enters the cell. Channel 
proteins undergo a charge-dependent conformational change that triggers their opening 
when the electrical potential across the membrane reaches a threshold voltage of + 20 to 
+30 mV. When the membrane becomes depolarized, Na +, whose concentration is higher 
oucside of the cell than inside, flows into the cell and K+, whose concentration is higher 
inside the cell, flows out of the cell; both move down their respective concentration gradi
ents. The channels are open in a defined region of the cell membrane for fractions of mil
liseconds (Figure 23.3). The localized depolarization (voltage changes due to Na+ influx) 
causes a conformational change in the neighboring proteins of voltage-gated ion channels 
(p. 481). These adjacent channels open momentarily in response to the localized depo
larization and allow the process to continue down the axon. Since there is a finite recovery 
time greater than the resident time of Na+ within that region during which time the signal 
for reopening diminishes, charge propagation proceeds in one direction. This recovery time 
for channels to reopen is related to the time required to reestablish a membrane potential 
below the excitation threshold value (by action of the Na+ /K+ exchanging ATPase) and 
protein conformational changes required to close and reset the channel gate. Thus , pro
gressive depolarization and repolarization along the length of the axon allows electrical 
impulses to be propagated undiminished in amplitude and direction. A cartoon of how 
a sensor for a voltage-gated pocassium channel may appear and operate in a membrane is 
shown in Figure 23.3c. When the inside of the cell becomes more positive due to a depo
larization event, the channel protein undergoes a conformation change, opens the gate, 
and K+ is permitted to flow out of the cell down irs concentration gradient. This helps to 
minimize the extent to which that localized region of the membrane stays above the excita
tion threshold voltage. 

Voltage-gated ion channels of primary concern are Na+, K+, and Ca2+. They show 
varying degrees of overall Structural diversity, but a high degree of conservation within the 
pore-forming regions. Each has a selectiviry filter that determines which ion will be per
mitted to flow through ics pore (Figure 23.4, p. 944) . The selectivity filter uses chemical 
features of the protein' s structural components to mimic the hydration sphere of the ions 
leading to dehydration; rehydration occurs as the ions exit the filter. 
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Neuron-Neuron Interaction Occurs through Synapses 

Neuron - neuron interaccion occurs through electrical synapses or through chemical syn
apses. Elecrrical synapses permit the more rapid transfer of signals from cell to cell. Chemical 
synapses aUow for a greater degree of chemical versatility in neuron-neuron communication. 
Pathological events that affect proper functioning of chemical synapses are also more acces
sible to therapeutic drug interventions. 

Chemical synapses are of rwo types: those where the neurotransmitter binds directly t0 
an ion channel (neuron - neuron) and causes it co open or co close and those where the neu
rouansmitter binds to a recept0r that leads co generation of a second messenger (smooth 
muscles, for example) that reacts with ion channels causing them co open or to close. Note 
that propagation of an impulse down an axon occurs by the operation of voltage-gated (a) 

channels and that the chemical transmission of an impulse across the synapse is by ligand
gated channels . 

Membrane 
polarlzed [ Ill+ +++ 

Chemical neurotransmitters are found in presynaptic axon termini and so are enzymes 
for their syntheses. Electrical or physiological stimulation of the presynaptic axon results in 
their release. Mechanisms exisc within the synaptic junction for rapid termination of their 
action. Direct application of appropriate neurotransm itters to the postsynaptic term inal 
mimics in that neuron the action of nervous stimulation . Drugs that modify the metabo
lism of neurotransmitte rs have physiological effects consistent with in vivo modification of 
actions of the neurotransmitters . 

Closed but 

Membrane [ ~ "'- ~ 

depolarized ~-~ 

Chemical neurotransmitters are of two general types: excitatory and inhibitory. Excit
atory neurotransmitters include acetylcholine and the catecholamines. Inhibito ry neu- (b) 

rotransmitters include y- aminobutyric acid (GABA or 4-aminobutyric acid), glycine, 
and taurine (Table 23.1). Glycine acts predominantly in the spinal cord and the brain seem; 
GABA acts predominantly in other parts of the brain . Strychnine (Figure 23.5), a highly 
poisonous alkaloid obtained from Nux vomica and related plants of the genus Strychnos, 
binds co glycine receptors. It has been used in very small doses as a CNS stimulant . Can 
you propose how it works? GABA receptors also react with a variety of pharmacologicalJy 
significant agents such as benzodiazepines (Valium) (Figure 23 .6) and barbiturates . There 
is little structural similarity between GABA and benzodiazepines . 

Genes for some of the receptors have been cloned , including those for nicotinic/ 
acetylcholin e, glycine, glutamate, and GABA and X-ray cryscallographic structures of some 
have been determined. 

A model of the GABA receptor is shown in Figure 23.7. This receptor has an aif32y2 

composition. This model shows areas where GABA binds and where some pharmacological 
agents such as benzodiazepines (Bz), an antagonist, bind . The subunits of the receptor form 
channels through which small negative ions (Cl-) flow into the cell under normal stimula- (c) 

tion by GABA making the inside of the cell more negative. Thus, inhibitory neurot ransmit
ters make depolarization more difficult because enough Na+ muse flow into the neuron to 
overcome the increased negative charges of excess Cl- as well as create a polarization value 
above the th reshold potential. 

Chloride ion (Ci-) channels differ significantly from cation channels (Na+, K+, and 
Ca2+). The c1- channel is a two-barrel antiparallel Structure in which the ion seleccivity filter 
is formed mostly by the charged polarized ends of helices. These are shown in Figure 23.8a, 
p. 945, in a 2-D linear conformation. A 3-D conformational arrangement with a Cl- within 
the filter is shown in Figure 23.8b. It is assumed that this selectivity filter does not use more 
positively charged amino acid residues because the suonger ionic interaccion would impede 
c1- movement through the channel. 

Excitatory neurotransmitters are released after stimulation of the neuron, traverse the 
synapse, and bind to specific receptors on the postsynaptic junction to elicit a response in its 
targeted postsynaptic cell. They cause depolarization of the membrane by opening channels 
permitting the influx of Na+. They interact with ligand-gated receptors (p. 478) . When 
no ligand is bound, the receptor is at resc and the ion channel is closed. Binding of ligand 
causes conformational changes in the membrane helices that open the ion channel. The 
channel becomes desensitized and closes as the ligand begins to dissociate, and the channel 
returns to its resting state. 

Inactivated Open 

fi l.__ ____ I _ ___. __ _,_, 
0 2 

~)IQ n (I) 
b5 :~ closed open inactivated 

al z ~~-----~----~ 
~ 
closed 
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Figure 23 .4 Structure of the potassium channel . (A) A stereo view 
from the top of the channel sh owing a potaSSium ion inside. (B) A stereo 
view of the channe l from the side showing its extracellular and intracellular 
orientation. (C) A diagrammatic representation of th e hydration sphere of 
porassium in water (top) and how the carbonyl groups of helices within the 
channel (bottom ) mimic its aqueous hydration sphere. (D) A diagrammatic 
representation of sodium in water (top) and how the carbonyl group s within 

Glycine 

Strychnine 

Figure 23 .5 Structures of glycine 
and strychnine . 

-ooc - CH2- CH2 - C~ - ~ H3 

GABA 

Cl 

Diazepam 

Figure 23.6 Structures of GABA 
and diazepam . 
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the channel cannot mimic the aqueous hydration sphere. No te that there are 
spaces within the cha n nel that are coo b ig to permi t carbony l groups within 
the channel to satisfy the hydration requirements of sodium ions. 
From Doyle , D. A., Cabral, J. M, Pfueczner , R. A., Kuo, A, et al. Science 

280:69, 1998. Reprinted with permi ssion from AAA$. 
Modificat ions of a diagram from Lodish, H., Berk, A., Kaiser , C. A., Kreiger, 
M., et al. Molecular Cell Biowgy. New York: Freeman , 1995. 

Figure 23. 7 Model of the crystal structure of the GABA receptor, 
top view. The GABA recepto r has an a 2{32y2 structure and form s an 
ion chan nel for transport of negative ions, c 1- . GABA binding sites are 
labeled and so is the site where beozodiazepam (Bz) binds. 
Reproduced with permission from Ernst , M. , Braucharc , D., Boresch, 
S., and Sieghart W. Neuroscience 119:933, 2003. Copyright (2003) 
Elsevier. 
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(a) 

Figure 23.8 Structural model of a CIC chloride channel. This is essential ly 
a two-barre l channel, one green and one blue in this diagram. (a) Linear 
arrangement of the helices showing the positive ( +) and negative (-) ends . 
(b) Stereo view of the channel with a c1- (colored ball) between the two 
barrels. C l- interacts with the positive ( +) ends of the helices. 

Reproduced with permi.~ion from Dutzler, R., Campbell, E. B., Cadene, M., 
Chait, B. T., and MacKinnon, R. X-ray structure of a C IC chloride channel at 
3.0 A reveals the molecular basis of anion selectivity. Nature415 :287, 2002. 
Copyright (2002) Nature. 

Synthesis, Storage, and Release of Neurotransmitters 

Nonpept ide neu rotransmitters may be synthesized in almost any part of the neuron, in the 
cytoplasm near the nucleus, or in the axon . Most nonpeptide neurotransmitters are amino 
acids or derivatives of amino acids. 

Released neu rotransmitte rs travel rapidly across the synaptic junction (which is about 
20 nm across) and bind to receptors on the postsynaptic side. On binding, they initiate the 
process of electrical impulse propagation in the postsynaptic neuron as described above. 
Storage and release of neurotransmitters are mult istep p rocesses, many of which have been 
defined. Some neurons appear to contain more than one chemical type of neurotransmitter. 
The physiological significance of this observation is not clear. Release of neurotransmit
ters is a quanta! event. A nerve impulse reaching the presynaptic term inal causes release of 
transmitte rs from a fixed number of synaptic vesicles. An important step in the process 
involves attachment of synaptic vesicles to the presynaptic memb rane and exocytosis of 
their content into the synaptic cleft. 

Storage of neurotransm itters occurs in large or small vesicles in the presynaptic ter
minal . Small vesicles predominate and exist in two pools; free and attached to cytoskel
etal proteins, mainly actin. They contain nonpeptide small-molecule-type transmitte rs. 
A schematic diagram of a small synapt ic vesicle is shown in Figure 23.9a. Large vesicles 
may contain both nonpeptide- and peptide-type neurot ransmitters. Some may also contain 
enzymes for synthesis of norepinephrine from dopamine. A list of some prote ins in synapt ic 
vesicles is presented in Table 23.2. Figure 23.10, p. 947, shows schematically how some of 
the proteins may be arranged on the synaptic vesicle and how they may interact with the 
plasma memb rane of the presynaptic neuron. 

Synapsin has a major role in determ ining whether the small synapt ic vesicles are free 
and available for binding to the presynaptic membrane (Figure 23 .11, p. 947) or whethe r 
they are attached to cytoskeletal proteins. There is a family of synapsin proteins, encoded by 
two genes that differ primarily in the C-terminal end (see Figure 23. 9 b). Synapsins constitute 
about 9% of the total prote in of the synaptic vesicle membrane . All can be phosphoryla ted near 
their N-termin i by either cAMP-dependent protein kinase and/or calcium-calmodulin 
(CaM) kinase I. Synapsins la and lb can also be phosphorylated by CaM kinase II near 
their C-termin i, a region that is missing in synapsins Il a and Ilb. 

Nerve st imulation leads to the entry of Ca2+ into the presynaptic neuron (see Clin. 
Corr. 23.2, p. 948), where it binds to calmodulin and activates CaM kinases I and CaM 
kinases II (produc ing Ca2+ -CaM kinases I and II), which phosphorylate synapsin. This 
causes release of synaptic vesicles from the cytoskeletal protein matrix and/or prevents free 
phosphorylated vesicles from binding to those matrices. The result is an increase in the free 
pool of synaptic vesicles. Calcium-calmodulin (p. 493) can also bind synapsin directly 
and competit ively block its inte raction with acrin and p resumably other cytoskeletal pro
teins. Calcium-calmodulin and the phosphorylation of synapsin, therefore, regulate the 
numbe r of synaptic vesicles that are in the free state. 

TABLE 23.2 • Some Synaptic Vesicle 
Proteins 

Synapsin 

Synaptophysin 
Synaptotagmin 
Synraxin 
SynaptobrevinN AMP 
Rab3 and rabphilin 
SV-2 
Vacuolar proton pump 

la 
Ib 
Ila 
Ub 
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Figure 23.9 Synaptic vesicle. (a) A schematic 
drawing of the rdative arrangement of proteins 
of the synaptic vesicle (SV). RAB proteins are 
attached by isoprenyl groups and cysteine string 
proteins (CSPs) by palmitoyl chains to SVs. The 
N- and C-termini of proteins are marked by N and 
C , respectively. Phosphorylation sites are indicated 
by P . ( b) Structural arrangement of the synapsin 
family of proteins. 
Redrawn from Sudhof, T. C. Nat1're 375:645, 
1995. 
Redrawn from the work ofT. J. Chilcote , T. J., 
Siow, Y. L. Schaeffer, E., Greengard, P., and Thid 
G.J Nrorochem. 63;1568 , 1994 . 
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Following is a brief summary of some properties of other synaptic vesicle proteins: 

Synaptoph ysin is an integral membrane protein of synaptic vesicles that is structurally 
similar to gap junction proteins . It may be involved in formation of a channel from the 
synaptic vesicle through the presynapric membrane to permit passage of neurotrans
mitters into the synaptic cleft. 

Synaptotagmin is also an integral membrane protein of synaptic vesicles. It interacrs 
in a Ca2+ -dependent manner with specific proteins localized on rhe presynaptic mem
brane. Ir is probably involved in docking of synaptic vesicles to the membrane. 

Syntaxin is an integral protein of the plasma membrane of presynapric neurons. It 
binds synaptotagmin and mediates its interaction with Ca2+ channels at the sire of 
release of the neurotransmitters . It also appears to have a role in exocytosis. 

Synaptobrevin/VAMP (vesicle associated membrane protein) consists of a family of 
two small proteins of 18 and 17 kDa that are anchored in the cytoplasmic side of the 
membrane through a single C-terminal domain. It appears to be involved in vesicle 
transport and/or exocytosis. VAMPs appear to be involved in the release of synaptic 
vesicles from the plasma membrane of the presynaptic neuron. Tetanus toxin and 
botulinum toxin , a zinc-dependent endoprotease, bind and cleave VAMPs, resulting 
in a slow and irreversible inhibition of transmitter release. 
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Rab3 belongs to the large rab family of GTP-binding proteins . Rab3 is specific 
for synapt ic vesicles and is involved in docking and fusion of vesicles for exocyto
sis. Rab3 is anchored to the membrane through a polyprenyl side chain near its 
C-terminal . 

SV-2 is a large glycoprotein with 12 transmembrane domains . Its funetion is unclear. 

Vacuolar proton pump (p. 49 1) functions to transpon neurotransmitters back imo 
the synaptic vesicles after their reformation and release from the presynaptic mem
brane. 

CSPs are cysteine string proteins and members of a family of chaperones (p. 231) that 
funetion during latter stages of Ca2+ -regulated exocytosis. 

Presynapttc Neuron 

Kinase II 

CaM 

Ca2+ 

Postsynaptlc Neuron 

Figure 23 .10 Schematic diagram showing how 
some synaptic vesicle proteins may interact 
with plasma membrane proteins . 
Redrawn from Bennett, M. K., and ScheUer, R. H. 
Proc. Nati. Acad. Sci. USA 90:2559, 1993. 

Figure 23.11 A model of the mechanism of 
regulation of synaptic vesicles function by 
calcium ions and calmodulin kinase II. Green 
circles within the skeletal mesh represent bound, 
nonphosphorylated synaptic vesicles. Green circles 
with P attached have been freed from the mesh 
(bound poo l) after phosphorylation of synapsin. 
These phosphorylated synaptic vesicles can now 
interact with the presynaptic membrane and 
release neurouansmitters into the synaptic deli:. 
Receptors on the posrsynaptic membrane (red) 
will bind to some of those neurouansmitters. The 
recovery of synaptic vesicles and repackaging with 
neurouansmirrers is also illustrated schematically. 
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Lambert- Eaton Myasthenic Syndrome 

Lambert-Eaton myasthenic syndrome (LEM$) (OMIM 600003) is 
an autoimmune disease in which the body raises antibodies against 
voltage-gated calcium channels {VGCC) located on presynapric nerve 
termini. On depolarization of presynaptic neurons, these calcium 
channels open permitting the influx of Ca2+. This increase in Ca2+ 
concentration initi.ates events of the synapsin cycle resulti.ng in release 
of neurotransmitters into synaptic junctions. When aucoantibodies 
against VGCC react with neurons at neuromuscular junctions, Ca 2+ 
cannot enter and the amount of acetylcholine released into the synap
tic junction is diminished. Since action potentials to muscles may not 
be induced, the effect mimics that of classic myasthenia gravis. 

LEM$ has been observed in conjunction with other conditions 
such as small-cell lung cancer. Some patients manifest subacure cer
ebellar degeneration (SCD). Plasma exchange (removal of antibodies) 
and immunosuppressive treatments have been effective for LEM$, 
but the latter treatment is less effective on SCD. 

Diagnostic assays for LEM$ depend on the detection of antibodies 
against VGCC in serum. There are at least four subtypes ofVGCC, T, 
L, N, and P. The P-subtype may be the one responsible for initiating 
neurotransmitter release at the neuromuscular junction in mammals. 
A peptide toxin produced by a cone snail (Conus magnus) binds to 

P-type VGCC in cerebella extracts. This small peptide, labeled with 
1251, binds VGCC in cerebella extracts. Precipitation of this radiola
beled complex with sera of patients confirms LEM$ in those who have 
clinical and electrophysiological symptoms of the condition . This as
say may prove useful not only in detecti.ng LEMS bur also in providing 
a means of finding out more about the antigenicity of the area(s) on 
the VGCCs to which antibodies are raised. 

LEM$ patients have been subjected to several clinical trials in at
tempts ro find effective treatments, but there is insufficient data to 
quantify any of them as being effective. Plasma exchange, steroids, 
and immunosuppressive agents have been tested. There is no cure and 
clinical trials looking for effective therapy continue . 

hrcp://www.ninds.nih.gov/disorders/lambert _eaton/lamberc_eaton .htm; Goldstein, 
]. M., Waxman, S. G., Vollmer, T. L., Lang, B., et al. Subarute cerebellar degen
eration and l.amberc- Eacon myaschenic syndrome associated with antibodies ro 
vol~gated calcium channels: differential effect of immunosuppressive therapy 
on cenrral md peripheral defects. J. Neurol Neurosurgery, Psych. 57:1138, 1994; 
Moromura, M., Johnston, I., Lang, B., Vincem, A., and Newsom-Davis, J. An im
proved diagnostic assay for Lambert- Eaton myaschenic syndrome. J NeuroL Neu
rosurgery, Psych. 58:85, 1995; and Maddison, P. , and Newsom-Davis, J. Trearmem 
for Lambert- Eaton myaschenicsyndrome (Cochrane Review). In Cochrane Library, 
Issue 4. Chichester, UK: Wiley, 2004. 

Termination of Signals at Synaptic Junctions 

Uptake of choline --r-Acety l CoA 
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Figure 23.12 Summ ary of reactions of the 
neurotran smitter acetylcholin e at the synapse. 
Abbreviations: AcCoA , acetylcoenzyme A, and 
AcChEase , acetylchol inesterase. 

Neurotransmitter action may be terminated by reuptake into the presynaptic neurons, 
metabo lism, or uptake into other cell types . One or more of these mechanisms function for 
inactivation of neurotransmitters. Here are examples of some pathways involved in synthe
sis and degradation of some representative neurotransmitters . 

Acetylcholine 
Reactions involving acetylcholine at the synapse are summarized in Figure 23.12. Acecyl
choline is synthesized by condensation of choline and acetyl CoA catalyzed by cholin e 
acetyltransferase in the cytosol of the neu ron Th is reaction is 

+ 
(CH3)3NCH2CH2OH + CH3CO - SC0A ~ 

Cho line (CH3hNCH2CH2OCOCH3 + CoASH 

Acecylcholine 

Choline is derived mainly from the diet; however, some may come from reabsorption from 
the synaptic junc tion or other metabolic sources (p. 778). The major source of acetyl CoA 
is decarboxylation of pyruvate by pyruvate dehydrogenase in mitochondria. The mecha
nism for getting acetyl CoA across the inner mitochondrial membrane as citrate (see Figure 
17 .11, p. 684) operates in presynaptic neurons. 

Acetylcholine is released, and it reacts with the nico tinic- acetylcho line receptor 
embedded in the posrsynaptic membrane (Clin . Corr. 23.3) . Irs acti.on is terminated by 
the action of acetylcholines terase, wh ich hydrolyzes it to acetate and cho line (A Closer 
Look 23.1). 

Acetylcholine + H 2O ~acetate+ choline 

Acetate is probably taken up and metabolized by other tissues. 



Myasthenia Gravis: A Neuromuscular Disorder 

Myaschenia gravis (OMIM 254200) is an acquired autoimmune dis

easecharaccerized by muscle weakness due co decreased neuromuscular 

signal transmission. The neuroaansmiccer involved is acerylcholine. 

The sera of more than 90% of patients with myaschenia gravis have 

antibodies co the nicocinic-acecylcholine receptor (AChR) located on 

the poscsynaptic membrane of the neuromuscular junction. Antibod

ies against the AChR interact with and inhibit either its ability co 

bind acetylcholine or its abiliry ro undergo conformational changes 

necessary co affecc ion aansporc. The number of functional AChRs is 

reduced in patients with the disease. Experimental models of myasche

nia gravis have been generated either by immunizing animals with the 

AChR or by injecting chem with antibodies against it. 

Events chac trigger the onset of che disease are unknown. Some 

environmental antigens have epicopes resembling chose on the AChR. 

A rat monoclonal IgM antibody prepared against AChRs reacts with 

two proteins obtained from the intestinal bacceriurn E. coli. Boch are 

membrane proteins of 38 and 5 S kDa, che smaller of which is located 

in the outer membrane. This does not suggest chat exposure co E. coli 
proteins is likely co trigger che disease. The sera of boch normal indi

viduals and myaschenia gravis patients have antibodies against a large 

number of E. coli proteins . Some environmental antigens from ocher 

sources also react with antibodies against AChRs. 

Structure of Acetylcholine Esterase 

An X-ray cryscallographic structure of acerylcholine esterase is shown 

in the following figure. Ics mechanism of action is similar co chat 

of serine proteases (p. 343) . le contains a catalytic triad, buc the 

amino acids in chat triad, from N- co C-cermini, are in reverse order 

co chose of serine proteases like trypsin and chymocrypsin; in addi-

RChE-L 
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The thymus gland, which is involved in antibody production, is im

plicaced in chis disease. Antibodies have been found in thymus glands of 

myaschenia gravis patients chat react with AChRs and with environmen

tal antigens . The relationship between environmental antigens , thymus 

antibodies against AChRs, and onsec of myaschenia gravis is not clear. 

Myaschenia gravis patients may receive one or a combination of 

several therapies . Pyridostigmine bromide, a reversible inhibitor of 

acecylcholine escerase (AChE) chat does not cross the blood-brain 

barrier, has been used. The inhibition of AChE within the synapse 

increases the half-time for acecylcholine hydrolysis . This leads to an 

increase in the concentration of acerylcholine, stimulation of more 

AChR, and increase in signal transmission. Ocher treatments include 

immunosuppressanc drugs, steroids, and surgical removal of the thy

mus gland to decrease the race of production of antibodies . Future 

treatment may include the use of anci-idiocype antibodies co the 

AChR antibodies, and/or the use of small nonancigenic peptides chat 

compete with AChR epicopes for binding co the AChR antibodies. 

bnp://www.ninds.nih.gov/disorders/myascbenia_gravis/; Scefunsson, K., Dieperink; 
M. E., Richman, D. P., Gomez, C. M., and Marcon, L. S. N Engl J Med. 312:221, 
1985; Drachman, D. B. (Ed.). Myaschenia gravis: Biology and ueacmenc. Ann.NY. 
Acad. Sci. 505:1, 1987; and Steinman, L., and Mancegazza, R FASEBJ 4:2726, 
1990. 

tion, glutamate replaces aspartate. The serine chat forms the covalent 

intermediate during catalysis is visible at the bottom of a hydrophobic 

channel . Glutamate, one of the other residues of the catalytic triad, is 

also visible within the channel of chat structure. 

RChE-R 

Space- filling ste reo view of acetylcholinesterase looking down into the active site. Aromatic 
residues are in green, Ser200 is red, Glu 199 is cyan, and other residues are gray. 
From Sussman, J. L, Hare.I, M., Frolow, F., Oefner, C., et al. Science 253:872, 1991. Reproduced wicb 
permission from AAA$. 
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Figure 23.13 Catecholamine neurotransmitters. 

Catecholamines 
The catecholamine neurotransmitters are dopamine (3,4-dihydroxyphenylethylam.ine), 
norepinephrine , and epinephrine (Figure 23.13 and p. 781) . Their action is terminated 
by reuptake into the presynaptic neuron by specific transporter proteins (A Closer Look 
23.2). Cocaine , for example, binds specifically to the dopa.mine transporter and blocks 
dopamine reuptake . In the presence of cocaine, dopamine remains in the synaptic deft for a 
prolonged period and stimulates excessively irs receprors on the postsynaptic neuron. After 
reuptake, catecholamine neurotransmitters may be either repackaged into synaptic vesicles 
or metabolized by catechol- 0--methyltransferase that catalyzes the transfer of a methyl 
group from .S:.adenosylmethionine to one of the phenolic OH groups, and monoa.mine 
oxidase (Figure 23.14) that catalyzes the oxidative dearnination of these amines to alde
hydes and ammonium ions. They are substrates for monoamine oxidase whether or not they 
have been altered by catechol-0-methyltransferase . The end produet of dopamine metabo
lism is homo vanilli c acid, and that of epinephrine and norepinephr ine is 3-methoxy-
4-hydroxymandelic acid. 

5-Hydroxytryptamine (Serotonin) 
Seroto nin is derived from tryptophan (p. 785). Like dopamine , its action is terminated 
by reuptake by a specific transporter. Some types of depression are associated with low 
brain levels of serotonin; antidepressants such as Paxil (paroxetine hydrochloride) , Prozac 
(fluoxetine hydrochloride), and Zoloft (sertraline hydrochloride) specifically inhibit serot
onin reuptake. Once inside the presynaptic neuron, serotonin may be either repackaged in 
synaptic vesicles or oxidatively deaminated to the corresponding acetaldehyde by monoam
ine oxidase (Figure 23. 15, p. 952). The aldehyde is further oxidized to 5-hydroxyindole-3-
acetate by an aldehyde dehydrogenase . 

,y-Aminobutyrate (GABA) 
,y-Aminobutyrate , an inhibitory neurotransmitter, is synthesized and degraded through 
reacrions commonly known as the GABA shunt. In brain tissue, GABA and glutamate , 
an excitatory neurotransmitter , may share common routes of metabolism (Figure 23.16 , 
p. 952) where they are taken up by astrocyres and converted to glutamine , which is then 
transported back into presynaptic neurons. In excitatory neurons, glutarnine is convened 
t0 glutamate and repackaged in synaptic vesicles. In inhibitory neurons, glutamine is con
verted to glutamate and then to GABA, which is packaged in synaptic vesicles. 

It has been suggested that brain levels of GABA in some epileptic patienrs may be low. 
Valproi c acid (2-propylpentanoic acid) can cross the blood- brain barrier and apparently 
increases brain levels of GABA. The mechanism by which it does so is not dear. Valproic 

LeuT-Desimpramine Structure: A Clue to the Mechanism of Neuronal Reuptake 
of Dopamine, Epinephrine, and Serotonin 

Serotonin and catecholamine neurotransmitters are among those 
whose actions are stopped at the synapse by reuptake into the pre
synaptic neuron by transporters that are specific for each individual 
neurotransmitter. Pharmacological agents and some drugs of abuse 
generally effect their actions by blocking reuptake of neurotransmit
ters. The specifics of how these agents work is poorly understood 
because of a lack of mechanistic informacion at the molecular level. 

Transporters for serotonin (SERT), norepinephrine (NET), and 
dopamine (DAT) are members of a family of proteins that have a 
high degree of homology with the bacterial leucine transporter 
(LeuT) whose structure has been determined at 2.9-A resolution in 

a complex with desimprarnine, a tricyclic inhibitor ofLeuT's action. 
Desimprarnine binds at a different site than leucine, and its binding 
at the inner end of the extracellular cavity of the transporter prevents 
conformational changes that would open the gate to permit leucine 
transport. Th is allows the speculacion that inhibitors of SERT, NET, 
and DAT may function in a similar manner. Structural and other 
information are available in the cited article. 

Zhou, Z., Zhen, J. Karpowich,]. K., Goetz, R. M., Law, C. J., Reith, M. E., and 
Wang, O.-N. LeuT-desipramine srrucrure reveals how antidepressants block neu
rotransmitter reupcake. Sciencdl?:1390, 2007 . 
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acid is metabolized primar ily in the liver by glucuronidarion and urinary excretion of the 
glucuronides or by mitochond rial /3-oxidarion and oxidation by endoplasmic reticulum 
enzymes. 

Neuropeptides Are Derived from Precursor Proteins 

Peptide neurotransmitt ers are synthesized as larger proteins. Proteolysis of these larger pro
teins releases rhe neuropeptide molecules. Synthesis of the larger proteins t.akes place in the 
cell body and not the axon. The neuropeptides travel down the axon to the presynapcic region 
by one of two mechanisms: fast axonal transport at a rate of about 400 mm/day or slow 
axonal transport at a rare of 1- 5 mm/ day. Since axons may vary in length from 1 mm to 1 
m in length, theoretically the transit time could vary from 150 ms to 200 days. It is unlikely 
that the latter transit time occurs under normal physiological conditions, and the upper limit 
is probably hours rather than days. There is experimental evidence that suggest that the fuster 
transit time prevails. Kinesins and myosins, molecular motor proteins (p. 980), facilitate this 
transpon p rocess. 

Neuropeptides mediate sensory and emotional responses such as those associated with 
hunger, thi rst, sex, pleasure, pain, and so on . Included in this category are enkephalin s, 

Figure 23.14 Reactions of catecholamine 
degradation. Abbreviations: COMT, 
catechol-0-methyl transferase (requires 
~adenosylmethionine); MAO, monoamine 
oxidase; Ox, oxidation; and Red, reduction. The 
end product of epinephrine and norepinephr:ine 
metabolism is 3-methoxy-4-hydroxymandelic acid 
(MHMA). 
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Figure 23.16 Involvement of astrocytes in the metabolism of GABA and glutamate. 

endorphins , and substance P. Substance P is an excitatory neurotransmitter that has a 
role in pain perception. It is among a class of neuropeptides called neurokinins . Its recep
tor, NK-1 (n eurokinin- 1) is a G-type protein consisting of seven transmembrane helical 
elements. Endorphins and opioids bind to receptors that also have seven transmembrane 
helical elements. Endorph ins and enkephalins have roles in eliminating the sensation of 
pain . Some of the peptides found in brain tissue are shown in Table 23 .3. Note that 
Met-enkephalin is derived from the N-terminal region of ,8-endorphin. The N-terminal 
or both the N- and C-terminal amino acids of many of the neuropeptide transmitters are 
modified. 

TABLE 23.3 • Peptides Found in Brain Tissue8 

Peptide 

~-Endorphin 

Met-enkephalin 
Leu-enkephalin 
Somatostatin 

Luteinizing hormone-releasing 
hormone 
Thyrotropin-releasing 
hormone 
Substance P 
Neurotensin 
Angiotensin I 
Angiocensin II 
Vasoaccive 
incescinal peptide 

Structure 

YGGEMTSEKSQTPLVT 
LFKNAIIKNAYKKGE 
YGGEM 
YGGEL 
AGCKNFFW 

I I 
CSTFTK 

p-E H W S Y G LR PG NH 2 

p-E H P-NH 2 

RP KP EE FF G L M-NH 2 

p-E LYE N KP R RP YI L 
DRVYIHPFHL 
DRVY I HPF 
H SD AV FT D NY TR LR 

KEM A VKKYLN SI LN-NH 2 

•Peptides with "p" preceding the structure indicate char rhe N-terminal is 
pyroglucaroate. Those with NH 2 ar rhe end indicate chat the C rerminal is an amide . 
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23.2 • THE EYE: METABOLISM AND VISION 

The eye, our window t0 the ourside world, allows us to view the beauties of nature . A view 
through any window or any camera lens is clearest when unobscructed. The eye has evolved 
in such a way that a similar objective has been achieved . le is composed of live tissues that 
require continuous nouri shment obtained through use of conventional metabolic pathways 
appropriate co their unique needs. Pigmented struccures such as cytochromes of mitochon
dria are either not present in some scruccures or arranged and distributed so as not t0 interfere 
with the visual process. In addition , the brain has devised an enormously efficient filtering 
system that makes objects within the eye invisible that may otherwise appear t0 lead t0 visual 
distortion . A schematic diagram of a cross section of the eye is shown in Figure 23.17 . 

Light enters the eye; passes p rogressively through the cornea, the anterior chamber 
that contains aqueous humor, che lens, the vitreous body chat contains vitreous humor; and 
finally focuses on the retina that contains the visual sensing appararus. Tear s bathe the exte
rior of the cornea while the interior is bathed by the aqueous humor, an isoosmotic fluid 
chat contains sales, albumin, globulin, glucose, and ocher constituents . The aqueous humor 
brings nucriencs to the cornea and to the lens, and it removes end products of metabo lism 
from them . The vitreous humor is a gelatinous mass that helps maintain the shape of che 
eye while allowing ic to remain somewhat pliable . 

Cornea Derives ATP from Aerobic Metabolism 

The eye is an extension of the nervous system and , like other tissues of che central ner
vous system, ics major metabolic fuel is glucose. The cornea is not a homogeneous tissue. It 
consiscs of (1) an anterior corneal epithelium , (2) Bowman's membrane, (3) suoma (sub
stantia propria) chat is made up primarily of type 1 collagen and constitutes about 90% of 
the corneal thickness, (4) Descemet's membrane, and (5) endothelium (poste rior corneal 
epithelium) . The cornea is a clear tissue that, like the lens, diffraccs light . Ics clearness is due 
in pan to the arrangement of collagen molecules of the srroma. The cornea is permeab le 
to water and oxygen. The water content of the corneal stroma must be controlled for it to 
maintain clarity, and chis is done by an ATP-driven water pump . Another reason for its 
clarity is the lack of blood vesicles in the epithelial layer. There is a large amount of the pro
tein VEGFR-3 (vascular endothelial growth factor receptor-3) on the anterior epithelial 
layer of the cornea. VEGFR -3 prevencs growth of blood vessels by binding to or neutral
izing growth factors that are produced to stimu late growth of blood vessels. 

The cornea obtains its ATP from aerobic glucose metabolism; glycolysis, and the TCA 
cycle. Lactate does not accumulate to any significant extent because of efficient use of 
pyruvate by oxidative metabolism. About 30% of the glucose it metabolizes is by glycolysis, 
and about 65% by the hexose monophosphate pathway. On a relative weight basis, che 
cornea has the highest activity of the hexose monophosphate pathway of any mammalian 
tissue . le also has a high acciviry of glutathione reductase that requir es NADPH, a produce 

Conjunctiva -------1 

Cornea 

Fovea centralis 

Ciliary ____ __, 
muscle 

Figure 23.17 Schematic of a hori.zontal section 
of the left eye. 
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of the hexose monophosphate pathway. Corneal epithelium is permeable to atmospheric 
oxygen. Reactions of oxygen can lead t0 formation of various active oxygen species that 
are harmful to tissues, in some cases by oxidizing protein sulfhydryl groups t0 disulfides 
and by lipid peroxidation , mostly of cellular medium-chain lipids of six carbons or more 
(p. 583) . Reduced glutathione (GSH) is used to reduce those disulfide bonds and lipid 
peroxides back to their original native states while GSH itself is convened to oxidized glu
tathione (GSSG). GSSG may also be formed directly by active oxygen species. Glutathione 
reducrase uses NADPH to reduce GSSG to 2GSH . 

GSH reducrase 

GSSG + NADPH + H+ ===~ 2GSH + NADP+ 

The pentose phosphate pathway and glutathione reductase help protect the cornea by effec
tively neutralizing active oxygen species. 

Some lipids that are subjected t0 peroxidation may spontaneously form active alde
hydes that react with other tissue components and lead to various pathological conditions. 
The cornea also contains an isoform of aldehyde dehydrogenase (ALDH3Al), a member 
of a superfamily of enzymes that uses either NAD+ or NADP+ to inactivate these active 
aldehydes by oxidizing them t0 their corresponding acids. 

Lens Consists Mostly of Water and Protein 

The lens is bathed on one side by aqueous humor and supported on the other side by vitre
ous humor. It has no blood supply, but is metabolically active. It obtains nutrients from 
and eliminates waste into the aqueous humor. The lens is mostly water and proteins . The 
majority of vertebrate lens proteins are a- , /J-, and y-c rystallins (Table 23.4). There are 
also alburninoids , enzymes, and membrane proteins that are synthesized in an epithelial 
layer around the edge of the lens. Other animals have different crystallins, some of which 
are enzymes that probably function as such in other tissues. The most important physical 
requirement of these proteins is that they maintain a clear crystalline state. They are sensi
tive to changes in oxidation- reduction , osmolarity, excessively increased concentrations of 
metabolites, and UV irradiation. Structural integrity of the lens is maintained: for osmotic 
balance by the Na+/K+ exchanging ATPase (p. 491); for redox-state balance by glutathi
one reductase and for growth and maintenance by protein synthesis and other metabolic 
processes that take place mostly in cells on the periphery of the lens. 

The primary role of most lens proteins is to function as crystallins, but many are 
expressed in other tissues and serve other roles such as enzymes and/or have other func
tional roles. a- and /3-Crystallins are small heat shock proteins (sHSP) or chaperones 
that function to help maintain lens proteins in their native, unaggregated states. Their high
est expression is in eye lens, but they also occur in othe r tissues such as skeletal and cardiac 
muscle where they are involved in filament assembly. Mutations in crystallins, therefore, 
not only predispose an individual to cataract formation , but also to possible muscle weak
ness and heart failure. 

TABLE 23.4 • Eye Lens Crystallin s and Their Relationships with Other Protein s 

Crystalli,z 

a 

{3 

'Y 
T axon-specific 
enzyme crystallins 

8 
s 

Distributu>n 

All vertebrates 

All vertebrates 
(embryonic')' nor in birds) 

Most birds, reptiles 
Crocodiles, some birds 
Guinea pig, camel, llama 
Elephant shrew 

Source: Wistow, G. Trends Biochem. Sci. 18: 301, 1993. 

[Related] or Identical 

Small heat shock proteins (aB) 
[Schistosoma mansoni antigen] 
[Myxococcus xanthusprotein S] 
[Physarum polycephatum spherulin 3a] 

Argininosuccinate lyasc (82) 
Lactate dehydrogenase B 
NADPH: quinone oxidoreductase 
Aldehyde dehydrogenase I 
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Energy for these processes comes from the metabolism of glucose. About 85% of glu
cose used by lens tissue is metabolized by glycolysis and about 3% by the TCA cycle, 
presumably by cells located at the periphery. Most of the remaining portion of glucose 
metabolized by lens goes through the pentose phosphate pathway. 

The central area of the lens, the nucleus or core, consists of lens cells that were 
present at birth. The lens grows from the periphery (Figure 23.18) and in humans 
increases in weight and thickness with age and becomes less elastic. Thi s leads to a loss 
of near vision (Table 23 .5), a normal condition referred to as presbyopia. On average, 
the lens may increase threefold in size and approximately 12-fold in thickness from binh 
tO about age 80. 

Cataract, the only known disease of the lens, is an opacity of lenses brought about 
by many different conditions. The two most common types of cataracrs are (1) senile 
cataracts in which changes in the architectural arrangement of the lens crystallins and 
other lens proteins are age related and due to such changes as breakdown of the pro
tein molecules starting at the C-terminal ends, deamidation, and racemization of aspartyl 
residues and (2) diabetic cataracts which result from loss of control of osmolarity of 
the lens due to increased activity of aldose reductase and polyol (aldose) dehydroge
nase of the polyol metabolic pathway. When glucose concentration in the lens is high, 
aldose reductase convens some of it to sorbitol (Figure 23.19) that may be converted to 
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Figure 23.18 Schematic representation of a 
meridional section of a mammalian lens. 

TABLE 23.5 • Changes in Focal 
Distance with Age 

Age (years) 

10 
20 
35 
45 
70 

Focal Distance (in.) 

2.8 
4.4 
9.8 

26.2 
240.0 

Source: Adapted from Korecz, J. F. and Handelman, 
G. H. Sci. Am., 92, July 1988. 

Figure 23.19 Metabolic inte1Telationships of 
lens metabolism . 
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fructose by polyol dehydrogenase . In human lens, the ratio of activities of these two 
enzymes favors sorbitol accumulation , especially; since sorbitol is not used by other path
ways and it diffuses out of the lens rather slowly. Accumulation of sorbitol increases osmo
larity of the lens, affects the structural organization of the crystallins, and enhances the 
rate of protein aggregation and denaturation. Areas where this occurs have increased light
scattering properties, which is the definition of cataracts . Normally, sorbitol formation is 
not a problem because the Km of aldose reductase for glucose is about 200 mM and very 
little sorbicol would be formed. In diabetics, where circulating concentration of glucose is 
high , activity of this enzyme can be significant . Cataracts affect millions of people per year 
throughout the world , and there are no known cures or preventative measures, especially 
for the senile type. The most common remed y is lens replacement; a routine operation in 
many countries. A side effect of cataract and surgical treatment for it can be glaucoma; but 
this is rare. A third cause of cataracts, especially among young people , is due to inher ited 
mutations in crystallins that function in lens as chaperones . When there are mutations in 
chaperones that interfere with their function, misfolded proteins can occur and result in 
cataract formation . 

Retina Derives ATP from Anaerobic Glycolysis 

The retina, like the lens, depends heavily on anaerobic glycolysis for ATP production. 
Unlike the lens, the retina is a vascular tissue. In ics center is the macula, and in the center of 
the macula is the fovea centralis, an avascular concave area that contains only cones. This is 
the area of greatest visual acuity (Clin. Corr. 23.4) . Mitochondria are present in retinal rods 
and cones but not in the outer segments where visual pigmencs are located. 

Macula Degeneration and Loss of Vision 

Many diseases of the eye affect vision, but not all have clear, direct bio
chemical origins. The most serious eye diseases are chose chat result 
in blindness. Glaucoma is the most common and is often associated 
with diabetes mellirus, the biochemistry of which is fairly well known. 
Glaucoma is creatable and blindness does not have to be a result. 

Macula degeneration leads to blindness and there is no cure. 
The macula is a circular area of the retina, the cenrer of which is 
the fovea cenualis , the area of greatest visual acuity, which con
tains the highest number of cones. Age-related macula degener
ation (AMD) may be among the leading causes of blindness of 
people over the age of 50 and is of cwo types: dry and wet. The 
dry form develops gradually over time, whereas the wet form devel
ops rapidly and can lead to blindness within days. It occurs when 
blood vessels invade and/or rupture under the macula leading to a 
rapid loss of vision. 

One current therapy under assessment for neovascular age-related 
macular degeneration is intravitreal ranibizumab. Ranibizurnab is a 
humanized monoclonal antibody fragment chat inhibits VEGF (vas
cular endothelial growth factor) (p. 909). In 2006, a Phase 3 trial 
showed chat chis treatment is somewhat effective. Another therapy 
involves use of siRNA to inhibit expression of the gene for VEGF. 
VEGF promotes excessive blood vesicle growth behind the retina. 
These blood vesicles leak and cause blindness. siRNA treatment has 
been quite effective in treating AMD. This is the first siRNA therapy 
to be given to patients in clinical trials. Thus, advances in basic sci-

ence and medical research continue to reveal better ways of treating 
and possibly preventing onset of AMD. 

Rupture of blood vessels chat obscure macula details and result in 
:rapid onset of blindness may be temporary. Several cases of sudden vis
ual loss associated with sexual activity, but not with a sexually transmit
ted disease, have been reported. Vision was lost in one eye apparently 
during, but most often was reported a few days after engaging in, highly 
stimulatory sexual activity. Blindness was due to rupture of blood ves
sels in the macula area. Most patients were reluctant to discuss with 
their ophthalmologist what they were doing when sight loss was first 
observed. Four patients recovered with restoration of vision on reab
sorption of blood. In one case, blood was trapped between the vitreous 
humor and the retinal surface directly in front of the fovea. The hemor
rhage cleared only slightly during the next month , but visual acuity did 
not improve. That patient did not return for a follow-up examination, 
but there was no indication during the initial examination that the con
dition was permanent. Since most of the victims of this phenomenon 
were over the age of 39, it may be a worry more to professors than to 
students. It also may give a new meaning to the phrase, "love is blind." 

http: //www .molvis.org/molvis/v9/a31; Friberg , T. R.., Braunsrein, R.. A., and 
Bressler, N. M. Arch. OphthalmoL 113: 738, 1995; Reich , S. J., Fosnor, J ., Kuroki , 
A., Tang W., ec al. Small inrerfering RNA (siRNA) iargecing effectively inhibits 
ocular neovascularizacion in a mouse model. Molecular Vision 9: 210 , 2003; and 
Jager , R. D., Mieler, W. F., and Miller, J. W. Age-relared macular degeneration : 
Review. N Engl J. Med. 358: 2606, 2008. 
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Visual Transduction Involves Photochemical, Biochemical, 
and Electrical Events 

Figure 23 .20a shows an electron micrograph and schematic of the retinal membrane . Light 
enters the eye, and when it reaches the retinal membrane, it passes the optic nerve fibers, the 
ganglion neurons, the bipolar neurons, and the nuclei of rods and cones before it reaches the 
outer segment of the rods and cones where the signal transduction process begins. The tips 
of the rods and cones penetrate the pigmented epithelial layer of the retina. The pigmented 

- -

Inner plexlform layer----

Optic nerve fibers 

(a) 
Figure 23.20 Layers of the human retinal membr ane. (a) Electron 
micrograph and schematic representation of ceUs of the human retina. Tips of 
rods and cones are imbedded in the pigmented epithdium of the outermost 
layer. Rods and cones form synaptic junctions with many bipolar neurons 
that form synapses with ceUs in the ganglion layer. Cdls in this layer send 
axons through the optic nerve to the brain. Synaptic inreraccions of rods and 
cones with many neurons are important for the integration of information. 
Abbreviations: HC, borizoncal cells; AC, amacrine ceU; MC, Muller ceU; 
and BL, basal lamina. ( b) More detailed structural features of rods and cones 
showing the rdationships of disks to plasma membrane. Dots on the disk in 
the rod and in the enlarged diagram represent rbodopsin (Figure 23 .21) that 

HC 
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Synaptic 
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= = = = = = = = = 

Plasma Membrane 

is imbedded in the disk membrane. The same relationship bolds for cones and 
color pigments. Numbers next to the blue (rod) and ran (cone) inserts indicate 
structural areas of disk arrangemencs. Number 1 identifies disk in rods that 
are free Boating and not directly attached to the plasma membrane, number 2 
shows folding of outer ceU membrane that is continuous with disk in both rods 
and cones, and number 3 is the connecting cilium of both rods and cones. 
Reproduced with permission from R G. Kessel and R.H. Kardon. Tissues 
and Organs: A Text-Atlas ofSca1111ing Ekctron Microscopy. New York: W. H. 
Freeman and Company , p. 87, 1979. Copyright (1979) R G. Kessel and R. 
H. Kardon. 
Redrawn and modified from Young, R. Sd. Am. 223: 81, 1970. 
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Niemann-Pick Disease and Retinitis Pigmentosa 

There are central nervous system disorders associated. with the Niemann
Pick group of diseases that can become evident by ocular changes. Some 
of these are observed as abnormal macula with gray discolorarion and 
granular pigmencarion or granule opacities about the fovea. 

An 11-year-old girl with type II disease had more extensive ocular 
involvement. There was sphingomyelin storage in the keratocytes of 
the cornea, the lens, the retinal ganglion cells, the pigmented. epithe
lium, the corneal tract, and the fibrous astrocytes of the optic nerve. 

Acute rype I Niemann- Pick disease (OMIM 257220), lipidosis 
with sphingomyelinase deficiency and primary sphingomyelin storage, 
may show a cherry red spot in the rerina in up co 50% of these patients. 
Macula halo describes the cryscalloid opacities seen in some patients 
with subacute type I disease. These halos are approximately one-half 
the disk diameter at their outer edge and are scattered throughout the 
various layers of the retina. They do not interfere with vision. 

Thus, retinitis pigmentosa may also be a secondary effect of the 
abnormal biochemistry associated with Niemann- Pick disease. 

Spence, M. \V., and Callahan, J. W. Sphingomyelin-cholesrerol lipidoses: The 
Niemann - Pick group of ruseases. In Schriver, C.R., Beauder, A. L., Sly, W., and 
Valle, D. (Eds.), The Metabolic Bases of Inherited Disease. New York: McGraw 
Hill, 1989, 1656. 

Intracellular 

Extracellu lar 

Figure 23.21 Crystal structure of bovine 
rhodopsin at 2.8-A resolution . Rhodopsin 
is a transmemb rane protein. The width of the 
disk membrane into whic h it is imbedded is 
approx imately equivalent to the length of its 
helices (blue rods). The intracellular side of the 
membrane approximately transecrs helix VIII. 
/3-Strands are shown as blue arrows. Structures in 
green on the intracellular side are two palrnitoyl 
groups o riented such that the hydrophobic groups 
can interact with hydrophobic regions of the 
membrane. The blue ball-and-stick structures at 
the borrom (extracellular side) of the molecule 
are carbohydrates. The yellow structures located 
near the hydrophobic surface of the protein are 
nonylg lucoside and heptano l molecules. 
Reproduced with permission from Teller, D. 
C., Okada, T., Behnke, C. A., Palczewski, K., 
and Stenkamp, R. E. Biochem. 40: 7761, 200 I. 
Copyright, (200 l ) American Chemical Society. 
Figure generously supplied by Dr. K Palczewski 
and Dr. C. A. Behnke. 

epithelial layer of the retina is involved in the trans- to cir-retinal recycling phase of the visual 
cycle, and it also absorbs excess light and prevents reflections back into rods and cones where 
it may cause distonion or blurring of images (Clin. Corr. 23.5). The choroid lies behind the 
retina and contains blood vesicles that supply nutrients co the retina. 

The eye may be compared to a video camera, which collects images, convens chem into 
electrical pulses, records them on magnetic tape, and allows their visualization by decod
ing the raped information. The eye focuses on an image by projecting char image onto the 
retina. A series of events begins, rhe first of which is photochemical , followed by biochemi
cal events that amplify the signal, and finally electrical impulses are sent to the brain where 
the image is reconsrructed - "in rhe mind 's eye." In effecting this process, the initial event 
is transformed from a physical event to a chemical event through a series of biochemical 
reactions, to an electrical event, to a conscious acknowledgment of the presence of an object 
in the environment outside of the body. 

Photons (light) are absorbed by photoreceptors in the outer segments of rods or 
cones, whe re they cause isomerization of the visual pigment, retinal , from the 1 1-cir-form 
to the all-trans-fo rm. This isomerization causes a conformational change in the protein 
moiety of the complex and affects the resting membrane potential of the cell, resulting in 
an electrical signal being transmitted by way of the optic nerve to the brain . 

Rods and Cones Are Photoreceptor Cells 

Photoreceptor cells of the eye are the rods and the cones (Figure 23.20b, p. 957) . Each 
type has flattened disks that contain a photoreceptor pigment that consists of a prote in and 
a prosthet ic group, I I-cir-retinal. The pigment is rhodopsin in rod cells, and they are red 
(long), green (medium), or blue (shon) pigments in cone cells. Rhodopsin, as are othe r 
photoreceptor pigments, is a transmembrane protein containing 11-cis-retinal , the pro tein 
moiety of which is called opsin. The three proteins that form the red, green, and blue pig
ments of cone cells are different from each other and from the opsin of rhodopsin; but the 
prosthetic group for all visual pigments is the same. 

Rhodopsin (-40 kDa) contains seven cransmembrane a-helices. An I I-cir-retinal 
molecule is attached through a protonated Schiff base to the e-amino group of Lys296 on 
the seventh helix and lies about midway between the two faces of the membrane (Figure 
23.21; Clin . Corr. 23 .6, p. 960) . 

A schematic of the formation of 11-cis-rerinal from /J-carotene and rhodopsin forma
tion from opsin and 11-cis-retinal are shown in Figure 23.22. I I-Cir-retinal is derived from 
vitamin A and/or /3-carotene of the diet. Cleavage of /3-carotene yields two molecules of 
all-trans-retinol , which is isomerized by an enzyme in the pigmented epithelial cell layer 
of the retina co 11-cis-retinol. Oxidation of 11-cis-retinol to 11-cis-rerinal and its binding 
to opsin occur in the rod outer segment. 
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Figure 23.22 Formation of 11-cis- retinal and rhodopsin from /3-carotene . 
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The absorption spectra of 11-cu--retinal and the four visual pigments are shown in 
Figure 23.23a. The wavelength of maximum absorption of 11-cu--retinal is different when it 
is bound to opsin (Amax= 498 nm) or to the protein moieties of the other visual pigments. 
Spectral differences are due to subtle differences in the chemical environments in which the 
11-cis-retinal resides (Figure 23.23b). Absorption bands for the pigments reflect spectral 
areas of their light sensitivity. 

300 

(a) 
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Red 

(b) 

B Rh G R 

500 
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Figure 23.23 Absorption spectra of 11-
cis-retinal and the four visual pigments. 

700 

(a) Absorbance is relative and represents difference 
spectra obtained by subtracting the spectra for the 
recombinant apoproteins. The spectrum for 
11-cir-retinal (I lcR) is in the absence of protein. 
Other abbreviations: B, blue pigment; Rh, 
rhodopsin ; G, green; and R, red. (b) Some of the 
amino acids in the vicinity of 11-cis-retinal in the 
blue, green, and red pigments. 
Reproduced with permission from Stenkamp, 
R. E., Filipek, S., Driessen, C . A.G. G., Teller, 
D. C., and Palczewski, K. Cryscal structure of 
rhodopsin : a template for cone visual pigments 
and other G protein-coupled receptors. Biochim. 
Biophys. Acta 1565: 168, 2002. Copyright (2002) 
Elsevier. 
Modified from Nathans, J. Cell78: 357, 1994. 
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Retinitis Pigmentosa from a Mutation in the Gene for Peripherin 

Retinitis pigmentosa (RP) (OMIM 268000) is a slowly progressive 
condicion associated with loss of night and peripheral vision. It is a 
group of heterogeneous diseases of variable clinical and genetic ori
gins; several are associated with abnormal lipid metabolism. This dis
ease affects approximately 1.5 million people throughout the world . 
It is inherited through an aucosomal dominant , recessive, or X-linked 
mode. RP has been associared with mutarions in the protein moi
ery of rhodopsin and in a related protein, peripherin/RDS (retinal 
degeneracion slow), both of which are integral membrane proteins. 
Peripherin contains 344 amino acid residues and is located in the rim 
region of the disc membrane. Structural models of these cwo proteins 
are shown in the following figure. Filled circles and other notations 
in the figure mark residues or regions that have been correlated with 
RP or other recinal degenerations. 

A de novo mutation in exon 1 of the gene coding for peripherin 
resulted in the onset of RP. It caused a Cto -T transition in the first 
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nucleocide of codon 46. This resulted in changing an arginine to a 
stop codon {R46X). The pedigree of this family is shown in the ad
jacent figure. Neither parent had the mutation and genecic typing 
analysis (20 different shore tandem repeat polymorphisms) showed 
that the probabiliry that the proband 's parents are not his actual bio
logical parents is less than one in 10 billion, establishing with near 
certainry that the mutacion is de novo. 

This R46X mucacion has been observed in another unrelated pa
tient. This demonstrates the importance of DNA analysis to establish 
the genetic basis for RP, as opposed to that associated with other 
abnormal metabolic conditions . 

Shasrry, B. S. Retinitis pigmenrosa and related disorders: phenotypes of rhodopsin 
and peripherin/RDS mutations . Am. J Med Gmetics 52: 467 , 1994; and Lam, 
B. L., Vandenburgh, K., Sheffield, V. C., and Scone, E. M. Retinitis pigmemosa 
associated with a dominant mutation in codon 46 of the peripherin/RDS gene 
(Arg¼stop). Am./ Ophrhalmol 119: 65, 1995. 
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Schematic representation of structural model s for rhodopsin (top) and peripheri n/ RDS 
(Retin al Deg enerati on Slow) (bottom ). The location of mutations in amino acid residues that 
segregate with RP or other retinal degenerations are shown as solid circles . 

Pedigre e of family . Males are squares; females are 
circles. Solid square indicates the proband . A 
slashed-through symbol indicates deceased. 

From Lam et al. (in Clin. Corr. 23.6 references). From Lam et al. (in Clio. Corr. 23.6 references) . 
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The magnitude of change in the electrical potential of photorecept0r cells following 
exposure to a light pulse differs from that of neurons during depolarization. The resting 
potential of rod cell membrane is approximately - 30 m V compared to - 70 m V for neu
rons. Excitation of rod cells by a light pulse causes hyperpolarization of the membrane; 
from about - 30 m V to about -35 m V (Figure 23.24). It takes hundreds of milliseconds for 
the potential to reach its maximum state ofhyperpolarization, during which time a number 
of biochemical events occur. 

Absorption of photons of light and isomerization of 11-ru-retinal in rhodopsin, are 
rapid, requiring only picoseconds. Following this, rhodopsin undergoes a series of con
formation changes to accommodate the scruccural change of the 11-cis-to all-trans-retinal 
(Figure 23.25). One of these species, metarhodopsin II, has a half-life of approximately 
1 min and is active rhodopsin (R*) that is involved in the more important biochemical phase 
of the visual cycle (A Closer Look 23.3, p. 964). 

Structural changes are all kinetic events; that is, one does not have to be completed 
before the other begins, and metarhodopsin II will have begun to form within hundredths 
of microseconds of the initial event. Finally, dissociation of metarhodopsin to opsin and 
all-trans-retinal occurs. All-trans-retinal is enzymatically converted to all-trans-retinol by 
all-tra 71$-retinol dehydrogenase in the rod outer segment. All-tranrretinol is transported 
into the pigmented epithelium where a specific isomerase converts it to 11-cis-retinol that 
is then oxidized to the aldehyde and transported back into the rod outer segment. After 
the aldehyde is transported back into the rod outer segment , it can recombine with opsin 
to form rhodopsin and the cycle can begin again. A diagrammatic representation of these 
events is shown in Figure 23.26 (see also Clin. Corr . 23.7, p. 965). Similar events occur in 
the cones with the three proteins of the red, green, and blue pigments. 

There are three interconnected biochemical cycles of events that occur in the conver
sion of light energy to nerve impulses (Figure 23.27) . These cycles describe the reaccions of 
rhodopsin, transducin, and phosphodiesterase , respectively. The net result is a hyperpo
larization of the plasma membrane of the rod (or cone) cells from - 30 m V to approximately 
- 35 m V. Maintenance of a steady-state potential of the plasma membrane of rod and cone 
cells at - 30 m V is an important funccion of this series of reactions. 

Rod cells of a fully dark-adapted human eye can deteet a flash of light that emits as 
few as five photons . The rod is a specialized type of neuron in that the signal generated 
does not depend on an all-or-none event. The signal may be graded in intensity and reflect 
the extent that them V potential changes from its steady-state value of - 30 m Vas well as 
the number of photoreceptor cells stimulated . The steady-state potential of - 30mV is 
maintained at this more positive value because Na+ channels of the photoreceptor cells are 
ligand -gated, and a fraction of them responsible for the influx of Na+ are maintained in 
an open state. The ligand responsible for keeping some of the Na+ channels open is cyclic 
GMP (cGMP), which binds to them in a concentration-dependent, kinetically dynamic 
manner. Biochemical events that affect the concentration of cGMP within rod and cone 
cells also affecc the number of Na+ channels open, the concentration of Na+ within the 
cells, and hence, the membrane potential (Figure 23 .27). 

Active rhodopsin (R*, namely, metarhodopsin II) forms a complex with transducin. 
T ransducin is a classic trimeric G protein and functions in a manner very similar to that 
described on page 522 . In the R*-transducin complex (R*-T 0 ,.e,y), transducin undergoes 
a conformational change that facilitates exchange of its bound GDP with GTP. When this 
occurs, the a-subunit (T 0 ) dissociates from the /3-, -y-subunits. Ta activates phosphodieste
rase (PDE) , which hydrolyzes cGMP to 5' -GMP . This decreased concentration of cGMP 
decreases the amount of cGMP available to bind to Na + channels and, therefore, decreases 
the number of open Na+ channels. The influx ofNa+decreases, but the efflux of Na+ is 
not affected by these events and Na+ concentration inside the cells decreases causing the 
membrane potential to become more negative, that is, hyperpolarized. 

The diagram of Figure 23.27 shows in cartoon form two such channels in the 
plasma membrane, one of which has cGMP bound to it and is open. The other does not 
have cGMP bound to it and is closed. By this mechanism, the concentration of Na+ in 
the cell is directly linked to the concentrat ion of cGMP and, thus, also the membrane 
potential. 
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Figure 23.24 Changes in the potential of a rod 
cell membrane after a light pulse. 
Redrawn from Darnell,]., Lodish, H., and 
Baltimore, D. Molecular Cell Biology. New York: 
ScientificAmerican, 1986, 763. 
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Figure 23 .25 Conformation changes that 
rhodopsin undergoes after photoactivation 
that leads to Metarhodopsin II, active 
rhodopsin. 
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Figure 23.26 Transport and metabolism of 11-cis- and all-trans-retinal into the pigmented 
epithelium. 
Redrawn from Perrault, l., Rozet, J.-M ., Gerber, S. , Ghazi, I., Leowski, C., et al. Leber congenital 
amaurosis. MoL Gen. & Metab. 68: 200 , I 999. 

PDE in rod cells is a heterotetrameric protein consisting of one each a and /3 cata
lytic subunits and two y regulat0ry subunits. T a-GTP forms a complex with they-subunits 
of PDE effecting dissociation of the catalytically active a,{3-dimeric PDE subunit complex. 
T a-GTP has GTPase activity that hydrolyzes bound GTP to GDP and inorganic phos
phate (P;). This results in dissociation ofTa-GDP from the regulatory y-subunits of PDE 
permitting them to reassociate with the catalytic subunits to reestablish the a,{3, y2 structure 
of PDE- its inactive form. The same reactions occur in cone cells, but the catalytic sub
units of cone cells PDE differ from those of rods in that cone cells PDE consists of two a 
catalytic subunits (a:2) instead of an a and a /3 catalytic subunit (a/3). 

cGMP concentration is regulated by intracellular Ca2+. Ca2+ enters rod cells in th e 
dark through sodium channels increasing its concentration to th e 500-nM range. At 
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Figure 23.27 Cascade of biochemical reactions involved in the visual cycle. 
Redr.iwn from F:uber, D. B. Investigative Ophthalmology & Vir. Sci. 36: 263, 1995. 

Cytoplasm 

these concentrations , activity of guanylate cyclase is low. When sodium channels are 
closed, Ca2+ entry is inhibited also, but efflux of Ca2+ by the sodium/calc ium- potas
sium exchanger is unchanged (top comp lex of the plasma membrane in Figure 23 .27). 
This decreases the int racellular Ca2+ concentration resulting in activation of guanylate 
cyclase and increased p roduction of cGMP from GTP. Resynthesis of cGMP and the 
hydrolysis of GT P of the T 0 -GTP complex play important roles in stopping reactions of 
the visual cycle. 

Inactivation of activated rhodopsin R* is also important in stopping this cascade of 
events. Activated rhodopsin R* is phosphorylated by an ATP-dependent rhodopsin kinase 
(Figure 23 .27). The R*-P; has high bind ing affinity for the cytosolic protein, arrestin. The 
arrestin-R*-P; complex is no longer capable of interacting with transducin. The kinetics of 
binding of arrestin to the activated-phosphotylated rhodopsin is sufficiently rapid in vivo 
to stop the cascade of reactions. When rhodopsin is regenerated, the cycle can be initiated 
again by photons of light. 

Mutations can occur in any of the major proteins involved in the visual cycle, some of 
which are listed in Table 23.6, and result in visual impairment (Clin. Corr . 23.7). 

Color Vision Originates in Cones 

Even though photographic artistS, such as the late Ansel Adams, make the world look beau
tiful in black and white, the intervention of colors in the spectrum of life's pictures brings 
another degree of beauty to the wonders of nature and the beauty ofl ife, even the ability to 
make a distinct ion between tissues from histological staining. The ability of humans to dis
tinguish colors resides within a relatively small portion of the visual system, the cones. The 
number of cones within the human eye (6 to 7 million) is few compared with the numbe r 
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Conformation Changes during Formation of "Active Rhodops in" 

The conformation changes leading co formation of "active rhodopsin" 

are stepwise events with some of the species being very short lived as 

evident by the data shown in Figure 23.25, p. 961. The exact struc

tures for these intermediates are noc known, but ic is clear char they 

result from changes in the neighboring group environment of retinal 

after its isomerizacion. Panel a of the following figure is a schematic 

from the 3D structure of rhodopsin showing the amino acid side chains 
surrounding 11-cif.recinal as viewed from the cytoplasmic side. When 
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11-cif.recinal undergoes isomerization co the all-tran.f-recinal at che po
sition within the red circle of panel b, the /3-ionone ring of all-trans
rerinal reaches A1a169 in helix N. A1a169 is not within the range of inter

actions shown in panel a. The incermediare species listed in Figure 23.25 

represent some of the conformations thodopsin undergoes before it fi

nally dissociates co opsin and all-tran.f-recinal. Ac 37°C, activated rho

dopsin decays in slightly more than l ms through several intermediates 

to metarhodopsin II, which has a half-life of approximately 1 min. 
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Schematics of 11-cis-retinal and all-trans-retinal in 
their protein environments. {a) Amino acid side chains 
surrounding 11-cir-recinal. When 11-cir-recinal isomecizes to 
the all-trans form (b), the /3-ionone ring of all-trans-retinal 
interacts with Ala 169 of helix IV. 
(a) From Palczewski, K., Kumasaka, T., Hori, T., Behnke, 
C. A., et al. Science 289:739, 2000. (b) From Bourne, H. 
R., and Meng, E. C. Science289:733, 2000. Reprinted with 
permission from AAA$. 

TABLE 23.6 • Major Proteins Involved in the Phototransduction Cascade 

Concentration 
Relation to Molecular in Cytoplasm 

Protein Membrane Mass (kDa) (µM) 

Rhodopsin Intrinsic 39 
Transd ucin (a + /3 + y) Peripheral or soluble 80 500 
Phosphodiesterase Peripheral 200 150 
Rhodopsin kinase Soluble 65 5 
Arrestin Soluble 48 500 
Guanylate cyclase Attached ro cytoskeleron 112 
cGMP-acrivaced channel Intrinsic 66 
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Leber Congenital Amaurosis: Retinal Dystrophy Leading to Blindness 

Leber congenital amaurosis (LCA) is one of the more serious conditions 
leading co congenital blindness. Leber fuse described LCA in 1869. 
Clinical heterogeneity in LCA was recognized early but essentially ig
nored. Genetic heterogeneity has been accepted since 1963 and three 
genes have been shown co account for about 27 % of the dystrophy. 
(1) retGCl (aka GUCY2D) on chromosome l 7pl3 codes for the pho
toreceptor specific guanylate cyclase. (2) CRX on chromosome l 9q 13.3 
codes for a homeobox protein essential for photoreceptor maintenance 
and outer rod/cone segment biogenesis. RPE65 on chromosome lp31 
codes for a specific retinal pigment epithelium (RPE) protein involved 
in vitamin A metabolism, specifically, rerinol translcis isomerase. Struc
tural representation of the human RPE65 gene and positions of muta
tions that have been identified in LCA is shown. 

23 .25 and 23.26. Gene therapy to restore vision of humans affected 
by this mutation is now in progress. 

LCA has been linked co mutations in the gene encoding another 
protein, the photoreceptor-specific geneAryl hydrocarbon interacting 
protein like AIPL 1 . The protein, AIPL 1, enhances protein famesyla
tion. Retinal proteins known to be farnesylaced are cGMP phosphodi
esterase, cransducin, and rhodopsin kinase. Mutationally defective 
AIPL 1 affects cGMP phosphodiesterase localization and amount in 
rods and cones prior to their degeneration and loss of vision. 

A canine model of LCA has been created by gene replacement 
therapy in which a normal RPE65 gene was delivered intraocularly to 
one eye of each test animal and vision was restored in that eye to near 
normal. The function of this enzyme in vision is evident from Figures 

Perrault, I., Roze.r,J.-M., Gerber, S., Ghazi, I., Leowski, C., er al. Leber congenical 

arnaW'osis. Mokcular Genetics and Metabo. 68: 200, 1999; Acland , G. M., Aguirre, 

G. D., Ray, J. , Zhang, Q, er al. J. Gene therapy restores vision in a canine model 

of childhood blindness. Nature Generics 28: 92, 2001; Maguire, A. M. , SimoneUi, 

F., Pierce, E. A., Pugh, E. N., Jr., er al. Safety and efficacy of gene rransfer for Leb

er congeniral amaurosis. N. Engl J. Med 358: 2240, 2008; and Ramamurchy. V., 
Niemi, G. A. , Reh, T. A., and Hurley , J. B. Leber congeniral arnaurosis linked ro 

AIPLl: A mouse model reveals destabilization of cGMP phosphodiesterase. Proc. 
Natl.Actu.l. Sci. USA 10 1: 13897, 2004. 
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Schematic representation of the human RPE65 gene. 

of rods (120 million) . Some animals (e.g., dogs) have even fewer cones, and othe r animals 
(e.g., birds) have many more . 

The mechanism by which light stimulates cone cells is the same as it is for rod cells. 
The initial event in all cases is the photo-induced isomerization of 11-cinetinal. There are 
three types of cone cells, defined by whether they contain the blue, green, or red visual pig
ments (see Figure 23.23b , p. 959) . They are also referred to in medical literature as short (S), 
medium (M), or long (L) wavelength-specific opsins, respectively. Color discrimination by 
cone cells is an inherent property of the proteins of the visual pigments to which the 11-cir 
retinal is attached. The 11-ciHetinal is attached to each of the proteins through a protonated 
Schiff base as in rhodopsin. The absorption spectrum produced by the conjuga ted double
bond system of 11-cirre tinal is influen ced by its chemical environment (see Figure 23.23b). 
When 11-cis-retin al is bound to different visual proteins , amino acid residues in the local 
areas around the protonated base and the conjugated 1r-bond system influence the energy 
level and give different absorption spectra with absorption maxima that are characteristic of 
the different color pigments : approximately 420 nm for blue, 535 nm for green, and 565 nm 
for red (A Closer Look 23.4). 

Normally, only one type of visual pigment occurs per cell. During fetal develop
ment, however, multiple pigments may occur in the same cell. Durin g development 
th e blue pigment seems to appea r first , followed by green and then red pigments. 
The number of cones containing these multiple pigments decreases after birth and is 

.. 
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Sequence Homology of Visual Pigments 

Significant homology exists among the amino acid sequences of the 
visual pigments (figure follows). Open circles represent amino acids 
that are the same, and closed circles those that are different. A sering 
of closed circles at either end represents an extension of the chain of 

one protein relative to the other. The red and the green pigments 
show the greatest degree of homology, about 96% identity, where
as the degree of homology between different pairs of the ochers is 
between 40% and 45% . 

(a) (c) 

Luminal side Luminal side 

Blue versus Rhodopsin 
Green versus Blue 

(b) Cytoplasmic side (d) Cytoplasmic side 

Luminal side Luminal side 

Green versus Rhodopsin Red versus Green 

Comparisons of the amino acid sequenc es of the human visual pigments . Each filled dor 
indicates an amino acid difference. 
Adapted from Nathans, J. Amm. Rev. Neurosci. 10:163, 1987. 

insignificantly small or nonexistent in adults . Cones containing the blue pigment con
stitutes only about 2% of the coral number of cones, and they are outside of the fovea. 
Cones containing the green and red pigments are approximately 32% and 64% of the 
coral, respectively. 

Color Vision Is Trichromatic 
Genes encoding the visual pigments have been mapped co specific chromosomes . The 
rhodopsin gene resides on chromosome 3, the gene encoding the blue pigment resides 
on chromo some 7, and genes for the red and green pigments are on the X chromo 
some . In spite of the great similarity among the red and green pigments, they are dis
tinctly different proteins. Individuals have been identified with inherited variations that 
affect one but not both pigments simultaneously . The re may be more than one gene for 
the green pigment, bur it appears that only one is expressed. Colors other than those 
reflected by the absorption maxima of the visual pigments are distinguished by graded 
stimulation of the different cones and comparative analysis by the brain (A Closer Look 
23.5 and 23.6) . 
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Diagnosis of John Dalton's Color Blindness 

John Dalton (1766-1844), who developed the atomic theory of 
chemistry, was color blind. He first described his visual problem in a 
Lecture in 1794 and published his observation in 1798. He thought 
his color blindness was due co the vitreous humor being tinted blue, 
selectively absorbing longer wavelengths of light. He instructed chat 
after his death his eyes be examined co determine whether his theory 
was correct. An autopsy revealed chat the vitreous humor was perfectly 

pellucid, or normal. Using DNA analysis on Dalton's preserved eyes, 
obtained from the British Museum, it has now been shown chat Dalton 
was missing the green pigmen c. Th us, instead of having trichromatic 
vision, he was dichromacic with a vision cype known as deuteranopia 
or "Dalconism" since his publication was the first recognized account 
of red-green color-blindness. The cype color blindness of one who is 
missing the red pigment is called pcotanopia. 

23.3 • MOLECULAR MOTORS AND ASSOCIATED 
PROTEINS 

There are three families of molecular mot0rs : myosin, kinesin , and dynein . Myosin is an 
actin-based mocor, and the other two are microcubule-based motors. Actin-based motors 
include those involved in muscle contraction , and the latter two include those involved 
in intracellular trafficking- moving cargo or arranging intracellular scructures . There are 
unconventional myosins (actin-based motors) that also move cargo. Motors involved in 
trafficking function as single units and do not form fibers as those involved in muscle 
contraction do . This includes also cargo-carrying actin-based myosins. Fuel for all of these 
motors is ATP . The mechanism for ATP use in myosin- and kinesin-based morors to 
affect their function is similar and well known . Dynein is scruccurally very different from 
myosin and kinesin, and the mechanisms of its load-dependent cargo movement and 
multiple ATP use are currently not well defined . Protein conformation changes on bind
ing ATP, its hydrolysis , and release of products are common to the mechanics of action 
of all of them . 

Muscle Contraction 

There are three types of muscles in the human body : skeletal, cardiac, and smooth . Skel
etal muscles are striated in appearance-they have discrete bands and filaments- and the 
individual controls their actions voluntarily. Cardiac muscles are striated also, but their 
contractile units are not arranged in a linear manner as are skeletal muscles and their con
traction is not voluntary. Smooth muscles are not striated, their thick and thin filaments 
do not show a visibly discrete organizational pattern , and they, like cardiac muscle, are not 
under voluntary control. Common to the contraction of each of these classes of muscle is 
the sliding filament model, that is, movement of the actin filament over the myosin filament 
and use of ATP as the energy source to effect contraction. 

Skeletal Muscle: Structural Organization of Its Components 

A schematic diagram of the structural organization of skeletal muscle is shown in Figure 
23.28. Skeletal muscle consists of bundles of fibers (panel c). Each bundle is called a fas
ciculus (panel b). The fibers are made up of myofibrils (panel d) , and each myofibril is a 
tandem series of muscle cells or units called saccomeres. The muscle cell is multinucleated 
and is not capable of division . Most muscle cells survive for the life of the animal, but they 
can be replaced when lost or lengthened by fusion of myoblast cells. 

A muscle cell is shown diagrammatically in Figure 23 .29 . Note that the myoftbrils 
are surrounded by a membranous structure called the saccoplasmic reticulum. At discrete 
intervals along the fasciculi and connected to the terminal cisterna of the sarcoplasmic retic
ulum are transverse tubules. These are connected to the external plasma membrane that sur
rounds the entire structure . Nuclei and mitochondria lie just inside the plasma membrane. 

Other Differences between 
Rods and Cones 

Sensitivity and response rime of rods differs 
from chose of cones. Absorption of a single 
photon by phocorecepcors in rods generates 
a current of approximately 1-3 picoAmps 
(l-3 X 10- 12), whereas the same event in 
the cones generates a current of approxi
mately 10 femcoArnps (10 X 10-15), about 
1I100th of the rod response. The response 
time of cones, however, is about four rimes 
faster than that of rods. Thus , the cones are 
better suited for discerning rapidly chang
ing evencs and the rods are better suited for 
low-light visual sensitivity. 
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Figure 23 .28 stru ctural organization of skeletal muscl e. The diagram 
shows schematically the aggregation of G-actin to F-actin and the relative 
positions of cleavage of myosin by trypsin and papain. 
Redrawn from Bloom, W. D., and Fawcett, D. W. Textbook ofHistol.ogy, 10th 
ed. Philadelphia: Saunders , 1975. Sections m and n redrawn from Albercs, B., 
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The single contractile unit, the sarcomere, consists of all structural components between 
Z bands (or Z disk) (see Figures 23.28d and 23.29). Bands in the sarcomere are due to the 
arrangement of specific proteins (see Figure 23.28e). Two types of fibers are apparent: long 
thick fibers with prorrusions on both ends are anchored at the center of the sarcomere, and 
long thin fibers that are attached t0 proteins within the Z disk. I (isotropi c) bands extend 
for a short distance on both sides of the Z disk (two adjacent sarcomeres) and contain only 
thin filaments. The H band is in the center of the sarcomere and contains thick or heavy 
filaments but no thin filaments . In the middle of the H band, there is a somewhat diffuse 
M band which contains additional proteins that assiSt in anchoring fibers of the heavy fila
ments (Figure 23 .28 h) to the center of the sarcomere. The A (anisotropi c) band contains 
both thin and heavy filaments and is located between the inner edges of the I bands. When 
a muscle cont racts, the H and I bands shorten, but the distance between the Z disk and near 
edge of the H band remains constant. The distance between the innermost edges of I bands 
on both ends of the sarcomere also remains constant indicating that the length of thin fila
ments and of thick filaments does not change during contraction . Contraction, therefore, 
results when these filaments "slide" past each other. 

Sarcomeres consist of many different proteins, eight of which are listed in Table 23,7. 
The two most abundant are myosin and actin. Approximately 60%- 70% of the muscle 
prote in is myosin and 20%- 25% is actin. Thick filaments consist mostly of myosin and 
thin filaments consist mostly of actin . Thin filaments are formed from end-to-end polymer
ization of globular actin subunit monomers. After monomer polymerization, thin filaments 
are referred to as F-actin, fibrous actin (Figure 23.28k). Tropomyosin and troponin are 
associated with F-actin and have major roles in regulation of contraction. Other proteins 
listed are mostly associated with formation ancllor maintenance of structural integrity of 
the contractile unit. 

Myosin Forms Thick Filaments of Musc le 
Myosin, a long fibrous molecule with two globular heads on one end , consists of two 
heavy chains of about 230 kDa each. Bound near each head group is a dissimilar pair of 
light chains, each of which is approximately 20 kDa. The light chains are "calmodulin
like" proteins and are involved in various aspects of regulation of the process, not all of 

Figure 23.29 A schematic representation of 
a bundle of six myofibrils. The lumen of the 
cransverse tubules connecrs with the extracellular 
med ium and enters the fibers at the Z disk. 
Reprinted with permission from Darndl, J., 
Lodish, H. , and Baltimore, D. Molecular Cell 
Bio/,og;y. New York: Scientific American, 1986, 827. 

TABLE 23.7 • Approximate Molecular 
Masses (kDa) of Some 
Skeletal Muscle Proteins 

Myosin 500 
Heavy chain 200 
Lighcchain 20 

Actin monomer (G-accin) 42 
Tropomyosin 70 
Troponin 76 

Tn-C subunit 18 
Tn-1 subunit 23 
Tn-T subunit 37 

a -Accinin 200 
C-protein 150 
,8-Accinin 60 
M-protein 100 
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Experimental Evidence for 
Hinge Regions and for the 
Section of the Molecule That 
Promotes Aggregation 

Srructural analyses show that the carboxyl 
end of each myosin chain is located in the 
tail section, where the two heavy chains 
are held rogether in a coil-coil arrange
ment (Figure 23.28m). In vitro experi
ments show that trypsin cleaves the tail at 
about one-third of its length from the head 
to produce heavy meromyosin (the head 
group and a short tail) and light mero
myosin (the remainder of the tail section). 
Only light meromyosin can aggregate un
der physiological conditions in vitro, sug
gesting that effecting aggregation is one of 
the roles of this part of the tail section in 
heavy-chain formation in vivo. 

which have been clearly defined . They bind co IQ motifs (distinctive amino acid sequence 
patterns) in myosin. These IQ motifs are located near the head groups and have che con
sensus sequence IQXXXRGXXXR (lle-Gln-X-X-X-Arg-Gly-X-X-X-Arg, where X is any 
amino acid). 

The head section can be cleaved from the remainder of the tail section by papain 
(Figure 23.28n), resulting in a head-group fragment referred co as Subfragment 1 or S-1. 
Action of papain and uypsin demonstrates that myosin has at lease two hinge regions near 
the head- tail junction (A Closer Look 23 .7). 

Heavy chains are formed by symmetrical tall-to-tail aggregation of myosin centered 
around M lines ofH zones in sarcomeres. Tail sections are aligned in a parallel manner on 
both sides of the M line with the head groups pointing coward the Z line. Each thick fila
ment contains about 400 molecules of myosin. The C protein (Table 23.7) is involved in 
their assembly. The M protein is also involved, presumably to hold the tail sections together 
and co anchor them to the M line. 

The myosin head contains ATP ase activity that provides energy for cont raction and 
actin bindin g. The S- l fragment also contains binding sites for the essential light chain 
and the regulatory light chain that bind at IQ motifs as mentioned. A model of the three 
dimensional structu re of the myosin S-l fragment is shown in Figure 23.30. The actin
binding region is located at the lower right-hand corner in the region of the visible cleft. 
The S-1 fragment has several structural domain-like regions with masses of 25, 50, and 
20 kDa colored green, red, and blue, respectively. The essential light chain (ELC) and the 
regularory light chain (RLC) are shown in yellow and magenta, respectively (Clin . Corrs. 
23.8 and 23.9). 

The ATP binding site, just above the visible cleft, is also an open cleft about 13 A 
deep and 13 A wide. It is separated from the actin-binding site by approximately 35 A. 
Myosin binds to actin in a stereospecific manner. The ELC and the RLC are associated 
with a single long helix that connects the head region with the tail section. There is room 
for flexibility between the ELC and the connecting single helix. The conformation of 
myosin- ATP complex has an affinity for actin that is 1/10 ,000th that of the conformation 
of myosin that contains ADP or no ADP . Thus, the transduction of chemical energy to 
mechanical work depends on protein conformational changes that occur on binding of 
ATP , its hydrolysis, and product dissociation - initially inorganic phosphate followed by 
ADP (A Closer Look 23.8). 

Actin, Tropomyosin, and Troponin Are Thin-Filament Proteins 
Actin is the major protein of thin filaments and constitutes about 20%- 25% of muscle 
protein . It is synthesized as a 42-kDa globular protein called G-actin, which aggregates 
to form fibrous actin or F-actin (see Figure 23.28k) . More than 90% of its amino acid 
sequence is conserved among a variety of species (Table 23.8 , p. 972). For these examples, 
differences are observed in about seven positions. Sequences of more than 30 actin isocypes, 

Figure 23.30 A space-fillin g model of the three-dimensional structure of the S-1 fragment of 
myosin. 25-, 50- , and 20-kDa domains of the heavy chain are green, red, and blue , respectively. 
Essential and regulatory light chains are yellow and magenta, respectively. 
From Rayment , I. , Rypniewski , W. R , Schmidt-Base , K., Smith , R , et al. Science 261: 50, 1993. 
Repro<luced with permission from MAS. 



Voltage-Gated Ion Channelopathies 

There are three important types of voltage-gated cation channels: Na+, 
Ca2+, and K+. Each is a heterogeneous protein consisting of various 
numbers of a- and /3-subunics. In membranes, they are arranged in a 
more-or-less circular manner with a funnel-like channel formed through 
the middle of a-subunics. Roles of /3-subunits are still being elucidated, 
but they appear to help stabilize and/or regulate activity of a-subunits. 

Voltage-gated channels &om nerve and muscle tissue show high 
sequence homology in many transmembrane domains, but are less 
conserved in the intracellular connecting loops. A common effect of 
mutations in Na+ channels is muscle weakness or paralysis. Some 
inherited Na + voltage-gated ion channelopachies are listed following. 
Each of these is reported co result from a single amino acid change in 
the a-subunit and is transmitted as autosomal dominant. 

Disorder 
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Ir has been suggested chat if the membrane potential is slightly 
more positive (i.e., changes from -70 co -60 mV) the myofiber can 
reach the threshold more easily and the muscle becomes hyperexcic
able. If the membrane potential becomes even more positive (i.e., 
up co -40 mV) the fiber cannot fire an action potential leading to 

paralysis. 

Carrera!!, W. A. Srrucrure and function of volrage-gated ion channels. Anni,. Rev. 
Biochem. 64 : 493, 1995; Hoffmann, E. P. Voltage-gated ion cbannelopatbies: In
herited disorders caused by abnormal sodium, chloride, and calcium regulation in 
skeleral muscle. Annu.. Rev. Med. 46: 431, 1995; and Abraham, M. R., Jahan gir, 
A., Alekseev, A. E., and Terzic, A. Channelopachies of inwardly rectifying potas 
sium channels. FASEB J 13: 1901, 1999. 

Hyperkalemic periodic paralysis 

Unique Clinical Feature 

Induced by rest after exercise, or 
the intake ofK+ 

Paramyoconia congenica 
Sodium channel myotonia 

Cold-induced myoconia 
Constant myoconia 

Familial Hypertropic Cardiomyopathies and Mutat ions in Muscle Proteins 

Hypemopic cardiomyopathies are characterized by enlargement/ 
thickening of the left and/or right ventricle. Arrhythmias and pre
mature death can result &om these conditions. Familiar hypercro
phic cardiomyopathy results from mutations involving genes coding 
for /3-myosin heavy chain, ventricular myosin regulatory light chain, 
cardiac croponin T, cardiac croponin I, a-cropomyosin, and cardiac 
myosin-binding protein C. Some of these genes express isoforms chat 
may be expressed only in cardiac tissue. Thus , some of the effects are 
not applicable to other types of muscle. Mutations can alter struc-

cure and function of the sarcomere and lead to changes in cardiac 
function. Alteration in cardiac function may include decrease in force 
generated from myosin-actin interaction, faulty anchoring of myosin 
(protein C) within the sarcomere, and/or interference with any of the 
functions of tropomyosin and troponin subunits. 

Bonne, C., Carrier, L., Pascal, R., Hainque, B., and Schwarcz, K. Familiar hyper
rropic cardiomyopathy: from murations to functional defects. Circ. Res. 83: 580, 
1998. 

the longest consisting of375 amino acid residues, reveal chat no more rhan 32 residues have 
been substituted (Clin. Corr. 23.10) . A significant number of these substitutions occur 
at the N -terminal where essentially all actin molecules are posnrans lationally modified. 
The N-terminal amino acid residue may be acecylated and hydrolyzed one or two times 
before the final acecylated product is achieved. 

A crystal structure of G-actin is shown in Figure 23 .31 . Actin has two distinct domains 
of approximately equal size; however, one has been designated large (left) and the other 
small (right) . Each of chem consists of two subdomains. The N-terminal and the C-terminal 
residues are located within subdomain 1 of the small domain. 

The molecule has po larity, and aggregation to F~actin can occur from either end. 
In vitro kinetic data indicate that the preferred direction of aggregation is by addition of 
monomers to rhe large end of the molecule and that the rate of addit ion to this end is dif
fusion controlled, that is, at a rate as fast as the monomer can diffuse to that end . Each 
G-actin contains a specific binding site between the two major domains for ATP and a 
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Homology among Myosin 
from Different Sources 

TABLE 23.8 • Summary of the Amino Acid Differences Among Chicken 
Gizzard Smooth Muscle Actin, Skeletal Muscle Actin, and 
Bovine Cardiac Actin 

Residue Number 

Actin Type 1 2 3 17 89 

Skelecal muscle 4 Asp Glu Asp Val Thr 
Cardiac muscleb Asp Giu 
Smooth musclec Absent Glu Cys Ser 

Source: Adapced from Vandekerckhove, J. and Weber, K. FEBS Lett. 102:219, 1979. 
4 From rabbic, bovine, and chicken skelecal muscle. 
bFrom bovine heart. 

' From chicken gizzard. 

298 

Mee 
Leu 
Leu 

357 

Thr 
Ser 
Ser 

cDNA analyses of myosins from many dif
ferent species and types of muscle indicate 
chat there is a very high degree of homol
ogy among myosins from different sources, 
particularly within the head region. There 
is somewhat Jess sequence homology with
in the tail region, but functional homol
ogy exists to an extraordinarily high degree 
regardless of length, which ranges from 
about 86 to about 150 nm for different 
species. The myosin head contains nearly 
one-half (about 839 to about 850) of the 
amino acid residues in the entire molecule 
in mammals (Clio. Corr. 23.8, p. 971) . 

divalent metal ion , Mg2+ , but Ca2+ competes with Mg2+ for the same binding site. The 
G-actin-ATP-M g2+ complex aggregates faster to form F-actin. Subdomains 1 and 2 of 
G-actin molecules in F-actin are to the outside where myosin binding sites are located . The 
conformational form ofF-actin is helical . F-Actin may be viewed as either (1) a single-start, 
left-handed single-stranded helix with rotation of the monomers through an approximate 
166° with a rise of27 .5 A or (2) a two-scan, right-handed double-stranded helix with a half 
pitch of350 - 380 A. 

/3-Actinin binds to F-actin and assiscs in limiting the length of the thin filamencs. 
a- Actinin, a homodimer of 90 tol 10 kDa subunits , binds adjacent actin monomers of 
F-actin at positions 86-117 of one and 350-375 of the other and strengthens the fiber. It 
also helps to anchor the actin filament to the Z disk. Other major proteins associated with 
the thin filament are tropomyosin and troponin . 

Tropomyosin is a rod-shaped protein consisting of two dissimilar subunits, each of 
about 35 kDa . It forms aggregates in a head-to-tail configuration . It interaccs in a flexible 
manner with the thin filament throughout ics entire length. It fits within the groove of the 
helical assembly of the actin monomers of F-actin. Each rropomyosin molecule interacts 
with about seven actin monomers between subdomain one and three . Tropomyosin helps to 

Dilated Cardiomyopathy and Mutations in Actin 

Thin walls of the heart and inability co pump blood effectively are 
characteristics of dilated cardiomyopathy. A genetic cause of this con
dition can be defective actin . Although the amino acid sequence of 
actin is highly conserved, there are several isoforms expressed by dif
ferent genes; five of six are expressed in skeletal and cardiac myocyces. 
In adult cardiac myocyces, approximately 80% of actin results from 
expression of specific cardiac isoforms. Mutations in the invariant re
gions of these cardiac isoforms can result in serious health effects. An 
inherited single amino acid substitution (see following), Arg3 l 2His 
in one patient and Glu361 Gly in another patient, resulted in dilated 
cardiomyopathy, a condition in which cardiac transplant is the only 
definitive rreaanent for end-stage disease. 

Comparison of the positions of those substitutions with the struc
ture of accin shown in Figure 23.31 reveals char they occur in two 
different functional regions of actin. 

Olson, T . M. , Michels, V. V., Thibodeau, S. N. , Tai, Y-S., and Keacing, M. T . 
Accin mucacions in dilared cardiomyopachy, a heritable form of hearc failure. Sci
ence 280: 750 , 1998. 

Schematic representation of the cardiac actin 
monomer and location of idiop athic dilated 
cardiomyopatbic mutations . 
From Olson, et al. (in Clin. Corr. 23.10 reference). 
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Subdomain 4 Subdoma in 2 

S350 

Subdomaln 3 Subdomain 1 

Figure 23.31 Crystal structure of G-actin showing secondary structural elements . ADP and a 
divalent mecal ion are shown in the cleft between the two large domains . 
Reproduced with permission from Lorenz, M. , Popp , D. , and Holmes, K C. / Mo/. Biol 234: 826 , 
1993 by permission of the publisher Copyright (1993) Academic Press Limited, London. 

stabilize the thin filament and to transmit signals for conformational change to other com
ponents of the thin filament when Ca2+ binds to troponin that is attached to tropomyosin. 

Troponin consists of three dissimilar subunits designated TnC , Tn l, and TnT with 
molecular mass of about 18 kDa, 23 kDa, and 37 kDa, respectively. The TnT subunit 
binds t0 tropomyosin. The Tnl subunit inhibits binding of acrin to myosin. The TnC 
subunit is a calmodulin like protein that binds Ca2+. 

The three-dimensional structure of TnC shows it to be dumbbell shaped and very 
similar to calmodulin . A structural model of the calcium-saturated T nC- Tnl complex is 
shown in Figure 23.32. The Tnl subunit fits around the central region ofTnC as a helical 

Figure 23.32 Best-fit model for the 4Ca 2+ -

TnC-Tn l complex. A model for the 4Ca2+- TnC
Tnl complex based on neutron-scattering studies 
with deuterium labeling and contrast variation 
(O lah, C. C., and TrewheUa, J., Biochemistry 33: 
12800 , 1994). (Right) A view showing the spiral 
path ofTnl (green crosses) winding around the 
4Ca2 +-TnC that is represented by an a-carbon 
backbone trace (red ribbon). C, E, and G helices 
are l.abeled. (Left) The same view with 4Ca2+-TnC 
represented as a CPK model. 
Photograph generously supplied by Dr. J. 
Trewhella. The publisher recognizes that the U. 
S. government retains a nonexclusive, royalty-free 
license to publish or reproduce the published form 
of this contribution or to allow others to do so for 
U. S. government purposes . 
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Troponin Subunits as Markers for Myocardial Infarction 

Troponin contains three subunits (TnT , Tnl , and TnC) and each 
is expressed by more than one gene. Two genes code for skeletal 
muscle Tnl , one for fast and one for slow skeletal muscle, and one 
gene codes for cardiac muscle Tnl. The genes that code for TnT 
have that same distribution pattern . The gene for the cardiac form 
of TnI appears to be specific for hean tissue. Two genes encode 
TnC, bur neither gene appears to be expressed only in cardiac 
tissue. 

The cardiac form ofTnI in humans is about 31 amino acids long
er than the skeletal muscle form. Serum levels ofTnI increase within 
4 h of an acute myocardial infarction and remain high for about seven 
days in about 68% of patients tested. Almost 25% of one group of 
patienrs showed a slight increase in the cardiac form ofTnI after acute 
skeletal muscle injury indicating that it would not be a good and sen
sitive test for myocardial infarction. 

Two isoforms of cardiac TnT, TnT 1 and TnT 2, are present in 
adult human cardiac tissue and two more isoforms are presenr in fetal 
heart tissue. These isoforms may result from alternative splicing of 
mRNA. Serum levels ofTnT 2 increase within four hours of acute my
ocardial infarction and remain high for up to fourteen days. TnT 2 in 
serum is 100% sensitive and 95% specific for detection of myocarclial 
infarction. TnT 2 assay is used to detect acute myocardial infarction. 
Myocarclial infarcrs are either uncliagnosed or rniscliagnosed in hospi
tal patients admitted for other causes or in 5 million or more people 
who go to doctors for episodes of chest pain. This test is sufficiently 
specific to cliagnose myocarclial incidenrs in these patienrs and to help 
clirect doctors to proper treatment for them. 

Anderson , P. A. \YI., Malouf, N. N. , Oakeley, A. E., Pagani, E. D., and Allen, P. 
D. Troponin T isoform expression in humans. Circulation 1?£1. 69 : 1226, 1991; 
and Ottlinger, M. E., and Sacks, D. B. Clin. Lab. News, 20: 33, 1994. 

coil and forms caps over it at each end. The cap regions ofTnI are in close contact with 
TnC when TnC is fully saturated with Ca2+. TnC contains four divalent metal ion-binding 
sites. Two are in the C-terrninal region, have high affinity for calcium ions (K0 of about 
10·7 M), and are presumed to be always occupied by divalent metal ions (Ca2+ or Mg2+) 
since the concentrations of these ions in resting cells are within the same order of magnitude 
as the K0 . Under resting conditions, Tnl has a conformation that prevents proper orienta
tion of tropomyosin and inhibits myosin binding to actin, thus, preventing contraction . 
On excitation, the calcium ion concentration increases to about 1 o·5M, high enough to 
bind to sites within the N-terminal region ofTnC. Tnl now binds preferentially to TnC 
in a capped structural conform ation as shown in Figure 23.32 . This permits movement 
of rropomyosin , and myosin-binding sites on actin become exposed. The nature of the 
interaction of tropomyosin with actin permits it the flexibility to alter its conformation as a 
function of calcium ion concentration and to assist in blockage of the myosin binding sites 
on actin at low Ca2+ concentration (Clin. Corr. 23.11). 

Figure 23.28i, p. 968, shows schematically a cross section of a sarcomere and the 
relative arrangement of thin and thick filaments . Six thin filaments surround each thick 
filament. The arrangement and flexibility of myosin head groups make it possible for each 
thick filament to interact with multiple thin filaments. When cross-bridges form between 
thick and thin filaments, they do so in patterns consistent with that shown in the colorized 
electron micrograph of Figure 23.33. This shows a two-dimensional view of thick filaments 
interacting with two thin filaments. 

Skeletal Muscle Contraction 

Skeletal muscle contraction is initiated by excitation of a motor neuron and propagation 
of an action potential to a neuromuscular junction (Figure 23.34) . Note from an ear
lier section of this chapter on nerve transmission (p. 974) that when the impulse reaches 
the neuromuscular junction , Ca2+ channels open on the presynaptic neuron , Ca2+ enters 
those channels and initiates the process for release of acetylcholine into the neuromuscular 
junction (see Clin. Corr. 23.1, p. 941). Acetylcholine, on entering into the neuromuscular 
junction, binds to its (ligand-gated) receptors on the muscular side of the junction and 
initiates an impulse that travels along the sarcolemma, through the T-tubules, to sacs of 
the sarcoplasmic reticulum. Ca2+ is released into the cytosol {sarcoplasm) of the sarco
mere resulting in an increase in its concentration of about 100-fold, from about 10-7 M to 
about 10- 5 M. At this higher concentration , Ca2+ binds troponin; specifically, it binds to 
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Figure 23.33 A colorized electron micrograph 
of actin-rnyosin cross-bridges in a striated 
insect flight muscle. 
Reproduced with permission from Darnell, J., 
Locush, H., and Baltimore, D. Molecu/,ar Cell 
Biowgy. New York: Scientific Amer ican Books, 
1986. 

Figure 23.34 Neuromuscular junction. 
(a) Electron micrograph of a neuromuscular 
junction. ( b) Schematic diagram of the 
neuromuscular junction shown in (a). 
Reproduced with permission from Alberts, 
B., Bray, D., Lewis, J., Raff, M., Roberts, K., 
and WatSon, J. Molecu/,ar Biology of the Ce/L 
New York: Garland, 1983. 
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G-Actin 

Tropomyosin 
binds to 
7 G-actin 
subunits 

F-Actin/Thin Filament 

,_ ! ~~ ..._-Troponin - 3 subunits 
TN-C 
TN-I 
TN-T 

Figure 23.35 Diagram showing the relationship between the three subunits of troponin , 
tropomyosin, the actin filament , and a myosin head unit. TnC and Tnl subun its are shown in 
Figure 23.32. These subunics interact with ttopomyosin through TnT. 

TnC subunits of the heterotrimeric troponin molecules (Figure 23.35). Binding of Ca2+ 
to T nC induces a conformation change that also affects other subunits of troponin . There 
is a change in TnI conformation and a conformational change is eventually transmitted 
through the TnT subunit of troponin to tropomyosin . Tropomyos in lies in the grove of 
the helical arrangement of the F-actin filament. Tropomyosin is forced into a rotational 
conformation that exposes myosin-binding sites on the F-actin filament permitting actin
myosin interaction. 

Model for Skeletal Muscle Contraction : The Power Stroke 
Myosin head groups undergo conformational changes on binding of ATP, hydrolysis of 
ATP, and release of products . ATP binding leads to closure of the active site cleft and open
ing of the cleft in the region of the accin binding site. Hydrolysis of ATP results in closure 
of the cleft in the actin-binding region that opens again on or for release of inorganic phos
phate (A Closer Look 23.9). 

Conformational changes in myosin that occur in conjunction with closing and open
ing of the cleft in the actin-binding region with release of inorganic phosphate (P;) during 
ATP hydrolysis are associated with the power stroke (Figure 23.36) . Actin filaments can 
be moved as much as 10 nm during this process. The open conformation of myosin is now 
in a position to bind ATP and start the cycle over again. 

Individual myosin units functioning in an asynchronous manner, possibly like 
changes in the position of hands on a rope in the game of tug-of-war can maintain force or 
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Evidence for Conformation Changes on P1 and ADP Release 

This conformational change is evident by the movement of two 
cysteine-containing helices. The distance between Cys697 and 
Cys707 changes from about J 9 A to about 2 A. Experimentally 
cross-linking of these rwo cysteines in the closed position traps 

ADP within its binding sire. A stereo view of myosin showing the 
reactive cysceine pocket (cysceine residues that can react chemi
cally with externally added cysceine reactive agents) is shown in 
the figure. 

Stereo view of myosin showing the pocket that contains the mobile reactive 
cysteine residues. 
Reproduced with permission from Raymenc, I., and. Holden, H. M. Tbe three dimensional 
scruccure of a molecular mocor. Trends Biol. Sci. I 9: 129, 1994. Copyright ( 1994) Elsevier. 

create maximum force. Thus , when some myosin head groups bind with high affinity, oth
ers have low affinity, and this binding, pulling, release, binding action of myosin shorten s 
the sarcomere in an appropriately forceful manner. 

Contraction is stopped by action of the Ca2+ -transporting ATPase (Ca2+ -ATPase) 
(see Figure 12.55, p. 992) that rapidly pumps Ca2+ from the sarcomere back into the sar
coplasmic reticulum where it is sequestered by calsequestrin. 

Cardiac Muscle: Structure and Contraction 

Cardiac muscle is striated but in a somewhat less pronounced way than skeletal muscle. 
A diagram of cardiac muscle structure is shown in Figure 23 .37. Cardiac muscle is under 
control of the autonomic nervous system and its contraction is involuntary. The sarcomeres 
of cardiac muscle are not arranged in a linear manner but are branched and held together 

Figure 23.36 A model of actin-myosin 
interaction . A schematic diagram showing how 
conformation changes in the myosin head group 
and arm can pull actin filaments in a direction 
away from the Z disk dur ing hydrolysis of ATP and 
release of inorganic phosphate . 
Reproduced with permission from Rayment, 
I., and .Holden , H . M . The three dimen sional 
structur e of a molecular motor. Trends Biol Sci. 
19: 129, I 994. Copyright (1994 ) Elsevier. 
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Figure 23.37 Cardiac muscle. Cardiac muscle 
cells are striated and connected to each other by 
intercalated discs; the dark red bands perpendicular 
to the fibers. Intercalated discs contain three rypes 
of membrane junctions - fascia adherens, macula 
adherens (desmosomes), and gap junctions . These 
membranes form a network (syncytium) ensur ing 
that all cells work together as a unit. Darker areas 
are nuclei. 
Photograph of human cardiac muscle was prepared 
and generously provided by Dr . Kate M. Baldwin, 
Department of Anatomy, Howard University 
College of Medicine, Washington, DC. 

tightly by adheren junctions . These junctions are assembled from the association of a trans
membrane protein, cadherin, a polymerized rod.like protein that crosses the membranes of 
adjacent cells and interacts with another protein, catenin, that binds to actin and a-accinin 
in adjacent sarcomeres. 

Cardiac muscle contracrs in a rhythmic manner originating from an impulse generated 
within the heart itself. Impulse uansmission is electronic through gap junctions, which 
permit fuster signaling between sarcorneres. There is a longer time period between each 
contractile cycle than usually occurs in skeletal muscle, but this can be altered by hormones 
or other agentS. 

The mechanism for contraction is the sliding filament model involving myosin- accin 
interaction as described for skeletal muscle. Other ions and ion channels play very impor
tant roles in control of cardiac muscle cont raction . Some of these are discussed in Clin. 
Corrs. 23 .9, p. 971, 23.10, p. 972, 23.11 , p. 974, and 23.12, p. 978. 

Smooth Muscle Contraction: Calcium Regulation 

Smooth muscle contraction is generally slower than skeletal muscle contraction; but smooth 
muscle can contract to a greater extent and in more directions than skeletal muscle and can 
generate a greater contractile force (Figure 23.38). Actin filamentS are attached to the dense 
bodies that contain a-actinin . a-Actinin is a Z-band protein in skeletal muscle that is also 
involved in anchoring F-actin . Presumably dense bodies of smooth muscle function as Z 
lines do in skeletal muscle. The ratio of thin to thick filaments is approximately 15: 1 in 
smooth muscle compared to approximately 6: 1 in skeletal muscle. 

Smooth muscle contraction is also influenced by hormones . Among other proteins 
involved in smooth muscle contraction is caldesmon , which serves a function similar to 
troponin in skeletal muscle. Calcium-calmodulin binds to caldesmon, affects itS release 
from actin, and permitS contraction . Smooth muscle does not have a well-defined sarco
plasmic reticulum, and Ca2+ that is required for contraction comes from internal storage 
or from outside of the cell. 

Calcium ions play another important role in smooth muscle contraction. A mecha
nism for calcium regulation of smooth muscle contraction is shown in Figure 23.39. Some 
key elements of this mechanism are (1) release ofCa 2+ from intracellular stores or increased 
flux across the plasma membrane, (2) formation of a Ca2+ - CaM complex is dependent on 
the concentration of intracellular Ca2+ , (3) A Ca2+ - calmodulin (CaM) complex activates 
myosin light-chain kinase (MLCK), (4) myosin light chain is phosphorylated by MLCK , 
(5) a phosphorylated myosin light chain stimulates myosin Mg2+ -ATPase, which supp lies 
energy for the contractile process, and (6) contraction is stopped or decreased by a myosin 
phosphatase and/or transport of Ca2+ out of the cell. Many more biochemical steps are 

Ion Channels and Cardiac Muscle Disease 

Voltage-gated ion channels in cardiac muscles, like those of other tis
sues, require a finite recovery time after excitation. The heart con
tracts and relaxes on a continuous basis and in a rhythmic manner 
that cannot be altered significantly without causing problems such 
as arrhythmias, fibrillation, and possibly death. The recovery time 
between contractions of cardiac muscle is measured on electrocar
diograms as the QT interval. Initiating the excitation phase is the 
opening of Na+ channels for a finite period. Na+ moves into the 
cell causing depolarization. K+ channels then open co permit K+ to 
move out of the cell. Boch ions flow down their respective chemical 
concentration gradients. Opening of the K+ channels is important 
for shutting off the action potential. Inherited conditions referred co 

as long QT syndrome or LQTS, have been linked to genes that affect 
K+ channels (KVLQTl, HERG, mink) and Na+ channels (SCN5A). 
Defects in these channels in cardiac muscle can cause sudden death; 
particularly in young people who are physically active, have never had 
an electrocardiogram, and have no knowledge chat they have LQTS. 
Prevalence of this condition is approximately l in 10,000. 

Balser, J. R. Structure and function of the cardiac sodium channels. Cardwvasc. 
&s. 42: 327, 1999; Ackerman, M. J., Schroeder, J. J., Berry, R., Schaid, D. J., 
et al. A novel mutacion in KVLQTl is the molecular basis of inherited long QT 
syndrome in a near-drowning patient's family. Pediatr. Res. 44: 148, 1998; and 
Barinaga, M. Tracking down mutations char can stop the heart. Science 281: 32, 
1998. 
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involved in the regulation of smooth muscle contraction , seeps that can be regulated by 
hormones and other agencs such as NO and cGMP. These diverse interactions give smooth 
muscles the ability to develop various degrees of tension and co retain it for prolonged 
periods. 

Energy Reservoirs for Muscle Contraction 

In normal muscle, the concentration of ATP remains fairly constant even during strenuous 
activity because of increased metabolic activity and the actions of creatine phosphokinase 
and adenylate kinase. Creatine phosphokinase catalyzes transfer of phosphate from phos
phocreatine to ADP in an energetically favored manner. 

Phosphocreacine + ADP ~ ATP + Creatine 

If the metabolic activity is insufficient to keep up with the need for ATP, the creatine phos
phokinase helps to maintain cellular levels relatively constant . Adenylate kinase provides 
additional ATP by catalyzing the reaction 

2ADP~ATP + AMP 

The most obvious pathological consequence of ATP depletion is development of a state 
of rigor. Effeccs of ATP depletion are (l) intracellular Ca2+ concentration is no longer 
controlled and (2) myosin will exist exclusively in the myosin- ADP complex and bound to 
actin, a condition called rigor mortis. Recall that ATP is required for dissociation of the 
actin- myosin complex. 

Other Classes of Myosins and Molecular Motors 

Eighteen classes of myosin have been identified in the human genome. They are generally 
written as Myosin- followed by [Roman numbers I-XVIII). Skeletal, cardiac, and smooth 
muscle myosins are all in Class II and have gene designations MYH1- MYH8 for either 
skeletal or cardiac, whereas smooth muscle is designated MYH 11. There are also some 
nonmuscle myosins in Class IL 

Uncon ventional Myosins and Their Functions 
Analyses of the human genome suggest that there are more than 20- 30 myosins and/or 
myosin-like genes. Functions for some of their products are known and are listed here 
because they may be implicated in some disease states (Clin. Corr. 23.13) . 
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Figure 23.38 Smooth muscle. (a) Histological 
stain of smooth muscle. (b) A diagrammatic 
representation of how smooth muscle can contract 
in essentially all directions. 
From http:// en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Smooth_muscle. 
From http: //www.health.h owsmffworks.com/ 
muscle4.htm. 

Figure 23.39 A schematic representation 
of the mechanism of regulation of smooth 
muscle contracti on. Heavy arrows show the 
pathway for tension devdopment, and light arrows 
show the pathway for release of tension. Mg2 .._ -

ATPase activity is highest in the actin- myosin- P 
complex. Abbreviations: CaM, calmodulin, and 
MLCK, myosin light cha.in kinase. 
Adapted from. Kramm , K E., and Stull, J. T. Ann. 
Rev. PharmacoL Toxicol 25: 593, 1985. 
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Mutations Affecting Pigmentation: Is There a Molecular Motor Connection? 

Elejalde syndrome is characterized by silvery hair and severe dysfunction 
of the central nervous system. Large granules of melanin are unevenly 
distributed in the hair shaft, and abnormal melanocyces and melano
somes may be present in fibroblasts. These observations suggest that 
mechanisms for their movement and distribution might be defective. 

manifestations of chis condition suggest similariry in mechanism with 
Elejalde syndrome. 

Elejalde, B. R., Holguin, J., Valencia, A. , Gilbert, E. F., ec aL Muracions affecting 
pigmentacion in humans: Neuroeccodermal melanolysosomal disease. Am. J Med. 
Genet. 3: 65, 1979; Duran -McKinscer, C., Rodriguez-Jurado, R. , Ridaura, C., de 
la Luz Orozco-Covarrubias, M., ec aL Elejalde syndrome: A melanolysosomal neu
rocucaneous syndrome: clinical and morphological findings in 7 paciencs. Arch. 
Dermatol. 136: 120, 2000; and Moaonen, M., Lanning, M., Baumann , P., and 
Saarinen-Pihkala, U. M. Chediak- Higashi syndrome: Four cases from northern 
Finland. Acta Paediatr. 92: 1047, 2003. 

Chediak-Higashi syndrome is characterized by enlarged lysosomes, 
melanosomes, and ocher cytoplasmic granules. Eyes of humans and 
animals with this condition are hypopigmemed. lntraocular melanin 
granules vary in size and can become extremely large. Some of the 
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Figure 23.40 Kinesin structures. Representative 
structures ofKines in-1, Kinesin-2 , and Kinesin-14. 
All structures were taken from the Kinesin Horne 
Page and associated links , http://www.proweb.org/ 
kinesin/index.htrnl. 

Myosin I is a low-molecular-mass motor protein that is associated with cell mem
branes. It contains a tail section rich in basic amino acid residues and can associate with 
anionic phospholipids. There is a tail section domain rich in glycine, proline , and alanine 
(GPA domain) that facilitates binding to actin . The tail also contains an src homology 
3 (SH3) domain that mediates protein - protein interactions. SH3 domains select peptides 
sharing the consensus motifl..XXRPLX'f'P, where'¥ is an aliphatic residue. This class of 
myosins appears to be involved in membrane-membrane interactions and to function in 
brush boarders of the small intestines . They may also be involved in transport/movement 
of Golgi-derived vesicles. They have several IQ motifs in the neck region near the head sug
gesting interactions with calmodulin-like molecules and regulation by them. 

Myosin V is involved in organelle transpon such as synaptic vesicles, melanosomes , 
vacuoles, and mRNA. It has an extended neck region and a tail with globular ends that 
permit dimerization but not filament formation. Light chains of myosin V are of the EF 
hand family and bind to an altered repeat IQ motif (IQXXXRGXXXR). Its cargo binds to 
the tail region . It is found in all brain neurons and is required for melanosome transport. 
Mutations in myosin V are associated with neurological malfunctions and depigmentation , 
especially of hair. It shows processivity in its movement like some kinesins and takes seeps of 
about 36 nm along an actin fiber. Its rate of movement is limited by ADP dissociation and 
ATP binding, which causes the trailing head of myosin V to dissociate from actin . 

Myosin VI is expressed in most cells and tissues. The neck region is extended and 
contains one calmodulin (IQ motif) binding region per head. It is a dimeric molecule with 
a coiled tail that has two globular ends (one for each monomer). Defects in the gene for this 
protein cause hearing problems attributable to defects in movement of the hairs in the inner 
ear. Unlike others discussed, this myosin can move in either direction. 

Kinesins 
Kinesin s are microtubule-based molecular motors . They do not form filaments like 
some myosins, but they generate motion by conformational changes on binding and 
hydrolysis of ATP in a similar manner to myosin actin-based motors. Their motor 
domains have a similar core structure to myosin and a very high degree of secondary 
structural overlap , particularly in region s surrounding the catalytic domains. Several 
regions within the core have nearly complete overlapping secondary structural elements , 
but they are not contiguous and are separated by varying numbers of amino acid resi
dues . T he motor domains of kinesins are smaller than those of myosins. A major func
tion of this class of motor proteins is to effect movement of intracellular cargo: vesicles, 
organelles , portions of the mitotic apparatus , chromosomes , mRNA, proteins , and other 
cellular constituents. 

There are 14 classes of kinesins. The structures of some are known. Minimum structural 
elements of several kinesins are shown in Figure 23.40 and demonstrate some of the struc
tural diversity of this class of molecular motors. They have been found in a variety of species 
and some of their functions in humans have been inferred from analyses and mutations 
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induced in them in other species of animals. In most cases, kinesins move their cargo t0ward 
the plus end of microrubules. 

Kinesin -1 is a moto r for fast axonal rranspon (p . 951). Among the cargo it transpons 
are vesicles containing membrane proteins such as those which make ion channels along 
the axon during development, synaptic vesicle proteins , and those with which they interact 
at the axon termini such as syntaxin and synaptotagmin. This kinesin is expressed ubiq
uitously in human neural tissue. Mutations in kinesin-1 may lead co neuronal defects in 
humans that are reflected by a variety of symptoms . 

Kinesin-2 is involved with membrane-associated movements in axons, axonemes, and 
melanophores. It has been shown to be involved in dispersion of melanosomes in fish 
melanophores. It has not been detected in humans, but there are human diseases associated 
with the lack of dispersion and/or movement of melanin containing granules, a defect that 
may be related more to defects in myosin -V in humans . 

Kinesin-4 is associated with maintenance of spindle bipolarity and movement of chro
mosomes co the metaphore plate. 

Kinesin-5 is associated with the mitotic apparatus of dividing cells and is involved in 
centrosomes and spindle pole body separation . 

Kinesin-6 is present in the spindle midbody during telophase and is presumed to 
mediate the sliding of spindle fibers in the late stages of anaphase that are needed for spindle 
elongation and separation of chromosomes. 

Kinesin-7 is also chromosome associated and provides a direct link between the chro
mosomes and microtubules of the spindle . 

Kinesin-13 is also a chromosomal kinesin that is probably involved in mitotic chro
mosome movement. 

Kinesin-14 is among the minus-end motors like the Ned mitotic kinesin in Drosophi/,a 
that functions in early stages of mitosis. It is localized to spindles in oocytes. 

Kinesins-1 and -2 are related more to material discussed in this chapter, whereas the 
others are associated with more general aspeets of cell division and movement of various 
components associated with that process. 

Dynein 
There are two classes of dynein motors: axonemal that effect flagella and cilia movement 
and cytoplasmic that effect discribution and organization of cytoplasmic structures . These 
functions include protein sorting and movement; chromosome organization d uring various 
stages of its function; distribution and/or rediscribution of organelles such as endosomes, 
lysosomes, and others; and retrograde axonal transport - transportation of cargo in the 
opposite direction of most kinesins . 

The structure of dynein is much more complex than that of the other two classes of 
motors. Dynein has a seven-member planar ring structure that is overall approximately 
10 times the molecular mass of kinesins. A diagrammatic representation of its structure is 
shown in Figure 23.41. 

ATP binds to an AAA motif in domain 1. Its binding and hydrolysis induce conforma
tional changes that are transmitted through domains 2-4 to the scalk that interaets with micro- ATP 

tubules and causes step movements of 24-32 nm for an unloaded dynein. Dynein movement 
responds to load in a downshift, gear-like manner and, under heavy load, takes steps of approxi
mately 8 nm. Down shifting appears to be associated with conformation changes in several of 
its other domains and the availability of ATP. Under heavy-load conditions , ATP also appears 
to bind AAA motifs in domain 3. AAA motifs are conserved regions of 220-230 amino acid 
residues that exist in a funily of proteins that participate in a numbe r of diverse cellular activi
ties that depend on energy from ATP hydrolysis to effect their functions, which may include 
proteolysis, protein folding and unfolding, metal ion metabolism, and other activities in addi

Power stroke 

i load ATP or ADP 

~ tJ 
\ ~ Power stroke 

1 (Under load) ~ 

ADP+ Pi 
tion to those associated with dynein. The motif name AAA refers to ATPase Associated with 
diverse cellular Activities. Figure 23.41 Dynein functions as a molecular 

In summary, note that dyneins as motors are (1) structurally more complex than myo
sins or kinesins, (2) generally involved in retrograde movement of cellular material, and 
(3) involved in various other aspects of scrucrural organization, and (4) dyneins step move
ment along the microtubule is load dependent . 

motor . 
Redrawn from Mallik, R., Carter, B. C., Lex, 
S. A, King, S. ]., and Gross, S. P. Cytoplasmic 
dynein functions as a gear in response to load. 
Nature427: 649, 2004. 
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23.4 • MECHANISM OF BLOOD COAGULATION 

Biochemical Processes of Hemostasis 

Blood circulation occurs in a very specialized rype of closed system in which the volume of 
circulacing fluid is maintained within a constant range. Multiple functions of the sysrem 
make the transfer of solutes across irs boundaries necessary. In order to maintain a state of 
hemostasis, no loss of blood, leaks that occur from various rypes of insulcs must be repaired. 

Hemostasis requires that the process of clot formation (procoagulation, designated as 
Phase 1) is in balance with processes for Stopping clot formation (anticoagulation , Phase 2) 
and for clot dissolution (fibrinolysis, Phase 3). Procoagulation leads to production of fibrin 
from fibrinogen and aggregation of fibrin into an insoluble network, or clot that covers the 
ruptured area and preventS further loss of blood. Concomitantly , aggregation of blood plate
lers occurs at the site of injury. Platelet aggregation forms a physical plug to help Stop the leak. 
Platelers also undergo morphological changes and release some chemicals that aid in other 
aspects of the overall process, such as vasoconstriction to reduce blood flow to the area, and 
enzymes that aid directly in clot formation. Shown schematically in the following diagram are 
steps involved in the initial phase of this process. 

EXTRINSIC PATHWAY 
J, 

THROMBIN FORMATION 
.J, t 

INTR INSIC PATHWAY 

INJURY 
-!, 

PLATELET AGGREGATION 
J. t 

RELEASE of FACTORS for 

COAGULAT ION and FORMATION 

of PLUG 

The dual arrows are intended not to imply that those steps are reversible but to indicate that 
the p rocesses they join are mutually facilitative. 

The next phase ofhemostasis, the anticoagulation phase, begins early in the process, as 
soon as it is kinetically feasible, and prevenrs excessive clot formation. Finally, the process 
of clot dissolution, or fibrinolysis, occurs when the injured vessel is repaired sufficiently 
well to prevent further bleeding . Many proteins involved in blood coagulation contain epi
dermal growth factor(EGF) -li ke domains that may act directly or indirectly to facilitate 
re-growth of damaged areas in blood vessels. These processes are dynamic , kinetic, and 
mass-action driven. One phase does not end before another phase begins. Blood clotting is 
a dynamic process of signal amplification and modulation. 

Some major proteins involved in this process are listed in Table 23.9, not necessarily in 
order of appearance. All are impottant and others are likely to be added . It is impottant to 
emphasize that structural anomalies, primarily mutations in critical regions of any of these pro
teins may affeet adversely the clotting and clot dissolution processes and lead to disease st.ates. 

Clot formation involves two pathways: intrinsic or contact factor pathway and 
extrinsic or tissue factor pathway, both of which lead to the activation of Factor X. From 
this point on, there is a single pathway for clot formation. Historically, the term intrimic 
pathway came from the observation that blood clotting could occur spontaneously when 
blood was placed in clean glass test tubes , leading to the idea that all components of the 
clotcing process were intrinsic to circulating blood. Glass contains anionic surfaces that 
form nucleation poinrs that initiate the process. In mammals , anionic surfaces are exposed 
on rupture of the endothelial lining of blood vessels, as are binding and activation sites 
for specific protein factors that initiate clotting in the intrinsic pathway. Similarly, extrimic 
came from the observation that there was a factor extrinsic to circulating blood that facili
tates blood clotting. This factor was identified as Factor Ill , or tissue factor, an integral 
membrane protein that becomes exposed on rupture of blood vessels. Whether intrinsic 
or extrinsic, blood coagulation is initiated and continued on the membrane at the site of 
injury. There is a great degree of necessiry and interdependence on both traditionally des
ignated pathways for affecting the coagulation process. 

Throughout this section, coagulation factors in their nonactivated form are referred 
to by the letter "F" followed by the traditional Roman number designation for that factor, 
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TABLE 23.9 • Some Proteins Involved in Blood Coagulation , Control , and Clot Dissolution 

Factor 

I 
II 

Ill 
rv 
V 

VII 
VIII 

IX 
X 

XI 
XII 

XIII 

Name 

Fibrinogen 
Prochrombin 
Tissue factor 
Calcium ions 
Proaccclerin 
Proconvercin 
Amihemophilic factor 
Christmas factor 
Stuart factor 
Thromboplascin antecedent 
Hageman factor 
Progluramidase 
arAntiplasmin 
Ancithrombin III 
Heparin Co-II 
HMWKJ 

a2-Macroglobulin 
Plasminogen 
Prekallikrein 
Protein C 
Protein C inhibitor 
Protein S 
Protein Z 
Protein Z inhibitor 
TFP I' 

Pathway Characteristic 

Boch 
Both Contains N-terminal Gia residues 
Extrinsic Transmcmbrane protein 
Boch 
Boch Protein cofactor 
Extrinsic Endopepcidase with Gia residues 
Intrinsic Protein cofactor 
Intrinsic Endopepcidase with Gia residues 
Both Endopepcidase with Gia residues 
Intrinsic Endopeptidase 
Intrinsic Endopeptidase 
Both T ranspepcidase 

Plasmin inhibitor 
Both Thrombin inhibitor 
Both Thrombin inhibitor 
Intrinsic Receptor protein 

Proteinase inhibitor 
Zymogen/clot dissolution 

Intrinsic Zymogen/activator of factor XII 
(Both) Endopeptidase with Gia residues 

Protein C inhibitor 
(Both) Cofactor with Gia residues 
Both Gia-containing cofactor for protein Z inhibitor 
Both Inhibitor of factor Xa 

Tissue factor pathway inhibitor 

'Concencracions are approximace and shown as micromolar. 
bThese values approximace solution concenrracions since some are complexed wirh orher proceins in placelecs. 

'This factor probably circulates as borh FY]] and FVJJa. 
'HMWK is high-molecular -weight kininogen. 

'TFPI is cissue faccor pathway inhibitor, formerly known as lipoprotein -associared coagulation facror (LACl). 

for example, FVII for Factor VIL The letter "a" will indicate activated forms, for example, 
FVIIa for the aetivated form of Factor VIL 

Procoagu lation Phase of Hemostasis (Phase 1) 

The extrinsic pathway initiates formation of a blood clot. This has been demonstrated from 
kinetic analyses of the appearances and concentrations of various proteins and zymogens 
involved in the blood coagulation cascade. The extrinsic pathway is a one-step process that 
activates the key enzyme, FX to FXa, responsible for prothrombin activation. Thrombin, 
which results from prothrombin during the activation process, is a key enzyme for clot for
mation. Not only is it of prime importance for fibrin formation, but also it activates many 
other faetors involved in other phases of hemostasis. A schematic of the reacrions involved 
in the procoagulation phase, including both extrinsic and intrinsic pathways, is shown in 
Figure 23.42. 

Extrinsic Pathway and Initiation of Coagulation 
Tissue Factor (TF), or FIII, is the membrane receptor that initiates the procoagulation 
phase. TF is a transmembrane protein of263 amino acids that is exposed on rupture of the 
endothelium lining of blood vessels and forms the receptor to which FVII binds. Residues 
1- 219 are on the extracellular side of the membrane and are exposed upon injury . FVII is 
a -y-carboxyglutamyl (Gla)-containing protein that binds to tissue factor only in the pres
ence of Ca2+. The resulting complex (FVII- Ca2+- TF) is the initial enzyme complex of 
the extrinsic pathway, and its action initiates blood clotting by activating FX to FXa, the 
catalytic part of the enzyme complex (FXa:FV) responsible for thrombin formation from 
prothrombin. TF and FVII are unique to the extrinsic pathway and are essentially all of 

Concentrati<m" 

9.1 
1.4 

0.03b 
0.01' 
0.0003b 
0.089 
0.136 
0.031 
0.375 
0.031b 
0.953 
3.0 
1.364 
0.636 
2.9 
2.4 
0.581 
0.065 
0.070 
0.030 
0.08 
0.0 18 
0.003 
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Figure 23.42 Diagrammatic representation of 
phase one of the blood coagu lation scheme . 
Reactions of the ext rinsic pathway are shown in 
red, those of the intrinsic pathway are shown in 
blue, and those common to both pathways are 
shown in black. Major end products of the scheme 
are highlighted in yellow. Tbe inverted U in the 
lower right of the figure shows five proteins that 
are subjected to proteo lytic cleavage by thrombin. 
The inactive forms are on the left, and the 
activated forms are on the right of the inverted 
U. Membrane-bound FXIl activates prekallikrein 
to kallikrein, which activates XII to XIIa. These 
reactions occur in a cyclic manner . Abbreviation: 
HMWK, high -molecular-weight kininogen. 
Activated factors are designated with an "a." 

TF 

TF-FVII/FVlla 

FX~FXa 

FVlll ~a-FV llla FV 

FIXa 

FIX _/ 

~ 
FXla 
HMWK 

FXI 
HMWK 

~ 

FXa-FV/FVa 

Prothrombln ~ Thrombln 

FV 

FXlla .---- FXII 

FVII 

FVIII 

FXIII 
Prekallikrein - Kalllkrein 
HMWK HMWK 

Flbrinogen Fibrin 

{ 

Hard clot 

its major components. The zymogen form of FVII is activated initially through protein
protein interaction resulting from its binding to TF . Additional FVII is activated by 
thrombin through specific proteolytic cleavage. FVIIa has a long half-life in circulating 
blood, and a small amount normally exists. This has no adverse effects since FVIIa is not 
catalytically active until it forms a complex with TF. 

Thrombin Formation 
FXa and FV form a complex sometimes referred to as prothromb inase that catalyzes forma
tion of thrombin from prothrombin by a proteolytic cleavage reaction. The relatively small 
amount of thrombin formed in this initiation phase (Figure 23.42) catalyzes the activation 
ofFV , FVII, FVI II, and FXJII (all of the components on the left side of the inverted loop of 
Figure 23.42) , in addition to its ultimate functional goal of converting fibrinogen to fibrin. 
Thromb in converts fibrinogen to fibrin by cleavage of four highly negatively charged pep
tides from the center domain of fibrinogen . Those negatively charged peptides of fibrino
gen prevent it from aggregating. Once they are removed by thrombin , the resulting fibrin 
can aggregate into a network forming a soft dot. 

Reactions of the Intrinsic Pathway 
Also shown in Figure 23.42 are reactions of the intrinsic pathway. Injury to the endothe
lial lining of blood vessels exposes anionic membrane surfaces. The zymogen, FXII, binds 
direaly to some of these anionic surfaces and undergoes a conformational change that 
increases its catalytic activity 104- to 105-fold. Prekallikrein and FXI are also zymogens and 
circulate in blood as complexes with high-molecular-weight kininogen (HMWK), either 
as a FXJ- HMWK complex or a prekallikrein- HMWK complex. FXJ and prekallikrein 
bind, through their interactions with HMWK , to anionic sites that become exposed on 
injury to membrane surfaces. This brings those zymogens to the site of injury and in direct 
proximity to FXJI. The membrane-bound activated form of FXJI activates prekallikrein to 
kallikrein, which then permanently activates FXII by specific proteolytic cleavage to give 
FX1Ia. The kallikrein-activated X1Ia activates more prekallikrein to kallikrein, which then 
activates more XJI to X1Ia in a cyclic autocatalytic manner. 

FXJ, in the HMWK - membrane-bound complex, is activated by FX1Ia by proteolyt ic 
cleavage to give FXla. FXla activates FIX to FIXa (Clin. Corr. 23 .14), which in the pres
ence of FVIIla, also activates FX to FXa. 



Intrinsic Pathway Defects: Prekallikrein Deficiency 

Components of the incrinsic pathway include Factor XII (Hageman 
Factor), Factor XI, prekallikrein (Fletcher Factor), and High-Molecular
Weight Kininogen. Inherited disorders in each appear to be autosomal 
recessive and associated with an increase in activated partial chrombo
plastin time (APTT). Factor XI deficiency is clirecdy associated with a 
clinical bleeding disorder. 

In prekallikrein (Fletcher Factor) deficiency, aucocorrection after 
prolongation of the preincubation phase of the APTI test occurs. 
This is explained by activation of Factor XII by an autocacalycic mech
anism. The reaction is very slow in prekallikrein deficiency since the 
rapid reciprocal autoactivation between Factor XII and prekallikrein 
cannot take place. Prekallikrein deficiency may be due to a decrease 
in the amount of the protein synthesized, to a genetic alteration in the 
protein itself that interferes with its ability to be activated or its ability 
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to activate Factor XII. A lack of knowledge of the strucrure of the gene 
or the protein will not permit an explanation of the mechanism of chis 
deficiency. Specific deficiencies of the intrinsic pathway, however, can 
be localized to a specific factor if the appropriate tests are performed. 
These may include measurement of the amount of each factor in plas
ma and an APTI test performed with and without prolonged preincu
bacion time. In a 9-year-old girl with prolonged APTI, the functional 
level of prekallikrein was less than I/50th of the minimum normal 
value. An immunological test showed an antigen level of 20%-25% 
suggesting that she was synthesizing a dysfunctional molecule. 

Coleman, R. W., Rao, A K., and Rubin, R. N. Fletcher factor deficiency in a 
9-year-old girl: Mechanisms of the contact pathway of blood coagulacion. Amer. 
J. HmuuoL 48:273, 1995. 

The intrinsic pathway is essentially a four-step cascade started by the contact activa
tion of FXJI and the autocatalycic activation of FXII and kallikrein to give FX1Ia (step 1). 
FX1Ia activates FXJ (step 2). In step 3, FXla activates FIX; and in step 4, FIXa, in the pres
ence of FVIIIa, activates FX. If each activated enzyme molecule catalyzed the activation of 
100 molecules of the next enzyme of the cascade, an amplification factor of 1 X 106 of the 
intrinsic pathway would be achieved. As shown in the diagram and as stated, several feed
back loops accelerate the overall process and produce a fibrin clot in a rapid and efficient 
manner. During this time, FXIIl, a transglutamidase (often referred to as transglutaminase) 
that has been activated also by thrombin (lower right corner of Figure 23.42), is actively 
catalyzing the formation of cross-links between fibrin monomers of the soft clot to form a 
hard clot. This is the overall process of clot formation . 

Formation of Platelet Plug 
Thrombin mediates clumping of platelers at the site of injury. Endothelial cells contain a 
thrombin receptor, a member of the seven-transmembrane-helix family of receptors . This 
receptor is exposed on injury and is activated by a-thrombin . Aggregation of platelets is 
facilitated by binding to this activated receptor. In addition to forming a physical plug, 
platelets undergo a morphological change and release ADP, serotonin , some types of phos
pholipids, and proteins that aid in coagulation and tissue repair (Figure 23.43). They also 
release a glycoprotein, von Willebrand factor (v"WF) that concentrates in the area of the 
injury and forms links between the exposed receptor and platelets. 

Platelet aggregation becomes autocatalytic on release of ADP and thromboxane A2. 

Another protein released from platelets is FN , a heparin-binding protein, which prevents 
premature formation of heparin - antithrombin III complexes and it attraccs cells with anti
inflammatory activity to the site of injury . About 20% of FY and one form of FXIII, the 
transglutamidase , are present in platelets. Intact normal vascular endothelium does not bind 
platelets because (1) receptors and other elements are not exposed, (2) acrivators such as ADP 
are rapidly degraded or are not present in blood in sufficient concentration to be effective, and 
(3) the endothelium secretes prosracyclin (PGiz), a potent inhibitor of platelet aggregation. 

Some Properties of Proteins Involved in Clot Formation 

Ti ssue Factor: (TF, or FIII), (Figure 23.44a) is a transmembrane protein of263 amino acids. 
Residues 243- 263 are located on the cytosolic side of the membrane. Residues 220- 242 are 
hydrophobic residues and represent the transmembrane sequence . Residues 1- 219 are on the 
outside of the membrane, are exposed after injury , and form the receptor for FVII binding 
and formation of the initial complex of the extrinsic pathway . This domain is glycosylated 
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Figure 23.43 Action of plate lets in blood coagulation. 

and contains four cysteine residues. A Stereo representation of a section of it highlighting 
some of the amino acid residues involved in FVII binding is shown in Figure 23.44b. 

Factor VII: A 3-D ribbon Structural representation ofFVIIa is shown in Figure 23.45. 
The regions for TF interaction, Ca2+ binding, and the substrate-b inding pocket are high
lighted ( Clin. Corr. 23. 1 7). 

Factor X: A stereo view of FXa is shown in Figure 23.46. Both the extrinsic and the 
intrinsic pathways lead to formation of FXa from FX. FXa is the catalytic component of 
the FXa:FVa complex. 
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Figure 23.44 Tissue Factor. (a) Amino acid sequence of human tissue factor 
derived from ics cDNA sequence. (b) A stereo representation of the carbon 
chain of the extracellular domain of tissue factor. Residues important for 
binding of Factor VII are shown in yellow. Clusters of aromatic and charged 
residues are shown in light blue. 

Redrawn from Spicer, E. K, Horton, R., Bloem, L., Bach, R., et al. Proc. 
Natl Acad. Sci. USA 84: 5148, 1987. 
Reproduced with permission from Muller, Y. A., Ulcsch, M. H., Kelley, R. 
F., and de Vos, A. M. Biochem .. 33: I 0864, 1994. Copyright (1994) American 
Chemical Society. Figure generously supplied by de Vos, A. M., and Muller, 
Y .A., Genenteclc, Inc., San Francisco, CA. 
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Factor V: FV does not have catalytic accivity, but it is a protein cofactor for FXa. In its 
inaccivated form it has some activity as a cofactor but is much mo re accive after activation to 
FV a. FV is a 330-kDa protein that is accivated by proteolytic cleavage at Arg709 and Arg 1545. 

FVa is a heterodimer consisting of an N-te rminal domain (105 kDa) and a C-te rminal 
domain (74 kDa) that are held rogether noncovalent!y by Ca2+ (see Figure 23.51 , p. 989). 
T he subsuate for the FXa:FVa complex is prothrombin and the complex is sometimes 
referred to as prothrombinase. 

Tb.rombin: T hrombin circulates in plasma as prothrombin. Prothrombin is a 72 kDa 
protein (Figure 23 . 4 7) that contains ten -y-carboxyglutamate ( Gia) residues in i tS N-terrninal 
region. Binding ofCa2+ to these residues neutralizes negative charges and facilitates binding 
of prothrombin to membrane surfaces and to the prothrombinase complex (FXa:FVa) at the 
site of injury . Proth rombin is activated by two proteolytic cleavages on the carboxyl side of 
arginine residues; first at position 320 and then at position 284 . The active thrombin mol
ecule (a-thrombin) consisrs of two chains, 6 kDa and 31 kDa , that are covalently linked by 
a disulfide bond. A stereo view of the active a-thrombin molecule is shown in Figure 23.48. 
Regions involved in some of its functions are highlighted. Thrombin activates many blood 
coagulation factors as shown in Figure 23.42 , p . 984 . l tS major substrate for dot formation , 
however, is fibrinogen . 

Fibrinogen/Fibrin: Fibrinogen, a large molecule of approximately 340 kDa consisrs of 
two setS of tripeptide unitS with a,/3, y structure (Figure 23.49) that are linked together at their 
N-terminal regions by disulfide bonds. Fibrinogen has three globular domains , one on each 
end and one in the middle joined by rodlike domains. Shon segmenrs of the free N-terminal 
regions project out from the central globular domain . T he N-terminal regions of a-, a'- , /3-, 
and /3' -subunits are highly negatively charged and through charge--diarge repulsion prevent 

Figure 23 .46 Stereo view of the CN-ba ckbone structure of Factor Xa. The EGF-like domain is in 
bold. 
Reproduced with permission from Padmanabhan, K, Padmanabhan, K P., Tulinsky, A., Park, C.H. , et 
al. J. Moi. Biol 232: 947, 1993. 
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Figure 23.45 Ribbon structural representation 
of the protease domain of Factor VI ia. The dark 
ribbon labeled "TF Inhibitory peptide" represents 
a section involved in binding to Tissue Factor. The 
cacalytic triad is shown in the subscrate-binding 
pocket as H, S, and D for His-193, Ser-344, and 
Asp-338, respectively. The arrow labeled Pw-P' N lies 
in the putative extended substrate binding region. 
Reproduced with permission from Sabharwal, A. 
K , Birktoft, J. J., Gorka, J., Wt!dgoose P., et al. J. 
Biol Chem. 270: 15523, 1995. 

Figure 23.47 Schematic diagram of 
prothrombin activatio n. 
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Figure 23.48 Stereo view of the 
active-site cleft of human a -thrombin. 
Dark blue, basic amino acids; red, acid; and 
light blue, neucral. The active-sire cleft is 
oriented from lefr to right. Sire of heparin 
binding is also illustrated. 
Reproduced with permisston from Sruhbs, 
M. T., and Bode, W. The dot chickens: 
clues provided by tbrombin structure. 
Trends Biol. Sci. 20: 23. 1995, Copyright 
(1995) Elsevier. 
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Figure 23.49 Diagrammatic representation of 

the fibrinogen mo lecule and its conversion to 
the soft clot of fibrin . 

aggregation of fibrinogen. Thrombin cleaves these Nte rminal peptides and allows the result
ing fibrin molecules to aggregate and to form a "soft" clot. FXIIIa scabilizes the soft clot by 
catalyzing formation of isopeptide linkages between the S-carboxylamide of glutamine residues 
of one fibrin molecule and the e-amino group of lysine residues of another fibrin molecule 
(Figure 23.50), that is, exchanges the amide nitrogen of glutamine for thee-amino group of 
lysine. Ammonia is released in this reaction and a hard dot is formed in which individual 
fibrin molecules throughout the clot are interconnected by covalent linkages. 

Factor VIII: FVIII circulates in plasma noncovalently bound to von Wdlebrand Fac
tor (vWF) . FVIII, a 285-kDa protein, is activated by thrombin cleavage at Arg;72, Arg740, 

Arg1648, and Arg1689• This last cleavage releases FVIIla from vWF. FVIIIa is a heterouimer 
(Figure 23.51) consisting ofN-te rminal peptides of 40 kDa (A.;) and 50 kDa (A1), and a 
C-terminal peptide of74 kDa (A3) . FVIIIa also contains a Ca2+ bridge between the N- and 
C-terminal domains. Classic hemophilia A results &om a deficiency in FVIII (Clin. Corrs. 
23.15 and 23.16). 

Factor XIII: Thrombin also activates FXIII, uansglutamidase (Figure 23.52, p. 989). 
Protransglutamidase exists in both plasma and platelets. The platelet enzyme is an a 2 con
figuration, and the plasma form is an a.J32 configuration. Thrombin activates FXIII by spe
cific cleavage of a peptide bond in the a-subun it of both the platelet and the plasma forms of 
transglutamidase. Cleavage in the a-subunit of the plasma form leads to dissociation of the 
/3-subunit, which is not catalytically active. The platelet form of the enzyme is released at the 
site of fibrin aggregation. 
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Figure 23.50 Reactions catalyzed by transglutamidase . 
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Figure 23.51 Organizational structure of Factors VIII and V. Positions for rhrombin cleavage are 
shown. Strucrural domains are represented by the letters A and C. 
Redr.iwn from Kalafatis, M., Swords, N. A, Rand, M. D ., and Mann, K. G. Biochim. Biophys. Acta 1227: 
113, 1994. 

High -Molecular -Weight Kininogen (HMWK) , Prekallikrein, and Factor XI: Two 
of the proteins involved in the intrinsic pathway, prekallikrein and FXI, circulate in blood 
as complexes with HMWK . Figure 23.53 shows a schematic diagram of the functional 
regions ofHMWK . The binding site on HMWK for prekallikrein consisrs of approximately 
31 amino acid residues, relative positions of which are shown. FXI binds to app roximately 
58 amino acid residues (not shown) that overlap the 31 amino acid residues to which 
prekallikrein binds. A molecule ofHMWK can bind to one or the other of these p roteins, 
but not to both simultaneously . Bradykinin, a vasodilator, is released from HMWK by the 
action of kallikrein. Prekallikrein is a 619-amino-acid protein . Prekallikrein is converted 
to kallikrein by FXIIa, which cleaves a peptide bond between Arg371 and Ile372• Kallikrein 
contains two chains covalently linked by a single disulfide bond . T he C-term inal domain 
of248 amino acids contains the catalytic site. 

Anticoagulation Phase of Hemostasis (Phase 2) 

Inhibition of the hydro lyases involved in blood coagulation is a kinetic process that begins 
almost as soon as coagulation itself. Initially, formation of inhibitor complexes is slow 
because concentrations of the enzymes with which the inhibitors interact are low. As acti
vation of the zymogens p roceeds, inhibition increases and becomes more prominent . T hese 
reactions, and destruct ion of protein cofactors, eventually stop the coagulation process 
comp letely. In general, protease-inhibitor complexes do not dissociate readily and they 
are removed intact from blood by the liver. 
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Figure 23.53 Schematic diagram of the functional regions of human high-molecular -weight 
kininogen {HMWK) . Bradykinin is derived from near the middle ofHMWK by pro teolysis. The resulting 
rwo chains are held togeth er by disulfide bonds , horizon cal arrows. 
Redr.iwn from Tait, J. F., and Fujikawa, K. J. Biol. Chem. 261: 15396, 1986. 
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Classic Hemophilia 

Hemophilia is an inherited disorder characterized by a permanenc 
tendency for hemorrhages, spontaneous or traumatic, due co a defec
tive blood-dotting system. Classic hemophilia , hemophilia A {OMIM 
306700), is an X-linked recessive disorder characterized by a deficien
cy of Factor VIII. le affects about 1 in 10,000 males. Of the approxi
mately 25,000 hemophiliacs in the United $rares, more than 80% are 
of the A type. Hemophilia B is due co a dysfunction in Factor IX. 

Some hemophilia A patients may have a normal prochrombin time 
if che concentration of tissue factor is high. One possible explanation 
for chis is chat Factor V in human plasma is much lower in concen
tration than Factor X. Activation of an amount of Factor X to Xa in 
excess of that required to bind all of Factor Va would initiate blood 
clotting by the extrinsic pathway and give a normal prothrombin 
time. The intrinsic pathway would not function normal ly due to 
the deficiency in Factor VIII. Without the two pathways operating 

Use of Recomb inant Factor VIia to Control Bleeding 

Factor Vila (FVIIa) is a major component of the extrinsic pathway 
for blood coagulation. 1t can be present in circulating blood without 
causing harmful effects because ic is inactive uncil it forms a complex 
with Tissue Factor (Factor III). A recombinant form of FVIIa (rFVI
Ia) was initially developed as a treatment for hemophilia patients who 
had acquired inhibitors associated with their treatment. It has been 
commercialized and approved for treatment of various traumatic 
bleeding problems, particularly some types of surgery and bleeding 

in concert, the overall process of blood clotting would be impaired. 
Both Factor Xa and thrombin activate Factor V and are involved in 
a number of other reactions. If the overall process is not accelerated 
at its onset by intervention of the intrinsic pathway, due co kinet
ics of the interaction of chrombin and Factor Xa with the normally 
low concentration of Factor V, the clotting disorder is expressed. The 
blood level of Factor VIII in severe hemophilia A patients is less than 
5% of normal. These patients are generally created by blood transfu
sion with its associated dangers: the possibility of hepatitis or HIV/ 
AIDS and a 6% possibility of patients making auroantibodies. Trea t
ment of hemophiliacs has been made much safer as a result of cloning 
and expression of the gene for Factor VIII . The pure recombinant 
protein is administered to patients with minimum danger. 

Nemerson, Y. Blood71: 1, 1988. 

strokes. le has also been demonstrated that rFVIIa given along with 
phospholipids enhances thrombin generation and improves its effec
tiveness. 

Aggarwal, A., Malkovska, V., Caderc, J.P., and Alcorn, K.. Recombinant activared 
factor VII (rFVIIa) as salvage treatment for intractable hemorrhage. Thrombosis J 
2: 9, 2004 ; Burenas, $., Brummel, K. E., Paradis, S. G., and Mann, K. G. [nflu
ence of Factor VUa and phospholipids on coagulation in "acquired" hemophilia. 
Anmoscler Thromb Vase. Biol. 23: 123, 2003. 

Inhibition of the Extrinsic Pathway 
Inhibit ion of the extrinsic pathway, chat is, the TF - FVIIa-Ca2+ - FXa complex, is unique 
and involves specific interaction with Tissue Factor Pathway Inhibi tor (TFPn , formerly 
known as lipoprot ein-associated coagulation inhibitor (LACI) and as anticonvertin. 
TFPI is a 32-k.Da protein that contains three tandem domains (Figure 23.54). Each domain 
is a functionally homologous protease inhibitor (sometimes referred co as Kunin domains) 
that resembles other individual protease inhibitors such as the bovine pancreatic trypsin 
inhib itor. TFPI inhibits the extrinsic pathway by interacting specifically with che TF 
FVIIa - Ca2+ - FXa complex. First, domain 1 binds co FXa and domain 2 binds co FVIIa of 
the complex. Binding ofTFPI co FVIIa does not occur unless FXa is present. Thus , TFPI 
is truly a multienzyme inhibitor in which each of ics separate domains inhibics the action 
of one of the enzymes of the mulcienzyme complex of the extrinsic pathway. Second , the 
TFPI - FXa complex mediates internalization of FVIIa by an endocycosis mechanism. The 
C-cerminal (third domain) ofTFPI appears co be necessary for endocycosis . Mose ofFVIIa 
is degraded within the cells bur a small amount returns co the surface as intact prote in and 
is apparently one of the sources of circulat ing FVIIa . As previously seated, FVIIa has no 
detr imental effects since it is active as a protease only when it is in a complex with TF . 

Protease inhibitors of the serine protease inhibitor (Serpin) family of proteins in blood 
interact with and inhibit other enzymes of the blood coagulation system . There is a similarity 
in tertiary structure among them with a common core domain of about 350 amino acids . 
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Antithrombin III (AT3) is a serpin that inhibits several hydrolases of the blood coagu
lation system, but most specifically thrombin and FXa. AT3 inhibits thrombin and FXa 
more efficiently as complexes with different oligosaccharide groups of heparin. Heparin is 
a highly sulfated oligosaccharide of the glucosaminoglycan type. It exists as a mixture of 
oligosaccharides spanning a range of molecular sizes. The interaction of heparin in the dif
ferent inhibitory complexes is size dependent. At least 18 saccharide units are required for 
the effective formation of the thrombin inhibitor complex. 

Thrombin + Heparin (>J8) + AT3 -AT3:Heparin (>I8):Thrombin (inaccive) 

AT3 also forms a complex with a specific pentasaccharide form of heparin . The structu re of 
this pentasaccharide is shown in Figure 23.55. Shown in Figure 23.56 is a Structural model 
of AT3 bound to this heparin pentasaccharide. This complex inhibits FXa. 

FXa + Heparin (s) + AT3-AT3 :Heparin csJ:FX;nh 

Figure 23 .54 Mechanism of inhibition of the 
extrinsic pathw ay. (a) TFPI is tissue facto r 
pathway inhibitor. A schematic of its secondary 
structure is shown in (b). Kunin domain I inhibits 
Factor Vlla and Kunitz domain 2 inhibits Facto r 
Xa. Domain 3 is necessary for endocytosis of the 
complex. Arrows indicate the presumed location of 
the active-site inhibitor region for each domain . 
Reproduced with permission fi-om Brooze, G. 
J., Girard , T. J., and Novotny, W. F. Biochem. 
29 : 7539, 1990. Copyright (1990) American 
Chemical Society. 
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Figure 23.55 Chemica l structure of the 
heparin pentasaccharide and positions of 
its interactions with specific residues of 
antithrombin . 
Redrawn from Whisstock, J.C. , Pike, R. N. , Jin , 
L., Skinner , R., et al J MoL Biol. 30 I : 1287, 
2000. 

Figure 23.56 Fragment of antithrombin to 
which the heparin pentasaccharide binds. 
Fragment of antithrombin in the presence of the 
heparin pentasaccharide. 
Reproduced with permission from Whisstock, J. 
C., Pike, R. N., Jin, L., Skinner, R., et al. J Mo/. 
Biol. 301:1287 , 2000 . 
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Although AT 3 inhibitS thrombin and FXa in the absence of heparin , heparin enhances 
inhibition of thrombin by a factor of approximately 9,000 and inhibition of FXa by a factor 
of approximately 17,000 . 

T here is anothe r pathway for inhibition ofFXa. Blood contains a 62-k.Da Gia-contain
ing glycoprotein, Protein Z (PZ). Protein Z is a protein cofactor that , in the presence of 
Ca2+, interaCtS with membrane and forms a complex with another plasma protein, Protein 
Z-dependent protease inhibitor (ZPI), a 72-kDa protein . This complex inhibits FXa. 

FXa + Ca2+ + PZ + ZPI - (Ca2+ :PZ) :ZPI:FXinh 

Protein Z-dependent protease inhibitor (ZPI) in the absence of PZ will inhibit FXIa, and 
this inhibition is enhanced by hepar in. ZPI with or without PZ shows no measurable ability 
to inhibit other proteases, including thrombin , FVIIa, FIXa, and Protein C. 

Inactivation of FVa and FVllla 
Protein C (PC), a Gia-containing protein, is activated in a membrane-bound complex of 
thrombin , th.rombomodulin , and calcium ions. Protein C requires the presence of another 
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Thrombosis: Defects of the Protein C Pathway and Increased Levels of Coagulation Factors 

Four major proteins are involved in the action of Prorein C in reg
ulating blood coagulation: Protein C itself; Protein $, a cofactor for 
Protein C; Factor Va; and Factor Vllla. The latter two are subsrrates 
for catalytic action of the Proteins C-S complex. Mutations in any of 
them can result in venous thrombosis with various degrees of severity. 

De TUJVO mutations have been identified in patients with type I 
Protein C deficiency. One was a missence mutation, a transition of 
T to C, which changed amino acid residue 270 from serine to proline 
(Ser270Pro) resulting in decreased activity. The gene for Protein C is 
on chromosome 2 and has nine exons and eight introns. Another was a 
de novo 5-bp deletion (underlined below) located at the exon Vl-intron 
£junction resulting in a read through of sections of the intron. 

Exon VI <> lncron f 

Normal sequence: 

CAC CCC GCAG <> GTGAGAAGCCCCCAATAT - • • • 

His Pro Ala 

Mutated sequence: 

CAC CCC GCAGGA GCCCCCAAT AT- - - -

His Pro Ala Gly Ala Pro Asn- • • - - - -

The sequence normally translated is in bold type. The degree of clini
cal severity of thrombotic events depends on the extent co which the 
gene inherited from the other parent is normal and expressed. 

Resistance ro activated Protein C because of single-point muta
tions in its substrates, Factor Va and Factor Villa , can occur and pre
vent or retard their inactivation (proteolysis) by Protein C. The most 
commonly identified cause is a single-point mutation in the gene for 
Factor V results in R506Q, also known as FY-Leiden. 

A third cause of Protein C-related thrombosis is a defect in Protein 
$. Fewer specific details are available that permit a definition of the 
mechanism of the interaction between Prorein C and Protein $, and 
likewise of the mutations that affect its function. It is quite clear, how
ever, that Protein S deficiency also leads to thrombotic events. Venous 
thrombosis occurs in almost one-half of patients at some stage of their 
lives if they have deficiencies in functional amounts of Protein$. 

Patients with elevated levels of FVIII, FIX, or FXI appear to be 
predisposed co venous thrombosis. Risk for thrombosis from these 
factors is low compared to the Protein-C-associated condition de
scribed above, but multiple elevations of these factors increase the 
risk. The biochemical cause for this is nor clear, but hereditary and 
undetected gene mutations are leading suspects. 

Gandrille, S., Jude , B., Alhenc-Gdas, M., Emmerich J., and Aiach, M. First de 
tuJVo mutations in the protein C gene of rwo patients with type I deficiency: A 
missence mutation and a splice site ddetion. Blood 84: 2566 , 1994; Reitsma, P. 
H. , Bernardi, F., Doig, R. G., Gandrille , S., et al. Ptotein C deficiency: A data
base of mutations , 1995 update. Thrombosis awl Haemostasis 73: 876, 1995; and 
Crowther, M. A., and Kelton, J. G. Congenrial chrombophilic states associated 
with venous thrombosis : A qualitative overview and proposed classification sys
tem. Ann. lnti!rn11lMed. 138: 128, 2003. 

protein cofactor , Protein S (PS), a 75-kDa Gia-containing protein . The PC:PS complex 
inhibics coagulation by inactivating Factors Va and Vllla . Inactivation of FVa and FYI
Ila occurs by cleavage of peptide bonds at specific arginine residues. Deficiencies and/or 
mutations in Protein S or Protein C can lead to thrombotic diseases (Clin. Corr . 23.17). 
Disease states are also possible if there are mutations of FV or FVIII that do not affect 
their ability to function as cofactors but do affect the cleavage sites for the PC:PS complex 
inact ivation reactions. 

PC :PS 
V,, and VII/a - Vinh and Vlll;,,h 

Thrombomodulin is an integral glycoprotein of endothelial cell membranes (A Closer Look 
23.10 ). It is a receptor for thrombin . In the thrombin - thrombomodulin-Ca2+ complex, 
thrombin has a decreased affinity for fibrinogen and an increased affinity for Protein C. 
Thus , thrombin's role switches from that of procoagulation to anticoagulation. 

Thrombin (Figure 23.57) may exist in vitro in two conformations: one has high specifi
city for conversion of fibrinogen to fibrin , and the other conformation has low specificity for 
fibrinogen conversion but high specificity for thrombomodulin binding and for proteolytic 
activation of Protein C. These forms are referred to as fast and slow forms, respectively. This 
type of dynamic feedback mechanism is important for stopping the clotting process at its 
point of origin. 

There is also a specific inhibitor for Protein C. Protein C inhibitor (PCI) has been 
found in plasma , platelets, and megakaryocyres. ADP , epinephrine, thrombin , and other 
molecules that stimulate platelet activity cause release of about 30% of PCI from platelets 
on stimulation. Inactivation of activated Protein C (APC) by PCI occurs on membrane 
surfaces like most of the other reactions discussed. 

Thrombomodulin 

Thrombomodulin contains 560 amino ac
ids and shows sequence homology with the 
low-density lipoprorein receptor, bur very 
little with tissue factor. There is a great 
deal of similarity in functional domains be
cween tissue factor and thrombomodulin, 
each of which is a receptor and activator 
for a protease. 
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Figure 23.57 Conformational forms of 
thrombin induced by its interaction with 
thrombomodulin . Thrombin bas high affinity 
for fibrinogen in the absence of thrombomod ulin, 
but changes to high affinity for Protein C in the 
presence (complex) with thrombomodulin. 
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Figure 23.58 Dissolution of fibrin clot by 
plasmin. Plasminogen is activated to plasmin by 
r-PA within the matrix of the dot. These reactions 
are shown within the box in this figure. 

Fibrinolysis Phase of Hemostasis (Phase 3) 

Fibrinolysis Requires Plasminogen and Tissue Plasminogen 
Activator (t-PA) to Produce Plasmin 
Reactions of fibrinolysis are shown in Figure 23.58. Lysis of a fibrin clot occurs through 
action of the enzyme plasmin that is formed from plasminogen through the action of tissue 
plasminogen activator (t-PA or TPA) . Plasminogen has high affinity for fibrin docs. It 
diffuses or becomes immersed wirhin the clot and forms complexes with fibrin throughout 
various regions of the fibrin network. t-PA also binds to fibrin clots (A Closer Look 23.11) 
and activates plasminogen to plasmin by specific bond cleavage. Plasmin hydrolyzes the 
fibrin clot producing soluble peptides that are taken out of circulation by the liver and 
destroyed . 

Prote in inh ibitors regulate activity oft-PA Four immunologically distinct types of 
inhibitors oft-PA have been identified , two of which react rapidly with t-PA and are 
specific for it. They are plasminogen activator-inhibitor type 1 (PAI-I) and plasmino
gen activator-inhibi tor type 2 (PAI-2) . The human PAI-2 contains 415 amino acid 
residues. 

Starting and stopping blood coagulation follow essentially the same type process, inter
actions of proteins , formation of multienzyme complexes, and proteolysis. Both are unidi
rectional and the only mechanism for replenishing the proteins is by resynthesis. 

Role of Gia Residues in Blood Coagulation Factors 

Posttranslational modification of many proteins involved in blood coagulation resulcs in 
formation of-y-carboxyglutamyl (Gia) residues that transforms them into excellent chela
tors of calcium ions. Ca2+ forms complexes with Gia residues of those factors and induces 
conformational and electronic states that facilitate their interaction with membrane recep
tors. ea2+ also binds at sites other than Gia residues producing protein conformational 
changes that enhance catalytic activity. Evidence for this second effect of Ca2+ comes from 
the observation that activation of at least one of the enzymes leads to cleavage and elimi
nation of the N-terminal region containing the Gia residues, but calcium ions are still 
required for its effective participation in blood coagulation. 

Schematic representations of structures of five of the Gla--containing proteins listed 
in Table 23.9 are shown in Figure 23.59. Gia residues are located in the N-terminal region 
of the molecules followed by a structural area that resembles epidermal growth factor that 
may play a role in facilitating the healing process. Activation of zymogens involved in blood 
coagulation generally occurs at peptide bonds located between cysteine residues that have 
formed disulfide bonds (A Closer Look 23.12). Prothrombin is the only zymogen whose 
activation occurs by cleavage of a bond in the primary sequence outside of a bridging 
disulfide bond , and dissociation of this moiety containing the Gia peptide is facilitated (see 
Figure 23.47 , p. 987). 

Role of Vitamin K in Protein Carboxyla se Reactions 
Modification of prothrombin, Protein C, Protein S, Protein Z, and Factors VI I, IX, and 
X, to form Gia residues occurs during their synthesis by a carboxylase located on the lurni
nal side of the rough endoplasmic reticulum . Vitamin K (phytonadione , the "koagulation" 

Structural Arrangement of Tissue Plasminogen Activator 

t-PA is a 72-kDa protein that contains a growth factor domain near 
its N-terminus, two adjacent Kringle domains that interact with 
fibrin, and a protease domain close to its C-terminus. Kringle do
mains are conserved sequences that fold into large loops stabilized by 

disulfide bonds. They are important for protein- protein interactions 
that occur with several blood coagulation factors. t-PA is activated by 
cleavage between an Arg-Ue bond to give a molecule with a heavy and 
a light chain. The light chain contains the serine protease activity. 
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Figure 23.69 (a) General structure of the y-ca rboxyglutamyl containing proteins. {b) Structural 
organization of the zymogens and their cleavage sites for activation. 

vitamin) is an essential cofacror for this carboxylase. The dihydroquinone, or reduced form 
of vitamin K (Figure 23.60), is oxidized to the epoxide form by 0 2 (A Closer Look 23.13). 
The epoxide is converted back to the dihydroquinone by enzymes that require as cofactors 
dithiols like thioredoxin. Analogs of vitamin K inhibit the dihydroquinone reductases and 
result in conversion of all available vitamin K to the epoxide form that is not functional in 
the carboxylation reaction . The overall carboxylation reaction is 

~

1 

vi~tamin K(Ha) + 0 2 
+ CO

2 
~

1 

H H- N H NH 

HOOC-6 - CH
2
- 6H - - -- -+ HOOC......_6- CH

2
- 6H 

I t HOOC,,- t 
H ~' 0 ,,_ 1 ~' 0 

vitamin K(O) + H,o • 

Structures of two analogs, dicoumarol and warfarin, that interfere with the action of vita
min Kare shown in Figure 23 .60. In animals treated with high doses of these compounds, 
prothrombin, Protein C, Protein S, Factors VII, IX, and X, and other Gia-containing 
proteins are not posttranslationally modified , are ineffective in binding Ca2+, and cannot 
participate in blood coagulation. Since dicoumarol and warfarin affect only synthesis of 
Gia-containing factors, they have no effect on blood coagulation in the test rube. 

Activation of Zymogens 
Involved in Blood Coagulation 

Activation may or may not result in loss 
of small peptides located between disulfide 
bonds. Factor VII is activated by cleav
age of a single Arg 152-Ile 153 bond. Factor 
IX _is activated by cleavages at Arg145 and 
Arg 180 with the release of an approximate 
11-kDa peptide. Factor X consists of two 
chains connected by a disulfide bridge. lt is 
activated by cleavage of its heavy chain at 
Arg194-Ile 195• The Gia residues are located 
in the light chain . Protein C also consists 
of a heavy and a light chain connected by 
a disulfide bond. le is activated by cleavage 
of an Arg-Ile bond at position 169. 

Possible Mechanism of 
Vitamin K Action in Protein 
Carboxylation 

A plausible mechanism involves the addition 
of molecular oxygen to the Cl position of 
dihydro-vitamin K and its subsequent rear
rangement to an alkoxidewich a pKa of-20. 
This intermediate serves as a strong base and 
abstracts a proton &om the y-methylene 
carbon of glutamate yielding a carbanion to 
which CO 2 can add by a nucleophilic mech
anism (Figure 23.60, p. 996). 
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Figure 23.60 The vitamin K cycle as it functions in protein y -glutamyl carboxylation reaction s. 

X-(SH)2 and X-S2 represent the reduced and oxidized forms , respectively, of a thioredoxin. The NADH
dependent and the dithiol-dependent vitamin K reductases are different enzymes. The ditluol -dependent 
Kand KO reductases are inhibited by dicoumaro l (I) and warfuin (II) . (*Possible alkoxide intermediate 
(III), see SIB I 3.) 
Redrawn and modified &om Vermeer, C. Biochem. J 266: 625, 1990. 

Control of Synthesis of Gia-Proteins 
N-terminal Gia-containing peptides that are released from prothrombin on activation are 
removed from circulation by the liver. They stimulate de novo synthesis of Gia-containing 
proteins required for blood coagulation (Figure 23.61). T he proteins are synthesized even 
in the absence of vitamin K or in the presence of antagonistS of vitamin K, but they do 
not contain Gia residues and are ineffective in blood coagulation. In addition, they are not 
secreted into the circulation . Some may remain in the liver and some are degraded. When 
vitamin K is restored or is added in high enough concentrations to overcome effects of 
antagonists, the preformed proteins are carboxylated and secreted into the circulation . 

Activation of blood coagulation is a one-way process. The use of prothrombin Gia
containing peptides to signal the liver to synthesize more of these proteins maintains their 
concentrations in blood at effective levels. Monitoring of patientS on long-term therapy 
with vitamin K antagonisrs is necessary to assure that production of the Gia-containing 
proteins is not shut down completely. When all of these processes function properly, hemo
stasis is achieved. 
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Key Terms 

NERVOUS TISSUE 

blood-brain barrier 
voltage-gated channels 
neurotransmitter 
calcium~modulin kinase 
acecylcholinesterase 
choline acerylrransferase 
carechol- 0-methyltransferase 
mo noarnine oxidase 
GABA shunt 
endorphins 
enkephalins 
neurokinins 

THE EYE 

glutathione reducrase 
vascular endothelial growth factor 

recepror-3 

a- and /3-crystallins 
aldose reducrase 
polyo l (aldose) dehydrogenase 
small heat shock proteins 
11-cis--retinol 
all-trans-retinol 
all-trans-retinol dehydrogenase 
cyclic GMP (cGMP) 
transducin 
phosphodiesterase (PDE) 
arrescin 
guanylate cyclase 
rhodopsin kinase 

MOLECULAR MOTORS 

IQmorifs 
kinesin 
tropomyosin 

Questions • CAROL N. ANGSTADT 

Multiple-Choice Questions 

1. There are both excitatory and inhibicory neurotransmitters. All of the 
following are exciracory except 
A. acecylcholine. 
B. -y-arninoburyric acid (GABA). 
C. dopamine. 
D. epinephrine. 
E. serotonin . 

2 . Which of the following classes of molecular motors can be involved 
in both contraccion and trafficking? 
A. Dyneins 
B. Kinesins 
C. Myosins 
D. All of the above 
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troponin subunits 
power stroke 
cadherin and catenin 
caldesmon 
adenylare kinase 
creatine phosphokinase 
myosin light-chain kinase 
myosin phosphatase 
unconvencional myosins 
AAA motif 
dynein 

BLOOD COAGULATION 

ancicoagulacion 
fibrinolysis 
hemosrasis 
procoagulacion 
epidermal growth factor 

3. Platelet aggregacion 

extrinsic pathway 
intrinsic pathway 
transglurarnidase 
thrombomodulin 
protein carboxylase 
prosracyclin (PGI:z) 

A. is initiated ar the sire of an injury by conversion of fibrinogen 
ro fibrin . 

B. is inhibited in uninjured blood vessels by proscacyclin of intact 
vascular endothelium. 

C. causes morphological changes and a release of the vasodilaror 
serotonin . 

D. is inh ibited by the release of ADP and thromboxane A2• 

E. is inhibited by von Willebrand factor (vWF). 

4. In the formation of a blood clot, 
A. proteolysis of -y-carboxyglutarnare residues from fibrinogen 

to form fibrin is required. 
B. the clot is stabilized by the cross-linking of fibrin molecules 

by the accion of Factor XIIl, cransglucarninase. 
C. thrombin's only role is in activation of Facto r VII. 
D. cissue factor, Facror III or TF, must be inaccivared for the 

clotting process ro begin. 
E. the role of calcium is primarily to bind fibrin molecules together 

ro form the clot. 
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5. Lysis of a fibrin doc 
A is in equilibrium with formation of the doc. 
B. begins when plasmin binds co the clot. 
C. requires the hydro lysis of plasminogen inco heavy and light 

chains. 
D. is regulated by the accion of protein inhlbicors on plasminogen. 
E. requires the conversion of plasminogen co plasmin by c-PA. 

6. The eye relies heavily on the mecabol.ism of glucose buc different 
parts of the eye use glucose differently. Which of the following 
statements is/are correct? 
A. The retina uses glucose primarily by aerobic glycolysis and the 

TCAcycle . 
B. The cornea uses over half its glucose via the hexose 

monophosphace pathway. 
C. The lens has the glycolycic pathway but not the hexose 

monophosphace pathway. 
D. The role of glucathione reduccase is to inactivate accive 

oxygen species . 
E. All of the above. 

Quescions 7 and 8: Two aucoimmune diseases that lead co muscle weak
ness because of interference with neuromuscular signal transmission are 
Lambert-Eaton myasthenia syndrome (LEMS) and myasthenia gravis. In 
LEMS, the body raises antibodies against voltage-gated calcium channels. 
In myasthenia gravis, the ancibodies are co the nicotinic-acerylcholine 
receptor (AchR). In both cases, the amount of acerylcholine released in 
the synaptic juction is diminished. 

7. In the propagation of a nerve impulse by an electrical signal, 
A. the electrical potential across the membrane maintained by the 

Na+ tK + -exchanging ATPase becomes more negative. 
B. local depolarization of che membrane causes protein conforma

tional changes in ion channels chat allow Na + and K+ co move 

down their concentration gradients. 
C. charge propagation is bidirectional along the axon. 
D. volcage-gaced ion channels have a finite recovery time so the 

amplitude of the impulse changes as ic moves along the axon. 
E. ascrocyces function as antenna-like protrusions and receive signals 

from other cells. 

8. The nerve impulse chat initiates muscular contraction 
A. begins with binding of acecylcholine co receptors in the 

sarcoplasmic reticulum. 
B. causes both plasma membrane and cransverse tubules co undergo 

hyperpo larization. 
C. causes opening of calcium channels, leading co an increase in 

Ca2+ within the sarcomere. 
D. prevents Na+ from entering the sarcomere. 

E. prevents Ca +2 from binding co croponin C. 

Questions 9 and 10: Genes coding for proteins of visual pigmencs are 
located on different chromosomes. The rhodopsin gene is on the third 
chromosome; blue pigment gene on the seventh; and genes for the red 
and green pigments on the X chromosome. Females have two X chromo
somes so color vision abnormalities are rare, buc males have only one X 
chromosome. About 8 % of males have abnormal color vision chat affects 
either red or green perception. Ar lease one individual is known with blue 
color blindness. 

9. The cones of the retina 
A. are responsible for color vision. 
B. are much more numerous than the rods. 
C. have red, blue, and green lighc-sensitive pigments chat differ 

because of small differences in the retinal prosthetic group. 
D. do not use cransducin in signal cransduction. 
E. are better suited for discerning rapidly changing visual evencs 

because a single photon of lighc generates a stronger current than 
it does in the rods. 

10. Which of the following scatemencs about rhodopsin is true? 
A. Rhodopsin is the primary photoreceptor of both rods and cones. 
B. The prosthetic group of rhodopsin is all-trans-recinol derived 

from /3-carocene. 
C. Conversion of rhodopsin co activated rhodopsin, R*, by a lighc 

pulse requires depolarizacion of the cell. 
D. Rhodopsin is located in the cycosol of the cell. 
E. Absorption of a phoron oflight by rhodopsin causes an isomeri

zacion of 11-cir-recinal co all-trans-retinal. 

Questions 11 and 12: Ion channels in cardiac muscle, as in ocher tissues, 
require a finite recovery time afrer excitation. This is measured on an 
eleccrocardiogram as the QT interval. Initiating the excitation phase is 
the opening of Na+ channels, causing depolarization. Then K+ chan
nels open co permit K+ co move our of the cell, which is a key element 
in shutting off the action potential . Inherited defects in these channels 
lead co a condition called long QT syndrome (LQTS) . LQ TS can cause 
sudden death , especially in physically accive young peop le, who have noc 
previously had any symptoms of cardiac irregularicies. 

11. All of the following scacements about acrin and myosin are crue except 
A the globular head seccion of myosin has domains for binding 

ATP and actin. 
B. actin is the major protein of the thick filament. 
C. binding of ATP co the actin-myosin complex promotes dissocia

tion of actin and myosin . 
D. F-actin is stabilized when tropomyosin is bound co it. 
E. binding of Ca2+ co the calmodulin-like subunit of troponin 

induces conformational changes chat permit myosin co bind 
co actin. 

12 . When a muscle contracts, the 
A. transverse tubules shorten, drawing the myofibrils and sarcoplas-

mic reticulum closer. 
B. chin filaments and thick filaments of the sarcomere shorten. 
C. light chains dissociate from che heavy chains of myosin. 
D. H bands and I bands of the sarcomere shorten because chin 

filaments and chick filaments slide past each other. 
E. cross-linking of proteins in the heavy filaments increases. 

Problems 

13. In the presence of warlarin, an analog of vitamin K, several proteins 
of the blood coagulation pathway are ineffective because they cannot 
bind Ca2+ efficiently. Why? 

14 . Organophosphace compounds are irreversible inhibitors of acerylcho
linesterase. ·What effect does an organophosphate inhib itor have on 
the cransmission of nerve impulses? 



Answers 

1. B GABAstimulaces irs recepcor co form channels chrough which c1-
flows, making che inside of che cell more negacive. 

2. C Myosins are involved in conrraction and "unconventional 
myosins" in crafficking. A and B: These are boch microcubule-based 
mocors involved in moving cargo. 

3. 8 The yin-yang n.arure of PGI 2 and TXA2 help co concrol plarelec 
aggregacion uncil chere is a need for ic. A-. lniciarion is by concacc wich 
an accivaced recepcor ac che sice of injury. Cloe formacion requires 
activation ofvarious enzymes. C: Serotonin is a vasoconsrricror. 
D: TXA2 facilicares aggregation. E: vWF forms a link between che 
receptor and plarelers, promoting aggregacion. 

4. B Cross-linking occurs between a glucamine and a lysine. A and E: 
-y-Carboxygluramare residues are on various enzymes; chey bind cal
cium and facilicare rhe interaction of chese proteins wich membranes 
chac form che sices for initiation of reaction. C: Thrombin accivares 
Factors V, VII, VIII, XIIl and fibrinogen. D: TF, Factor III, is che 
primary recepcor for iniciarion of che clocring process. 

5. E The cloc is solubilized by plasmin. A: Boch formation and lysis of 
clots are unidireccional. B: Boch plasminogen and t-PA bind co rhe 
clot. C and D : Boch of chese refer cot-PA. 

6. 8 The NADPH generaced, especially in rhe cornea, is necessary co 
convert glurarhione back co irs reduced form. A: The retina depends 
moscly on anaerobic glycolysis. C: Around 10% of glucose is used by 
che hexose monophosphare pathway in lens . D: Reduced glucachione 
(GSH) inactivates chese species; glurachione reducrase is necessary co 
reduce glurachione back co GSH. 

7. B This is che mechanism for impulse propagacion. A: The porencial 
becomes less negative . C: Ir is unidirectional . D: Volcage-gared chan
nels do have a finite recovery rime so che amplitude remains constant . 
E: This describes dendrites. Ascrocyces are glial cells involved in 
processes char insulate neurons from cheir external enviconment . 

8. C Caz+ enters with Na+. A: Acerylcholine receptors are on che plas

ma membrane . B: The impulse resulrs in depolarization ofborh of 
chese structures. D. Boch Ca +2 and Na +2 enter che sarcomere when 
che channels open . E: Binding of Ca +i co TnC initiates contraction. 
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9. A Rods arc responsib le for low lighc vision. C: All chree pigmencs 
have 11-cis-recinal; differences in che proceins are responsible for che 
different spectra. D: Biochemical evencs are believed co be che same 
in rods and cones. E: Cones are better suited for rapid evems because 
cheir response rare is about four rimes faster than rods, even chough 
their sensitivity co light is much less. 

10. E This causes che conformational change of che protein char affecrs 
che resting membrane potential and initiates che rest of che events. 
A-. Cones have che same proscheric group bur differenc proceins, so 
rhodopsin is in rods only. 8: This is che precursor of che prosthetic 
group 11-cir-retinal . C: Isomerization of che proschecic group leads co 
hyperpo larization. D: Rhodopsin is a transmembrane protein. 

11. B Myosin forms rhe chick filament. Actin is in che chin filament. 
A-. These are boch important in myosin's role. C: The role of ATP 
in contraccion is to favor dissociacion, not formation, of the acrin
myosin complex. D and E: Tropomyosin , rroponin, and actin are che 
chree major proteins of che filament. 

12. D This occurs because of association-dissociation of actin and 
myosin. A: Depolarization in transverse tubules may be involved in 
transmission of che signal bur nor directly in che contractile process . 
B: Filaments do not change length, but slide past each ocher. C: This 
is not physiological . E: Cross-linking occurs in che H band of che 
sarcomere bur does not change during the contractile process. 

13. Proteins affecced arc chose wich -y-carboxyglucamyl (Gia) residues, 
which arc excellent calcium chelators. Formation of Gia is a pose
translational modification caralyzed by a carboxylase whose essential 
cofaccor is vitamin K Warfarin prevenrs reduction of vitamin 
K epoxide formed during carboxylation back co che dihydroquinone 
form . 

14. Acerylcholinc is an excitatory neurocransmirter, causing channels 
co open , Na + co enter, and a depolarization of che membrane. 

Hydrolysis of acerylcholine allows repolarization. The inhibitor keeps 
che channel open and prevents repolariz.arion, and chus continued 
cransmission of nerve impulses. 
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Key Concepts 

CELL DMSION CYCLE 

The cell division cycle is divided into highly regulated biochem
ically distinct phases that are controlled by cyclin-dependent 
kinases (Cdks). Cdks are regulated by synthesis and degradation 
of cyclins, phosphorylation of the Cdks, and inhibition . 
Many transcription factors(~) are involved in control of cell di
vision. Phosphorylation of retinoblastoma sensitiviry protein (Rb) 
leads to release ofE2F (a tf) and entry into S phase. p53 (a tf) 
halts the cell cycle by increasing the expression of a Cdk inhibitor . 

• Mitogen signal pathways aetivate Ras, which triggers a MAPK 
kinase cascade that results in expression of Myc to increase the 
transcription of G 1 /S-cyclins. 

PROGRAMMED CELL DEA TH (APOPTOSIS) 

Cell division is balanced by apoptotic cell death to maintain 
homeostasis. The death receptor pathway (extrinsic pathway) 
and the mitochondrial pathway (intr insic pathway) promote cell 
death with the activation of a cascade of cytoplasmic proteases 
(caspases) enzymes. 

• The death receptor pathway signal is transmitted by activation 
of pro-caspase 8. 

24.3 Environmenta l Cause of Human 

Cancers 1022 

4 The intrinsic pathway involves release of cytochrome c when 
the mitochondrial proteins Bax and Bak permeabilize the 
membrane . Other proteins prevent Bax and Bak from acting. 
Released cytochrome c activates pro-caspase 9. 

CANCER 

Malignant tumor cells are characterized by unregulated cell 
division, resistance to apoptosis, immonality, and ability to 
metastasize and induce angiogenesis. 
Multiple mutations are required in protooncogenes and tumor 
suppressor genes that in combination generate a cancer. Cells 
within a tumor are heterogenic, but are all progeny of a single 
precursor cell. 

• Carcinogenesis is initiated by a mutagenic event and propagated 
by tumor promoters . Diet, environment, and cultural factors are 
major determinants in the formation of cancers. 
Genomic, transcript0mic , and proteomic analyses characterize 
the abnormal biochemical pathways present in cancer, lead
ing to individualized diagnosis and treatment specific to that 
cancer. 

1003 
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24.1 • INTRODU CTIO N 

At the interface of cell biology and biochemistry are the biochemical pathways that regu
late cell division and cell death . These pathways involve proteins that transmit signals, 
often through their action as enzymes but also through their ability as signaling proteins to 
bind to other proteins and transmit a signal through induced-conformation changes in the 
associated proteins. Enzymatic activities commonly present in signal pathways are those of 
kinases, phospharases, proteases, and ubiquitin ligases. While the signals are composed of 
recognizable enzymatic reactions or protein-induced conformational changes, the pathways 
regulating cell division and cell death are complex. Rather than a simple linear progression 
of signals from one molecule to the next constituting a pathway , these pathways can be 
depicted as a network of parallel signaling pathways joined at nodes or hubs that can cross
talk. The inputs are interpreted by these networks in a manner dependent on cell type and 
on the strength and time course of the extrinsic and intrinsic signals received by the cell, to 
give an output that causes a cell either to divide, to die, to senesce, or to differentiate. We 
have only a preliminary understanding of how the networks operate to generate a specific 
outcome. For many inputs , the complexity of the network makes the outcomes impossible 
to predict in the absence of computer algorithms to model the multiple node interaction s 
that differ in different cell types and environmental conditions. In this chapter, these path
ways will be described in a traditional linear manne r to promote a basic under standing of 
the primaty pathways that are the basis of these complex signaling networks. An insight 
into the complexity of these pathways may be discerned in the discussion of the Ras down
stream kinase.~ and their regulation of both cell division and cell death (p. 1010). 

In order to maintain cellular homeostasis in a mature organism, an equal number of 
cells are born and die within a set unit of time. Thus cell division must be balanced by cell 
death and both cell division and cell death pathways are equally active. Aberrations in these 
pathways often lead to cancer, and the biochemical basis of cancer will be considered in the 
last secrion of this chapter . 

24.2 • CELL DM SION CYCLE 

A model of the cell cycle divides the steps of cell division into four phases (Figure24 . l). In the 
S phase the chromosomal DNA is duplicated , and in the M phase mitosis occurs leading to 
the separation of chromosomes, cellular organelles, and cytoplasm of the parent cell into two 
progeny cells. The gap phases, G1 and G2, separate the S phase and M phase. In a simpler cell 
cycle model, cell division is divided into mitosis (M) and an interphase (I) that combines G 1, 

S, and G2 phases. Although the time span of the M phase is shorter than the other phases, it is 
particularly complex. In a fibroblast cell that divides once every 24 h, the M phase spans about 
1 h while the S phase takes 10-12 h, and the other two phases (G1, G2) occupy the remaining 
11- 13 h. The observable steps in M phase are presented in Table 24.1. While the processes 

(Chromatid separation and cell division) 

M 

(DNA duplication) 
Figure 24.1 Phases of the cell cycle. Mit0sis occurs in M phase, and DNA synthesis in S phase. 
Jnterphase consists of G 1, S, and G 2• G0 phase is in equilibrium with G 1 phase. Cells in G0 are either 
quiescent or senescent. 
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TABLE 24.1 • Micro scopically Observable Steps in the M Phase 

1. DNA condenses inco chromosomes (46 chromosomes in human cells). 

2. Centrosomes separate and mitoric spindle forms from the centrosomes. 

3. Nuclear membrane disintegrates. 

4. Spindle miccocubule connects chromosomes. 

5. Chromosomes align along equator of cell. 

6. Sister chromacids separate and group around the two centrosomes, creating two sers 
of chromosomes. 

7. Nuclear membrane forms around each set of chromosomes. 

8. Chromosomes decondense. 

9. Plasma membrane pinches parental cell into two progeny cell (cycokinesis). 

that occur in M phase are the most dramatic , essential biochemical processes occur in each 
of the phases and each phase muse be completed before the cell progresses to the next phase. 
Each phase is under close regulation by biochemical checkpoints that comprise stop or go 
directives that regulate proceeding to the next biochemical step in the cell division pathway . 

An additional phase, in equilib rium with the G 1 phase , is the G0 phase in which the 
cell is either in a quiescent or a senescent state . A quiescent cell, while not participating 
in the cell cycle, can be induced to reenter the cell cycle by a mitotic stimulus , such as an 
increase in concentration of a growth factor in its external envi ronment . In contrast , a 
senescent cell cannot reenter the cell cycle even in the presence of mitotic growth factors. 
Different cell types vary in their frequency of cell division and thus in the amount of quies
cent time spent in G0. Although fibroblasts and epithelial cells spend very little or no time 
in G0, adult liver cells divide about once a year and adult brain cells almost never divide. 
Thus, adult liver and brain cells spend most of their time in G 0. In G0 the critical proteins 
of the cell cycle pathway including cyclin-dependent kinases are absent . 

Regulation of Cell Cycle 

The cell cycle is regulated by the activity of cyclin-dependent kinases (Cdks), which cata
lyze phosphorylation of serine and threonine side chains in substrate proteins. The phos
phorylated proteins then perform critical functions in the cell cycle pathways. The activities 
of the Cdks are closely regulated by other protein kinases and phospharases , by their asso
ciation with a cydin protein , and by the presence or absence of Cdk inhibitor proteins . 

In human cells different cyclin-Cdk heterodimers regulate different steps or phases of the 
cell cycle. In some cases a particular Cdk activity is required in more than one phase or at an 
interphase (Figure 24 .2) . In each case, a Cdk-speci6c cyclin protein is first synthesized to bind 
to its Cdk, forming a Cdk-cyclin heterodimer. Then the proper activating phosphates are 
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Cdks4,6 Cyclin E 
Cdk2 
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G2 M 

Cyclin B 
Cdk1/CDC2 

Figure 24.2 Cyclin and cyclin-dependent kinase complexes of the 
human cell cycle. Top line shows th e cell cycle phases; intermediate lines are 
cime frame for accivity of the indicated cyc]jn/Cdk isoform. Both Cdk4 and 
Cdk6 bind to cyclin Din late G1• Cyclin E and cyclin A associate with Cdk2 
at different cime points in Sand G2• Cdkl is also known as CDC2. Multiple 

isoforrns of some of the cyclins, such as D2 and D3 , exist. P • is an activating 
pho sphate added by a CAK (see text) . 
Redrawn based on diagram in Morgan , D. 0. Anm,. Rev. Cell. Dev. Biol 13: 
261 , 1997. 
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Figure 24.3 Regulation of M phase cyclin
dependent kinase {Cdk) activity. M-cydin 
(green) is synthesized in the G2 phase and 
combines with M Cdk (red) to form an inactive 
heterodimer. Phosphorylation by Weel kinase at 
an inhibitory site (Pi) maintains M-Cdk/M-cycun 
heterodimer in an inactivated state. Entry into M 
phase occurs on phosphorylation by CAK at an 
activation site (P ,) and removal of the inhibitory 
phosphate by Cdc25 phosphatase. Activated 
M-Cdk phospbory lates protein substrates that 
promote M phase. Loss of M-Cdk activity occurs 
when M-cyclin is polyubiquitinated (UbN) by 
the APC ubiquitin ligase complex and degraded 
in a proteasome. 
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added by a cyclin-dependent activating kinase (CAK) and inhibitory phosphates removed 
by a CDC25 phosphatase to generate the Cdk activity that regulates the cell cycle step. 
At the end of the cell cycle step, the cyclin protein of the cyclin-Cdk complex is polyubiq
uitinated by an ubiquitin ligase and the polyubiquitinated cyclin degraded, turning off its 
associated Cdk activity and allowing the cell cycle pathway to proceed to the next stage of the 
pathway. Thus for the M phase in human cells, the M-phase Cdk (Cdkl ) binds M cyclin 
(cyclin B). Cdk activity is then regulated by both its inhibitory and activating kinases and 
activating phosphatase (Figure 24.3). 

Weel is a G 2/M-phase kinase that phosphorylates Cd.kl at an inhibitory site (Pi), 
preventing Cd.kl activity and entry into M phase . Weel obtained its name in yeast experi
ments in which knockou t of the weel gene results in "tiny" or "wee" cells. Thus Wee l 
appears in yeast to be a terminal signal of a kinase cascade that prevents a cell from proceed
ing into M phase when the cell is too small to divide, and the absence of this checkpoint 
leads to tiny p rogeny cells. In mammalian cells, signals that prevent a cell from proceeding 
into M phase are generated by incomplete DNA replication and DNA damage. When the 
cell is ready to proceed into the M phase, the Weel stop signal is released by removal of the 
inhibitory phosphate group by the phosphatase, Cdc25 . In addition to removal of inhibi
t0ry phosphates, the Cdkl/cyclin is activated by an M-Cdk activating kinase, M-CAK (Cdk 
activating kinas e), that places a phosphate on an activation site residue (P ,J in the Cd.kl 
molecule . At the end ofM phase , ubiquitylation of cyclin B termina tes the M-Cdk/cyclin 
activity (p. 248). T he polyubiquitinated cyclin B is degraded by the cellular proteasomes. 
The ubiquitin system that regulates cyclin B is named the anaphase-promoting complex 
(APC), so called because loss of cyclin Band its associated Cd.kl kinase activity is required 
for initiation of sister chromatid separation in the anaphase stage of mitosis . 

While a single Cd.kl cyelin regulates the M phase in mammalian cells, at least four different 
Cdk/cyclin heterodimers regulate progression through the G 1 and S phases (see Figure 24.2). 
Each of the G 1/S-Cdks is regulated by specific CAK and Weel-like kinase isoforms that act 
by mechanisms similar to those that regulate Cd.kl . Each Cdk also has a Cdc25 phosphatase 
isoform to remove inhibitory phosphate groups. AG 1/S-Cdk/cyclin is required in G 1 for the 
cell to proceed from G 1 into S phase. Several Cd.ks are active at the G 1 IS interface. One of the 
G l /Cdk/cyclin isoforrns is active through the S and G2 phases. Each Cdk loses its activity on 
ubiquirylation and degradation of its cyclin (Figure 24.4) . The ubiquitin ligase complex that 
regulates the G l /S- and S-phase cyclins is known as the SCF complex. 

Rb Regulation of E2F Activity and G1/S Transition 
A cell cycle critical substrate of the G 1/S Cd.ks is Rb protein (retinoblastoma sensitivity pro
tein ), named after irs deficiency in the cancer retinoblastoma. Rb protein is unphosphorylated 
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Figure 24.4 Reactions leading to activation and inactivation of the cyclin dependent kinases 
(Cdks). Binding to their cyclin and the action of their appropriate Cclk-activating kinase (CAK) and 
CDC25 phosphatase activates the Cdks. Cclk activities are lost on degradation of their cyclin following its 
ubiquitination by APC in the M phase and SCF in the G 1-S phase. The Cdks are not degraded while the 
cell remains in the cell cycle, but are degraded when the cell enters G0. 

in the G1 and G0 phases, and unphosphorylated Rb binds and sequesters the transcription 
factor E2F (Figure 24.5). On phosphorylation by the G1 and G1/S-Cdks, Rb changes con
formation and releases E2F. The E2F binds to regulat0ry elemenrs in target genes to increase 
transcription of the gene producrs required for S phase such as DNA polymerase, dihydrofolate 
reductase, thymidine kinase, and the G1/S phase cydin proteins. The G1/S cyclin proteins 
increase the activity of G1/S Cd.ks. Generation of phosphorylated Rb by the G1/S--Cd.ks and 
release of the E2F transcription factor is a key requirement for entry into S phase from G1• 

Unphosphorylated Rb is the active form of Rb, as it acts to sequester and inhibit E2F. The 
phosphorylated form of Rb that no longer acrs to sequesrer E2F is the inactive form of Rb. 

p53 Regulation of the Cdk Inhibitor p21 
p53 is a transcription factor that has been described as "the guardian of the genome." On 
damage to the cellular DNA, p53 stops the cell cycle to give the cell time t0 repair its DNA. 
If the DNA damage is irreparable, p53 induces apoptotic cell death. The loss of p53 func
tion results in cell division with damaged DNA, a property of cancer cells. 

M 

G1 Rbactive 

@ +@ 
inactive 

Figure 24.5 Role of Rb in cell cycle regulation . Active Rh is present in G 1, where ir binds and inhibits 
the rranscription factor E2F. On phosphorylation by the G 1-S Cdks, Rb releases E2F, which increases 
expression of genes required for S phase. Phospho-Rb is dephosphory lated by a phospharase on entering 
G 1 phase from M phase. 
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Figure 24.7 Phosphorylation of tyrosine 
residues within cytoplasmic domains of PDGF 
receptor. Binding of PDGF as a dimer causes ics 
membrane receptor to also dimerize. The ryrosine 
kinase activity in the cytoplasmic region of one 
recepto r protein then pbospbory lates tyrosine 
residues (Y) in the cytop lasmic region of the 
neighboring receptor protein. 
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Figure 24.6 Regulation of the G1-to-S transition by p53. The concentration of the transcription factor 
p53 is increased on DNA damage, by stress, and by other cell cycle regulatory signals. p53 stops the cell 
cycle by increasing the transcr iption of the waft (also called cipl) gene to express p21, which is a Olk 
inhibito r (CKI) and binds to G 1-S C<lks to inhibit phosp horylation of Rb. Higher concentrations of p53 
than required for p2 l synthesis initiate apoptosis . 

Kinases monitor DNA integrity and are activated on DNA damage (p. 164). T he acti
vated kinases phosphorylate p53 directly or activate other kinases that phosphorylate p53. 
Phosphorylated p53 is resistant to degradation, and its concentration in the cell increases. 
p53 is a tranScription factor p rotein and higher levels increase the transcription of the p53 
target gene waft (also referred t0 as cip/). The product of the waft gene is the protein p2 1, 
a Cdk inhibito r. Cdk inhibit or proteins are called CKis, and p21 prote in is the key CKl 
increased by p53. T he increase in p2 1 inhib its the G 1- and G 1/S-Cdks and their phos
phorylation of Rb. Unphosphorylated Rb retains bound E2F, preventing cell entry into S 
phase of the cell cycle (Figure 24 .6). With DNA damage, this mechanism (DNA-kinase 
- p53 - p2 1 ...... G 1-Cdk) gives the cell time to repair its DNA before proceeding into 
S phase with replication of the cellular DNA In over 50% of cancers, the p53 genes are 
mutated or lost. In the 50% of cancers that contain normal p53 genes, the pathways that 
regulate p53 are often defective. These defects in p53 genes and in p53 regulation permit the 
propagation of cancer cells with damaged and unsrable chromatin. 

Growth Factor Signal Transduction Pathway 

The most closely regulated step of the mammalian cell cycle is entry into the S phase, which 
commits the cell to either complet ing a cell division cycle or, in the absence of the comple
tion of cell division, to die. Entry into S phase normally requires an extracellular signal 
such as that given by mirogen factors, commonly called growth factors. Growth factors 
are prote ins secreted by cells to either induce their own division (autocrine mechanism) or 
secreted by neighboring or distant cells to induce cell division (paracrine mechanism ). A 
low concentration of growth factor proteins is always present in the extracellular environ
ment of mammal ian cells and required to maintain cell survival. Higher concentrations of 
growth factor proteins then cause target cells containing specific receptors for the growth 
factor p roteins to divide. 

Growth factor proteins bind to growth factor receptors on cellular plasma mem
branes. This binding causes the receptor proteins to dimerize or polymerize in the plasma 
memb rane, an essential step for transmission of the growth factor signal. The growth fac
tor proteins utilize various mechanisms for oligomerization of receptor proteins. Platelet
derived growth factor (PD GF) forms a homodime r with two equivalent receptor binding 
sites tha t bind and join two receptor proteins together to form a receptor dimer in the 
plasma membrane (Figure 24.7). Other growth factors associate with cofactor prote ins that 
facilitate their binding and simultaneo usly induce oligomerization of the receptor proteins 
in the plasma memb rane. 
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Receptor proteins pass through the plasma membrane to connect a growth faetor 
receptor domain on the extracellular surface and a tyrosine kinase catalytic domain on the 
cytoplasmjc side of the plasma membrane . Unlike the serine/threonine kinases (e.g., PKC, 
PKA, and the Cdks) that place a phosphate group on side chains of serine and threonine 
residues, tyrosine lcinases place a phosphate group on the phenolic side chain of a tyrosine 
residue. The initial tyrosines phosphorylated on receptor accivation are within the eyto
plasmic sequence of the receptor protein . The kinase activity of one receptor protein in the 
oligomer acrs on a neighboring receptor protein of the receptor dimer or oligomer complex, 
and vice versa, to autophosphorylate tyrosines of the partner receptor protein (Figure 24.7). 
The phosphotyrosines are binding sites for Cytoplasmic signaling proteins . 

Some growth factor receptors lack tyrosine kinase accivity, and on binding growth fac
tor and oligomerization in the membrane , the receptor proteins bind an independent eyto
plasmic protein with a tyrosine kinase activity such as Src. The addition of the Src protein 
gives these tyrosine-lcinase-deficient receptors a tyrosine kinase activity. 

Cellular proteins of the growth factor signaling pathway typically contain SH2 (Src 
homology domain 2) and SH3 domains, which contain binding sites that lead t0 the pro
tein- protein interactions that transmit the signal. The SH2 domain in signaling proteins 
binds to a phosphorylated tyrosine site, and the SH3 domain binds to a region in target 
proteins having a polyproline helix secondary structure (Figure 24.8) . Different P-Ys in the 
receptor protein sequence are specific to the binding of a particular signal molecule. Thus, 
each of the signaling molecule SH2 domains has a secondary site specificity that differentiates 
between the amino acid sequences surrounding the P-Ys t0 find its P-Y binding site in the 
receptor protein. Accordingly, the SH2 domain of the signal molecule PI3K has specific
ity not only for phosphotyrosine but for the phosphotyrosine at tyrosine-740 in the PDGF 
receptor protein sequence, and PLOy for the phosphotyrosine residue at position I 02 1 in the 
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Figure 24.8 Transmission of signal from PDGF 
receptor to Ras. Plasma membrane containing 
PDGF receptor becomes autophosphorylated on 
ryrosine residues. The SH2 domain of Grb-2 binds 
to phospho-ryrosine residue 416 in the PDGF 
receptor, and its SH3 domains bind to polyproline 
helix region in GEF!us (Ras guanine exchange 
factor), which promotes exchange of GDP for 
GTP in Ras. Ras-GTP then transmits its 
downstream signals. 
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"\tanscription Factors 
in nucleus 

Figure 24.9 GTP-Ras activates a kinase 
cascade. Ras-GTP activates a kinase cascade 
resulting in the pbo.spborylation and activation 
of the terminal kinase, MAPK. Activated MAPK 
enters the nucleus and phosphorylaces transcription 
factors tbat regulate the expression of proteins 
involved in S phase. MAPK is mitogen-activated 
protein kinase. MAPKK is MAP kinase kinase, 
and MAPKKK is MAP kinase kinase kinase. 

receptor sequence. On binding to the receptor protein, PI3K and PLC become subsuates 
for the recepcor tyrosine kinase. Phosphorylation of ryrosines in the signal molecules activates 
the signaling protein , and it may dissociate from the receptor to transmit irs signal at anothe r 
site in the cell. 

The signal for cell division is transmitted to Grb2, which binds to the phosphorylated 
tyrosine residue 716 in the PDGF receptor. Grb2 has no catalytic activity bur is an adaptor pro
tein that transmits its signal through conformational change and protein - protein associations. 
Grb2 contains both SH2 and SH3 domains (Figure 24.8) . Binding of Grb2 co the PDGF 
receptor through its SH2 domain induces a conformation change chat opens its SH3 domains 
to bind a polyproline helix region in the GEFRas protein (guanine-nucleotide exchange f.actor). 
Conformationally activated GEFRas then makes active the signaling protein Ras by promot
ing the exchange ofics bound GDP for GTP in the Ras nucleotide binding site (Figure 24 .8). 
GTP-Ras is the active form of Ras that gives a downstream signal by binding to a kinase that 
becomes activated on GTP-Ras association. The kinase then activates a downsrream kinase 
cascade. Ras is also a GTPase enzyme that inactivates itself by catalyzing the hydrolysis of ics 
bound GTP to GDP, converting the signaling active GTP-Ras to an inactive GDP-Ras. 

Activating ras mutations resulting in permanently active GTP-Ras occur in approxi
mately 30% of human cancers . The activating mutations are in amino acid residues 12, 
13, and 61 of Ras, amino acid residues essential for the Ras GTPase catalytic activity. The 
oncogenic GTP-Ras conformation cannot deactivate and continuously transmirs a down
stream signal to enter cell division. 

In the normal Ras, the Ras GTPase deactivating activity is increased I 00- to 1000-fold 
by the binding of GAPRas (GTPase activating protein) . However, the binding ofGAPRas to 
the GTPase inen oncogenic Ras has no effect, as no GTPase activity is possible due to the 
catalytic residue mutations in Ras. 

Ras also needs co associate with the plasma membrane to be activated. Posmanslational 
modifications of Ras are required for membrane association. Modifications include removal 
of the four amino acids from the C-terminal end, methylarion of the new C-terminal car
boxylic acid group, and addition of a farnesyl fatty acid group to a cysteine side chain near 
the new COOH-terminal end that acts to anchor the Ras protein to the eytoplasmic surface 
of the plasma membrane . In some Ras isoforms a second fatty acyl group is added, also near 
the COOH-terminal end . 

Three different Ras genes exist in humans , Ha-ras, N-ras, and K-ras, which produce 
homologous proteins of2 l kDa . The amino acid sequences of the first 85 residues in each of 
the isoforrns are identical and the next 80 residues show 85% homology, but the C-terminal 
ends differ more dramatically. While there are differences in some of the downstream signals 
between the Ras isoforms, in general their signals overlap. These isoforrns are characteristi
cally expressed in different cell types, and mutations of residues 12, 13, and 61 constitutively 
activate all isoforms. Wtld-rype ras genes are protooncogenes. Protooncogenes are changed 
to oncogenes by an activating mutation that acts to maintain a cancer cell. 

The kinase activated by association with GTP-Ras is a MAP kinase kinase kinase (MAP
KKK) (Figure 24.9) . The MAPKKK phosphorylates a MAP kinase kinase (MAPKK), which 
phosphorylates a MAP kinase (MAPK). Activated (phosphorylated) MAPK rranslocates co the 
nucleus where it phosphorylates and activates transcription factors such as Jun and Fos. An 
important target gene of Jun or Fos is the gene for the transcription factor Myc. Myc increases 
the expression of many genes involved in the S phase including those of the G 1- and G 1/S
cyclins and the transcription factor E2F (p. 189). Increasing the levels of the transcription fac
tors Myc and E2F initiate S phase and cell division. However, if conditions are not proper for 
completion of the S phase and cell division, Myc and E2F may insread initiate a process leading 
to cell death in the cell that has passed through the critical G 1 to S transition checkpoint. 

24.3 • APOPTOSIS: PROGRAMMED CELL DEATH 

Apoptosis is the Greek word for "falling leaves," a natural autumn event, and cellular apop
tosis is the natural biochemical process of cell death. In an adult human , it is estimated that 
3 billion cells are born each minute and therefore 3 billion cells per minute musr undergo 
apoptotic death to maintain homeostasis . Apoptosis is requi red to restructure tissues and 
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Figure 24.10 Outline of pathway for programmed cell death. 

organs in embryogenesis and development. Apoptosis also eliminates immunoresponsive 
T-cells and B-cells at the end of their response to infection, and regulates wound healing. 
Apoptotic death differs from necrotic cell death. In necrotic cell death , lysis of the cell 
membrane occurs and releases the cell's contents into the extracellular space generating an 
inflammatory response, as often occurs in bacterial or viral infections and in trauma. In 
contraSt, apoptosis is often unobservable and does not induce an inflammat0ry or immu
nological response. It can be initiated by a variety of signals, including those from dam
aged DNA , entrance of a cell into the S phase under improper conditions , lack of proper 
contacts of a cell with extracellular matrix, lack of necessary growth factors in the cellular 
extracellular environment, or the presence of death signal proteins in the environment of 
a cell. These signals activate cytoplasmic protease enzymes called caspases. The caspases 
hydrolyze specific peptide bonds in target proteins that on activation by a caspase pro
mote cell death by either a gain or loss of function. Apoptotic death is characterized by 
caspase-generated changes in the plasma membrane, cytoskeleton, and nuclear DNA. The 
plasma membrane becomes blebbed and sheds membranous particles that encapsulate the 
intracellular content. Endonucleases are activated that degrade the chromosomal DNA 
into nucleosome-size fragments (-170 base pairs in length). The remnants of the cell are 
engulfed and digested by phagocytic cells such as macrophages (Figure 24.10). 

The caspase proteases are activated by precursor caspases in a protease cascade mecha
nism similar to the protease cascades of blood coagulation and the protease complement 
reactions of the immunological response. Each caspase is activated by cleavage of a peptide 
bond by an upstream caspase in the cascade pathway. In turn , the activated caspases act on 
protein substrates that generate the changes characteristic of apoptotic death. 

Major Pathways of Apoptosis 

Death Recepto r Pathway 
The two major pathways that activate the caspase cascade and promote cell death are the 
death receptor pathway (extrinsic pathway) and the mitochondrial pathway (intrinsic 
pathway) (Figure 24.11 ). The receptor pathway is initiated by binding of a death ligand in 
the extracellular environment to its receptor in the plasma membrane of a target cell. Death 
ligand binding promotes binding of intracellular adaptor proteins to the cytoplasmic region 
of the receptor protein in the plasma membrane. Such an adaptor protein is FADD (the DD 
in the acronym refers to a protein-binding domain present in many proteins of this path
way called the death domain). The aggregates formed by the adaptor proteins through DD 
interactions at the cytoplasmic side of the receptor include the caspase 8 precursor protein, 
pro-caspase 8. The pro-caspase 8 within the aggregate acquires an auto-proteolytic activity, 
and cleaves peptide bonds in its sequence that change pro-caspase 8 to an active caspase 8. 
Caspase 8 leaves the aggregate to initiate the protease caspase cascade (Figure 24.11). The 
cytoplasmic receptor aggregate containing multiple adaptor proteins such as FADD and 
pro-caspase 8 molecules is referred to as a DISC (death inducing signaling complex). 
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Figure 24.11 Death receptor and mitochondrial 
pathways activate caspase cascade. The death 
receptor (exuinsic) and mitochondrial (intrinsic) 
pathways converge on the activation of caspases. 
Death ligands activate death receptor to bind 
adaptor proteins and pro-caspase 8, which is 
activated to caspase 8. Caspase 8 then activates 
the caspase cascade. In mitochondrial pathway, 
Bak and Bax oligomerire to permeabilire the oute r 
mitochondrial membrane to allow cytochrome 
c to pass into the cytoplasm where it forms an 
apoptosome with multiple molecules of Apafl and 
p ro-caspase 9. Activated caspase 9 then activates 
caspase cascade. Bcl-2 inhibits cytochrome c 
passage from mitochondria . Activators of the 
mitochondrial and receptor pathways (i.e., TNFa 
and DNA damage) are shown. 

Figure 24.12 Regulation of apoptosis by 
cytochrome c and other mitochondrial 
proteins. Oligomerization of Bak and/or Bax in the 
outer mitochondrial membrane permeabi lires the 
membrane for transfer of cytochrome c from 
mitochondria to cytoplasm. Bcl-2 and Bel-Xi. 
inhibit membrane permeabilization by binding 
with Bax and Bak to prevent Bax and Bak self
association. Facilitator proteins, such as Bad and 
Bid, promote apoptosis by either promoting the 
dissociation of Bak and Bax from Bcl-2 and Bel-XL 
or promoting an active confo rmation of the Bax/ 
Bak oligomers. In the cytoplasm , cytochrome c 
binds in apoptosome complex, which leads to the 
activation of pro-caspase 9 co act ive caspase 9. 
Smac/DIABLO can also enter cytoplasm and 
activate che caspases by inhibiting XIAP. XIAP is 
an inhib itor of caspase activity. Alf and EndoG 
can pass from mitochondria into nucleus to 
promote degradation of the DNA. Blue lines show 
anci-apoptotic and red lines pro -apoptotic effects. 
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The intrinsic , or mitochondrial, pathway is regulated by the relative concentrations of BH 
domain proteins in the outer mitochondrial membrane (A Closer Look 2.1, p. 10 13). Cyto
chrome c is the major mitochondrial signaling protein , and apoptosis is activated by the pass
ing of cytochrome c through the outer mitochon drial membrane after permeabilization of 
the memb rane by the pro-apoptotic BH domain proteins Bak and Bax (Figure 24.12). The 
membrane permeabilization to cytochrome c is generated by hetero- or homo -oligomers of 
Bax and/or of Bak BH proteins formed in the outer membrane . In opposition, the anti
apoptot ic BH domain proteins Bcl-2 and Bel-Xi_ prevent Bax and Bak self-association by 
binding to Bak and Bax and sequestering them from associating with each othe r. Whether 
cell death occurs then depends on the relative concentrations of pro-apoptotic Bak and Bax 
and anti-apoptotic proteins such as Bcl-2 and Bel-XL in the outer mitochondrial membrane . 
If the concentration of Bel-2 and Bel-XL proteins with empty bind ing sites is greater than 
the concentration of Bak and Bax, aggregates of Bak/Bax will not form and the cell survives. 
However, if the relative concent rations of Bak and Bax proteins are greater than Bcl-2 
and Bel-XL binding capacity, these proteins will self-aggregate to induce mit0chondrial 
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The Bcl-2 Protein Family 

The Bd-2 protein family has pro- or ami-apoptotic roles in the mi
tochondrial membrane. Members of the family are characterized by 
their containing one or more Bcl-2-homology (BH) domains. These 
domains function to bind other proteins of the family through BH
domain interactions. The anti-apoptoric Bcl-2 and Bel-XL proteins 

ANTI- APOPTOTIC 

contain four BH-cype domains numbered BHI , BH2, BH3, and 
BH4. The Bax and Bak proteins chat self-polymerize to permeabilize 
the mitochondrial membrane contain three BH-cype domains, BHI , 
BH2, and BH3. The facilitator BH proteins contain only the BH3 
domain and are referred co as BH3-only proteins (see figure). 

Mammalian BH4 BH3 BH1 BH2 TM 
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Schematic diagram showing the BH domains 
in anti- and pro-apoptotic mitochondrial 
membrane proteins. Anci-apoptotic proteins that 
bind and sequester pro-apoptotic proteins contain 
four different domains (top group): BHl, BH2, 
BH3, and BH4 (homologues include Bd-XL, 
Bd-w, Al / Bil-I , Md-I , Boo/Diva, and NR-13) . 
Pro-apoptotic proteins that permeabilize the outer 
m.icochondrial membrane contain three domains 
(middle group): BHl, BH2, and BH3 domains, 
but no BH4 domain (homologues are Bak, Bax, 
and Box/Med). Pro-apoptotic facilitator proteins 
(bottom group) only contain a BH3 domain 
(homo logues include Bid, Bik, Puma, Noxa, Blk, 
Hrk, Bnip3 , and Birn). TM is a cransmembrane 
domain present in many of the BH domain 
proteins. Different groups of homologues are 
expressed in different cell cypes. 
Redrawn from Scorrano, L., and Korsmeyer, S. J. 
Biochem. Biophys. Res. Commun. 304:437, 2003 

outer membrane permeability and cytochrome c will pass from the mitochondria to the 
cytoplasm to initiate caspase activation and cell death . In addition co Bax and Bak, ocher 
BH domain proteins in the mitochondrial membrane ace as facilitator proteins co promote 
dissociation of Bak or Bax from Bcl-2 or Bcl-X1 by competing for the binding sites in Bcl-2 
or Bcl-X1. Other BH domain facilitator proteins in the plasma membrane bind directly co 
the Bax/Bak oligomers co promote membrane permeabilization by the Bax/Bak oligomer. 

There are at lease 24 BH domain mitochondrial membrane proteins in humans, divided 
inco the following three functional classes: (1) anti-apopcocic proteins such as Bcl-2 and Bcl-X1, 

(2) pro-apopcotic membrane permeabilization proteins Bax and Bak, and (3) pro-apopcotic 
facilitator proteins such as Bid, Bad, Bim, PUMA, and Noxa. The proteins in all the functional 
classes contain BH domains (Bcl-2 Homology domains), which are the binding sites for self
association and for heceroassociation with the other BH domain proteins (A Closer Look 2.1, 
p. 1013). Which of the Bcl-2 isoforms are expressed by a cell depend on the cell cype. 

In che cytop lasm che cytochrome c binds into a protein aggregate containing multiple 
molecules of the adaptor protein Apafl (apopcotic protease-activating factor 1) and pro
caspase 9. This cytoplasmic comp lex is called an apoptosome and is functionally similar 
co a DISC (p. 1011) of the death receptor pathway. The add ition of the cytochrome c co 
the apopcosome causes an aucocatalytic hydrolysis of specific peptide bonds in the sequence 
of pro-caspase 9, resulting in the active caspase 9. Caspase 9 leaves the apopcosome and 
activates the caspase cascade co execute apop cotic death (Figure 24. 12) . 

Proteins from mitochondria other than cytochrome c pass through the permeab le 
mitochondria membrane co initiate cytochrome-c-independent apoptosis under certain 
condit ions (Figure 24. 12). The protein Smac/DIABLO passes into the cytoplasm and 
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inhibits XIAP (X-linked inhibit0r of apoptosis), a caspase protease inhibit0r protein that is 
normally present to limit basal caspase activity generated in the absence of a pro-apopt0tic
activacing signal. By inhibiting the inhibitor of caspases (XIAP), Smac/DIABLO activates 
the caspase cascade. The mitochondrial proteins AIF and endoG are released from the 
mitochondria and enter the nudeus to activate DNA degradation in cellular apoptosis. 

p53 Induction of Apoptosis 

Cells that have damaged DNA are st0pped from completing cell division by p53-dependent 
mechanisms. p53 can act t0 increase levels of the CKI p21 (p. 1008) co inhibit Cdk
promoced progression through the cell cycle at the G1-S-phase transition or the GrM-phase 
transition. Increasing p21 stops cell division, giving the cell time co repair DNA. If the DNA 
damage is irreparable in a reasonable time span, then p53 initiates cellular apoptosis. The 
elimination of cells with DNA damage prevents the development of tumor cells, and the loss 
of p53 regulation of cellular apoptosis is common in cancers (p. 1016). 

p53 concentration is not determined by the rate of ics gene transcription but by the rate 
of p53 protein degradation. The degradation of p53 is due to Mdrn2, an E3 ubiquitin ligase. 
Mdrn2-catalyzed polyubiquitylation promotes p53 degradation by proteasomes. Mdrn2 regu
lation keeps the sready-srate concentration of p53 low in the absence of DNA damage or 
p53-inducing stress such as occurs in telomere shonening and in hypoxia (Figure 24.13). 
DNA-damage-generated chain breaks activate the chromatin-bound protein kinases ATM, 
ATR, and DNA-dependent protein kinase (DNA-PK). DNA damage pathways also activate 
the lysine acetyl-transferase p300/CBP, which acetylates p53 on particular lysine residues. 
Acetylation accs in conjunction with phosphorylation to prevent ubiquitylation by Mdrn2 of 
p53 and thus increases the p53 concentration. Increases in p53 lead co the transcription of the 
p21 gene co produce the Cdk inhibitor p21, which stops the cell from proceeding through the 
G1 co Sand G2 to M transitions (p. 1004). If the DNA damage is coo great to repair, higher 
concentrations of p53, due t0 the covalent modifications (phosphorylation and acetylacion), 
result in p53-induced apoptosis by (1) increasing the transcription races of Bax and several of 
the facilitator pro-apoptotic proteins such as PUMA and (2) by activation of cytoplasmic Bax 
causing the cytoplasmic form to associate in the mitochondrial membrane. Both mechanisms 
increase the concentrations of pro-apopcotic BH proteins in the mitochondrial membrane, 
resulting in cellular apopt0sis. 

p53 levels are also regulated by the transcription factors Myc and E2F in the S phase 
of the cell cyde (p. 1004). While these transcription factors promote the expression of pro
teins critical for the S phase in cell division, chey also init iate cell death when conditions are 
unfavorable for cell division. T his emphasizes that the commitment to enter the S phase is 

active 
p53-P 
p53-acetyl 

1------i,,.il Cell cycle arrest or I 
I cell death 

1 
~~ p53 I I Mdm-2 I ' ~ l :;,~~.:::ii," protironcogenes 

(i.e. E2F, Myc) 

de11radation by 
proteasome 

Figure 24.13 Regulation of p53 activity. Under normal conditions p53 
concentrations are kept low by Mdm2, which promotes ubiquitination of 
p53 and its degradation by proteasomes. Phosphorylation and acerylacion of 
appropriate residues by kinase and HAT enzymes prevents degradation of p53 
and also increases ics transcriptional activity. Certain procooncogene 
transcription factor proteins, such as E2F and Myc, here ace as tumor suppressor 
proteins. Under favorable conditions E2F and Myc promote the expression of 

genes required in cell division, buc under abnormal condition s increase Arf 
expression. Arfbinds co Mdm2 to prevent its interaction with p53 and thereby 
increases p53 concentration. The Arf-induced mechanism may be a cellular 
safety valve to stop a cell from dividing wben certain negative signals or 
conditions arise after the cell has initiated the cell division process. Increased 
p53 activity leads to cell cycle arrest, or apopcosis. Red lines show seeps leading 
to activation of p53 and blue lines to inactivation of p53. 
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a critical irreversible decision for the cell that results in either cell division or death, depend
ing on the circumstances. Under conditions unfavorable for cell division in the S phase, the 
elevated levels ofE2F and Myc increase the transcription of the gene for the protein Arf. Arf 
binds co Mdm2 and prevents ics association with p53 (Figure 24 .13). Thus Myc and E2F 
through Arfinc rease p53 concentration and cellular apopcosis. The E2F- or Myc-iniciaced 
cell death pathway is not functional in the p53-deficient cancer cells. 

MAPK Pathways Regulate Both Cell Death and Cell Survival 

Like Myc and E2F, MAPKs have dual roles in regulating both cell division and cell death. 
The MAPK pathways are activated by a rnitogen growth factor signal and transmit the 
signal to transcription factors in the nucleus (see Figure 24.9 , p. 1010). In the primary 
signal pathway transmitting the cell division signal, the MAPKKK is Raf, followed by the 
MAPKK MEK, and the MAPK ERK In actuality, there are multiple MAPK pathways down
stream from Ras, so that Ras is a focal point for a network of pathways (Figure 24.14) . Which 
of these Ras downstream pathways are activated, the level of activation and the duration of 
the MAPK pathway signal depend on cell type and on cellular context. Although the Ras 
upstream signal can activate multiple MAPK cascades, other signaling molecules can sepa
rately activate individual Ras downstream MAPK pathways. Thus, particular MAPK path
ways are activated by UV light, radiation, cytokines, or the scress molecules of inflammation, 
in the absence of Ras activation . How these MAPK pathways then regulate cell division, 
differentiation, or cellular apoptosis depends on the integration and interpretation by the 
cell of the intensity, timing, and duration of all the MAPK pathway signals, some of which 
may be negative and others positive for a particular process or cellular outcome. Thus, acti
vation of the MAPK c-Jun N -terminal kinase (JNK) commonly promotes apoptosis, but 
more rarely and only in particular cell types, JNK promotes cell survival. JNK promotes cell 
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Figure 24.14 Multiple pathways may be 
regulated by Ras. Ras is the hub of multiple 
pathways that regulate not only cell division but 
also cell apoprosis , differentiation , and other 
important cellular functions. 
MAPK.KK is a MAPK kinase kinase and MAPKK is 
a MAPK kinase. MAPKs on activation by a MAPKK 
can localize to the nucleus to phosphorylate and 
thereby regulate transcription factors. The kinases 
may also phosphorylate proteins other than tran
scription factors. Alternative targets of the kinases 
include BH domain pro- and anti -apoptotic 
proteins and p53. 
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Figure 24.15 Ras downstream effectors regulation of apoptosis. 
Abbreviations: L, Live (pathway promotes cellular survival); D, .!2ie (pathway 
promotes apoprotic c.eUular death ). Raf, MEK, ERK, JNK, and A.kt are protein 
kinases. Pl3K is the signaling molecule l -phosphatidy linositol-3-kinase upstream 
from Alct Activation of Alec by Pl3K is inhibited by the PTEN phosphatase. By 
inhibiting the A.kt survival pathway, PTEN is an important tumo r suppressor 
activity chat is lost in many cancer cells. NF -KB is a transcription fact that pro-

motes cell survival by increasing expression ofBcl -X and XIAP. Under certain 
conditions and in particular cell types, NF-KB can promote apoptosis rather than 
survival. Bd -2 and BAD are phosphorylated by kinases that cause chem to leave 
the mitochondrial membrane. Symbols: circles, MAPKs; trapezoids, other protein 
kinases; stars, cranscription factors and other molecular types such as ubiqu.itin 
ligases and phosphatase; and octaggns, mitochondrial membrane proteins. Red 
arrows show death pathways and green arrows survival pathways. 
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death by phosphorylating ami -apoptotic Bd-2 to promote its dissociation &om the mito
chondrial membrane (Figure 24 .15). JNK can also phosphorylate p53, making it resistant 
to Mdm-2 ubiquitylation. In contrast , the MAPK ERK, the MAPKKK Raf, and the kinase 
Akt, promote cell survival by phosphorylating BH domain pro-apoptotic proteins , which 
decreases their mitochondrial membrane concentrations and activities (Figure 24.15). The 
kinase Akt also activates the transcription factor NFKB , which increases the transcription 
of genes that promote cell survival. T hus, different kinases downsueam from Ras transmit 
opposing survival and death signals; the actual outcome of the MAPK signaling depends 
on the presence or absence of other extracellular signals, the physiological status of the cell, 
and the cell type. 

24.4 • CANCER 

Oncogenes and Tumor Suppressor Genes 

T he promotion of the cell division cycle and resistance to apoptosis are critical properties of 
a cancer cell Genes that encode proteins that promote cell division or promote resistance 
to apoptos is and cell survival are protooncogenes (Table 24 .2) . Activating mutations in 
a protoo ncogene convert it to an oncogene. Activating mutations can also occur in the 
protooncogene noncoding regions when the mutation leads to overexpression of the pro
tooncogene product . A single activated allele of a p rotooncogene is sufficient to promote 
an oncogenic effect in a cell. Thus activating mutations in protooncogenes are autosomal 
dominant for p romotion of a cancer. 

Protooncogene produru promote cell division or cell survival and include genes for 
growth factors, growth factor recepto rs, Grb-like adaptor molecules, Src-like tyrosine 
kinases, kinases ofMAPK cascades, Cdks, cydins , CA.Ks, Cdc25s, and transcription factors 
such as Jun, Fos, M ye, and E2F that increase expression of cell division cycle proteins. Anti
apoptotic or survival-promoting protooncogenes are Bcl-2 and Mdm-2 , whose expressions 
are elevated in many cancers. The most prominent oncogene in human cancers is activated 
ras, which is found in approximately 30% of human cancers. 

In contrast to the effect of oncogenes, products of tumor suppressor genes sup
press cell division or promote apoptosis . For tumor suppressor activit ies, the loss of its 

TABLE 24.2 • Examples of Protooncogene Products That Regulate Cell Division 
and Apoptosis 

A. Activators of Cell Division 

Growrh factors 

Growth factor receptors 

Tyrosine kinase cytoplasmic proteins 

Adaptor proreins 

Ras GTP-binding proteins 

Kinases and kinase cofactors 

Phospharases 

Transcription factors 

PDGF (sis/), FGF, and other mitogen factors 

PDGFR and ocher growth facror receptors 

Src family of proteins 

Grb-2 

K-Ras, H-Ras, N-Ras 

Cyclins, Cdk, CAK, and MAPKs 

Cdc25 

Myc , Jun, Fos, and E2F 

B. Activators of Apoptotic Resistance (Survival) 

BH domain anri -apoproric proteins Bcl-2, Bel-XL 

Promotes degradation of p52 Mdm2 

Caspase inhibitors XJAP 

Anci-apoprocic kinases 

Transcription factor 

Ake, Raf (MAPKKK) 

NFKB 
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activity promotes a cancer. p53, which induces apoptosis with DNA damage, is the most 
prominent of the tumor suppressor proteins. The p53 gene is inactive or lost in approxi
mately 50% of human cancers and p53 pathways are dysregulated in the great majority 
of the other 50%. Rb protein is a p rominent tumor suppressor, and its loss releases E2F 
to continuously induce entrance into S phase from G 1• CKis, such as p2 l, are tumor 
suppressors as they act to inhibit cell cycle progression on DNA damage . Pro-apoptotic 
BH domain proteins such as Bak, Bax, and Bad are tumor suppressors (Clin . Corr. 
24.1). Both alleles of a tumor suppressor gene must be inactivated to eliminate their 
tumor suppressor acrivity in a cell. In contrast to protooncogenes, inactivating muta
tions in tumor repressor genes must therefore occur in both alleles for the loss of the sup
pressor act ivity. Hence, inactivating mutations in both suppressor gene alleles are most 
ofte n required for the inactivations to effectively contribute to a cancer phenotype. 

Propert ies of Cancer Cells 

Two major propenies acquired by a cancer cell have been emphasized, namely, unregu
lated cell division and resistance to apoptosis . Malignant cancer cells also exhibit cellular 
immortali ty, the ability to induce angiogenesis, and the ability to metastasize. Genes that 

Oncogenic DNA Viruses 

Oncogenic DNA viruses produce viral proteins chat act co promote 
survival of their hose cell during viral replication and to induce the 
expression of $-phase enzymes from host cell genes to replicate its 
viral DNA. After viral replication is complete, the virus kills the 
host cell by lysing the host cell plasma membrane (lyric cycle). In 
rare instances during a viral infection, the viral genes chat promote 
entry into S phase or promote resistance to apoprosis become in
corporated into their host ceU DNA by a recombinational event . 
This recombination must occur in a hose ceU chat also survives the 
viral infection, in order to be carcinogenic to the hose organism . If 
the viral gene within the hose DNA is then overexpressed in an un
regulated manner, it is a viral oncogene and can initiate a carcino
genic process leading to a cancer. DNA viruses known to cause can
cers are human papillomavirus (HPV) , Epstein - Barr virus (EBV), 

Kaposi's sarcoma-associated herpevirus (KSHV) , and Hepatitis 
B virus (HBV) (see following table) . 

Papillomavirus is a causative factor in over 95% of uterine cervical 
cancers. The viral EBV E7 protein binds to the cellular-Rb-binding 
pocket and displaces E2F from Rb, resulting in the E2F-dependent 
up-regulation of $-phase proteins . The viral oncoprotein E6 binds 
to cellular p53 and promotes its degradation , eliminating p53-
dependent cell cycle regulatory and apoptotic mechanisms. Two vac
cines are currently approved for prevention of infection by strains of 
papillomavirus commonly associated with female cervical cancers. 
Ocher viral oncoproteins similarly interfere with molecules within 
ceUular pathways to promote unregulated cell division, cell survival, 
and cellular immortality; all properties of cancer ceUs (see following 
table). 

DNA Viros Types 

Human papillomavirus 
(HPV), certain subtypes 

Human DNA Viroses1 

Cancer Types Viral Oncogene Proteins and their Actions 2 

E7 inhibits Rb, E6 inhibits p53 

Epstein-Barrvirus (EBY) 

Kaposi sarcoma-associated 
herpevirus (KSHV) 

Hepatitis B virus (HBV) 

cervical, anogenital cancers 

lymphoproliferative disease, Burkitt lymphoma, 
nasopharyngeal cancers, Hodgkin lymphoma, non
Hodgkin lymphoma in immunosuppressed patients 

Kaposi sarcoma, AIDS related primary effusion 
lymphoma, multicentric Cascleman's disease 

Hepacocellular carcinoma 

1Table based on review by D.E. de Oliveira, Cancer Letters247:182 (2007). 
2Effects of viral oncoproteins are cell cype specific. 

LMP-1 increases telomerase, increases c-Myc, decreases Bax, 
decreases caspases, increases c-lAP, and increases Bcl-2 

I.ANA-I increases telomerase and decreases p53. 
EBNA2 increases NFKB activity to promote survival 

HBV X disrupts mitotic spindle, decreases DNA repair, dys
regulates cencrosome synthesis and function, and decreases p53 

De Oliveira, D. E. DNA viruses in human cancer: an incegrared overview on 
fundarnenral mechanisms of viral carcinogenesis. Cancer Letters 247:182, 2007; 

and Stanley, M. Prevention strategies against the human papillomavirus: The . 
effectiveness of vaccination. GynecoL OncoL 107:S19, 2007. 
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division apoptosis Immortality angiogenesis metastasis 

I Tumor suppressor gene pathways 
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division 
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I Promote growth and malignancy of tumors I I Inhibit malignant tumor progression I 
Figure 24.16 Oncogene pathw ays. Oncogene pathways promote cell 
division, in bi bit apoptosis , promot e cd lular immortality, promote tumor 
cell metastasis, and promote angiogenesis. Dotted line indicates involvement 
of non-transformed neighboring cells to that of the rumor cell. 

Figure 24.17 Tumor suppre.ssor pathway s. Tumor suppressor pathways 
inhibit cdl division, promote apoptosis , inhibit cellular immortality , inhibit 
cancer cell metastasis, and inhibit angiogenesis. Dotted line indicates 
involvement of non-transformed neighboring cdls to that of th e tumor cell. 

contribute to these properties may also be considered prot0oncogenes, and those which 
inhibit these properties tumor suppressor genes (Figures 24.16 and 24.17) . 

Cellular immortality is the ability of a cell to produce infinite generations of progeny. 
Mortal cells, such as normal human epithelial cells in cell culture, divide to produce 20-40 
generations and then enter senescence. Cells in culture derived from an immortal cell con
tinue to divide indefinitely. 

Angiogenesis refers to the growth of new blood vessels. This is required to provide 
a growing tumor mass with nutrientS and oxygen for survival and continued growth. The 
malignant tumor cell also has the ability to metastasize. The metastasis of cancer cells to 
grow tumors at multiple sites is what usually kills patients with cancer. In blood-borne 
metastasis, tumor cells dissociate from their contacts with other cells within the tumor 
mass, pass through the basement membrane and the surrounding extracellular matrix into 
capillaries, travel through the blood to a target tissue, extravasate out of the blood vessels, 
and proliferate in the new site to form a secondary tumor. 

Immortality of Cancer Cells 
Cellular immortality primarily depends on the ability of moSt cancer cells to maintain 
expression of their telomerase activity (p. 156). Telomerase maintains the length of the 
telomer regions at the ends of chromatids. A terminal nucleotide segment is lost each time 
chromatids are duplicated, and if telomer extension by telomerase is lacking, progeny cells 
enter senescence to protect against DNA damage. Whereas most normal cells lose telom
erase activity with increasing age of the organism and repeated generations of cell division, 
90% of cancer cells retain the ability to express telomerase and acquire the ability to indefi
nitely proliferate. 

Metastas is of Cancer Cells 
The major barrier to metastasis is the basement membrane surrounding the primary rumor. 
Tumor cell invasion through the basement membrane can be divided into steps. (1) The 
tumor cell larninin receptors bind to larninin protein in the basement membrane. (2) Trans
mission by the activated larninin receptors of intracellular signals leads to the secretion of 
proteases into the extracellular matrix (ECM). (3) The tumor cell moves through the holes 
in the basement membrane created by the protease activity. These three steps are reiter
ated multiple times as the cell invades through the basement membrane. Many tumor cells 
also express urokinase plasminogen activator receptor (uPAR) in their plasma membrane s 
to bind secreted urokinase plasminogen activator (uPA) and give their outer membrane a 
plasminogen activator activity. 

Step 3 requires the tumor cell to have a cellular motili ty. Development of motility 
in a normally stationary cell involves biochemical and Structural changes in the cellular 
cytoskeleton and membrane. 

In step 2 the tumor or neighboring cells must secrete enzymes that degrade the base
ment membrane and extracellular matrix to produce a path for tumor cell migration . 
Basement membrane (or basal lamina) consists of an ordered collagen type IV matrix , 
proteoglycan s, the large protein laminin , and other proteins (p. 367) . Metastatic tumor 
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Figure 24.18 Secreted proteases generate pathway through basement membrane in metastasi s. 
Tumor or normal neighboring cells secrete proteases u rokinase p lasminogen activator (uPA) and rype IV 
procollagenases (members of the group of matrix m etalloproteinases [MMPs]) and decrease secretions of 
protease inhibitor proteins TIMP (tissue inhibitor of m eta!loproteinases) and PAis (plasminogen activator 
inhibitors) . uPA deaves plasminogen into plasmin and angiostatin (an angiogenesis inhibitor , discussed in 
next section). Plasmin activates procollagenase to collagenase and also acts on other basement membrane 
proteins to promote their degradation. 

cells express an elevated concentration of laminin receptors in their plasma membrane, 
which on binding to basement membrane laminin (step 1) induces signals that initiate 
cellular processes related to metastasis. Malignant cells either produce the proteases uroki 
nase plasminogen activator (uPA) and type IV procollag enase or induce neighboring 
stroma cells to produce and secrete these proteases. The type IV collagenases are members 
of the matrix metalloprotease (MMP) class of enzymes containing a catalytically essential 
Zn metal atom. Two gene products, MMP2 and MMP9, are type IV procollagenases. 
Activation of type IV collagenase from ics procollagenase form is catalyzed by uPA
generated plasmin results in the type IV collagenase proteolytic cleavage of the type IV 
collagen in the basal lamina. The uPA generates the plasmin protease from plasminogen 
(Figure 24.18). The plasminog en is synthesized in the liver and ubiquitously distributed 
in extracellular matrix , where it is remains inert till activated by a plasminogen activator 
(uPA) protein. In addition to plasmin-catalyzed activation of type IV collagenase, the 
plasmin protease degrades other proteins of the basal lamina to allow the tumor cells to 
invade through the membrane barrier (Figure 24.18). 

Under normal conditions, the turnover of extracellular matrix is regulated by the bal
ance of protease and protease inhibit0r activities. Two plasminogen activator inhibitors are 
known, PAI-I and PAI-2 (p lasminogen activator inhibitor 1 and 2), and several collage
nase inhibitors or TIMP s (tissue inhibitor of m etalloproteinases) (Figure 24.18) . Cancer 
cells or neighboring cells increase the protease activity in their extracellular environment by 
both increasing cellular secretions of proteases and decreasing their synthesis and secretions 
of the protease inhibitors (the PAis and TIMPs). 

Angiogenesis Induced by Cancer Cells 
Angiogenesis is a normal process during embryonic and fetal development and in 
wound healing and is induced by cancer cells. Tumor cells secrete vascular endothelial 
cell chemoattractant proteins to promote angiogenesis. Angiogenic proteins are VEGF 
(vascular endothelial cell growth factor) and FGF (fibroblast growrh factor). Their secre
tions by tumo r cells induce blood vessel endothelial cells to migrate and proliferate to 
form new blood vessels into the tumor (Figure 24 .19). The mechanism of migration 
and invasion by the endothelial cells mimics the mechanism utilized by tumor cells in 
metastasis. On receiving the chemoattractant signal, the endothelial cells increase their 
secretion of plasminogen activator and MMPs, including type IV procollagenase, and 
decrease their secretion of P Ais and TI MPs. This gives them the ability to pass through 
basement membrane and ECM . 
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Figure 24.19 Indu ctio n of invasion and growth of blood vesse l e ndothe lial ce lls by tumor ce ll in 

angioge nes is. Tumor cells secrete endothdial mitogenic and chemotaccic factors VEGF and/or FGF, 
which promote endothelial cells proliferation and migration toward the tumor and formation of blood 
vessels. In their migration through the extracellular matrix toward the tumor, the endothelial cells use a 
similar mechanism to that of the tumor cell in metasta~is. Endothelial cells increase their secretion of uPA 
and procollagenases and decrease their secretion of proteases inhibitors PAI and TIMP . 

The plasminogen activator uPA cleaves a peptide bond that divides the plasmino
gen molecule into two halves. The C-terminal segment has the plasmin protease activ
ity, which facilitates the migration of vascular endothelial cells toward the tumor. The 
N-terminal sequence of plasminogen , produced by plasminogen activator proteolysis, 
surprisingly has an anti-angiogenic activity and is called angiostatin. The angiostatin 
generated by plasminogen cleavage at the primary tumor site has insufficient activiry 
to inhibit angiogenesis at the primary site where the pro-angiogenic processes predomi
nate. However, the angiostatin has a long lifetime and travels through blood to disrant 
sites to inhibit angiogenesis at secondary metastati c sites. This anti-angiogenic activity is 
overcome when and if the metastatic tumors develop, but initial ly this anti-angiogenic 
activity slows the development of the metastatic tumors at the secondary sites. Other 
anti-angiogenic proteins are also generated by proteolysis ofECM proteins near the pri
mary tumor. One of these is endostatin, which is produced from the C-terminal end of 
type XVIII collagen. Endostatin, angiostatin, and other anti-angiogenic proteins from 
extracellular matrix introduced at high concentrations into mice have been shown to cure 
cancers in mice. These observations have stimulated the investigation of anti-angiogenic 
drugs for treatment of human cancers. 

Multiple Mutations Are Required to Form a Cancer 

A single mutation is not sufficient to transform a normal cell into a cancer cell unless it 
occurs on a background of previous oncogenic mutations. The evidence for a requirement 
of multiple mutations comes from many observations. A cancer typically forms many years 
after an initial mutagenic event, indicating that time is required for the accumulation of 
additional multiple mutations . The increasing incidence of cancer with age also shows the 
need to accumulate mutations over time in carcinogenesis. More direct is the documenta
tion of mutations in the progressive stages in the development of a cancer. Thus in cervical 
cancer, a region of the cervix initially shows epithelial cells with a higher-than-normal pro
liferative rate. These abnormal cells may proceed to form a benign adenoma . A minority of 
the adenomas progress through additional stages that form a malignant tumor . Analysis of 
cells from each of the progressive stages shows the acquisition of new activating mutations 
in protooncogenes and inactivations of tumor suppressor genes that in combination gener
ate the malignant cancer cell. 

Experiments with primary human epithe lial cells show that a minimum of four 
changes will generate a transformed epithelial cell. In these experiments , different onco
genes and inhibitors of tumor suppressor gene products were introduced by transfecting 
normal epithelial cells with gene expression plasmids. A minimum of three particu
lar genes tha t affect four biochemical activities could transform the cells. Required for 
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Molecularly Targeted Anticancer Drug 

Imatinib (formerly known as STI-571 and marketed as Gleevec in 
the United Scates) is che first successful drug targeted co a specific 
oncogene produce. It inhibits the tyrosine kinase activity of the 
chimeric Bcr-Abl tyrosine kinase protein expressed in chronic my
elogenous leukemia (CML) and che c-Kit growth factor recepcor 
overexpressed in many gastrointestinal stromal tumors. It has been 
approved by the U.S. Food and Drug Administration for treat
ment of these cancers. Tyrosine kinases transfer phosphate from 
ATP co protein substrates in growch factor signaling pathways . 
Imacinib binds to the ATP binding site of the Ahl and Kitty
rosine kinases, inhibiting the normal binding of the ATP substrate 
(see figure). 

CML arises by a translocation between chromosome 9 and 22 in 
a pluripotent hematopoiecic stem cell to produce aberrant chromo
somes in which a pare of chromosome 22 is translocaced co chromo
some 9 and a part of 9 to 22. The smaller of che two abnormal chro
mosomes, 22q-, is easily recognizable in leukemia cells and is called 
the Philadelphia chromosome. At the translocation site, che reading 
frame of the 5' end of che Ber gene is fused wich che 3' sequences 
of the Abl gene to produce che chimeric protein Bcr-Abl. Ab! is a 

7 7 ~ 1 Nl 

I ,,cN I ..--,::; O 

lmatinib 

(a) 

I --::: 
,,c N 

$re-like tyrosine kinase (p. 1009). The gene fusion results in a highly 
expressed and active Ab( tyrosine kinase activity, which is critical for 
initiating and maintaining the leukemia. 

The progression of CML is divided into stages; the initial chronic 
scage characterized by the expansion of terminally differentiated neu
trophils typically spans a 5-year period. The later blastic stage is charac
terized by excessive numbers of undifferentiated lymphoid progenitor 
cells and carries a poor prognosis. The Bcr-Abl oncogene is expressed 
at all stages, but cells in che blast stage contain additional molecular 
and cytogenetic changes. The initial chronic stage has the highest re
sponse in treatment with imarinib (complete or nearly complete cy

togenetic remissions of Philadelphia chromosome containing cells in 
80%-90% of patients). Blast stage CML often shows partial remission 
(cycogenetic response rate of 16%-24% reported). It is hoped chat bet
ter responses in blastic-phase disease will be achieved in combinations 
wich other drugs. There are reports of che development of resistance 
to imatinib in the blastic stage by che appearance of point mutations 
in Bcr-Abl that decrease its affinity for imacinib. Other mutations can 

lead to imatinib resistance by causing an amplified expression of the 
Bcr-Abl fusion protein. 

Binding of lmat inib into ATP binding site in tyrosine kinase domains of Abl. (a) Structure oflmacinib (STI-571). 
(b) Structure of the Abl tyrosine kinase domain with lmatinib in ATP binding site. lmacinib shown with stick-and -ball modd 
(see arrow). 
MMDB structure 16291 visualized with CN3D software. Cicacion for CN3D is Chen, J., Anderson, J.B., De Weese-Scott, C., 
Fcdorova, N. D., et al. Nttckic Acids Res. 3 1 :474, 2003; and citation for X-ray Structure is Nagar, B., Bornmann, W. G., 
Pellicena, P., Schindler, T., et al. Cancer Res. 62:4236, 2002. 

Goldman, J.M., md Melo, J. V. Chronic myeloid leukemia: Advances in biology 
and new approaches ro crearment. N Engl/ Med. 349:1451, 2003; and Kanrarjian, 
H. M., Cortes,). E., O 'Brien,$., Giles, F., eral. lmatinib mesylace therapy in newly 

diagnosed patients with Pbiladdphia chromosome-positive chronic mydogenous 
leukemia: high incidence of early complere and major cyrogeneric responses. Blood 
101:97, 2003. 

transformation were a gene chat overexpressed telome rase, a ras oncogene , and the gene 
for the SV40 virus T antigen protein. The T an tigen protein binds and inhibits both 
Rb and p53 in the infected epithelial cells. Rb suppression, p53 suppression, Ras activa
t ion , and telomerase overexpression were all essential for cellu lar transformation (Clin . 
Corr. 24 .2.). 
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Environmental Cause of Human Cancers 

Environmental and cultural factors are the predominant causes of hu

man cancer. If these factors can be regulated , the incidence of cancers 

may be reduced by greater than 75%. Cigarette smoking is respon

sible for approximately 30% of U.S. cancer deaths. It is escimated that 

there are 1,100,000 worldwide lung cancer deaths per year of which 

85% are caused by tobacco. While cigarette consumption rates have 

recently begun to decrease , the time lag in cancer development will 
result in dramatic increases in smoking-induced cancers over the next 

two or three decades co 2 million per annum. 

It is estimated char diet can prevent the development of approxi

mately 30% of U.S. cancers (estimates vary from 10% co 70%). 

These numbers are primarily based on epidemiological data of the 

incidence of cancer types in different geographical locations, cul

tures, and environments (see table). On migration from one cul

ture or location co another, the incidence of a cancer type often 

approaches that of the population in the new culture as the indi

viduals or their offspring assimilate. Also changes in diet or lifestyle 

over time within a country show the importance of these factors in 

the incidence of cancers. 

The quarter of the U.S. population with the highest dietary fruit 

and vegetable content has a 30% co 40% lower incidence for many can

cer types. However, the constituents of these foods that inhibit the for

mation of these cancers are nor yet dear . Inadequate folic acid levels in 

the U .S. diet have been implicated as a risk factor for colon and breast 

cancers. Folic acid intake may be particularly critical in individuals with 

a polymorphism in their gene for methylenecetrahydrofolace reducra.se, 

an enzyme involved in folic acid metabolism, which results in decreased 

activity in the enzyme. Folace deficiency causes excessive incorporation 

of uracil into DNA and chromosome breaks. Folate deficiency is com

mon in alcoholics and may be the reason for an increase in the incidence 

of certain cancers with alcohol. Preadolescent diet and lifescyle affect 

the onset of menarche, and the early onset of menarche and length of 

time between menarche and menopause are associated with increased 

risk of breast cancer in women. Obesity is inversely correlated with risk 

of breast cancer in premenopausal women and positively correlated in 

postmenopausal . High animal fat in the diet has been associated with 

increased risk of colon cancer, bur the data are inconsistent. Rather 

then coral animal far in the diet, the data may suggest that it is the 

ratio of polyunsaturated co saturated fat chat correlates with colorecral 

cancer risk. Colon cancer incidence has also been inversely correlated 

with lack of activity or exercise. Environmental and diecacy studies are 

difficult as large population must be studied over a generation of time , 

and multiple variables must be controlled . However, advances in our 

knowledge and control of these dietary and environmental factors have 

an enormous potential for decreasing the incidence of cancer. 

The effect of environment and lifestyle on cancer incidence is 

interpreted through a genetic background. An individual's suscep

tibility co environmental factors is influenced by her or his genetic 

polymorphisms and acquired mutations that control metabolic, regu

latory, and hormonal pathways. 

Variation in the Incidence of Cancer Type In a Two Location Compari son8 

Incidence in Incidence in Fo/,d Difference 
Location C<>mparison Locatum 1 Location 2 in incidence 

Lung New Orleans (blacks)-Madras (India) 110 5.8 19 

Breast Hawaii (Hawaiians)-Israel (non-Jews) 94 14 7 
Prostate Atlanta (blacks)-China (Tianjin) 91 1.3 70 
Uterine cervix Bra1JI (Racife)-Israel (non-Jews) 83 3.0 18 

Liver China (Shanghai)-Canada (Nova Scotia) 34 0.7 49 

Colon United Scates (Connecticut, whites)-India (Madras) 34 1.8 19 

Melanoma Australia (Queensland)-Japan (Osaka) 31 0.2 155 

'Incidence in number of new cases per year per 100,000 people, adjusted for age variation with the specific population. Daca were taken Alberrs, B., Johnson, A., 
Lewis,]., Raff, M., Roberts, K, and Watson, J. D. Molecular Biology of the Cell, 4th ed. New York: Garland, 2002, Table 24-2, which was adapted from 
De Vita, V. T., Hellman, S., and Rosenberg, S. A (Eds.). Cancer: Principles and Pr11Ctice of Oncvlogy, 4th ed. Philadelphia: Lippinc.orr, 1993; based on dara from C. Muir et 
al. Cancer lncu/ence in Five Continents, Vol. 5, Lyon: Imernacional Agency for Research on Cancer, 1987. General References: Shibuya, K., Mathers, C. D., Boschi-Pinco, 
C., Lopez, A D., and Murray, C. J. L Global and regional estimates of cancer mortality and incidence by site: U. Results for the global burden of disease 2000. BMC 
Cancer2:37, 2002. Pisani, P., Parkin, D. M., Bray, P., and Ferlay, J. E.scimacesoftheworldwide mortality from 25 cancers in 1990. lnt.j Cancer93:18, 1999. 

Willett, W. C. Dier and cancer. Oncvlogist 5:393, 2000; Bingham, S., and Riboli, E. NaJUre Reviews Cancer4:206, 2004; and Ames, B. N., and Wakirnoco, P. Are vitamin 
Diec and cancer: the European prospective investigation inco cancer and nutrition. and mineral deficiencies a major cancer risk? N,uure Reviews Cancer 2:694, 2002. 
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Genetic and Biochemical Heterogeneity of Cancers 

Cells in a cumor contain mutation s in multiple procooncogenes and tumor suppressor 
genes. Although specific oncogenes and inactivated tumor suppressor genes are commonly 
present in all the cells of a tumor , ocher mutations occur chat are different among the 
cells within a tumor mass. In addition, epigenetic marks may differ in the cells within the 
rumor , resulting in differences in protooncogene and tumor suppressor gene expressions 
among the population of tumor cells. T his heterogeneity is demonstrated experimentally by 
showing that cells &om different regions of the same tumor have differences in metastatic 
ability. The heterogeneity was generated in the cells over time with successive cell divisions. 
However , genetic markers can trace each of the cells in a tumor to a single parental cell, in 
which the initial mutational events occurred that led to a cancer cell. Thus while the rumor 
cell population is genetically and epigenetically heterogenic, all the cells within a tumor are 
derived from a single precursor cell. 

Mutagens and Promoters Cause Cancers 

Most cancers are caused by environmental factors (Clin . Corr. 24.3), which act as mutagens 
or as promoters in carcinogenesis. A promoter aces as a growth factor after the mutagenic 
event to increase the number of cells containing an initial mutagenic defect. It expands 
clones of mutant cells to give a higher probability of additional mutations in these cells. 
Natural factors such as estrogen act as tumor promoters on epithelial breasr and ovarian 
cells, and women with high levels of estrogen over time have a higher incidence of breast 
and ovarian cancers. Diet can inhibit carcinogenesis by providing components chat inh ibit 
mutagens and tumor promoters. Alternatively factors within the diet can act as tumor 
repressors by providing cofactors for antioxidant enzymes and enzymes involved in DNA 
repair (Clin . Corr. 24.3). 

Biochemical Analysis of Individual Cancers 

Each cancer has a different pattern of activated oncogenes and inactivated rumor suppressor 
genes (Figure 24.20). Although certain gene mutations are commonly found in particular 
cancer types, individual cancers have genetic differences from ocher cancers even within the 
same cancer type. Because of the differences in activated oncogenes and inactivated tumor 
suppressor genes in individual cancers, the biochemical characterization of an individual can
cer may be critical for its accurate prognosis and efficacious treatment. Gene rnicroarray and 
proteornic techniques can precisely determine the abnormal biochemical pattern s due to the 
oncogene activations and twnor suppressor losses within a particular cancer (Figure 24.21). 
Future pharmacological treatments will be based on the exact molecular characterization of 
a cancer to which will be designed selective treatments against the particular biochemical 
activities chat susrain the cancer. 

cancer 1 cancer 2 

Figure 24.20 Each cancer has a different pattern of act ivated protooncogenes and deactivated 
tumor suppressor genes. Oncogenes are colored red and deactivated tumor suppr essor genes black. X, 
Y, P, and Qare unidentified oncogenes or deactivated tumor repressor genes in the particular cancer. 
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Premalignant progression 
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Figure 24.21 Molecular analysis of laser microdissected cells 
characterizes the specific tumor . Different scages in development of a 
malignant cancer may be analyzed for their genetic and epigenetic expres
sion patterns with microdissected cells extracted for molecular analysis (top). 
Molecular analyses are by two-dimensional gel electrophoresis to determine 
expressed proteins (p. 124), genomic analysis, and cDNA analysis for ex
pressed mRNAs. Staging, monitoring, and treatment of cancer are then based 
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Key Terms 

Cell Cycle p53 

Gl, G2, S, and M phases retinoblastoma sensitivity protein 

quiescent 
Growth Factors senescent 

CDC25 phosphatase autocrine and paracrine 

Cdk inhibitor mechanisms 

Cd.k-activacing kinase growth factor receptors 

cyclin ryrosine kinase 

cyclin-dependenr kinase Grb2 
GEFRas Wee! kinase 

Anaphase-promoting complex Ras 
GAPRas E2F 

SCF complex MAPK cascade 

p2 1 Jun/Fos 

Questions • CAROL N . ANGSTADT 

Multiple-Choice Questions 

1. In the cell cycle, 

A. M phase is both the most comp lex and the longest phase. 
B. there is a Go phase in equilibrium with the G 1 phase. 
C. quiescent cells cannot be induced to reenter the cell cycle. 
D. microrubu le spindles form during the S phase . 
E. the order of phases is G1, G2, S, and M. 

2 . Cyclin-dependcnt k.inases (Cd.ks) 
A. occur only in the M phase. 
B. are always inactivated by phosphorylation . 
C. rypically phosphorylate proteins on tyrosine residues. 
D. in addition co binding cyclin, require other modifications for 

activity. 
E. that phosphorylate Rb (retinoblasroma sensitivity) protein inhibit 

the synthesis of S-phase proteins . 

3. Elemenrs of growth factor pathway regulation of the cell cycle in
clude all of the following except 
A. dimerization or polymerization of receptor proteins in the plasma 

membrane. 
B. binding of ATP to a tyrosine kinase domain of growth factor 

recepror proteins. 
C. nonspecific binding of SH2 domains to any phosphory laced 

ryrosine. 
D. conformational changes of proteins as part of signal transmission. 
E. location of the growth factor receptor proteins in the plasma 

membrane. 

4. Ras protein of the signal pathway 
A. is active in the GDP-Ras confo rmation. 
B. transmirs a signal by initiating a kinase cascade. 
C. from a mutated gene in many cancers that has inactivated 

GTPase activity so it inhibirs the downstream signal to divide . 
D. is formed from an oncogene. 
E. becomes inactive as a signaling protein by phosphoryl ating tran

scription facrors. 

Apopcosis Cancer 

caspase cascade oncogene 
cytochrome c protooncogenc 
extrinsic (death recepror) rumor suppressor gene 

pathway angiogenesis 
intrinsic (mirochondrial) pathway immortality 
Bax, Bak metastasis 
Bcl-2, Bel-XL matrix mctalloproteinase 
apoprosome type N collagenase 
DISC urokinase plasminogen 
inhibitor of apoprosis activator 
SmadDIAB LO VEGF 
Mdm-2 carcinogenesis 
Arf 

5. Apoptotic death of a cell may include all of the following except 
A. lysis of the cell membrane with inflammation . 
B. activation of enzymes called caspases. 
C. phagocytosis. 
D. binding of a ligand in the extracellular environment to a plasma 

membrane receptor. 
E. transfer of toxic molecules from the mitochondria ro cytop lasm 

through protein-induced outer membrane permeabilization. 

6. Malignant cancer cells have all of the following properties except 
A. unregulated cell division. 
B. inhibition of angiogenesis. 
C. resistance ro apoprosis. 
D. cellular immortality. 
E. ability ro merastasi:Le. 

7. The property of cellular immortality refers to a cell's ability to 
A. grow new blood vessels. 
B. invade through the basement membrane of irs tissue. 
C. resist apopcosis. 
D. continue co divide without limit ro the number of cell 

generations. 
E. grow rumors at multiple sires. 

8. T elomerase 
A. activity generally increases as an individual ages. 
B. catalyzes the resynthesis of telomer regions. 
C. activity is high during all stages of the carcinogenesis process. 
D. plays a role in apoptosis but not immortality. 
E. when present ac a high level, leads to cell senescence. 

Questions 9 and I 0. Human papillomavirus (HPV) is a causative factor in 
over 95% of cervical cancers . Other viruses such as Epstein-Barr, Kaposi's 
sarcoma-associated herpes virus, and hepatitis B virus also are known to 
cause cancer . For this to happen, viral genes that promote entry into 
S phase or that promote resistance co apopcosis must become incorporated 
into the host cell DNA in a host cell that also survives the viral infection . 
If the viral gene within the host DNA is then overexpressed in an unregu
lated manner, it is a viral oncogene. 
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9. T he Epstein-Barr protein binds co the cellular Rb-binding pocket 
and displaces E2F from Rb. The effect would be to 
A. require that Rb be phosphorylated. 
B. stall the cell cycle in the G 1 phase. 
C. increase the cranscciption of gene producrs for S-phase proteins. 
D. inhib it the action of cyclin-depen dent kinases (Cdks) . 
E. inhibit apoptosis. 

10. A viral protein could bind to cellular P53 and promote ics degrada
tion. P53, which is an inducer of apopcosis, 
A. is activated by kinases located in chromatin. 
B. increases the cranscription of several pro-apopcotic genes for Bcl-2 

proteins . 
C. concentration is normally low because it is subject co ubiquicination. 
D. concentration may be increased by acetylation. 
E. all of the above. 

Q uestions 11 and 12: Environmental and cultural factors are the predom
inant causes of human cancer. Cancers from environmental damage may 
not appear unt il years after exposure co carcinogens (for example, lung 
cancer from smoking). Ir cakes mutations of numerous prorooncogenes 
and rumor suppressor genes co converr a procooncogene inro an oncogene 
or to render a rumor suppressor gene less active. 

Answers 

1. B A: M phase is the shorrest although it is highly comp lex. C: Senes
cent cells cannot be induced to reenter the cell cycle. D: This occurs 
in the M phase. E: G 1 and G2 separate the Mand S phases. 

2. D For example, M-Cdk-cyclin heterodimer must be correctly 
phosphorylated . A: Other phases also have Cdks. B: There are both 
activation and inhibitory phosphorylation sites. C: Serine and threo
nine residues are the phosphorylation sites. E: Phosphorylation of Rb 
causes release ofE2F and thus promotes synthesis . 

3. C Each SH2 domain has a secondary specificity that differentiates 
between phosphory lated ryrosines. A This seems co be critical to 
transmission of the signal. B: Many receptors operate this way. Those 
that don't cause dimeri2.ation by binding a protein with a tyrosine 
kinase domain . D: This is a common occurrence . 

4. B GTP-Ras activates MAPKKK, which phosphorylates the next 
kinase, and so on. A GTP-Ras is the active form . C: Inhibiting 
GTPase activiry prevents the conversion to GDP-Ras so the signal 
remains active. D : The Ras gene is a prorooncogene and requires an 
activating mutation co become an oncogene . E: The cranscription 
factors are at the end of the chain so don't react directly with Ras. 

5. A This occurs in necrotic cell death . B: These proteases degrade cell 
protein. C: This happens co the remainder of the cell after multiple 
digestions . D: This is tl1e extrinsic or death receptor pathway. E: This 
is the intrinsic pathway with pro-apopcotic BH domain proteins acting 
co permeabilize the outer mitochondrial membrane. 

6 . B Tumor cells must have the abiliry co induce the growth of blood 
vessels in order co grow. A, C, D, and E are all properties char allow 
tumors co grow. 

7. D This may occur because such cells have high levels of celomerase. A 
This allows a cancer cell co grow a rumor mass. B and E: These are part 
of mecasra~is. C: Apopcosis is a separate property from immorraliry. 

8. B A terminal nucleoti de segment is lose each rime chromatids are 
duplicated in cell division and must be replaced . A, and E: Telom
erase decreases on cell aging, leading co senescence. C: The re is 

11. Protooncogenes 
A. produce protein produces that promote cell division. 
B. produce protein produces that promote apopcosis. 
C. are converted to oncogenes by a mutation that inhibics their 

expression. 
D. require both alleles co be mutated co show a pro-proliferative 

effect. 
E. are constitutively activated. 

12. Tumor suppressor genes 
A. have the same effect as protooncogenes. 
B. contribute co cancer if only one allele is inactivated by 

mutation. 
C. produce protein products that promote apoprosis. 
D. produce produces that promote cancer. 
E. all of the above. 

Problems 

13. What is the role of type fV collagenase in metastasis of a rumor cell? 

14. What is the difference between the two pathways that activate the 
caspase cascade? 

believed to be a low level at early and intermediate stages, leading co 
chromosomal inscabiliry and mutations. D: This is believed co be a 
major faccor leading to immortality. 

9. C By removing the normal control of releasing and sequestering 
E2F, the virus is promoting the entry inco the S phase. A This is 
the usual mechanism for releasing E2F which is bypassed. B: This 
promotes entry into S phase. D: These are the enzymes that usually 
phosphory late Rb. E: This is nor involved. 

10. E A: DNA chain breaks and changes in chromatin structure initiate 
this. B: There is also a nontranscriptional method; both lead co the 
intrinsic pathway . C: Binding Mdm -2 catalyzes polyubiquicinacion. 
D: Acecylation prevenrs binding ofMdm -2. 

11. A This is part of the definition . B: The produces promote resistance 
co apoprosis. C: O ncogenes result in higher gene activity . D : One is 
sufficient. E. This occurs on mutation . 

12. C Also producrs chat suppress the cell cycle. A These effecrs are 
opposite co those of prorooncogenes . B: Boch alleles need to be 
inactivated. D: Their normal produces promote apoprosis which is 
opposite co what cancer cells require. 

13. Type IV collagen is part of the basement membrane. Tumor cells 
typically promote the secretion of a plasminogen activator and a type 
IV procollagenase. This leads to formation of plasmin, which cleaves 
proteins of the extracellular matrix and activates procollagenases co 
collagenases. Type IV collagen is degraded. These two activities 
acting together provide a path through which the tumor cell passes to 
the blood. 

14. The death recepcor (extrinsic) pathway is initiated by binding of a 
death ligand in the extracellular environment co its plasma membrane 
receptor in the target cell. The mitochondrial (intrinsic) pathway 
occurs by BH domain proteins in the outer micochondrial membrane 
altering the membrane co allow cytochrome c to pass. In born cases, 
after the initial stages, protein aggregates form; mis ultimately leads 
co activacion of a procaspase, which initiates the caspase cascade. 
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Dietary proteins are polymers that are broken down to amino 
acids or di- and tripeptides for absorption. Dietary carbohy
drates consist mostly of dimers and polymers that need to be 
digested to monosaccharides for absorption. Dietary fats consist 
mainly of fatty acids esterified to glycerol (triacylglycerols) that 
require biological detergenrs (bile acids) for their dispersion and 
digestion to monoglycerides and free fatty acids. 

• Terminal digesrion of peptides and carbohydrates to absorbable 
molecules is accomplished by ectoenzymes on the brush border 
surface of enterocyres. 

Digestion of nutrienrs requires a range of conditions, some very 
harsh (e.g., pH < 1), and large amounts of an array of digestive 
enzymes that sequentially degrade nutrient molecules t0 smaller 
pieces. Soluble digestive enzymes are secreted mostly as inactive 
precursors by salivary glands, the stomach, and the pancreas . 

Monosaccharides , free amino acids, and di- and tripeptides are 
absorbed predominantly by co-transport with sodium, a positive 
charge, or a proton. Free fatty acids are also absorbed actively. 
Active electrolyte secretion, electrolyte absorption , and second
ary active transport are all powered by Na+ /K+ -exchanging 
ATPase in the contraluminal plasma region of epithelial cells. 

• Absorbed lipids are resynthesized within cells to triacylglycerols 
and released into lymph as small globules consisting of neutral 
lipids, phospholipids, and specific lipoproteins. 

1029 
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Bile acids are biological detergents necessary to facilitate lipid 
digestion and absorption by dispersion of lipids into micelles and 
increasing transport of free fatty acids and monoglycerides through 
an unstirred layer over the lining enterocytes. Bile acids synthesized 
by the liver are secreted as conjugates with ta.urine and glycine. 

Bile acids are mostly retained by the body through an encerohe
patic cycle of active reabsorption in the ileum, transport through 
blood co the liver, and resecretion by the liver. 

TABLE 25.1 • 

Type of 
Nutrient 

Protein 

Carbohydrate 

Fat 

25.1 • INTRODUCTION 

Nutrient Types 

Three rypes of biochemicals serve as nutrients for humans: proteins , carbohydrates , and 
fats. Many different foods can satisfy the nutritional needs of humans , even though they 
differ in the ratio of different types of nutrients and of digestible-to -nondigestible material. 
Unprocessed plant products are especially rich in fibrous material that cannot be digested 
by human enzymes or easily degraded by intestinal baeteria. These fibers are mostly poly
mers of carbohydrates , such as cellulose {/3-l,4-glucan) or pectins (mixtures of methyl esters 
of polygalacturonic acid, polygalaccose, and polyarabinose) . High-fiber diers enjoy a certain 
populariry nowadays because they add bulk to stool and may have a preventive effect on 
development of colonic cancer. 

Table 25.l describes average contributions of different food classes to the diet of North 
Americans. Intake by individuals may substantially deviate from the average, as food consump
tion depends mainly on availability and individual tastes. The ability to utilize a wide variery of 
food reflects great adaptability and digestive reserve capacity of the gastrointestinal traet . 

Knowledge of the nature of proteins and carbohydrates in the diet is important from 
a clinical point of view. Cenain proteins and carbohydrates, although good nutrient s for 
most humans, cannot be properly digested by some individuals and produce gastrointestinal 
disease. In this case, omission of the offending food constituent eliminates the problems. 
For example, many humans, particularly non-Caucasians , lose the ability to digest the com
mon milk disaccharide lactose after childhood and ingested milk produces diarrhea, gas, 
and bloating (lacrose incolerance). Another common example is provided by gluten , one 
of the protein fractions of wheat. One of its digestion products produces an immune and 
inflammatory response in some people, which can lead to reduced intestinal mucosa! surface, 
reduced digestive/absorptive capacity, and diarrhea (gluten enteropathy or celiac disease). 

Several Gastrointestinal Organs Contribute to Food Digestion 

Secretion of digestive fluids and digestion of food were among the earliest biochemical events 
to be investigated at the beginning of the era of modern science. The discovery of gastric 
HCl production goes back to the American physician William Beaumont (1785- 1853). In 
l 822 he treated a patient with a stomach wound . The patient recovered from the wound , 
but retained a gastric fistula (abnormal opening through the skin) so that Beaumont could 
obtain and study gastric juice during and after meals. Chemical analysis revealed, to the 
surpri se of chemists and biologists, the presence of the inorganic acid HCl. This discovery 
established the principle of unique secretions by specialized glands . Soon thereafter, in 
1836, Theodor Schwann , a German anatomist and physiologist (1810- 1882), noticed that 
gastric juice would degrade albumen in the presence of dilute acid . He recognized that this 

Contribution of Major Food Groups to Daily Nutrient Supplies in the United States 

Dairy Meat, Fruits, 
Total Daily Products, Poulrry, Nuts, Fl,our, Sugar, Fats 

Consumption Except Butter Fish Eggs Vegetabks Cereal Sweeteners Oils 
(g) (%) (%) (%) (%) (%) (%) (%) 

100 22 42 6 12 18 0 0 

381 7 0.1 0.1 19 36 37 0 

155 13 35 3 4 1 0 42 
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process involved a new chemical princ iple, namely, enzymatic digestion, and coined the 
word pepsin from the Greek pepsis, meaning "digestion." 

The bulk of ingested nutr ients consists oflarge polymers that have to be broken down 
co smaller units, mostly monome rs, before they can be absorbed and made available to all 
cells of the body. The complete process from food intake co absorption of nutrients into 
the blood includes (Figure 25.1) (1) mechanical homogenization of food and mixing of 

Liver 

Gallbladder 

Homogen ization 

Fluid , 
amylase 

Food 

\ 

Salivary glands 
Hydration 
Starch hydrolysis 

Stomach 

HCI -- pepsin -+-:--- pepsinogen 

Duodenum 

Jejunum 

Ileum 

Colon 

NaHC03, NaCl, propeptldases , 
amylase, prolipases 

~ Enteropeplidase 

- dlsaccharidases 
peptidases 

: phosphatases 

Figure 25.1 Gastrointestinal organs and their functions . 

pHt [<2] 
Protein denaturation + hydrolysis 

Exocri ne pancreas 

pH+ [ = 7] 
Activat ion of trypsinogen 

Act ivation of propeptidases + 
prophospho lipase A2 

lntralumina l hydrolysis of 
starch, proteins, and lipids 

Surface hydrolysis of 
oligo- and disaccharides 
and of oligopeptides 

Absorptio n of monosaccharides, 
free amino acids, di- and 
tripeptides, free fatty acids, 
and monoacy lglycerols 

Absorption of bile acids 

Absorp tion of NaCl 

Absorption of NaCl 
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TABLE 25.2 • Funct ions of Speci alized Glands and Tissues in Digestion and 
Absorption 

Organ 

Salivary glands 

Stomach 

Pancreas 

Liver 

Gallbladder 

Small intestine 

Large intestine 

Major Function in Digestion and Absorption 

Elaboration of fluid and digestive enzymes 

Elaboration ofHCI and digestive enzymes 

Elaboration ofNaHCO 3 and enzymes for inrraluminal digestion 

Elaboration of bile acids 

Storage and concentration of bile 

Terminal digestion of food, absorption of nutrients and eleccrolyces 

Absorption of electrolyces 

ingested solids with fluids secreted by glands of the gastrointestinal tract; (2) secretion 
of digestive enzymes that hydrolyze macromolecules to oligomers, dimers, or monomers; 
(3) secretion of electrolytes, acid, or base to provide an appropriate environment for optimal 
enzymatic digestion; (4) secretion of bile acids as detergents to solubilize lipids and facilitate 
their absorption; (5) hydrolysis of nutrient oligomers and dimers by enzymes on the intes
tinal surface; and (6) absorption of nutrient molecules and electrolytes from the intestinal 
lumen by intestinal epithelial cells. To accomplish these functions, the gastrointestinal tract 
contains specialized glands and surface epithelia (Table 25.2). 

The pancreas and small intestine are essential for digestion and absorption of all basic 
nutrients. Fonunately, both organs have large reserve capacities. Thus , maldigestion due to 
pancreatic failure generally becomes a clinical problem only when the pancreatic secretion 
rate of digestive enzymes drops to below 1/10th of the normal rate. Secretion of bile by 
liver is imponant for efficient lipid digestion and absorption, which depend on bile acids. 
In contrast, gastric digestion of food is nonessential for adequate nutrition, and loss of this 
function can be compensated for by the pancreas and the small intestine. Yet normal gastric 
digestion greatly increases the smoothness and efficiency of the total digestive process. The 
stomach aids in the digestion th rough its reservoir function, its churning ability, and initia
tion of protein and lipid hydrolysis, which, although minor, is imponant for stimulation 
of pancreatic and gallbladder output . Peptides, amino acids, and fatty acids liberated in the 
stomach stimulate the coordinated release of pancreatic juice and bile into the lumen of the 
small intestine, thereby ensuring efficient digestion of food. 

25.2 • GENERAL CONSIDERATIONS 

Different Sites of Digestion 

The first steps in the breakdown of food are catalyzed by soluble enzymes and occur within 
the lumen of stomach and small intesrine. Digestive enzymes are secreted by the salivary 
glands, stomach, and pancreas; the pancreas makes the largest and essential contributions . 
Secreted enzymes amount to at least 30 g of protein per day in a healthy adult . Pancreatic 
enzymes together with bile are poured into the lumen of the second (descending) pan of the 
duodenum, so that the bulk of the intraluminal digestion occurs disral to this site. Whereas 
lipid digestion completely relies on soluble lipases, a substantial portion of carbohydrates and 
peptides remains as dimers and oligomers even after exhaustive lurninal digestion and depends 
for funher breakdown on the digestive enzymes of intestinal epithelial cells (enterocytes). 

The luminal plasma membrane of enterocytes is enlarged by a regular array of microvilli 
that look like a brush and have led to its name of brush border. This brush border membrane 
is covered on its outer surface with many di- and oligosaccharidases, amino - and di peptidases, 
and esterases (Table 25.3). Many of these enzymes protrude up to 100 A into the lumen , 
attached to the plasma membrane by an anchoring polypeptide. This arrangement provides 
effective surface digestion generating small molecules that can be absorbed by enterocytes . 
Carbohydrates have to be broken down to monosaccharides for absorption , whereas amino 
acids as well as di- and tripeptides generated in the process of luminal and surface digestion 
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TABLE 25.3 • Digestive Enzymes of Small Intestinal Surface 

Enzyme (Common Name) 

Malrase 

Sucrase/isomal case 

Glucoamylase 

Trehalase 

,8-Glucosidase 

Laccase 

Endopeptidase 

Aminopeptidase A 

Aminopeptidase N 

Dipepridyl aminopeptidase IV 

Leucine aminopeptidase 

y-Gluramyltransferase 

Enceropeptidase (e.ncerokinase) 

Alkaline phospharase 

Substrate 

Malcose 

Sucrose/a-limit dexcrin 

Amylose 

Trehalose 

Glucosylceramide 

Laccose 

Protein (cleavage at internal hydrophobic amino acids) 

Oligopepride with acidic NH 2 terminus 

Oligopepride with neutral NH 2 terminus 

Oligopepride with X-Pro or X-Ala at NH 2 terminus 

Peptides with neurral amino acid at NH2 terminus 

Glurathione + amino acid 

T rypsinogen 

Organic phosphates 

can be absorbed by enterocytes. For the peptides , intracellular breakdown to free amino 
acids is accomplished by cytoplasmic peptidases, thus completing protein digestion. 

An interesting question is how the surface enzymes, which are themselves proteins, 
escape digestion by soluble proteases. It appears that their heavy glycosylation affords some 
protection as it prevents access of proteases to relevant peptide bonds . 

Digestive Enzymes Are Secreted as Proenzymes 

Soluble digestive enzymes are produced and secreted by specialized cells of salivary glands 
and pancreas (acinar cells) and gastric mucosa (chief cells). The secretion is termed exocrine 
because of its direction toward the lumen (Figure 25.2). Proteins destined to become sol
uble digestive enzymes are synthesized on polysomes of the rough endoplasm ic reticulum 
(p. 231) and transponed via the Golgi complex to storage vesicles in the apical cytoplasm. 
The storage vesicles (zymogen granules) have a diameter of about 1 µm and are bounded 
by a typical cellular membrane. Most digestive enzymes are produced and stored as inactive 
proenzymes (zymogens) (Figure 25.3; p . 1036) . When an appropriate stimulus for secre
tion is received, zymogen granules move to the lurninal plasma membrane and fuse with 
the plasma membrane to release their contents into the lumen (exocytosis). Aetivacion of 
digestive proenzymes occurs only after they have been released from the cells. 

Secretion Is Regulated by Many Secretagogues 

Secretion of enzymes is regulated and coordinated with that of electrolytes and acid or 
base (sodium bicarbonate). Transport of electrolytes from blood into the duetal system of 
glands draws water into this compartment, and the resulting fluid solubilizes enzymes and 
flushes them out of glands into the alimentary canal. Regulation of secretion is through 
secretagogues that inte ract with receptors on the surface of exocrine cells (Table 25.4) . 

TABLE 25.4 • Physiological Secretagogues 

Organ 

Salivary gland 

Stomach 

Pancreas-acini 

Pancreas-duct 

Small intestine 

Secretion 

NaC l, amylase 

HCI, pepsinogen 

NaCl, digestive enzymes 

NaHC0 3, NaCl 

NaCl 

Secretagogue 

Acerylcholine, catecholamines? 

Acerylcholine, histamine , gastrin 

Acerylcholine, cholecystokinin, secretin 

Secretin 

Acerylcholine, serotonin, vasoactive intestinal 
peptide (VIP), guanylin 
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Lumen of acinus 

Zymoge n granules 

;.- ------ --a,.-"-;;;.- ---- Outer nuclear 
membra ne 

Nucleus 

Figure 25.2 Exocrine secret ion of digestive enzymes. 
Redrawn with permission from Jamieson, J. D. Membrane and secretion. In 
G. Weissmann and R Claiborne (Eds.), Cell Membranes: Biochemistry, Cell 
Biok,gy, and Pathology. New York: HP Pub lishing Co., 1975. Figure by B. 
Tagawa. 

Figure 25.3 Model of porcine pepsinogen: NH2-term inus (grey) 
occupies the central groove. For activation, the NH2-terminus is cleaved 
and removed. This exposes the aspartic acid residues (red) at the active site. 
Model 3PSG from Protein Data Bank and illustrated with Protein Explorer. 

Cholecystoklnln 

Figure 25.4 Cellular regulation of exocrine 
secretion in pancreas. Abbreviat ions: PI -4,SP2, 

phospbatidyl inositol -4,S-bisphosphate; DG, 
diacylglycerol; IP3, inosicol-1,4,S-trisphosphate; 
and PLC, phospholipase C. 
Adapted from Gardner, J. D. Annu. Rev. Physiol. 
4 1:63, 1979. Copyright (I 979) by Annual 
Reviews, Inc. 

Neurotransmitte rs, hormones , pharmacolog ical agents, and certain bacterial toxins can 
be secretagogues. Secretagogue- receptor interactions are cell specific, and different glands 
usually possess different sets of receptors. Binding of secretagogues to receptors activates 
intracellular signaling events that lead to release of the contents of zymogen granules into 
the lumen . Major signaling pathways for secretion are (Figure 25.4) (1) activation of phos
phatidyl inositol-specific phospho lipase C with liberation of inositol 1,4,5-tr isphosphate and 
diacylglycerol (p. 534), in turn, triggering Ca2+ release from the endoplasmic reticulum into 
the cyt0sol and activation of protein kinase C, respectively, and (2) activation of adenylate or 
guanylate cyclase, resulting in elevated cAMP or cGM P levels, respectively. 

Acetylcholine (Figure 25.5) is the major neurotransmitte r for stimulating enzyme and 
electrolyte secretion throughout the gastrointestinal tract. It mediates regulation of salivary 
and gastric secretions by the autonomic nervous system during the early phase of digestion 
(cephalic phase of gastric secretion) and of pancreatic and intestinal secretions by the enteric 
nervous system during subsequent digestion. The acetylcholine receptor of exocrine cells is of 
the muscarinic type; that is, it can be stimulated by muscarinic acid and blocked by atropine 
(Figure 25.6). Atropine used to be given by dentists to "dty up" the mouth for dental work. 

T he biogenic amines histamine and 5-hydroxytryptam ine (serotonin) are secret
agogues that function mainly in a paracrine fashion, that is, affecting neighboring cells. 
Histamine is produced by specialized regulatory cells in the gastric mucosa (ente rochroma
ffin-like or ECL cells). 5-Hydroxytryptarn ine is produced by many specialized epithelial 
cells that are diffusely distr ibuted throughou t the lining epithelium of the stomach and 
the intestines. T he amines are stored in vesicles and released when cells receive appropriate 
stimuli . Since 5-hydroxytryptarnine-p roducing cells release most of the ir product toward 
the blood side, they are also called epithelial endocrine cells. 

H istamine (Figure 25.7) is a potent stimulator of HCl secretion. It interacts with 
the H2 receptor on the conrraluminal plasma membrane of gastric HCl-produc ing (pari
etal) cells. Antagonists at the H 2 receptor (H 2 blockers) are used medically as antacids. 
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TABLE 25.5 • Secretory Intestinal Neuropeptides and Hormones (Human) 

Vasoactive intestinal peptid e (VIP) 

His-Ala-Asp-Gly-V al-Phe-Thr-Ser-Asp-Phe-Ser-Lys-Leu-Leu-Gly-Gln-Leu-Ser-Ala-Lys 

I 
'NHrMec-Leu-Ser-Glu-Leu-Tyr -Lys 

Secretin 

His-Ser-Asp-Gly-Thr-Phe-Thr-Ser-Glu-Leu-Ser-Arg-Leu-Arg-Glu-Gly-Ala-Arg-Leu-Gln 

I 
"NHrVal-Leu-Gly-Gln-Leu-Leu-Arg 

Guanylin 

Pro-Gly-Thr-Cys-Glu-Ile-Cys-Ala-Tyr-Ala-Ala-Cys-Thr-Gly-Cys 

Gastrin G-34-11" :G-17-11 
bGlp-Leu-Gly-Pro-Gln-Gly-Pro-Pro-His-Leu-Val-Ala-Asp-Pro-Ser-Lys-Lys.:Gtn 

I 
'NH2-Phe-Asp-Mec-T rp-Gly-T yr(S03H)-Ala-(Glu)s-Leu-T rp-Pro-G ly 

C hol ecystokinin 

Lys-Ala-Pro-Ser-Gly-Arg-Met-Ser-Ile-Val-Lys-Asn-Leu-Gln-Asn-Leu-Asp-Pro 

I 
'NHr Phe-Asp-Mec-T rp-Gly-Mer-Tyr(S0 3H)-Asp-Arg-Asp-Ser-Ile-Arg-His-Ser 

Source: Yanaihara, C. In: B. B. Rauner, G. M. Makhlouf, and$. G. Schulrz. (Eds.), Handbook of Physiology: 
Section 6: Alimentary Canal Vol II: Neural and Endocrine Biology. Bethesda, MD: American Physiological Society, 
1989, pp. 9~2; UniProtKB/Swiss -Pror entry POI 282 

'Gastrin I is not sulfated. 
6Glp denotes pyrrolidino carboxylic acid, derived from Glu through internal amide formation. 

'NH 2 denotes amide of carboxy-rem1inal amino acid. 

5-Hydroxytryptamine (Figure 25.8) stimulates intestinal NaCl secretion, but also func
tions as neurotransmitter, for example, initiating the sensation of nausea. 

A third class of secretagogues consisrs of peptides, some of which function predomi
nantly as hormones, others as neurotransmitters, and again others as both (Table 25.5). 
Many of these peptides are stabilized against digestion and chemical degradation by forma
tion of an amide at the carboxyl-terminus (A Closer Look 25.1). The intestinal peptide 
hormones are produced by a number of different epithelial endocrine cells, of which many 

Amidation of Peptide Hormones and Neuropeptides 

0 
I + 

CH3- C - O- CH2- CH2- N - (CH3)3 

Figure 25.5 Acetylcholin e. 
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HO H 
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CH- co - o' 
(b) I 

CsHs 

Figure 25.6 (a) L(+)- Muscarine. {b) Atropine. 

+ 
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H 

Figure 25. 7 Histamin e. 

H 

,,::;c'--- + 
Ho - cc::?' c--C - CH2- CH2- NH3 

I II II 
HC~ /C'-... /CH 

C N 
H H 

Figure 25.8 5-0H -Tryptamin e (serotonin) . 

Most peptide hormones or neuropeptides, including most gastroin
testinal ones (Table 25.5, p. 1035), are stabilized bycarboxy l-terminal 
a-amidation. This amide group is usually required for full biological 
activity. Amidation is generated by a single enzyme with rwo different 

functions, namely, peptidyl-glycine a-amidating mono-oxygenase 

and peptidyl-a-hydroxyglycine a-amidating lyase activities The 

enzyme is targeted within cells to secretory granules where it acts on 
glycine extended prohormones (peptidyl-glycine) that are produced 

from larger precursors by proteolytic cleavage. The enzyme converts 

the carboxy terminal glycine to glyoxalate while leaving behind the 
amino group of glycine as amide of the finished hormone peptide 

(see figure) . 

peptldyl-glyclne peptldyl-hydroxy-glyclne amldated peptide + glyoxalate 

H Cu2+ H 
A....._ / N ....._ ,,,cooH ascortate A....._ / N ....._ ,,,cooH A....._ NH2 

C C 7' "1 • C C c,,, 
+ CH0COOH 

II / ... II / ... II 
0 H H 02 H20 0 HO H 0 

Eipper, B. A., Milgram, $. L., Huscen, E. J., Yun, H. Y., and Mains, R. E. 
Pepridy lglycine alpha -amidacing monooxygenase: A mulcifunccional protein 
with catalytic, processing, and routing domains. Protein Sci. 2:489, 1993: 1lnd 

Takahashi, K., Sarani, M., Gao, Y., and Nogucki, M. The reaction mechanism 
of pepridylglycine a -hydroxylaring monooxygenase. lnternation Congress Serus 
1233:235, 2002. 
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Figure 25.9 Pathways for transport across 
epithelia . 

also produce 5-hydroxyuypcamine and score both products in small intracellular vesicles. 
Among the many peptide hormones, gastrin, cholecystokinin (pancreozymin), secretin, 
and guanylin have particular importance for digestive enzyme and fluid secretion. Gastrin 
occurs naturally in two forms: "big" gastrin is a peptide of34 amino acids (G-34), which is 
cleaved to yield "little" gastrin comprising the 17 residues at the carboxyl terminus (G-17). 
T he functional portion of gastrin resides mainly in the carboxyl-terminal pentapeptide, and 
synthetic pentagastrin can be administered intravenously to assess the potential for gastric 
HCI and pepsin secretion in a patient . Gastrin and cholecystokinin have a sulfated ryrosine, 
which considerably enhances the potency of each hormone . 

Chole cystokinin and pancreozymin denote the same peptide, but cholecystokinin is 
the preferred term. The peptide stimulates gallbladder contraction (hence cholecystokinin) 
and secretion of pancreatic enzymes (hence pancreozymin). Cholecystokinin is released 
into the bloodstream by epithelial endocrine cells of the small-intestine lining, particularly in 
the duodenum, in response to ingestion of food and contaet with cholecystokinin releas
ing factors secreted into the lumen by pancreas and intestinal cells. The releasing factors 
are themselves proteins and thus substrates for pancreatic p roteases (p. 1044). T he state of 
their degradation serves as feedback for adequate pancreatic enzyme delivery to the intestine 
as lack of digestion of the releasing factors stimulates further cholecyscokinin and hence 
pancreatic enzyme secretion. Cholecyscokinin and gastrin are thought to be evolutionarily 
related because they share an identical amino acid sequence at the carboxyl terminus . 

Secretin, a polypeptide of 27 amino acids, is released by another type of endocrine 
cell in the small intestine . Its release is stimulated particularly by luminal pH less than 5. 
Its major biological aetivity is stimulation of secretion of pancreatic juice rich in NaHCO 3• 

This is essential for neutralization of gastric HCI in the duodenum. Secretin also enhances 
pancreatic enzyme release, acting synergistically with cholecystokinin. 

Guanylin is a peptide that is produced by goblet (mucin-producing) cells and released 
mainly inco the lumen. It stimulates NaCl secretion by binding to a brush border receptor/ 
guanylate cyclase and thereby elevating cytosolic cGMP levels. The peptide was discovered 
because it activates the same receptor/guanylate cyclase as a heat-stable E. coli enterotoxin, 
one of the factors responsible for traveler's diarrhea. 

Among neuropeptides, vasoactive intestinal peptide (VIP) is a potent and physi
ologically important secreragogue for NaCl and fluid in the intestines and the pancreas . 
Enterocytes possess receptors for VIP and release of this neuropeptide by enteric nerves 
regulates intest inal electrolyte and fluid secretion. 

25.3 • EPITHELIAL TRANSPORT 

Solute Transport May Be Transcellular or Paracellular 

T he barrier propenies of epithelia are determined by the plasma membranes of the epi
thelial cells and their intercellular tight junctional complexes (Figure 25.9) . Tight junc
tions extend in a beltlike manner around the perimeter of each epithelial cell and connect 
neighboring cells. They constitute pan of the barrier between the two extracellular spaces 
on either side of the epithelium, that is, the gasrrointestinal lumen and the intercellular 
(interstitial) space on the blood or serosal side. Tight junctions mark the boundary between 
luminal and contraluminal regions of the plasma membrane of epithelial cells. 

Luminal plasma 
membrane 

Cell 

Contraluminal 
plasma membrane 

lntercellular space ..____, 
(interstitium)~ 

Lumen 

JOijpOOL 
1 2 

Capillary 

1 = cellular pathway 
2 = paracellular pathway 
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TABLE 25.6 • Characteristic Differences between Luminal and Contraluminal Plasma Membrane s of Enterocytes 

Parameter Contraluminal 

Few microvilli Morphological appearance 

Enzymes 

luminal 

Microvilli arranged as brush border 

Di- and oligosaccharidases 
Aminopepcidase 

Na+ /K+ exchanging ATPase 

Adenylate cyclase 

T ransporcers/ channels 

Dipepcidases 
-y-Gluramyltransferase 
Alkaline phosphates 
Guanylate cyclase C 

Na +-glucose cocransporcer (SGLTI, SLC5Al) 

Facilicacive fructose transporter (GLUTS, SLC2A5) 

Na + -neutral amino acid cotransporter (SLC6Al 9) 

Apical Na+ -bile acid cocransporter (ASBT, SLCI OA2) 

H+ -peptide co transporter (PEPTI, SLC 1 SA 1)) 

Cystic Fibrosis T ransmembrane Regulatory protein 
(CFTR, ABCC7) 

Facilitative glucose cransporter (GLUT2, SLC2A2) 

Facilitative neutral amino acid transporter 
(SLC3A2/SLC7 A8) 

Sodium-potassium-2-chloride cotransporter 
(NKCC 1, SLC12A2) 

Names in parentheses are original abbreviations and corresponding new classifications according to SLC (solute carrier) or ABC (ATP Binding Case.ere) nomenclarure; see 
hccp://www.bioparadigms.org/s I dmenu.asp and hcrp:// nucrigene.4r.com/humanabc.hrm. 

Two parallel pathways can be distinguished for solute rransport across epithelial cell lay
ers, one through the cells (transcellular) and the other through the tight junctions berween cells 
(paracellular) (Figure 25.9). Nutrient or electrolyte Bux through either pathway can influence 
Bux through the other one by changing driving forces. The transcellular route in turn consisrs 
mainly of two barriers in series, formed by the luminal and contraluminal plasma membranes. 

Different regions of the gastrointestinal tract differ with respect to permeability char
acteristics of the tight junction . In regions with steep solute concentration gradients across 
the epithelium, such as stomach and distal colon, tight junctions have low permeability (or 
high resistance) to Na+ and other ions, whereas they possess high permeability in regions 
with nutrient absorption or NaCl secretion as both processes require paracellular solute 
flux (p. 1036). 

A major function of intestinal epithelial cells is active absorption of nutrients, electro
lytes, and vitamins. The cellular basis for this vectorial solute movement lies in the different 
complement of transporters in luminal and contraluminal membranes . The small-intestinal 
epithelial cells provide an example of the differentiation and specialization of the two types of 
membrane in terms of morphological appearance, chemical composition, and complement 
of enzymes and transporters (Table 25.6). The luminal membrane is in contact with the 
nutrienrs in chyme (semifluid mass of partially digested food) and is specialized for terminal 
digestion of nutrients through hydrolytic enzymes on its external surface and for nutrient 
absorption through transporters or channels for monosaccharides, amino acids, peptides, 
farty acids, cholesterol, and electrolytes. In contrast, the contraluminal plasma membrane 
is in contact with the intercellular fluid and therewith indirectly with capillaries and lymph 
vessels. It has properties similar to the plasma membrane of most cells and possesses receptors 
for hormonal or neuronal regulation of cellular functions, a Na + /K+ -exchanging A TPase for 
removal of Na+ from the cell, and transporters for entry of nutrients needed for cell main
tenance. It also contains the transporters necessary for exit of absorbed nutrients so that the 
digested food becomes available to all cells of the body. Many of the nutrient transporte rs in 
the contraluminal membrane are bidirectional and serve to release nutrients into blood or 
lymph after a meal and provide nutrients to emerocytes in between meals. 

NaCl Absorption Depends on Na+/K +-exchanging ATPase , 
Membrane Transporters, and Channels 

Transport of Na+ plays a crucial role not only for epithelial NaCl absorption or secretion 
but also for energization of nutrient uptake. The N a+ /1(+ -exchanging ATP ase (p. 491) 
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Lumen Capillary 

Figure 25.11 Model for electrogenic NaCl 
absorption in lower large intestine. Na + 
absorption proceeds via luminal epithelial sodium 
channel (ENaC) and Na +, K+ -exchanging 
ATPase. The nature of Cl- channels is not known. 
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Figure 25.10 Na+ concentrations and electrical potentials in enterocytes . 
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is the dominant mechanism for transduction of chemical energy in the form of ATP into 
osmotic energy of a concentration (chemical) or a combined concentration and electrical 
(eleetrochemical) ion gradient across the plasma membrane . In gastrointestinal epithelial 
cells this enzyme is located exclusively in the contraluminal membrane (Figure 25.10). Th e 
A TPase maintains the high K+ and low Na+ concentrations in the cytosol and is respon
sible, in conjunction with a K+ channel in the same membrane , for an electrical potential 
of about - 60 m V of the cytosol relative to the extracellular solution. Transepithelial NaCl 
movements result from the combined actions of the Na+/K+-exchanging ATPase and 
additional passive transporters in the plasma membrane, which allow the entry of Na+ or 
o- into the cell. NaCl absorption results from Na + entry from the lumen and its extrusion 
by the Na+ /K+ -exchanging A TPase across the contraluminal membrane. Epithelial cells 
of the lower portion of the large intestine possess a luminal Na+ channel (Epithelial Na 
Channel, ENaC, or SCNNI. Note: Acronyms used to identify the channels and transport
ers are being changed. Thus, where appropriate, both the older and newer acronym will be 
given). Th e channel allows the uncoupled entry of Na+ down irs electrochemical gradient 
(Figure 25.11). This Na+ flu..x is electrogenic, that is, it is associated with an electrical cur
rent that, in turn , changes any electrical potential. It can be inhibited by the diuretic drug 
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amiloride at micromolar concentrations (Figure 25.12). This transport system, and hence 
NaCl absorption, is regulated by rnineralocorticoid hormones of the adrenal cortex. 

Epithelial cells of the small intestine have a transporter in their brush border mem
brane, which catalyzes an electrically neutral Na + /H+ exchange; Na+ /H + transporter-3 
(NHE3 , or SLC9A3) is the predominant isoform in the intestine (Figure 25.13). This 
transporter is not affected by low concentrations of arniloride and not regulated by min
eralocorticoids . The Na+ /H + exchange sets up a H+ gradient that secondarily drives c1-
absorption through a specific ct-/HCO 3 - transporter in the luminal plasma membrane, 
as illusrrated in Figure 25.13. The intestinal Cl-/HCO 3 - transporter is coded for by the 
"down-regulated in adenoma " (DRA) gene (SLC26A3) (Clin. Corr. 25 .1). The need 
for two types of NaCl absorption mechanisms arises from the different physiological 
functions of upper and lower intestine, which require different regulation. The upper 
intestine absorbs the bulk of NaCl derived from diet and secretions of the exocrine glands, 
whereas the lower intestine scavenges remaining NaCl depending on overall NaCl bal
ance of the body. 

NaCl Secretion Depends on Na+/K +-exchanging ATPase , 
Membrane Transporters, and Channels 

Glands and intestinal crypts secrete each day a large amount of electrolytes and fluids into 
the gastrointestinal lumen (equivalent to at least a third of the extracellular fluid in humans). 
Th is is an energy-consuming process with active transpo rt of electrolytes and passive flow 
of water . The water movement is due to osmotic forces exerted by secreted electrolytes. In 
other words, any primary secreted fluid has a greater osmolarity than plasma or cytosol and 
is said to be hypertonic. However , most gastrointestinal epithelia have a very high perme
ability to water due to the presence of water channels, aquaporins (p. 479) , in the plasma 
membranes so that osmotic equilibrium is rapidly approached. As a result, the secretions 
actually emerging from the acini of glands or intestinal cryprs are essentially isotonic (same 
osmolarity as plasma). Ionic compositions of gastrointestinal secretions are presented in 
Figure 25.14. 

Major secreted ions are Na+ and c1- , and net NaCl secretion is an energy-consuming 

0 + 
r"N'-- II <"' NH2 

Cl - C C- C- N- C 
I II I '-NH2 

NH2- C¾. _,,,c, H 
N NH2 

Figure 25.12 Amiloride. 
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process that depends on Na+ /K+ -exchanging ATPase located in the contraluminal plasma .... ,__ ___ ~....__ Na+ _______ Na+ 

membrane (Figure 25.15 ). Hence , the secretion mechanism provides insight into energy 
coupling. Experimental evidence for the involvement ofNa +/K +-exchanging ATPase in 
both NaCl secretion and absorption is provided by the finding that specific inhibitors of 
this enzyme, so-called cardiac glycosides, abolish both salt secretion and absorption . How 
can the Na + /K+ -exchanging ATPase power Na+ movement from the capillary side to the 
lumen when it actually extrudes Na+ from the cell t0ward the capillary side? This paradox 
is resolved by an electrical coupling of c1- secretion across the luminal plasma membrane 
and Na + movemenrs via the paracellular route , illustrated in Figure 25.15. c1- secretion 
depends on coupled uptake of two c1- ions with Na+ and K+ across the contraluminal 
membrane, extrusion of Na+ and K+ across the contralurninal membrane, and luminal exit 

Familial Chloridorrhea Causes Metabolic Alkalosis 

Figure 25.13 Mod el for el.ectrically neutral 
NaCl absorption in the small intestine. Na+ 
absorption proceeds via sodium/pro ton 
exchanger 3 (NHE3) and Na+, K+ -exchanging 
ATPa se. c1- absorption proceeds via 'down
regulated in adenoma" protein (DRA). The nature 
of the contraluminal Cl- channel is not known. 

Loss-of-function mutations in the human ORA (down-regulated in 
adenoma) gene (SLC26A3, OMIM 126650) causes familial chlori
dorrhea. Patients with chis disease have moderate diarrhea, generate 
acidic st0ol, and suffer from metabolic alkalosis (alkaline plasma at 
normal carbon dioxide concentration). The normal DRA gene prod
uct is a Na +-independent Cl-/HCO 3- exchanger in epithelial cells 
of the lower ileum and colon. The exchanger absorbs Cl- from stool 
in exchange for bicarbonate. Bicarbonate secretion is important for 

neutralization of protons secreted in exchange for Na+ via sodium/ 
proton exchanger NHE3 (SLC9A3). Chronic HCl loss with the stool 
leads to a corresponding metabolic alkalosis of the body fluids. In 
addition , the extra electrolytes in stool are responsible for ics greater 
fluid contencs, i.e., diarrhea, due tO osmotic effects. 

Mount , D. B. and Romero, M. F. The SLC26 gene family of mulcifuncrional 
anion exchangers. Pflugm Arch. 447:710, 2004. 
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Lumen Caplllary 

Figure 25.15 Mod el for epithelial NaCl 
secretion. Cl- is concentrated in cytosol via 
sodium-porassium-two-ch loride-corranspo rter 
(NKCCI) and released into the lum en via Cystic 
Fibrosis Trans membrane Regulator protein 
(CFTR). 
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Figure 25.16 Furosemide . 
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Figure 25.14 Ionic composition of gastrointestina l secretions. Serum included for comparison. 
Note high H + concentration in gastric juice (pH = I) and higb HC0 3 - concentration in pancreatic 
juice. Abbreviations: P, organic and inorganic phosphate; SQ4, inorganic and organic sulfate; Ca, 
calcium; Mg, magnesium; and bile a., bile acids. 
Adapted from Biological Handbooks. Blood and Other Body Fluids. Federation of American Societies for 
Experimental Biology, Bethesda, MD . l 96 l. 

of Cl- via channels. The uptake is mediated by a Na +/K+/ 2CI--cotransponer (NKCCl 
or SLC12A2), which is pharmacologically characterized by inhibition by the diuretic furo
semide (Figure 25.16), and utilizes energy of the Na + gradient to accumulate c1- within 
the cytosol above its electrochemical equilibrium. As the Na+ /K+ -exchanging ATPase gen
erates and maintains the Na+ gradient across the plasma membrane , it indirectly also pow
ers c1- uptake from capillaries into cells and its movement into the lumen. The exit ofc1-
via luminal channels is associated with loss of a negative charge; this, in turn, sets up an 
electrical potential that draws Na+ into the lumen via the paracellular route. The predomi
nant luminal c1- channel in pancreatic ducts and the intestines is the cystic fibrosis trans
membrane regularory (CFTR) protein, and malfunctions of this channel lead to reduced 
amounts of secretions in the human disease cystic fibrosis (Clin. Corrs. 25.2 and 25.3). 

Pancreatic acinar cells secrete a fluid rich in Na+ and CJ-, which provides the vehicle 
for transpon of digestive enzymes from the acini to the lumen of the duodenum. This fluid 
is modified in the ducts by the additional secretion ofNaHCO 3 (Figure 25.17). Bicarbon
ate concentrations can reach up to 120 mM in humans. 

Cystic fibrosis (OMIM 602421) cransmembrane regulatory (CFTR) 
protein is a member of the ABC transporter funily (subfamily ABCC7) 
and the predominant Cl- channel in the luminal plasma membrane of 
epithelial cells in tissues affected in cystic fibrosis (airways, pancreatic 
duce, intestine, vas deferens, sweat gland duccs) (see Clin. Corr. 12.5, 
p. 496). The channel is normally closed buc opens when phosphory
laced by protein kinase A and ATP is present. Cl- flux through CFTR 
depends on the existing electrochemical Cl- gradient, which is sec up 
by ocher cellular transporters and is different in secretory and absorptive 
cells. In most tissues, CFTR controls secretion of NaCl and fluid. (See 
Clin. Corr. 25.3 for activation of the CFTR Cl- channel.) However, in 

sweat gland duce cells, which are absorptive, CFTR mediates efficient 
reabsorption of Cl-, which is initially secreted in sweat gland acini. A 
defect in CFTR explains both excessive loss of Cl- in sweat (sweat cesc 
for cystic fibrosis) and insufficient NaCl and fluid secretion in lungs, 
pancreas, and intestine. The gascroimestinal symptoms in cystic fibro
sis patients (maldigestion, meconium ileus, and fecal impaction) seem 
from the diminished fluid secretion and the resulting partial or tocal 
blockage of pancreatic ducts and the intestine. The decrease in pan
creatic juice delivered co the intestine explains maldigestion, whereas 
retention of digestive enzymes within the pancreas produces autodiges
tion, inflammation, scarring, and cyst formation. 
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Bacterial Toxigenic Diarrheas and Electrolyte Replacement Therapy 

Voluminous , life-threatening intestinal electrolyte and fluid secretion 
(diarrhea) occurs in patients with cholera, an intestinal infection by 
Vibrio cholerae. Certain mains of E coli also cause {traveler's) diar
rhea that can be serious in infants. The secretory state is a result of 
enterocox:ins produced by the bacteria. The mechanisms of action of 
some of these enterotoxins are well understood at the biochemical level. 
Cholera toxin activates adenylace cyclase by causing ADP-ribosylation 
of the Ga, protein resulting in constitutive stimulation of the cyclase 
(p. 527). Elevated cAMP levels in turn activate protein kinase A and 
protein phosphorylation, which opens rhe luminal CFfR Cl- channel 
in secretory cells and inhibits the Na+JH + exchanger (NHE3) in ab

sorptive cells. The net result is gross NaCl secretion. E coli produces 
a hear-stable toxin that binds co guanylate cyclase C, which has an ex
tracellular binding domain and intracellular catalytic domain. Binding 
of E. coli heat-stable toxin or of the peptide guanylin produced physi
ologically by intestinal goblet cells, activates guanylate cyclase result-

ing in increased cGMP levels. Elevated cGMP, similarly as elevated 
cAMP, inhibits NaCl reabsorption and stimulates c1- secretion. 

Modern, oral treatment of cholera takes advantage of the presence 
of Na+ -glucose cocranspon in the intestine, which is nor altered by 
elevated cAMP and remains fully active in this disease. ln this case, 
the presence of glucose allows uptake of Na + to replenish body NaCl. 
Composition of solution for oral treatment of cholera patients is glu
cose 110 mM, Na + 99 mM, c 1- 74 mM, HC0 3- 29 mM, and K+ 

4 mM. The majoradvantages of this form of therapy are its low CO$t and 
ease of administration when compared with intravenous fluid rherapy. 

The composition of sport drinks for electrolyte replacement is 
based on the same principle, namely more rapid sodium absorption 
in rhe presence of glucose. 

Carpencer, C. C. J. [n Field, M., Fordtran, J. $., and Schulcz, S. G (Eds.), Secretory 
Diarrhea. Bethesda, MD: American Physiological Sociecy, 1980, 67. 

Ion Concentration Gradients and Electrical Potentia ls 
Energize Transport of Nutrients 

Lumen Capillary 

Many solutes are absorbed across the intestinal epithelium against a concentration gradient. 
Energy for this active transpon is directly derived from a Na + or H+ concentration gradi
ent or the electrical potential across rhe lurninal membrane, and only indirectly from ATP 
hydrolysis. Intescinal glucose transport is an example of such uphill solute transport, driven Glucose 

in this case by an electrochemical Na+ gradient (Figure 25.18) . 

Lumen 

• • 

Capillary 

Figure 25.17 Model for NaHCO 3 sec retion by pancreatic duct cells . Luminal c 1- efflux and 
Na + flux are similar co those in NaCl secretion (see Figure 25.15). Note: Three mechanisms exist for 
bicarbonate influx into the cell (or its equ ivalent proton secretion) at the conttaluminal membran e: 
(I) Na + /H + exchange , (2) H +-ATPase, and (3) Na +-2HCO 3 - -co-transport. 
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Figure 25.18 Model for epithelial glucose 
absorption. Nore the indirect role of 
Na +, K1" -exchanging ATPase. 
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Figure 25.19 Transepithelial glucose transport as translocation reactions across plasma 
membranes and the tight junction . Transporters SGLTI (sodium glucose transporter I) and GLUT2 
(glucose transporter 2) mediating Na + -glucose cotransport and facilitative glucose transport, respectively. 
Numbers in the left column indicate the minimal turnover of individual reactions to balance the overall reaction. 

Serum glucose is about 5 mM so that complete extraction of glucose from chyme 
can only be achieved by active transport across the epithelium. This vectorial process is 
the result of several separate membrane events (Figure 25.19). (1) Primary active, ATP
dependent Na+ efflux at the contraluminal membrane establishes an electrochemical 
Na + gradient across the contraluminal membrane . (2) K+ -efflux via channels in the 
contraluminal membrane contributes further to the membrane potential. (3) Secondary 
active cotransport of glucose and Na + drives glucose uptake from the lumen into the 
cell. (4) Facilitative glucose movement downhill into the interstitial and capillary space 
completes the transepithelial glucose absorption . This scenario is possible because of the 
presence of a cotransporter for glucose and Na + in the luminal membrane (sodium glu
cose transporter 1 [SGLTl or SLC5Al]) (p. 489) , a facilitative transporter for glucose 
in the contraluminal membrane (GLUT2 or SLC2A2), and a leaky "tight junction" that 
allows the electrochemical Na + gradient across the contraluminal membrane to spread 
over the entire plasma membrane. 

SGLTl facilitates a tightly coupled movement of Na+ and D-glucose (or structurally 
similar sugars) with a stoichiometry of two Na + ions and one glucose molecule. While 
the cotransporter per se facilitates coupled movement of glucose and Na+ across the mem
brane equally well in either direction, transport under physiological conditions is from 
lumen to cell because of the lower Na+ concentration and the negative potential in the cell. 
As a result, glucose is concentrated in the cell. Thus, downhill Na+ movement normally 
supportS concentrative glucose transport . Concentration ratios of up to 20-fold between 
intracellular and extracellular glucose have been observed in vitro under conditions of 
blocked efflux of cellular glucose. In some situations, Na+ uptake via this route is physi
ologically more important than glucose uptake (Clin. Corr. 25.3). 

GLUT2 (p. 489) in the contraluminal membrane is a member of the facilitative 
glucose transporter family and accepts many monosaccharides, including glucose. The 
direction of net flux is determined solely by the monosaccharide concentration gradient. 
The two glucose transport systems SGLTl and GLUT2 share glucose as substrate, but dif
fer considerably in amino acid sequence, secondary protein structure, Na + as cosubstrate, 
specificity for other sugars, sensitivity to inhibitors, and biological regulation. Since both 
SGLTl and GLUT2 are not inherently directional, active transepithelial glucose transport 
relies on the Na+ /K+ -exchanging ATPase to continually move Na+ out of the cell and 
maintain the electrochemical Na + gradient. One advantage of this arrangement for sup
plying energy to nutrient absorption is that the Na + /K+ -exchanging ATPase can energize 
transport of many different nutrient transporters that use Na+ as cosubstrate. 

Gastric Parietal Cells Secrete HCI 

The parietal (oxyntic) cells of gasrric glands secrete HCl into the gastric lumen. Lumi
nal H+ concentrations of up to 0.14 M (pH 0.8) have been observed (see Figure 25.14, 
p. 1040). At plasma pH = 7.4, the parietal cell transports protons against a concentra-
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tion gradient of 106·6 . The free energy required for HCI secretion under these conditions 
is minimally 38.1 kJ/mol (9.1 kcal/mo!) of HCI. This active HCI secretion is achieved 
through a combination of primary active K+ /H+ exchange by a K+ /H+ -exchanging 
ATPase (ATP4) (or gastric proron pump), c1- and K+ channels in the luminal membrane, 
and CI-/HC0 3 - exchange in the contraluminal membrane . The K+ /H+ -exchanging 
A TPase is unique t0 the parietal cell and translocates from inrracellular vesicles to the luminal 
membrane for periods of active H Cl secretion. This enzyme couples the hydrolysis of ATP 
t0 an electrically neutral obligatory exchange ofK + for H+, secreting H+ and moving K+ 
int0 the cell The stoichiometry appears t0 be 1 mol of transported H+ and K+ for each 
mole of ATP . 

ATP cell + H+ ccU + K+lumcn-+ ADP celJ + Pi,ccll + H+lumcn + K+ cell 

As this ATPase generates a very acidic solution, protein reagents that are activated by acid 
can become specific inhibitors of this enzyme. Figure 25.20 shows the mechanism of a 
proton pump inhibitor that is sold as antacid . 

In the steady state, HCI is elaborated by H+ /K+ -exchanging A TPase only if the lumi
nal membrane is permeable to K+ and c1- and the contraluminal membrane catalyzes an 
exchange of CJ- for HC0 3- (Figure 25.21). This exchange is essential to replenish the cell's 
CJ- and prevent accumulation of base within the cell. Thus, under steady-state conditions, 
secretion ofHCI into the gastric lumen is coupled to movement ofHC0 3- into plasma. 

25.4 • DIGESTION AND ABSORPTION 
OF PROTEINS 

Peptidases Assure Efficient Protein Digestion 

The total daily protein load to be digested consists of about 70- 100 g of dietary proteins 
and 35- 200 g of endogenous proteins from digestive enzymes and sloughed-off cells. 
Digestion and absorption of proteins are very efficient processes in healthy humans, 
since only about 1- 2 g of nitrogen are lost through feces each day, which is equivalent 
to 6- 12 g of protein . 

Except for a short period after birth, oligo- and polypeptides are not absorbed intaet 
in appreciable quantities by the intestine. Proteins are hydrolyzed by a whole range of 
peptidases, each with speciftciry for peptide bonds between different amino acids. Endo
peptidases (proteases) attack internal bonds and liberate large peptide fragments, while 
exopeptidases cleave off one amino acid at a time from either the carboxyl (carboxypep
tidases) or the amino terminus (aminopeptidases). Endopeptidases are important for an 
initial breakdown of long polypeptides into smaller producrs, which can then be attacked 

Figure 25.21 Model for secreti on of hydrochloric acid. 
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Figure 25 .20 Omeprazole, an inhibitor of K+ / 
H+ -exchanging ATPase. This drug accumulat es 
in acidic compartments (pKa -4 ) and is converted 
to a sulfenamide that reacts with cysteine SH 
groups . 
Redrawn from Sachs, G. The gastric K+ /W -A TPase. 
In Johnson, L. R. (Ed.), Physiology of the Gastroin
testinal Tract. New York: Raven, I 994, 1133. 
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Figure 25.22 Digestion and absorption of proteins. 

K+ 

more efficiently by exopepridases. T he final producrs are free amino acids and di- and 
tripeptides , which are absorbed by epithelial cells (Figure 25.22). 

Protein digestion can be divided into a gastric, a pancreatic, and an intestinal phase, 
depend ing on the source of peptidases. 

Pepsins Catalyze Gastric Digestion of Protein 
Gastric juice contains HCl at a pH of less than 2 and proteases of the pepsin family. The 
acid serves to kill off microorganisms and to denature proteins. Denaturation makes pro
teins more susceptible to hydrolysis by proteases. Pepsins are unusual enzymes in that they 
are stable and active at acid pH. The catalytic mechanism depends on the carboxylic groups 
from two aspartic acid residues at the active site (see Figure 25.3 , p. 1034). Pepsin A, the 
major gastric protease, prefers peptide bonds formed by the amino group of hydropho bic 
and aromatic acids (Phe, Tyr, T rp, and Leu) (Table 25.7). 

TABLE 25.7 • Gastric and Pancreatic Peptidases 

Enzyme Proenzyme 

Ou-boxy! Proteases 

Pepsin A Pepsinogen A 

Serine Proteases 

Trypsin Trypsinogen 

Chymorrypsin Chymocrypsinogen 

Elascase P roelascasc 

Zinc Peptidases 

Carboxypcpcidasc A Procarboxypeptidase A 

Carboxypepcidasc B Procarboxypepcidasc B 

Activator 

Aucoactivation, pepsin 

Ckavage Point 

R R' 
! I ! I 

-CO-NHCHCO-NHCHCO-

R R' 
Enceropeptidase, rrypsin I ! I 

-CO-NHCHCO-NHCHCO-

R R' 
Trypsin I ! I 

-CO-NHCHCO-NHCHCO-

R R' 

Trypsin I ! I 

Trypsin 

Trypsin 

-CO-NHCHCO-NHCHCO-

R 

! I 
-CO-NH CH coo-

R 
! I 

-CO-NH CH co-

R 

Tye, Phe, Trp, Leu 

Arg, Lys 

Tyr, Trp, Phe, Mee, Leu 

Ala, Gly, Ser 

Val, Leu, Ile, Ala 

Arg, Lys 
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Polypeptides 
Oligopeptides - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - .
Amino acids 

Intestinal 
endocrine 
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I , 

.-- -------- GCK and SJCCRETIN _________ ~,' 
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... -
Enteropeptidase 

i 
Trypsinogen ---+-----

1 
Trypsin 

I 

Chymotrypsinogen 
Proelastase 
Procarboxypeptidase 

Chymotrypsin 
Elastase 
Carboxypeptidase 

Figure 25.23 Secretion and activation of pancreatic enzymes. Abbreviation: CCK, cholecystok.inin. 
Reproduced with permission Ii-om Freeman , H.J. , and Kim, Y. S. Anntt. Rev. Med. 29:102, 1978. 
Copyright (1978) Annual Reviews, Inc. 

Active pepsin is generated from the proenzyme pepsinog en by removal of 46 amino 
acids from the NHrterminus. Cleavage between residues 46 and 47 occurs as an intra
molecular reaction (autoactivation) below pH 5 or by the action of pepsin . The liberated 
peptide remains bound to pepsin and acts as pepsin inhibitor above pH 2. This inhibition 
is released by a drop of the pH below 2 or by further degradation of the peptide by pepsin . 
Thus, pepsinogen is activated at an exponential rate once the pH becomes acidic . Pepsin 
cuts proteins mainly into large peptide fragments, but also produces some smaller peptides 
and free am ino acids. These latter productS are important for initiation of the pancreatic 
phase of protein digestion . 

Pancreatic Zymogen s Are Activated in Small Intestine 
Pancreatic juice is rich in proenzymes that are activated after they reach the lumen of the 
small intestine (Figure 25.23) . Enteropeptid ase (or enterokinase), a protease produced by 
duodenal epithelial cells, activates pancreatic trypsinogen to trypsin by scission of a hexa
peptide from the NHrterminus . Trypsin activates more trypsinogen to trypsin and also 
acts on the other proenzymes , thus liberating the endopeptidases chymotrypsin and elastase 
and the carboxypeptidases A and B. Pancreatic juice normally contains a 6-kDa trypsin 
inhibitor protein that inhibits any trypsin formed prematu rely within the pancreatic cells 
or pancreatic ducts (Clin. Corr. 25.4) . 

Trypsin and Pancreatic Autodigestion 

Trypsinogen actually refers to a family of proteins (e.g., coded by the 
genes TRYP 1- 7). Premature activation of any of the trypsinogens 
within the pancreas results in activation of other members of the trypsin 
family and other types of digestive enzymes. The resulting active en
zymes autodigest the pancreatic tissue itself, leading to an acute, painful 
inflammation of this organ. Clinically, the autodigestion can be detected 
by increases in serum levels of pancreatic amylase. To prevent premature 
activation of trypsinogens, pancreatic secretions normally contain a pan
creatic secretory trypsin inhibitor (SPINK!) . Rare autosomal-dorninant 
mu rations N291 and Rl 22H of trypsin-I (PRSS l or cationic trypsino
gen) and the variant N34S of the pancreatic secretory trypsin inhibi
tor are associated with childhood or youth onset of acute recurrent 

pancreatitis. Presumably, these mutations are associated with a greater 
tendency for autoactivacion of trypsinogen and lesser inhibitory activ
ity of the pancreatic secretory trypsin inhibitor, respectively. Digestive 
enzymes also activate within the pancreas when the ducts are dogged, 
e.g. when the major excretory duct that is shared with the common bile 
duct, is blocked by a gall scone (gall stone pancreatiris). Similarly, acinar 
cell injury, as suggested for chronic alcohol abuse, results in autoactiva
tion of trypsinogen and pancreatitis (alcoholic pancreatitis). 

Keim, V. Role of genetic disorders in acute recurrent pancreaciris. World J GtJJ
troenterology 14:1011, 2008; and Apre, M. V., Pirola0 R C., and Wilson, J. S. 
Molecular mechanisms of alcoholic pancreacicis. Digestive Diseaus13:132, 2005. 
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Gluten Enteropathy 

Specificities of trypsin, chymotrypsin, and elastase are presented in Table 25.7. 
The enzymes are active only at neutral pH and depend on pancreatic NaHC0 3 for 
neutralization of gastric HCI. Their mechanism of catalysis involves an essential serine 
residue (p. 343) and is thus similar to serine esterases, such as acetylcholine esterase. 
The serine proteases and esterases are inhibited by reagents that chemically modify 
serine in the active site . An example of such an inhibitor is diisopropylphosphofluori
date, which was developed for chemical warfare with acetylcholine esterase as intended 
target (p. 948). 

Peptides generated from ingested proteins are further degraded within the small intes
tinal lumen by pancreatic carboxypeptidases A and B, which use Zn 2+ as part of the cata
lytic mechanism . The combined action of pancreatic proteases and peptidases results in 
formation of free amino acids and small peptides of 2- 8 residues; peptides account for 
about 60% of the amino nitrogen at this point . 

Brush Border and Cytosolic Peptidases Digest Small Peptides 
Since pancreatic juice does not contain appreciable aminopeptidase activity, final digestion 
of di- and oligopeptides depends on enzymes of the small intestine. The luminal surface of 
epithelial cells is particularly rich in endopeptidase and aminopeptidase activity, and also 
contains dipeptidases (see Table 25.3, p. 1033). Their action at the brush border surface 
produces free amino acids and di- and tripeptides , which are absorbed via specific amino 
acid or peptide transpon systems. Transported di- and tripeptides are generally hydrolyzed 
within the intestinal epithelial cell before they leave the cell. This explains why p ractically 
only free amino acids are found in the portal blood after a meal. The virtual absence of 
peptides used to be taken as evidence that lurninal p rotein digestion proceeded all the way 
to free amino acids before absorption occurred (Clin. Corr. 25.5) . However, it is now 
established that a large ponion of dietary amino nitrogen is absorbed in the form of small 
peptides with subsequent intracellular hydro lysis. Exceptions are di- and tripeptides that 
contain proline , hydroxyproline , or unusual amino acids, such as ,B-alanine in carnosine 
(,B-alanylhistidine) or anserine (,B-alanyl 1-methylhistidine) . These peptides are absorbed 
and released intact into ponal blood . Although unusual, ,B-alanine is nevertheless part of a 
normal diet as it is found, for example, in chicken meat. 

Amino Acid and Di- and Tripeptide Transporters 

The small intestine has a high capacity for absorbing free amino acids and di- and tr ipep
tides. Most L-amino acids can be transported across the epithelium against a concentration 
gradient , although the need for concentrative transport in vivo is not obvious as luminal 

Gluten enteropachy, or celiac disease, is due to intolerance of a pro
tein fraction, termed gluten. Gluten is present in the cereals wheat, 
barley, and rye, but not rice and maize. The frequency of chis disease 
in Caucasians is estimated as 1 in 250, chat is, so prevalent chat glu
ten-free diets can often be ordered. The disease appears co be caused 
by an enzyme deficiency in a yet co be identified brush border pepti
dase chat results in incomplete digestion of gluten. Specific remain
ing peptides of 7 to 18 amino acid residues have been recognized, 
whereby peptides with the motifs of PSQQ or QQQP appear co be 
toxic co the mucosa. Such toxic peptides are produced at much higher 
concentrations during the digestion of gluten in celiac patients than 
in unaffected individuals. The presence of toxic peptides results in 
an increased permeability of the mucosa! barrier and T-cell mediated 

immune and inflammatory responses co gluten-derived and ocher 
peptides chat reach the immune cells. The inflammatory response, in 
turn, reduces the digestive surface area of the small intestinal mucosa 
and capacity of brush border digestion. Symptoms range from minor 
gastrointestinal complaints (bloating, diarrhea} to severe malnutri
tion. Th ey are usually a consequence of reduced small intestinal brush 
border digestion and bacterial degradation of the remaining nutri
ents in the colon. Treaonent consists of either avoidance of gluten
containing diets or, still experimental, the use of animal intestinal 
extracts to more completely digest gluten peptides. 

Cornell, H. J. and Scelmasiak, T. A unified hypothes is of coeliac disease with 
implications for management of paciencs. Amino Acids 33:43, 2007. 
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TABLE 25.8 • Amino Acid Transporters in the Small Intestines 

Transporter Other name(s) 

SLClAI EMT3 

SLC3Al/SLC7A9 rBAT/b 0,+AT 

SLC6Al9 B0AT1, NBB 

SLC1A5 ASCT2,ASC 

SLC6A20 IMTNO 

SLC6A6 BETA 

SLC36A I PATl 

SLC15A I PEPTl 

SLC3A2/SLC7 A7 y+L, y+LAT 1 

SLC3A2/SLC7 A8 L,LAT2 

SLC16A I0 TAT ! 

Substrate 
Specificity 

Mech anism 

Lum.inal Membrane 

Asp,Glu Secondary active transport: co transport with Na +, 
counreruansport with K+ 

Lys, Arg, Cys-Cys Facilitative, concentrating: cocransporc with positive 
charge, councerrransport with neucral amino acids 

Phe, Tyr, Mee, Val, Secondary active transport: cotransport 
Leu, Ile with Na + 

Ala, Ser, Cys Exchanging: cocransporc with Na + 

Pro, hydroxy-Pro Secondary active transport: co transport with Na +, 
cotransprot with cI-(in some species) 

/3-Ala, caurine Secondary active transport: cotransport with Na +, 
cotransprot with er- (in some species) 

Gly, Ala, Pro, Secondary active transport: cocransport with H+ 
GABA, O-Ala 

Dipeprides, cripeptides, Secondary active transport: cocransport with H+ 
penicillin 

Contralum.inal Membrane 

Lys,Arg Exchanging: coumercransporr with Na+ plus 
neutral amino acids 

Small and large neucral Facilitative 
amino acids 

Phe, Tyr, Trp Facilitative 

concentrations are usually higher than the plasma levels of 0.1- 0.2 mM . The uptake 
into cells is mediated by several different transporters in the luminal membrane, while 
the release into blood is mediated by several additional, different transporters in the 
contraluminal membrane (Table 25.8). Remarkably , several loss-of-function muta
tions in amino acid transporters were discovered because small intestine and renal 
proximal tubules share transporter types and renal loss of any particular amino acid 
transporter produces an easily measured result, namely , amino acid excretion in urine 
(amino aciduria). Similarly, importance of di- and tripeptide absorption for nutri
tion was discovered when a loss-of-function mutation in the major neutral amino 
transporter (neutral aminoaciduria) was not accompanied by an expected deficiency 
in the corresponding amino acids, suggesting compensation by at least one additional 
transporter type (Clio . Corr. 25.6). 

The mechanism for active absorption of neutral L-amino acids appears to be similar to 
that discussed for o-glucose (see Figure 25.18, p. 1041). An Na + -dependent cotransporter 
from the SLC6 family (also termed NBB for Neutral amino acid Brush Border or B0AT1) 
and Na+ -independent, facilitative transporter (SLC3A2/SLC7 AS, or L for Leucine prefer
ring) have been characterized in the luminal and comraluminal membranes, respectively. 
The brush border transport of amino acids other than the neutral ones is energized in more 
complicated ways. For example, acidic amino acids can be concentrated by corransport with 
2 Na+ ions and countertransport with one K+ ion (SLClA l ) whereas basic amino acids rely 
on cotransport of a positive charge and the cell-inside negative potential (SLC3Al /SLC7 A9). 
The amino acids alanine, serine, and cysteine are substrates for several transporters, one of 
which appears to catalyze an obligatory amino acid/amino acid exchange (SLC1A5). 

Molecular analysis has revealed the existence of heteromeric amino acid transporters 
in which a "heavy" subunit (SLC3 family) directs cellular trafficking of the complex to 
either luminal or comraluminal membrane and a "light" subunit (SLC7 family) determines 
amino acid specificity and transport mechanism (Figure 25.24). For example, SLC3Al 

Disease Due to Loss 
of Function 

Dicarboxylic 
aminoaciduria 

Cystinuria 

Harrnup disease, 
neutral arninoaciduria 

Lysinuric protein 
intolerance 
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TABLE25.9 • Dietary Carbohydrates 

Carbohydrate Typical Source Structure 

H2COH0 OH 

Fructose Fruit, honey a -Fru \JcH,OH 
Glucose Fruit, honey, grape J3-Glc qOH 

CH20H 

Amylopeccin Pocacoes, rice, corn, bread a-Glc(l - 4). Glc with -040-CH, 
a-Glc(l - 6) branches -040-

Amylose Pocacoes, rice, corn, bread a-Glc(l - 4). Glc -04°4°-
CH20H 

Sucrose Table sugar, desserts a-Glc(l - 2)J3-Fru b-o H~ 

(f-o CH,OH 

Trehalose Young mushrooms a -Glc(l - l)a-Glc ~o-0 
Lactose Milk, milk produces J3-Gal(l - 4)Glc q:O~H 

CH20H 

R.affinose Leguminous seeds a-Gal ( l - 6)a-Glc ~O-CH, 
(1 - 2)/3-Fru ~,COH0 OµH,OH 
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Figure 25.24 Model for heteromeric amino acid transporter. The heavy subunit with l 
cransmembrane domaine (dark gray) is linked by a disulfide bridge to the light subunit with 12 
transmembrane domains (light gray). 
Redrawn from Chillaron , J., Roca , R, Valencia, A., Zorzano, A., and Palacin, M. Heteromeric amino 
acid transporters: biochemistry, genetics, and physio logy. Am. J PhysioL Renal PhysioL 28 l:F995, 200 l. 

direcrs the complex to the luminal membrane while SLC3A2 determines contraluminal 
location . Loss-of-function mutations of either subunit lead to a transport defect. The ability 
to form different combinations of heavy and light subunits in different tissues explains the 
large variability observed for the properties and specificity of amino acid transport . 

Di- and tri-peptides are cotranSported with H+ and thus are energized through the proton 
electrochemical gradient across the lurninal membrane (PEPTI, or SLC15Al) . This H+ elec
trochemical gradient is established by Na+ /H + exchange and is thus indirectly powered by Na+/ 
K+ -exchanging ATPase. The dipeptide transporter also acceprs /3-lactam antibiotics (arnino
penicillins) and is important for absorption of orally administered antibiotics of this cl~. 

25.5 • DIGESTION AND ABSORPTION 
OF CARBOHYDRATES 

Disaccharides and Polysaccharides Require Hydrolysis 

Dietary carbohydrates provide a major portion of the daily caloric requirement. T hey con
sist of mono-, di- , and polysaccharides (Table 25.9). Major carbohydrates in Western diers 
are sucrose, starch , and lactose. Monosaccharides, such as glucose and fruct0se, are absorbed 
directly . D isaccharides require enzymes of the small intestinal surface for hydrolysis into 
monosaccharides, whereas polysaccharides depend on pancreatic amylase and intestinal 
surface enzymes for digesrion (Figure 25.25). 

Starch, a major nutrient, is a plant storage polysaccharide of overl 00 kDa. It is a 
mixture of linear chains of glucose molecules linked by a-1,4-glucosidic bonds (amylose) 
and of branched chains with branch poinrs of a-1 ,6-glucosidic bonds (amylopectin) . The 
ratio of branch points to 1,4-glucosidic bonds is about 1:20. Glycogen is the animal storage 
polysaccharide and similar in structure to amylopectin , except that the number of branch 
poinrs is greater in glycogen. 

Hydrated starch and glycogen are digested by the endosaccharidase a- amylase 
of saliva and panc reatic juice (Figure 25 .26). Hydration of the polysaccha rides occurs 
during heating and is essential for efficient digestion. Amylase is specific for interna l 
a-1,4 -glucosidic bonds; a-1,6 bonds are not attacked nor are a-1,4 bonds of glucose 
unirs tha t serve as branch points. Pancreatic amylase is secreted in large excess relative 
to starch intake and is more important for digestion than the salivary enzyme. The 
products are mainly the disaccharide maltose, the trisaccharide malrotriose, and the 
so-called a- limit dextrins that contain on average eight glucose units with one or more 
a-1,6 -glucosidic bonds . 

tR, :,i:iw;,1a·1il;l3t+S•M:Hi·• 
Neutral Amino Aciduria: 
Hartnup Disease 

Harmup disease (OMIM 234500) is an au
cosomal recessive defect of the Na+ -coupled 
transporter SCL6Al9 chat mediates active 
absorption of neutral amino acids &om the 
Lumen of the small intestine and the proxi
mal tubule. Therefore, all patients have 
neutral amino aciduria. The disease was first 
described in the family chat gave the disease 
its name as an association of neutral amino 
aciduria with a pellagra-type skin rash and 
episodes of cerebellar araxia. The latter two 
symptoms are expressions of tryptophan 
deficiency in plasma and bacterial degrada
tion products of tryptophan in the intestine, 
respectively. Pellagra-like features (p. 785), 
point to a decreased availability of trypto
phan for conversion to nicotinamide. The 
clinical symptoms are variable and depend 
on the amount of protein in the diet. The 
variability indicates the existence of compen
satory mechanisms for neutral amino acid 
absorption and subsequent studies revealed 
the existence of intestinal and renal trans
porters for di- or tripeptides, PEPTI and 
PEPT2, respectively. PEPTl (SLC15Al) is 
the major intestinal cransporter for absorp
tion of small peptide products of digestion. 

Broer, S. Amino acid transport across mamma 
lian inrestinal and renal epirhelia. Physiol. Rev. 
88: 249, 2008: and hccp://www.emedkine.com/ 
derm/ropic713.hrm. 
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Lumen Lumlnal surface Enterocyte Capillary 

Lactose 
lactase 

~lactose Na+ 

Maltose 
Starch 

amylase { Maltotriose } a-glucosidases 
Glucose 

a-Limit dextrin 

~ructose Sucrose 

Figure 25.25 Digestion and absorption of 
carbohydrates. 

Figure 25.26 Digestion of amylopectin by 
salivary and pancr eatic a-a mylase. 

sucrase 

~ 
Maltotrtose 

Glucose 
Galactose 
Fructose 

Maltose Glucoae 

a-lim it dextrln 

TABLE 25.10 • Saccharidase s of the Surface Membrane of Small Intestine 

Enzyme 

exo-1,4-a-Glucosidase (glucoarnylase) 

Oligo-1,6-glucosidase (isomalrase) 

a-Glucosidase (malcase) 

Sucrose-a-glucosidase (sucrase) 

a,a-Trehalase 

/3-Glucosidase 

/3-Galaccosidase (lacrase) 

Specificity Natural Substrate Product 

a -( l -4)Glucose Amylase Glucose 

a-(I - 6)Glucose Isomalcose, a-dexcrin Glucose 

a -(I - 4)Glucose Maltose, malcotriose Glucose 

a-Glucose Sucrose Glucose, fructose 

a -(l - l )Glucose Trehalose Glucose 

/3-Glucose Glucosylcerarnide Glucose, ceramide 

/3-Galaccose Lactose Glucose, galactose 

Final hydrolysis of di- and oligosaccharides to monosaccharides is carried out by 
enzymes on the luminal surface of small intestinal epithelial cells (Table 25. 10). The sur
face oligosaccharidases are exoenzymes that cleave off one monosaccharide at a time from 
the nonreducing end. The capacity of a-gluco sidases is normally much greater than needed 
for completion of digestion of starch. Similarly, there is usually excess capacity for sucrose 
(table sugar) hydrolysis. In contrast, /3-galactosidase (lactase) for hydrolysis ofla ctose, the 
major milk carbohydrate, can be rate limiting in humans (Clin. Corr. 25 .7). 

Di-, oligo-, and polysaccharides not hydrolyzed by a-amylase and/or intestinal surface 
enzymes cannot be absorbed; therefore they reach the lower tract of the intestine , which 
from the lower ileum on contains bacteria. Bacteria can utilize many of these remaining car-
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bohydrates because they possess many more types of saccha.ridases than humans . Monosac
charides released by baeterial enzymes are predominantly metabolized anaerobically by the 
bacteria themselves, resulting in degradation produets such as short-chain fatty acids, lac
tate, hydrogen gas (H 2), methane (CH4), and carbon dioxide (CO 2) . In excess, these com
pounds can cause fluid secretion , increased intestinal motility , and cramps, eithe r because 
of increased imraluminal osmotic pressure and distension of the gut or because of a direet 
irritant effeet by the baeterial degradation products on the intestinal mucosa . 

The flatulence chat follows ingestion of leguminous seeds (beans, peas, and soy) is 
caused by oligosaccharides that cannot be hydrolyzed by human intestinal enzymes. The 
seeds contain modified sucrose to which one or more galaetose moieties are linked . The 
glycosidic bonds of galaccose are in the a configuration, which can be split only by baete
rial enzymes. The simplest sugar of this family is raffinose. T rehalose is a disaccharide chat 
occurs in young mushrooms and requires a special disaccharidase, trehalase, for digestion 
(see Table 25 .9, p. 1048). 

Monosaccharide Transporters 

The major monosaccharides produced by digestion of di- and polysaccharide are o-glu
cose, o-galact0se, and o-fruetose. At least two monosaccharide transporters catalyze mono
saccharide uptake from the intestinal lumen into the lining epithelial cells: (1) a Na + 
-monosaccharide couansporter (SGLTl) chat mediates active uptake ofo-glucose and D-ga
laetose into cells and (2) a Na+ -independent, facilitative monosaccharide transporter with 
specificity for o-fructose (GLUTS) (p. 489) . Another facilitative monosaccharide transporter 
(GLUT2) accepts all three monosaccharides and is present in the contraluminal plasma mem
brane. The physiological role of GLUT2 is to facilitate exit of monosaccharides from cells 
into the interstitial and capillary compartments, thereby completing the absorption process 
(Figure 25.25, p. 1050). GLUT2 is a member of the widely distributed GLUT family of 
transporters and present in tissues such as intestine, liver, and kidney chat absorb or produce 
glucose and release it into blood. Properties of intestinal SGL T 1 and of GLUT2 are com
pared in Table 25.11. 

25.6 • DIGESTION AN D ABSORPTION OF LIPIDS 

Digestion of Lipids Requires Overcoming 
Their Limited Water Solubility 

An adult human ingests about 60- 150 g oflipid per day. Triacylglycerols const itute more 
than 90% of this intake. The rest is made up of phospholipids, cholesterol, cholesteryl 
esters, and free fatty acids. In addition, 1- 2 g of cholesterol and 7- 22 g of phosphatidylcho
line (lecithin) are secreted each day by the liver and reach the small intestine with bile. 

The poor water solubility of lipids presents problems for digestion because sub
strates are not easily accessible to the digestive enzymes in the aqueous phase. In addition, 
most produets of lipid digestion are themselves lipids with poor water solubility so they 
tend to form aggregates chat hinder effeetive absorption. These problems are overcome by 
(1) generating/secreting surfaetive molecules that increase the interfacial area between aqueous 

TABLE 25.11 • Chara cte ristics of Glucose Transporters in the Plasma Membrane s 
of Enterocytes 

Charlll:teristic Lflminal Contralflminal 

Designation SLC5Al (SGLTI) SLC2A2 (GLUT2) 

Subunit H mass(kDa) 75 57 

Effect of Na+ Cocransporc with Na+ None 

Good substrates o-Glc, o-Gal, o-Glc, o-Gal, o-Man, 
a-mechyl-o-Glc 2-deoxy-o-Glc, o-Fru 

Disaccharidase Deficiency 

Intestinal disaccharidase deficiencies are 
encountered relatively frequently in hu
mans. Deficiency can be present in one 
or several enzymes for a variety of reasons 
(generic defect, physiological decline with 
age, or the result of injuries co the mucosa). 
Laccase is the most commonly deficient 
enzyme. Absolute or relative deficiency is 
experienced as milk intolerance. Conse
quences of a lack oflaccose hydrolysis in the 
upper small intestine are inabili cy to absorb 
lactose, which then becomes available for 
bacterial fermentation in the lower small 
intestine. Bacterial fermentation produces 
gas (distension of gut and flatulence) and 
osmocically active solutes chat draw water 
into the intestinal lumen (diarrhea). Lac
tose in yogurt has already been hydrolyzed 
during the fermentation process of making 
yogurt. Thus, individuals with laccase de
ficiency can usually tolerate yogurt better 
than unfermenced dairy produces. Laccase 
is commercially available co precreac milk 
so that ics lactose is hydrolyzed. 

Swallow, D. M. Generics oflaccase persistence and 
laccose incolerance. Annu. Rev. Genetics 37:197, 
2003 ; So lomons, N. W. Fermencacion, fermented 
foods and laccose incolerance. Eur. J Clin. Nutri 
tion 56:S50, 2002; and lactose incolerance: brrp:// 
digescive.niddk.nih.gov/ddiseases/pubs/laccosein 
colerance/and hrrp:/ /www.laccose.net. 
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Figure 25.27 Digestion and absorption of 
lipids . 

Figure 25.28 Changes in physical state 
during triacylglycerol digestion . Abbreviations: 

TG, triacylglycerol; DG, diacylglycerol; MG, 
monoacylglycerol; and FA, fatty acid. 
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Figure 25.29 Mechanism of action of lipase. 
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and lipid phases and (2) "solubilization" of lipids with detergents. T hus changes in the 
physical state of lipids are intimately connected to chemical changes dur ing digestion and 
absorption. 

At least five phases ofl ipid digestion can be distinguished (Figure 25.27) : (1) hydrolysis 
of triacylglycerols to free fatty acids and monoacylglycerols within the lumen of the gastro
intestinal tract; (2) solubilization of lipids by detergents (bile acids) and transport from the 
intestinal lumen toward the surface of the lining epithelial cells; (3) uptake of free fatty acids 
and monoacylglycerols into the epithelial cell and synthesis to triacylglycerols; (4) packaging 
of newly synthesized triacylglycerols into special lipid-rich globules, called chylomicrons; 
and (5) exocytosis of chylomicrons from the intestinal epithelial cells into lymph. 

Lipids Are Digested by Gastric and Pancreatic Lipases 

Hydrolysis of triacylglycerols is initiated in the stomach by lingual and gastric lipases. 
Gastric digestion can account for up to 30% of total triacylglycerol hydrolysis. However, 
the rare of hydrolysis is slow because ingested triacylglycerols form lipid droplets with a 
limited interfacial area to which lipases can adsorb. Nevertheless, some lipase molecules 
adsorb and hydrolyze triacylglycerols into fatty acids and diacylglycerols (Figure 25.28) , 
which converts a water-immiscib le compound to produCtS with both polar and nonpolar 
groups . Such surfactive products spontaneously adsorb to water- lipid interfaces and confer 
a hydroph ilic surface to lipid droplets , thereby allowing an increase in interfacial area. At 
conStant volume of the lipid phase, any increase in interfacial area causes dispersion of the 
lipid phase into smaller droplets (emulsification) and provides more sites for adsorption of 
lipase molecules. T he dispersion ofl ipids into smaller droplets is also aided by the peristaltic 
and churning movements of the stomach . Gastric chyme that is released into the duode
num generally contains only emulsion droplets of less than two millimeter in diamete r. 

Pancreatic lipase is the major enzyme for triacylglycerol hydrolysis (Figure 25 .29). It 
hydrolyzes esters in the a-position of glycerol and prefers long-chain fatty acids (longer 
than 10 carbon atoms) . The products are free fatty acids and ,8-monoacylglycerols. Hyd ro
lysis occurs at the water- lipid interface of emulsion droplets or bile acid micelles (p. 465). 
However, bile acids, which are present in the intestinal lumen , inhibit purified lipase, indi-
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Pharmacological Interventions to Prevent Fat Absorption and Obesity 

Obesity is a major problem in modern society as food is generally very 
abundant. Therefore, interest in weight reduction is widespread. Two 
commercial produces exploit the understanding of intestinal lipid ab
sorption for this purpose. Olestra® is a commercial lipid produced 
by esterification of natural fatty acids with sucrose instead of glycerol 
(Figure a). With six to eight fatty acids covalently linked to sucrose 
the compound tastes like natural lipids, however, it cannot be hydro
lyzed and is excreted unchanged. 

Pancreatic lipase is the major enzyme that hydrolyzes dietary rria
cylglycerols to absorbable fatty acids and glycerol. Orlistat® (Figure b) 

(a) 

Olestra = octa-acy l sucrose 

(b) 

is a non-hydrolyzable analog of a triacylglycerol and a powerful in
hibitor of pancreatic lipase. Ingestion of Orlistat® slows down lipid 
digestion and hence absorption. Benefits derive from some lipid ex
cretion, but also from release of a hormone (peptide YY) when lipids 
reach the terminal small intestine and colon. Peptide YY is postulated 
to increase the sensation of satiety and slow down the transit time of 
food through the gastrointestinal tract. 

Olesrra is a registered trademark of Proctor and Gamble, and 
Orlistat of Roche, Basel, Switzerland. 

trlacylglycerol 

0 
0 

Orli stat 11 

Thomson, A. B. R., et al. ln Christophe, A. B., 1111d DeVriese, $. (Eds), 
Fat Digmion and Ab1orption. Champaign, IL: AOCS Press, 2000, 383; Golay, 
A. In Christophe, A. B., and DeVriese, $. (Eds), Fat Digestion and Ab1orption. 

Champaign, IL: AOC$ Press, 2000, 420; and hrrp://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/ 
Orlisrac; and http://en .wikipedia.org/wiki/Olestta. 

eating a more complex situation in vivo. Pancreatic juice contains a small protein (12 kDa) 
that binds to lipase and the mi cellar surface and prevents inhibition of lipase by bile acids. 
This protein has been termed colip ase. It is secreted as procolipase and depends on cryptic 
removal of an NHi-terminal decapeptide for activation. Clin. Corr. 25 .8 describes two 
commercial strategies to reduce lipid absorption as a means to decrease obesity . 

Pancreatic juice also contains an unspecific lipid esterase, which acts on cholesteryl 
esters, monoacylglycerols, or other lipid esters, such as esters of vitamin A with carboxylic 
acids. In contrast t0 triacylglycerol lipase, this esterase requires bile acids for activity. 

Phospholipids are hydrolyzed by specific phospholipases . Pancreatic juice is especially 
rich in prophospholipase A2 (Figure 25.30). Like other pancreatic proenzymes, it is acti
vated by trypsin. Phospholipase A2 requires bile acids for activity. 

Bile Acid Micelles Solubilize Lipids during Digestion 

Bile acids are biological detergents synthesized by liver and secreted as conjugates 
of glycine or taurine with the bile into the duodenum. At physiological pH, they are 
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R1, R2 = hydrocarbon chain 
R3 = alcohol (choline, serine, etc.) 

Lysophosphatide and fatty acid 

Figure 25.30 Mechanism of action of 
phospholipase ~-

21 22 

Chollcac id 

OH 
Stereochemlstry of chollc acid 

Figure 25.31 Cholic acid, a bile acid. 

COOH 
24 

COOH 

ionized (anions) so that the terms bile acids and bile salts are often used interchangeably 
(Figure 25.31). Bile acids reversibly form thermodynamically stable aggregates, called 
micelles (p. 465) , at concentrations above 2- 5 mM and at pH values above the pK 
(Table 25.12). In other words, bile acid molecules in micelles are in equilibrium with 
those free in solution. The minimal concentration of a bile acid necessary for micelle 
formation is its criti cal micellar concentration (Figure 25.32). As equilibrium struc
ture , micelles reach a well-defined size (::5 4 nm) that depends on the concentrations 
of bile acids and other lipids but not on mechanical dispersion forces. The difference 

TABLE 25.12 • Effect of Conjug ation on Acidity of Cholic, Deoxycholic, and Chenodeoxy cholic (Chenic) Acids 

Bile Acid 

Unconjugated bile acids 

Glycoconjugares 

Tauroconjugates 

Primary 

OH 
I 

HO' OH 

COOH 
Cholic 

Ionized Group 

-eoo- of cholesranoic acid 

-eoo- of glycine 

-SO3 - of taurine 

i ~Cholylglycine 
R- C- N- CH 2COO- Chenylglycine 

/ ~ Deoxycholylglycine 

+ taurine cfH ; (CH2) 2SO3-

R- C- N- (CHJ 2SO3- Chenylraurine 
S d COOH [ §1, H 

econ ary Deoxycholic 

\ II ~Cholyltaurine 

k Deoxycholyltaurine 

HO' 

Source: Reproduced with permission from Ho fmann, A F. Handbook of Physiology 5:2508 , 1968. 

pl(,, 

=5 
=3.7 

= 1.5 
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between micelles and emulsion droplets becomes obvious on ultracentrifugation of 
duodenal content: Emulsion droplets collect at the top as oily layer while micelles stay 
in the clear or slightly turbid subphase . 

Major driving forces for micelle formation are the sequestering of apolar, hydrophobic 
groups away from water and the interaction of polar groups with water molecules. Bile acids 
have a fused ring system, which is hydrophobic on one side and hydrophilic on the other, 
and, in addition, a highly polar head group. The geometry of polar and apolar regions in 
bile acids is very different from that of ionized fatty acids (soap) or phospholipids, and hence 
their micelles have different geometries. For example, fatty acid or phospholipid micelles are 
spherical whereas pure bile acid micelles form "sandwich "structures" (Figure 25.33). Micelles, 
including the ones formed by bile acids, can solubilize other lipids, such as phospholip
ids and fatty acids, and form "mixed" micelles. Liver actually secretes bile acids together 
with phospholipids (mainly phosphatidyl choline) and cholesrerol. The structure of these 
mixed micelles of bile acids and phospholipids is that of a rod, in which phospholipids are 
arranged radially along the length of the rod with the polar groups oriented outward and 
bile acids acting as wedge between the phospholipids head groups, also with their polar 
groups facing outward. The rods are capped by the polar groups of bile acids and phospho
lipids, and they become longer with increasing ratio of phospholipids to bile acids (Figure 
25.34). Within the mixed phospholipid-bile acid micelles, other water-insoluble lipids, 
such as cholesterol, can be accommodated and thereby "solubilized." There are limirs to 
the arnounrs of phospholipids and cholesterol that can be solubilized by physiological con
centrations of bile acids; excess phospholipids form small unilamellar vesicles (20--60 nm in 
diameter), which can accommodate also some cholesterol. Excess cholesterol that cannot be 
solubilized by micelles or vesicles has a tendency to come out of solution by crystallization 
(Clin. Corr. 25.9). 

During digestion of triacylglycerol, free fatty acids and monoacylglycerols are released 
at the surface of fat emulsion droplets and micelles. In contrast to triacylglycerols, which 
are water insoluble, free fatty acids and monoacylglycerols are slightly water soluble, and 
molecules at the surface equilibrate with those in solution and in bile acid micelles. Thu s 
the products of triacylglycerol hydrolysis are continually transferred from emulsion droplets 
to the micelles (see Figure 25.28, p. 1052). 

Micelles are the major vehicle for transferring lipids from the lumen to the mucosa! 
surface where absorption occurs. Because the fluid layer near the cell surface is poorly 
mixed , the major mechanism for solute flux across this unstirred fluid layer is diffusion 

(a) (b) 

(c) (d) 

l t 
~ Cl) 
.o = 
o.~ 
cE 
.2 ~ 
-o 
<U ~ 
!, Cl) 
CE 
2l 0 
cC 

8~ 

Bile acid monomer 
In solution 

Total bile acid concentration

Figure 25.32 Solubility properties of bile acids 
in aqueous solutions . Ahbreviacion: CMC, 
cricical micellar concentracion. 

Hydrophobic 
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Longitudinal 
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Figure 25.33 Diagrammatic representation of a 
Na+ cholate micelle . Adapted from Small, D. M. 
Biochim. Biophys. Acta 176: 178, 1969. 

Figure 25 .34 Proposed structure of mixed 
bile acid-phosphatidyl choline micelles. 
(a) View from outside. (b) View from interior of 
an equilibrium structure of mixed micelle from 
molecular dynamics simulations. (c) Diagram 
of cross section. (d) Diagram of a rod-shaped 
micelle. Note that phosphatidyl choline molecules 
are arranged radially with bile acids wedged in 
between and dominating top and bottom (radial 
shell model). Rod length grows with increasing 
phospholipid to bile acid ratio. Mixed micelles can 
accommodate futty acids, monoacylglycerol, and 
cholesterol. Colors: Light blue = phospholipid 
head groups; dark blue = phospholipid tails; red 
= hydroxyl groups of bile acids; pink = ionic 
group of bile acid; purple = hydrophobic portion 
of bile acid; and green = cholesterol. 
Adapted with permission from Marrink, S. J., and 
Mark, A. E. Biochem. 41:5375, 2002. Copyright 
(2002) American Chemical Society. 
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Cholestero l Stones 

Liver secretes phospholipids, cholesterol, and bile acids into bile. Be
cause of the limited solubility of cholesterol, its secretion can lead to 
cholesterol stone formation in the gallbladder. Stone formation is a 
relatively frequent occurrence; up to 20% of North Americans de
velop stones during their lifetime. Cholesterol is practically insoluble 
in aqueous solutions. However, it can be incorporated into mixed 
phospholi pid-bile acid micelles and thereby" solubilized" (see figure). 
Liver can produce bile that is supersaturated with respect to choles
terol. Excess cholesterol tends to come out of solution and crystal
lize. Supersaturated bile is considered lithogenic, that is, scone form
ing. Crystal formation usually occurs in the gallbladder, rather than 
the hepatic bile ducts, because contact rime between bile and any 

C (cholesterol) 

80 20 

2 or 3 phases 
(water, cholesterol 

crystals, lipid bilayers) 

Molecules bile salt 

cryscallization nuclei is greater in the gallbladder. In addition, bile is 
concentrated here by absorption of electrolytes and water. The bile 
salts chenodeoxycholace (= chenate, Table 25.12) and irs scereoisomer 
ursodeoxycholace (?-hydroxy group in /3 position) are available for 
oral use co dissolve gallstones. Their ingestion increases che bile acid 
pool and secrerion rares by the liver, thereby reducing the cholesrerol 
concentration of bile and allowing cholesterol from gall stones to be 
solubilized. 

The tendency co secrece bile supersaruraced with respect co cho
lesterol is inherited, occurs more frequently in females than in males, 
and is associated with obesity. Supersaturation also appears to be a 
function of the size and narure of bile acid pool and secretion rate. 

C (cholesterol) 

Molecules bile salt 

Diagram of the physical states of mixtures of 90% water and 10% lipid. The 10% lipid is made up of bile acids, phosphatidylcholine (lecithin) , 
and cholesterol, and the triangle represents all possible ratios of the three lipid constituents. Each point within the triangle corresponds ro a particular 
composition of the three components, which can be read off the graph as indicated; each point on one of the sides corresponds to a particular composition of 
just two components. The left triangle contains the composition of gallbladder bile samples from patients without stones (redo) and with cholesterol stones 
(blue D). Litbogenic bile has a composition that falls outside the "one liquid " area in the lower left corner. 
Redrawn from Hofrnann,A. F., and Small, D. M. Annu. Rev. Med. 18:362, 1967. Copyright 1967 by Annual Reviews, Inc. 

Schoenfield, L. J., and Lachin, J. M. Chenodiol (chenodeoxycholic acid) for 
di.ssolucion of gallstones: The National Cooperative Gallsrone Study. A conrrolled 
trial of safety and efficacy. Ann. Intern. Med. 95:257, 1981; ruid Portincasa, P., 

Moschetta, A., van Erpecum, K. J., Calamira G. Margari, A., ec al. Pathways of 
cholescerol crystallization in model bile and native bile. Digmive Liver Disease 
35:118, 2003. 

down the concentration gradient. The delivery rare of solu tes at the cell surface by 
diffusion is proportional to the concentration diffe rence between luminal bulk phase 
and cell surface . Diffusion through an unstirred layer becomes a problem for spar
ingly soluble or insoluble nutrients, in that reasonab le concentration gradients and 
delivery rates cannot be achieved . Bile acid micelles overcome this problem for lipids 
by increasing their effective concentration in the unstirred layer. The inc rease in rate 
of t ransport is nearly proportiona l to the increase in effective concentration and can 
be 1000-fo ld over that of individually solubilized fatty acids, in accordance with the 
different water solubility of fatty acids as micelles and as individual molecules. This 
relationship between flux and effective concen t ration holds because the diffusion con
stant is only slightly smaller for micelles than for lipid molecules in solu tion. In absence 
of bi le acids, absorption of triacylglycerols does not completely srop, but efficiency is 
drastically reduced. Residual absorption depends on the slight water solubiliry of free 
fatty acids and monoacylglycerols . Unabso rbed lipids reach the lower intestine where a 
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small part can be metabolized by bacteria. The bulk of unabsorbed lipids, however , is 
excreted with the scool (steatorrhea) . 

Micelles also transport cholesterol and the lipid-soluble vitamins A, D, E, and K 
through the unstirred fluid layers. Bile acid secretion is essential for their absorption. 

Most Absorbed Lipids Are Incorporated into Chylomicrons 

Uptake oflipids by intestinal epithelial cells occurs by diffusion through the plasma mem
brane. In addition , long-chain fatty acid uptake is enhanced by a transporter (FATP4 , or 
SLC27A4) . Absorption is virtually complete for fatty acids and monoacylglycerols, which 
are slightly water soluble . It is less efficient for water-insoluble lipids . For example, only 
30%~0% of the dietary choleSterol is usually absorbed (Clin . Corr. 25.10). 

Within the absorbing epithelial cells, the fate of fatty acids depends on chain length 
(Figure 25 .27, page 1052). Fatty acids of short and medium chain length (~ 10 carbon 
atoms) pass into portal blood without modification. Long-chain fatty acids (> 12 carbon 
atoms) or their monoacylglycerols become bound to a cytosolic fatty acid-binding protein 
(intestinal FAB, FABP2) and are transported to the endoplasmic reticulum, where they 
are converted into triacylglycerols. Glycerol for this process is derived from the absorbed 
2-monoacylglycerols and, to a minor degree, from glucose. Cholesterol is esterified by 
cholesterol acyltransferase. The newly synthesized triacylglycerols and cholestetyl esters 
form lipid globules into which phospholipids and apolipoproteins adsorb. The globules 
are called chylomicrons because they can grow up t0 several micrometers in diameter and 
leave the intestine through lymph vessels (chyle is milky lymph; the name is derived from 
the Greek chylos, which means "juice") . Chylomicrons are synthesized within the lumen 
of the endoplasmic reticulum from which they migrate through the Golgi and then in 
vesicles to the contraluminal membrane. They are released into the incercellular space 
by fusion of these vesicles with the plasma membrane . IntereStingly, chylomicrons do 
not enter the capillary space and the portal vein; instead they travel through the intesti
nal lymph vessels (or lacteals) and the thoracic duct to the systemic venous system. The 

Cholesterol Absorption 

Intestinal absorption of dietary and biliary cholesterol occurs via an 
incompletely understood transport system across the brush border 
membrane and inside emerocytes. The proteins scavenger receptor 
B-1 (SCARBl) and CD36 appear to mediate brush border uptake 
of cholesterol, while the Niemann- Pick C l-like protein (NPCILl) 
appears to serve co conduce cholesterol to intracellular sites. Knock
out ofNPClLl reduces cholesterol absorption by> 70%. The drug 
ezecimibe (structure shown here) is approved by the Federal Drug 
Administration for adjunct therapy with scatins to lower serum cho
lesterol levels. This drug is taken up in the intestine and resecreted 
after esterification with glucuronic acid in the liver. The glucuronaced 
form is a potent inhibitor of intestinal cholesterol uptake. 

with increased uptake and plasma levels of the plane sterol sitosterol 
(pbytosterolemia or sitosterolemia). 

A portion of cholesterol taken up by cells is actually returned co 
the lumen mediated by an ABC transporter (p. 494) consisting of 
cwo half-transporters (ABCGS and ABCG8). The export of sterols 
by the ABC transporters is particularly important for rejecting plant 
sterols, and normally, plane sterols are not found in serum. Loss-of
function mutations in either of the half-transporters are associated 

Wang , D . Q. Regulacion of intestinal cholescerol absorption. Annu. Rev. PhysioL 
69:221 , 200 7; and Hui, D. Y, Labonte , E . D ., and Howl es, P. N . Devdop 
menc and physiological regulation of intestinal lipid absorption . lll. Intestinal 

OH 

N a 
F 

Structure of ezetimibe [(3R,4S)-1-(4-fluorophenyl)-3- ((3S)-3-
(4-fluorophenyl)-3- hydroxypropyl)-4- (4-hydro xyphenyl)-2-azetidinone] . 

Ezecimibe is sold in the U.SA. as prescription drug ZETIA®, 
which is a registered trademark of MSP Singapore Company, LLC, 
and marketed by Merck/Schering-Plough Pharmaceuticals. 

transporters and cholesterol absorprion. Am.] . Physiol. Gastroint-est. Liver Physiol 
294:G839, 2008. 
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A-{3-Lipoproteinemia 

Apolipoprotein B {apoB) is a key compo
nent of lipoproteins: A 48-kDa splice 
variant is used by intestinal epithelial cells 
in the assembly of chylomicrons, while a 
100-kDa variant is important for the as
sembly of very low density lipoproteins 
(VLDLs) by the liver. ApoB serves as ac
ceptor for newly synthesized triglycerides 
chat are transferred by microsomal trig
lyceride transfer protein. Mutations in the 
gene for chis latter enzyme are the basis for 
a-,8-lipoproteinemia characterized by the 
absence of liver and intestinal lipoproteins 
from plasma. Serum cholesterol is extreme
ly low in chis condition. A-,8-lipoproceine
mia is associated with severe malabsorprion 
of triacylglycerol and lipid-soluble vitamins 
(especially tocopherol and vitamin E) and 
accumulation of apoB in enterocytes and 
hepatocytes. 

Fisher, E. A., and Ginsberg, H. N. Complexity in 
the secretory pathway: The assembly of apolipo
procein B-conc:uning lipoproteins. J. Biol. Chem. 
277:17377, 2002; and Hussain, M. M., Iqbal, J., 
Anwar, K., Rava, P., =d Dai, K. Microsomal tri
glyceride cransfer protein: a multifunctional protein. 
Frontien in Bioscience 8: sS00, 2003. 

intestinal apolipoproteins are designated A-1 and B48 (Clin. Corr. 25.11); they are differ
ent from chose of the liver with similar function (p . 724) . 

While dietary medium-chain fatty acids reach the liver directly with the ponal blood, 
the long-chain fatty acids fuse reach adipose tissue and muscle via the syscemic circulation 
before coming int0 contact with the liver. Fae and muscle cells cake up large amounts of 
dietary lipids for srorage or metabolism. A bypass of the liver may have evolved co proceet 
this organ from lipid overload after a meal. 

The differential handling of medium- and long-chain fatty acids by intestinal cells 
can be exploited to provide the liver with high-caloric nuuients in the form of fatty acids. 
Shon- and medium-chain fatty acids smell and taste rancid and are not very palatable; 
however, triacylglycerols that contain these fatty acids are quite palatable and can be used 
as part of the diet . Shon-chain fatty acids are produced physiologically from residual carbo
hydrates, particularly in the colon, by bacteria . 

25. 7 • BILE ACID METABOLISM 

Bile Acid Chemistry and Synthesis 

Bile acids are synthesized in liver cells (hepatocyces) from cholescerol, secreted into bile 
together with phospholipids, and modified by bacterial enzymes in the intestinal lumen. 
Primary bile acids synthesized by the liver are cholic and chenodeoxycholic (chenic) 
acid. Secondary bile acids are derived from primary bile acids by bacterial reduction in 
position 7 of the ring strueture, resulting in deoxycholate and lithocholat e, respeetively 
(see Figure 18.42, p. 728 for structures). 

Primary and secondary bile acids are reabsorbed by the intestine {lower ileum) into 
ponal blood, taken up by liver cells, and then resecreted into bile. In liver cells, primary as 
well as secondary bile acids are linked to either glycine or taurine via an isopeptide bond. 
These glyco- and tauroconjugates constitute the forms that are secreted into bile. Conjuga
tion is important for converting the mildly acidic carboxyl group to more polar and acidic 
ones, which is expressed as lower pK value and implies ionization over a wider pH range 
(Table 25.12). The conjugation is partially reversed within the intestinal lumen by hydro
lysis of the isopeptide bond. 

Bile Acid Transport 

The total amount of conjugated and unconjugated bile acids secreted per day is 20- 30 g for 
an adult. However, the body maintains a pool of only 3--5 g. A small pool is advantageous 
because bile acids become toxic at high concentrations due to their detergent propenies, for 
example, through their ability to lyse cells. Therefore, to achieve the observed secretion rates, 
bile acids are reabsorbed by ileal emerocyces, recirculated to the liver and resecreted 4 to 
10 times per day. The secretion and reuptake is referred to as the enterohepatic circulation 
(Figure 25.35) . Reabsorption of bile acids is quite efficient since only about 0.8 g of bile acids 
each day is excreted with the feces. Serum levels of bile acids normally vary with the rate of 
reabsorption and therefore are highest during a meal. Cholate, deoxycholate, chenodeoxy
cholate, and their conjugates continuously participate in the enterohepatic circulation . In 
contrast , mosc of the lithocholic acid produced by bacterial enzymes is sulfated during the 
next passage through the liver. The sulfate ester of lithocholic acid is not reabsorbed and 
therefore excreted in the feces. The transporters mediating enterohepatic circulation of bile 
acids are shown in Figure 25.36 . Heal absorption ofbile acids is mediated by secondary active 
transport via a luminal Na+ bile acid cotransport system (apical sodium-dependent bile acid 
transporter, ASBT, or SLC 1 0A2) with a stoichiometry of 2: 1 for Na + to bile acid. Bile acids 
are moved from ileal enterocytes into blood predominantly by exchange for another anion via 
a specific anion exchanger consisting of two different gene products (OSTa-OST/3). Uptake 
of bile acids from blood by liver cells is predominantly by secondary active Na+ -bile acid 
cotransport (Na+ taurocholate co-transporting polypeptide, NTCP, or SLCI0Al) . Uncon
jugated bile acids can also be taken up from blood by a family of Na + -independent , organic 
anion transporters (SLC01A2, SLC0lBl, SLC01B3, formerly SLC21 family). In concrast, 
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secretion of bile acids by liver cells across the canalicular plasma membrane into bile is by pri
mary active rranspon (Bile Salt Export Pump, BSEP, or ABCBI 1, another member of the 
ABC transponers; p. 494) . Phospho lipids, which are secreted simultaneously with bile acids, 
are transponed by the pump MDR2 (ABCB4). T o achieve reasonable total bile acid con
centrations within cells and in plasma while maintaining low free concentra tions to prevent 
detergent action, bile acids are bound to specific binding proteins in the cytosol ofhepatocytes 
and ente rocytes. Albumin functions as such a binding prote in for bile acids in plasma. 

Figure 25.35 Enterohepatic circulation of bile 
acids. Redrawn &om Clark, M. L., and Harries, 
J. T. In McCoU. I., and Sladen, G. E. (Eds.), 
Intestinal Absorption in Man. New York: Academic 
Press, 1975, 195. 

Figure 25.36 Transporters for taurocholate 
(TC) and phosphatidyl choline {PC) during 
enterohepatic circulation . 
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sucrase/isomaltase 
chylomicron 
emulsion 
lipase 
bile acid, bile salt 

colipase 
micelle, mixed micelle 
caurine 
conjugated bile acid 
critical micellar concentration 

Questions • CAROL N . ANGSTADT 

Multiple-Choice Questions 

1. Active forms of most enzymes that digest food may normally be 
found in all of the following except 
A. in soluble form in the lumen of the sromach . 
B. in the saliva. 
C. attached to the luminal surface of the plasma membrane of 

intestinal epithelial cells. 
D. dissolved in the cytoplasm of intestinal epithelial cells. 
E. in zymogen granules of pancreatic exocrine cells. 

2. Histamine is a potent secreragogue of 
A. amylase by the salivary glands. 
B. HCI by the stomach. 
C. gastrin by the stomach . 
D. hydrolyric enzymes by the pancreas . 
E. NaHCO 3 by the pancreas. 

3. The contraluminal plasma membranes of small intestinal epithelial 
cells contain 
A. aminopepcidases. 
B. Na + /K + - exchanging ATPase. 
C. disaccharidases. 
D. GLUTS . 
E. Na+ -monosaccharide transport (SGLT l ). 

4. The enterohepatic circulation of bile acids 
A. necessitates participation of secondary active Na+ -bile acid 

cotransport . 
B. results in the reabsorption of only the primary bile acids. 
C. maintains the body pool of bile acids ar 20-30 g. 
D. maintains serum levels of bile acids at a constant value. 
E. uses the same transport mechanism to secrete bile acids from the 

liver co bile as from che enterocyre co the blood . 

5. Epithelial cells of the lower ileum express a Cl- /HCO 3 - exchange 
coded for by the DRA gene. These cells 
A. mediate an eleccrogenic exchange of 2 luminal Na+ for 1 

cyrosolic H+. 
B. absorb c 1- into the cell in exchange for H CO 3 - moving into the 

lumen . 
C. prevent a metabolic acidosis due to loss ofHCI. 
D. mediate Na+ movement our of the cell as Cl- moves into the cell. 
E. mediate Na+ movement inro the cell via a Na + channel. 

6. Peptidases involved in protein digestion 
A. are all endopepti dases. 
B. must have a neutral pH. 
C. are synthesized in the stomach and pancreas as proenzymes. 
D. each have a different activator. 
E. all have an essential serine ar the active sire. 

Questions 7 and 8: A young woman finds chat every time she eacs 
dairy products she feels highly uncomfortable. Her gut becomes 

unstirred fluid layer 
apolipoprotein 
cholic acid 
deoxycholic acid 
lirhocholic acid 

primary bile acid 
secondary bile acid 
bile salt export pump 

distended, and she has gas and, frequently , diarrhea . A friend suggested 
that she cry yogurt co gee calcium, and she is able co colerace rhac. These 
sympcoms do noc appear when she eats food other than dairy produces. 
Like many adults, she is deficient in an enzyme required for carbohy drate 
digestion. 

7. The mosr likely enzyme in which she is deficient is 
A. a-amylase . 
B. /3-galactosidase (lacrase). 
C. cr-glucosidase (malrase). 
D. sucrose-cr-glucosidase (sucrase). 
E. a,cr-rrehalase. 

8. Monosaccharides are absorbed from the intestine 
A. by a Na+ -dependent cocransporcer for glucose and galaccose. 
B. by a Na+ -independent facilitated transport for fructose. 
C. by a Na+ -independent transporter (GLUT2) across the 

contraluminal membrane. 
D. against a concentration gradient if the rransporrer is Na+ 

dependent. 
E. all of che above. 

Questions 9 and 10: A woman comes co che emergency room with 
severe abdominal pain in the right upper quadrant as well as severe pain 
in her back. The pain began several hours after she consumed a meal of 
fried chicken and cheese-coated french fries. The symptoms indicated 
gallstones, and this was confirmed by ultrasound . Although surgery 
might be necessary in che future, conservative treatment was cried first . 
She was instructed co limit fried foods and high-fat dairy produces. She 
was also given chenodeoxycho late co rake orally co cry co dissolve the 
gallstones . 

9. Cholesterol scones 
A. usually form during passage of bile through the hepatic 

bile duct. 
B. occur when the mixed phospholipid-bile acid micelles are very 

high in phospholipid. 
C. can be dissolved by excess bile acid micelles. 
D. rarely occur because cholesterol is nor a normal pare of bile. 
E. are a necessary part of lipid digestion. 

10. In the metabolism of bile acids, 
A. the liver synthesizes cholic and deoxycholic acids, which are 

primary bile acids. 
B. secondary bile acids are produced by conjugation of primary acids 

to glycine or taurine . 
C. 7-dehydroxylarion of bile acids by intestinal bacteria produces 

secondary bile acids, which have similar detergent and 
physiological properties as primary bile acids. 

D. daily bile acid secretion by the liver is approximately equal co 
daily bile acid synthesis. 

E. conjugation reduces the polarity of bile acids, enhancing interac
tion wich lipids. 
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Questions 11 and 12: Harcnup disease is a genetic defect in an amino 
acid transport system. The specific defect is in the neutral amino acid 
transporter in both intestinal and renal epithelial cells. Clinical symproms 
of the disease result from deficiencies of essential amino acids and nicotin
amide (because of a deficiency specificaUy of rryprophan). 

11. In addition ro tryprophan, which of the following amino acids is 
likely ro be deficient in Harcnup disease? 
A. Aspartare 
B. Leucine 
C. Lysine 
D. Proline 
E. All of the above 

12. Harmup disease patients are able ro get some of the benefit of the 
protein they consume because 
A. only the neutral amino acid carrier is defective. 
B. di- and tripeptides from protein digestion are absorbed by a 

different carrier (PepTl) . 
C. their endo- and exopepridases are normal. 
D. all of the above. 
E. none of the above. 

Answers 

1. E Zymogen granules contain inactive proenzymes or zymogens, 
which are nor acrivared until afrer release from the cell (amylase from 
the pancreas and salivary glands is an exception) . 

2. B Irs binding ro H 2 receptors of the sromach causes HCI secretion . 
A Acerylcholine is the secretagogue. C: Gastrin itself is a secretagogue. 
D: Acerylcholine and cholecysrokinin are the secreragogues. E. Secretin 
is the secretagogue. 

3. B Only the contraluminal surface contains the Na +, K+-ATPase . All 
other activiries are associated with the luminal surface. 

4. A There are rwo different transporters from lumen ro enterocyre and 
blood to heparocyre . B: Both primary and secondary bile acids (except 
lithocholic acid) are reabsorbed. C: The body pool is very low (3-5 g); 
high concentrations are roxic. D: Levels flucruareand arehighesr during a 
meal . E: Secretion from liver to bile is a primary active transport. 

5. B The proron gradient generated by an electricalJy neutral Na+ /H+ 
exchange drives this. A: The Na+ /H + exchange via the expressed 

NHE3 transporter is electrically neutral. C: Constant loss ofHCl 
leads to a metabolic alkalosis. D: The direction of Na + movement is 
inro the cell with subsequent removal by the Na + /K + -AT Pase. 

E: This occurs in the large intestine, nor here. 
6. C Pepsinogen in the sromach and trypsinogen plus ochers in the 

pancreas are proenzymes. A Carboxy- and aminopeptidases are 
exopeptidases. B: Pepsin is active at pH 2 and lower. D: Trypsin 
activates chymotrypsinogen, proelastase, and procarboxypepti dase. 
E: Trypsin, chymorrypsin, and elasrase do, bur carboxypeptidase has 
a different mechanism. 

7. B Dairy produces contain lacrose. Undigested lactose is fermented 
and the products produce the symptoms . Yogurt fermentation 
hydro lyzes lactose. A, C, and D: Deficiency of any of these would 
cause problems with most carbohydrates . E: Trehalose is found in 
mushrooms, nor dairy products. 

8. E All of these play an important role in absorbing the monosac
charides from digestion . D : This is especially important for the uptake of 
most of dietary glucose. 

Problems 

13. Using known endo- and exopeptidases, suggest a pathway for the 
complete degradation of the following peptide: 

His-Ser -Lys-Ala-Trp-Ile-Asp-Cys-Pro-Arg-His-His-Ala 

14. Certain tissues effect Cl- secretion via a Cl- channel (CFTR-cystic 

fibrosis rransmembrane regulatory protein) . Cho lera toxin abnor 
mally opens the channel leading ro a loss ofNaCl. A relatively 
inexpensive way ro treat cholera is ro administer fluids high in Na+ 
and glucose. Why is chis effective? 

9. C Stones occur when bile is supersarurared (> 1: 1 ratio of cholesrerol/ 
phospholipid). The ingested bile salts increase the bile sale poo l and 
hence bile sale and phospholipid secretion; chis lowers the cholesterol/ 
phospbolipid ratio. A Scones usually form in the gallbladder. B: The 
problem is too little phospholipid relative to cholesterol. D: Actually, 
scones are relatively common. Cho lesterol is a normal component of 
bile. E: Bile salts are necessary for lipid digestion bur scones are nor . 

10. C Primary bile acids (cholic and chenodeoxycho lic acids) are synthe
sized in liver. In intestine they may be reduced by bacteria ro form 
the secondary bile acids, deoxycholare and lirhocholare . D: Only a 
small fraction of bile acids escapes reuprake; this must be replaced by 
synthesis. Borh primary and secondary bile acids are reabsorbed and 
recirculated (enterohepatic circul ation). E: Both are conjugated ro 
glycine or raurine, increasing their polarity. 

11. B Trp shares a carrier with ryr, phe, val, leu, ile, and mer. A Asp is 
acidic. C: Lysine is basic. D: Proline is an irnino acid. All of these use 
separate carriers . 

12 . D The body has ar lease seven transporters for the various classes 
of amino acids (see question 11). Ir also has a carrier for di- and tri
peprides. C: Since we cannot absorb intact proteins, the presence of 
the endo - and exopeptidases is essential ro generate smaller fragments. 

13. Trypsin cleavage gives (a)His-Ser-Lys + (b)Ala-Trp-Ile-Mer-Cys
Gly-Pro-Arg + (c) His-His-Ala. Further degradation of (a) is accom 
plished by elasrase and dipeptidase . Further degradation of 
(b) would start with chymotrypsin and use dipepti dases, tripeptidase, 
and carboxypepridase B. To degrade (c) carboxypepridase A and di
peptidase would be enough. The point is that several peptidases with 
varying specificities are require d. 

14. Cho lera cox.in activates adenylare cyclase leading ro elevated cAMP 
levels and active protein kinase A. In addition co opening the CFTR 
c1- 1 channel, the N a+ /H + exchanger is also inhibited and there is a 

gross NaCl excretion. The Na + -glucose corransport is nor affected. 
The presence of glucose allows uptake of Na+ co replenish body 
NaCl. 
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Dietary Reference Intakes (DRis) are quantitative estimates of 
nutrient intake to be used for planning and assessing diets for 
healthy people . There is often a fine line between rnicronurrient 
sufficiency and toxicity. 

Vitamin D regulates cell growth and differentiation , impor tant 
metabolic processes, and immune function in addition to its 
role in calcium homeostasis . 

• Vitamin A can occur in several forms and can act as an antioxi
dant , a glycosyl donor , a hormone , or an essential component of 
the visual cycle. 

Vitamin E occurs in multiple forms and affects gene expression 
through cellular redox signaling pathways in addition to its role 
as an antioxidant . 
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Vitamin K is essential for the biological activity of a number of 
calcium-dependent enzymes, especially those involved in blood 
clotting and bone metabolism. 
The biological activity and deficiency symptoms of B vitamins 
are best understood on the basis of their conversion co coen
zymes required in key metabolic processes. 
Vitamin C is an antioxidant, is a cofactor for some mixed func
tion oxidases, and aids in iron absorption. 

Boch dietary calcium and bone serve as sources of calcium to 
maintain serum calcium levels required for the activity of 
some enzymes, blood coagulation, muscle contraccility, and 
nerve function . 
Magnesium is required for neuromuscular transmission and 
for many enzyme activities, especially those utilizing an 
ATP - Mg++ complex . 

• Iron deficiency causes anemia and decreased irnmunocompetence . 

26.1 • INTRODU CTION 

Micronutrients play a vital role in human metabolism, as they are involved in almost every 
biochemical reaction pathway. However, the science of nutrition is concerned not only 
with the biochemistry of the nutrients but with also whether they are present in adequate 
amounts in the diet . The American diet is undoubtedly the best it has ever been . Our cur
rent food supply provides an abundant variety of foods all year long, and deficiency diseases 
have become medical curiosities . However, our diet is far from optimal . The old adage is 
chat we can get everything we need from a balanced diet. Unfonunately, many Americans 
do not consume a balanced diet . Foods of high caloric density and low nutrient density 
(often referred to as empty calories or junk food) are abundant and popular, and our nutri
tional starus suffers because of these food choices. Obviously then, neither alarm nor com
placency is justified. We need to know how to evaluate the adequacy of our diet . 

26.2 • ASSESSMENT OF MALNUTRITION 

There are three increasingly stringent criteria for measuring malnutritio n. 

I. D ietary intake studies, which are usually based on a 24-h recall, are the least strin
gent. Twenty-four-h recalls tend to overestimate the number of people with deficient diets . 
In addition, poor dietary intake alone is usually not a problem in chis country unless the 
situation is compounded by increased need . 

2. Biochemical assays, either direct or indirect, are a more useful indicator of nutritional 
status. At their best, they indicate subclinical nutritional deficiencies, which can be treated 
before deficiency diseases develop . However, all biochemical assays are not equally valid, an 
unfortunate fact that is not sufficiently recognized. Changes in biochemical parameters due 
to stress need to be interpreted with caution . The distribution of many nutrients in the body 
changes dramatically in a stress situation such as illness, injury, and pregnancy. A drop in 
level of a nutrient in one tissue compartment (usually blood) need not signal a deficiency or 
an increased requirement . It could simply reflect a normal metabolic adjustment to stress. 

3 . The most stringent criterion is the appearance of clinical symptoms . However, it is 
desirable to inteIVene long before symptoms became apparent. 

The question remains: When should dietary surveys or biochemical assays be inter
preted to indicate the need for nutritional intervention? Dietary surveys are seldom a valid 
indication of general malnutrition unless the average intake for a population group falls 
significantly below the Estimated Average Requirement (EAR) for one or more nutri
ents . However, by looking at the percentage of people within a population group who 
have suboptimal intake, it is possible to identify high-risk population groups that should 
be monitored more closely. Biochemical assays can definitely identify subclinical cases of 
malnutrition where nutritional intervention is desirable provided (1) the assay has been 
shown to be reliable, (2) the deficiency can be verified by a second assay, and (3) there is no 
unusual Stress situation chat may alter micronutrient distribution . In assessing nutritional 
status , it is imponant to be aware of chose population groups at risk, the most reliable bio
chemical assays for monitoring nutritional status, and the symptoms of deficiencies. 
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26.3 • DIETARY REFERENCE INTAKES 

Dietary Reference Intakes (DRis) are quantitat ive estimates of nutr ient intakes to be used 
for planning and assessing diecs for healthy people and refer co either RDAs or Ais, depend
ing on the nutr ient (Figure 26 .1). In assessing quantitative scandards for nutrient intake 
the Food and N utrition Board of the National Research Council considers the amount 
of nutrients and food componencs required for preventing deficiency diseases and, where 
the data are definitive, for promoting optimal health . The first seep is determining the 
Estimated Average Requirement (EAR), the amount of nutrient estimated co meet the 
nutrient requirement of half of the healthy individuals in an age and gender group . The 
Recommended Dietary Allowance (RDA) is normally set at cwo standard deviations above 
the EAR and is assumed co be the dietary intake amount that is sufficient to meet the 
nut rient requirement of nearly all (97%- 98%) healthy individuals in a group . If a nutri
ent is considered essential but the experimental data are inadequate for determ ining an 
EAR, an Adequate Intake (AI) is set rather than an RDA. T he AI is believed to cover 
the needs of all individuals in a group, but uncertainty of the data prevent being able co 
specify with certainty the percentage of individuals covered by this intake. Ais are often 
based on approximations of nutrient intake by a group of individuals. For example, Ais for 
young infants are often based on the daily mean nutrient intake suppl ied by human milk 
for healthy, full-term infancs who are exclusively breast-fed. Finally, for most nutrients the 
Food and Nutrition Board sets a Tolerable Upper Intake Level (UL). The UL is defined 
as the highest level of daily nutrient intake chat is likely to pose no risks of adverse health 
effects to almost all ind ividuals in the general population. The RDAs, Ais, and ULs are 
designed to be of use in planning and evaluating diecs for individuals. T he EAR is designed 
to be used in setting goals for nutrient intake and assessing the prevalence of inadequate 
intake in a population group. 

These determinations are relatively easy co make for those nutrients associated with 
dramatic deficiency diseases, for example, vitamin C and scurvy. Measures that are more 
indirect must be used in othe r instances, such as tissue saturation or extrapolation from ani
mal stud ies. The Food and N utricion Board normally meecs every 6 to 10 years co consider 
currently available information and update their recommendations . 

DRis serve as a useful general guide in evaluating adequacy of individual diets. How
ever, the DRis have several limitations . 

1. DRis are designed to meet the needs of healthy people and do not take into account 
special needs arising from infections, metabolic disorders, or chronic diseases. 

2. Since present knowledge of nutritional needs is incomplete, there may be un recog
nized nutritional needs. To provide for these needs, the DRis should be met from 
as varied a selection of foods as possible. No single food can be considered complete, 
even if it meecs the ORI for all known nutriencs. T his is important, especially in 
light of the current practice of fortifying foods of otherwise low nutritional value. 

3. As currently formulated, DRis may not define the "optimal" level of any nutrient , 
since optimal amounts are difficult to define. Because of information suggesting 
that optimal intake of certain micronutrients may reduce heart disease and cancer 
risk, the DRis for these nutrients have recently been increased slightly; however, 
some experts feel that the current DRis may not be sufficient to promote opt imal 
health . 

26.4 • FAT-SOLUBLE VITAM INS 

Vitamin A Is Derived from Plant Caroteno ids 

The active forms of vitamin A are retinol, retinal (retinaldehyde), and retinoic acid. Their 
precursors are synthesized by planes as the carotenoids (Figure 26.2), some of which are 
cleaved to retinol and scored in the liver as retino l palmitate. Liver, egg yolk, butter, and 
whole milk are good sources of retinol. Dark green and yellow vegetables are generally good 
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Figure 26.1 Dietary reference intakes . 
A schematic representation of the relationship 
between EAR (Estimated Average Requirement, 
the amount of nutrient estimated to meet the 
needs of 50% of a population group), RDA 
(Recommended Dietary Allowance; the amount of 
nutrie nt estimated to meet the needs of97-98% 
of a population group), AI (Adequate Intake, the 
amount of nutrient estimated to meet the needs of 
most of a population group), DRI (Dietary Refer
ence Intake, either RDA or AI, depending on the 
nutrient), and UL (Tolerable Upper Intake Level, 
highest level of nutr ient intake that is likely to 
pose no risk of adverse health effects to almost all 
individuals in the general population). 
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Figure 26.3 Vitamin A metabolism and function . 
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Figure 26.2 Structures of vitamin A and relat ed compounds. 

sources of the carotenoids. Conversion of carotenoids to retinol is rarely 100%, so the vita
min A potency of various foods is expressed in terms of milligrams per day of retinol activity 
equivalents (1 RAE is equal to 1 J.Lg retinol , 12 J.Lg of /3-carotene, and 24 J.Lg of a-carotene 
or /3-crypt0xanthin) . The carotenoids are major sources of vitamin A in the American diet 
because they can be cleaved to retinol and converted to other vitamin A metabolites in the 
body (Figure 26 .2). Carotenoids are also thought to function as antioxidants, although they 
may have additional metabolic functions. 

Only in recent years has the biochemistry of vitamin A become well understood 
(Figure 26.3). /3-Carotene and some other carotenoids have an important role as anti
oxidants. At the low oxygen tensions prevalent in the body, /3-carotene is a very effective 
antioxidant and may reduce the risk of those cancers initiated by free radicals and other 
strong oxidants . Several epidemiologic studies suggested that adequate dietary /3-carotene 
may be important in reducing the risk of lung cancer, especially in people who smoke . 
However , supp lemental /3-carotene did not provide any detectable benefit and may have 
actually increased cancer risk for smokers in several multicenter prospective studies . 
This illustrates the danger of making dietary recommendations on epidemiologic studies 
alone. 

Retinol is convened to retinyl phosphate, which appears to serve as a glycosyl donor 
in the synthesis of some glycoproteins and mucopolysaccharides in much the same manner 
as dolichol phosphate (p. 660). It is essential for the synthesis of glycoproteins needed for 
normal growth regulation and for mucus secretion. Retinoic acid binds to retinoic acid 
receptors (RARs) and retinoid X receptors (RXRs), which then bind to DNA and modulate 
the synthesis of proteins involved in the regulation of cell growth and differentiation. Thus, 
it can be considered to act like a steroid hormone in regulating growth and differentiation. 
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In the 6.11-cis-retinal form, vitamin A becomes reversibly associated with visual 
proteins (the opsins). When light strikes the retina, a number of complex biochemi
cal changes take place, resulting in generation of a nerve impulse, conversion of the 
cis-retinal to the all-trans form, and its dissociation from the visual protein (p. 962). 
Regeneration of functional visual pigmenrs requires isomerization back to the 6.11-cis 
form (Figure 26.4). In addition to the direct role of vitamin A in the visual cycle, clini
cal studies suggest that the carotenoids lutein and zeaxanthin reduce the risk of macular 
degeneration. 

On the basis of what is known about the biochemical mechanisms of vitamin A action, 
its biological effecrs are easy to understand. For example, retinyl phosphate is requited for 
the synthesis of glycoproteins (an important component of mucus), and lack of mucus 
secretion leads to a drying of epithelial tissues. Retinol and/or retinoic acid down-regulate 
the synthesis of keratin, and excess keratin synthesis leaves a horny keratinized surface in 
place of the normal moist and pliable epithelium . Thus, vitamin A is required for mainte
nance of healthy epithelial tissue. In addition, retinol and/or retinoic acid are required for 
the synthesis of the iron transport protein rransferrin. Thus , vitamin A deficiency can lead 
to anemia from impaired transport of iron. 

Vitamin A-deficient animals are more susceptible to infections and cancer. Decreased 
resistance to infection may be due to keratinization of mucosa! cells lining the respira
tory, gastrointestinal, and genitourinary tracts. Fissures readily develop in the mucosa! 
membranes, allowing microorganisms to enter. Vitamin A deficiency may also impair the 
immune system. The protective effect of vitamin A against many forms of cancer may result 
from the antioxidant potential of carotenoids and the effecrs of retinol and retinoic acid in 
regulating cell growth . 

Since vitamin A is stored in the liver, deficiency can develop only over prolonged 
periods of inadequate intake. Mild vitamin A deficiency is characterized by follicular hyper
keratosis (rough keratinized skin resembling goosebumps), anemia (biochemically equiva
lent to iron deficiency anemia, but in the presence of adequate iron intake), and increased 
susceptibility to infection and cancer. Night blindness is an early symptom of deficiency. 
Severe deficiency leads to progressive keratinization of the cornea, known as xerophthalmia 
in itS most advanced stages. Infection usually setS in, with resulting hemorrhaging of the 
eye and permanent loss of vision . 

For most people, (unless they happen to eat liver) dark green and yellow vegetables 
are the most important dietary sources of vitamin A. Unfortunately, these foods are 
most often missing from the American diet . Dietary surveys indicate that 40% - 60% 
of the population consumes less than two-thirds of the RDA for vitamin A. Clinical 
symptoms of vitamin A deficiency are rare in the general population , but are a fairly 
common consequence of severe liver damage or diseases that cause fat malabsorption 
(Clin . Corr. 26.1). 

Vitamin A accumulates in the liver. Excess intake over prolonged periods can be toxic. 
Doses of25,000 - 50,000 g/day of vitamin A over months or years are toxic for many chil
dren and adultS. The usual symptoms include bone pain , scaly dermatitis, enlargement of 
liver and spleen, nausea, and diarrhea. It is virtually impossible to ingest toxic amounts of 
vitamin A from normal foods unless one eats polar bear liver (6000 µg/serving) regularly. 
Most instances of vitamin A toxicity are caused by massive doses of vitamin A supplements. 
Fortunately , this practice is relatively rare because of increased public awareness of vitamin 
A toxicity. 

Vitamin D Synthesis Requires Sunlight 

Technically , vitamin D should be considered a pro-hormone rather than a vitamin . Chole
calciferol (D3) is produced in skin by UV irradiation of 7-dehyrocholesterol (p. 719 for a 
discussion of the synthesis of vitamin D) . Thus , as long as the body is exposed to adequate 
sunlight , there is little or no dietary requirement for vitamin D. The best dietary sources of 
vitamin D3 are saltwater fish (especially salmon , sardines, and herring) , liver, and egg yolk. 
Milk, butter , and other foods are routinely fortified with ergocalciferol (D2) prepared by 
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Figure 26.4 Role of vitamin A in vision. 
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Nutritional Considerations in Cystic Fibrosis 

Patients with malabsorption diseases often develop malnutrition. 
Cystic fibrosis (CF) is the most common lethal inherited disease 
among Caucasians (affecting about I in 3500 newborns) and results 
from a mutation in the gene for the cystic fibrosis rransmembrane 
conductance regulacor, a cAMP-regulaced chloride channel. This 
mutation leads co a generalized dysfunction of the exocrine glands 
char causes formation of viscid mucus, which progressively plugs their 
ducts. Obsuuccion of the bronchi and bronchioles leads co pulmo
nary infections , which are usually the direct cause of death. In many 
cases, however, che exocrine cells of the pancreas are also affected, 
leading co a deficiency of pancreatic enzymes and sometimes a partial 
obstruction of the common bile duce. 

Deficiency of pancreatic lipase and bile sales leads co severe 
malabsorption of fat and fat-soluble vitamins. Calcium rends co 
form insoluble sales with the long-chain fatty acids, which accumu
late in che intestine. Starches and proteins are also crapped in the 
faery bolus of partially digested foods. This physical entrapment, 
along with the deficiencies of pancreatic amylase and pancreatic 
proteases, can lead co severe protein - calorie malnutrition , which 
increase the risk of death in patients with cystic fibrosis. Excessive 
mucus secretion on the luminal surface of the intestine may also 
interfere with the absorption of several micronutrients, including 
iron. 

Fortunately, microsphere preparations of pancreatic enzymes 
are now available chat gready alleviate many of these malabsorption 
problems. With these preparations, protein and carbohydrate absorp
tion are returned co near normal. Fae absorption is improved gready 
but not normalized , since deficiencies of bile salts and excess mucus 
secretion persist. Because dietary fat is a major source of calories, these 
patients have difficulty obtaining sufficient calories from a normal 
diet. This is complicated by increased protein and energy needs be
cause of the chronic infections often seen in these patients. Thus, 
the current recommendations are for energy intakes ranging from 

110%- 200% of the RDA co combat the poor growth and increased 
susceptibility co infecrion. The recommendation is for high-energy 
high-protein diets without any restriction of dietary far {50% carbo
hydrate , 15% protein , and 35% fat). If caloric intake from the nor
mal diet is inadequate , dietary supplements or enteral feeding may be 
used. The dietary supplements usually contain easily digested carbo
hydrates and milk protein mixtures. Medium-chain triglycerides are 
sometimes used as a partial fat replacement since they can be absorbed 
direcdy through the intestinal mucosa in the absence of bile sales and 
pancreatic lipase. 

Since some far malabsorption is present, deficiencies of fat
soluble vitamins often occur. Children aged 2- 8 years need a stand 
ard adult multiple-vitamin preparation containing 400 IU of vitamin 
D and 5000 IU of vitamin Nday. Older children, adolescents, and 
adults need a standard mulcivicamin at a dose of 1- 2/day. If serum 
vitamin A or vitamin E levels become low, water-miscible vitamin 
preparations should be used. Vitamin K deficiency has not been ad
equately studied, but supplementation is usually recommended, es
pecially when on antibiotics or if cholestacic liver disease is present. 
Iron deficiency is common but iron supplementation is not usually 
recommended because of concern that higher iron levels in the blood 
might encourage systemic bacterial infections. Calcium levels in the 
blood are usually normal. However, since calcium absorption is prob
ably suboptimal, it is important to ensure chat the diet provides at 
lease RDA levels of calcium. 

Borowirz, D., Baker, R. B., and $callings, V. Consensus report on nu t rition for 
pediatri c patients with cystic fibrosis. J Pedatr. Gasteromterol Nutr. 35:246 , 2002 ; 
and Yankaskas, J. R., Marshall, B. C ., Sufian, B., Simon, R.. H. , and Rodman, 
D. Cystic fibrosis adult care. Consensus conference report. Chest 125:1S, 2004 ; 
Srallings, V. A., Scark, L. J., Robinson, K. A., Feranchak, A. P., et al. Evidence
based practice recommendations for nucrition -rdaced management of children 
and adults with cystic. fibrosis and pancreatic insufficiency: Results of a sysrematic 
review. J. Am. Diet. A.tsoc. 108:832, 2008 . 

irradiating ergosterol from yeast (Figure 26.5 ) . Vitamin D potency is measured in term s 
of micrograms cholecalciferol (1 µ.,g cholecalciferol , or ergocalciferol , = 40 HJ). There 
has been some recent controversy about whether ergocalc iferol is as biologically potent as 
cholecalciferol, but that has not yet been resolved. 

Both cholecalciferol and ergocalciferol are metabolized in liver where 25-hydroxy
cholecalciferol (25-(0H)D] is formed (Figure 26.5 ) . This is the maj or circulating derivative 
of vitamin D , and is convened into the biologically active 1-a ,25-dihydroxycholecalciferol 
(calcitriol) by the enzyme 25-hydroxyvitamin D-1 a-hydroxylase (Figure 26.5). It used to 
be thought that this rea ction occurred exclusively in the proximal convoluted tubules 
of kidney (Clin. Corr. 26 .2, p. 1070). The kidne y does appear to be the major source of 
l-a ,25-dihydroxycholecalciferol (1, 25- (OH h D ] in the blood. However , it is now recog
nized that many other tissues including colon , pro state, breast, brain , J3-islet cells of the 
pancreas , vascular smooth muscle cells and macrophages can also produce 1,25-(OH)iD. 
These cells also have vitamin D receptors , so the 1,25-(OHhD that they produce acts in 
a paracrine fashion, making little if any contribution to circulating 1,25- (OHhD levels 
in the bloodstream . 
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Renal Osteodystrophy 

In chronic renal failure, a complicated chain of events leads co renal 
osceodyscrophy. The renal failure results in an inability co produce 
1,25-(0HhD , and thus bone calcium becomes the only important 
source of serum calcium. In the lacer stages, the siruacion is compli
cated by increased renal retencion of phosphate and the resulting hy
perphospha cemia. The serum phosphate levels are often high enough 
to cause mecastaric calcificarion (i.e., calcificarion of soft cissue), which 
tends co lower serum calcium levels further (the solubility produce of 
calcium phosphate in the serum is vety low and a high serum level 
of one component necessarily causes a decreased concentration of the 
ocher). The hyperphosphacemia and hypocalcemia stimulate parathy
roid hormone secrerion, which further accelerates the race of bone loss. 
The result is bone loss and metastatic calcificarion. Administrarion of 
high doses of vitamin D or its acrive metabolites would not be suffi
cient since the combination of hyperphosphatemia and hypercalcemia 
would only lead to more extensive metastatic calcification. The read
justment of serum calcium levels by high calcium diets and/or vitamin 
D supplementation must be accompanied by phosphate reducrion 
therapies. le is difficult co reduce dietary phosphate sufficiently be
cause most protein sources are also high in phosphate. In chis regard, 
vegetable proteins are a better choice than animal proteins because a 
significant porrion of the phosphate in vegetable protein is in the form 

of phytaces and are unavailable for absorprion . It is also important 
co avoid processed, fut , and convenience foods because phospha te is 
also added to those foods. For example, sodium phosphate is often 
added to processed meats to keep the meat from drying out . Because 
it is so difficult co achieve sufficient phosphate rescricrion in the diet, 
phosphate binders are often used co make dietary phosphate unavail
able for absorprion. Calcium acetate and a carionic polymer called 
Sevelamer hydrochloride are the most commonly used phosphate 
binders at present. Orally administered 1,25-(0HhD is effective at 
scimularing calcium absorption in the mucosa but does not enter the 
peripheral circularion in significant amounts . Thus, in severe hyper
parachyroidism intravenous 1,25-(0HhD may be necessary. Research 
is in progress with calciumimecic agents that bind co a calcium sensor 
located on the extracellular membrane of the parathyroid gland and 
decrease parathyroid hormone production and release. 

Hoyland , J. A., and Picton , M. L. Cellular mechanisms of osteodystrophy. Kidney 
Intl. 56, Suppl. 73:508, 1999; and Slatopolsky, E., Gonzalez, E., and Marin , K., 
Pathogenesis and treatment of renal osceodyscropby. Blood Purif 21 :318, 2003; 
Kesrenbaum, B. Phosphate metabolism in the sening of chronic kidney disease. 
Seminars in Dialysis 20:286, 2007; and Uribarri , J. Phosphorous homeostasis in 
normal health and in chroni c kidney disease patients with special emphasis on 
dietary phosphorous intake. Seminars in DialyJi1 20:2 95, 2007. 

Traditionally, vitamin D has been thought to primarily play a role in maintaining cal
cium homeostasis (Figure 26 .6). 1,25- (0H)z D production by the kidney is increased when 
calcium levels are low, and it aces in concert with parathyroid hormon e (PTH ), which is 
also produced in response to low serum calcium . High PTH levels stimulate production of 
1,25-(0H)D whereas low PTH amount s cause formation of24 ,25- (0HhD by the kidney. 
The 1,25- (0Hh D acts as a typical steroid hormone in intestinal mucosa! cells, where it 
induces synthesis of a calcium transport protein, T RPV5 , and a calcium-binding protein , 
calbindin , that are required for calcium transport. In bone 1,25 -(0HhD and PTH act syn
ergistically to promote bone resorption (demineralizat ion ) by stimulating osteoblast forma
tion and activity. Finally, PTH and 1,25-(0H h D inhibit calcium excretion in the kidney 
by stimulating calcium reabsorprion in the distal renal tubules. 24 ,25-(0H h D was thought 
to be inactive , but recent studies with knockout mice lacking the 24-hydroxylase enzyme 
have shown that 24 ,25-(0H) 2D plays an essential but ill-defined role in bone metabolism. 
Calcitonin is produced when serum calcium levels are high (usually right after a meal) and 
lowers serum calcium levels by blocking bone resorption and stimulating calcium excretion 
by the kidney. 

The response of calcium metabolism to several different physiological situations is 
summarized in Figure 26 .6. The response to low serum calcium levels is characterized 
by elevation of PTH and 1,25-(0H)iD , which act to enhance calcium absorption and 
bone resorption and to inhibit calcium excretion (Figure 26.6a). High serum calcium lev
els block production of PTH. The low PTH levels cause 25-(0H)D to be convened to 
24,25- (0H) 2D instead of 1, 25-(0H )i D . In the absence of PTH and 1,25-(0H)zD bone 
resorption is inhibited and calcium excretion is enhanced. High serum calcium levels also 
stimulate p roduction of calcitonin , which contributes to the inhibition of bone resorp
tion and the increase in calcium excretion. Finally , the high levels of both serum calcium 
and phosphate increase the rate of bone mine ralization (Figure 26.6b). T hus , bone is a 
very important reservoir of the calcium and phosphate needed to maintain homeostasis 
of serum levels. When dietary vitamin D and calcium are adequate , no net loss of bone 
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calcium occurs. However, when dietary calcium is low, PTH and 1,25-(0HhD cause net 
demineralization of bone to maintain normal serum calcium levels. Vitamin D deficiency 
also causes net demineralization of bone due to elevation of PTH (Figure 26.6c). 

The most commonly recognized symptoms of vitamin D deficiency are rickets in young 
children and osteomalacia in adults. Rickets is characterized by continued formation of oste
oid matrix and canilage that are improperly mineralized resulting in soft, pliable bones. In 
adulrs, demineralization of preexisting bone causes it to become softer and more susceptible 
to fracture. Osteomalacia is easily distinguishable from the more common osteoporosis, by 
the faet that the osreoid matrix remains intaet in the former but not in the latter . Because of 
fortification of dairy prod ucts with vita.min D, rickets and osteomalacia are very rare and are 
most often seen in low-income groups, the elderly (who often also have minimal exposure to 

sunlight), srriet vegetarians (especially if their diet is also low in calcium and high in fiber), 
and chronic alcoholics. 

However, we now know that vitamin D is involved in much more than regulation of 
calcium homeostasis. Receptors for 1,25-(0H)iD occur in many tissues and moSt of those 
tissues have the ability to produce 1,25-(0HhD in a paracrine fashion from 25-(0H)D. 
It now appears that vitamin D also plays an important role in regulating cell proliferation, 
the functioning of the adaptive and innate immune system, secretion of insulin by the pan
creatic /3-<:ells, regulation of blood pressure and normal neuromuscular function. Recent 
research suggests that inadequate vitamin D intake may increase the risk of certain types 
of cancer (particularly breast, colon, and prostate), hypertension, and autoimmune diseases 
(particularly multiple sclerosis, rheumatoid arthritis , Crohn disease, and type I diabetes). 

Figure 26.6 Vitamin D and calcium 
homeostasis. 
The dominant pathways of caJcium 
metabolism under each set of metabolic 
conditions are shown with heavy arrows. 
Effect of various hormones is shown by 
red arrows for stimulation or blue arrows 
for repression. Abbreviations: PTH , 
parathyroid hormone; CT, caJcironin; 
D, cholecaJciferol; 25-(0H ) D, 25-hy
droxycholecaJciferol; 1, 25-(0H)iD, 1-a, 
25-dihydroxycholecaJciferol; and 24, 25-
(0H)iD, 24, 25-dihydroxycbolecaJciferol. 
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TABLE 26.1 • Recommended Serum 
Levels of 25-Hydroxy Vitamin D 

Serum Levels of 25-Hydroxy Vitamin D 

Toxicity 

Sufficiency 

Relative 
insufficiency 

Deficiency 

Tocophe rols 

> 150 ng/ml 
(150 nmol/lirer) 

~ 30 ng/ml 
(75 nmol/licer) 

21-29 ng/ml 
(52 to 72 nmol/lirer ) 

!S: 20 ng/ml 
(50 nmol/licer) 
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Figure 26.7 The structures of tocopherols and 
tocotri enols. 

Because many tissues can make 1,25- (OHhD from 25- (OH)D , blood levels of vitamin 
25-(OH)D are now considered the best indicacors of vitamin D sufficiency (Table 26.1). 
Most expertS now define vitamin D deficiency as 25-(OH )D levels of 20 ng/mJ or less, 
vitamin D insufficiency as 25-(OH)D levels of 21- 29 ng/ml , and vitamin D sufficiency 
as 25-(OH)D levels >30 ng/ml. Based on these standards , a large percentage of North 
Americans and Europeans are vitamin D deficient and recommendations for increasing the 
RDi s for vitamin Dare being considered. The current RD Is are 200 IU (5 µg/day ) up to 
age 50, 400 IU (10 µg/day) from age 51 to 70, and 600 IU (15 µg/day ) over 71. Many 
experts are now recommending that without adequate sun exposure the RD Is for children 
and adults be increased to at least 800 to 1000 IU (20- 25 µg/day). Vitamin D deficiency 
can also result from fat malabsorption or severe liver and kidney disease (see Clin. Corr s. 
26.1 , p. 1068, and 26 .2, p . 1070). Certain drugs also interfere with vitamin D metabolism . 
For example, corticosteroids stimulate the conversion of vitamin D to inactive metabolites 
and cause bone demineralization when used for long periods . 

Vitamin D can be toxic in high doses. The tolerable upper intake level (UL) for adults 
is 2000 IU/day (50 µg/day) . The mechanism of vitamin D coxicity is summarized in Fig
ure 26.6d. Enhanced calcium absorption and bone resorption cause hypercalcemia, which 
can lead to metastatic calcification. The enhanced bone resorption causes demineralization 
similar to that of vitamin D deficiency. Finally, the high serum calcium leads directly to 
hypercalciuria, which predisposes to formation of renal scones. 

Vitamin E Is a Mixture of Tocopherols and Tocotrienols 

Vitamin E occurs in the diet as a mixture of several closely related compounds, called 
tocopherols and tocotrienols (Figure 26.7). All of the tocopherols and tocotrienols are 
imponant naturally occurring antioxidants. Due to their lipophilic character, they accumu
late in circulating lipoproteins, cellular membranes, and fat deposits, where they act as scav
engers for free radicals, protecting unsaturated fatty acids (especially in membranes) from 
peroxidation reactions . a -Tocoph erol is the most potent scavenger of reactive oxygen spe
cies, but -y-tocopherol is a more potent scavenger of reactive nitrogen species. -y-Tocopherol 
also appears to inactivate fat-soluble electrophilic mutagens, thus complementing glutath
ione, which inactivates electrophilic mutagens in the aqueous compartments of the cell. The 
tocopherols appear to play a role in cellular respiration , either by stabilizing ubiquinone or by 
helping transfer electrons to ubiquinone (p. 563). Tocopherols and tocotrienols also prevent 
oxidation of LDL, which may be important in reducing the risk of cardiovascular disease 
since the oxidized form ofLDL is atherogenic. Although many of the biological properties 
of the tocopherols are the result of their antioxidant potential , some of their benefirs appear 
to be due to effects on enzyme activity or transcription. For example, they appear to enhance 
heme synthesis by increasing the levels of cS-aminolevulinic acid (ALA) synthase and ALA 
dehydrarase. Recent studies have shown that vitamin E is required for maintaining normal 
immune function, particularly in the elderly, and may be important in preventing macular 
degeneration and cognitive decline. Finally, neurological symptoms have been reported fol
lowing prolonged vitamin E deficiency associated with malabsorption diseases. 

Setting the recommended intake levels of vitamin E has been hampered by the dif
ficulty of producing severe vitamin E deficiency in humans . It is generally assumed that the 
vitamin E content of the American diet is sufficient, since no major vitamin E deficiency 
diseases have been found . However, vitamin E requirements increase as intake of polyun
saturated fatty acids increases. While the recent emphasis on high polyunsaturated fat diets 
to reduce serum cholesterol may be of benefit in controlling heart disease, the propensity of 
polyunsaturated fats to form free radicals on exposure to oxygen may lead to increased can
cer risk. It is prudent to increase vitamin E intake for diets rich in polyunsaturated fatS. 

The controversy about the relationship between vitamin E and cardiovascular disease risk 
illustrates the difficulty in characterizing the role of vitamins in promoting optimal health, as 
opposed to preventing deficiency diseases. On one hand relationships between nutrient status 
and disease risk suggested by biochemical and epiderniologic studies are often not borne out by 
large-scale intervention trials. On the other hand intervention trials are not generally designed 
to identify the high-risk population groups that would benefit most from optimal nutrient 
intake. For example, vitamin E prevents the oxidation ofLDL particles to a more atherogenic 
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form, so it was logical that vitamin E supplementation might decrease the risk of atheroscler
osis. Epidemiologic studies suggested that people consuming 100 mg/day of vitamin E had 
reduced risk of myocardial infu.rction. However, large, randomized, double-blind , placebo
controlled intervention trials with supplemental a-rocopherol failed t0 show any significant 
reduction in mortality from cardiovascular disease. Trus could indicate that a-tocopherol 
can prevent atherosclerosis in the early stages, but is ineffective in the more advanced clinical 
conditions represented in the clinical trials. Alternatively , it could indicate that y-tocophero l, 
or some other tocopherol or tocotrienol found in food, is more effective than a-tocopherol 
in preventing atherosclerosis, since high levels of supplemental a-tocopherol are known to 
interfere with utilization of other forms of vitamin E. More importantly , most large-scale 
intervention trials performed to date have ignored the effecrs of genetic polymorphisms on 
disease prevention. (The effect of polymorplusrns on nutritional Status is discussed in more 
detail in Section 26.13.) For example, the haptoglobin 2-2 polymorplusm is associated with 
increased production of oxygen free radicals and lower endogenous serum levels of vitamins 
E and C. Recent randomized , double-blind , placebo controlled clinical trials show an associa
tion between the haptoglobin 2-2 polymorphism and preventive effecrs of vitamin E supple
mentation against myocardial infuction and cardiovascular death . 

Because the a-tocopherol transfer protein in the liver specifically binds to the natural 
RRR-a-tocopherol, it is retained by the body H times longer than the synthetic all rac 
or d, I form of a-rocopherol. The specificity of this protein for a-tocopherol also explains 
why high intakes of a-tocopherol interfere with the utilization of y-tocopherol. Vitamin 
E appears to be the least toxic of the fat-soluble vitamins. The UL for vitamin E has been 
set at 1000 mg/day , primarily because rugh levels of vitamin could potentiate the effects of 
blood-thinning medication s such as dicumarol. 

Vitamin K Is a Quinone Derivative 

Vitamin K is found naturally as K1 (phytylmenaquinone) in green vegetables and K2 

(multiprenylmenaquinone), which is synthesized by intestinal bacteria (Figure 26.8) . The 
body convens synthetic menaquinone (Menadione) and a number of water-soluble analogs 
to a biologically active form of vitamin K. 

Vitamin K is required for conversion of glutamic acid residues to -y-carboxyglutamic 
acid residues in several precursor proteins (Figure 26.9) . The -y-carboxyglutamic acid residues 
are good chelarors and allow the proteins to bind ea2+, which is required for their biological 
activity. In the carboxylase reaction, the active hydroquinone form of vitam in K is converted 
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to an inactive 2,3-epoxide form (Figure 26.9). Regeneration of active vitamin K requires 
vitamin K epoxide reductase, which is inhibited by coumarin-type drugs like dicu.marol. 
There are seven proteins involved in blood coagulation that require vitamin K-dependent 
activation, so vitamin K is essential for blood clotting. The mechanism of activation has been 
most clearly delineated for prothrombin (p. 964). The -y-carboxyglutarnic acid residues allow 
prothrombin to bind Caz+, and the prothrombin-Ca 2+ complex binds to the negatively 
charged phospholipid surfaces of the platelets and endothelial cells at the site of the injury, 
where the proteolytic conversion of prothrombin t0 thrombin occurs. 

Vitamin K is also essential for the synthesis of -y-carboxyglutamic acid residues in three 
proteins found in bone. For example, osteocalcin accounts for 15%- 20% of the nonco l
lagen protein in the bone, and the presence of -y-carboxyglutarnic acid residues are required 
for its binding to hydroxyapatite crystals in the bone . The physiological role of osteocalcin 
and the other -y-carboxylated bone proteins is not clear, but they do ap pear to be required 
for normal bone mineralization. Under carboxylated osteocalcin is associated with low 
bone density and increased risk of fracture. A protein called Gas6 , which is a ligand for 
several receptor protein kinases and is invo lved in cell cycle regulation , has been shown to 
require vitamin K-dependent -y-carboxylation for activity . The physiological significance 
of this observation is not known in most tissues. However , carboxy lation of Gas6 and a 
protein called matrix Gia protein (MGP) appears to be important in preventing vascular 
calcification . 

Vitamin K1 preferentially accumulates in the liver, where the clotting factors are 
formed . Vitamin K2 preferenti ally accumulates in the peripheral tissues, and higher vitamin 
K intak es appear to be required for saturation of peripheral tissues with vitamin K2• The 
most easily detect.able symptom in humans of vitamin K deficiency is increased coagul ation 
time , which reflects the requirement of vitamin K1 for normal blood coagulation. Because 
of the higher requirements of vitamin K2 in peripheral tissues, the RDI for vitamin K has 
recently been increased. Since vitamin K is synthesized by intestinal bacter ia, deficiencies 
have long been assumed to be rare. However, intestinally synthesized vitamin K may not be 
efficiently absorbed and marg inal vitamin K deficiencies, esp ecially deficiencies th at could 
interfere with bone miner alization, may be more common than originally thought . The 
most common deficiency occurs in newborn infants (Cl in. Corr. 26 .3), especially those of 
mothers on anticonvulsant therapy (Clin . Corr. 26.4). Vitamin K defic iency also occurs in 

Nutritional Considerations in Newborn Infants 

Newborn infanrs are at special nucricional risk because of very rapid 
growth and needs for many nutrients are high . Some micronutrienrs 
(such as vitamins E and K) do not cross the placental memb rane well, 
and tissue stores are low in the newborn. The gastrointescinal (GI) 
tract may not be fully developed, leading to malabsorpcion problems 
(particularly with respect to the fat-soluble vitamins). The GI tract 
is also sterile at birth and the intescinal flora that normally provide 
significant amounrs of certain vitamins (especially vitamin K) take 
several days to become established. If the infant is born prematurely, 
the nutritional risk is slightly greater, since the GI tract will be less 
well developed and the tissue stores will be less. 

The most serious nutritional complicacion appears to be hemor
rhagic disease. Newborns, especially premature infanrs, have low cissue 
stores of vitamin K and lack the intescinal Bora necessary to synthesize 
the vitamin. Breast milk is a relatively poor source of vitamin K Approxi
mately 1 out of 400 live births shows some signs of hemorrhagic disease, 
which can be prevented by 0.5-1 mg of the vitamin given at birth. 

Most newborn infants have sufficient reserves of iron to last 3-4 
months. Since cow's milk and breast milk contain little iron, supple-

mentation with iron is usually initiated at an early age by the introduc
tion of iron-fortified cereal. Vitamin D levels are also low in breast milk 
and supplementation with 200 Ill/day of vitamin D is usually recom
mended . When infanrs must be maintained on assisted vencilation with 
high oxygen concentracions, supplemental vitamin E may reduce the 
risk of bronchopulmonary dysplasia and retrolental fibroplasia, poten
cial complications of oxygen therapy. The anemia of prematurity may 
respond to supplemental folate and vitamin B12_ 

In summary, supplemental vitamin K is given at birth to prevent 
hemorrhagic disease. Breast-fed infants are usually provided with sup
plemental vitamin D, with iron being introduced along with solid 
foods. Borrle-fed infants are provided with supplemental iron . If in
fanrs must be maintained on oxygen, supplemental vitamin E may be 
beneficial. 

Mueller, D. P. R. Vitamin E therapy in retlnopachy of premaruriry. Eye 6:221, 
1992; Morin, K. H. Current choughrs on healthy rerm infunr nutrition, MCN. 
Am. J. Matern. Child Nurs. 29:312, 2004; and CoWer, $., Fulhan, J., and Duggan, 
C. Nutrition for the pediatric office: Update on vitamins, infant feeding and food 
allergies. Curr. Opin. Pediatr. 16:314, 2004. 
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Anticonvulsant Drugs and Vitamin Requirements 

Anticonvulsant drugs such as phenobarbital or diphenylhydanroin 
(DPH) are an excellent example of drug-nutrient interactions chat 
are of concern co physicians. Metabolic bone disease appears co be 
the most significant side effect of prolonged anticonvulsant therapy. 
Whereas children and adults who cake these drugs seldom develop 
rickets or severe osteomalacia, up co 65% of chose on long-term ther
apy have abnormally low serum calcium and phosphorus, abnormally 
high serum alkaline phosphatase, and some bone loss. Vitamin D sup
plements appear co correct both chehypocalcemia and osteopenia. An
ticonvulsants also tend to increase needs for vitamin K, leading to an 
increased incidence of hemorrhagic disease in infants born to mothers 
on anticonvulsants. Anticonvulsancs appear to increase the need for 
folic acid and B6. Low serum folate levels occur in 75% of patients 
on anticonvulsants, and megaloblastic anemia may occur in as many 

as 50% without supplementation. This is of particular concern for 
women of childbearing age. When infants are exposed co antiepileptic 
drugs in urero, the risk of congenital malformations, particularly neu
ral rube defects, is doubled compared co the general population. The 
recommended daily allowance offolic acid is 600 µ,g/day for pregnant 
women, and the need may be greater for patients on anticonvulsants. 
Since folaces may speed up the metabolism of some anticonvulsancs, it 
is imporrant chat excess folic acid not be given. 

Rivery, M. D., and Schonelius, D. D. Phenytoin -Folic Acid: A review. Drug Intel
ligence and Clinical Pharmacy 18:292, 1984; Tje llesen, L. Metabolism and action 
of vitamin D in epileptic paciencs on anticonvulsanr rreaanent and healthy adulcs. 
Danish Medical Bulletin 41:139 , 1994; and Yerby, M. $., Management issues for 
women with epilepsy Neural rube defeccs and folic acid supp lememacion. Neuro
wgy 61, Suppl. 2:S23, 2003. 

patients with obstructive jaundic e and other diseases leading to severe fut malabsorption 
(see Clin. Corr . 26.1, p. 1068) and patients on long-term antibiotic therapy (which may 
destroy vitamin K-synchesizing organisms in the inte stine). Deficiency is sometimes seen in 
the elderly, who are prone to fut malabsorption. 

26.5 • WATER-SOLUBLE VITAMINS 

Water-soluble vitamins differ from fut-soluble vitamins in several respects. Most are readily 
excreted once their concentration surpasses the renal threshold so toxicities are Iare . Their 
metabolic scores are labile and depletion can often occur in a matter of weeks or months , so 
deficiencies occur relatively quickly on an inadequate diet. Since water-soluble vitamins are 
coenzymes for many common biochemical reactions , it is often possible co assay vitamin 
status by measuring one or more enzyme activities in isolated red blood cells. These assays 
are especially useful if one measures the endogenous activity and the stimulation of that 
activity by addition of the active coenzyme derived from the vitamin. 

Most water-soluble vitamins are converted co coenzymes that are used in pathways for 
energy generation or hematopoiesis. Deficiencies of the energy-releasing vitamins produce 
a number of overlapping symptoms and show up first in rapidly growing tissues. Typical 
symptoms include dermatitis, glossicis (swelling and reddening of the tongue) , cheilicis at 
the corners of the lips, and diarrhea . In many cases, nervous tissue is also involved due to 
its high-energy demand or specific effeccs of the vitamin . Common neurological symptoms 
include peripheral neuropathy (ting ling of nerves at the extremities) , depression, mental 
confusion, lack of motor coordination, and malaise. Demyelination and degeneration of 
nervous tissues may also occur. These deficiency symptoms are so common and overlap
ping chat they can be conside red as properties of the energy-releasing vitamins as a class, 
rather than being specific for any one. 

26.6 • ENERGY-RELEASING 
WATER-SOLUBLE VITAMINS 

Thiamin Forms the Coenzyme Thiamin Pyrophosphate 

Thiamin (Figure 26 .1 O) is rapidly converted co tbiamin pyrophospha te (TPP) (also referred 
to as thiamin diphosphate [TO P]), a coenzyme requiied for the pyruvate dehydrogenase 
and a- ketoglutarate dehydrogenase reactions (Figure 26 .11), and thiamin criphosphate, 
which is localized in peripheral nerve membranes and appears to function in transmission 
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Figure 26.10 Structur e of thiamin . 
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of nerve impulses. Loss of pyruvate dehydrogenase activity compromises cellular energy 
generation and causes an accumulation of pyruvate and lactate. Loss of a-keroglutarate 
dehydrogenase activity causes reduced oxidative decarboxylation of a-keto acids (p. 554). 
Symptoms of thiarnin deficiency involving neural tissue may result &om the direct role 
of thiamin triphosphate in nerve transmission or from the accumulation of pyruvate and 
lactate in neural tissue. Thiarnin pyrophosphate is also required for the transketolase and 
rransaldolase reaccions of the penrose phosphate pathway. Red blood cell transketolase is 
commonly used for measuring thiarnin status in the body. 

Symptoms of mild tbiaroio deficiency include loss of appetite, constipation, nausea, 
mental depression, peripheral neuropathy, irritability, and fatigue. These symptoms are 
most often seen in the elderly and low-income groups on restricted diets. Mental con
fusion , ataxia (unsteady gait while walking and general inability to achieve fine control 
of motor functions), and ophthalmoplegia (loss of eye coordination) are symptoms of 
moderately severe thiamin deficiency. This set of symptoms is referred to as Wernicke
Korsakoff syndrome, and is most commonly seen in chronic alcoholics (Clin. Corr. 26.5). 
Severe thiamin deficiency is known as beriberi . Dry beriberi is characterized by advanced 
neuromuscular symptoms, including muscu lar atrophy and weakness . When this is cou
pled with edema , the disease is called wet beriberi. Both forms of beriberi can be associ
ated with an unusual type of heart failure characterized by high cardiac output. Beriberi 
occurs primarily in populations that rely exclusively on polished rice for food, although 
cardiac failure is sometimes seen in alcoholics as well. Coffee and tea contain substances 
that destroy thiamin , but this is not a problem with normal consumption. Routine enrich
ment of cereals has assured that most Americans have an adequate intake of thiamin on a 
mixed diet . 

Nutritional Considerations in Alcoholics 

Chronic alcoholics run considerable risk of neurologic symptoms associ
ated with thiamin or pyridoxine deficiencies and hematological prob
lems associated with folate or pyridoxine deficiencies. The deficiencies 
are nor necessarily due co poor diet alone, although it is often a strong 
contributing factor. Alcohol causes pathological alterations of the gas
trointestinal tract that directly interfere with absorption of certain nutri
ents. The severe liver damage associated with chronic alcoholism appears 
co interfere with storage and activation of nutrients and vitamins. 

Up co 40% of hospitalized alcoholics have megaloblastic eryth
ropoiesis due to folate deficiency. Alcohol interferes with folate ab
sorption and alcoholic cirrhosis impairs folate storage. Another 30% 
of hospitalized alcoholics have sideroblastic anemia or identifiable 
sideroblasts in erythroid marrow cells characteristic of pyridoxine 
deficiency. Some alcoholics develop a peripheral neuropathy that 
responds to pyridoxine supplementation . This problem may result 
from impaired activation or increased degradation of pyridoxine. In 
particular, acetaldehyde {a product of alcohol metabolism) displaces 
pyridoxal phosphate from its carrier protein in the plasma, causing it 
to be rapidly degraded to inactive compounds and excreted. 

The most dramatic disorder is the Wernicke-Korsakoff syn
drome. The symptoms include mental disturbances, ataxia (unsteady 
gait and lack of fine motor coordination), and uncoordinated eye 
movements. Congestive heart failure similar to that seen with beriberi 
may also occur. While this syndrome may only account for 1 %-3% 
of alcohol-related neurologic disorders, the response to supplemental 

thiamin is dramatic . The thiamin deficiency probably arises from im
paired absorption, although alcoholic cirrhosis may also affect storage 
of thiamin in the liver. 

Deficiencies of most water-soluble vitamins can occur and cases 
of alcoholic scurvy and pellagra are occasionally reported. Chronic 
ethanol consumption causes redistribution of vitamin A stores in the 
body. Liver stores are rapidly depleted while levels of vitamin A in the 
serum and other tissues may be normal or slightly elevated. Appar
ently, ethanol causes increased mobilization of vitamin A from the 
liver and increased catabolism of liver vitamin A to inactive metabo
lites by the hepatic cytochrome P4S0 system. Alcoholic patients have 
decreased bone density and an increased incidence of osteoporosis. 
This probably relates to a defect in the 25-hydroxylation step in the 
liver and an increased rate of metabolism of vitamin D to inactive 
products by the cytochrome P4S0 system. Alcoholics generally have 
decreased serum levels of zinc, calcium, and magnesium due to poor 
dietary intake and increased urinary losses. Iron-deficiency anemia is 
very rare unless there is gastrointestinal bleeding or chronic infection. 
In fact, excess iron is a more common problem with alcoholics. Many 
alcoholic beverages contain relatively high iron levels, and alcohol 
may enhance iron absorption. 

Lieber, C. S. Alcohol, liver and nucririon. J Am. College Nutr. 10:602, 1991; and 

Markowitz, J. S., McRae , A. L., and Sonne, S. C. Oral nucrirional supplemencarion 
for the alcoholic patient : A brief overview. Ann. Clin. Psychiatry 12: 153 , 2000. 
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Riboflavin Forms the Coenzymes FAD and FMN 

Riboflavin (Figure 26. 12) is the precursor of flavin adenine dinucleotide (FAD) and flavin 
mononucl eotide (FMN), both of which are coenzymes in a wide variety of redox reactions 
essential for energy production and cellular respiration . Riboflavin is also required for iron 
mobilization, and riboflavin deficiency can contr ibute to anemia when iron intake is low. 
Charaete ristic symptoms of riboflavin deficiency are angular cheilitis, glossitis, and scaly der
matitis (especially around the nasolabial folds and scrotal areas). The best enzyme for assay
ing riboflavin status is etythrocyte glutath ione reductase. Foods rich in riboflavin include 
milk, meat, eggs, and cereal products. Riboflavin deficiencies are quite rare in this country, 
and are usually seen in chronic alcoholics. Hypothy roidism slows the conversion of ribofla
vin to FMN and FAD, but it is not known whether this affects riboflavin requi rements. 

Niacin Forms the Coenzymes NAO and NADP 

Niacin (Figure 26.13) is not a vitam in in the strictest sense of the word, since niacin can be 
synthesized from tryptophan (Figure 26 . l 4). However, conversion of tryptophan to niacin 
is relatively inefficient (60 mg of tryptophan is required for the production of l mg of 
niacin) and occurs only after all of the body requi rements for tryptophan (prote in synthesis, 
production of serotonin and melatonin , and energy production) have been met . Since syn
thesis of niacin requires pyridoxine , riboflavin and iron (Figure 26. l 4) , it is also very inef
ficient on a marginal diet. Dietary niacin (nicotinic acid) and niacinamide (nicotinam ide) 
are both convened to the ubiquitous oxidation - reduction coenzymes NAD and NADP 
(Figure 26.14). T hese coenzymes are electron acceptors or hydrogen donors in many redox 
reactions and cellular respiration. NAD is also required for the poly-ADP-ribose polymer
ase reaction, which is part of the cellular DNA damage recognition system and regulates 
DNA replication , DNA repair, and cell cycle progression. 

Figure 26.12 Structures of riboflavin , flavin 
mon onucleotide (FMN) and flavin adenine 
dinucleotide (FAD) . 
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Figure 26.14 Form atio n of NAO and NADP. 
Pathways for formation ofNAD and NADP. 
Abbreviations: NA= nicocinic acid; NAm = 
nicocinamide; and NAAD = nicotinic acid 
adenine dinucleotide. 
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Borderline niacin deficiency results in a glossitis (redness) of the tongue , somewhat 
similar to riboflavin deficiency. Pronounced deficiency leads to pellagra, which is charaeter
ized by the three Ds: dermatitis , diarrhea, and dementia . The dermatitis is usually seen only 
in skin areas exposed to sunlight and is symmetr ic. The neurologic symptoms are associated 
with aetual degeneration of nervous tissue. Because of food fortification, pellagra is a medi
cal curiosity in the developed world, being primarily seen in alcoholics, patients with severe 
malabsorption, and elderly on very reStricted diets. Pregnancy, lactation, and chronic illness 
lead to increased needs for niacin, but a varied diet usually provides sufficient amounts. The 
richest sources of niacin are meats, peanuts and other legumes, and enriched cereals. 

Nicotinic acid in pharmacologic doses (1.4-4 g/day) is used to lower LDL cholesterol 
and triglycerides, and increase HDL cholesterol levels. The decrease in LDL choleSterol 
and triglycerides appears to be due to a direct, noncompetitive inhibition by niacin of 
liver diacylglycerol acyltransferase-2, a key enzyme in triglyceride synthesis. The decreased 
hepatic triglyceride synthesis results in intracellular apo B degradation and decreased secre
tion ofVLDL particles. The increased HDL levels appear to be due to an effect of niacin 
on a hepatic apo AI receptor, which inhibits removal ofHDL particles from the circulation. 
Side effecrs of niacin therapy include flushing of the skin, hyperuricemia, and elevation of 
liver enzymes. The flushing of the skin can be avoided by using niacinamide or slow-release 
preparations of nicotinic acid, but careful monitoring of the patient for hepatic alterations 
is still required . 

Pyridoxine (Vitamin 86) Forms the Coenzyme 
Pyridoxal Phosphate 

Pyridoxine , pyridoxamine, and pyridoxal, are naturally occurring forms of vitamin B6 
(Figure 26.15). The y are efficiently converted to pyridoxal phosphate , which is required 
for the synthesis, catabolism, and interconver sion of amino acids. Pyridoxal phosp hate is 
essential for the transaminase reactions that allow the inter conversion of amino acids and 
their entry into energy generating pathways (p. 754) and can, therefore, be considered an 
energy-releasing vitamin . Some symptoms of severe deficiency are similar to those of the 
other energy-releasing vitamins. It is also required for the synthesis of the neurotransmit
ters seroton in, norepinephrine, epinephrine, and y-aminobutyrate (GABA) and for synthe
sis of the sphingolipids necessary for myelin formation. This may explain the irritabiliry, 
nervousness, and depression seen with mild deficiency and the peripheral neuropathy and 
convulsions observed with severe deficiency. It is required for synthesis of 6-aminolevulinic 
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acid, a precursor of heme, and BG deficiencies can cause sideroblastic rnicrocytic anemia. 
Pyridox.al phosphate is covalently linked to a lysine residue of glycogen phosphorylase, 
which stabilizes the enzyme. T his may explain the decreased glucose tolerance associated 
with deficiency, although BG appears to have some direct effects on the glucocorticoid 
receptor as well. Pyridox.al phosphate is also required for the conversion of homocysteine to 
cysteine. Hyperhomocysteinernia is associated with increased risk for cardiovascular disease 
and cognitive decline in the elderly (see Section 26.7, p. 1079). 

The dietary requirement for BG is roughly propo rtional to the protein content of the 
diet . The requirement is increased during pregnancy and lactation, and it may increase with 
age. Vitamin BG is widespread in foods, but meat, vegetables, whole-grain cereals, and egg 
yolks are among the richest sources. It had been assumed that the average American diet 
was adequate in BG and it was, therefore, not routinely added to flour and other fortified 
foods. However, recent nutritional surveys have found that a significant fraction of the US 
population consumes less than the recommended intake for BG. 

Pantothenic Acid and Biotin Form Coenzymes 
Involved in Energy Metabolism 

Pantoth enic acid is a component of coenzyme A (CoA) and the phosphopantotheine moi
ety of fatty acid synthase and is required for metabolism of fat, protein , and carbohydrate 
via the citric acid cycle and for fatty acid and cholesterol synthesis. More than 70 enzymes 
have been described to date that utilize CoA or its derivatives. Therefore , one would expect 
pantothenic acid deficiency to be a serious concern in humans. This is not the case since 
(1) pantothenic acid is very widespread in natural foods, probably reflecting its widespread 
metabolic role and (2) when pantothenic acid deficiency does occur, it is usually associated 
with multiple nutrient deficiencies, thus making it difficult to discern symptoms specific to 
the pantothenic acid deficiency. 

Biotin is covalently bound to an e-amino group of a lysine residue in pyruvate car
boxylase, acetyl-CoA carboxylase, propionyl-CoA carboxylase, and /3-methylcrotonyl-CoA 
carboxylase. Biotin occurs in peanuts, chocolate, and eggs and is synthesized by intestinal 
bacteria. However, the biotin synthesized by intestinal bacteria may not be present in a 
location or a form that can contribute significantly to absorbed biotin . 

a-Lipoic Acid Plays Multiple Roles in the Body 

a- Lipoic acid is an essential coenzyme for the pyruvate dehydrogenase, a-ketoglutarate 
dehydrogenase and branched-cha.in a-keto acid dehydrogenase reactions, so it plays a major 
role in energy generation via the citric acid cycle. In cells it is reduced to dihydrolipoic 
acid, which is a potent antioxidant. Finally, a-lipoic acid increases the activity of adenylate 
kinase, PPAR-a , and PPAR-y by unknown mechanisms . The effects on PPAR-a and 
PP AR-y may explain clinical stud ies showing that a-lipoic acid supplementation appears 
to improve glucose utilization and decrease insulin resistance in patients with metabolic 
syndrome and type 2 diabetes. 

26.7 • HEMATOPOIETI C 
WATER-SOLUBLE VITAMINS 

Folic Acid Functions as Tetrahydrofolate in 
One-Carbon Metabolism 

The simplest form of folic acid is pteroylmonoglutamic acid. Folic acid in the diet usu
ally occurs as polyglutamate derivatives with from 2 to 7 glutamic acid residues joined in 
y -peptide linkages (Figure 26.16). An enzyme called folylpo ly--y-glutamate carboxylase II 
(glutamate conjugase) removes the extra glutamate in the intestine. The monoglutaminated 
folic acid is then taken up by the reduced folate carrier (RFC) in intestinal mucosa! cells. The 
monoglutaminated folic acid in the blood is taken into cells via the folate receptor (FR) a and 
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Figure 26.16 Structure of folic acid and N5-methyltetrahydrofo late . 

the polyglutamate tail is added by folylpoly-y-glutamate syntherase. The polygluamated 
folic acid is then reduced to tetrahydrofolate polyglutamate by dihydrofolate reductase 
(DHFR) (Figure 26 .17). Inside cells tetrahydrofolates are present primarily as polygluta
mates, which appear to be the biologically active form. T etrahydrofolate polyglutamate is 
also stored in liver. 

Tetrah ydrofolate is a one-carbon carrier that facilitates interconversion of meth
enyl, formyl, formimino, methylene, and methyl groups (Figure 26.18). This occurs at 
the expense of pyridine nucleotide reduction or oxidation and while the carbon moiety 
is attached to THF. The interconversions permit use of a carbon that is removed in one 
oxidation state from a molecule for addition in a different oxidation state to a different 
molecule. 

T he various one-carbon tetrahydrofolate derivatives are used in the synthesis of ser
ine, glycine, purines, and dTMP (see Figure 26 .17). N5-methyl tetrahydrofolate is also 
required for the B12-dependenr conversion of homocysteine to methionine. Homocysteine 
is a nonessential amino acid that is toxic when it accumulates within the cell. Methionine is 
a precursor to S-adenosyl methionine which is required for cellular methylation reactions, 

His Purine ring 

dTMP 

Ser 

Purine ring 

Methionine Homocysteine 

Figure 26.17 Metabolic roles of folic acid and vitamin B12 in one -carbon metabo lism. 
Metabolic interconversions of folic acid and its derivatives are indicated with black arrows. Pathways 
relying exclusively on folate are shown with red arrows. The important B1rdependent reaction converting 
W-methyl tetrahydrofolate (H4folate) back to Hlolate is shown with a blue arrow. The box encloses the 
'poo l' of one-carbon derivatives ofH4fo late. 
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including choline biosynthesis and methylation of DNA and histones . Thus , adequate 
folate status is not only required for DNA synthesis and cellular proliferation, but is also 
required for normal regulation of gene expression. 

Folate deficiency inhibitS DNA synthesis by decreasing the availability of purines 
and dTMP . This leads to arrest of cells in S phase (p. 1004), a characteristicmegaloblastic 
change in size and shape of the nuclei and a slower maturation of red blood cells, causing 
prod uction of abnormally large macrocytic red blood cells with fragile membranes. Thus 
a macrocytic anemia associated with megaloblastic changes in the bone marrow is charac
teristic of folate deficiency. Folate deficiency in pregnant women increases the risk of birth 
defeCtS, especially neural tube defectS (Clin. Corr. 26.6), either due to effects on cell divi
sion or gene regulation during development. In addition, hyperhomocysteinemia is fairly 
common in the elderly population and may be due to inadequate intake and/or decreased 
utilization of folate, vitamin B6, and vitamin B12• Hyperhomocysteinemia is associated with 
increased risk for cardiovascular disease and cognitive decline in the elderly and usually 
responds to supplementation with folic acid, vitamin B6, and vitamin B12• Finally, fo!ate 
deficiency appears to be associated with several forms of cancer, especially colon and cervi
cal cancer. 

Folate deficiency is caused by inadequate intake, increased need, impaired absorption, 
increased demand, and impaired metabolism. Some dietary surveys suggest that inadequate 
intake may be more common than previously supposed. As with most other vitamins, inad
equate intake is probably not sufficient to trigger symptoms of folate deficiency in the absence 
of increased requirements or decreased utilization. For example, gene polymorphisms that 
increase the need for fo!ate may be common (Clin. Corr. 26.6). Increased need also occurs 
during pregnancy and lactation. By the third trimester the folic acid requirement has almost 
doubled. In the United States, 20%- 25% of otherwise normal pregnant women have low 
serum folate, but actual megaloblastic anemia is rare and is usually seen only after multiple 
pregnancies. However, inadequate folate levels during the early stages of pregnancy increase 
the risk for neural tube defects, a type of birth defect. Normal diets seldom supply the 600 µg/ 
day of folate needed during pregnancy. Thus, enriched grain products are now fortified with 
folic acid at a concentration of 1.4 µ /g of product . This level of fortification was designed to 
increase average intake of folic acid by l 00 µ /day. Since fortification, the incidence of neural 

Figure 26.18 Active cent er of tetrahydro 

folate . NS is the sire of attachment of methyl and 
formimino groups; N l 0 is the site for formyl; 
methylene and methenyl groups form bridges 
between NS and NI0. 
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Gene Polymorphisms and Folic Acid Requ irement 

Folic acid supplementation lowers the risk of neural cube defects 
and decreases serum homocysceine levels; chis may lower the risk 
of heart disease. These data lead co an increase in the RDA for folic 
acid and co forrificarion of grain produces with folic acid. Yee even 
on a marginal diet, nor all adults have elevated homocysceine levels 
and not all mother s give birch co babies with neural tube defects. 
What determines these individual responses co inadequate folace 
intake? There is a common generic polymorphism in che gene for 
5,10-methyleneceuahydrofolace reducrase (MTHFR) that produces 
the 5-methylteuahydrofolace required for the conversion of ho
mocysceine co methionine (see Figure 26.17, p. 1080). A C677T 
(OMIM 607093) single nucleotide polymorphism ($NP) results in 
a substitution of valine for alanine chat lowers specific activity and 
reduces stability of the enzyme. Approximately 12% of the Caucasians 
and Asians are homozygous (TIT) and 50% are heterozygous (CIT) 
for chis polymorphism. Plasma folace concentrations are significantly 
lower and plasma homocysteine levels are significantly higher in TIT 
individuals consuming diets low in folace. When coupled with Low 

folace intake, the TIT genotype may account for 15% of neural cube 
defects. In addition, older individuals with the TIT genotype and low 
folace intake appear co be at increased risk of colon cancer. An active 
investigation of generic polymorphisms in the ocher genes involved in 
folace metabolism is underway. Polymorphisms have been described 
in a number of ocher genes involved in teuahydrofolace one~bon 
metabolism, but none of chem have been definitively shown co in
crease the risk of neural cube defects co dace. However, absorption 
of folace by the intestine may be lower in mothers with a history of 
neural cube defect pregnancies than in conuol mothers. The generics 
of chis effect has not yet been determined. 

Bailey, L. B., and Gregory, J. F. Polymorphisms of metbylenetecrahydrofolare 

reducrase and ocher enzymes: Metabolic significance, risks, and impact on folate 

requirement.]. Nutr. 129:919 , 1999; Fang, J. Y., and Xiao ,$ . D . Folic acid, poly

morphism of methyl-group metabolism genes, and DNA mechylacion in relation ro 

G I carcinogenesis. J. GastroenteroL 38:821, 2003; and Beaudin , A. E., and Stover, 

P. J. Folare-mediared one-carbon metabolism and neural rube defectS: Balancing 
genome synthesis and gene expression. Birth Defects Res., Part C, 8 I: 183, 2007 . 

Figure 26.19 Structure of vitamin B12 

(cobalamin e). 

tube defects has decreased by 19%. Addition of an extra 200 µ/day would offer much 
greater protection against neural tube defects and hyperhomocysteinemia, but this level of 
folic acid supplementation could mask the symptoms of vitamin B12 deficiency as described 
below. Thus , most physicians routinely recommend supplementation for women during 
the child-bearing years and for the elderly. Folate deficiency is also common in alcoholics 
(see Clin. Corr. 26.5 , p. 1076) and in those with malabsorption diseases. 

Anticonvulsants and oral contraceptives may interfere with folate absorption, and 
anticonvulsants appear to increase cacabolism of folates (see Clin . Corr . 26.4, p. 1075). 
Long-term use of these drugs can lead to folate deficiency unless adequate supplementation 
is provided. For example, 20% of patients using oral contraceptives develop megaloblastic 
changes in the cervicovaginal epithelium, and 20%- 30% show low serum folate. 

Vitamin 8 12 (Cobalamin) Contains Cobalt in a Tetrapyrrole Ring 

Pernicious anemia, a megaloblastic anemia associated with neurological deterioration caused 
by progressive demyelination of nervous tissue, was invariably fatal until 1926 when liver 
extracts were shown to be curative . Subsequent work showed the need for both an extrinsic 
factor present in liver and an intrinsic factor produced by the body; vitamin B12 was the 
extrinsic factor. Vitamin B12 contains cobalt in a coordination state of six, coordinated in 
four positions by a tetrapyrrole (corrin) ring, in one position by a benzirnidazole nitrogen , 
and in the sixth position by one of several different ligands (Figure 26.19). The crystalline 
forms of B12 used in supplementation are usually hydroxycobalamin or cyanocobalarnin . 
B12 in foods usually occurs bound to protein in the methyl or 5' -deoxyadenosyl form. To 
be utilized, the B12 must be released from the protein by acid hydrolysis in the stomach 
or trypsin digestion in the intestine. It then combines with the intrinsic factor, a protein 
secreted by the stomach; this carries it to the ileum for absorption. 

Vitamin B12 participates in only two chemical reactions in humans. The methyl deriv
ative ofB 12 is required for methionine synthase , in which homocysteine is methylated to 
methionine. The 5-deoxyadenosyl derivative is required for methylmalonyl -CoA mutase, 
which converts methylmalonyl CoA to succinyl CoA, a key reaction in catabolism of valine, 
isoleucine, methionine, threonine , odd chain fatty acids, thymine, and the side chain of 
cholesterol. As might be expected, B12 deficiency causes the accumulation of both homo
cysteine and methylmalonic acid. 
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The megaloblastic anemia associated with B12 deficiency is thought to reflect the effect of 
B12 on folate metabolism. B12- dependent methionine synthesis (homocysteine + N 5-methyl 
THF - > methionine + THF) is the only pathway by which N 5-methyltetrabydrofolate 
can return to the tetrahydrofolate pool (see Figure 26 .17, p. 1080). Thus, in B12 deficiency 
essentially all of the folate becomes "trapped" as the N5-methyl derivative, causing a buildup 
of N 5-methyltetrahydrofolate and a deficiency of the tetrahydrofolate derivatives needed for 
purine and dTMP biosynthesis . By replenishing the tetrahydrofolate pool , large arnountS of 
supplemental folace can overcome the megaloblastic anemia, but not the neurological prob
lems. This is the crux of the current debate on the optimal levels for folate forci6cation of 
foods. It is the megaloblastic anemia that usually brings the patient into the doccor's office. 
Thus , by masking the anemia, routine forci6cation of foods with high levels of folate could 
prevent detection ofB 12 deficiency until the neurological damage had become irreversible. 

It has been proposed that the demyelination associated with B12 deficiency is caused by 
methylmalonyl CoA accumulation in two ways. (1) Methylmalonyl CoA is a competitive 
inhib itor of malonyl CoA in fatty acid biosynthesis. Because the myelin sheath is continually 
turning over, any severe inhibition of fatty acid biosynthesis will lead to its degeneration . (2) 
Methylmalony l CoA can substitute for malonyl CoA in fatty acid synthesis leading to syn
thesis of branched-chain fatty acids, which may disrupt membrane srrueture . However , the 
neurologic symptoms ofB 12 deficiency cannot be fully explained by either mechanism , since 
accumulation of both methylmalonic acid and homocysteine is required for demyelinacion. 
Recent studies have shown that B12 deficiency is associated with increased expression of 
tumor necrosis factor a (TNF-a) and nerve growth factor (NGF) and decreased expression 
of epidermal growth factor (EGF) and interleukin 6 (II.r6) in cerebrospinal fluid, but the 
mechanism of these changes and their effect on neural function remain unknown. 

Vitamin B12 is widespread in foods of animal origin, especially meatS. Since the liver stores 
up to a 6-year supply of vitamin B12, deficiencies of B12 are rare except in older people who 
produce insufficient intrinsic faetor and/or HC l in the stomach (Clin. Corr. 26 .7), patientS 
with severe malabsorpcion diseases {see Clin. Corr. 26.1, p. 1068) and long-term vegetarians. 

Nutritional Needs of Elderly Persons 

If current trends continue , one out of five Americans will be over the 
age of 65 by the year 2030. With this projected aging of the American 
population , there has been increased interest in defining the nutrition
al needs of the elderly. Recent research shows altered needs of elderly 
persons for several essential nutriencs. For example, the absorption 
and utilization of vitamin B6 decreases with age. Dietary surveys have 
consistently shown that B6 is a problem nutrient for many Americans, 
and the elderly are no exception. Many older Americans gee less than 
SO% of the RDA for B6 from their diet. Vitamin B12 deficiency is 
also more prevalent in the elderly. Many older adulcs develop atrophic 
gastritis (decreased acid production in the stomach) and decreased 
production of intrinsic factor, which lead co poor absorption of B12• 

The blood level of homocysceine, a possible risk factor for atheroscle
rosis, dementia, and Alzheimer disease, is often elevated in the elderly. 
Homocysteine is a by-produce of DNA methylation and is normally 
metabolized to methionine or cysceine in reactions requiring folic acid, 
B12 and B6 (see Figure 26.17, p. 1080). Simple supplementation with 
those B vitamins is generally sufficient co normalize homocysceine lev
els. Vitamin D can be a problem as well. Many elderly do not spend 
much time in the sunlight, and the conversion of7-dehydrocholescer
ol co vitamin D in the skin and 25-(OH)D to 1,25-(OH}iD in the 
kidney decreases with age. These factors lead co significant deficiencies 

of 1,25-(OH )zD in the elderly, which can cause a negative calcium 
balance. These changes may contribute co osteoporosis. 

There is some evidence for increased need for chromium and 
zinc as well. Many elderly appear co have difficulty converting di
etary chromium co the biologically active chromodulin. Chromium 
deficiency could contribute co type 2 diabetes. Similarly, most elderly 
consume between one-half and two-thirds the RDA for zinc, and con
ditions such as atrophic gastritis can interfere with zinc absorption. 
Symptoms of zinc deficiency include loss of taste acuity, dermatitis , 
and a weakened immune system. All of these symptoms are common 
in the elderly population , and zinc deficiency may contribute. 

Noc all of the news is bad, however. Vitamin A absorption in
creases with age and ics clearance by the liver decreases, so vitamin 
A remains in the circulation for a longer rime. Noc only does the 
need for vitamin A decrease as we age, but the elderly also need co be 
particularly careful co avoid vitamin A toxicity. Although this does 
not restrict their choice of foods or multivitamin supplements , they 
should generally avoid separate vitamin A supplemenrs. 

Johnson, K. A , Bernard, M. A., and Funderburg, K. Viramin nucricion in older 
adulr.s. Clin. Geriatr. Med. 18:773, 2002; Johnson, M. A , and Kimlin, M. G. Vita
min D, aging, and the 2005 Dietary Guidelines for Americans. Nutr. Rev. 64:410 , 
2006 ; and Baker, H. Nucricion in the elderly: An overview. Geriatrics62:28, 2007. 
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Rgure 26.20 Structure of vitamin C (ascorbic 
acid). 

26.8 • OTHER WATER -SOLUBLE VITAMINS 

Ascorbic Acid Functions in Reduction and 
Hydroxylation Reactions 

Vitamin C or ascorbic acid (Figure 26 .20) is a cofaccor for mixed function oxidases 
involved in the hydroxylation of lysine and proline, synthesis of carnitine, and synthesis 
of norepinephrine. Hydroxylation of lysine and proline is required for prococollagen co 
cross-link properly into normal collagen fibrils. Vitamin C is required for maintenance 
of normal connective tissue and for wound healing. It is also necessary for bone forma
tion , since the organic matrix of bone tissue consists largely of collagen. Collagen is also 
a component of the ground substance surrounding capillary walls, so vitamin C defi
ciency causes capillary fragility. Carnitine is required for transport of long-chain fatty acids 
into the mitochondria (p. 69 1), and decreased carnitine levels may be responsible for the 
fatigue associated with vitamin C deficiency. Since vitamin C is concentrated in the adre
nal gland, it may be required for hydroxylation reactions in synthesis of some corticoster
oids especially in periods of stress. Vitamin C also appears to modulate signal transduction 
pathways and gene expression affecting vascular endothelial cells. Finally, ascorbic acid 
also acts as a nonenzymatic reducing agent. For example, it aids in absorption of iron by 
reducing it to the ferrous state in the scomach. It spares vitamin A, vitamin E, and some B 
vitamins by protecting them from oxidation . It enhances utilization of folic acid, either by 
aiding conversion of folate to tetrahydrofolate or formation of polyglutamate derivatives 
of tetrahydrofolate . 

Sympcoms of mild vitamin C deficiency include capillary fragility, which leads to easy 
bruising and formation of petechiae (small, pinpoint hemorrhages in skin) and decreased 
irnmunocompetence . Scurvy, a more severe form of deficiency, is associated with decreased 
wound healing, osteoporosis, hemorrhaging, and anemia . Osteoporosis results from the 
inability to maintain the collagenous organic matrix of the bone, which leads to deminer
alization. Anemia results from extensive hemorrhaging coupled with defects in iron absorp
tion and folare metabolism . 

Vitamin C is readily absorbed so that deficiency invariably results from poor diet and/ 
or increased need. In severe stress or trauma there is a rapid drop in serum vitamin C 
levels, and most of the body's supply of vitamin C is mobilized to the adrenals and/or the 
traumatized area. It is not clear whether this represents an increased demand for vitamin 
C or merely a normal redistribution to those areas where it is needed mosr. Nor is it clear 
whether the lowered serum levels of vitamin C impair its functions in other tissues in rhe 
body. The current consensus seems to be that the lowered serum vitamin C levels indicate 
an increased demand , bur there is little agreement as to how much. 

Smoking causes lower serum levels of vitamin C. In fact, the RDAs for smokers are 
110- 125 mg of vitamin C/day versus 75- 90 mg/day for nonsmoking adults. Aspirin 
appears to block uptake of vitamin C by white blood cells. Oral contraceptives and cor
ticosteroids also lower serum levels of vitamin C. The possibility of marginal vitamin C 
deficiency should be considered with any patient using these drugs over a long period, 
especially if dietary intake of vitamin C is suboptimal . 

The use of megadoses of vitamin C to prevent and cure the common cold has gener
ated considerable controversy. While vitamin C supplementation does not appear to pre
vent the common cold, it may moderate the symptoms or shorten the duration . It has been 
suggested that vitamin C is required for normal leukocyte function or that it decreases 
histamine levels. Although megadoses of vitamin Care probably no more harmful than the 
widely used over-the-counter cold medications, some potential side effects of high vitamin 
C intake should be considered. For example, oxalate is a major metabolite of ascorbic acid. 
Thus , high ascorbate intakes could theoretically lead to the formation of oxalate kidney 
stones in predisposed individuals. However, most studies have shown that excess vitamin C 
is primari ly excreted as ascorbate rather than oxalate. Pregnant mothers raking megadoses 
of vitamin C may give birth to infants with abnormally high vitamin C requirements, but 
this is easily treated. The UL for vitamin Chas been set at 2000 mg/day because higher 
levels can cause diarrhea in some individuals . 
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Choline and Carnitine Perform Several Functions 

Choline and carnitine have traditionally been considered as nonessential because they 
can be synthesized de novo. However, choline has recently been reclassified as essential 
and camitine as conditionally essential. Choline (Figure 26.21) is required for synthesis 
and release of acetylcholine , an important neurotransminer involved in memory st0rage, 
motor control , and other functions . It is also a precursor for synthesis of the phospholipids 
phosphatid ylcholin e (lecithin) and sphingomyelin, which are important for membrane 
function , intracellular signaling, and hepatic export of very low-density lipoproteins . Phos
phatidylcholine is also important in removal of cholesterol from tissues, as it is a substrate 
for lecithin-cholesterol acyltransferase in reverse cholesterol transport (p. 725). Finally, 
choline is a p recursor for the methyl donor betaine. 

Studies in rodents indicate that choline deficiency increases the risk of liver cancer and 
memory deficits in aged animals, but these effects have not been demonstrated in humans. 
Both choline and betaine supplementation appear to lower serum homocysteine levels in 
humans. However , current data are insufficient to draw firm conclusions about whether 
choline and/or betaine supplementation have any effects on cardiovascular risk. 

A significant portion of the daily choline requirement can be met by the endogenous 
conversion of phosphatidylethanolamine to phosphatidylcholine by the liver enzyme phos
phacidylethanolarnine N-methyltransferase (PEMT). Because choline can be synthesized de 
novo and is abundant in food, choline deficiency is very rare. Hepatic complications (fatty 
livers and elevated serum alanine aminotransferase) that respond to choline supplementation 
have been observed in patients on total parenteral nutrition solutions devoid of choline, with 
small intestinal bypass, and with liver cirrhosis. Choline is critical during fetal development 
because it affects DNA methylation, which influences neural cell precursor cell proliferation 
and apoptosis. Forrunately, PEMT expression is increased severalfold during pregnancy. 

Carnitine (Figure 26 .22) is required for transport of fatty acids across the mitochon
drial membrane , so it is essential for normal fatty acid metabolism (p. 691) . In muscle an 
enzyme called carnitine acyltransferase uses carnitine to convert acetyl CoA to acerylcarni
tine, releasing free coenzyme A in the process. This is important because the supply of mito
chondrial coenzyme A is very limited and aceryl CoA synthesis by pyruvate dehydrogenase 
during high intensity exercise is much more rapid than the citric acid cycle can utilize This 
would quickly deplete the coenzyme A supply and shut down the pyruvate dehydrogenase 
reaction in the absence of the carnitine acyltransferase reaction . Thus, in exercising muscle, 
carnitine is essential for both fatty acid and carbohydrate metabolism . 

Because carnitine can be synthesized de novo, it is nonessential for normal healthy 
adults. However, it is considered conditionally essential overall because human genetic dis
orders of carnitine metabolism have been described and some of them respond to carnitine 
supplementation . Carnitine is a popular dietary supplement for athletes. However, for sup
plemental carnitine co have any effect on muscle carnitine levels it must be administered 
along with sufficient carbohydrate to significantly increase serum insulin levels. Most carni
tine supplements on the market do not have any effect on muscle carnitine levels. 

26.9 • MACROMI NERALS 

Calcium Has Many Physiological Roles 

Calcium is the most abundant mineral in the body. Most is in bone, but the small amount 
ofCa 2+ outside of bone functions in a variety of essential processes. It is required for many 
enzymes; it mediates some hormonal responses; and it is essential for blood coagulation, 
muscle contractility , and normal neuromuscular irritability. In fact, only a relatively nar
row range of serum Ca2+ levels is compatible with life. Since maintenance of constant 
serum levels is so vital, an elaborate homeosratic control system has evolved (see Figure 
26.6 , p. 1071). Low serum Ca2+ stimulates formation of 1,25-dihydroxycholecalciferol, 
which enhances intestinal Ca2+ absorption and, with parathyroid hormone , stimulates 
bone resorption. Thus, long-term dietary Ca2+ insufficiency almost always results in net 
loss of calcium from the bones. 

CH3 
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Figure 26.21 Structure of choline. 
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Figure 26.22 Structure of camitin e. 
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Diet and Osteoporosis 

Dietary Ca2+ requirements, however, vary conside rably from individual to individual 
due to the existence of other factors that affect availability of Ca2+. For example, vitamin 
D is required for optimal utilization of calcium, while excess dietary protein may cause 
more rapid excretion of Ca2+. Exercise facilitates calcium utilization for bone formation. 
Calcium balance studies carried out on Peruvian Indians, who have extensive exposure to 
sunlight, get extensive exercise, and subsist on low-protein vegetarian diets, indicate a need 
for only 300-400 mg Ca2+/day. However, similar studies carried out in this country con
sistently show higher requirements and the RDA has been set at 1000-1300 mg/day. 

Symptoms of Ca2+ deficiency resemble those of vitamin D deficiency, but other symp
toms such as muscle cramps are possible with marginal deficiencies. A significant portion 
of low-income children and adult females in this country do not consume adequate Ca2+. 
This is of particular concern because these are the population groups with particularly high 
needs for Ca2+. For this reason, the U.S. Congress has established the WIC (Women and 
Infant Children) program to assure adequate protein, Ca2+, and iron for indigent families 
with pregnant/lactating mothers or with young infants . 

Dietary surveys show that 34%-47% of the population over 60 years of age consumes 
less than the EAR for Ca2+. This is the group most at risk of developing osteoporosis, 
characterized by loss of bone organic matrix and progressive demineralization. Causes of 
osteoporosis are multifactorial and largely unknown , but it is likely that part of the problem 
has to do with Ca2+ metabolism (Clin. Corr . 26.8) . Recent studies suggest that inadequate 
intake ofCa 2+ may result in elevated blood pressure. Thi s is of great concern because most 
low-sodium diets (which are recommended for patients with high blood pressure) severely 
limit dairy products, the main source of ea2+ for Americans. 

Magnesium Is Required by Many Enzymes 

Magnesium is required for many enzyme activities, particularly those utilizing an ATP 
Mg2+ comp lex, and for neuromuscular transmission. Mg2+ content is significantly reduced 
during processing of food items, and recent dietary surveys have shown that the average 

There is strong consensus that che years from age 10 to 35, when 
bone density is reaching ics maximum, are che most important for 
reducing che risk of osteoporosis. The maximum bone density ob
tained during these years depends on both calcium intake and ex
ercise, and dense hones are less likely to become seriously depleted 
of calcium following menopause. Unfortunately, most American 
women consume far too little calcium during these years. The 
RDA for calcium is 1300 mg/day (4 or more glasses of milk/day) 
for women from age 11 co 18, l 000 mg/day (3 or more glasses of 
milk/day) for women from 19 co SO, and 1200 mg/day (4 glasses of 
milk/day) for women over SO. Some experts chink chat calcium re
quirements for poscmenopausal women should be even higher. In 
1994, an NIH consensus panel on osteoporosis recommended chat 
poscmenopausal women consume up co 1500 mg of calcium/day. 
Unfortunately, the median calcium intake for women 19 and older 
is only about 500 mg/day, and with che recent concern about the 
fat content of dairy produces, calcium intakes appear co be decreas
ing rather than increasing. Thus, it is clear that increased calcium 
intake should be encouraged in chis group. Even with drug therapy 
co prevent osteoporosis, calcium intake should not be ignored. 
Recent studies have shown that calcium intakes in the range of 

1000-1500 mg/day make drug or estrogen therapy more effective 
at preserving bone mass. 

Although most of the focus is on calcium intake, we need co 
remember chat bones are not made of calcium alone. If the diet is 
deficient in ocher nutrients, the utilization of calcium for hone forma
tion will be impaired. Vitamin C is needed to form the bone matrix, 
and magnesium and phosphorus are important components of bone 
structure. Vitamin Kand a variety of trace minerals, including copper, 
zinc, manganese, and boron, are important for bone formation. Thus, 
calcium supplements may not be optimally utilized if the overall diet 
is inadequate. Vitamin D is required for absorption and utilization of 
calcium. It deserves special mention as it may be a problem for the 
elderly (see Clin. Corr . 28.7, p. 1083), and some experts feel chat the 
current recommendation for vitamin D intake in adults may be too 
low. Finally, an adequate exercise program is just as important as drug 
therapy and an adequate diet for preventing cheloss of bone density. 

Heaney, R. P. Calcium in the prevencion and rreaanenr of osteoporosis. J Inter 

nal Med. 231: 169, 1992; Nacional lnsrirures of Health. Opcimal Calcium Lncake. 
NIH Consensus Sraremenc. 12 (November 4), 1994; and Mwphy, N. M. and 
Carroll, P. The efrecr of physical activity and irs inreracrion with nurricion on bone 
health. Proc. M,tr. Soc. 62:829, 2003. 
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Mg2+ intake in Western countries is often below the EAR. Deficiency occurs in alcohol-
ism, with use of certain diuretics and in metabolic acidosis. The ma.in symptoms of Mg2+ 
deficie ncy are weakness, tremors, and cardiac arrhythmia . Supplemental Mg2+ may help 
prevent formation of calcium oxalate stones in the kidney. Mg2+ supplementation has also 
been shown to lower blood pressure in several clinical studies, and there is an inverse effeet 
between dietary Mg2+ intake and the risk of stroke. 

26.10 • TRACE MINERALS 

Iron Deficiency Causes Anemia and Decrease d 
lmmunocompetence 

Iron is a component of heme in hemoglobin and myoglobin, which are essential for 0 2 

transpon; the cytochromes, which are involved in mitochondrial elecrron transport; the 
P 450 enzymes, which are involved in hydroxylation reactions; and the lysosomal enzyme 
myeloperoxidase, which is required for killing of bacteria and other pathogens by neu
trophils. Nonheme iron proteins such as ribonucleotide reductase are also involved in a 
number of redox reactions. Thus , iron is required for 0 2 transport , energy metabolism, 
cell proliferation, and immune defense against pathogens. Total body iron in human 
adults is 3-4 g. Two -thirds of that is incorporated into the heme moiety of erythro
cytes. Erythrocytes normally live only 120 days; this means that erythrocytes containing 
approximately 20 mg of iron are destroyed by the reticuloendothelial system each day. 
Fortunately, almost all of that iron is reutilized. The only net loss of iron for males and 
posrmenopausal women is shedding of intestinal and skin cells, which amounts to about 
1- 2 mg/day. Blood loss due to menstruation and disease and increase of blood volume in 
children increases the need for iron in those population groups. Assuming a 10%- 15% 
efficiency of absorption, an RDA of 8 mg/day for normal adult males and 18 mg/day 
for menstruating females has been set. For pregnant females it is 27 mg/day. Although 
8 mg/ day of iron can easily be obtained from a normal diet, 18 mg is marginal at best and 
27 mg can almost never be obtained. The best dietary sources are meats, dried legumes, 
dried fnuts, and enriched cereal products. 

While iron is absolutely essential for life, it is also extremely toxic. Free iron can gen
erate dangerous free radicals through the Fenton reaction, and free iron in the circulation 
can suppon the growth of microbial pathogens and increase the risk of systemic infections. 
Thus, iron is sequestered in the cell by ferritin and in the bloodstream by transferrin. 
Apoferritin (the term given to ferritin before it binds iron) is a complex of24 subunits with 
a capacity for binding 4500 iron atoms. Each apoferritin molecule is a mixture of two very 
similar subun its. Apoferritin in every tissue contains some of both subunits , but the H form 
predominates in nucleated blood cells and heart, while the L subunit predom inates in the 
liver and spleen. T ransferrin is a single polypeptide with two binding sites. Once cellular 
iron exceeds the binding capacity of apoferritin the excess iron is deposited on the outside 
of ferritin in an amorphous mixture of iron hydroxide, iron phosphate, and proteins called 
hemosiderin in the liver, heart, pancreas, and pituitary, leading to organ dysfunction. 

Because the loss of iron (tissue shedding and blood loss) occurs in an unregulated 
fashion, regulation of iron homeosrasis occurs almoSt entirely at the level of iron uptake 
and delivery to the bloodstream by the intestine. The uptake of iron by the small intestine 
is summarized in Figure 26.23. Heme iron is taken up most efficiently by the intestine, 
but the mechanism of heme iron uptake is not clear at present. The digestion of nonheme 
iron proteins in the intestinal lumen releases iron in the + 3 state. For the remainder of 
iron metabolism its oxidation state is critical. Iron is transported across cell membranes 
in the + 2 state and is stored or transported in the + 3 state. Thus, ferrireductases and 
ferroxidases play an important role in iron metabolism. In the intestine Fe3+ is reduced 
to Fe2+ by the ferrireductase duodenal cytochrome b (Dcytb) . Ascorbate is the primary 
source of reducing equivalents for Dcytb, so the absorption of nonheme iron is significantly 
enhanced when foods containing vitamin C are consumed at the same time. 

Fe2+ is transported into the intestinal mucosa! cells by a transporter called divalent 
metal transporter (D MT- I). As the name suggests, D MT-1 can also transport several other 
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Figure 26.23 Uptake and export of iron by 
the intestine . Abbreviations: Dcytb, intestinal 
ferrireductase duodenal cytochrome b; and 
DMT-1, divalent metal transporter 1. 
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TABLE 26.2 • Regulation of Key Enzymes Involved in Iron Homeo stasis 

Prouin Regulatory Mechanism Function 

Proteins whose expression increases when iron is scarce 

IREin3' UTR lncesrinal DMT-1 

Ferroportin 

Ceruloplasmin 

Hepcidin-dependenc degradation when iron high 

Incestinal absorption of iron 

Export of iron &om incesrine 

Conversion ofFe 2+ to Fe3+ 

Transport of iron in the blood 

Uptake of iron by cells 

T ransferrin 

T ransferrin receptor 1 

!REin3' UTR 

IRE in 3' UTR 

Proteins whose expression increases when iron is abundant 

IRE in 5' UTR 

IRE in 5' UTR 

Intracellular storage and decreased intestinal transport 

Stimulates increased expression ofhepcidin 

Apoferririn 

T ransferrin receptor 2 

Hepcidin 

Arninolevulinic acid synthase 

Expression srimulated by HJV, HFE and T flU 

IRE in 5' UTR 

Facilicares ferroporrin degradation 

Porphyrin biosynthesis 
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Figure 26.24 Transport of iron in the circulation. 

transition metals that occur naturally in the + 2 state such as zinc, copper, and manganese. 
A large excess of any one of these essential trace metals in the diet can create a deficiency of 
the others. Iron transport by DMT-1 requires co-transport of prorons, so it is most active 
in the upper portion of the duodenum where scomach acid empties into the intestine. This 
is why antacids and H2 histamine blockers interfere with iron absorption . 

Because of the cytotoxicity of free iron, most of it is sequestered by binding to 
ferritin once it enters the intestinal mucosal cell. In addition to its role in protect
ing the cell from the cytotoxic effects of iron , the sequestration of iron by ferritin in 
the intestinal mucosa! cell reduces the net delivery of iron to the circulation , and the 
sequestration of iron by ferritin in the liver removes iron from the circulation under 
conditions of iron excess. The H subunit of ferritin has the ferroxidase activity required 
for binding of iron by the ferritin complex. Release of iron into the circulation requires 
another ferrireductase to reduce it to the + 2 state and a transporter called ferroporcin. 
Levels of ferroportin are controlled by a peptide produced by the liver called hepcidin , 
which binds to ferroportin triggering its tyrosine phosphorylation, internalization, and 
ubiquitin-mediated degradation in proteasomes . When iron is in excess, hepcidin levels 
are increased, leading to down-regulation of ferroportin and decreasing iron transport 
into the circulation by the intestinal mucosa! cells, by the liver and by macrophages in 
the reticuloendothelial system. 

The key enzymes in this transport process are coordinately regulated to maintain iron 
homeostasis (Table 26.2) . When iron levels are low, DMT-1 expression is up-regulated and 
ferritin expression is down-regulated. In addition hepcidin expression is down-regulated; this 
results in stabilization and accumulation of ferroportin. These effeccs combine to increase 
uptake, decrease sequestration, and increase export of iron by intestinal mucosa! cells. In 
contrast, when iron levels are high, DMT-1 expression is down-regulated and both ferritin and 
hepcidin expression are up-regulated. This decreases export of iron by intestinal mucosa! 
cells and increases retention of iron stores by the liver. 

Transport of iron in the bloodstream is summarized in Figure 26 .24. Once Fe2+ 
enters the circulation it is oxidized to the + 3 state by two ferroxidases called hephaestin 
and ceruloplasmin . Both hephaestin and ceruloplasmin are involved in oxidation of 
Fe2+ to Fe3+ in the intestine , but hepatocytes and macrophages appear to use cerulo
plasmin exclusively. Ceruloplasmin and hephaestin are copper-containing enzymes; this 
is thought to be the reason that anemia is one symptom of copper deficiency (Clin . 
Corr. 26.9). Fe3+ is sequestered and transported through the bloodstream by transferrin. 
Transferrin levels are increased under conditions of iron deficiency and decreased under 
conditions of iron excess, but transferrin levels are generally in excess so this effect is 
much less important than the regulation of the other proteins involved in maintaining 
iron homeostasis. 
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Ceruloplasmin and Iron Metabolism 

A deficiency, bur not the absence of ceruloplasmin, a copper-con raining 
protein , is associated with Wilson disease because theATP7B copper 
rransporter , which is defective in Wilson disease (OMIM 27900) , 
is essential for copper delivery co ceruloplasmin and copper-deficient 
ceruloplasmin is unstable. Because there was no evidence for signifi
cant impairment of mobilization of iron in Wilson disease, ic was 
formerly thought chat the ferroxidase activiry of ceruloplasmin was 
not physiologically important. However, a very rare genetic defect 
in ceruloplasmin biosynthesis, where the protein was vircually absent 
in serum, leads co a marked elevation of liver-iron content and se
rum ferritin levels. These patients develop diabetes mellitus , retinal 
degeneration, and central nervous system changes. The diabetes and 
central nervous system findings are associated with increased iron in 
the pancreas and brain, respectively. 

Iron-deficiency anemia is not associated with ceruloplasmin defi
ciency because the intestine has a second ferroxidase called hephaescin. 
However , both ceruloplasmin and hephaestin are copper-containing 
enzymes, so copper deficiency can lead to an iron-deficiency anemia. 
In addition, uanscription of the ceruloplasmin gene in iron deficien
cy increases fourfold. Thus, in conrrasc to earlier considerations, it 
appears char ceruloplasmin has a significant role in iron metabolism . 

Harris, E. D. The iron-copper conneccion: The link to ceruloplasmin grows 
stronger. Nutr. &v. 53:226, 1995; Mukhopadhya y, C. K., Mazwnder, B., and 
Fox, P. L. Role of hypoxia-inducible faccor-1 in transcriptional activation of ceru
loplasmin by iron deficiency. J Biol Chem. 275:21048, 2000; and Van Eden, M. 
E., and Aust S. D. lncac.c human ceruloplasmin is required for the incorporation of 
iron inco hwnan ferricin. Arch. BiochmL Biophy1. 381: 119, 2000. 

As shown in Figure 26.25, transferrin is taken up by cells by binding to transferrin 
receptor 1 (TfRl). The transferrin- receptor complex clusters in clathrin-coated pits and is 
taken up by endocytosis. As the interior of the endosome is acidified, Fe3+ is released from 
transferrin and reduced by a ferrireductase called Streap3; the resulting Fe2+ is transported 
into the cytosol by DMT-1. In this case the activity of DMT-1 is optimal because of the 
low pH of the endosome. At the end of this process the transferrin receptor is recycled to 
the cell surface. Expression ofTfRl is increased under conditions of iron deficiency and 
decreased under conditions of iron excess. There is a homologous protein called transfer
rin receptor 2 (TfR2) , but it appears to serve primarily as an iron sensor and its level is 
increased under conditions of iron excess. Cycosolic Fe2+ is transported into the mitochon
dria by a transporter called mitoferrin and inserted into protoporphyrin IX to form heme 
by the enzyme ferrochelacase (p. 796). 

Regulation of key enzymes involved in iron homeostasis is summarized in Table 26.2. 
Several of these enzymes are regulated at a translational level by iron responsive elements 
(IREs) and iron responsive proteins (IRPs) (Figure 26.26). Iron responsive elements are 
stem-loop structures in either the 3'- or the 5' - untranslated regions of mRNAs for proteins 
involved in iron homeostasis. Iron-responsive proteins 1 and 2 (IRPl and IRP2) are pro
teins that bind to the IREs. When the IRE is located in the 3' untranslated region, such as 
with transferrin receptor mRNA, binding of an IRP stabilizes the m.RNA and enhances its 
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Hemochromatosis 

translation. When the IRE is located in the 5' untranslated region, such as with apoferritin, 
binding of an IRP interferes with ribosome loading and results in inhibition of translation. 

IRPl has a very interesting mechanism of regulation in response to iron levels. When 
iron is abundant , it contains an iron- sulfur cluster and has aconitase activity , but no IRE
binding activity. When iron is scarce, it loses the iron-sulfur cluster and undergoes a con
formational change that results in loss of aconitase activity and gain of IRE-binding activ
ity. The net result of these effects is that expression of enzymes like the transferrin recept0r , 
wb.ich has IR.Es in the 3' untranslated region of its mRNA , is increased when iron is scarce, 
and expression of enzymes like apoferritin , which has an IRE in the 5' untranslated region 
of its mRNA, is decreased when iron is scarce. IRP2 is regulated in a more classical manner. 
IRP2 levels are inc reased when iron is scarce and decreased when iron is abundant, but the 
mechanism of this regulation is not clear. 

Synthesis of hepcidin by the liver is another key control point for iron homeosta
sis (Figure 26.27). Hepcidin synthesis is stimulated by the proteins hemojuvelin (HJV), 
transferrin receptor-2 (TfR2) and the major histocompatibility class I-like molecule HFE. 
Synthesis of these three proteins is, in turn, up-regulated when iron is abundant. Mutations 
in any of the three can lead to an iron overload disease called hemochromatosis (Clin . Corr. 
26.1 0) because hepcidin is not available to downregulate ferroponin levels under condi
tions of iron excess. Iron deficiency anemia can lead to hypoxia and increased erythropoi
esis, and both of those lead to decreased hepcidin expression which up-regulates ferroportin 
levels and increases iron availability. Finally, infection and inflammation result in increased 
hepcidin levels via the effects of cytolcines such as interleukin 6 (IL-6) . Thi s results in 
sequestration of iron in the tissues and reduces the risk of systemic infections. 

The best-known symptom of iron deficiency is a microcytic hypochromic anemia 
(Clin . Corr. 26 .11). Iron deficiency is also associated with decreased immunocompetence. 
Dietary surveys indicate that 95% or more of children and menstruating females do not 
obtain adequate dietary iron. Biochemical measurements reveal a 10%- 25% incidence of 

Hemochromacosis is primarily a genetic disease of iron overload. Pa
tients with a predisposition co hemochromacosis develop iron depos
its in the liver, heart, and endocrine tissue even though they have nor
mal in cakes of dietary iron. Eventually, those iron deposits can lead co 
cirrhosis, cardiomyopathy , diabetes, and other endocrine disorders. 
In most cases the iron overload is secondary co decreased hepcidin 
expression, which leads co an inability co appropriate ly downregulace 
ferroporcin expression when iron is in excess. The regulation of hep
cidin expression is summarized in Figure 26.27 , p. 1090. The most 
common form of hemochromacosis (OMIM 235200) is caused by a 
homozygous Cys282T yr mutation in HFE. Approximately 9% of the 
U.S. population is heterozygous and 0.25% is homozygous for this 
mutation. Hemochromacosis caused by chis genetic defect is relatively 
mild, with onset at middle age, and penecrance is incomplete, with 
many patients being affected co only a modest degree. 

develop iron overload and damage co their liver and other organs in 
their teens. Finally, mutations in ferroporcin are of two types. Loss
of-function mutations lead co anemia, whereas missense mutations 
that lead co an inability of ferroportin co interact with hepcidin lead 
to hemochromacosis. 

T rearmenc for hemochromacosis consists of regular phlebotomy, 
which is effective at preventing the symptoms of hemochromacosis 
if scarred early enough. People with hereditary hemochromacosis are 
also generally advised co avoid foods and supplements containing high 
levels of iron or vitamin C. Unforcunarely, many people don't realize 
that they have hereditary hemochromacosis until the symptoms are 
well advanced. This has lead co a public health policy debate about 
iron fonification of foods. Iron fortification of foods was instituted to 
prevent iron deficiency in young children and pregnant women, and 
ic has been effective for that purpose. However, in countries like Swe
den where 42% of the average dietary intake of iron is derived from 
iron-fortified foods, 5% of males have elevated serum iron values and 
2% have iron stores indicative of early-stage hemochromatosis. 

As might be expected mutations in most of the other genes in
volved in regulation of hepcidin (see Figure 26.27, p. I 090) can also 
cause hemochomatosis, but those mutations are much rarer than the 
HFE polymorphism. Hemochromatosis caused by a homozygous de
letion of TfR2 is somewhat more severe than the homozygous HFE 
mutation. Homozygous mutations in hemjuvelin or hepcidin cause 
a very severe form of hemochromatosis, called juvenile hemochro
matosis. Uncreated patients with juvenile hemochromacosis usually 

Dunn, L. L., Rahmanco, Y. S., and Richardson, D.R. Iron uptake and metabolism 
in the new millennium . TrendJ Cell Bwl 17:93, 2006; Andrews, N. C. Forging a 
field: The golden age of iron biology, Blood] 12:219, 2008; and Allen, K. J., Cur 
rin, L. C., Constantine , C. C., Osburne , N. J., et al. Iron -overload disease in HFE 
hereditary hemochromarosis. N Engl J. Med. 358:221, 2008. 
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Clinical Tests for Iron-Deficiency Anemia and Hemochromatosis 

There are a number of clinical teStS chat can be used co determine 
iron scacus. Anemia in general leads co a decrease in hemoglobin 
{normal = 12.1- 15.l gm/dL for females and 13.8- 17.2 gm/dL for 
males) and hematocrit (% of red blood cells found in whole blood; 
norm.al = 36.1 %-44 .3% for females and 40.7%- 50.3% for males). 
Iron-deficiency anemia is characterized as a microcytic hypochromic 
anemia, meaning chat the red cells are smaller and paler than norm.al 
due ro their decreased hemoglobin content. Small amounts of ferritin 
end up in the circulation due to normal cellular turnover (normal = 
12-150 ng/mL for females and 12- 300 ng/mL for males), and serum 
ferritin levels are proponional to cellular ferritin levels. Serum ferritin 
is almost nonexistent in iron deficiency and increases with cellular 
iron load. Serum iron (normal = 60-170 mcg/dl) and total iron
binding capacity (TIBC) of serum transferrin (240-450 mcg/dl) are 

often measured and used ro calculate percentage saturation of trans

ferrin (normal = 20%-50%), a very sensitive indicator of iron stacus. 
Iron-deficiency anemia is generally diagnosed on the basis of 

low hemoglobin and hematocrit levels couple with a microcytic, hy
pochromic morphology of the red blood cells. Serum iron, serum 
ferritin, and TIBC may be used as confirming tests. Serum iron and 
TIBC are most often used to diagnose hemochromatosis. In hemo
chromatosis, serum iron is high, TIBC is low or normal, and transfer
rin saturation is high. 

Serum transferrin levels can also be measured, but are most fre
quently used co measure a patient's liver function or nutritional sta
tus. Because it is made in the liver, transferrin will be low with liver 
disease. Transferrin levels also drop when there is not enough protein 
in the diet, so chis test can be used to monitor nutritional state. 

iron deficiency anemia in chis same group. Iron-defic iency anemia is also a problem with 
the elderly (see Clin. Corr. 26 .7, p 1083) due to poor dietary intake and increased fre
quency of achlorhydria , which decreases the intestinal uptake of iron by DMT-1. 

Because iron-deficienc y anemia is widespread, government programs of nutritional 
intervention such as the WIC program have emphasized iron-rich foods. However, since 
recent studies have suggested that excess iron intake may increase the risk of cardiovascular 
disease, iron supplementation and the consumption of iron-fonified foods may be inap
propriate for adult men and poscmenopausal women. Excess iron can lead to the rare 
condition hemochromat osis in which iron deposits are found in abnormally high levels 
in many tissues and cause liver, pancreatic, and cardiac dysfunction as well as pigmenta
tion of the skin (Clin. Corr. 26.10). Hemochromarosis is also occasionally seen in chronic 
hemolytic anemias that require frequent blood transfusions such as J3-thalassemia and in 
liver disease. 

Iodine Is Incorporated into Thyroid Hormones 

Dietary iodine is efficiently absorbed and transported to the thyroid gland, where it is 
scored and used for synthesis of triiodothyronine and thyroxine. These hormones func
tion in regulating the basal metabolic rate of adulrs and the growth and development of 
children. Adequate maternal thyroid levels are particularly important for fecal brain devel
opment. Saltwater fish are the best natural food sources of iodine, and in the past popula
tion groups living in inland areas suffered from the endemic deficiency disease goiter, an 
enlargement (sometimes massive) of the thyroid gland . Since iodine has been routinely 
added to table salt, goiter has become relatively rare. However, in some inland areas, mild 
forms of goiter still occur in up to 5% of the population. 

Zinc Is Required by Many Proteins 

Zinc is part of the catalytic center of over 300 metalloenzymes , including RNA and DNA 
polymerases , alkaline phosphacase, and carbonic anhydrase. In addition, it forms zinc fin
gers (Zn2+ coordinated to four amino acid side chains), which provide stru ctural stabil
ity to another 300-700 proteins. Zinc fingers facilitate binding of proteins to DNA and 
are common motifs in transcription factors and nuclear hormone receptors. They are also 
important for protein - protein interactions and are found in many signal transduction pro
teins. Zinc also binds to the metal response element (MRE) of MRE-binding transcription 
factor-I (MTF-1) and controls gene expression in a manner analogous to the effect of iron 
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on binding ofIRPs to IREs. Finally, relatively large a.mounts ofloosely bound zinc are also 
found in vesicular srructures including synaptic vesicles of nerve terminals and 13-cells of 
the islers of Langerhans , suggesting that zinc plays a much broader physiological role than 
might be suggested by its presence in zinc metalloproteins . 

Intracellular zinc levels are controlled in pan by a group of 14 transporters called ZIPs 
which transport zinc into cells and 10 transporters called Zn Ts which control the effiu:x of 
zinc from the cytosol to either intracellular vesicles or extracellular space. Most of the intra
cellular zinc is tightly bound to cysteine residues in metallothioneins and related proteins. 
When these cysteines are oxidized, &ee zinc is released into the cytosol. Thus, intracellular 
levels of free zinc are closely linked to the redox state of the cell and may be pan of the redox 
signaling pathway. 

Zinc deficiency in children is usually marked by poor growth and impairment of 
sexual development. In both children and adults zinc deficiency results in poor wound 
healing and dermatitis. Zinc is present in gustin, a salivary polypeptide that appears to be 
necessary for normal development of taste buds, so zinc deficiency leads to decreased taste 
acuity. Zinc is required for cytokine production by monocytes and T-cells. Thus, zinc 
deficiency is associated with impaired immune function. Zinc is required for the activity of 
porphobilinogen synthase. In lead poisoning, lead replaces the zinc, which leads to anemia 
and accumulation of -y-arninolevulinic acid (p. 793). 

Dietary surveys indicate that zinc intake may be marginal for many individuals , and 
zinc supplementation has been shown to improve immune status in the elderly. Severe zinc 
deficiency is seen primarily in alcoholics (especially if they have cirrhosis), patients with 
chronic renal disease or severe malabsorption diseases, and occasionally in people after long
term parenteral nutrition (TPN) . The most characteristic early symptom of zinc-deficient 
patients on TPN is dermatitis. Zinc is occasionally used therapeutically to promote wound 
healing and may be of some use in treating gastric ulcers. 

Copper Is a Cofactor for Important Enzymes 

Important copper-containing enzymes include ceruloplasmin and hephaestin (oxidize iron 
to facilitate its binding to transferrin), cytochrome c oxidase (electron transport), dopamine 
.f?hydroxylase (norepinephrine synthesis), lysyl oxidase (collagen cross-linking), superoxide 
dismutase (disproportionation of superoxide), tyrosinase (pigment formation) , peptidyl
glycine a-arnidating monoxygenase {neurotransmitter metabolism) and C18, !::.9 desaturase 
(addition of double bonds to long-chain fatty acids). The C18,L\.9 desaturase is responsible 
for converting stearic acid (a C 18 saturated fatty acid) to oleic acid (a C 18 monounsaturated 
fatty acid). This may explain why dietary stearic acid does not raise blood cholesterol like 
the other saturated fatty acids. Symptoms of copper deficiency include anemia, hyper
cholesterolemia, demineralization of bones, leukopenia, fragility of large arteries, and dem 
yelination of neural tissue. Anemia may reflect the reduced ceruloplasmin and hephaestin 
activity. Bone demineralization and blood vessel fragility can be directly traced to defects in 
collagen and elastin formation. Hypercholesterolemia may be related to an increase in the 
ratio of saturated to monounsaturated fatty acids of the C 18 series due to reduced activity 
of the C 18,L\.9 desaturase. 

Cellular uptake of copper is catalyzed by a high-affinity copper transporter called 
CTRI . In mice genetic inactivation of CTRI is embryonic lethal. Copper effiux from 
cells is catalyzed by two copper transporting ATPases, ATP -7A and ATP -7B. ATP-7A is 
found in most tissues except liver and is essential for exit of copper from intestinal cells. 
ATP-7B is found in greatest abundance in the liver and brain and is responsible for exit of 
copper from those tissues. Intracellular copper concentrations regulate the cellular location 
of both ATP-7A and ATP-7B . When copper levels are low, both ATP-7A and ATP-7B 
are localized primarily within the trans Golgi network. However , when copper levels are 
high, ATP-7A is transferred to the basolateral surface and plasma membrane of intestinal 
mucosa! cells for transport of copper into the bloodstream and A TP7B is transferred to the 
bile canaliculus for excretion of copper into the bile. Copper deficiency is relatively rare 
and is usually seen only because of excess zinc intake (zinc and copper compete for absorp
tion) and in Menkes syndrome , a relatively rare X-linked hereditary disease associated with 
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Diseases of Copper Metabolism 

Menkes disease (OMIM 309400) is an X-linked disorder character
ized by global copper deficiency. le is caused by mutations in the 
ATP7 A copper cransporter chat interfere with the ability of imescinaJ 
mucosa! ceUs co cransport copper into the bloodstream. The symp
toms of Menkes disease are mental retardation, growth retardation, 
hypothermia, loose skin and joincs, hypopigmentation, and kinky 
hair and are caused by the inability to load copper-dependent en
zymes with copper. Patients with severe loss of ATP7A activity de
velop symptoms by 2-3 months and seldom live beyond 3 years. 
Treatment consists of administration of a copper-histidine complex 
and is only modescly successful. 

Wilson disease is an aucosomal recessive disease characterized by 
copper overload, particularly in the liver and the brain. Jc is caused by 
mutations in the A TP7B copper transporter chat prevent the liver and 

neurological tissue from getting rid of excess copper. The accumulation 
of copper in the liver leads co cirrhosis, chronic hepatitis, and evenrually 
liver failure. The accumulation of copper in the brain leads co parkinso
nian symptoms, seizures and psychiatric symptoms. Copper also accu
mulates as a characteristic gold-brown ring, caUed the Kayser-Fleischer 
ring, around the periphery of the cornea. Treatment of Wilson disease 
consiscs of limiting copper-rich foods and increasing dietary zinc intake 
co reduce diecacy copper absorption and use of copper chelating agencs 
such as penicillamine and crientine co increase copper excretion from 
body. These treatmencs are very effective if begun early enough. 

Ala, A., Walker, A. P., Ashkan, K., Dooley, J. S., and Schilsky, M. L. Wilson dis
ease. Lancet 369:397, 2007; de Bie, P., Muller, P., Wijmenga, C., and Klamp, L 
W. J. Molecular pathogenesis of Wilson and Menkes disease: Correlation of muca
cions with molecular defeccs and disease phenocypes. J Med. Genet. 44:673, 2007. 

a defect in the ATP-7 A copper transporter. Wilson disease, an autosomal recessive disease 
that leads to copper overload, is associated with a defect in the ATP-7B copper transporter 
(Clin. Corr. 26.12). 

Chromium Is a Component of Chromodulin 

Chromium is a component of the low-molecular-weight protein chromodulin , which 
potentiates the effects of insulin by facilitating insulin binding to its receptor and receptor 
kinase signaling . The chief symptom of chromium deficiency is impaired glucose toler
ance, a result of decreased insulin effectiveness. Chromium deficiency appears to be rare 
in healthy adults . However, diabetes causes increased urinary loss of chromium, which 
can lead to chromium deficiency over time. Supplementation with chromium appears to 
improve glycemic control in patients with type 2 diabetes . 

Selenium Is Found in Selenoproteins 

Selenium is incorporated into approximately 25 selenoproteins in humans including glu
tathion e peroxidase, phospholipid-hydroperoxide , thioredoxin reductase, iodothyronine 
deiodinase, selenoprotein P, sperm capsule selenoprotein GPx4, and muscle selenoprotein 
W. These proteins contain one or more selenocysteine residues, which are incorporated 
during translation (p. 212). The incorporation of selenocysteine into protein requires a 
unique selenocysryl-tRNA that binds to UGA codons in mRNAs that also have a stem
loop structure called a Sec-insertion sequence (SECIS) in the 3' -untranslated region. The 
selenocysteine is synthesized directly on the tRNA from selenide, ATP, and seryl-tRNA. 

Glucathione peroxidase destroys peroxides in the cytosol (p. 789), which complements 
the effect of vitamin E since vitamin E is limited primarily to the membrane. Phospholi
pid-hydroperoxide glutathione peroxidase catalyzes reductive destruction of phospholipid 
and cholesterol ester hydroperoxides in oxidized low-density lipoproteins . Iodothyronine 
deiodinase catalyzes the conversion of thyroxine (T 4) to the active thyroid hormone 3,3 ',5-
triiodothyronine (T3) . Selenoprotein P is an extracellular protein that delivers selenium to 
extrahepatic tissues. Selenoprotein GPx4 is important for sperm motility , and selenopro
tein W appears to be essential for muscle metabolism. Selenium is one of the few nutri
ents not removed by the milling of flour and is usually thought to be present in adequate 
amounts in the diet . Selenium levels are very low in the soil in certain parts of the country , 
however; and foods raised in these regions are low in selenium. Fortunately, this effect is 
minimized by the current food distribution system, which assures that the foods marketed 
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Figure 26.28 Factors affecting individual nu
tritional status. Schematic representation of three 
important risk factors in determining nutritional 
status. A person in the periphery would have very 
low risk of any nutritional deficiency, whereas 
those in the green, orange, purple, or center areas 
would be much more likely to experience some 
symptoms of nutritional deficiencies. 

in any one area are derived from a variety of different geographical regions. Clinical studies 
have suggested that supplementation with selenium may reduce the risk oflung, breast, and 
bladder cancers. 

Manganese, Molybdenum, Fluoride, and 
Boron Are Essential Trace Elements 

Manganese is a component of arginase, glucamine synchetase, Mn superox:ide dismucase, 
and phosphoenolpyruvate decarboxylase and acrivaces a number of ocher enzymes. Molyb 
denum is present in xanchine oxidase (p. 816). Fluoride strengthens bones and teeth and 
is usually added to drinking water. Boron appears to be imponant role in bone formation , 
nerve function, and immune response. 

26.11 • THE AMERICAN DIET: 
FACT AND FALLACY 

Much has been said about the supposed deterioration of the American diet. Americans 
are eating much more processed food than did their ancestors. These foods have a higher 
caloric density and a lower nutrient density than the foods they replace. However, they 
are almost uniformly enriched with iron, thiamin, riboflavin, niacin, and low levels of 
folic acid. In many cases they are even fonified (usually as much for sales promotion as for 
nutritional reasons) with as many as 11- 15 vitamins and minerals. Unfortunately, it is not 
practical to replace all of the nutrients lost during processing, especially the trace minerals 
and phytonutrients such as the carotenoids . Imitation foods present a special problem , as 
they are usually incomplete in more subtle ways. For example, imitation cheese and milk
shakes are widely sold in this country. They usually contain the protein and calcium one 
would expeet of the food they replace, but often do not contain the riboflavin which one 
would obtain from them. Fast food meals tend co be high in calories and fat, and low in 
certain vitamins and trace minerals . For example, the standard fast food meal provides over 
50% of the calories the average adult needs for the entire day, while providing < 5% of 
the vitamin A and< 30% ofbiocin , folic acid, and pantothenic acid. Unfonunately, much 
of the controversy in recent years has centered on whether these trends are good or bad. 
This simply obscures the issue at hand. Clearly, it is possible to obtain a balanced diet that 
includes some processed, imitation, and fast foods if one compensates by selecting foods for 
the other meals that are low in caloric density and rich in nutrients. Without such compen
sation the balanced diet becomes a myth. 

26.12 • ASSESSMENT OF NUTRITIONAL STAT US 
IN CLIN ICAL PRACTICE 

Ic might seem chat the process of evaluating the nutritional status of an individual patient 
would be an overwhelming cask after surveying the major micronucrients and their bio
chemical roles. There are three factors that can contribute to nutritional deficiencies: poor 
diet, malabsorption , and increased nutrient need. Only when two or three components 
overlap in the same person (Figure 26 .28) does the risk of symptomatic deficiency become 
significant. For example, infants and young children have increased needs for iron, cal
cium, and protein . Dietary surveys show that many of them consume diets inadequate in 
iron and some consume diets that are low in calcium. Protein is seldom a problem unless 
the children are being raised as Strict vegetarians. Thus, the chief nutritional concerns for 
most children are iron and calcium . Teenagers tend to consume diets low in calcium, mag
nesium, vitamin A, vitamin B6, and vitamin C. Of these, their needs are panicularly high 
for calcium and magnesium during the teenage years, so these are the nutrients of greatest 
concern. Young women are likely to consume diets low in iron, calcium, magnesium, vita
min B6, folic acid, and zinc, and all of these nutr ients are needed in greater amounts during 
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pregnancy and laetation . Adult women often consume diers low in calcium, yet they may 
have a particularly high need for calcium to prevent rapid bone loss. Finally, the elderly 
have un ique nutritional needs (see Clin. Cor r. 26.7, p. 1083) and tend to have poor nutri-
ent intake due to restrieted income, loss of appetite, and loss of the ability to prepare a wide 
variety of foods. They are also more prone ro suffer from malabsorption problems and to 
use multiple prescription drugs that increase nutrient needs (Table 26.3). 

Illness and metabolic stress often cause increased demand or decreased utilization of 
certain nutrienrs. For example, diseases leading ro fat malabsorption cause a particular 
problem with absorption of calcium and the fat-soluble vitamins . Other malabsorption 
diseases can result in deficiencies of many nutrienrs depending on the particular disease. 
Liver and kidney disease can p revent hydroxylation of vitamin D and storage or utilization 
of many other nutrienrs including vita.min A, vitamin B12, and folic acid. Severe illness and 
trauma increase the need for calories, protein, and possibly vitamin C and certain B vita
mins . Long-term use of many drugs in the treatment of chronic disease can affect the need 
for certain rnicron utrients. Some of these are listed in T able 26.3. 

Who then is at a nutritional risk? Obviously, the answer depends on many facrors. 

TABLE 26.3 • Drug-Nutri ent 
Interactio ns 

Drug 

Alcohol 

Anticonvulsants 

Cholescyramine 

Corticosteroids 

Potential Nutrient 
Deficiencies 

Thiamin 
Folic acid 
Vitamin 86 

Vitamin D 
Folicacid 
Vitamin K 

Fat-soluble vitamins 
Iron 

Vitamin D and calcium 
Zinc 
Potassium 

Nutritional counseling is an important part of treatment for infants, young children, and Diuretics Potassium 
Zinc pregnant/lacrating females. A brief analysis of a dietary hisrory and further nut ritional 

counseling are important when dealing with high-risk patienrs . Isoniazid Viramin 86 

26.13 • NUTRIGENOMICS- THE FUTURE 
OF NUTRITION 

Rare gene defecrs that affect nut rient uptake and utilization (e.g., Wilson disease, Menkes 
disease, Vita.min D-resistant rickers, and phenylketonuria) have been known for years. 
Howeve r, more recently attention is being focused on common genetic polymorphisms 
that have more subtle effecrs on nutrient status and disease risk. The best charaete rized of 
these genetic polymorphisms at present are those affeeting folate status in pregnant women 
and risk of giving birth to babies with neural tube defects (see Clin. Corr. 26.6, p. 1083) 
and those causing hemoch romatos is (see Clin. Corr. 26.10. p. 1090). 

The term nutri genom i.cs encompasses three distinct areas of nutrient-gene inter ac
tions. (1) Nutritional genetics describes how the response to nutrients in the diet is influ
enced by individual genetic differences. Genes involved in the metabolism or utilization of 
most nut rients are being systematically screened for commonly occurring polymorphisms . 
Most of these polymorphisms have no affect on enzyme activity and/or nutr ient requi re
menrs. However, other examples of polymorphisms that affect nutrient status and disease 
risk have been identified and many more are likely to be discovered in the future. (2) Nutri 
tional epigenetics describes nutr ient induced changes in DNA methylation, histone post
translational modifications and other chromatin alterations. This is an important property 
of those nutrients (folate, vitamin B12, choline , and meth ionine) that are involved in cellular 
methylation reactions, but may involve other nut rients as well. (3) Nutritional transcrip
tomics describes the effeet of nutrienrs on gene expression. This is an important property 
of fat-soluble vitamins (vitamins A and D) that bind to nuclear receptors and directly affect 
gene expression, but it also appears to be a property of several of the antioxidant vitamins 
that affect redox signaling pathways which regulate gene expression. 

Nutrigenomics has the potential to transform both clinical and public health nutri
tional p ractice. It can lead to genome-based nutrient and food guidelines for disease p re
vention, individualized nutritional recommendations for disease prevention and treatment, 
and better targeted public health nutrition interventions that maximize benefit and mini
mize risk. This is particularly important when we consider what types of nutrit ional inter
ventions decrease the risk of multifacto rial diseases like cardiovascular diseases, obesity, rype 
2 diabetes, and cancer. Most of the current large-scale intervention studies have focused on 
the effeets of various nutrients on the risk of those diseases in the population as a whole. 
Those studies are likely to become obsolete in the future as we increasingly focus on nutri
enrs that affect those diseases in genetically defined subpopulat ions (see the discussion of 
vitamin E supplementation and cardiovascular risk in Section 26.4, p. 1072). 

Oral contraceptives Vitamin 86 
and estrogens 

Folic acid and 8 12 
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Key Terms 

Dietary Reference Inrake 
Recommended Dierary Allowance 
vitamin A 
retinol 
retinoic acid 
carotenoids 
vitamin D 
cholecalciferol 
calcitonin 
vitamin E 
tocopherol 
vitamin K 
thiamin 

chiamin pyrophosphate 
riboflavin 
niacin 
pyridoxal phosphate 
panrochenic acid 
coenzymeA 
biotin 
a -lipoic acid 
tetrahydrofolate 
dihydrofolare reductase 
vitamin B12 

cobalamin 
vitamin C 

Questions • CAROL N . ANGSTADT 

Multiple-Choi ce Questions 

1. The Estimated Average Requirement (EAR) of a nutrienr is 
A. the same as the RDA of that nutrient . 
B. an amount char should meet the requirement of half of the healthy 

individuals of a particular group . 
C. based on the observed nutrient inrake of a particular group. 
D. the highest level of nutrient deemed co pose no risk or adverse 

health effects on the particular population. 
E. two standard deviations higher than the RDA 

2. The effecrs of vitamin A may include all of the following except 
A. prevention of anemia. 
B. serving as an antioxidant. 
C. cell differentiation. 
D. the visual cycle. 
E. induction of certain cancers. 

3. Ascorbic acid may be associated with all of the following except 
A. iron absorption. 
B. bone formation . 
C. acute liver disease when rakcn in high doses. 
D. wound healing 
E. participation in hydroxylation reactions. 

4.. Choline, recently reclassified as essential, 
A. cannot be synthesized de novo. 
B. affecrs DNA methylation so is critical during feral development. 
C. deficiency has never been demonsrrated in humans because it is 

abundant in the diet. 
D. is necessary to maintain the coenzyme A supply in 

mitochondria. 
E. supplementation raises serum homocysteine. 

5. Copper is an essential element. All of the following arc correct about 
copper except 
A. it is a component of several oxidase enzymes. 
B. it is involved in the conversion of stearic acid to oleic acid. 
C. copper deficiency may lead ro anemia. 
D. cellular uptake and efflux of copper are catalyzed by different 

transporters. 
E. copper deficiency occurs in tandem with a zinc deficiency. 

ascorbic acid 
choline 
carnirine 
calcium 
magnesium 
iron 
ferririn 
ceruloplasmin 
iron responsive demenrs 
iodine 
zinc 
copper 
chromium 

chromodulin 
selenium 
selenoproteins 
manganese 
molybdenum 
Buoride 
boron 
nutrigenomics 
nutritional epigenecics 
nutritional transcriptomics 

6. Alcohol impairs both absorption and storage of folate. Megaloblastic 
erythropoiesis occurs because cells are arrested in the S phase since 
DNA synthesis is inhibited. DNA synthesis is inhibited in folare defi
ciency because tetrahydrofolare is required 
A. in the synthesis of purine nucleotides and dTMP. 
B. in the conversion ofhomocysteine to methionine. 
C. for the utilization of Vitamin B12 • 

D . all of the above. 
E. none of the above. 

Questions 7 and 8: Cystic fibrosis is a generalized dysfunction of the 
exocrine glands leading co viscid mucus, which plugs various ducts. 
Pulmonary infections are common and are usually the direct cause of 
death. Cystic fibrosis patients, however, also have severe malabsorption 
prob lems because pancreatic enzymes are deficient and there may be 
a partial obstruction of the common bile duct . Malabsorption of fat, 
far-soluble vitamins, and calcium is che most common, bur not only, 
prob lem. Patients have increased protein and energy needs be.cause of 
chronic infections . 

7. Serum calcium levels are usually normal in spite of suboptimal 
calcium absorption and Vitamin D deficiency. Serum calcium is being 
maintained 
A. by low parathyroid hormone (PTH) levels inhibiting calcium 

excretion. 
B. by an increase in calciconin . 
C. by increased bone resorption stimulated by elevated PTH. 
D . because PTH stimulates calcium absorption from the stomach. 
E. by lack of 1,25-dihydroxy Vitamin D which prevents bone from 

caking calcium from blood. 

8. Cystic fibrosis patients are frequently on antibiotics for infections. 
Antibiotics exacerbate the far malabsorpcion problem for obtaining 
A. viraminA 
B. vitamin C. 
C. vitamin D. 
D. vitamin E. 
E. vitamin K. 

Questions 9 and 10: Hemochromacosis is a genetic disease of iron 
overload in which iron deposits in liver, heart, and endocrine tissue even 
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though dietary in rake of iron is normal. In most cases, the iron overload is 
secondary to a decrease in expression of hepcidin because of the muta
tion of rhe gene. This leads to an inability to regulate iron release to the 
circulation when iron is in excess. 

9. Normally when iron is in excess, hepcidin 
A. increases the formation of ferritin. 
B. inactivates ferroportin. 
C. prevenrs the reduction ofFe+ 3 to Fe+2. 

D. transporrs the iron across the cell membrane. 
E. catalyzes the oxidation of Fe +2 to Fe +3. 

10. In the intestinal absorption of iron, 
A. the presence of a reductant like ascorbare enhances the availability 

of iron. 
B. che regulation of uptake occurs between the lumen and the 

mucosa! cells. 
C. che amount of apoferritin synthesized in the mucosa! cell is 

directly related to the need for iron by the hose. 
D. iron bound tightly to a ligand, such as phytace, is more readily 

absorbed than free iron . 
E. low pH in the stomach inhibits absorption by favoring Fe +2

. 

Questions 11 and 12: N urricional needs of the elderly are of interest 
because of ageing of the American population. Atrophic gastritis resulrs 
in decreased acid production in the stomach. Absorption problems and 
decreased ability to convert some vitamins and minerals co their active 

Answers 

1. B This is the first srep in defining nutritional guidelines. A and E: 
The RDA is sec ac two standard deviations above the EAR. C: This 
is called the Adequate Intake (AI). D: This is the Tora! Upper Inrake 
Level (UL) . 

2 . E May have protective effecrs against some cancers. A. Retinol and/ 
or recinoic acid is required for synthesis of cransferrin. B. Various 
carotcnoids are ancioxidanrs . C. Retina l and retinoic acid may func
tion like steroid hormones. 0. Retinol cycles between the dl 1-cir and 
all-tram forms. 

3. C Excess ascorbace is readily excreted. A: Ascorbic acid aids in 
iron absorption by reducing iron. B: Ascorbic acid is essential for 
collagen synthesis, which is critical in bone formation. D and E: 
Ascorbic acid is required for the hydroxylation oflysine and proline 
residues in prococollagen and, therefore, is required for wound 
healing. 

4. B Choline can be a source of methyl groups (after conversion to 
becaine). A:. It can be synthesized by methylation of phosphati
dylethanolamine to phosphacidylcholine. C: Such conditions as liver 
cirrhosis could lead to a deficiency. 0: This is carnitine. E: It lowers 
homocysceine. 

5. E Zinc and copper compete for absorption so high zinc leads to 
low copper absorption. A:. For example, cyrochrome c oxidase and 
superoxide dismucase. B: Copper is part ofC18, /19 desacurase. C: 
Ceruloplasmin and hephaestin activity needed for iron absorption are 
copper containing . D: CTRl is involved in uptake and ATP7 A and 
ATP7B in efflux. 

6. A De novo synthesis of purine nucleotides and dUMP to dTMP con
version require tetrahydrofo late. These components are required for 
DNA synthesis. B: Tecrahydrofolace is required in this process, bur the 

forms contribute co nutritional deficiencies in the elderly. Chromium is 
nor abundant in the diet and many elderly have difficulty in converting it 
co its active form, chromodulin. 

11. The major symptom of chromium deficiency is impaired glucose 
tolerance. Chromodulin 
A. increases the number of insulin receptors. 
B. facilitates insulin binding ro cell receprors. 
C. procecrs cell receptors by salvaging peroxides. 
D. facilicares the absorption of copper and z.inc. 
E. increases the metabolism ofhomocysceine. 

12. Atrophic gastritis can interfere with z.inc absorption . Zinc normally 
plays a role in all of the following except 
A. growth in children. 
B. wound healing. 
C. rasre acuity. 
D. prevention of goiter. 
E. immune function. 

Problems 

13. The neurological disorders seen in vitamin B12 deficiency are caused 
by progressive demyelination of nervous tissue. How does lack of B12 

interfere with formation of che myelin sheath? 

14. What is the chemical reaction in which vitamin K participates? How 
is this reaction involved in blood coagulation and bone formation? 

process is not involved in ONA synthesis. C : Vitamin B12 is required 
for the release of retrahydrofolare from N5-methyl tetrahydrofolare, 
but this is not part of ONA synthesis. 

7. C PTH promotes bone resorption and inhibirs calcium excretion. 
A: PTH is elevated when vitamin D is low. B: Elevated calcitonin is 
a response co high serum calcium. D: Calcium is absorbed from the 
intestines, not the stomach. E: 1,25-dihydroxy vitamin D promotes 
bone resorption bone's does not necessarily affect bone's ability to 
cake up calcium from blood . 

8. E Some of our vitamin K is obtained from bacterial synthesis in the 
intestine, which is wiped out by antibiotics. A, C, and D: All of these 
require adequate fat absorption but come from foods not intestinal 
bacteria. B: Vitamin C is water soluble. 

9. B This down-regulation of ferroportin decreases the transport of 
iron into the circulation. A:. Ferritin sequesters iron in cells. C and E: 
Hepcidin is not an enzyme and is not involved in oxidation or reduc
tion of iron . D: Hepcidin is not a cransporcer but binds co ferropor
tin and triggers irs destruction. 

10. A Ascorbate facilitates reduction ro the ferrous state and, therefore , 
dissociation from ligands and absorption. B: Substantial iron enters 
the mucosa! cell regardless of need, but the amount transferred to the 
capillary beds is controlled .. C: Iron bound ro apoferricin is trapped in 
mucosa! cells and not transferred to the host. D: Iron muse dissociate 
from ligands for absorption. This is why iron is spinach is not a good 
source of iron. E: Oxidation to Fe +3 is favored by higher pH . 

11. B This would facilitate the uptake of glucose. A: Does not do chis. 
C: This is the role of selenium. D: Mecallochionein is the protein 
that influences copper and zinc absorption. E: Folate, B6, and B12 are 
necessary for homocysceine cacabolism. 
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12. D This is a role for iodine. A: RNA and DNA polymerases are z.inc 
proreins. B: This is shown ro be crue. C: Zinc is parr of a salivary 
polypeptide involved in developmenr of rasre buds. E: Zinc is re
quired for cyrokine production by monocyres and T-cells. 

13. One of rhe reactions in which vitamin B12 participates is conversion 
of methylmalonyl CoA co succi.nyl CoA (a srep in rhe carabolism 
ofvaline and isoleucine). Merhylmalonyl CoA is a competitive 
inhibicor of malonyl CoA in fatty acid biosynrhesis, necessary for 
rhe maintenance of rhe myelin sheath. Secondly, merhylmalonyl 

CoA can be used in farry acid synthesis leading to formation of 
branched-chain faery acids, which might disrupt normal membrane 
strucrure. 

14. Vitamin K is necessary for carboxylarion of specific glutarnic 
acid residues in certain proteins to form -y-carboxyglucamic acid 
residues. In blood coagulation, this seep is required for rhe conver
sion of preprorhrombin co prorhrombin. In bone formation, this 
is required co form rhe calcium binding residues of the protein 
osreocalcin. 
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Figure Z'l .1 Metabolic fate of the foods we eat . 

TABLE 27.1 • Factors that Influence 
Energy Expenditure 

Surface area 

Age 

Sex 

Activiry level 

27.1 • INTRODU CTION 

The study of human nutrition can be divided into three areas: undernutrition , overnuui
tion, and ideal nutrition . The primary concern in this country is not with undernutrition 
because nuuitional-de6ciency diseases are now quite rare. However, overnurrition is a par
ticularly serious problem in developed countries. The current estimate is that over 34% of 
the U.S . population is obese and another 32% is overweight, and obesity is associated with 
increased risk for a number of serious health consequences. Along with the concern about 
rising rates of obesity, there is increasing intereSt in the optimal macronutrient composi
tion. Are there ideal ratios of carbohydrate, fat, and protein to reduce the risk of obesity and 
obesity-related diseases? Finally, there is the burgeoning area of nuuigenomics. What role 
does genetics play in obesity and the ideal diet composition for each of us as individuals? 
This is probably the most exciting area of nutrition today. 

27.2 • ENERGYM ETABOLISM 

Energy Content of Food Is Measured Primarily in Kilocalories 

Much of the food we eat is converted to ATP and other high-energy compounds , which are 
utilized to drive biosynthetic pathways, generate nerve impulses, and power muscle con
traction (Figure 27 .1). The energy content of foods is generally described in terms of calo
ries. Technically speaking, this refers to kilocalories of heat energy released by combustion 
of that food in the body. This is complicated by the facr that the international standard for 
energy measurements is the kilojoule (kJ). Since the public is likely to be counting calories 
rather than kilojoules in the foreseeable future , calories will be used in this chapter, with 
conversion to kilojoules where appropriate . Caloric values of protein, fat, carbohydrate, and 
alcohol are roughly 4, 9, 4, and 7 calories/g (16.7, 37 .7, 16.7. and 29 .3 kJ/g), respectively. 
Given these values and the amount and composition of the food, it is simple to calculate 
the caloric content (input) of the foods we eat. Calculating caloric content of foods is not 
a major problem in this country . Millions of Americans are able to do it with ease. The 
problem lies in balancing caloric input with caloric output. Where do these calories go? 

Energy Expenditure Is Influenced by Four Factors 

The four principal factors that affect an individual's energy expenditure are listed in Table 27.1. 
The effecrs of surface area are thought to be simply related to the rate of heat loss by the 
body; the greater the surface area, the greater the rate of heat loss. Although it may seem 
surprising, a lean individual actually has a greater surface area, and thus a greater energy 
requirement , than an obese individual of the same weight. Age may reflect two facrors: 
growth and lean muscle mass. In infants and children , more energy expenditure is required 
for rapid growth, which is reflected in a higher basal metabolic rate (rate of energy utiliza
tion in resting state). In adults (even lean adults), muscle tissue is gradually replaced by fat 
and water during the aging process, resulting in a 2% decrease in basal metaboli c rate 
(BMR) per decade of adult life. Women tend to have a lower BMR than men because of a 
smaller percentage oflean muscle mass and the effecrs offemale hormones on metabolism. 
The effect of acrivity levels on energy requirements is obvious. However, most overempha
size the immediate , as opposed to the long-term, effects of exercise. For example, one would 
need to jog for over an hour to burn up the calories present in one piece of apple pie. 

Regular exercise increases basal metabolic rate, allowing calories to burn up more rap
idly 24 h a day. A regular exercise program should be designed to increase lean muscle mass 
and should be repeated 3- 5 days a week but need not be aerobic exercise to have an effect 
on basal metabolic rate . For an elderly or infirm individual , even daily walking may help to 
increase basal metabolic rate slightly. 

Hormone levels are also important, since thyroxine, sex hormones , growth hormone , 
and, to a lesser extent, epinephrine and cortisol increase BMR. The effects of epineph
rine and cortisol probably explain in part why severe stress and major trauma significantly 
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increase energy requirements. Finally, energy intake irself has an inverse relationship to 
expenditure in that during periods of starvatio n or semistarvation BMR can decrease up to 
50%. Thi s is of great survival value in cases of genuine starvat ion, but not much help to the 
person who wishes to lose weight on a calorie-restricted diet. 

27.3 • PROT EIN METABOLISM 

Dietary Protein Serves Many Roles Including 
Energy Production 

Protein carries a certai n mystique as a body-building food. Although it is an essential 
structural component of all cells, it is also important for maintaining essential secretions 
such as digesrive enzymes and pept ide or protein hormones . Pro tein is also needed for syn
thesis of plasma proteins, which are essential for maintaining osmotic balance, transporting 
substances through the blood , and maintaining immunity. However, the average North 
American adult consumes far more protein than needed to carry out these essential func
tions . Excess protein is treated as a source of energy, with glucogenic amino acids being 
converted to glucose and ketogenic amino acids to fatty acids and keto acids. Both kinds of 
amino acids are eventually converted to triacylglycerol in adipose tissue if fat and carbohy
drate supplies are already adequate to meet energy requiremenrs. Thus for most of us the 
only body building obtained from high-protein diers is in adipose tissue. 

It has been popular to say that the body has no storage depot for protein, and thus 
adequate dietary protein must be supplied with every meal. However, this is not quite accu
rate. Although there is no separate class of storage protein, there is a certain percentage of 
body protein that undergoes a constant process of breakdown and resynthesis. In the fasting 
state, the breakdown of this protein is enhanced, and the resulting amino acids are utilized 
for glucose production, synthesis of nonprotein nitrogenous compounds, and the essential 
secretory and plasma proteins mentioned above. Even in the fed state, some of these amino 
acids are utilized for energy production and as biosynthetic precursors. Thus , the turnover of 
body protein is a normal process and an essential feature of what is called nitrogen balance. 

Nitrogen Balance Relates Intake to Excretion of Nitrogen 

Nitrogen balance (Figure 27.2) is the relationsh ip between intake of nitrogen , primarily in 
the form of protein , and excretion of nitrogen, chiefly in the form of undigested protein in 
the feces and urea and ammonia in urine . A normal adult is in nitrogen equilibrium, with 
losses just balanced by intake. Negative nitrogen balance resulrs from inadequate intake of 
protein, since amino acids utilized for energy and biosynthetic reactions are not replaced. It 
also occurs in injury when there is net destruction of tissue and in major trauma or illness 
when the body's adaptive response causes increased protein catabolism. Positive nitrogen 
balance occurs when there is a net increase in body p rotein , such as in growing children, 
pregnant women, or convalescing adults . 

Essential Amino Acids Must Be Present in the Diet 

Several other factors musr be considered in addition to the amount of protein in the diet. One 
is the complement of ~ tial amino acids ingested. Essential amino acids are amino acids 
that cannot be synthesized by the body (Table 27.2). If jusr one of these essential amino acids is 
missing from the diet, the body cannot synthesize new protein to replace that lose due to normal 
turnover, and a negative nitrogen balance resulrs (Figure 27.2). Obviously, the complement of 
essential amino acids in dietary protein determines how well it can be used by the body. 

Most animal proteins contain all essential amino acids in about the quantities needed 
by the human body. Vegetable proteins, on the other hand, often lack one or more essen
tial amino acids and may, in some cases, be more difficult to digest. Even so, vegetarian 
diets can p rovide adequate protein provided enough extra protein is consumed to provide 
sufficient quantit ies of the essential amino acids and/or two or more different proteins are con
sumed together, which comple ment each other in amino acid content. For example, if corn 

TABLE 27.2 • Essential Amino Acids 

Histidine 

Isoleucine 

Leucine 

Lysine 

Methionine 

Phenylalanine 

Threonine 

Tryptophan 

Valine 
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(a) Positive nitrogen balance (growth, 
pregnancy, lactat ion and recovery 
from metabolic stress) 

Dietary 
protein -
(Nin) 

Amino acid 
pool 

Excretion 

Purines, 
heme, etc. 
Energy 

as urea + NH4 • 
(N out) 

(b) Negative nitrogen balance 
(metabolic stress) 

Dietary 
protein -
(Nin) 

Amino acid 
pool 

Excretion 

Purines, 
heme, etc. 
Energy 

as urea + NH4• 
(N out ) 

(c) Negative nitrogen balance 
(inadequate dietary protein) 

Dietary 
protein-- ~ 
(N in) 

Amino acid 
pool 

Excretion 

Purines, 
heme, etc. 
Energy 

as urea + NH4• 
(N out) 

(d) Negative nitrogen balance 
(lack of an essential amino acid) 

Dietary 
protein 
(N i n) 

Amfnoacid 
pool 

Excretion 

Puri nes, 
heme, etc. 
Energy 

as urea + NH4• 
(N out) 

Figure 27.2 Factors affec ting nitrogen balance. Schematic representations of the metabolic 
interrelationship involved in determining nitrogen balance. (a) Positive nitrogen balance (growth, pregnancy, 
lactation, and recovery from metabolic stress). (b) Negative nitrogen balance (metabolic mess). (c) Negative 
nitrogen balance (inadequate dietary protein). (d) Negative nitrogen balance (lack of an essential amino 
acid). Each figure represents the nitrogen balance resulting from a particular set of metabolic conditions. 
The dominant pathways in each situation are indicated by heavy red arrows . 

(which is deficient in lysine) is combined with legumes (deficient in methionine but rich in 
lysine), the efficiency of utilization of the two vegetable proteins approaches that of animal 
protein . The adequacy of vegetarian dietS with respeet to protein and calories for children 
is discussed in Clin. Corr. 27.1; the need for high quality protein in the low protein diets 
used for treatment of renal disease is discussed in Clin. Corr. 27.2. 

Protein Sparing Is Related to Dietary Content 
of Carbohydrate and Fat 

Another faetor that determines protein requirement is dietary intake of fat and carbohy
drate. If they are present in insufficient quantities, some dietary protein must be used for 
energy generation , and it becomes unavailable for building and replacing tissue. Thus, 
as energy (calorie) content of the diet from carbohydrate and fat increases, the need for 
protein decreases. This is referred to as protein sparing. Carbohydrate is somewhat more 
efficient at protein sparing than fat presumably because it can be used as an energy source 
by almost all tissues, whereas fat cannot. 

Normal Adult Protein Requirements 

Assuming adequate calorie intake and a 75% efficiency of utilization, which is typical of 
mixed protein in the average American diet, the recommended protein intake is 0.8 g/kg 
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Vegetarian Diets and Protein-Energy Requirements for Children 

One of the most imporcant problems of a purely vegetarian diet (as 
opposed to a lacto-ovo vegetarian diet) is the difficulty in obtaining 
sufficient calories and protein. Potential caloric deficit results because 
the caloric densities of fruits and vegetables are much less than the 
meats they replace (30-50 cal/100 g versus 150-300 cal/100 g; 7-12 
kJ/100 mg versus 36-72 kJ/100 g). The protein problem is three
fold. (1) Most plant products contain much less protein (1-2 g of 
protein/100-g serving versus 15- 20-g/100-g serving). (2) Most plant 
protein is of low biological value. (3) Some plant proteins are not 
completely digested. Actually, well-designed vegetarian diets usually 
provide enough calories and protein for the average adult. In fact, the 
reduced caloric intake may well be of benefit because strict vegetar
ians tend to be lighter than their nonvegetarian counterparts. 

However, whereas an adult male may require about 0.8 g/kg of 
protein and 40 cal/kg (9.6 kJ/kg) of body weight, a young child may 
require 2- 3 times char amount. Similarly, a pregnant woman needs 
an additional 10 g of protein and 300 cal/day (72 kJ/day), and a 
lactating woman an extra 15 g of protein and 500 cal {120 kJ)/day. 
Thus both young children and pregnant and lactating women run 
a risk of protein-energy malnutrition . Children of vegetarian mothers 
generally have a lower birch weight than children of mothers con-

Dietary Protein Intake and Renal Disease 

Chronic renal failure is characterized by accumulation of the end 
products of protein carabolism, mainly urea. Some degree of dietary 
protein restriction is usually necessary because these toxic end prod
ucts are responsible for many of the symptoms associated with renal 
failure. The amount of protein restriction depends on the severity 
of the disease. Ir is easy to maintain patients in nitrogen balance for 
prolonged periods on diets containing as little as 40 g of protein/day 
if the diet is sufficient in calories. Diets containing less than 40 g/ day 
pose problems. Protein turnover continues and a balance found be
tween providing enough protein to avoid negative nitrogen balance, 
bur little enough to avoid buildup of waste products. 

The strategy em ployed in such diers is ro ( 1) provide a physiologi
cally adequate amount of protein, primarily of high biological value, 
and (2) provide the bulk of the daily caloric requirement as carbo
hydrates and fats. The goal is to provide just enough essential amino 
acids to maintain positive nitrogen balance. In turn, the body should 
be able to synthesize the nonessential amino acids from ocher nitrogen
containing metabolites. Enough carbohydrate and fat is provided so 
chat essentially all dietary protein can be spared from energy metabo
lism. With chis type of diet, it is possible to maintain a patient on 20 g 
of protein/day for considerable periods. Because of the difficulty in 
maintaining nitrogen equilibrium at such low-protein intakes, the 
patient 's protein scatus should be monitored. This can be done by 
measuring serum albumin and transferrin. 

suming a mixed diet. Similarly, vegetarian children generally have a 
slower rare of growth through the first 5 years, bur generally catch up 
by age of IO. 

Sufficient calories and protein for these high-risk groups can be 
provided if the diet is adequately planned. Three principles should 
be followed to design a calorie-protein-sufficient vegetarian diet for 
young children.(l) Whenever possible, include eggs and milk; they 
are excellent sources of calories and high-quality protein . (2) Include 
liberal amounts of those vegecable foods with high-caloric density, in
cluding nuts, grains, dried beans, and dried fruits. (3) Include liberal 
amounts of high-protein vegetable foods chat have complementary 
amino acid compositions. It used to be thought char these comple
mentary proteins must be present in the same meal. Recent animal 
studies, however, suggest chat a meal low in (but not devoid of) an 
essential amino acid may be supp lemented by adding the limiting 
amino acid at a subsequent meal. 

Messina, V., and Mangels, A. R. Considerations in planning vegan diecs: Children. 
J. Am . Diet . Assoc. 101:661, 2001; Mangels,A. R., and Messina, V. Considerations 

in planning vegan diecs: lnfancs.j. Am. Diet. kroc. 101:670, 200 1; and Dunham , 

L., and Kollar , L M. Vegetarian eating for children and adolescenrs.j. Ped. Health 
Care 20:27, 2006. 

Unfortunately, such diets are extremely monotonous and difficult 
to follow. A typical 20 g of protein diet consists of (l ) one egg plus 
3/4 cup milk or one additional egg or 1 oz of meat, (2) one-half lb 
of deglurenized (low-protein) wheat bread; all other breads and cere
als must be avoided, and this includes almost all baked goods. (3) a 
limited amount of low-protein , low-porassium fruits and vegetables, 
and (4) sugars and fats to make up the rest of the needed calories; 
however, cakes, pies, and cookies should be avoided. 

In contrast, hemodialysis causes a net protein catabolic stare that 
can lead to decreased muscle mass and increase the risk of morbid
ity and mortality. Thus, patienrs with chronic renal failure who are 
on dialysis often have increased protein requirements. Recent studies 
have shown chat either intravenous or dietary protein supplemen
tation during dialysis can help restore normal protein homeostasis. 
Similarly, patienrs with acute renal failure caused by sepsis, shock, 
trauma, or burn injury often have increased protein requirements be
cause of the catabolism associated with these conditions (see Clin. 
Corr. 27.3, p. 1106). 

Bero, J. A., and Bansal, V. K. Medical nutrition therapy in chronic kidney failure. 
J. Am. Diet. Assoc: 104:404, 2004; Pupim, L. B., Flakoll, P. J., and lkizler , T. A. 

Protein homeostasis in chron ic hernodialysis pariencs. Curr. Opin. Clin. Nutr. Me
tnb. Care7:89, 2004; and Braiche, I. F., Mohammad, R. A., Alaniz, C., and Muel 

ler, B. A. Amino acid requiremencs in critically ill patiems with acure kidney injury 

created with continuous renal replacement therap y. Pharmncothernpy 28:600, 2008. 
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body wt/day . Thi s amouncs co about 58 g protein/day for a 72-kg (160-lb) man and about 
44 g/day for a 55-kg (120-lb) woman. These recommendations need to be increased on a 
vegetarian diet if overall efficiency of utilization is less than 75% . 

Protein Requirements Are Increased during 
Growth and Illness 

Because dietary protein is essential for synthesis of new body tissue, as well as for mainte
nance and repair, the need for protein increases markedly during periods of rapid growth as 
occurs during pregnancy, infancy, childhood , and adolescence. Once growth requiremencs 
have been considered , age does nor seem to have much effeet on protein requiremencs. If 
anything, the protein requirement may decrease slightly with age. However, older people 
need and generally consume fewer calories, so high-quality protein should provide a larger 
percentage of their total calories. Some older people may have special protein requirements 
due to malabsorption problems. 

Illness, major trauma, and surgery cause a major catabolic response. Energy and pro
tein needs in these situations are very large, and the body responds by increasing production 
of glucocorticoids, epinephrine, and cytakines. Breakdown of body protein is greatly acceler
ated and a negative nitrogen balance results unless protein intake is increased (Figure 27.2). 
Although the increased protein requirement is of little significance in short-term illness, 
it can be vitally important in the recovery of hospitalized patients as discussed in the next 
section (Clin. Corr. 27.3). 

Providing Adequate Protein and Calories for Hospitalized Patients 

The normal metabolic response to infection, trauma, and surgery is a 
complex and carefully balanced catabolic state. Glucocorticoids, inter
leukin-6 (IL-6), and ocher cytokines are released, greatly accelerating 
the rates of lipolysis, proteolysis, and gluconeogenesis. The nee resulc 
is an increased supply of fatty acids and glucose co meet the increased 
energy demands of such major stress. The high serum glucose causes 
an increase in circulating insulin levels, which is more than counter
balanced by increased levels of cytokines and glucocorticoids. Skeletal 
muscle uses very little of the blood glucose, bur relies on free faery acids 
and its own cacabolized protein as a primary source of energy. le con
tinues to export amino acids, primarily alanine, for use elsewhere in 
the body, resulting in a very rapid depletion of body protein scores. 

A highly catabolic hospitalized patient may require 35-45 kcal/ 
kg/day (8.4-10 .8 kJ/kg/day) and 2-3 g of protein/kg/day. A patient 
with severe burns may require even more. Several options are avail
able to provide the postoperative patient with sufficient calories and 
protein co ensure optimal recovery. When the patient is unable co 
ingest enough food, it may be adequate to supplement the diet with 
high-calorie-high-protein preparations, which are usually mixtures of 
homogenized cornstarch, egg, milk protein, and flavorings. When the 
patient is unable ro ingest solid food or co digest complex mixtures 
of foods adequately, elemental diets are usually administered via a na
sogastric tube. Elemental diets consist of small peptides or amino ac
ids, glucose and dextrins, some fat, viram.ins, and electrolytes. These 
diets are sufficient ro meet most of the short-term caloric and protein 
needs of a moderately catabolic patient. 

When a patient is severely cacabolic or unable to digest and 
absorb foods normally , parenteral (intravenous) nutrition is neces
sary. The least invasive method is to use a peripheral, slow-flow vein 
as for any ocher IV infusion . The main limitation of chis method 
is hyperconicity. However, a solution of 5% glucose and 4.25% 
amino acids can be used safely. This solution will usually provide 
enough protein to maintain positive nitrogen balance, bur will rare
ly provide enough calories for long-term maintenance of a severely 
catabolic patient. 

The most aggressive nutritional therapy is total parenteral nutri
tion. Usually an indwelling catheter is inserted into a large fast-flow 
vessel such as the superior vena cava, so chat the very hypertonic in
fusion fluid can be diluted rapidly. This allows solutions of up to 
60% glucose and 4.25% amino acids to be used, providing sufficient 
protein and most of the calories for long-term maintenance. Intrave
nous infusions of lipid are often added to boost calories and provide 
essential fatty acids. Any of these methods can prevent or minimize 
the negative nitrogen balance associated with surgery and trauma. 
The choice of method depends on the patient 's condition. As a gen
eral rule it is preferable to use the lease invasive technique. 

Wilmore, D. W. Mecabolic response to severe surgical illness: An overview. World 
J Su:rg. 24:705, 2000; Wolfe, R. R., and Martini, W. Z. Changes in intermedi
ary metabolism in severe surgical illness. World J Surg. 24:639, 2000; wd Biffi, 
W. L., Moore, E. E., and Haenel, J. B. Nutrition support of the trauma pacienc. 
Nutrition 18:960, 2002. 
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27 .4 • PROTEIN-ENERGY MALNUTRITION 

The most common form of malnutrition in the world is protein-energy malnutrition 
(PEM). In developing countries, inadequate intake of protein and energy is al] too com
mon, especially in infants and young children. While the symptoms vary widely from 
case t0 case, it is common to classify most cases as either marasmus or kwashiorkor. 
Marasmus is caused by inadequate intake of both protein and energy. Kwashiorkor is 
caused by inadequate intake of protein with adequate energy intake. Often the diets 
that lead to marasmus and kwashiorkor are similar, with kwashiorkor being precipitated 
by conditions of increased protein demand such as infection. Marasmic infants will 
have a thin, wasted appearance and will be small for their age. Children are perma
nently stunted in physical and mental development if PEM continues long enough. The 
patient with kwashiorkor often has a deceptively plump appearance due to edema. Other 
telltale symptoms associated with kwashiorkor are dry brittle hair, diarrhea, dermatitis 
of various forms, and retarded growth. The most devastating result of both conditions 
is reduced ability to fight off infection . These individuals have a reduced number ofT 
lymphocytes (and thus diminished cel1-mediated immune response) as wel1 as defects 
in generation of phagocytic cells, and production of immunoglobulins, interferon, and 
other components of the immune system. Many die from secondary infections rather 
than from starvation . 

The most common form of PEM seen in the United States occurs in the hospital set
ting. A typical course of events is as follows: The patient has not been eating well for several 
weeks or months prior to entering the hospital due to chronic or debilitating il1ness. He 
or she enters the hospital with major trauma, severe infection, or for major surgery, all of 
which cause a large negative nitrogen balance. This is often compounded by difficulties in 
feeding the patient or by the need for fasting in preparation for surgery or diagnostic tests. 
The net result is PEM as reflected by low levels of serum albumin and other serum proteins 
or by decreased cellular immunity. Hospitalized patients with demonstrable PEM have 
delayed wound healing, decreased resistance to infection, increased mortality, and increased 
length of hospitalization. Most major hospitals have programs that monitor the nutritional 
status of their patients and will intervene where necessary to maintain a positive nitrogen 
and energy balance (see Clin. Corr. 27.3). 

27 .5 • EXCESS PROTEIN-ENERGY INTAKE 

Much has been said in recent years about the large amount of protein that the average 
American consumes. Certainly most consume far more than needed to maintain nitrogen 
balance. An average American currently consumes about 99 g of protein, of which 68% is 
from animal sources. However, a healthy adult can consume this amount of protein with 
no apparent harm. Concern has been raised about possible effects of high protein intake on 
calcium requirements. Some studies suggest that high protein intake increases urinary loss 
of calcium and may accelerate bone demineralization associated with aging. However, this 
issue is far from settled. 

Obesity Has Dietary and Genetic Components 

Perhap s the more serious and frequent nutritional problem in this country is excessive 
energy consumption . In fact, obesity has been described as an epidemic in the United 
States and much of the developed world. Obesity is defined in terms of body mass 
index (BMI. weight in kilograms divided by height in meters squared). Ideal weight 
is usually considered to be a BMI of 24. 9 or less. People with a BMI of 25 to 29 are 
considered overweight; people with a BMI of30 to 40 are considered obese; and people 
with BMis over 40 are considered morbidly obese. An inexact way of thinking about 
it is that a 5-foot, 4-inch person is generally obese if she or he is 30 pounds or more 
overweight . 
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Rgure 27.3 The leptin appetite suppression 
pathway. Schematic representation of the leptin 
appetite suppression pathway. Adipocytes produce 
leptin, which binds to its receptor in the arcuate 
nucleus of the hypothalamus and stimulates 
neurons that produce the appetite-suppressing 
hormones POMC (pro-opiomelanocortin) and 
CART (cocaine- and amphetamine-regulated 
transcript ) and blocks neurons that produce 
the appetite-stimulating neuropeptides NPY 
(neuropeptide Y) and AgRP (agouti-related 
protein). Normally, the amount ofleptin increases 
as the fat stores in adipocytes increase. 

Obesity has a major genetic component, which is evident from its strong fumilial 
inheritance pattern and studies on monozygotic twins. Many experts think that the contri
bution of genetic factors to obesity is in the range of 30% - 70%. However , to truly under
stand the role of genetics in obesity we need to think beyond classical Mendelian genetics. 
Most people tend t0 think of genetics in terms of rare genetic defects that lead directly to a 
disease such as phenylket0nuria (p. 767) or cystic fibrosis (p. 494). In the case of obesity, it 
is more fruitful co think of genetics in terms of three levels of genetic influences: monogenic 
obesity, polygenic predisposition to obesity, and monogenic resistance to obesity . 

Monogenic obesity refers co single genetic defects that are srrongly linked to obesity 
irrespective of environmental and behavioral influences. These gene defecrs obey classical 
Mendelian inhe ritance and are exceedingly rare in the general population . For example, 
recent research has shown that fat cells (adipocyces) produce a hormone called leptin that 
suppresses appetite (Figure 27.3; see Clin . Corr . 17.8, p. 703). The leptin appetite suppres
sion pathway was initially considered a very promising target for pharmacological interven
tion because a genetically obese strain of mice (ob/ob) was shown to be unable to produce 
leptin and administration ofleptin to those mice resulted in weight loss. However, it turns 
out that most overweight individuals overproduce leptin , and defects in both the lepcin 
gene and the leptin recept0r gene are very rare in the human population. 

In the case of polygenic predisposition to obesity, there are common polymorphisms 
in cenain genes that increase the risk of obesity, but only in those individuals who con
sume more calories than they expend for extended periods of time. Some examples of these 
polymorphisms will be discussed in the section on nutrigenetics (see Section 27.10) . In 
many cases the predisposition to obesity is relatively weak, so obesity only becomes likely in 
individuals who consume excess calories and have polymorphisms contributing to obesity 
in two or more genes. However, because there are many genes in this category and the 
polymorphisms that contribute to obesity are very common , polygenic predisposition to 
obesity is common . Finally, there are genetic polymorphisms that predispose to leanness 
even in individuals consuming excess calories over an extended period of time. Unfonu
nately, those polymorphisms are relatively rare in the general population. 

In summary, even though genetics may exert a 30% - 70% influence on obesity, most 
genetic traits that influence obesity do not cause it directly; they only predispose to obesity 
when calories consumed exceed calories expended for a prolonged period of time. Further
more, genetic backgrounds that predispose to obesity when excess calories consumed are 
the most common genotypes in the general population . Genotypes that allow individuals to 
consume excess calories witho ut gaining weight are relatively rare. In this light , it is easy 
to understand why diet and lifestyle play such a critical role in determ ining the incidence 
of obesity. The latest repon of the National Cente r for Health Statistics shows 32.7% of 
Americans are overweight, 34% are obese. and 6% are morbidly obese. That means that 
over two-thirds of the U.S. population is now either overweight or obese. The prevalence of 
obesity has increased by 50% in adults and has more than doubled in children in che past 
20 years. This clearly reflects recent lifestyle changes in this country because genetics does 
not change in a matter of a few years. The environmental and behavioral changes that have 
lead to this "epidemic" of obesity are clearly complex but include the increased availability 
of calorie-dense foods, an increase in portion size, and the more sedentary lifestyle of the 
U.S. population. 

Obesity, Insulin Resistance, Metabolic Syndrome, 
and Type 2 Diabetes 

Obesity is strong ly associated with typ e 2 diabet es. Not only are 80% of people with type 
2 diabetes overweight, but the incidence of type 2 diabetes bas increased in parallel with 
the incidence of obesity over the last 20 years or more . However, not everyone who is obese 
has type 2 diabetes . In face, there is a gradual , but fairly predictable , transition &om simple 
obesity with no observable metabolic changes through insulin resistance with its many 
associated metabolic changes to type 2 diabetes. Why is this? Obesity is obviously associated 
with an increased number and/or size of adipose tissue cells. However , it is imponant to 
understand that adipocytes are endocrine-producing cells, not just repositories of fat stores. 
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Figure 27.4 Effect of TNF a on the expression of enzymes involved in fatty acid and triglyceride 
synthesis in the liver. Adipokines such as TNFa mimic the effect of insulin on fatty acid and triglyceride 
synthesis in the liver by stimula ting the movement of the rranscription factor SREBP-lc (sterol regulatory 
element binding protein- le) &om the endoplasmic reticulum to the Golgi, where its membrane bound 
portion is cleaved by proteases. This allows SREBP-lc to diffuse into the nucleus where it binds co the 
sterol regulatory element (SRE) and increases the expression of acetyl CoA carboxylase, fatty acid synthase 
and glycerol-3-phosphate acy cransferase. 

When engorged with fat, adipocytes cells overproduce hormones such as leptin and resistin 
and cytokines such as tumor necrosis factor alpha (1N Fa). Although it is not clear at 
this point whether it is TNFa or other adipokines that exert their effecrs on muscle and 
liver metabolism, TNFa does exert a Strong paracrine effect on adipose tissue. It stimulates 
hormone-sensitive lipase, which resulrs in elevated levels of free fatty acids in the circula
tion, and inhibirs lipoprotein lipase, which decreases the clearance rate of triacylglycerol
rich VLDL particles from the circulation. 

The increased influx of the circulating free fatty acids into the liver increases the levels 
of fatty acyl CoA available for triacylglycerol synthesis and acetyl CoA available for fatty 
acid synthesis. At the same time TNFa activates the transcription factor SREBP-lc which, 
in tum, increases expression of key enzymes involved in fatty acid and triacylglycerol bio
synthesis (Figure 27.4) . The net result is increased production of triacylglycerol-rich VLDL 
particles by the liver. This, coupled with the decreased clearance of VLDL particles just 
described, leads to elevated levels of triglycerides (triacylglycerol-rich VLDL particles) in 
the circulation . TNFa also decreases lecithin: cholesterol acyltransferase (LCAT ) expres
sion and activity, ATP-binding cassette (ABCAI and ABCGI) expression and apo A-I and 
apo A-N expression, all of which are thought to contribute to a decline in HDL levels 
associated with obesity. Thus , obesity is often associated with a dyslidemia characterized 
by elevated triglycerides and decreased HDL levels. This dyslipidemia is highly associated 
with increased risk of cardiovascular disease. 

The circulating free fatty acids associated with obesity also appear to be responsible for 
insulin resistance of the muscle and the liver. Fatty acids stimulate PKC-6 catalyzed serine 
phosphorylation of the insulin receptor l and 2 substrates, which in tum interferes with 
insulin stimulation of the PKB signaling pathway (Figure 27.5). In muscle, this interferes 
with the ability of insulin to stimulate translocation of the GLUT 4 transporter to the mem
brane. In liver, it interferes with the ability of insulin to down-regulate gluconeogenesis. 
In addition , fatty acids are competitive inhibitors of glucose uptake by both the GLUT4 
transporter in muscle and the GLUT2 transporter in liver. The decreased uptake of glucose 
by both muscle and liver and the increased production of glucose by the liver tend to lead 
to hyperglycemia. 

In the early stages of obesity the pancreas compensates for the insulin resistance by 
overproducing insulin so that glucose homeostasis is maintained at normal or near normal 
levels. However, the pancreas cannot maintain this overproduction of insulin forever. The 
elevated levels of free fatty acids and/or cytokines lead to a gradual loss of the ability of the 
pancreas to overproduce insulin, a process called decompensation. Once the pancreas is no 
longer able to produce enough insulin to compensate for insulin resistance, hyperglycemia 
ensues. Since hyperglycemia is the defining criterion for diabetes, it is at this point that the 
patient is classified at having type 2 diabetes. Type 2 diabetes differs from type l diabetes 
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Figure 27.5 Mechanisms involved in insulin 
resistance in muscle and liver. Free fatty acids 
(FFA) stimulate PKC-0 (protein kinase C-0), 
which serine phosphorylates and inactivates IRS i /2 
(insulin receptor substrate I and 2). This interferes 
with the PI3K (phosphoinositide -3 kinase)- PKB 
(protein kinase B) signaling pathway which normally 
causes transfer of the GLUT4 transporter to the cell 
surface in muscle and decreases gluconeogenesis 
and increases glycolysis in the liver. Free fatty acids 
also competitively inhibit transport of glucose by 
both the GLUT4 and GLUT2 transporters.+ 
symbols denote positive regulation and - symbols 
denote negative regulation. The dotted lines denote 
responses co insulin chat are not occurring because 
of insulin resistance. 
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Figure 27.6 Schematic of the metabolic response to obesity over time . 

in several fundamental aspects. Type l diabetes is caused by an inability of the pancreas 
to produce insulin, whereas type 2 diabetes is caused by an obesity-associated insulin resis
tance. In fact insulin levels in a type 2 diabetic are often elevated or near normal; they are 
just no longer sufficient to overcome the insulin resistance. 

There is a relatively predictable sequence of metabolic changes associated with obe
sity (Figure 27.6) . As described, one of the earliest changes is an overproduction and 
decreased clearance ofVLDL particles, leading to a dyslipidemia character ized by elevated 
triacylglycerol-rich VLDL particles and decreased H DL levels. Insulin resistance is also a 
relatively early metabolic change associated with obesity, but the expected hyperglycemia 
often does not occur for many years because of the ability of the pancreas to compensate 
by overproducing insulin . However, the higher-than-normal levels of insulin required to 
maintain glucose homeostasis are not entirely benign . Insulin-signaling pathways lead to 
increased cell proliferation in many cells, and obesity appears to be associated with increased 
risk of several types of cancer. This hyperinsulinemia also appears to stimulate the sympa
thetic nervous system, leading to sodium and water retention and vasoconstriction, which 
increase blood pressure. Finally, if the obesity is maintained long enough , the ability of the 
pancreas to overproduce insulin is lost and type 2 diabetes ensues. 

T hus, the insulin resistance associated with obesity increases the risk of developing 
type 2 diabetes, heart disease, hypertension , and several types of cancer. Since increased 
risk of some of those diseases may occur long before the patient becomes diabetic, there has 
been a movement to label the condition that exiSts between the onset of insulin resistance 
and the development of type 2 diabetes as metaboli c syndrome . The World Health Orga
nization defines metabolic syndrome as two or more of the following conditions : abdomi
nal obesity, dyslipidemia (as defined by an elevation of triacylglycerol-rich VLDL and a 
decrease in HDL), hypertension, insulin resistance, modest increases in fasting blood sugar, 
a prothrombic state, or a pro-inflammatory state (usually defined by increase in C-reactive 
protein). However, because all of these conditions do not occur simultaneously in a given 
individual, the term metabolic syndrome is not universally accepted. 

Obesity Has Significant Health Implications 

Obesity is a primary risk factor in coronary heart disease, hypertension , and diabetes mel
litus. Obesity is also associated with inflammatory diseases, some forms of cancer, bone and 
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joint disorders, and breathing disorders . This is nutritionally significant because all of these 
metabolic changes are reversible. Quite often reduction to ideal body weight is che single 
most imporcanc aim of nutritional therapy . When the individual is ac ideal body weight, 
the composition of the diet becomes a less important consideration in maintaining normal 
serum lipid and glucose concentrations. 

As mentioned, obesity can lead co increased recencion of both sodium and water. As 
the fat scores are metabolized, they produce water (which is denser than fat), and cbe water 
may be largely retained . In fact, some individuals may observe short-term weight gain when 
cbey diet, even though the diet is working perfectly well in terms of breaking down their 
adipose tissue. This metabolic fact of life can be psychologically devastating t0 dieters, who 
expect quick results for all their sacrifice. 

27.6 • CARBOHYDRATES 

The chief metabolic role of dietary carboh ydrates is for energy production. Any carbo
hydrate in excess of that needed for energy is converted to glycogen and triacylglycerol 
for storage. The body can adapt co a wide range of dietary carbohydrate levels (see Clin. 
Corr 27 .7, p. 1118) . Diets high in carbohydrate result in higher steady-state levels of 
glucokinase and some of the enzymes involved in the pentose phosphate pathway and 
triacylglycerol synthesis. Diers low in carbohydrate result in higher steady-stare levels of 
some of che enzymes involved in gluconeogenesis , fatty acid oxidation , and amino acid 
cacabolism. Glycogen stores are also affected by che carbohydrate content of the diet 
(Clio. Corr. 27.4). 

The most common form of carbohydrate intolerance is diabetes mellirus, caused by 
either subnormal insulin production or insulin resistance. This causes inrolerance co glucose 
and sugars char are readily convened co glucose. Dietary treatment of diabetes is discussed in 

Carbohydrate Loading and Athletic Endurance 

The practice of carbohydrate loading daces co observations made 
in the early 1960s chat endurance during vigorous exercise was 
limited primarily by muscle glycogen scores. Of course, glycogen 
is not cbe sole energy source for muscle. Free farty acids increase 
in blood during vigorous exercise and are utilized by muscle along 
wicb its glycogen scores. Once glycogen has been exhausted, however, 
muscle cannot rely entirely on free farty acids wicbouc tiring rapidly, 
probably because muscle becomes increasingly hypoxic during vigor
ous exercise. Alcbough glycogen is utilized equally well aerobica11y 
or anaerobica1ly, farty acids can only be utilized aerobica11y. Under 
anaerobic conditions, farty acids cannot provide ATP rapidly enough 
co serve as the sole energy source. 

The practice of carbohydrate loading to increase glycogen scores 
was devised for track and ocher endurance acbleces. The original car
bohydrate loading regimen consisted of a 3-4-day period of heavy 
exercise while on a low-carbohydrate diet, followed by 1-2 days of 
light exercise while on a high-carbohydrate diet . The initial low
carbohydrate-high-energy demand period caused a depletion of mus
cle glycogen stores. The subsequent change co a high-carbohydrate 
diet resulted in the production of higher-than-normal levels of insulin 
and growth hormone and glycogen scores reached almost cwice the 
normal amounts. This practice did increase endurance significantly. 
In one study, test subjects on a high-fat and high-protein diet had 

less cban 1.6 g of glycogen per 100 g of muscle and could perform a 
standardized workload for only 60 min. When the same sub jeers cben 
consumed a high-carbohydrate diet for 3 days, their glycogen scores 
increased co 4 g per l 00 g of muscle and cbe same workload could be 
performed for up to 4 h. 

Alcbough the technique clearly worked, the athletes often felt le
thargic and irritable during the low-carbohydrate phase of the regimen, 
and cbe high-fat diet ran counter to current health recommendations . 
Recent studies indicate rhat regular consumption of a high-complex 
carbohydrate low-fat diet during uaining increases glycogen scores 
without sudden dietary changes. Current recommendations are for 
enduranceachlecestoconsumeahigh-carbohydra cediec(withemphasis 
on complex carbohydrates) during training . T hen carbohydrate intake 
is increased further (to 70% of calories) and exercise tapered off dur
ing the 2-3 days just prior to an athletic event. This increases mus
cle glycogen stores to levels comparable co the previously described 
carbohydrate-loading regimen. 

Lambert, E. V., and Goedecke, J . H . The role of diem.ry micronurriencs in opti 
mizing endurance performance. Curr. Sport$ Med. Rep. 2: 194, 2003; Hargreaves, 
M., Hawley, J. A., and Jeukendrup, A. Pre -exercise carbohydrate and fat ingestion: 
Effeccs on metabo lism and performance./ . Sport1 Sci. 22:31, 2004; and Burke, 
L. M., Kiens, B., and Ivey, J. L., Carbohydrates and fat for training and recovery. 
}. Sport1 Sci. 22:15, 2004. 
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High-Carbohydrate versus High-Fat Diet for Diabetics 

For years the Americ.an Diabetes Association has recommended diets 
that were low in fat and high in complex carbohydrates and fiber for 
diabetics. The logic of such a recommendation seemed to be ines
capable. Diabetics are prone co hyperlipidemia with attendant risk 
of heart disease, and low-fat diets seemed likely to reduce the risk 
of hyperlipidemia and heart disease. In addition , numerous clinical 
studies had suggested char the high-fiber content of these diets im
proved conrrol of blood sugar. This recommendation has proved co 
be conrroversial and illustrates the difficulties in making dietary rec
ommendations for population groups rather than individuals. There 
is signific.anr variation in how individual diabetics respond to these 
diets. Some diabetic patients show poorer conrrol (as evidenced by 
higher blood glucose levels, elevated VLDL and/or LDL levels, and 
reduced HDL levels) on the high-carbohydrate- high-fiber diets than 
on diets high in monounsacurated fatty acids. However, diets high in 
monounsaturared fatty acids rend to have higher caloric density and 
may be inappropriate for overweight individuals with type 2 diabetes. 
Thus, a single diet may not be equally appropriate for all diabetics. 
Even the glycemic index concept (see Table 27 .2, p. 1103) may also 
tum out to be difficult to apply to the diabetic population as a whole, 
because of individual variation. In 2004, theAmeric.an Diabetes Asso
ciation abandoned the concept of a single diabetic diet. Instead their 
recommendations focus on achievement of glucose, lipid, and blood 
pressure goals, with weight reduction and dietary recommendations 
based on individual preferences and what works best to achieve met
abolic conrrol in the individual. However, that doesn't necessarily 
imply that any weight-reduction diet is satisfactory. In 2006 the Dia-

betes and Nutrition Srudy Group of the European Association for the 
Study of Diabetes made a very specific set of evidenced-based recom
mendations for the all diets used for the creatmenc and prevention of 
diabetes. Their grade A recommendations are that such diets should 
(1) reduce energy inrake and increase energy expenditure among 
those who are overweight and to prevent weight regain once weight 
loss has been achieved, (2) reduce saturated fats and tram-unsaturated 
fatty acids co below 10% of total energy (below 8% if LD L-cholesterol 
levels are elevated), (3) resrrict dietary cholesterol to less than 300 mg/ 
day (especially if LDL-cholesterol is elevated), (4) include naturally 
occurring carbohydrate-rich foods that are high in dietary fiber and 
low in glycemic index (vegetables, legumes, fruits and whole grains) 
with a total dietary fiber intake of 40g/day, and (5) restrict salt to less 
than 6 g/day. Their position is that a wide range of carbohydrate, 
protein , and fat intakes are suitable for a diabetic as long as the foods 
chosen meet these criteria. 

Klein,$. , $beard, N. F., Pi-Sunyer, X., Daly, A, etal. Weight management through 
lifescyle modification for the prevention and management of cype 2 cliabetes: ra
tionale and strategies. A statement of the American Diaberes A~sociation for the 
Srudy of Obesicy wd the American Sociecy for Clinical Nutrition . Am. J. Clin. 
Nutr. 80:257 , 2004; Grundy , $. M., Hansen, B., Smith, S. C., Cleeman, J. I., and 
Kahn, R. A Clinical management of merabolicsyndrome. Report of the American 
Heare Association/National Heare, Lung, and Blood Institute/American Diabetes 
Association Conference on Scientific Issues Rdated co Management. Circulation 
109:551, 2004; and Mann, J. I. Nutrition recommendations for the treatment and 
prevention of cype 2 diabetes and the metabolic syndrome: An evidenced based 
review. Nut r. Rev. 64:422 , 2006 . 

Clin. Corr. 27.5 . Lactase insufficiency (p. 1050) is also a common disorder of carbohydrate 
metabolism affecring over 30 million people in the United States alone. Ir is most prevalent 
among blacks, Asians, and Hispanics. Without intestinal lacrase, dietary lactose is not signifi
cantly hydrolyzed or absorbed. It remains in the intestine where it acts osmotically co draw 
water into the gut, and it is converted to lactic acid and CO 2 by intestinal bacteria. The result 
is bloating , flatulence, and diarrhea, all of which can be avoided simply by eliminating milk 
and milk products from the diet. 

27.7 • FATS 

Triacylglycerols, or fats, are directly utilized by many tissues as an energy source, and phos
pholipids are important constituents of membranes. Excess dietary fat can be stored only as 
rriacylglycerol in adipose tissue. As with carbohydrate , the body adapts to a wide range of fat 
intakes. However, problems develop at the exrremes (either high or low) offat consumption. At 
the low end, essential-fatty-acid (EFA) deficiency may become a problem. The fatty acids 
linoleic and linolenic cannot be made by the body and thus are essential components of the 
diet. They are needed for maintaining the function and inregriry of membrane structure , for 
fat metabolism and transport , and for synthesis of prostaglandins and related compounds . 
The most characteristic symptom of essential-fatty-acid deficiency is a scaly dermatitis. EFA 
deficiency is very rare in the United States, occurring primarily in low-birth-weight infants 
fed on artificial formulas lacking EFA and in hospitalized patients maintained on total par
enteral nutrition for long periods. At the other extreme , there is concern that excess dietary 
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fat causes elevation of serum lipids and thus an increased risk of heart disease. Recent studies 
suggest that high fat intakes are associated with increased risk of colon, breast, and proscate 
cancer, but it is not clear whether the cancer risk is associated with fat intake per se, or with 
the excess calories and obesity associated with a high-fat diet. Animal studies suggest that 
polyunsaturated fatty acids of the w-6 series may be more nunorigenic than other unsatu
rated fatty acids. The reason for this is not known, but it has been suggested that prostaglan
dins derived from the w-6 fatty acids may stimulate tumor progression. 

27.8 • FIBER 

Die tary fiber comprises those components of food that cannot be broken down by human 
digestive enzymes. It is incorrect, however, to assume that fiber is indigestible since some 
fibers are, in fact, at least partially broken down by intestinal bacteria. Our current under
standing of the metabolic roles of dietary fiber is based on three important observations: 
(1) there are several different types of dietary fiber. (2) they each have different chemical 
and physical properties, and (3) they each have different effeccs on human metabolism, 
which can be understood, in part, from their unique properties . 

The major types of fiber and their properties are summarized in Table 27.3 . Cellulos e 
and most hemi cellulo ses increase stool bulk, decrease transit time, and are associated with 
the effects of fiber on regularity. They decrease intracolonic pressure and appear to play a 
beneficial role with respeet to diverticular diseases. By diluting out potential carcinogens 
and speeding their transit through the colon, they may also play a role in reducing the risk of 
colon cancer. Lignins have bulk-enhancing properties and they adsorb organic substances 
such as cholesterol to lower plasma cholesterol concentration. Mucilaginous fibers, such 
as pectin and gums, tend to form viscous gels in the stomach and intestine and slow the 
rate of gastric emptying, thus slowing the rate of absorption of many nutrients . Their most 
important clinical role is to slow the rate at which carbohydrates are digested and absorbed. 
Thus, both the rise in blood sugar and the rise in insulin levels are significantly decreased if 
these fibers are ingested with carbohydrate-containing foods. Water-soluble fibers (pectins, 
gums, and some hemicelluloses, and storage polysaccharides) also help to lower serum cho
lesterol levels in most people. Whether this is due to their effect on insulin levels (insulin 
stimulates cholesterol synthesis and export) or to other metabolic effects (perhaps caused by 
end products of partial bacterial digestion) is not known. Vegetables, wheat, and most grain 
fibers are the best sources of the water-insoluble cellulose, hemicellulose, and lignin. Fruits, 
oars, and legumes are the best sources of the water-soluble fibers. Obviously, a balanced diet 
should include food sources of both soluble and insoluble fiber. 

TABLE 27.3 • Major Types of Fiber and Their Properties 

Type of Fiber 

Cellulose 

Hemicellulose 

Lignin 

Pectin 

Gums 

Major 
Source in Diet 

Unrefined cereals 
Bran 

Wholewhear 

Unrefined cereals 
Some fniirs and vegerables 

Wholewhear 

Woody parrs of vegetables 

Fniirs 

Dried beans 
Oats 

Chemical 
Properties 

Nondigestible 
Water-inso luble 
Absorbs water 

Partially digestible 
Usually water-insoluble 

Absorbs water 

Nondigesrible 
Water-inso luble 

Absorbs organic substances 

Digestib le 
Warer-soluble 
Mucilaginous 

Digestible 
Warer-soluble 
Mucilaginous 

Physiowgical 
Effects 

Increases stool bulk 
De.creases inrestinal transit time 
Decreases inrracolonic pressure 

Increases stool bulk 
Decreases inrestinal transit time 
Decreases inrracolonic pressure 

Increases srool bulk 
Bind cholesrero l 
Bind carcinogens 

Decreases rate of gastric emptying 
Decreases rare of sugar uprake 
Decreases serum cholesterol 

Decreases rate of gastric emptying 
Decreases rate of sugar uptake 
Decreases serum cholesrerol 
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27 .9 • COMPOSITION OF MACRO N UTRIENTS 
IN THE DIET 

Since there are relatively few instances of macronutrient deficiencies in the American diet, 
much of the interest in recent years has focused on whether there is an ideal diet composi
tion consistent with good health. 

Composition of the Diet Affects Serum Cholesterol 

With respect to heart disease, the current discussion centers around two key issues. (1) Can 
serum cholesterol and triacylglycerol concentration be controlled by diet? (2) Does lower
ing serum cholesterol and triacylglycerol levels protect against heart disease? The controversies 
around dietary control of cholesterol levels illusrrate perfectly the trap one falls into by trying t0 

look too closely at each individual component of the diet instead of at the diet as a whole . For 
example, at least four dietary componenrs have an effect on serum cholesterol: cholesterol itself, 
polyunsaturated fatty acids (PUFA), saturated fatty acids (SFA), and fiber. It would seem 
that the more cholesterol one ears, the higher the serum cholesterol would be. However, choles
terol synthesis is tightly regulated, and decreases in dietary cholesterol have relatively little effect 
on serum cholesterol levels (p. 724). One can obtain a more significant reducti on in cholesterol 
and triacylglycerol levels by increasing the ratio of PUFA/SFA in the diet . Finally, some plant 
fibers, especially the water-soluble fibers, appear t0 decrease cholesterol levels significantly. 

While the effects of various lipids in the diet can be dramatic, the biochemistry of 
their action is scill uncertain. Saturated fats inhibit receptor -mediated uptake of LD L, 
but the mechanism is complex . Palmitic acid (saturated, C 16) raises serum cholesterol 
levels whereas stearic acid (saturated, C 18) has no effect. Polyunsaturated fatty acids lower 
both LDL and HDL cholesterol levels, whereas oleic acid (monounsaturated, C 18) appears 
to lower LDL without affecting HDL levels. The w-3 and w-6 polyunsaturated fatty 
acids have slightly different effecrs on lipid profiles (Cl in. Corr . 27 .6). However , these 

Polyunsaturated Fatty Acids and Risk Factors for Heart Disease 

Because reduction of elevated serum cholesterol levels can reduce risk of 
heart disease, there is considerable interest in the effects of diet on serum 
cholesterol levels and other risk factors for heart disease. One important 
dietary factor regulating serum cholesterol levels is the ratio of polyun
saturated fats (PUFAs) to saturated fats (SFAs) in the diet. Furthermore, 
recent research shows that different types of polyunsaturated fatty acids 
have different effects on lipid metabolism and on other risk factors for 
heart disease. Essential polyunsaturated fatty acids can be classified as ei
ther w-6 or w-3. Clinical studies have shown that the w-6 PUF As (chief 
dietary source is linoleic acid from plants and vegetable oils) primarily 
decrease serum cholesterol levels, with only modest effects on serum 
triacylglycerol levels. The w-3 PUFAs (chief dietary source is eicosap
entaenoic acid (EPA) and docosahexaenoic acid (DHA) from certain 
ocean fish and fish oils) cause only modest decreases in serum cholester
ol levels but significantly lower serum criacylglycerol levels. The mecha
nisms behind these effects on serum lipid levels are unknown. 

In addition, the w-3 PUFAs have oilier effecrs that may decrease 
the risk of heart disease; they decrease platelet aggregation, inflamma
tion, and arrhythmia and increase endothelial relaxation. ln the case 
of platelet aggregation, the mechanism is clear. Arachidonic acid (w-6 
family) is a precursor of thromboxane A2 (TXA 2) , which is a potent 
pro-aggregating agent, and prostaglandin 12 (PG!i), which is a weak 
anti-aggregating agent (p. 742) . The w-3 PUFAs are converted to 

thromboxane ~ ~), which is only weakly pro-aggregating, and 
prostaglandin I3 (PGI3), which is strongly anti-aggregating. Thus, the 
balance between pro-aggregation and anti-aggregation is shifted to
ward a more anti-aggregating condition as the w-3 PUFAs displace w-6 
PUFAs as precursors to the thromboxanes and prostaglandins. The w-3 
PUFAs also have been shown to reduce cardiac arrhythmia and promote 
plaque stabilization. Several clinical studies have shown that diets rich 
in w-3 fatty acids significantly decrease the risk of sudden cardiac death 
in patients who have previously had a myocardial infarction . Because 
of these studies, both die American and European Heart Associations 
have incorporated recommendations for w-3 PUFAs into their treat
ment and prevention guidelines for myocardial infarction. 

Marchioli, R., Schweiger, C., Tavazzi, L., and Valagussa, F. Efficacy of n-3 polyun
sacuraced f.my acids afrer myocardial infarccion: Resulrs of the GISSI -Prevenzione 
Trial. Gruppo Icaliano per lo Srudio della Sopravvivenza nell'lnfarcco Miocardico . 
Lpidr36,Suppl.: S119, 2001; Marchioli, R., Bani, F., Bomba,E., Chieffo, C., etal. 
Early protection against sudden death by n-3 po lyunsaurated faery acids after myo
cardial infarccion: Time-course analysis of the resulrs of the Gruppo Icaliano per lo 
Srudio ddla Sopravivenza ne ll'Infarcto Miocardico (GISSI) -Prevenzione. Circula
tum I 05: 1897, 2002; Kris-Ethercon, T. , Harris, W. H ., and Appel, L. J. Omega -3 
f.tay acids and cardiovascular disease. New recommendations from the American 
H ean Association. Arrerioscler. Thromb. Vase. Biol 23: 151, 2003; and Biscione, 
F., Pignalberi, C., Torreri,A., Messina, F., andAlcamura, G. Cardiovascular effecrs 
of omega-3 faccyacids. Curr. Vasmlar Phamzacol 5:163, 2007. 
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complexities do not significantly affect dietary recommendations. Most foods high in 
saturated fats contain both palmitic and stearic acid, and are atherogenic. Since oleic 
acid lowers LDL levels, olive oil, and possibly peanut oil, may be as beneficial as poly
unsaturated oils. 

There is little disagreement with respect to these data. The question is: What can be 
done with the information? Much of the disagreement arises from the tendency to look 
at each dietary faetor in isolation. For example, it is debatable whether it is worthwhile 
placing a patient on a highly resuietive 300-mg cholesterol diet (1 egg contains about 
213 mg of cholesrerol) if bis serum cholesterol is lowered by only 5%- 10%. Likewise, 
changing the PUFA/SFA ratio from 0.3 (the current value) to 1.0 would either require a 
radical change in the diet by elimination of foods containing saturated fat (largely meats 
and fats) or an addition of large amounts of rather unpalatable polyunsaturated fats to 
the diet. For many Americans, this would be unrealistic. Fiber is another good example. 
One could expect, at the most, a 5% decrease in serum cholesterol by adding a reasonable 
amount of fiber to the diet. Very few people would eat the 10 apples/day needed to lower 
serum cholesterol by 15%. Are we to conclude then that any dietary means of conuol
ling serum cholesterol levels is useless? This would be the case only if each element of the 
diet is examined in isolation. For example, recent studies have shown that vegetarians, 
who have lower cholesterol intakes plus higher PUFA/SFA ratios and higher fiber intakes, 
may average 25%- 30% lower cholesrerol levels than their nonvegetarian counterparts . 
Perhaps, more to the point, diet modifications acceptable to the average American have 
been shown to cause a 10%- 15% decrease in cholesterol levels in long-term studies, and a 
recent study called OmniHeart has shown that as long as saturated fat, cholesterol, fiber, 
sodium, calcium, magnesium, and potassium were at appropriate levels, a wide range of 
macronutrient composition was compatible with a heart-healthy diet . 

Carbohydrates, Glycemic Index, and Glycemic Load 

Much of the nutritional dispute in the area of carbohydrate intake centers around the 
effect of carbohydrate on blood glucose and triacylglycerol levels. The old paradigm that 
simple sugars raise blood sugar and triacylglycerol levels to a greater extent than complex 
carbohydrates is an oversimplification. The effect of the carbohydrates in a particular 
food is determined by the rate of digestion and absorption of the carbohydrate and by 
other components of the food. In particular soluble fiber, protein, and fat all blunt the 
effect of carbohydrates on blood glucose levels. Thus, the concept of glycemic index 
was developed to describe better the effects of carbohydrates on blood glucose. Glyce
mic index is determined empirically and is defined as the effect of 50 g of carbohydrate 
in a particular food on blood glucose levels compared to 50 g of glucose. In general, 
pastries, refined cereals, rice, and starchy vegetables have high glycemic indices, whereas 
nonstarchy vegetables, fruits, legumes, and nuts have low glycemic indices (Table 27.4) . 
However, because the carbohydrate content of foods varies widely, even glycemic indi
ces can be misleading. For example, carrots have a much higher glycemic index than 
ice cream (Table 27.4) . Thus, the term glycemic load has recently been introduced. 
Glycemic load is the glycemic index times the amount of carbohydrate in a standard 
serving size of that food. As might be expected carrots have a much lower glycemic load 
than ice cream. 

Nutritional Protein Requirements Are Achieved by Mixing 
Vegetable and Animal Proteins 

Epidemiologic data and animal studies suggest that consumption of animal protein is 
associated with increased incidence of heart disease and various forms of cancer. One 
could assume that it is probably not the animal protein itself that is involved, but the 
associated fat and cholesterol. What sort of protein should we consume? Although 
the present diet may not be optimal, a strictly vegetarian diet may not be acceptable 
to many Americans. Perhaps a middle road is best. Clearly, there are no known health 
dangers associated with a mixed diet that is lower in animal protein than the current 
American standard . 

TABLE 27.4 • Glycemic lndex8 of 
Selected Foods 

Grain and cereal products 
Bread (white) 69 ± 5 
Bread (whole wheat) 72 ± 6 
Rice (white) 72 ± 9 
Spongecake 46 ± 6 

Breakfast cereals 
All bran 51 ± 5 
Cornflakes 80 ± 6 
Oatmeal 49 ± 8 
Shredded wheat 67 ± 10 

Vegetables 
Sweetcorn 59 ± 11 
Frozen peas 51 ± 6 

Dairy produces 

Ice cream 36± 8 
Mille (whole) 34 ± 6 
Yoghurt 36 ± 4 

Root vegetables 
Beers 64 ± 16 
Carrots 92 ± 20 
Potato (white) 70 ± 6 
Potato (sweet) 48 ± 6 

Dried legumes 

Beans (kidney) 29 ± 8 
Beans (soy) 15 ± 5 
Peas (blackeye) 33 ± 4 

Fruirs 
App le (Go lden Delicious) 39 ± 3 
Banana 62 ± 9 
Orange 40 ± 3 

Sugars 
Fructose 20 ± 5 
Glucose JOO 
Honey 87 ± 8 
Sucrose 59 ± 10 

Source. Data from Jenkins ,D. A., et al. G lycemic 
index of foods: A physiological basis for carbohydrate 
exchange. Am. j. Clin. Nutr. 34:362, 1981. 

'G lycemic index is defined as che area under che blood 
glucose response curve for each food expressed as a 
percentage of che area afi:er caking che same amounc of 
carbohydrate as glucose (mean: 5-10 individuals ). 
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Fiber from Varied Sources Is Desirable 

Because of current knowledge about effects of fiber on human metabolism, most sugges
tions for a prudent diet recommend an increase in dietary fiber. The current fiber content 
of the American diet is about 14-15 g/day. Most expens feel tha t an increase to at least 
25- 30 g would be safe and beneficial. Since different types of fibers have different physio
logical roles, the increase in fiber intake should come from a wide variety of sources, includ
ing fresh fruits, vegetables, and legumes as well as the more popular cereal fibers (which are 
primarily cellulose and hemicellulose). 

Dietary Recommendations 

Several private and government groups have made specific recommendat ions with respect 
to the ideal dietary composition for the American publ ic. This movement was spear
headed by the Senate Select Committee on Human Nutrition , which first published itS 
Dietary Goals for the United States in 1977. This Committee recommended that the Amer
ican pub lic reduce consumption of total calories, tot al fat, saturated fat, cholesterol, simple 
sugars, and salt to "ideal" goals more compatible with good health (Figure 27.7). In recent 
years the U.S. Department of Agriculture (USDA) , the American Heart Association, the 
American Diabetes Association, the Nat ional Research Council , and the Surgeon General 
have publ ished similar recommendations , and the USDA has used these recommenda
tions to design revised recommendation s for its Food Guide Pyramid (Figure 27 .8). How 
valid is the scientific basis of the recommendat ions for a prudent diet? Is there evidence 
that it will improve the health of the general public? How much does individual variability 
affect these recommendation s? T hese remain controversial questions. 

42% fat 

12% protein 

46% 
carbohydrate 

Current diet 

16% satura1ed 

19% monounsaturated 

7% polyunsaturated 

22o/o complex 
carbohydrates 

6% ·nat urally 
occurring• sugars 

18% refined and 
processed sugars 

/ 

% 28 

Dietary goals 

0% monounsaturat 30% fat 

12% protein 

48%comp lex 
58% carbohydrates 

and naturally carbohydrate 
occurring sugars 

10% refined and 
processed sugars 

Figure 27.7 U.S. dietary goals. Graphical comparison of the compos ition of the current U .S. diet and 
the dietary goals for the U.S. population suggested by the Senate Select Committee on Human Nutrition. 
From Dietary Goals for the United States, 2d ed. Washington , DC : U.S. Government Printing Office, 1977. 
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MyPyramid . 
MyPyram,d gov 

GRAINS M ILK 

Figure 27.8 USDA food pyramid. Graphical representation of USDA recommendations for a balanced 
diec.www.mypyramid.gov. 

The recent debate about diet composition and weight loss illustrates the complexity of 
these considerations. The debate was fueled by Dr. Atkins Diet Revolution and New Diet 
Revolution books claiming that weight loss was more effective with low-carbohydrate diets, 
and that fat, even saturated fat, did not adversely affect serum cholesterol levels. In fact, short
term studies seemed to confirm that weight loss was more rapid and control of blood sugar 
and improvement oflipid parameters were better on low-carbohydrate diets . There have now 
been a number of well-controlled clinical trials comparing low~fat (typically high carbohy
drate, moderate-protein , and low-fat), low carbohydrate (typically low-C1.rbohydrate, moderate
protein, and high-fat), high-protein (typically moderate-carbohydrate , high-protein , and 
moderate fat) and Mediterranean (typically moderate-carbohydrate, moderate-protein and 
moderate-fat with carbohydrates coming primarily from vegetables, protein corning primar
ily from poultry and fish, and fat coming primarily from olive oil) diers. Systematic analyses 
of these studies have concluded that weight loss is somewhat greater at 6 months on the low
fat and high-protein diers, but that there is very little difference in net weight loss on any of 
these diers at 1 year or more. Triglyceride levels (triacylglycerol-rich VLDL) and HDL levels 
appeared to improve slightly more on the low-carbohydrate diers, whereas total and LDL 
levels improved slightly more on the low-fat diers and blood sugar control was slightly better 
on the Mediterranean diet. However , all of the differences between the diets were very small, 
and there was a huge individual variation in response to the diets. 

In evaluating the resulrs of these trials, it is important to realize that the best of the stud
ies were performed under controlled conditions using diers designed by trained dietitians. 
Thu s, the high-carbohydrate diets generally incorporated a high percentage of low glycemic 
load carbohydrates and even the high-fat diets were low in saturated fats and cholesterol. 
This is important because the type of carbohydrates and fats in the diet appear to be just as 
important as their arnounrs. High-carbohydrate diers that are low in glycemic load appear 
to be just as effective in achieving weight loss and control of blood sugar as diers that are low 
in carbohydrate . Similarly, diets containing heart-healthy monounsaturated and w-3 poly
unsaturated fats are just as effective in achieving weight loss and lowering triglyceride levels 
and are better at lowering total and LDL cholesterol than diets containing saturated fats. 
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Metabolic Adaptation: Relationship between Carbohydrate Intake and Serum Triacylglycerols 

In evaluating the nutrition licerarure, it is important to be aware that 
most clinical trials are of rather short duration (2-6 weeks), whereas 
some metabolic adaptations may take considerably longer. Thus, 
even apparently well-designed clinical studies may lead to erroneous 
conclusions that will be repeated in the popular literature for years co 
come. For example, several studies conducted in cbe 1960s and 1970s 
tried co assess cbe effeccs of carbohydrate intake on serum criacyl
glycerol levels. Typically, young college-age males were given a diet 
in which up ro 50% of their far calories were replaced with sucrose 
or ocher simple sugars for a period of2-3 weeks. In most cases serum 
triacylglycerol levels increased markedly (up co 50%). This led to the 
tentative conclusion char high intake of simple sugars, particularly 
sucrose, could increase the risk of heart disease, a notion that was 
popularized by nutritional best sellers such as Sugar Blues and Sweet 
and Dangerous. Unfortunately, while the original conclusions were 

promoted in cbe lay press, cbe experiments themselves were ques
tioned. Subsequent srudies showed char if these crials were continued 
for longer periods (3-6 months), the triacylglycerol levels usually nor
malized. The nature of this slow metabolic adaptation is unknown . 
Ir is also important co consider cbe rype of carbohydrate in cbe diet. 
For many Americans, a high-carbohydrate diet means a diet that is 
high in simple sugars. Triacylglycerol levels in these individuals re
spond dramatically to diets char substitute foods containing either 
far or complex carbohydrates and fiber for these foods contain simple 
sugars as a carbohydrate source. 

Leahy, P., Croniger, C., and Hanson, R. W. Molecular and cdlular adaptations co 
carbohydrate and lac intake. E11r. J. Clin. Nutr. 53, Suppl. 1 :S6, 1999; and Parks, 
E. J., and HeUerscein, M. K Carbohydrate -induced hypemiacylglycerolemia: 
Historical perspective and review of biological mechanisms. Am . J. Clin. Nutr. 
71:412, 2000. 

Finally, it is important to remember that dietary recommendations are for popula tions, not 
for individuals . The diet that works best for achieving weight control, blood sugar control, 
and healthy lipop rotein patterns is determined by an individual's generic makeup (see Clin. 
Cor r. 27.7, p. 1118, and Clin. Corr. 27.5, p. 1112) . 

27.10 • NUTRIGENETI CSAND DIET 
COMPOSITION 

In the past dietary recommendations have been made for the population as a whole without 
taking into account the influence of genetic background on whether or nor the recom
mendations were advisable for any given individual. Moreover , it has often been difficult 
to make general dietary recommendations because of significant individual variation in the 
response to dietary interventions . However, as we learn more about the genetics underlying 
this individ ual variation , it may soon be possible co individualize dietary recommendations 
on the basis of the indiv idual 's genetic makeup. For example, it has been difficult in the 
past to draw furn conclusions about how the ratio of polyunsaturated fats and saturated 
fats (PUFA/SFA ratio) in the diet affeets cardiovascular risk factors because of conflicting 
results from clin ical trials conducted with different population groups. Howeve r, when 
differences in generic background of these population groups are taken inro account , the 
pictu re becomes much clearer. 

For example, there is an A/G SNP (single nucleotide polymorphism ) at the - 75 posi
tion in the promoter region of the apoAI gene that affects the response ofLDL-cholesterol 
to the relative amounts of po lyunsaturated and saturated fats in the diet. An increase 
in the PUFA/SFA ratio results in a decrease in LDL"cholesterol in GIG homozygo tes. 
However, the same increase in PUFA/SFA ratio results in an increase in LDL"cholesterol 
levels in GIA heterozygotes. Similarly, there is a SNP in the coding region of the PPARa 
gene that results in a L162V polymorphism that affects the response of serum triglycerides 
(rriacylglycerol-rich VLDL) to the relative amounts of polyunsaturated and saturated fats in 
the diet. An increase in polyunsaturated fat intake leads to a decrease in triglyceride levels 
in Vl62 heterozygotes, but not in L162 homozygotes . Finally, there are two GIA SNPs in 
the promoter region of the TNFa gene that affect the response ofHDL levels to the relative 
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amountS of polyunsaturated and satura ted fatS in the diet. An increase in polyunsaturated 
fat intake results in increased HDL levels in - 238 GIA heterozygotes and decreased HDL 
levels in - 238 GIG monozygotes. In contrast, an increase in polyunsaturated fat intake 
results in decreased H DL levels in - 308 GIA hete rozygotes and does not affect HDL levels 
in - 308 GIG homozygotes. 

Nutrigenics holds the promise of allowing a truly individualized app roach to making 
dietary recommendations to reduce disease risk in the future. However, because obesity 
and the diseases associated with obesity are polygenic diseases, this will not be a simple task. 
The examples given illusrrate the difficulties that lie ahead . The relationships between fatty 
acid intake and LDL-cholesterol, triglycerides, and HD L are determined by at least four 
distinct SNPs that we know abo ut, and possibly many mo re that we don't yet know abo ut. 
It is easy to imagine that in a single ind ividual, an increase in dietary polyu nsaturated fats 
could lead to a decrease in LDL cholesterol , an increase in triglycerides and a decrease in 
HDL. What would the indiv idualized recommendation regarding polyunsaturated fat be 
for that individual? 
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Questions • CAROL N. ANGSTADT 

Multip le-Choice Questions 

1. Protein energy malnutricion (PEM) 
A. is always manifested by a chin, wasted appearance. 
B. causes problems only when the.re is an inadequate consumpcion 

of calories . 
C. causes problems only when there is an inadequate consumption 

of protein. 
D. leads co a reduced ability co light infeccion. 
E. occurs only in infanrs. 

2. Basal metabolic race 
A. is nor influenced by energy intake . 
B. increases in response co starvation. 
C. may decrease up co 50 % during periods of starvation . 
D. increases in direct proponion co daily energy expenditure. 
E. is nor responsive co changes in hormone levels. 

3. Obesity 
A. usually does nor have adverse metabolic conseque nces. 
B. causes metabolic changes that are usually irreversible . 
C. frequently leads co elevated serum levels of farry acids, cholesterol, 

and triglycerides . 
D. is frequently associated with an increased sensitivity of insulin 

receptors . 
E. is caused solely by high caloric consumption . 

4. Dietary far 
A. is usually present, although there is no specific need for it. 
B. if present in excess, can be scored as either glycogen or adipose 

tissue triacylglycerol. 
C. should include linoleic and linolenic acids. 
D. should increase on an endurance training program co increase the 

body's energy scores. 
E. if present in excess, does not usually lead to health prob lems. 

5. Which of the following sratemencs about dietary fiber is/are correct? 
A. Water-soluble fiber helps to lower serum cho lesterol in most 

peop le. 
B. Mucilaginous fiber slows the race of digestion and absorption of 

carbohydrates . 
C. Inso lub le fiber increases stoo l bulk and decreases transit rime. 
D. All of the above. 
E. None of the above. 

6. Nutrigenetics indicates chat 
A. dietary recornmendacions for the popu lation as a who le may not 

be advisable for a given individual . 
B. a sing le nucleotide polymorphism (SNP) in a given gene may 

alter che response co a dietary change . 
C. homozygores for an SNP may have a different response co a 

dietary change than hecerozygoces for that SNP. 
D. SNPs may occur in the promoter region or in the coding region 

ofa gene. 
E. all of the above. 

Questions 7 and 8: A young man suffered third-degree burns over much 
of his body and is hospitalized in a severe carabolic state. An individual in 
this State requires about 40 kcal kg per day and 2 g protein kg per day to 
be in positive caloric and nitrogen balance. This young man weighs 140 lb 
(64 kg). Total Parenteral Nutrition (TPN) is scarred with a solution 

conrain .ing 20 % glucose and 4.25 % amino acids (the form in which 
protein is supplied). 

7. If 3000 g of solution is infused per day, 
A. the patient would not be getting sufficient prorein. 
B. the calories supplied would be inadequate . 
C. both protein and calories would be adequate co meet require

mencs. 
D. this is coo much protein being infused. 

8. Sometimes a lipid solucion is also infused in a pacienc on TPN. In the 
case of chis young man, che purpose of the lipid solution wou ld be co 
A. supply additional calories co meet caloric needs. 
B. supply essential fatty acids. 
C. imp rove the palacabiliry of the mixture. 
D. provide fiber. 
E. assure an adequate supply of cholestero l for membrane building . 

Questions 9 and 10: Fo r many years, the American Diabetic Association 
recommended a diet high in complex carbohydrates and fiber and low in 
fat for diabetics . Ir was lacer found that some individuals did not do as 
well on such a diet as on one high in monounsacurated faery acids . Since 
1994, the ADA has abandoned the concept of a single diabetic diet and 
now recommends a focus on achieving glucose, lipid , and blood pressure 
goals with weight reduction if necessary. 

9. Which of the following statements is/are correcc? 
A. A high-carbohydrate-high -fiber diet often resulrs in significant 

weight reduction because it has a lower caloric density d1an a diet 
high in far. 

B. A diet high in monounsarurated fatty acids would be most ap
propr iate for an overweight diabetic. 

C. The goal for lipids is to reduce all lipoprotein levels in the blood. 
D. Obesity aggravates diabetes because it inhibirs the production of 

insulin by the pancreas. 
E. All of the above. 

10. For diabetics, 
A. the only carbohydrate that must be eliminated in the diet is 

sucrose. 
B. fiber increases the rare at wh ich carbohydrate is digested and 

absorbed . 
C. nor all carbohydrate foods raise blood glucose levels at the same 

rate because the glycemic index of all foods is not the same. 
D. who are normally in good contro l, stress will have no effect on 

their blood sugar levels. 
E. a vegetarian diet is the only appropriate choice . 

Questions 11 and 12: Recent studies have confirmed that re.ducing 
elevated serum cho lesterol levels can reduce the risk of heart disease. 
Obesity is another risk factor. Epidemio logical studies suggest that 
consumption of animal protein is associated with an increased incide nce 
of heart disease, although it is prob ably the fat and cho lesterol in animal 
foods rather than the animal protein itself. Most Americans would prob
ably not accept a strictly vegetarian diet . 
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11. All of the following have been shown co have some effect, although it 
may be small, on lowering serum cholesterol except 
A. rescriccing dietary cholestero l. 
B. increasing the ratio of polyunsaturated co saruraced fatty acids. 
C. replacing oleic acid with palmicic acid. 
D. increasing the amount of soluble fiber. 
E. changing co a vegetarian diet. 

12. A complete replacement of animal protein in the diet by vegetable 
protein 
A. would be expected co have no effect at all on the overall diet. 
B. would reduce the rota! amount of food consumed for the same 

number of calories. 
C. might reduce the coral amount of iron and vitamin B12 available. 
D. would be satisfactory regardless of the nature of che vegetable 

protein used .. 
E. could nor satisfy protein requirements. 

Answers 

1. D They have reduced numbers ofT lymphocytes and reduced 
produccion of immunoglobulins and ocher components of che im
mune system. A: This is true of marasmus but not kwashiorkor. B 
and C: Marasmus is a deficiency of both protein and calories whereas 
kwashiorkor is a deficiency of protein with adequate calories. E: 
Hospitalized adults can also suffer from PEM. 

2. C This is pare of the survival mechanism in starvacion. A and B: 
BMR decreases when energy intake decreases. D: BMR as defined 
is independent of energy expendirure . Only when the exercise is 
repeated on a daily basis so chat lean muscle mass is increased does 
BMR also increase. E: Many hormones increase BMR. 

3. C Probably because of an increased number and/or size of adipose 
cells, which are less sensicive to insulin. A:. Obesity has mulciple effects. 
B: Most changes can be reversed if weight is lost. D: Sensitivity is 
decreased perhaps by interfering with aurophosphorylation of the re
cepcor. E: Inadequate exercise and a genetic component also play a role. 

4. C A and C: Linoleic and linolenic acids are essencial fatty acids and 
so muse be present in the diet. Band D: Excess carbohydrate can be 
stored as fat but the reverse is nor true . D: Carbohydrate loading has 
been shown co increase endurance. E: High-far diets are associated 
with many health risks. 

5. D These each illustrate the different properties and roles of the com
mon kinds of fiber. 

6. E They are all correct. A:. The genecic makeup of the individual mat 
ters. B and C: For example, NG SNP in the promoter of the apoA l 
gene results in a decrease in LDL-cho lesterol in response co increased 
PUFNSFA in GIG homozygoces but an increase in GIA hecerozy
gores. D: The SNP is in the promoter of the apoAl gene but in the 
coding region of the PP ARa gene. 

7. C This amount of solution would supp ly 128 g of protein and 2912 
kcal (2400 from glucose and 512 from amino acids), both enough to 
meet the stared requiremenrs . 

8. B Patients on TPN need to have essencial fatty acids supplied. A: 
The original solucion supplies adequate calories, although additional 
calories should not hurt chis young man. C: The patient is not 
tasting this mixture, so palatability is irrelevant . D : Fiber is supplied 

Problems 

13. Calculate the number of grams each of carbohydrate, lipid, and 
protein a person on a 2300-kcal diet should consume co meet the 
guidelines established by the Senate Select Committee on Human 
Nurricion. Assuming the individual weighs 180 lb and the protein is 
from mixed animal/vegetab le sources with a 75% efficiency of uciliza
cion, does the amount of protein you calculated meet the recom
mended amount of protein? 

14. Al 20-Lb woman is consuming a diec with adequate coral calories and 
44 g of protein per day. The protein is exclusively from vegetable 
sources, primarily corn based. What would be her state of nitrogen 
balance? 

by comp lex carbohydrate sources. E: The body can make its own 
cholescerol. 

9. A Since carbohydrate has less than half the caloric density of far 
and fiber provides no calories, such diets have low caloric dens ity. 
B: High fat would tend co increase weight. C: The goal is ro reduce 
the LDL and VLDL bur not HDL. D: The problem is char factors 
released by adipose cells invoke insulin resiscance. 

10. C Foods vary widely in their glycemic index. Bread and rice raise 
blood glucose levels more rapidly than does sucrose. A: See C. B: 
One of the benefits of fiber is char it decreases the rate of carbohy
drate absorption. D: Stress raises bloo d glucose for everyone because 
of release of epinephrine and glucocorticoids. E: An appropriately 
designed vegetarian diet is perfectly acceptable but is certainly not the 
only choice. 

11. C Oleic acid lowers cholestero l, bur palmicic acid increases it. A, B, 
and D: These all have positive effects in lowering cho lesterol. E: Veg
etarians tend co have lower cho lesterol (the diecs actually incorporate 
A, B, and D) . 

12. C A and C: This would reduce the amount of fat, especially satu
rated far, bur could also reduce the amount of necessary nutrients 
char come primarily from animal sources. B: The protein content of 
vegetables is quire low, so much larger amounts of vegetables would 
have co be consumed. D and E: It is possible ro satisfy requirements 
for all of the essential amino acids comp letely if vegetables with com
plementary amino acid patterns, in proper amounts, are consume.cl. 

13. According to the SSCHN guidelines a 2300-kcal diet should consist 
of333.5 g of carbohydr ate (no more than 57 .5 gas simple sugar); 69 
g of protein and 76 .7 g of far (no more than 25.6 g of saturated far). 
A 180-lb man weighs 81.8 kg rimes 0.8 g /kg = 65.5 g. of protein 
per day to meet requirements; 12 % of2300 kcal supplies sufficient 
protein . 

14. 44 g protein/120 lb is 0.8 g protein/kg/da y. However, chis is inad
equate because pure vegetable protein is less than 75 o/o efficient in uti
lization. Also, heavy reliance on one protein (corn is deficient in lysine) 
would likely lead to a deficiency of one or more essential amino acids. 
Therefore, the woman in this problem is in negative nit rogen balance. 
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FUNC TIONAL GROU PS 

Alcohols 

The general formula of alcohols is R-OH, where R equals an alkyl 
or aryl group. T hey are classified as primary, secondary, or tertiary, 
according to whether the hydroxyl (OH)-bearing carbon is bonded 
to no carbon or one, two, or three other carbon atoms: 

I 
H - c -

I I l I 
- C - C- OH 

I I 
- C - C - OH 

I I 
H H 

Primary Secondary 

I 
- c-

l I 
- C- C- OH 

I I 
- c-

l 
Tertiary 

Aldehydes and Ketones 
Aldehydes and ketones contain a carbonyl group: 

Aidehydes are 

0 
II 

- c-

0 
II 

R- C- H 

and a ketone has two groups (alkyl and/or aryl) at the carbonyl 
group 

0 
II 

R- C- R' 

a -o-Glucose 

Acids and Acid Anhydrides 

Carboxylic acids contain the functional group 

0 
II 

- C- OH 

(-COOH) . Dicarboxylic and tricarboxylic acids contain two or 
three carboxyl groups. A carboxylic acid dissociates in water to a 
negatively charged carboxyiate ion: 

0 0 
II 

R- C- OH 
II _ + 

- R- C- 0 + H 

Carboxylic acid Carboxylate ion 

Names of carboxylic acids usually end in -ic and the carboxylate ion 
in -ate. Acid anhydrides are formed when two molecules of acid 
react with loss of a molecule of water. An acid anhydride may form 
between two organic acids, two inorganic acids, or an organic and 
an inorganic acid: 

0 0 
II II 

R- C- 0 - C - R 

Organic anhydride 

Esters 

0 0 0 0 
II II II II 

HO- P- 0 - P- OH R- C- 0 - P- OH 

6H 6H 6 H 

Inorganic anhydride Organic- inorganic 
anhydride 

Esters form in the reaction between a carboxylic acid and an alcohol: 

0 
II 

R- COOH + R' - OH ~ R- C - OR' 

Esters may form between an inorganic acid and an organic alcohol, 
for example, glucose 6-phosphate. 
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Hemiacetals, Acetals, and Lactones 

A reaction between an aldehyde and an alcohol gives a hemiacetal, 
which may react with another molecule of alcohol to form an 
acetal: 

OH 

R- CHO R'- OH R- 6 - 0 R' R"- OH 

I 

OR" 
I 

R- C- OR' 
I 

H H 

Hemiacetal Acetal 

Lactones are cyclic esters formed when an acid and an alcohol 
group on the same molecule react and usually require that a five-or 
six-membered ring be formed. 

Unsaturated Compounds 

Unsaturated compounds are those containing one or more 
carbon-carbon multiple bonds, for example, a double bond: 
-C=C- . 

Amines and Amides 

Amines, R-NH 2, are organic derivatives ofNH 3 and are classified 
as primary, secondary, or tertiary, depending on the number of alkyl 
groups (R) bonded to the nitrogen. When a fourth substituent is 
bonded to the nitrogen, the species is positively charged and called 
a quaternary ammonium ion: 

R- NH2 R- N- R' R- N- R' 
I I 
H RN 

Primary Secondary Tertiary 
amine amine amine 

Amides contain the functional group 

0 H 
II I 

- C- N- X 

H(or R'") 
I 

R- N+- R, 
I 
R" 

Quaternary 
ammonium ion 

where X can be H (simple) or R (N substituted) . The carbonyl 
group is from an acid, and the N is from an amine. If both func
tional groups are from amino acids, the amide bond is referred to 
as a peptide bond . 

TYPES OF REACTIO NS 

Nucleophilic Substitutions at an Acyl Carbon 

If the acyl carbon is on a carboxylic group, the leaving group is 
water. N ucleophilic substitution on carboxylic acids usually requires 
a catalyst or conversion to a more reactive intermediate; biologically 
this occurs via enzyme catalysis. X-H may be an alcohol (R-0 H), 
ammonia , amine (R-NH 2), or another acyl compound . Types 
of nucleophi lic substitutions include esterification, peptide bond 
formation, and acid anhydride formation . 

R X~ X 
\ ~ I .. 10 .. 

C= O:+:X - H~ R- C- O: :;:::::::::=R- C- O: ~ I .. I .. I .. 
L L L~ 

X 
\ 

C= O+LH 
I 

R 

New Leaving 
compound group 

Hydrolysis and Phosphorolysis Reactions 

Hydrolysis is the cleavage of a bond by water: 

0 0 
II II 

R- C- OR' + H2O - R- C - OH + R'- OH 

Hydrolysis is often catalyzed by either acid or base. Phosphorolysis is 
the cleavage of a bond by inorganic phosphate: 

0 
II 

glucose- glucose + HO- f - o-

o-
glucose 1-phosphate + glucose 

Oxidation-Reduction Reactions 

Oxidation is the loss of electrons; reduction is the gain of eleetrons. 
Examples of oxidation are as follows: 

1. Fe2+ + acceptor - Fe3+ + acceptor. e-
2. S(ubstrate) + 0 2 + DH 2 - S-OH + H20 + D 
3. S-H 2 + acceptor - S + acceptor · H2 

Some of the group changes that occur on oxidation-reduction are: 

2. )c - oH:;::::::::=: )c = o 

H 0 
I II 

3. - C= O:;:::::::::=-C- OH 

STEREO CHEMI STRY 

Stereoisom ers are compounds with the same molecular formulas 
and order of attachment of constituent atoms but with different 
arrangemenrs of these atoms in space. 

Enantiomers are stereoisomers in which one isomer is the mir
ror image of the other and requires the presence of a chiral atom. 



A chiral carbon (also called an asymmetric carbon) is one that is 
attached to four different groups : 

B 
I 

C 
A.,- i " o 

E 

Enantiomers will be distinguished from each other by the designa
tions R and Sor D and L. The maximum number of stereoisome rs 
possible is 2n, where n is the numbe r of chiral carbon aroms . A 
molecule with more than one chiral center will be an achiral mol
ecule if it has a point or plane of symmetry . 

Diastereomers are stereoisomers that are not mirror images 
of each other and need not contain chiral atoms . Epimers are 
diastereomers that conta in more than one chiral carbon and differ 
in configuration about only one asymmetric carbon. 

Anomers are a special form of carbohydrate epimers in which the 
difference is specifically about the anomeric carbon (seep. 1126. Dias
tereomers can also occur with molecules in which there is restricted 
rotation about carbon-carbon bonds. Double bonds exhibit cis
trans isomerism. The double bond is in the cis configurat ion if the 
two end groups of the longesr contiguous chain containing the double 
bond are on the same side and is trans if the two ends of the longest 
chain are on opposite sides. Fused ring systems, such as those found in 
steroids (seep. 1131), also exhibit cir-trans isomerism. 

a 

rl::J 
b 

trans Rings cis Rings 

TYPES OF FORCES INVOLVED IN 
MACROMOLECULAR STRUCTURES 

A hydrogen bond is a dipole-dipole attraction between a hydrogen 
atom attached to an electronegative atom and a non-bonding elec
tron pair on another electronegative atom : 

:X- H ....... :X- H 

3- 3+ 3- 3+ 

H ydrogen bonds of importance in macromolecular structures occur 
between two nitrogen atoms, two oxygen atoms, or an oxygen and 
a nitrogen atom. 

A hydrophobic interaction is the association of nonpolar 
groups in a polar medium . Vander Waals forces cons ist of dipole 
and induced dipole interactions between two nonpolar groups . A 
nonpolar residue dissolved in water induces a highly ordered, ther
modynamically unfavorable, solvation shell. Interaction of nonpolar 
residues with each other, with the exclusion of water, increases the 
entropy of the system and is thermodynamically favorable. 

Ionic (electrostatic) interactions between charged groups can 
be attractive if the charges are of opposite signs or repulsive if they 
are of the same sign. The strength of an electrostatic interaction 
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in the interior of a protein molecule may be high . Most charged 
groups on the surface of a protein molecule interact with water 
rather than with each ocher. A disulfide bond (S-S) is a covalent 
bond formed by the oxidation of two sulfhydry l (SH) groups . 

CARBOHYDRATES 

Carbohydrates are polyhydroxy aldehydes or ketones or their deriv
atives. Monosaccharides (simple sugars) are those carbohydrates 
that cannot be hydrolyzed into simpler compounds. The gener ic 
name of a mono sacchar ide includes the type of function, a Greek 
prefix indicating the number of carbon atoms, and the ending -ose; 
for example, aidlJhexose is a six-carbon aldehyde and ketopentose a 
five-carbon ketone. Monosaccharides may react with each other 
to form larger molecules. With fewer than eight monosaccharides, 
either a Greek prefix indicating the number or the general term 
oligosa ccharide may be used. Polysaccharide refers to a polymer 
with more than eight monosaccharides . Oligo- and polysaccharides 
may be either homologous or mixed . 

Mosr monosaccharides are asymmetric, an important considera
tion since enzymes usually work on only one isomeric form. The 
simplest carbohydrates are glyceraldehyde and dihydroxyacerone 
whose structures, shown as Fischer projections , are as follows: 

H- C= O 
I 

H- C= O 
I 

CH20H 
I 

H- C- OH HO- C- H C= O 
I I I 
CH20H CH20H CH20H 

o-Glyceraldehyde L-Glyceraldehyde Dihydroxyacetone 

o-Glyceraldehyde may also be written as follows: 

H 
c/ o 
I 

H- C - OH 
I 

CH20H 

In the Cahn - Ingold - Prelogsystem , the designations are (R) (rectus; 
right) and (S) (sinister, left). 

The configurat ion of monosaccharides is determined by the 
stereochem isrry at the asymmetric carbon furthesr from the carbonyl 
carbon (number 1 for an aldehyde; lowest possible number for a 
ketone) . Based on the position of the OH on the highest number 
asymmetric carbon , a monosaccharide is o if the OH projects ro 
the rightand L if it projects to the left. Theo and L monosaccharides 
with the same name are enantiomers , and the substicuems on all 
asymmet ric carbon atoms are reversed as in 

H- C= O 
I 

H- C - OH 
I 

HO - C- H 
I 

H- C - OH 
I 

H- C - OH 
I 

CH20H 

o-Glucose 

H- C = O 
I 

HO - C- H 
I 

H- C- OH 
I 

HO- C- H 
I 

HO- C- H 
I 

CH20H 

L-Glucose 
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Epimers (e.g., glucose and mannose) are stereoisomers that differ 
in the configuration about only one asymmetric carbon. The relation
ship of OH groups to each other determines the specific monosaccha
ride. Three aldohexoses and three pencoses of importance are 

H- C= O H- C= O H- C= O 
I I I 

H- C- OH HO- C- H H- C- OH 
I I I 

HO- C- H HO- C- H HO- C- H 
I I I 

H- C - OH H- C- OH HO- C- H 
I I I 

H- C- OH H- C- OH H- C- OH 

I I I 
CHpH CH20H CHpH 

o-Glucose o-Mannose o-Galactose 

H- C= O CH20H CHpH 
I I I 

H- C - OH C= O C= O 
I I I 

H- C- OH H- C - OH HO- C- H 
I I I 

H- C- OH H- C- OH H- C - OH 
I I I 

CH20H CH20H CHpH 

o-Ribose o-Ribulose o-Xylulose 

Fructose, a ketohexose, differs from glucose only on carbon 
atoms 1 and 2: 

C5 (pentose) and C6 (hexose) monosaccharides form cyclic 
hemiacetals or hemiketals in solution. A new asymmetric carbon 
is generated so two isomeric forms are possible: 

cx-o-Glucose 

H- C= O 
I 

H- C - OH 
I 

HO- C- H 
I 

H- C- OH 
I 

H- C- OH 
I 
CHpH 

o-Glucose 

13-0-Glucose 

OH 

Both five-membered (furanose) and six-membered (pyranose) 
ring suucrures are possible, although pyranose rings are more com
mon. A furanose ring is written as follows: 

CHpH 

0 
H OH 

OH H CHpH 

~-o-Fructose 

The isomer is designated a if the OH group and rhe CH 2OH 
group on rhe two carbon atoms linked by the oxygen are trans co 
each othe r and P if they are cis. The hemiacetal or hemiketal forms 
may also be written as modified Fischer projection formulas: a if OH 
on the acetal or ketal carbon projects to the same side as the ring 
and P if on the opposite side: 

HO- r=:1CH 

H- C- OH 
I 

HO- C- H 0 

H-?=:J 
H- C 

I 
CHpH 

13-0-Glucose 

H- F:lC OH 

H- C- OH 

I 
HO- C- H 0 

H-t=:J 
H- C 

I 
CHpH 

cx-o-Glucose 

Haworth formulas are used most commonly : 

F~1 
O~ H 

H OH 

a-o-Glucose ~-o-Glucose 

HOH2C~ O OH 

H HO 
H CHpH 

OH H 

~-o-Fructose 

The ring is perpendicular to the plane of rhe paper with the oxygen 
written to the back (upper) right , Cl co the right, and substituencs 
above or below the plane of the ring. The OH at the acetal or ketal 
carbon is below in the a isomer and above in the p. Anything writ
ten to the right in the Fischer projection is written down in the 
Haworth formula . 

The a and P forms of the same monosaccharide are special 
forms of epimers called anomers, differing only in the configuration 
about the anomeric (acetal or ketal) carbon . Monosaccharides exist 
in solution primarily as a mixture of the hemiacetals (or hemiketals) 
but react chemically as aldehydes or ketones. Mutarotation is the 
equilibration of a and P forms through the free aldehyde or ketone. 
Substitution of the H of the anomeric OH prevent s mutarotation 
and fixes the configuration in either rhe a or P form. 



Monosaccharide Derivatives 

A deoxymonosaccharide is one in which an OH has been replaced 
by H. In biological systems, this occurs at C2 unless otherwise 
indicated. An amino monosaccharide is one in which an OH has 
been replaced by NH 2, again at C2 unless otherwise specified. The 
amino group of an amino sugar may be acetyfated: 

~

:H ,OH OOH 

OH H 
0 H 

H NH 
I 

C= O 
I 

CH3 

~-N-Acetylglucosamine 

An aldehyde is reduced to a primary and a ketone to a second
ary monosaccharide alcohol (alditol). Alcohols are named with 
the base name of the sugar plus the ending -itol or with a trivial 
name (glucit0l = sorbitol). Monosaccharides that differ around 
only two of the first three carbon atoms yield the same aldit0l. 
o-Glyceraldehyde and dihydroxyacet0ne give glycerol: 

CHO 
I 

CHOH 
I 

CH20H 

CHpH 
I 
C= O 
I 

CHpH 

o-Glucose and o-fructose give o-sorbitol; o-fructose and o-mannose 
give o-mannitol. Oxidation of the terminal CH 20H , but not of the 
CHO, yields a -uronic acid, a monosaccharide acid 

~

:OOH OH 

OH H 
0 OH 

H OH 

o-Glucuron ic acid 

Oxidation of the CHO , but not the CH 20H , gives an -onic acid: 

COOH COOH 
I I 

H- C- OH H- C- OH 
I I 

HO- C- H 
I 

H- C- OH 

CHpH 

o-Glyceric acid 

I 
H- C- OH 

I 
CH20H 

o-Gluconic acid 

Oxidation of both the CHO and CH 20H gives an -aric acid: 
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COOH 
I 

H- C- OH 
I 

HO- C- H 
I 

H- C- OH 
I 

H- C- OH 
I 

COOH 

o-Glucaric acid 

Ketones do not form acids. Both -onic and -uronic acids can 
react with an OH in the same molecule to form a lactone (see 
p. 1124) : 

HO:p2C5 
0 

~H H1 O 
HO 

H OH 

o-Gluoono-5-lactone 

HO"S/H 

e.,.,-CO O HOH2C 4 ' 0 

H --

HO OH 

L-Ascorbic acid 
(derivative of L-gulose) 

Reactions of Monosaccharides 

The most common esters of monosaccharides are phosphate esters at 
carbon atoms 1 and/or 6: 

HOH2CHO CH20PO / 

OH H 
HO OH 

H OH 

Fructose 1-Phosphate 

2

-0 3POH2CHO CHpH 

OH H 
HO OH 

H OH 

Fructose 6-Phosphate 

2
- 0 3POH2CHO CHpP03

2
-

0H H 
HO OH 

H OH 

Fructose 1 , 6 Bisphosphate 

To be a reducing sugar, mutarotation must be possible. In alkali, 
enediols form that may migrate to 2,3 and 3,4 positions: 

~o 
H- C- OH 

H- C- OH 
II 
C- OH 

I I 

Enediols may be oxidized by 0 2, Cu2+, Ag+, and Hg2+. Reducing 
ability is more important in the laboratory than physiologically. 
A hemiacetal or hemiketal may react with the OH of another 
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monosaccharide to form a disaccharide (acetaL· glycoside) (see 
below): 

qCH20H OH JQCHpH O 

H H ~H H (H,OH) 
OH O 

HO 

(May be either a or ~) 

H OH H OH 

a-1,4 -Glycosidic linkage 

One monosaccharide still has a free anomeric carbon and can 
react further. Reaction of the anomeric OH may be with any OH 
on the other monosaccharide, including the anomeric one. The 
anomeric OH that has reacted is fixed as either a or {3 and cannot 
mutarotate or reduce. If the glycosidic bond is not between two 
anomeric carbon atoms, one of the units will still be free to mutaro
tate and reduce. 

Oligo- and Polysaccharides 

Disaccharides have two monosaccharides, either the same or differ
ent, in glycosidic linkage. If the glycosidic linkage is between the 
two anomeric carbon atoms, the disaccharide is nonre du cing: 

~

CHpH OH ~CHpH O 

~H H OH H (H,OH) 
HO O 

a1·4 
H OH H OH 

Maltose 

CH,OH O "•-1 0/ ;Q,:• 0 (HOH) 

H OH H , 
a1-6 HO 

H OH H OH 

lsomaltose 

~~ \J'----o E~\(H,OHJ 

H~fi1~ 

H OH H OH 

Cellobiose 

H~~ \J'----o ~~\(H,OH) 

~ H fi 1~ 

H OH H OH 

Lactose 

OH 

H OH 

HMOH2C O H 
H HO 

CH20H 

0 HO H 

011' /32 
Sucrose 

MaJtose = 4-0.(a-o-glucopyranosyl)o-glucopyranose; 
reducing 

Isomaltose = 6-0.(a-o-glucopyranosyl)o-glucopyranose; 
reducing 

Cellobiose = 4-0.(/3-o-glucopyranosyl)o -glucopyranose; 
reducing 

Lactose = 4-0.(/3-o-galactopyranosyl)o-glucopyranose; 
reducing 

Sucrose = a- o-glucopyranosyl-j:J-o-fructofuranoside; 
nonreducing 

As many as thousands of monosaccharides, either the same or 
different, may be joined by glycosidic bonds to form polysaccharides. 
The anomeric carbon of one unit is usually joined to C4 or C6 of 
the next unit. The ends of a polysaccharide are not identical (reduc
ing end = free anomeric carbon; nonreducing = anomeric carbon 
linked to next unit; branched polysaccharide = more than one non
reducing end). The most common carbohydrates are homopolymers 
of glucose; for example, starch, glycogen, and cellulose. Plant starch 
is a mixture of amylose, a linear polymer of maltose units, and amy
lopectin , branches of repeating maltose units (glucose-glucose in 
a-1 ,4 linkages) joined via isomaltose linkages. Glycogen, the stor
age form of carbohydrate in animals, is similar to amylopectin, but 
the branches are shorter and occur more frequently . Cellulose, in 
plant cell walls, is a linear polymer of repeating cellobioses (glucose
glucose in j:J-l,4 linkages). Heteropolysaccharides contain more 
than one kind of monosaccharide. 

Mucopolysaccharides contain amino sugars, free and acetylated, 
uronic acids, sulfate esters, and sialic acids in addition to the simple 
monosaccharides . .N-Acetylneuraminic acid, a sialic acid, is 

CHpH 
I 

HO- C- H 
I 

HO~OC HOO C- H 

OH H 
OH 

H 
H 

H NH 

I 
C= O 
I 
CH3 

LIPIDS 

Lipids are a diverse group of chemicals related primarily because 
they are insoluble in water, soluble in nonpolar solvents, and found 
in animal and plant tissues. 



Saponifiable lipids yield salts of fatty acids upon al.kaline 
hydrolysis. Acylglycerol.s = glycerol + fatty acid(s); phosphoacylglyc
erol.s = glycerol + fatty acids + HPO/- + alcohol; sphingolipids 
= sphingosine + fatty acid + polar group (phosphorylalcohol or 
carbohydrate); waxes = long-chain alcohol + fatty acid. Noma
ponifiable lipids (terpenes, steroids, prostaglandim, and related com
pounds) are not usually subject to hydrolysis. Amphipathic lipids 
have both a polar "head" group and a nonpolar "tail." Amphipathic 
molecules can stabilize emulsions and are responsible for the lipid 
bilayer suucru re of membranes. 

Fatty acids are monocarboxylic acids with a short ( <6 car
bon atoms), medium (8-14 carbon acorns), or long (>14 carbon 
atoms) aliphatic chain. Biologically important ones are usually 
linear molecules with an even number of carbon atoms (16-20). 
Fatty acids are numbered using either arabic numbers (COOH is 
1) or the Greek alphabet (COOH is not given a symbol; adjacent 
carbon atoms are a , {:J, -y, etc.). Saturated fatty acids have the 
general formula CH3(CHi)nCOOH. (Palmitic acid = C16; stearic 
acid = C18.) They tend to be extended chains and solid at room 
temperature unless the chain is short. Both trivial and systematic 
(prefix indicating number of carbon atoms + anoic acid) names 
are used. CH 3(CH2)i4COOH = palmitic acid or hexadecanoic 
acid . 

Unsaturated fatty acids have one or more double bonds . 
Most naturally occurring fatty acids have cis double bonds and 
are usually liquid at room temperature. Fatty acids with trans 
double bonds tend to have higher melting points. A double 
bond is indicat ed by !::.11

, where n is the number of the first car
bon of the bond . Palmitoleic = Li9-hexadecenoic acid; oleic = 
Li9 -octadecenoic acid; linoleic = Li9•12-octadecad ienoic acid; 
linolenic = t::.9•12•15-octadecatrienoic acid; and arachidonic = 
Li5•8•11•14-eicosatetraenoi c acid . Since fatty acids are elongated 
in vivo from the carboxyl end, biochemists use alternate termi
nology to assign these fatty acids to families: omega {w) minus 
x (or n - x), where xis the number of carbon atoms from the 
methyl end whe re a double bond is first encountered . Palmito
leic and oleic are w - 9 acids, linoleic and arachidonic are w - 6 
acids, and linolenic is an w - 3 acid. Addition of carbon atoms 
does not change the family to which an unsaturated fatty acid 
belongs . 

Since the pK values of fatty acids are about 4-5 , in physiologi
cal solutions, they exist primarily in the ionized form, called salts or 
"soaps." Long-chain fatty acids are insoluble in water, but soaps form 
micelles. Fatty acids form esters with alcohols and thioesters with 
CoA. 

Biochemically significant reactions of unsaturated fatty acids 
are: 

1. Reduction -C H=C H- + XH 2 - -C H 2CH2- + X 
2. Addition ofwater- CH= CH- + H20-

-CH(OH)-CH2-
3. Oxidation R-CH =C H- R' - R-CHO + R'-C HO 

Prostaglandins, thromboxanes, and leukotrienes are derivatives of C20, 

polyunsaturated fatty acids, especially arachidonic acid. Prostag
landins have the general structure : 
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R1 

,--~ 
COOH 

HO OH 

The series differ from each other in the substituents on the ring and 
whether Cl 5 contains an OH or O . OH group. The subscript indi
cates the number of double bonds in the side chains. Subscituents 
indicated by- (/3) are above the plane of the ring; . . . (a ) below: 

PGE PGF 

0 -...... , _.R7 

o¼; 
PGG(X=OH) ; PGH(X=OOH) 

PGI 

Thromboxanes have an oxygen incorporated to form a six
membered ring: 

H 

TX~ 

Leukotrienes are substituted derivatives of arachidonic acid in 
which no internal ring has formed; R is variable: 

coo 

Leukotr iene C, D, or E 

Acylglycerols are compounds in which one or more of the three 
OH groups of glycerol is esterified. In triacylglycerols (triglycerides) 
all three OH groups are esterified to fatty acids. At least two of the three 
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subscituent groups are usually different. If R1 is not equal to ~' the 
molecule is asymmetric and of the L configuration: 

0 
II 

11 
H21- o- c- ~ 

R - C- 0 - CH 0 2 

I II 
H2C -O - C- R3 

The properties of the triacylglycerols are determined by those of the 
fatty acids they contain; oils are liquids at room temperature (pre
ponderance of short-chain and/or cis-unsaturated fatty acids), and 
fats, solid (preponderance of long-chain, saturated , and/or tram-
unsaturated). 

Triacylglycerols are hydrophobic and do not form stable 
micelles. They may be hydrolyzed to glycerol and three fatty acids by 
strong alkali or enzymes (lipases). Mono- [usually with the fatty acid 
in the /3(2) position] and diacylglycerols also exist in small amounts 
as metabolic intermediates . Mono- and diacylglycerols are slightly 
more polar than triacylglycerols. Phosphoacylglycerols are derivatives 
of L-a -glycerolphosphate (L-glycerol 3-phosphate): 

CH2- 0 H 
I 

HO- CH 0 
I II 

CH - O- P- 0 -
2 I 

0 -

The parent compound, phosphatidic acid (two OH groups 
ofL-a -glycerolphosphate esterified to fatty acids), has its phosphate 
esterified to an alcohol (XOH) to form several series of phospho
acylglycerols. These are amphipathic molecules, but the net charge 
at pH 7.4 depends on the nature ofX-OH . 

X-OH 

+ 
HO-CH 2-CH 2-N-(CH 3h 

HO-CH 2-CH-COO

I 

H 

NH 3 
+ 

H 

H OH 

o-
1 

- P- OH 
II 
0 

Phosphoacylglycerol 

Phospharidylcholines 
(lecithins) 

Phospharidylethanolamines 
(cephalins) 

Phospharidylserines 

Phospharidylinosirols phospace 
on 4, or 4 and 5 

In plasmalogens, the OH on Cl is in ether, rather than ester, 
linkage to an alkyl group. If one fatty acid (usually /3) has been 

hydrolyzed &om a phosphoacylglycerol, the compound is a lyso
compound; for example, lysophosphacidylcholine (lysolecithin): 

0 
II 

CH2- 0CR 1 

I 
HO- CH 0 

I II 
CH - P- OX 

2 I 
0 -

A phosphoacylglycerol A lyso-compound 

Sphingolip ids are complex lipids based on the C18, unsaturated 
alcohol, sphingosine. In ceramides, a long-chain fatty acid is in 
amide linkage to sphingosine: 

Sphingosine 

CHa(CH2) 12CH= CH- CH- OH 

I 7 11 
CH-N - C- R 
I 

CH2 - 0H 

Aceramide 

Sphingom yelins, the most common sphingolipids, are a famiJy 
of compounds in which the primary OH group of a ceramide is 
esterifted to phosphorylcholine (phosphoryl-ethanolamine) : 

CHa(CH:J12CH= CH- CH- OH 

I 
H 0 
I II 

CH- N- C - R 

I i 
CH - O- P- 0 - CH CH W(CH ) 

2 I 2 2 a a 

o_ 

They are amphipathic molecules, existing as zwitterions at pH 7.4 
and the only sphingol ipids that contain phosphorus. Glycosphin
golipids do not contain phosphorus but contain carbohydrate in 
glycosidic linkage to the primary alcohol of a ceramide. They are 
amphipathic and either neutral or acidic if the carbohydrate moiety 
contains an acidic group. Cerebrosides have a single glucose or 
galactose linked to a ceramide. Sulfotides are galactosylceramides 
esterifted with sulfate at C3 of the galacrose: 



CH3(CH2) 12CH= CH- CH- OH 

I 
H 0 
I II 

CH- N- C- R 

I 
9H 2 

' 

HOHB,c 

O

? 
H : 
OH H 

HO 

H OH 

Glucosylceramide (glucocerebroside) 

Globosides (ceramide oligosaccharides) are ceramides with two or 
mo re neutral monosaccharides, whereas in ganglio sides the oli
gosaccharide contains one or more sialic acids . 

Steriods are derivatives of cyclopemanope rhydrophenanthrene . 
T he steroid nucleus is a rather rigid, essentially planar structure with 
substituentS above the plane of the rings designated /3 (solid line) 
and those below called a (dotted line) : 

A and B rings- cis; 
the others- trans 

Mos t sreroids in humans have methyl groups at positions 10 and 
13 and frequently a side chain at position 17. Sterols contain one or 
more OH groups, free or esrerified to a fatty acid. Mos t steroids are 
nonpolar . In a liposome or cell membrane, cholesterol orients with 
the OH toward any polar groups; cholesterol esters do not . Bile acids 
(e.g., cholic acid) have a polar side chain and so are amphipathic: 

HO 

Cholesterol 
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COOH 

Ho······ 

Cholic acid 

Steroid hormones are oxygenated steroids of C 1s, C 19, or 
C21 Estrogens have C18, an aromatic ring A, and no methyl at Cl 0. 
Androgens have C 19 and no side chain at Cl 7 . Glucocorticoids and 
mineralocorticoids have C21 including a Ci, oxygenated side chain at 
C l 7. Vitamin D3 (chofecalciferol) is not a sterol bu t is derived from 
7-dehydrocholestero l in humans: 

Cholecalciferol 

Terpenes are po lymers of two or more isoprene units. lso
prene is 

/ CH2 = , - CH= CH2 "' 

Head CH3 Tail 

T erpenes may be linear or cyclic, with the isoprenes usually linked 
head to tail and most double bonds trans (but may be cis as in 
vitamin A). Squalene, the precursor of cho lesterol, is a linear terpene 
of six isoprene unitS. Fat-soluble vitamins (A, D , E, and K) contain 
isoprene units: 

Vitamin A 

HO CH3 

I 
CH _ /CH - CH - CH- CH \ _ H 

2 \ 2 2 2l 
3 

Vitamin E (a-tocopherol) 
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0 

Vitamin K2 

AMINO ACIDS 

Amino acids contain an amino (NH:J and a carboxylic acid 
(COOH) group. Biologically imponant amino acids are usually 
a-amino acids with the formula 

foo 
6 

H;N/l" H 

R 

L-a-Amino acid 

The amino group, has an unshared pair of electrons, is basic, with a 
pl(, of about 9.5, and exists primarily as -NH 3 + at pH values near 
neutrality . The carboxylic acid group (pK - 2.3) exists primarily as 
a carboxylate ion. If R is anything but H , the molecule is asymmetric 
with most naturally occurring ones of the L configuration (same 
relative configuration as L-glyceraldehyde: seep. 1125). 

The polarity of amino acids is influenced by their side chains 
(R groups) (see p. 78 for complete structures). Nonpolar amino 
acids include chose with large, aliphatic, aromatic, or undissociated 
sulfur groups (aliphatic = Ala, Ile, Leu, Val; aromatic = Phe, Trp; 
sulfur = Cys, Met). Intermediate polarity amino acids include Gly, 
Pro , Ser, Thr, and Tyr (undissociated). 

Amino acids with ionizable side chains are polar. The pK values 
of the side groups of arginine, lysine, glutamate, and aspartate are 
such chat these are nearly always charged at physiological pH , whereas 
the side groups of histidine (pK = 6.0) and cysteine (pK = 8.3) exist 
as both charged and uncharged species at pH 7.4 (acidic = Glu, Asp, 
Cys; basic = Lys, Arg, His). Although undissociated cysteine is non
polar, cysreine in dissociated form is polar. Asparagine and glutamine 
are polar even though their side chains are not charged (ionized). 

All amino acids are at least dibasic acids because of the presence 
of both the a -amino and a -carboxyl groups, the ionic state being a 
function of pH. The presence of another ionizable group will give a 
tribasic acid as shown for cysteine. 

pK1(a-COOH) = 
1.7- 2.6 

pK2(-S H) = 
8.3 

TH3NCHCOO-
I 
y~2 
s 

PK°:i 

pf<:i(a-NH; ) = 
8.8-10.8 

The zwitterionic form is the form in which rhe net charge is 
zero. The isoelectric point is rhe average of the two pKvalues involved 
in rhe formation of rhe zwitterionic form. In the above example this 
would be rhe average of pKj + p.K;. 

PURINES AND PYRIMIDINES 

Purines and pyrimidines, often called bases, are nitrogen-containing 
hete rocyclic compounds with the structures 

Purine Pyrimidine 

Major bases found in nucleic acids and as cellular nucleotides are 
the following: 

Purines 

Adenine: 6-amino 

Guanine: 2-amino, 6-oxy 

Pyrimidines 

C ytosine: 2-oxy, 4-amino 

Uracil: 2,4-dioxy 
Th ymine: 2,4-dioxy, 5-mechyl 

Ocher imporranc bases found primarily as intermediates of 
synthesis and/or degradation are 

Hypoxamhine: 6-oxy Ororic acid: 2,4-dioxy, 6-carboxy 

Xanchine: 2,6-dioxy 

Oxygenated purines and pyrimidines exist as tautomeric struc
tures with the keto form predominating and involved in hydrogen 
bonding between bases in nucleic acids: 

Keto Eno/ 

Nucleo sides have either J3-o-ribose or J3-o-2-deoxyribose in 
an N-glycosidic linkage between Cl of the sugar and N9 (purine) 
or Nl (pyrimidine). 

Nucleotides have one or more phosphate groups esterified 
to the sugar. Phosphates , if more than one is present , are usually 
attached to each other via phosphoanhydride bonds. Monophos
phates may be designated as either the base monophosphate or as 
an -ylic acid (AMP: adenylic acid): 



By conventional rules of nomenclature, the atoms of the base are 
numbered 1- 9 in purines or 1-6 in pyrimidines and the carbon 
at0ms of the sugar l '- 5'. A nucleoside with an unmodified name 
indicates that the sugar is ribose and the phosphate(s) is/are attached 
at C-5' of the sugar. Deoxy forms are indicated by the prefix d 
(dAMP = deoxyadenylic acid). If the phosphate is esterified at any 
position other than 5', it musc be so designated [3' -AMP; 3' -5' -
AMP (cyclic AMP = cAMP)]. The nucleosides and nucleotides 
(ribose form) are named as follows: 

Base 

Adenine 

Guanine 

Hypoxanthine 

Xanthine 

Cytosine 

Uracil 

Thymine 

Oroticacid 
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Nuckoside Nuckotide 

Adenosinc AMP, ADP , ATP 

Guanosine GMP, GDP, GTP 

lnosine IMP 

Xanchosinc XMP 

Cytidine CMP, CDP, CTP 

Uridine UMP, UDP, UTP 

dThyrnidine dTMP,dTTP 

Orotidine OMP 

Minor (modified) bases and nucleosides also exist in nucleic 
acids. Methylated bases have a methyl group on an amino group 
(N--methyl guanine), a ring atom (I-methyl adenine), or on an OH 
group of che sugar (2'-0-methyl adenosine). Dihydrouracilhas the 
5-6 double bond saturated. In pseudouridine, the ribose is attached 
co C5 rather than co N 1. 

In polynucleotides (nucleic acids), the mononucleotides are 
joined by phosphodiescer bonds between the 3 '-OH of one sugar 
(ribose or deoxyribose) and the 5 '-OH of the next (seep. 30 for the 
struccure). 
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Franci s Vella 

30-nm fiber: Fiber (30-nm diameter) of chromatin which has a sole
noid suucture consisting of six nucleosomes and their linker DNA 
and associated hiscone H 1 per turn, stacked on top of each other. 

5' cap: 7-Methylguanosine linked to the 5 '-terminal nucleotide 
of an mRNA via a 5' -5' -triphospha te bridge. It is formed during 
processing of pre-m RNA in the nucleus, inhibits degradation and 
enhances translation of the mRNA. 

A site: Binding site on both ribosomal subunits that holds the 
tRNA that carries the amino acid t0 be added to the growing pep
tide chain during polypeptide synthesis. Also called aminoacyl site. 

ABC transporter protein : Integ ral plasma membrane protein 
that consiscs of two domains (each of six transmembrane segments) 
and two loops (each containing an AT P-binding site) that uses the 
energy of ATP to transpon a variety of hydrophobic natural prod
ucts and synthetic drugs out of the cytoplasm. Also called ATP
binding cassette protein . 

absorption spectrum: Pattern of absorption of incident light 
observed with a spectroscope or spectromete r. 

absorption : Passage across intestinal cell memb ranes of the prod
ucts of digestion. 

abzyme: Catalytic antibody, natural or one that is raised against 
an antigen that has a transition state structure for a reaction. Also 
called catalytic ant ibody. 

ac.ceptor stem: In tRNA, the pan in which the 5'- and 3' -ends are 
base paired. The 3' -end terminates in an unpaired CCA sequence with 
the A being the site of attachment of a cognate arninoacyl residue. 

acid anhydride: See anhydride . 

acid-base catalysis: Catalysis of a reaction that is aided by transfer 
of a proton from an acid or abstraction of a proton by a base. 

acidosi s: Abnormal physiological state in which an increase in pro
ton concentration lowers the pH of plasma below 7.35. 

acrosome : O rganelle at the tip of a spermatozoon that is rich 
in enzymes for digestion of the protective coat of an oocyce at 
fertilization. 

actin: Globular protein that forms the microfilamenrs of cycoskele
ton and the thin filaments of skeletal and cardiac muscle. Its interac
tion with the heads of thick filaments produces muscle contraction . 

activation energy: Energy required for a specific chemical reaction 
to occur. 

active site: Region usually in a cleft on an enzyme surface that binds 
the appropriate substrate and catalyzes its conversion to product . 

active transport : Passage of solutes across a cell memb rane that is 
effected with energy expenditure from ATP. 

activin : Glycoprotein hormone secreted by the gonads, that stimu
lates secretion of follicle-stimulating ho rmone. It consists of two BA 
or B8 chains in inhibins A and B respectively, or of a BA and a B8 

chain, jo ined by a disulfide bond. 

acyl carrier protein (ACP): In prokatyotes, the protein with an 
att ached phosphopantetheine moiety that is the central compo
nent of fatty acid synthase complex. In eukaryotes, it is present as a 
domain of the mult icatalycic fatty acid synthase protein. 

adaptin : Major multimer ic protein of clathrin-coated vesicles that 
binds on the cytoplasmic portion of various integral membrane 
proteins to mediate formation of the clathrin coat. Also called adap
tor protein. 

adenylate cyclase system: Pathway of signal transduction in which 
a ho rmone binding to its cognate serpentine receptor activates a 
trimeric G protein to stimulate or inhibit adenylate cyclase, thereby 
affecting production of cyclic AM P as a second messenger. 

adenylate cyclase: Enzyme that is an integral prote in of the plasma 
membrane. Its active site on the inner membrane surface converts 
ATP to cyclic AMP. Also called adenylyl cyclase. 

adenylyl cyclase: See adenylate cyclase. 

adherens junction: Pan of a plasma membrane that contains cad
herins, is involved in cell-cell adhesion and is linked on the inner 
surface to actin microfilaments via catenins and other proteins. 

adipose tissue : Loose connective tissue domi nated by adipocyces 
whose major component is neutral fat (i.e., triacylglycerol). Two 
varieties are recognized, white and brown. 

A-DNA: Double-helical DNA that has 11 base pairs per right
handed turn, a diameter of ~26 A, and forms in pure dehydrated 
DNA. It is also the common form of double-stranded RNA and of 
RNA- DNA heteroduplexes. 

adrenal gland: One of two small endocrine glands each situated 
above a kidney. It consists of an outer cortex that secretes steroid 
hormones, and a central medulla that secretes catecholamines, par
ticularly adrenaline. Also called suprarenal gland. 

adrenaline: N-methyl noradrenaline, the major ho rmone derived 
from tyrosine in the adrenal medulla and some neurons. It is 
secreted in response to stress and increases glycogenolysis (in mus
cle and liver), gluconeogenesis (in liver), glycolysis (in muscle), and 
lipolysis (in adipocyces). Also called epinephrine. 
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adrenocortical hormone : Any glucocorcicoid, mineralocorcicoid 
or sex hormone secreted by the adrenal cortex. 

adrenocorticotropic hormone (ACTH): Polypeptide hormone 
secreted by the anterior pituitary in response to corcicotrophin
releasing hormone of the hypothalamus. It stimulates production 
and secretion of glucocorticoids by the zona fasciculata. Also called 
corticotropin, cortin. 

aerobic metabolism: Complete breakdown of glucose and fatty 
acids in muscle in the presence of adequate amountS of oxygen into 
carbon dioxide and water via acetyl CoA. The oxygen-requiring 
part releases large amounts of energy as ATP and occurs within 
mitochondria. 

aerobic: Occurring only in the presence of oxygen. 

agglutination: Aggregation of erythrocytes produced by interac
tion between antigens on their surface and specific antibodies in 
plasma. 

agglutinin: Antibody in plasma that reacts with antigens on the 
surface of erythrocytes when donor and recipient differ in their 
blood group. 

agglutinogen: Antigen on the surface of erythrocytes whose pres
ence and structure are genetically determined. 

aggrecan: Proteoglycan rich in chondroitin sulfate and keratan 
sulfate attached to a large protein that is present in carrilage. 

agonist: Hormone , neurotransmitter drug, or other compound 
that binds to a specific receptor and elicitS a functional response. 

alanine cycle: See glucose-alanine cycle. 

aldimine: Compound formed by condensation of a primary amine 
with an aldehyde. Also called Schiff base. 

aldosterone: Mineralocorticoid produced by zona glomerulosa 
and secreted in response co angiotensin II. It enhances reabsorpcion 
of Na+ and water by renal tubules. Excessive secretion produces 
aldosceronism. 

alkalosis: Abnormal physiological state in which a deficiency of 
prot0ns or an excess of bicarbonate ions raises the pH of plasma 
above 7.45. 

alkaptonuria: Autosomal recessive condition in which homoge
ntisate, produced during catabolism of phenylalanine and tyro
sine, accumulates because of a deficiency of homogentisace oxidase 
activity. 

allosteric effector: See allosteric modulator. 

allosteric site: Site on a regularory enzyme that is remote from the 
active site and, when bound to an appropriate effector or modulator , 
increases or decreases the affinity of the enzyme for its substrate. 

a + /3-protein: Protein in which a-helical and /3-strand regions 
are present in a nonrandom fashion. 

a//3-barrel: Protein structure in which alternating a helices and /3 
strands form a barrel of parallel /3-strands, surrounded by a barrel 
of a-helices. 

a//3 protein: Protein in which a-helical and /3-scrands are inter
spersed or alternate with each other . 

A-helix: Common form of secondary structure of polypeptides; 
spiral conformation that results from maximal hydrogen bonding 
between components of peptide bonds of adjacent turns of the spi
ral, each turn being 3.6 residues long. 

all-a protein: Protein that consisrs solely or mostly of a-helical 
segments. 

all-/3 protein: Protein that consiscs solely or mostly of /3-strands. 

allostery: Propetty of an enzyme or other protein whereby non
covalent binding of a ligand at one site induces a conformational 
change that affects binding of a ligand at another site. 

alternative RNA splicing: Deletion of certain exons or incorpora
tion of alternative exons during splicing of pre-mRNA, thus form
ing more than one mRNA and generating more than one protein 
from a primary transcript. Also called differential RNA splicing. 

amino terminus : See N-terminus. 

aminoacyl site: Site on a ribosome that binds arninoacyl-tRNA 
during polypeptide synthesis. Also called A site. 

aminoacyl-tRNA: tRNA carrying an amino acid to be added to 
the growing peptide chain during polypeptide synthesis. 

aminotransferase: Enzyme that catalyzes transfer of an amino 
group from an a-amino to an a-keto acid, yielding a new a-keto 
acid and a new a-amino acid and using pyridoxal phosphate as 
coenzyme. Also called transaminase. 

amphipathic: Having both a hydrophilic region and a hydropho
bic region. 

amphoteric: Capable of serving as an acid (by donating protons) 
or as a base (by accepting prorons) . 

amyloid: Insoluble protein highly resistant to proteolysis that is 
present in the brain in a variety of neurological diseases. It consists 
of aggregates of fibrils composed of subunits rich in /3-sheet struc
ture . The /3-amyloid present in plaques in Alzheimer disease con
sists of a polypeptide (39 to 43 amino acid residues) derived from 
/3-amyloid precursor protein . 

anabolism: Phase of intermediary metabolism in which energy
utilizing metabolic reactions are used for synthesis of macromol
ecules and other biomolecules from simpler precursors. 

anaerobic metabolism: Breakdown of glucose with production of 
lactate that occurs in vigorous exercise when muscle lacks adequate 
oxygen. 

anaphase: Stage in mitosis in which the paired chromatids sepa
rate and move to the opposite ends of the spindle apparatus. 

anaplerotic reaction: Reaction that replenishes the supply of 
intermediates in a metabolic pathway or cycle. 

androgen: Steroid hormone secreted mainly by interstitial cells of 
the testis, and in small amounts by the adrenal cortex in both gen
ders. It stimulates development and maintenance of the reproduc
tive system and secondary sex characteristics in males. Oversecre
tion leads to virilization in either gender. 

angiogenesis: Formation of new blood vessels or their develop
ment and growth from existing ones. 

angiotensin I: N-terminal decapeptide released by renin acting on 
the plasma protein angiotensinogen. 

angiotensin II: N-terminal ocrapeptide released in the lung capil
laries by angiotensin-converting enzyme acting on angiotensin I. It 
produces arteriolar constriction and a rise in blood pressure and pro
motes thirst and release of antidiuretic hormone and aldosterone. 

angiotensin-converting enzyme (ACE): Transmembrane glyc
oprotein present in the lung capillaries and plasma. It is a zinc-



containing peptidase that cleaves off the C-terminal dipeptide of 
angiotensin I to prod uce angiotensin II. 

angiotensinog en: Plasma glycoprotein secreted by the liver, the 
precursor of angiotensin I. 

angstrom (A): A unit oflengtb, 10- IO m. 

anhydride: Product of condensation, with loss of water, of two 
molecules of an acid. Also called acid anhydride. 

ankyrin: Large globular protein that is associated with the channel 
for anti port of c1- and HC0 3 - in the membrane , and with spec
trin of the cytoskeleton, of erythrocytes. 

anomer: Either of the stereoisomers formed by cyclization of an 
aldose or a ketose, differing only in the configuration around the 
carbonyl carbon. 

anoxia: State of tissue deprivation of oxygen. 

ANP: See atrial rnitriuretic peptide. 

antagonist: Agent that binds to a receptor and inhibits binding of 
the specific agonist for the receptor. 

anterior pituitary hormon e: Hormone secreted by the anterior 
pituitary gland, that is, one of the glycoproteins luteinizing hor
mone, follicle-stimulating hormone, and thyroid-stimulating hor
mone, the simple proteins growth hormone and prolactin, and the 
polypeptide adrenocorticotrophic hormone . 

anterograde transport: Transport toward the periphery of an axon. 

antibod y-based immuni ty: Type of immunity mediated by circu
lating antibodies secreted by B cells in response t0 an antigen. Also 
called humoral immuniry . 

anticodon arm: In tRNA, the stem-and-loop portion that con
tains the anticodon region. 

anticodon: Three bases on a tRNA molecule that interact with a 
complementary codon on an mRNA molecule. 

antidiureti c hormon e (ADH ): Nonapeptide hormone produced 
in the hypothalamus but secreted by the posterior pituitary . It causes 
reabsorption of water by causing recruitment of an aquaporin into 
the apical memb ranes of renal tubules and collecting ducts, and 
raises blood pressure. Deficient secretion causes diabetes insipidus. 
Also called vasopressin. 

antigen: Substance or cluster of chemical groups capable of induc
ing production of specific antibodies by B cells. 

antigenic determinant: Portion of an antigen that is responsible 
for eliciting prod uction of an antibody and that interacrs with the 
antibody. 

antigen -presenting cell (APC}: Cell that is essential for initiating 
a normal immune response by processing antigens and displaying 
them on ics surface bound to MHC proteins . 

antiparallel: Relative orientation of two /3-strands (N to C and 
C to N , respectively) within the same or on two polypeptides, or 
within two strands of DNA (5' to 3', and 3' to 5', respectively). 

antiport: Cotransport of two different solutes in opposite direc
tions across a membrane. 

antisense RNA: RNA, synthetic or transcribed from the noncod
ing strand of genetic DNA by genetic engineering, that is comple
mentary to and inhibits the RNA transcript of that gene. 

AP endonuclease: See apurinic/apyrimidinic endonuclease. 
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AP site: See apurinic site, apyrirnidinic site. 

APC protein: Tumor suppressor protein that promotes degrada
tion of /3-catenin. It is absent or nonfunctional in adenornatous 
polyposis coli. 

apoenzyme: Catalytically inactive protein component of an 
enzyme freed from any required cofactor, coenzyme or prosthetic 
group . 

apolipoprotein (apoLp): Protein component of a plasma lipopro
tein freed from any associated lipids. 

apoprotein: Protein component of a conjugated protein freed 
from any non-amino acid moiety. 

apoptosis: Form of cell death in which the cell shrinks and con
denses, its cytoskeleton collapses, the nuclear membrane disinte
grates, and the DNA becomes fragmented. The cell membrane 
becomes altered and evokes rapid phagocytosis without loss of cell 
contents into the surrounding medium or induction of an inflam
matory response. The process is genetically programmed and 
depends on activation of a caspase cascade. Also called programmed 
cell death. 

apurinic site (AP site): Site on a strand of DNA from which a 
pur ine base is missing. 

apurinic/apyrimidinic endonucl ease (AP endonucle ase): Endo
nuclease that removes a segment of DNA that contains an apurinic 
or an apyrimidinic site during base excision repair. 

apyrimidini c site (AP site): Site on a strand of DNA from which 
a pyrimidine base is missing. 

aquaporin: Integral membrane homotetrameric protein that 
forms a hydrophilic channel for rapid movement of water down a 
concentration gradient. Each subunit contains six transmembrane 
segments. 

arrestin: Protein that binds to the phosphorylated intracellular 
segment of a serpentine receptor and prevents ics interaction with a 
trimeric G protein. 

asymmetric carbon atom: See chiral carbon atom. 

ATM protein: Large protein kinase that is mutated in ataxia tel
angiecrasia and is required to activate p53 in response to double-strand 
DNA breaks induced by ionizing radiation or oxidative damage. 

ATP synth ase: See F-type ATPase. 

ATP-binding cassette protein: See ABC transporter protein . 

atrial natriuretic peptid e (ANP): Peptide hormone secreted by 
cardiocytes of the atrium when stretched by increased venous return . 
It promotes reduction of blood pressure and of venous return , and 
renal water loss. Its receptor contains guanylate cyclase activity in its 
intracellular segment. Also called atriopeptin. 

atriopeptin: See atrial natriuretic peptide. 

attenuator: Sequence within the leader region of nascent mRNA 
that is involved in regulating expression of certain genes for 
enzymes of amino acid synthesis in prokaryotes by terminating 
transcription in the presence of an adequate supply of the particu
lar amino acid. 

autoantibody: Antibody that interacts with antigens on the sur
face of a person's own cells and tissues. 

autocatalysis: Process in which the product of a reaction is the cata
lyst for the same reaction (e.g., aetivation of pepsinogen by pepsin). 
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autocrine hormon e: Biomolecule that acts on the cell that secretes 
it or on neighboring cells of the same type. 

autoimmnne disease: Disorder (such as myasthenia gravis) in which 
the immune system behaves abnormally by responding to antigens 
that are normal components of an individual's cells or tissues. 

auto lysis: Self-digestion of a proteolytic enzyme or the breakdown 
of a cell or tissue by its own degradative enzymes. 

autopho sphorylation: Phosphorylation of a protein kinase by 
another molecule of the same enzyme. 

axonal transport: Movement of organelles and other particles 
along microtubules in the axon of a nerve cell, being anterograde 
(away from the cell body) and effected by kinesin or retrograde 
(toward the cell body) and effected by dynein . 

B cell: Type of lymphocyte derived from the bone marrow that 
is capable of maturing and different iating into a plasma cell that 
p roduces antibodies or into a B cell which retains a memory for a 
previous immune response to an antigen . 

backbon e: Chain of atoms (N-Ca-C) formed by the amino acid 
residues in a polypeptide or of atoms (C.r-C 3,-O- P-O-C 5,) formed 
by the repeating sugar phosphate units in a nucle ic acid. 

basal lamin a: Thin layer of extracellular matrix beneath epithelial 
sheets or tubes or sur rounding individual muscle, adipose tissue, or 
Schwann cells that separates them from the underlying connective 
tissue. 

basal metaboli c rate (BMR): Number of kilocalories that a nor
mal, resting, fasting individual requi res to maintain that state dur
ing a period of time. 

base pairing: Formation of a maximum number of hydrogen 
bonds between a pair of complementary bases (a purine and a pyri
midine) on two strands of a nucleic acid or within one strand folded 
back on itself. 

base-excision repair: Correction of an abnormal base in a strand 
of DNA by removal of that base by a DNA glycosylase, removal of 
the remaining deoxyribosephosphate unit and possibly neighbor
ing nucleotides by an AP endonuclease , and filling in of the gap by 
DNA polymerase and DNA ligase. 

basement membrane: Layer of filaments and fibers that attach an 
epithelium to the connective tissue beneath it. 

basic leucine zipp er (bZIP): Protein motif in which a DNA
bind ing basic a-helix is the N-terminal extension of a leucine zip
per. Ir is commonly present in transcription factors. 

basophil: White blood cell with an affiniry for basic stains . It con
tains granules of vasoactive amines and is imponant in the local 
response to infection. 

B-DN A: Double-helical DNA that has 10.5 base pairs per right
handed turn and a diameter of 20 A and is the most stable confor
mation under physiological conditions. 

Bence Jones protein: Free light chain of an immunoglobulin pro
duced in excess in myelomatosis . It is detectable in plasma and/o r 
urine. 

benign: Tumor that is noninvas ive and usually grows slowly. 

{3-a-{3 loop: Protein structural motif consisting of two parallel 
/3-strands separated by an a-helix. 

{3-amyloid precursor protein {P-APP): Single-pass integral glyc
oprotein of plasma membrane . The isoforrn that contains 695 resi
dues is expressed in neurons; those which contain 75 l and 770 are 
expressed mainly in non-neuronal tissues. Cleavage of /3-APP 695 
within the rransmembrane segment by a-secrecase releases /3-amy
loid, accumulation of which forms amyloid plaques that injure 
nerve cells and are associated with Alzheimer disease. 

/3-amyloid: See amyloid . 

{3-barrel: Supersecondary structure of proteins that consiscs of an 
antiparallel /3-sheet rolled into a cylinder. 

/3- bend: See reverse turn. 

/3-confo rmation: See /3-strand. 

{3-hairpin: Protein motif in which two ant iparallel /3-strands are 
connected by a turn or shore loop. 

B oxidation: Metabolism of fatty acids by oxidation of the /3-carbon 
(or C3) with release of aceryl CoA This process occurs in the mito
chondria of eukaryotes . 

/3-pleated sheet: See /3-sheet. 

/3/3-sheet: Common protein motif in which /3-strands in different 
regions of a polypeptide or on two polypeptides , run beside each 
other in parallel or antiparallel direction and are held together by 
hydrogen bonds between the nitrogen and oxygen atoms of their 
peptide bonds . Also called /3-pleated sheet . 

{3-strand: Common secondary structure in which a segment of a 
polypeptide assumes an extended zigzag arrangement. Also called 
{3-conformation. 

bilayer: Double layer of amphipathic lipid molecules arranged 
with their polar ends or iented toward the solvent surface and their 
nonpolar regions associated in the cente r. 

bile pigm ent: Either of the linear tetrapyrroles, bilirubin and 
biliverdin , that are produced by catabolism of heme. They are 
excreted in bile as the bisglucuronides. 

bile salt: Na or K salt of a glycine or taurine conjugate of a bile 
acid (e.g., cholic acid) derived from cholesterol. It is responsible 
for emulsification of dietary lipids and their digestion by pancreat ic 
lipase. 

bile: Alkaline secretion produced by the liver and contains bile pig
ments, bile sales, cholesterol and phospholipids, which become concen
trated during storage in the gall bladder. It is released into the duodenum 
and is essential for emulsification and digestion of dietary lipid. 

binding site: Region, usually a crease or pocket, on a protein sur
face in which a ligand binds . 

biocytin: e-N-biotin lysine, present as a prosthetic group in the 
holoprotein of biotin-dependent carboxylases. 

bioenerg etics: Analysis of energy production and utilization dur
ing metabolism. 

biomolecul e: Organic compound normally present in, or formed 
by, living organisms. 

bio polymer: Biological macromolecule formed by covalent linking 
of similar or identical small unics, end to end , to form a long chain. 
Examples are polysaccharides, polypeptides, and polynucleotides . 

biotransformation: Chem ical reactions responsible for conversion 
of drugs and other xenobiotics into metabolites that are more water 
soluble for excretion. Consists of Phase I and/or Phase II reactions. 



blood clot: Network of fibrin fibers and trapped blood cells that is 
formed when blood is shed or a blood vessel is damaged . When it 
forms within a blood vessel, it is called a thrombus . 

body mass ind ex (BMI): Measure of adiposity obtained from the 
weight in kilograms divided by the square of the height in meters . 
An index up to 25 is considered normal . 

Bohr effect: Decreased affinity of hemoglobin for oxygen when 
the carbon dioxide and H+ levels in blood are increased. 

bond energy: Energy that is required to break or that is released in 
making a chemical bond. Also called bond strength . 

bond strength: See bond energy. 

botulinum toxin: Mixture of neurotoxic zinc metalloproteases 
formed by Clostridium botulinum , the causative agent ofborulism 
(severe food poisoning). It is a potent inhibiror of acetylcholine 
release from cholinergic neurons. 

bound ribosom e: Ribosome that is attached to the outer surface 
of the endoplasmic reticulum and that synthesizes proteins desrined 
for the endoplasmic reticulum lumen, Golgi complex, lysosomes, 
secretory vesicles or plasma membrane . 

branch ed-chain ketonuri a: See maple syrup urine disease. 

BRCA: Either of two genes (BRCA 1 or BRCA 2) that when 
mutated, greatly increase the risk of development of breast cancer . 
Both genes encode large proteins that are involved in DNA binding 
and protein - protein interaccions . 

brown fat: Specialized form of adipose tissue rich in mirochondria 
in which fuel oxidation is used for thermogenesis rather than for 
ATP synthesis. It is the site of nonshivering thermogenesis. 

brush border: Dense covering of microvilli that are formed by the 
plasma membrane on the apical surface of cells of the intestinal 
mucosa and renal tubules . 

buffer: Mixture of nearly equal amoun ts of a weak acid and its 
salt that stabilizes the pH of a solution by releasing or removing 
hydrogen ions. 

cadherin: Single-pass intrinsic glycoprotein of adherens junccions of 
the plasma membrane. It mediates ea2+ -dependent cell-cell adhe
sion. Several types (E - in epithelia, N - in nerve and muscle, P - in 
placenta, and epidermis, and VE - in vascular endothelium) exisr. 

calbindin : Calcium-binding protein of absorptive cells of the small 
intestine whose synthesis is dependent on vitamin D. 

calcitonin : Polypeptide hormone that contains 32 residues, is 
secreted by parafollicular or C cells of the thyroid gland in response 
to an increase in circulating Ca2+ concentration and increases the 
rate of bone calcification and ofCa 2+ loss from the kidney. 

calcitriol: 1,25-dihydroxycholecalciferol, the active form of vita
min 0 3• 

calmodulin (CaM): Dumbbell-shaped protein present in cytosol 
that contains 148 residues and four Ca2+ -binding sites. It activates a 
variety ofCa 2+ -<:almodulin-dependent protein kinases (CaM kinases). 

calorie (cal): Amount of energy required to raise the temperature 
of a gram of water from 14.5 to 15.5°C, being equal to 4.184 J. In 
nutrition the energy released by combustion of a food in the body 
is measured in kilocalories (1000 cal). 

CaM kin ase: Ca2+ -calmodulin-dependent protein kinase. 
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cap-binding compl ex (CBC) : Complex of proteins, including 
initiation factor 4F, that binds the 5' cap of mRNA. 

capsid: Protein shell composed of subunits (called capsomeres) 
that encloses a viral genome . 

capsomere: Protein subunit of a capsid . 

carbaminohemoglobin: Hemoglobin with carbon dioxide mol
ecules bound to its N-terminal amino groups . 

carboh ydrate loading: Practice common among athletes of exer
cising intensively for a period (to deplete muscle glycogen) followed 
by consumption of a high-carbohydrate diet (to promote larger
than-normal glycogen stores) . 

carboxyl terminus: End of a polypeptide chain that contains an a 
carboxyl group that is free or, less frequently, aminated. Also called 
C-tertninus . 

carcinoma: Most common form of cancer in humans, arising from 
epithelial cells. 

cardiac muscl e: Specialized form of striated muscle that is char
acteristic of the heart. It is rich in mitochondria that are in contact 
with fibrils that branch and interdigitate. The membranes at the 
ends that abut each other are extensively folded to form intercalated 
disks, whereas those along the sides fuse over considerable distances 
and form gap junctions that permit the muscle to function like a 
syncytium. Also called myocardium. 

cardiomyopathy: Progressive disease characterized by damage to 
cardiac muscle tissue. 

carnitin e shuttl e: Transport of fatty acyl CoA across the inner 
mitochondrial membrane by formation of a fatty acyl-carnitine that 
is exchanged for free carnitine in its passage through an acylcarni
tine/carnitine transporter. 

carnitine: 4-N-trimethyl-3-hydroxybutyrate , derived metaboli
cally from E-amino methylated lysine residues of certain proteins. It 
is present especially in muscle and liver, and participates in transfer 
of fatty acyl CoA across the inner mitochondrial membrane . 

carotene: Yellow-orange unsaturated tetraterpene hydrocarbon 
present in carrots and green and orange leafy vegetables. It is the 
precursor of retinol (vitamin A), retinaldehyde, and retinoic acid 
in the body. 

cartilage: Flexible type of conneccive tissue that lacks blood ves
sels and nerves, and consists of chondrocytes and a matrix com
posed of collagen fibrils and the proteoglycan aggrecan that is rich 
in chondroitin sulfate that they secrete. It is present mostly at the 
ends of long bones in the articulating surfaces of joints, and in the 
intervertebral disk. During development it is the precursor of the 
long bones. 

cascade: Process that consists of sequential activation of an increas
ing number of components of a signaling system so as to amplify 
that signal. 

caspase cascade: Amplifying proteolytic cascade in the cytosol in 
which a procaspase is activated by an initiaror of apoptosis and 
then activates anothe r procaspase and so on until apoptosis is pro
duced . 

caspase: Cytosolic proteolytic enzyme that contains a cysteine resi
due in its active site, cleaves its substrates on the carboxyl-terminal 
side of an aspartate residue, is activated from a procaspase, and is 
involved in apoptosis. 
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catabollsm: Phase of intermediary metabolism in which nutrient 
molecules are degraded with release of energy. 

catalytic antibody: See abzyme. 

catalytic triad: Histidine residue hydrogen-bonded with a serine 
and aspanate residues in the active site of chymotrypsin and of 
other serine proteases. 

catechol: Aromatic ortho-diol, the characteristic chemical group 
present in catecholamines. 

catecholamine : Catechol derivative of tyrosine such as dopamine, 
noradrenaline , and adrenaline that are major elementS in the body's 
response to stress. 

catenin: Either of two proteins (a or {3) that mediate linking 
of cadherin in adherens junctions to the actin microfilaments of 
cytoskeleton. 

cathepsin: Proteolytic enzyme found in lysosomes. 

CCAAT box: Consensus sequence CCAAT present in promoter 
elements in transcription promoters of many eukaryotic genes. 

CDC gene: See cell-division-cycle gene. 

cell adhesion molecule (CAM): Integral protein of the plasma 
membrane that mediates binding of cell to cell or to extracellular 
matrix in a Ca2+ -dependent (e.g., a cadherin) or Ca2+ -independent 
(e.g., neural CAM) fashion. 

cell coat: See glycocalyx. 

cell junction: Specialized region of a plasma membrane at which 
cell to cell or extracellular matrix adhesion occurs. 

cell-division-cycle gene (cdc gene): Gene that controls one or 
more steps in the cell cycle. 

cell-mediated immunity: Type of immunity mediated by T cells 
in lymphoid tissue and in the circulation that functions in defense 
againSt microorganisms (including viruses within cells) and foreign 
tissue transplants. 

centriole: Intracellular organelle that consists of nine groups of 
short microtubules with three in each group , that organizes the 
microrubules of the spindle apparatus during cell division. 

centromere: Region where daughter chromatids remain connected 
after a chromosome has replicated, and where fibers of the spindle 
apparatus become attached. 

centrosome: Region of the cytoplasm that contains a pair of cen
trioles oriented at right angles to each other. 

ceramide: Metabolic precursor of the sphingolipids consisting of 
a fatty acid in amide linkage with the C2 amino group of sphin
gosine. 

cerebroside: Glycosphingolipid that contains a glucose or galac
tose moiety linked to Cl of ceramide. 

cerebrospinal fluid (CSF): Fluid that bathes the internal and 
external surfaces of the central nervous system. It is secreted and 
reabsorbed via aquaporins in membranes of cells of the choroid 
plexus. 

channeling: Direct transfer of the product of an enzyme reaction 
to the active site of another enzyme for which it is the substrate. 

chaotropic agent: Ion or small organic molecule that increases the 
solubility of nonpolar substances in water. It is useful for dissolving 
membranes , solubilizing particular proteins , and denaturing pro
teins and nucleic acids. 

chaperone: Protein that helps other proteins avoid misfolding and 
production of inactive or aggregated species. Also called heat shock 
protein, molecular chaperone . 

charge repulsion: Mutual repulsion of chemical groups with like 
charge. 

chemiosmo sis: Mechanism by which certain membranes in cells 
use the energy of electron transfer t0 pump protons across the 
membrane and to harness the energy stored in the H + gradient to 
drive cellular work, including ATP synthesis. 

chief cell : Cell in the gastric mucosa that secretes pepsinogen . Also 
called peptic cell 

chiral atom: Carbon atom with four different subStituents that can 
exist in two configurations making it optically active. Also called 
asymmetric carbon atom, chiral center . 

chloride shift: Exchange of plasma Cl- for HC0 3 - produced by 
dissociation of carbonic acid within etythrocytes . 

cholecystokinin (CCK): Polypeptide hormone that contains 39 
residues, is secreted by the duodenal mucosa, and causes contrac
tion and emptying of the gall bladder and secretion of enzymes by 
the pancreas. Also called pancreozymin . 

cholelithiasi s: Presence or formation of biliary calculi or gall 
st0nes. 

choline: N-trimethylethanolamine , a vitamin component of ace
tylcholine, phosphatidylcholine, plasmalogens, and platelet-activat
ing factor. 

chondroitin sulfate: Predominant glycosaminoglycan of canilage. 
It consists of the repeating unit glucuronic acid {31-3.N-acetylgalac
tosamine , and forms part of the proteoglycan aggrecan. 

chorioni c gonadotropin (CG): Protein hormone homologous 
with growth hormone and prolactin . It is secreted by the placenta, 
has most of the actions of growth hormone, and maintains the cor
pus luteum during the first third of human pregnancy. Also called 
chorionic somatomammotropin, placental lacwgen. 

chorionic somatomammotropin: See chorionic gonadotropin. 

chorionic villus sampling: Technique of obtaining a sample of 
the fetal portion of the placenta for determining the presence of 
genetic abnormalities in the fetus while it is still in the womb. 

chromaffin cell: Cell found in clusters in the adrenal medulla 
and elsewhere, that contains granules for biosynthesis, storage and, 
secretion of the catecholamines. 

chromatid: Complete copy of the double-stranded DNA of a 
chromosome with itS associated nucleoproteins. 

chromatin: Complex of DNA , histones, and other proteins in the 
nucleus of a eukaryotic cell. 

chromosom e condensation: Process by which, prior to the M phase 
of the cell cycle, chromatin becomes packed into chromosomes. 

chromosome decondensation: Process by which chromosomes 
present in the M phase of the cell cycle become less compact and 
form chromatin when that phase is passed. 

chromosome walking: Technique for identifying and sequencing 
long parts of a DNA strand such as a chromosome by breaking 
these into smaller fragments and cloning them . A cloned fragment 
that has already been identified is used as a probe to select clones 
that contain adjacent sequences which are then used to select clones 



adjacent to them . In this way a walk is made along a chromosome 
from the srarcing fragment. 

chromosome: DNA strand that contains a portion of the genome 
along with associated prote ins. In humans there are 23 pairs of 
chromosomes. 

chronottopic : Denoting the rate and strength of rhythmic move
ments such as the hean beat. 

chylomicron: Particle present in plasma dur ing the absorption of 
dietary lipid . It consists of rriacylglycerols, phospholipids, choles
terol esters, fat-soluble vitamins, and apolipoprotein B48. It is syn
thesized and secreted by cells of the intestinal mucosa and ente rs 
venous blood via the lymphatic duct. 

chyme: Acidic, semifluid mixture of ingested food and digestive 
secretions that enters the small intestine from the stomach during 
the early phases of digestion. 

cirrhosis: Disorder of the liver in which degeneration of the hepato
eytes is accompanied by their replacement by fibrous connective tissue. 

cis-acting regulatory element: Sequence of DNA that regulates 
expression of a gene on the same chromosome, e.g. a promoter or 
an enhancer. 

cis-Golgi network: Interconnected cisternae and tubules of the 
Golgi complex that are closest to the endoplasmic reticulum and 
receive prote in- and lipid-containing vesicles from that reticulum . 
It is the site of phosphorylation of oligosaccharides on proteins des
tined for lysosomes. 

cistema: Flattened membrane -bound companment of the Golgi 
complex and endoplasmic reticulum . 

clathrin: Protein composed of three large and three small polypep
tides arranged into a three-legged structure (triskelion) that can 
assemble into a basket-like framework on the inner surface of a por
tion of the membrane to form a structure which can be released into 
the eytoplasm as a coated vesicle. 

clathrin-coated vesicle: Type of vesicle that mediates transport 
from the plasma membrane or Golgi complex. Its outer surface is 
covered by a framework of clathrin triskelions bound to transmem 
brane proteins via adaptins. 

cloning vector: Agent such as a plasmid or modified virus that is 
used t0 transfer DNA in genetic engineering. 

cloning: Construction of a recombinant DNA molecule, its inser
tion into a vector and then into a cell, and the production of multi
ple copies by expression in the progeny of that cell. 

coactivator: Protein that binds to a DNA-bound protein or pro
tein complex thereby activating transcription of an adjacent gene. 
Also an ion or biomolecule that with one or more panicipates in 
activating an allosteric enzyme. 

coated vesicle: Small membrane-enclosed particle with a mesh
work of clathrin or other proteins on its outer surface. It may be 
formed at the plasma membrane, endoplasmic reticulum, or com
ponents of the Golgi complex. 

coding strand: Strand of genetic DNA that has the same sequence 
as RNA transcribed from that region; it is complementary to the 
template strand from which RNA is transcribed. 

codon: T riplet of purine and/or pyrimidine bases in an mRNA 
molecule that specifies the insertion of a particular amino acid resi
due during polypeptide synthesis. 
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coenzyme A (CoA) : Nucleotide coenzyme that contains panteth
eine as a constituent . Its terminal sulfhydryl group functions as an 
acyl carrier in many reactions. 

coenzyme B12: 5' -deoxyadenosylcobalamine, derived by bind
ing of a 5' -deoxyadenosyl group to the cobalt atoms of cobalamine 
(vitamin B12), and the coenzyme in conversion of methylmalonyl 
CoA to succinyl CoA; also methylcobalamine, derived by binding 
of a methyl group to the cobalt of cobalamine, the coenzyme in 
conversion ofhomocysteine to methionine . 

coenzyme Q (Q): Ubiquinone, the benzoquinone isoprenoid that 
functions as a lipophilic electron carrier from complexes I and II to 
complex III and cytochrome c in the mirochondrial electron trans
port system. 

coenzyme: Complex nonprotein organic cofactor required for activ
iry of some enzymes. Most vitamins are precursors of coenzymes. 

cofactor: Ion or molecule that on binding t0 the catalytic site of an 
apoenzyme renders it active. 

cognate: T wo biomolecules that normally interact (e.g., a receptor 
and its proper ligand). 

coiled -coil: Structure present in some fibrous proteins (e.g., kerat
ins, tropomyosin, myosin) formed by two polypeptides that contain 
a-helical regions that consist of repeats of seven residues (abcdefg) 
in which "a" and "d" are hydrophobic or in which "g" is a leucine 
residue (leucine zipper proteins). 

compartmentation: Subdivision of the enzymes of a eukaryotic cell 
into functionally distinct, membrane-enclosed spaces or organelles. 

complement: System of plasma proteins secreted by the liver that 
interact on exposure to activated antibodies or to the surface of cer
tain pathogens , to promote cell lysis, phagocyrosis and an inflam
matory response. 

complementary DNA (cDNA): DNA produced by retroviral 
reverse transcriptase from an RNA template. 

complex oligosaccharide: Oligosaccharide of an N-linked glyco
protein that, by trimming and further modification in the Golgi 
complex, retains three of the mannose residues introduced in the 
endoplasmic reticulum . One or more trisaccharide units terminating 
in a sialic acid residue are added to the end of the oligosaccharide. 

compl ex protein: See conjugated protein. 

condensation reaction: Covalent linking of two molecules through 
loss (usually) of water. 

configuration: Arrangement in space of atoms in an organic mol
ecule that results from the presence of one or more chiral centers or 
of one or more double bonds . It can only be changed by breaking 
or reforming of covalent bonds . 

conformation: Arrangement in space of an organic molecule whose 
substituent groups can assume different positions around single bonds. 

conj ugated protein: Protein that contains one or more tightly 
associated non-amino acid moieties. Examples include metallo
protein, phosphop rotein, hemoprotein, glycoprotein, lipoprotein, 
nucleoprotein, and flavoprotein. Also called complex protein. 

conjugation: Addition, usually in the liver, of a moiety of glu
curonic acid, acetate, sulfate, glycine, glutamine, or glutathione, t0 

increase the polarity and excrerability of nonpolar metabolites or 
foreign compounds introduced into the body. Also called Phase II 
reaction. 
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connectin: See ticin. 

connective tissue: Supponing tissue found between other tissues. 
It contains fibroblasrs, chondrocytes, osteoblasts, osteoclasrs, adi
pocytes, or smooth muscle cells and the exrracellular material that 
they produce. 

connexin: Integral protein that spans the plasma membrane four 
times. A cluster of six connexins constitute a connexon. 

connexon: Channel in the plasma membrane that consisrs of s.i.x con
nexin unirs. When affixed co a connexon on an adjacent cell, a gap 
junction is formed that permirs transit of material between both cells. 

consensus sequence: Sequence of nucleotides or of amino acid 
residues that occurs most frequently within a related region of two 
or more nucleic acids or polypeptides respectively. 

conservative substitution: Replacement in a polypeptide of a resi
due by another of similar characteristics (e.g., serine by threonine). 

constitutive protein: Protein present in relatively constant amounrs 
in the cells that produce it. 

cooperative binding: Change in affrnity (increase or positive coop
erativity, decrease or negative cooperativity) for binding of a ligand 
at one site by prior binding of a molecule of the same (homotropic 
effect) or of a different (heterotropic effect) ligand at another sire of 
a multimeric protein . 

cooperativity: Interaction by which a conformational change induced 
in one subunit is transmitted to all others in a multimeric protein. 

corepressor: Protein that binds to a DNA-bound protein or pro
tein complex thereby blocking transcription of a gene. 

Cori cycle: See glucose-lactate cycle. 

corpus luteum: Mass of yellow follicle cells that develops in the 
ovary after ovulation. It secretes progesterone. 

corticoliberin: See corticotropin-releasing hormone. 

corticosteroid: Steroid hormone synthesized from cholesterol and 
secreted by the adrenal cortex. It may be a glucoconicoid, a miner
alocorticoid or a sex hormone. 

corticotropin: See adrenoconicotropic hormone. 

corticotropin -releasing hormone (CRH): Polypeptide hormone 
that contains 41 residues that is secreted from the hypothalamus 
and causes release of adrenoconicotropic hormone (ACTH) by the 
anterior pituitary. Also called conicoliberin . 

cortin : See adrenoconicotropic hormone. 

cotransport: See symport . 

coupled reaction: Linkage of an exergonic with an endergonic 
reaction chat transfers energy from one co the other. 

covalent catalysis: Catalysis that occurs when part or all of a sub
strate molecule forms a covalent bond with a component of the 
enzyme's active site before transfer to a second substrate. 

cristae: Infoldings of the inner mitochondrial membrane . 

cross-talk: Interaction of pathways for hormonal signal transduc
tion , for example, through effects on a common component, com
mon second messenger, or similar patterns of phosphorylation of 
target proteins. 

C-terminal residue: Residue in a polypeptide that contains an 
a-carboxyl group that is free or occasionally aminated . 

C terminus: End containing the C-terminal residue in a polypeptide. 

cyanosis: Bluish discoloration of skin that results from presence of 
deoxygenaced blood in capillaries near the body surface. 

cyclin: Protein whose concentration Bucruaces during the cell 
cycle and that activates a cyclin-dependent protein kinase thereby 
regulating progression through the cycle. 

cyclin -dependent kinase (cdk): Protein kinase whose acciviry is 
modulated by the concentration of a cyclin. 

cysteamine: Decarboxylated cysceine, a component (with pan
cothenic acid) of pantetheine in coenzyme A. 

cytochrome: Heme protein involved in an electron transport syStem 
in the endoplasmic reticulum or inner mitochondrial membrane . 

cytokine receptor: Plasma membrane receptor for a cytokine that 
is stably associated with a cytosolic tyrosine protein kinase and 
functions by modulation of specific gene activity. 

cytokine : Small protein secreted by cells of the immune system 
that mediates local cell-cell communication. 

cytoskeleton: Network of microcubules, microfilaments and inter
mediate filaments present in the cytoplasm . 

D arm: In tRNA the seem and loop portion chat contains two or 
three dihydrouracil bases. 

dalton (Da): Unit of atomic mass, one twelfth the mass of a 12C 
atom. 

de tuJvo pathway: Pathway for synthesis of a biomolecule (e.g., a 
nucleotide) from preformed precursors. 

deletion: Loss of a fragment of a chromosome through breakage or 
unequal crossing over, or through mutational loss of one or more 
contiguous nucleotides from a gene. 

denaturation: Loss of higher-order Structure in a protein or nucleic 
acid as a result of change in pH, salt concentration or temperature. 

depolarization: Change in transmembrane electrical potential from 
a negative value toward a more positive value. 

detoxification : Removal of a harmful substance. Often refers to 
hydroxylation reactions catalyzed by cytochrome P450 enzymes of 
the hepatic smooth endoplasmic reticulum that render lipophilic 
drugs or ocher substances more water soluble for excretion. 

diabetes insipid us: Condition of excessive thirst and water intake 
and urinary excretion of a dilute urine, produced by decreased secre
tion of, or resistance co, antidiuretic hormone (vasopressin). 

differential RNA spli cing: See alternative RNA splicing. 

differentiation: During development, the gradual appearance of 
specific cellular characteristics caused by differential gene activation 
and repression. 

dinucleotide fold: See nucleotide-binding fold. 

diploid: Having two secs of chromosomes , one sec coming from 
each parent , as in somatic cells. 

dipol ar ion: See zwitterion . 

disulfid e bond: Covalent bond formed between sulfhydryl groups 
of two cysteine residues within the same polypeptide (intrachain) or 
between two polypeptides (interchain) . 

DNA fingerprinting: Technique of breaking a piece of DNA contain
ing a variable number of repeat sequences with a restriction enzyme, 
and the resulting fragmenrs being separated by electrophoresis on 



a suitable support. The pattern of bands is characteristic of the DNA 
donor. (Also called generic profiling). 

DNA glycosylase: Enzyme that hydrolyses the N-glycosidic bond 
between a base and the DNA backbone as the fust step in base
excision repair. 

DNA hd icase: Enzyme that utilizes the chemical energy of ATP to 
catalyse strand separation in DNA before replication. 

DNA library: Collection of bacterial or phage clones that contain 
cDNA that represents the mRNA of an organism, specific cell type, 
or tissue. 

DNA ligase: Enzyme that seals a nick (creates a phosphodiester 
bond between adjacent sugars) in the backbone of DNA. 

DNA melting: Unwinding and separation of the two strands of 
DNA on heating, the melting temperature being determined by the 
base composition of the DNA. 

DNA methylation: Enzymatic transfer of the methyl group of 
S-adenosylmethionine to adenine or cytosine in DNA that keeps 
genes in an inactive state. 

DNA microarray: Compact arrangement of numerous short DNA 
sequences, derived by chemical synthesis or from PCR fragments 
immobilized on a solid that can be easily probed by hybridization 
with other nucleic acids that have been fluorescently labeled. 

DNA probe: Natural or synthetic labelled oligonucleotide that is 
used to detect a gene of interest by hybridization to a complemen 
tary sequence. 

dolichol : Long-chain polymer of isoprene present in endoplasmic 
membranes that, in the diphosphate form, is used to carry activated 
sugars in the biosynthesis of glycoproteins and some polysaccharides. 

domain: Segment of a polypeptide or polynucleotide chain that 
may fold and function independently from the rest of the molecule. 

dominant: Gene (or allele) that affects the phenotype when it is 
received from only one parent (i.e., in the heterozygous form) . It 
also describes a character or trait due to such a gene. 

down -regulation: Decrease in transcription of a DNA genetic 
sequence in response to an external variable. 

dynamin: Cytosolic protein with GTPase acrivity that binds to the 
neck of a clathrin-coated pit and participates in separating it from 
the membrane as an intracellular vesicle. 

dynein: Motor protein unrelated to the kinesins, composed of two 
or three heavy chains that contain a motor domain and a variable 
numbe r of light chains. Cytoplasmic dyneins contain two heavy 
chains, are probably present in all eukaryotic cells, and are impor
tant in vesicle trafficking. Axonemal dyneins contain two or three 
heavy chains and are responsible for the sliding movement that 
drives the beating of cilia and flagella. 

dynorphin: Polypeptide that has the same N-terminal pentapep
tide as Leu-enkephalin. It is a powerful analgesic and is present in 
hypothalamus and brain stem and in the duodenum. 

dystrophin : Cytoskeletal protein of cardiac and skeletal muscle 
that consists of a fibrous antiparallel homodimer of a large polypep
tide whose central region consists of24 repeats of a sequence char
acteristic of /3-spectrin. It links the plasmalemma to acrin filaments . 
It is absent in Duchenne muscular dystrophy and reduced or altered 
in strueture in Becker muscular dystrophy . 
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E site: See exit site. 

effector enzyme: Memb rane-associated enzyme that responds to 
an extracellular signal transmitted via a membrane receptor by pro
ducing an intracellular messenger. 

electrogenic transport: T ransport across a plasma membrane of 
ionic solutes by a process that produces a change in the membrane 
potential . 

emulsification: Physical breaking up of ingested lipids in the intesti
nal tract, by mixing with bile salts and other emulsifying agents, to form 
smaller particles that are accessible co lipolyric digestive enzymes. 

endergonic: Requiring energy input to occur; a nonspontaneous 
process. 

endocytosis: Entry of extracellular material by invagination of the 
cell plasma membrane to form vesicles called endosomes 

endoplasmi c reticulum (ER): Extensive network of membrane 
channels in the cell cytoplasm that is studded with (rough ER) or 
lacks (smooth ER) ribosomes and funcrions in protein synthesis 
and lipid metabolism and in intracellular transport, storage, pack
aging, or secretion. 

endorphin: Neuromodulator and analgesic peptide that includes 
in its structure the pentapeptide of Leu-enkephalin or Met
enkephalin , is produced mostly in the central nervous system and 
gastrointestinal traet, and binds to an opiate receptor. Also called 
opioid peptide . 

endosome: Small intracellular vesicle formed by endocytosis that 
transfers its contents to a lysosome for degradation. 

enterohepatic circulation: Secretion of bile salts by the liver fol
lowed by their absorption by the intestinal mucosa for return to the 
liver via the portal vein. 

enthalp y (H ): In thermodynamics the heat content of a system. 

entropy (S): In thermodynamics the degree of disorder or ran
domness in a system. 

enzyme cascade: Series of proenzymes or weakly active enzymes, 
in which activation of the first causes that of the second and so 
on. Activation may be by proteolytic cleavage (e.g., in blood 
clotting) or by phosphorylation (e.g., in the insulin receptor 
pathway) and results in amplification of the original activation 
signal. 

enzyme-linked receptor: Integral protein receptor of the plasma 
membrane that has an intracellular catalytic domain (e.g., a protein 
kinase or protein phosphatase , guanylate cyclase) or becomes associ
ated with a cytosolic enzyme, and is activated on ligand binding. 

enzymopath y: Disorder produced by lack of an enzyme activity. 

epigeneti c: Describing a change in a characteristic of a cell or organ
ism that is not the result of a change in the nucleotide sequence of 
the DNA. 

epinephrine: See adrenaline . 

epitope: Region on the surface of an antigen that elicits secretion 
of a specific antibody and also binds to it. Also called antigenic 
determinant . 

ER retention signal: Sequence Lys-Asp-Glu-Leu (KDEL) at the 
C-terminal end of proteins that are retained and funetion within 
the endoplasmic reticulum . 
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ER signal sequence: N-terminal hydrophobic sequence that 
d.irecrs polypeptides destined for lysosomes, the endoplasmic retic
ulum , Golgi complex, secretory vesicles, or plasma membrane to 
enter the endoplasmic reticulum where it is cleaved off by a signal 
peptidase soon after its entry. 

ER-resident protein: Protein that functions within the endoplas
mic reticulum being retained there via the sequence Lys-Asp-Glu
Leu (KDEL) at the C-terminal end. 

erythropoietin: Glycoprotein hormone secreted mostly by kidneys 
on exposure to low oxygen concentration that stimulates erythropoi
esis. 

essential fatty acid: Polyunsaturated fatry acid that is required but 
cannot be synthesized by an animal . 

euchromatin : Decondensed form of chromatin that is available 
for transcription. 

eukaryote: Organism that consisrs of one or more cells that each 
contain a nucleus and other membrane-bounded organelles. 

excinuclease: Complex enzyme system that excises the abnormal 
segment of the affected DNA strand during nucleotide excision 
repair. Also ca11ed excision-repair endonuclease. 

Excision-repair endonuclease: See excinuclease. 

ex:ergonic: Accompanied by rdease of energy; a spontaneous process. 

exit site: Site, mainly on the large subunit of a ribosome, from 
which the uncharged tRNA is released after an elongation step in 
protein synthesis. Also ca11ed E site. 

exocytosis: Release or secretion of material contained within an 
intraceUular vesicle by fusion of its membrane with the plasma 
membrane. 

ex:on: Segment of coding DNA of a eukaryotic gene that is repre
sented in mRNA and the amino acid sequence of irs translated pro
tein, or in mature tRNA or rRNA . Also ca11ed expressed sequence . 

expressed sequence: See exon. 

expression vector: Plasmid or virus into which a foreign DNA 
gene sequence and its regulatory elements have been introduced 
and which can produce that gene product in a host cell. 

extracellular matrix (ECM): Secreted intercellular component 
of connective tissue, consisting mostly of glycoproteins and pro
teoglycans. 

extreme obesity: See morbid obesity. 

extrinsic protein: See peripheral protein. 

facilitated diffusion : Rapid permeation of solutes, based on 
their concentration gradient across a cell membrane, by interac
tion with specific membrane transport proteins . Also called pas
sive transport. 

familial hypercholesterolernia: Presence of abnormally high con
centrations of cholesterol in LDL in plasma, the result of a lack 
of functional LDL receptors, that is transmitted as an autosomal 
dominant trait. 

feedback inhib ition: Slowing down or stoppage, in a metabolic 
pathway , of an early reaction by the product of a later reaction 

feedforw ard activation: Activation , in a metabolic pathway, of a 
later reaction by a product of an earlier reaction . 

FeS center: An iron-sulfur clusrer. 

fibril -associated collagen : Collagen, such as type IX and type XII, 
that forms short triple-helical and nonhelical domains and binds to 
the side of collagen type I or type II fibrils, respectively. 

fibrillar collagen: CoUagen, such as type I, II , III, V, or XI, that 
forms fibrils and occurs in connective tissue. 

fibrillin: Large glycoprotein component of the micro fibrils present 
in the exuaceUular matrix of many tissues, that is secreted by fibrob
lasts and forms a scaffold for deposition of elastin. Hereditary 
abnormalities in structure of the protein are associated with Marfan 
syndrome . 

fibroblast growth factor (FGF): Family of proteins classed as 
acidic (from brain or retina) or basic (from brain, retina, or 
cartilage). They are mitogenic and angiogenic , act as growth 
factors in tissue culture, and exert their effects through recep
tors that are tyrosine kinases. Mutation in one form of FGF 
receptor is responsible for achondroplasia (the commonest form 
of dwarfism). 

fibroblast: Type of cell common in loose connective tissue, that 
secretes collagen and other macromolecules of the extraceUular 
matrix and readily migrates to and proliferates in wounded tissue. 

first law of thermodynami cs: Law that requires that in all proc
esses the total energy of the universe remains constant . 

flagellum: Extension of the ceU membrane of a spermatozoon that 
forms an organ of locomotion driven by dyneins . It consists of two 
single microtubules surrounded by a ring of nine doublet microtu
bules. 

flippase: Protein that facilitates translocarion of a membrane lipid 
from one membrane monolayer to the other. 

flux: Flow of material through a metabolic pathway or of a solute 
across a membrane . 

frameshift: Change in the coding frame of codons during protein 
synthesis as a result of insertion or deletion of one or more nucle
otides into the DNA sequence of an exon. 

free energy of activation: Energy required to raise a substrate 
from the ground state to the transition state at which it will react. 
Also ca11ed activation energy. 

free ribosom e: Ribosome in the cytoplasm that is unattached to 
any membrane and is used for synthesis of proteins destined for the 
cytosol, mitochondria , peroxisomes, or nucleus. 

F-type ATPase: H +-transporcing F0F 1- ATP synthase of the inner 
mitochondrial membrane that catalyses synthesis of ATP during 
transport of electrons from metabolic substrates to oxygen. Also 
called ATP synthase or complex V. 

futile cycle: T wo opposing sers of enzyme-catalyzed reactions 
that result in release of energy as heat by the net hydrolysis of 
ATP . 

G protein: GTP-binding protein with inherent GTPase activity. It 
is active with bound GTP but not with GDP , may be monomeric 
(e.g., ras) or heterotrimeric (containing a-, {3-, and y-subunits) , 
and plays an important role in intracellular signaling pathways . 

G protein-linked receptor: Serpentine receptor of the plasma mem
brane that on binding of a ligand activates a trimeric G protein . 

G0 phase: Nondividing state of a cell that has exited the cell cycle 
at the restriction point during the G 1 phase. 



G1 phase: Phase in the cell cycle that consisrs of the growth por
tion in interphase before DNA replication begins . 

gated ion channel: Ion channel that opens and closes to allow altera
tion of the cell membrane potential . It may be voltage-gated, mechan
ically gated, or ligand-gated (extracellularly or incracellularly). 

gene amplification: Selective synthesis of extra copies of a gene 
or genes. This is normal for some organisms and occurs for some 
oncogenes in certain cancers. 

gene clonin g: Formation by a bacterium that carries a foreign 
gene, introduced into it via a recombinant veccor, of a clone of cells 
that contain the replicated gene. 

gene knockout: Deletion or inactivation of a gene in an experi
mental animal by genetic-engineering methods . 

gene: Segment of chromosomal DNA that encodes a functional 
polypeptide or RNA molecule, including exons, intrans , and regu
lacory sequences. 

genomic DNA library: Collection of bacterial or phage clones 
that contain overlapping parrs of the genome of an organism . 

genomics: Study of DNA sequences and properties of genomes. 

genotype: Genetic constitution or complement of an individual . 

germ-line cell: Cell of the lineage that forms the gametes (sperm 
or ova). 

gestational diabetes: Condition in which previously normal woman 
exhibits an abnormally high level of blood sugar during a pregnancy 

glial cell: See neuroglia cell. 

glicentin: Polypeptide derived from preproglucagon in special cells 
of the lower intestinal tract . It consisrs of glucagon extended by addi
tional residues at either end and by glicentin-related polypeptide at 
the N-terminal end. Irs activity is similar to that of glucagon. 

globin: Apo protein of myoglobin or of hemoglobin . 

globular protein: Protein whose tertiary structure makes it com
pact and spheroidal. 

glucon eogenesis: Metabolic pathway for synthesis of glucose from 
noncarbohydrate precursors in the liver. 

glucose tolerance: Ability of the body to utilize glucose as ascer
tained by the nature of the blood glucose curve following adminis
tration of a test amount of glucose. It is decreased most commonly in 
diabetes mellitus and in conditions associated with liver damage. 

glucose-alanin e cycle: lnterorgan metabolic conversion of alanine 
released from skeletal muscles during prolonged fasting or star
vation, into glucose that is produced and secreted into the blood 
stream by the liver. Also called alanine cycle or Randle cycle. 

glucose- lactate cycle: lnte rorgan conversion of lactate released 
from skeletal muscle after exertion, into glucose produced and 
secreted into the blood stream by the liver. Also called lactate cycle 
or Cori cycle. 

glyceroneogenesis: An abbreviated version of gluconeogenesis in 
which the glycerol 3-phosphate that is required for triglyceride syn
thesis is generated from noncarbohydrate precursors such as lactate 
and amino acids. 

glycocalyx: Fuzzy coat on the external surface of cells, consisting 
of the carbohydrate component of glycoproteins and glycolipids of 
the cell membrane and of secreted glycoproteins and proteoglycans 
that adhere to that surface. Also called cell coat. 
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glycoform: Glycoprotein that differs only in the location and/or 
structure of the carbohydrate component from another. 

glycolipid: Lipid that contains a monosaccharide (e.g., in glucosyl 
cerebroside) or an oligosaccharide (e.g., in a ganglioside) component . 

glycolysis: Metabolic pathway by which a molecule of glucose is 
catalyzed to two of pyruvate with net production of two ATP and 
twoofNADH. 

glyco protein: Conjugated protein that contains covalently bound 
carbohydrate . 

glycosu.ria: Presence of abnormally high concentration of glucose 
(most commonly) or of other sugars (e.g., galactose, fructose, or 
pencose) in urine . 

Golgi complex: Series of stacked membranous cisternae (cis, 
medial, and trans) in the cytoplasm of eukaryotic cells in which 
proteins transferred from the endoplasmic reticulum are modified 
and sorted , and also the site of synthesis of glycosaminoglycans of 
the extracellular matrix. 

Golgi stack: Pile, usually of three cisternae, between the cis
and the tran s-Golgi networks, the site of processing ofN-linked 
oligosaccharides and of O-glycosylation , and also production of 
proteoglycans. 

gonadotrope: Cell in the anterior pituitary gland that produces 
the gonadotropins , that is, the glycoproteins luteinizing hormone 
and follicle-stimulating hormone. 

granulocyte: Leukocyte that contains granules visible under light 
microscopy and may be basophilic, eosinophilic, or neutrophilic on 
appropriate staining . 

growth factor: Protein that promotes synthesis of proteins and other 
cell constituenrs and produces an increased cell mass but not cell 
number . It is frequently used to include mitogens and survival faaors. 

guide RNA: Small RNA that is involved in editing of pre-mRNA 
and of pre-rRNA (when it is call snoRNA). 

H chain: See heavy chain. 

half-life (t½): Time required for decay or disappearance of one
half of an amount of a given component in a system. Also called 
half-time. 

half-time: See half-life. 

haploid: Having one set of chromosomes as in germ cells. 

hb S: Hemoglobin that contains the mutant /3 globin that causes 
erythrocyte sickling. 

heat shock protein : See chaperone protein . 

heavy chain: Larger of the two types of polypeptide in a protein. 
Also called H chain . 

helix cap: Structure formed when the side chain of residues such 
as asparagine or glutarnine that flank an a-helix fold back to form 
hydrogen bonds with peptide bond components of the first or of 
the last turn of the helix. 

helper T cell: Type of lymphocyte that by its secretion and other 
activities helps trigger and coordinate cell-mediated and antibody
mediated imm unity. 

hemoglobinopath y: Hereditary condition that manifesrs irself as 
a structural variant of a hemoglobin (e.g. sickle cell anemia), a tha
lassemia, or persistence of fetal hemoglobin . 
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heptad repeat: Seven-residue sequence (abcdefg) that is repeated 
in tandem in a polypeptide, in which "d" and "g" are hydrophobic 
or in which "g" is leucine (as in a leucine zipper). Such heptads 
allow the polypeptides to dimerize as coiled-coils. 

heterochromatin : Condensed form of chromatin that is not tran
scribed and forms a dense region, visible with a light microscope, 
in resting cells. 

heterogeneo us nuclear rihonucleoprot ein (hnRNP ): Complex 
of hnRNA present in the nucleus of eukaryotic cells. 

heterogeneous nuclear RNA (hnRNA) : RNA in the nucleus that 
is usually the primary transcript of genes for polypeptides and con
tains one or more intron sequences. Also called pre-mRNA. 

heteropolysaccharide: Polysaccharide that consists of more than 
one type of monosaccharide (e.g., a glycosaminoglycan). 

heterozygous: Having two different alleles at corresponding sites 
on a chromosome pair. 

high-mannose oligo saccharide: Oligosaccharide of an N- linked 
glycoprotein that retains all or most of the nine mannose residues 
transferred onto it in the endoplasmic reticulum and undergoes lit
tle or no further modification in the Golgi complex. 

histone core: Protein core of a nucleosome, consisting of two cop
ies of each of histones H2A, H2B, H3, and H4 . 

HLA protein: Human leucocyte antigen or major histocompat
ibility complex protein. 

homeobo:x:: Conserved DNA sequence (-100 bp long) that 
encodes a protein domain (homeodomain) that regulates differen
tiation during development of the organism. 

homeodomain: Protein domain (-60 residues long) that forms a 
helix-loop-helix structural motif and is encoded by a homeobox . 

homeostasis: Maintenance of a relatively constant internal envi
ronment within the body. 

homeotic gene: Gene involved in controlling the overall body 
plan by controlling the fate of groups of cells during development 
of the organism. 

homologous chromosome: One of a pair of chromosomes in 
somatic cells that are similar in length, position of centromere , and 
location of alleles for the same traits and are derived from the father 
and the mother respectively. In germ cells, only one member of a 
pair is carried by each gamete. 

homologo us: Macromolecules that share similarity because of a 
common evolutionary origin, and more specifically in the primary 
structure of polypeptides or nucleic acids. 

homopol ysaccharide: Polysaccharide that consists of one type of 
monosaccharide (e.g., starch or glycogen). 

homozygous: Having the same alleles at the corresponding sites 
on a chromosome pair. 

hormone response element: DNA sequence to which a nuclear 
receptor for a hormone of the steroid family binds to and alters 
transcription of an adjacent DNA genetic sequence that is regulated 
by that hormone . 

humoral immuni ty: See antibody-based immunity. 

hyalu.ronidase: Enzyme that hydrolyses the glycosidic bonds of 
hyaluronic acid, is the spreading factor secreted by some bacteria, 
and is present at the acrosomal cap of spermatozoa. 

hybridoma: Cell line obtained by fusing antibody-secreting lym
phocytes with lymphoma cells, and used for production of mono
clonal antibodies . 

hydrogen bond: Weak elecrrostacic bond in which a hydrogen 
atom in covalent linkage with an elecrronegative atom is partially 
shared with another elecrronegative atom. 

hydrolase: Enzyme that catalyses a hydrolycic cleavage reaction. 

hydrophilic: Capable of associating freely with water molecules. 

hyperammonemia: Presence of abnormally high concentrations 
of ammonia in blood usually associated with neurological and othe r 
abnormalities . It results from underutilization of ammonia in urea 
synthesis as a result of liver disease, of inborn errors of urea synthe
sis, or of organic acidemias. 

hyperchromic shift: Increase in absorption of ultraviolet light by a 
DNA solution as the DNA melts on raising the temperature. 

hyperglycemia: Elevated plasma glucose concentration relative to 
that during fasting. It occurs physiologically within 2- 3 h afrer a 
meal, but when higher than normal , it is usually symptomatic of 
diabetes mellitus. 

hyperplasia: Abnormal enlargement of an organ or tissue from 
increase in number of cells. 

hypertrophy: Abnormal enlargement of an organ or tissue from 
increase in the size of its cells. 

hypervariable region: Any of the three short loop segments in the 
variable region of the light or heavy chains of immunoglobulins 
that are poorly conserved and form part of the antigen-binding 
site. Also, a region in a polypeptide that shows great variability in 
sequence in different species. 

hypervariable residue: Residue in a hypervariable region. 

hypogl ycin: Toxic non-proteogenic a-amino acid present in the 
unripe ackee fruit. Its deaminated and decarboxylated derivative is 
a potent inhibitor of /3-oxidation of shore-chain fatty acids and pro
duces Jamaican vomiting sickness. 

hypopitui tarism: Condition of partial or total loss of function of 
the pituitary gland that leads to decreased secretion of one or more 
of the hormones produced there. 

IF protein: See intermediate filament protein. 

l g domain : See immunoglobulin domain. 

lg superfamily: Family of proteins that contain one or more domains 
like those which characterize the immunoglobulins . It includes 
ea2+ -dependent cell adhesion molecules, T and B cell receptors, 
MHC proteins, and transmembrane IgM. 

immunoglobulin domain: Domain (-100 residues) that forms a 
sandwich consisting of a three- and a four- srranded antiparallel /3 sheet 
and is characteristic of the variable and constant regions of L and H 
chains of immunoglobulins . Also called immunoglobulin fold or 
lg-domain. 

immunoglobulin fold: See immunoglobulin domain. 

induced fit: Change in conformation induced in an enzyme by 
binding to its substrate , also the change in conformation induced in 
any macromolecule by ligand binding . 

inducer: Compound that promotes the activity of a specific gene; 
also a stimulus that provokes a physiological response. 



inducible protein: Protein that is produced in amounts that 
depend on conditions in the environment . 

inflammation: Nonspecific local defense mechanism that is charac
terized by swelling, warmth, redness and, pain in a part of the body. 

inhibin: Glycoprotein hormone secreted by the gonads that inhib
its secretion of follicle-stimulating hormone. It consists of a glyco
sylated a chain linked to a f3A chain (inhibin A) or to a /38 chain 
(inhibin B) by a disulfide bond. 

inhibitory G protein (Gi): Heterotrimeric G protein that inhibits 
adenylate cyclase or regulates ion channels. 

inhibitory neurotransmitter: Neurouansmitter (e.g., GABA, gly
cine) that opens transmitter-gated channels for c1- or K+ in the 
target cell plasma membrane and makes formation of an action 
potential more difficult. 

initiation codon: Nucleotide triplet AUG that codes for methio
nine as the first amino acid residue during polypeptide synthesis in 
eukaryotes and for N-formylmethionine in prokaryotes, mitochon
dria and chloroplasts. 

innate immunity: Antigen-nonspecific mechanisms involved in 
the early phase of the response to a pathogen. It is not increased by 
repeated presence of the pathogen and includes phagocytic cells, the 
complement proteins and secretion of cytokines. 

insertion mutation: Mutation that results from addition of one or 
more extra nucleotides into coding DNA. 

integral protein: Protein that traverses a cell membrane one or 
more times and can only be released by disruption of the mem
brane. Also called transmembrane protein and intrinsic protein . 

integrin: Heterodimeric intrinsic protein of plasma membrane 
that links a cell to proteins of the extracellular matrix (e.g., col
lagen and laminin) or to other cells including white blood cells 
and platelets. 

intercalating agent: Dye or other compound that contains an aro
matic ring or other planar structure that can fit between two succes
sive bases of DNA and may cause insertion or deletion mutations. 

interchain: Interaction or linkage between parts of two strands of 
a biopolymer. 

interconvertible enzyme: Enzyme whose activity is modulated by 
a reversible posttranslational modification (e.g .. phosphorylation). 

interferon (IFN): Protein released by cells infected by a virus or in 
response to other inducing agents. IFNa is secreted by leukocytes, 
IFN/3 by fibroblasts, and IFNy by macrophages and B cells. IFNs 
have nonspecific antiviral and anticancer activity. 

intermediate filament (IF): Rope-like fiber (10 nm diameter) 
of the cytoskeleton that consists of one of a variety of IF proteins 
depending on cell type. The IFs of the nuclear lamina are composed 
oflamin proteins . 

intermediate filament protein: Protein component of intermedi
ate filaments of the cytoskeleton or nuclear lamina. 

interphase: Major portion of the cell cycle in which the chromo 
somes are uncoiled and form chromatin between one M phase and 
the next. 

intervening sequence: See intron. 

intrachain: Interaction or linkage between parts within a strand 
of a biopolymer. 
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intrinsic factor: Glycoprotein secreted by parietal cells of the 
gastric mucosa chat binds and facilitates absorption of cobalamin 
(vitamin Bn). Ics deficiency, as from gastric atrophy , results in per
nicious anemia. 

intrinsic protein: See integral protein . 

intron: Segment of noncoding DNA in a eukaryocic gene that is 
transcribed but is then excised from the primary transcript. Also 
called intervening sequence. 

invariant residue: Amino acid residue that occurs in the same 
position in a homologous polypeptide derived from a different spe
cies. 

ion channel: Integral membrane protein that provides regulated 
passage for a specific ion or ions across a membrane. 

ionophore: Compound (often an antibiotic) that increases ion 
flux across a plasma membrane by forming an ion channel or func
tioning as a mobile ion carrier in the membrane. 

isoaccepting tRNA: tRNA species that accepts the same amino 
acid as another tRNA species but has a different anticodon . 

isoenzyme: Protein that can catalyze the same reaction as one or 
more different proteins from the same species. Also called isozyme. 

isomerase: Enzyme that catalyses transfer of a group within a mol
ecule to yield an isomeric form. 

isopeptide bond : Amide bond formed between an amino group 
of an amino acid and the carboxyl group of another where either or 
both occupy a position other than a (C-2) . 

isoprenoid: Lipid (e.g .. a steroid or lipid-soluble vitamin) that is 
structurally derived from isoprene units. 

isoschizomer: Restriction endonuclease that cleaves at the same 
nucleotide sequence as another such enzyme. 

isozyme: See isoenzyme. 

jaundice: Yellowing of skin and conjunctiva due to elevated 
plasma and tissue bilirubin concentration caused by overproduc
tion or under excretion of this bile pigment. 

junk DNA: Regions of DNA in a genome for which no function 
has yet been discovered. 

KDEL: C-terminal tetrapeptide (Lys-Asp-Glu-Leu) signal for 
retention of proteins resident in the endoplasmic reticulum. 

keratin: Fibrous protein that is a coiled-coil consisting of a type 
I (acidic) and a type II (neutral or basic) polypeptide cross-linked 
by disulfide bonds. They form a family of intermediate filament 
proteins synthesized by keracinocytes in epithelial tissues. Over 20 
types occur in human epithelia, and at least 10 are specialized for 
hair and nails. 

ketimine: Product of the condensation of a primary amine with a 
ketone. Also called Schiff base. 

Keto acid: Organic acid such as pyruvic acid or oxaloacetic acid 
that contains a keto group adjoining the carboxylic group (an 
a-keto acid) or elsewhere. 

ketogenesis: Production of acet0acecate and its derivatives, 
/3-hydroxybutyrate and acetone, within the mitochondrial matrix 
in liver from the acetyl CoA, derived mainly from the increased 
cacabolism of fatty acids that occurs during prolonged fasting. 
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ketone bodi es: Aceroacetace and its derivatives, /3-hydroxybutyrate 
and acetone, which are made by ketogenesis in the liver and become 
an important fuel for non-hepatic tissues during prolonged fasting. 

kille r T cell: Type of lymphocyte involved in cell-mediated immu
nity that secretes pore-forming proteins (perforans) that kill the tar
get cells. 

kilob ase pair (kb): Unit oflength of DNA, 1000 base pairs. 

kinesin: Cycosolic motor protein chat associates with an organelle 
and uses the energy of ATP co propel it along a rnicrotubule. 

kineto chore: Complex protein structure that links each sister 
chromacid t0 the spindle rnicrocubules during mecaphase. 

knockin: Functional DNA genetic sequence introduced into germ 
cells of an organism by genetic-engineering technology. 

knockout : Deleted or inactivated DNA genetic sequence produced 
in germ cells of an organism by genetic-engineering technology . 

L chain: See light chain. 

lactase defici ency: See lactose inrolerance . 

lactate cycle: See glucose-lactate cycle. 

lacteal: Lymph vessel chat extends inro the core of a villus in the 
small intestinal mucosa into which chylomicrons are passed during 
absorption of ingesced lipid. 

lactic acidosis: Condition in which blood pH is lowered by an 
excess oflactic acid. It results from severe exercise, shock, hypoxia, 
cardiovascular insufficiency, intoxication by certain drugs, or as 
part of several inborn errors of metabolism. 

lactose intolerance: Condition characterized by acid diarrhea and 
flatulence produced by the inability to digest lactose and resulting 
from intestinal lactase deficiency. Also called laccase deficiency. 

lagging strand: DNA strand chat is synthesized discontinuously 
and away from the replication fork during replication . 

la.min: Protein component of intermediate filaments of the nuclear 
lamina. It may be isoprenylaced for attachment to the inner surface 
of the nuclear membrane. 

laminin: Flexible major component of basal lamina that consists 
of three long polypeptides (a , /3, and -y) held together by disulfide 
bonds in the shape of a cross. It binds to the surface of cells and to 
other constituents of the basal lamina . Mutations in some forms of 
laminin are associated with epidermolysis bullosa. 

leader sequen ce: Sequence of nucleotides, which may be coding 
or noncoding, chat is present upstream of the initiation codon in 
mRNA and may have regulatory or targeting function . Also signal 
sequence of proteins synthesized on bound ribosomes. 

leading strand: DNA strand that is synthesized continuously in 
the direction of the replicating fork during replication. 

lectin: Highly specific carbohydrate-binding protein of plasma 
membranes, lumen of trans-Golgi network , or blood plasma. 

leucine zipper prot ein: Protein chat dimerizes by coiled-coil for
mation via interaction between leucine zippers that may be imme
diately preceded by a region rich in basic residues that form an a 
helix or a helix- loop-helix fold. 

leucine zipper : Structural motif present in many DNA-binding 
proteins that dimerize via coiled-coil formation by interaction 
between the side chains ofleucine residues in tandem heptad repeats 
within a-helical regions. 

leukotri ene: Eicosanoid produced by leukocytes, macrophages, and 
platelets from arachidonic acid, that contains four double bonds of 
which three are conjugated, and may be linked co glucathione, cyscei
nylglycine, or cysceine through their sulfur acorn. Leukotrienes acti
vate and attract leukocytes, increase capillary permeability, and are 
involved in inflammatory or immediate hypersensitivity reactions. 

ligand: Small molecule that binds specifically and noncovalently 
co a larger one. 

ligase: Enzyme that catalyzes bond formation between two sub
strates which is coupled with hydrolysis of ATP or another energy
rich compound. Also called synchetase. 

light chain: Smaller of two types of polypeptide in a protein . Also 
called L chain. 

lipid -anchored protein: See lipid-linked protein . 

lipid -link ed protein: Peripheral protein attached to a membrane 
by a fatty acyl (myristoyl or palmitoyl) , isoprenoid (farnesyl or 
geranylgeranyl), or glycosylphosphacidylinosirol group . Also called 
lipid- anchored protein . 

lipogen esis: The de novo synthesis of fatty acids from sugars (mainly 
glucose and fructose), amino acids, and ethanol. 

lipo ic acid (lipoate): 6,8-Dithiooctanoic acid, that may exist in 
oxidized or reduced form and is joined in amide linkage to the side 
chain of a lysine residue in the dehydrogenase complexes specific for 
pyruvate, a-ketoglutarate or branched -chain a-keto acids. 

lipolysis: The hydrolysis of triglycerides chat generates glycerol 
and fatty acids. 

lipophili c: Hydrophobic, soluble in lipid. 

lipopr ot ein: Mulcimolecular complex of protein, phospholipid , 
and cholesterol that encloses a core composed of triacylglycerols, 
cholesterol esters, or ocher lipids. 

liposome : Artificial vesicle that consists of one or more closed con
centric phospholipid bilayers chat enclose some of the suspending 
aqueous medium in the central compartment . 

lipoxin: Eicosanoid produced in leukocytes from arachidonic acid 
that contains four conjugated double bonds and functions in an 
autocrine or paracrine manner. 

locus: Particular site on a chromosome where a gene for a particu
lar trait is located . 

lyase: Enzyme that catalyzes elimination of a group from a mol
ecule with formation of a double bond. 

lymph ocyt e: Spherical leukocyte with a large nucleus and sparse 
cytoplasm, the predominant cell in lymphoid tissue. It is either a B 
cell and responsible for antibody -based immunity or a T cell and 
responsible for cellular immunity. 

lymphokine: Cycokine secreted by activated lymphocytes . 

lysosome: Cytoplasmic membrane-bounded organelle rich in hydro
lytic enzymes for degrading and recycling unneeded cell components. 

lysozyme: Enzyme of egg white and human body fluids that, by 
hydrolyzing polysaccharides in the cell wall of some bacteria, has 
antibiotic properties . 

M phase: Portion of the cell cycle in which the nucleus and cyto
plasm divide to form two daughter cells. 

M protein : Abnormal protein present in plasma in myelomatosis. 
Also called myeloma protein or paraprotein. 



macromol ecule: Large polymeric molecule characteristic of living 
matter , formed by joining together of small subunirs . Polysaccha
rides, polypeptides, and nucleic acids are macromolecules. 

macrophage : Mononuclear actively phagocytic cell that migrates 
into tissues and ingests particulate material such as microorganisms 
and dead cells. It is rich in lysozyme and lysosomes and an oxidative 
system that is microbicidal when activated. 

major histocompatibility compl ex (MHC) prote in: Integral 
membrane glycoprotein of antigen-presenting cells that carries on 
irs extracellular region a peptide derived by inttacellular digestion of 
a protein antigen during synthesis of the MHC protein. Also called 
human leukocyte antigen (HLA). 

malignant: Qual ity of a tumor or cell that grows rapidly and is 
invasive. 

mast cell: Cell of connective tissue that on stimulation initiates an 
inflammatory response by releasing histamine, serotonin, heparin 
and other constituents. 

matrix: Aqueous fluid of the cytoplasm, nucleus, or other cell 
compartment . 

M-cyclin: Cyclin that regulates progression of the cell cycle from 
G2 phase to M phase. 

MOR protein: See multidrug resistance protein. 

mechani sm-based inhibito r: See suicide inhibitor. 

melatonin : N-acetyl-5-methoxytryptamine, synthesized in the 
pineal gland in amounrs that vary in a daily cycle and is involved in 
regulation of several functions that also exhibit a daily cycle. 

membran e pot ential: Difference in charge across the plasma 
membrane of a cell (positive outside , negative inside) caused by 
unequal distribution of ions between the extracellular fluid and the 
cytoplasm. 

memory B cell: Long-lived non-proliferating lymphocyte that 
retains a memory of a previous immune response to an antigen. 

metabolic syndrome: See syndrome X. 

metabolic turnover : Continuous breakdown and synthesis of bio
molecules within living cells. 

metabolit e: Substance that participates as an intermediate in 
metabolism . 

metal ion catalysis: Catalysis that occurs when an enzyme-bound 
metal ion participates in labilizing a substrate. 

metaphase: Stage in cell division when the nuclear membrane 
disintegrates, chromosomes line up at the equatorial plan, and 
microtubules growing from their centromeres attach to those of the 
mitotic spindle . 

mic.elle: Spherical particle made up of amphipathic compounds 
such as bile acids, fatty acids, and monoacylglycerols, that form a 
hydrophilic surface and a hydrophobic interior that contains virtu
ally no water. 

microarray: Glass slide or other support on which is mounted a 
large collection of known, short DNA sequences that is used to 
monitor the expression of many genes simultaneously . 

microfilament : Fibrous (5 to 9 nm in diameter) component of 
the cytoskeleton and of the contractile part of skeletal and cardiac 
muscle. It consists of actin and functions in cell structure and in 
movement. Also called actin filament. 
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microsome: Small memb ranous vesicle produced by fragmenta
tion, mostly of the endoplasm ic reticulum, on homogenization of 
eukaryotic cells. 

microtubule: Long, hollow cylindrical structure (25 nm diameter) 
of the cytoskeleton. It is composed of cubulin and is present in cilia, 
flagella, centrioles, and spindle fibers. 

microvillus : Small finger-like extension of the exposed cell mem
brane of an epithelial cell in the intestinal mucosa or renal tubules 
that enhances absorption . A dense covering of microvilli constitutes 
a brush borde r. 

mineralocorticoid: Steroid hormone (e.g. aldosterone) secreted 
from the adrenal cortex that a.ffecrs mineral metabolism by enhanc
ing renal absorption of Na+ and excretion ofK+ and H+. 

mismatch repair: Enzymatic repair of a DNA strand that contains 
a base that cannot pair properly with that of the complementary 
strand. 

missense mutation: Mutation in which substitution of a nucle
otide that is part of a coding triplet changes the codon to one for 
another amino acid. 

mitochondrial DNA (mtDNA ): Each mitochondrion contains 
several copies of closed-circular double-stranded DNA molecule. In 
humans each mtDNA molecule contains about 16,600 base pairs 
and codes for 13 polypeptides of the electron transport chain , 2 for 
mitochondrial rRNA, and 22 for mitochondrial tRNA species. 

mito chondrial signal sequ enc.e: Usually an N- terminal sequence 
of residues that can form an amph ipathic helix that direcrs polypep
tides synthesized on free ribosomes for entry across the mitochon
drial membranes and is removed by a signal peptidase soon after 
its entry. 

mitogen: Protein (e.g., platelet-derived growth factor) that stimu
lates cell division primarily by acting at the restriction point of the 
cell cycle. 

modular protein : Polypeptide that contains two or more mod
ules with specific binding properties that are also found in other 
polypeptides alone or in various combinations . 

modulator: Molecule that binds the allosteric site of an enzyme 
and increases or decreases irs activity. Also called allosteric effector. 

module: Autonomously folding unit or domain of a polypeptide 
that usually functions as a specific binding site. 

molar solution : Aqueous solution that contains one mole of solute 
in a total volume of 1000 mL. 

mole: Amount of a substance that is itS molecular weight in grams. 

molecular chaperone: See chaperone. 

monoclonal antibod y: Antibody produced under laboratory con
ditions by cloned hybridoma cells which are therefore genetically 
identical and produce antibody against the same antigenic epitope . 

monokine: Cytokine released by monocytes . 

monotopic protein: Integral membrane protein that spans the 
membrane once. Also called single-pass protein. 

motifi Supersecondary structure or fold (e.g., /3-a-/3, zinc finger) 
that is present in different polypept ides. Also a set of amino acid res
idues present in different polypeptides or of nucleotides in nucleic 
acids, that is associated with a particular function (e.g., KDEL in 
ER-resident proteins, TATA in some promotor sequences). 
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motor domain: Globular head that has A TPase activity in motor 
proteins such as myosin. 

motor protein: Cytosolic dimeric protein that consists of cwo 
globular heads with ATPase activity and a coiled-coil body, that 
propels itself along a filament or microtubule. 

mucus: Viscous secretion composed of water and glycoproteins 
called rnucins that are produced by cells of the mucosa of respi
ratory, gastrointestinal, and urogenital tracts, and lubricates and 
forms a protective barrier as a sticky trap for foreign particles and 
microorganisms. 

multi catalytic polypeptide: Polypeptide that contains two or 
more catalytic sites (e.g., mammalian fatty acid synthase). 

multidrug resistance protein (MDR protein): ABC transporter 
protein that transports hydrophobic natural products or synthetic 
drugs out of the cytoplasm across the plasma membrane. 

multienzym e compl ex: Cluster of catalytic proteins (enzymes) 
that are isolated together and catalyze several related metabolic reac
tions (e.g., pyruvate dehydrogenase complex). 

multip ass protein: Integral protein that spans a membrane two or 
more times. Also called polytopic protein. 

muscarinic receptor: Serpentine receptor of plasma membrane 
that binds acerylcholine or the alkaloid muscarine and activates a 
trimeric G protein to modulate adenylate cyclase, K+ channels or 
phospholipase C, thereby transmitting a nerve impulse. 

mutagen: Physical or chemical agent that induces a change in 
DNA that converts one allele into another. Mutagens are frequently 
carcinogenic. 

myelin: Specialized cell membrane that ensheathes an axon to form 
a myelinated nerve fiber in peripheral nerves (where it is produced 
by Schwann cells) and in the central nervous system {where it is 
produced by oligodendrocytes). It is rich in glycolipid and specific 
proteins. 

myelomatosis: Condition in which a cancerous B cell proliferates 
to produce one or more tumors that secrete a single type of immu
noglobulin or of its constituent polypeptides. The abnormal protein 
(M protein or paraprotein) is detectable in plasma and frequently in 
urine (Bence Jones protein). 

myoblast: Undifferentiated mononucleated cell that develops into 
a fiber of a skeletal muscle cell. 

myofibril : Contractile filament that consists of actin filaments, 
myosin and associated proteins within a muscle cell. 

nebulin: Large fibrous polypeptide that is associated with the thin 
filament of muscle sarcomeres and stretches from the Z line to the M 
line. It is made up almoSt entirely of repeating actin-binding motifs. 

necrosis: Death of cells or tissues from injury or disease while part 
of the body. The cells swell, burst, and spill their contents into their 
environment and may induce an inflammat0ry response. 

negative feedback: Metabolic regulation in which a late product 
of a pathway inhibits an enzyme that functions early in that path 
way. Also called feedback inhibition . 

N-end rule: Rule stating that the half-life of a cytoplasmic protein 
is determined by the identity of its N-terminal residue. Also called 
Varshavsky rule. 

network-forming collagen: Type of collagen (e.g., type IV) that 
forms a meshwork-like structure in the basal lamina of epithelia. 

neurofilament: Type of cytoskeletal intermediate filament present 
in nerve cells and axons, being a heterodime r of neurofilament pro
teins NF-L, NF -M, or NF-H . 

neuroglia: Supporting nonneural cells (rnicroglia, oligodendro
cytes, or astrocytes) of the central nervous system. These cells pro
vide trophic substances to neurons, maintain a balance between 
glutamate and GABA, and are responsible for myelin formation. 
Also called glial cells. 

neuromodulator: Neuropeptide secreted, usually with one or more 
neurotransmitters, that modulates the sensitivity of another neuron 
to specific neurotransmitters . 

neuropeptide: Peptide secreted at synapses or elsewhere by a neu
ron to exert an effect on neighboring cells. 

neurosecretory cell: Neural cell (e.g., in hypothalamus or neuro
nal plexuses of gastrointestinal tract) in which the axon ends against 
a blood vessel or sinus into which it secretes a hormone rather than 
transmitting an electrical impulse. 

nicotini c receptor: Multimeric integral protein of plasma mem
brane that binds acerylcholine or the alkaloid nicotine and causes 
depolarization, thereby transmitting a nerve impulse. It consists of 
a, {3, -y, and 8 type of subunits . 

N-linked glycoprotein : Glycoprotein that contains a high-man
nose or complex oligosaccharide linked t0 the side-chain amide 
group of an asparagine residue. 

N-linked glycosylation: Enzymatic transfer to the side-chain 
amide of an asparagine residue in a polypeptide of an oligosaccha
ride that has been synthesized in the ER lumen on dolichol present 
in the ER membrane . 

nonconservative substitution: Replacement in a polypeptide of a res
idue by another of different characteristics (e.g., glutamate by valine). 

nonsense codon: Nucleotide triplet that does not code for any 
amino acid but signals termination of translation of a mRNA. Also 
called stop codon. 

nonshivering thermogenesis: Production of heat by oxidation of 
fatty acids in mitochondria of brown adipose tissue without syn
thesis of ATP . 

Northern blotting: Technique in which RNA of a particular base 
sequence is identified, after electrophoretic separation from a com
plex mixture and transfer to a blotting surface, by hybridization 
with a labeled complementary nucleic acid probe. 

N-terminus: End of a peptide or polypeptide that contains the 
(usually) free amino group of the first residue. Also called amino 
term inus. 

nuclear export receptor: Soluble protein of the nuclear matrix 
that binds to the export signal of macromolecules for transfer from 
the nucleus into the cytoplasm. The receptor also binds to compo
nents of the nuclear pore complex and guides transport out of the 
nucleus across the nuclear pore complex. 

nuclear export signal: Part of a macromolecule (e.g., ribosomal 
subunit, tRNA, or mRNA) that is bound by a nuclear export recep
t0r as a prerequisite for passage across a nuclear pore complex into 
the cytoplasm. 



nuclear import receptor: Soluble cytosolic protein that binds the 
nuclear localization signal of a protein to be transferred from cyto
plasm into the nucleus. It also binds componentS of the nuclear 
pore complex and guides uanspon inward across the nuclear pore 
complex. 

nuclear import signal: See nuclear localization signal. 

nuclear lamina: Network of intermediate filarnentS composed of 
lamins that is anchored to the inner surface of the nuclear mem
brane and provides attachment sites for chromosomes and the 
nuclear pore complex. 

nuclear localization signal: One or rwo basic oligopeptide regions 
which may be situated anywhere in the sequence of a nuclear pro
tein and which signal itS transfer from cytoplasm into the nucleus 
via the nuclear pore complex by an energy-dependent process. Also 
called nuclear import signal. 

nuclear pore complex : Large structure composed of proteins 
(nucleoporins) in the nuclear membrane, that permitS selective 
movement of proteins and nucleic acids between the nuclear matrix 
and the cytoplasm. 

nuclear receptor superfamily: Family of intracellular recep
tors for hydrophobic hormones, (thyroid hormones, steroid hor
mones, retinoids, 1,25-dihydroxyvitamin D3, and other signalling 
molecules. They contain zinc-finger motifs that bind at specific 
response elements in DNA and act as transcription factors. For 
some family members (orphan receptors), the ligand has not been 
characterized . 

nuclease protection assay: Method for detection and quantitation 
of particular RNA species in a complex mixture of cellular RNA. A 
small antisense probe for the target RNA is used for hybridization , 
followed by nuclease digestion of unhybridized material, inhibit ion 
of the nuclease, and precipitation of the hybridized material . 

nucleation: Formation of an initial structure during folding of 
a polypeptide, during renaturation of DNA or RNA, or during 
assembly of a polymeric structure . 

nucleoid: Dense region that contains the DNA in prokaryoticcells. 
Also the cluster of DNA within a mitochondrion or chloroplast . 

nucleolus: Structure within the nucleus where rRNA is transcribed 
from decondensed chromatin that contains highly amplified genes 
for rRNA and where ribosomal subunitS are assembled from rRNA 
and specific proteins imported from the cytoplasm. 

nucleoporin: Any protein component of the nuclear pore complex. 

nucleosome: Fundamental structural subunit of chromatin, formed 
by wrapping of a segment of DNA twice around a histone core plus 
linker DNA, and its attached histone Hl that joins the adjacent 
nucleosomes. 

nucleotide coenzym e: Coenzyme that resembles (e.g., FMN) or 
contains a nucleotide as a component (e.g., FAD, NAO, NAD P, 
or CoA). 

nucleotide excision repair: Correction of a lesion that distortS the 
helical structure of a DNA strand by removal of the abnormal seg
ment by an excinulease and filling up of the gap by DNA polymer
ase and DNA ligase. 

nucleotide sugar: Nucleoside diphosphate sugar, e.g., UD P-galac
tose, that is a substrate for a glycosyl transferase. 
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nucleotide -binding fold: Protein structural motif present in many 
enzymes that bind ATP or nucleotide coenzymes (e.g., NAO) . It 
consists of a /3-a-/3-a-/3 fold. One fold is present in ATP-binding 
proteins, rwo in those which bind dinucleotide coenzymes. In each 
case the /3-strands form a parallel sheet. Also called dinucleotide 
fold and Rossmann fold. 

Okazaki fragment: DNA (100- 200 nucleotides long in eukaryo
tic cells) produced on the lagging strand by extension of a primer 
RNA sequence. 

oligomer: Short polymer consisting of amino acids, monosaccha
rides, or nucleotides . Also a protein that consistS of more than one 
subunit. 

oligopeptide : Peptide that contains up to 10 amino acid residues 
(approximately). 

O-linked glycop rotein: Glycoprotein that contains a monosac
charide or an oligosaccharide bound to the side-chain hydroxyl 
group usually of serine or threonine. 

O-lin.ked glycosylation: Addition of a monosaccharide or step
wise addition of an oligosaccharide to a hydroxyl group, usually of 
a serine or threonine residue, in a polypeptide . 

oncogene: Mutant version of DNA genetic sequence (a protoon
cogene), which by interfering with normal cell growth or division, 
results in uncontrolled cell proliferation and formation of a benign 
or malignant cancer. 

oncogene sis: Conversion of a normal cell into a benign or malig
nant cancer cell, one in which cell proliferation is uncontrolled. 

open-reading frame (ORF): Section of genomic DNA that con
tains about 100 or more nucleotide triplets that code for amino 
acids, beginning with an initiation codon and ending with a termi
nation codon, that potentially codes for a polypeptide. 

ordered reaction: Reaction in which binding of substrates to, 
and release of products from , an enzyme follow a particular 
sequence. 

organelle: Intracellular structu re that may be membrane bounded 
(e.g., a nucleus) or not (e.g., ribosomes) and performs a specific func
tion or group of functions. 

organic acidlll'ia: Presence of abnormal amountS of an organic acid 
in urine (e.g., one or more amino acids, methylmalonic acid, orotic 
acid, or uric acid) . 

organogen esis: Formation of an organ during embryonic and fetal 
development as a result of programmed expression or repression of 
specific genes. 

origin of replication compl ex (ORC): Multis ubunit protein com
plex that binds at origins of replication in chromosomes throughout 
the cell cycle and recruits additional regulatory proteins during G 1 

phase. 

orphan receptor: Member of the nuclear receptor superfamily for 
which the ligand has not been identified . 

osmotic pressUJ'e: Pressure generated by flow of solvent across a 
semipermeable membrane from a more concentrated solution on 
one side to a less concentrated solution on the other. 

osteoblast: Bone-forming cell that produces and secretes collagen 
and other material of the bone matrix. 
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osteoclast: Macrophage-like cell that erodes bone by digesting and 
dissolving the bone matrix. 

osteomalacia: Condicion in adults characterized by softening of 
bones from lack of mineralization and excessive excretion of cal
cium and phosphate . le results from dietary deficiency or malab
sorption of vitamin D. 

oxidant : Reactant that accepts one or more electrons and becomes 
reduced in a redox reaction. 

oxidative phosphorylation (oxphos): Phosphorylation of ADP 
to ATP that is coupled co electron transfer from metabolic fuels and 
dependent on the electron transfer chain and formation of a proton 
gradient across the inner mitochondrial membrane (respiration
linked phosphorylation). 

oxidoreductase: Enzyme that catalyzes an oxidation-r eduction 
reaction using NAO, NADP, FMN, or FAD as coenzyme. 

oxyntic cell: Type of cell in the gastric mucosa that secretes hydro
chloric acid and intrinsic factor. Also called parietal cell. 

P site: See peptidyl site. 

p53: Gene regulatory protein (53 kDa) that is activated by DNA 
damage and involved in cell cycle contro l, apoptosis, and maintain
ing genetic stability. It is mutated in about half of human cancers. 

palindrome : Segment of doub le-stranded DNA in which the base 
sequences in both strands are invened repeats that have the same 
sequence when read in the same chemical direction. 

pantetheine: N-pantothenylcysteamine , derived from pantothenic 
acid and decarboxylated cysteine. A structural component of coen
zyme A. 

paracrine hormone: Hormone that is secreted by a cell into the 
extracellular space and acts on neighboring cells. 

parathyroid gland: One of several (usually four) small glands 
embedded in the posterior surface of the thyroid gland that secrete 
parathyroid hormone that increases osteoclascic activity and raises 
calcium and decreases phosphate concentrations in plasma. 

parietal cell: See oxyntic cell. 

passive transport: See facilitated diffusion. 

pathway: Particular sequence of metabolic reaccions. 

pentose phosphate pathway: Metabolic pathway for interconver
sion ofhexose and pentose phosphates that generates NADPH and 
ribose-5-phosphate for biosynthetic processes 

peptidyl site: Site on a ribosome that binds peptidyl-tRNA during 
protein synthesis. Also called P site. 

peptidyl transferase: Catalytic activity that transfers the grow
ing peptide chain from the peptidyl-tRNA co the amino group of 
the incoming aminoacyl-tRNA during polypeptide synthesis. The 
activity resides in the 23S rRNA of the large subunit of bacterial 
ribosomes. 

peptidyl -tRN.A; tRNA carrying the growing peptide chain during 
polypeptide synthesis. 

peripheral protein: Protein that is associated with a membrane 
surface but does not span the membrane and can be released with
out disruption of the membrane. Also called extrinsic protein. 

perlecan: Proteoglycan of the basal lamina that consists of heparin 
sulfate attached to a very large polypeptide. 

peroxisomal signal sequence : Sequence Ser-Lys-Leu (SKL) at the 
C-terminus of many polypepcides synthesized on free ribosomes 
that targets them for impon into peroxisomes. 

PEST sequence : Sequence motif rich in proline, glutamate, serine, 
and threonine residues, which targets a polypepcide for rapid deg
radation within a cell. 

phagocyte: Cell (e.g., a macrophage or neutrophil) specialized for 
engulfing and ingesting parcicles and microorganisms. 

phagocytosis : Endocytosis of large parcicles and m icroorganisms 
by macrophages and neutrophils . 

phagosome : Large membrane-bounded vesicle that contains mate
rial ingested by phagocytic cells. On fusing with a lysosome, the 
material is degraded or, if nondigestib le, forms a residual body. 

phase 1 reaction: Metabolic reaccion (e.g., oxidation , reduction, 
or hydrolysis) in biotransformation that introduces or unmasks 
functional groups that make the produce more water soluble . 

phase II reaction: Metabolic reaction (e.g., acylacion, sulfation, or 
conjugation with glucuronate) that usually follows a phase I reac
tion in biotransformation and inactivates the produce and makes it 
water soluble for excretion. 

phenotype: Observable characteristics of an individual determined 
by interaccion of the environment with the genotype . 

phosphagen: Compound such as creatine phosphate that stores 
high-energy phosphate which is used to form ATP when required. 

phosphoinos itide pathway: Sequence of reactions of signal 
transduction in which a hormone binding to a serpentine receptor 
activates a trimeric G protein to stimulate hydrolysis of phosphati
dylinositol-4,5-bisphosphate (PIP:i) into the second messengers 
inositol-1,4 ,5-trisphosphate (IP 3) and diacylglycerol (DAG) . 

ping-pong reaction: Group-transfer reaction in which a functional 
group of a substrate is transferred onco an enzyme with release of a 
produce, and the group is then transferred onto a second substrate 
with release of second product . Also called double displacement 
reaction. 

plaque: Deposit of insoluble material in a tissue, for example, the 
fatty degeneration in the middle coat of an artery in atherosclerosis 
and the J3-amyloid fibrils in the brain in Alzheimer disease. 

plasma cell: Fully differentiated B lymphocyte that secretes anti
bodies. It arises from bone marrow in adults and from the liver in 
the fetus. 

plasma membrane: Outer bounding membrane of a cell. 

plasma: Protein-rich fluid portion of whole blood that has been 
prevented from clotting . 

platelet: Small cell fragment consisting of cytoplasm derived by 
fragmentation from megakaryocytes in the bone marrow, present 
in large numbers in blood and imponant for iniciacing clotting of 
blood on damage to a blood vessel. 

platelet-derived growth factor (PDGF) : Protein that consists of 
two homologous polypeptides joined by disulfide bonds, is secreted 
by platelets and several other tissues, and is rnicogenic for mesen
chymal and glial cells. It exerts its effect by binding to a receptor 
tyrosine kinase. 

point mutation : Replacement of a complementary base pair in 
DNA by a different base pair. Also called base-pair substitution. 



polar bond: Covalent bond in which deetrons are unequally shared. 

polarity: Nonuniform distribution of electrons or charge in a mol
ecule, also the distinction between the 5' and 3' ends of a nucleic 
acid. 

polyA tail: Polyadenylate (up co 250 nucleotides long) at the 3' 
end of mRNA that is added during pre-mRNA processing. 

polyclonal antibody: Mixture of antibodies produced by different 
B cells in response co an antigen, each recognizing a different part 
of the antigen. 

polyhormone: Polypeptide that is cleaved inco more than one 
copy of a peptide hormone or more than one peptide hormone . 

polyprotein: Polypeptide that is cleaved into two or more distinct 
polypeptides. 

polysome : Cluster of ribosomes on an mRNA molecule each in 
the process of translating the mRNA. Also called polyribosome. 

polytopic protein: See multipass protein. 

porphyria: Condition characterized by accumulation in the urine 
of porphyrins and/or of their intermediates in the heme synthesis 
pathway. It may be secondary to hepatic cirrhosis or to lead poison
ing or primary and result from hereditary increase or decrease in 
activity of an enzyme in this pathway. 

positive feedback: Intracellular signaling process in which the 
output increases its own production. 

postabsorptive state: Physiological condition of the body 3-4 h 
after a meal until the mobilization of metabolic reserves commences. 

posttranscriptional processing: Covalent modification of a pri
mary RNA transcript into a functional molecule of mRNA , tRNA 
orrRNA. 

posttranslational modification: Covalent modification of one or 
more residues of a polypeptide after its synthesis; also limited prote
olysis of the polypeptide . Also called posnranslational processing. 

posttranslational processing: See posnranslational modification . 

precursor mRNA (pre-mRNA): Primary transcript of a gene that 
encodes a polypeptide. 

prenylation: Enzymatic transfer of a prenyl moiety (i.e., geranyl, 
farnesyl, or geranylgeranyl) to a cysteine residue within the C-ter
minal region of a polypeptide . 

preproprotein: Proprotein with an attached N-terminal signal 
peptide. The precursor of a secreted proprotein. 

primary structure: Sequence of amino acids in a polypeptide or of 
nucleotides in a nucleic acid. 

primary transcript: RNA as transcribed from a gene for a polypep
tide or for functional RNA, before any posnranscriptional process
ing has occurred. 

primase: Enzyme that synthesizes an RNA that is a primer for syn
thesis of DNA by DNA polymerase. 

primer: Oligosaccharide or oligoribonucleotide on to which other 
monomers can be added by an appropriate enzyme. 

primosome: Comp lex consisting of primase and DNA helicase 
that synthesizes an RNA primer that initiates DNA replication. 

prion: Protein that can exist in two 3-dimensional conformations , 
a normal one that is noninfectious and an abnormal one that is 
infectious. The latter can then induce the former in a host organism 
to assume the infectious form . 
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probe: Labeled polynucleotide with sequence complementary to 
that of a gene or other piece of DNA that is used to hybridize and 
detect that DNA. 

processive enzyme: Polymerase that remains bound to its growing 
product through many additions of monomeric units. 

proenzyme : See zymogen. 

prokaryote: Single-celled organism that lacks a membrane
bounded nucleus. 

promoter: Specific segment of DNA adjacent to a gene at which 
RNA polymerase binds to initiate transcription of that gene; also a 
compound that promotes growth of a rumor. 

propeptide: Peptide segment present at the N-terminus or within 
a polypeptide that must be removed to produce one or more func
tional polypeptides. 

properdin : Plasma glycoprotein of the alternative pathway of 
the complement system that enhances binding of components of 
that system to bacterial cell walls without dependence on antibody 
binding . 

prophase: Opening stage of cell division when chromosomes 
appear, the nuclear membrane starts to disintegrate and the mitotic 
spindle starts to form. 

proprotein: Polypeptide that contains a propeptide segment that 
when removed, produces one or more functional polypeptides. 

proteasome: Cylindrical ATP-dependent proteolytic protein com
plex that degrades cell proteins that are marked for degradation by 
ubiquitination or other means. 

protein family: Group of proteins that resemble each other in pri
mary structure and in their overall conformation . 

protein targeting: Mechanism by which newly synthesized 
polypeptides are selected and directed to their proper final loca
tion . 

protein translocator: Intrinsic protein that mediates transport of 
a protein across an organelle's membrane (e.g., TIM or TOM com
plexes). 

proteogenic: a-Amino acid that is used in protein biosynthesis. 

proteoglycan: Macromolecule consisting of one or more gly
cosaminoglycan chains attached to a core protein, the former mak
ing up the largest component. 

proteomics : Study of the protein complement of a cell, tissue, 
organ, or organism under different conditions . 

protofilament: End-to-end assemblage of protein subunits that 
associates laterally with similar structures so as to form fibrils such 
as cycoskeletal components . 

proton pump: Ion channel, specific for rapid transpon of protons 
across a membrane , that is coupled to hydrolysis or synthesis of 
ATP. 

pseudogene: Segment of DNA that is homologous in sequence to 
a panicular gene but contains several termination codons and, if 
transcribed, does not produce a functional product . 

P-type ATPase: ATPase of plasma membrane of animal cells 
whose function is changed by reversible phosphorylation of an 
aspanate residue (e.g., Na+-K+-ATPase, Ca2+-ATPase and H +/ 
K+ -ATPase) (of stomach) . It usually consists of two a and two /3 
transmembrane subunits. 
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purine nucleotide cycle: Metabolic cycle of muscle in which AMP 
is deaminated to IMP and is then reformed by transfer of the amino 
group of aspartate with production of fumarate . 

Q cycle: Model proposed for the cyclic flow of elecuons through 
complex III of the electron transpon chain, cytochrome C and 
coenzymeQ. 

quaternary structure : Overall strucrure of a protein that resulrs 
from interaction berween protein subunits . 

ragged red fiber: Muscle 6ber with enlarged and abnormal miro
chondria that contain highly organized inclusions and appear red 
on special staining. Such 6bers are usually associated with mito
chondrial disease. 

Ran: Monomeric G protein with GTPase activity that is required for 
active transpon of macromolecules across a nuclear pore complex. 

random reaction: Reacrion in which there is no preference for the 
sequence of binding of substrates or release of producrs. 

Ras: Monomeric G protein with GTPase activity that is attached 
to the inner surface of the plasma membrane and participates in 
transduction of signals for growth facror receptors along a variety of 
pathways. A hyperacrive mutant is present in about 25% of human 
cancers. 

rate-determining step: See rate-limiting step. 

rate-limiting step: Slowest reaction in a metabolic pathway or 
the slowest step in an enzyme-catalyzed reaction. Also called rate
determining step. 

reading frame: Sequence in mRNA of contiguous coding triplers 
that are preceded by a start codon and end in a srop codon. 

receptor tyrosine kinase: Integral protein of plasma membrane 
that is a hormone receptor and has a tyrosine kinase domain in irs 
intracellular ponion. 

receptosome: Cytoplasmic vesicle derived by receptor-mediated 
endocytosis from coated pits on the cell surface following ligand 
binding to the receptor. 

recessive: Gene that affects the phenotype only when it is received 
from both parents, i.e. in a homozygote. It also describes a trait or 
character due t0 such a gene. 

recombinant DNA: DNA molecule that consisrs of DNA 
sequences joined together from different sources. 

redox reaction: Reaction in which oxidation of one reactant is 
coupled to reduction of a second reactant. 

reductant: Reactant that donates one or more electrons and 
becomes oxidized in a redox reaction. 

regulator gene: Gene that codes for a protein that determines the 
expression of another gene or group of genes. 

relaxin: Protein hormone related in strueture tO insulin-like 
growth facrors. It is secreted by the corpus luteum mainly during 
pregnancy, relaxes pelvic ligaments, and softens the cervix. 

releasing hormone: Peptide hormone secreted by specific neuro
secretoty cells of the hypothalamus that causes secretion of a hor
mone of the anterior pituitary . 

renin: Proteolytic enzyme secreted by cells of the juxtaglomerular 
apparatus when blood flow through the kidney decreases. It con
verts angiotensinogen to angiotensin I. 

rennin : Proteolytic enzyme secreted by the stomach of young 
mammals. It conven s the caseinogen of milk inro casein, which 
coagulates and therefore takes longer to leave the stomach . 

replisome : Multiprotein complex that contains DNA polymerase 
and synthesizes the leading and lagging strands of DNA at a replica
tion fork. 

repressor: Protein that prevents transcription of a gene or group of 
genes by binding to the promoter or regulatory sequence. 

residue: Monomeric unit in a polypeptide , polysaccharide, or 
polyn ucleotide. 

respiration-linked phosphorylation: Phosphorylation of ADP 
to ATP that is dependent on flow of electrons along the electron 
transfer chain and generation of a proton gradient across the inner 
mitochondrial membrane . 

restriction fragment: Fragment that resulrs from cleavage of DNA 
by a restriction endonuclease . 

restriction-fragment -length polymorphism (RFLP): Inherited 
variation in length of cenain DNA restriction fragments that arises 
from a change in the nucleotide sequence that destroys or creates a 
cleavage site for a restriction endonuclease. 

restriction point: Time during G1 phase of the cell cycle when a 
cell proceeds to the S phase or exits into the G0 phase. 

restriction site : Specific sequence of DNA that is recognized and 
cleaved by a restriction endonuclease. 

retinoid X receptor: A nuclear receptor that is acrivated by the 
retinoid 9-cis retinoic acid. 

retrograde transport: Transpon away from the periphery of an 
axon. 

retrovirus: Virus that has an RNA genome and is transcribed into 
DNA by its own reverse transcriptase for incorporation into the 
host cell genome. 

reverse genetics: Study of gene function that starts from the DNA 
that encodes a polypeptide and then creates mutantS of that gene. 

reverse transcriptase: Retroviral zinc-containing enzyme that 
catalyses RNA-directed DN A synthesis, RNA-directed degrada
tion, and DNA-directed DNA synthesis. It usually consists of two 
homologous subunits . 

reverse turn: Usually a tetrapeptide segment in a polypeptide at 
which the chain abruptly changes its direction. Also called /3-bend. 

ribosomal protein: Protein of the small or the large ribosomal 
subunit. Generally located on the subunit surface 6lling gaps and 
crevices of the folded rRNA which the proteins stabilize. 

ribozyme: Catalytic RNA. 

Rieske iron-sulfur protein: Transmembrane protein component 
of complex III of the mitochondrial electron transport chain. It 
contains a 2Fe2S center in which one of the Fe atoms is coordi
nated to two histidine residues and the other is coordinated to two 
cysteine residues. 

Rossmann fold: See nucleotide-binding fold. 

S phase: Phase of the cell cycle in which DNA and chromosome 
replication occur. 

salvage pathway: Metabolic pathway in which an intermediate 
(e.g., a purine or pyrimidine) in the degradation of a biomolecule 
(e.g .. a nucleotide) is reused in synthesis of that biomolecule . 



sarcoplasmic reticulum (SR): Network of modified endoplasmic 
reticulum that surrounds srriated and cardiac muscle fibrils, stores 
Caz+, and releases it during excitation to trigger contraction. With 
T tubules, it forms the sarcotubular system. 

sarcotubular system: System composed of sarcoplasmic reticulum 
and T tubules in srriated muscle. 

satellite DNA; DNA that has a distinctive composition, consisrs of 
highly repetitive sequences, and is mostly associated with the cen
uomeres. It forms bands (satellites) separate &om those of other 
DNA on density gradient centrifugation. 

saturated fatty acid: Fatty acid that contains a saturated alkyl 
chain. 

Schiff base: See aldimine . 

second law of thermodynami cs: Law that requires that in any 
physical or chemical process, the entropy of the universe tends to 
increase. 

second messenger: Ion or biomolecule released or produced at the 
cell plasma membrane in response to binding of a signal molecule 
(i.e., the first messenger) to its receptor located therein . 

secondary structure: Pattern of regular local folding of a polymeric 
structure; in proteins formation of a-helices and/o r /3-sheets. 

secretase: Proteolytic enzyme that cleaves certain integral mem
brane proteins (e.g., /3-APP) within the transmembrane segment 
causing release of the extracellular portion of these proteins . 

selectin: Integral carbohydrate-binding protein (or lectin) of leu
koeytes (L-), platelets (P-), and endothelial cells (E-) that mediates 
short-lasting Caz+ -dependent cell- cell interactions in the blood 
stream. 

sequential reaction: Reaction in which all submates must be 
bound to the enzyme, in random or in specific order, before the 
reaction can proceed. 

serpentine receptor: Integral protein that spans the plasma mem
brane seven times and binds a hormone, neurotransmitter, or other 
ligand to activate adenylare cyclase, ion channels, or phospholipase C. 

serum: Fluid part of whole blood that is formed naturally when 
the blood has been allowed to clot. It is plasma that lacks fibrinogen 
and other p roteins involved in clot formation. 

sex hormone -binding globulin: Glycoprotein of the plasma glob
ulin group that is secreted by the liver and transpons testosterone 
and esuadiol. 

sex-linked: Gene that is located on a sex-determining chromo
some, usually an X chromosome. Also the trait or characteristic due 
to such a gene. 

sickle-cell anemia: Condition characterized by severe hemolytic 
anemia and circulating sickle-shaped etyth roeytes. It is caused by 
homozygosity for the /3-globin allele in which the normal glutamate 
in position 6 is replaced by valine. 

sickle-cell trait: Usually benign condition associated with the het
erozygous state for the hbS allele. 

signal patch: Group of nonadjacent residues in a polypeptide that 
form a specific secondaty or tertiary structure as a signal for import 
into mitochondria or export from the nucleus. 

signal recognition particle (SRP}: Ribonucleoprotein complex 
consisting of ?SL-RNA (300 nucleotides long) and six protein 
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subunits that binds an ER signal sequence and direcrs the ribosome 
and partially synthesized polypeptide for binding to the surface of 
the rough ER. 

signal sequence: Peptide sequence in a polypeptide that targets it 
to a specific destination in a cell. 

silen t mutation: Change in the sequence of a gene that produces 
no change in the sequence of the encoded protein or RNA. 

simple protein: Protein that consists only of a-amino acids. 

single nucleotide polymorphism : Change in a single nucleotide 
in DNA that distinguishes an individual from another of that spe
cies. 

site-directed mutagenesis: Technique for creation of a specific 
alteration in a DNA genetic sequence 

small-interfering RNA: Species of RNA, 21- 26 nucleotides long, 
that inhibits gene expression by binding to, and leading to the 
destruction of, complementary mRNA 

small nuclear ribonucleoprotein (snRNP): Complex of snRNA 
and several protein subunits . It forms the core of a spliceosome. 

small nuclear RNA (snRNA): RNA component of a small nuclear 
ribonucleoprotein that is required for RNA splicing. 

small nucleolar RNA (snoRNA) : Small RNA present in the 
nucleolus that base pairs with parts of precursor rRNA and speci
fies methylation of ribose moieties or isomerization of uracil nucle
otides to pseudouridine . Also called guide RNA. 

SNARE: see synaptosome-associated protein receptor. 

Southern blotting: Technique in which one or more DNA frag
ments in a complex mixture are transferred to a blotting surface and 
detected by hybridization with a complementary labeled nucleic 
acid probe. 

spectrin: Major eytoskeletal protein of etythroeytes . It consists of 
two very large homologous polypeptides that each contains numer
ous copies of a repeat of -106 residues that forms a triple helix. 

spindle apparatus: Array of microtubules formed during cell divi
sion at the end of prophase. It radiates from a centriole at each 
pole to the centromeres of the duplicated chromosomes . It serves to 
move the sister chromosomes apart. Also called mitotic spindle . 

spleen: Lymphoid organ in the abdomen that is perfused by blood 
and is important for lymphoeyte production and for removal of 
effete, damaged, or abnormal etythroeytes and platelets. 

spliceosome: Complex of snRNA and proteins that interacts with 
the ends of an intron in pre-mRNA causing release of the intron 
and joining of the freed ends of the adjacent exons. 

Src homolo gy 2 (SH2) domain: Module (-100 residues long) 
present in Src and other proteins that binds oligopeptide sequences 
that contain phosphotyrosine and are present in many intracellular 
signalling proteins. 

Src homolo gy 3 (SH3) domain: Module (50- 75 residues long) 
present in Src and other proteins that binds a proline-rich oligopep
tide sequence that is present in many intracellular signaling proteins . 

Src: Family of protein tyrosine kinases anchored to the inner sur
face of the plasma membrane and associated with the intracellu
lar domain of certain receptors that lack intrinsic catalytic activity. 
Each contains two important homology domains called SH2 and 
SH3 domains . 
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SRP receptor: Heterod.imeric integral protein of the rough ER 
that binds the signal recognition particle bound to the ER signal 
sequence of a polypeptide being synthesized on a bound ribosome. 

stem cell: Self-regenerating cell in a multicellular organism that 
can differentiate, if irs source is an embryo, into any of the embryo's 
specialized tissues and, if its source is an adult , into the specialized 
tissue of its origin . 

steroidogeni c acute regulatory protein : Protein of mirochondrial 
matrix especially of sreroid hormone-producing cells that regulates 
transfer of cholesterol into that organelle and regulates production 
of such hormones. 

stimula tory G protein (Gs): Heterotrimeric G protein that on 
activation stimulates adenylate cyclase. 

stop codon: See nonsense codon . 

structural gene: Gene that codes for a polypeptide or a functional 
RNA. 

substitution mutation: Replacement of one base pair by another 
in the coding pan of a gene. It may be a missense or a nonsense 
mutation. 

substrate-level phospho rylation: Transfer of a high-energy phos
phate group from a metabolic intermediate directly to ADP or 
other nucleoside 5 '-diphosphate, in contrast to oxidative phospho
rylation . 

suicide inhibitor: Molecule devised to inactivate a specific enzyme 
irreversibly but only after it bas become activated by undergoing 
some chemical change at the active site. Also called suicide sub
strate, mechanism-based inhibit or. 

suicide substrate: See suicide inhibitor. 

suppressor T cell: Type of lymphocyte that inhibirs activation of 
antibody synthesis and secretion by B cells. 

surfactant: Secretion that coats the surface of pulmonary alveoli, 
preventing their collapse through lowering their surface tension. It 
contains phospholipids (mainly bispalmitoyl-phosphatidylcholine) 
and several specific proteins . 

sympo rt: Transport of two different solutes in the same direc
tion across a membrane by a transport protein. Also called 
cotransport . 

synaptosome -associated protein receptor (SNARE): Family of 
complementary transmembrane proteins involved in vesicle trans
port in the secretion and the endocyrosis pathways. They function 
in pairs, v- on vesicle and t- on target membrane , and guide the 
vesicles to their destination . In nerve endings they mediate fusion of 
synaptic vesicles with presynaptic plasma membrane. 

syndrome: Discrete set of signs and symptoms that occur together 
and indicate a particular disease. 

synthase: Enzyme that catalyzes a condensation reaction without 
need for a nucleoside 5' -triphosphate as an energy source. 

synthetase: Enzyme that catalyzes a condensation reaction and 
requires a nucleoside 5' -triphosphate as an energy source. 

T cell: Type of lymphocyte derived from the thymus that is respon
sible for cell-mediated immunity and regulation of the immune 
response. It includes regulatory (helper or suppressor) and killer 
(cytotoxic) T cells. 

T system: In skeletal and cardiac muscle a system of tubules 
formed by invagination of the sarcolemma that transversely con
tacrs the myofibrils and as pan of the sarcotub ular system transmits 
the excitation signal to the sarcomeres thus ensuring speedy and 
synchronous contraction . 

TATA box: Conserved DNA sequence rich in A and T that is 
present in promoter elemenrs of many eukaryotic genes and occurs 
25- 30 nucleotides upstream of the transcription start site. 

telom erase: Ribon ucleoprotein complex whose RNA is a template 
for synthesis of the repetitive DNA of telomeres by the protein 
component which functions as a reverse rranscriptase. 

telophase: Final stage in cell division in which the spindle disap
pears, a nuclear membrane forms around each set of chromosomes 
which condense to form chromatin, and two daughter cells are 
formed by constriction of a cleavage furrow that consists mainly of 
actin filaments. 

template strand: Strand of DNA that serves as a template for tran
scription of pre-mRNA ; it is complementary to the sequence of the 
pre-mRNA. 

template: Strand of DNA or RNA whose nucleotide sequence 
determines the sequence of the complementary strand or, in the 
case of mRNA, the sequence of the encoded polypeptide. 

teratogen: Agent that causes congenital malformations. 

tertiary structure: Three-dimensional form of a polymeric chain, 
especially a polypeptide or RNA molecule, that results from interac
tion between distant pans . 

thymosiru Polypeptide hormone secreted by the thymus that is 
essential for development and differentiation ofT cells. 

thyroglobulin : Glycoprotein produced in epithelial cells of the 
thyroid gland and stored in thyroid vesicles where some of its tyro
sine residues are modified to form thyroxine and triiodothyronine 
which are then released by proteolysis of the protein . 

thyroid-stimulating hormone : Glycoprotein hormone secreted 
by the anterior pituitary gland that stimulates the thyroid gland to 
secrete thyroxine and triiodothyronine. 

TIM complex: Multiprotein complex of inner mitochondrial 
membrane that translocates proteins into the matrix and in some 
cases mediates their insertion into that membrane . 

titin: Very large fibrous protein that is partly associated with the 
thick filament of muscle sarcomeres and stretches from the Z disc 
to the M line. It contains a long series oflg -like domains that act as 
a spring ro protect the sarcomere against overstretching. Also called 
connectin. 

TOM compl ex: Multiprotein complex of the oute r mitochond rial 
membrane that mediates translocation of proteins across this mem
brane . 

trans-acting regulatory element: Sequence of DNA that regulates 
expression of one or more genes on a variety of chromosomes . 

transaminase: See aminotransferase. 

transferase: Enzyme that catalyzes transfer of a functional group 
from one molecule to another. 

transformation: Conversion of a normal cell into a cancerous cell; 
also the alteration of a cell's phenotype by incorporation of foreign 
DNA. 



transgenic: Describing an organism into whose germ line one or 
more genes from another organism have been introduced by recom
binant DNA technology 

trans-Golgi network: Interconnected ciSternae and tubules of the 
Golgi complex that are farthest away from the ER and release vesi
cles that contain proteins and lipids deStined for lysosomes, secre
t0ry vesicles, or the plasma memb rane. 

translocation : Change in position during translation of mRNA on 
a ribosome of che peptidyl-tRNA and che deacylated tRNA; also 
transport of a protein across a membrane or to a different site in 
a cell, or of a portion of a chromosome onto a nonhomologous 
chromosome . 

transmembrane protein: See integral protein . 

transverse (T) tubule : In skeletal and cardiac muscle a tubular 
extension of the sarcolemma and a component of the sarcotubular 
system. 

triplet: Trinucleotide in an exon in DNA, in the coding region of 
mRNA or in the anticodon region of tRNA, that specifies a particu
lar residue in a polypeptide. 

triplet repeat: Stretch of DNA in which the same three nucle
otides, for example, (CAG), are repeated in tandem fashion. Expan
sion in the repeat number is associated with several human genetic 
disorders. 

triskelion: See clathrin. 

tumo r-suppressor gene: Gene whose product prevents cell prolif
eration; itS inactivation by mutation or deletion enhances suscepti
bility to cancer. 

ubiquitin pathway: Sequence of reactions that require a ubiqui
tin-activating enzyme, a ubiquitin-conjugating enzyme, and a ubiq
uitin ligase to form a ubiquitinated or a polyubiquitinated target 
polypeptide. The former changes the activity of the polypeptide 
while the latter directs it to degradation by proteasomes. 

ubiquitin: Intracellular, monomeric 76-residue protein that is 
highly conserved and ubiquitous in eukaryotic organisms. When 
covalently linked through its C-terminal residue to lysine side chains 
of other proteins, it targets them to degradation by proteasomes. 

ubiq uitination : Addition to the side chain of a lysine residue in a 
polypeptide of a ubiquitin monomer or of a series of such mono
mers joined together by isopeptide linkage. 
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uncoupling agent: Compound such as 2,4--dinitrophenol that dis
sociates phosphorylation of ADP from electron transport in mit0-
chondria and dissipates the energy as heat. 

uniport : Transport of one specific solute across a membrane by a 
transport protein. 

up-regulatio n: Increase in transcription of a DNA genetic sequence 
in response to an external variable. 

V(D)J joining: Bringing together during differentiation of a bone 
marrow stem cell int0 a matu re B cell ofV andJ , or ofV, D, andJ 
segments to form a functional gene for che light chain and the heavy 
chain respectively of an immunoglobulin. 

V(D)J recombinase: Enzyme complex that mediates V(D)J join
ing. 

variable residue: Position of a residue that is occupied by different 
amino acids when the polypeptide is derived from different species. 
Also called hypervariable residue. 

Varshavsky rule: See N-end rule. 

vasopressin: See antidiuretic hormone. 

vegan: Someone who eats only plant material . 

V-type ATPase: ATPase of lysosomal, endosomal, and secret0ry 
vesicle membranes that functions to create an acidic pH in those 
compartments . It is similar in structure to F-type ATPases. 

wobble: Relatively nonspecific pairing between the base at the 
3' -end of a codon in mRNA with that at the 5' -end of the antico
don in tRNA. 

Z..DNA: Double-helical DNA that contains 12 base pairs in a left
handed turn, has a diameter of - 18 A0 and a zigzag appearance 
and is formed by sequences in which pyrimidine or purine bases 
alternate . 

zinc finger: Protein motif common in DNA-binding proteins that 
contains four residues of cysteine or two each of cysteine and histi
dine that are coordinated to a zinc arom. 

zwitt erion: Molecule that contains charged groups of opposite 
polarity. Also called dipolar ion. 

zymogen: Catalytically inactive protein that becomes an active 
enzyme on limited proteolytic cleavage. Also called proenzyme. 
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A 
A23187 calcium ionophore, 496, 496/ 
ABC transporter , cholestero l absorption , 1057cc 
Aberalipoproceinemia, 110cc 
ABP. See Androgen-binding protein (ABP), steroid 

hormone transport 
ACA T . See Acyl CoA:cholesterol acyltransferase 

(ACAT), cholesterol synthesis 
Accelerated aging, ceU nucleus and, 16cc 
Acceptor acorn, hydrogen bonds, folded proteins, 

118, 118/ 
Acceptor molecule, protein strucrure, spectroscopic 

analysis, 132 
Acceptor sire 

elongation and peptide bond formation, 223, 
224/ - 225[,226 

hormone responseelemencs, 93 1, 931t 
protein glycosylacion, 232 - 233, 233t, 234/ - 235/ 

Acetaldebyde, alcohol consumption and, 875 
Acetals, 1124 
Acetaminophen , cytochrome P450 metabolism, 

436--439, 439[, 440cc 
Acetate, alcohol consumption and, 875 
Acetate cbfokinase reaction , acecyl CoA sources 

and fates, 549 
Acecoacetace 

acecyl coenzyme A sources and fares, 548 
futty acids 

D-13-hydroxybucyrate and acetone formation, 
698- 700,698/ - 700/ 

interorgan rransport , 678, 678/ 
ketone body formation, 697 

Acetoacetate:succinyl-CoA rransferase, kerone body 
formation, 700 

Acetoacetic acid, fatty acid synthesis, ketone body 
from acecyl coA, 697 

Acetoacecyl CoA, ketone body formation , 700 
Acetone , acetoacetate formation, 698- 700, 698/ - 700/ 
Acecylcholine, 923, 926/ 

digestion and, 1034, 103 5 / 
functions , 1085 
synapcicjunction,948 , 948/ 

Acecylcholine receptor (AChR), 482~83 , 482/~83/ 
myasthenia gravis, 949cc 

Acecylcholinesrerase (AChE) 
myaschenia gravis, 949cc 
poisoning, 41 Ice 
signal termination, 948 
structure, 94 9cl 

Acecyl CoA carboxylase 
allosteric e£fector regulation , 853 
covalent modification, 856-859, 856/ 

Acecyl coenzyme A (AcecylCoA) 
allosteric e£fector regulation , 853- 855, 853/ - 855/ 
cholesrerol synt'hesis, 719 - 722 , 719/ - 722/ 
exercise and, 870-871 
fatty acid synthesis 

acetoacerate from, 697 

citrate cleavage pathway, 68~85, 684/ 
ketone body formation, 697- 700, 697 /-698[, 700/ 
malonyl coA formation, 680, 680[ 
j3-oxidacion, 693 
stoichiometry, 683 

gluconeogenesis regulation, 626-627, 627[ 
high-energy compounds , 546 
pathways, 522 
sources and fates, 548-5 52 

pyruvare metabolism, 549- 552, 549f - 550f, 550t 
tricarboxylic acid cycle, 555 
in weU-fed scare, 842- 843, 843/ 

N-Acecyldigalaccosamine, 462 
N-Acecyldigl ucosamine, 462 
N-Acecyl-galactosamine, polysaccharide 

biosyncbesis, 658 
N-Acecylglucosamine 

hyaluronare copolymer, 664, 665/ 
sialicacid derivation , 657-658, 657/ 

N-Acecylglucosamine 6-phosphare, 656 
N-Acecylglutamate, urea cycle, 759- 761 , 760/ 
N-Acecylglutamare syntherase, deficiencies, 762cc 
Acecyl group conversion of acecyl coA, rricarboxylic 

acid cycle, 5 5 5 
N-Acecylneuraminic acid, 462 

membrane carbohydrates, 463, 465[ 
N-Acecylneuraminic acid, 657-658 , 657 f 

mucopolysaccharides, 1128 
production of, 733, 733[ 

N-Acecylneuraminic acid 9-phosphate , 657 f, 658 
N-Acecylserotonin, 901 
N-Acecylrransferase, 90 1 
Ace.cyl units, mitochondrial inner membrane 

rransport , 579- 581, 580[ 
Acid anbydrides , 1123 
Acid-base balance, metabolism and, 876-8 77, 

876f-877f 
Acidic amino acis, characteristics of, 83 
Acidic proteins , characceriscics of, 83 
Acidosis 

lactic, 61 Ice 
metabolic 

acid-base balance, 876-877, 876/ - 877/ 
bu£fering capacity and, I I cc 
pH levels in blood and, 7cc 

Acid(s), 1123 
blood pH, Bohr effec.c, 360- 361 
catalysis, 385, 385/ 
enzyme-substrate binding, pH levels, 387, 387/ 
Henderson-Hasselbalch equation for pH and 

concentrations of, 9- 10 
as proton donors, 7 

Aconirase, tricarboxylic acid cycle, 553 
Acquired immunodeficiency syndrome. See AlDS 
Acridines, DNA mutation , 167 
Accin 

myosin filamem binding, 970 
thin filamencs, 968[,970-972 

a -Actinin, 972 
f3-Actinin , 972 
Action potentials, neucon impulses, 942, 943/ 
Activated partial thromboplascin rime (A.PTT), 

prekallikrein deficiency, 985cc 
Activation domain (AD), protein -protein interactions , 

99,99/ 
Active oxygen species, cornea ATP derivation, 954 
Active rhodopsin , 961 
Active-sire directed peptide bonds, serine 

proteases, 346 
Active sires, enzymes, 387- 389 , 387f - 388f 

stereocbemistry, 388, 388/ - 389[, 389cl 
subsrrate distal bonds, 388-389, 389/ 

Acrivins, ovarian cycle control, 901 
Acute imermirrem porpbyria, 794cc 
Acycloguanosine, cell growth inhibition, 834, 834[ 
Acy! carbon, nucleophilic subsrirurions, 1124 
Acy! carrier protein (ACP), faery acid synthesis, 

680-681, 681/ 
Acy! CoA:cholesterol acylrransferase (ACAT) , 

cholesterol synthesis, 727 
Acy! CoA dehydrogenases 

fatty acid oxidation , 692 
generic deficiency, 694cc 
mitochondrial electron transport , 566 

Acylglycerols, 1129-11 30 
chemical narure of, 674-677 
fatty acids as, 674[, 675-6 76, 676[ 

Acy! groups 
carnitine transport, 691- 692, 692[ 

membrane protein anchors , 470- 471 , 47 1 t 
ADA. See Adenosine deaminase (ADA) 
Adapter proteins 

ion channel receptor signaling termination, 516 
signal transduction, 511, 512[ 

Adaption , signal transduction termination, 513 
Adenine 

nucleic acid structure, 27- 30, 27/ - 30/ 
purine nucleotide interconversion , 817 

Adenine nucleotides, mitochondrial inner membrane 
transport , 577, 579, 579[ 

Adenine nucleotide translocase, mitochondrial inner 
membrane transport, 579, 579[ 

Adenine pbosphoribosyltransferase (APRTase), purine 
syn thesis, 81 5- 816 

Adenosine, 27 
nucleic acid structure, 27- 30, 27/ - 30/ 

Adenosine 5 '-phosphosulfate (APS), chondroitin 
sulfate biosynthesis, 667-668 

Adenosine deaminase (ADA), severe combined 
immune deficiency disease gene therapy, 291cc 

Adenosine diphosphace (ADP), conformation 
changes, 977d 

Adenosine monophospbate (AMP) 
allosteric effector regulation, 85 5 
hypoglycemia and diabetes and, 867 cc 
6-phosphofructo-1-kinase regulation, 609-610 

1159 
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Adenosine triphosphare (ATP) 

arsenate inhibition of synthesis, 604, 604/ 

cornea derivation of, 953 - 954 

as co-substrate, 393, 393 / 

coupled enzyme reactions, 547, 547/ 
energy-producing/energy-utilizing systems, 

542- 543,542/ - 543/ 

exercise and, 870-871 

gluconeogenesis, 626 

glucose transporters (GLUT), 489, 489/ 

glycogenesis, 632-633, 632/ 
glycolysis, 593, 593 f 

anaerobic balanced equation, 60 I 

hemolyric anemia and pyruvate kinase 

deficiency, 618cc 

6-phosphofructo - 1-kinase regulation, 609-610 

high-energy bond energies, 547 - 548, 548/ 
imatinib binding co, 1021 cc 

mitochondria 

oxidative phosphorylation, 573--577, 573/ - 575/, 

576cl 

synthesis, 17-18, 17/,577 

molecular motors, 967 
neuron electrical potential, 942 

oxidore<luction and synthesis, glucose metabolism, 

597/, 598-600 

sodium chloride absorption, 1037- 1039, 

1038/ - 1039/ 
srarve.-feed cycle and, 840, 840/ 
tricarboxylic acid cycle, 553, 553/ 

Adenylate cyclases 

cyclic AMP -based signal transduction, 528, 
528- 530,529/-530/ 

G pro rein subunirs, 525 
Adenylate kinase 

high-energy reactions, 548, 548/ 

muscle contraction, 979 
S-Adenosylmethionine (AdoMer/SAM) 

methionine degradation, 770, 772/ 

methionine metabolite derivation, 780- 781, 781/ 

Adequate intake (Af), nutritional assessment, I 065 
Adipose tissue 

covalent enzyme modification, 858-859 

lipolysis, fasting state, 846-847 

uiacylglycerol-farry acid cycle, 689, 690cc, 690/ 

triacylglycerol hydrophobicity, 677 

Adipose triglyceride lipase, 679 
A-DNA, 38 

conformation, 38- 41, 39/ - 41/, 401 

ADP, proteolysis in proreasomes, 248 - 249, 248/ 

Adrenal gland 

epinephrine synthesis, 895, 895/ - 896/ 

steroid hormone synthesis, 432 , 433/, 434 
~Adrenergic receptor 

congestive heart failure, 528cc 

hormone interaction, 905-906, 907 f 
~adrenergic receptor kinases (13AR kinases), signaling 

rermination, 527 
Adrenocorcical hormones, 916 
Adrenocorcicotropic hormone (ACTH), 887, 888/, 

8891-891 t, 891 

hormonal cascade, 886 

synthesis, 922 - 923, 924/ 

Adrenodoxin reducrase, cyrochrome P4 50 electron 

transport, NADPH -cytochrome P450 reducrase 
in endoplasmic reticulum, 430, 430/ 

Advanced glycation end producrs (AGEs), 

hyperglycemia and, 852cc 

Adverse drug effecrs, cytochrome P450, 438cc, 

440-442, 441 cc, 442/ 

Aerobic exercise, 868-871, 870/ 

Aerobic metabolism 

cornea ATP derivation, 953--954 
glycolysis, 592- 593 

Affinity, ligand-receptor interaction, 512 
Affinity chromatography, pro rein separation, 124 

ABaroxin, nucleotide excision repair, 169, I 69/ 

Aggrecan, 668 
Aggregation, promotion of, 970, 970cl 
Agonistic ligand , 512 
Agonises 

cell surface receptors, inrraceUular signal 

transduction, 509 
membrane channel control and selectivity, 478 

Agricultural research, recombinant DNA in, 294-295 
Ah receptor nuclear rranslocacor (Arnt), cyrochrome 

P450 merabolism, 44 I, 442/ 

AIDS, 158. See alro HIV 

cytochrome P450 therapeutic inhibition in, 444 

drug therapy resistance, nucleoside analogs and, 144cc 

RNA genome replication and, 158 
Ake/protein kinase B family, inuacellular signaling 

pathways, 536 

Alanine 

aminotransferase reaction, 754 , 754/ 

degradation, 764 

gluconeogenesis, fasting state, 845 - 847, 845/ - 846/ 
glucose synthesis and cycle of, 619-621, 620/ 

side chain suucrure ., 77 

Alanine cycle, hepatic glycogenolysis, early fasting 

State, 844, 844/ 

ALA synthase, heme biosynthesis, 796-797 

Albinism, 786cc 
Alcoholdehydrogenase 

alcohol consumption and, 875 
isoenzymes, pH optima, 405cc 

Alcohol functional group, 1123 

Alcoholism 

nutrition and, 1076cc 
Wernicke-Korsakolf syndrome, rranskecolase 

anomalies, 651 cc 

Alcohol metabolism, 875 

barbirurares and, 603cc 

enzyme inhibitor, 412cc 

faery acid oxidation, 697 
faery alcohols, 687, 687 f 
gluconeogenesis inhibition , 628-629 

hypoglycemia and, 628cc 

oxidation, 602-603 

Aldehyde dehydrogenase 

faery acid oxidation, 697 
¾> (Michaelis constant) values and, 402cc 

Aldehyde(s), 1123 

Aldicol, 1127 
Aldohexoses, 1125- 1126 

Aldolase, 380-381, 381/ 

Aldose-ketose isomerization, 652 
Aldose reducrase, cacaracrs, 955 
Aldosrerone, 916 

amino acid synthesis, 895 

steroid hormone biosynthesis, 919, 923--924, 925/ 

AlkaJosis 

metabolic 
familial chloridorrhea, 1039cc 

pH levels in blood and, 7cc 

pH levels in blood and, 7cc 

Alkaptonuria, 771cc 

AIJ..-ylating agenrs, chemotherapy with, 165 

Alkyl chains, farry acids, 674-6 75 

AU-!3-domain, 102, I 02/ 

AUolacrose, 309 
Allosreric effectors 

adenosine triphosphate as, 393 
enzyme activity, 413--414, 414/ 

cacalytic subunirs, 41 7, 417 f 
gluconeogenesis, 626-627, 627/ 

glutamate dehydrogenase incorporation of 
ammonia, 756, 756/ 

glycogen phosphorylase, 635-636, 636/ 

liver metabolism , 853--855 

urea cycle regulation, 760-76 1 

AU- tram-retinal dehydrogenase, 961, 962/ 

AU- tram-recinol, photoreceptor cells, 958, 961 
AUysine, 105 
Allysine-generated cross-links, elastin, I 06, 107 / 

Alpha-amino acids 

asymmetric cenrer, 80 

side chain structure, 77- 79, 78/ - 79/ 

a/!3-domain structure, nonhomologous amino acid 
sequences, 101 - 102, 101/ - 102/ 

Alternative translation initiation, 240 
Alzheimer disease 

amyloid fibrils, 114-1 l 5cc, 114/ - 115 f 
protein misfolding and aggregation, 250cc 

et-Amanitin, RNA polymerase and transcription, 184 
Amidation, secretory intestinal hormones and 

neuropeptides, 1035d 
Amides, 1124 

Aminergic neurons, 887 
Amines , 1124 

Aminita phaliouus, RNA polymerase targeting, 185cc 
Amino acid oxidases, 757, 757/ 

Amino acids , 1132 
acidic, 83 
basic, 83 
biosynthesis, operon transcription attenuation, 

313--314 
chemical reactions, 89, 89t 

in collagen, 103, 103/, 104t 
common, 76 
degradation, 764-777 

branched -cllain amino acids, 775 - 777, 

775/ - 777/ 
essential amino acids, 767 - 775, 767/ - 775/ 

nonessential amino acids, 764- 766 

derived, 77 

di- and tripeptide transporters, I 046-1048, 1047 t, 

1048/ 
in diet, 1103-1104, 11031, 1104/ 
disease diagnosis , 127cc 

enzyme active sites, 387 - 388, 388/ 

gluconeogenesis and glucose synthesis, 622-624, 

624/,624, 

fasting srace, 84S-847, 845/ - 846/ 

-y-glutamyl cycle transport, 790, 790 f 
hemoglobin and myog lobin chains, 356, 356/, 357 t 

hormone derivation, 895-897 

in lactation, 871- 872, 872/ 

metabolism, 752 - 801 

metabolite derivation, 778 - 79 1, 778/ - 791/ 

nonessential amino acid biosynthesis, 763--76 4, 

763/ -764/ 
in renal disease, 874-875, 875/ 

urea cycle, 759 - 761, 759/-761/ 



muscles, 9721 
nitrogen incorporation of, 752- 757 

diecary sources, 752, 752/ - 753[,7531 
glucamate dehygrodenase inc.orporation of 

ammonia, 755- 756, 756/ 
glucamine free ammonia production and 

incorporation , 75<r757, 757/ 
liver and kidney transport, 757- 759, 758/ 
oxidase removal of amino groups, 757, 757/ 
pyridoxal phosphate cofactor for 

aminotransferases, 755, 755/ 
transfer mechanisms, 752, 753/ - 754[,754 

p53 protein and, 191 
protein metabolism, 1 I 03-1104, 11031, 1104/ 
in proteins, 7(r82, nf 

abbreviations, 791 
absolute configuration, 80/ 
alpha-amino acid central asymmetry, 80 
alpha-amino acid side chains, 77- 79, 78/ - 79/ 
charge properties and pH, 85, 85/-86[, 85t 
chemical reactions, 89, 89 I 
cystine der ivation, 79 , 80/ 
homologous fold structures, 101- 102, 

101/ - 102/ 
incorporation and modification, 240-243, 

2421, 243/ 
ionizabilicy, 82- 85, 831, 84/ 
peptide bonds, 80- 81, 80/ - 81f,82t 
pl separation, 85-86, 87/-88/ 
sequence determination, 127- 129, 127/- 129/ 
side chain polarity and apolaricy, 8(r87, 88/ 

residue, 81 
acecylation, 380, 380/ 

transfer RNA recognition, 65 
cranslocation, sodium/g lucose cransporcer (SGL T), 

489,489 - 490,489/ 
in well-fed state, 842- 843, 843/ 

Aminoacidurias, disease diagnosis, 127cc 
Aminoacy l-cRNA synthecases, 212cc 

protein synthesis, 21~217 
specificicyand fidelicy, 21<r2 17, 217/ 

-y-Aminoburyr ic acid. See GABA (gamma-
aminobucyric acid) 

13-Aminoisobucyric acid, pyrimidine nucleotide 
degradation, 82(r827, 826/ 

6-Amino levulinic acid (ALA) synthase, heme 

biosynthesis, 791, 794/ 
Aminolevulinic acid dehydracase, heme biosynthesis, 

793,794/ 
Amino monosaccharide, 1127 
Aminophospholipid translocases, 468 
Aminopurine nucleotides, purine synthesis, 814 
Aminotransferase, 380, 380[, 752, 753[, 754 

mechanism of, 754d 
pyridoxal pyruvace cofaccor, 755, 755/ 

Ammonia 
glutamate dehydrogenase incorporation and 

production, 755-756 , 756/ 
glucamine incorporation and production, 756, 756/ 
liver and kidney nitrogen cransporc, 758-579 
urea atoms from, 759 

Ammonium ions, acid-base balance and, 87<r877, 

876/-877/ 
AMP. SeeAdenosine monophosphace (AMP) 
AMP-accivated pro tein kinase (AMPK) 

allosteric effector regulation, 855, 855[, 857- 859, 

858/ 
cancer and, 618d 

covalent modification of enzymes, 855-859, 

855f - 858f 
exercise and, 870-871 
gene transcription regulation, 862 

AMP deaminase, purine nucleotides, adenine/guanine 
interconversion, 817 

Amphipachic molecules, 5 
glycerophospholipids, 460, 4621 

bilayers and liposomes, 464-465, 465/ 
Amphipathic phospholipids, cell structure, 2 
Ampicillin resistance, pBR322 genes, 266, 267 f, 268 
Amplification, protein phosphorylation, signal 

transduction, 511 
a-Amy lase, 1049, 1050/ 
Amyloid fibers, prion proteins, 114-J J 5cc, 114/- 115/ 
Amylopectin, 1049, 1050f 
Amylose, di saccharides and polysaccliarides, 1049 
Amyotrophic lateral sclerosis (ALS), amyloid fibrils, 

114-115cc, 114f- 115f 
Anabolic pathway, 13 
Anabo lism 

energy-producing/energy -utilizing systems, 543, 

543f 
NAD/NADPH in, 543, 543/ 

Anaerobic exercise, 868-871, 870/ 
Anaerobic fermentation, glycolysis, 592 
Anaerobic glycolysis 

ATP yield and balanced equation, 601 
lactate dehydrogenase and subscrace shuttles , 

601-602 
retinal ATP derivation, 956 

Analogy, protein primary scrucrure, 90 
Anaphase-promoting reactions (APR), cell cycle 

regulation, 1006 
Anap lerotic reactions 

citrate cleavage pathway, faery acid lipogenesis, 684 
tricarboxylic acid cycle, 557, 557/ 

Anchoring proteins, signal transduction, 511, 512f 
Anchoring sequences, secrecory pathways, protein 

synthesis, 2~237 
Androgen-binding protein (ABP), steroid hom1one 

transporc, 928-929,929/ 
Androgens, cytochrome P450 synthesis, 434, 436/ 
Anemia 

iron-deficiency anemia, 1090-1091, 1091cc 
vicamin A and, 1067 

Angina peccoris 
glycolysis regulation, 613cc 
nitric oxide/cGMP signaling, 531 cc 

Angiogenesis, cancer cells, 1017- 1020, 1020/ 
Angiostatin, 1020 
Angiocensin-convercing enzyme (ACE), 923, 926f 
Angiocensin II, 923, 926/ 
Angiotensinogen, 923, 926/ 
Animal cloning, 293- 294 
Animal proteins, 1115 
Anion channel 

antiporc mechanism, 490, 490f 
integral membrane proteins, 470 

Anion exchange protein, 490 
Anion -exchange resins, protein separation, 122, 122f 
Anionic surfaces, bemostasis, 982 
Anion(s), 5 
Anisotropic (A) band, skeletal muscles, 969 
Ankyrin, 470 
Annealing, double-helical DNA denaruracion and 

renaturation, 37 
Annexin -1, steroid hormone receptors, 931 
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Annotations, human genome, 298- 299 
Anomeric linkage, protein glycosylation, 232-233 , 

2331, 234/ - 235/ 
Anomers, 1125 
Anserine mecabolice, 787, 788/ 
Ancagonists 

cell surface receptors, intracellular signal 
transduction, 509 

glucamine nitrogen donors, 834, 834f 
interleukin -1 recepcors, inflanimatocy disease, 

521cc 
membrane channel contro l and seleccivicy, 478 

Anterior piruicary 
hormonal cascade, 886 
polypeptide hormones, 887, 888[, 891 

Anterior piruicary tropic hormones, hormonal 
cascade, 886 

Anterograde strands, semi-discontinuous DNA 
synthesis, 145, 145f 

Anti-association factor, protein synthesis, 22 1- 223, 
22lt, 222/ 

Antibiotic -resistant genes, 317 
Antibiotics 

antirumor, 42cc 

deafness induced by, rRNA/tRNA 
mutations, 229cc 

RNA polymerase cargeting, 185cc 
copoisomerases as, 152cc 
translation and cargeting of, 229- 230, 2301 

Antibody(ies). See also lmmunoglobulins 
antigen -binding sites, 340-342, 34 lf 
classes of, 338cc 
molecules, immunoglobulin superfamily, 334-343 
polypeptide chains in, 335- 337 
primary structure, constant and variable regions, 

336 
repeating sequences and bomo logous three

dimensional domains, 339-340, 339/ - 340/ 
Antibody microarray technology, brain rumor 

therapy, 296cc 
Anticancer agencs 

molecular targeting, 1021 cc 
celomerase targeting, 46cc 

Anticoagulant, heparin as, 665cc 
Anticoagulation, 982 

extrinsic pathway inhibition, 990-993, 991/ 
hemoscasis and, 989- 993 

Anti conformation, nucleoside/nucleotide 
structure, 29 

Anticonvertin, extrinsic pathway inhibition, 990- 993, 

991/ 
Anciconvulsanc drugs, vitamin requiremencs, 1075cc 
Antifolares, purine/pyrimidine nucleotide 

metabolism, 832- 834 
Antigen -binding fragment (F .J, 341 
Antigen-binding sites, antibody molecules, 340-342, 

341/ 
Antigenic region, steroid receptors, 934 
Antigens, 335 
Antimetabolites, purine/pyrimidine nucleotide 

metabolism, 832, 832f 
Antiparal lel strands 

codon-anticodon interactions, 212- 215, 
2 13t- 214e, 214f 

DNA replication, 145, 145/ 
double-helical DNA scrucrure, 32- 33, 32f 

Antiporc mechanism 
electrochemical-potential-driven transporters, 488 
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Antiporr mechanism (ronr.) 
primary active transporters, 491- 492, 491/ - 492/ 
solute molecule ccansporr, 486, 486/ 

Ancisense nucleic acids 
gene expression regulation, 290cc 
recombinant DNA research and therapy, 

289- 290,289/ 
Antithrombin III inhibitors 

exccinsic pathway inhibition, 991, 992/ 
heparin, 665cc 

Anti rumor antibiotics, DNA sccucrural change 
and, 42cc 

Antiviral agents, purines and pyrimidines, 
834-835, 834[ 

Antivirus mechanisms, nucleic acid editing enzymes, 
201cc 

Antley-Bixler syndrome, NADPH-cytochrome P450 
reducrase genetic polymorphisms, 442, 443cc 

Apafl protein, apoprosis, mitochondrial pathway, 
1013 

AP endonuclease, DNA base excision repair, 168 
AP lyase, DNA base excision repair, 168 
ApoA-I, 108 
ApoCII deficiency, I 09cc 
ApoC protein, 109 
ApoE abnormalities, hyperlipoproreinemia, 109cc 
Apoferritin 

anemia and decreased immunocopmerence, 1087 
synthesis, 1089, 1089/ 

Apolariry 
amino acid side chains, 86-89 
edge in coUagen, 104 

Apolipoprotein(s) (Apo), 108, 108-109, 1091 
B, A-13-lipoproreinemia, I 058cc 
chemical composition, 111, 111 t 
lipid digestion, chylomicron incorporation, 1057 
nucleic acid editing enzymes, 201cc 
side chains, 111, 111/ 

Apoptosis, 1010-1016, 1011/- 1012/, 

1014f- 1015f 
death receptor pathway, 1011, 1012/ 
MAPKpathways, 1015- 1016, 1015/ 
mitochondrial pathways, 1012- 1014, 1012/ 
p53 induction, 1014-1015, 1014/ 
proteolysis and, 249 

Apoptosome, 1013 
Apparent mineralocorcicoid excess (AME) 

syndrome, 931cc 
AP sires, DNA damage and mutation, 164 
Apcarners, 69, 297 

binding RNAs as, 69, 69/ 
microarray analysis, 297- 298 
small interfering RNAs, HIV-1 therapy, 290cc 

Aquaglyceroporins, 479 
Aquaporins (AQP) 

classification, 479, 480/ - 481/, 481 
expression sites, 4791 
hydropathy plot, 469- 470, 469/ 
mammalian kidney and, 480cc 

Arachidonic acid 
cytochrome P450 metabolism, 434 
inttacellular signaling pathways, 536 
phospholipid faery acid distribution, 716 , 716[ 
prostaglandins and thromboxane derivatives, 

737- 738,738[ 
Arginase 

deficiency, 762cc 
urea cycle synthesis, 760 

Arginine 
biosynthesis, 763, 763[ 
glycogen formation, early refed state, 847-849, 

848/ - 849/ 
metabolite derivation, 778, 780/ 
nitric oxide synthases, 445-446, 446[ 
side chain strucrure, 77, 77- 78, 78f- 79f 
urea cycle synthesis, 760 

Arginine vasopressin (A VP), protein kinase A activity, 
912, 9 12/,9131 

Argininosuccinate synthease and lyase deficiency, 
762cc 

Argonaute protein, ccanslation regulation, 247 
Aromacase 

aromatization reaction, 434, 436/ 
hormone biosynthesis, 920 

Aromatization reaction, cytochrome P450 hormone 
synthesis, 434, 436/ 

Arrescin, visual cycle, 963, 963[ 
Arsenate, ATP synthesis prevention, 604, 604f 
Arsenic poisoning, 605cc 
Artificial chromosome veccor, DNA fragment 

cloning, 278-279 
Aryl hydrocarbon receptors 

cytochrome P450 metabolism, 441, 442[ 
steroid hormones, 934 

ASAP! gene, prostate cancer, 259cc 
ASBT ccansporrer, bile acids, 1058, 1059[ 
Ascorbic acid 

glucuronic acid derivation, 656cc 
reduction and hydroxylation functions, 1084, 

1084/ 
L-Ascorbic acid, glucuronic acid formation, 655 
Asn-X-Thr/Ser sequence, N-linked glycosylation, 233 
Asparaginase 

glucarnine reaction, 756-757 , 757[ 
leukemia and hydrolysis of, 381 cc 

Asparagine 
glucamine-derived amide group, 756-757, 757/ 
glycosyl linkage, 112, I 12f 
N-glycosyl bonds, 659, 659/-660/ 
side chain strucrure, 78, 78f 

Asparrare 
degradation, 764 
side chain strucrure, 77, 78f-79f 
urea acorns from, 759 

Asparrare proteases, 343 
Assay conditions, enzyme reactions, 404-405, 421cl 
Atelectasis, dipalmitoyllecithin and, 7 10- 711, 710/ 
Atherosclerosis, 728cc 
Arhlecic endurance, carbohydrate loading, 1111cc 
Arkins dier, 841cc, 864-865, 864/, 1117 

kerone bodies and, 699cc 
ATP. SeeAdenosine rriphosphate (ATP) 
ATPases 

copper uptake, 1092- 1093 
gastric acid secretion, 1043, 1043/ 
myosin filaments, 970 
primary active ccansponers, 491 
sodium/ potassium (Na+ /K+)-exchanging 

ATPase, 49 1 
ATP-binding cassette (ABC) rransporrers 

disease and, 497cc 
membrane transport, 494, 494-495, 495/ 
reverse cholesrerol transport, 725, 725[ 

ATP ciccate lyase 
citrate cleavage pathway, faery acid lipogenesis, 684 
mitochondrial inner membrane ccansporr, 580- 581 

ATP synthase 
mitochondrial elecccon ccansporr, 563 

oxidative phosphorylation, 575- 577, 575[-575/, 
5751 

subunit rorarion, 578cl 
Accial nacciuretic factor (ANF) 

angiotensin synthesis, 923, 925/-926[ 
cyclic GMP -based signal transduction, 530 

Atropine, digescion and, 1034, 1035[ 
Attenuator region, tryptophan operon, 312, 312- 313, 

312f - 3 13/ 
AUG codon, mRNA genetic code, 2 11- 212 
Aurocrine hormones, 885 
Aurocrine signaling, 505/, 506-507 

cell cycle regulation, 1008 
Auroimmuniry, connec.tive tissue disease and, 198a: 
Autolysis, serine proteases, 350 
Autonomic nervous system, cardiac muscle, 977-

978, 977/ 
Autonomously Replicating Sequences (ARS), DNA 

replication, eukaryotic enzymes, 155, 155/ 
Autophagy, lysosomal intracellular digestion and, 

18- 19, 19/ 
Autophosphorylation, insulin receptor, 909/,910 
Autosomal recessive juvenile Parkisonism, ubiquitin-

proreasome defeccs, 250cc 
Axonal ccansport, precursor protein, 952 
Axons, 941, 941/ 
Azaserine, gluramine niccogen donor enzyme 

inhibition, 834, 834[ 
3' -Azido'3 ' -deoxychymidine (AZT), purine/ 

pyrimidine analogs, 834-835, 834/ 
AZT therapy, resistance to, nucleoside analogs 

and, 144cc 

B 
BACs. See Bacterial artificial chromosomes 
Bacteria 

agrobacteria, 294-295 
excceme general sccess, 315 
foreign genes, expression vectors, 281- 282, 282/ 
loss of antibiotic resistance and selection of, 266, 

267/,268 
recombinant DNA ccansformation, 265- 266 

a -complementation, 268 
toxins, beteroccimeric G proteins, 527 
ccanscription units, 304-305 

ribosomal protein synthesis, 314-315, 

314f- 315f 
ccansposons, 316-317 

Bacterial artificial chromosomes, DNA fragment 
cloning vectors, 278-2 79 

Bacterial chromosomes, nucleoid packaging, 
53-54, 53/ 

Bacterial ribosome, as ribozyme, 69 
Bacterial toxigenic diarrhea, elecccolyce replacement 

therapy, 104 I cc 
Bacreriophages 

lan1bda (>..) 
chromosome walking, 279- 280, 280/ 
cloning vectors, 277- 278, 277 f 

recombinant vectors, M 13 series, 285- 287, 

286/ - 288[ 
screening libraries, 278, 278/ 

chromosome walking, 279- 280 , 280[ 
vectors, complementary DNA synthesis, 276 

Bak proteins, apoptosis, mitochondrial pathway, 
1012- 1014, 1012/ 



Barbicuraces, alcohol and, 603cc 
Barorecepcors, vasopressin activicy, 912 
Basal lamina, 367, 367-373 

cancer celJ mecascasis and, 1018-1019 
collagen necwork, 368-373 
protein composicion, 368 

Basal metabolic race 
energy concenc of food, 1 I 02- 1 103 
thyroid hormone iodine incorporation, 1091 

Base excision repair (BER), DNA damage, 167- 168, 
1681, 168, 

Basemenc membrane, 334 
basal lamina, 367, 368, 368/ 
extracelJular marrix-cytoskeleton incerconnection, 

373 
Base pairing, 33 

codon-anticodon inceractions, 212 - 21 S, 
213t - 214e, 214/ 

DNA genetic information, 140 
double-scranded DNA (dsDNA) , 33 
RNA secondary structure, 62, 62/ 
RNA transcription, 182, 183/ 
supercoiled DNA, 49- 51, SO/ 

Bases 
cara1ysis, 385, 385/ 
enzyme-substrate binding, pH levels, 387, 387 / 
Henderson -Hasselbalch equacion for pH and 

concentrations of, 9- 10 
nucleosides, 1133 
phospholipid synthesis and addition of 

phosphatidic acid, 713-715, 714/ - 715/ 
as procon accepcors, 7 
purine/pyrimidine nucleotide metabolism, 

ancimetabolices, 832 
purine synthesis and nucleotide formation, 

815-817, 816/ 
Base stacking, polynucleotide conformations, 30, 

30- 31, 31/ 
Basic amino acids, characteristics of, 83 
Basic proteins, characteristics of, 83 
Basic region-leucine zipper (bZI P) proteins, 

transcription regulation, 324-325, 324/ 
Bax proteins, apopcosis, micochondrial pathway, 

1012- 1014 , 1012/ 
Bcl-2 protein fumily, apopcosis 

MAPK pathway regulation, 1015- 10 l 6, IO 15 f 
mirochondrial pathway, 1012- 1014, l012f, 1013cl 

Bel-XL protein, apopcosis, mitochondrial pathway, 
1012- 1014, 1012/ 

B-DNA, 38 
conformation, 38- 41, 39/ - 411, 401 

Beer-Lambert law, x-ray diffraction, three-
dimensional pro rein structure, 131 cl 

Benr DNA, 41- 42 
Benzo(a)pyrene 

cytochrome P450 metabolism, 438-439, 439/ 
nucleotide excision repair, 164, 169, 169/ 

Benzoace X recepcor, 934 
Benzodiazepines (Valium), neuron -neuron 

interaction , 943, 944/ 
13-barrel motif:s 

integral (inccinsic) membrane proreins, 469- 470 
membrane channels, 478, 478/ 
nonhomologous amino acid sequences, l O 1- 1 02, 

101/- 102/ 
serine prorease tertiary scruccure, 348 - 350, 348/ 

13-domain sccucrure, nonhomologous amino acid 
sequences, 102, I 02/ 

Beta-blockers, cytochrome P4S0 metabolism , 
442 - 443 

13 sccucrure, secondary protein structure, 93, 94/ 

13 cdls 
diaberes mellirus cype 2 and, 865-866, 

8651,866cc 
in well-fed stare, 844 

Becaglycan, 668 
13-sheec scrucrure 

cytochrome P4S0, 427 
nonhomo logous amino acid sequences, 102, 102/ 
polypeptides, 93, 94/ - 95/ 

13-scrands, membrane channels, 478 
BH domain, apopcosis, mitochondrial pathway, 

1012- 1014, 1012f,1013cl 
Bicarbonare, antiport mechanism, 490, 490/ 
Bicarbonate ions, 11cid-base bal.ance and, 876-877, 

876/-877/ 
Bidirectional DNA replication, eukaryocic enzymes, 

155, 155/ 
Bile acids, 1131 

cholescerol excretion, 728- 729, 728/ 
cholesterol scones, 1056cc 
cytochrome P450 synthesis, 434 
digestion and, 1032 
lipid digestion and absorption 

micd les, 1053-1057, 1054/ - 1055!, 1054t 
solubilicy, 1055, 1055/ 

cransporc, 1058-1059, 1059/ 
Bile Sale Export Pump (BSEP), 1059/ 
Bile sales, cholesterol precursor, 718-719, 7 19/ 
Bilirubin 

glucuronide formation, 656cc 
heme formation, 797 , 797/ 
serum-conjugaced elevation, 800cc 

Bilirubin diglucuronide, 799, 799/ 
liver con jugacion of, 797- 80 l, 799 / 

Bilirubin UDP -glucuronosylccansferase deficiency, 
799cc 

Biliverdin IX, 797 
heme oxygenase, 798cc 

B iliverdin reducrase, 797 
Bioenergecics, 541- 587 
Bioinformacics, protein gene produce sccucrure and 

functi on, 10 l 
Biological fluids, pH levels, 7, 71 
Biosynrhetic incermediaces, tricarboxylic acid cycle, 

555-557 
Biotin, coenzyme formation, 1079 
2,3-Bisphosphoglycerace (BPG) 

glycolysis, 5971, 598-600 
high alcirude and, 60 l cl 
oxygen-hemoglobin binding, 365, 365/ 
shunc, glucose metabolism , 600 

Blood 
coagulation mechanism, 982- 997 

anticoagulation phase of hemoscasis, 989- 993, 

991/ - 9921,994/ 
doc formation proteins, 985- 989, 986/ - 989/ 
fibrinolysis phase ofhemoscasis (phase 3), 994, 

994/ 
Gia residues, 994-996, 995/ - 997/ 
bemoscasis biochemiscry, 982- 983, 983e 
procoagulation phase of hemoscasis, 983-986, 

984/ 
metabolic acidosis, 11 cc 
neonatal isoimmune hemolysis, 798cc 
pH levels in, 7cc 
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buffering capacicy and, 10-11 , 10/ 
red blood cells, phosphatidylserine clearance, 7 10cc 

Blood-braia barrier, 940- 941, 942/ 
glucose transport, 941 cc 

Blood group substances, 658cc 
Blood urea nitrogen (BUN ), nitrogen balance and, 

753cc 
Bloom syndrome, direcc DNA sequencing, 262cc 
Body mass index (BMI), dietary and genetic 

componenrs, 1107- 1108, 1108/ 
Bohr effect protons 

blood pH and, 360 
carbon dioxide and niccogen transport, 360-366, 

361/ - 366/ 
Bone morphogeneric proteins (BMP), 519 
Boron, nutritional function, 1094 
Borulinum toxin, 946 
Bradykinin, endothelial (NOSlll/eNOS), 451 
Brain rumors, antibody microarray cechnology, 296cc 
Branched-chain amino acids (BCAAs) 

enzyme deficiency disease, 778cc 
metabolism, 775- 777, 777/ 
protein -calorie malnutrition, 841cc 

Branched -chain farcy acids, 675 
Branch migration, homologous recombination, 

Holliday model, 159- 160, 160/ 
Branch po inc, inosine S' -monopbosphace , purine 

synthesis, 81 S 
Breast cancer 

cytoch.rome P450 inhibition, 444 
nucleic acid microarray analysis, 296cc 
ubiquitin -proteasome defecrs, 250cc 

Brevican, 668 
Brown adipose tissue, micochondrial innermembrane 

transport, 581- 582, 581/ 
Brush border membrane 

peptide digestion , 1046 
sodium chloride absorption, 1039, 1039/ 

Buffering capacicy, 10 
pH levels and, 10- 11, lOcl, 10/ 

a -Bungaroroxin , 483 
Buchionine sulfoximine, glutachione response, 790 , 

790/ 
Bypass (translesion) synthesis, DNA repair, 174, 174/ 

C 
CMTbox 

eukaryotic ccanscription, 322, 322/ 
mRNA synthesis promoters, 190 

CMX prenylated proteins 
lipid anchors, 471 
lipid rafts, 473, 473/ 

Cachexia, cancer- induced, 869cc 
Cabn-Ingold-Prelog system, 1125 
Calbindins, vitamin D synthesis, 928 
Calciconin, vitamin D synchesis, 1070 
Calciccol, vitamin D synthesis, 1068 
Calcium 

endothelial (NOSIII/eNOS), 4471, 450-453 , 450/ 
glycogenolysis in liver, 640-641, 640/ 
micochondrial inner membrane ccansporc, 581, 

581/ 
neuronal (NOSI/ nNOS) activation, 447- 448, 

447t, 448/ 
neurotransmitter synthesis, 945, 947/ 
physiological roles, 1085- 1086 
pyruvate dehydcogenase regulation, 551 
smooch muscle contraction, 978- 979 
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Calcium ( cont.) 
visual cycle, 963, 963 / 
vitamin D synthesis, 1070- 1071, 1071/ 

Calcium-calmodulin (CaM) kinase I, 
neurotransmitter synthesis, 945, 947 f 

Calcium (Ca2+) channel 

intracellular signal transduction, cell surface 
receptors, 510 

Lambert-Eaton myasthenic syndrome, 948cc 
primary active transporter rranslocation, 492, 

492-493 
signal transduction, 532- 534, 533/ 
skeleral muscle contraction, 974-977, 975/ - 977/ 
subunit composition, 481- 482, 481, 

Calcium channel blockers, cytochrome P450 
metabolism, 442- 443 

Calcium -transporting ATPases (Ca2+-ATPase), 492, 
492- 493,493/ - 494/ 

Caldesmon, smooch muscle contraction, 978-979 
Calmodulin 

calcium-transporting A TPases (Ca2+ -ATPase) in 

plasma membranes, 493, 493-494, 494f 
inducible (NOSII/iNOS), 447t, 449 
myosin filament, 969- 970 
neuronal (NOSI/nNOS) activation, 447- 448, 

4471, 448/ 
nitric oxide synthases, 445- 446, 446/ 
protein kinases and phospharases, calcium 

activation, 534 
secondary protein structure, 94-95, 95/ 

Caloric homeosrasis, metabolic energy requiremenrs, 
849-850, 8491- 8501 

Calories, requiremems in hospitalized patienrs, 
1106cc 

Calpains, proteolysis and apoptosis, 249 
cAMP-dependenr protein kinase, neurorransmitrer 

synthesis, 945 
cAMP recepror protein (CRP), lacrose operons, 309 
cAMP response element (CRE), second messenger 

sysrem, 900 
cAMP-response-elemenc (CRE) -binding (CREB) 

protein 
second messenger system, 900 
transcription regulation, 861-862, 861/ 

cAMP-sensitive regularory elements (CRE), cyclic 
AMP intracellular signaling, 530 

Campcochecin, 52cc 
Cancer 

biochemical analysis, 1023, 1023/- 1024J 
cachexia and, 869cc 
cell cycle and, 158cc 
cell properties, 1017- 1020, 1018/ - 1020/ 
cisplatin therapy and, 165cc 
DNA recombination and, 159cc 
environmenral causes, 1022cc 
epigenetic therapy, 57cc 

histone rargeting and gene modification, 328cc 
ErB/HER recepror tyrosine kinases, 518cc 
genetic and biochemical heterogeneity, 1023 
glycolysis regulation, 6-phosphofrucro -1-kinase/ 

fruccose 2,6-bisphosphate, 617 
bexokinase 11 and, 607 cl 
immorralicy in cancer cells, 1017-10 18 
mismatch DNA repair and, 172cc 
multiple mutations requirement, 1020- 1021 
mutagens and promoters in, 1023 
oncogenes and rumor suppressor genes and, 

101~101 7, 10161 

6-phosphofructo-2-kinase/fructose 2,6-
bisphosphatase, 61 Sci 

pyruvate kinase in, 619, 619d 
starve-feed cycle and, 868-869, 869/ 
TIGAR regulation and, 618cl 

Capacity, ligand-recepror interaction, 512 
Cap-binding complex, eukaryotic translation, 223 
Capillary electrophoresis, protein separation, 122, 

123/ 
Capping enzyme comp lex, RNA polyme rase II, 

eukaryotic transcription, 19~ I 98, 1 97 f 
"Cap" structure, eukaryotic mRNA, 67-68, 67/ 

translation, 210 
Carbamino-bemoglobin formation, 364, 364/ 
Carbamoyl phosphate, urea cycle, 759, 759/ 
Carbamoyl phosphate synthecase I (CPSI) 

deficiencies, 762cc 
glucamine de ,wvo synthesis, 810 
pyrimidine metabolism, 821- 823, 822/ - 824f 
urea cycle synthesis, 759, 759/- 760[, 760 

Carbohydrate incolerance, 1111 
Carbohydrate metabolism 

gluconeogenesis, 619-629 
alcohol oxidation, 628-629 
ATP expenditure, 626 
glucose synthesis, 619-626 
hormonal conrrol, 627-628 
regulation sire, 626-627 

glycogeno lysis and glycogenesis, 629-643 
de branching enzyme, 631-632, 631 f 
effector conrrol, 638-639 
enzyme requiremenrs, 632-<i33, 632/ 
epinephrine in heart and skeletal muscle, 

641, 641/ 
glucagon and epinephrine in liver, 640-641, 

640/-641/ 
glucose storage, 629-630, 629/-630[, 

633-634,634/ 
glycogen degradation and synthesis, 635-638 
glycogenin requirement, 634-635, 635/ 
glycogen phosphorylase inhibition, 630-631, 

630[,636 
glycogen phosphorylase regulation, 635-636, 

636/ 
glycogen synthase regulation, 636-638, 

636/-638/ 
glycogen synthesis limirs, 635 
hormonal/normal glycogen synthesis and 

degradation, 640-643 
insulin stimulation in muscle and liver, 

642, 643/ 
negative feedback control, glycogen synthesis, 

639 
neural conrrol in skeleral muscle, 641-642, 

642/ 
pathway, 632/ 
phosphotylase receptor in liver, 639-640, 639 f 

glycolysis pathways, 592- 596, 592/ - 595/ 
arsenate prevention of ATP synthesis, 604, 

604/ 
ATP yield and anaerobic balanced equation, 

601 
hexokinase and glucokinase, 606-608, 606/ 
hyperglycemia inhibition , 603-604 
NADH oxidation co NAO, 601-602 
6-phosphofructo-1 -kinase regulation, 608-617 
pyruvate kinase regulation, 617-6 19 
regulation,604-619,605/ 

srages, 596-600, 597[,599/-600/ 
substrate shurcle, 601-603 
sulfhydryl reagenrs and fluoride inhibition, 

603,603/ 
glycoproteins, 659-663 

dolichol phosphate N-linked glycoprotein 
synthes is, 660-663, 660/-661/ 

glycan function, 663 
N- and 0-glycosyl bonds, 659-660, 659/ 

major pathways, 592-643 
pencose phosphate pathway, 648-652 

carbon dioxide oxidation of glucose 6-
phosphare, 651 

glucose 6-pbosphate oxidization, 648-649, 

649/ 
incerconversions and glycolysis incermediares, 

649-65 1, 650/ 
NADPH regeneration, 651-652, 651/ 

polysaccharide biosynchesis, 658 
proteoglycans, 663-668 

chondroicin sulfa.res, 664, 666-667, 666/ 
dermaran sulfate, 664-<i65 
glycosaminog lycans, 664-665, 665[, 

666-667 
beparin and heparan sulfate, 665 
hyaluronare, 664 
keratan sulfate, 665-666 

sleep and, 775cl 
special pathways, 648-668 
sugar incerconversions and nucleotide sugar 

formation, 652-658 
N-arecylglucosamine sialic acid derivation, 

657-658,657/ 
decarboxylacion, oxidoreducrion and 

transamidation, 656, 657/ 
incermediate transformation, 653-654, 653/ 
isomerization and phosphory lation, 652-653, 

652/ 
nucleotide-linked glucose/galaccose 

epimerization, 654, 654/ 
UDP -glucose oxidacion md glucuronic acid 

formation,654-655,655/ 
Carbohydrate -response-element-binding protein 

(ChREBP), 860 
Carbohydrare(s) 

dieracysources, 10481, 1 ll l- 1112 
for diabetics, ll I 2cc 
glycemic index/glycemic load, 1115, 1115t 

digesrion and absorption, 1048e, 1049- 1051 
disaccharides and polysaccharides, 1049- 1051, 

1050[, 1050t 
functional groups, 1125-1128 
glycoprotein covalent bonds, 112, 112/ 
intake, serum rriacylglycerols and, 1118cc 
loading and athletic endurance, 1111 cc 
in membranes , 463 
nutrienrs, 1030, 10301 

Carbon, pyrimidine synthesis, 823, 824/ 
Carbon -carbon bonds , enzyme transition states, 

385- 386,385/ 
Carbon dioxide 

acecyl group-acetyl CoA conversion, 555 
acid-base balance, 876-877, 876/ - 877/ 
faccy acid synthesis, malonyl coA formation, 

680,680/ 
glucose synthesis from farcy acids, 625, 625/ 
glycolysis, 593 
hemoglobin cransporr, 360-366, 361/ - 366/ 



pencose phosphate pathway, glucose 6-phosphate 
oxidation, 65 I , 65 If 

Carbon ic acid/bicarbonate system, characteristics of, 
8-9, 9d 

Carbon monoxide 
heme carabolism, 797 
heme oxygenase, 798cc 
nitric oxide synthases, 445-446, 445/ - 446/ 

Carbony l groups, enzyme rransicion scares, 385-386, 

385/ - 386/ 
-y-Carboxygluramace formation, 243 

doc formation, residues, 987, 987/ 
-y-Carboxyglucamic acid 

viramin Kand, 1073- 1075 
zymogen synthesis, 347, 348/ 

-y-Carboxygluramyl (Gia) 
doc formation, residues, 987, 987/ 
coagulation initiation, 983- 984 
residues, factor moruficacion, 994-996, 995/ - 997/ 
vitamin Kand, 994-995 , 995cl, 996/ 

Carboxyl groups, faery acid alkyl chains, 67 4-675 
Carboxylic acids, 1123 
Carboxypepcidase A, zinc ions and, 394, 394/ 
Carcinogenesis 

multip le mutations and, 1020-1021 
transcriptional factors and, 19 I cc 

Carruac isoenzymes, glycolysis regulation, 
6-phosphofrucro -1-kinase/frucrose 
2,6-bisphospbace, 6 16--617, 617/ 

Carruac muscle 
disease, ion channels and, 978cc 
structure and contraction, 977- 978, 977/ 

Carruol ipin 
in membranes, 462- 463 
mirocbondrial inner membrane, 560, 560/ 
in phospholipids, 709 , 709/ 

Carruoconic steroids, soruum/ potassium (Na + /K+)
exchanging A TPase, 492 

Carruovascular rusease 
nitric oxide/cGMP signaling, 531 cc 
cranscripcion factors, 326cc 

Carnicine 
acyl group rranspon, farcy acid oxidat ion, 691-692, 

692/ 
biosynthesis, 786, 788/ 
funccionsof, 1085, 1085/ 
glycogen formation, early refed srare, 848-849, 

849/ 
serine mecabolice derivation, 778 
rranspon deficiencies, 693cc 

Carnicine-acylcamicine rranslocase, 691 
Carnicine palmiroyltransferase I and II, 691 

allosceric effector regulation, 853 
generic deficiencies, 693cc 

Carnos ine merabolice, 787, 788/ 
13-Carocene, 958 

viramin A sources, 1066 
Carocenoids, viramin A, I 065- 1067, I 066/ 
Cascade syscems 

glycogen phosphorylase, 636 
hormonal, 885--891, 885/ - 886/ 
intracellular hormone cascades, 909- 914 

atrial nacriurecic factor, protein kinase C, 
913-9 14,914/ - 916/ 

gonadocropin -releasing hormine, protein kinase 
C,912 - 9 13,913t 

insulin receptor, cyrosine kinase transduction, 
909/ - 912/,910-91 l 

vasopressin activity, protein kinase A, 912, 
912.£913, 

intracellular signaling cascade, protein hormones, 
899- 901,900/ 

intracellular signal cransduccion, 511, 512/ 
MAP kinase cascade, 519, 519/ 
protein kinases, 511 
signal cransduccion, 508 

Caspase 9 prote in, 1012/, 1013 
Caspases 

apopcosis and, 1011 
cascade, apoptosis death receptor pathway, 

1011, 1012/ 
proteolysis and apoptosis, 249 

Carabolic pathway, 13 
glycoprocein defeccs, 663cc 
lysosomal enzymes, 734-735, 735/ 

Carabolic response, protein requirements, I I 06 
Carabolism 

heme proteins, 797--801 
bilirubin conjugation, 797--801, 797/,799/ 
imravascular hemolysis, iron scavenging, 80 1 

NAD/NADPH in, 543, 543/ 
Carabolice accivacor prote in (CAP), lacrose operons, 

309 
promoter binrung, 309, 309/ 

Cacalase, 20 
peroxisomal faery acid oxidation , 701 
peroxisomal formation of, 20-21, 20/ 

Cacalysis 
enzyme cransicion scares, 385, 385/ 
scereochemisrry, enzyme-cacalyzed reactions, 389cl 

Cacalyric receptors, 508 
signal cransducrion, 516-520, 517/ 

Cacalyric RNA, ribozymes, 68-69, 68/-69/ 
Cacalyric subunics, enzyme accivicy, 4 I 7, 417 f 
Cacalyzed reaction energy ruagram, 384/ 
Cacaraccs, 955 
Catecholam ines 

amino acid-derived hormones, 895-897 
hormones, 884 
signal termination, 950, 950/ - 951/ 
tyrosine metabolites, 781- 782, 783/ 

Cacechol-0-methy ltransferase, signal termination, 
950 

Cation-exchange resins, protein separation, 122, 122/ 
Cacionicamino acid transport 1 (CAT-I ), endothelial 

(NOSIII/eNOS), 451 
Cations, 5 
Caveolae 

endothelial (NOSIIl/eNOS), 451 
plasma membranes, 473-47 4 

Caveolin prote ins, 47 4 
CCR5 chemokine recepror, HIV and, 523cc 
CD36 receptor, cholestero l absorption, 1057cc 
CD44 molecule, 668 
CDC25 pbospbacase, cell cycle regulation, 1006, 

1006/ 
Cdk inhibitors (CKls) 

apopcosis induction by p53, 1014- 1015, 1014/ 
cell cycle regulation, 1007-1 008, 1008 , 1008/ 

CDP -choline, phospbolipid synthes is, 713, 714/ 
CDP -erhanolamine, phospholipid synthesis, 

715, 7 15/ 
Celiac disease, 1 046cc 
Cell communication. See Signal transduction 
CeU cycle 

cancer and, 158cc 
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division cycle, 1004-1010 
DNA replication, 157- 158, 157/ 
growcb factor signal rransduccion pathway, 

1008-1010 , 1009/ - 1010/ 
M phase, 1004, 1004.£ 1005t 
nucleotide metabolizing enzymes, 828--829 
regulation, 1005-1008 

CeU(s) 
cancerceUs, 1017- 1024 
classification, 2- 4 
differentiation, enzyme-linked receptors, 517 
division, enzyme-linked receptors, 517 
DNA transformation of, 26 
eleccrolyce water russociacion, 5-6, 5/ 
functional integration and concrol, 21- 22 
hydrogen bonds in water molecules, 4, 4/ 
immorcalicy, in cancer ceUs, 1017-1018 
MAPK regulation of death and survival, IO 15-

1016, 1015/ 
motiliry , merasrasis and, 1018 
pH levels, weak acids, and conj ugate bases, 6-11, 

61-81, 10/ 
quiescent cell, 1005 
senescent cell, 1005 
solvent properties ofwacer, 5, 5/ 
structure, 2, 3/ 
water and solute environment, 3-6 

Cell surface receptors, 884 
intracellular signal transduction, 509- 5 J 4 

effectors and second messengers, 509- 510, 510/ 
GTP -binding proteins, 511 
ligand-receptor interaction and downstream 

signaling, 512- 513, 512/ - 513/ 
ligands and receptor -ligand interactions, 509 
protein phosphorylation, 510-511, 510/ 
signaling componenrs and cascades, 51 I, 512/ 
termination, 513-5 14 

seemed molecules, 507-508, 507/ - 508/ 
Cellular enzyme concentration, metabolic pathways, 

417 
Cellular RNA, DNA synthesis, 276, 276/ 
Cellulose, 1113 
Cencirnorgan (cM), homologous recombination, 159 
Central dogma of molecular biology, 26, 26/ 
Cencromere., eukaryotic chromosomes, 54, 

54-55, 54/ 
Ceramides, 460 , 462/ 

lipid rafts, 473 
oligosaccharides, globosides as, 733, 733/, 1131 
in sphingomyelin, 730-731, 731/ - 732/ 
sphingosine derivation, 730, 730/ 

Cerehrocan, 668 
Cerebrosides, 462 , 1130 

in glycosphingolipids, 732, 732/ 
Ceruloplasm in, 1088 

iron metabolism, 1089cc 
Cervical cance.r, ub iquicin-proceasome defects, 250cc 
cGMP -sensitive protein kinases (PKG) , intracellular 

signal transduction, 531 
Chain elongation chemistry, DNA replication, 

141- 142, 141/ 
Chain termination codon, mRNA, 200- 20 1 
Chaperone proteins 

cryscallins, 954,954t 
in endoplasmic reticulum, 232cl 
folrung process, 116, 117/,23 1 
ion channel receprors, 5 J 6 

Chaperonins, chaperone pro tein folding, 116, 117/ 
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Charge gradient, oxidative phosphorylation, 
572-573 

Charge properties, amino acid and protein pH, 85, 
85/, 85t 

Chemical reactions 
complex reactions, 398d 
kinetics of, 395- 397 

one-subscrare reactions, 397, 399-405 
Chemical synapses, neuron-neuron interaction, 943 , 

944/ - 945/ 
Chemotherapy 

biochemical basis, 835-836 
cell cycle and, 158 
cisplacin, I 65cc 
DNA damage and mutation , 164 
DNA synthesis, precursor targeting, 142cc. 
ErB/HER receptor cyrosine kinases, 518cc 
purine/pyrimidine nucleot ide metabolism 

inhibition, 831-835 
Chenic acids, lipid digestion and absorption, 1054t 
Chenodeoxycholic acid 

chemistry and synthesis, 1058 
lipid digestion and absorption , 1054t 

Chi ldren, protein -energy requiremencs in, 1105cc 
Chloramphenicol , 230 
Chloride (Ci-) channel 

anciporc mechanism, 490 , 490/ 
cystic fibrosis and , 496cc 
neuron -neuron interaction, 943, 945/ 
sodium chloride, secretion, 1039- 1040, 

1040/ - 1041/ 
subunit composition, 481- 482, 481 t 

Cholanic acid, cholescerol excretion, 728- 729, 728/ 
Cholecalcife.rol, 926-928 , 927/, 1067 
Cholecyscokinin, digestion and , 1035-10 36, 

1035cl, 10351 
Cholera coxin, 462 
Cholescerol, 674, 1131 

absorption , 1057 cc 
acecyl coA synthesis, 719- 722, 719/ - 722/ 
adrenal cortical hormone conversion, 919- 921, 

919/ 
asyrnmerric distribution, 467- 468 
bile acid excretion, 728-729, 728/ 
diet and, 1114-1115 
free and escerified forms, 718-7 19, 718/ - 719/ 
membrane leaflets, 472- 473, 472/ 
mevalonic acid inrermediace, 7 19- 720 , 

719/ - 720/ 
plasma lipoproceins and, 722- 726, 722t, 

724/ - 725/ 
as plasma membrane component, 462, 464/ 
sex hormone conversion, 919- 921, 920/ 
srerol-response-elemenr-binding protein 

regulation, 862 
stones, 1056cc 
synthesis regulation, 726-727 , 726/ 

Cholesceryl escer storage disease (CESD) , 20cc 
Cholesreryl ester cransfe.r protein {CETP) , plasma 

lipoprocein synthesis, 724, 724/ 
Cholicacid 

chemistry and synthesis, 1058 
lipid digestion and absorption, 1053- 1054, 

1054/, 1054t 
Choline 

acecylcholine synthesis, 948 , 948/ 
functions of, 1085, I 085 f 
serine metabolite derivation, 778 

Choline acecylrransferase, acecylcholine synthesis, 
948, 948/ 

Choline -containing sphingomyelin , 460, 462t, 463/ 
Choline phosphouansferase , phospholipid synthesis, 

713, 714/ 
Choline plasmalogen, 460 

phosphoplipids , 709 
Chondrodystrophies, su.lfation defeccs, 667 cc 
Chondroitin sulfate, 664 

biosynthesis, 666-668, 666/-66 7/ 
Chorionic gonadotropin (CG), fercilizarion, 904 
Chromaffin granules, epinephrine , 895, 895/-896/ 
Chromatids, polynucleosome packing, 57 
Chromatin 

eukaryotic organization, 54-5 5, 54/ 
eukaryotic uanscription, 188, 188/ 

RNA polymerase recruitment, 188- 189, 
188/ - 189/ 

fragile X syndrome and, 189cc 
gene expression, eukaryotes, 317 
hisrone eukaryotic DNA binding and formation 

of, 317- 319, 318/ 
remode ling, epigenetic cancer rreacmencs, 57cc 
srruccure and function , 16 

Chromarosome , nucleosomes and polynucleosomes, 

55/, 56 
Chromium, 1093 
Chromomodulin, 1093 
Chromophore , protein suuccure, uluavioler ligbc 

specrroscopy, 13 1- 133, 131/- 133/ 
Chromosomes, 45, 49, 54 

four-srranded DNA, 45- 46, 45/ 
genomic linear/circular DNA , 49, 49/ 
homologous recombination, 158-159, 158/ 
human genome , l 40 
trichromatic color vision, 966 

Chromosome walking 
cystic fibrosis gene identification, 281 cc 
gene arrangemenr on DNA, 279-280, 280/ 

Chronic myelogenous leukemia (CML), molecular 
cargering of anticancer agencs, 1021cc 

Chronorropic contro l, cyclic hormone systems, 90 1 
Chylomicrons, 679 

cbolescerol synthesis, 722, 7221, 723- 726, 

724/ - 725/ 
lipid digestion, 1052 

incorporation, 1057- 1058 
in well-fed scare, 843/, 844 

Chymorrypsin 
proteolysis, 240, 241/ 
sequencing, 128 
zymogen activation, 10441, 1046 

a -Chymouypsin , reactivity, 3461 
Chymorrypsinogen, proteolysis, 240, 24 If 
Ciprofloxacin, 52cc 
Circular dichroism (CD) spectroscopy, protein 

structure, 133, 133/ 
Circular DNA, 49, 49/ 
Circular genomes, DNA replication termination , 

150 
Cirrhosis 

metabolism in, 873-8 74, 873/ - 874/ 
protein-calorie malnurrition and, 841cc 

Cis-aconicace, tricarboxylic acid cycle, 553 
Cisapride, CYP3A4 inhibition , 438cc 
Cir configuration , amino acid peptide bonds , 

81, 81/ 
Cis-dominant operator mutat ions, 308 

C isplacin 
cancer therapy and, 165cc 
DNA structural alteration , 42cc 

nucleotide excision repair, 169, l 69/ 
Cis regulation, RNA conrrol , 70 
Cir-trans isomerism, 1125 
CiJ-trans-prolyl isomerases, chaperone protein 

folding, 116 
C itrate 

allosceric effector regulation, 853-855 , 853/-855/ 
farcy acid cleavage pathway, 684-685, 684/ 
6-phosphofrucco-1-kinase regulation , 612 

Citrate cleavage enzyme, 684 
C irrace lyase 

mitochondrial inner membrane rransporc, 
579- 581, 580/ 

tricarboxylic acid cycle, 557 
Cirrace synthase, tricarboxylic acid cycle, 553, 553/, 

558- 559 
Cirric acid cycle, 552 
Cirrulline 

glycogen formation , early refed scare, 847- 849, 

848/-849/ 
nirric oxide syn chases, 445- 446, 446/ 
urea acorns, 759 

Clamp -loading factors, DNA replication 
eukaryotic enzymes, 153- 157 
replication fork movemenr, 149 

Class, proteins , 10 l 
Clarhrin , bormone -recepcor complexes, 907, 909 
Cleavage 

eukaryoric mRNA precursors, 198, 199/ 
inrerrupted enzymatic cleavage, Sanger procedure, 

260-261, 260/ 
proreolycic cleaving, proinsulin, 90d 
transfer RNA, 193-194, 194/ 

Cloning. See also Subcloning 
of animals, 293-294 
ancisense research and therapy , 289- 290 
in bacteriophage lambda (>..), 277- 278, 277/ 
directional cloning, 265 , 265/ 
DNA fragmencs, cosmid and artificial 

chromosome veccors, 278- 279 
PCR circumvention of, 268 
recombinant DNA veccor production , 264 
the.rapeutic, 294 

Clot formation 
hard and sofi: doc formation , 988 
proreins, 985- 989 

Cluster analysis, DNA microarrays, 297 - 298 
Coactivarors, 935 
Coated pies and vesicles, membrane recepcor 

internalization , 906, 908/ 
Cobalamin , structure and function, 1082- 1083 , 

1082/ 
Cobalt , cobalamin srructure and function , 1082 
Cobracoxin , 483 
Cocaine, dopamine uansporter, 950 , 950/ 
Cockayne syndrome, transcription-coupled DNA 

repair, 201- 203 
Codon-anticodon inreractions, mRNA translation, 

212- 215, 213t -214e, 214/ 
Codons 

deletion , in cystic fibrosis, 231cc 
mRNA initiation , 210 

nonuniversal usage, 21 l, 211 t 
puncrua rion , 211- 212 
recognition in mRNA and tRNA, 65 



Coenzyme A (CoA), pantothenicacid, 1079 
Coenzyme(s), 390, 390-393, 390cl, 390, 

coenzyme Q, mitochondrial electron transport, 
563,565,565/ 

mutations, 390cc 
niacin formation NAD/NADP coenzymes, 

390-391, 391/, 1077- 1078 
nucleotide synthesis, 829- 831, 829/-831/ 
pantothenic acid/biotin formation, 1 079 
pyridoxal phosphace-pyridoxal formation, 

392-393,393/,1078 - 1079, 1078/ 
riboflavin formation, 392, 392/ 

FAD/FMN formation, 1077, 1077/ 
Cofactor required for Sp 1 activation (CRSP), 

transcription activation, 327 
Cofu.ccors, 390 

copper requirements, 1092- 1093 
metal ions as, 393- 395, 393/ - 395/ 
nitric oxide synrhases, 444-446, 444/ - 446/ 

Coiled-coil scrucrure, in keratin and tropomyosin, 
106- 107, 107/ 

Co-immunoprecipicarion , 99- 100, 99/ - 100/ 
Colicin E3, translation targeting of, 230 
Colipase, 1053 
Collagen, 103 

amino acid composition, 103, 103/, 104t 
basal lamina and, 368-373 
covalent cross-link formation, 105, 107/ 
maturation of, 245 
posrcranslational modifications, 243-245, 244/, 

245t 
sire-directed mutagenesis, type VII collagen, 286cc 
structure and conformation, 103, 103t 
synthesis defects, 246cc- 247cc 
type N collagen network, 369- 373, 370, 

371/ - 373/ 
Colon, metabolism and, 877--878, 878/ 
Colonocytes , 877- 878, 878/ 
Color blindness, 967cl 
Color vision 

cone cells, 963, 965- 966 
trichomatic properties, 966 

Commitment seep, metabolic pathway 
regulation, 417 

Comparrmentation, 418 
Competitive inhibirion/comperirive inhibitors, 

enzyme inhibition, 407, 407/, 409 
et-Complementation, bacterial transformation, 

recombinant plasmids, 268, 270/ 
Comp lement activation pathways, 337cc 
Comp lemenrariry, 33 

double-stranded DNA (dsDNA), 33- 34, 34/ 
nucleic acid probes, DNA/RNA sequencing, 268, 

270-271, 271/ 
Complemenrariry-derermining regions (CDRs), 

antibody molecules, 336, 339- 340 
Comp lementary DNA (cDNA) 

bacterial expression vector, 281- 282, 282/ 
basic properties, 275 
DNA synthesis, coral cellular RNA, 276, 276/ 
mRNA template for DNA synthesis using reverse 

transcriptase, 275- 276, 275/ - 276/ 
synthesis, 275- 276, 275/ - 275/ 

Complementary primers, polymerase chain 
reaction, 257 

Comp lement proteins, 336cc- 337cc 
Comp lex reactions, 398d 

Concerted model of enzyme cooperariviry, 
416- 417,416/ 

ConeceUs 
color vision in, 963, 965-966 
ourer segments of, 958 
photoreceptor cells, 957 f, 958-963, 959/, 

961/ - 963/ 
sensitivity and response rime, 967d 

Conformation 
doub le-helical DNA, 38- 41, 39/ - 40/, 41 t 
hemoglobin deoxy-conforcnation, 360, 361/ - 362/ 
lactose operon, 306 
ligand-gated ion channels , 515, 515/ 
P, and ADP release, 977cl 
rhodopsin formation, 963cc 

Congenital adrenal hyperplasia, cytochrome P450 
CYP21A2 deficiency, 435cc 

Congenital disorders of glycosylation syndrome 
(CDGS), 652 

N-linked glycoproteins, 661, 662cc 
Congestive heart failure., 13-adtenergic receptor 

signaling, 528cc 
Conjugate acid, 9 
Conjugate pair , 7 

buffering capacity, 10-1 1, 10/ 
classification, 7- 8, 81 
Henderson -Hasselbalch equation for pH and 

concentrations of, 9- 10 
Connecting peptide (C-pepride), proteo lysis, 240, 

241/ 
Connective tissue disease, autoimmuniry in, 198cc 
Connexins (gap ju nction proteins), 484 
Connexons, 484 
Consensus promoter sequence 

prokaryotic cranscription, 185- 186, 186/ 
RNAsynthesis, 183, 183/ 

Conservative substitution, protein primary 
scrucrure, 90 

Constant (Q regions, antibody mo lecules, 336 
Constitutive andtostane receptor (CAR) 

cytochrome P450 metabolism, 442 
steroid hormones, 934 

Contact -dependent signal transduction, 504, 505, 

505/ 
Contact facror pathway, hemosrasis, 982 
Continuous strands 

replication fork movement, 145, 146/ 
semi-discontinuous DNA synthesis, 145, 145/ 

Contour length, higher-order DNA structures, 48, 
48--49 

Contro l elements, 304 
Control strength, glycolysis regulation, 604--605 
Convergent evolution, serine protease sequence 

homology, 35 1,351 t 
Cooperativiry 

doub le-helical DNA denaturation and 
renaruration, 37 

hemoglobin -oxygen binding, 358- 359, 358/ 
multi-subunit enzymes, 414--417, 415/--416/ 

Cooperativiry index, hemoglobin/myoglobin oxygen 
binding, 359, 359/, 359t 

Coordinate gene expression, lactose operons, 306 
Copper 

deficiency, 1092 
as enzyme cofactor, 1092- 1093 
enzyme reactions, 394-395, 395/ 
meraholic diseases, I 093cc 
mitochondrial electron transport, 564 
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cytochrome cox:idase, 569- 570, 570/ 
Copper transporter (CT R!) , 1092 
Coproporphyrinogen oxidase, 795 
Coreceptors, 475 
Corepressor mole.cules, 305 

nuclear hormone receptors, 935 
tryptophan operon, 310 

Cori cycle 
gluconeogenesis, fasting state, 845- 847, 845/-846/ 
glucose synthesis, 619-621, 620/ 
hepatic glycogenolysis and, 844, 844/ 

Cori disease, 633cc 
Cornea, aerobic metabo lism, ATP derivation , 

953-954 
Corticosteroid-binding et2-globulin (CBG), steroid 

hormone transport, 928-929, 929/ 
Corticotropin-like intermediary peptide (CLIP), 888/, 

889t-891 t, 891 
Corticotropin -releasing hormone (CRH) , hormonal 

cascade, 886 
Cortiso l, 916 

amino acid synrhesis, 895 
cytochrome P450 synthesis, 433/, 434 

COS cells, foreign gene expression, 283-284, 283/ 
Cosmid vectors, DNA fragment cloning, 278-2 79 
Co-substrates, 390 
Cocransfec.rion, eukaryotic ceU expression vectors, 283 
Cocranslarional N-linked glycosylarion, 233 
Coupling proteins, intracellular signal transduction, 

ceU surface receptors, 509, 509- 510, 510/ 
Covalent bonds 

enzyme-substrate binding, 386-387, 387/ 
metabolic pathway regulation, 417 

folded proteins, van der Waals radii, 119, 
119/, 119t 

glycoproteins, 112, 112/ 
Covalenc cross-links 

in collagen, 105, 107/ 
elasrin, 106, 107 f 

Covalent modification, enzyme(s), 855-859, 

855/-858/ 
C-peptide 

primary structure, 90, 91/ 
proteolyric cleavage, 90 

CpG islands, DNA merhylarion, 319 
Crearine, 789, 789/ 
Creatine phosphokinase, muscle contraction, 979 
Creatinine, blood urea nitrogen and, 753cc 
CREBs, cyclic AMP incracellular signaling, 530 
Creutzfeldt-Jakob Disease (CJD), 115 
Criscae, mitochondrial strucrure, 17, 17, 559- 560 
Critical micelle concencration (CMC), 464 

lipid digestion and absorption, 1054, 1055/ 
Cross-linked polyacrylamide, polyacrylamide gel 

electrophoresis, 124 
Cross-regulation, metabolic pathways, 4 17, 417 f 
Cross-ralk, signal transduction parhway-necwork 

incegrarion, 537, 537/ 
Cruciform DNA, strucrure of, 42--43, 43/ 
Crystallins, in lens, 954-956, 954t- 955t, 955/ 
Crystallizable fragment (FJ, 341 
Crystallization technique, three-dimensional protein 

srrucrure, 129-131 
CSPs, neurotransminer synthesis, 947 
C-terminal domain (CTD), RNA polymerase II , 

eukaryoric transcription, 196-198, 197 f 
Cul rural causes of cancer, I 022cc 
Curare, 483 
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CXCR4 recepror, HIV and, 523cc 

Cyanide poisoning 

cysteine metabolism, 781, 783/ 

mitochondrial electron transport, 572cc 

Cyanogen bromide ., sequencing, 128, 128/ 
Cyclic AMP (cAMP) 

allosteric effector regulation, 854-855, 854/ 

covalent modification of enzymes, 855- 859, 

855/ - 858/ 
gluconeogenesis hormonal control, 627--628, 

627/--628/ 
glycogenolysis in liver, 640--641, 640/ 

glycogen phosphorylase cascade, 636 

heterotriroeric G proreins, 525 
high-energy compounds, 546 
intrace llular signaling cascade, 898--901, 900/ 

lacrose operons, promoter binding, 309, 3 1 Of 
6-phosphofrucro-1 -kinase regulation, 612--614 , 

612/--614/ 
signal transduction 

intracellular signaling, 529- 530, 530/ 

signaling mechanisms, 529- 530, 529/ - 530/ 

synthesis and degradation, 528- 529, 529/ 
sildenafil and, 449cc 

Cyclic GMP (cGMP) 

cardiovascular disease, 531 cc 

endothelial (NOSIII/eNOS), 447r , 450-453, 

450/ 
intrace llular signaling cascade, 898--901, 900/ 
intrace llular signaling mechanisms, 531 

nitric oxide mediation, 447 

rod cells, 961 

signal cransduction, 530-531 

sildenafil and, 449cc 

synthesis and degradation, 530-531 
Cyclic GMP phosphodiesterase , 525 
Cyclic hemiacecals, 1126 
Cyclic nucleotide phosphodiesterasese (PDEs), cyclic 

AMP-based signal transduction, 529 

Cyclic secretion, ovarian cycle contro l, 901- 905 , 

902/ - 905/ 
Cyclin B, cell cycle regulation, 1006, I 006/ 

Cyclin -dependenc activating kinase (CAK), cell cycle 

regulation, 1006, 1006/ 

Cyclin -dependenc kinases (CDKs), cell cycle 

and DNA replication, 158 

regulation, 1005-1006 , 1005/ - 1007/ 
Cyclin proteins , cell cycle regulation, 1005, 

1005/ - 1006/ 
Cyclogluramic acid, amino acid-derived hormone 

degradation, 896, 8981 

Cyclooxygenase (COX) inhibitors , 408cc 

prostag landins synrhesis, 738- 74 1, 739/ - 741/ 
stero id hormone receptors, 931 

Cyclopentanoperhydrophenanthrene, steroi d 

hormones, 916, 916/ 

Cyclopencenophenanthr ene ring, cholestero l 

distribution, 7 I 8/ 

Cysteine 
conformation changes , 977 cl 

cystine bond formation , 79, 80/ 

degradation, 771, 772/ 

metabolite derivation, 781, 782/ - 783/ 

side chain structure, 77 

Cysteine proteases, 343 
Cysteine sulfinate, 781 

Cystic fibrosis 

chloride (Ci-) channel and, 496cc 

chromosome walking and jumping and gene 

identification, 281cc 

codon deletion , protein folding, and premature 

degradation, 23 Jee 

nutritional considerations, I 068cc 
of pancreas, 1040cc 

Cystic fibrosis transmembrane conductance 

regulator (CFTR) prote in 

ATP -binding casserte (ABC) cransporrers, 

494-495,495/ 

ATP -dependent proteolysis in proteasomes, 
248--249 

chloride channel and, 496cc 

chromosome walking and jumping and gene 

identification , 281cc 

pancreatic fibrosis, 1040cc 

sodium chloride secretion, I 040 
Cystine 

cysreine residue oxidation, 79, 80 f 
diseases, 77 4cc 

Cystine aminopeptidase, amino acid-derived 

hormone degradation, 896, 8981, 899/ 

Cystine disulfide bonds , amino acid-derived 
hormone degradation, 896 , 898t 

Cytidine, 27 
nucleic acid strucrure, 27- 30, 27/ - 30/ 

Cytidy lyltransferase reaction, phospholipid synthesis, 

714 , 714/ 

Cytochrome c oxidase, mitochondrial electron 
transport , 563, 569- 570, 569/ - 570/, 570cl 

Cytochro me P450, 16 

2CI 9, 436, 436/ 

carbon monoxide absorbance spectrum, 427 , 427/ 

CYPlA l ,440 

CYP1A2, 436,440 
CYP2A6,436 

CYP2B6, 436 

CYP2C9,436 

CYP2D6, 436, 442 

CYP2El, 439 , 439/, 440cc, 441 

CYP3A4, 436, 436/, 438cc, 441, 441cc 
CYP4A, 434 

CYP4F, 434 

CYP7AI,434 

CYPl !Al, 433/-434/, 434 

CYPl !Bl, 433/, 434 

CYPI IB2, 433/, 434 
CYP17Al , 433/, 434 

CYP19Al, 434 , 436/ 

CYP2IA2, 433/, 434, 442cc 

CYP21A2, congenital adrenal hyperplasia and 

deficiency of, 435cc 

CYP27B I , 434 
CYP51, 444 

CYP5IAI, 444 

drug-drug interactions, 438cc, 440-442, 

441cc, 442/ 

electron transporr systems, 427-430 , 428/ 

mitochondrial NADPH-adrenodoxin reduccase 
donor, 430, 430/ 

NADPH--qrochrome P45 reduccase, 428-429, 

428/-429/ 
endogenous metabolism, 430-432, 431 t 

compound oxygenation , 432, 433/-434/, 

434-435 
oxygenation, 432, 433/-434/, 435, 435cc 

substrates and physiological functions, 

431-440, 432t, 433/ 

exogenous metabolism 

lipophilic substrates, 436-440, 437/-439/, 4371 

substrates and physiological functions , 

431-440,432~433/ 

genetic po lymorphis ms, 442-443, 443cc 
induction, 440-443 
inhibition, 444 

drug-drug interactions and adverse 

effeccs, 438cc 

nomenclature and isoforms, 430-431, 

431 t-432t 
properties and function, 426-427, 427/ 

reaction cycle, 428, 429/ 

substrates and physiological functions, 431-440, 

432t , 433/ 

lipophilic substrates, 436-440 , 437f-439/, 437 t 

steroi d horm one synthesis, 432, 433f-434f, 
435, 435cc 

Cytochro me(s). See also Cytochrome P450 

a, mirochondrial electron transport , 567 
b, 566-567 

exercise intolerance and mutations in, 584cc 

b5, faery acid desaturation, 685 
bc1, mitochondrial electron transport , 

C 

563 , 566, 567/ 

apoptosis, mitochondrial pathway, 

1012- 1014, 1012/ 

apopcosis inhibition, 17 
structural characteristics, 121, 121 f 
ubiquinol -cytochrome c oxidoreductase, 

566-569,567/-569/ 
ci, mirochondrial electron transport , 566 

electron transport chains, 561, 566-567 

oxidation and reduction, 395 
Cyrokine receprors, 520-521, 522/ 

Cytokine(s), 520 
cancer cachexia and, 869cc 

family receptors, 508 
inducib le (NOSII/iNOS), 447-449, 4471 

obesity and insulin resistance, 1109 - 1110 , 1109/ 
in stress and injury, 873 

Cyromegalovirus (CMV), expression vector, 283 
Cytoplas mic mRNA turnover, trans lation and , 

203-204,204/ 
Cytoplas mic pH , sodium/hydrogen (Na +H +) 

exchanger regulation, 490 
Cyrosine, 27 

methylation of, 317 
nucleic acid structure, 27- 30, 27/-30/ 

Cytosine arabinoside (AraC), purine/pyrimidine 

nucleotide metabolism, 832, 832/ 

Cytoskele cal elemenrs, 14 
Cycoskeleron 

extracellular macrix interconnection, 373 

inceracellular organization, 21 

plasma membrane boundary, 14-15 

Cyrosol, 13 
glucathione and, I 093 
lipogenesis, 684--685, 684/ 

soluble cellular componencs, 21 

Cytosol ic 5' -nucleotidase activity, 819cc 

Cyrosolic calcium concencration, calcium -based 

signal transduction, 532- 534, 532/-533/ 

Cycosolic peptidases, peptide digestion, 1046 
Cyrocoxic agencs 

inducib le (NOSII/iNOS), 447-449, 447t 

mismatch repair and, 172 



D 
Daughrer-srrand -gap DNA repair, 174-1 75, 175[ 
Dbf4-dependent kinase (DOK), DNA replication, 

158 
Deacerylases, chondroitin sulfare biosynthesis, 667 
Deafness, antibiotic -induced, rRNNcRNA 

mutations, 229cc 
Deamination, DNA damage and muration, 164 
Oearh domain (DD), apoptosis parhways, 

1011, 1012[ 
Dearh inducing signaling comp lex (D ISC), apopcosis 

parhways, JOI I , 1012[ 
Dearh ligand, apoprosis parhways, 1011, 1012[ 
Oearh recepcor pathway, apopcosis, IO 1 I, 10 12[ 
Debrancbing enzymes, glycogenolysis, 631-632, 63 If 
Decarboxylation 

pentose phosphare parhway, 643-649, 649[ 
ofsugars,655,655-656,655[ 

Defensin, 496 
Degeneracy, mRNA codons, 211 - 2 12 
Dehydroepiandrosrerone (DHEA), 916, 920 

amino acid synrhesis, 895 
cyrochrome P450 synrhesis , 434, 434[ 
in pregnancy, 435cc 

3j3-ol Dehydrogenase, sreroid hormone biosynrhesis, 
919 

Dehydrogenation, G6P D, penrose phosphate 
parhway, 648,649 , 649[ 

Deletions 
DNA murations, 16~16 7, 166[ 
sire-directed muragenesis, DNA flanking regions, 

284, 284F285f 
Demerhylation, DNA repair, 172- 173, 173[ 
Denarurarion 

doub le-helical DNA , 3~37, 36F37f 
protein folding, 120, 120[ 

Dendrites, 941, 941[ 
De novo synrhesis, 14 I 

5 '-phosphoribosyl- 1-pyrophosphare, 810-8 I 1, 
810/,8llt 

proofreading, DNA polymerases, 143 
Densitometer scans, enzyme analysis, 418, 420[ 
2-Deoxy-D-ribose, srrucrural componencs, 27- 30, 

27F30f 
Deoxyadenosine (dA), nucleic acid srrucrure, 27 - 30, 

27F30f 
Deoxycholate, secondary bile acids , I 058 
Deoxycholic acid, lipid digestion and absorption, 

10541 
Deoxycorcicosrerone (DOC), cytochrome P450 

synthesis, 433/, 434 
Deoxycycidine (dT), nucleic acid srrucrure, 27- 30, 

27F30f 
Deoxyguanosine (dG), nucleic acid srrucrure , 27- 30, 

27F30f 
Deoxyhemoglobin, 360, 362[ 
Deoxyhexoses, 656 
Deoxymonosaccharide, 1127 
2' -Deoxyribonucleoside 5-rriphosphares (dNTPs), 

824-826 
Deoxyribon ucleic acid. See DNA 
Deoxyribonucleosides, 27 

nucleic acid srrucrure, 27- 30, 27F30f 
Deoxyribonucleotides 

chemorherapy and, 142cc 
formation, 824-826 

Deoxyribopyrimidine nucleosides/ nucleorides, 
pyrimidine interconversion, 825-826 

Deoxyribose, nucleic acid srrucrure, 27- 30, 27F30f 
Deoxyrhymidine (dT), nucleic acid srrucrure, 27- 30, 

27F30f 
Oeoxyrhymidine 5'-monophosphare , pyrimidine 

synrhesis, 824-825, 826[ 
Deoxyrhymidylare synrhesis, 825 
Deoxyuridine 5'-monophosphate (dUMP) , 

pyrimidine synthesis, 824-825, 826F827f 
Depurination, DNA damage and muration, 164 
Dermaran sulf.ue, 664-665 
Desacurase enzyme, 685 
Desarurarion, farty acids 

monoenoic acid formarion, 685 
polyunsacurared farry acids, 685-686, 686[ 

Desensitization 
G prorein -coup led receprors (GPCR), 527 
signal transduction rermination, 513 

Desmosine , elasrin, 106, !07f 
Detoxification reaction , urea synrhesis, 761 , 761[ 
Deureranopia, 967 cl 
Diabetes mellirus, 609cc 

cararaccs, 955 
diet for, high-carbohydrate vs. high -far, 1112cc 
gesrarional diabetes , 911cc 
hypoglycemia and, 867cc 
insulin differences in rrearment of, 92cc 
type I, 86~68, 867 /, 868cc 

obesity and insulin resisrance, I I 09- 1 I JO 
type 2 

hyperglycemic, hyperosmo lar coma, 850cc 
obesity and, 1108-1110 
tissue interrelationships, 865-866, 865/, 866cc 

Diacylglycerol (DAG) 
as farry acids, 675 
intracellular signaling cascade, 898-901, 900[ 
intracellular signaling pathways, 534-535 
in membrane phospholipids, 711 - 712, 7 11F 712f 

l ,2-Diacylglycerol-3-phosphate . See Phosphatidic acid 
Diagnostic resting 

DNA arrays, 39cc 
spb ingolipidoses, 73~737, 736F737f 

Diarrhea, bacrerial roxigenic, elecrrolyre replacement 
and, 1041cc 

Diasrereomers, 1125 
Diazepam 

cytochrome P450 metabolism, 438 
srrucrure of, 944 f 

Dibasic-monocarboxylic amino acids, side chain 
srrucrure, 77, 77- 78, 78[ 

Dicarboxylic acids, faery acid oxidation, 695, 697 
Dicarboxy lic-monoamino acids, side chain srrucrure, 

77,77 - 78 , 78[ 
Dicer-subsrrare small interfering RNAs, pain 

research, 290cc 
Dicoumaro l, vitamin Kand, 995[ 
Dicumarol, 1074 
Dideoxyhexoses, 656 
Dideoxynucleoside rriphosphare (ddNT P) 

Sanger procedure, enzymatic cleavage, 260-261, 
260F261f 

sire-direcred muragenesis, 28~287 
Diec 

adult protein requiremencs, I 104, 1106 
amino acids in, 752, 752F753f,753t 
caloric value and rhermodynamics, 545- 546, 5451 
cancer and, 1022cc 
carbohydrates in, J048t, 1111- 1 ll 2 

protein sparing and, 1104 
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energy contenr of fuod, 1 I 02- 1103, 1102/, I J02t 
epigenetic cancer rrearmenrs, 57 cc 
faces and fallacies concerning, 1094 
fat in, carbohydrates in, 1104 
fiber in, 1113, 11131 
high-carbohydrate vs. high-far, for diabetics, 

1112cc 
intake srudies, 1065, 1095 
nurrienr sources in, l 030, I 0301 
nurrigenetics and, 1118- 1119 
obesity and, 840cc- 841cc , 1107- 1108, 1108[ 
osteoporosis and, 1 086cc 
prorein in, 1103 
recommended guidelines, 1 l 1~1119, 1116Fll 17f 
serum cho lesrerol and, 1114-1115 
vegerarian diet, 1103- 1104, l J03r, 1104[ 
weight loss ,ind tissue inreuelationsbips, 864-865, 

864[ 
D ierary protein intake, renal disease and, 1105cc 
Dietary reference inrakes (D RJ), 1065, 1065f 
Diffusion 

membrane rranspor t energetics, 487 
molecule rranslocation, 475-4 76, 476[ 

Digesrion 
carbohydrares, 10481, I 049- 1051 
lipids, 1051- 1058 
proreind igestion, 1043- 1049, 1044FI045f, 

1044,, 10471, 1049[ 
sires of, 1031/, l 032 - 1033 

Digestive vacuoles, 18 
lysosomes and, 18-19 

Digiralis, sodium/porassium (Na+ /K+) -exchanging 

ATPase, 492 
Dihydrofo lare reducrase (D HFR) 

folic acid formation , 1080, 1080[ 
methorrexarion inhibition, 832-833, 833[ 

Dihydro lipoyl rranssuccinylase, rricarboxylic acid 
cycle, 554 

Dihydroororare dehydrogenase (D HODH) , 
pyrimidine merabolism, 821-822 

Dihydroquinone, viramin Kand, 995 
Dihydrosphingosine, 460, 462f 
Dihydroresrosrerone, 922 
Dihydroxyacerone phosphare (DHAP), 653 

plasmalogen -farry alcoho l synthesis, 716., 7 17/,718 
Dihydroxyeicosarerraenoic acids (D iHETEs ), 

cytochrome P450 metabolism, 434 
Dihydroxyphenylalanine (DOPA), 782- 783 
Diisopropylfluorophospkre (D FP), 343, 344/ 

chymorrypsin reacriviry, 349- 350 
Dimer formation, rranscriprion facror, 325, 325[ 
Dimeric complex , G protein subunics, 526 
DipalmiroyUecirhin 

lung function and, 710-711, 710[ 
phospholipid faery acid disrriburion, 716, 

7 16F 717f 
Dipeptidases, pepride digestion, 1046 
D ipeptide, amino acid peptide bond, 80, 80[ 
Dipepride rransporrers, amino add absorption, 

104~1048, 10471, 1048/ 
2,3-Diphosphoglycerare (DPG), oxygen-hemoglobin 

binding, 365, 365[ 
Diphthamide residue 

ADP -ribosylation, 243, 243[ 
rranslarion rargeting of, 230 

Diphtheria roxin 
AOP -ribosylarion, 243, 243[ 
rranslarion rargeting of, 230 
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Direcr bilirubin, 800 
Directdemethylation, DNA repair, 172- 173, 173/ 
Directional cloning, recombinant DNA , 265, 265/ 
Directionalicy, polynucleotides, 30 
Disaccharidase, 1051 

deficiency, 1051cc 
Disaccharides, 1049- 1051, 1050[, 1050t 
Discontinuous strand~, semi-discontinuous DNA 

synthesis, 145, 145/ 
Disease(s). See a/Jo specific diseases 

amino acid diagnosis, 127 cc 
ATP-binding cassette (ABC) transporters 

and, 497cc 
cell membrane fluid.icy and, 472cc 
coenzyme mutations, 390cc 
collagen biosynthesis and, 245t 
liver disease, 873-874, 873f-874/ 
membrane transport and, 488cc 
microarray derection of, 296cc 
mitochondrial genes, 582- 583, 582[, 582t 
mitochondrial prorein import and, 239cc 
NADPH oxidase in, 585cc 
plasma proteins and diagnosis of, 87 cc 
protein requiremencs in, 1106, 1106cc 
renal disease, 874--875, 875/ 
splicing mutations and, 198, 199/ 
topoisomerases and treatment of, 52cc 

Dissociation constant 
biochemical compounds, 8t 
ionizable amino acids and proteins, 82-83, 83t 
ligand-receptor interaction, downstream signaling, 

512,512/ 
Distal histidine, heme-oxygen binding, 355 
Distributive process, replication fork movement, 

148--149, 149/ 
Disulfide bonds, srereochemiscry, 1125 
Disulfide isomerase, protein modification, 242 
Disulfuram, 4 I 2cc 
Diurnal variation, cyclic hormone systems, 901 
Divalent metal rransporrer (DMT -1), iron transport, 

1087- 1088, 1088f,1088t 
Dizao-5-oxo-L-norleucine (DON), glutamine 

nitrogen donor enzyme inhibition, 834, 834/ 
DNA, 16, 26. See a/Jo DNA recombination; DNA 

repair; DNA replication 
cell strucrure, 2 
cell transformation, 26 
damage and mutation, 164-167, 165Fl66/ 
double-helical scrucrure, 32-41 

conformations, 38-41, 39µ1[, 40t 
denaruration and renaruration, 36-37, 36F37/ 
hybridization, 38, 38/ 
scabifoation factors, 34-36, 351, 36/ 
rauromeric forms, 32, 32/ 
Warson-Crick model, 33-34, 33F34/ 

fragmencs, cosmid and artificial chromosome 
vector cloning, 278-279 

function,26,58-62 
eukaryotic functional genes, 59-61, 60/ 
prokaryotic DNA protein coding, 58- 59 
repeated sequences, 61-62 
restriction endonucleases and palindromes, 58, 

58F59/ 
RNA synthesis, 182- 183 

genome, 2 
higher-order scrucrures, 48- 57 

epigenetic cancer treacmencs, 57 
eukaryotic chromatin organization, 54-55, 54/ 

genomic DNA, 49, 49/ 
nucleosomes and polynucleosomes, 55-57 , 

55F56/ 
superhelical DNA, 49-51, 50F51/ 
ropoisomerases, 51- 53, 5lr, 53/ 

information capacity, 27 
methylarion 

fragile X syndrome, 189cc 
gene inactivation and, 319-320, 319/ 
mismarcb repair, 170- 172, 170Fl71/ 

microarray analysis, 296-298, 297F298/ 
mitochondrial DNA, 18 
modification, epigenetic cancer therapy and 

rargeting of, 328cc 
noncanonical strucrures, 41-48 

antirumor antibiotics, 42 
bent DNA, 41-42 
cruciform DNA, 42-43, 43/ 
four-stranded DNA, 45-46, 45/ 
slipped DNA, 46, 47/ 
relomerase rargeting, anticancer agencs, 46 
triple repeacs and human disease, 48cc 
criple-stranded DNA, 43-45, 44µ5/ 

nuclear strucrure and function, 15-16, 15 f 
polynucleotide scructure and bonding, 30-32, 

30F31/ 
random primer labeling, 270-271 
recombinant (See Recombinant DNA) 
rescriction endonuclease 

hydrolyzation, 258-259, 259/ 
segment definition, 259- 260 

segment definition 
restriction endonuclease, 259- 260 
subcloning, 279 

segmencs, chromosome walking, 
279- 280,280/ 

sequencing 
Bloom syndrome diagnosis, 262cc 
direct, 261 
dye-terminator sequencing, 262, 263/ 
Maxam-Gilbert procedure, 260 
nucleic acid probes, 268, 270-271, 271/ 
Sanger procedure, enzymatic cleavage, 

260- 261, 260F261J 
sire-directed mutagenesis, deletion/insertion 

mutations , flanking regions, 284, 

284F285/ 
srrucrure, 30-48, 30/ 
vaccines, 28 

DnaA initiator protein, DNA replication, eukaryotic 
enzymes, 155, 155/ 

DNA arrays, diagnostic applications, 39cc 
DnaB, DNA replication, eukaryoric enzymes, 152, 

155, 155/ 
DNA-binding domain (DBD) 

protein-protein interactions, 99, 99 f 
steroid receprors, 932- 934, 933/ 

DNA-binding proteins, sequence-specific proteins, 
detection of, 272- 273, 274[, 275 

DNA chip, microarray analysis, 296-298, 

297F298/ 
DnaC initiator protein, DNA replication, eukaryotic 

enzymes, 155, 155/ 
DNA gyrase, superbelical DNA, 152-153 
DNAligase 

DNA replication, 152-153 
linear and circular DNA, 49, 49/ 
replication fork movement, 1~147 , 147/ 

DNA mechylcransferases 
DNA replication, epigenerics, I 51 
epigenetic cancer therapy, 328cc 

DNA -PK, noobomo logous recombination, 163-164 
DNA polymerases, 140, 142 

bypass (cranslesion) synthesis, 174, 174/ 
DNA replication, 140- 143, 1421, 143/ 

DNA polymerase a, 153-157 , 154[, 156/ 
DNA polymerase 6, 153-157, 156/ 
DNA polymerase I, 152- 153 
DNA polymerase III , 151- 153, 151/ 

DNA recombination. See a/Jo Recombinant DNA 
basic principles, I 58- 159 
cancer and, I 59cc 
E coli recombination proteins, I 62 
gene therapy and, 164cc 
homologous recombination, 158-162, 158/ 
nonhomologous recombination, I 58, 163- 164 
overview, 140 
pseudogenes, 164 

DNA repair 
direcr demechylation, 172- 173, 173/ 
double-strand break repair, 175 
excision repair, 167- 172 

base excision repair, 167- 168, 1681,1681 
nucleotide excision repair, 169, 169/ 

mismatch repair, 170- 172, l70Fl71/ 
overview, 140 
pbororeactivation, 173-174, 173/ 
replication barriers, 174-175, 174Fl75/ 
SOS regulon and, 175, 176/ 
transition -coupled repair, I 70 
xeroderma pigmencosum, 170cc 

DNA replication 
accuracy, I 40 
enzymes and regulation, 151- 158 

cell cycle, 157- 158, 157 f 
eukaryoticenzyrnes, 153-15 7, 154F155/ 
prokaryoticenzymes, 151- 153, 151/ 

fundamental mechanics, 140-151, 140/ 
basic principles, 140-141 
chain elongation chemistry, 141- 142, 141/ 
circular genome termination, 150 
DNA polymerases, 142- 144, 142,, 143F144/ 
epigenetics, 151 
linear genome termination, relomeres, 

150-151, 151/ 
replication fork movement, 145- 149, 

146F 15o/ 
replisome three-dimensional choreography, 150 
semi-discontinuous DNA synthesis, 145, 145/ 

initiation of, 155- 156, 156/ 
lesion blockage of, 17 4-1 75 
overview, 140 

DNase-hypersensitive sires, eukaryotic transcription, 
187- 188, 188/ 

DNA synthesis 
chemotherapy and precursor rargeting, 142cc 
eukaryoticenzymes, 156-157, 156/ 
replication fork movemeoc, 145- 149, 146/ 
semi-discontinuous, DNA replication, 145, 145/ 

DNA vaccines, 28cc 
DNA viruses, oncogenesis and, 1017cc 
Docking protein, secretory pathway, 232 
Dolichol phosphate 

N-linked glycoproceins, 660-663, 660F661/ 
N-linked glycosylarion, 233 
vitamin A, 1066 



Domains 
secondary procein scruccure, 94, 94-95, 95/ 
steroid recepcors, 932- 934, 933/ 

Donor acorn, hycL-ogen bonds, folded prorei ns, 
118, 118/ 

Donor molecule, procein structure, spectroscopic 
analysis, 132 

Donor sires, elongation and peptide bond formation, 
223, 224F2251,226 

Dopamine 
neuronal reuprake, 950cl 
signal termination, 950, 950/ 
tyrosine merabolires, 781 

Dopamine hycL-oxylase, c.oper activation, 394-395, 

395/ 
Dopamine synchesis, lyase reaction , 381, 38 1/ 
Dopamine transporter, cocaine and, 950 , 950/ 
Dose-response curve, ligand-recepcor inceracrion, 

downstream signaling, 513 
Double-helical DNA srrucrure, 32, 32-41 

conformations, 38-4 1, 39µ 11, 401 
denaruration and renaturation, 36-37, 36F37f 
hybridization, 38, 38/ 
srabilizacion factors, 34-36, 351, 36/ 
raucomeric forms, 32, 32/ 
Warson -Crick model, 33- 34, 33F34f 

Double-helical RNA structure, intramolecular base 
pairing, 62, 62/ 

Double-reciprocal plot, ping -pong mechanism, 
enzyme cwo-subscrare reactions, 405-407, 406/ 

Double-stranded break (DSB) model 
DNA repair, 175 
homologous recombination, 159t, 161- 162, 162/ 

Double-stranded DNA (dsDNA), 33 
hycL-ogen bonding in, 33 
sire-directed muragenesis, 287, 288/ 

Double-stranded RNA-dependenc kinase, rranslacion 
regulation, 247 

Downregulation 
hormone - recept0r complexes, 909 
membrane recepcors, 475 

Downstream signaling, ligand-recepcor interaction, 
512- 513,5 12F513f 

ORA gene, familial chloridorrhea, 1039cc 
Drosha nuclease, translation regulat ion, 247 
Drug compounds 

cytochrome P450 exogenous metabolism, 431, 
436-440, 4361, 437t 

genecic polymorphisms, 442-443 
cherapeutic inhibition, 444 

enzyme inhibitors, 411-4 13, 4121, 4121 
liposome carriers for, 466cc 

Drug -cL-ug interactions, cytochrome P450, 438cc, 
440-442, 441cc, 442/ 

Drug -nutrient inreracrions, 1094- 1095, 10951 
Drug resisrance 

chemotherapy, biochemical basis, 835- 836 
HIV therapy, nucleoside analogs and, 144cc 

Dubin -Johnson syndrome, 495 
serum-conjugated bilirubin, 800cc 

Dyad symmerry, lact0se operon operacor and 
promore.r, 308, 308/ 

Dye-rerminaror sequencing, 262, 263/ 
Dynamic flexibility, three-dimensional procein 

srrucrure, 129- 131 
Dynein, 981, 981/ 
Dystrophic epidermolysis bullosa (DEB), sire-directed 

muragenesis, rype VU collagen, 286cc 

E 
Edman cycle, 128 
Edman reaction, polypeptide sequencing, 

127- 128, 128/ 
Effecror proteins 

cell surface recepcors, intracdlular signal 
rransduccion, 509, 509- 510, 5 10/ 

glycogen metabolism, 638-639, 638/ 
EF-G facror, 226 
EP-hand, calmodulin domain, 95, 95/ 
Ehlers-Danlos syncL-omes, collagen synthesis 

defecr, 246cc 
Ehrlich cumor cells, nucleotide disrribution, 809 
Eicosanoids, 674 

incracellular signaling pachways, 536 
Eicosatrienoic acids, physiological effeccs, 7 45 
e!F4E initiation faccor, translation regulation, 221, 

223,247 
Elasrase 

reactivity, 3461 
zymogen activation, 1044r, 1046 

Elasrin, allysine-generared cross-links, 106, 107/ 
Elderly, nutritional needs of, I 083cc 
Electrically silem cransporc, 486 
Electrical potentials, nutrient transporr, 

1041- 1042, 1041/ 
Electrical synapses, neuron-neuron interaction, 943, 

944F94Sf 
Electrochemical-porential -driven transporters 

anion exchange procein, 490, 490/ 
glucose cranslocation, 488-489, 4891, 4891 
mammalian membranes, 487 
mirochoncL-ia, 490 
sodium/glucose transporter, 489-490, 489/ 
sodium/hycL-ogen exchanger, cytoplasmic pH 

regulation, 490 
utilization mechanisms, 487-490 

Electrogenic transport, 486 
Electrolyres, 5 

bacterial roxigenic diarrhea, replacemenc cherapy, 
104 1cc 

digestion and, l 032 
wacer molecule dissociation, 5-6, Sf 

Electromotive force (emf), electron transport chain 
oxidation -reduction, 561 

Electron-density mapping, x-ray diffraction, three
dimensional protein scrucrure, 130-131, 130/ 

Electt0n distribution, x-ray diffraction, three-
dimensional proreinscrucrure, 129- 131, 130Fl31f 

Electron transferring flavoprorein (EFD, 
mitochondrial electron transport, 566 

Electron transporc 
cytochrome P450, 427-430, 428/ 
mitochondria, 561- 572, 561/ 

cyanide poisoning, 572cc 
cytochrome coxidase, 563, 569- 570, 

s69F570f, s7oc1 
inhibitors, 570-572, 571/ 
mitochondrial electron transport, 563-564, 563/ 
NADH -ubiquinone oxidoreducrase, 564-565, 

s64Fs6sf 
oxidation -reduction reactions, 561- 563, 562t 
oxidative phosphorylation, 573-575, 

573F575f 
succinace-ubiqwnone oxidoreducrase, 

565- 566, 566/ 
ubiqwnol -cytochrome c oxidoreducrase, 

566-569, 567F569f 
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micochondrial multi -componenc system, 

563-564,563/ 
nitric oxide synthases, 445-446, 446/ 
rricarboxylic acid cycle, 552 

Elecrro-osmotic flow, capillary eleccrophoresis, 
protein separation, 122, 123/ 

Electrophoresis. See also specific elecrrophoretic 
techniques, e.g., Polyacrylamide gel 
electrophoresis 

plasma proceins, 85- 87, 86F87f 
density correspondence, I 08, 108/ 
disease diagnosis, 87cc, 88/ 

protein separation, 121- 122, 122Fl23f 
Elecrrophoretic mobility shift assay (EMSA), 

sequence-specific DNA -binding protein 
decection, 27 2- 273, 2741,275 

Electrosratic interactions 
cyrochrome P450 binding, 429 
foldedproceins, 118- 119, 119/ 
macromolecular structures, 1125 

Elejalde syndrome, 980cc 
Elongation 

faery acids, 685, 685/ 
peptide bond formation, 223, 224F225 f, 226 
RNA transcription, 182, 1831, 196, 196/ 

prokaryoces, 187 
Elongation factor l (EFl ), peptide bond formation, 

223 ,224F2251,226,227J 
Elongation factor 2 (EF2), peptide bond formation, 

226 
Embden -Myerhoff pathway, carbohydrace 

metabo lism, 592 
Embryonic seem cells, 13, 294 
Emulsion droplecs, lipid digestion, 1052 

bile acid micd les, 1055-1057 
Enanriomers, 1124-1125 , 1125 
Endocrine diseases, G protein mucations in, 525cc 
Endocrine hormones, 885 
Endocrine signaling, 505, 505- 506, 505/ 
Endocytosis, 18 

cell death and, 15 
lysosomesand, 18-19, 19/ 
membrane receptor incernalization, 906-907, 908/ 

Endogenous compounds, cytochrome P450 
oxygenation, 432, 433µ34!, 434-435 

Endonucleases, cytoplasmic mRNA turnover, 
203-204 

Endopeptidases, protein digestion, 1043- 1044, 
1044F1045f, 1044, 

Endoplasmic reticulum (ER), 11, 16, 219 
chaperone proteins, 232d 
membrane and organelle cargeting, 235- 240 
NADPH-cyrochrome P450 reducrase in, 428-429, 

428µ29/ 
procollagen formation in, 244-245 
protein glycosylation in, 232- 233, 233t, 234F235f 
prot ein synthesis and synchetic pathways, 16, 

16f-17f 
prorein topology, 239/ 
ribosomes in, 219 

13-Endorphin, 887, 8881, 889 t-89 I t, 891 
Endorphins, neuropeptide derivation, 953 
Endosratin, 1020 
Endothelial (NOSm/eNOS), 4471, 450-453 , 450/ 

endochelial dysfunction and, 452cc 
Endothelial lining, hemostaSis, 982 
Endothelial system, endochelial (NOSIII/eNOS) and 

dysfunction in, 452cc 
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Energetics of membrane cransporc, 486--487 
Energy cosrs of translation, 229 
Energy metabolism, 1102- 1103, 1102/ 
Energy-producing/ energy-utilizing systems, 

542- 543,542.f543/ 
fmyacids, 691- 701 

energy yield from 13-oxidacion, 693 
ketone bodies, acetyl coA formation, 697- 700, 

697.f698f,700f 
nonhepatic tissue kecone body utilization, 

ace.coacetyl coA formation, 700 
13-oxidation of smught -chain fatty acids, 

691-693,692/ 
13-oxidation process, 694-697, 695.f696/ 
proxisomal oxidation, 700- 701, 70 1/ 
synthesis vs. oxidation, 694, 694t 

metabolic. energy requiremenrs , reserves, and 
caloric homeostasis, 849-850, 8491- 8501 

Energy-rich compounds , thermodynamics, 543-548 
dietary componenrs, caloric value, 545- 546 
enzyme reactions , energy changes, 547 
free energy availability, 544-545 
high-energy bond energies, 547- 548, 548/ 
hydrolysis groups, 546 

Energy uni rs, 382cl 
Enhancers 

eukaryotic transcription, 188- 189, 322 
RNA synthesis, 183 

Enkephalins 
hormone gene encoding, 895, 895/ 
neuropeptide derivation, 952- 953 

Enoyl CoA isomerase, unsaruraced fatty acid 
oxidation, 695 

Entactin , laminin and type IV collagen nerworks, 

372,372/ 
Enterocytes 

glucose transporcers in, 105 l I 
sodium chloride absorption, 1037- 1039, 

l 038f-l 039/ 
Enteropeptidase, pancreatic zymogen 

activation, 1045 
Entropy, thermodynamics of energy-rich 

componenrs, 544 
Environmental cause of cancer, I 022cc 
Enzyme deficiency identification and treatment, 

419cc 
Enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay 

(ELISA), 421cl 

Enzyme-linked receptors, 508 
signal transduction, 516-520, 517/ 

Enzyme replacement therapy, lysosomal storage 
diseases, 238cc 

Enzyme(s) 
acid-base reactions, pH levels, 387, 387/ 
active sites, 387- 389, 387.f388/ 

stereochemisrry, 388, 388.f389f, 389cl 
subscrace distal bonds, 388-389, 389/ 

activity regulation, 413-417 
allosceric contro l, 413-414, 414[ 
catalytic subunit modulation, 417, 417/ 
covalent modification, 413 
metabolic pathways, 417 
multi-subunit cooperativity, 414-4 l 7, 

415.f416/ 
assays, ambiguity with mutations, 415cc 
basic properties, 378 
classification, 378-379, 379t 
clinical applications, 418-421 

enzyme deficiency identification and 
treatment, 4 I 9cc 

enzyme-linked immunoassays, 421cl 
laboratory assays, 421 cc 
metabolomics and proreomics, 420-421 
plasma enzyme measurement, 418-419, 

4l9.f420/ 
copper cofactors, 1092-1 093 
coupled reactions, Gibbs free energy, 547 
covalent modification, 417 
debranching enzymes, glycogenolysis, 

631-632, 631/ 
digestive enzymes, I 031- 1033, I 032e- l033 t; 

1034/ 
DNA replication, 151- 158 

cell cycle, 157- 158, 157/ 
eukaryoticenzymes, 153- 157, l54.f155/ 
prokaryoticenzymes, 151- 153, 151/ 

energy unirs, 382cl 
glycogenesis requiremenrs, 632-633 , 632/ 
heme biosynthesis, 791- 796, 791.f795f,796t 
hydrolases, 380 , 380/ 
inhibitors , 407-4 I 3 

competitive inhibition, 407, 4071, 409 
as drugs, 411-412 , 412t 
high-throughput screening, 413cl 
irreversible inhibitors, 410, 41 1/ 
Lineweaver-Burk plocs, 409-410 , 409.f410/ 
mechanism-based (suicide) inhibitors, 4 JO 
metabolic pathway regulation, 417 
mushrooms and alcohol metabolism, 412cc 
natural producrs, 413cc 
noncompetitive inhibition, 408-409 , 409/ 
poisoning, 4 I lee 
selective inhibicor, 408cc 
cesroscerone and proscace cancer, 412cc 
transition -scare inhibitors, 410 
cwo-substrace reactions, 410 
uncompetit ive inhibition, 408 , 408/ 

isomerases, 381- 382, 381f-382/ 
ligases, 382, 382/ 
lyases, 380-381, 381/ 
lysosomal 

gour and, 19cc 
cable of, 19 t 

metabolic pathway regulation, 417-418 , 417/ 
allosteric effectors, 853-855, 853.f855/ 
covalent modification, 855-859, 855.f858/ 

metal cofactors, 393-395, 393.f395/ 
mitochondrial subcomparcmem , 560t 
nucleic acid editing enzymes, 201cc 
nucleotide metabolism , 828-829 
one-substrate reactions, 399-405 
oxidoreduccases, 379- 380, 380/ 
reaction kinetics, 397, 399-405 

constant calculations, 404, 404/ 
Michaelis-Memen equation, 400-402 

RNA as, 68-69, 68/ 
secrecagogue regulation, 1033- 1 034 , I 0331, 

1034.f1035f, 1036 
subsrrate binding , 383, 383 f 

covalent binding, 386-387, 387/ 
thermodynamics, 382- 383 
transferases, 380, 380.f381f 
transition scare, 383-386, 384.f386/ 
cwo-subscrace reactions 

inhibirors , 410 
ping-pong mechanism, 405-407, 406/ 

sequential mechanism, 405, 406/ 
urea cycle synthesis, 759- 760 

Epidermal growrh factor (EGF), hemoscasis, 982 
Epigenetics, 57 

cancer therapy, 57cc 
DNA replication, 151 
gene expression regulation, 328 
nutritional epigenetics, 1095 

Epimerase, 381, 382/ 
Epimers, 1125, 1126 
Epinephrine 

glycogenolysis 
in hearc and skeletal muscle, 641, 64 If 
in liver, 640-64 1, 640/ 

neuronal reupcake, 950cl 
phenylalanine/tyrosine synthesis, 895, 895.f896/ 
signal termination, 950, 950/ 
tyrosine metabolites, 78 1 

Epithelial cells 
multiple mutations and cancer in, I 020-1021 
cransporc, 1036-1043 

gastric pariecal cell gastric acid secretion, 
1042- 1043, 1043/ 

nutrient transport mechanisms, 1041- 1042, 

l041.f1042f 
sodium absorption mechanisms, 1037- 1039, 

1038.f !039/ 
sodium secretion mechanisms, 1039- 1040, 

1040.f104lf 
cranscellular/paracellular solute transport, 

1036-1037, 10361, 10371 
Epoxide, vitamin Kand, 995 
Epoxyeicosacerraenoic acids (EETs), cytochrome 

P450 metabolism, 434 
Equilibrium constant 

conjugate pai r, 7-8 
glycolysis regulation, 605 
thermodynamics, 544-545, 544/ 
water molecule dissociation, 6 

Erabucoxin, 483 
ER-associated degradation (ERAD), prote in 

synthesis, 235 
ErB/HER recepcor tyrosine kinases, cancer 

chemorheraphy, 518cc 
Ergosterol, 719, 719/ 
Erythrocytes 

glucose transporcers (GU.TD, 489, 489/ 
polysaccharide biosynthesis, 658 

Eryrhromycin 
staphylococcal resistance, 66cc 
translation targeting of, 230 

Eryrhrose 4-phosphace, pentose phosphate 
interconversions , 650-65 l, 650/ 

Escherichia coli (E. coli) 
faery acid biosynthesis, 682-683, 682/ 
genome map, 304, 305/ 
lactose operon of, 305- 306, 306/ 
mismatch repair in, 170-172, 170f-17lf 
plasmid pSClOl , 264 
recombination proteins, DNA recombination, 162 
replication enzymes of, 151- 153, 151/ 
trypcophan operon of, 310, 310-314, 31 lf 

Essential amino acids (EFAs) 
deficiency, 1112- 1113 
degradation , 767- 775 
in diet , 1103-1104 , 11031, 1104/ 
metabolism, 753/ 
sources of, 753t 



Essential faery acids, formation and modification, 
685--686 

Esters, 1123 
Estimated Average Requiremenrs (EARs), malnutrition 

assessment, 1064-1065 
Esrradiol 

ovarian cycle control, 901 
synthesis of, 924-925, 926/ 

1713-Esrra.diol, 916, 926/, 930 
Estrogen/progescerone ratio, fertilization, 905 
Escrogen receptors (ERaERl3), 930 
Estrogens, cytochrome P450 synthesis, 434, 

435cc, 436/ 
breast cancer and, 444 

ETF-ubiquinone oxidoreduccase, mitochondrial 
elemon transport, 566, 566/ 

Ethanolamine plasmalogen, 460 
Etoposide, 52cc 
E2F transcription facror 

apoptosis induction by p53, 1014-1015 , 1014/ 
Rb protein regulation of, 1007, 1007/ 

Euchromatin, polynucleosome packing, 57 
Eukaryotes, 2 

bypass (rranslesion) synthesis, 174, 174/ 
chromatin organization, 54-55, 54/ 
classification and cellular organization, 2, 3/ 
DNA functional genes, 59-61, 60/ 
expression vector 

bacterial plasmids, 281- 282, 282/ 
cells, 282- 284, 283/ 

functional integration and control, 21- 22 
gene expression in, 304, 317- 320 

histone-bound DNA and chromatin formation, 
317- 319,318/ 

regulation of, 325- 328 
genome sequencing, 295t 
glycosyltransferases in, 232, 233t 
mammalian cells and tissues, 11- 14, 12/, 

13t, 14/, 151 
membrane transport proteins, 488, 488t 
mRNA strucrures, 67-68, 67/ 

translation, 210 
RNA transcription, mechanisms of, 182, 183/ 
subcellular organelles and membrane systems, 

14-21 
cytoskeleton intracellular organization, 21 
cytosol components, 21 
endoplasmic reticulum srrucrure and function , 

16, 16F17/ 
Golgi complex srrucrure and function, 17, 17/ 
lysosomes, intracellular digestion and, 18- 20, 

18Fl9/, 19, 
mirocbondrial ATP supply, 17- 18, 17/ 
nuclear sires, DNAfRNA synthesis, 15- 16, 15/ 
peroxisome strucrure and function , 20-21, 20/ 
plasma membrane boundary, 14-15, 14/ 

supercoiled DNA in, 56/ 
transcription factors 

modular design, 322 
preiniriation complex, 320-325, 320t 
promoters, 32 1- 322, 322/ 

transcription in, 187-1 93, 188F189f 
enzymatic RNA polymerase action, 

192- 193, 193/ 
promoters and ocher sequences, 321- 322, 322/ 
RNA polymerase I, 190-191, 191/ 
RNA polymerase 111, 191- 192 

translation initiation in, 221- 223, 222/ 

Eukaryoric enzymes 
DNA replicacion, 153-15 7, I 54Fl56f 
cranscriprion, 183-184 

RNA polymerase Ill, 192- 193, 193/ 
Eukaryotic initiation factor 2 (e!F2), protein 

synthesis, 22 1- 223, 2211, 222/ 
Evolution, restriction mapping and, 260cc 
Excision repair, DNA damage, 167-172 

base excision repair, 167- 168, 168/, 168t 
Excitation transfer, protein srrucrure, spectroscopic 

analysis, 132 
Excitatory neurotransmitters 

ligand-gated ion channels , 515, 5 I 5/ 
neuron -neuron interaction, 943 

Exciton system, prorein scrucrure, ultraviolet light 
speccroscopy, 131- 133, 131F133f 

Exercise 
aerobic/anaerobic, 868- 871, 870/ 
basal metabolic rate and, 1 102- 1103 
carbohydrate loading, 1111cc 
covalent enzyme modification and, 859 
intolerance, cytochrome b mutations , 584cc 

Exie sire (E sire), elongation and peptide bond 
formacion, 226 

Exocrine cells 
digestive enzymes, 1033, 1034/ 
secreragogues and, 1033-1034, 1033t, 

1034F10351, 1036 
Exocytosis, 946 

digestive enzymes and, 1033, 1034/ 
Exogenous lipophilic substrates, cytochrome P450 

oxidation,436--440,436f,437t 
Exon-intron panerns, serine proteases, 350, 350/ 
Exons, eukaryocic funccional gene sequencing, 60-61 
Exonucleases, cytoplasmic mRNA turnover, 

203-204 
Exonucleolycic activity, proofreading, DNA 

polymerases, 143 
Exopeptidases, 344 
Exosome, 203 
Expression vector 

bacterial foreign genes, protein synthesis, 
281- 282,282/ 

complementary DNA synthesis, 276 
eukaryotic cells, 282- 284, 283/ 
sire-directed mutagenesis, DNA flanking 

regions, 284/ 
Excensive metabolizers, cytochrome P450 generic 

polymorphisms, 442-443 
Extracellular matrix, cytoskeleton interconnection , 

373 
Extreme general scress, bacteria, 315 
Extrinsic factor, cobalanun structure and function, 

1082- 1083, 1082/ 
Extrinsic pathway 

apopcosis, death receptor pathway, 1011, 1012/ 
coagulation initiation, 983-984 
hemosrasis, 982 
inh ibition, anticoagulation and, 990-993, 991/ 

Eye(s) 
anatomy, 952/ 
metabolism and vision, 953-966 

Ezecimibe, cholescerol absorption, 1057cc 

F 
F1F0-ATP synthase, mitochondrial electron transport, 

oxidative phosphorylation, 575- 577, 575/, 
575t, 576cl 
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Fabry disease, enzyme replacement therapy, 238cc 
Facilitated diffusion, membrane transport 

energetics, 487 
F-actin, 97 1-972 
Factor ill, hemoscasis, 982 
Faeroe lV, platelet plug formation, 985 
Factor V, 984, 984/ 

doc formation, 987 
Factor Va, inactivation, 993-994 
Factor VIia, extrinsic pathway inhibition, 

990-993, 991/ 
Factor VII, 983-985 , 984/ 

clot formation, 986, 986F987f 
recombinant fom1, coagulation and, 990cc 
vitamin Kand, 994-995, 996/ 

Factor VIII 
clot formation, 988, 989/ 
chrombin formation, 984, 984/ 

Factor VTlla 
inacrivation,993-994 
intrinsic pathway reactions, 984-985, 984/ 

Factor IX 
intrinsic pathway reactions, 984-985, 984/ 
vitamin Kand, 994-995, 996/ 

Factor X 
doc formation, 986, 987/ 
intrinsic pathway reactions, 984-985, 984/ 
vitamin Kand, 994-995, 996/ 

Factor Xa 
backbone structure, 987/ 
extrinsic pathway inhibition, 991, 992/ 
chrombin formation, 984, 984/ 

Facror Xla, intrinsic pathway reactions, 
984-985, 984/ 

Factor Xl 
doc formation, 989, 989/ 
intrinsic pathway reactions, 984-985, 

9841,985cc 
Facror Xlla, intrinsic pathway reactions, 

984-985, 984/ 
Faccor Xl1, intrinsic pathway reactions, 984-985, 

9841,985cc 
Factor Xlll 

clot formation, 988, 989/ 
intrinsic pathway reactions, 984/, 985 
chrombin formation, 984, 984/ 

Factor Xllla, clot formation, 988 
Facrors (protein), RNA rranscriprion, 182 
FADD adaptor protein, apoptosis death receptor 

pathway, 1011, 1012/ 
Fanulial chloridorrhea, 1039cc 
Familial hyperproinsulinemia, 241cc 
Fanulial bypercrophic cardiomyopatbies, 971cc 
Faraday constant, membrane transport energetics, 

486--487 
Farnesyl pyrophosphate, cholesterol synthesis 

mevalonic acid precursor, 720-721, 720/ 
squalene formation, 721- 722, 721F722f 

Fasting srate. See also $carve-feed cycle 
energy requirements and hormone homeostasis, 

849-850,8501 
enzyme induction in, 859-860, 859/ 
gluconeogenesis in, 845-847 , 845F846f 
lipid regulation, 701- 702 
lipid transporr, 679-680 
lipogenic enzymes in, 860 
triacylglycerol synthesis, 689, 690/ 

Facal familial insomnia, 115 
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Fac(s) 

absorption, pharmacological interventions 
in, 1053cc 

for diabetics, 1112cc 
dieting and consumption of, 864--865, 864/ 
metabolic energy requirements, 849- 850, 

849i--8501 
metabolism of, I I 12- 1 113 
protein sparing, I I 04 

Fae-soluble vitamins, 1065- 1075 
Facey-acid-binding protein (FABP), bilirubin 

conjugation, 796-799 
Facey acids, 1129. Su also T riacylglycerol-faccy acid 

cycle 
alkyl chain termination, carboxyl group, 67~75 
basicsrrucrure, 674, 674/ 
branched-chain faery acids, 675 
ceramide derivatives, sphingosine, 730, 730/ 
energy production , 691- 70 1 

energy yield from 13-oxidation , 693 
ketone bodies, acecyl coA formation, 697- 700, 

697µ98[,700/ 
nonhepatic tissue ketone body utilization, 

acecoacecyl coA formation, 700 
13-oxidation of straight -chain faery acids, 

69 1-693,692/ 
13-oxidation process, 69~97, 695µ96/ 
proxisomal oxidation, 700-701, 701/ 
synthesis vs. oxidation , 694, 6941 

gluconeogenesis and, 626-627, 627/ 
fasting state, 846-847 

glucose metabolism, 594.f 595[, 595- 596 
glucose synthesis, 625, 625/ 
glycerophospholipids, 459-460, 461[, 461 I 

membrane leaRecs, 472-473, 472/ 
in humans, 675t 
incerorgan transport, 678-680, 678/ 
lipid digestion, I 052, I 052/ 

chylomicron incorporation , 1057- 1058 
lipogenesis, 680-687 

biosynthesis pathway, 680-683, 
680µ82[, 6831 

citrate cleavage pathway, acetyl CoA and 
NADPH formation, 68~85 

elongation reactions, 685, 685/ 
faery acid synthase, 686-687 
fatty acyl coA reduction co fatty alcohols, 

687,687/ 
glucose precursor, 680 
hydroxy fatty acid formation in nerve 

tissue, 686 
monoenoic acid formation, 685 
palmicic acid synthesis, 681, 681/ 
polyunsaruraced faery acid formation, 685-686, 

685µ86/ 
obesity and insulin resistance, 1109- 1110, 1109/ 
odd-chain faery acids, 695, 695/ 
oxidation, gene transcription regulation, 

862,862/ 
phospholipid asymmetric distribution, 7 16, 7 16/ 
prosraglandins precursors, 738- 739, 739/ 
as regulatory molecules, 701, 702cc 
in sphingomyelin, 730-73 1, 731.f 732/ 
sphingomyelins, 460 
straight-chain fatty acids, j3-oxidation, 

691-693,692/ 
triacylglyc.erol storage, 687-689, 690/ 
cype 2 diabetes and, 677cc 

unsaturated F.my acids, 695 
very-long-chain fatty acids, 67~75, 675/ 

Facey acid synthase, fatty acid biosynthesis, 682-683, 
682[, 686-687 

Farry acyl CoA:cholesterol acylcransferase (ACA T), 
cholestero l synthesis, 727 

Facey acyl coAs 
fatty acid oxidation, 691 
fatty alcohol reduction, 687, 687/ 
phosphatidic acid synthesis, 7 12- 713, 713/ 
triacylglycerol synthesis, 688, 688/ 

Facey alcohols 
fatty acyl coA production, 687, 687/ 
plasmalogen synthesis, 7 16, 717[,718 

Fed scare. See also $carve-feed cycle 
early refed scare, glycogen formation , 847 
energy requirements and hormone homeoscasis, 

849-850,8501 
enzyme induction in, 859-860, 859/ 
lipid regulation, 701 
lipid transport, 678-679 
liver metabolism, well-fed to starved state 

switching, 852-862 
Feedback inhibition 

metabolic pathway regulation , 417, 417/ 
crypcophan operon, 310 

Fenton reactions, reactive oxygen species, 584, 584/ 
Ferrireduccase duodenal cytochrome b, I 087 
Ferrireduccases, anemia and imm unocompecence, 

1087 
Ferricin recepcor 

anemia and decreased immunocompecenc.e, 1087 
translation regulation, 247 

Ferrochelacase, 796 
Ferroxidases, anemia and immunocompecence, 1087 
Fercilizacion, ovarian cycle, 902- 905, 904.f905/ 
Fexofenadine, CYP3A4 inhibition, 438cc 
Fiber 

dierary metabolism of, 1113, 11131 
variable sources of, 11 16 

Fibrin formation 
doc formation and, 987- 988, 988/ 
myocardial infarction, 344cc 

Fibrinogen, clot formation, 987- 988, 988/ 
Fibrinolysis, 982 

hemoscasis and, 994, 994/ 
Fibroblast growth factor (FGF), angiogenesis and, 

1019- 1020, 1020/ 
Fibrous proteins 

elascin, 106 
keratin and tropomyosine, 106-107, 107/ 
structure and conformation, 103 

Fick's first law of diffusion, membrane 
translocation, 476 

First law of thermodynamics, energy-rich 
components, 543, 544 

First-order reactions, product formation, 

396-397,396/ 
Fischer projections, 1125-1126 
Fischer ratio, cirrhosis and, 87 4 
Flap endonudease I (FEN!) 

DNA mutation, short -parch repair, I 68 
DNA replication, 153-15 7, 154/ 

Flavin adenine dinucleotide (FAD) 

cytochrome P450 electron transport, 427-430, 
428.f429/ 

multienzyme complex, 550 
nitric oxide synchases, 444-446, 444.f446/ 

nucleotide coenzyme synthesis, 829-831, 

829.f83 1/ 
riboflavin coenzyme, 392, 392[, 1077, 1077/ 
rricarboxylic acid regulation, 558- 559, 558/ 

Flavin adenine dinudeotide hydrogenase (FADH) 
branched -chain amino acid degradation , 

775-777 
fatty acid synthesis, j3-oxidacion, 693 

Flavin mononucleotide (FMN) 
amino acid oxidases, 757, 757/ 
cytochrome P450 elecrron transport, 427-430, 

428.f429/ 
mitochondrial electron transport, 565, 565 f 
nitric oxide synthases, 444-446, 444.f446/ 
riboflavin coenzyme, 392, 392[, 1077, 1077/ 

Flavin reduccase domain, nitric oxide synrhases, 

444-446, 444.f446/ 
Flavoprocein dehydrogenases, mitochondrial 

electron rransport, 565- 566, 566/ 
Flavoprocein reduccase, cytochrome P450 electron 

rransport,427-430,428/ 
Flavoproceins 

cytochrome P450 electron cranspon 
NADPH -adrenodoxin reductase in 

mitochondri a, 430, 430/ 
NADPH -cytochrome P450 reduccase in 

endoplasmic reticulum, 428-429, 

428.f429/ 
mitochondrial electron transport, 563 

Flippases, 468 
Floppase, 468 
Fluorescence spectroscopy, protein structures, 

132- 133, 132.f133/ 
Fluorescent emission, protein structure, 

spectroscopic analysis, 132 
Fluoride 

glycolysis inhibition , 603 
nutritional function, 1094 

Fluoroacerate, cricarboxylic acid cycle inhibition, 554 
Fluorophore, protein scrucrure, spectroscopic 

analysis, 132 
5-Fluorouracil (Fura), purine/pyrimidine nucleotide 

metabolism, 832, 832/ 
fMet-tRNA,met, protein synthesis in mitochondria, 

229 
FMRP protein, fragile X syndrome, 189cc 
Folace 

deficiency, cancer and, 1022cc 
methotrexation inhibi tion, 832-833, 833/ 

Folace deficiency, 1081 
Folic acid, generic polymorphisms, I 082cc 
Folliclo-scimulacing hormone (FSH), 888[, 

8891- 8911, 891 
escradiol synthesis, 924-925, 926/ 
membrane receptors, 905 
oral contraception, 926cc 
ovarian cycle control, 901 

Folypoly--y-glucamace carboxylase II, folic acid 
formation, 1079, l 080/ 

Food Guide Pyramid, 1116, 1117 f 
Foreign genes 

bacterial expression veccors, protein synthesis, 
281- 282, 282/ 

virus-rransforn1ed eukaryotic cells, 283- 284, 283/ 
Formiminoglucamace (FIGLU), histidine 

degradation, 774, 777/ 
Form iminocransferase deficiency, 777 cc 
45S RNA, precursor produces, 195, 195/ 



Fos transcripcion factor, growm facror signal 
cransduccion, 1010 

Fourier synthesis, x-ray diffraction, three-dimensional 
protein scrucrure, 130- 13 I 

Four-lerrer alphabet, genetic code, 21 1- 215, 211 t, 212[ 
Four-stranded DNA, 45~6. 45[ 
Fovea centralis, 956 
Fragile X syndrome, 1661, 167, 167 

chromatin and, 189cc 
Frameshift mutations 

DNA mutation, 167 
generic code and, 213 
hemoglobinopathies, 2 13, 215t 
H fV protein translation, 216cc 
slipped DNA, 46, 47[ 

Free energy 
caloric value of dietary components, 545- 546, 5451 
coupled enzyme reaccions, 547 
redox reaccions, 562- 563 
thermo dynamics and availability of, 544-545 

Free enzyme concentration, 401 
competitive inhibitors, 407, 407[ 

Free faery acids 
transporr in fed stare, 678 
triacylglycerol-facry acid cycle, 690cc 

Free iron, anemia and decreased immunocopmetence, 
1087 

Fructolcinase, 653cc 
Fructose 

glucose synthesis, 625-626, 625f-626f 
glucose utilization, 608, 608[ 
imolerance, 607cc 
lens contents, 956 

Fructose 1-phosphate aldo lase, 653, 653cc 
Fructose 2,6-bisphosphatase 

allosteric effector regulation, 853- 855, 853.f855f 
covalent modification, 856-859, 856[ 
gluconeogenesis, 622, 622[ 
glycolysis regulation 

cancer and, 61 Sci 
cardiac isoenzymes, 616-617, 617[ 
6-phosphofructo -1-kinase regulation, 612-614, 

612.f614f 
phosphorylation, bifunctional 6-phospbofructo -

2-lcinase/fruc.tose 2,6-bisphosphatase, 
614-615,614.f616f 

pyruvate kinase, 617,619, 619[ 
Fructose 6-phosphate 

glucolcinase inhibition, 607 
pentose phosphate interconversions, 650-6 5 1, 650[ 

Fructose incolerance, 653cc 
Fructosuria, 653cc 
F-cype transporrers, 491 
Fuel sparing, faery acids and, 677 cc 
Fumarase, tricarboxylic acid cycle, 555 
Fumarase deficiency, 555cc 
Fumarate, urea cycle synthesis, 760, 760[ 
Functional groups, 1123-1124 
Furosemide, sodium chloride secretion, 1040, 1040[ 
Fusion proteins, expression vectors, 281- 282 

G 
GO, Gl, and G2 phases. SeeGap phases 
G 1S Cd.ks, cransicion, ceU cycle regulation, 1007, 1007[ 
GABA (gamma-aminobutyric acid) 

glutamate metabolites, 778 
neuron -neuron interaction, 9421, 943, 944[ 
signal termination, 950-95 l 

GABA shunt, 950 
G-accin, 971, 973[ 
G-accin-A TP-Mg2+ comp lex, 972 
Galactocerebrosides, 462, 464[ 

in glycosphingolipids, 732, 732[ 
sulfatide sulfuruc acid ester, 732- 733, 733[ 

Galac.rolcinase, carbohydrate interconversion, 
653-654 

Galactose 
carbohydrate interconvers ion, 652-653 
galaccosemia and, 654cc 
in glycosphingolipids, 732- 734, 732f- 733f, 7341 
nucleotide-linked, epimerization, 654, 654[ 

Galactose ] -phosphate uridylyltransferase, 
carbohydrate interconversion, 654 

Galactosemia, 654cc 
13-Galaccosidase, 304 

glucose presence in E. coli, synthesis 
repression, 309[ 

hydrolysis, 1050 
lac.cose operon, 305-306, 306[ 

Gallbladder, cbolesrerol scones in, l 056cc 
GalNAc, carbohydrace-glycoprotein linkage, 

659-663, 659[ 
GalNAc-cransferase, O -linked glycosylation, 233 
-y-Gluramyl cycle, group cranslocacion, 477cl 
Gangliosides, 462 

sialic acid in, 733- 734, 733/, 7341 
Gangliosidoses, 733- 734 
Gap 0 (Go) phase, ceU cycle regulation, 1005 
Gap l (G1) phase, cell cycle 

DNA replication, 157- 158, 157[ 
regulation, 1004, 1004/, 10051 

Gap 2 (Gi) phase, ceU cycle 
DNA replication, 157- 158, 157[ 
regulation, 1004, 1004/, 10051 

Gap junctions, nuclear pores and, 4~ 85, 484[ 
GAPius protein, growm facror signal 

transduction, 1010 
Gaps, 145 

DNA repair, daughter -scrand-gap DNA repair, 
174-175, 175[ 

DNA repl ication 
eukaryocicenzymes, 153-157, 154[ 
replication fork movement and filling of, 

145- 146 
Gases, mo lecule cranslocation, 476 
Gastric acid 

food digestion and, 1030- 1032, 1031/, 10321 
gascric pariecal ceU secrecion, 1042- 1043, 1043[ 
histamine scimulation of, 1034- 1035, 1035[ 
prostaglandins effects on, 742 

Gastric. Ii pases 
lipid digestion, 1052- 1053, 1052.f1053f 
transporr in fed state, 678 

Gastr ic mucosa, digestive enzyme secretion, 1033, 
1034[ 

Gastric. parietal cells, gastric. acid secretion, 
1042- 1043, 1043[ 

Gastr in, digestion and, 10351, 1036 
Gastrointestional system 

epithelial cell cransporr, 1037, 10371 
food digestion and, 1030-1032, 1031/, 10321 
glycogen formation, early refed state, 847-849, 

848[ 
neuronal (NOSI/nNOS) activation, 

447~48,448[ 
secretions, ionic composition, 1039- 1040, 1040[ 

Gaucher disease 
diagnosis, 737cc 
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enzyme replacement therapy, 238cc 
GDP-4-keco-6 -deoxymannose 3,5-epinierase-4-

reduccase, 654 
GDP -mannose-4,6-dehydrarase, 654 
GEFJus protein, growm faccor signal 

cransduccion, 1010 
Gemifloxacin, 52cc 
Gene coding, polypeptide hormones, 892-895, 

892.f894f 
Gene conversion, homo logous recombinacion, 

HoUiday model, 160 
Gene duplication, inununoglobulin genetics, 342 
Gene expression 

epigenetic concrol, 328 
eukaryotes, 304, 317- 320 

regulation of, 325- 328 
four-letter alphabet, 211- 215, 2 1 lt, 2 12[ 
microarray analysis, 297- 298, 298[ 
nucleic acid editing enzymes, 201cc 
overview, 304 
prokaryotes, 304 
small-interfering RNA regulation, 290cc 

Gene library, recombinanr DNA molecules in, 266 
Gene products, protein strucrure and function, 101 
Gene(s) 

cancer and, l 023 
micochondrial disease, 582- 583, 582/, 5821 
obesity and, 1107- 1108, 1108[ 

Gene therapy 
DNA recombination and, 164cc 
Leber congenital amaurosis, 291cc 
normal gene introduction into defeccive gene, 

290, 291cc 
severe combined immune deficiency, 291cc 

Generic code 
breaking of, 2 12- 213 
nucleotide four-letter alphabet, 211- 2 15, 

2 111,212[ 
pw1cruacion, 2 11- 212 

Generic po lymorphisms 
cytochrome P450, 442~3, 443cc 
folic acid requirement, 1082cc 

Genomes 
DNA mutation, 167 
RNA genome replication, 158 

Genomics 
defined,295 
microarray analysis, 296-298, 297.f298f 
nutrigenomics, l 095 
prokaryocideukaryotic species, 2951 

Gentamycins, translation targeting of, 230 
Gersrmann-Straussler -Scheinker synddrome, amyloid 

fibrils, 115 
G factor, 226 
Gibbs free energy 

coupled enzyme reactions, 547 
folded proteins, 113 
membrane cransport energetics, 48µ87 
RNA synthesis, cranscripcion and, 182- 183, 183 f 
thermo dynamics and availability of, 

544-545,544[ 
Gia-containing proteins, 994, 995/,996, 997[ 
GlcNac phosphodiesrer glycosidase, 661 
GlcNac-phosphotransferase 

lysosomal protein targeting, 238cc 
N-linked glycoproteins, 661 
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cx-Globin chains 
hemoglobin structures, 353-355, 353/, 3541, 355/ 
splicing mucations and human disease, 198, 199 f 
termination codons and bemoglobinopachies, 

214cc-215cc, 2151 
~Globin chains 

hemoglobin structures, 353-355, 353/, 3541, 355/ 
splicing mutations and human disease, 198, 199 f 
termination codons and hemoglobinopachies, 

214cc-215cc, 2151 
Globin genes, hereditary pecsiscence offeral 

hemoglobin, 46cc 
Globosides, 732/, 733, 1131 
Globular proteins 

collagen comparisons with, 103, 104t 
domain structures, 97, 97 f 
scrucrure and conformation, 103 

cxi-Globulin, 923, 926/ 
Glucagon 

covalent modification of enzymes, 855-859, 

856?,58/ 
gene transcriptio n regulation, 861-862, 861/ 
gluconeogenesis hormonal control, 627-628, 

627f.(,28/ 
glycogenolysis in liver, 64~41, 640/ 
glycolysis regulation, pyruvace kinase, 617, 619/ 
6-phosphofrucro-1-kinase regulation, 612-6 I 4, 

612f.(,14/ 
phosphorylation, bifunccional 6-phospbofrucco -

2-kinase/fruc.cose 2,6-bisphosphacase, 
614-615,614f.(,16/ 

Glucocereborosides, 462, 464/ 
in glycosphingolipids, 732, 732/ 

Glucocorcicoids, recepcors, 932, 932/ 
Glucokinase, glycolysis regulation, 606-608, 

606/,608/ 
Glucokinase inhibicory protein (GK-RP), glycolysis 

regulation, 606-608, 606/ 
Gluconeogenesis, 557 

allosceric effeccor regulation, 853-855, 853/-855/ 
Atkins diet and, 864-865 
carbohydrate metabolism, 619-629, 619/ 

alcohol oxidation, 628-629 
ATP expendirure, 626 
glucose synthesis, 619-626 
hormonal control, 627-628 
regulation sire, 626-627 

enzymes in, 860 
in fasting state, 845-847, 845?,46/ 
glucose homeostasis and, 85 1- 852, 851/ 
glycogen formation, early refed state, 847 

Glucosarnine 6-phosphate, 656 
Glucose 

acid-base balance and, 876-877, 876/-877/ 
blood-brain barrier and transport of, 94 lee 
epithelial cell absorption, 1041- 1042, 

1041/-1042/ 
as F.my acid synthesis precursor, 680 
galaccosemia and galaccose transformation, 654cc. 
gene transcription regulation, 860-861, 861/ 
gluconeogenesis 

Cori and alanine cycles, 619-621, 620/ 
fascingscace, 845-847, 845/-846/ 
faery acids, 625, 625/ 
frucrose, 625-626, 625/ 
laccace, 62 1-622 , 62lf.(,22/ 

glycogenolysis and maintenance in early fasting 
scare, 844, 844/ 

glycogen srorage, 629-630, 629f.(,30/, 
633-634,634/ 

in glycosphingolipids, 732- 734, 
732/-733/,734, 

homeostasis, phases of, 850--852, 851/ 
I<,,, (Michadis constant ) and ucilization of, 401 
membolism, 594/-595/, 595-596 

allosceric. effeccors, 853-855, 853?,55/ 
covalent enzyme modification, 858- 859 
energy requirements, reserves, and bomeoscasis, 

849- 850,8491---8501 
in laccacion, 871-872, 872/ 

nucleotide-linked, epimerization, 654, 654/ 
priming of, 596-598, 597/ 
in well-fed smce, 842- 843, 843/ 

Glucose 6-phosphacase 
glucokinase reaction and, 608 
gluconeogenesis, 622, 622f.(,23/ 
gluconeogenesis and, 622, 622f.(,23/, 

626-628,627/ 
glycogenolysis and glycogenesis, 63~31, 630/ 
glycogen synthase, 636-638, 637/ 

Glucose 6-phosphace 
free energy changes, 547-548, 547/ 
gluconeogenesis and, 619, 621/ 
glycolysis, 593, 594/, 596-597, 597/ 
hexokinase and glucokinase and, 606, 606/, 608 
hydrolysis, 546 
penrose phosphate pathway 

carbon dioxide oxidation, 651, 651/ 
oxidation,648-649 , 649/ 

6-phosphofructo-1-kinase and, 608-609, 608/ 
Von Gierke disease, 633cc. 

Glucose-6-phosphate 
glycogen metabo lism, 638, 638/ 
glycogenolysis and glycogenesis, 629, 630/, 

631-632, 632/,641 
glycogen phosphorylase regulation, 636 
glycogen synthase regulation, 636, 637/ 

Glucose 6-phosphace dehydrogenase (G6PD) 
deficiency, 648cc 
hemolytic. anemia, 404cc. 
oxidation, pentose phosphate pathway, 

643-649, 649/ 
reactive oxygen species, 587 

Glucose inrolerance, enzyme induction of, 862 
Glucose transporters (GLUT) 

glucose membolism, 594/-595/, 595-596 
monosaccharides, 1050/, 1051, 1051 t 
nucrienc transport, l 042 
obesity and insulin resistance, 1109- 1110 
uniporc mechanism, 488, 488-489, 489/, 489t 

Glucuronic acid 
ascorbic acid derivation, 656cc. 
glucuronide formation, 656cc. 
hyaluronace copolymer, 664, 665/ 
UDP-glucose oxidation, 654-655, 654f.(,55/ 

Glucuron ide 
glucuronic acid formation, 656cc 
glycolysis, 603 

Glucamate 
degradation, 764 
membolice derivation, 778 
neuronal (NOSl/nNOS) activation, 447-448, 

4471, 448/ 
side chain strucrure, 77, 78/- 79/ 

Glucamace alanine aminotransferase (ALT), transfer 
reactions, 754 

Glucamate asparrace aminocransferase (AST), 
transfer reactions, 754 

Glucamate conjugase, folic acid formation, 
1079, 1080/ 

Glucamare dehydrogenase, ammonia incorporation 
and production, 755- 756, 756/ 

Glucamicacid, titration curve, 85, 85/ 
Glummic semialdehyde 

biosyncbesis, 763, 763/ 
deficiencies in, 767 cc 

Glucamine 
acid-base balance and, 876-877, 877/ 
ammonia incorporation and production, 

756, 756/ 
asparagine amide group, 756-757, 757/ 
de novosynthesis, 810, 810t 
gluconeogenesis, fasting scare, 84 5- 847, 846/ 
glycogen formation, early refed scare, 847- 849, 

848?,49/ 
inrercellular cycle, 759cc 
nitrogen donor anmgoniscs, 834, 834/ 
side chain struc.rure, 78, 78/ 

-y-Glucamyl cycle, amino acid transport, 
790,790/ 

Glumric acid, diseases of, 774cc 
Glumric aciduria, 774cc 
Glumryl-CoA oxidase deficiency, 774cc 
Glumchione 

cornea ATP derivation, 954 
glycogen formation, early refed smce, 848- 849, 

848?,49/ 
mecabolices, 789- 790, 789/-790/ 
roxicicy response, 790, 790/ 

Glumchione peroxidase 
mitochondrial defenses, 587, 587/ 
sdenium in, 1093-1094 

Glumchione reduccase, cornea ATP derivation, 

953-954 
Glumchione cransferase, drug conjugation, 

789- 790, 790/ 
Glumchione cranshydrogenase, amino acid-derived 

hormone degradation, 896, 8981, 899/ 
Gluten enceropachy, 1046cc 
Glycan, 470, 663 
Glycacion, protein, hyperglycemia and , 852cc 
Glycernic index, carbohydrates and, 1115, 11 I St 
Glycemic load, carbohydrates and, 1115, 111 St 
Glyceraldehyde 3-phosphace, pencose phosphate 

incerconversions, 65~51, 650/ 
Glyceraldehyde 3-phosphare dehydrogenase 

glucose mecabolism, 598-600 
hyperglycemia and, 604d 

Glycerol 
gluconeogenesis, 625, 625/ 
gluconeogenesis and glucose synthesis, fasting 

scare, 845-847, 845/-846/ 
sphingosine vs., 729, 729/ 

L-Glycerol3-phosphate, 458, 459/ 
Glycerol 3-pbosphace 

hydrolysis, 546 
criacylglycerol synthesis, 688-689, 688f.(,89/ 

Glycerol 3-pbosphace:acyltransferase, phosphatidic 
acid synthesis, 713 

Glycerol 3-pbosphace dehydrogenase, micocbondrial 
elecrron rransporc, 565- 566, 566/ 

Glycerol ether phospholipids, 460, 461/ 
Glycerol kinase, glycerol 3-pbosphace derivation, 

688,688/ 



Glycerol-phosphate shurcle, micochondrial inner 
membrane cransporr, 579, 580/ 

Glyceroneogenesis 
glycerol 3-phosphare derivation, 688 , 688/ 
triacylglycerol-farry acid cycle, 689, 690/ 

cx-Glycerophosphare, phosphatidic acid synthesis, 
712- 713,713/ 

Glycerophospholipids 
as membrane components, 45$---460, 459f-46 lf, 

4611-4621 
membrane leaflets, 472-473, 472/ 

Glyceryl crinicrare (GTN), 451cc 
Glycine 

biosynthesis, 763, 764/ 
collagen srrucrure and, 1 05, I 06/ 
degradation, 764, 765/ 
encephalopathy, nonkecotic byperglycinemia, 766cc 
metabolite derivation, 778, 780, 780/ 
neuron-neuron interaction, 9421, 943, 944/ 
side chain scrucrure, 77 

Glycine-proline-alanine (GPA) domain, myosin 1,980 
Glycocholic acid, cholesterol excretion, 728-729, 728/ 
Glycogen 

allosteric effector regulation, 853-855, 853/-855/ 
early refed scare and formation of, 847 
effecror control, 638-639, 638/ 
exercise and, 869-87 1 
glycogenin synthesis, 634-635, 635/ 
glycolysis, 593 
phosphory lation and Lafora disease, 63 Sci 
synthesis, degradation and limitation, 635-638 
synthesis limits, 635 
in well-fed srace, 842- 843, 843/ 

Glycogenesis, 629-643 
debranching enzyme, 631-632, 631/ 
effecror control, 638-639 
enzyme requiremencs, 632-633, 632/ 
epinephrine in hearr and skeletal muscle, 64 1, 641/ 
glucagon and epinephrine in liver, 640-641, 

640.f64 1/ 
glucose storage, 629-630, 629.f630f, 633-634, 634/ 
glycogen degradation and synthesis, 635-638 
glycogenin requiremenr, 634-635 , 635/ 
glycogen phosphorylase inhibition, 630-631, 

630/,636 
glycogen phosphorylase regulation, 635-636, 636/ 
glycogen synthase regulation, 636-638, 636.f638/ 
glycogen synthesis limits, 635 
hormonal/ normal glycogen synthesis and 

degradation, 640-643 
insulin stimulation in muscle and liver, 642, 643/ 
negative feedback concrol, glycogen synthesis, 639 
neural conrrol in skeletal muscle, 641-642, 642/ 
pathway, 632/ 
phosphory lase receptor in liver, 639-640, 639/ 
in well-fed scate, 842- 843, 843/ 

Glycogen in, glycogen synthesis and, 634-635, 635/ 
Glycogenolysis, 629-643 

covalent modification, 856-859, 856/ 
debranching enzyme, 631-632, 631/ 
effecror control, 638-639 
enzyme requiremencs, 632-633, 632/ 
epinephrine in hearr and skeletal muscle, 64 1, 641/ 
glucagon and epinephrine in liver, 640-641, 

640.f64 1/ 
glucose homeostasis and , 850-852, 851/ 
glucose storage, 629-630, 629.f630f, 633-634, 634/ 
glycogen degradation and synthesis, 635-638 

glycogenin requirement, 634-635, 635/ 
glycogen phosphorylase inhibition, 630-631, 

630/,636 
glycogen phosphorylase regulation, 635-636, 636/ 
glycogen synthase regulation, 636-638, 636.f638/ 
glycogen synthesis limits, 635 
hepatic, in early fasting srace, 844, 844/ 
hormonal/normal glycogen synthesis and 

degradation,640-643 
insulin stimulation in muscle and liver, 642, 643/ 
negative feedback contro l, glycogen synthesis, 639 
neural concrol in skeletal muscle, 64 1-642, 642/ 
pathway, 632/ 
pbospborylase receptor in liver, 639-640, 639/ 

Glycogen phosphory lase 
allosreric effector regulation, 853-855, 853/-855/ 
cascade regulation, 636 
covalent modification, 856-859, 856/ 
glycogenolysis initiation, 630-632 , 630.f631/ 
regulation of, 635-636, 636/ 

Glycogen scorage diseasese, 633cc 
Glycogen synthase 

allosreric effector regulation, 853-855, 853/-855/ 
covalent modification, 856-859, 856/ 
glycogenesis, 632-633, 632/ 
regulation of, 636-637, 637/ 

Glycolipid(s), 674 
disorders, 664cc 

Glycolysis 
aceryl coenzyme A, 548 
allosreric effector regulation, 853-855, 853/-855/ 
anaerobic, retinal ATP derivation, 956 
cancerand,868-869 
carbohydrate metabolic pathways, 592- 596, 

592/-595/ 
arsenate prevention of ATP synthesis, 604, 604/ 
ATP yield and anaerobic balanced equation, 60 1 
hexokinase and glucokinase, 606-608, 606/ 
hyperglycemia inhibition, 603-604 
NADH oxidation co NAO, 601-602 
6-phosphofrucro -1-kinase regulation, 608-617 
pyruvate kinase regulation, 617-619 
regulation, 604-619, 606/ 
stages, 596-600, 597/, 599.fG00/ 
substrate shuttle, 601-603 
sulfhydryl reagents and fluoride inhibition, 

603,603/ 
pentose phosphate interconversions, 649-65 1, 650/ 
in well-fed scare, 842- 843, 843f 

Glycolyric enzymes, gluconeogenesis, 622, 622.f623f 
Glycophorin, 469 
Glycoproteins 

carbohydrate metabolism, 659-663 
dolichol phosphate N-linked glycoprotein 

synthesis, 660-663, 660.f66 1/ 
glycan function, 663 
N- and ~g lycosyl bonds, 659-660, 659/ 

cacabolism defeccs, 663cc 
covalent bonds, carbohydraces, 112, 112/ 
membrane carbohydrates, 463 
phospho lipids and, 712 

Glycosaminoglycans (GAGs), 664 
chains, laminin and type IV collagen networks, 

372- 373,373/ 
Glycosidases, protein folding, 233 
Glycosidic linkages 

carbohydrate-proteins, 112, 112/ 
digestion and, I 051 
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hemoglobin, I 13 
Glycosphingolipids, 462 , 1130 

galacrose/glucose in, 732- 734, 732/ - 733/, 7341 
lipid rafrs, 473 

Glycosylase, DNA base excision repair, 168 , 168/ 
Glycosylaced hemoglobin (HbA1J, 113cc 
Glycosylation 

congenital disorders of glycosylation, 661, 662cc 
endoplasmic reticulum and Golgi appararus 

proteins, 232- 233, 2331, 234/-235/ 
glycan function, 663 

Glycosylceramides, in glycosphingolipids, 732, 732/ 
N~ lycosyl bonds 

carbohydrare-glycoprorein linkage, 659-663, 659/ 
dolichol phosphate synthesis, 660-663, 660.f661f 

O-glycosyl bonds, carbohydrate-glycoprorein linkage, 
659-663, 659/ 

Glycosylphosphatidylinositol (GPI), 470 
lipid rafrs, 473, 473f 

G lycosyl cransferases 
polysaccharide biosynthesis, 658 
prot ein glycosylation, 232-23 3, 2331, 234f-235/ 

Gly-Pro-Y cripeptide, in collagen, 103 
Gly-X-Hyp cripeptide, in collagen, 103 
GM 1 gangliosidosis, 733-734 
GnRH -associated peptide (GAP), 895 
Golgi appararus, 11, 17 

procollagen formation in, 244-245 
protein glycosylation in, 232- 233, 2331, 234f-235f 
protein secretion and, 17, 17f 

Gonadotropes 
esrradiol synthesis, 924, 926/ 
ovarian cycle concrol, 901 

Gonadotropin -releasing hormone (GnRH) 
gene encoding, 895 
ovarian cycle concrol, 901- 905, 902/-905/ 

absence of fertilization, 902- 904, 904/ 
precocious puberty, 901cc 
protein kinase C, 912- 913, 913t 

Gout 
allosteric enzyme control, 414cc 
enzyme action in, 400cc 
lysosomal enzymes and, 19cc 
purine nucleotides, 8 I I cc 
xanthine oxidase inhibirors, 407cc 

GPCR -specific protein kinases (TRKs), signaling 
termination, 527 

G protein -coupled receptors (GPCR), 475 
HIV cargeting, 523cc 
incracellular signaling cascade, 899- 90 I, 900 / 
ion channels, 5 16 
physiological roles and excracellular ligands, 

522- 523,522/ 
signaling termination, 527 
signal cransduction, 508 
scructure, 523-525, 524/ 

G proteins 
cycle, 526-527,526f 
piruicary gland rumor/endocrine disease 

mutations, 525cc 
rod cells, 961 
subunits, 525- 526 

G-quartecs, four-scranded DNA, 45, 45~. 45/ 
Gramicidin A, 497 , 497/ 
Gratuitous inducers, lactose operon, 307 
Grb2 protein, growth factor signal cransduction, 10 10 
GroEL-GroES chaperonin system, 116, 117 f 
Group cranslocacion, -y-glutamyl cycle, 477d 
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Growth fuctor receptors, cell cycle regulation, 
1008-1 010, 1008.fl0l0/ 

Growth factors, signal transduction, 517 
cell cycle regulation, 1008- 1010, 1008.f!OIO/ 
receptor tyrosine kinase, 517-5 19, 517.f518/ 
serine/threonine kinases, 519- 520 

Growth hormone (G H), 887, 888f,889t-89lt, 891 
GTPases 

Ras protein, 518- 519, 519/ 
signal transduction, 5 ll 

GTP -binding regulatory proteins 
Rab3 , 947 
signal transduction, 51 Of, 5 11 

GTP cydobydro lase I, recrahydrobioprerin synthesis, 

817-819,818.f819/ 
Guanine 

nucleic acid scrucrure, 27- 30, 27.f30/ 
purine nucleotide interconversion, 817 

Guanosine, 27 
nucleic acid strucrure, 27- 30, 27.f30/ 

Guanosine monophospha ce (GMP), inosine 
5' -monophosphare precursor, 813, 8 14/ 

Guanosine pentaphosphare (pppGpp), 315 
Guanosine retrapbosphare (ppGpp), 315 
Guanosine triphospbace (GTP), recrahydrobiopcerin 

precursor, 817-819, 818/ 
Guanylate cyclase 

cardiovascular disease, 531 cc 
cyclic GMP -based signal transduction, 

530- 531,530/ 
endothelial (NOSIII/eNOS), 4471, 450-453, 450/ 
nitric oxide mediation, 447, 447/ 
signal transduction , 517 
visual cycle, 963, 963 f 

Guanylin, digestion and, 10351, 1036 
Guide RNA, 195 
Gums , 1113 
Gucachione reduccase, mitochondrial defenses, 

587,587/ 
Gyrases, structure, 52 

H 
Habe r-Weiss reactions, reactive oxygen species, 

584,584/ 
Hairpin structure, RNA intramolecular base pairing, 

62, 62/ 
Haldane relationsh ip, 403 
Half -maximal concentration, ligand-recepror 

interaction, downstream signaling, 512.f. 513 
Hammerhead ribozyme, three-dimensional 

srrucrure, 69, 69/ 
Hapten, 335 
Haproglobins , 801 
Harmup disease, 1049cc 
Haworth formulas , carbohydrates, 1126 
H band, skeletal muscles, 969 
H-DNA, triple-stranded DNA strucrure, 44, 44-45 
Head -rail junction , myosin filament, 968.f. 970, 970cl 
Heart, glycogenolysis in, 641 , 641/ 
He.arr disease, polyunsarurared faery acids and, 1114cc 
Heat shock proteins (hsps) 

chaperone protein folding, 116 
crystallins, 954, 954t 
steroid hormone receptors, 929, 930/ 

Hears of formation , 382 
Heavy filamencs, skeletal muscles, 969 
a -Helical conformation 

cytochrome P450, 427 

integral (intrinsic) membrane proteins, 
469-4 70,470/ 

membrane channels, 477 
secondary protein structure, 93-96, 93.f94/ 

Helical strucrure 
RNA,62,62/ 
secondary protein structure, 92- 96, 92.f. 93r 

Helicases 
DNA replication, DnaB, 152 
parental srrand separation, DNA replication, 

144, 144/ 
He/Jcobacter pylori, 3 17 cc 
Helix -loop- helix (HLH) protein 

calcium-transportingATPases (Ca2+-ATPase) in 

plasma membranes , 494, 494/ 
transcripti on regulation and DNA binding, 322, 

325,325/ 
Helix-rum-helix (HTH) proteins , transcription 

regulation and DNA binding, 322, 
322- 325 , 323/ 

Hematopoietic cells, cyrokine receptors, 520 
Hemacopoiecic water -soluble vitamins, 1079- 1083 

folic acid metabolism , 1079-1 082, 1080.f1081/ 
vitamin B12, 1082-1 083 

Heme 
biosynthesis, 791 - 797, 791.f793/ 

enzymes in, 791- 796, 79 1.f795f,796 1 
porphyrias, 7961, 797 
rare-limiting srep, 796-797 

carabolism, 797- 80 I 
bilirubin conjugation, 797-801, 797.f. 799/ 
intravascular hemo lysis, iron scavenging, 801 

mitochondrial elecrron transport, 568-570, 568/ 
prosthetic group 

nitric oxide synthases, 445-446, 445.f446/ 
oxygen binding, 355, 355/ 

Heme oxygenase, 797 
cyroprocecrive role, 798cc 

Heme-regulated kinase, translation regulation, 247 
Hemiacerals, 1124 

cyclic bemiacerals, 1126 
Hemicelluloses , 1113 
Hemikerals, 1126 
Hemimerhy lared DNA, mismatch repair, 170- 172, 

170.f171f, 171 
Hemochromatosis , l 090cc- l 091 cc 
Hemoglobin , 334, 353-367 

carbon dioxide-nitrogen oxide transport , 360 
chain structures, 356, 356[, 357 t 
cirrhosis and, 87 4 
forms of, 353-354, 353.f. 354t 
glycosylared hemog lobin (H bA1J, 113cc 
isoelectric focusing, 121-1 22, 122.f123/ 
nitric oxide transport and oxygen delivery, 

366-367,366.f367/ 
oxygen binding, 358- 359, 358/ 
quaternary strucrure, 97- 98, 361/ 
secondary and tertiary strucrure, 355, 355/ 
cerminacor codon formation, 214cc 
X-ray cryscallography, 355- 357, 356[, 357 t 

Hemoglobinopachies, 354cc 
missense mnrations, 2 14cc 

Hemoglobin Wayne, 213, 215t 
Hemoju velin, hepcidin synthesis, 1090 , l 090/ 
Hemolytic anemia 

glucose-6-phosphate dehydrogenase, 404cc 
pyruvace kinase deficiency, 618cc 

Hemopexin, 801 

Hemophilia , 990cc 
Hemosrasis 

anticoagulation, 989- 993 
biochemistry, 982- 983, 983 t 
clot forming proteins, 985- 989 
fibrino lysis phase, 994, 994/ 
procoagulation phase, 983-985, 984/ 

Henderson-Hasselbalch equation, 9 
conjugate acid and base concentrations and pH, 

9-10, !Of 
ionizable amino acids and pro reins, 83, 83 f 
monoarnino monocarboxylic acid titracion, 

isoelectric pH, 84, 84/ 
Heparan sulfate, 664-665 
Heparan sulfate proreoglycan perlecan, laminin and 

rype IV collagen nerworks, 372- 373, 373/ 
Heparin , 664-665, 665cc, 665/ 

pencasaccharide structure, 992/ 
Heparin -binding protein, plareler plug 

formation, 985 
Hepatic nuclear factor 4a (HNF4cx) , gene 

transcription regulation, 862 
Hepcidin , iron homeostasis, 1090, 1090/ 
Hephasecin , 1088 
Hepca11elical strucrure, G protein -coupled 

receptors, 524 
Hereditary coproporpbyria, 795 
Hereditary nonpo lyposis co lon cancer (HNPCC), 

mismatch repair, 172, 172cc 
He reditary orocic aciduria, 823cc 
Hereditary persistence of feral hemoglobin (HPFH ), 

DNA scrucrure and, 46cc 
Herpesvirus (HSY), purine/pyrimidine analogs, 

834-835,834/ 
Heterochromatin, polynucleosome packing, 57 
Heteroduplex region, homologous recombination 

Holliday model, 159-1 60, 160/ 
Mesdson -Radding model, 161 

Hererogeneiry, O -linked glycosylarion, 233 
Heterologous up- regulation, steroid hormone 

receptors, 935 
He ceromeric amino acid transporter , 1047, 1049/ 
Herero-o ligomeric complex, cyrokine 

receprors, 521 
Heterophagy, lysosomal intracellular digestion and, 

18-19, 19/ 
Heterouarneric procein(s), 962 
Hererouimeric G proteins, 525, 526/ 

bacterial toxins, 527 
Heterouirneric GTP-binding regulatory proteins 

(G proteins), 522.f. 523-524 
Hererorropic interaction, enzyme allosceric 

control, 414 
Hexokinase 

cancer, 607 cl 
classification, 380, 380/ 
glycolysis regulation, 606-608, 606/ 
tertiary strucrure, 97, 97 f 

13-H exosaminidase reaction, sphingolipidoses 
resting, 737, 737/ 

HGPRTase gene defect, Lyesch-Nyhan syndrome, 
mulcip lex PCR analysis, 268cc 

High -density lipoproceins (HDLs ), 108, 109t 
atherosclerosis, 728cc 
cholesterol synthesis, 722, 7221, 723 - 726, 

724.f725/ 
diet and cholesterol, 1114-1 115 
niacin deficiency, 1078 



High-energy bonds 
energy-producing/energy -utilizing systems, 543 
variations in, 547- 548, 548/ 

High-energy compounds, hydrolysis of specific 
groups, 546, 546/ 

Highly reiterated DNA sequences, 61~2 
High-mannose residues, protein folding, 233 
High-molecular-weight kininogen (HMWK) 

dot formation, 989, 989/ 
intrinsic pathway reactions, 984-985, 

9841,985cc 
High-performance liquid chromatography (HPLC), 

protein separation, 124, 125 f 
High-throughput screening, enzyme inhibitors and 

activators, 413d 
Hill coefficient 

hemoglobin/myoglobin oxygen binding , 
358, 359t 

multi -subunit enzymes, 415, 416/ 
Hill equation 

hemoglobin/myoglobin oxygen binding , 358 
multi -subunit enzymes, 415, 416/ 

Hill plots, hemoglobin/myoglobin oxygen 
binding, 358/ 

Hiscamine 
digestion and, 1034-1035, 1035/ 
hjstidine metabolites, 786-787, 788/ 

Histidine 
metabolism, 773-774, 776/ 
metabolites, 786-787, 788/ 
side chain scruccure, 77, 77- 78, 78f-79f 

Histidinemia deficiency, 777cc 
Hiscone code, polynucleosome packing, 57 
Hiscone deacetylase inhibitors, epigenetic cancer 

therapy, 328cc 
Hiscones, 54 

bent DNA and, 42 
epigenetic cancer therapy and targeting of, 328cc 
eukaryotic chromatin organization, 54-55, 55/ 
eukaryotic DNA binding, 317- 319, 318/ 
nucleosomes and polynucleosomes, 55- 56, 55f-56f 
po lynucleosome packing, 57 

HIV , 158 
aptarner-small -interfering RNA HIVl 

therapy, 290cc 
drug therapy resistance, nucleoside analogs 

and, 144cc 
G protein-coup led receptors and, 523cc 
polymerase chain reaction screening, 258cc 
protein biosynthesis, frarneshifcing, 216cc 
RNA genome replication and, 158 

HM G CoA reducrase, cholestero l synthesis, 720 
H-NS proteins, prokaryotic DNA, 53, 53- 54, 53/ 
Holliday junction, homologous recombination, 

159-160, 160/ 
Holliday model, 159, 159- 160, 160/ 
Homeodomain protein, transcription regulation, 

322- 323 
Homeostasis 

in animals, 9cl 
gluconeogenesis hormonal control, 627~28 
rron, 1087- 1088, 1088f,1088t 
vitamin D synthesis, 1071 

Homo cysceine, methionine degradation, 767 
Homocysreinemia, 771cc 
Homocysreinuria, 771cc 
Homologous CH regions, antibody molecules, 3361, 

338,339/ 

Homologous recombination 
basic principles, 158-159 , 158/, 159t 
doub le-scrand break model, 161- 162, 162/ 

DNA repair, 175 
Holliday junction, 159- 160, 160/ 
knockoucmice,292 
Meselson-Radding model, 160-161 , 161/ 

Homologous sequencing, 90 
protein prin1ary scruccure, 90 

Homologous chree-rumensional domain, antibody 
molecules, 339- 340, 339f-340f 

Homologous up-regulation, steroid hormone 
recepcors, 935 

Homotropic interaction, enzyme allosceric 
control, 414 

Homovanillic acid, 950 
Hoogsceen hydrogen bonds, four-stranded DNA, 43, 

45-46,45/ 
Hoogsceen triplets, criple-scranded DNA scrucrure, 

43-45, 44f-45f 
Hormone response elements (HR.Es), steroid 

hormone incracellular receptor proteins, 
929- 934, 930/,93 1, 931r 

Hormone(s ), 885 
amino acid-derived 

inactivation and degradation, 896, 897/ 
synthesis, 895- 896, 895f-896f 

cascade system, 885-891, 885f-886f 
aerial narriuretic factor, protein kinase G, 

913- 914, 914f-916f 
gonadocropin -releasing hormone, protein kinase 

C, 9 12- 913, 913e, 914/ 
insulin receptor, ryrosine kinase transduction, 

909- 911,909f-9 12f 
incracellular cascades, 909- 916 
polypeptide hormones, 887-891, 888/, 

8891- 891 t 
specific signals, 885-887, 885/, 8861 
vasopressin activity, protein kinase A, 912, 

912f,913r 
categories, 884, 884/ 
cell surface receptors, 884 
cyclic hormonal systems, 901 
endocrine signal transduction, 505- 506, 505 f 
gluconeogenesis control, 627~28, 627f-628f 
glycogen synthesis and degradation, 640-643 

glucagon and epinephrine glycogenolysis 
stimulation in liver, 64~41, 640/ 

HPETE derivation, 743-74 4, 744/ 
membrane receptors, 905- 909 

incernalization, 906-909, 907f-908f 
multiple subw1ics, 905- 906, 905f-906f 

ovarian concrol, 901- 905, 902f-905f 
6-phosphofrucco-1 -kinase regulation, 612~14, 

612f-614f 
polypeptide hormones 

anterior pituitary, 887, 891 
gene coding, 892-895, 892f-894f 
overview, 888[, 889t- 891 t 

protein hormone signaling, 897- 901, 

898f-900/, 8981 
intracellular sjgnal cascade, second messengers, 

899- 901, 900/ 
membrane receptors, 897- 898 

secretory intestinal, 1035- 1306, 1035d, 10351 
steroid hormones (See Steroid hormones) 

Hormone-sensitive lipase, lipid transport, fasted 
State, 679 
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Hubs, protein comp lexes, 99- 100, 99f-100f 
Human cliorionic gonadotropin, fertilization, 

904-905, 905/ 
Human en1bryonic stem cells (hESC), cloning and, 

294 
Human genome 

chromosomes on, 1.40 

elements of, 298-299 
Human rrnmunodeficiencyvirus. See HIV 
Human lysosomal acid lipase (hLAL), 20cc 
Hunter syndrome, 668cc 
Huntington disease, 167 

arnyloid fibrils, 114-115cc, 114f-1 15/ 
DNA mutations, 166/, 167 
protein misfolding and aggregation, 250cc 
yeast artificial chromosome transgenic mice 

research on, 279cc 
Huncingcon gene, protein misfolding and aggregation, 

250cc 
HU proteins, prokaryotic DNA, 53- 54, 53/ 
Hurler syndrome, 668cc 

enzyme replacement therapy, 238cc 
Hutchinson -Gilford progeria syndrome (HGPS) 

nuclear scruccure and function and, 16cc 
silent mutations and, 214cc 

Hyaluronace, 664 
Hybridization, double-helical DNA, 38, 38/ 
Hydration, faery acids, 69 1 
Hydrochloric acid. See Gastric acid 
Hydrogen bonds, 4, 118 

13 pro tein scruc.rure, 93, 94/ 
doub le-scranded DNA (dsDNA), 33-34, 34/ 
folded proteins, 118, 118/ 
macromolecular strucrures, 1125 
transfer RNA, 64, 64/ 
water molecules, 4-5, 4f-5f 

Hydrogen ions 
gastric acid secretion, 1042- 1043, 1043/ 
nutrient transport, 1041- 1042, 1041/ 

Hydrogen peroxide, 20 
peroxisomal fatty acid oxidation, 701 
peroxisome utilization , 20 

Hydrolases 
caralyric properties, 380, 381/ 
scructureandfunction, 18, 18,191 

Hydrolysis, 1124 
disaccharides/polysaccliarides, 1049- 1051, 

1050[, 10501 
triacylglycerol mobi lization, 689 

Hydronium ion, 6 
water molecule russociation, 6 

Hydrophobic inceraction(s) 
folded proteins, 11~117 , 118/ 
lipids, 674 
macromolecular structures, 1125 
molecule diffusion, membrane cranslocation, 476 
criacylglycerols, 676-677 

Hydrophobici ty, 86 
aniino acid side chains, 86-89, 88/ 
tertiary protein scructure, 97, 97[ 

Hydrophobic pocket, enzyme substrate binding, 383 
Hydroxamic acids, epigenetic cancer rrearmencs, 57cc 
Hydroxy-acyl CoA, faery acid oxidation, 692 
D-!3-hydroxyburyrate dehydrogenase, acetoacetate 

formation, 698-700, 698f-700f 
13-Hydroxybucyrace 

acetyl coenzyme A sources and faces, 548 
faery acid incerorgan transport, 678 , 678/ 
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~Hydroxybucyric acid, fatty acid synthesis, ketone 
body from acetyl coA, 697 

25-Hydroxycholecakiferol, vitamin D synthesis, 
1068, 10721 

Hydroxyeicosatetraenoic acids (HETEs) 
cytochrome P450 metabolism, 434 
HPETEderivation, 743-744, 744/ 
physiological effeccs, 744-745 

Hydroxy fatty acids, nerve tissue formation, 686 
Hydroxyindole-0-mechylcransferase (HIOMT), 901 
11 13-Hydroxylase, 920 
17-Hydroxylase, steroid hormone biosynchesis, 919 
21-Hydroxylase, steroid hormone biosymhesis, 919 
Hydroxylation 

ascorbic acid, 1084, 1084/ 
fatty acids, 695 

Hydroxyl free radicals, 584, 584/ 
5-Hydcoxylysine 

glycosyl linkage, I I 2, l I 2/ 
O-glycosyl bonds, 659, 659/ 

3-Hydcoxy-3-methylglucaryl CoA (HMG coA) 
cholesterol synthesis, 719- 720, 719/ 
fatty acid synthesis 

acetoacetate formation, 698-700, 698F700/ 
ketone body &om acecyl coA, 697-698 

3-Hydcoxy-3-methylglucaryl CoA:acetoacetyl 
coA layase (HMG coA synthase), cholesterol 
synthesis, 719-720, 719/ 

Hydcoxyprolines 
in collagen, 103, 103/, 1041 
degradation, 766, 768/ 
SCUJVY and synthesis of, 247cc 

l 1J3-Hydroxysceroid dehydrogenase cype, 931 
5-Hydroxyccyptamine. SuSeroconin 
Hydcoxyurea, glutamine nitrogen donor enzyme 

inhibition, 834, 834/ 
25-Hydcoxy vicamin D3 (25-hydcoxycholecalcifrol), 

928 
Hypercholescerolemia, 20cc, I 09cc 

creacrnem of, 727 cc 
Hyperglycemia 

diabetes mellirus cype 2 and, 865-866, 
8651,866cc 

energy requirements, reserves, and homeostasis, 
849- 850, 849t-8501 

glyceraldehyde 3-phosphace dehydcogenase, 604d 
glycolysis inhibition, 603 
protein glycacion and, 852cc 

Hyperglycemic, hyperosmolar coma, 850cc 
Hyperlipoproteinemias , plasma lipoproceins, 109cc 
Hyperlysinemia, 776cc 
Hypermethylation of DNA, 320 
Hyperosmolar coma, 850cc 
Hyperoxaluria, 781cc 
Hyperpolarization, rod cells, 961 
Hypersensitive sites (HSS), eukaryotic transcription, 

187- 188, 188/ 
Hypertension, mineralocorcicoid recepcor 

mutation, 933cc 
Hypercriacylglycerolemia, diabetes melJitus cype 2 

and, 865- 866, 8651,866cc 
Hypervariable regions 

antibody molecules, 336 
immunoglobulin loops, 341/ 

Hypervariable sequences, antibody molecules, 339 
Hypoargininemia, in preterm infants, 762cc 
Hypochromicity, double-helical DNA denaturation 

and renaruration, 36, 36-37, 36F37/ 

Hypogammaglobulinemia, plasma proteins, 

87cc, 88/ 
Hypoglycemia 

alcohol metabolism, 628cc 
diabetes and, 867cc 
energy requirements, reserves, and homeostasis, 

849-850, 849t- 8501 
maternal, 871 
premature infants and, 620cc 
substrate availability, 852 

Hypolipoproceinemias , plasma lipoproteins, 110cc 
Hypopiru itarism, 891cc 
Hypothalamic releasing hormone, ovarian cycle 

control, 903/ 
Hypothalamus 

amino acid-derived hormones, 898t 
hormonal cascade and, 885- 886, 886/, 887 t 
piruicarygland and, 893/ 

Hypoxanchine -guanine phosphoribosyl cransferase 
(HGPRTase) 

Lesch-Nyhan syndrome, 816cc 
purine synthesis, 815-816, 816/ 

Hypoxia -inducible factor la (HIFla ), 868-869 
Hypusinesynthesis, 781, 78 1/ 

I-cell disease 
lysosomal protein targeting, 235, 238cc 
N-linked glycoproceins, 661 

Ideal body weight (IBW}, 676cc 
Ideal dietary composition, 1116, 1116/ 
Imacinib, molecular targeting, 1021cc 
Immune response 

aucocrine signaling, 505 /, 506-507 
inducible (NOSn/iNOS), 447-449, 4471 
iron deficiency and reduced immunocompecence, 

1087-1091 
Immunization 

antibody molecules and, 338cc 
DNA vaccines, 28cc 

Immunodeficiency diseases, purine nucleoside 
degradation, 820cc 

Immunoglobulins , 334 
classification, 3361 
disease diagnosis and, 87cc, 88/ 
fold, 339, 339/, 343, 343/ 
genetics of, 342, 342/ 
homologous CH regions, 3361, 338, 339/ 
IgA, 338cc 
IgG, 338cc , 339F340/ 

isocypes, 342 
polypeptide chains, 335-337, 335/ 

IgM, 338cc, 339/ 
protein superfamily, 334-343 
repeating sequences, 335/, 339 

Immunological domains, (3-adrenergic recepcor, 

905- 906, 907/ 
IMP dehydcogenase, purine synthesis and nucleotide 

formation,815,815/ 
Imprinting 

animal cloning, 294 
DNA mechylation, 319 

Indirect bilirubin , 800 
Induced -fie theory, enzyme substrate binding, 383 
Induced -pluropotem seem (iPS) cells, 294 
Inducer molecules, 305 

graruirnus inducers, 307 
Inducible (NOSII/iNOS), 447-449, 447 t 

Induction, 305 
Induction-repression of enzymes, liver 

metabolism, 852 
Inflammation 

inducib le (NOSil/iNOS), 447 r, 449 
prosraglandins effects on, 741-742 

Inflammatory disease, endogenous antagonises, 
interleukin receptors, 521 cc 

Inhibin(s) 

escradiol synthesis, 926-927 
ovarian cycle contro l, 901, 903-904 

Inhibitory neurotransmitters 
ligand-gated ion channels, 515, 515/ 
neuron-neuron in reracrion, 943 

lnhibicory RNA (RNAi). See RNA interference 
(RNAi) 

Initiation 
eukaryocic mRNA, 210 
RNA transcription, 182, 183/ 
signal, 210 
sires, 113 

Initiation codon, 210 
Initiation factors, protein synthesis, 22 1- 223, 

2211, 222/ 
Initiator protein, DNA replication, eukaryocic 

enzymes, 155, 155Fl56/ 
Injury, metabolism during , 872-873, 872/ 
Inosine 5'-monophosphace (IMP), PRPP synthesis 

AMP/GMP precursors, 813, 814/ 
formation of, 811-813, 812F813/ 

lnositides, membrane function, 711-712, 711F7 12/ 
1,4,5-Inosirol trisphosphate (JP3) , incraceUular 

signaling pathways, 535 
1,4,5-lnosicol crisphosphare receptor (IP3R), 

calcium-based signal transduction, 533 
3,4,5-lnosirol trisphosphate , intracellular signaling 

pathways, 536/ 
Inositol phosphates, intracellular signaling pathways, 

534-536, 534/, 536/ 
lnosicol trisphosphate (IP3) 

glycogenolysis in liver, 640-641, 640/ 
intracelJular signaling cascade, 898-90 I , 900 f 
in membrane phosphol ipids, 711-712, 7 1 IF712/ 

Inserrional activation, bacterial loss of antibiotic 
resistance and, 266, 267 f, 268 

Insertions 
DNA mutations, 166-167, 166/ 
sequences, nonhomologous recombination, 163 
sice-direcred muragenesis, DNA flanking 

regions, 284 
In situ hybridization, mRNA detection, 272, 274/ 
Insulin, 90 

covalent modification of enzymes, 855-859, 
856F858/ 

diabeces mellitus 
therapy and differences in, 92cc 
rypel,866-868,867/ 

energy requirements, reserves, and homeostasis, 
849-850, 849t- 850t 

in fasted state, 679-680 
gene transcription regulation, 860-862, 861/ 
gluconeogenesis, fasting state, 845-847, 

845F846f 
gluconeogenesis hormonal control, 627-628, 

627F628/ 
glucose metabolism , 594F595/, 595- 596 
glycogenesis in muscle and liver, 642, 643/ 
lipid metabolism, fed scare, 701 



phosphorylation, bifunctional 6-phosphofrucro -
2-kinase/fructose 2,6-bisphosphacase, 61 5, 616/ 

primary strucrure, 90, 90t, 91/ 
protein primary structure, 91 
proteolysis and release of, 240, 24 If 
receptors 

gestational diabetes mellitus, 91 lee 
ryrosine kinase transduction, 909.f-911/, 

910-911 
lnsulin/glucagon ratio, 859-860, 859/ 

diabetes mellirus type I, 866-868 
Insulin-like growth factor 1 (IGF-1), cirrhosis 

and, 874 
Insulin receptor substrate- ] {IRS-1), imracellular 

hormone cascades, 9 10- 911, 910.f-911/ 
Insulin resistance, 677cc 

diabetes mellirus type 2, 865-866, 865/, 866cc 
obesir.y and, 863-864, 863/, 1108- 1110 

Insulin response elements (IRE), gene transcription 
regulation, 862 

Insulin-signaling pathway, diabetes mellirus r.ype 2 
and,866 

Integral (intr insic) membrane proteins, 463,468, 
468-4 70,468.f-470/ 

Integrase, transposition, 163 
lncegrins, 14 

integral membrane proteins, 469 
plasma membrane boundary, 14-15 

Interaccomes, 99- 100, 99.f-100/ 
Intercellular gluramine cycle, 759cc 
lncerceUular signal transduction, 504-507 

autocrine signaling, 505/, 506-507 
endocrine siganling, 505-506, 505 f 
juxracrine, conracr-dependenr, signaling, 505, 505/ 
paracrine signaling, 505/, 506 
synaptid neuronal signaling, 505 J, 506 

Interconversions 
pentose phosphate inrerconversions, 649-65 l, 650/ 
purine nucleotides, adenine/guanine levels, 817 
pyrimidines, 825- 826 
sugar, carbohydrate metabolism, 652-658 

Interferons, 520 
lncerleukins, 520 

endogenous anragonisrs, 521cc 
interleukin I, 873 
interleukin 6, 873 

lncermediate-densir.y lipoproteins (IDLs), 108, l09t 
cholesterol synthesis, 722, 722t, 723-726, 

724.f-725/ 
Internalization, protein hormone signaling, 897 
Internal ribosome en cry sires, eukaryotic 

translation, 223 
International Union ofBiochemiscry and Molecular 

Biology (IUBMB) enzyme numbers, 
378-379,476 

lnrerphase, cell cycle, 1004, 1004/, 10051 
Interrupted enzymatic cleavage, Sanger procedure, 

260-261,260f 
Interspersion pattern, DNA sequences, 61, 61-62 
lnrestinal epithelium, glycogen formation, early refed 

stare, 847- 849, 848.f-849/ 
Intracellular digestion, lysosomes and, 18- 20, 

18.f-19/, 19t 
lncracellular hormone cascades, 909- 914 

aerial narriuretic factor, protein kinase C, 913- 914, 
9 14.f-916/ 

gonadotropin-releasing hormone, prore.in kinase C, 
912- 913,9131 

insulin recepror, r.yrosine kinase cransducrion, 
909.f-912/,910-911 

vasopressin accivir.y, pro rein kinase A, 912, 
912/,9131 

lncracellular membranes, lipid composition, 
462-463,464f 

Intracellular receptors 
hormones, 884 
secreted molecules, 507, 507- 508, 507.f-508/ 
steroid hormones, 929- 934 

lncracellular signaling cascade, protein hormones, 
899- 901,900/ 

lncracellular signal rra.nsducrion, 504, 504/ 
cell surface receptors, 509-5 14 

effectors and second messengers, 509- 510, 51 Of 
GTP-binding proteins, 511 
ligand-receptor interaction and downstream 

signaling, 512- 513, 512.f-513/ 
ligands and receptor-ligand interactions, 509 
protein phosphorylacion, 510-511, 510/ 
signaling components and cascades, 511, 512/ 
termination, 513-514 

cyclic AMP, 529- 530, 530/ 
cyclic GMP, 531 
phospbo lipids, 534-536, 534/, 536f 

lncramolecular base pairing, RNA secondary 
structure, 62, 62/ 

lncramolecular triple helices, criple-scranded DNA 
structure, 45, 45f 

Incravascular hemo lysis, iron scavenging, 801 
lncrinsica!Jy unscrucrured proteins (IUPs), 98 
Intrinsic factor, cobalamin structure and function, 

1082- 1083, 1082f 
Intrinsic pathway 

apoptosis, mitochondrial pathway, 1011, 1012/ 
coagulation initiation, 984-985, 984/ 
defecrs, 985cc 
hemosrasis, 982 

Incrons 
eukaryotic functional gene sequencing, 

60-61,60/ 
mRNA precursor removal, 196-198, 197/ 
pre-mRNA splicing and, 199, 199/ 
transfer RNA cleavage, 193- 194, 194f 

Invariant residue, protein primary structure, 90 
Inverse PCR muragenesis, 287, 287/ 
Inverted repeat DNA sequences, 61-62 
Iodine, thyroid hormone synthesis, 896, 

897.f-898/, 1091 
lo n channels 

intracellular signal transduction, ceU surface 
receptors, 510 

ligand-gated ion channel receptors, 508,514, 
514-516 

phospbatidylinosirols, 461d 
sodium chloride secretion, I 039-1040, 

1040.f-1041/ 
volrage-gaced ion channels 

control and selectivity, 478 
sodium, calcium, porassium, and chloride 

channels,481-482,4811 
Ion concentration gradienrs, nutrient transport, 

1041-1042 , 1041f 
Ion-exchange column chromatography, protein 

separation, 122, 122/ 
Ionic linkages 

folded proteins, 118-119 , 119/ 
macromolecular scrucrures, 1125 
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lonizab le amino acids and proteins 
biological function, 82- 83, 83t 
pH levels, 83, 83/, 83t 

lonopbores , pore-forming toxins and, 
496,496-498 ,496f-497/,496t-497t 

Ion produce of water, 6 
IP rga ted calcium channel, calcium-based signal 

transduction, 533 
Iron 

ascorbic acid absorption, 1084 
cerulopasmin and metabolism of, 1089cc 
deficiency, anemia and immunocompetence , 

1087- 1091, 1087/ 
homeosrasis, key enzymes in, I 088 t 

Iron -deficiency anemia, 1090-1091, 1091cc 
Iron proroporphyrin IX (heme) prosthetic group, 

cytochrome P450, 426-427, 427/ 
Iron response element (IRE) 

iron homeosrasis, 1089-109 0, 1098/ 
translation regulation, 247 
zine protein requiremenrs, 1091- 1092 

Iron responsive proteins (IRPs) 
iron homeosrasis, 1089-109 0, 1098/ 
zine protein requiremencs, 1091- 1092 

Iron scavenging, intravascular hemolysis, 801 
Iron -sulfur proteins 

mitochondrial electron transport , 563-564, 565f 
oxidation and reduction, 394-395 

Irreversible inhibitors, enzyme reactions, 410, 
410.f-41 If 

Isoalloxazine ring, cytochrome P450 electron 
transport, 427-430, 428/ 

lsocirrate, cricarboxylic acid cycle, 553 
lsocirrate dehydrogenase, rricatboxylic acid cycle 

inhibition , 554, 558-559 
Isodesmosine, elastin, 106, 107/ 
Isoeleccric focusing, protein separation, 121- 122, 

122f-123f 
lsoelecrric pH (pl) 

amino acid and protein separation, 85-86, 86/ 
monoamino dicarboxylic acid titration, 

84-85,85/ 
monoamino moncarboxylic acid titration, 

84,84/ 
proteins, 85t 

Isohydric rranspon, Bohr-effect protons, 

363, 364f 
lsoleucine 

metabolism, 776, 779/ 
side chain structure, 77, 78.f-79/ 

D.4•5-Isomerase, steroid hormone biosynchesis, 919 
lsomerases, 381, 382/ 
lsomer ization 

pemose phosphate pathway, 648-649, 649/ 
sugar interconversion, carbohydrate metabolism , 

652-653 
Isopeptidase, ATP-dependent proteo lysis in 

proteasomes, 248-249 , 248.f-249/ 
lsopeptide bonds, ATP-dependent proteolysis in 

proreasomes, 248-249 , 248/ 
lsoprenoid thioecher anchors, membrane proteins, 

470-471 , 471/ 
lsopropyl thio-13-D-galacroside, bacterial 

transformation, recombinant plasmids, 268 
lsopropylthiogalactoside (IPTG), 307 
Isotropic bands, skeleral muscles, 969 
lsovaleric acid, 675, 675 f 
lsozymes, 379, 3791 
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J 
Janus kinases, cyrokine receptors, 521, 522/ 
Jaundice 

glucuron ide formarion, 656cc 
vitamin Kand, 1075 

c-Jun N-terminal kinase QNK), cell death and 
survival regulation, 1015-1016, 1015/ 

Junk DNA, eukaryotic functional genes, 5~1, 60/ 
Jun transcription factor, growth factor signal 

transduction, 1010 
Juxracrine signal transduction, 504, 505, 505/ 

K 
K. See Porassium (K+) channel 

Kallikrein, intrinsic pathway reactions, 
984-985, 984/ 

Karyopherins, 484 
Kasugamycin, translation rargering of, 230 
K class, enzyme allosreric control, 414 
KDEL sequence, secrerory pathways, protein 

synthesis, 236- 237 
Keracan sulfa.re, 664-666, 665/ 
Keratin, 106-107, 107/ 

vitamin A, 1067 
Kernicterus, 798 
~kerorhiolase, faery acid synthesis, 697, 697/ 
Ketoacidosis 

diabetes mellirus rype 1, 868 
diabetes mellitus rype 2 and, 865-866, 865J 866cc 

Kecoacyl CoA, faery acid oxidation , 692 
3-Kecodihydrosphingosine, 729, 729/ 
Ketogenes, 699 
et-Ketoglucarace dehydrogenase 

thiamin formation of coenzyme thiamin 
pyrophosphate, 1075- 1706, 1075/ 

tricarboxylic acid cycle inhibition , 554, 558- 559 
Ketone bodies 

aceryl coenzymeA , 548,552 
Atkins diet, 699cc, 865 
blood-brain barrier, 940 
fatty acids 

aceryl coA formation, 697- 700, 697f-698J700/ 
inrerorgan transporr , 678, 678/ 
in nonhepatic tissue aceroaceryl CoA 

formation , 700,700/ 
gluconeogenesis and, fasting srate, 846-847 
glucose homeostasis and, 851- 852, 851/ 

Keronemia, 84 lee 
Ketone(s), 1123 
Keropenroses, 1125- 1126 
17-Kecosceroids, testosterone metabolism, 

921- 922, 921/ 
Kidney 

aquaporins and, 480cc 
glucose homeostasis and, 85 1- 852, 851/ 
glycogen formation, early refed scare, 847-849 , 

848f -S49/ 
metabolism in, 874-875 , 875/ 
nitrogen transport, 757- 759, 758/ 

Kilocalories, food energyconcenr, 1102-1103 , 
1102J 1102t 

Kinases, 380 
cell cycle regulation, 1008 
magnesium cofactors, 393, 393/ 

Kinesins, 980-981, 980/ 
Kinetics, of chemical reactions, 395- 397 
K,. (Michaelis constant) 

calculation, 404, 404/ 

free enzyme concentration, 401 
glucose uriliution , 40 1 
Haldane relationships, 403 
high rurnover number vs., 403--404, 403t 
Michaelis-Menren equation, 400-401, 400/ 
physiological changes in enzyme values, 402cc 
reversible reactions, 403 
rwo-subsrrace enzyme reaction, 407 

Knockout mice 
generation of, 292, 293/ 
P2Y1 purinoceptor research, 293cc 

Krebs cycle, 552 
Ku hecerodimer, nonhomologous recombination, 

163-164 
Kwashiorkor, 841cc, 1107 

L 
l.accase. See 13-Galactosidase 

insufficiency, 1112 
l.acrace 

glucose synthesis, 621-622, 621f-622/ 
hepatic glycogenolysis, early fasting state, 

844,844/ 
in well-fed scare, 842- 843, 843/ 

l.acrace dehydrogenase 
anaerobic glycolysis, 601-602 
glycolysis, 597J 600 
isozymes, 379, 379t, 418, 420/ 

Lactation, metabolism during, 871- 872, 872/ 
Lactic acidosis, 61 lee 
l.accones, I 124 
Lactose 

hydrolysis, 1050 
operons 

of E. coli, 305- 306, 306/ 
operator sequence, 307- 309, 308/ 
repressor protein, 306-307, 307 f 
RNA polymerase and regulator protein 

promoter sequence recognition, 309 
repressor, 306 

Lafora disease, 635cl 
l.aggi ng strands 

DNA replication, eukaryocic enzymes, 
153-15 7 

semi-discontinuous DNA synthesis, 145, 145/ 
A-integrase, sire-specific recombination, 163 
l.amberr-Eacon mysthenic syndro me, 948cc 
l.aminin, 369- 373, 369/-370/ 

beparan sulfate proteoglycan perlecan networks, 

372- 373,3 73/ 
nidogen/entactin network, 372, 372/ 

l.anosrerol, cholesterol synthesis, 722, 723 f 
1.anoscerol cyclase, squalene formation, cholesterol 

synthesis, 721- 722, 722/ 
Large intestine, sodium chloride absorption, 

1038- 1039, 1038/ 
Lariat RNA scrucrure, messenger RNA incron 

removal, 197- 198, 198/ 
LDL receptors 

cholesterol synthesis, 727 
transcription activation, 326-328, 327/-328/ 

Leader peptide, amino acid biosyncbesis, 313, 
313-314 , 313/ 

Leader sequence, rrypcophan operon attenuator 
region, 312 

Leading strands, semi-discontinuous DNA synthesis, 
145, 145/ 

Lead poisoning, heme biosynthesis, 793 

Leber congeniral amaurosis 
gene therapy for, 291cc 
retinal dystrophy, 965cc 

Leber heredirary optic neuropath y (LHON }, 18cc, 
583cc 

Lecithin:cholesterol acylrransferase (LCAT) 
cholesterol synthesis, 725, 725- 726, 725/ 
obesity and insulin resistance, 1109- 1110 

Lecichin:cholescerol acylcransferase deficiency, 110cc 
Lecichin(s). See Phosphatidylcholine 
Left-banded DNA, 49- 5 1, 50/ 
Lens (eye), water and protein in, 954-956, 

954e-955t, 955/ 
Leprin, 840cc, 842 

appetite suppression, 1108/ 
obesity and insulin resistance, 1108-111 0 

Lesch-Nyhan syndrome 
HGPRTase gene defect, 268cc 
nucleotide mecabolsim, 808 
purine synthesis, 8 16cc 

Leucine 
gluconeogenesis and glucose synthesis, 

623-624,623, 
isoelectric pH determination, 84, 84/ 
metabolism, 776, 779/ 
side chain structure, 77, 78/-79/ 
zipper proteins, 324, 324/ 

Leucine-enkephalin (Leu-ENK), 895, 895/ 
Leukemia, asparaginase hydrolysis, 38 lec 
Leukocrienes, 1129 

HPETE derivation, 743-744, 744/ 
physiological effeccs, 744-745 

LeuT-desimpramine, 950cl 
LexA protein, SOS response, DNA repair, 

175-176, 176/ 
Liddle syndrome, ubiquitin-proreasome defeccs, 

250cc 
Lifestyle, cancer and, 1022cc 
Li-Fraumeni syndrome, 191 
Ligand-activated transcription faccors, 884 
Ligand-binding domains 

13-adrenergic recepcor, 905- 906, 907 f 
steroid receptors, 932- 934, 933/ 

Ligand-gated ion channels 
control and selectivity, 478 
receptors, 508,514, 514-516, 514/-515/ 

Ligand-receptor interaction 
downsrreamsignaling, 512- 513, 512/-513/ 
membrane receptors, 474, 474t 

Ligand(s) 
cell surface receptors, intracellular signal 

transduction, 509 
ion channel receptors, 516 
membrane receptors, 474, 474-475, 474e-4751 
steroid hormone receptor down -regulation, 

934-935 
Llgases, 382, 382/ 
Ligation, replication fork movement, 146-148, 147/ 
Light/dark cycles, melatonin and serotonin synthesis, 

901,902/ 
Lignins, 1113 
Limited proteolysis, 344 
Linear DNA, 49 , 49/ 
Linear genomes, DNA replication termination , 

150-1 51 
Lineweaver-Burk equation 

enzyme inhibition, 409-410, 409/ 
Km (Michael is constant) calculation, 404, 404/ 



Linker DNA, 56 
hisrone eu.karyotic DNA binding and formation 

of, 318 
nucleosomes and polynucleosomes, 56 

Linking number, replication fork and parenral strand 
untwisting, 148 

Linoleic acid/lino lenic acid 
polyunsaturated faery acids, 685, 685/ 
prosraglandins derivation, 738 

Linoleoyl CoA, oxidation, 696/ 
Li pases, lipid digestion, 1052, 1052/ 
Lipid-linked oligosaccharide, 660 
Lipid rafts, 473, 4731, 474 
Lipid(s). See also Acylglycerols; Faery acids; specific lipids 

digestion and absorption, 1051- 1058 
bile acid chemistry and synthesis, I 054t, 1058 
bile acid micelles, I 053-1057, 

l 054.f-l 05Sf, I 0541 
bile acid transport, 1058- 1059, 1059/ 
chylomicron incorporation, 1057- 1058 
gastric and pancreatic lipases, 1052- 1053, 

1052.f-1053/ 
wa ter solubi lity limits, 1051- 1052, 1052/ 

functional groups, 1128- 1132 
as membrane components, 458 

anchors, 47~72, 4711, 471 t 
asymmetr ic distr ibution, 467--468, 467 f 
bilayers, 464--465, 465.f-466/ 
membrane leaflet diffusion, 472--473, 472/ 
microdomains, 473--474, 473/ 
synthetic bilayers and liposomes, 464--465, 

4651, 466cc 
variability in, 462--463, 4641, 466/ 
vesicular structures, 463--465, 465/ 

metabolism, 674-702 
peroxisomes and, 20-21 
regulation, 701- 702 
special pathways, 70S-74S 

p lasma lipoproreins, 107- 109, 1081, 1081--1091, 
110/-11 lf, 111, 111 t 

second messengers, intracellular signal 
transduction, 510 

transport 
fasted stare, 679--680 
fed stare, 678--679 

Lipid transporters, 468 
Lipoamide, 550 
Lipocorrin, steroid hormone receptors, 931 
Lipofuscin, 20 
Lipogenesis, fatry acids, 680--687 

biosynthesis pathway, 680--683, 680.f-6821, 6831 
citrate cleavage pathway, aceryl CoA and NADPH 

formation, 684--685 
elongation reactions, 685, 685/ 
faery acid synthase, 686--687 
faery acyl coA reduction to faery alcohols, 687, 687 f 
glucose precursor, 680 
hydroxy faery acid formation in nerve tissue, 686 
monoenoic acid formation, 685 
polyunsaturated faery acid formation, 68S---<i86, 

685.f-686/ 
Lipoic acid, tricarboxylic acid cycle, 554 
et-Lipoic acid, nutritional function, 1079 
Lipoid congeniral adrenal hyperplasia (LCAH), 

steroid hormone synthesis, 922- 923, 922/ 
Lipolysis 

gluconeogenesis, fasting stare, 84~47 
lipid transport in fasted scare, 679--680 

Lipophilin, 463 
A-f3-Lipoproreinemia, 1058cc 
Lipoprorein -associared coagulation inhibitor (LACI), 

extrinsic pathway inhibition, 990- 993, 991/ 
Lipoprorein lipase 

deficiency, I 09cc 
in fed state, 679 
in lactation, 871-872, 872/ 

Lipoproreins 
apol ipoproreins, 108, 108- 109, 109t 
bigh-densiry lipoproreins, 108, 109t 

cholestero l synthesis, 722, 7221 
imermediare-densiry lipoprore ins, 108, I 09 t 

cholestero l synchesis, 722, 7221 
low-density lipoproreins, 108, 109 t 

cholestero l synchesis, 722, 7221 
hyperlipoproreinemia, I 09cc 
receptor gene, 326--327 

plasma lipoproreins 
chemical composition, 111, 111 t 
cholesterol and, 722- 726 
generalized srrucrure, 110/ 
hydrated density classes, 108 t 
hyperlipoproreinemias, I 09 
hypolipoproteinemias, 110 
srrucrure and conformation , 107- 109, 1081, 

108t- 109t, 110.f-11 !f, 111, ll lt 
very-low-density lipoproreins, l0S-109 , 109t 

rype JV hyperlipoprore inemia, I 09cc 
Liposomes 

as drug carriers, 466cc 
synthetic lipid bilayers, 464--465, 465 , 465.f-466/ 

f3-Lipotropin hormone , 887, 8881, 8891--8911, 891 
Lipoxins, HPETE derivation, 743- 744, 744/ 
Lipoxygenase, 742- 745 

leukocrienes, hydroxyeicosaretraenoic acids, and 
lipoxins, 743-744, 744/ 

monohydroperoxyeicosaretraenoic acids, 
742- 743,743/ 

physiological processes, 744-745 
Lithocholare, secondary bile acids, I 058 
Liver 

bile acid rransporr, 1058- 1059, 1059/ 
gene transcription in, 860-863, 861.f-863/ 
gluconeogenesis and glycolysis, 619, 620/ 
glucose metabolism, 5941, 596 
glucose regulation, 608, 608/ 

bifunctional 6-phosphofrucro -2-kinase/frucrose 
2,6-b isphospharase, 614--615, 615/ 

pyruvatekinase , 617,619, 619/ 
glycerol 3-phosphare derivation, 688 
glycogen content, 630, 630/ 
glycogenesis, insulin control, 642, 643/ 
glycogen formation, early refed scare, 

848-849,849/ 
glycogenolysis 

in early fasting scare, 844, 844/ 
glucagon and epinephrine stimulation, 

640--641, 640/ 
metabolism 

acid-base balance and, 877, 877/ 
allosreric effectors, enzyme regulation, 853- 855, 

853.f-855/ 
covalent enzyme modification, 855- 859, 

855/-858/ 
in disease, 873-874, 873/ 
enzyme induction, fasted scare, 859- 860, 860/ 
enzyme induction, well-fed srare, 859-860, 859/ 
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long-rerm adaptation, key enzyme changes, 
859- 862,859.f-862[ 

substrate availabiliry, 852-853 
between well-fed and srarved scares, 852-862 
well-fed and starved scare switching, 852-862 
in well-fed scare, 842-843, 843/ 

nitrogen transport, 757- 759, 758[ 
obesity and insulin resistance, 1109- 1110, 1109 / 
phosphory lase receptor, 639--640, 639/ 
roxiciry 

aceryl coA pathways, 552 
cytochrome P450 in acerominophen -induced 

roxiciry, 440cc 
rriacylglycerol-faery acid cycle, 689, 690cc, 690/ 
rriacylglycerols in fed scare, 679 

Local mediators, paracrine signaling, SOS!, 506 
Lock-and-key theory, enzyme substrate binding, 383 
London dispersion, folded proteins, van der Waals 

forces, 119, 1191, 119t 
Long interspersed elements (LINES) 

DNA sequences, 61, 61-62 
nonhomo logous recombination, 163 

Long QT syndrome, sudden infant death syndrome 
(SIDS) and, 272, 274cc 

Loss-of-fusion mutations, amino acid rransporrers, I 047 
Low-density lipoproreins (LDLs), 108, 109t 

acherosderosis, 728cc 
cholesterol synthesis, 722, 722t, 723-726, 724.f-725/ 
diet and cholestero l, 1114-1115 
bypercholesrerolemia rrearmenc, 727 cc 
hyperlipoproteinemia, 109cc 
niacin deficiency, 1078 
receptor gene, 326--327 

Lufrs diseases, 18 
Lung function, dipalmiroyllecichin and, 

710-711, 7 10/ 
Lureinizing hormone (LH), 8881, 889t- 891 t, 891 

esrradiol synthesis, 924-925, 926/ 
membrane receprors, 905, 905/ 
oral contraception, 926cc 
ovarian cycle control, 902- 904, 904[ 

Lyases, srrucrure and classification, 380-38 1, 38 l/ 
Lyesch-Nyhan syndrome, multiplex PCR analysis, 

HGPRT ase gene defect, 268cc 
Lysine, 778cl 

degradation, 772- 773, 775/ 
gluconeogenesis and glucose synthesis, 

623---<i24,623t 
bisrone DNA modification, 318/ 
metaboli tes, 786 
side chain structure, 77, 77- 78, 78/ 

Lysine amino oxidase, elastin, 106, 107/ 
Lysinuric protein inrolerance, 776cc 
Lysophospholipids, faery acid disrribution, 716, 

716.f-717/ 
Lysosomal acid lipase deficiency, 20cc 
Lysosomal enzymes, gout and, 19cc 
Lysosomal hydrolases, chondroirin sulfate 

biosynthesis, 667 
Lysosomal storage diseases 

enzyme replacemenr therapy, 238cc 
N-linked glycoproreins, 661 
sphingolipidoses, 734-737, 735.f-7371, 736r 

Lysosomes, 11, 18 
intracellular digestion, lS-20, 18f-19f, 191,249 
protein targeting, 235, 237 f 

I-cell disease, 238cc 
intracellular digestion, 249 
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Lysozyme 
a-domain globin fold, 101- 102, 101.f102/ 
enzyme-subsuate binding, 388, 389/ 

Lysylhydroxylase deficiency, collagen synthesis 
defec.r, 246cc 

Lysyl oxidase, 245 
Lyciccycle, oncogenic DNA viruses, 1017cc 

M 
Macrominerals, 1085-1087 

calcium, 1085-1086 
magnesium, 108~1087 

Macromolecular-binding specificiry, serine 
proreases, 349 

Macromolecu lar scrucrures, forces in, 1125 
Macronutriencs, 1102- 1119 
Macrophages, inducible (NOSil/ iNOS), 447 t, 449 
Macular degeneration, 956cc 
Magnesium ions 

as enzyme cofaccors, 393, 393/ 
physiological roles, 108~1087 
pyruvate dehydrogenase regulation, 551 

Maintenance methylase, mismatch repair, 170-172 , 
170.f171f,171 

Major groove 
double.scranded DNA (dsDNA), 34 
bistone eukaryotic DNA binding, 318/ 

Malabsorption, nutritional scams, 1094 
Malate-asparcate shurde, mirochondrial inner 

membrane transport, 579, 580/ 
Malate dehydrogenase , 391/ 
Malic enzyme 

cia-ate cleavage pathway, faery acid lipogenesis, 684 
tricarboxylic acid cycle, 557 

Malignant hyperthermia, 612cc 
Malnutrition 

assessment, I 064 
protein -calorie, 841 cc 
protein -energy, I I 07 

MalonylCoA 
allosteric effector regulation, 854 
covalent enzyme modification, 858- 859 
faery acid synthesis, 680, 680/, 692 

Mammalian cell, 12/ 
animal cloning, 293-294 
cycochrome P450, 42H27, 427/ 
expression vecrors, DNA elements, 283 
faery acid synthase, 682---083, 682/ 
membrane transport energetics, 48H87 
nucleus, 15/ 
protein synthesis, 281- 282, 282/ 

Mammalian enzyme temperature dependence, 
404,404/ 

Mammalian kidney, aquaporins and, 480cc 
Mammary glands, farry acid synthase, 687 
Manganese, nutritional function, 1094 
Mannokinase, 653 
Mannose -6-phosphate, protein targeting, 235, 237 f 
MAP kinase cascade (MAPK) 

cell death and survival regulation, 
1015- 1016, 1015/ 

growrb faccor signal transduction, 1010, 1010/ 
signal cransduction , 519, 5 l 9 / 

MAP kinase kinase kinase (MAP-KKK) 
cell death and survival regulation, 

1015- 1016, 1015/ 
growrb faccor signal transduction, 1010, 1010/ 

MAP kinases, signal transduction, 518- 519, 519/ 

Maple syrup urine disease, 778cc 
Marasmus, 842cc, 1107 
Mass-action ratio, glycolysis regulation, 605 
Mass fingerprinting of peptides, proteomics, 

126--127 
Mass spectroscopy, polypeptide sequencing, 

127, 127/ 
"Matchmaker" proteins, DNA replication, cell cycle 

and, 158 
Maternal hypoglycemia, 871 
Matrix, mirocbondria, 561 
Marrix metalloprotease enzymes, metastasis and, 

1019, 1019/ 
Maxam-Gilbert DNA sequencing procedure, 260 
Maximum velocity, one-substrate enzyme reactions, 

400,400-405 
M band, skeletal muscles, 969 
McArdJe disease, 633cc 
M-Cdk activating kinase (M-CAK), cell cycle 

regulation, 1006 
Mdm2 ligase, apoprosis induction by p53, 

1014-1015, 1014/ 
Mechanism-based inhibitors, enzyme reactions, 410 
Megaloblastic anemia, cobalamin structure and 

function, 1083 
Melanin, 783, 784/ 
Melatonin 

biosynthesis, 902/ 
cyclic hormone systems, 901 
ligbddark cycles, 901, 902/ 
seroronin mecaholites, 785- 786, 787/ 

Melting 
denacuration as, 36 
double-helical DNA, 3~37, 36.f37/ 

Membrane.associated guanylate cyclase, cyclic 
GMP -based signal transduction, 530 

Membrane-bound ribosomes, 219 
Membrane leaflecs, lipid/protein diffusion, 

472-473 , 472/ 
Membrane receptors 

internalization, 90~909 
multip le hormone subunits, 905 - 906 
nongenomic steroid effeccs, 935 
protein hormone signaling, 897-898 

Membrane(s). See also Plasma membranes 
carbohydrates, 463, 465/ 
channeb , 477,4 77-485 

control and selectivity, 478 
nicotinic -acerylcholine channel, 482-483, 

482.f483/ 
structure, 477-478, 478/ 
volrage.gared ion channels, 481-482, 

481.f482f, 481 r 
chemical composition, 458-463 
cholesrerol componenrs, 718-719, 7 19/ 
disease and fluidity in, 472cc 
elecrrochemical-porential-driven transporters, 

487-490, 4881--4891, 489/ 
glycerophospho lipids, 458-460, 459.f461f, 

461 t-462t 
lipid components, 458-463 

anchors, 470-472, 471/, 471 t 
asymmetric distribution, 467-468 , 467/ 
bilayers, 464-465, 465.f466/ 
membrane leaflet diffusion, 472-473, 472/ 
microdomains, 473-474, 473/ 
synthetic bilayers and liposomes, 464-465, 

4651, 466cc 

variability in, 462-463, 4641, 466/ 
vesicular structures, 463-465, 465/ 

micelles, 463-466 
microdomains, lipid-protein complexes, 

473-474,473/ 
molecule cranslocation, 475-477, 476/, 477 t 
mosaic model, 466, 467/ 
phospholipids in, 709 - 7 12 

dipalmiroyllecichin, 710-711, 710/ 
inositides, 711- 712, 71 If 

pores,477,479-481,479t 
gap junctions and nuclear pores, 484-485 
pore-forming roxins and ionophores, 49H98, 

496.f497f 
primary active transporters, 491-495 
proteins, 463 

integral membrane proteins, 463, 468, 
468-470,468.f470/ 

membrane leaflet diffusion, 472-473, 472/ 
microdomains, 473-474, 473/ 
peripheral membrane proteins, 470-472, 

471/, 471 t 
translocation mechanisms, 47H77, 476/, 477 t 
uansport proteins, 485-487, 485.f486/ 

receptors , 474-475, 4751 
sphingolipids , 460, 462, 462.f464f, 462t 

Membrane targeting, protein synthesis, 235- 240 
mitochondrial importation, 237- 238 
secretory pathway, 235- 237, 237/, 239/ 
signalling mechanisms, 239 - 240 

Membrane transport 
disease and, 488cc 
energetics of, 486-487 
eukaryotic protein substrates, 488t 
phosphatidylinosirols, 461d 
proteins, 485, 485-487, 485.f486/ 
sodium chloride 

absorption, 1037- 1039, 1038.fl039/ 
secretion, 1039- 1040, 1040.fl041/ 

6-Mercapropurine (6-MP) , 166cc 
purine/pyrimidine nucleotide metabolism , 

832,832/ 
Meromyosin , light and heavy, 970cl 
Mesebon-Radding mode l, homologous 

recombination, l59t, 160- 161, 161/ 
Messenger RNA (mRNA) 

anrisense research and therapy , 289 - 290 
codingsequence, 196, 196/ 
codon recognition , tRNA, 65 
codons as words in, 211, 21 It 
connective tissue disease and, 198cc 
cycochrome P450 metabolism in, 441 
cycoplasmic turnover and trans lation, 

203--204, 204/ 
detection of, 272, 274/ 
DNA synthesis, reverse uanscriptase, 275- 276, 

275.f276f 
enhancers, 183 
export and quality control, 200-201 
intron removal from precursors, 19~198, 197/ 
lactose operons , 306 
polycistronic, 67 

prokaryotes, 210 
protein primary structure, 67---08 
rryprophan operon arrenuaror region, 312 

polypeptide products, 213 , 2l3t 
protein primary scrucrure information, 67---08 
pseudogenes and, 164 



ribosomes and, 219, 219.f220f 
small inhibitory RNA and metabolism of, 

201, 201f 
splicing mucacion and human disease, 198 
synchesis 

promoters for, I 90 
chalassemia and, 197 cc 

cranslacion 
codon-anticodon inceraccions, 212- 2 15, 

213t - 214t, 214[ 
control, 69- 70 
direccionaliryand colineariry, 221 
DNA information, 210 

Metabolic acidosis 
acid-base balance, 876-877, 876.f877f 
buffering capacity and , 11 cc 
pH levels in blood and, 7c.c 

Metabolic activation, DNA damage and 
mutation , 164 

Metabolic alkalosis 
familial chloridorrhea, 1039cc 
pH levels in blood and, 7c.c 

Metabolic disorders, urea synchesis, 761, 76 1/ 
Metabolic fuels, caloric value of dietary componencs, 

545- 546,545t 
Metabolic pachways. See alJo specific pachways, e.g. 

Carbobydrace metabol ism, Glycogenesis, etc. 
comparcmentacion, 418 
enzymeregulation,417-418,417/ 
substrate concrol, 852-853 

Metabolic syndrome, 676c.c 
obesiry and, 840cc- 841cc 

insulin resistance and, 1108-1110 
Metabolism. See also Starve-feed cycle 

acid-base balance and, 876-877, 876.f877/ 
alcohol consumption and, 875 
bile acid, 1058- 1059, 1059[ 
cancer and, 868-869, 869cc, 869/ 
carbohydrate intake and se.rum triacylglycerols, 

1118cc 
colon and, 877- 878, 878/ 
diabetes mellirus 

cype 1, 866-868 , 867 cc- 868c.c, 867 f 
cype 2, 865- 866, 865/, 866c.c 

energy metabolism, 1102- 1103, I 102/, I 1021 
exercise and, 869-871, 870/ 
interorgan interactions, 847-849, 848.f849/ 
interrelationships in, 840-878 
lactation and, 871- 872, 872/ 
liver, 852-862 

disease and changes in, 873- 874, 873/ 
obesity and, 863-864, 863.f864/ 
in pregnancy, 871, 871f 
proteins, I 103- 1106 
renal disease and, 874-875, 874.f875f 
steroid hormones, 921- 922, 921/ 
stress and injury and, 872- 873, 872f 
tissue interrelationships , nutritional and hormonal 

States, 863-878 
weighc-loss diet, 864-865 

Mecabolice rransporcs, mitochondrial inner 
membrane , 578/ 

Mecabolomics, 420-421 
Metal ions 

as cofu.ccors, 393-395, 393.f395/ 
oxidation and reduction reactions, 394-395 

MetaUoenzymes, 393-395 
Mecalloproceases, 343 

Mecal response elemencs (MRE), zine protein 
requiremencs, 1091- 1092 

Metarhodopsin ll, 961, 961/, 964c.c 
Mecastasis, cancer cell immorraliry and, 

1017-1019, 1018/ 
Mecform, diabetes mellicus cype 2 and, 866 
Mechionine 

degradation, 767, 770, 770/,772/ 
metabolite derivation, 780-781, 781/ 
side chain structure, 77 

Methionine adenosylrransferase (MAT) 
deficiency, 782cc 

Mechionine-enkephalin (Mee-ENI<), hormone gene 
encoding, 895, 895/ 

Methionine synd1ase, cobalaniin structure and 
function, 1082 

Memotrexate 
chemomerapy, biochemical basis, 835- 836 
purine -pyrimidine nucleotide mecabolism, 

832- 834,833/ 
3-Memoxy-4-hydroxymandelic acid, 950 
2-Memyl-3 -hydroxybucycyl CoA dehydrogenase 

deficiency, 778cc 
Mechylacion 

DNA 
fragile X syndrome, 189cc 
gene inactivation and, 319- 320, 319f 
mismatch repair, 170- 172, 170.f171/ 

eukaryotic gene expression, 317 
ribosomal RNA modifications , 66-67 

5-Memylcytidine, conformation, 41, 41/ 
5-Methylcyrosine, 319, 319/ 
Memylene group, ratty acid alkyl chains, 674 
t.6,N° -Memylene H4 folate, 825, 825/ 
7-Memylguanosine , eukaryotic mRNA, 210 
Mechyl-malonyl CoA, 687 
Mem ylmalonyl CoA, cobalamin structure and 

function , I 083 
Memylmalonyl CoA mucase, cobalamin structure and 

function , 1082 
d-Memy l guanine methyl rransferase (MG MT), 

DNA repair, 172- 173, 173[ 
Mevalonace:NADP + oxidoreduccase., cholesterol 

synmesis, 720 
Mevalonic acid, cholesterol synmesis, 719- 720, 

719.f720/ 
fu.rnesyl pyrophosphate precursor, 720-721, 720[ 

Micelles 
bile acids, lipid digestion and absorption, 

1053-1057, 1054.f1055f, 1054t 
lipid digestion, 1052 
lipid vesicular structures, 463, 463-465, 465.f466/ 

Michaelis-Mencen equation, 400. See alJo I<,,, 
(Michaelis constant) 

der ivation, 399cl 
enzyme inhibition 

Lineweaver-Burk plocs, 409-4 I 0, 409 f 
noncompetitive inhibition, 408-409, 409/ 
uncompetitive inhibition , 408, 408f 

free enzyme concentration, 401 
gout and enzyme action, 400cc 
one-substrate enzyme reactions, 399-405 
rare constancs, 401-402 
turnover number (kc.J, 402-403 

Microarray analysis 
disease detection, 296cc 
princip les of, 296-298, 297.f298/ 

Microbodies , 20 
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Microchimerism , nested PCR detection, 258cc 
Microdomains , lipid-protein complexes, 

473-474,4 73[ 
Microhomology regions, nonhomologous 

recombination, 163-164 
Micronutriencs, 1064 
MicroRNA (miRNA), 70 

antisense research and therapy, 289- 290 
oncogenesis and, 202cc 
RNA inrerference, 201, 201/ 
translation regulation, 247 

MicroRNAs (miRNAs), translation conrrol, 70 
Microsomes, 16 

endoplasmic reticulum and, 16 
ribosome binding, 2 19 

Microtubules, 21 
Mineralocorricoid receptor muration, 933cc 
Minerals 

macrominerals, I 085- 1087 
trace minerals, 1087- 1097 

Minichromosome maintenance proteins (MCM) , 
DNA replication 

cell cycle and, 158 
eukaryotic enzymes, 155, 156/ 

Minor groove 
doub le-srranded DNA (dsDNA), 34 
bistone eukaryotic DNA binding, 3 18/ 

Mismatch DNA repair, 170- 172, 170.fl71/ 
cancer and, I 72cc 

Missense mutations, 166, 166/ 
genetic code and, 213 
bemoglobinopathies and, 2 l 4c.c 

Mitochondria, 11, 17 
ATPsynmesisand, 17- 18, 17/ 
diseasesof, 18cc 
electron transport chain, 561- 572, 561/ 

cyanide poisoning, 572cc 
cytochrome coxidase, 569- 570, 

569.f 570/, 570d 
inhibitors , 570-572, 571/ 
mitochondrial demon transport, 563-564, 563[ 
NADH -ubiquinone oxidoreduccase, 563, 

564-565,564.f565/ 
oxidation -reduction reactions, 561- 563, 562t 
succinare-ubiquinone oxidoreduccase, 563, 

565- 566,566/ 
ubiquinone-cyrochrome c oxidoreductase, 

566-569, 567.f569/ 
genes and diseases, 582- 583, 582/, 582t 
glycolysis, NADH oxidation, 602 
inner membrane ., 560 

acetyl unit rransporc as citrate , 579- 581, 580/ 
adenine nucleotide-phosphate transport, 577, 

579, 579/ 
calcium transporter, 581, 581f 
carnicine-acyl group transport, 691-692, 692/ 
subst rate shuttles, reducing equivalents, 

579, 580f 
transport systems, 577- 582, 578/ 
uncoup ling proteins, 581- 582, 58lf 

incermembrane space, 560 
membrane structure and comparrrnenration, 

559- 561, 559.f560/ 
NADPH-adrenodoxin reductase electron 

donor, 430 
nuclear pore complexes and permeability of, 

484-485 
oute r membrane., 560 
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Mirochondria (cont.) 

oxidative phosphory lation, 572- 577 
ATP synthase, 575- 576, 575f--577f, 575t 
ATP synchesis-eleccron transport coupling, 

573-575,573f--575/ 
membrane scrucrure and compartmenrarion, 559 

protein synthesis in, 229 
disease and, 239cc 
import mechanisms, 237- 239 

reactive oxygen species, 583-587 
rRNNcRNA mutations, antibiotic -induced 

deafness, 229cc 
subcompanmenr enzymes, 560t 

Mirochondrial DNA (mtONA), 18, 68 
genes and disease, 582- 583, 5821, 582t 
macrix location, 561 
restriction mapping, 260cc 
RNA species, 68 

Mirochondrial neurogastrointesrinal encephalopathy 
syndrome (MNG IE), 828cc 

Mitochondrial ornichine transporter deficiency, 762cc 
Mitochondrial pathway, apoptosis, 1011- 1014, 

1012f--1013/ 
Mirosis, 157-158, 1571, 1004-1005 , 10041, 1005r 
Mitosol, 17 

ATP synthesis and, 17 
Moderately reiterated DNA sequences, 61-62 
Molar absorbancy, protein structure, spectroscopic 

analysis, 132 
Molar extinction coefficient, protein scruccure, 

ultraviolet light speccroscopy, 131- 133, 

131f--133/ 
Molecular binding, by RNAs, 69, 69/ 
Molecular biology, basic pr inciples of, 26 
Molecular cell biology, 939- 996 
Molecular dynamics, protein structure ., 

120- 121, 121/ 
Molecular exdusion chromatography, protein 

separation, 123-124, 124/ 
Molecular motors, 967- 98 1 

cardiac musde, 977- 978, 978/ 
muscle contraction, 967, 974-979, 975f--977f 

energy reservoirs, 979 
myosin classes, 979- 981, 980f--981/ 
pigmentation mutations, 980cc 
skeletal muscles, 967- 977, 968f--969f,969t 

actin, tropomyosin, and troponin thin -filament 
proteins, 970-974, 972t, 973/ 

contracrion,974-979,975f--977/ 
myosin muscle filament formation, 9681, 9681, 

969- 970 
smooch muscle contraction, 978- 979 

Molecular switch, signal transduction, 51 1 
Molecular rargering, anticancer agencs, 1021cc 
Molcen-globule scate, folded proteins, 113 
Molybdenum , nutritional function, 1094 
Monoacylglycerols, 675 
Monoamine oxidase, signal termination, 950, 951/ 
Monoamino dicarboxylic acid titration, 84-85, 85/ 
Monoamino monocarboxylic acid, isoelectr ic pH 

determination, 84, 84/ 
Monocarboxylic acids, proscaglandins and 

chromboxane derivatives, 737- 738, 738/ 
Monociscronic mRNA, 67 

protein primary scruccure, 67-68 
translation, 210 

Monoclonal gammopachies, plasma proteins, 

87cc, 88/ 

Monoclonal tumors, restriction fragment length 
polymorphism determination, 273cc 

Monoenoic acids, farry acid desarurarion, 685 
Monogenic obesiry, ll08 
Monohydroperoxyeicosacetraenoic acids (HPETEs) 

leukocrienes, hydroxyeicosatetraenoic acid and 
lipoxin derivation, 743-744, 744/ 

lipoxygenase and, 742- 743, 743/ 
Monooxygenases, monoenoic acid formation, farry 

acid desacurarion, 68 5 
Monosaccharide alcohol, 1127 
Monosacchari de(s), 1125- 1128 

derivatives, 1127 
protein glycosylarion specificiry, 232-233, 233t, 

234f--235/ 
reactions, 1127-1128 
cransporcers, 10501, 1051, 105lt 

Mosaic membrane model, 466--467, 467/ 
Motor nerve cell, 940- 941, 941/ 
M phase, cell cycle 

DNA replication, 157- 158, 157/ 
nucleotide metabolizing enzymes, 828-829 
regulation, 1004, 1004f,1005t, 1006, 1006/ 

M-phase Cdk (Cdk l), cell cyde regulation, 
1006 , 1006/ 

MRE-binding transcription factor, zine protein 
requiremencs, 1091-1 092 

mRNA. See Messenger RNA (mRNA) 
a -MSH, 887, 888f, 8891- 891 t, 891 
13-MSH, 887, 888f, 889t- 89I t, 891 
Mucopo lysaccharides, 664, 1128 
Mucopo lysaccharidoses, 664 

chondroicin sulfate biosynchesis, 667, 668cc 
enzyme replacement therapy, 238cc 

Mulridomain protein, rertiary scructure, 97 
Mulridrug resisrance associated proteins (MRP) , 494 

serum-conjugated bilirubin, 800cc 
Mulridrug resistance (Mdr) gene family 

ATP-binding cassette (ABC) transporters, 494 
mulridrug resisrance 1 gene, silent murarions 

and, 214cc 
Multienzyme complex, pyruvate dehydrogenase, 

550-551, 5501, 550t 
Multifunctional proteins, inosine 5' -monophosphate 

synthesis, 813 
Multiple acyl-Coa dehydrogenase deficiency 

(MADD), 774cc 
Multiple drug resistance, transmissible 

resistance, 316cc 
Multiple nonsimilar domains, zymogen synthesis, 

serine proteases, 347 
Multiple sulfarase deficiency, 243cc, 668cc 
Multiplex polymerase chain reaction 

cloning circumvention, 268, 269/ 
HGPRT ase gene defect, Lesch-Nyhan 

syndrome, 268cc 
Multipocenr cells, 13 
Mulri-subw 1it enzymes, cooperaciviry, 4 14-417, 

415f--416/ 
Muscarinic receprors, ligand-gated ion channels, 515 
Muscle light chain kinase (MLCK), endothe lial 

(NOSIII/eNOS), 447e, 450-453, 450/ 
Muscle(s) 

contraction, 967, 974-979, 975f--977f 
energy reservoirs, 979 

energy reservoirs for contraction, 979 
glycogenesis, 642, 643/ 
obesity and insulin resistance, 1109- 1110, 1109/ 

proteins, familial hypercrophic 
cardiomyopathies, 971cc 

skeletal muscles, 967- 977, 968f--969f,969r. 
acrin, tropomyosin, and troponin chin-filamenr 

proreins, 970-974, 972t, 973/ 
contraction, 974-979, 975f--977f 
myosin muscle filan1enr formation, 9681, 968t. 

969- 970 
Mushroom poisoning, enzyme inhibitor, 412cc 
Muragen(s), in cancer, 1023 
Murases, 38 1 
Murarion(s) 

in cancer, 1020-1021 
coenzymes, 390cc 
DNA sequences, 164-16 7, 166/ 
frameshift mutations 

DNA mutation, 167 
generic code and, 213 
hemoglobinopachies, 213, 2151 
HIV protein translation, 216cc 
slipped DNA , 46, 47/ 

generic code and, 2 13 
missense mutations, 166, 166/ 

generic code and, 213 
hemoglobinopachies and, 2 14cc 

mitochondria, rRNNcRNA murarions, 
antibiotic -induced deafuess, 229cc 

nonsense muracions, 166, 166/ 
generic code and, 213, 2l5t 

operacor-consricurive murarions, 308 
"read through" mutations, termination 

codons, 215t 
repressor-consricurive murarions, 307 
silent murations, 166 

generic code and, 213 
H urcllinson-Gilford progeria syndrome and 

multidrug resistance I gene, 214cc 
suppressor muracions, aminoacyl-cRNA 

syncherases, 217 
cerminator codon formation, 214cc 

Myaschenia gravis, 949cc 
Myc transcription facror 

apopcosis induction by p53, 1014-1015, 1014/ 
growth factor signal transduction, 1010 

Myelin membranes, lipid composition, 462-463 
Myob last cells, skeletal muscles, 967 
Myocardial infarction 

enzyme analysis, 418, 420/ 
fibrin formation and recombinant tissue 

plasminogen activator, 344cc 
glycolysis regulation, 613cc 
troponin subunit markers, 974cc 

Myocardial reperfusion injuriy, 586cc 
Myofibrils, skeletal muscle, 967, 969, 969/ 
Myofilament, 967, 968/ 
Myoglobin 

binding sires, 354 
chain strucrures, 356, 3561, 357 t 
oxygen binding, 357- 358, 358/ 
strucrure, 97 
X-ray crysrallography, 355- 357, 3561, 357 t 

Myopachies, mitochondrial DNA, 583cc 
Myosin 1,9 80 
Myosin light-chain kinase (MLCK), 978 
Myosin phospharase, cardiac muscle contraction, 978 
Myosin(s) 

functions, 979- 980 
homology, 972d 



S-1 fragments, 970, 970/ 
chick filaments of muscle, 969-970 

Myosin V, 980 

N 
Na. See Sodium (Na+) 

NAD H-ubiquinone oxidoreductase, mitochondrial 
electron cransporc, 563, 564-565, 564f-565f 

NAD malate debydrogenase, 684 
NADPH. See Nicocinamide adenine dinucleocide 

phosphate (NADP/NADP H) 
NADP H-adrenodoxin reduccase, cycochrome P4S0 

electron donor in micochondr ia, 430 
NADP H-cycochrome b5 reduccase, faccy acid 

desaruracion, 685 
NADPH -cycochrome P450 reduccase 

endop lasmic reciculum, 428-429, 428f-429/ 
generic polymorphisms, Antley-Bixler syndrome, 

442, 443cc 
NADP H oxidase (NOX), in healcb and disease, 585cc 
NADP malace dehydrogenase, 684 
NAPQ I , cycochrome P450 mecabolism, 

438-439, 440cc 
Nacive conformacion, procein organizacion, 92 
Nacural products, enzyme inhibitors, 4 13cc 
NBB transporter , amino acids, 1047 
Near -equilibrium reaction, glycolysis regulation, 605 
Necrotic cell death, 1011 
Negacive cooperacivicy, multi -subuni c enzymes, 415 
Negacive feedback concrol 

glycogen synchesis, 639 
hormonal cascade, 886/, 887 

Negacive glucocorcicoid response elemencs 
(nGREs), 931 

Negacively supercoi led DNA, 49- 51, 50/ 
N-end rule, ATP-dependent proteo lysis in 

proteasomes, 249 
Neomycins, translation targecing of, 230 
Neonatal isoimmune hemo lysis, 798cc 
Neonatal nucricion, 1074cc 
Nephrocic syndrome, plasma proteins, 87cc, 88/ 
Nernst equation, elec.cron transport chain 

oxidation -reduction, 562 
Nervous tissue 

mecabolism and function, 940-952 
neurocransmircers, 9421 

Nested polymerase chain reaccion, 257 
microchimerism detection, 258cc 

Networks, protein complexes, 99, 99- 100, 
99f-100f 

Neural concrol, glycogen syncbesis and degradation, 
640-643 

Neuraminic acid, 733, 733/ 
Neurocan , 668 
Neurokinin -1 (NK -1) receptor, 952 
Neurokinins, 952 
Neurological function, neuronal (NOSl/nNOS) 

activation, 447-448, 447r, 448/ 
Neuromuscu lar junction, skeletal muscle contraction, 

974,975/ 
Neuronal signaling, 505/, 506 
Neuron -neuron inceraction, synapses chrough, 943, 

944f-945f 
Neuron(s) 

ATP and transmembrane eletrical potential, 942 
nervous system function, 941, 941/ 

Neuropeptides 
precursor protein derivation, 951- 952 , 952/ 

secretory incestinal compounds, 1035-1306, 
103Scl, 103St 

Neurophysin, 892 
Neurophysin I, 893 
Neurocoxins, nicotinic-acecylcholine receptor and, 483 
Neurocransmjrcers 

catecho lamine, 950, 950/ 
Hgand-gared ion channels, 514-515, 514/JlS/ 
in nervous tissue, 942t 
neuronal (NOSI/nNOS) activation, 

447-448,448/ 
synaptic/neuronal signaling. SOS/, 506 
synchesis, storage, and release, 945- 947, 

946f-947f 
Neutral amino aciduria, 1049cc 
Neucral cransporc, 486 
Neucron beam radiation , x-ray diffraction, 

chree-dimensional procein scrucrure, 129- 13 I , 

130f-131/ 
Neutrophils, inducible (NOSII/iNOS), 447 t. 449 
Niacin 

coenzyme formation, 390-391, 391/ 
deficiency, 1078 
NAD/NADP coenzyme formation, 

1on - 1018. 1018/ 
Nicks, 145 

replication fork movement, 145-146 
parental strand untwisting and, 148 

Nick cranslation, nucleic acid probes, DNA/RNA 
sequencing. 270- 271, 271/ 

Nicotinamide adenine dinucleotide (NAD) 
abbreviations, 39 I cl 
energy-producing/energy -uciHzing systems, 

543, 543/ 
glutamate dehydrogenase incorporation and 

production, 755- 756,756/ 
glyco lysis 

glucose metabo lism, 599-600 
lactate dehygrodenase and subscrate shurcles, 

601-602 
niacin coenzymes, 390- 391, 39 1/, 

1077- 1078. 1078/ 
nucleotide coenzyme synchesis, 829-831, 

829f-831/ 
.cricarboxyHcacid regulation, 558-559, 558/ 

Nicotinamide adenine dinucleotide phosphate 
(NADP/NADPH) 

abbreviations, 391 cl 
alcoholoxidation,602-603 
branche d-chain amino acid degradation, 775- 777 
cholesterol synchesis, acecyl CoA, 719 
coenzyme formation , 390-391, 391/ 
in cycochrome P450 

electron transport, 427-430, 428/ 
scrucrure, 427 

energy-producing/energy -ucilizing systems, 

543, 543/ 
faccy acid synchesis 

citrate cleavage pathway, 684-685, 684/ 
[3-oxidation, 693 

gluconeogenesis and glycolysis 
alcohol and inhibition of, 628-629 
glucose synchesis, 620-621 

gluconeogenesis regulation, 626-627, 627/ 
glucose 6-phosphate dehydrogenase 

deficiency, 648cc 
glutamate dehydrogenase incorporation and 

production, 755- 756, 756/ 
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glyco lysis 
glucose metabolism, 599-600 
lactace dehygrodenase and subscrace shuccles, 

601-602 
micochondrial oxidation, 602 

mitochondria, reactive oxygen sproes, 584-585 
niacin coenzymes, 1077- 1078, 1078/ 
nitric oxide synchases, 444-446, 444f-446f 
nucleoti de coenzyme synthesis, 830-83 1 
pencose phosphate pacbway, 648-649, 649/ 

glucose 6-phosphate carbon dioxide oxidation, 
651, 651/ 

regeneration and supply function, 651-652 
tricarboxylic acid regulacion, 558- 559, 558/ 
in well-fed State, 842- 843, 843/ 

N icotinic-acecylcholine receptor, 478, 482-483, 

482f-483/ 
ligand-gated ion channels, 515 
neuron-neuron interaction, 943, 944/ 

Nicotinic receptors, ligand-gated ion channels, 515 
Nidogen, laminin and cype IV collagen networks, 

372,372/ 
Niemann -Pick CI-Hke protein (NPCILI), cholesterol 

absorption, 1057cc 
Niemann -Pick disease 

diagnostic testing, 73f:r737, 736f-737/ 
recinitis pigmentosa, 958cc 
spbingomyelin in, 730-731 

Nigericin, 497, 497/ 
Night blindness, vicamin A and, 1067 
Nitric oxide (NO) 

cardiovascular disease, 531cc 
cGMP synchesis and degradation, 531 
hemoglobin cransport, 360-366, 361f-366/ 

capillary cransport and oxygen delivery, 
36f:r367,366f-367/ 

sepric shock overpro duction, 4 50cc 
therapeutic uses, 452cc 

Nitric oxide synthases (NOSs) 
cGMP synchesis and degradation, 531 
endothelial (NOSIII/eNOS), 447-453, 447r, 450/ 
inducible (NOSil/iNOS), 447-453, 447 I, 450/ 
isoforms and physiological functions , 447-453, 

447t, 450/ 
neuronal (NOSI/nNOS), 447-448, 447r, 448/ 
propercies wd enzymatic function, 444-446, 

444f-446f 
Nitrogen 

amino acid incorporation, 752- 757 
diecary sources, 752, 752f-753/,753t 
glucamate dehygrodenase incorporation of 

ammonia, 755- 756, 756/ 
glucamine free ammonia production and 

incorporation, 75f:r757, 757/ 
liver and kidney cransporc, 757- 759, 758/ 
oxidase removal of an1ino groups, 757, 757/ 
pyridoxaJ phosphate cofaccor for 

aminocransferases, 755, 755/ 
transfer mechanisms, 752, 753f-754f, 754 

excretion, nicrogen balance and, 1103, 1104/ 
gluramine donor ancagoniscs, 834, 834/ 
pyrimid ine synthesis, 823, 824/ 
urea cycle, 759 

Nitrogen balance, 752 
blood urea nitrogen and, 753cc 
procein mecabolism, 1103, 1104/ 
in stress and injury, 873 

Nitroglycerin, historical and biological effects, 451cc 
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N-linked glycoproceins 
congenital rusorders of glycosylation, 661, 662cc 
dolichol phosphate synthesis, 660-663, 661/ 

N-linked glycosylation, 233, 235/ 
carbohydrace-procein covalent linkages, 112 

N-mechyl-D-aspartate (NMDA ) receptors, neuronal 
(NOS1/nNOS) activation, 447--448, 
447,, 448/ 

Noncanonical DNA srrucrures, 41--48 
antitumor antibiotics, 42 
bent DNA, 41--42 
cruciform DNA, 42--43, 43/ 
four-stranded DNA, 45--46, 45/ 
slipped DNA, 46, 47 f 
celomerase targeting, anticancer agents, 46 
rriple repeats and human disease, 48cc 
rripbscranded DNA, 43--45, 44f45/ 

Noncaralyzed reactions energy diagram, 384/ 
Noncompetitive inhibition , enzymes, 408--409, 409/ 
Nonconservative substitution, protein primary 

srrucrure, 90 
Noncovalenr forces, folded proteins, 116-119 , l 16t 

eleccrostaric interactions, llS-119, 119/ 
hydrogen bonds, 118, 118/ 
hydrophobic interaction, I 16-117, 118/ 
van der Waals forces, 119, 119/, 119t 

Noneleccrolyces, 5 
Nonequilibrium reaction, glycolysis regulation, 605 
Nonessential amino acids 

biosynthesis, 763- 764, 763/-764/ 
degradation, 764-766, 764.f 766/ 
metabolism, 753/ 
sources of, 753r 

Nongenomic steroid effects, 935 
Nong lobular srructured proteins, 103-112 , 103t 

collagen, 103-105, 103/, 103t- 104t, 1051, 

106/-107/ 
elasrin, 106, 107/ 
glycoprocein covalently bound carbohydrate, 

112, 112/ 
keratin and cropomyosin, 106-10 7, 107/ 
plasma lipoproceins, 107- 109, 108/, 108t- 109t, 

110/- 111/, 111, 11 lt 
Nonheme iron 

iron deficiency, 1087 
rricarboxylic acid cycle, 555 

Nonhomologous amino acid sequences, homologous 
protein folrung, 101- 102, 101/-102/ 

Nonhomologous end joining (NHEJ ) 
gene therapy and, 164cc 
nonhomologous recombination , 163- 164 

Nonhomologous m:ombination, 158, 159, 
163-164 

Nonkecoric hyperglycinemia, glycine 
encephalopath y, 766cc 

Nonrecepcor ryrosine kinases, cyrokine 
receptors, 521 

Nonsense codons, mRNA generic code, 212 
Nonsense-meruated decay, cyroplasmic mRNA 

curnover, 204 
Nonsense mutations, 166, 166/ 

genetic code and, 213 , 215t 
Nonsteroidal anci-inflammacory agencs (NSAIDs), 

proscaglandin production , 741 
Norephinephrine 

neuronal reuprake, 950cl 
signal termination, 950, 950/ 
ryrosine mecabolices, 78 1 

Norepinephrine , 895 
neuronal (NOSl /nNOS) activation, 447--448, 

447 ,, 448/ 
Northern bloc analysis, mRNA dececrion, 272 , 274/ 
Nuclear envelope, scruccure and function, 15 
Nuclear fuccor of activated B cells (NPKB), 

521,932 
Nuclear hormone receptors, coacrivarors, and 

corepressors, 935 
Nuclear localization sequences (NLS) , 484 

receptor serine/threonine kinases, 520 
Nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) , protein 

scruccure analysis, 133-134 , 134/ 
Nuclear Overbauser effects (NOEs ), protein 

strucrure analysis, 133-134 
Nuclear pore complex 

protein channels and, 484--485 , 484/ 
protein targeting of organelles, 239 - 240 
structure and function , 15 

Nuclease protection assay (NPA), mRNA detection , 
272,274/ 

Nucleases 
cyroplasmic mRNA turnover and translation, 

203-204 
DNA backbone scabWcy, 31- 32 
RNA turnover and, 202- 204 
terrahydrobiopterin synthesis, 818 

Nucleation -Polymerization Mechanism, amyloid 
plaque formacion, 115 

Nucleic acids, 27 
DNNRNAsequence probes, 268, 270- 271, 27 1/ 
editing ezymes, 201cc 
function, 26 
liposome carriers for, 466cc 
microarray analysis, breast cancer, 296cc 
proCRH gene sequencing, 894/, 895 
srruccural components , 27- 30, 27/-30/ 

Nucleobases, scruccural components , 27- 30, 27/-30/ 
Nucleofilament, polynucleosome packing, 56, 56/ 
Nucleoids , 2, 53 

cell classification, 2 
prokaryoric DNA , 53-54 , 53/ 

Nucleo lus, 16 
Nucleophilic displacement reaction, 398cl 
Nucleophilic substicutions, acyl carbon, 1124 
Nucleoside 5'diphosphace reduccase, 824, 824/ 
Nucleoside 5' -triphosphaces, ribonucleotide 

reduccase accivicy, 824 , 825t 
Nucleoside analogs 

DNA polymerases, 143 
HIV drug resistance and, 144cc 

Nucleoside ruphosphate kinase, high-energy 
reactions, 548, 548/ 

Nucleoside diphosphate-sugars , 653/, 654 
Nucleoside kinases, nucleotide synthesis, 827-828 
Nucleoside monophosphare kinase, high-energy 

reactions, 548, 548/ 
Nucleosides, 27, 1132-1133 

physical properties, 28 
purine /pyrimidine nucleotide metabolism, 

antimerabolices, 832 
srruccural components , 27- 30, 27/-30/ 
transfer RNA morufication, 195 

Nucleosomes, 55, 153 
DNA replication, eukaryoricenzymes, 153-157 
histone eukaryotic DNA binrung and formation 

of, 317 
structure, 55- 56, 55/-56/ 

Nucleotide analogues, DNA polymerases, 143 
Nucleotide-binding domain - I (NBD -1 ), cystic 

fibrosis cransmembrane conduccance regulator 
(CFTR ) protein, 495 

Nucleotide excision repair (NER), DNA damage, 
169, 169/ 

Nucleotide kinases, nucleotide synthesis, 
827- 828 

Nucleotide (s), 27, 1132-11 33 
cell growth inhibition, 834, 834/ 
chemotherapeutic interference, 83 1- 836 

biochemical basis for, 835-836 
purine/pyrimidine inhibirors , 832- 835, 

832/-833/ 
eukaryotic functional gene sequencing, 

59-61, 60/ 
four-letter alphabet , genetic code, 211- 215, 

211,,2121 
metabolism, 806-836, 8091 

cell cycle enzymes, 828-829 
coenzyme synthesis, 829- 831 
deoxyribonucleoride formation, 823-826 
disrribucional variation, 808-809 
glutamine, 810, 810r 
nucleoside/nucleoride kinases, 827- 828 
5 '-phosphoribosyl-1 -pyrophosphace, 809-810 , 

809/, 810t 
purines, 810-817 
pyrimidine, 821-824, 826-82 7 
cecrahydrobiopcerin, GTP precusor , 817- 818, 

818/-819/ 
uric acid end produce , 820-821, 821 f 

physical properties, 28 
ribosomal RNA modifications, 66-6 7 
structural components, 27- 30, 27/-30/ 
sugar formation, carbohydrate metabolism, 

652-658 
N-acecylglucosamine sialic acid derivation, 

657-658 , 657/ 
decarboxylarion, oxidoreduction and 

cransarnidation , 656, 657/ 
intermediate transformation , 653-654, 653/ 
isomerizacion and phosphorylation , 

652-653 , 652/ 
nucleotide -linked glucose/galacrose 

epimerization , 654, 654/ 
UDP -glucose oxidation and glucuronic acid 

formation,654-655 , 655/ 
N ucleoride sequence 

lacrose operon, 308/ 
trypcophan operon, 311- 314, 311/-312/ 

Nucleus, 11, 15 
accelerated aging and, 16 
DNNRNA synthesis and , 15- 16, 15/ 
eukaryotic cells, 3 

Nul l mice. See Knockour mice 
Nutrients . See also Macronutrients; Micronurrien cs 

carbohydrates , 1048 r 
digestion and absorption of, 1030-1032, 1032t 
drug-nutrient interactions, 1094-1095, 10951 
food group sources of, 1030, 1030t 
gasrrointesrinal trace and, 1030-1 032 , 1031/ 
ion concentration gradients and elerrical 

potentials, 1041- 1042 , 1041/ 
Nutrigenetic, diet composition and, 

1118- 1119 
N utrigenics, 1119 
Nutrigenomics, 1095 



Nutr ition. See also Dier; Fasting scare; Fed scare; 

0 

Malnutr ition; Srarvation 
in alcoholics, 1076cc 
in clinical practice, 1094-1095 
dietary reference intakes, 1065 
diet face and fallacy, 1094 
in elderly, 1083cc 
far-soluble vicamins, 1065-1075 

vitamin A, 1065- I 067 
vican1in D, 1067- 1072 
vitamin E, 1072- 1073 
vican1in K, 1073- 1075 

macro minerals, 1085- 1087 
in newborns, 1074cc 
nucrigenomics, 1095 
starus assessment, 1094- 1095, 1094/ 
tissue interrelationships in, 863-878 
trace minerals, 1087- 1094 

chromium, I 093 
copper, 1092- 1093 
iodine, 1091 
iron, 1087- 1091 
selenium, 1093-1094 
zinc, I 09- 1092 

water-soluble vitamins, 1075- 1085 
ascorbic acid, I 084 
cl10line and carnicine, 1085 
energy-releasing, l 075- 1079 
hemaropoiecic, I 079- 1084 

Obesity, 676cc 
cancer and, 1022cc 
dietaryan d geneticcomponencs, 1107- 1108, 1108/ 
fat absorption, pharmacological 

interventions, 1053cc 
glucose bomeoscasis and, 850-852, 85 1/ 
health implications of, 1110-1111 
insulin resisrance and, 1108- 1 110 
metabolic syndrome and, 840cc-84 l cc 
tissue incerrelationships in, 863-864, 863/ 

Obstructive jaundice, 1075 
Occipical horn syndrome, collagen synthesis 

defect, 246cc 
Oculocucaneous albinism (OCAl), 786cc 
Od d-chain faery acids, oxidation, 695, 695/ 
Okazaki fragmencs, 145 

DNA replication 
DNA polymerases, 152- 153 
eukaryoticenzymes, 153- 157, 154/, 156/ 

replication fork rewinding and repair, 175 
semi-discontin uous DNA synthesis, 145, 145/ 

O ligomycin, micocllondrial electron transport and 
oxidative phosphorylation, 574 

Oligonucleocide-direcred mucagenesis, 285- 287, 

286/-288/ 
Oligonucleotides , 30 

microarray analysis, 296-298, 297/-298/ 
structure and bonding, 30, 30/ 

O ligosaccbarides, 1125, 1128 
ceran1ide, globosides as, 733, 733 f 
N -linked glycosylation, 235, 236/ 

dolicllol phosphate , 660-663, 661/ 
Oligosaccbarylcransferase, N -linked glycosylation, 

233, 234/ 
O-linked glycosylation 

carbohydrate-protein covalent linkages, 112 
protein folding, 233 

Ompf porin, 478/ 
Oncogenes 

cancer cell cycle and, 1016- 1017, 10 161 
DNAviruses, 1017cc 
growth factor signal cransduction, 1010 
micro RNA and, 202cc 
pathways, 1018, 1018/ 
Ras proteins, 51&-5 19 
recepcor tyrosine kinase, 517, 518/ 
transcriptional factors, 191 cc 

One-carbon metabolism, folic acid formation, 
1079- 1082, 1080/-1081/ 

One -substrate reactions, enzyme kinetics, 397, 
399-405 

Operacor-consticutive mutations , 308 
Operaror sire, lacrose repressor, 306 
Operons 

bacrerial transcription, 304 
ribosomal protein synthesis, 314-3 I 5, 

314/-315/ 
laccose operon 

of E. coli, 305- 306, 306/ 
operacor sequence, 307- 309, 308/ 
repressor protein, 306-307, 307/ 
RNA po lyme.rase and regulator protein promorer 

sequence recognition, 309 
transcription attenuation, amino acid biosynrhesis, 

313- 314 
crypcophan operon of£. coli, 3 I 0-3 I 4 

Ops in, 958 
viramin A, 1067 

Oral contraception, 926cc 
Ordered -sequential reaction, 405 , 406/ 
Organelles, 3 

eukaryotes, 3 
pro rein synthesis and cargecing of, 235-240 

mitocllondrial imporcacion, 237- 238 
secrecory pathway, 235- 237, 237/, 239/ 
signalling mechanisms, 239- 240 

subcellular strucrures and membrane sysrems, 
14-2 1 

cycoskelecon intracellular organization, 2 1 
cycosol componencs, 21 
endoplasmic reticulum structure and function, 

16, 16/-17/ 
Golgi complex structure and function, 17, 17 f 
lysosomes, intracellular digestion and, 18- 20, 

18/-19/, 19r 
mitocllondrial ATP supply, 17- 18, 17/ 
nuclear sites, DNNRNAsynches is, 15- 16, 15/ 
peroxisome structure and function , 20-21, 20/ 
plasma membrane boundary, 14-15, 14/ 

Origin of replication, 54 
eukaryotic enzymes, 155, 155/ 

Origin Recognition Complex (ORC), DNA 
replication 

cell cycle and, 158 
eukaryotic enzymes, 155, 156/ 

Ornichine 
degradation, 765-766, 767/ 
glycogen formation, early refed state, 847- 849, 

848/-849/ 
polyamine metabo lites, 787, 788/,789 

Ornichine keco acid aminocransferase, gluramic 
semialdehyde deficiency, 767cc 

Ornithine cranscarbamoylase 
deficiencies, 762cc 
urea cycle, 759 , 760/ 
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Orotate phosphoribosy ltransfe.rase, 383, 383/ 
Orphan receptors, steroid hormones, 934 
Osmorecepcors, 912 
Osteocalcin, 1074 
Osteogenesis imperfecca, collagen synthesis defecr, 

246cc 
Osteom alacia, vitamin D synthesis, 1071 
Osteoporosis, diet and, 1086cc 
Ouabain, sodium/potassium (Na+ /K+) -exchanging 

ATPase, 492, 493/ 
Ovarian cancer, ubiquicin-proreasome defeccs, 250cc 
Ovarian cycle, hormonal concrol, 901- 905, 

902/-905/ 
Oxaloacerate, cricarboxylic acid cycle, 553, 557 
Oxidant, 561 
Oxidat ion 

alcohol, 602~03 
enzyme cacalyscs, 379- 380, 380/ 
enzyme transition states, 386, 386/ 
mecal ions, 394-395 
micochondria, NADH glycolysis, 602 
nicotinamide adenine dinucleotide, 391, 391/ 
peroxisomal oxidation off.my acids, 700-701, 701/ 

et-Oxidation, farry acids, 695 
Refsum disease, 696cc 

13-Oxidation, fatty acids 
energy yield, 693 
process, 69~97, 695f-696f 
straighc-cllain fatty acids, 691~93, 692/ 
synthesis vs., 69~95 , 6941 
unsarurated fatty acids, 695 

Oxidat ion-reduction reactions, 1124 
micochondrial electron cransporr chain, 561- 563, 

562t, 563/ 
w-Oxidation, farty acids, 695, 695~97, 696/ 
Oxidative damage, DNA base excision repair, 

165/, 168 
Oxidative phosphorylation 

mitocllondria, 572- 577 
ATP synthase, 575-576, 575/-577/, 5751 
ATP synrhesis-elecrron transport coupling, 

573-575, 573/-575/ 
membrane strucrure and comparrmenration , 559 

NAD/NADPH in catabolism and anabolism, 543 
tricarboxylic acid cycle, 552 

Oxidoreducrases, 379- 380, 380/ 
Oxidoreduction reactions 

glucose metabolism, 596, 597/,598~00 
glycolysis, 602~03 
sugars, 655, 65~56, 655/ 

Oxy-eicosatetraenoic acids, 742- 745 
leukocrienes, hydroxyeicosacecraenoic acids, and 

lipoxins, 743-744, 744/ 
monohydroperoxyeicosaretraeno ic acids, 

742- 743,743/ 
physiological processes, 744-745 

Oxy-ferrous complex, nitric oxide syn chases, 446 
Oxygen 

Bohr-effect procons md transfer of, 363- 366, 
363/-366/ 

heme-oxygen binding, 355, 355/ 
hemoglobin binding, 358- 359, 358/ 

2,3 -bisphosphoglycerate release, 365, 365/ 
cooperativity mechanism, 359, 359/ 
nitric oxide transport, 366-367, 366/-367/ 

myoglobin binding of, 357- 358, 358/ 
peroxisomal faery acid oxidation, 701 

Oxyhemoglobin, 360-362 , 36 1/-362/ 
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Oxymyoglobin, 357- 358, 358f 
Oxyrocin, 893 

ferrilizacion, 905 

p 

P2Y I purinoceptor research, 293cc 
p21 protein, cell cycle regu.lacion, 1007- 1008, 1008f 
p53 protein 

apoprosis inducrion, 1014-1015, 1014f 
cancer oncogenes and prorooncogenes and, IO 17 
carcinogenesis and, 191cc 
cell cycle regu.larion, 1007- 1008, 1008f 
TIGAR regu.larorand cancer, 618d 

PAF. See Platelet accivaring facmr (PAF) 
Pain, Dicer-substrate small-incerfering RNA, 290cc 
Palindromes 

DNA sequencing, 58 
prokaryoric DNA coding for, 58-59 
RNA rranscripcion and rerminarion, 187, 187f 

Palmicare, fatty acid synthesis vs. oxidarion, 
694,694t 

Palmicic acid, faery acid synthesis, 68~81, 68lf 
Palmiroylarion, endothelial (NOSIII/eNOS), 451 
Palmiroyl coA, 729, 729f 
Pancreas 

acinar cells, sodium chloride secrerion, 
1040, l041f 

cysric fibrosis of, 1040cc 
digesrion and, 1032 
digesrive enzyme secrerion, l 033, 1034f 
exocrine secrecion, regulation, 1034, 1034f 

Pancreatic juices, lipid esterase in, 1053 
Pancreatic lipases 

lipid digestion, 1052- 1053, 1052f-1053f 
uansport in fed scare, 678 

Pancreacic crypsin inhibitor, exuinsic pathway 
inhibition, 990-993, 991f 

Pancreozymin, digestion and, l035t, 1036 
Pantothenic acid 

acetyl coenzyme A sources and f.ues, 548 
coenzyme formarion, 1079 

Papain, 968 f, 970 
Papovavirus, expression vecmr, 283 
Paracellu.lar epithelial cell cransport, 1036-1037, 

1036[, 1037 t 
Paracrine hormones, 885 
Paracrine signaling, 505[, 506 

cell cycle regu.larion, 1008 
Parathyroid hormone (PTH ) 

in laccacion, 872 
vitamin D synthesis, 1070 

Parathyroid hormone -related protein (PTHrP), in 
lactation, 872 

Parental strand separarion 
DNA replicarion, I 44, 144f 
replicarion fork and uncwisring of, 148 

Parkinson disease 
amyloid fibrils, 114-115cc, 114f-115f 
dihdroxyphenylalanine mecabolices, 782-783 
protein misfolding and aggregation, 250cc 

Parcial hydrolysis, amino acid sequencing, 128, 129f 
Parcially unfolded conformations (PUFs) , 98 
Parvalbumin, calcium-transporting A TPases 

(Ca2+-ATPase) in plasma membranes, 494 
Pathogens, cycokine recepcors, 520 
P bodies 

cytoplasmic mRNA curnover and, 204 
uanslacion regularion, 247, 248 

pBR322 plasmid, 264, 264f 
bacterial loss of anribiocic resistance and selecrion 

of, 266, 267[,268 
PDZ domain, neuronal (NOSl/nNOS) 

accivarion, 448 
Peccin, 1113 
Penrose phosphate pathway, 648-652 

carbon dioxide oxidacion of glucose 
6-phosphare, 65 I 

glucose 6-phosphare oxidization, 648-649, 649f 
inrerconversions and glycolysis iocermediares, 

649-65 I, 650f 
NADPH regeneration, 651-652, 651f 
in well-fed scare, 842- 843, 843f 

Pencosuria, 656cc 
Penzo (a) pyrene, DNA damage and mucacion, J 64 
Pepsin 

food digestion and, l 031- 1032 
protein digesrion, 1044-1045, 1044t 

Pepsinogen, protein digesrion, l044t, 1045 
Pepcic ulcer, proscaglandinseffecrs on, 742 
Pepridases, protein digesrion, I 043-1046, 

1044f-1045f, 1044, 
Pepcide bonds , 80 

amines and amides, 1124 
amino acids, in proteins, 80-81, 80f-8!f, 82t 
biologically accive peptides, 81, 821 
elongarion and formarion of, 223, 224f-225f,226 
serine protease hydrolysis specificity, 346-347, 

346t, 347f 
rransirion scare for hydrolysis, 384f 

Pepcide hormones, 884 
Pepcide mass fingerprinring, proreomics, 126-127 
Peptide neurocransmirters, precursor protein 

derivarion, 951- 952, 952f 
Pepcide(s), 76 

in brain rissue, 9521 
polypepcide gene encoding, 892-894, 893f-894f 
secretory incesrinal, 1035- 1306, 1035d, 10351 

Pepcidyl sire (P sire), elongarion and pepride bond 
formarion, 223, 224f-225 f, 226 

Peptidyl cransferase, elongation and pepride bond 
formarion, 223, 224f-225 f, 226 

Perhexiline, cyrocluome P450 metabolism , 442-443 
Perilipin, 679 
Perinuclear space., scrucrure and function, 15 
Peripheral membrane proteins, 463, 470-472 , 

471[, 47 1t 
Peripheral nervous system, neuronal (NOSI/nNOS) 

accivacion,447-448,448f 
Peripherin, retinicis pigmencosa, 690cc 
Perlecan, type IV collagen network, 372- 373, 373f 
Pernicious anemia, 1082- 1083, l082f 
Peroxisomal oxidarion , faery acids, 700- 701, 70lf 
Peroxisome biogenesis disorders (PBD), 21cc 
Peroxisome proliferacion response element 

(PPRE), 862 
Peroxisome proliferaror-activated recepror ex 

(PPARo:) 
gene transcription regularion, 862, 862f 
o:-lipoic acid formation, 1079 
steroid hormones, 934 

Peroxisome proliferaror-activared receptor 'I 
(PPAR'f), 862 

o:-lipoic acid formation, 1079 
Peroxisomes, 11, 20 

farcy acid oxidarion, 700- 701 
lipid metabolism and, 20-21 

Personalized medicine, DNA polymorphisms, 167cc 
PGH synthase, proscaglandins de.rivacion, 

739- 740, 740f 
P-glycoprote ins, 494 
Phage. See Bacteriophages 
Phagocycosis, lysosomal inuacellu.lar digestion and, 

18-19, 19f 
Pharmacological agonist/ancagonist, cell surface 

receptors, inrracellular signal rransducrion, 509 
Phase angles, x-ray diffraction, three-dimensional 

protein scruccure, 129-131, l30f-13lf 
Phenobarbital, cytochrome P450 metabolism, 442 
Phenylalanine 

degradacion, 767, 768f 
epinephrine synthesis, 895, 895f 
side chain suucrure, 77 

Phenylalanine hydroxylase, 767, 768f 
Phenylethanolamiine N-mechylcransferase 

(PNMT), 895 
Phenylkeconuria, 767, 769cc 
Phi (q,) bond , secondary procein scruccure, 92, 

92- 96, 92f,93t 
pH levels, 6 

alcohol dehydrogenase isoenzymes, 405cc 
aroino acid and protein charge properties, 85, 

85/, 85t 
biological fluids, 7, 7 t 
buffering and control of, 10- 11, lOcl, 1 Of 
cytoplasmic pH, sodium/hydrogen (Na + H+) 

exchanger regularion, 490 
enzyme reacrion kinecics, 405, 405f 
enzyme-subscrace. binding, 387, 387f 
Henderson -Hasselbalch equarion for conjugate 

acid-base concencracions and, 9- 10, l0f 
ionizable amino acids and proteins, 83, 83/, 83t 
monoamino monocarboxylic acid cicrarion, 

isodecuic pH, 84, 84f 
6-phosphofrucco-1-kinase glycolysis regularion, 

610, 61 lf 
wacer molecule dissociation, 6-7, 6t 

Phosphacan, 668 
Phosphacases, calmodulin-dependent calcium 

accivarion, 534 
Phosphates, micochondrial inner membrane 

transport, 577, 579, 579f 
Phosphacidace phosphacase, rriacylglycerol synthesis, 

688, 688f 
Phosphacidic acid, 458, 459[, 1130 

inuacellu.lar signaling pathways, 535 
in membranes, 7 11- 712, 71 If 
phospholipid acids and bases, 708-709, 708f-709f 

synthesis mechanisms, 713-715, 714f-715f 
synthesis, 712- 713, 7 13f 
criacylglycerol synthesis, 688-689 , 688f-689f 

Phosphacidic acid phosphatase, pbosphacidic acid 
synthesis, 713, 713f 

Phosphacidylcholine, 458, 460f 
lipid digescion and ahsorprion, bile acid micelles, 

1054-1055 1055f 
in phospholipids, 708, 709f 
phospholipidsynchesis, 714, 7 14f 

farcy acid discriburion, 716, 716f-7 17f 
sphingomydine from, 731, 732f 
suucrure and funcrions, 1085 

Phosphacidylethanolamine, 458, 459, 460f 
asymmecric discrihucion, 467, 467f 
in phospholipids, 708, 709f 
phospholipid synthesis, 715, 7 15f 



Phosphatidylglycerol, in phospholipids, 709, 709/ 
Phosphatidylglycerol phosphoglyceride, 458, 460/ 
Phosphatidylinosirol, 458, 460/ 

asymmetric distribution, 467, 467 f 
functions, 461d 
in phospholipids, 708, 709/,711-712, 

7 11.f7l2/ 
Phosphatidylinosirol 3,4,5-trisphosphate (PIP3), 

intracellular signaling cascade, 899-901, 900/ 
Phosphatidylinosirol-3,4,5 -trisphosphare (PIPy, 

intracellular signaling pathways, 535, 536 
Phosphatidylinosirol 3-kinases, inrracellular signaling 

parhways, 535-536, 536/ 
Phosphatidylinosirol 4,5-bispohsphare (PIPz) 

inrracellular signaling parhways, 535 
membrane funcrion, 711-712 , 71 t.f712/ 

Phospharidylinosirol synrhase, phospholipid synrhesis, 
715, 716/ 

Phospharidylserine 
in phospholipids, 708, 709/ 
phospholipidsynrhesis, 715, 715/ 
red blood cell clearance, 710cc 

3' -Phosphoadenosine 5 '-phosphosulfate (PAPS) 
chondrodysrrophies, 667 cc 
chondroitin sulfare biosynrhesis, 666-668 
cysreine merabolire, 781, 782/ 
in galacrocerebroside, 732- 733 , 733/ 

Phosphocholine, sphingolipidoses diagnostic resring, 

736-737 , 736.f737/ 
Phosphocholine cycidylylrransferase, phospholipid 

synthesis, 713, 714/ 
Phosphocreatine, exercise and, 870-871 
Phosphodiesrerases 

cardiovascular disease, 53 Jee 
cyclic GMP phosphodiesterase, 525, 530-531 
cyclic nucleotides, 528, 528- 530, 529/ 
nitric oxide mediation, 447 
rod cells, 961-962 
second messenger sysrem, 900 
sildenafil and, 449cc 
visual rransducrion, 961 

Phosphodiesrer bonds, 141 
DNA replication, chain elongation chemisrry, 

141- 142, 141/ 
glycerophospholipids, 458 
RNA strucrure, 62, 62/ 

Phosphoenolpyruvate (PEP) 
gluconeogenesis hormonal conrrol, 627-628 , 

627.f628/ 
glucose metabolism, 600 
glucose synthesis, 622, 622/ 
hydrolysis, 546, 546/ 
oxaloacerare conversion, 557 

Phosphoenolpyruvare carboxykinase, triacylglycerol
farry acid cycle, 689, 690cc, 690/ 

6-Phosphofrucro-1-kinase 
allosreric effecror regularion, 853- 855, 

853.f855/ 
cardiac isoenzyme, 616-617, 617/ 
covalent modificarion, 856-859, 856/ 
glycolysis regulation, 608-612, 613 

ATP/AMP regulation, 609-610 
cAMP /frucrose 2,6-bisphosphare hormonal 

conrrol, 612-614, 612.f614/ 
cancer and, 618cl 
cirrare regulation, 612 
inrracellular pH, 6 10, 611/ 
pyruvare kinase, 617,619, 619/ 

phosphorylation, bifuncrional 6-phosphofrucro-2 -
kinase/frucrose 2,6-bisphosphacase, 614-615, 
614.f616f 

6-Phosphogluconace dehydrogenase, penrose 
phosphare pathway, 648-649, 649/ 

6-Phosphoglucono-6-lacrone, penrose phosphate 
pathway, 648 

Phosphoglucomurase, 652 
Phosphoglucose isomerase, gluconeogenesis, 

622,622/ 
Phosphoglycerates, 381, 382/ 

glucose metabolism, 599-600, 600/ 
Phosphoglycerides. Su Glycerophospholipids 
Phosphoinositide-3 -kinase (Pl-31<), intracellular 

signaling pathways, 535 
Phospholipase Al/A2 

inrracellular signaling pathways, 535, 536 
phospholipid farry acid distribution, 716, 716/ 

Phospholipase C, 525 
glycogenolysis in liver, 641, 641/ 
inrracellular signaling pathways, 534-536, 534/, 

535, 535, 536/ 
membrane inosirols and, 711- 712, 711/ 

Phospholipase D (PLO), inrracellular signaling 
pathways, 535 

Phospholipid (s), 674 
bilayer srrucrures, 465, 465.f466/ 
lipid digestion and absorption, 1053, 1053/ 
as membrane componencs, 458, 709- 712 

dipalmicoyllecichin, 710-7 11, 710/ 
inositides, 711- 712, 711/ 

metabolism, 708- 718, 708/ 
biosynthesis, 712- 7 15 
farry acids, asymmetric disrribution, 716 
membrane functions of, 709- 712 
phospharidic acid-base connection, 708- 709, 

708.f709/ 
plasmalogen synthesis from f.my alcohols, 

7 16-718 
signal transduction, 534-536, 534/, 536/ 

Phospholipid scramblase, 468 
Phosphomannose isomerase, 652 
Phosphopemose epimerase, penrose phosphare 

inrerconversions, 650, 65 If 
Phosphoprorein phospharase 

glycogen synthase regulation, 637-638 
lipid metabolism, fed scare, 70 I 
pyruvare dehydrogenase regulation, 550 

5 ' -Phosphoribosyl-1 -pyrophosphare (PRPP) 
de novosynthesis, 809-810 , 809/, 810t 
gour, 811cc 
nucleotide coenzyme synthesis, 830-831 
purine synthesis, 813-815, 8 14.f815/ 
pyrimidine synthesis, 821-823, 822.f823/ 

Phosphorus, in sphingomyelin, 730-73 1, 731.f 732/ 
Phosphorylase, liver glucose receptor, 639-640, 639/ 
Phosphorylase kinase 

covalenr modification , 856-859, 856/ 
glycogen phosphorylase, 635-636, 636/ 

Phosphorylared inrermediares, glucose merabol ism, 
596, 597 f, 598 

Phosphorylation 
bifunctional 6-phosphofrucro-2 -kinase/frucrose 

2,6-bisphospharase, 614-615, 614f-616f 
covalenr modification of enzymes, 855- 859, 

855.f858/ 
enzyme transirion scares, proron addition and 

removal, 386, 386/ 
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glycogen, Lafora disease, 635d 
G prorein-coupled receptors, 526-527, 527/ 
proreins, phosphorylation in signal rransduction, 

510-511, 510/ 
sugar inrerconversion, carbohydrare merabolism, 

652-653 
rertiary prorein srrucrure, 97, 97/ 
translation regulation, 245, 247 
rricarboxylic acid cyde, 555 

Phosphorylarion -dephosphory lation, glycogen 
phosphorylase, 635-636, 636/ 

Phosphorylysis reactions, 1124 
Phosphoryrosine binding (P'TB) domains, signal 

transduction, 5Jl , 512/ 
Phocochemisrry, visual transduction , 957- 958, 957/ 
Phorolyase, DNA repair, photoreactivation, 

173-1 74, 173/ 
Phocoreactivation, DNA repair, 173-1 74, 173/ 
Phororecepror cells, 958 

rods and cones, 957/, 958- 963, 959/, 961.f963f 
Phororransduction cascade, 964i 
Phrenosine, 462, 464/ 
Physiological agonisr/anragonist, cell surface 

receprors, inrracellular signal transduction, 509 
Phyrylmenaquinone, viramin K, 1073-10 75, 1073/ 
Picolinare carboxylase, 785 
Pigmencation, mutations in, 980cc 
Pigmenred epithelial layer, visual rransduction, 

957- 958,957/ 
Ping-pong mechanism 

aminorransferase-pyridoxal pyruvare cofac.ror, 

755, 755/ 
enzyme rwo-subsrrare reactions, 405-407, 406/ 

Pinocyrosis, 18 
lysosomes and, 18-19, 19/ 
protein inrracellular digestion, 249 

Pipecolare metabolism, 773, 776/, 778d 
'IT-elecrron inreractions, prorein folding, 119, 119/ 
PI-PLC~ enzymes, intracellular signaling 

pathways, 535 
PI-PLC-y enzymes, inrracellular signaling 

pathways, 535 
Piruirary gland 

byporhalamus and, 893/ 
rumors, G prorein mutations in, 525cc 

Plane genetics 
recombinant DNA rechnology, 294-295 
xanthine oxidase inhibirors, 407cc 

Plasma enzyme measuremenr , clinical applications, 
418-419,419.f420/ 

Plasma lipoproreins 
chemical composition, 111, 111 t 
cholesrerol and, 722- 726, 724/ 
generaliud srrucrure, 110 f 
bydrared densiry classes, 108t 
hyperlipoproreinemias, 109 
bypolipoproreinemias, 110 
srrucrure and conformation, 107- 109, 108/, 

!08t - 109t, 110.flll/,III, 1111 
Plasmalogen(s), 1130 . See also specific plasmalogens 

glycerophospholipids, 460, 461/ 
phospholipids, 709, 709/ 

faery alcohol synthesis, 716, 717/,718 
Plasma membranes 

calcium-transporting ATPases (Ca2+ -ATPase) 
(PMCA), 493-494, 494/ 

cell srrucrure, 2, 14 
cholesrerol in, 462, 464/ 
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Plasma membranes (cont.) 

erythrocyte, 458/ 
glucose transporters, 489, 489/, I 051 t 
hormone -receptor complexes, clachrin 

inrernalization, 907, 909 
as limiting boundary, 14-15, 14/ 
lipid composition, 462-463, 464/ 
lipid rans, 473-474 
luminal/concraluminal, epithelial cell 

cransport, 1037 t 
phospbatidylserine clearance of red blood 

cells, 710cc 
receptors, 474-475, 475t 
sodium (Na+) channel, 478 
transepithelial glucose transport, 

1041- 1042, 1042/ 
transport energetics, 487 

Plasma proteins, 85 
disease diagnosis, 87 cc 
isoelectric pH and electrophoretic separation, 

85-86, 86µ7J 
steroid hormone transport, 928-929, 929/ 

Plasmid pSCl0l, 264 
Plasmid(s), 49, 264 

bacterial transformation, 265-266 
o:-complemencation, 268, 270/ 
foreign gene expression, 281- 282, 282/ 

crown gall plasmids, 294-295 
recombinant DNA, 264 
structure, 49 

Plasmin, 418 
fibrinolysis and production of, 994, 994/ 
metastasis and, 10 19, 1019/ 

Plasminogen , 4 18 
fibrinolysis, 994, 994/ 
mecascasis and, 10 19, 1019/ 

Plasminogen accivator-inhibitor cype 1 (PAI-1) 
fibrinolysis, 994 
mecascasis and, 1019, 1019/ 

Plasminogen activator-inhibitor cype 2 (PAI-2), 
metastasis and, 1019, 1019/ 

Plastocyanin, nuclear magnetic resonance analysis, 
134, 134/ 

Platelet activating factor (PAF), 709, 709/ 
Platelet aggregation, proscaglandins effects 

on, 742 
Platelet-derived growth factor (PDGF), tyrosine 

regulation, 1008- 1009, 1008/ 
Placelec plug, formation mechanisms, 985 
Pleckscrin homology (PH) domains, 5 11, 512/ 
Pluripocential cells, 13, 294 
Point mutation 

DNA sequences, 164- 166, 166/ 
genetic code and, 2 13 

Poisoning 
arsenic, 605cc 
enzyme inhibitors and, 411cc 

Polarity 
amino acid side chains, 86-89, 113 1 
phospho lipids, 708, 708/ 
protein primary structure, 90 
semi-discontinuous DNA synthesis, 145, 145/ 

Poly A-binding protein (PAB), eukaryotic 
translation, 223 

Polyaccylamide gel electrophoresis, protein 
separation , 124 

Polyadenylation, RNA polymerase transcription, 

198, 199/ 

Poly ADP polymerases (PARPs), nucleotide 
coenzyme synthes is, 830-831 

Polyamines 
metabolites, 787, 788/, 789 
prokaryotic DNA, 53, 53-54, 53/ 

Poly(A) rail, eukaryotic mRNA, 68 
Po!ycistronic mRNA, 67 

prokaryotes, 210 
protein primary strucrure, 67-68 
cryptophan operon attenuator region, 312 

Polycloning sire, recomb inant DNA, 264 
Po!ygenic obesicy, II 08 
Polyglucamace derivatives, folic acid formation, 

107 9, 1080/ 
Polylinker 

directional cloning, 265 
recombinant DNA, 264 

Polymerase cha.in reaction (PCR), 257 
DNA cloning circumvention, 268 
HIV screeningg, 258cc 
multip lex analysis, HGPRT ase gene defect, 

Lesch-Nyhan syndrome, 268cc 
nested PCR, 257 

microchimerism detection, 258cc 
overview, 256-257, 257/ 
quantitative rea!-cime PCR, 257- 258 
site-directed mucagenesis, 287, 287 f 

Polymers, ribonucleoside 5' -monophosphate 
polymer, 62, 62/ 

Polynucleosomes 
higher-structure packing, 56-57 
structure, 55-56, 55.f56f 

Polynucleotide phosphocylase 
breaking genetic code and, 212-213 
cytoplasmic mRNA turnover and, 204 

Polynucleotides, 30, 1133 
backbone scabilicy, 31- 32 
structure and bonding, 30-32, 30.f3 1/ 

Polyol (aldose) debydrogenase, cataracts, 955 
Polypeptide hormones 

anterior piruicacy, 887, 891 
cascade, 887, 887 t 
gene coding, 892- 895, 892.f894/ 
overview, 888/, 8891-8911 

Polypeptides, 80 
amino acid peptide bond, 80-81, 81/ 
in antibody molecules, chain scrucrure, 335- 337 
f3 sheet conformacin, 93, 94.f95/ 
chain scrucrures, cype IV collagen network, 

370-371, 371/ 
fatty acid biosynthesis, 682-683, 682/ 
genetic code and, 213, 213 r 
myoglobin structure ., 354 
quaternary strucrure, 97- 98 
sequencing, 127- 129, 128.f129/ 
synthesis and termination, 226-227, 228/ 
tertiary strucrure, 96-97, 96/ 
unfolded structures, 98-99, 98/ 

Polyproline cype I1 helix, in collagen, 103, 103- 104 
Polysaccharides, 1125, 1128 

biosynthesis, 658 
carbohydrate digestion and absorption, 

1049- 1051, 1050f,1050t 
Polysomes, 219, 220/ 
Polyubiquicinylation, ATP-dependent proteolysis in 

proteasomes, 248-249 , 248.f249/ 
Polyunsaruraced faery acids 

formation and modification, 685-686, 685.f686/ 

heart disease risk and, 1114cc 
serum cholestero l and, 1114- 1115 

Pompe disease 
enzyme replacement therapy, 238cc 
glycogen storage, 633cc 

Poor mecabolizers, 442-443 
P/O ratio, mitochondrial electron transport and 

oxidative phosphorylation, 573- 575, 

573.f575f 
Porcine stress syndrom e, 612cc 
Pore/channel cells, cranslocation mechanisms, 476 
Pore-forming toxins, 496, 496-498, 496.f497f, 

4961'--497t 
Porin protein, mitochondrial structure, 560 
Porpbobilino gen, heme biosynthesis, 793, 794/ 
Porphobilinogen deaminase, heme biosynthesis, 

793, 794/ 
Porpbyria 

acute intermittent porphyria, 794cc 
metabolic de.rangements, 796t, 797 
variegate porphyria, 796 

Porpbyria curanea carda, 795 
Porphyrin, heme biosynthesis, 794, 796t 
Porphyrinogen decarboxylase, heme biosynthesis, 

793- 794 
Porphyrinogens, heme biosynthesis, 793- 794, 793/ 
Positive cooperativicy 

hemoglobin-oxygen binding, 358 
multi-subunit enzymes, 415 

Positive feedback, ovarian cycle control, 903 
Posterior piruicary hormones, hormonal 

cascade, 886 
Pose-transcriptional processing, ribonucleoside 

5' -monophosphate polymer, 62, 62/ 
Posccranslational modifications, 230, 240 

amino acid incorporation and modification of 
proteins, 240-243, 242t, 243/ 

collagen biosynthesis, 243-245, 244/, 2451 
O-linked glycosylation, 233 
partial proteo lysis, insulin release and zymogen 

activation, 240 , 241/ 
proteins, 230- 235 

Potassium (K4 ) channe l 
neuron -neuron interaction, 943, 944/ 
plasma membranes, 478 
primary active transporters, anciport cranslocation, 

491-492, 491/-492/ 
subunit composition, 481-482, 481 t 
valinomycin affinicy, 496, 496/ 

Potassium/hydrogen-exchanging A TPase 
(K4 /H + -exchanging ATPase), gastric acid 

secretion, 1043, 1043/ 
Pocassium ions, as enzyme cofactors, 394, 394/ 
Power stroke, skeletal muscle contraction model, 

976-977 
Precocious puberty, 90 I cc 
Precursor products 

messenger RNA, intron removal, 
196-198, 197/ 

ribosomal RNA , 195, 195/ 
Pregnancy 

metabolism during, 871, 871/ 
proscaglandins effects on, 741- 742 
toxemia of, mineralocorricoid receptor mutation, 

933cc 
Pregnane X receptor (PXR) 

cytochro me P450 metabolism , 441 
steroid hormones, 934 



Pregnenolone 
cytochrome P450 synthesis, 433f434f, 434 
steroid hormone biosynthesis, 919, 920 

Preinitiation complex, eukaryotic cranscription 
factors, 320-325 

Pre-initiation complex, protein synthesis, 221- 223 
Prekallilcrein 

clot formation, 989, 989/ 
deficiency, 985cc 
intrinsic pathway reactions, 984--985, 984/ 

Premarure infunts, bypoargininernia in, 762cc 
Pre-mRNA, splicing and protein synthesis, 199 
Preproinsulin, 304 
Preprooxyrocin, 892-893, 894/ 
Preproteins, mitochondrial protein synthesis, 

237- 239 
Preprovassopressin, 892- 893, 894/ 
Presequences, mitochondrial protein synthesis, 

237- 239 
Pribnow box, ptokaryotic transcription, 

185- 186, 186/ 
Primary active transporters 

anti pore cranslocation of sodium and porassion 
ions, 491-492, 49lf492/ 

ATP-binding cassette (ABC) transporters , 

494-495 , 495/ 
calcium ion translocation, 492-493 
mammalian membranes, 487 
mechanisms, 49 1 
plasma membrane calcium transport, calmodulin 

contro l, 493-494, 493f494/ 
Primary hyperoxaluria, 781cc 
Primary protein structure , 90, 91/ 
Primase 

DNA replication, 141 
DnaG, 152 
DNA polymerase cx/primase comp lex, 153-157, 

154/, 156/ 
replication fork movement, 145, 146/ 

Primers, 142 
DNA replication, 140-141, 141/ 

chain elongation chemistry, 142 
DNA polymerases, 142- 143 
RNA primers, 156/ 

replication fork movement and removal of, 145 
Priming, replication fork movement, 145, 146/ 
Prion diseases, protein infectious agents, 114--115cc, 

114f-115/ 
Probes, double-helical DNA hybridization, 38 
Pro-carcinogens, DNA damage and mutation, 164 
Procaspase 9, apoprosis, mirochondrial 

pathway, 1013 
Processivicy, replication fork movement, 

148- 149, 149/ 
Pro-chiral center, enzyme active sire 

stereochemiscry, 388 
Procoagulation, 982 
Procollagen, formation in endoplasmic reticulum and 

Golgi apparatus, 244--245 
Procollagenase cype IV, 1019, 1019/ 
Product formation , rate of, 395-396 
Proenzymes 

digestive enzymes as, I 033, 1034/ 
serine protease synthesis, 347 

Proflavin, DNA mutation, 167 
Progesrational hormones, 916 
Progesterone, 916 , 921 

cytochrome P450 synthesis, 433/, 434 

fercilization,904--905,905/ 
formation and secretion, 926/ 
ovarian cycle control, 901 

Progesterone receptor, 931 
Programmed cell death, 1010-1016, 101 lf-1012/, 

1014f-1015/ SeealroApoptosis 
enzyme-linked receptors, 517 

Prohormones, secretory intestinal hormones and 
neuropepti des, 1035cl 

Proinsulin, proteo lytic cleavage, 90d, 91/ 
Prokaryores, 2 

classification and cellular organization, 2, 3/ 
DNA coding, specific proteins, 58- 59 
DNA packaging, 53-54 , 53/ 
gene expression, 304 
genome sequencing, 295 t 
mRNA strucrures, translation, 210 
promoters, transcription and RNA synthesis, 

183, 183/ 
transcription in, 185- 187, l86f- 187/ 

enzymatic RNA polymerase action, 
192- 193, 193/ 

promoter recognition, 185- 186, 186/ 
Prokaryotic enzymes 

DNA replication, 151- 153, 151/ 
transcription, 183-184 

RNA po lymerase III, 192- 193, 193/ 
Prolacrin (PRL), 888f,889t-89lr, 891 
Proliferating cell nuclear antigen (PCNA), DNA 

replication 
cell cycle and, 158 
eukaryotic enzymes, 153- 157, 154/ 
replication fork movement, 149 

Proline 
degradation, 765-766, 767/ 
side ch.un structure, 77 

Proline dehydrogenase deficiency, 766cc 
Promorer(s) , 182, 185 

in cancer, I 023 
eukaryoric transcription, 321- 322, 322/ 
lactose operons 

LacPpromoter, 306, 310/ 
operator sequence and, 307- 309, 308/ 
RNA po lyme.rase/regulator protein 

recognition, 309 
mRNA synthesis, 190 
prokaryotic transcription , 185- 186, 186/ 
RNA transcription, 182 

RNA po lymerase[, 190-1 91, 191/ 
sequence, RNA synthesis, 183, 183/ 

Promoter sequence, 183 
Proofreading 

aminoacyl-tRNA synthetases, 2 16- 2 17 
DNA replication, DNA polymerases, 143, 143/ 

Proopiomelanocortin hormone precursor, 892, 892/, 
893,, 931 

Propionyl -CoA 
gluconeogenesis, 625, 625/ 
odd -chain fatty acids, 695, 695/ 
succinyl coA metabolism, 776- 777, 779/ 

Propionyl-CoA carboxylase, 776-m , 779/ 
Prosraglandins, 674 

cyclooxygenasesynrhesis, 738- 741, 739f-741/ 
enzyme inhibition, 408cc 
far synthesis of, 11 12- 1113 
monocarboxylic acid derivatives, 737- 738, 738/ 
physiologic effeccs, 741- 742 
steroid hormone receptors, 931 
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Prosranoic acid, prostaglandins and thromboxane 
derivatives, 738, 738/ 

Prostate cancer 
quanrirative real-time polymerase ch.un reaction 

gene analysis, 259cc 
testosterone and, 4 12cc 

Prosthetic group 
heme-oxygen binding, 355 
iron protoporpbyrin IX (heme) prosthetic group, 

cyrochrome P450 , 426-427, 427/ 
nitric oxide synrhases, 444-446, 444f446/ 
riboflavin coenzyme, 392 

Proranopia, 967d 
Protease-inhibitor comp lex, 989 

excrinsic pathway inhibition, 990-993 , 991/ 
Proteases, serine proteases, 343-353 
Proreasomes 

ATP-dependent proteolysis, 248-249, 248/ 
defects in, 250cc 

Protein C 
excrinsic pathway inhibition, 992- 993 
multidom.un structure, 347, 348/ 
thrombosis and defeccs in, 993cc 
viramin Kand, 994--995, 996/ 

Protein-calorie malnutrition, 84 I cc 
Protein carboxylase reactions, vitamin K, 994--995, 

995d, 996/ 
Protein C inhibitor (PCI), extrinsic pathway 

inhibition, 993 
Protein Dara Bank, 1.hree.-dimensional protein 

structure, 129 
Protein disulfide isomerases, chaperone protein 

folding, 116 
Protein-energy malnutrition, 1107 
Protein factors 

rho fuctor, RNA transcription and termination, 
187, 187/ 

RNA transcription, 182 
Protein fumilies, 334, 334--373 
Protein folding, 94 

basic pr inciples, 112- 113 
chaperone proteins, 116, 117/,231 - 232 
cystic fibrosis and, 231 cc 
denaruration, 120, 120/ 
glycosylation, 232- 233, 233t, 234f-236/ 
homologous structures, nonhomologous amino 

acid sequences, 101- 102, IOlf-102/ 
maruration and, 230-235 
misfolding and aggregation, Huntington and 

Alzheimer diseases, 250cc 
noncovalenr forces, 116-119, I 16t 

elecrrostatic interactions, 118-119, 119/ 
hydrogen bonds, 118, 118/ 
hydropho bicinreracrion, 116-117, 118/ 
van der Waals forces, 119, 119/, I l 9t 

prion diseases, 114--115cc, 114f-115/ 
secondary structure, 94 
secretory pathway, 231- 232, 23lf-232/ 
unstrucrured proteins , 98- 99, 98/ 

Protein hormones , 884 
signaling, 897- 901, 898f-900/, 898t 

intracellular signal cascade, second messengers, 
899- 901, 900/ 

membrane receptors, 897- 898 
Protein kinase A (PKA) 

covalent modification of enzymes, 855 
cyclic AMP intracellular signaling, 529, 

529f-530/ 
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Protein kinase A (PKA) (com.) 
G protein-coupled receptor signaling 

termination, 527 
intracellular signaling cascade, 899-90 1, 900/ 
6-phosphofructo-1 -kinase regulation, 614 
vasopressin activity, 912, 912f,913t 

Protein kinase B (PKB), incraceUular signaling 
pathways, 535- 536, 536/ 

Protein kinase C (PKC) 
gonadotropi n-releasing hormone, 912 - 913, 

9131, 914/ 
inositols in membranes and, 7 11- 712, 7 11/ 
intracellular signaling cascade, 899-901 , 900/ 
intracellular signaling pathways, 535 

Protein kinase G 
aerial nacriuretic fucror activity, 913-914, 

914f-916f 
intrace llular signal ing cascade, 899-901, 900/ 

Protein kinases 
calmodulin -dependent calcium activation, 534 
cascades, 511 
gestational diabetes mellitus, 91 Ice 
intracellular hormone cascades, 909- 914, 915/ 
phosphorylation in signal transduction, 510, 510/ 
pyruvate dehydrogenase regulation, 550 

Protein -losing enreropathy, plasma proteins, 

87cc, 88/ 
Protein -mediated diffusion, membrane transport 

energetics, 487 
Protein phospharases, phosphorylation in signal 

cransduction,5 10,510/ 
Protein -protein interactions, 99- 100, 99.f!OO/ 
Protein receprors, plasma membrane and, 15 
Protein S 

extrinsic pathway inhibition, 993 
vitamin Kand, 994-995 , 996/ 

Protein(s) , 76 
adapter proteins, 511, 512/ 
adult requirements, 1104, 1106 
amino acid composition, 76-82, 77/ 

abbreviations, 79 I 
absolure configuration, 80/ 
alpha-amino acid central asymmetry, 80 
alpha-amino acid side chains, 77- 79, 

78f-79/ 
charge properties and pH, 85, 85f-86f, 85t 
chemical reactions, 89, 89 t 
cysrine derivation, 79 , 80/ 
homologous fold srrucrures, IO 1- 102, 

lOlf-102/ 
ionizability, 82-85, 831; 84/ 
peptide bonds, 80-81, 80/-81.f. 821 
pl separation, 85-86, 87/-88/ 
sequence determination, 127- 129, 128f-129/ 
side chain polarity and apolarity, 86-87, 88/ 

anchor proteins, 511, 5 12/ 
anion exchange protein , 4.90 
in basal lamina, 368 
BH domain, apoprosis, mitochondrial pathway, 

1012 , 1012/ 
blood coagulation, concrol, and clot 

dissolution, 9831 
dor formation , 985-989 
complement system, 336cc- 337cc 
complexes, networks, and interacromes, 99- 100, 

99.flOO/ 
cyclins, 1005- 1006, 1006/ 
degradation and turnover, 248-249, 248f-249/ 

nitrogen transport, liver and kidney, 757- 759, 

758/ 
digestion and absorpt ion, 1043-1049, 

1044f-1045f, J044t, 10471, 1049/ 
DNA coding sequence, pre-mRNA splicing, 

199,200/ 
DNA recombination, E. coli key proteins, 162 
excess protein-energy intake, 1107- 1111 
family, 101 
folded proteins 

basic principles, 112- 1 I 3 
chaperone proteins, I 16, J 17.f.23 1- 232 
cystic fibrosis and, 231 cc 
denaruration, 120, 120/ 
glycosylation, 232 - 233, 233t , 234f-236/ 
homologous scrucrures, nonhomologous 

amino acid sequences, 101- 102, 
lOlf-102/ 

maturation and, 230-235 
noncovalent forces, 116-119 , ll6t 
electrostatic interactions, 118-119, 119/ 
hydrogen bonds, I I 8, 118/ 
hydrophobic interaction, 116-117, 118/ 
van der Waals forces, 119, 119.f. 119t 
prion diseases, J 14-115cc, 114.f 115/ 
secondary scrucrure, 94 
secretory pathway, 23 1- 232, 23 lf-232/ 
unscrucrured proteins, 98- 99, 98/ 

function in hun1ans, 76 
gap junctions, 484 
GEF!w protein, 1010 
gene product structure and function, l O I 
glycat ion, hyperglycemia and, 852cc 
glycosylation, in endoplasmic reticulum and Golgi 

apparatus, 232- 233, 2331, 234f-235/ 
Golgi apparatus and secretion of, 17, 17/ 
growth and illness, requirements in, I I 06 
intracellular digestion in lysosomes, 249 
intracellu lar receptors, 507 
iron -sulfur proteins, 394-395 
in lens, 954-956, 954t - 955t; 955/ 
liposome carriers for, 466cc 
membrane proteins, 463 

incegral membrane proteins, 468-470, 

468f-470/ 
membrane leaflet diffusion, 472-473, 472/ 
microdomains, 473-474, 473/ 
peripheral membrane proteins, 470-472, 

47 1.f. 471t 
cranslocation mechanisms, 476-477 , 

476.f. 4771 
transport proteins, 485-487, 485/-486/ 

membrane transport, 485, 485-487, 485/-486/ 
eukaryotic protein substrates, 488t 

metabolism, 1103-1106 
mirochondrial import, 237 - 238 
molecular dynamics, 120-121, 121/ 
molecular motors, 967- 981 
mRNA primary structure information , 67--68 
nonglobular structured proteins, 103- 112, 103t 

collagen, 103-105, 103.f. 1031- 1041, 1051, 
106f- 107/ 

elastin, 106, 107/ 
glycoprotein covalendy bound carbobydrate, 

112, 112/ 
keratin and cropomyosin, 106-107, 107/ 
plasma lipoproteins, 107- 109, 108.f. 

108i-1091 , 110/ - 11 lf, 111, 11 It 

nonheme iron, 1087 
nuclear magnetic resonance analysis, 

133-134, 134/ 
nutrients, 1030, 10301 

vegetable and animal proteins, 1115 
phosphorylation in signal transduction, 

510-511, 510/ 
plasma proteins, disease diagnosis and, 87 
primary scruccure, 90, 91/ 

peptide bonds, 80-81, 80/ 
prion diseases, 114-1 1 5cc, 114.f l 15 f 
prokaryotic DNA coding for, 58- 59 
protein-energy requirements, 1105cc 
proreom ic analysis, I 25- 127 
purification, 124-125 
receprors, 474, 474-475, 474i-475t 
recinoblastoma sensitivity (Rb) protein, 

100 6-100 7, 1007/ 
scaffold, 511, 512/ 
secondary scrucrure, 92 - 96, 92/ 
separation 

charge separation, 121- 122, 122f-123/ 
molec.ular mass or size, 123-124 

skeletal muscle, molecular masses, 969 l 
spectroscopic analysis, 131- 133, 13 I f-133 f 
Src, 1009 
scructure-function relationships, 334-373 
superfum ily, 334-343, 343, 343/ 
synthesis (Su a/Jo Trans lation) 

overview, 210-251 
tertiary scrucrure, 92, 96-97, 96/ 
three-dimensional structur e, x-ray diffraction 

analysis, 129- 131 
transcription regulation and DNA binding, 

322 - 325 
rranslocation mechanisms, 476-477, 477 l 
uncoup ling proteins, 581- 582, 581/ 
unstructured, 98- 99, 98/ 
vegetab le proteins, 1103-1104, 11031, 1104/ 
zine requirements, 1091- 1092 

Protein sparing, carbohydrate and fat, 1104 
Protein synthesis 

bacterial expression vec.cors, foreign genes, 
281 - 282, 282/ 

biosynthesis (See Translation) 
elongation and peptide bond formation, 223, 

224/-225 f, 226 
endoplasmic reticulum and, 16, 16/- 17/ 
membrane and organelle targeting, 235 - 240 

mitochondrial importation , 237- 238 
secretory pathway, 235- 237 , 237 f, 239/ 
signalling mechanisms, 239- 240 

mitochondria, 229 
posrrranslarional modifications, 240-245 

amino acids, 240-243, 2421 
collagen biosynthesis, 243-245, 243f-244f, 

245t, 246-247cc 
proteolysis, insulin release and zymogen 

activation, 240 , 241/ 
pre-mRNA splicing and, 199 
ribosomal RNA, 65--67, 66/ 
staphylococcal resistance ro erychromycin, 66 
translation and, 221 - 223, 221 t, 222/ 

Protein Z 
excransic pathway inhibition, 992 
vitamin K and, 994-995, 996/ 

Protein Z-dependenc kinase inhibitor (ZP I), 
extrinsic pathway inhibition , 992 



Proceoglycans, carbohydrate metabolism, 663-668 
chondroitin sulfates, 664, 66<r667, 666/ 
dennatan sulfate, 6~65 
glycosaminog lycans, 6~65, 665/, 666--667 
heparin and heparan sulfate, 665 
hyaluronate, 664 
keraran sulfate, 665-666 

Proceolipids, 463 
Proteolysis 

apopcosis and, 249 
ATP-dependent mechanism in proceasomes, 

248- 249,248/ 
insulin release and zymogen activation, 240, 24 If 
limited proteolysis, 344 

Proceolytic cleaving, proinsulin, 90cl 
Proteolytic enzymes, catalytic mechanism 

classification, 343-347 
Proceome, 295 
Proceomics 

defined, 125,295 
enzyme analysis, 420-421 
protein expression, 125-127 

Prothrombin, doc formation, 987 
Prothrombinase complex, 987, 987/ 
Procon acceptors, acids as, 7 
Proton addition and removal, enzyme transition 

states, 386, 386/ 
Proton donors , acids as, 7 
Procon gradient, oxidative phosphorylation, 

572-573, 572/ 
Proconmotive force, oxidative phosphory lation, 573 
Proton motive force (PMF), membrane transport: 

energetics, 487 
Proton pump 

gastric acid secretion, 1043, 1043/ 
Q cycle, 568cl 

Procooncogene(s) 
cancer biochemistry and, I 023, I 023FI 024/ 
cancerce U cycle and, 1016-1017, 10161 
growth factor signal transduction, 1010 
transcriptional factors and, 19 1 cc 

Procoporphyrin, heme biosynthesis, 793 
Protoporphyrinogen , heme biosynthesis, 793 
Procoporphyrinogen IX oxidase, heme biosynthesis, 

791,793, 793/ 
Procoporphyrinogen oxidase, 795--796 
Procransglutamidase, doc formation , 988, 989/ 
Proximal histidine, heme-oxygen binding, 355, 355/ 
PRPP amidotransferase, 810 
Pseudogenes, 61 

DNA recombination, 164 
Psi (\JI) bond, secondary protein structure, 92, 92- 96, 

92f,93t 
Pteroylmonoglucamic acid, 1079 
P-cype transporters, 491 
Puberry, precocious puberty, 901cc 
Pulmonary system 

dipalmiroyllecichin and lung function, 
710-71 1, 7 10/ 

neuronal (NOSI/nNOS) activation, 447-448 , 448/ 
Pulsatile release 

hormonal cascade, 887 
ovarian cycle control, 901- 905, 902F905/ 

Purification rechniques, protein purification, 
12~125 

Purines, 27, 1132--1133 
antiviral agems, 83W35, 834/ 
cell discribution, 808-809 

glycosidic conformation, 29, 29/ 
metabolism inhibicors, 832-834 
nucleic acid strucrure, 27- 30, 27 F30/ 
nucleoside degradation, immunodeficiency 

diseases, 820cc 
synthesis and degradation , 810-817 

adenine/guanine balance and 
interconversion, 81 7 

AMP/GMP formation, IMP precursor, 
813,814/ 

base and nucleoside salvaging, 815-817, 
8 16µ17/ 

IMP formation, 811- 813, 812F813/ 
regulatory mechanisms, 8 1~ 815, 814F815/ 
tecrahydrobiopterin GTP precursor, 817- 819, 

818µ19/ 
uric acid, 819 f, 820-821, 821/ 

Puromycin, translation targeting of, 230, 230/ 
Pyridoxal, coenzyme formation, 1078 
Pyridoxal phosphate, aminocransferase cofactor, 

755,755/ 
Pyridoxal phosphate -pyridoxal coenzyme formation, 

392--393,393/ 
Pyridoxamine, coenzyme formation, 

1078-10 79, 1078/ 
Pyridoxine, coenzyme formation, 1078- 1079, 1078/ 
Pyrimidines, 27, 1132-ll33 

antiviral agents, 83W35, 834/ 
cell discribucion, 808-809 
dimers, DNA damage and mutation, 164 
glycosidic conformation, 29, 29/ 
interconversions, 825-826 
nucleic acid structure, 27- 30, 27F30/ 
nucleotide degradation, 826-827, 827/ 

chemotherapeutic agenrs, 831- 836 
inhibitors, 832- 834 

nucleotide metabolism, 821-824 
synthesis reactions, 821-823, 822/-823/ 

Pyroglucamic acid, amino ,icid-derived hormone 
degradation, 896,898t 

Pyrophospharase, nucleotide-linked sugars, 653 
Pyrophosphorylase, nucleotide- linked sugars, 653 
Pyrroline-5 -carboxyate synthetase, glutamic 

semialdehyde deficiency, 767cc 
Pyrrolysine, biosynthesis, 764 
Pyruvate 

aUosreric effector regulation, 853-855, 853F855/ 
hepatic glycogenolysis, early fasting scare, 

844, 844/ 
in weU-fed state, 842- 843, 843/ 

Pyruvate carboxylase, 381, 382/ 
anaplerotic reactions, tricarboxylic acid cycle, 557, 

557/ 
glucose synthesis, 622, 622/ 

Pyruvace compounds 
glucose metabolism, 594F595f, 595- 596 
glycolysis, 593, 593/ 
metabolic sources and faces, 549, 549/ 

Pyruvace dehydrogenase, 549 
aUosceric effector regulation, 853-855, 853F855/ 
covalent modification of enzymes, 856-859, 856/ 
deficiency, 552cc 
glycolysis, 593, 593/ 
multienzymecomplex, 550-551, 550/,5501 
regulation, 550-551 

Pyruvate kinase 
a/!3-domain scruccure, 102, 102/ 
cancer and, 619, 619d 
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covalent modification, 856-859, 856/ 
glycolysis regulation, 617,619, 619/ 
hemolytic anemia and deficiency of, 618cc 

Pyruvoyl enzymes, 765cl 

Q 
Q cycle, 568cl 
Quantitative real-time polymerase chain reaction 

(qRT-PCR), 257, 257- 258 
prostate cancer gene analysis, 259cc 

Quaternary protein scrucrure, 92, 97- 98 
Quencher, protein scrucrure, specuoscopic 

analysis, 132 
Quiescent cell, division cycle, 1005 
Quinone, vitamin K as derivative, 1073- 1075, 1073/ 

R 
Rab3, 947 
Racemase, 381, 382/ 
Radioactive decay, 397 
Raffinose, l 051 
Randle hypothesis, 677 cc 
R<tndom-coil conformation, polynucleotides, 31, 31/ 
R<tndom primer DNA labeling, 270--271 
Random -sequential reaction, 405, 406/ 
Ran protein, 484 
Ras pro tein 

apopcosis, MAPK pathway regulation, 1015- 1016, 

1015/ 
growth factor signal transduction, 1009-1010 , 

1009FI010/ 
signal transduction, 518-519, 519/ 

Race-limiting seep, metabolic pathway regulation, 417 
Race of formation, one-substrate enzyme reactions, 

399,399/ 
R conformational sta te 

Bohr effect, 360-366, 361F366/ 
hemoglobin deoxy-conformacion, 360, 361F362/ 
oxygen-hemoglobin binding, 

2,3-bisphosphog lycerate, 365, 365/ 
Reactive oxygen species (ROS), 583-587 

cellular damage, 587, 587/ 
mitochondrial damage, 586-587 

Reading frame, genetic code and, 213 
"Read through" mutations , termination codons, 215t 
RecA procein 

DNA recombination, 162 
SOS response, DNA repair, 175- 176, 176/ 

RecBCD protein, DNA recombination, 162 
Recepcor-ligand interactions, downscream signaling, 

512- 513,512F5I3/ 
Receptor-mediated endocycosis, pro tein intracellular 

digestion in lysosomes, 249 
Recepcor(s) 

cell surface receptors, incraceUular signal 
transduction, 509- 514 

effectors and second messengers, 509- 510, 510/ 
GT P-binding proteins, 511 
ligand-recepcor interaction and downstream 

signaling, 512- 513, 512F513/ 
ligands and recepcor-ligand interactions, 509 
protein phosphorylation, 510-5 1 I, 510/ 
signaling componems and cascades, 511, 512/ 
termination, 513-514 

cycokine receptors, 520-521, 522/ 
enzyme-linked receptors, 516-520 
ligand-gated ion channels, 508,5 14, 51~516, 

5I4F515/ 
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Recepcor(s) (cont.) 
membrane recepcors, 474, 474--475, 4741-4751 
secreted molecules, 507-508, 507.f508/ 
steroid hormones, 929-934, 930/ 
subcypes, cell surface receptors, incracellular signal 

cransduccion, 509, 509/ 
Receptor serine/threonine kinases, 519- 520, 520/ 
Recepcors for advanced glycacion end produces 

(RAGEs), hyperglycemia and, 852cc 
Recepcor tyrosine kinases (RTK) 

cancer chemocheraphy, 518cc 
signal transduction, 517, 517- 519, 517.f518/ 

Receprosomes, membrane recepcor inrernalizacion, 

906,908/ 
Recognition sequence, solute molecule transport, 

485-486, 485/ 
Recombinant DNA, 262 

applications for, 288- 295 
in agriculrure, 294-295 
anrisense nucleic acids, 289- 290, 289/ 
cloned animals, 292- 294 
gene therapy, 290, 29 lee 
knockout mice, 292, 293cc, 293/ 
shore-interfering RNA gene expression 

regulation, 290cc 
transgenic animals, 291- 292, 292cc, 292/ 
whole-animal molecular techniques, 290- 294 

bacterial cransformarion, 265-266 
antibiotic resistance, 266, 267 f, 268 

cloning vec.cors, 264, 264/ 
a -comp lemencarion, bacterial seleccion, 268 
directional cloning, 265, 265/ 
formation of, 262, 264/ 
gene library of molecules, 266 
polymerase chain reaction, cloning 

circumvention, 268 
Recombinant Factor VIia, coagulation and, 990cc 
Recombinant tissue plasminogen accivaror 

(re-PA), 344cc 

Recombination. See DNA recombination 
Recommended diecary alJowance (RDA), 1065 
Recommended protein intake (RPI), I 104, 1106 

renal diseae and, 1105cc 
Recovery mechanism, solute molecule cransporc, 486 
Red blood cells, phosphacidylserine clearance, 710cc 
Redox couple, electron cransporc chain, 561 
Redox reactions, free-energy changes, 562- 563 
Reducing eq uivalencs 

mitochondrial inner membrane transport, 

579, 580/ 
NAD/NADPH in cacabolism and anabolism, 543 

Reducing sugar, 1127- 1128 
Reduccan t, 561 
5a -Reducacase, 920 
Reduction reactions 

ascorbic acid functions, I 084, 1084/ 
mecal ions, 394-395 

Reductive biosynthesis, pentose phosphate 
incerconversions, 64~5 l, 650/ 

Ren nement, x-ray dilfraction, three-dimensional 
protein structure, 130-131 

Refsum disease, faery acid oxidation, 696cc 
Regulatory molecules, furry acids as, 701, 702cc 
Regulatory subunits, enzyme accivicy, 417, 417/ 
Regulon, SOS response, DNA repair, 

175-176, 176/ 
Relaxed-concrol plasmids, recombinant DNA, 264 
Relaxed DNA , 49- 51, 50.f51/ 

Release factor (eRFI), polypeptide synthesis, 
226--227,228/ 

Release mechanisms, solute mo lecule cransporc, 
485,485-486 

Releasing hormones, hormonal cascade, 
886-8 87,88 71 

Renal osceoayscrophy, 1070cc 
Renaruration, double-helical DNA, 36-37, 

36.f37f, 37 
Renin-angiotensin system, 923, 926/ 
Reoriented inrem1ediates, N-linked 

glycosylation, 233 
Repair of DNA. See DNA repair 
Repeated exrragenic palindromic (REP) elemencs, 

prokaryoric DNA protein coding, 59 
Repeated sequences, eukaryocic DNA, 61--02 
Repeating sequences, antibody molecules, 335/, 339 
Repetitive DNA, scrucrure, 61, 61--02 
Repetitive sequences, prokaryotic DNA protein 

coding, 59 
Replication, 26. See DNA replication 

eukaryoric chromosomes, 54-55, 54/ 
nucleic acids, 26 

Replication bubble, DNA replication, eukaryotic 
enzymes, 155- 157, 156/ 

Replication Factor C (RFC) , DNA replication, 
153- 157, 154/ 

Replication fork 
movememof, 145- 149, 146/ 
parencal strand separation, DNA replication, 

144, 144/ 
rewinding and repair, 175 

Replication protein A (RPA), DNA replication, 
153-15 7, 154/ 

Replicon, recombinant DNA, 264 
Replisome, DNA replication and, 150, 150/ 
Repression, 305 
Repressor 

lacrose operon, 306 
cryprophan operon, 3 I 0-311 

Repressor-constirutive mutations, 307 
Resiscin, obesity and insulin resistance, 1109 
Resonance forms, high-energy compounds, 

546, 546/ 
Resonance isomers, peptide bonds, 80- 81, 80/ 
Respiratory alkalosis, pH levels in blood and, 7cc 
Respiratory burst, mitochond rial reactive oxygen 

species, 585, 585/ 
Respiratory contro l, cricarboxylic acid regulation, 

558-559, 558/ 
Respiratory cycle, hemoglobin oxygen delivery, 

366-367,366.f367/ 
Respiratory distress syndrome (RDS), 

dipalm.icoyllecirhin and, 711cc 
Response elements, eukaryotic transcription, 322 
Resting potential, rod cells, 96 1 
Restriction endonucleases, 31, 58, 258 

bacterial transformation, 265- 266 
DNA backbone scabilir.y, 31- 32 
DNA hydrolysis, 258-259, 259/ 
DNA sequencing, 58, 58.f 59/ 
recomb inant DNA formation, 262, 264/ 
sire-directed mucagenesis 

DNA !lanking regions, 284, 285/ 
single nucleotides, 285- 287, 286.f288/ 

Restriction fragment length polymorphism (RFLP) 
clonal origin of rumors, 273cc 
Southern bloc reclrnique, 271, 272/ 

Restriction mapping 
DNA defined segmencs, 259- 260 
evolution and, 260cc 
restriction endonucleases, 259, 259/ 

Restrict.ion sire bank, recombinant DNA, 264 
Retina 

ATP derivation, anaerobic glycolysis, 956 
membrane layers, 957/ 

11-ru-recinal protein, 958, 959/, 962/, 964/, 965 
Retinal dystrophy, Leber congenical 

amaurosis, 965cc 
Retinitis pigmentosa 

Niemann -Pick disease, 958cc 
peripherin gene muration, 690cc 

Retinoblasrorna sensirivir.y (Rb) protein, cell cycle 
regulation, 1006-1007, 1007/ 

Retinoic acid receprors (RAR), 932, 933.f934/ 
viramin A, 1066 

Retinoid X receprors (RXR), 932 , 933/, 934 
Retinol, vitamin A, 1066 
11-ru-rerinol, 958 
Retinyl phosphate, vicanun A, 1066 
Retrograde scrands, semi-discontinuous DNA 

synthesis, 145, 145/ 
Reuprake mecllanisms, seroroni n, 950 
Reverse cholesterol transport, 725, 725/ 
Reverse generics, anrisense research and the.rapy, 

289-290 
Reverse-Hoogsceen criplers, triple-stranded DNA 

structure, 43, 43-45, 44.f45/ 
Reverse-phase higll-performance liquid 

chromatography (H PLC), protein separation, 
124, 125/ 

Reverse cranscripcase 
mRNA template for DNA synthesis, 275- 276, 

275.f276/ 
transposition, 163 

Reverse-transcripcase polymerase cllain reaction 
(RT-PCR ) 

DNA synthesis, 276, 276/ 
mRNA detection, 272, 274/ 

Reverse transcriprases, HTV therapy resistance 
and, 144cc 

Reverse cranscriprion, 26 
nucleic acids, 26 
RNA genome replication, 158 

Reversible reactions, 397, 397/ 
turnover number (k,,.,)/Michaelis consranr (I<,,,) 

ratios, 403 
Reye-like syndrome, 694cc 
RFLP. See Rescciction fragment length 

polymorphism 
Rh factors, neonacal isoirnmune hemo lysis, 798cc 
Rhodanese, 78 1 
Rho-dependent/rho-independent cerminarors, RNA 

transcription, 187, 187/ 
Rhodopsin, 958, 958.f-959/,961 
Rhodopsin kinase, visual cycle, 963, 963/ 
Rhythmic cyclic release, hormonal cascade, 887 
Riboflavin 

coenzyme formation, 392, 392/ 
FAD/FMN coenzyme formation, 1077, 1077/ 

R.ibonuclease P 
strucrure, 69 
transfer RNA cleavage, 194 

R.ibonucleases, side chain and terminal acid 
dissociation conscancs, 82- 83, 831 

Ribonucleic acid. See RNA 



Ribonucleoprotein particles (RNPs), 16, 217 
endop lasmic reticulum and, 16 
riboomes, uanslation with, 217- 220 
RNAin,68 

Ribonucleoside 5' -di phosphates, deoxyribonucleoti de 
formation,82~25,824/ 

Ribonucleosides 
5 ' -monophosphate polymer, 62, 62/ 
nucleic acid suucture, 27- 30, 27.f30/ 

Ribonucleotide reducrase, 824-825, 824ft 825t 
Ribose 5-pbosphate, penrose phosphate pathway, 

648---649, 649 f 
D-Ribose, suucrural components, 27- 30, 27.f30/ 
Ribosomal protein, bacterial operation regulation, 

3 14- 315,314.f315/ 
Ribosomal RNA (rRNA) 

mitochondrial mutations, 229cc 
precursor products, 195, 195/ 
protein synthesis, 6~7. 66/ 
suingenc response, 315 
synthesis, RNA polymerase I, 190-19 1, 191/ 

Ribosomes, 16, 217 
classification and compos ition, 2181 
endop lasmic reticulum and, 16 
suucture and function, 218-219, 2 18cl, 219/ 

Ribozyme, 26 
catalytic RNA, 68-69, 68.f69fi 226 
structure and function, 26 

Ribulose 5-pbosphare, penrose phosphate pathway, 
648---649,649/ 

Ricin, uanslation rargering of, 230 
Rickers, 1071 
Rieske iron-sulfur protein, mitochondrial elecuon 

transport, 566 
Rifampicin, RNA polymerase and 

uanscription, 184 
Right-banded DNA, 49- 51, 50/ 
Rigor, 979 
Rigor morris, 979 
RNA, 16, 26. See also Transcription 

catalytic ribozymes, 68-69, 68/ 
DNA replication, telomerases, 15~157, 157/ 
function, 26 
genome replication, 158 
hydrolysis, 31, 31/ 
in mitochondria, 68 
molecular binding, 69, 69/ 
nuclear suucrure and function, 15-16, 15/ 
nucleases and turnover of, 202- 204 
processing reactions, 182, 193- 199 

messenger RNA, 196, 196/ 
pre -mRNA splicing, 199 
ribosomal RNA, 195, 195/ 
RNA polymerase 11 enzyme recruicmenr, 

19~ 198, 197.f199f 
splicing mutations and human disease, 198 
transfer RNA modification, 193- 195, 194/ 

ribonucleoprocein particles, 68 
sequencing, nucleic acid probes, 268, 

270-27 1, 271/ 
splicing 

eukaryotic functional gene sequencing, 
60-61,60/ 

mutations and human disease, 198, 199/ 
pre -mRNA splicing and protein synthesis, 199 

suucture, 62-64 
inuamolecular base pairing, secondary suucrure, 

62, 62.f63/ 

ribonucleoside 5' -monopbospbate polymer, 
62,62/ 

tertiary suucrure, 63-64, 63.f64/ 
uans larion cormol, 69- 70 
cypes of, 65-70 

RNA catalysis, elongation and peptide bond 
formation, 226 

RNA helicase, eukaryotic uans lation, 223 
RNA hybr idase (RNase H), replication fork 

movement, 145 
RNA-induced silencing comp lex (RISC), uanslation 

regulation, 247 
RNA interference (RNAi), 2 01, 20 1/ 

antisense research and therapy, 289- 290 
translation regulation, 247 

RNA polymerases, 141 
antibiotic and coxin targeting, 185cc 
assembly sires, eukaryocic gene expression, 317 
DNA replication, 141 
lacrose operon 

promoter recognition, 309 
repressor, 306 

RNA polymerase I, uanscription by, 
190- 19 1, 191/ 

RNA polymerase II 
elongation and transcription, 196, 196/ 
eukaryotic uanscription enzymes, 

19~198, 197/ 
initiation complex, 320, 321/,322 
uanscription by, 189- 190 

RNA polymerase m, uanscription, 191- 193, 
192.f 193/ 

subunit composition, 1851 
transcription catalysts, 183-1 84 

elongation, 187 
eukaryotic uanscription, 188- 189 
initiation, 18~187, 186.f187/ 
termination, 187, 187/ 

Rnase H, DNA replication, 153-157 
RNA silencing, translation regulation, 247 
RNA synthesis 

DNA sequence information, 182- 183 
transcription, 182- 183, 183/ 

initiation of, 18~187, 186.f187/ 
Rod cells 

outer segments of, 958 
photoreceptor cells, 957/, 958-963, 959ft 

961.f963/ 
sensitivity and response rime, 967cl 

Rossmann fold, liver alcohol dehydrogenase, 
391, 391/ 

Rough endoplasmic reticulum (RER) 
mammalian ceU, 1~17, 17/ 
protein export, 231- 232, 23 1.f232/ 

Rous sarcoma virus, expression vector, 283 
Ruhenstein-Taybi syndrome, 319cc 
RuvNRuvB complex, DNA recombination, 162 
Ryanod ine receptor, calcium-based signal 

transduction, 533 

s 
Salivary glands, digestive enzyme secretion, 

1033, 1034/ 
Sale bridges, deoxyhemoglobin, 360, 362/ 
Sale linkages, folded proteins, 118- 119, 119/ 
Sales, 5 

crystal laccice suuccure, 5 
Sanfilippo syndrome, 668cc 
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Sanger procedure, enzymatic cleavage, 260- 261, 

260.f261/ 
et-Sarcin, uanslation targeting of, 230 
Sarcomeres, skeletal muscles, 967, 968.f969/ 
Sarcoplasmic reticulum (SERCA) 

calcium-uansporting ATPases (Ca2+-ATPase), 

493,493/ 
skeletal muscles, 967 

Satellite DNA, ONA sequences, 61, 61-62 
Saturated fatty acids ($FA), 1129 

diet and, 1114-1115 
Scaffold proteins, signal uansduction, 51 I , 512/ 
Scavenger receptor B- 1 (SCARE- I), cholesterol 

absorption, 1057cc 
$CF complex, cell cycle regulation, 1006 
Screening libraries, bacteriopbages, 278, 278/ 
Scurvy, coUagen synthesis and, 247 cc 
Sea of lipid, 466 
Secondary active cotranspocc, nuuients, I 042 
Secondary active uansporters, membrane cranspon: 

energetics, 487 
Secondary bile acids, cbemisuy and synthesis, 1058 
Secondary interactions, peptide bonds, 347 
Secondary protein suuccure, 92, 92- 96, 92/ 
Second law of chermodynam ics, energy-rich 

components, 544 
Second messengers 

hormones, 884 
inuacellu lar signaling cascade, 898- 901, 900/ 
intracellular signaling mo lecules, 508 

cell surface receprors, 509, 509- 510, 510/ 
protein phosphorylation, signal 

transduction, 51 I 
phosphatidylinosicols, 46lcl 

Second-order reactions, product formation, 396 
Secrecagogues, enzyme regulation, 1033-1034, 10331, 

1034.f 1035fi 1036 
Secreted mo lecules 

classification, 507 
receptors for, 507- 508, 507.f 508/ 
signal uansduction, 504 

Secrecin, digestion and, 10351, 1036 
Secrecoty pathway 

protein export, 231- 232, 231.f232/ 
protein son:ing, 235-237, 237/,239/ 

Sedoheptulose, penrose phosphate interconversions, 

650-6 51. 650/ 
Selenium, in selenopro teins, I 093-1094 
Selenocysteine, 78/,7 9 

arninoacyl-tRNA synthetases, 212cc 
biosynthesis, 764, 764/ 
elongation and peptide bond formation, 226 

Selenocysteinyl-tRNA synthesis, 212 
Selenoprote ins, 765cc 

selenium in, 1093-1094 
Self-regulated ribosomal proteins, 314- 315, 314.f315/ 
Self-splicing mechanisms, ribozymes, 68-69, 68/ 
Semiconservacive replication, DNA, 140, 

140-141, 140/ 
Semi-discontinuous DNA synthesis, 145, 145/ 
Senescent cell(s), division cycle, 1005 
Senile cataracts, 955 
Separation techniques, mRNA, 275 
Septic shock, niuic oxide overproduction in, 450cc 
Sequence determination 

amino acid composition of proteins, 127- 129, 

127.f129/ 
polynucleotides, 30 
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Sequence homology of visual pigments, 966cl 
Sequence-specific DNA -binding proteins, detection 

of, 272- 273, 274[,275 
Sequential, non-overlapping reading frame, 

codon-anticodon interactions, 212-215, 
213t - 214t, 214f 

Sequential mechanism, two-substrate enzyme 
reactions, 405, 406f 

Sequential model of enzyme cooperativicy, 415, 
41Hl7,417f 

Serine 
biosynchesis, 763, 764f 
covalent modification, 855-859, 855f-858f 
degradation, 765, 766f 
glycosyl linkage, 112, l 12f 
O-glycosyl bonds, 659, 659f 
intracellular hormone cascades, 909 
metabolite derivation, 778, 780f 
6-phosphofructo-1 -kinase regulation, 614, 614f 
side chain structure, 77 
sphingosin e formation, 729, 729/ 

Serine dehydrarase, degradation, 765, 766f 
Serine palmicoyltransferase, sphingos ine 

synthesis, 729 
Serine proteases, 334, 343, 343--353, 344/ 

biochemis try and physio logy, 345t 
catalytic mechanisms, 352, 352f 
peptide bond hydrolysis, 346-347, 3461, 347f 
protein inhibitors, 352, 353t 
sequence homology, 351, 35 1 I 
structure-function relationships, 350-35 l, 350f 
tertiary scructure. of catalytic domains, 

348- 350 
rumor cell merasrases, 345cc 
X-ray crystallography of, 349t 
zymogen synthesis, 347- 348, 348f 

Serine/threonine kinase, signal transduction, 517, 
519- 520, 520f 

Ser-Lys-Leu (SKL) tripeptide, protein targeting of 
organelles, 240 

Serotonin, 785- 786, 787f 
N-acecylcraosferase conversion, 90 l 
degradation,951,952f 
digestion and, 1034-10 35, 1035f 
lighc/dark cycles, 901, 902/ 
neuronal reuptake, 950d 
signal termination, 950, 952f 

Seroconin transporters (SERT), 950cl 
Serpins 

extrinsic pathway inhibition, 990- 993, 99 If 
serine protease inhibition, 352 

Serum cholesterol, diet and, 11 I 4-1115 
Serum-conjugated bilirubin, 800cc 
Serum proteins, isoelectric pH and electrophoreric 

separation, 86, 88/ 
7TM receptors, 475 
Severe combined immune deficiency disease (SCID), 

gene therapy, 291cc 
Sex hormone-binding globulin (SHBG), steroid 

hormone transport, 928- 929, 929f 
Sex hormones 

cholesterol conversion, 919- 92 1, 920/ 
ovarian cycle control, 902- 904, 903f-904f 
structure and functions, 916 

Shorr-chain farcy acids, colon metabolism, 
877- 878, 878f 

Shorr interfering RNA. See Small interfering RNAs 
(siRNAs) 

Shorr interspersed element (SINE) 
DNA sequences, 61-62 
nonhomo logous recombination, 163 

Shorr-parch repair, DNA mutation, 168 
Shotgun sequencing, human genome, 298-299 
Sialic acid, 462 

N-Acecylglucosarnine derivation, 657-658, 657f 
in gangliosides, 733--734, 733[, 734t 

Side chains 
alpha-amino acid scruccure, 77- 79, 78f-79f 
amino acids, polar/apolar properties, 86-89 
apolipoproteins, I 11, 11 If 
cleavage reaction, cycochrome P450 steroid 

hormone synthesis, 434 , 434f 
in collagen, I 05, 106/ 
folded proteins, 113 
protein scruccure, fluorescence spectroscopy, 

132- 133, 132/ 
tertiacy protein structure, 96-97, 96/-97 f 

Signaling complexes, ion channel recepcors, 516 
Signal molecules, membrane receptors, 474-475, 

4741--4751 
Signal peptidase, secretocy pathway, 232 
Signal peptide, protein export, secrecory pathway, 

23 1- 232,23 1/-232/ 
Signal recognition particle ($RP), protein export, 

secretory pathway, 23 1- 232, 231f-232f 
Signal transducers and activators of transcription 

(STATs), 521 
Signal transductio n 

calcium-based, 532- 534, 532f-533f 
cascades/ pathways, 508 
cyclic AMP 

signaling mechanisms, 529-530, 529f-530f 
synthesis and degradation, 528-529, 529/ 

cyclic GMP -based, 530- 531 
cycokine receptors, 520-521, 522/ 
enzyme-linked receptors, 516-520 
G protein-coupled receptors, physio logy and 

extracellular ligands, 523--525, 524/ 
growth factors, 517 

cell cycle regulation, 1008- 1010, 1008/-lOIOf 
recepcor cyrosine kinase, 517- 519, 517/-518/ 
serine/threonine kinases, 519- 520 

GTP -binding regulatory proteins, 511 
insulin receptors, 910-911, 91 If 
incercellular, 504-507 

autocrine signaling, 505 f, 506-507 
endocrine siganling, 505- 506, 505f 
juxracrine, contact-dependent, signaling, 

505, 505/ 
paracrine signaling, 505 f, 506 
synaptic/neuro nal signaling, 505[, 506 

intracellular, 504, 504f 
cell surface receptors, 509- 514 

pathway-network integration, 537, 537f 
phospholipid -based, 534-536, 534[, 536f 
secreted signaling molecules, 507 

Signatures, 101 
Sildenafil 

mechanism of action, 449cc 
nitric oxide/cGMP signaling, 53 lcc 

Silent mutations, 166 
geneticcodeand,2 13 
Hutchinson -Gilford progeria syndrom and 

multidrug resistance 1 gene, 214cc. 
Simian virus 40 (SY 40) 

expression vector, 283--284 

genome of, 2l5f 
Single copy repeated sequences, 61-62 
Single nucleotide, sire-directed muragenesis, 

284-287,286f-288f 
Single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs), 271- 272 

dye-terminator sequencing, 262, 263/ 
nurrigeneticsand , 1118- 1119 
personalized medicine and, 167 cc 
pro rein gene product scrucrure and function, IO 1 

Single-strand conformation polymorphism (SSCP), 
271 - 272 

sudden infant death mutation detection, 274cc 
Single-stranded DNA-binding prote ins (SSBs) 

DNA replication, 152-153 
parental strand separation, DNA replication, 

144, 144/ 
Site-directed muragenesis, 284, 284-288 

DNA flanking regions, deletion and insertion 
mutations, 284, 284/-285/ 

single nucleotides, 284-287, 286/-288/ 
rype VII collagen, 286cc 

Site,specific recombination, 163 
Skeletal muscle 

contraction, 974-977, 975f-977f 
covalent enzyme modification , 858- 859 
glycogen conrent, 630, 630f 
glycogenolysis in 

epinephrine stimulation, 641, 641f 
neural control, 641-642, 642f 

neuronal (NOSl/nNOS) ,ictivation, 
447-448,448f 

proteins, 969 t 
Skeletal muscle(s), 967- 977, 968/-969[, 9691 

actin, tropomyosin, and troponin thin-fi lament 
proteins, 970-974, 972t, 973f 

contraction, 974-979, 975f-977f 
myosin muscle filament formation, 968[, 968 t, 

969- 970 
Sleep, cryptophan and carbohydrates and, 775d 
Sliding clan1ps, DNA replication 

eukaryotic enzymes, 153--157 
replication fork movement, 148- 149, 149f 

Sliding filament model, muscle concraccion, 967 
Slipped DNA, 46-47, 47f 
Slow-reacting substance of anaphylaxis 

($RS-A), 745 
Smad DlABLO protein, 1012f, 1013--1014 
SMAD proteins, 520 
Small interfering RNAs (siRNAs) 

anrisense research and therapy, 289-290 
gene expression regulation, 290cc 
RNA interference, 20 1, 201f 
translation regulation, 70, 248 

Small intestine 
amino acid transporters in, 1046-1048, 10471 
digestion and, 1032 
pancreatic zymogen activation, l 044t, 

1045- 1046, 1045f 
saccharides, 1049, 10501 
sodium chloride absorption, 1039, 1039f 

Small nuclear ribonucleoproceins (snRNPs), mRNA 
precursor removal, 196- 198, 197f 

Small ubiquitin -related modifier proteins (SUMO), 
251d 

Smooth endop lasmic reticulum (SER), mammalian 
ce.11, 1~17, 17f 

Smooth muscle contraction, calcium regulation, 
978- 979,979f 



SNARE prorein family, Golgi appararus and secretion 
of, 17, 17/ 

Sodium/amino acid cransporrers, amino acid 
cranslocation, 490 

Sodium {Na+) channel 
control and selectivity, 478 
primary active transporters, anciporr translocation, 

491--492, 49If492f 
rod cells, 961 
sodium chloride absorption, 1037- 1039, 

1038.f-1039/ 
subunit a:imposition, 481--482, 48 if-482/, 481 t 

Sodium chloride (NaC l) 
absorption, 1037- 1039, 1038.f-1039/ 
secretion, 1039- 1040, 1040.f-1041/ 

Sodium cholate micelle, digestion, 1055- 1057, 1055/ 
Sodium dodecyl sulfate (SD$), polyacrylamide gel 

electrophoresis, 124 
Sodium/glua:ise transporter (SGLn, glucose and 

amino acid translocation, 489, 489--490, 489/ 
Sodium glucose cransporcer I (SGLTI) , 1042 
Sodium/hydrogen (Na+H+) exchanger, cytoplasmic 

pH regulation, 490 
Sodium-independent chloride-bicarbonare 

exchanger, 490 
Sodium ions, nucrienr transport, 1041- 1042, 1041/ 
Sodium motive force (SMF) 

glucose and amino acid translocation, 489, 
489--490,489/ 

membrane cransporc energetics, 487 
Sodium/potassium (Na+ /K +)-exchanging A TPase 

in neurons, 942, 943/ 
primary active cransporcers, anciporc cranslocacion, 

491,491--492,49lf492/ 
sodium chloride 

absorption, 1037- 1039, !038.f-1039/ 
secretion, 1039- 1040, 1040f-1041f 

Sodium/procon exchanger 3 (NHE3 ), sodium 
chloride absorption, 1039, 1039/ 

Sodium pump, 491 
Solenoid arrangemenr, 56 
Solute molecule diffusion 

membrane cranslocation, 476/ 
transpon:, 485--486, 485/ 

Solute cransporc, epithelial cells, transcellular/ 
paracellular mechanisms, I 036--1037, 
1036/, 1037t 

Somatic mutation , carcinogenesis and, 191 
Sorbicol 

cataracts, 955 
glucose synthesis, 626, 626/ 

SOS response, DNA repair, 175-1 76, 176/ 
Southern bloc technique, DNA fragment 

identification, 27 1, 272/ 
Specific activity, protein purification, 125 
Specuoscopic analysis, protein scrucrures, 131- 133, 

131.f-133/ 
Spermacogenesis, 925 
Spermacozoa, fructose in, 626 
S phase, cell cycle 

DNA replication, 157- 158, 157/ 
nucleotide metabolizing enzymes, 828-829 
regulation, 1004, 1004/ 

Spbinganine, 729, 729/ 
Sphingolipidoses, as lysosomal storage diseases, 

734-737, 735/,736,, 737/ 
Spbingolipids, 1130. See also Glya:isphingolipids; 

Prostaglandins; Thromboxanes 

ceramide derivatives of sphingosine, 730, 730/ 
as membrane componenrs, 460, 462, 

462f-464f, 462, 
sphingomyelin, 730, 73 lf- 732/ 
sphingosi ne synthesis, 729, 729/ 
scruccure, 73 If 

Sphingomyelinase reaction, sphingolipidoses 
diagnostic resting, 736--737, 736.f-737/ 

Sphingomyelins, 460, 462t, 463/, 1130 
asymmetric discribucion, 467, 467 f 
phosphorus componenr, 730-731, 73 lf- 732/ 
scructure and functions, 1085 

Sphingosine, 460, 462/ 
ceramide derivatives from fatty acid, 730, 730/ 
synthesis, 729, 729/ 

Splice junction rea:ignition mechanisms, messenger 
RNA incron removal, 196--198, 197/ 

Spliceosome, messenger RNA incron removal, 
197- 198, 197/ 

Splicing, 60 
eukaryotic functional gene sequencing, 60-61, 60/ 
mucationsand human disease, 198, 199/ 
pre-mRNA splicing and protein synthesis, 199 
RNA export and quality control, 199- 201 

Squalene, cholescerol synthesis from farnesyl 
pyrophosphate, 721- 722, 721.f-723/ 

SRC-1 protein, cytochrome P450 metabolism, 442 
Src -homology rype 2/cype 3domains 

growth factor signal transduction, 
1009- 1010, 1009/ 

myosin 1, 980 
signal cransduction, 511, 512/ 

Src protein, 1009 
SREBP cleavage activating protein ($CAP), 327 
$racking inreraccions, double-helical DNA, 34-36, 

35t, 36/ 
Scaphylococcal resistance, erychromycin, 66c.c 
Search 

catbohydrate digestion and absorption, 1049- 1051 
glycolysis, 593 

Scargardc muscular dystrophy, 495 
Scan: signal, mRNA generic code, 211 - 212 
Starvation, 842cc 

energy requirements and hormone homeoscasis, 
849-850,8501 

enzymes in, 860 
kecone bodies, 940 

$carve-feed cycle, 840, 840/, 842- 852 
cancer and, 868-869, 869/ 
covalent enzyme modification, 858-859 
early fasting scare, 844, 844/ 
early refed scare, 847 
energy requirements, reserve, and caloric 

homeoscasis, 849-850, 849i--850t 
fasting state, 845- 847, 845.f-846/ 
glucose homeoscasis, 850-852, 851/ 
interorgan metabolic interactions, 847- 849, 

848.f-849/ 
liver metabolism, 852-862 
well-fed scare, 842-844, 843/ 

Sceady-scace concemration, protein folding and 
denaturation, 120, 120/ 

Sceady-scace potential, rod cells, 961 
Scearoyl CoA desarurase, monoenoic acid formation, 

fatty acid desaruration , 685 
Seem cells, cloning and, 294 
Seem-loop RNA strucrure, RNA transcription and 

rermination, 187, 187/ 
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Srereocbemiscry, 1124-1125 
enzyme active sires, 388, 388/ 
enzyme-cacalyzed reactions, 389cl 

Scereoid receptor superfamily, 884, 934/ 
Srereoisomers, 1124-1125 
Srereo cracing, x-ray diffraction, three-dimensional 

protein scrucrure, 130, 131/ 
S eerie hindrance 

doexyhemoglobin, 359- 360, 359/, 361.f-362/ 
folded proteins, van der Waals forces, 119, 

119/, 119, 
Steroidal anti -inflammatory agents, proscaglandin 

production, 74 1 
Steroid hormones, 674,884, 9171, 1131 

amino acid synthesis, 895- 897 
"ball-and-stick" represenrations, 918/ 
biosynthesis, 919- 921, 919.f-920/ 
cholesterol precursor, 718-719, 719/ 
cytochrome P450 synthesis, 432, 433f434/, 

434--435 
metabolism, 921- 922, 921/ 
plasma-binding proteins and transport of, 

928- 929,929/ 
pregnancy and production of, 435cc 
recepcotS 

intracellular receptor proteins, 929- 934 
nongenornic steroid effeccs, 935 
nuclear hormone recepcotS, accivacors, and 

corepressors, 935 
orphan receptors, 934-935 

scructure and function, 916, 916f,916t, 917.f-918/ 
synthesis regulation, 922- 928, 922/,923t 

aldosrerone, 923-924, 923t, 924.f-925/ 
estradiol, 924-925, 926/ 
vitamin D3, 926--928, 927 f 

Sreroidogenic acure regulatory (StAR) protein, 
922- 923, 922/ 

Steroid response elemem (SRE), 327- 328 
Steroids, 1131 
Srerol-response-elemem-binding proteins (SREBP), 

860,862 
protein la (SREBP- la), 327- 328, 327.f-328/ 

Sroichiomerry, fatty acid synthesis, 683 
$cop codon, polypeptide synthesis termination, 

226--227, 228/ 
$cop signals, mRNA genetic code, 212 
Straight-chain fatty acids, 13-oxidation, 691-693, 692/ 
Strand elongacion, replication fork movement , 145 
Streap3 ferrireduccase, 1089 
Srreprokinase, 418 
Streptomycin, translation and rargeting of, 229 - 230 
Srress, metabolism and, 872-873, 872/ 
Srringenc factor, 315 
Srringenc response/ a:incrol 

recombinant DNA, 264 
rRNA/tRNA synthesis, 315, 315/ 

Strong elecrrolyres, 5 
water molecule dissociation, 5-6 

Structural genes, 304 
lactose operon operator sequence and, 

307-309,308/ 
Structural isomorphism, 33 
Structural motif, secondary protein structure , 94, 

94-95,95/ 
Scrychnine, neuron-neuron interaction, 943, 944/ 
Subacute cerebellar degeneration (SCD) , 

Lambert-Eaton myaschenic syndrome, 948cc 
Subdinical nutritional deficiencies, I 064 
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Subclon ing, DNA segment definition, 279 
Suberoylanilide hydroxamic acid (SAHA), epigenetic 

cancer rreacments, 57cc 
Substance P, neuropeptide derivacion, 953 
Subsrraces 

cycochrome P450, 431--440, 4321, 433/ 
lipophilic subsrraces, 436--440, 

437 f-439/, 4371 
smoid hormone syn thesis, 432, 433f434j 

435, 435cc 
enzymes, 383, 383/ 

allosreric conrrol vs., 414cc 
covalem binding, 386-387, 387 f 
discal substrate bond modincation, 388, 389/ 
pH levels, 387, 387/ 
three-point arrachment sice, 388, 389/ 

merabolic pathway conrrol, 852- 853 
nirric oxide syncbases, 446 
race of disappearance , 396-397, 397/ 
solute molecule rransporc , 485-486, 486/ 
rranslocation mechanisms, 476-4 77 
turnover number (kc..) and concenrracion, 

402-403 
in well-fed, fasting, and scarving scares, 

849- 850,8501 
Subsrrace shuctles 

glycolysis 
anaerobic glycolysis, 60 1-602 
oxidoreduccion pathways, 602-603 

mitochondrial inner membrane rransport, 

579, 580/ 
Succi nace dehydrogenase, tricarboxylic acid 

cycle, 555 
Succinace chiokinase, cricarboxylic acid cycle, 555 
Succinace-ubiquinone oxidoreduccase, mitochondrial 

elecrron rranspon, 563, 565-566, 566/ 
Succiny lcholine, 483 
Succinyl C,oA, rricarboxylic acid cycle, 554-555, 

556-558,556/ 
Succinyl C,oA synrbecase, rricarboxylic acid 

cycle, 555 
Sucrose hydrolysis, 1050 
Sud den infanc death syndrome (SIDS) 

acyl coA dehydrogenase deficiency, 694cc 
single-srrand conformacional polymorphism, 272 
single-strand conformacion polymorphism 

muracion dececcion, 274cc 
Sugar puckering, nucleoside/nucleotide srructure, 

29, 29/ 
Sugar(s) 

incerconversions, carbohydrace metabolism, 
652-658 

N-acetylglucosamine sialic acid derivacion, 
657-658,657/ 

decarboxylation , oxidoreduc tion and 
rransarnidacion, 656, 657/ 

intermedface rransformacion, 653-654, 653/ 
isomerization and phosphorylacion, 

652-653, 652/ 
nucleocide-linked glucose/galaccose 

epimerization, 654, 654/ 
UDP -glucose oxidation and glucuronic acid 

formatin , 654-655, 655/ 
reducingsugar, 1127- 1128 

Suicide inhibicors 
cycochrome P450, 444 
enzyme reactions, 410 

Sulfacases, chondroicin sulface biosynrbesis, 667 

Sulfatide,462,464/ 
as galaccocerebroside sulfuric acid escer, 

732-733,733/ 
Sulfation defects, cbondrodysrropbies, 667cc 
Sulfhydryl reagents, glycolysis, 603, 603 f 
Sulfonylurea receptor, ATP-binding cassecce (ABC) 

cransponecs, 494 
Sulfuric acid escer, sulfatide as, 732-733, 733/ 
Sunlighc, vitamin D synthesis, 1067- 1072 
Superco iling, 45, 148 

eukaryocic DNA, 56/ 
replication fork and parental strand 

uncwiscing, I 48 
trip le-scranded DNAscrucmre, 45 

Superfo lds, homologous srructures, 
nonhomologous amino add sequences, 101, 
101- 102, 101F10 2/ 

Super helical DNA, 49, 49- 51, 50F51/ 
Superhelical srress, rriple-srranded DNA 

structure, 45 
Superhelix 

in collagen, 104, 106/ 
in keratin and rropomyosin, 106-107, 107/ 

Superoxide dismurase, micochondrial defenses, 

587, 587/ 
Superoxi des 

micochondria, 584-585, 585/ 
nitric oxide synthases, 446 

Supecshifc mechanism, elecrrophoretic mobility shift 
assay, 273, 274/ 

Suppressor mucations, aminoacyl -cRNA 
synthecases, 217 

Surfacranc, pulmonary, dipalmicoyllecithin and, 
7 10-711, 710/ 

Svedberg coefficient, procein separation , 
123, 123/, 1231 

Symm errical raiJ-ro-raiJ aggregation, 9691, 970 
Symporc mechanism 

eleccrochemical-porential-driven rransporcers, 488 
solute molecule rranspon, 486, 486/ 

Synapses, neuron-neuron inceraccion, 943, 
944F945/ 

Synapsin, 945, 946F947/ 
Synapticjunction,945 

signal termination, 948, 950-951 
Synaptic signaling, 505 f, 506 
Synaptic vesicles, 945, 9451, 946F947/ 

SV-2, 947 
Synapcobrevin/V AMP, 946 
Synapcophysin, 946 
Syn conformation, nudeoside/nucleotide 

srruccure, 29 
Syndecan, 668 
Synonymous murarions, 166 
Syncaxin, 946 
Synthase , 381 
Syncherase, 381-382 
Synthetic pathways, endoplasmic reciculurn and, 16, 

16F17/ 
Sypnapcoragmin, 946 

T 
Tamoxifen, gene recepcor cargecing, 326cc 
Tandem affinity purification (TAP), 99-100, 

99FJO0/ 
Tandem replicons, DNA replication , eukaryotic 

enzymes, 153, 155/ 
Tangier disease, 110cc 

T argec cell, hormonal cascade, 886 
Targeting elements, rranslacion regulation, 247 
TATA binding protein (TBP), 320-321, 320/ 
TATA box 

LDL receptor gene promocer, 326-327, 327/ 
mRNA synthesis promoters, 190 

Ta urine, cysceine metabolite , 78 I 
Taucomeric forms, double-helical DNA srructure, 

32 - 33,32/ 
Tay-Sachs disease, 734 

diagnosis, 73 7 
T conformational scace 

Bohr effect, 360-366, 361F366/ 
hemoglobin deoxy-conformacion, 360, 36 1F362/ 
oxygen-hemoglobin binding, 365, 365/ 

Telomerase 
anticancer agent cargecing, 46cc 
cancer immortality and , 1018 
DNA replication, eukaryocic enzymes, 

156- 157, 157/ 
Telomeres, 54, 151 

DNA repJicacion 
eukaryoticcelomerases, 157, 157/ 
linear genome cermination, 150-151, 151 / 

eukaryocic chromosomes , 54-55 , 54/ 
four-srranded DNA, 45-46 , 45/ 

Telopepcides, in collagen, 105 
Temperature, enzyme reaction kinerics, 404 
Templace -Direcced mechanism, amyloid plaque 

formacion, 115 
Templaces, 140, 142 

DNA repJicacion, 140-141, 141/ 
DNA polymerases, 142-143 

RNA synthesis , cranscriprion and, 182- 183, 183 / 
Terfenadine, CYP3A4 inhibition, 438, 438cc, 438/ 
Terminal repeac sequences, bacrerial 

cransposons, 316 
T erminacion 

polypeptide synr.hesis, stop codon requiremenc, 
226-227, 228/ 

RNA cranscripcion, 182, 183/ 
prokaryoces, 187, 187/ 

signal rransduccion 
cell surface recepcors, 513-514 
ion channel receptors, 516 

synaptic junctions, 948, 950-95 I 
Terminacion codons, mRNA genetic code, 212 
Terminacor codons, mucacions and formation of, 

214cc 
Terpenes , 1131 
Tertiary protein srrucrur e, 92, 96-97, 96/ 

serine proceases, 348-350 
Tescoscerone, 916,921 

metabolism, 921 - 922, 921/ 
proscare cancer and, 412cc 

T esroscerone-escrogen-binding globulin (T eBG), 
sceroid hormone transpon, 928-929, 929/ 

T ecracyclines 
pBR322 gene resistance, 266, 267/, 268 
translation cargecing of, 230 

T ecrahedral structure, 4 
water molecules, 4-5, 4/ 

T ecrahydrobiopcerin 
deficiency, 786cc 
GTP precursor, 817, 817-819 , 818/ 
phenylalanine degradarion , 767, 768/ 

T ecrahydrofolace 
ancifolace inhibirion, 832- 834 



folic acid one-carbon metabolism , 1079- 1082, 

1080.f-l 081/ 
Teuaiodo-L-thyronine (T4), 896, 897.f-898/ 
Terraplexes, four-stranded DNA, 45, 4~6. 45/ 
T errapyrrole ring, cobalamin strucrure and function, 

1082- 1083, 1082/ 
TFTI-H complex 

nucleotide excision repair, 169 
transcription -coupled DNA repair, 170 
xeroderma pigmentosum, 170cc 

Thalassemia, messenger RNA synthesis, 197cc, 
198, 199/ 

a -Thalassemia, 215cc 
Therapeutic cloning, 294 
Thermodynamics 

energy-rich components, 543-548 
dierary componenrs, caloric value, 545-546 
enzyme reactions, energy changes, 547 
free energy availabiliry, 544-545 
high-energy bond energies, 547- 548 
hydrolysis groups, 546 

enzyme mechanisms, 382- 383 
Thermogenesis, calcium-transporting ATPases 

(CaH-ATPase), 493 
Thiamine 

deficiency, 1076 
rhiamin pyrophosphate coenzyme formation, 

1075-1706, 1075/ 
Thiamine pyrophosphate (TPP), 550 

pentose phosphate inrerconversions, 650-651, 650/ 
rhiamin formation of coenzyme, 1075- 1706, 1075 f 
rricarboxylic acid cycle, 554 

Thin filamenrs, skeletal muscles, 969 
Thiocysreine, merabolire formation, 781, 782/ 
Thioesrerases, faery acid synthase formation , 687 
Thio -ester-linked acyl anchors, membrane proteins, 

470-471 ,4 71t 
6-Thioguanine, purine/pyrimidine nucleotide 

metabolism , 832 
Thiohemiacetal, glucose metabolism, 597 f, 598-600 
Thiolare ligands, cytochrome P450, 426-427, 427/ 
Thiol ysis, fatty acids, 691 
Thiophorase , ketone body formation, 700 
Thiopurine base analogs, drug development 

and, 166cc 
Thioredoxin 

deoxyribonucleotide formation, 824-825 
vitamin Kand, 995 

Thioredoxin reducrase, selenium and, 1093-1094 
Thiosulfare, metabolite formation, 781, 783/ 
3'-end terminus, transfer RNA, 194-195 , 194/ 
Three-dimensional protein structure , x-ray diffraction 

analysis, 129- 131, 130.f-131/ 
Threonine 

covalent modification, 855- 859, 855.f-858/ 
degradation, 767, 768/ 
O1;lycosyl bonds, 659, 659/ 
intracellular hormone cascades, 909 
side chain structure, 77 

Thrombin 
clot formation, 987, 987.f-988/ 
extrinsic pathway inhibition, 991, 992/ 
formation of, 984, 984/ 
receptor, 985, 986/ 

Thrombomodulin, 668 
extrinsic pathway inhibition, 992- 993, 

993cl, 994/ 
Thrombosis, protein C pathway defecrs, 993, 993cc 

Thromboxanes, 1129 
cydooxygenase and, 741, 74 1/ 
monocarboxylic acid derivatives, 737- 738, 738/ 
plareler aggregation, 742 
thromboxane A2, plareler plug formation, 985, 

986/ 
Thymidylate synthase, 825 
Thymine, 27 

nucleic acid srructure, 27- 30, 27 f-30/ 
Thyroglobulin , thyroid hormone synthesis, 896, 

897.f-898/ 
Thyroid gland, 1091 
Thyroid hormones, 884 

iodine synthesis, 896, 897.f-898/, 1091 
receptors, 932 

Th yroid-stimulating hormone (TSH ), 887, 888/, 
889t-89lt, 891 

membrane receptors, 905, 906/ 
second messenger system, 899- 901, 900/ 

Thyrotropin . See Tbyroid-srimularing hormone 
Th yrotrop in-releasing hormone (TRH ) 

gene encoding, 895 
second messenger system, 899- 901, 900/ 

Th yroxine, 896, 897.f-898/ 
Tiazofurin , glutamine nitrogen donor enzyme 

inhibition, 834, 834/ 
TI GAR regularor, cancer and, 618cl 
Tighe binding mechanism, enzyme transition stare, 

385,385/ 
Tissue factor 

doc formation, 985-986, 986/ 
coagulation initiation, 983-985 
hemoscasis, 982 

Tissue facror pathway inhibiror (TF PI), extrinsic 
pathway inhibition, 990-993, 991/ 

Tissue inhibitor of mecalloproteinases (Tl MPs), 
merasrasis and, 1019, 1019/ 

Tissue plasminogen accivaror (r-PA), fibrinolysis, 
994, 994/ 

Tirin muscle protein, polypeptide chain, 81, 82t 
TnC-Tnl complex, 973-974, 973/ 
Tocopherols, 1072- 1073, 1072/ 
Tocotrienols, 1072-1073, 1072/ 
Tolerable upper intake level, nutritional 

assessment, 1065 
Topoisomerases , 152 

as antibiotics, 152cc 
disease rrearment and, 52cc 
DNA replication, replication fork and parental 

suand untwisting, 148, 149/ 
srrucrure, 51- 53, 51 t, 53/ 
type I, 51 

DNA replication, 153-15 7 
replication fork movement, 148 

type n, 52 
circular genome termination, DNA 

replication, I 50 
DNA replication, 153-157 
replication fork movement, 148 

Topo logical constrainrs 
DNA replication, 152-153 
replication fork and parental strand untwisting, 148 

Topo logical domains, superhelical DNA, 51, 51/ 
Total metabolism , caloric value of dierary 

components, 545- 546, 545t 
Total urine nitrogen (TUN), 753cc 
Toxemia of pregnancy, mi neralocorticoid recepror 

mutation , 933cc 
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Toxic metabolites 
cytochrome P450 metabolism, 437, 438-440 

genetic polymorphisms, 442-443 
vitamin D, 1072 

Toxins 
glutarhione response, 790, 790/ 
heterorrimeric G proteins, 527 
nicotinic-acerycboline channel and, 483 
pore-forming rox:ins, 496-498, 496f-497f, 497 t 
RNA polymerase rargering, 185cc 
translation and rargering of, 229- 230 

Trace minerals, 1087- 1094 
chromium, 1093 
copper, 1092- 1093 
iodine, 1091 
iron, 1087-1091 
selenium, 1093-1094 
zinc, 109- 1092 

T ransaldolase, pentose phosphate imerconversions, 
650-651, 650/ 

Transamidation, sugars, 655-656, 655/ 
T ransanunases. See Aminotransferase 
Transamination, uicarboxylicacid cycle, 556 
Transcellular epithelial cell rransporr, 103~1037, 

1036/, 1037 t 
Tram configuration, amino acid peptide bonds, 

81,81 / 
T ranscortin, steroid hormone transport, 

928-929,929/ 
Transcript, RNA incorporation, 182 
Transcription, 26 

attenuation, operon conrrol, amino acid 
biosynthesis, 313-314 

bacterial unirs, 304-305 
DNA repair and, 201- 202 
enzyme regulation of, 860-861, 861/ 
in eukaryotes, 187- 193, 188.f-189/ 

active chromatin, l 88, 188/ 
enzymatic RNA polymerase action, 

192- 193, 193/ 
RNA polymerase 1, 190-191, 191/ 
RNA polymerase lll, 191-192 

mechanisms of, 182-187 
DNA sequence information, 182- 183, 183/ 
RNA polymerase catalyst, 183-184 
RNAsynrhesis, 182-183, 183/ 

nucleic acids, 26 
in prokaryores, 185-187, 186.f-187/ 

enzymatic RNA polymerase action, 
192- 193, 193/ 

Transcription-coupled DNA repair, 170 
Transcription factor-binding sires, eukaryotic gene 

expression, 317 
Transcription facrors 

carcinogenesis, 191cc 
card iovascular disease and, 326cc 
eukaryotic gene expression, 317 

regulation of, 325- 328 
eukaryotic transcription 

modular design, 322 
preinitiarion complex, 320-325, 3201 
promote.rs, 321- 322, 322/ 

protein motifs, DNA binding and regulation, 
322- 325 

RNA polymerase Ill , 191- 192, 192/ 
TFIID and varianrs, 320-321 

zinc finger proteins, 323 
TFII-H, 169- 170, 170cc 
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Trans -dominant operator mutations, 308 
Transducin, 961 
Transducing proteins, incracellular signal cransduaion, 

cell surface recepcors, 509- 510, 5 I Of 
Transesterification, DNA replication, chain 

dongation chemiscry, 142 
Trans expression, double-stranded RNA, 70 
T ransfection 

anrisense research and therapy, 289- 290 
eukaryotic cell expression veccors, 282- 284, 283/ 

mutant ceU nucrienc requirements and 
utilization, 283 

T ransferases, suucture and classification, 380, 380/ 
Transferrin, iron deficiency and, 1087, 

1089, 1089/ 
Transferrin receptor-2 (TfR2), hepcidin synthesis, 

1090, 1090/ 
Transferrin-receptor complex, 1089 
Transfer RNA (tRNA), 65 

amino acid activation, 65 
aminoacylation and protein synthesis, 

216-217,217/ 
as bilingual cranslator, 2 10- 211 
cleavagemodification, 193- 194, 194/ 
cloverleaf structure, 62, 63 f 
codon recognition, mRNA, 65 
L-shaped conformation, 64, 64/ 
mitochondrial mutations, 229cc 

myopachies, 583cc 
mRNA translation, codon-anticodon interactions, 

212- 215, 213t - 214t, 214/ 
nucleoside modification, 195 
ribosomes and, 219, 219F220f 
stringent response, 315 
terciary structure, 63, 63 f 
3 '-end addition, 194--195, 194/ 

Transformation, 26,265 
DNA into bacreria, 265- 266 
sugar interconversion, carbobydrate metabolism, 

652,652/ 
Transforming grwowcb faccor-beca (TGF -13), 519 
T ransformylase, protein synthesis in 

mitochondria, 229 
Transgenic animals 

DNA fragment cloning, 279 
mice, Huntington disease research, 279cc 
models, 292cc 
production of, 291- 292, 292/ 

Transition metals, as enzyme cofacrors, 393- 395, 

393F395f 
Transition(s ), DNA mucation and, 166 
Transition scare 

acids and bases, 385 
carbonyl group, 386 
enzyme models, 383--386, 384/ 
oxidations, 386 
partially charged bonds, 385- 386, 385F386f 
procon addition and removal, 386 
tight binding, 385, 385f 

Transition -state inhibicors, enzyme reactions, 410 
T ransketolase 

pentose phosphate interconversions, 
650-651 , 650/ 

Wernicke-Korsakoff syndrome and anomalies 
in, 651cc. 

Trans lation, 26, 210 
antibiotics and toxin cargeting, 229- 230 
appararus and components of, 210-220 

codon-anticodon interactions mRNA reading, 
212, 212/,215/,2151 

messenger RNA transmission, 210 
nucleotide alphabet, genetic code, 

211- 212,21 1t 
ribosomes for protein biosynchesis, 2 17- 219, 

218t, 2I9F220f 
transfer RNA aminoacylation for protein 

synchesis, 216-217, 217/ 
transfer RNA bilingual molecule, 210-211 

basic principles, 210, 221- 230 
antibiotic and coxin targeting, 229- 230, 

230/,230, 
dongation and peptide bond formation, 

223- 226, 224F225 f, 227 f 
initiation, 221, 2211, 222/, 223 
polypeptide termination, 226-227, 228/ 
translation directionalicy and colinearicy with 

mRNA,221 

cycoplasmic mRNA turnover and, 203--204, 204/ 
energy coses of, 229 
genetic code, four-leccer alphabet, 211- 215, 

2111,212/ 
mRNA colinearicy, 221 
nucleic acids, 26 
regulation of, 245, 247- 248 
ribosomes, 217- 220 
RNA control of, 69- 70 

Translesion synthesis, DNA repair, 174, 174/ 
Translocase, peptide bond formation, 226 
T ranslocase of inner membrane (TIM) complex, 

mitochondrial protein synthesis, 237 - 239 
Translocase of outer membrane (TOM) complex, 

mitochondrial protein synthesis, 237 - 239 
T ranslocation 

molecules through membranes, 47H77, 
476/, 477t 

primary active transporters, anti port mechanism, 

491-492, 491?92/ 
solute molecule cransporc, 485, 485/ 

Tcanslocon, secrerory pathway, 232 
Tcansmembrane domains, 13-adrenergic receptor, 

905- 906,907/ 
T ransmembrane dectrical potential, in neurons, 942 
Transmembrane proteins 

integral (intrinsic) membrane proteins, 468, 
468-470,468F470f 

side chain polarity, 89 
7-Transmembrane domain receptors, 524, 524/ 
T ransmissable multiple -drug resiscance, 316cc 
Transmissible spongiform encephalopachies, 

114--115cc, 114FI 15/ 
Transponsons, Tn3strucrual genes, 3 16-31 7, 316/ 
Transporter cells, translocation mechanisms, 476 
Transposable elements. See Transposons 
T ransposases 

bacterial transposons, 316 
nonhomo logous recombination, 163 

Transposition, nonhomologous recombination, 163 
T ransposons 

bacterial, 316-317, 316/ 
nonhomologous recombination, 163 

T ransversions, DNA mutation and, 166 
Trehalase, 1051 
Trehalose, 1051 
Triacylglycerol-fatty acid cycle, 689, 690cc, 690/ 
T riacylglycerols, 1129-11 30 

basic strucrure, 67 4, 67 4/ 

carbohydrate incake and, 1118cc 
digestion, 105 1- 1052, 1052/ 

bile acid micelles, 1055- 1057, 1055/ 
farcy acids as, 674/, 67 5-676, 676/ 

scorage, 687-689, 690/ 
farcy acyl coA and glycerol 3-phosphate synchesis, 

688-689,688/-689/ 
glycogen formation, early refed state, 847 
hydrolysis and mobilization of, 689 
hydrophobicity, 676-677 
liver metabolism and, 859- 860, 859/ 
metabolism regulation, 679t 
transport 

fasted scate, 679-680, 689, 690/ 
fed state, 678-679 

in weU-fed scate, 843--844, 843 f 
T ricarboxylic acid (TCA) cycle, 548, 

552- 559 
acetyl group conversion, 555 
amino acid transfer, 754, 754/ 
anaplerocic reactions, 557, 557/ 
biosynthecic intermediates, 555- 557, 556f 
fumarase deficiency, 555cc 
glucose synthesis, 622-624, 624/, 624t 
glycolysis, 593, 593/ 
nervous system function, 940- 941 
reactions, 553- 555, 554f-555f 
regulation of activity, 557- 559, 558/ 

Trichromatic color vision, 966 
T ricostatin A, epigenetic cancer treacrnencs, 5 7 cc 
Trifunctional protein, fatcy acid oxidation, 693 
Triglycerides, obesity and insulin resistance, 

1109- 1110, 1109/ 
Triglyceride transfer protein, A-13-lipoproteinemia, 

1058cc. 
Trihydroxyphenylalanine (TOPA), mecabolites, 

784, 785/ 
Triiodo -L-chyronine (T3), 896, 897F898f 

retinoic acid receptor, 934/ 
T riose phosphate isomerase, a/13,-domain structure, 

102, 102/ 
T ripeptide transporters, 11mino acid absorption, 

1046-1048, 1047,, 1048/ 
Triple-helix assembly, procollagen formation, 

244-245 
Triple -stranded DNA 

human disease and, 48cc 
strucrure, 43-45, 44F45f 

Triplet expansion 
DNA mutations , 166- 167, 166/ 
human disease and, 48cc 

rRNA nucleotidylcransferase, transfer RNA 3 '-end 
terminus addition, 194--195, 194/ 

Tropomyosin, 106-10 7, 107/ 
in musde (s), 972- 973, 976/ 
pre-mRNA splicing and, 199, 200/ 

Troponin, 973--974, 973/,976/ 
as myocardial infarction markers, 97 4cc. 

T roponin C, calcium-cransporcing A TPases 
(Ca2+ -A TPase) in plasma membranes, 494 

Trypanosomal parasites, phospholipids and, 712 
Trypsin 

aggregation, 970cl 
pancreatic aucodigestion, 1045cc. 
peptide bonds, 346-347, 347/ 
peptide hydrolysis stabilization, 352/ 
proteolysis, 240, 24 lf 
sequencing, 128 



serine pro ceases and amino acid sequencing, 
349,349t 

sequence homology, 351, 3511 
rertiary structure, 96-97, 96f 
zymogen activation, 1044t, 1045, 1046 

Trypsinogen, proteolysis, 240, 24lf 
Tryprophan, 310 

degradation, 77 1- 772, 773f 
merabolires, 784-785 
operon, 310, 310-314, 3 1 If 

arrenuaror region, 312, 312- 313, 312f-313f 
repressor prorein control, 311- 312 

side chain scructure, 77 
sleep and, 775cl 

Tryprophan dioxygenase, 77 1 
T ryprophan hydroxylase deficiency, 787 cc 
Tuberculosis, RNA polymerase targeting, I 84- 185 
d-Tubocurarine, 483 
Tubulin, 2 1 
Tumor lysis syndrome (TL$), 82 I cc 
Tumor necrosis factor a (TNFa) 

obesiry and insulin resisrance, I 109- 1110, 1109f 
in stress and injury, 873 

Tumors 
clonal origin of, restriction fragmenr length 

polymorphism determination, 273cc 
merascases, serine proteases, 345cc 

Tumor suppressor genes 
cancer biochemistry and, 1023, 1023f-1024f 
cancerce U cycle and, 1016-1017, 10161 
pathways, 1018, 1018f 

Tumor suppressor p53. See p53 prorein 
Turnover number (k,,.J, 402 

calculation, 404 
Michaelis-Menren equation, 402-403 
reversible reactions, 403 
subsrrare concentration, 402-403 

Turnover rare, nervous sysrem function, 94 1 
Twisted 13-sheer, nonhomologous amino acid 

sequences, 102, 102f 
Twisting mechanism, replication fork and parental 

strand untwisting, 148 
Two -dimensional electrophoresis, proreomics, 

125--127, 126f 
Two -dimensional nuclear magnetic resonance 

(2-D NMR), protein structure analysis, 
133-134 

Two -substrate enzyme reactions 
inhibirors, 4 JO 
ping-pong mechanism, 405-407, 406f 
sequential mechanism, 405, 406f 

Tyrosine 
degradation, 767, 770f 
epinephrine synthesis, 895, 895f 
incracellular hormone cascades, 909 
merabolire derivation, 781- 782, 783f 
p latelet-derived growth facror regulation, 

1008-1009, 1008f 
side chain structure, 77 
thyroid hormone synthesis, 896, 897f-898f 

Tyrosine kinase 
cyrokine receptors, 521 
insulin receptor cransducrion, 909f-91 lf, 

910-91 1 
incracellular hormone cascades, 909 
molecular targeting of anticancer drugs, 1021cc 
signal rransduction, 516, 517f 

Tyrosinemias, 769cc 

u 
Ubiqui nol-cyrochrome c oxidoreducrase 

mirocbondrial elecrron transport, 566-569, 
567f-569f 

Q cycle, 568cl 
Ubiquinone, mirochondrial electron rransport, 563, 

564-565,564f-565f 
Ubiquitin 

ATP-dependenr proteolysis in proceasomes, 
248-249 ,248f-249f 

defects in, 250cc 
smaU ubiquirin-related modifier proreins, 251cl 

UDP-g lucose 
glucuronic acid formation, 654-655, 

654f-655f 
nucleotide-linked sugars, 653-654 

UDP-glucose-4-epimerase, 654, 654f 
UDP-g lucose dehydrogenase, 654, 657f-658f 
UDP-glucose pyrophosphacase, 653-654 
Ulrracenrrifugarion, protein separation, 123, 123f 
Ulrravioler light spectroscopy 

protein scrucrure, 131- 133, 131f-133f 
x-ray diffraction, three-dimensional protein 

scrucrure, 13 I cl 
UMP synthase, pyrimidine metabolism, 822 
Uncompetitive inhibition, enzymes, 408, 408f 
Unconventional myosins, 967 
Uncouplers, mitochondrial elecrron rransporc and 

oxidacivephosphorylation,573-575,574f 
Uncoupling proteins, mirochondrial inner membrane 

cransport, 581- 582, 58lf 
Uniport mechanism 

glucose transporters, 488, 488-489 
solute molecule transport, 486, 486f 

Universal gene.tic code, mRNA codons, 211 
Unsarurared compounds, 1124 
Unsarurared faery acids, 1129 

13-oxidarion, 695 
Unsrrucrured proteins, 98-99, 98f 
U pregulation, membrane receprors, 475 
Uracil, 27 

nucleic acid scrucmre, 27- 30, 27f-30f 
Uracil DNA glycosylase (UNG), DNA base excision 

repair, 168 
Urea cycle 

allosreric effector regulation and enzyme induction, 
760- 761,760f 

amino acid metabolism, 759- 761, 759f-761f 
enzyme synthesis, 759- 760, 759f-760f 

deficiencies, 762cc 
merabolic disorders, 761, 76lf 
nitrogen acorns, ammonia -aspartare sources, 759 

Urease, cirrhosis and, 873-874, 873f 
Uric acid 

gout and overproduction of, 811cc 
purine degradation , 818, 819/, 820-821, 821f 

Uridine, 27 
nucleic acid srructure, 27- 30, 27 f-30f 

Uridine 5' -triphosphate (UTP) conversion, 
pyrimidine metabolism, 822- 823, 823f-824f 

Urobilinogens, 800 
Urobilins, 800, 800cl 
Urochrome, 800d 
Urogenital sysrem, neuronal (NOSI/ nNOS ) 

activation,447-448,448f 
Urokinase plasminogen acrivaror (uPA), 

10 19, 1019f 
angiogenesis, 1020 
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Uroporphyrinogen decarboxylase, heme biosyocbesis, 

793/,794-795 
U roporphyrinogen III syorhase, heme biosynrhesis, 

793, 795f 

V 
Vaccines 

antibody mo lecules and, 338cc 
DNA vaccines, 28cc 

Valine 
aminotransferase reaction, 754, 754f 
merabolism, 776, 779f 
side chain structure, 77, 78f-79f 

Valinomycin, 496, 496f-497f 
Valium. Su Benzodiazepines 
V alproic acid, 950 
van den Bergh reaction, 800 
van der Waals conract distance, folded proteins, 119, 

119/,1191 
van der Waals forces 

folded proreins, 119, 119/, l 19t 
macromolecular scrucrures, 1125 

Variable (V) regions, antibody molecules, 336, 339 
Variable surface glycoprorein (VSG), phospho lipids 

and, 7 12 
Variegare porphyria, 796 
Vascular endothelial growth facror (VEGF), 

angiogenesis and, 1019-102 0 , I 020f 
Vascular endothelial growth facror receptor-3 

(VEGFR-3), cornea ATP derivation, 953 
Vascuolar proron pun1p, 947 
Vasoacrive inresrinal peptide (VJP), digestion and, 

1035t, 1036 
V asopressin, 893 

protein kinase A activiry, 912, 912f,913t 
Vegetable proteins, I 115 

in diet , ll 03-1104, I 103t, 1104f 
Vegetarian dier, 1103-1104, l 103t, l 104f 

protein-energy requirements in children, I I 05cc 
Velociry plor, enzyme-caralyz.ed reaction, 399, 399f 
Versican, 668 
Very-long-chain faery acids, 674-675, 675f 
Very low-densiry lipoprorein (VWL), 679 

cholesterol synthesis, 722, 722t, 723- 726, 

724f-725f 
diabetes meUirus rype l and, 868 
diabetes mellitus type 2 and, 865-866, 865/, 866cc 
A-13-lipoproteinemia, 1058cc 
niacin deficiency, 1078 
obesiry and insulin resiscance, 1109-1110 
in well-fed scare, 843/, 844 

Very-low-densiry lipoproreins (VLDLs), 
108-109, 109t 

type IV hyperlipoproteinemia, 109cc 
Vesicle associared membrane protein (VAMP), 946 
V eside rransport, 946 
Vesicular srrucrures, lipid fommion, 463-465, 465f 
Viagra. See Sildenafil 
Virus-transformed eukaryoric cells, foreign gene 

expression, 282- 284, 283f 
Visible light, x-ray diffraction, three-dimensional 

prorein srrucrure, l31cl 
Vision 

macular degeneration and loss of, 956cc 
vicamin A and, 1067 

Visual cycle, 961- 963, 963f 
Visual pigments 

color vision, 965 
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Visual pigments (com.) 
phocorecepcor cells, 958 - 963, 959f- 963f 
sequence homology, 966cl 

VtSual cransduccion, photochemical, 

biochemical, and electrical events, 

957 - 958, 957/ 
Vitamin A 

photoreceptor cells, 958 
planccarocenoids, 1065- 1067, 1066/ 

Vi cami n B 12, structure and funccion, 

1082- 1083 , 1082/ 
Vitamin C. See Ascorbic acid 

hydroxylacion and reduction, 1084, 1084/ 

Vitamin D, 1067- 1072 

Vitamin D3, 926--928, 927/, 1067, 1069/ 

Vitamin E, 1072--1073 
selenium and, I 093 

VicaminK 

protein carboxy lase reaccions, 994-995, 

995cl, 996/ 
quinone derivacive, 1073-10 75, 1073/ 

Vicanun(s) 

anciconvulsanc drugs and, I 075cc 
f.u-soluble vitamins, 1065-1075 

wacer-so uble, 1075 - 1085 

Volcage-dependenc anion channe l (VDAC), 

mitochondrial scrucrure, 560 
Vo lcage-gaced ion channe ls 

channelopachies, 971 cc 
control and seleccivicy, 478 
Lambert -Eaton myschenic syndrome, 948cc 

neuron impu lses, 942, 943/ 

sodium, calcium, pocassium, and chloride 

channels,481--482,4811 

Von Gierke disease, 633cc 
vo n Wi llebrand factor 

doc formacion, 988, 989/ 

platelet plug formacion, 985 

V-cype transporters, 491 

w 
Warfarin, vitamin Kand, 995/ 

Water mo lecules 

acecyl group -acecyl CoA conversion, 555 

eleccrolyre dissociacion, 5-6, 5 f 
glycolysis, 593, 593/ 

hydrogen bonds, 4-5, 4F5/ 
in lens, 954-956, 954.1-9551, 955/ 

lipid solubilicylimics in, 1051 - 1052, 1052/ 

pH levels, 6--7, 61 
solvent propercies, 5 

Warer permeability, aquapnrins and, 479--481, 

480µ81/ 

Water -soluble second messenger, intracellular signal 

cransducrion, 510 
Water -soluble vitamins, 1075-1085 

ascorbic acid funccions, 1084, 1084/ 

choline and carnicine functions, 1085, 1085/ 

energy-releasing, 1075- 1079 

cx-lipoic acid, 1079 

niacin, NAD/NADP formacion, l0 n - 1078, 

1078/ 
pancochenic and biocin formation, 1079 

pyridoxine formacion, 1078 - 1079, 1078/ 

riboflavin, FAD/FMN coenzyme formacion, 

1077, 1077/ 

thiamin -chiamin pyrophosphate conversion, 

1075- 1076, 1075/ 
hematopoiecic vicamins, 1079 - 1083 

folicacid metabolism, 1079- 1082 , 

1080F1081/ 
vitamin B12, 1082- 1083 

Watson -Crick base pairing, 33 
DNA model, 33-34, 33F34/ 
cransfer RNA, 64, 64/ 

Weak acids, 7 

classificacion, 7 

homeoscasis in animals and, 9cl 

Weak eleccrolyres, 5 
wacer mo lecule dissociation, 5--6 

Weel kinase, ceU cycle regulation, 1006 
\Vernicke-Korsakoff syndrome, cranskerolase 

anomalies, 651cc 

Wobble hypothesis, codon-anticodon interactions, 

212--215, 213t-214,, 214/ 

Wolman disease, 20cc 
Writhing of double helix, replication fork and 

parental strand untwisting, 148 

X 
Xanchine oxidase inhibitors, plane isolacion of, 407cc 

Xanchine oxidoreducrase (XOR), purine synthesis, 
820-821, 821/ 

X chromosome, trichromatic color v ision, 966 

Xenobioric substrates 

activacion, 437 
cytochrome P450 exogenous me.cabolism, 43 1, 

436--440, 436/, 437, 
inactivacion, 437--438 

coxic metabolites, 437 
Xeroderma pigmencosum (XP), nucleotide excision 

repair, 169, 170cc 

XJAP protein, 1012/, 1014 
X-ray crystaUography 

hemoglobin and myoglobin, 355 - 357, 356[.3571 

serine protease tertiary structure, 3491 

X-ray diffraccion 
protein scrucrure, 120-121 

three-dimensional protein structure, 129- 131 , 

130F131/ 
X-S-NO transport, hemoglobin oxygen delivery, 

366--367,366F367/ 
Xylitol dehydrogenase, pencosuria and deficiency 

of, 656cc 

Xylulose 5-phosphate, pencose phosphate 

interconversions, 650, 651/ 

L-Xylulose reducrase deficiency , pencosuria and 

deficiency of, 656cc 

y 

YACs. See Yeast artificial chromosomes 

Yeast artificial chromosomes (YACs) 

DNA fragment cloning, 278-279 

H uncingron disease research, 279cc 

Yeast two-hybrid assay, protein comp lexes, 99- 100 , 

99FI00/ 

z 
Z disk, skeletal muscles, 969, 969/ 

Z -DNA,38 

conformacion, 38--41, 39F4lf. 401 
Zidovudine (AZT), resistance co, nucleoside analogs 

and, 144cc 

Zinc 

deficiency , 1092 
protein requirements, 1091- 1092 

Zinc finger protein, transcription regulacion and 
DNA binding, 322, 323-324, 324/ 

Zinc ions, as enzyme cofactors, 393-394, 

393F394/ 
Zone electrophoresis, protein separacion, 122 

Z protein, bilirubin conjugation, 798 -799 

Zwirterion form 
glycerophospholipids, 460 
monoamino dicaiboxylic acid titration, 84-85, 

85/ 
monoamino moncarboxylic acid titracion, 84 

Zymogens, 344 
blood coagulacion, 995d 
digesrive enzymes and, I 033, 1034/ 

protein digestion, 10441, 1045- 1046, 1045/ 

proteolysis and activacion of, 240, 241/ 

serine protease syncbesis, 347 - 348, 348/ 



Abbreviations in Biochemistry 

A (orAde) adenine dTDP thymidine diphosphace 

Ah antibody dTMP thymidine monophosphace 

ABC ATP-binding cassette dITP chymidine cciphosphace 

Ach acecylcholine EcoRl EcoR l rescriccion endonuclease 

ACP acyl carrier protein EF elongation factor 

ACTH adrenocorcicoccopic hormone EGF epidermal growth faccor 

acyl CoA acyl derivative of CoA ER endoplasmic reticulum 

ADH ancidiurecic hormone FAD oxidized flavin adenine dinucleocide 

AdoMet S-adenosylmethionine FADH2 reduced flavin adenine dinucleocide 

ADP adenosine diphosphace Fd ferrodoxin 

Ag antigen lMet formylmcthionine 

AlA 8-amino levulinic acid FMN flavin mononucleotide (oxidized form) 

Ala alanine FMNH2 flavin mononucleoride (reduced form) 

AMP adenosine monophosphare FOX fatcy acid oxidation 

ANF accial nacciuretic factor Fp flavoprotein 

Arg arginine G (or Gua) guanine 

ARS auconomous ly replicating sequence G Gibbs free energy 

Asn asparagine GABA -y-aminobucyric acid 

Asp asparrare Gal galacrose 

ATP adenosine rriphosphate GDP guanosine diphosphare 

ATPase adenosine rriphospharase Gi inhibitory G procein 

BAC bacterial artificial chromosome Glc glucose 

BCAA branched-chain amino acid Gin gluramine 

BMR basal mecabolic rare Glu gluramace 

bp base pairs Gly glycine 

BPG o-2,3 -bisphosphoglycerate GMP guanosine monophosphace 

C (or Cyt) cytosine Gs scimulatocy G protein 

CaM calmodulin GSH glurathione reduced 
cAMP (cyclic AMP) 3' ,5' -cyclic adenosine monophosphace GSSG glurachione oxidized 

CAP carabolite gene activator protein GTP guanosine rriphosphate 

CBC cap binding complex Hb hemoglobin 

CDK cyclin dependent kinase HbCO carbon monoxide hemog lobin 

cDNA complementary DNA Hb0 2 oxyhemoglob in 

CDP cyridine diphosphace HDL high density lipoprorein 

CETP cholcsteryl ester ccansfcr protein hFSC human embryonic stem cell 

CMP cyridine monophosphate HMGCoA J3-hydroxy-J3-mechylgluraryl CoA 

CoAorCoASH coenzymeA hnRNA heterogeneous nuclear RNA 

CoQ coenzyme Q (ubiquinone) HPETE monohydroperoxy -eicosatcrraenoic acid 

CRE cAMP response element HPLC high-performance liquid chromatography 

CRP cAMP receptor protein HSP hear shock protein 

CTP cyridine cciphosphate HX hypoxanchine 

cyclic AMP 3' ,5' -cyclic monophosphate adenosine Hyp hydroxyproline 

cyclic GMP 3' ,5' -cyclic monophosphate guanosine IDL intermediate density lipoprorein 

Cys cysteine IDP inosine diphosphate 

d 2 ' -deoxyribo IF initiation factor 

Da Dalton If intermediate filament 

DAG 1,2-diacylglycerol IgG immunog lobulin G 

dd dideoxy IMP inosine monophosphare 

DFP diisopropylfluorophosphare IP3 (InsP,) inositol 1,4,5 ccisphosphare 

DHAP dihydroxyacetone phosphate IRE insulin response elements 

DHF dihydrofo lare IS insertion sequence 

DNA deoxyribon ucleic acid ITP inosine rri phosphate 

Doi dolichol J joule 

Dopa 3,4-dihydroxypheny lalanine Kb kilo base pair 

dsDNA doub le-stran ded DNA Kcal kilocalories 



k,,.. enzyme turnover number R gas constant 

kDa kiloDalron RE restriction endonucleases 

kJ kilojoule RER rough endoplasmic reticulum 

K,,, Michaelis-Mencen constant RF release facror 

LDL low density lipoprotein RFLP restriction fragment length polymorphism 

Leu leucine RNA ribonucleic acid 

Ile isoleucine RNAi interference RNA 

Lys lysine RNase ribonuclease 

m milli (10- 3) RQ respiratory quotient (CO 2 production/0 2 

M molar (mol/L) consumption) 

Mb myoglobin RXR retinoid X receptor 

Mb0 2 oxymyoglobin rRNA ribosomal RNA 

Met methionine s Svedberg unit 

MetHb methemog lobin SAM S-adenosylmethionine 

mi.RNA microRNA Ser serine 

mol mole SER smooth endoplasmic reticulum 

mRNA messenger RNA SH sulfhydryl 

mtDNA mitochondrial DNA sHSP small heat shock proteins 

N Avogadro's number si.RNA small inhibitory RNA 

NAD+ oxidized nicotinami de adenine dinucleotide SMF sodium motive force 

NADH reduced nicotinamide adenine dinucleotide SMP-DNA slipped-mispaired DNA 

NADP+ oxidized nicotinamide adenine dinucleotide SNARE synaptosome-associated protein receptor 

phosphate SNP single-nucleotide polymorphism 

NADPH reduced nicotinamide adenine dinucleotide snRNA small nuclear RNA 
phosphate snRNP small nuclear ribonucleoprotein 

NANA N-acerylneurarninic acid SRP signal recognition particle 
NOP nucleoside diphosphare SSB single-scrand binding protein 
NSAID nonsteroidal anti-inflammatory drug T (or Thy) thymine 
NTP nucleoside triphosphate T3 criiodo-L-chyronine 
ORC origin recognition comp lex TCA cricarboxylic acid cycle 
oriC origin of chromosomal replication TF transcription factor 
p phosphate TG triacylglycerol 
PAF platelet activating facror THF tetrahydrofolate 
PBG porphobilinogen TIP chymidine triphosphare 
PC phosph aridylcholine Tm melting temperature 
PCR polymerase chain reaction TM transmembrane 
PE phospharidylethano lamine TNFa rumor necrosis faccor a 
PEP phosphoenolpyruvate TPP chiarnin pyrophosphate 
PG prosraglandin tRNA transfer RNA 
Phe phenylalanine Trp tryptophan 
Pi inorganic orthophosphate Tyr rycosine 
PI phosphatidy linositol U (or Ura) uracil 
PIP2 phosph atidylinositol 4,5-bisphosphate UDP uridine diphosphate 
PIP3 phosph atidylinositol 1,4,5-crisphosphace UDP-galactose uridine diphosphate galactose 
PKU phenylketonuria UDP-glucose uridine diphosph ate glucose 
PLP pyridoxal 5-phosph atc UMP uridine monophosphate 
PMF proron motive force UTP uridine criphosphate 
PMN polymorphonuclear Val valine 
pol DNA polymerase VEGFR-3 vascular endothelial growth factor 
PPAR peroxisome proliferator activated recepror recepror-3 

PPi inorganic pyrophosph ate VLDL very low density lipoprocein 

Pro proline vm maximal velocity 

PRPP phosphoribosyl pyrophosphate XMP xanthosine monophosphate 

Q ubiquinone (CoQ) YAC yeast artificial chromosome 



The Genetic Codea 
u C A G 

uuu 
Phe 

ucu UAU 
Tyr UGU ] u 

uuc ucc UAC UGC Cys C u 
UUA UCA Ser UM UGA Stop A 
UUG 

Leu 
UCG UAG 

Smp 
UGG Trp G 

cuu CCU CAU ff CGU u 
C 

CUC CCC CAC IS CGC Ar C 
CUA Leu CCA Pro CAA 

Gin 
CGA g A 

CUG CCG CAG CGG G 

5' Base 3' Base 

AUUI ACU MU 
Asn 

AGU 
Ser 

u 
AUC Ile ACCTh MC AGC C 

A 
AUA ACA r AM AGA A 
AUG Met ACG MG 

Lys 
AGG 

Arg 
G 

GUU GCU GAU] GGU u 
G GUC Val GCC Al GAC Asp GGC C 

GUA GCA a GM GGA Gly A 
GUG GCG GAG Glu GGG G 

4 The genecic code comprises 64 codons, which are permucacions of four bases taken in threes. Nore the 
importance of sequence: three bases, each used once per triplet codon, give six permucacions: ACG, AGC, 
GAC, GCA, CAG, and CGA, for threonine, serine, asparcare, alanine, glucamine, and arginine, respectively. 

Nonuniversal Codon Usage 
in Mammalian Mitochondr ia 

Abbreviations for the Amino Acids 
Abbreviation 

Codon Usual Code Mitochondrial Code AmittoAcid Three Letter One Letter 

UGA Termination Trypcophan Alanine Ala A 

AUA Isoleucine Methionine Arginine Arg R 

AGA Arginine Te rmination Asparagine Asn N 

AGG Arginine Termination Aspartare Asp D 

Asparagine or aspartate Asx B 

Cysreine Cys C 

Glycine Gly G 

Glutamine Gin Q 
Glutamate Glu E 

Glutamine or glutamate Glx z 
Histidine His H 

lsoleucine Ile I 

Leucine Leu L 

Lysine Lys K 

Methionine Mer M 

Phenylalanine Phe F 

Proline Pro p 

Selenocysteine Sec u 
Serine Ser s 
Threonine Thr T 

Tryptophan Trp 'W 

Tyrosine Tyr y 

Valine Val V 
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